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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
WEDNESDAY, APRIL

VOL. LVIV.

JOHN CLAIR MINOT REVIEWS
LITERATURE OF PAST YEAR

MAGEE TO COACH IN
CUBA NEXT SUMMER
Will

and Friendliness

Helpfulness,

''Inspiration,

New

in

Books," Sajs Herald Literary Editor
Students of Bowdoin and people of
the Brunswick community wr-re privileged to hear a fascinating talk on
John
"Current Hooks," April 9
Clair Minot "96, literary editor of the
Boston Herald. Mr. Minot discussed
briefly the most important contributions to literature during ihe past
year, both in poetry, biogra*>hy, and
fiction.
The substance of his talk was
as follows:
to apis rather embarrassing
It
proach the current field of literature
because there have been sc niany different movements during the past few
months*.
However, there an- two or
three things which stand out (and give
a wide public appeal. The past season has brought forth the most notable poetry for some time, bringing
to a peak of achievement the poeticmovement started several years ago.
The season is a landmark which will
be looked back upon by future, genera-

PLEASING RECITAL

BY

V

J.

HERMANN LOUD

Many Hear Concert by Noted Organist
of Bark Street Church

John Hermann Loud, F. A. G. O.
gave a recital on the Curtis Organ
Mr.
in the Chapel Monday evening.

Loud's beautiful playing was highlyappreciated by a large audience of
undergraduates and friends of the
The program embraced a
College.
pleasing variety of selections, among
them two of Mr. Loud's own compositions.
The theme suggested for improvisation was Mendelssohn's
"Spring Song," and Mr. Loud rendered a pleasing and colorful interpretation of it. Altogether, the concert was a marked success, and the
tions.
College deserves the hearty thanks
The outstanding book of poetry of and congratulations of all who were
1928 is "John Brown's Body" by Ste- present for having secured so fine an
masterpiece
This
phen Vincent Benet.
artist.
has been called by some critics a novel
John Hermann Loud is one of the
in verse.
It is really a recreation of
leading present-day organists. He is
the Civil War spirit. It is not an epic, a native of Weymouth, Mass. After
for it lacks the continuous movement several years of study at the^New
and single meter which characterize England Conservatory of Music and
the great epics of Homer and Virgil. three years of experience as an orThere is, however, a variety of ar- ganist in Weymouth, Mr. Loud spent
rangement which makes it fascinating some time in study abroad. He went
to read, and which has brought a pop- first
to Berlin and later to France,
ularity beyond that reached by any where
he studied under the famous
novel during the past 10 months.
French organist and composer, Guil"John Ilrown's Body" is ^not the mant. While abroad he was made an
Robert
only great poetical work.
Associate of the Royal College of
Frost, the laureate of New I-.ngland- Music
Returning to
in
London.
ers, has brought forth "West ".tunning
America, Mr. Loud was soon recogBrook," in which there is shrewd and nized here as sC brilliant musician. He
kindly philosophy with a Yankee tang. became
a member of the American
A new collection of poem* by Edwin Guild of Organists in 1800, and a FelArlington' Robinson, the greatest of low of the same guild in 1907. For
living- American poets, has njiade its
four years, beginning in 1922, he was
appearance, while Edna St. iVincent Dean of the New England Chapter of
Mi Hay has written several poems with the Guild.
that charm and "exquisite sllusiveMr. Loud is now beginning his 15th
ness" which are characteristic of her year as organist and choirmaster of
art.
the Park Street church in Boston. For
Further poems hitherto unpublished the last 15 years he has been a memhave appeared by Emily Dickinson. ber of the faculty of the Maiden Con(Continued on Pure .1)
servatory of Music, and since last
fall he has brer, the cfficial organis t
of the Boston City club.
Mr. Loud
has had a long and brilliant concert
career, having given a tremendous
number of recitals with marked suc}
cess. He has been honored in his pro^
Win Much Favorable Comment [hiring
I

!

|

I

•

MUSICAL CLUBS PAVE
SUCCESSFUL SEASON

;

(Continued on

Page

-I)

Annual Easter Trip
«

In chapel last week President
congratulated the nu-mi* rs of
organizations on theii success,
and on the fine impressions •ihey'made
at each concert of the Ha t> r tour.
This year the clubs appear* d 051 this
trip at Danvers, Mass., at tl4«** University CI nit in Boston, the Plaza at

work.
Sills

both

New York

City, and the No" fce.nturj
Philadelphia. At eadS $f these
places the performance was intended
by a large and responsive audit-nce.
The programs everywhere were carried out in a commendable m.m;i<.r and

Club

in

finished appearance. 'Ihe trum1
pet solos of Warren E. Win-jlow were
well executed and were most cprdiall)
received everywhere, while Ronald D.
W'ilks. with his humorously pathetic
10
never
nevei {failed
1511011 to
ives
"Skipper
St. Ives"
•Kipper 01
of .-H.

with

Krin.r the
til.. Hearty
Il«
t-T \- approval
ft IV
llf tlie
five audi.illdt
of
bring
After each concert there, was
ence.
dancing with music l»v thtr I'olai
Tl I » 1

• • 1

II 1

i

Bears.
uccess of ti"is season
of tin
be attributed to the caiv-fel plan

Much

may
mav

I

ning and hard work of finyon
Spring, tin- manager of the ch|bs.

II.

spring football;
practice starts
Conditioning VVoirk and
Training in Fundamentals

Men Receive

Spring football practice f'.-r men
planning to go out for the sport next
fall started last week.

The number out
small,

but

BOWDOIN TO HAVE

!

INTERCOLLEGIATES
Swimming

Association

Favors Curtis

Pool for Meet Next Year

i

i

those

is rather
are getting a

at present

men

After much parley, Coach Miller of
Bowdoin Swimming team has
managed to secure the favor of the
Intercollegiate
Swimming Association on the matter of holding next

the

year's

Intercollegiate

swim

at

Bow-

doin.

The moot was held this year at the
University club in Boston, but facilities for handling the crowd which at
tended were limited to such an extent that a larger gallery was sought.
Wesleyan and Amherst made a strong
bid for the honor of holding the meet
at their institutions, but it was finally
decided to hold the meet in Iirunswick.
The Curtis Swimming Pool despite
its newness, has become quite famous
in Intercollegiate

swimming

circles. It

considered remarkably fast and extremely modern in every respect. fine
is

of the features of the pool is its gal
lery which is capable of holding a large
gathering of spectators.
William N. Locke was elected cap
tain of next year's swimming team
and Howard Hall manager at a meeting of the members of the squad last

Monday.
Locke has done some

fine work during the past year.
He holds several
Bowdoin records and is especially
prominent in the breaststroke events.
He was the only entrant from Bow
doin who placed in the Intercollegiate
Moot at Boston. Next year he should
show up well in this meet and also in
the
Collegiate
Eastern
swimming

contest.

The American Red Cross Junio'
thorough conditioning and a ground- Life Saving Emblems
are being ap
ing in fundamentals which will well plied for by many
members of the
repay them for their'time.
swimming squad. Last year 25 wor
Coach MorreH's purpose in vailing given out. This year more will be
out candidates is to giw the. .-qua'? given,
and also a few instructor's eman opportunity for individual j atten- blems.
Provided a larger group turn?
tion.
contests
have
m
out, he intends to
4

punting,

drop-kicking,

and passing.

place

k

i

LOIRS BLANC ELECTS NKW
OFFICERS MONDAY EVENING

kinjr.

The small turnout

is

in part to the demand- of spring
there
aseball and track although
an many men on the campus free
from compulsory athletics who could
get
the benefit of the pre-season
training.
;•

;

Offtctts for the coming year were
elected at a special meeting of the
French club, L'Ours Blanc, in the

Moulton Union Monday evening. Nor-

man Waldron

was elected presiArtine Artinian "81, vice-president; George Freiday '30, secretarytreasurer.
'30,

dent;

Letters of President
If

Hvde Wanted

Alumni who have in their posfrom
President
letters

session

|

Hyde

kindly allow the undersigned to see the>e, they wijl not
only confer a great favor hut will
perhaps thereby assist importantly
in the preparation of his biogifiphy.
will

Charles T.

Buimh.

j

.

!

i

the

Jack Magee, Bowdoin track coach,
has received and accepted an offer
from the Cuban Track Association to
be assistant track coach of the Cuban
National Track team this coming
summer, during the months of July
and August. Magee will have special
care of all weight men, and will prepare them for the Latin-American
Olympics which take place in Havana
next February.
James Kendrigan, commissioner of
athletics of Cuba, and coach of the
University of Havana, made the offer
to Coach Magee in a letter received
last week. The Cuban coach made it
quite plain that the task would be a
one, for the Cuban athletes
lack the finesse and skill of experienced track men.
The distances in
the weight events are comparable to
difficult

!

,

i»- have
Tin- Bowdoin Musical
.-••a>oi
just completed a successful
• trip
closing with .the regular l!«i
abIn spite of the much-regret\eil
.d at.
ier tin
sence of Professor Wass, rnder
II
leadership of <«»org(e
splendid
accompanist
Eland, Jr., the regular accompanist.
Kand,
.1
i.i
_
_
the clubs have done remarEahJyj good

Prepare Weight Men for
l.alin- American Olympics

The French club is one of the newer
organizations on the campus, having
been formed a year ago at this time.
During its short existence it has
proved successful, and has gained th"
support of a goodly number of unThere will probably
dergraduates.
be one or two more meetings this
year, although their exact nature has
not vet been announced.

United
the
records
in
States. For instance the best distance
in the shot put is only 41 feet, <>
inches, the javelin 172 feet, and the.
hammer 128 feet. It is Magee's job
to add distance to these low marks
and to insure victory for the Cubans
next February.
schoolboy

C.

NO.

17, 1929.

LEONARD YVOOLLE
INSTITUTE SPEAKER

Eminent Archaeologist Will

BOWDOIN AND BATES PRY OFF
BASEBALL LID PATRIOTS' DAY

(Jive Lec-

tare April 30

The

latest

is Favorable With Much Improvement Shown— Schedule Announced

Outlook for Season

speaker to be announced

for the Social Science Institute to be
held here April 20 to May 10 is C.

FEATURE ARTICLES
MARCH ALUMNUS

Leonard Woolley. Mr. Woollev is an
The Bowdoin nine is ready to swing
eminent archaeologist who for 20
into action in its first game of the
years has been making excavations in
season to lie played with Bates at
IN
Nubic in Italy, in England, and in
Lewiston on the holiday.
the valley of the Euphrates river. Mr.
The outlook for the season is one
Woolley is probably most famous for John C. Thalheimer. William Lyon quite different from that of last year,
his discoveries in Ur, the city of
as the squad is shaping up remarkPhelps, and Stanley Lary are ConAbraham, which will be the subject of
ably well in all departments.
Tho
tributors to Current Issue
his a«.dress.
fielding has been especially good notwithstanding unfavorable condition of
The Institute will extend over a
Since the last copy of the Orient Pickard field.
The batting has imperiod of a fortnight and each lecture will be followed by a round table was issued, the Alumnus has been proved almost 100 per cent over last
discussion presided over by the speak- published and distributed. This num- year. The team at last seems to have
got
its
on
eye
the
ball.
If the spirit
er of the preceding evening, and at
ber begins with a reminiscent letter- that has been shown during the practended by students of the departments
'10, con- tice sessions can be carried through,
of the Social Sciences and by other editorial from H. A. Huston
taining some recollections of his col- the team will find itself winning"-*
students so desiring.
lege days. There are several articles,
Ben Houser is
The program as arranged to date one by John C. Thalheimer, Bursar, on plenty of games.
especially pleased with the general
is as follows:
"The Munro Doctrine and Bowdoin enthusiasm of the squad and believes
April 29— James T. Shotwell, direc- College" commenting on a recent artiit a very encouraging sign.
tor of the Division of Economics and cle in the Atlantic Monthly, "Are Our
The hurlers who are shaping up
History, Carnegie Endowment for In- Colleges Playing Poor?", and its relawell are Stiles, Souther, Shute and
ternational Peace; subject, "The Pact tion to the Bowdoin finances.
There Cole. One of the first two will
probof Paris, the United States, and the is also an article by William Lyon
ably hurl against Bates on Patriots'
League."
Phelps on Longfellow, entitled "The Day.
Both have been showing up
April 30— C. L. Woolley, archae- Poet of America," and dealing wltn
well in practice and should be able to
(Continued on rase 4)
the humanity and representativeness hold the Lewiston
nine in check.
if 'the poet. The magazine also con- Crowther, Smith,
Weeks and MacLachtains a notice of Mr. Pickard's addi- lan are
the Polar Bear receivers. It
Fiejd.
Pickard
tional gift of $5,000 for
will be either Crowther or Weeks in
N. H. and an article concerning the Social
•

I

-»,

j

;

j

!

j

POLYPHONIC SOCIETY TRACK MEN WORKING
WILL GIVE CONCERT
FOR TUFTS AND

Science Institute. The concluding artiis by Stanley Lary, Director of
Education and Vocation of the University Club of Boston, on the subject,
"A Career or a Job."
The Alumnus also contains several
fine pictures of various college scenes.
The cover design is of the path
through the Bowdoin pines to WhitThere is a photograph of
tier Field.
the Chapel through tho trees, and
three pictures" of the Moulton Union,
one of the exterior, a view of the main
staircase, and a photograph of the
fireplace in the lounge.
An interesting feature is entitled
•'The Best Known Bowdoin Team."
This is a picture and article about the
the well known transcollege team
examination
for
medium
porting
tenches and other lesser commodities,
.1.
Frank Johnson, College teamstoi
since 1916, and his horse, Bess.
cle

Chorus to be Conducted by Alfred Team Also to Compete in State Meet,
Rrinkler of Portland
New Englands and I. C. 4A.

Bowdoin college presents a proof vocal music by the Portland
Polyphonic Society next Monday evening in Memorial hall at a quarter
past eight. Alfred Brinkler, who is
teaching Professor Wass's classes in
Music at the College during the latter's illness, is the conductor of the

gram

1

Track work has been resumed

in

earnest since the Easter vacation in
preparation for the usual round of
spring meets.

the

first contest.

The infield is pretty well settled
with Chan Lincoln, newly elected captain, on first, Tom Chalmers on second, Whittier at short, and Crimmins
on third. These men are all understudied by another infield which is
making a strong bid for recognition.
The outfield offers some rather remarkable features from the point of
view of the baseball scientist.
Ben
has managed to get together two
groups of outer gardeners, a group
that bats right handed and a group
that bats left handed. It is Houser's
intention to use the former against

Trials to determine who will compete in the Tufts meet, which comes
will be held next Saturday, when Coach Magee plans to run
chorus, and it is largely to him that
off a meet among the members of the
the College is indebted for securing
squad.
Continued on Pane 3)
this concert by the Portland singers.
Success in the Tufts meet depends
The Portland Polyphonic Society
upon the condition
consists of 21 of Portland's best sing- in a great measure
IS
of the outdoor track and upon the
ers.
It was founded several years
With conditions favorable
ago by Mr. Brinkler. The chorus is weather.
designed to sing choral works of more the team should hang up a victory.
than the usual four parts. The pro- The next meet is with New HampR. C. SherrifT's War Play i> Winning
gram next Monday evening will in- shire State on May 11, and is followed
Success in Now York
clude old English madrigals and glees by the State meet on the lKth. The
of from five to <-ight parts, modeir. last m^pts are the New Englands and
Russian music of eight parts, and a the I.( A. A. A. A.
A good-sized audience of underThere is a feeling of optimism
very beautiful setting in six parts of
graduates
gathered
in
tho
main
Longfellow's poem "Fleur de Lys" by about the result of the track season
lounge at the Moulton Union 'Saturthe
Welsh composer J. Hopkins outdoors. The dual meets seem fair- 'Scare 2S Points in Inieue Interclass day evening to hear Professor Gray
Evans. There will also be solo group- ly safe and it is a question of concenread R. ('. Slu-iriff's new play "JourMeet Seniors Second
tration on the State, Now England
by members of the Society.
ney's End."
Professor Gray's performance was most enjoyable, and
The personnel of the chorus is as and I.C. A. A. A. A. meets.
The second annual interclass base- was highly
appreciated by all those
follows.
First sopranos: Miss Avis
just
bail contest, which took place
Lamb, Miss Helen Ward, Mrs. Helen
The 1!»30 Bugle wont to press April prior to the Easter vacation, was won who had the good fortune t<> hear
him.
Burnhum, Mrs. Beatrice Richards: 13th, and will bo out the night of the
by the Sophomores with a total of 2^
"Journey's End" has run for over
second
sopranos: Mrs. Emma M. Ivy Dance, May 24. A very line HughThe Seniors scored 101- three months
points.
(< 'ontiniuil
in London, and is on-is anticipated by tho staff.
on 1'i.nr 4)
points, Juniors !t^. and Freshmen 8.
of the most successful plays being
The contest was quite unique, and presented at this time
in Now York
aroused a great deal of interest It was
written
for
performamong the players. After the moot ance, but its merits amateur
were soon recogthe squad proceeded to "kill" a nice nized
and it was shortly after taken
box of apples furnished by Coach up by
professional actors. All the acHouser.
tion takes place during the Great War
A summary of the events follows: in a dugout
just behind the British
Fvent No. 1 Catchers throwing front line. There are no women in
by Smith the cast. The play is one of
Visiting Professor In Chemistry Describes
Uses of into barrel at second: Won
the vory
'31.;
second, Crowther '2!».
few that do not present a glorified
of the Vegetable
Event No. 2 Outfielders throwing war, with beautiful, innocent maidens,
Dwyer
by
and
Won
all
backstop:
sorts
of
patriotic pageantry.
at target on
There is no flag-waving, no Fourth'31; second, McKown '32.
Professor Norris, visiting professor used sodium carbonate, but a better
Event No. 3 Time throwing around of-July parading, but only the hellish
of Chemistry, gave an interesting lec- method was suggested by an Ameri
the bases: Won by '1031 (Smith, Klei- mental torture of men living under
ture on cellulose Monday morning. can and more fully developed in Ger
Parmenter, Fenton, Crim- the constant terrific strain of the front
His talk was much as follows:
many; that was the use of sulfur di- backer,
mins), time, 11 l-5s; second, 1!»2:» lines. And that is as it should be.
Cellulose may be considered the oxide and water. Then calcium bisul(Lincoln, Thompson, Bardsley, Brakingdom.
backbone of the vegetable
fide in lime and water was used.
Tho man, Crowther)^ time, 11 4-.">s.
The things of this kingdom differ possibilities of a cheap paper had an
Event No. 4 Accurate throwing
from those of the inorganic, in thai astounding effect .upon the progress
1<*30 (Cole, Ziethey can reproduce their own kind. of the world.
Only 50 per cent of for pitchers: Won by
The principal organic element is' car- wood is cellulose", and in the present sel); second 1!»31 (Souther, Shute).
Bunt and run to first: Siv Veterans Back
Fvent No.
bon, and the great problem is to methods, little use is found for the
Seven Sen Candichange certain substances as nitro- other ~>0 per cent. Accordingly, then- Won by Crimmins '31, time 3 S-6s;
dates Answer Call
gen, hydrogen, etc., into the materials is a great deal to be clone by the second. Stiles "30.
required for sustenance.
It is the chemist on this subject.
(ball
bunting
Sacrifice
No.
Event
The Bowdoin Tennis team under the
cycle of living things that keeps the
During the war, the supply of cot- must stop in a small chalked circle): leadership
of its captain. Mayo H
world balanced.
second.
ton gave out in the countries making Won by MacLachlan '32;
Soley, has begun pre-season practice
Cellulose is the basis of plant life
up the centra) powers, German chem- Bardsley '2*.».
Aided by a new indoor court on th >
leaves,
branches, trunks and
has ists made high grade paper and split
7
Class relay around gym floor, the
Event No.
squad has been workbeen used by man for ages. The first it into fine threads from
which they the bases:
Won by 1031 (Souther, ing out despite unfavorable weather
use was of the leaves for shade, then made fibers.
From the fibers they Crimmins, Kleibacker, time 37 2-5s; conditions.
as shelter.. It was used as clothing made textile fabrics.
Braman,
Lately, in Ger- s^ond, tie between 1!»20
There are six veterans back, and
from the time of Adam and Eve, and many, a method has been worked out
Bardsley, Lincoln) and 1030 (Stiles. seven new candidates.
The members
is largely the clothing of the modern
for making high grade pulp from Cole, Whittier), time 30 3-5s.
of last year's team are Mayo Soley,
maid.
The cotton plant produces bamboo. The advantage of this is
James
Parkes, William Altenburg,
fibers which can be put together for easily seen
when one considers the ItESEKN 'ATIONS FOR DOKMITOBV Raymond Jensen, F. Partington
Abcloth.
The Egyptians handed down rapidity with which bamboo grows.
bott
Wayne Ramsey. The now
a great deal of cloth made from this,
ROOMS
APRIL 22 men and
BE
Cellulose treated with water and
are Frederick Burrows, Philip
in the form of mummy cloths. ForDana. Jr., Robert Dow. Fdgar Chrismerly quantities of this were exported acids can be converted into glucose
Occupants of dormitory rooms, who tian, David Perkins, Edward Schwartz.
forrthe purpose of making paper, but or sugar. In a recent development in
•
Robert Studley.
the supply was soon exhausted. Cot- Germany, wood fibers, by being treat- wish to retain their present nmni
ed with acids and neutralized, are for next year, may make reservations
The schedule for the season follows:
ton is the purest form of cellulose.
May 7 Harvard at Cambridge.
The first development of the chem- converted into a sugar which can bo at the Treasurer's office on April 22.
May s Amherst at Amherst
There are 254 places available in
istry of cotton was discovered by assimilated by animals. Thus, a large
tree
will
long
time,
feed
cow
for
a
a
bwill
150
of
which
May 9 Williams at WUliamstown
dormitories,
the
Mercer, while filtering sodium hydroxor
a
herd
on
can
be
kept
sawdust!
I;
May 10-M.I.T. at Cambridge.
resented for the incoming class.
ide through cotton cloth.
He found
May 27 Tufts at Brunswick.
The ordinary cellulose is not solu- should be noted that not more than
that the cloth soon became so clogged
May 38 -Wesleyan at Brunswick.
Chat, it was necessary to use another, ble, but when treated with nitric acid, 104 places are available for present
Maine Inteivollegiates week of Ma\
and he decided to investigate tho it gives cellulose nitrate, which will occupants.
A deposit of $10 will be required at 12.
cause.
He discovered that caustic dissolve in alcohol and ether. This,
Now England I. S. T. week of May
soda changed the fiber of cotton so when forced through minute tubes and the time the contract is signed. One
that it swelled, and in so doing, tho coagulated on the other side, makes student can reserve but one-half of a 1!'.
Sodium sulfide is used room, the College reserving the right
cloth shrunk. Later it was discovered artificial silk.
who
Students
ront
other
half.
the
in
coagulating
to
it.
came
the
disLater
that if the cloth was treated with
caustic soda and not allowed to shrink, covery that copper hydroxide and am- wish to room together must sign the
monia would dissolve cellulose, and loom contract and make the necessary
the properties were
Because it has pleased God to
changed. It was by this method that silk was made from that method. Then deposits at the same time.
take from us Richard Anderson
Students who do not live in the dormercerized cotton was made.
How- in England, the discovery of cellulo.-e
Schenck,
and because we hawhouses
will
fraternity
mitories
or
in
ever, only in the study of the atomic xanthate, which is soluble in water,
lost in his departure a friend
structure of cellulose was great ad- was made. This is the result of treat- be given the preference accorded tho
ing cellulose ano caustic soda with so- incoming class. They should file their
and brother, we, his brothers in
vance possible.
Then came the notion, to several at dium bisulfide. It is by this method applications at the Treasurer's office
the Bowdoin Chapter of Alpha
before April 22.
the same time, that paper could be that most of the artificial silk of to
Delta Phi, de hereby resolve to
made from wood. In 18f»7, Mr. Stan- day is made.
our badges for a period of
drape
wood, Professor St an wood's father,
Tho artificial >ilk industry involves
Since the partial cast of the Com
thirty day.- a> a tokon of our
succeeded in making paper from wood, over $100,000,000 yearly, and is at it- nu-ncement play, "King Lear" wahere in Maine. In 1X53, Watt in Eng- greatest extent in the United States. announced, the ladies who are to take
sorrow and of the esteem in
land, discovered a method. The prob- In many respects this is better than part have been decided upon.
The
which we held him.
lem consisted principally in finding real silk, but in others, it is not. Prac- part of Gonoril will be taken by MrFor the Chapter,
some chemical agent to dissolve out tically the whole use of cellulose goes John Thalheimer, that of Regan by
Harrison M. Davis, Jr '.50.
the gums and resins which are be- back to the study of the atomic struc- Mrs. Morgan Cushing, and that of
tween the fibers of cellulose. Watt ture of its molecules.
Cordelia bv Miss Cornelia Stanwood.

on April 27,

—

i

JOURNEYS END"
READ BY PROF. GRAY

SOPHS WIN ANNUAL
BASEBALL CONTEST

—

IMPORTANCE OF CELLULOSE
REVEALED BY PROF. NORRIS

—

Many

"The Backbone

—

Kingdom"

—

TENNIS MEN START.
PRACTICE INDOORS
—

—

5—

(*>

—

—

—

(

MAY

MADE

—
—
—

somewhat

,

X
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j

!
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A complete line of Spring and Summer clothes
Brunswick, .Maine

Harrison M. Davis.
L. Snider "JP1 I
Paul A. Walker

Jr.,

Established 1871

'

Remember

Editor-in-Chief

'.'tf>

John

—

may now

be seen at Walsh's.

we are Brunswick's agents

for all Spalding athletic goods.

Managing: Editor

Managing Editor

•"•

Associate Editors
Philip C.

Ahem

I^iwrence C. Jenks "32
George T. Sewall 32

'::2
,

Melcher

P. Eolif «

.:j

i

Contributing Editors

John M. Cooper '2'.»
Douglas FoMli' k ''•()

John

T. Could *:J0
B. Mills '29

j

William

-

Communication
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Communication

The Athletic Department fully
realizes the value of this meet in interesting the right sort of boys in
this College.
At various times^in^the past there
lege.

whelming scores as Newark did this
year, and we have boys in Bowdoin
at the present time from these three
issue of the Bowdoin
tne editorial column of
schools.
Ma
Artine Artinian
Orient:
March
0rient
for
22
there appeared
In view of these facts we feel that
"™!I!
Manager
Assistant
have
J
Elias Thomas,
been movements to close this no injustice has been done to any of
a discussion of the Interscholastic
THE INTERSCHOLASTIC
meet to schools outside of Maine, to the competitors, hut do feel that inMeet deploring the presence of the
I'ul>li»h<iJ every Wi-ilni-mlay during the Coll«'(t«- Year by the Student* of Bowdoin College.
For the past number of years, all I'rep schools and high schools hav- justice has been done
track team from Newark Preparatory
to the Newark
All contributions and communications should be itiven to the Managing Editor by Sunday
Bowdoin has held on the day after the ing superior athletic talent. Had th" team.
I
wish at
No anonymous contributions will be accepted. The School on that occasion.
night prvmliiiK the date of publication.
interfraternity meet, an Interscholas- College submitted to these
several
This Department would at any time
the Managing Editor for news and this time to correct a more or less tic Track Meet.
Editor-fn-t'hief m res:xinsihle for the editorial column
It is an excellent op- movements our meet would
eventually be pleased to furnish authentic ingeneral impression that I wrote that
make-up.
All nomrmu.icatinns regarding subscriptions should be addressed to the Business
editorial.
As a matter of fact, al- portunity to show to preparatory and be one in which only the smallest formation to the Orient Board conSubscriptions. $3.00 per year (including Quill) in
Publishing Co.
Manager of the Boifd..in
u mAii
high school boys what the College is schools in Maine would compete.
cerning matters of this kind.
though I most heartily approve its
advance.
like and to induce the right sort of
The College, however, has followed
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.
general sentiment and had informed
fellow to come to Bowdoin. And it is an open door policy of allowing any
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick. Maine
the editor of my attitude, I did not
admitted that a man on a track team boy who conforms to our rules to
see the article itself until it appeared
News Editor for This Issue
is usually the right sort of a fellow.
compete in our meets. As a result
Gordon Larcom ofr Dedham, Mass..
in print.
This year a rather extraordinary our standards of competition have president of the senior class and of
John L. Snider '.'H
Three statements were made in the
j
unexpected performance took been very high indeed.
the Student Council, underwent an oparticle which are contrary to fact and and
place.
Not
with
content
competitors
eration
for appendicitis early Monday
The
above editorial was based enshould have been omitted, although
No. 1
Wednesday. April 17, 1929.
Vol. LVIV.
they were based on strong current from New England alone, though the tirely on hearsay, and contains sev- morning at the State Street hospital
opinion which I quoted in my discu# suggestion has been made to limit en- eral gross misstatements.
We feel in Portland. His condition is reported
sion with Mr. Dana on the day of the trance into the meet to Maine only, that it reflects discredit on the De- as quite favorable.
Plunks
meet. These men from Newark are the authorities admitted to competi- partment, the management of meet,
tion a team of professional or at least and upon Newark Preparatry School,
For some years it was the custom for the new editor of
semi-professional athletes from New- the winner of the meet.
N. J. The act was certainly unchosen
As a matter of fact, all the Newark
Orient to make a few remarks concerning the "policy" of the was at school with one of them is only ark,
fair to the teams who have entered
athletes were under 21 years of age,
paper during J,is period of control. Last year with the
no^mea™' h? the this meet annually. The final result complying with our regulation in this
life
of
the
meet
is
clear
enough
evidence
in
manwas
referred
to
this
same class, athletically, as others ensponding first issue such procedure
respect.
They all have the status of
Is the field of health strvice The' Harof that. One of the men of the Newamateur athletes and are not in any
vard I'niverMty Dental School —the oldner: "This seems a trifle unnecessary as this policy has remained
ark team has already been to college, sense
est dental school connei ted with any
semi-professionals. Not one of
university in the I'niled Statev—offers
and another was in high school with a these boys has ever been
It was legitimately present,
substantially the same for the past number of years.'
to college or
thorough well-halanced courvs in a!I
senior at Bowdoin. They were clear- attended
branches of dentistry. All modern equipschool anywhere with anySincerely yours,
unnecessary. T.e paper has continued as before, not much better
ly superior and out of the class of any
ment for practical work under superpresent Bowdoin senior, as the above
PHILfP S. WILDER.
vision
of men hiith in the profe-^inn
worse.
However,
durschool
entered
not
much
in
meet.
They
had
the
than its predecessors, but surely
editorial states.
The superiority of
Write for details and admission requirealready made two other trips into the Newark team
ments U Uroy M. S. Sttntr, Dean
be denied
ing the winter months a spirit of criticism and reform seized the
New England during the winter and any more than that cannot
N. S. F.
of past meet winHARVARD UNIVERSITY
had been winners on both occasions. ners
For the most part it was directed against the Orient.
College.
Huntington
Exeter and
DBMTAL SCHOOL
And yet they were admitted to com- Hebron, all in NewSchool,
Loniiwood Ave.
England, have in
Boston, Mm.
Reforms were suggested. One of the answers to a question in the
pete in the Bowdoin Interscholastics. the past won
the
meet
by
as
overreaction.
The
A thing of this sort is ridiculous
Senior Commictee's Questionnaire shows a typical
Consensus of Opinion Recorded hy and disappointing. It is obviously unquestion asked was what was thought of the present editorial
Richard H. Eield
fair to the other competitors, alpolicy of the Orient. The answer : "Has the ORIENT a policy ?"
though Bowdoin has always stood for
UNIVERSITY
RETAILING
At the recent convention of the Na- fair play. We have heard a good
From this fhaos of comment and criticism the present board
many comments of this kind and we
i
To do this it will be necesis going to corf truct a better paper.
hope it will not happen in the future.
3 Graduate Fellowships
5 Scholarships
sary to remedy certain difficulties arising from the make-up of discussed with illustrative experience The competition should be limited to
from various universities, and sugges New England high and preparatory
SERVICE
Under the present system perhaps a dozen tions
the board itself.
for dealing with specific prob- schools.
freshmen try put for the editorial side of the Orient. At the end lems were brought forward. But as
The demand for graduate students is far greater than the sipply.
For 17 years the College has run
formal
decisions
were
made,
the
of three months. the number has dwindled down to four.
One year of specialized training saves five years of hard experience.
following represents what ^appeared this Interscholastic Track Meet. DurThe others have lost interest because they see that eventually only to the leader, Richard H. Field of ing that time it has been the policy
to invite high schools and prep schools
Illustrated booklet on request.
For further information write Dr.
one man, the editor-in-chief, gets anywhere. They all would like Harvard Law School, to be a consensus to compete in the meet,
and to admit
of opinion:
Norris A. Brisco, Dean, New York University School of Retailing,
to be on the paper, but it is safe to assume that they do not all
(1) That it is desirable for editors any school which applies providing
Washington Square East, New York City.
such
schools
comply
with
the
rules"
to
be
elected
by
the
board
itself
withwant to be editor. They have a value which should be used. Every
by tl? e facu,ty and regulations laid down by the Colyear good men are dropped off the board for no reason, except that

To the Editor

Kowdoin Publishing Company

Ralph

Business Manager,

B. Hirtie *<*
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Why?

]

^S
£j?£££
That
The managing editors have always been over-,
custom decrees
loaded with work. On alternate weeks they have to
£ £ S^*™***** *£*
the forms a large amount of material. The situation
This
and place
I

the editor-in-chief, should

(2)

it.

collect, edit,

;

in

in

<

a nutshell

isithis

in shape.

It's

:

Four men write

all

the articles

;

one

!

cerned.

is

management.

man puts
Men in
.

]

course,

offer

essential to efficient
editor should, of
resignation if the

The
his

too small a board to issue a good paper.

time comes when he no longer retains
propose to make the confidence of the board.
charge of various departments are needed.
college newspaper
...
.,
.
(3) That the
,•
,
jrr>
m
11
lo should attempt to mould undergraduse of the formerly discarded candidates for the editorship,
begin this svst*m it will be necessary to work from the top down, juate opinion along progressive lines
rather than attempt only to reflect the
.
.,
LV» i
i
j
u
ai
aAppointments will be made to departments, such as: athletic, existing opinion. The danger of an
In the future if support is editorial staff which is not represenalumni, feature, and photographic
it

We

|

.

,

.

,

tative of the best opinion was felt,
it was agreed that such a staff
could do much to injure the reputation
of the university.
It was felt, however, that if the college paper is to
justify its existence it must attempt
to lead, not merely to follow.
(4) That the problem of faculty
.supervision is a difficult one, and that
..,,,
,.
, .,
,.
U1
Since the publication
of the last list
„„u
.i.
„ i. ,, i.,
,„ f%
t
)f new books in the Librarv, several
nimu ™ lf ™* eliminated altogether.
have been added both in the reading
seems
This
essential if the paper is to
room and to the seven-day shelf.
Those in the reading room are as be an expression of undergraduate
ideas. Elimination of faculty control
follows:
Anderson and Stallings
Three is understood not to include disciplinary
action for gross breaches of good
American Plays.

given the plan] there will be a sufficient
the paper to fiil all the departments.

DR.
IS

number

men

of

out for and

NEW BOOKS

WILLIAM GtLROY

CHAPEL PREACHER

.

,

.
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"Standards of Value"

The College preacher last Sunday
was Dr. William E. Gilroy, editor of
the

Congregatiahalist.

Dr.

„

^JZ^«^iwJ^«^
&
™

Editor of (ontrei^ationalist Speaks on

Gilroy

Ashton, James M.

—
—

—
— Ice-bound.

.

i

v

taste, etc.

(5) That the editor should confer
James the Second.
frequently with the administrative ofHertrand, Louis
Louis XIV.
Brainard, David L. The Outpost of ficers of the university and keep
thoroughly informed of the faculty
the Lost.
of Value."
tie first told of the be-i
Charles
F.
Brooks,
My Eighty point of view on controversial matters, even though he will not necessarreavement of a •nan whose son had Years.
Edwards, William H. The Tragedy ily agree with them, and should be
been killed in th war. After his first
free to criticise them in a properly reof Edward VII.
poignant grief was over, the man
Fought, Harold and Alice I'n- spectful manner when the occasion
seemed to find great consolation in fathomed Japan.
arises.
one thought, "He was always the soul
(fi) That profit sharing or the payForssell,
Nils— Fouche, the Man
And the question comes, Napoleon Feared.
of honor."
ing of salaries is undesirable and
"What is honor that it should be BO
Guidici, Davide
The Tragedy of should be restricted to those cases
fine a quality as U> be consolation'.'" the Italia.
where it is essential in order to get
And possibly hen? comes the old philDosteovski, people to do the work. Preferably th ?
Mayer-Graefe, Julius
osophy, discarded a bit though it is the Man and His Work.
honor attached to an editorship should
today, that religion is a man's prepMarco, Valeria Lenin.
be
sufficient
inducement
without
Mowat, Robert H.— The Life of I#rd financial remuneration.
aration to meet his God. For it does
In no case
seem to make a difference whether Pauncefote.
should the board become so obsessed*
Parijanine, Maurice The Krassin.
a young man live.- in his early manwith the idea of money-making that
The Last the profits are increased at the exCatherine
Hadriwill,
hood "the soul if honor," and can
leave this world with a feeling of no Tzarina
penses of a good paper or annual. In
Kedlich Joseph-Emperor Francis other words> thp pub i( ati()U sn ,; ul(1
stain left behind.
It may be that be sometimes feels, Joseph of Austria.
exist for the students, not for the ediHeumert, Elith— Hans Anderson, the tors.
that honor and other virtues are a
strange standard in this world where Man.
(7) That the college paper should
Arthur S.— The Spanish not attempt to be a newspaper pure
Riggs,
they often seem to lead to pain and
trouble rather 'ban to the food. Pageant.
and simple with the same news stanMarie AnSegur, Marquis de
However, the answer seems to be that
dard as a metropolitan daily, but that
there are standards spiritual as well toinette.
Gordon it should within limits lend itself as
Don-r-fke James
Setts,
And as it is hard to unas earthly.
an instrument of propaganda for
derstand the innumerable .electrons Bennetts.
worthy campus activities. It was felt
Shaw, Clement— Letizia Bonaparte.
that are in the physical universe, so
Yon Clarwill, Victor— Queen Eliza- that the present tendency is to overit is hard to comprehend these spiritemphasize
the "journalistic" attitude.
beth rind Some Foreigners.
laws without experience and
ual
Pousouhy, Sir Frederick (editor)—
thought. Then again, because we do
of the Empress Frederick.
Letters
have difficulty in understanding these
CALENDAR
On the seven-day shelf the followspiritual laws. we must need have
ing additions .have been made:
April 19
standards to test our standards. Our
Kave-Smith— The Village Doctor.
un
square
square may not always be
Baseball, Bates; there.
Seven Dials Mystery.
Christie
less we test it b> the highest standInformal
dance
at
Moulton
Edmonds Rome Haul.
ard, as we can test our lives and ideals
Union.
Lardner Round 1'p.
by Jesus.
Sassoon Heart's Journey.
April 22
The confirmation of the value and
Polytechnic
Society
meets in
worth of our standards of honor can
Memorial hall.
Coach Jack Magee will be one of
be found in the fives of those whose
Professor Norris lectures.
official timers at the annual
lives have really s»-emed worthwhile, the three
Association Marathon
Xpril 27
for the ide d life -s that in which our Boston Athletic
April 19.
souls are in tune wr.h His soul, and to be held
Track, Tufts; here.
the "soul of honor" makes man great
Baseball, Colby; there.
spiritual laws as well as natural laws,
and like to God.
April 28
At 7 o'clock, Dk t.ilroy was in the the attitude of the church toward law
Dean Sturgis speaks in Chapel.
I'nion for conference, with the under- enforcement and prohibition, and the
quesvalue
of certain qualities in a preachgraduates. TheM were various
April 29
adjourned
tions discussed t»n all topics, some re- er's success. This meeting
Institute
of
Social
Sciences
The next College
lating to the sermon and some to per- about 9 o'clock.
starts.
sonal opinions as on the interpreta- preacher will be Dean Sturgis of St.
Professor Norris lectures.
tion of the life t-> dome through one's Paul's Cathedral, Boston, who will
28.
on
April
of
speak
discovery
own personality, the

Chapel and also at the Union
.His Chapel sermon
in
was based on the subject, "Standards
spoke

Belloc, Hilaire

in
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Conquering the Cascades

j

j

—

I
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SNOW
year

falls

every

month

in

the

where the Great Northern

crosses the Cascades.

Steep, tortuous

grades increase the difficulty of the

impossible without electric
power. And electrification has been
extended to the entire 75-mile route
through the mountains.
record

railroading problem. Nature has stub-

The

bornly resisted man's effort to conquer

land and

the range.

on the

electricity

sea, in

the

on the
and

air,

underground, are making practicable

In January, 1929, the

tunnel was opened.

conquests of

new Cascade

Man, with
had con-

elec-

the impossibilities of yesterday.

As

our vision encompasses wider hori-

as an ally,
quered the Cascades.

a vital contribution to future

The eight-mile bore was
driven in three years— a

welfare.

tricity

zons,

electricity

industrial progress

appears

as

and human

*W*2DH

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL

ELECTRIC 'COMPANY

SCH ENECTADY

NEW

YORK

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
PLENTY OF INTEREST

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Tennis Balls in Cans

W&

Championship Tennis Balls
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Karh ore sealed

A ftw 1928 Kails

dozen

S.I. 40

red jacket

in a
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I for $1.35

at 15 rents each
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Remember Your Best Sweetheart

ON MOTHER'S DAY
carry a

full line

of Cynthia Sweets

Get

'".

Ready

Bates

at

left

han.l

group
thus

pitching

and

the

latter

against right hand fpitching,
strengthening the <>fT>n«e ma-

terially.
infield to

He

also intends to shift his

meet the exigencies

<>f

th«

pitching.

The left hand outfield combination
is
made up of Bicker, Ho* and
This group is especially
Dwyer.

Christian and Short, went to Portland
just before vacation and gave an exhibition of tumbling before the Bowdoin club of Portland. In a letter received from Edward Humphreys '17,
the secretary of the club, he says:
"The tumbling act of Christian and
Short went over big and served t*
round out a good program."
There has also been received a request to send members of the gym
team to Augusta for an exhibition at
the Y. M. C. A. circus. Several men
(Ivy will be sent down for the evenings of
April 25 and 20.
At a meeting of the gym team held
recently, Colton was elected captain
for next year and Berry was chosen

— Bates at Lewiston.
— Colby at Brunswick.
— Amherst at Amherst.
2 — Wesleyan at Middletown.

April 1!>
April 27

l\

Fencing team gave an exhibition, followed by a display of work on the
parallel bars by Berry and Short.
Then came an exhibition on the rings
by Colton. The first half of a basketball game between two all-star teams
was played, after which there was

Amusement
ball game was played.
was furnished during the evening by
Harry Davis, in the role of a clown.
Two members of the gym team,

The complete schedule follows:

Game

A fine exhibition of gym work was
given March 2fi by different members
of the student body. The first event
was the rope climb trials. In these
Colton beat Chamalian and Clark
beat Burnham. Two members of the

tumbling, single man stunts being
done by Dane, Gilliss and Short, and
two-man events by Colton and Stoneman. In the finai of the rope climb,
Colton defeated Clark. This was followed by three rounds of boxing beIn contween Snider and Bollard.
clusion, the final half of the basket

to Mail

THE COLLEGE SPA

(Continued from Taire

and

Tumbling are Features

I

We

Fencing,

Boxing,

Basketball,

$5.00 doz

Championship Tennis Balls

I)

GYM EXHIBITION

for $1.2"» unsealed

"{

W&

IN

$5.00 doz

-

May
Mav
May 4— Tufts at Medford.
May 6 — Maine at Brunswick.
May S— Colby at Waterville.
May 11 — Bates at Brunswick.
May 15 Colby at Brunswick.
May IT — Maine at Orono.
May 22— Colby at Waterville.
May 24 — Bates at Brunswick
1

—

Strong with the bat and v»ry good
afield. Rose, a veteran from i.a-t year,
remarkable skill in the Day.
is showing
May 27 Bates at Lewiston.
field, and looks as good as any of the
collegiate fielders in tne State. Ricker,
May 29 Maine at Orono.
a recent addition to the team] i.s roundJune 1 Maine at Brunswick.
ing into form and looks HXc a prom-

—
—
—

i

i

An

,

of

Spring Wearables

Suits, Topcoats,

Hats and Furnishings as new as tomorrow

I

Never have assortments been better and

morning.

prices

manager.

Colton's specialty in gym work is
the rings, in which branch he is Bowdoin's outstanding performer.
Although he has been elected captain
during his sophomore year, an unusual occurrence in any sport here,
his fine work in his two years at BowAmherst, several representatives of the faculty doin made him the logical choice for
the position.
invited to hear Dr. Gruening.

have been scheduled with
Wesleyan and Tufts.

Reflection

Latest

the

|

The right hand group
At the last meeting of the Ibis,
composed of Rraman, pell, Mcis
April 11, a very interesting address
Kown, Shute and Thompson.
A sche<lule of 15 games -has been was given by Dr. 'Ernest Gruening,
arranged this year. Each of the other editor of the Portland Evening News,
three Maine colleges will Ije playe<l on "Mexico and Its Heritage." Besides
four games, and additional' contests the members of the Ibis, there were
ising candidate.
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,
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new

colors, the
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models

of value giving.
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$35.00 to $60.00
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HIAIKMKOM

men
decide which is
ale

Minot Lecture
(Continued from P»«re

whom an English critic calls one of
the four greatest woman poets of all
Edgar Lee Masters has contime.
tributed two noteworthy poems, "Jack

best cigarette...
j

I

!

[Reproduced from the Yale News, Jan. 25, 1929]

OLD GOLD CIGARETTES WIN
FIRST IN TESTS AT YALE

A group of

Yale upper- classmen comparing the

four leading cigarette

brands.

Kelso" a dramatic poem, and "Fate
Of the Jury." The latter poem is
heavy footing as compared with "John
Brown's Body," and it may be said of
Masters that he has never reached the
level of the poets mentioned above.
Vachel Lindsay, "a mediaeval troubadour turned loose in this century,"
has not been idle during the past
months; and Carl Sandburg has written one good volume, "Good Morning
Nor should the youthful
"America."
genius, Nathalia Crane, be forgotten
in a summary of the outstanding poetHer
ical works of the past season.
latest poem, "Venus Invisible," has

cigarettes

label

were masked by

was numbered. This was

judged to be the most sporting way
of testing the merits of the four
leading brands. Some 208 Yale
students were asked to

smoke

the

four disguised brands without

knowing

thei?r identity.

four leading cigarettes . . "Masked" with
paper sleeves to conceal their brand names.

The

.

They were merely to choose, by
number, the* one that was most
appealing to

ihtfetaste.

The Nbw4

supervised the test
on January 18 at various fraternity
houses and id the News office.

When

the votes were recorded
was discovered that Old Gold
(Cigarette No. 3) had won. Old
Goid was gfven 63 first choices,
which was 11 per cent ahead of
Cigarette No. 2, 34 per cent ahead
of Cigarette No. 1, and 53 per cent
ahe id of Cigarette No. 4.

Edwin Booth, Francis

Child,

and Asa Gray. Strachey's "Elizabeth
and Essex" is the best selling nonThe
fiction book in America today.
enchantment of his prose together
with his humanizing intimate touch
put Strachey in a class by himself.
No biography of the past year is
more important than "Abraham, Lincoln" by A. J. Beveridge. Among the
many biographies of Lincoln, none is
more worthy of praise than Mr. Beveridge's.
It is a great loss that death
claimed him with his work half done.
The new book combines both the old
and new types of biography, and discusses Lincoln's life from a slightly
different
angle than that usually

black labels so that the names of
the brands vnsre concealed. Each

it

HOT* COUGH
1

M

A

CARLOAD
C

i'.

Larillard Co.. Bat.

fourth group. S. S. Van Dine brings
erudition to the mystery story in "The
Bishop Murder Case." This novel has
several quite unique touches, and is
told in a manner different from that
of most mystery stories. "The Treasure House of Martin Hews" is another
fascinating tale by E. Phillips Oppenheim who excels in stories of interna-

"OPEN COLLARS" TO
BE GIVEN FOR IVY

tional intrigue.

The Ivy Play is to be "Open Collars" by Erik Barnouw an undergrad-

"Expiation" by Countess Russell,
better known as the Elizabeth of
"Elizabeth and Her German Garden,"
is a wise and gossipy story about an
English family of wealth. In the same
group may be placed "The Children"
by Edith Wharton, who is considered
by many critics the leading woman
This book is a
novelist of the day.
plea for the children of divorce. It is
a sermon against divorce filled with

William Phelps, wrote a review of the
book, and in a syndicated article said
that he thought it the finest of the
year. Other critics began to take notice.
Then one Sunday afternoon, Dr.
Cadman praised the book highly over
the radio, and from that time on it
gained rapidly in popularity. "This

was one

book which had
break," said Mr. Minot.

a

at

Cumberland, .May 23

uate at Princeton. It will be presented at 8.16 at the Cumberland theatre
on the evening of Thursday, Mai23rd. The story is a comedy satire on
college undergraduate life and several passages will be revamped to fit

Bowdoin more closely.
The try-outs were held in Memorial
loft last night.
The cast is to

life at

hall

be announced later.

excellent book, characterized by its
style and vigor of movement.
Virginia Woolf, one of the best writers portraying "stream of consciousness novels," has produced another
taken, considering his public service
book, "Orlando."
as well as his scholarship.
Sinclair Lewis has written a new
Three of our leading novelists,
Booth Tarkington, Hamlin Garland, novel, "Dodsworth," which although
and Irving IVacheller have turned to it is not an entirely fair picture of
life,
is much more kindly and sympaautobiography during the past year.
Other biographies, all good, might be thetic than many of his other books.
mentioned, but the above are the out- There is much that is stimulating in
this study of a middle aged man and
standing contributions.
In the field of fiction there are many family life.
excellent new books. There have been
Anne Douglas Sedgwick's "Dark
a great many historical novels in re- Hester" will prove good reading, alcent months, and a deluge of stories though it doesn't have the same grip
of the northwest. "Peder Victorious" as "The Little French Girl."
"The
by O. E. Rolvaag is the most popular Pathway" by Henry Williamson and
book of fiction during the last two "Rome Haul" by Walter D. Edmonds
months. It is not a novel in the usual each has its own particular charm.
sense, but is a chronicle which is marAn absorbing study of rural Newvelously interesting. Conflict between
England life is to be found in Daniel
the old and the new generations is set
Chase's new book, "Pines of Jaalam."
forth vividly and impressively.
William B. Trites has written two
"Joseph and His Brethren" by H.
books, "Gypsy" and "Modern Girl."
W. Fret-man is a novel of rural Eng- The former
tells of an American's exland as wholly of the soil as Hardy's
perience in Spain, and the latter is a
early stories. It is a story of a father
charming account of Americans in
and his six sons told sympathetically.
wartime France. "Churchill Street"
Third in importance among the new
by Mrs. Mildred Wasson is a Maine
books of fiction is "Mamba's Daughstory well told.
ters," a beautiful novel of old CharlesIn concluding his talk. Mr. Minot
ton by Du Bose Hey ward. Mr. Heyward's treatment of the negroes of said: "The world was never so wonit is today, and in the new
the South is one of compassion and derful
books there is inspiration, helpfulunderstanding.
Two mystery stories fall into the ness, and friendliness for us all."
lyric
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Paramount News
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U. F. A. Production

good

He then continued to discuss Briefly
other important novels of the day.
"Destiny May" by Donn Byrne is an

M

17M

Masque and Gown Wii! Present Play

sympathetic understanding.

"The Strange Case of Miss Annie
won much favorable comment.
Spragg" by Louis Bromfield is a book
Turning from poetry to biography, characterized by abounding vitality.
we encounter a veritable flood of Although a young novelist, Mr. Brombooks. Quite different from the type field, has gained a place among the
of laudatory biography are the new most important writers of the day.
books which are informal and inti- His latest book is handled in mastermate, and which go beneath the sur- ly fashion. The way in which it is
face.
Scarcely anyone from Adam written suggests somewhat Thornton
and Eve up has been neglected in the Wilder's "Bridge of San Luis Rey."
Gabiographies of the past year.
At this point Mr. Minot digressed a
maliel Bradford, the foremost Ameri- moment to describe
the way in which
can biographer of the present day, "The Bridge of San Luis Rey" first
has written a new book, "As God gained its popularity.
For several
Made Them," in which he gives etch- months after its publication the book
ings of the lives of Daniel Webster, was not recognized. Then one month
Henry Clay, John C. Calhoun, Horace the well-known literary critic, Dr.
Greeley,

In the recent cigarette test made at
the University, Old Golds were
chosen by the students as the best.
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my dusky companions stood.
"It was also considered appropriate
to raise the colors of the Delta Kappa
Epsilon fraternity, in which I was
initiated a member while an undergraduate student at Bowdoin college,

doin, he went to Washington to work
as a draftsman in the Coast and GeoHe spent all
detic Surrey offices.
the time he could in studying civil
engineering and passed in that branch
into the naval service, and became
the 'World's Ensign of Liberty and Lieutenant Peary, U. S. N.
Peace with its red, white and blue in
interest in the Arctic was
W ^'^' t NavyLeagueflaR firfPeary's
a
* aroused by reading a book on
o
and.lu
the Red
Cross a
flag
Greenland, which he picked up in a
After I had planted the American .bookstore one
day.
He became exHag in the ice, 1 told Henson to tine tremely interested and obtained leave
F -* k mos for three rousing cheers,
fr()m the naval department to conduct
uwhich
they gave with the greatest en- an expedition
to Greenland to deterthusiasm
Thereupon, I shook hands mine the extent of
the islamJ
H„
with each member of the party— sure- nam ed
many points on the northern
ly a sufficiently unceremonious affair
part of the isIand
For determining
to meet with the approval of the most
tne insularity of Greenland, Peary
democratic. The Eskimos were childwma awarded the Cullum Medal of the
ishly
delighted
with our success, American Geographical Society,
the
\\h.le., of course they did not real.zPatron s
edal of the Royal Geoits importance fully or its world-wide
graphical Society of London and the
significance they did understand that
Me(la l of the Royal Scottish Geoit meant the
final achievement of a
graphical Society of Edinburgh,
task upon which they had seen me enT„
1QfM
u
ia ,u
e
In **
94 he
discovered
the famous
.
gaged for many years.
"Then, in a space between the io J™ Mounta n which pi ?. ved t(> J*
three meteorites,
rrom then on, he
blocks of a pressure ridge, I deposited
devoted practically his entire life to
• Km.-.
o-l a s<
hottle
,H^-!n.,
a
oiii.iniiiig a diagonal,
uwiue cont-iinimr
,.„,.!, ;», «u„
a ..„:.,
...;*u *u
A-ork
in the Arctic,
with the Pole as
strip of my flag and records of which
the point he wished sometime to
the following is a copy:
•
reach.
!>0 N. Lat., North Pole,
Peary's closing years were passed
April 6, 190!) in well-earned rest with his family of
'Arrived here today, 27 marches froir three, wife, daughter, and a son,
C. Columbia.
largely at Eagle Island, in Casco Bay
"I have with me five men, Matthew near Portland.
Mrs. Peary, during
Henson, colored Ootah, Egingwah, the early part of her husband's calo °' an.
Ookeah Eskimos; five reer, accompanied him into the North.
hedges and 3X dogs. My ship, the S. On one of these expeditions Marie
S. Roosevelt, is in winter quarters at Ahnighite Peary was 'bom, and beC. Sheridan, 90 miles east of Colum- came .known to the world as the Snow
b 'aBaby.
"The expedition under my command
Admiral Peary devoted the last
which has succeeded in reaching the years of his life to the furtherance
of
piC
aerial navigation H e particularly ad*!„?*,
SelV'A
r^if
v*
v
r
Ne York Clt y' vo at d the establishment of a coast
f v
f
^
f b
h PEtro1
aircraft
was
actively
?°^
>\
SSSwSf'jS
by the members
and friends U1
of the
«-»••
engaged uunng
engageu
during me
the American paru r Tl
*
of
f ^curing this tticipation
° lub for he Purpose °
ipation in
n the World War in the
'i
..........
eo K ra P h c al prize, if possible, for the effort
to have this policy put into ef£onor
a " d the P"*tige of the United feet. He was a member of the Board
S
States of America
of Governors of the Aero club of
"The officers of the club are Thomas America and president of the Aerial
H. Hubbard of New York, president; League of America
Zenas Crane of Massachusetts, vicepresident; Herbert L. Bridgman of STl DENTS M \Y PtRTICIP
\TF
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Noted Bowdoin (Graduate First White
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Twenty years ago the first white
man, an
reached
the
American,
North Pole. On April fi, 1!»0!>, Rear
Admiral Robert E. Peary, United
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of what
for any
lingering farewell of my life's goal."
said Peary. "The event of human beings standing at the hitherto inaccessible summit of the earth was accomplished, and my work now lay (o the
south, where 413 nautical miles of
ice-flows and possibly open leads still
lay between us and the north coast of
Grant Land, fine backward glance 1
gave then turned my face toward
the South, and toward the future."
The weather was cloudless and flaw-

TO
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somewhat worn and

"(Jualit)

<i twills

at a Fair

Johnson's Floor

Co.

Prke"

Wax

discolored.

"A broad diagonal section of this
ensign would now mark the farthest
goal of earth—the place where I and

,»ho cater to fraternity trade
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or rirst

Near Campus
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la** Haircutting

Fir*t

Shop Down Town

President Sills of Bowdoin was unable to be present and the College was
repr
represented
by Dean Paul Nixon, who
gav<
av e a talk on the last 20 years in the
»
Coll
"ege, comparing the faculty, the
stud ent body and economic condition.-.
<>f 20 years ago with the present
day.
The third speaker was Alumni Secretary Philip S. Wilder, who gave a
comprehensive resume of the College
events for the last year, speaking
especially of the good things which
njne c m to the College dunng the
? ?
y ea r tne ^l^ft-S the new swimming

.

•

I

The

from Page

lCnnt>nu«-<J
:

11

ologist; subject, "The Excavations at
and Their Relation to the Old
*- r

Testament."
j
!

:

I

May 1— T.

R. Powell, Professor of
subject,

Law, Harvard Law School;
"Our Changing Constitution."

May 2— H. Parker Willis, editor-inNew York Journal of Cornmerce; subject, "The Revolution in
American Finance."
May 3 Whiting Williams, author
and
consultant
Labor
Problems;
subject, "What's Industry Doing To

chief of
I

—

—

Us?"

May 4— Stuart
economist;

Chase, writer and

"Consumers

subject,

V.nt«mi*'«l

from Pmrf

May

«)

— Clarence

C.

Little,

presi-

dent University of Michigan; subject.
"The Relations of Some Obstacles of
Eugenics to Population Problems."
May 7 Miss Sarah Wambaugh, recent adviser to the Peruvian govern-

—

ment for the Tacna-Arica Plebiscite;
subject, "The Treatment of Racial
Minorities."

—

May 8 Roscoe Pound, dean of Harvard Law School; subject, "The Problem of An Ordered Society."
May

—

'.»

lawyer

W.

George

and

Kirchwey,

criminologist;

subject'

"Crime and Punishment."
.May
10— Arthur Garfield Hay-,
lawyer (active in many ca-.s involving

civil libei-tie-

1

;

subject, "Civil Lib-

erties."
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F0RDHAM LAW SCHOOL
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After his graduation from Bow-

I

Mrs. J. P. Thomas, Mrs.
Hamlin. Jr., Mrs. Ethel
Berry; first altos: Mrs. Alfred BrinkMr, Mrs. Charles K. Fendersoti; second altos: Miss Henrietta Rice, Mrs.
H. C. Harrison; first tenors: Elmer
R. Mangram, Clifford L. Jones; second
tenors: Charles K. Plackwell, Guy
Kendall; baritones: J. P. Thomas. H.
Karle Shaw; basse.-: Charles K. Fenderson, John Parr, J. Arthur Hanson.
The accompanist is Mrs. Karl C.
Rundlette.

James

the proof of his own claims,
Mrs. Ellen \V. Richards of Brookwhile Cook's calculations were passers lyn, X. Y.. and Mere Point, has anupon as "worthless" by his strongest nounced the engagement
her
of
scientific adherents.
Cook was held daughter, Miss Eleanor Frances Richtin before the world for scorn, while ards to Kenneth J. Boyer, assistant
Peary was given the honor which Was librarian at Bowdoin College.
Miss
lightly his.
To further satisfy the Richards is a graduate of Packer Inworld that Dr. Cook's claims were un- stitute and Cornell University and Mr.
founded, Donald B. MacMillan, an- Rover is a graduate of the University
otht r son of Maine and a graduate of of Rochester and the New York State
route Dr. Cook took in his journey Library School.
toward thv North Pole, accompanied
by an Eskimo who had traveled with
Preliminary ballots for the vacanDr. Cook, and he interviewed other cies in the Hoard of Overseers have
Eskimos who were in Cook's party. been mailed to all graduates for re
He found that the Brooklyn phy- turn by May Jth. There are five vasician's
"farthest
north" was far cancies this year, three of them to InShort Of the Pole.
following nomination by the
filled
The controversy was only another Alumni. The Nominating Committee
item in the price that Peary paid for of the Alumni Association has sughis honor, and without doubt one of gested -0 names for guidance in fillthe bitterest portions of his expense ing out the ballot.
"These name-.
account. He endured the hardships of however, are mere y suggestions and
eight expeditions into th<- Antic, pui alumni may offer the names of any
his life in the balance manv time., graduate.-- of the College who may
and when he had finally achieved his seem desirable.
roal. had to quiet the false conteii
tions of another and tight for th
'The senior cane.- have been ordered
honor that was justly his.
from Benoit's, and will probably be
Robert Edwin Peary was born gf delivered within a month.
Malacca
Gresson, Pa., May
]v"W,, the son ol
canes are to be had. and thev will be
Charles N. and Mary Wily Peary. H
marked thi- year with the owner's infather died when he was three years itials instead of with the class nuold ami his mother took him to Port
meral- as were those of last year. The
land. Me., where he passed his boy- committee in charge of arrangements
hood, roaming about Casco Pay. am! for the cane> is made up of Carl I!.
learning to love the sea and adven- Morris, Thomaa
Planum, and Peter
ture.

Institute

tunities.

:

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP

PHIL BRISK

Polyphonic Society

lished

or less informal ceremonies connected
with our' arrival at our difficult destination, but they were not of a very
elaborate character. We planted five
flags at the top of the world.
The
Kaywoodie,
B, Milano first one was a silk American flag
which Mrs. Peary gave me 15 yearToilet Articles, Waterman Pens ago. That flag has done more traveling in high altitudes than any other
ever made. I carried it wrapped about
my body on every one of my expeditions northward after it came into my
Toilet Article
Shaving Preparations possession, and I left a fragment of it
Prescript ions Carefully Compounded at each of my successive 'farthest
north-': Cape Morris K. Jesup, the
AGENCY FOR
northernmost point of land in the
known world: Cape Thomas Hubbard.
the northernmost
Chocolates
known point <>:'
Land, west of Grant Land:
J< sup
("ape
Columbia, the northernmost
point of North American lands; and
my farthest north in l'.»0«',, latitude ^7
degrees, six minutes in the ice of the
Polar Sea.
By the time it actually
(JKOCERS—
reached the pole, therefore, it was
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spoke of the dutv that the college
man owes to his community even more
than that of the man of lesser oppor-

,

PLAY SAFE

earth:

man

lege

'

KENNETH

j

Mayor Robert Cony of Augusta,
gave a brief address of welcome and
spoke on the responsibility of the col-

(

—

!

*

,

w

dressed.

•.veil

vice-president. Dr. R. H. Stubbs, Auvice-president, Clifford
l ,f, rkins
of Gardiner; secretary-treasurer DoMdd Hewitt of Augusta. The
executive committee is composed of
Le 'gh Webber, M. G. L. Bailey and
Donald Q. Burleigh.

WITHDRAWAL

RILEY

Hardware

Clothing which is
custom tailored to
vour individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

K us t«; second
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MEATS

Brunswick
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LEIGHTON AS PRESIDKNT
Ralph W. Leighton of Augusta, was
elected president of the Kennebec
Bowdoin Alumni Association at its annual meeting Saturday evening at Ho
tel North.
Other officers were first

)

!

CUMBONGS' MARKET
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But Never Noticeable

KENNEBEC ALUMNI CHOOSE

'

!

Always Noticed
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Lemmens

President Sills has asked the Student Council to look into the matter of
"'
hh
taTk '"terest.ng
interet'iL t^'Tn
'*• talk
to the men who
the se ,, ction of a •, )int com mittee of had passed four years
on the campu
stu,lents a ™' facult >' u undertake the ind now in close touch with the Col
administration of the Moulton I nion lege's progress.
with the beginning of the College year
next fall. He feels that things have SCUFFLE IN APPLETON MARKS
IKW progressed to the point where the
FROSH RULES
,.
proje** can '"' han(ilti,1 without the
res, nt nttl,, r st "(-t supervision of
Freshman rules went off last Thursf.
;
'acuity committee and that some day per order of the
Student Council.
"' ,a '
ment sl>ouW 1h> made for a Thursday night a few
unorganized
definite student participation irt the freshmen determined
to revive Rising
matter.
Night, abolished a year ago. Gaining
.admittance into the Chapel, they proThe Stuart "Jefferson," which is deeded to ring the bell for some fifteen
missing from its customary place in or twenty minutes. Tiring of this unthe Walker Art Building, has been productive exercise, they cut the hell
loaned to the Exhibition of Historical nope and proceeded to Appleton where
Portraits to be held in May at Vir- a merry little hand-to-hand struggle
ginia Hou.-e, Windsor Farms, Rich- took place with two or three sophomores who happened to be around. Not
mond.
The portrait of the "Unknown knowing what else to do, the frosh deYouth" has been returned to ifs for- coded t<> call it a night without even
mer position in the Art Building. If bothering to start a bonfire on the
has been at Harvard for cleaning by Helta. Thus another old Bowdoin traMr. Durham. Although this piece has dition stirred restlessly in the grave to
often been called a Velasquez, the which it has been forever consigned,
authorities at Harvard have attributed and settled back to rest in peace—at
least for another year.
it to the son-in-law of Velasquez, Juan
Bautiste Martinez del Mazo
KI00
]i><;t.)
There will be a holiday dance at the
Moulton Union at 8 o'clock. Friday,
April 1!». Music will be furnished by
J.
the Polar Bears. The price of admisN. Y.
sion will be one dollar a couple, and
also a dollar for stags.
This is not
to keep the stags away, but to enEngagement to Miss Eleanor Richards
courage more fellows to bring girls.
.

I

possible.

and other assistants on the successful
expedition to the North Pole, nave
do the work
been caught by the spell of the Arctic
and are following in their leader's less. The temperature ranged from
footsteps, trying to do a little more .'{3 below to 12 below.
Where open
toward the j'.h of disclosing the se- places permitted soundings were made
crets of the northland.
In this great with 9,000 feet of wire, which was all
movement Peary was the pioneer. He Peary had with him, and failed to
and GROCERIES
did
for
Polar exploration,
what strike the bottom.
Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh did fo.Getting back to where he was in
Telephone 435-436
aviation. He awakened a new interest touch with civilization, Peary found
with bright hopes for the future, even that another had announced to the
as Lindbergh did in aviation.
world only five days before, that he
T. H.
It is interesting to note that tlv had
\V.
reached the North Pole.
Dr.
man who accomplished his task in the Frederick A. Cook, now known as the
face of unfathomable barriers, was world's greatest fabricator, had sent
iNSt TRANCE
raised in New England, in the State a message from Shetland Islands that
of Maine, and around the shores of the honor was his, for the discovery of
Town Building
Brunswick Casco Bay.
He was a graduate of the North Pole. There were some
Bowdoin college at the age of 21, doubters but Cook's claims were genranking second in a class of ol.
erally accepted all over the world.
The expedition to the Pole was di- When on Sept. C>, Peary flashed the
vided into five detachments. At regnews of his success to the four corft
,
tl .
Send You \\ ashing LO the ular distances along the line of march nerd of the globe from Indian Harbor,
a detachment would start back toward via Cape Ray, N. F., there arose the
civilization.
The final detachment, greatest scientific controversy in hisincluding Peary, a' negro explorer, tory.
Matthew Henson and four Eskimos,
'That Peary had reached the North
R. E.
left ('apt.
Robert Bartlett and the Polar axis of the earth, was not quesfourth detachment, on April 2, and tioned by many in this countrv, but
AGENT
covered 13o miles in five davs for the his assertions that Dr. Cook was per
final dash to the Pole.
petrating one of the most gigantic
The little band of men stayed nt scientific lies in history, were not s<OUR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING
the Pole for -SO hours, after they had generally accepted. There arose two
SYSTEM
reached it about 10 o'clock in the camps, one supporting Cook and the
forenoon on April C>.
other maintaining with Peary that his
is now «-(> under control that results
Peary has told his impressions and claims were false. The controversy
ure far siipcn r <o clay light except for
•what happened during the short time kept newspaper columns filled for
extremely large groups.
he was at the North Polar axis of the some time, but finally Peary estab-
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Begun

>

j

^

return trip made as soon as
"Though intensely conscious
I was leaving, I did not wait

PHH£ FOOD SHOP
St.,

I

1909.

Robert E. Peary,
United States Navy."
Observations were made which were
later registered at the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey in
Washington, and preparations for the
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at this place, which my observations indicate to be the North
<>f the 6arth
a" d ave or "
{
mally fi"
taken possession of the entire
legion, and adjacent, for and in the
name of the President of the United
States of America
"I leave" this record and the Ignited
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Bostonian and Florsheim

LYMAN

b. March Processional
Under the Stars (Nocturne), Stewart
Prelude and Fugue in E minor, Bach
Echo Caprice
Mueller
(hand Chorus in E Flat ....Guilmant
"Cantabile" from the Third Sonata

.

America

Building

Oxfords— $5

Robert E. Peary,
United States Navy.
90 N: Lat North Pole.
April

*

!

"I have today hoisted the national
ensign of the United States of
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every nation of any size. For 23 years
the North Pole had been the goal of
that American, and it was not until
his eighth expedition into the drearv
Arctic, that he accomplished the thing,
which, as he said himself, had become
MUSIC
GUTS
KODAKS his sole purpose in life.
Sin.-,
Um.m manv explorers
jlorers have
J
Printing and Developing
gone into the Arctic to nenetrate to
the Pole.
Some have reach
ached it but
never returned. Some have returned
without reaching it. Others have, like
V\.s carry ^th- largest assortment of p ea ry, reached it
and returned. But
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- more and more scientists are studying
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- the Arctic.
Under Donald B. Macported Cheeses and Biscuits of all Millan, research stations have already
kinds east of Portland.
been established to assist in disclostomorrow.
Tel. l.lli— 87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
ing to the world the grim and wellhidden secrets of the frozen North.
MacMillan, Robert A. Bartlett
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Concert Overture

"Romance

The program of
as follows:
C minor, Hollin
the Fourth Sym-

times.
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|

Stanley Soule's Hair
Cutting Parlor
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and UP-TO-DATE
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL

SHOTWELL OPENS INSTITUTE
MONDAY IN MEMORIAL HALL
Lectures

On "The

FORMAL INITIATION
OF PHI DELTA
SET FOR MAY

Pact of Paris, the United States and

5

Ba nquet

at
Kastland Jo ( ulminatc
Impressive Ceremonies

the League"; Woolley Gives Second of Lectures
James

BETAS DEFEAT ZETES
IN INTERFRAT OPENER

Phi Delta Psi, Rowdoin's youngest
be formally initiated

T. Shotwell, Director of the

fraternity, will

Division of Economics of the Carnegie
for International Peace,
(>e t hc fir-t speaker of the Institute of Social Sciences, which will be-

into the national fraternity of Alpha
Tau Omega on the thin:, fourth and
fifth of May.
Two initiatory teams
from this province of Alpha Tau

Endowment
will

Omega

gin in Memorial Hall on Monoay,
April 2!>, ami will continue until Friday, May 10. Dr. Shotwell will speak
on "The Pact of. Paris; the United
States and the League."
On Tuesday, April 30, Professor ('.
Leonard Woolley, eminent Archeologist and leader of the joint* expedition
of the University of Pennsylvania
Museum and the British Museum in
Mesopotamia, will speak, id is subject

No

BATES BOWS BEFORE BOWDOIN
IN PATRIOTS' DAY CONTEST

PSI
3, 4,

24, 1929.

BEN HOUSER'S OUTFIT SHOWS
UP WELL IN SEASON OPENER

Intramural Baseball Season Begins on

Monday, April 22

Capt.

Lincoln,

Stiles

and Dwyer Have Large Share
Bear

the 4fi active
Last Monday afternoon saw the
members, who together with the opening of the l!»2!t Intramural BaseIn Polar
Victory
Alumni expected to return for the
ball League when the Betas and the
c< remonies, will bring the total up to
>xed up on the Delta.
The
70 men.
The mornings and "the" aft- iZetes
The Bowdoin Baseball team opened
ernoons of the third and fourth will Beta team outclassed the Zetes and
its season
on Patriots' Day with a
NOTICE
be given over to initiations, while the former won easily in a 1 i» to
well-earned victory over the Bates
smokers will be held at the House on slugging-bee. The Betas showed up
Any members of the Faculty and
nine by the score of
to 1.
the evenings of these days. On Sun- well in all respects and should make
Howard
Student Body who have any anday, the fifth, the new officers will a good bid for first honors.
Stiles, the White hurler, was the leadYesternouncements, news items, column
be installed for the chapter, which day, the Dekes met the Psi U's., while
ing light of the game, for he not onlybits or commentaries on the Colceremony will be followed by a ban- this afternoon, Alpha Delta Phi's
held the visitors to four scattered hits,
lege for the Orient, may deposit
quet in Portland at the Eastland team and the non-fraternity aggregabut also had a good day at bat, hitting
same in the mail-box in the door
Hotel.
Due to the fact that various tior. were to waggle bats,
twice out of three times up, and seinof the Cleaveland Cabinet or in
circumstances may prevent many of
As is customary, two leagues have
ing two runs of the day's total.
special
boxes for this purpose
the alumni from being present at been made up: League A: T. D.'s; D.
Bates scored its lone tally by a comwhich will shortly be placed on the
this time, another initiation will no U.'s; A. D.'s; Non-Frats; Zetes and
bination of unfortunate flukes'. Pitcher
main desk in the Library and near
doubt be held around Commencement. Betas.
League B: Kappa digs; Phi
Chick
of the visiting club was hit on
the
bulletin
board in the Union.
The Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity Delts; Chi Psi's; Sigma Nu's; Dekes;
the
left shoulder with one gone in tin*
Please address all material to the
is a large and powerful one, founded
and Psi Vs.
The following rules
second frame. Toplosky ran for Chick
Orient.
Anything is acceptable,
at Virginia Military Institute, Lex- have been issued by Intramural Manwho was forced to retire from tne
and solicited, from the smallest
mgton, Va., on Sept. 11, 1865, as a ager Oscar Swanson '30, to govern the
game. Cassation next up sacrificed,
column note to a feature story.
result of the war experience of young contests.
advancing Toplosky. The Bates runConfederate veterans who returned to
1.
The games shall be seven inner scored when Thompson heaved the
school from the front with the con- n ings
in length; but in event of a tie,
hall over Crimmins' head. Turner recept.on of the need of some organiza-lthey
shall be plaved
tired the side when he drove the ball
until
is
tie
tion to heal the wounds of war and
broken
into Stiles' glove.
to eradicate sectional prejudices. This
2
Stiles tied the score up in the third
The games shall start at 3.30—
organization, they felt, waste operate any not
when he drove a triple «owr the left
started bv 3.45 will be foramong colleges of both North and feited
fielder's bead and came home when
South, and so was created. There are
w. p Snow Fleeted President— Plans Kicker sacrificed. It was not until the
3
Each team sha „ h
at present 93 chapters of the frater- scorer
fifth inning that the tie was broken.
for Next Year Discussed
nity in the United States, and there
Crimmins, first up for Bowdoin, went
4.
All games shall be plaved en
are chapters in New England at the
out on an infield hit. Stiles singled to
Delta unless otherwise notified bv
On Ihursday afternoon, April 18/ left, and Chalmers, batting for Bicker,
.Maine, Colby, Dartmouth, the Uni- the
Intramural Manager,
the
yersity of New Hampshire and the
5.
Ground rules shall be decided Hall Debating Council met in Hubbard drove a clean single between first and
for the election of officers for the second.
University of Vermont
Whittier, next up, fried out
Phi Delta by captains of the vai
various teams, and
Psi
will
become the Maine Delta an umpire must be selected before coming season and for a discussion ot t<. left, field. Lincoln smashed out a
projects.
The retiring president, line drive through short and Stiles
Omega Chapte:
each game.
Kogei B. Kay, called the meeting to crossed the plate.
'Continued fin Phi.
i)
<;i(k-r and the Council proceeded to
The third and final run of the game
elect the new officers.
V\ illiam
P.
was put across the plate in the 6th
Show "30 was elected president for the frame. Thompson, first up, went out
next season.
The office of secretary to center. Shute, batting for Rose,
(formerly manager) was awarded to got a double out of a routine fiv to
Raul A. Walker "31. Donald F. Prince right which Cassadon grossly misBrief History of Bowdoin and Account
'31 was chosen to serve as assistant
judged. Crimmins ripped out a single
of Accomplishments of Alumni
Portland Society Presents line Pro- secretary (formerly manager of inter- which scored Shute. Stiles (lied out to
scholastic debating).
Continued nn Page 4)
Written by P. S. Wilder
pram of Vocal Selections in
N't xt, the matter of the debate with
Memorial Hall
Bates was discussed. As will be reIS
In the April issue of Sun-Up. Phil-p
m*ju»biwred, th« proposition which Bow
S. Wilder, Alumni Secretary has writ-'
On Monday evening, the Portland doin is to debate with our friends from
ten an article "Bowdoin
College, Polyphonic Society presented a pro- Lewiston is] the so-called Caribbean
Maine's Oldest Collegiate Institution" gram of vocal music in Memorial hall question: Resolved, that the United
in which h e
a short concise, yet The concert was sponsored by the States shall cease to protect by armed Polar Bears in Hiyh Form at
Holiday
very exactt aml complete history of < ollege. Bowdoin secured this pres- force American interests in the CaribI. unction
the Colle K e from its earliest days to entation largely through the efforts bean. Rowdoin will have the affirmathe present time. Inasmuch as a good of Alfred Brinkler, who is taking tive side. The try-outs for places On
< ie a
°f this material is (or should be
Professor Wass' place for the time the team to meet Rates will be unique
On the evening of Patriots' Day, the
in that they will take the form of the
th "
2™' w ho n ,conducts the Poly- Bradbury Debating Prize Competi- Mouhoh Union was the scene of an-u"*'. Society.
weekly Wednesday chapel talks, we phonic
other delightful holidav dance, the
Twenty-one of Porttion
These prizes, amounting to be -t ever. Faculty members
will not repeat it here in this brief re- land's finest singers have been brought
and stuone hundred dollars in all will ,| t nts together danced to the
view. The last two paragraphs of the together in this chorus, which was
smooth,
hi
awarded to the four best speakers:; rhvthmk musk „ f thl ,,,,.„. Ut
article contain, however, some very founded several years ago by Mr.
it<
a
on
speaker
There were fewer discontented stags
interesting new material, and we re- Brinkler. It is designed to sing choral
each team, a second prize to the sec,
hanging about the edges of the dance
print them herewith:
.works of more than the usual four
end best speaker on each team. The this time. The crowd
seemed gayer,
"Since the organization of Maine parts,
contest will l>e held in Hubbard Hall the
music better, and the arrangeas a State, Bowdoin and her Alumni
The concert Monday evening was at
4 p. m. on Tuesday, April 30. There ments more skilfully carried
out than
have been prominent in public life. Of fairly well attended by member.-, of
will be three judges.
The four prize- ever before. Joe Kraetzer was at the
the 52 governors of Maine, 10 have the student body and "friends of the
winners will constitute the team for -top of his form, and when- he started
been Bowdoin men, five others have College. From a musical standpoint,' 'he
Bates debate. The subject frr the to put on his exotic little act the
received honorary degrees from the the evening was a great success, and
Cnntinued on Paw 4)
d.meing all but ceased while the couCollege, and seven more have been much credit is due Mr. Brinkler for
ples gathered to watch.
Elwyn Henmembers of the governing boards. Four enabling us to hear so tine a program.
nessey was warmly welcomed when he
of the chief justices of the Supreme The solos of Mr. Thomas and Miss
took his old place at the piano for 1,
Judicial Court have been Rowdoin Lamb were particularly delightful,
couple
numbers, while
of
Henry
graduates;
five,
members of the and received the sincere and hearty
Cleaves, the Polar Rears' new accomBoards and three more the recipients appreciation of the audience.
Both
panist did a very creditable piece of
of honorary degrees.
Twenty-seven artists generously responded to the
work
Bill
Ayres'
in
former position.
Slight Changes in Rulinu- in Manner
men have been sent from Maine to applause with encores.
The mechanical arrangements were
the United States Senate.
of Award
The program of Monday'.- concert
Of this
more convenient this time, all the rugs
group, 15 have been connected with follows:
being taken up to give a larger dancBowdoin, seven as members of the
The
1929
election
of
Rhodes ing space, while the divans were place
trustees or overseers, one as a lec- Prais. ye the Lord
Scholars will be held on Dec. 7, and at either end of the lounge, to make
(eight parts)'
turer in the Medical School, and two
Pantchenko studi nts of this College must file their even more room in the central part of
as honorary graduates, while five high no
more, ladies (dee in five applications with the Secretary of the the floor.
were members of academic classes.
parts), R. J. s. Stevens
State Committee of Selection before
Pleasure was at a high pitch and
This interest of Bowdoin men in How often from the
t»dies were forgotten until well after
steep (Madrigal Oct. 1!', according to a recent anState affairs has in no way decreased.
in eight parts), W. Reale
nouncement from Frank Aydelotte, nidnight, when Joe rolled out the un"Two of her graduates', Donald F.
American Secretary to the Rhodes welcome signal that the dance was
The Chorus
Snow of Bangor and Wallace H.
Trustees and President of Swarth- ended, and with it another holiday
II
White, Jr., will be in the next Conirone.
niore College.
Birds in the High Hall Garden
gress, where Mr. White is so ably
—
A Rhodes Scholarship, the most
Whelpley
carrying on the work of his grandcoveted of all undergraduate awards,
TI
Wayfarer'.- Night Song
1 1 < »N *
father, Senator Frye, in the interests
" l lit
(
entitles
the
holder
to two years of
Kasthope Martin
(Continued on Pane 2)
study at Oxford University, with an
Continued on Paire 8)
IN
annual stipend of f-400 (about .<2,000i.
If, at the end of the second year the
Scholar presents an. approved plan New England Col le ge to Send Repres
for an additional year of study, the
sentatives to Northlield
Rhodes Trustees will then extend his
Scholarship to cover a third year.
Inasmuch as this week has been set
Receipts of Orient and Quill
Rhodes Scholars are elected without
Subscription.- to Orient
examination on the basis of their rec- aside as Student Movement Week, it
$1,128.25
Subscriptions to Quill
ords in school and college, and no re- might U- well to bring to the atten267.00
tion
of the Student Body the coming
Sales of Orient
striction is placed upon their, choice
12.30
'.''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Northtield Student Conference of men
Sales of Quill
of studies.
l.(K)
Advertising
To be eligible a candidate must be. from the New England college- to be
1,1(18. 1H
Miscellaneous
an unmarried male citizen of the held at Fast Northfield, Mass., June
41.95
A. S. R. C
United States, between the ages <u 14 to 22.
200.00
This conference wiil fumish a real
'.'.'.".'/.'.
TOTAL RECEIPTS
nineteen and twenty-five, and must
s::.r. >s.tJ(;
have
completed at least his sophomore opportunity for serious thought and
Ex penditures of Orient and Quill
year in college before the time he discussion on questions of vital conPrinting
[12,361.
goes to Oxford. He must then be one cern to all college men, not only while
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".
Cuts
of the men chosen to represent thi- they are to remain in college, but also
'ostage
when they go out into the walks of
106 TS
institution in the competition. Schol
Miscellaneous
M'.mnnunt on Paire 2)
(id
will

initiate

m

•

."}

is "The Excavations at 1> and their
relation to the Old Testament." This
lecture will be illustrated with colored

-

slides.

Like

predecessors in the series of

its

Institutes at Bowdoin, th<
Institute
of Social Sciences is a real part of the
college year, and special provision is
made for the members of he under*
giaduate body to benefit thereby. Each
of the speakers on the Institute program will hold a round-taUle confer*
ence, generally on the day, following
the lecture.
Attendance at the conferences
necessarily limited, but
students are admitted who have shown
particular interest in the field represented.
The first speaker, Dr. Shotwell, holds
the chair of Professor of History in

]

j

it

i

1

!

Prof.

(

James

T. Shotwell

I

j

BOWDOIN GOLF TEAM
WINS IN TOURNAMENT
DiHenbeck

Leads

Large

field

with

78

her first leg on the Patriots' Day Cup,
<>f the InternaAfter the Paris offered by Brunswick for the five-man
Conference, Dr. Shotwell Ix came Di- team scoring the five lowest places in
rectoi (if the Division of. Economics
gross play.
and History of tin- Carnegie EndowHugh B. Bethel won first net with
ment for International Peace and Fdia card of 86 and a handicap of 19.
Continued on Paire 3)
Both Dillenbeck and Bethel had fourpoint leads over their nearest opponents.
The succeeding places were
hotly canto Med.
Second ner was between two men, while fourth and fifth
were disputed among eight individing with the creation
Office.

i

(AST FOR IVY PLAY
SELECTED ON MONDAY

uals.

Seymour Bianklort to Coach
Barnouw's
Presentation of
"Soft Collars"

Mr.

The contest for five-man gross honors was extremely close especiallv
since Dillenbeck was one of the last to
finish and was not figured to secure
the low medal. A triple tie stood late
Try-outs for the roles in the Masque in the day and looked like a sure 'bid
and Gown Ivy Play, "Open Collars" for first honors, but Dillenbeck upset
were held Monday evening, April 22,- the dope when he appeared with his
.

The card

hall's spacious loft.

Memorial

in

following wei;e assigned parts:
Tarbell
Charley Burroughs

Tony
Anne Smith
Reggie Scott

at six o'clock.

Bowdoin captured

the tourney with a 47, Portland Country club was a single stroke behind,
and Brunswick third with 66.

McLellan
The winning Bowdoin team was
Davis composed of Captain Ray Deston, EdPollock mund P. Lord, Cordon C. Knight,
James Arthur O. Dillenbeck, Richard C. MulLord lin, and Alva D. Stein.

Steve JetTries
Guthrie Murdock

:

Tom

Blum

Bob
King
Hairy
.Bent
Mr. Burroughs
Myer
Messenger Boy
Bicker
The play was written by Erik
Barnouw, an undergraduate at Princetun and is a comedy satire on college
.

undergraduate

Several

life.

pas-

are to be altered somewhat
to lit Bowdoin life more closely.
It
will be presented at the Cumberland

Magce's
Stiff

Disciples

Workouts

Coin"

Through

for Saturday's

Meet

With a haid rival to down on thi
coming Saturday, the track men, under the competent care of Jack Magee, are putting in some busy afternoons this week.
According to the
times taken last Saturday, the squad
is in fairly good trim and should be
-

on the evening of the "Middle J lay" of
Ivy House Party. May 2.'i. The entire
production is under t/ir direction of
Seymour Bianklort of the faculty,
who will assiduously attempt to arm
amateur actors with absolute artistry. able to give Jumbo quite a run for his
The cast, to a man, swears that they money. Bowdoin looks fairly strong
are the best ever, and advises every- in the field events,
where Captain
one to secure tickets well hi advance. Brown, Soule, P. Scott, Stanwood,

Cushman,

TALKS
ON COLLEGE TRAINING
W.RILEY,

Represents

Bowdoin College

\ersit>

On
nel

<

at

I

ni-

Club Conference

Thursday
and 2*>th

25th

JR.,

Conference

and
the
of

Friday; April
Sixth Person-

the

and

Education

interesting affair and a fine program
the entertain-

has been arranged f.>:
ment of the delegate-.

Butler,
Eliot,
Thayer.
Adams and several others should Idable to chalk up many a point for
the White.
In the track events, the
outlook is not so bright, perhaps, but
it is still good.
In the dash, Norris,
captain of the indoor relay, shows up
(|uite well, while in the ITIiO, he again
promises results, with (iatchell as a
very good second bet.
In the 440,
Yancey and Rising of course are in a
class

by themselves, although

Win

Department Kate and A. Jenkins may be able
add to Rowdoin's tallies here. Fost-r,
Thistlewaite, Whipple and Bilodeau
are the White hopes in the SS0. The
mile, with Whitcomb and Herrick will
be a snappy race, and the two-nib'
should finish with Whitcomb, Lavender and Sewall well in the foreground.
Scott, B. Jenkins and Stanwood .11
the hurdle men.
Although the forecast is far from
being as bright as might be hoped,

Vocation
will
be held at th. University club fn BosJohn W. Riley '30 of Brunswick.
ton.
will represent the College and will
speak oii "An Undergraduate.' View
of the Purpose and Value of College
Training" at the Friday morning sesThere will also be speakers
sion.
from Amherst, Harvard, the University nf New Hampshire, Boston College, Rhode Island State College, NorRepresentatives
wich and Williams.
from the following colleg* s and universities will also attend this conferBrown, Holy Cross,
Bates,
enc«:
Institute
of
Massachusetts
Technology,
Massachusetts Agricultural
College,
Colby, Clark. MiddJebury,
Lowell Textile,' Tufts. Worcester PolyInstitute,
Northeastern,
technical
University of Maine and Wetleyan.
Ellis Spear, Jr. of the class c.i lv\
will speak at the luncheon giren on
the 26th on the subject: "Coordination of College Personnel Activities
with Personnel Work of the Depart
ment-of Education and Vocation*" He
will represent • the Bowdoin Ajumn
Tlie Conference promises to \»- a most
of

M

;
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ARTICLE IN "SUN-UP"

BY ALUMNI SECRETARY SOLO WORK FEATURES
POLYPHONIC CONCERT

|

1

GALA TIME HAD BY
ALL AT UNION DANCE

*?

-
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BOWDOIN TRACK TEAM
PREPPING FOR TUFTS

sages

J.

^

.

.*

Labour

BY DEBATING COUNCIL

.

j

\

("aid of
Columbia University but si ace America went into the War in l'.HT he has
Arthur 0. Dillenbeck, leading
been engaged in public work and is on
have of absence from his university field of some 125 entrants, turned in
during part of this period. He was a
gold medal at
ember of the American Delegation a card of 78 to win the
at the Paris Peace Conference in li-18- the Brunswick golf course in the anIn1919, and was responsible for some of nual Patriots' Day Tournament.
the more important clauses of .the cidentally, his win gave the Colleg"
Treaty of Paris, especially that dealtional

NEW OFFICERS CHOSEN

j

;

there

>

no question but that Tufts
meet with stiff opposition in
every event, and to win, will have tti
exert herself to no small extent.
is

RHODES SCHOLARSHIP

ANNOUNCEMENT MADE

I

Qfl
h

IS
Thi

Pla>

One of Shakespeare'
Say Many Critics

Best

;

.

I

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

Bowdoin
play, "King Lear"
of

the

Com
was

completed with the selection of Mr.-.
John Thalheimer, Mrs. Morgan B.
Cushing, and Miss Cornelia Stanwood
to take the parts of the daughter- >f
Lear. Mrs. John Thalheimer will tak-

iContmued on Pace 4}

KVintiniKHl on Paire S)

'.'.'.'.'.'.

2 ,.">2L(>'.>
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Gn

ss Profits

on Orient and Quill
Manager's share of profits 2.V
(

-

I

)

Receipt- on

.<]

Alumnus

LOSS ON

ALUMNUS

133.51

RKSHMKN CALLED Ol
OR
ORIENT MANAGERIAL WORK

401.06

On .Monday

534

I

..:

,2-lN

947

17

301.07

NET GAIN OF ROWDOIN

I'll'..

CO.

'.Mt.'.

Final Balance

The cast
mencement

JUNE

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MANAGER

Net profits on Orient and Quill
Expenditures on Alumnus

NOW COMPLETED

|pv«
^ ffWIWBVKif'E*
fcKbN E

TO BE HELD

i

will

(AST OF KING LEAR

I

$1,196
t,0£6f6
."»

'

From preceding managei
Cain
Saving- Balance
Checking Account
Total

To Manager

••!'

4*7,24
7u;t.71

Hirtle

II4S6.CS

PHILIP

s.

OORHAM

WILDER,
H.

Faculty Auditor.

SCOTT, Manager.

!>

I

afternoon,

I

April

22,

candidates for As.-istant and Business
Mana'gers' berths on the Orient met
for the first time in the Bowdoin Rub
lishing Company room in the Union.
Business Manager Ralph Hirtle, out
lined in brief the requirements of th.
job.
The following freshmen were
present as candidates: Dominic .N.
Antdnucei of Maiden, Mass., and
James A. Eastman of North Conway.
N. H., non-frat; Fdwin F. Estle of
Brookline, Mass., Psi L'.; James F.
Scholefield of Hinckley. Deke; Barry
Timson of Hyde Park, Mass., Phi
Delt; and Richard C. Van Yariek of
Oradell, N. J., Zete.

EXAM SCHKDI LK

HOI R

April

2.",

April

2f>

Fcom >mics
Rhib. -ophy
Math •mati

4
s

Fduc; it ion

Germ an

2 A.

Apr!

Frem

2:»

h 8
4

May
<

'hcmi-l ry

s

•J

May

?

Fngli -h 12

May
FleTK h

R. C,

>

4

Socio ogy

B

'

29

D.

F

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

JUNIOR5 ATTENTION
i

lirunawick, Maine

Harrison M. Havis,
L. Snider "31
Paul A. Walker "Si

Jr.,

Kstabli*hed 1871

Editor-in-Chief

'.SO

John

Ahem

I'hilip C.

Melcher

'.'.'.'.'.'...

Managing Kditor
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Feeling that members of the Student Body and Faculty would welcome
some sort of a column
as this
'"", where
"'
"iirir
f
they might express any odd thoughts
n
on the College
and its improvement
that might occur to them, we have
conceived this column, to which all are
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This is all very valuable material inasmuch as undoubtedly many
lives are saved yearly by this growing knowledge of good methods of'
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Is thr field of health service The Harvard I'niversity Dental Schr>ol -the olddental sch.iol conn.vted with any
university in the I'nited States -offers
thoriiuah well-balanced courses in ail
branches of dentistry. All m.»1ern equipment for practical work under supervision of men hiizh in the profession
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seems rather unfair, because
many of the men thus deprived of
their rooms cannot help being among
the late signers. If we can't have more
utory .<,
it would seem fairer
This

That the present condition of the ORIENT

under serious consideration is well shown in the following editorial which presents
another's schemes lor improving the paper:
Of late, there has been much comment, some pro, mostly con,
about the Orient, its policy, its news, etc., etc. The sad part of
this tale 5s that a good deal of this criticism is justifiable and intended to be constructive. Yet, the faults do not lie wholly on the
side of the Editors, for when you have four or five (maximum!)
trying to put <mt a newspaper calculated to contain all the news of
a college of this size, no little quantity of news is certain 10 escape.
In the second place, possibly because of a lack of interest, possibly
because of false modesty, possibly because of fraternity jealousy,
much good news is held back by the source. Point number three:
many an interesting bit of news, some small item, perhaps unimportant in itself but of great interest to anyone a few years later
.1
,.,.
<•
j
a
e r,
f*
in that it reflects conditions of Bowdoin life, is passed over entirely
merely because it cannot be made into a "story". In this issue, we
have made an attempt to take care of this last point by incorporating into the Orient a few columns, which we hope will be permanent. As yet, to besure, they are very embryonic and even more
crude. However, other things being equal, we promise development, in so far as the board is concerned. The first two points,
however, are somewhat beyond the Managing Editor's power to
correct. We have a suggestion, though. Why not have the whole
college, which so obviouslv desires a good news-organ,
whv not
let the Faculty and Student Body contribute their news-items and
opinions on various subjects? With this view in mind, we are
planning to install, providing the permission of the proper authorities can be secured, some sort of mail-box in, say, the Union and
•

.

•

.

is

i
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the College Ollice. In these, any contributions may be deposited.
Uy thus establishing definite depositories in places convenient to
the majority of the members of the College Community, we hope

you

and contribute freely, so that we may
make of this avow«>dly senile ORIENT a college paper which will be
at once a respectable organ of Bowdoin news, and, what is more
important, of Bowdoin opinions.
that

will contribute,

P. A.

The Stanley Plummer Prize Speakopen solely to member.;
of the Junior CUss. will be held on
Tuesdav, Mav
at 8 p. m. in Hub,,*,,"
bard Hall.
rhe speeches are to be
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either argument..t.ve or .xpos.tory in
nature, and must be of original composit on
They should be from 10 to
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street, between four and six on Friday
afternoon, April 26.
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by this scheme, everyone would have
an "even chance with the

"Rising" Night

Where were all the sophomores the
night of the attempted revival by the
freshmen of Rising Night? They must
1, avo
<n trouble ahead and ail
r'
cleared out to save their skins, for tinOrient of that week says that then,>nl >' two or three to resist the
,
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it must be, we mast
two or three. Further-
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Organizations
Recently there was a long communication (and well to the point) in the
Orient which discussed the apparent
lack of interest in departmental clubs

.-

.

for only last week, there was held
very important meeting of one of
(apparently) stronger organizations at which, out of a membership
fifteen or so, only five or six were
"re.-ent.
If more interest can't be
shown in an organization of this sort,
it should cease to exist.
With its present man-power (as present at thai
meeting) it is a pretty skeleton of
what might well l>e the foremost organization of its kind in the College.

naval district or, Friday evening,
April 19 at the Hotel Rellevue in BoaHis subject was "Under North" r»
hts an(1 hls talk was illustrated by motion pictures and lantern
sides. Rear-Adm.ral Philip Andrews
also made a brief address at this

^^

meeting.
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In a part of Africa little known to the
whites, where obscure trails ran, Cecil
Rhodes dared to envision a railroad. He

to greater heiyhts of service.

But

tween, they know, must

periods of

lived to build

careful planning

The

it.

railroad itself

dream, a dream of a

was part

far inland

Wilder's Article

of a vaster

coiony linked
by rail
he lived

fast to existing coast settlements

and wire communication.

And

to build Rhodesia.
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American Merchant Marine.
The Attorney General of the State,
Clement Robinson, is a Bowdoin
the
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first

A vision come

it,

a

Lieutenant-Commander
Donald
R. graduate,
as is the speaker of the
MacMillan of the class of 1898, ad- House of Representative*, while
three
**«•£ a Kftherin* of about.200 members of the State Senate and 10
members and friends of the Naval of the House of Representatives are
r
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serve Officers Association of the
found (>n the ro „ s ()f BoWf oin
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were made of those wishing

to retain their rooms, and then, if the
number were too large, deciding by lot
who should leave and who should stay.
That would seem fairer to everyone
concerned than the present mad rush,
in which many, through no fault of
their own, are left out entirely.
For

of
ing, a contest
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First the

dream, then the

reality, is

the

rule with telephone

of

many

men

too, as they

come

work
in be-

and smooth coordination

elements.

Scientific research,

construction,

manufacturing, plant

commercial development,

public relations, ?dministration— many varied telephone activities offer a w idening op-

portunity to practical -minded visionaries.

BELL SYSTEM
%A nation-u/tdt system of inter-connecting telephones
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snickered at undergraduate custom.
Since when has Rising Night "been
forever consigned to the grave?" Who
tim,(1 tne ringing of the Chapel bell ?
Whence came the information that thvfr «' s hmen cut the rope?
The storv concerning tne "Scuffle
In Appleton" savours, nav, smacks of
an author who spent Thursday eveninjr hiding in a Portland hotel clo.set,
«>r who, lacking even this intimate acouaintance with the incidents, penn.,1
the admirable satire in the composing
room
in <>iut-i
*"« ">
order to
in fill
uii
three empty
inches on the back page,
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Staff has taken upon himself the supercilious attitude which is killing
Bowdoin spirit and tradition.
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"Published every Wednesday during the Colf'n^TI
lege Year by the Students of Bowdoin College." Under this comes,
.i
"All contributions and communications should be given to the !f-LL£Ttf*L
mSS^ 5?ft2L!f"
Managing Editor by Sunday night preceding the date Of publica- of 'socS
f
tion." The first statement is a general one among
11? college
collet news
nPws- " ™»y visitors to^owdoin. How nueSnf
nn °E Ch,
"- "- l«««t b,.o,-, d„ im
inausiry, Pol^f^'lntLSal
.,.,,,
iu.
,»n,i
,,..|
j
papers. To the world outside the Orient is published by "the stu
Relations.
dents of Bowdoin College", and everyone lets it go under that
student Opinion
generalization. Yet the paper is actually published by a very few
The Orient Board are at present try
CALENDAR
of the students. The fewness of the board was commented^ in inR to satisfy the demands of student
opinion, and yet, we wonder, will anv..
......
.
the last issue and steps are now being taken to remedy this situa- thing they may do satisfy it? AnecApril 2«;
that back in the days be-'
Men from gym team at Aug-usta.
tion. The purpose of these remarks is to call the attention of the dote ha s
fore there was a gymnasium, the'
,.
..
P
April 27
( ollege to the second statement quoted above, and to show how Orient's columns were packed
with a P Baseball: Colby, here.
Peals *or such a building,
and yet,
it can be used.
Track: Tufts, here.
wo™ several benefactors had furj
ri
i
i
^i
Communications
have ubeen efrequent during
April 28
the past year, but nished the old gymnasium (present!
Dean Sturgis speaks in Chapel.
the Orient cannot encourage too many. If someone has an idea; "* of tne heating plant), communications flocked in concerning; the evil'
April 29
,i
u- u
u
ii
i-r
lu
which
concerns a phase
ofr college
life, the way things are run, or this new gift was doing
Institute
of Social Sciences bethe College
gins: James T. Shotwell, "The
are not run, he should be willing to let us all hear about it by means in takin K men away from former acSma11 wonder that we won
Pact of Paris, the United States,
Of a communication.
"Bull" sessions in the ends or fraternity
and the League."
Professor Norri>.
houses often make good subject matter. If anyone doesn't feel
April 30
competent to write it up himself, a good way out of this dilemma
Bormitory Rooms
C. Leonard Woolley: "The ExThe present system of assigning
Is to send the idea to the board.
Since the editor cannot be in all
cavations at L'r and Their Relation
to
the
Old
Testament."
the bull sessions, much as he would like to be, the ideas expressed anTnJS
May 1
in this column are onlv a few of the total number conceived on the hence, like all time-honored custom-,
T. R. Powell: "Our Changing
campus, and a wider variety of opinion is welcome.
Constitution."
Scfb^ ^^'"^^"^"ttese
Baseball: Amherst, there.
Another point is this: Whereas the paper is of the students customs, it seems somewhat to have
and by the students it is not entirely for the students. A greater SSeSTts^
BoSSoTi, Sed^wHh
the
jiart ol each issue is sent to alumni.
unpleasant
quandary
of
having
Thev subscribe primarily to
keep in touch with Bowdoin of today, and yet it is of interest to
them to read about men whom thev knew. News of the alumni is that many of us "got left" Monday
.requently heard jn fraternity houses which never gets beyond
It a house has no one on the Orient board the infor-ithe result of someone else's being a
that stage.
e
-nation received falls on barren ground. We are asking for better
SSy Sw 'caSh^tte worltti
cooperation in compiling alumni notes. The Alumnus cannot cover seems as though those now occupying
ail of them.
In a short while an Alumni Editor will be appointed
As ftls
to the paper.
He will need anv possible material lor his depart- >«>w, if we are unfortunate enough to
c
ment, and fraternities, with their close alumni contact, should be h
J™Jo* get* . Ih^ce' to &»*^
Willing to take this step for support.
we find all the places taken, and we
have to move out, bag and baggage.
ing announcement

Tests Now Being Given
Examiner's to be Started Later
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To the Kditor of the Orient:
Once more a member of the Orient
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SAVING TESTS

Rowdoin in recent years
ve
h
Bowdoin
has
always the American Red Cross life diviner
had a delegation at this conference, as
,*,
1, TThe
h
I u are Iheld
lests.
classes, which
have Yale, Brown, Dartmouth, Harvard, Colgate, Princeton, Wesleyan on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
and other New England colleges. Any at 4 p. m., are being attended by more
men w ho are interested in obtaining than 20 students. The present classes
further information on this subject are working on the Senior life-saving
can secure it from James C. Flint at examinations, and
a
little
later
the Beta Theta Pi house. Freshmen classes for the examiner's insignia*
are especially urged to make an at- will be started. Virtually all of the
tempt to go to Northfield this year, members of the varsity 'squad are
The charges are very small, but $7.00 working on one or the other of these
for registration fee and $18 for bed tests and many other students also
and,h° ard durin S the week.
are showing unusual interest.
for consideration
These tests are part of the set of
at Northfield this year is to be "The tests sponsored by the American
Red
Cross in Human Relations," and the Cross to further the knowledge in
concept
ofthe
Cross,
as
lying
at
the
r
-••"swimming
-*
-T»»iiiiiiiiiiK
and
—» —
sums life-saving
uie-savmg which
" . >,r .7 ..
wnicn is
IS so
SO
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Christianity
and
represent*"*
essential to public safety. There are
1
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include

selected

sherwood ?*&. and Kirby Page

hut

cordially invited to contribute.

News

1)

several men of nation-wide importance and have been chosen especially
for their interest in student thought
ant * student problems. Henry S. Cof

Foreword

Published every Wtdnowlay during the College Year by the Student* of Bowdoin College.
and communications should be given to the Managing Editor by Sunday
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Pres. Sills spoke in Chapel

Sunday

on "The Problem of Being

in a MinorOxford, he said, has been called
the home of lost causes, because
there, as in practically all academic
places, there have been men who
pleaded for causes lacking the popular
approval.
The majority rule is simply a means
of getting things done, and is not by

ity."

any means a divine

principle.
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* rs "/ a
ten-

in their attitude toward others.
The
fine qualities in a man must come out

here.

must

His courage
surely

show

and persistence
themselves.
A

Bow-

almost transform the
whole world by persisting faithfully
in the highest possible ideals,
President Sills spoke of Bishop
Brent, who recently died at Lausanne,
and who for the last 20 years had
tirelessly preached righteousness and
international good-will. A great supporter of the League of Nations,
Bishop Brent said at a conference of
churches at Stockholm, "God wills
peace.
I
claim that the Christian
church
could rule our war and
*&* our Peace, in one generation of,
men
A¥nd her, ad de ^ " r may
a
fool but * am God s fo0 'Thomas Brackett Reed was another
.

.

The

early Greek magistrates were chosen
by lot, on the theory that all men in a
democracy are equally capable and
should have equal shares, in the public
affairs.
The present idea of rule by
the majority grew slowly.
It was
generally found to be the most practical scheme— the best mechanism for
arriving at a decision.
A majority
decision is not necessarily right, nor
is being in the minority a proof of
right.
People forming their opinions
on this basis are often somewhat loose
in their thinking.
However, the minority may be as right as the majority.
In a way majority rule is a law
of the game, a law to be obeyed, not
merely because we are good citizens,
but because we are good sports.
Many people like to be riding on
the bandwagon with the majority, and
sometimes they are right in so doing,
!
There are man >'
j°™ eti mes *""!*
difficulties in belonging to a minority,
while it is generally fasy enough to
follow the crowd. People in the minority complain a great deal, and that
is one thing we must guard against
if we would uphold the less popula
f a que st on
s °™*imes a mi•^iV.
l
nority „
uses obstreperous
or tyrannical

size of ours here at

could

for(1 in

In 1927, Dr. Shotwell was the first
ecu pant of the Carnegie Chair of International Relations at the Hochschule fur Politik, in Berlin.
In his
inaugural address, which was attended by the Chancellor and most of the
other members of the German Government, Dr. Shotwell laid the historical
and theoretical basis of the policy incorporated in the Briand-Kellogg proposal for the renunciation of war as
an instrument of international policy
The European press attributes to Dr.
Shotwell credit for having initiated
the idea of the world peace treaty.
When the treaty was signed, Dr.
Shotwell, writing as a historian, pui>lished a book dealing with the problems raised by the Rriand-Kellngg
Treaty. This volume, "War as an Instrument of National Polity, and Its
Renunciation in the Pact of Paris," has
been referred to by experts in the subject as second only to the Pact itself.
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Full information about studv
and life in Oxford is supplied especially for American students in Oxford
of Today, published under the direction of the Association of American
Rhodes Scholars, by the Oxford University Press, 114 Fifth Avenue, New

j

!

\

French

and authoritative information availthe second day, in his illustrated ab ' e on this subject, and we have also
the following series of
Prof. Charles T. Burnett, who is lecture, Professor Woolley will give arranged
an account of his discoveries on the 'newspaper or magazine articles, preu; a
„uu *•
„.,..:„„
n
m88m * hlS
sabbatlt al 'leave
"> writ- site of I'r of
J
the Chaldees in Mesopo- pared directly for this end by former
im? a
of the la *e William tamia. As leader of the joint exoedi- Rhodes Scholars who are specially
DeWitt Hyde, president of Bowdoin tion of the British Museum ami the qualified to write on their subjects.
1.
Opportunities for the Studv of
College from 1885 to li>17, Is making Museum of the Universitv of Pennsvlvajiia, he has been conducting excava- Law at Oxford University, by Albert
consistent progress in his work.
tions on this
Former President Hyde, who was six years; hisfamous spot for the past C. Jacobs, former Rhodes Scholar,' and
discoveries have thrown Lecturer at Oriel College, Oxford,
graduated from Harvard in the class much light on
the history of the An- Member of Law Faculty, Columbia
of l8t9f assumed his position at Bow- cient
City, once the home of Abraham, University.
doin at the remarkable age of 2fi.
In point of antiquity, and historicc
2.
Opportunities for the Study of
Prof. Burnett is discovering many inimportance Professor Woolley's dis- i.Medicine at Oxford University, by
teresting features of his career. The
emeries even surpass the finding of Wilburt C. Davison, former Rhodes
clifTioult: process of gathering facts of
Tutankhamen's tomb in Egypt a few Scholar, now Dean of the Duke Unithe first 25 years of Dr. Hyde's life is
years ago. He uncovered royal tombs versity School of Medicine,
practically completed.
Material cov- dating as far back
as ::.">()<> 15. ('., con3.
Opportunities .for the Study of
ering his official career at Bowdoin is taining
a wealth of gold, silver and Philosophy at Oxford University, bv
abi
.„,„..... .... „„£.. precious stones, while evidences
of B. Blanshard, former Rhodes Scholar,
his
hlmlan sacrifi «'* <>"
scale gave now Associate Professor Philosophv.
»***
vSZLr clippings
p1 fi&T1.
I'Ti?
newspaper
collected
by 3Irs. ;U remarkable idea of the religious
Swarthmore College.
Hyde and the Bowdoin Library.
practices of earliest times.
4.
Opportunities for the Studv of
Professor Burnett has had access
I„ recent years, Professor Wooll.ey Chemistry at Oxford University", by
to a group of letters dealing with the has cleared a staged tower,
a well Calvin J. Overmver, D.Phil., former
period from Dr. Hyde's school-days ai preserved
monument dating from Rhodes Scholar, now Sales Engineer,
Exeter to his graduate study at An- 2:'.0<) B. C, and almost a counterpart Devoe and Reynolds Company, Inc..
dover seminary. The greatest diffi- of the traditional Tower of Babel. On New York and Chicago.
culty facing Professor Burnett at this was a tablet recording its con5.
Opportunities for the Study of
present, however, is due to the fact struction in a way vividly recalling History at Oxford University by
R.
that significant letters of Dr. Hyde's the Biblicai story.
Other discoveries K. Gooch, former Rhodes Scholar,
presidency are extremely scarce, in- included the Temple of the Moon now Professor of Political Science]
asmuch as he kept no file of his per- Goddess, built in the time of Abraham, University of Virginia,
sonal correspondence.
in which Belshazzar's sister was high
6.
Opportunities for the Study of
gg priestess, and presided over the Greek and Latin at Oxford Univernunnery and school, and the still older laity, by Mason Hammond, former
temple of Al I bald, which contained Rhodes Scholar, Tutor in Classics at
records concerning the first dynasty Harvard Universitv.
of Kings, some of whom are mentioned
7.
The Honour School of English
in the Old Testament.
Literature at Oxford, bv A. C. ValIn a Bowdoin College Bulletin for entine, former Rhodes Scholar, AsMarch, Professor lhomas C. \ an sistant Professor of English, SwarthCFve state, the purposes and aims ..f more College and Assistant to the
Secretary t0 the
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COLLEGE NOVEL
•3

I

CONTEST
sponsored by

no more provocative field of lite in America
College men and women are
experimenting, and thinking more boldly than
any other group. They are building the new Amenta
There

is

ttau) the college.

sifting,

•

The Campus Prize Novel Contest is open to all college
undergraduates, or to graduates of not more than one
year. The pr.ze novel may be a story of college life, or
of college people in other environments; it may be

51
is*

ft

your personal story or the novel you always have
wanted to wiite about your generation. A $3000.00
Cash prize will be paid the winning author.

ern society gives to the study of the
The Study of
c.rd Sciences a place of increasing
Politics at Oxford,
1

iaUon'^f^^ phenomena
i.resent or

The winning novel

be serialized in College Humor
and published in book form by Doubleday, Doran
and Company. Book royalties will be paid the author
in addition to the prize, and motion picture and dramatic rights will remain with the author. We reserve
the right to publish in serial and book form, according
to the usual terms, any of the cither novels submitted.
The closing date of the contest is midnight, October 15, 1929.

®

will

^

which are thouc-ht to exist

society
U
llinVness to
accept as unalterabl tin
iTtution"
of the past, leads the social scientist
to search for new criteria for human

conduct which shall

l>e

!

•

baaed upon

i

bv

Philip

rA

?

contest will be judged by the editors of College

Humor and Doubledav Doran Typed

manuscripts of
from 7>,000 to 100.000 words should be sent with
return postage, name, and address, to the Campus
Prize Novel Contest, College Humor. 10«>() La Salle

S£
ESvt

(hu ago; or to the Campus Prize Novel Contest.
Doubledav. Doran and Co., Inc.. Garden City, NY.

Street,

DOUBLEDAY DORAN
COLLEGE HUMOR
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INFORMATION SOUGHT
_
PAUL REVERE BELL
.

j

j

j

Above

him through

his collective

tery of natural forces toward
realization of an ordered society.

f

the

the

in

the

"The Institute is intended to bring to
in Maine and
the student bodv, the communitv, anil
the friends of the College, an oppnr- suggesting the possibility that one
'unity to hear something of the proh- might be found in Bridgton. However,
lems'which claim the attention of the if anyone knows that there is one
ocial scientists of the present day, elsewhere in the State, this informaand to know more intimately some of tion will be very 'welcome.
Raul Revere is of course, best
the representative leaders in the various branches of the Social Sciences." known for his famous ride during the
President Sills win introduce Dr. Revolution, but he was also a very
versatlle
craftsman. After the war,
Shotwell and Professor Woolley: Profeasor Hormell will introduce Profes- he returned to his trade (he" was a
sor Powell of Harvard Law School: gold-smith and a silver-smith) and
Professor Cushing, H. Parker Willis started a bell and cannon foundry, as
Editor-in-Chief of New York Journal well as copper-rolling mills, in CanThe Art Building posof Commerce: Dean Nixon. Whiting ton, Mass.
Williams. Author and Consultant on senses one evidence of his ability as
Labor Problems: Professor Crook an engraver, a bookplate made for
Stuart Chase. Writer and Economist, Gardiner Chandler, bearing the ChanTh- introductions of some f the later idler coat of arms. This bookplate is
speakers have not yet been definitely in the room on the left as you enter
arranged.
the building.

V
(Madrigal in eight
parts), F. McCollin
The Fairies (Part Song, in six parts
I?

F.-E.

Ward

Fleur-de-Lys (six parts)

Hopkins Evans
The Chorus
The Chorus is made up of the folT.

—

—

panist.

aS
(

almost

and so doing,
St. Louis its first championship
in many a year. To the fawning pubic he was practically a Cod. Anoth,>r
year found Alex in a similar series,
pitching a band of baseball which
minor leagues would have murdered
mercilessly. Alex was of human mold
after all! The *-•
crowd
w w» x» that
it*
.lit'* cheered
had
a year before booed with glee! Publie opinion said, "tough!"
Bill Tilden used to win American
singles with annual regularity. Englishmen, Frenchmen, Italians, Japanese, and Australians, bowed humbly
to his brilliance and repeatedly went
home defeated. Henri Cochet dropped
in on Tilden last year and gave Tilden
v

i

i

.

i

i-

i

«

i

i

From hurt
opinion said, "tough!"
Thus it goes in every line of sport,
Information regarding the where- whether it is boxing, wrestling, track,
Where are the old idols,
abouts of a Paul Revere bell will be or golf.
very gratefully received at the Walk- Demp.sey, Lewis, Grange, and the
These lights have faded, they
er Art Building.
A letter has been rest.
received by the Curator inquiring if failed to deliver their former "stuff"
and the public quickly forgets!
sucn a bt>11 is procurable

mas-

Lamb

Miss Avis

What Care

—

Maine

the social scientist exalts
the creative genius, which is man's
most precious heritage, and which
all,

.

(

—

I

I

prejudice.

,

)

.

lowing singers:
First
sopranosMiss Avis Lamb, Miss Helen Ward.
Mrs. Helen Burnham, Mrs. Beatrice
Richards;
second
sopranos Mrs.
Emma M. Phinney, Mrs. J. P. Thomas,
Mrs. James C. Hamlin, Jr., Mrs. Ethel
Berry; first altos— Mrs. Alfred BrinkThe other day Clarence Demar, oft ler, Mrs. Charles K. Eenderson; secwinner of the
Ashland-to-Boston ond altos Miss Henrietta Rice. Mrs.
Marathon, took a ninth in this annual H. G. Harrison; first tenors Elmer
classic
Individual feeling was one of R. Manpram, Clifford L. Jones; second
regret, but crusty popular opinion tenors
Charles K
Rlackwell, Guy
said "pretty tough !M
Kendall; baritones- J. P. Thomas, H.
I n the
World Series between the Earle Shaw; basse. —Charles K. Fen
Yankees and St. Louis in 11*27, Grover derson, John Farr, J. Arthur Hanson;
Cleveland Alexander went into the Mhra. Earle C. Rundlette is the accom-

u "Warned on
application to Prank
»
A
lift
*
Of
Xecessar By he must as- sT^l *^' Ameruan Secretary to the
sume that the end am:d"aim of civiliza-i Kn<)(, «* s « rustees, Swarthmore, Pa.
tion is the attainment of the maxi.,-.
.»-,, .,»„.
mum adjustment of man as a whole
to his environment. He contributes to
„_ T
WTW _,_^, rT,^
OiN
this adjustment through his efforts to
a!>uli.;h the wasteful methods in material development, and by his attempt
of
Walker Art Kuildini;
to maintain a joat equilibrium hetween Curator
the passive acceptance and the urge
Wishes to Procure Such a Bell
the red side of the ledger.
to change the existing social order.
pride American
in
'

I

.

.

•

«.

CUMBERLAND
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gave

same thing is true.
'"an once shows that he is good,
n <' later cracks, the campus calls him
a faust" or a "Hop." Or if a college
ev(' r had brilliant athletic teams, and'
later they become mediocre, you can
h<, ar the alumni yell from one end of
the country to the other.
Witness

April 'JHth

-

:

5 Acts Vaudeville
-

On

the Screen

-

THE SHADY LADY
with

PHYLLIS HAVER
also

Paramount News
Saturday

April

-

L'Tth

VICTOR McLACiLEN
in

STRONG HOY
also

Comedy

Cartoon

In college, the

If a
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mriyldlSel^oiST With
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^oiiege, California.
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octor
0xf( " (1 b >' W. Y. -Elliott,
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the ascertainable facts, and which shall
»
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not ix> obscured
ill
by tradition
UilMIUOIl or
by
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Far Away
MannedDobson
Foreward
Mr.. John P. Thomas
This column, which appears in this
III
Orient and which is to appear in suc- Flora Gave
Me Fairest Flowers
ceding issues is meant *to contain
(Madrigal in five parts), J. Wilbye
sport comment of an editorial nature t at and Dog (Catalan folksong in
live parts), F. Pujol
which either concerns college athletics
in Going Home
Negro Spin
in particular or the sporting world Soon
ual), W. Lester
in general.
The columnist welcomes
criticism constructive or otherwise
The Chorus
and solicits contributions from anyIV
one desiring to offer material concem- L'Ete
Chaminad-'
ing sports.
So Sweete is Shee .... Early English
P. C. A. '32.
The Little Shepherd's Song .... Watts
A Spring Fancy
Densmoi e

The dominating spirit of America
today, in almost every phase of our
national life, seems to be tied up in
the catch phrase "you've got to be
'good'."
No matter whether you are
earning bread and butter or playing
handball, there is a constant and everlasting urge for superiority.
The
s P ort world, however, demands more
from a marG it not on 'y wants him
good at his game, but quite unthoughtfully demands that he remain
K°°d. When he fails to deliver, they
cast him into the discard.
Sporting
history is replete with stories of popular heroes who have become forgot
ten over night.
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Hills

Cargoes
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See page 131

at

Polyphonic Concert

Sportsman's Pen

j

Summer Work

value

MLAIKMKDN

York City.
One of the first things that the
average American applicant for a
Rhodes Scholarship wants to know
(and should know) is just how he can
fit his two or three years at Oxford
into his selected career.
"Oxford of
Today" contains the most complete

!

There are already English,
and German editions.

m

ultra

$4250

information and applicamay be obtained from
College, or

j

Men who want

custom

our

.

,

.

.

from
President
Frank Aydelotte,
American Secretary, at Swarthmore,

On

i

received

just

four pieces, in soft

Thomas Means, Bowdoin

•

'

have

few
tremendously
good looking suits

a

tion or birth."

I

NWW

We

schol-

.

j

'

method

old

which they have sprung, without 1
hope withdrawing them or their sympathies from the land of their adop-

i

PROF Bl'RNETT WRITING LIFE
<)F FORMER PRESIDENT HYDE

!

will: "I also desire to encourage and
foster an appreciation of the advantages which I implicitly believe will
result from the union of the Englishspeaking
peoples
throughout
the
world, and to encourage in the students from the United States
an attachment to the country, from

!

stood firm in his inflexible
courage and contempt of mere popularity.
Following his hopeless opposition to the declaration of war
against Spain, he called one of the
members of the very small minority
in the House up to the Speaker's
chair, after the vote had been taken
and told him that he envied him the
"luxury" of that vote,
One must always try to follow his
conscience in whatever he may do, for
that is the object of all educalion, as
it is the goal of all religion.

.f^TT^T?

(once every three years) to
every state. Since all states did not
produce Oxford worthy candidates
regularly, this plan occasionally did
not work out to best advantage.
Those Scholarships were created by
the will of Cecil Rhodes, the famous
South African statesman and capitalist, who diet! in li>02.
Their purpose is expressed in the terms of his

|

man who

go to Ox-

The qualities which will be considered in making the selection are literary and scholastic ability and attainments,
qualities
of
manhood,
truth, courage, and moral force of
character,
and physical vigor as
shown in outdoor sports or other
ways.
Exceptional athletic prowess
is not essential to election.
In the past 17 election years, 11
men from Bowdoin, four from Bates,
two from Colby, and one from the
University of Maine have been chosen.
A bill has recently been passed in
the House of Lords which affects the
selection of U. S. Rhodes scholars,
This bill provided for the division of
the United States into eight districts
of six states.
Four Rhodes scholars
will be chosen annuallv from each district.
Thus !)6 U. S. students wi'll be
chosen to go to Oxford every three
years.

>

f

October,

arships

.*

-

i)

7, will
1!>30.

i

nistory of the World War, which is
bow being published in various European Countries.
This great history
which will extend to over two hundred
volumes, is the one work of its kind
.iut has ever been undertaken, making a survey of the effect of the war
upon the normal processes of civilination. It covers some nineteen European countries.

and $1.10

W. Chandler

F.

in

(Continued Irom pRire

i)

Economic and Social ars selected on Dec.

tor of the vast

LOT OF BOWDOIN BOOK-ENDS
The $8.50 Size Now $5.50 in Copper

THREE

Rhodes Scholarship

Social Sciences

!

;

i

i

'

Brown just a few years back,
Rumblings of a similar nature are oft
heard from our own alumni bodies,
The desire to see superiority in athIt-tics is typically American.
Here we
play to win above all else. We worship the best men and sneer at the

Monday-Tuesday

-

April 29-30

DOLORES DEL RIO
in

RAMON
Comedy

Paramount News

a '"'

[

i

dub.
In the final analysis "you've
just got to be good!" or failing this.
become labeled with America's tvpical

j

<

;

judgment, "tough!"

Wednesday-Thursday

-

May

1-2

JEANNE EAGLES
in

THE LETTER
Comedy

Snort light

.

"

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Home Made
-

lO llTVn'TVT^ Yl TyTra^TYtl.T^T'.Tl.Tl.TlTrn-'^

Cream Candy

Ice

Specials

O

f Correct Apparel
for

Each Week

-

I

Full Line Apollo Chocolates
Litfht

College

Lunches

Men

Buckley's Candy Shoppe
Ma ine St
Formerly Newman's

119

Allan

H. Messer,

-

Representative

Visit

NKW
»

-

i

Stanley Soule's Hair
Cutting Parlor
FINS
and UP-TO-DATE

t^H'.ar.d .Ye

.-.<•

Hair Cutting a Specialty
1*>rt Maine Street

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

Bowdoin Column

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick. Maine
Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

Foreword:
The purpose of this column is not
to satirize or to emphasize unduly the
actions of any member or any group
on the Bowdoin campus. Rather is it
intended to portray, in a small way,
the ordinary, every-day activities of
the Student Body and Faculty, and
also to keep in so far as it be possible,

NORRIS EXPLAINS CHEMISTRY
IN ITS RELATION TO HEALTH
Discoveries of the Science in the Field of Health and Prevention of Disease Discussed by Tech Professor

Baseball
(("•iniinmd frr.m

PaflB

It

enough to let Marston hit safely, and
to walk Cassadon.
Turner attempted
to sacrifice bat was safe when Lincoln
Tumbled
Crimmins' throw to first. The
in the world were caused by lack of
strati n was dubiotis in the extreme.
proper food, by the break down of a
part of the body, or by the introducautomatically in the process of life. tion of foreign substance. Again
the
The first attempt of man to regulate analogy between the body and an enthese reactions took place in early gine is apparent.
A machine cannot
times by using certain barks and function without the proper
amount
Health is the result when bodily
functions take place normally.
The
body is made up of a large number
of chemical compounds which react

Some

herbs for the prevention or cure of
certain diseases.
A study of many
ancient methods and materials shows
that, although they were largely used
as a result of strange beliefs or accident, they were based on scientific

of the most ancient disease.-

or kind of food; neither can the bodv.
When spark plugs cease to work, the
machine stops; the same thing applies
to the heart.
Carbon is the foreign
substance of engines.

well dressed.

fats,

carbohydrates, proteins and mineral
matter.
It was found that all proand that the body
cannot use all in the same way. McCollum carried out experiments on
cattle by feeding some oats, others
corn and still others wheat.
These
three grains have the same proportions of the three necessary foods. It
was found that those fed on corn grew
slick and fat; those on wheat were
scrawny, rough and unhealthy.
In
the second generation, the' calves were
either still born or died soon after
birth, from the wheat eating cows,
while the calves from corn eating
cows were perfectly healthy. This result was attributed to the different
proteins.
Many of the conventional
combinations of food, as apple pie and
ice cream or beans and brown bread
have been found to be perfectly balanced, while either one alone wouid
not be sufficient.
teins are not alike,

|

is

to

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

early,

The chief ingredients of food are

Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable

J23RISK Clothing which
custom tailored

The chemistry of food started quite
and followed closely the development of organic chemistry. A
knowledge of pure chemistry, i. e., the
chemistry of simple reactions of Inorganic compounds, was necessary.'

principles.

Chemistry was used first in connection with health by a professor in
Switzerland in the lfi'th century. He
burned those medical books which he
had access to, and started medicine on
the basis of chemistry. Even though
the results of his experiments were
occasionally fatal, the importance of
what he started is apparent. Then
Lavoisier discovered the relationship
between the intake and consumption
of food— that it is really burned in
the body.
However, organic chemistry is so complicated that it is only
comparatively recently that great
progress has been made. Among the
first steps was the study of the
composition of parts of the body and

\

center and Crimmins was thrown out
at second in attempting to steal.
A most sensational triple play featured the fielding of the day.
In the
seventh' frame. Stiles had wobbled

Srtak Srnt^ra
WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

60
Captain Chan Lincoln

Maher advanced to the plate, fouled a
Watch For Our Representative
few and finally succeeded in driving
the ball into the dirt in front of the
PBIL BRISK
plate.
Marston was forced out at the
pan. Maher was easily gotten at firsi
The Editors.
and Cassation was tagged by Crim
(
rains on the way to the third sack.
blood.
The Bates team ran through a seThe truth of the matter is that
Fifty or 75 years ago, stress was
ries of bad breaks in this game.
In
Dean
Nixon
is
a far busier man than put upon
MUSIC
GIFTS
KODAKS even
the study of the foods taken
the second inning their pitcher wathose of us who have occasion to
into the body.
A baby can take the
Mithdrawn from the gahie by a pitch Ballots
Printing and Developing
call on him on various missions somefor Preliminary Selection of
one food, milk, and change it into the
which bruised his left shoulder.
In
times feel that he is. At any rate, ho
Nominees Already Mailed
necessary materials for growth. At
the fifth Phillips, their relief pitcher,
has lots of outside engagements that
that time, the study of the processes
injured his ankle at first.
Marston.
take up a good bit of his time. Last
of life was somewhat barred by the
relieving the relief pitcher, was only
The ballots for the preliminary >»
We carry the largest assortment of Wednesday, he presented the Abraxas prevalent
partially warmed up and was hit ti>
idea that life was a divine
lection for the Board of Overseers
Imported Good-;. Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- cup to Deering High School., This gift, and too full of
all parts of the field. At bat, the team
mystery to be
bles. Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- cup is given to the high school whose
have
been sent out to the Alumni, and
Xvas very weak; it drove most of itstudied.
Then the organic compound
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all graduates have obtained the highes. urea was
connections to the infield. Crimmins. according to all reports, are coming
made in laboratory from inaverage rank during their first yeai
kinds cast of Portland,
The proteins are nitrogenous com- alone, assisted seven such bingles in unusually well.
organic substances, disproving this
Five vacancies in
at Bowdoin.
A week before that he
pounds in lortg series of complex which went for routine putouts to fir.-t
Tel. 1 36
87 Maine St.— Tel. 137
was present at a meeting of the Col- belief that the products of life are units, and when hydrolized, they
Polar Bear hits totaled eight. The the Board of Overseers have been
give
mysteries.
As further proof against
lege Entrance Examination Board at
caused
by
the
deaths
the
of Rev. Edgar
individual
fielding
was
units.
fairly
Gelatin is "a procommendable, fo;
the idea, there is now a doctor in New
Columbia University.
^ ork, who has the breast of a chicken tein, but does not contain the units the team handled the ball neatly and Millard Cousins '77, the Hon. Ansel
On April 13, he addressed a meet- which
necessary for growth; it does give completed routine throws with the dis LeForest Lumbert '7!>.
has
been
living
and Frederick
and
growing
ing of the Alumni Association at Aufor 10 years. Life is not such a pro- energy, however. Wood contains pro- patch of veterans.
Quality Printing
gusta. On the 25th he will attend a
teins so bound up that they cannot be
The Colby baseball team will ap- Odell Conant '80, and also by th<election of Frederick William Pickard
meeting of the Worcester Alumni As- foundly difficult product, and is not taken out in the process of
Towu Building
pear
at
Bowdoin
next
for
Friday
itdigestion
beyond the scope of human knowl'!>5 and
Frank Herbert Swan 'Us, to
sociation and will address them. The
Through experiment, it has been initial contest with the Polar Bear
edge.
BRUNSWICK -:- -:- MAINE sub-freshmen
the Board of "Trustees.
In accordfrom Worcester are infound that in order to have food outfit. The Mules started off splen-Food can be studied from the
ance with the practice of tiie Board,
vited to this meeting arso.
On th"
value, the proteins must contain the didly last Saturday by beating Maine
the persons selected by the Alumni
of energy or from the benzene
2(ith he will be present at a meeting standpoint
ring; that is, six carbon by the score of 7 to 3.
Latest College Styles in
of the Vocational Bureau of the Uni- standpoint of substance or composi- atoms arranged in
The situation of baseball at. Colby as their nominees will be chosen at
a hexagonal
Commencement to fill three of these
Bostonian
Florsheim versity club of Boston, and on the tion. Its study from the former is of Furthermore, the body cannot ring.
take seems to be especially bright this vacancies.
27th will be at the meeting of the great significance, but does not have other proteins and make
year.
The freshman class furnished
them
over
a
great
deal to do with chemistry. At
In the selection of these nominees
College Entrance Certificate Board.
$5 to $10
into this ring, as in cases of other enough men so that it has its own
And yet he finds time to see us occa- the Children's hospital in Boston, it foods. Most of the units of the pro- schedule. The varsity squad look- of the Alumni, each man is asked to
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers
has been determined how much food i..
indicate his choice, if he has any, of
sionally!
teins have been made in the labora- very strong even at this early date.
required to supply the energy needed
three
names to be placed upon" tin
*
*
*
tory.
^ If the Polar Bears play ball against "eligible
by men in different forms of work, by
list of the Alumni" by filling
President Kenneth C. M. Sills has putting them to work
Until recently, the mineral constit- Colby as they did against Bates, then in the blank just sent
out and returnin a calorimeter
Of course
uents of food have been left mostiw will be nothing to fear.
been asked to serve on the committee and noting the
ing same to the Alumni Secretary.
heat given off.
there
is
the
question
of
pitching
to
to
on publicity in connection with the
chance. Calcium, one of these, has
B.
These ballots must be in the handIn studying food from the standbeen found necessarv for the develop- be considered. The Mules are hitting of Mr.
celebration of the 2,000th birthday of
Wilder
point
before
the fourth of
of chemical
PC BE FOOD SHOP
substance,
fairly strongly and can only be held
the ment of good teeth.
the poet Virgil, which will be held in
This fact was
next month,
Kach name mention*-,
questions to be considered are, of what
discovered in Germany, when the sol- by some fairly strong hurling.. House, by 2">
the winter of 1030-31.
Wholesale— Retail
Other mem- forrti of matter is it,
oi/more Alumni is automaticaland what changes diers were being
will no doubt have someone in the box
bers of the committee are Edward A.
examined.
It was
in life processes take place.
574 Congress St.,
Portland, Me. Alderman, president
Our found that those men from certain who will give the Colby team some- ly placed on this "eligible list," toof the University bodies are like an
gether with such other names as may
engine; when ail sections had
of Virginia, William James Battle,
teeth very much better thing to think about.
be added by the nominating committogether, it runs smoothly, but when
and stronger than those from other
Professor of Classical Languages at a part
tee of the Alumni Council in order to
is taken away, something must
'Anything y'want Pressed?' the University of Texas, Grace Coeisections.
When
Interfrat
tested,
Baseball
the
water
complete
an "eligible list" of 12. Th s
result.
It is by taking away certain
from those particular sections showed
idge (Mrs. Calvin Coolidgel, William
list will appear on the formal ballot
parts and interfering with certain
Give it to
a large percentage of calcium comH. Cowles, proprietor of the Spokane
by which the choice of the Alumni is
<'ontinu.il from Fane I)
processes that the function of those
pounds.
The high quality of horses
"Spokesman— Review," Henry J. Has- parts or processes
actually
made.
This latter ballot will
6.
Kach
can
team
be determined. which
shall furnish a new
kell, editor of the Kansas City "Star."
The most important advances have gion come from the Blue Grass re- ball for each game and shall furnish be mailed out sometime in May.
of Kentucky is attributed to the
William Lyon Phelps, Lampson Pro- been made
their <nvn bats.
through experimenting high bromine
the
content of the grass
fessor of English at Vale University thus on
animals.
7.
All questions of dispute shall be
It is important to
there, for one reason.
and Lawrence F. Abbott, editor of observe
President and Mrs. Sills will be at
A chemist in referred
what happens in disease for Germany
at once to Intramural Manfed rats on milk for a while
The Outlook.
home to members of the College and
that is the result when some part or
then fed them on milk which had been ager Oscar Swanson, or to chairman their friends on Tuesday, April 23d
President Sills is well-known as a process of
of the Baseball Committee, A'-thur
the body is not functioning separated
into its constituents, eacn
student of the Classics, and was normally.
and April 30th and on all Tuesdays
For example, the disease one purified,
Beatty.
and all put together
Winkley Professor of the Latin Lan- diabetes was
o'clock.
The following games have also been in May, from 4 till
traced to the faulty again.
and
On this diet, the rats soon
guage and Literature at Bowdoin be- function of the
scheduled:
pancreas.
died.
fore being chosen president in 1018.
April 25— Sigma Nu vs. Chi Psi.
Telephone 435-436
*
*
*
April 29—Delta (Jpsalon vs. Theta
About eight Monday evening, a
Knapp 2!»; Duke of Albanv, Olin S. Delta Chi.
Pla^
small fire was discovered in the base
April 30— Phi Delta Psi vs. Kappa
Iettingill; Karl of Kent, Robert
T. H.
S Sigma.
J.
ment of Prof. Philip Meserve's resihcke '30; Karl of Gloucester, Albeit
'.,!,: mil.
It,, m
j'an«' II
Founded 1867
As soon as these six games have
dence on Federal street.
Defective
W. faibell '.i2; Edgar, Paul K. Ever]
been played, further elimfnations bewiring is thought to have been the the part of Coneril, Mrs. Morgan B ett, Jr. 32;
College men prepare for a profession ol
INSURANCE
Edmund, John M. Cooper tween
aridrniag interest and opportunity. Ret.nt recause, inasmuch as the lights in sev- Cushing is to play Regan, and Miss 2i»; Physician,
the winners will be arranged.
W.
sc;,ir.
h baa enl&nxed the scope
Merrill Hunt '2-1;
every ,h.i^eral houses on upper Federal street < ornelia Stanwood has the role of Fool,
ot dentistry.
The field demand!., more :h..n
Reginald Robinson "2!»; GonerilJ
Town Ituildini!
Brunswick refused to work.
e\er before, iwn and women of ability, ba. ked
Friends of "Bert" Smith. College
With the aid of a Cordelia.
by superior training,
By the preponderance of male part- Mrs. John Thalheimer; Regan, Mr- janitor, will be grieved to learn
mi. h training Tufts
flashlight, the fire department found
that
Morgan
B. Cushing; Cordelia,' Miss!
College I>-nial School offers to v- students.
in
King Lear, the play lends itself
his wife has just passed away after a
the conflagration and put it out in
Nhool opens on September 35 7, lo*. Out
Cornelia Stanwood; Oswald, Herbert
quite favorably to production by a colcatalog may guide you
long illness.
h.»i-ing your
short order.
VV. Huse "29; Gentleman,
career. Kor information addsrai —
Herbert
lege like Bowdoin. Almost 28 of
*
»
*
the Huse
'2<»;
First
Servant, Howard
Dr. W xuh Kicf. Dran
characters of more or iess import art
Send
to the
Davies, Jr. '31.
Any Junior wishing to apply for a
416 Huntington Avenue
Dr. James F. Norris, visiting lec- men, while but three
Ronton. Mas*.
are women.
Proctorship for next year should hand
turer in Chemistry, met with the class
The first recorded performance of
in his name at once to some member
in Education 2 in upper Massachu- King Lear
Debating: Council
is that mentioned on the
of the Student Council, provided he
setts Hall on Monday afternoon, April title page of
the
first
.
quarto,
St.
R. E.
has not already done so.
22.
He discussed informally with Stephen's night in Christmas
IteinM
from
v* K e i>
holithem some current conditions "in edu- days, I>ec.
Agent
26, 1606.
Richard Bur- sl'ieliminaries will be:
><•: "Resolved,
"Resolve, that
cation in Russia, where he has spent oage, a great
tragedian of Shak.'e- Hie t
g. should cease to protect l.\
some time recently as a guest of th<» speare s company is supposed
to have armed force capital invested in the
taken the leading role.
WOOl.WOKTH HI ii.oim;
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING Soviet Government.
Since that ( anbbean countries." All who are in*
*
*
MEW YORK
time the play has enjoyed innumer- terested m competing were
asked t
CO- EDUCATIONAL
Edwin Forest, Edwin meet Mr, Dupee at Hubbard Hall last
Great excitement has been preva- able, revivals.
uesday at 7.."() p. m.
is now so und«
control that results lent among members of the Class of Ho«t'h, and Sir Henry Irving were
CASE SYSTEM
It was also moved and so
voted that
are far superior to daylight except for 1981 and of the Class of 1 032 over among the noted actors of the nineTHREE YEAS COURSE
various and sundry rumors which teenth century who assumed the 1. -ail- the Interscholastic Debating League
extremely "larg- groups.
YEARS
have been circulating regarding the ing parts, and who in their interpreta- question for next year should be
(tne Year of ('..Urgr Work
chosen
this spring, instead of waiting
coming Freshman banquet. Saturday tions enjoyed favor with the critics of
Kt'tiuirrd
For
Admisgion
Webber's Studio
before last, 'several Sophs were posi- their day.
Robert Kartell has been until fall as has been the previous cusMORNING,
tive that the affair was to be held that the leading Lear of the present cen- torn.
EVENING CLASSES
The schedule for the next season's
although
night and hence proceeded to go tury,
Norman M.Kinne!
Write For Catalog-tie
Morton's
through Appleton checking up on the presenting the play at the Haymarket Spring trip is to be made up this ye -.r
Stand
Charles I*. Davis, Registrar
Freshmen and renewing the ties that added a more original interpretation in order to secure favorable dates' for
meetings with the various colleges
in which pathos and restraint
Room 2861
were along
Kaywoodie,
Milano bind.
the rente. Next year, the team
the ruling tones.
"ill in all probability go through
King Lear has
the
Then too, there was that Soph who praise from the enjoyed un.-tmted central New York region,
Toilet Articles, Waterman Pens
possibly
greatest critics of
had a car at Damariscotta last Thurs- the
with an international debate witii
last
two centuries.
Hazlitt
8ay night, and, thinking he would called ,t "the
Toronto at the end of the trip.
It
best of Shakespeare's
You will find
.
.
.
f r Frid
v ill probably come during the week oi
i " r «•">•'»
en- plays, for it is the
*y
",
one
m
which he February 2:!r.l. The
listed a classmate, who in turn enlistthe finest leathers and most
manager hope*
was most in earnest. He was here
Toilet Articles - Shaving Preparations ed a Ford from a fraternity brother,
to secure debates with Mime
of tne
fairly caught in the web of
his own following colleges:
of all kinds handled effiThey lost imagination." Highest
correct lines in John Ward
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded to trek along with him.
Hamilton. Syrapraise come. cuse University,
contact with some necessary Ford from
ciently and promptly at
University of Buffalo,
poets.
Keats called it, "the bitAGENCY FOR
parts a mile and a half this 'side of ter-sweet
Cornell University, and the Univershoes.
wide variety of lasts,
the office of The I.runsof
this
Shakespearean sity of Toronto. Letters have
alrea.iv
fruit.
I he
wiok Record.
most perfect specimen been received
thence to' Damariscotta immensely, of
specially selected and deby the manager from
IlliniSn S I'DOCO'SlBS
dramatic art existing today," said
Tufts and Union College in Schenecand appreciated the rain very much Shelley.
Modern
machinery and
Maeterlinck comments "It tady, N. Y.
signed for collesc men's wear.
Both wish to meet Bo*
competent woiki.H n.
surpasses all in the mass, rarity and
doin at Brunswick. The Tufts debate
*
»
density; the strange nobility, the
pro- >\ !l in all probability be on the third
Estimates and samples
President and Mrs. Sills, as is then- digious bulk of the tragic beaut v <>f December,
but as the dates offered
cheerfully furnished.
custom, are engaged in giving Sun- which it contains."
J„h„ Maseheld ,'iv Union unfortunately fell during the
day night receptions to members of writes: "No image in the world is so Faster vacation,
-GROCERS
the latter debate is
the Freshman class. These receptions, fierce with imaginative energy "
still very much in the air.
given throughout the College year., do
With the great bulk of favorable
At present, a list of subjects to be
»hn cater to fraternity trade
much t<> promote better relationships criticism and remarkable history of "sed next sea.-on is being prepare.
among the members of the Student the past centuries behind it the taWa '>v a special committee of the Debat-1
value is enhanced. The choice
Body.
212 C Maine Street
This should be rean>
of Leil- ing Council.
Publishing
as a ( ommeruement plav is
lirunswick. Me.
worthy of soon and will then be sent out to the
Brunswick
Co.
a College of Liberal Aits.
various 'colleges.
The
list of the complete
"Quality Goods at a Fair Price"
cast f<>'
lows: King Lear, Alton K. Foster '»>
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets
There will he an important meeting
King of Frame, Lee <i. Paul "29For First Class Haircutting
Telephone Brunswick No. 3
Duke of the Musical dubs in the Musi.
Johnson's Floor
"f Hurgundy, George H.
Rand J. » room at 1 p. m. on Thursday afterNear Campus - First Shop Down Town 30; Duke of Cornwall,
James V noon, April 2">th.
STUDENT
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MULE NINE VICTORS

TRACK TEAM ON WILD SPREE
AS BOWDOIN CRUSHES TUFTS
All Firsts But One in Rampage
ford Rival in Saturday's Meet

White Takes

1

Bad Ninth Inning (lives Win
tors from Waterville

?ame, at Pickard

making a

:;

against the visiters diminutive 16 2-3.'
Incidentally the t<-am capiured first
place in all but one of the sixteen
events, won all the s-econds except
three, and took all three places in
*
seven events.
The meet was more or less one of
Bowdoin man versns Bowdoin man for
Tufts offered but little competition.
In the 120 yard high hardies Scott
beat Stanwood by aome five yards to
win. Mayo of Tufts cam* in third.
The time was 16 l-."i seconds.
Yancey and Ncrris fought neck and
neck in the 100 yard ila. 'n but the
relay captain got the eqge and won
the event by about a foot. Gatchell
pulled in third. The time was 10 2-5
seconds.

C

Merrick easily won the -mile with toe John Warren Achorn Lectureship,
yards to spare. Moody of is not dry and technical, but has been
While
third chosen with the idea in mind of obTufts came in second
place was fought out between Cobb taining something which would prove
Th- interesting to the students and at the
of Bowdoin and Wild or Tufts.
third place was not decfriMJ until the
line time be correct in the matter of
home stretch when Wild {hud enough facts.
of a sprint to beat Cobb) by about a!
thiiB lecture is highly commended
yard. The time was 4.44 fe-6
to all the students, since it gives, not
Wingate won the 440 yfrd run with on), marvelous pictures of the life of
ease, for he had the pole,feft well out the'golden eagle, but" also'many more
in front and was able to- keep his interesting views of English bird life.
lead all the way. Rising was second,
At the conclusion of the picture.
and Massee of Tufts t|ird. Time. Captain Knight presents his live eagle,
4-5 seconds.
53 4-o
which he has trained as a talcon.
falcon. The
1 he
m the 220 eagle will be made to perform for the
Unt in
Bowdoin was everything
.>_.
^_
fc.
,_.i r-„*
..j:
i„..
ind Gat- audience,
and it is saidi ±~
to be a wonderdash. Yancey, %a
X orifs
yard
demonstration
.no
such uen
chell once again surpassed tne visit- iui spectacle,
No sucn
ing competitors. Yancey] only nosed has ever before been giver.
"The Filming of the Cob
Golden Eagle"
ight mjirgin,
margin, while
out Norris by a slight
,i
M came about
:>out thr«e
Gatchell
thrde yards be- broke all records for length of run for
Much
a film of its type in London.
hind. Time 23 1-5 seconds.
The two mile as usual was the heralded in America, and privately
feature event of the afternoon. It seen, this film masterpiece is now bewas merely a question of first place '»K shown here public y for the first
Captain Knight has been in this
for Whitcomb and Hickey of Tufts tlme
showing th<
were, the only ones up i}i the front. country since January
He concludes his tour the
Hickey started off the ra<+» at a swift picture.
end
of this month.
and almost killing pace, iy attempt to
Among the comments which have
wear out Whitcomb. Ben -kept a good
.

.-*

i

.-
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Books by Institute Speakers to be Had

Friday by

to support

at Library

Prof. Powell Lectures Tonight on Constitution

Souther

The conferences which are being
held this week and next bv the speak-

I

,.
;

„ the Institute of Social

r>

PACT OF PARIS AND
LEAGUE DISCUSSED
BY PROF. SHOTWELL

Sciences

much

attention,
Books were placed in the Library so
that all those desirous of attending
sign up. Of course, the number
C oul
s) >eii!

to be attracting

who can advantageously attend any
one of the conferences is limited, 80
that all those signing up were not
to

able

-necessarily

An

attend.

Lecturer of Institute Speaks
Before Record Crowd in Memorial
Hall

(Continued on Page 2)

Bowdoin's fourth

!

Sophomore Efforts of No Avail; No
Freshme n Miss Banquet

Caativ* in Augusta While
Kouieo
Classmates are Routed

I

"
,

..

.

,

,

their so-called

The freshmen held

president and several members of the
u:i.:j;_ „i..u who
norcuwloJ to
were persuaded
hiking club ...w~ ,..^^
examine the suburbs of the city, before filling some of the empty places
at the tables.
The preliminaries took place Sundav night when a sma n but efficient
'
penetrated
sophomores
up of
door ,r an( , barriers of furniture to
he fn)sh prosi< | ent their guest
Augusta
ugu. .. until after the Tuesday
The work was
festivities.
night
greatly facilitated by the cooperation
of the two occupants of the room in
preserving silence for rear of di

j

i

i

\

^

-

.

.

..

held at the
n Portland on the evening
fl
h
e as
*.«,

T nc Freshman Banquet,

annual banquet Tues., April 28, at the
minus their
w*™
Portland, noou.Club in roruanu,
Flks
raas v,iuo

i

Institute

opened

Monday evening m
where
large
Memorial
Hall,
a
audience early assembled to hear
Professor James T. Shotvvell, Director
of
of the Division
Fconomics and
History, Carnegie
Endowment for
International Peace speak on the sub"
ject: "The Pact of Paris; the United
Professor
States and the League."
Shotwell was introduced by President
Sills, whose introductioh follows.
In opening the Institute of Social
Sciences I desire in the first place to
pay tribute to the Faculty Committee
under the chairmanship of Professor
Van Cleve for the very able way in
which it has arranged the multifarious details of the program, and for
the broad and scholarly manner in
which the Institute has been conceived and carried out. Only one who
has had an inside view of the arrangements knows how much labor and
patience and ingenuity have been required. The College is very grateful
for such self-sacrificing labor only
one more example of the spirit which
animates the teaching staff here.
These Bowdoin Institutes are designed not only to quicken the intellectual life of the College but to contribute something of interest to the

,

auspiciously last

p^id,,,,,

'

Tonight Professor Thomas R. Powell of the Harvard
Law School will
deliver the third lecture of the Institute of Social Sciences.
t)r. Powell
will speak on "Our Changing Constitution." He has had a long and brilliant career in the field of political
science.
From 190,4 to 1906 he was
a practicing lawyer in Burlington, Vt.
At two different times prior to 1!»12
he was lecturer in Public Law at
Columbia University. Following that
date, he held several positions in the
Department of Law at Columbia,

First

at-

tempt was made, however, to assign

|

i

i.

|

BANQUET FALLS FLAT BANQUET IS MARKED
SUCCESS SAY FROSH
SOPHOMORES ASSERT

.

«

field, last

FOURTH BOWDOIN INSTITUTE
0FFICI ALLY OPENED MONDAY

I

FROSH AND SOPHS AT ODDS
ABOUT ANNUAL BANQUET

fifteen

i

conferences prove
extremely popular

of eight errors, |and

total

by utterly failing

Captain
W. K. Knight Will Speak in the ninth frame. The score was
and Show Spectacular Film
6 to 1.
The contest was anybody's up until the ninth frame, for Bowdoin had
"The Filming of the Golden Eagle,"
scored one run in the second and
a spectacular film lecture, will he
Colby had come across the plate with
given on the evening of Monday, May
two in the sixth. In the seventh and
20. at the Pastime theatre, bv Captain
C.
W. R. Knight, M.C., "F.R.G.S.. eighth innings neither side was in
F.B.Z.S. This lecture is one of many danger of scoring.
In the seventh, Colby's first man
made possible by the Mayhew LectureThe second
ship, which was founded in 1923 by flied out to center field.
Mrs. Calista S. Mayhew. The income batter was safe when Crimmins muffed
(Continued on Fane 8)
from the bequest of $5,000 is used "to
provide lectures on bird life and its' effect upon forestry," according to the
expressed wishes of the donor.
This lecture, in common with all
others given under this lectureship or

;

VERY POPULAR WITH STUDENTS

to Visi-

Despite the fact that Leech and
Souther, Bowdoin moundsmen, held
the Mule visitors from Waterville to
but five hits, the Polar Bear fielders
series
State
booted away the first

LECTURE ON EAGLES
TO BE GIVEN MAY 20

The Bowdoin Track team had practically everything its own way in its
meet with Tufts Saturday, in which
points wis piled up
a score of lis

INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

BY WHITE ERRORS

Over Med-

NO. 3

1929.

1,

y^ s
Ui

c\ u \)

~v

1

' 1

j

.

would seem from accounts in th*
woukl
Contrary to the press
daily press.

;

get
did
Gatchell
story, President
to the banquet after all, through no
intensions on the part of the Sopho

I

I

]

mores, however.
]

:

;

And

which culminated in his appointment
as Ruggles Professor of Constitutional

Law

Dr. Powell has been Professor
at the Harvard Law School.

Law

was

In the year of l<»23-24, he

Visit-

ing Professor of Constitutional Law
the University of California.
Dr. Powell is a member of the
American Political Science Association, having served on the Executive
Council of that body, the Academy of
political Science, of which -he was a
trustee for a time, and of the American Bar Association, as well as seva-t

eral other societies and clubs.
He is
the author of several authoritative
books on subjects relating to govern
tnent, and a frequent contributor to
legal periodicals.

On Thursday evening the Institute
speaker will be 11. Parker V\ iilis, eminent economist and writer. Dr. Willis
is well equipped to lecture at such an
Followinstitute as this at Bowdoin.
ing studii
n economics, political sci-

—

furthermore,

practically all of the Freshmen who
started for the banquet finally arrived
at their destination, although many
interesting
of them had somewhat
times getting there,

at that institution in 1923. Since

1925,

of

1

The Big Scrap started early Mon
day morning, when a number of husky community and the state which nurSophs broke into President Gatchell V tures and supports the College. It ii-

>o
l.

curve down

the

home stretch Hickey
Whitcomb
slowly

sprinted
and
dropped back to finish ten yards behind.
Lavender captured third place.

Time

10 min. 17 1-3 sec.

was

j

Bowdoin again in the
Foster came ip first with
about a yard lead over Thistlewaite.
Bilodeau finished in third, place. Time
2 min. 5 4-5 sec.
In the 220 yd. low hurdles Stanwood
and Scott were once again well in the
limelight. Scott won the <?vent with a
slight lead over Stanwood. Parker of
Tufts was the last place winner. Time
It

all

half mile.

2-5 seconds.
Bowdoin had
in the field events
nothing to do but compete with its
own men. It was more or less a
brother vs brother affair. Out of fi3
possible points in these events Tufts
got but 4 2-3, while the Volar Bear's
jumpers and weight -men -Argued the
rest of the points out among them2<i

selves.

Stanwood won the

high:

an easy heighth of 5

was

second.

The

ft.

jump with

jfi

in.

Soule

'point

third

was

disputed between two nowdoin men
and a Tufts visitor.
The broad jump was w6S by Soule
with a leap of 19 feet 4 in. Pete Scott
and Spear of Tufts followed in re
spective order. The Javelin was contested by Murphy, Adam:- and Bell
who placed in this order. The distance was 15<l ft. 7 in. 01.- n won the
discus,

Chalmers and Brown scored.

Distance

ll!»ft.

1-2

In.

Chapman,

Thayer and Galbraith took the points

hammer

in

the

ft.

3 3-4 inches.

throw.

Dij.tance

130

"

their number have universities been restricted to
Knight's
m^the tiniest ^f less fortunate classmates to be en- Freshmen, several of chase-to dis- pure abstract learning.
They have alwrens to the giant eagles, seem more tertained in Adams Hall, first by the immediately took up the
of
Gatchell ways held that the only real use oi
where-abouts
sophthe
cover
the
then
department,
French
sitting
intiactors
for
like trained
The chase a knowledge of the past is to equip
mate portraits than like the wild omores. The Freshman champion and to bring him back.
;

half-miler, a little bit the worse for
a few yards of rope, was the first
prisoner to be stretched on the turf,
(Continued on Page 3)

photographed unthings they, are
The comic antics of these
awares.
birds keep the audience laughing constantly."

>vl,ile

th„„ sh„»„ by

lasted until the night of the banquet
when it ended successfully at the Augusta House— but more of that later,
Continual on rage «)

them."
Probably the one thing winch has

more

enthusiastic

:

n

i-ifirvcr«XT

SPEAKERS ARE CHOSEN
FOR COMMENCEMENT
*

T-k

T>

re-

|

comment

than any other in the film is the slow
motion pictures of eagles in flight.
Captain Knight obtained these by capturing some eagles, taming them, and
training them as falcons. -1 hus he was
able to photograph them as he desired.
It is with one of these trained falcons that he appears on the stage after the lecture to give a demonstra-

I

j

j

!

j

!

tion.

the whole life story of
an eagle followed through, but many
other interesting pictures of wild life
and of the "humors and hardships of
camp life in the open" are depicted.
| t
s f„ r this reason, and because of
the fact that Captain Knight is such
an inimitable lecturer, that this film
ledkto
lecture is so heartily recommend*
the College.

Xot only

•

i

i

-rm-r*

_

us for the present. But the academic
world does not always emphasize that
a knowledge of the present
also
valuable.
This Institute bringing to
bear on present day problems the advice and counsel
of specialists in
present day fields has for its primary
purpose the stirring of our imaginations so that our knowledge may be
transmuted into wisdom and that we
may be not only enheartened but better equipped to face the problems,
social, and political, and economic, of
our own day and generation. If it be
li. Parker Willis
true, to use a phrase coined at our
last Institute, that progress is tradi- ence, and kindred subjects here and in
tion on the march, we hope that the Europe, he Became Assistant Profespace may be a bit quicker, the goal a sor of Economics and Political Science
little clearer from the collective ex- at Washington and Lee
University,
perience and scholarship of the ex- later becoming Professor, and finally,
perts we have summoned to Maine for in 1903, being appointed to the Wilson Professorship of these subjects at
the Institute of Social Sciences.
hat university. He was later ProfesAfter the President's introductory
speech, Mr. Shotwell spoke somewhat sor of Finance at George Washington,
I

'

__ _
Captain;
i

Knight appear free from fear, showing the perfect home life of the birds,
as if no one were within miles of

cfived

:

|

"In most pictures of nesting birds,
the birds themselves appear fright„,.,,,

j

i

is

before his election as Dean of the Col'
When we consider the outlawry of lege of Political Sciences at that inwar, we are considering a tremendous stitution. Since that time Dr. Willisl,: "< *
step, probably the greatest revolution-! I|;1
f«H and varied career as a
ary step that has ever been taken in correspondent, editor, and consulting
the line of politics.
For war is the' economist. He has served on many important
commissions
investigating
oldest instrument by which nations
have advanced, and it is a great problems of an economical nature,
change to try to get rid of this agent Amon* the most important of his acRichard L. Brown
hy which real advances were made in tivities are his services as leader writ'' r
" f t,,( -N"«' w Yol "k Evening Post, aMills
was
formerly
Managing the past. We cannot hope to be free, Secretary
of the Federal Reserve
from war by a mere emotional effort,;
Editor of the Orient and is now the
nor by any single panacea because' Board and later as director of reas follows:

':

j

j

!

William B. Mills

:

j

BOWDOIN MEN WILL
ENTER dlM CLASSIC

I

Recently it was announced in chapel
that the four men chosen to have

'

.

i

Commencement
L
ll,la ™
B

be Richard

,

The Shot Put, heaved 41 ft. 3-4 Colton and Christian are to Perform
inches by Brown of Bowdoin for first
V
\ ,\.
4 Ii
Meet
»n
A. v
r.. A.
place, saw Butler and Miirphy take

in

}Y

.

second and third.

In the jfole Vault,
Jack Elliot jumped 10 ft. 4 inches to
(Continued on Page 1)

The Bowdoin Gym team will enter
two men in the Third Annual Senior
Gymnastic Championship under the
injspiees of the New England Committee on Gymnastics to be held at
the Walker Memorial Gymnasium on
m v/1% i«^o*w»^ x ii^"o
Saturday evening May 4, at seven
the
of
Colton
forty-five. Captain
W. Riley '30, Succeeds T. II. Spring Bowdoin team will be entered BV,the
rings, while Edward Christian w-ill be
as Manager for Coming Year
signed for the tumbling exhibition.
The winners in each event will be
On Thursday, April twenty-fifth, at awarded a gold medal emblematic of
one o'clock, the Combined Musical the Senior Championship of the New
Silver medalClubs met in the Music r>«m.in the England Association.
Chapel for the election *f officers, will be awarded to second place winRetiring Manager, Theron-H. Spring, ners and bronze to third.
'2:», called the meeting to order, and
Among the leading entrants in the
members greie then meet will be Tech and Dartmouth.
the following
elected': J. W. Riley. '3U. of Bruns- M. I. T. has had an especially fine
*>'.
Lippin- team during the past
Dave
year:
wick. Manager; Edmund
COtt, Jr., '31, of North Harfswell, As- Wells, high scorer in the all around;
sistant Manager; P.enjatnlH B. Whit- Reynolds, who
scored 601 points in
comb, '30, of Ellsworth. Leader of the the rings, and who is quite famous
Glee Club; and Richard P. Mallett, on the parallel bars. Zey of Dart'30. of Farmington, Leader; of the In- mouth, the leading competitor of the
No psuns were Tech men in the rings, has formerly
strumental Club.'
definitely discussed for tie coming won first place against the engineers
Both
Dartyear but it is expected thai the usua on the parallel bars.
order f trips will be maintained: The mouth and Tech have strong teams in
Clubs have ordered chains to be the tumbling exhibitions.
worn by the various members; these
As an added feature of the meet
are .xpected to arrive sncjttly. Inas- there will be an exhibition of gymmuch as the Musical Clu:>- have been nastic work by a group of national
and members of the
unfortunately deprived of the services champions
and guidance of Professor Was- dur- American Olympic Team. The events
ing the past season, much credit is which will be contested are: the horidue'the retiring officers »r so sue- zontal bars, the side horse, parallel
i« --ful a year.
bars, flying rings, and tumbling.

OFFICERS ARE CHOSEN
FOR MUSICAL CLUBS

-

,

Harold S. Sch
require sooer tnougnt and sound pol
Philip A. Smith, of Lawrence, Mass. mittee.
cies suited for application in a crisis.
"Dana M. Swan of Providence, R. I.,
Schiro is well-known
in
College Of these methods, the Pact of Paris
w jh speak as alternate
circles, having served on the special is
only one, but a very important one.
Brown is well-known to Bowdoin committee chosen by the President When
the Pact of Paris was ratified
men as a former member of the foot find having been a member of th'
(Continued on Pane 4)
ball squad whose work in the Maine Ivy Committee for "his "class.'
game of season before last saved
Smith is the present holder of the
Bowdoin from even worse treatment fcharles Carroll Everett Scholarship
than she received. He is also the and has been very active in various
present Captain of Track, functioning undergraduate activities
more than well in the shot-put. He
Dana Swan, alternate speaker, beu the Chairman of the Quill Board .sides being vice president' of Pi Delta ( ; inM rt s , uart «.„.„.,;,
,
,,
" r, ^H «» \ppear
nm ar in
fa™*"
and a member of the Stwlent Council. Epsilon, retired
„"' »
Editor-in-Chief
of
!.....
Hist
orical E xhibit
He also served on the special com- the Bugle, and Chairman of the
•
mittee appointed the
first
of this President's Committee
is
candidate
The Gilbert Stuart
portrait
semester by President Sills to make elect from
of
Maine to' the Rhodes
another report on conditions at Bow- Scholarship berth at Oxford, which Thomas Jefferson which is owned by
doin.
the College is missing from its ache will occupy from next October.
customed place in the Art Building,
having been sent to Richmond, V'irginia, where it will be seen in an

t
I

I

JEFFERSON PORTRAIT
LOANED TO VIRGINIA

\

:

Continued on

I'rko
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BASEBALL TEAM WILL
MEET AMHERST TODAY
White Athletes Now on Annual New
Fngland Trip

I

.

.

,

,

.

t
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»

.

j

|

|

Exhibition of Historical Portraits of
personages associated with the Colony
and Commonwealth of Virginia. Thiportrait was requested by Governor

Gardner.
This exhibitionof historical portraitcontain portraits of men promover
inent in Virginia's history
a
period ranging approximately
from
1585 to ls:i0.
It will be held this
month at "Virginia House," Rich
mond, the house of the Virginia Hiswill

Society.
Many
prominent
persons and institution- have been so
gracious as to lend portraits for this
occasion.
Thomas Jeffer-on, great American
torical

statesman and writer of the DeclaraPhilip A. Smith

Harold

S.

Schiro

tion of independence,' is quite
tCnntmutd on Vane 8)

intim-

|

j

The Polar Bear baseball team meetAmherst at Amherst today beeinning
the first game of a three-game series
of its annual Spring trip.
Tomorrow
the squad will travel to Middletown,
Conn., where it will attempt to conquer Wesleyan. On Saturday the team
will wind up its trip by playing Tuftat

Medford.

Bowdoin's nine goes away with a
big chance to clean up a few contests.
Its competitors are in similar straits
as the abominable spring weather has
practically ruined chances for practice

and development.

Amherst

will

have

fairly
formidable
aggregation,
while Wesleyan looks rather questionable on paper. Tufts is more or le.-.^
of an enigma, probably to remain unsolved till the ninth inning of the
a

game.
If the Polar Pear fielders only support the pitching of their' moundsmen,
there will b»- little reason why the
trin should not prove most successful.
The following men will probably !>••
among those Coach Ben Houser will
take in hi- squad for the trip: Cant
I incoln,
Dwyer. Souther. Thompson;
Chalmers, Whittier, Crimmins, Stiles,
Rose', Kicker. Braman, Cole and Shute.

:

:

——
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

JUNIOR5 and SENIORS
Brunswirk, .Maine

Harrison M. Davis,
L. Snider ':'.l
Paul A. Wailo r '.'.1

Established 1871

Jr.,

Editor-in-Chief

'.'HI

John

Melcher

-.)2

Lawrence C. Jenks
George T. Sewall

'32
'32

John T. Could
William B. Mills

'30
'29

'29

I'ouglas Fosdick "SO

'.".n

Artine Artir<a*i

':il

Klias 'Thomas,

!

Communication

Tufis Meet

k

(Continued from Paue

Conferences

Sportsman's Pen

1)

To the Orient:
Business Manager
At last, it begin.- to look as if some- win, Roberts of Tufts got i second
Assistant Manager
or somebody is waking up. The place and Cushman, Butlei and Apthing
Assistant Manager
last issue of the Orient, taken all in pleton disputed the final position.
;

Jr., '31

all, was a distinct improvement upon
those which have appeared over a period of the last two years or so. The
idea of "Editorial Shavings", and a
Bowdoin column, etc., is meritorious.
Let us fervently pray that it is not a
hurst into fame before utter
final
oblivion the last kick of a
dying
dog, horse, long-jawed mastodon, or
what have you. It looks promising
very promising.
There
are
still
more reforms,
though, which can be instituted by
slow degrees.
A good, senseless,
moronic, completely absurd column is
needed— another El Toreador with
modern fixtures. More and better cuts
would be welcomed by readers. Perhaps a feature article by some member of the faculty could 1m? secured
once in a while.
(Faculty contributions have been begged for but as yet
a large void is the result). Possibly—
this is the deepest heresy
some of
the
superfluous lectures could be
handled elsewhere in other words,
omitted. We have small hope for the

cJery Wodno»dny durinK the ("oll<>Ke Year by the Students of Bowdoin Colleit*.
and communications should be Riven to the Manatrinic Editor by Sunday
tlr> date of publication.
No anonymous rontributions will be accepted. The

Pu>ilisln-il

Ad

cvntril«;ti">is

prc-editur

Editor-in-Chief

make-up.

All

Manaiic r
advan< e.

f

the Manairinn Editor for news aid
responsible for the editorial column
•oinmunirations regarding subscriptions should be addressed to the Business
>s

t>ic«.

:

I'owdoin

Subscriptions. $3.00 per year

I'ublishinK Gfc
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The Institute of Social Sciences
Once ajram Bowdoin is fortunate in having another Institute.
Eminent loaders in the fields of current history, law, and social
problems l^wje been obtained, and to them we wish to extend a

!

•

—
—

From early indications the present Institute
hearty welcome.
should be <m<i of the best ever held. The committee, under the
leadership of: Professor Van Cleve, deserves much praise. This
biennial sefitf> of lectures has met with great favor at Bowdoin. latter
The first institute, on Modern History, was given in 1923. Modern
Literature |n.li)25 and Art in 1927 followed. The statement be- tering interest of all concerned, why
"° t
in
QuJ " ? lntef "
low appears
in the announcement of the 1929 Institute
11
Si*?is not
*?ilagging now
estt 2?!£"S
in the (juill
"While no:definite plans have been laid out, it is expected that it is dead, extinct—unequivocally def " nct
Tht
ui
sh l 1,i h
radically
?
the biennial series thus established will be continued in the future, changed. : Q !'
As it is publishedf now, it is
T
, , .
the Spring an atrocity, it is about as presentprobably with a second Institute of Literature
a ^ e am* intriguing as a diseased
*'
of 1931
quahaug and like a sick clam is soon
i
We hop** tfiat this expectation Will be realized. The value of discarded after opening. Persons have
had plans for revivifying
the Institutes has been considerable. After 1925 literary activities changing it into a dynamicthe Quill
periodical
in Bowdoin reached a high level which was largely due to the Iristi- about the dimensions of Harper's, although necessarily with not more than
tute of that year. Its influence was felt for two years and revealed fifty to seventy pages.
The Quill is
itself noticeably in the Quill. The Institute of Art was greatly en- not even a periodical.
It has appeared twice, while the Cosmopolitan
joyed and awakened some interest in a Little Theatre for Bowdoin. has been published
seven times. SomeSocial Sciences cover a broad field of problems and movements thing ought to be done that is eviBut it probably won't be. One
which are surrounding us today. Questions of international rela- dent!
would not expect to find the inertia at
tions, finanoe, industry, government, crime, and population are in Bowdoin that one does. The last plan
themselves of (interest to every thinking man, no matter what he was stepped on the next will be.
Someone who has several extra milThe speakers selected are authorities on their lions or even thousands, please dois thinking pbout.
nate them: we want a college literary;
subjects.
K seems to us that this Institute is the most vital yet magazine
not a sepulchre of Btilldevised. The aim of the Institute, which can be applied to the born notions and traditions.
Wearily,
Institutes in general, has been clearly stated in the announcement
H. U. H.
"The Institute is intended to bring to the student body, the
for
an
exam
period
which is usually
community, and the friends of the College, an opportunity to hear
so easy; and, second, to reduce masomething of tjie problems which claim the attention of the social terially the student body of this instiscientists of thp present day, and to know more intimately some of tution, perhaps to remedy the diffi-
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May

1

sor of Law, Harvard
subject,
tion."

Law

School;

"Our Changing Constitu-

i

—

—

j

j

^^t.

:

2

Baseball: Wesleyan, there.
May 3

Whiting Williams, au-

and
consultant,
"What's Industry Doing
thor

May

subject,

football,

j

j

to

l'^."

4

i

Institute: Stuart Chase, writer
and economist, subject, "Consumers in Wonderland."
Baseball: Tufts, there.

May

£

G

£

,

Am

;

6

'

j

the same thing is
jOne does not find Wally Har-|
pers every day, they are few and far
between.
In
baseball,
they just
a rent. In the final analysis, you must
give your athletes a means of becoming seasoned.
It is quite obvious that one coach
cannot do the whole thing. It is also
quite obvious that a coach, no matter
how paternally observant he may be,
is bound to overlook the errors of the
beginners. It is not the coach's fault,
It is merely the fault of the system.
Therefore the logical move would be to
change the system.
The remedy of the present predicaIn

I

Institute) H. Parker Willis, editor-in-chief of New York Journal
of Commerce; subject, "The Revolution in American Finance."

Institute:

'

.

j

May

^

'.'

{

ing.
true.

Baseball: Amherst, there.

several lectures.
A list of the conferences follows:
April 29 J. T. Shotwell.
T. R. Powell.
Hay

—

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

2—
3— H. Parker Willis.
4— Whiting Williams.

— Stuart

6-

Chase.

— Sarah Wambaugh.
C.
10 — George W. Kirchwav.

8

9— Clarence

Little.

11— Arthur G. Hays.
The Library also has a special group
of books on the shelf in front of the
reserve desk which are of special interest at this time. Many of them are
works of the Institute speakers, and
for those who become especially inter-

ment seems only to be found in add- ested in the fields discussed, they will
ing an assistant coach to the baseball offer an opportunity for further readdepartment; It is not now a question ing and research.
of what groups are in favor of such a
plan, but it is only too apparent that
j

j

Institute:

Clarence

C.

Little,

president of Cniversity of Michigan, subject, "The
Relation
of
Some Obstacles of Eugenics to

Population Pcoblems."
Baseball: Maine, here.
Prof.
Norris.
Chemistry
Health.

—

j

.

i

'

;

.

1 ' 1

I

"

CALENDAR

men who

This is the time of year when the
otherwise expressed their preference
size of the baseball squad begin
to;
lose its overwieldy corpulency.
One for it. All the conferences are being
in Hubhar d Hall, and all, with
by one fellows who" thought they had a i'V'
chance to make the grade are either , ho .^"'P^on of the one conducted by
l
Mond»y f*ern, B
turning to something else or quitting *•
'„ 2?°*™,
5
1
2 -'
to
are .sn.eduled
for
altogether.
It is questionable wheth!
"V'
f!'""
er such a course should be allowed th* hour beginning- at 9..50.
lh '' m,)St
a
S 'nmcate.i by
ye.ir after year.
Is not the calibre of „
number
signing
the
lists.,
is
shown
future teams involved in this annual F"
in tno conference on
Eugenics and
exodus''
No game demands more practice F?Silatio, Conda*&2 by Cla*ente
than baseball.. No game depends so *- lttl( ,,n ***.* 0theTr P?P» ar «**
re
of
l
ShotweB,
much on the experience of its plavers.
"•JSfi"
g *S
on l\ *™an
A man who has not had the experi- H ' ark,>r W ''
Alence otf competing in actual contests nance," and Arthur G. Hays.
looks "green" to the eyes of the most though the exact subjects of most of
casual observer. Personally, he feels the conferences are unannounced, the
very much like a fish out of water. He speakers will all take up special topics
has ability, but nothing to give it back- relating to the fields covered by their
I

Institute: T. R. Powell, Profes-

1)

those

were especially interested in it in connection with their major work or who

meet Herrick, Olsen, Win

gate,
tte, Yanct
Yancev, Stanwood, Scott, Elliot,
Foster, Bro)wn, Chapman scored points
enough to get their letters. Jack
Magee and the College have every
reason to be proud of the team's exhibition, one which presages interest
a-plenty in the coming New Hampshire meet.

'

'

(Continued from Paite

each conference

to
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Olin S. Petting-ill, Jr., '30
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Orders are now being received for the rental of
high grade poplin caps and gowns for Ivy and Commencement exercises.

May

and

7

demand it. The resulting improvement of the Bowdoin baseball
teams would be practically guaranteed. The candidates for varsity baseball would be capable of getting a
few of the finer points of the game.
The interest in the diamond sport
would not fade.
the facts

*

Institute:
Miss Sarah Warnbaugh, recent adviser to thei Peruvian Government for the TacnaArica Plebiscite:
subject,
"The

Treatment of Racial Minorities."
Tennis: Harvard, there.

—

*

Have you

men with great quarter-miler
And Sophomores, too.

work?

In the

i

field of health service The Harvard I'niversity Denial School -the olddental school connected with any
university in the I'nited State*--offers
thorough well balanced courses in all
branches of dentistry All modern equip-

est

ment
'

vision

for
of

practical

men

work

hich

in

under

the

sutier-

profession.

Write for details and admissitm requirements to Lrroy M. s. Miner, Dean

possibil-

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL

»

ities.

chosen

life

i

*

Where was Jack Magee at the time
of the Frosh-Soph mix-up on the way
from Adams to the station ? If he had
only been present, he might have been
able to pick about twenty-odd Fresh-

your

j

Lnngnood Ave.

Boaton, Mais.

culty caused by the lack of sufficient
the representative leaders in the various branches of the Social dormitory space for upper-classmen.

The

cooperation of the faculty also
arouses appreciation when the useful
advice is given to use, the two-day
reading period to review a year's work

Sciences."

Postponed Elections
in the last Student Council meeting
which we hope will °
get no further than an idea. It was this that
the elections of the managers of track and baseball be postponed
until next fall because one of the candidates in each of these sports
is ineligible due to probation.
It seems to us that it is part of
the game to keep up in your work if you want to participate in
outside activities. An athlete has only one chance to make a team.
(lames are not postponed that he may compete. Managers know
that they must avoid pro if they are to be in an election. To wait
until next fall Nvould be .setting a bad precedent. We can see no
need for such a procedure. Should both candidates be ineligible
give the job to one of the defeated men in some other sport. All
managing is similar enough to allow this.

An

idea

courses.

in five

was suggested

:

Final

I

More Par

_,

t

We are pleased to note that the
doors of Memorial Hall received the
We
paint which they long needed.
now wonder if there is any gray paint
in the shop. The doors of the Chapel,
while not in the neglected state that
those of Memorial Hall were, would
benefit very much by the application
of a brush. Why not continue the good
work? No one wants to live in a
dingy college.
Numbers
For a long time, some of us have
felt that our days in this institution
were numbered; for a long* time we
have watched with awe and lavish supplies of question marks the numbering of various and sundry doors am

Exams

seats

in

all

sorts

of out-of-the-way

NOW,

corners.
And
the last numeriThe
cal spree has l>een perpetrated.

Once more we see before us our respective sentences for the last week
Once more, the science
of the term.
men have been "stepped on", in that
the science courses are, as usual,

very trees of the campus are wearing
dainty ear-rings of the latest fashion
on which are inscribed more of these
perplexing numerals. How far is this
thing going.
The State College of
Ossining, N. Y., has already adopted
a numbering system for her student
body. Will Bowdoin adopt this next?
or possibly the bricks in the Searles
Science Building are due for ornamentation? or will it be the august Faculty? The possibilities of this scheme
are enormous. Perhaps at no distant
date, we may (if this scheme can be
worked out at length) hear the following announcement in chapel: "A
committee composed of Faculty meme s No. 8 and No. 34 have chosen
Students No. 2:5, No. 41, and No. 119
a large number of students. The sci- as winners of the three No. 355A
ence men, as usual, get the worst Scholarships." But all this, you say
"breaks'YWould it be possible for this (and we agree) is beside the main
"College of Literal Arts" to show a point What signify the number tags
few favors to her B.S. students just on our campus trees?
And the reading period 01
once?
Curriculum
three days that precedes the exams.
With all due respect and humility,
What earthly use is that to a mail
who has the first four exams given? we would like to inquire why it is that
3-4,
Hiough
avowedly a parGerman
or even one that has the first three?
What does the faculty think we are? allel course to German r>-6, is not
Or rather, what sort of courses do they counted towards the literature requirebelieve are being given by the various ment while its sister course is. Such
departments? If such easy courses a condition is decidedly unfair to
are given that four can be completely those gullible ones among us who
reviewed in three days, these same signed up for 3-4 without reading the
courses might just as well be dropped entrre catalogue: on page 83 we find
from the curriculum. However, to the description (we supposed) of
quote the remark of one member of these courses, but in minute, footIf the note type on page 66, we see the startthe faculty, "we don't care".
faculty is that anxious to have us ling statement that 3-4 does not (italics are the College's) count toward
flunk out, we can easily oblige.
meeting the requirements in general
courses. A fine break for the men who
signed for 3-4! especially since the
And Again!
The massing of exams, most likely Power That Is has voiced the following verdict on the matter: it is imto be taken by the same group of

grouped together in an awe-inspiring
Institute
phalanx which would withstand the
This week, thinks to the Worhvof an
shock of a hundred "Battles of the
the
Instiefficient faculty committee,
Carts." The main Sophomore courses,
tute of Social Sciences is being held also, seem to be attracted one to anor
at the College.
!t is a project replete other by some mysterious chemical
with opportunities for gaining much physical affinity. When a large mauseful knowledge and for hearing some jority of the men taking chemical,
of the most prominent men in these biological, mathematical, and physical
lines in the country. If every student subjects find three or four exams in
in college dot:, not avail himself of two days, it is time for a rearrangethese opportunities so thoughtfully, ment. And why put Economics 2 and
and with Bo much hard work, provided Psychology 2 on consecutive days,
In the College, Chapels for the next when it must be apparent to any man,
few wetks will hum with diatribes of faculty to ground force, that those two
the degenerate mental ambition of the subjects are a favorite combination for
Student Body, ett,
at the

week!

etc.

And

yet, look
this

Hour Exams being held

We

ourselves

have had the

pleasure of sitting down to four withthe seven days, and consequently
missing lectures we should have liked
How
to attend.
Is thii cooperation ?
can professors ex'M»ct students to attend lectures i.nd show appreciation
of the work of the Institute if Hour
Exams are to bo the order of the day?
Par be it from us to become carping
critics, but the present arrangement
smacks very much of gross mismanin

a don't-care attitude on the parti of certain members
of the faculty with regard to the Institute and its speakers.

agement—or

eis*.

A Ch.pel Wall

.

—

—

When the old organ was removed
from the balcony over the Chapel entrance two years ago, the wall behind
was found to be faded and discolored.
Nothing was done about it. There is
no covering to take the place of the
old organ. The wall presents another men, on consecutive days and, if posexample of carelessness which we sible, in consecutive periods seems to
frequently see in our college build- be the ultimate aim of the tentative
No doubt the
ings.
Can't this blot to the Chapel examination schedule.
very ex- effect desired is two- fold: first, to
be removed? It wouldn't be v
arouse an interest in early studying
tensive.

—

They

gave the express rider a good start

Henry

Wells, developing the mail and express business of Wells Fargo, knew the necessity of careful

preparation and alert management.

possible to change to

German

5-6;

it

was then, thanks to

stantly look

vice against

the watchful inspection of outposts and men.
Communication today is immeasurably faster

And

In the Bell

ahead to provide the sinews of sergrowing public demand— material
and men must be mobilized to extend and
keep open the lines of communication.

BELL SYSTEM
t/f

nation-wide system of inttr-cjune c ting telephones

my

is too full.
Well, what of it?
may we ask? If these two courses
are parallel courses as the Catalogue
expressly states, why not make German 3-4 of the same rating as 5-6 ?

course
i

to

ration behind the scenes

Communication was more than the picturesque
pony express riders behind the scenes
;

electricity.

work of prepabecome important.
System, management must con-

a vastly greater degree has the

there was always the systematic planningof routes,

racing of

;

—

than
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peg to first. Souther passed one and appeared A statement to the effect
the next man flied out. The last bat- that the false alarm rung in last WedFour men faced nesday evening was "probably" rung
ter fouled out.
Souther in the eighth frame, three in by some Bowdoin College students.
fanned and one was safe on an egre- Last Monday President Sdls wrote a
letter to the Record in which he
gious error in center field.
Bowdoin was of little offensive strongly protests against this accusation, especially since there was no evistrength in the seventh and eighth.
dence
at all for such a statement:
Chalmers first up in the seventh some
evidence indeed pointing disgrounded to second for an easy put tinctly
to others.
out at first. Whittier was safe on an
error by the pitcher. The next man
up, Lincoln, was thrown out when he
Last Thursday night the Bowdoin
sacrificed to put Whittier on, second. Club of Portland pave its annual
Stiles drove the ball to the pitcher, smoker for President Sills. The affair
Dwyer struck out was held at the Cumberland Club. On
retiring the side.
in the eighth, Thompson grounded to the same evening, the Dean spoke at
short, Rose fanned thin air, and the the annual meeting of the Bowdoin
Club of Worcester, Mass.
team took the field.
•
*
•
In the ninth inning Colby started
off with the top of the batting order.
The Psi
house has added another
Deetjen singled neatly to left. Roberts animal to the list of its various and
short. sundry dogs and the lone cat.
flied feebly to
Whittier at
The
Brown muffed an easy fly to left and newcomer to the house menagerie is a
Lovett was safe at first. Tierney got raccoon pursued and caught by Olin
a ticket and the bases were loaded. S. Pettingill and C. Parker I^oring, Jr.,
The next batter also walked. Deetjen in the backwoods of Xorth Bath. After
was forced home. Klusick grounded Mr. Loring had given the best part- of
to the pitcher and was thrown out at a hand to the teeth of the furious
Tierney beast the animal was bagged and
first.
Roberts
scored.
scored on an error and the score was brought back to Brunswick where it
five to one.
Bowdoin came to bat for is caged and undergoing various civithe last time and went down in one, lizing processes. The house plans to]
two, three order. Crimmins grounded train the animal and in due time bring
to third, Souther pounded the ozone, it to chapel where it will supplant the
and Chalmers lifted a high fly to canine chapel-goers who are fast loscenter which Roberts gathered in with mg their popularity.

The

ALPHA TAl OMEGA BANNERS

Bowdoin Column
I)

threw
and
grounder
routine
wildly to first. Leech went out of the
game when he twisted a knee in a

a

Stock and

and $1.10

e

W. Chandler
T

&

Son

|

full line

of Cynthia Sweets

Get

it

Ready to Mail

at
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
OF FINALS POSTED

Thursday, June 6
Chemistry 8
* French 4
Nfr'rench 6"
French 2

German

*

12

History 14
All

be Reported as
Soon as Possible

Conflicts Should

The

provisional

schedule

<-f

*"i ;l1

examinations has been announced. All
conflicts in the schedule as printed
below should be reported immediately, BO that necessary chants may be
made, and the final schedule; determined upon. Examinations in courses
not listed will be held at hours appointed by .the instructors Concerned.
Following is the tentative schedule:

Friday, June 7

*

ease.

English 24
History 6
English 12
Latin 10
Math. 12
Philosophy of Religion
Zoology 4
Saturday, June 8
French 8
English 6
History 10
Hygiene
Philosophy 4
Zoology 12

*

Monday, June 10
Colby was lucky in the seventh.
Economics 2
English 2 Leech started off badly by walking
Spanish 2 Lovett.
German 6
The next batter sacrificed
Greek 4
and the next was out from pitcher
'
Sociology 4
to first. Klusick smashed one over
Italian 2
Math. 6
the
center
fielder's
head scoring
Tuesday, June 11
Psychology C>
The next batter scored
Education 2 Lovett.
Art 2
Tuesday, June 4
Klusick
with
another
smashing
Spanish
4
English
lo"
German 2
Economics 12
Zoology 2 drive.
German 4 Mineralogy
English 20
The Bowdoin nine looked rather
Physics 2
Government 8
K.30

.

Physics 4

Latin 2
Physics 6
Physics 8
Sociology 2

Psychology 2
Wednesday, June 12
French 12
Economics
Geology
German
2
Wednesday, June 5j
Greek 2
Latin
Reach 1C
Botany
Music
,
Main. 2
Chemistry 6
Thursday, June 13
German 10
English 8
Government 6
History 12
Greek B
Latin B
Philosophy

I

6
8
6
2

Latin 12
2

Music 4

i

j

|

poorly last Friday, for it failed to
show the pepper and fire It had in
the Bates contest. The Polar Bears
were the far better team at bat, however.
They hit the Mule moundsmen
for ten safe bingles. In the field the
team was sloppy, its pegs were bad,
and it fought the ball instead of
handling it in rhythm. The nine has
been getting good pitching. The
Bates aggregation got but four hits
off Stiles and Colby but five off Leech
and Souther.

ELECTRICITY
modern prospector

the

A

\

IHlAIKMIdWS

STOUT heart;
and the bare

j

j

j

i

has started on Alumni Secretary Philip S. Wilders new house on

McKeen

*

a burro laden with pick, shovel,

and the

necessities of life;

the Pike's Peak country, Cripple Creek, Klondyke.

marked

scattered trail of half-worked claims

his sacrifices.

until

assistance

battlefield

in

of green.

a

was

was

I)

furnished

by

rest of the

The

finally cleared

ers.

•

by the

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION, ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF

at the
station turned into freecom lor the
neophytes by heroic efforts on the
part of upperclassmen, faculty, the

same means, and the struggle

to a plea appear-

appeared resplendent

Continued rrom Piute

benevolent seniors.

ing in one of the Orient columns last
week, the doors of Memorial Hall have

new shade pragmatic Student Council and

Al'GCST

after the members
are installed in the new building.

down
*

*

deed have assisted at

sophomores who had

*

1912.

ing the college year at Brunswick, Maine, for
April 1. 1!>29.

STATE OF MAINE
County of Cumberland, ss.
me. h Notary Public in anil for
and County aforesaid, personally appeared Ralph B. Hirlle. who. having hien
duly sworn according to law, deposes and says

Before

the State

that he is the business manager of the Bowdoin Orient and that the following is. to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if
a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in
the above caption, required by the Act of
August 24. 1912. embodied in section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit.
1.
That the names and addresses of the

—

be torn

24.

Of The Bowdoin Orient, published weekly dur-

the

whole police force in the person of
*
*
*
Chief Edwards, whose style was
On Saturday evening, May 4, a re- somewhat cramped by the loss of his
ception is being planned for Mr. Stuart headgear and the enforced sheathing
Chase, noted writer and economist, of his trusty club.
who speaks at the Institute that eveImmediately after, a reception comning on "Consumers in Wonderland."
mittee of about a hundrea sophomores
This is being given under the supervigreet the
to
started for Portland
sion of Prof. Crook of the Sociology
stragglers and do all in their power
Department and will be held in the
to make the affair a memorable one.
Moulton Union.
At the arrival of '31, the good stand*
*
*
ing of the Elks Club appearing to be
Another mechanical genius has been in danger, a portion of Portland's
found or almost. Grinding of cogs "finest" in that familiar little vehicle
and shearing of bolts emanated from often called the "Black Maria" was
No. 29 Maine at periodic intervals summoned to the support of a noble
during' the last few days and nights. cause. Nevertheless, the '31 band had
Investigations, led by the ever-alert learned how to tie knots from extenproctor, unearthed one of his frater- sive practice.
From their ringside
nity brothers in the throes of typing seats in the windows of tne club, the
(one-finger method) notes of some
remnants of the eager frosh watched
sort regarding the development of the
tied
subdued,
classmates
their
lungs, the Digestive System and other
and given free rides to Cape Elizachapel talk subjects.
Henrywest.
beth and all points
*
*
*
Richardson, alone, after a valiant
Members of the Zeta Psi fraternity struggle against overwhelming odds,
intend to move into their new chapter succeeded by a clever ruse in drawhouse on or about May 10. The house ing upon himself th£ sympathies of
is now being furnished, and much of the emissaries of law and order, obthe furniture has already arrived. taining a release and final freedom in
The official dedication of the house the waiting banquet hall.
will take place in June at CommenceHad the freshmen not l>een so Imment. The presence of prominent portunate in their attempts to secure
alumni is expected, as well as mem- the release of President Gatchell in
bers of other chapters. The old house time for
the banquet, he might in-

pros-

—Sutter's Mill,

i

*

':

prompt answer

Iii

!

|

were

street.
Preliminaries
held last Saturday.

Last Wednesday evening, a Bowdoin Club was formed at Bath, following a dinner given in the honor of
Mr. F. E. Drake of the Class of 18!>8.
President Sills was among the speak-

Banquet Fails

*

*

...

Bowdoin

*

Work

will

pector was ready for the gold rush

A

to

r

his bingle.

1.30
Monday, June 3
Chemistry 2
History 8
Chemistry 4
Literature 2
Government 10
Math. 4

*

Bowdoin's first run came, in the
The Freshman Banquet was filled
second with one away. Rose rapped with encounters of more or less unbalout a clean single into the right gar- anced nature in which a big Freshman
den. Crimmins sacrificed down the attempted to beat up some little Soph,
third base line and was thrown out or vice versa.
However, the worst
at first. Leech drove in Rose with u and most unfair instance of all was
pretty drive through second. Ricker when Chief William Edwards threatwalked, but Whittier was thrown out ened to bend over and use his nightwhen Deetjen made a pretty catch of stick on little Jim Whipple '31.

Omega

Alpha Tau

.

Chemistry 2

Art 8
Economics 4
Economics 10

of

|

ON MOTHERS DAY
carry a

Chapter

j

REMEMBER YOUR BEST SWEETHEART

We

Omega

Delta

j

j

F.

publisher, editor, managing editor,
ness managers are

Name

of

and

busi-

Post office address

Bowdoin Publishing Company.

Publisher.

Brunswick, Maine.
Editor, Harrison

M. Davis,

Jr..

Brunswick. Maine.

Managing
John

Editors,

Brunswick. Maine.
Brunswick. Maine.

L. Snider,

Paul A. Walker.
Business Manager. Ralph B. Hirtle.
Brunswick, Maine.

That the owner is: The Bowdoin PubCompany, of which Ralph B. Hirtle
Manager, and Harrison M. Davis. Jr., Douvjand Thomas C.

2.

lishing
is
|

las Fosdick, Stanley P. Chase,
Van Cleve are Directors.

j

j

j

'

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees.
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: (If there'
are none, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, glving the names of the owners, stockholders, ana
security holders, if any. contain not only the

list of stockholders
and security holders as
they appear upon the books of the company
but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
as trustee or in any other fiduciary
the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given:
also that the said two paragraphs contain

For the company
him io relation,
held
it.

captivity were about to start on their

Members of the Zoology 2 class way to Portland in order to present
hiked out McKeen street last Monday him to the wondering
frosh,
when
afternoon on a quest for frogs, sala- some members of the Frosh appeared

statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and conditions

under which stockholders and security

holders who do not appear upon the books of
manders, or more politely, amphibians. on the scene and disrupted plans. The the company as trustees, hold stock and securOne specimen of" salamander, of the sophs saw their duty straight before ities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner
and this affiant has no reason to
yellow-spotted variety, was captured, them.
They valiantly held off the believe that any other person, association, or
and many clusters of eggs, both of freshmen until it became evident that corporation has any interest direct or indisalamanders and of frogs, were exam- Gatchell could not possibly make rect in the said stock, bonds, or other securiined.
This was the first of several Portland in time, then they calmly ties than as so stated by him.
RALPH B. HIRTLE.
field trips planned this spring.
Augusta
frosh,
surrendered
(to
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
House management and sundry offi- 22nd dav of April.
WILLIAM K. HALL.
The Informal at the Gym last Sat- cers of the law) delivered over the (Seal)
urday night would hav e had the ap- now useless President, and departed
(My commission expires February II. IMS)
pearance of prosperity had it been serenely.
held in the Union. It s beyond us to
Before leaving the happy little
try and figure out why uncomfortable family, the
sophomores felt duty
wooden benches instead of easy charrs, bound to furnish the right atmosphere
and refreshments for which one is for such an occasion, and did so with
charged a surtax shoul be the bases appropriate chemicals
advantafor skyrocketing the p rice of aclmis- geous places in the banquet hall. After
sion.
this last rite, peace was established,
Friday - May 3rd
and the ruins of another freshman
The Occident was pretty "tough," banquet became history.
5 Acts Vaudeville
However, speaking of history, be it
so someone has said.
Ever wad the
Back Bay number of the M. I#> T. noted that this affair is the first
- On the Screen Voo Doo- or crawl through the Tech Freshman Banquet in long years at
.Filter Paper?
which the neophyte's President has
*
*
*
been absent by choice and not his
with
In a short while, to judge from own.
June Colly er and Louise Dresser
present indications, the faculty will
j

;

To-day mining

is

replacing wasteful

a business,

brawn

in

with

mine and

electricity

mill.

1'.'.".'

The deep mine, with

hoists,

electric lights,

and

locomotives; the surface mine with huge electric
shovels scooping

up tons of ore

the concentrating mill with
trically driven

machines; the

stant electric heat

in a single bite;

batteries of elec-

steel mill

with

its

con-

— here

tricity's contributions to

So

its

are but a few of electhe mineral industries.

in every industry, electricity increases produc-

tion

and cuts

leading the

costs. It is the

way

modern prospector,
and tapping

into wider fields

undeveloped resources— that we may enjoy a
civilization

and a

finer

richer, fuller life.

,

j

i

i

—

—

Why

You

will find this monogram on powerful motors
that drive heavy mining
machinery and on tiny

motors that drive sewing
machines. Both in industry
and in the home it is the
mark of an organization
that is dedicated to electrical progress.

9S-6S8DH

GENERAL ELECTRIC
CENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

SCHENECTADY

NEW YORK

NOT QUITE DECENT

—

want to start a Revival here or start
Bowdoin out on a Sir Galahad stunt!

*vi_._

CUMBERLAND

m

il

Bowdoin journalistic endeavors
must be narrowed to squeeze into the
conceptions of some tender, retrogressive soul, is unapparent. But then as
some ingenious person would scream,
Bowdoin is not M. I. T. No! nor is n
horse and buggy rapid transportation!
*

*

*

'

if the final examination
been arranged by the
system we used to decide
whether to go hither or yon.

It looks as
schedule hat!

same

*

*

*

Jefferson Portrait
(Continued from rave 1)
ately connected with Bowdoin's history,' inasmuch as
James Bowdoin,
one of the earliest patrons of the College, was a very warm
of
friend
Thomas Jefferson, and was indeed
appointed by the President as Minister to France and Spain.
The portrait was painted in lK0f> for James
Bowdoin, son of Governor Jame.-

Bowdoin.

The great

statesman

by fire.
William J. Campbell says, "I think
ferences.
the Bowdoin College portrait of Jef*
*
*
ferson is the most beautiful one of
Emerson Hunt '23 of the Boston him in existence, and I believe it to
Herald has written an article on the be one of the two referred to by JefInstitute for the Sunday Herald of ferson in his letter to Delaplaine, in
April 28.
which he speaks of 'the* two original
*

*

»

portraits of

me

Saturday

May

-

4th

THE SPIELER
with

-

ALAN HALE

-

-

KKNEE ADORES

is

here represented seated with his right
hand resting on a table. It is quite
similar to the portrait of Jefferson
included in the group of the first five
presidents at Washington.
Three of
special staff
these latter pictures were destroyed

Arthur C. Bartlett '22,
writer from the Portland Press Herald, is covering the Institute and con-

also

Comedy

Cartoon

Monday -Tuesday

-

May

<>th

and 7th

JOHN GILBERT
in

DESERT NIGHTS
Comedy

Paramount News

Wednesday-Thursday

by Stuart', the othdr

would be interesting to know why being the Edgehill portrait." Only one
so many have signed up for the Eu- of these belonged to Jefferson himself.
It is certainly a masterly picgenic- conference.
Also to ascertain how many desig- ture, painted in Stuart's best manner
nated History 7-8 as their pipe course and is one of the major points of inin the questionnaire of the student terest to be seen by visitors here at
committee.
Bowdoin.
It

also

Paramount News

-

May

8-$

WILLIAM HAINES
in

The Duke Steps Out
Comedy

Sportlijjht

.

FOUR

with Germany, with Japan and Japan
in turn with all the rest, and so on,
that each of the countries that ratified
this treaty will not make use of war
as "an instrument of national policy."
Of course the question comes up,
will any nation admit that it uses or
ever has used war as an instrument
of national policy. As a rule they will
not, always asserting that their" wars
are wars of defense. Thus, since the
Kellogg pact does not renounce wars
of defense, and we call all our wars
wars of defense, what is the final

Cream i Candy
Each Week

Specials

Full Line Apollo Chocolates

Light Lunches
Buckley's Candy Shoppe
119 Maine SI.

Visit

NEW

-

'!

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Home - Made

Ice

—

Formerly-

-

good to be?
The second portion of the treaty,
however, contains a very vital part of
the pact, although at first reading it
seems to be merely a rewording of the
first
clause.
This
clause
placed
the pact beyond a mere gesture.
War cannot be renounc* d unless
something else is put in its place.

Newman's

Stanley Soule's Hair
Cutting Parlor
FINK
and UP-TO-DATE
-

Hair Cutting a Specialty
1*»fi Maine Street

Article

states

2

that

disputes,

if

must be settled by pacific
The double negative of this
conditional clause means that the
I nited
States and the other powers
settled,

means.

EATON HARDWARE

CO.
(Continupd from raire

The Sport Store of

about their

Freshman

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL
of Brunswick,

Maine

Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

PATRONAGE

8T170RNT

SOLICITED

KODAKS

GIFTS

Whiting Williams

Printing and Developing
-

TO\nHF)\IT
CCi
1 U.MJK*. JVU RRHQ
15KCJS. CO.

vanced

officer.-*,

apprehensive of

As

action.

many

means.
If compulsory arbitration had been
made part of the pact, the United
States would probably never have ratified it.
But the double negative, as
has been said, leaves them a loop hole.
Like family arguments at the breakfast table they are often dropped and
forgotten with far better results than
if there had been a family council to
arbitrate them. -.Thus Article 2 leaves
place for natural settlement and also
for diplomatic settlement.
However,

of

the
the

day adFreshmen

stealthily
departed
Portland,
for
to be sure
of
the
getting
to
dinner.
Many of the class, however,
were forced to stay in Brunswick until
the last minute because
of an
in-

Freshmen came from Adams after the
exam they found a crowd of Sopho-

determined to leave on that particular
train.
With a rush they threw them-

Miss Sarah

—

to get the train.
At the station another, less general, pitched battle took
place, but it was confined to a few
.-t

Quality Printing

niggling pairs. The Frosh were in
strong a body here to be safe-

too

game, and Billy Edwards seemed to
have some objections to a general war
BRUNSWICK
MAINE being carried on in Brunswick. By
the time the train was ready to leave
most of the lower-classmen were
Latest College Styles in
aboard, and practically all of those
Bostonian and Florsheim who were left fought their way
through to the next train.
Most of the Sophomores immediateOxfords— $5 to $10
ly started for Portland in trucks, and
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers having learned
the whereabouts of
the ibanquet in some unknown wav,
arrived at the Elks Club in time to
givei 1!»32 a rousing
welcome.
The
Freshmen had become more or less
ti.
split up on arriving in Portland, but
they gradually formed again into
PURE FOOD SHOP
bands and attacked the guard about
Wholesale— Retail
the Elks Club.
Those who had al574 Congress St„
Portland, Me. ready gained access to the building
were unable to give therr classmates
any assistance, since the management
'Anything j'want Pressed?' had refused to readmit anyone who
went out to join in the fray. And so
*
it happened that while most of
Give ;t to Ben
the
Frosh broke through the cordon,
some of their number, less fortunate,
were overpowered, tied up after a
hard struggle, and carried off in autodo the work
mobiles. Most of these captives were

Town

Building

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

LYMAN

CHIPMAN

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

am!

GROCERIES

&&

w

r

'

W. RILEY

INSURANCE
Town

— —

Meanwhile several Freshmen, witli
President
Gatchell,
were
driving
speedily toward Portland.
That afternoon, Bill Perry had overheard a
traveling salesman telling the story
of Gatchell's imprisonment at the Augusta House. He questioned the man
and learned all the details of the case.
Gatchell was being held in a room at
Brunswick that hotel, and no one was to be admitted unless they gave Dane's name.
Bill gathered a small band, boarded
an automobile, and rushed to Augusta. Upon arriving at the Augusta
to the House, they told the clerk some story
about Mr. Dane and asked for th*'
number of his room, which the man
told them.
Just then they saw a
couple of Sophomores in the lobby,

Telephone 435-436

T. H.

released well out in the country outride of --Portland,
----, but
--« " an
all w
oft
- practically"
hem got back to the Elks Club and
through the Sophomore guard before
the festivities were ended.

Build in:-

PLAY SAFE

Send Your Washing

LAUNDRY
BURNHAM

and they immediately

AC.ENT

The Sophs, reinforced by others from

CITIZENS
R. E.

battle.

outside,

fought fiercely, but after a
brisk scrap there in the hotel, thev

OUR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING
SYSTEM

were conquered and tied up.

Having

disposed of their enemies, the Freshmen proceeded upstairs and demanded
entrance to the room.
The demand
is now so under control that results
was of course refused. The manager
are far superior to daylight except for
would not permit the door to be batextremely large groups.
tered down, and for a time the attackers were at a loss to decide the
Webber's Studio
best course of action. Finally thev
got in touch with the City Marshal",
who kindly consented to come around
v.nd see what he could do.
Morton's
In a few
Stand
minutes he was at the door of the
Kaywoodie,
Milano IJSSed*as before, ent ™<*. *hich w as
However, the Sophs were soon
Toilet Articles, Waterman Pens given to understand that
it was an
officer of the law they were dealing
with this time, and the door was
opened.
There was Gatchell, in the
bath-tub, chained to the pipes. When
Toilet Articles - Shaving Preparations
the Marshal saw that the kev-hole-Prescriptions Carefully Compounded
f_the handcuffs were plugged to prevent their "AGENCY FOR
r
readily unlocked he
became indignant at such a foolhardy

News

BBB,

™T3"l

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

Whitman's Chocolates

SHORTS MARKET
— GKOCEUS—
who

cater to fraternity trade

Brunswick

Hardware

"QualiU Goods

at a

Wambaugh

!

Dr. Clarence C.

Institute
(Continued irom Pajre

F ri
S t ate "' 1986-7. As an author
im\ ;V\i iJIis lias produced many
important works dealing with money
'

,

.

,

1

1 ,

,

banking problems.

and

He has also contributed widely to various periodicals
dealing with his subject. At
present,
Mr. Willis is Chairman of the Board
Of the Philippine-American Chamber
of Commerce.
Whiting Williams, the speaker foi

Miss SaraH Wambaugh a.- the lecturer on Tuesday, May 7. .Miss Wamis an authority on the subject
of plebiscites, having visited ever.,
region where plebiscites have been
held
since
the
World War. She
served as an expert adviser to the
Peruvian government for the TacnaArica Plebiscite in 1925-6. As a lec-

baugh

turer, Miss

Fair Price"

Wax

has had much
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caused widespread interest.
Following his graduation from Harvard in li*10. Dr. Little worked for
several years in various departments
there, first as Secretary to the Corooration, later as research assistant
and research fellow in Genetics. Dur»ng the years 1916 and 1917 he waAssistant Dean and acting University
Marshal.
Following several years of
research work at the Harvard 'Medical
School, he became, in 1921, Assistant
Doctor of the Station for Experimental Evolution of the Carnegie Institution.
From 1922 to 192.". he was
President of the I'niversity of Maine,
and since that time he has been

(Continued from Fair*

by the
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nited States Senate the senators who voted for it were not agreed
as to whether it really amounted to
anything or not. Some of them
the ught that it was only a rhetorical,
or at best a moral, gesture on the
part of the United States.
Some of
them thought it wasn't even that.
Nevertheless, they all voted for it, all
but one, and the reason they did so
was undoubtedly that the country at
I"

large demanded" ratification.
Hut if
it was only an idle gesture the Shin ate
:iit.
Whtn the Freshmen demanded
was wrong to give in to the popular
demand, for an idle gesture made to
their president and were refused, the
officer demanded
hi*
release,
and President of the I'niversity of Michi- the whole world in the form of a solemn promise is a very serious thing.
threatened to detain the Sophom..re- as gan.
If it was only an idle gesture it
public nuisances. The Freshmen rushed
Dr. Little was Secretary-General
should not have been made, for even
to Portland, after having sawed
the
tad Chairman of the Executive Cosinow the consequences of such a solhandcuffs off the wrists of their presi- mittee of tin
Second International emn public statement on the part ot
dent, arriving just as the banquet was Congress of
Eugenics at New York, the American government and adbreaking up. Their achievement was in 1921. Beginning in 1922.
he was a dressed to all other governments are
greeted with cheers by their mates, member of the Eugenics
Commission
and the whole affair was a success of the United States, while since 1925 being brought home. As a matter of
fact, the Kellogg Pact is no idle gesd< spite the Sophs.
he has been a director of the Ameriture;
It is pot a mere statement of
can Birth Control League. Dr. Little intention nor a mere pronouncement
was elected President of the Inter- of
attitude on the part of our governnational Neo-Malthusian League in
ment or any other government signing
1925, he wa- a member of the Execuit.
It is a treaty, and a treaty i< a
tive Committee of the First World
For First Class Haircuiting
a contract between each of
contract
Population Conference, at Geneva in the
signatories with each of the other
'"27. and was President of the Race
Near Campus - First Shop Down Town
The Cnited States consignatories.
Betterment Conference \i> 1928.
tracts with France, with England,

-

|

I

is

to

well dressed.

;
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ting.

The method of Conference has been
given brilliant vindication in this last
week when Mr. Hoover's own proposal
for a solution of the problem of disarmament has been given to the world
tli

longer holds.
It doesn't get back to
the original condition of casual relationships, but there is an implication
of taking sides against it. This treaty
does not carry that implication farther
than a mere warning that the pledge
is off
that the pledge was the pledge
of friendship. As it leaves the consequences in these general terms, lawyers claim that it is not definite
enough, but its political implications
are definite enough for the statesman,
and it was wise statesmanship not to
attempt to bind the country any
farther but to leave a warning note to
be heeded by any nation planning war
upon its neighbor.
In future the
I nited States will not be friends with
such a nation.
Along with the Kellogg pact, it is
inter.' sting t< notice two other resolutions that were proposed in the Senate.
The first, introduced by Senator
Porter, proved somewhat partial to
certain nations.
Senator Kapper also introduced a
resolution that we should not export
firearms to the aggressor in such wars.
I'h is is a more sound proposal,
but it
brings up the question as to who shall
be considered aggressor and who defender. The simplest solution of this
seems to be through the statement of
Article 2 of the Kellogg Pact.
Any
nation which would choose to go to
war rather than to submit to peaceable settlement should be termed the
aggressor.
In this case, of course,
both countries could be considered as
aggressor if they made a mutual
'agreement to fight the matter out.
The United States has come out of
ten years of relative isolation and I-moving toward the greater theatre of
world affairs. It has not been the government that has led in this, but the
private investment of American. citizens who have committed their savings to the peace-time industries of
other nations and thereforo'demand, or
at least need, the insurance of a
world-wide peace policy.

—

—

rough the commission of the League

which has been working on this problem for the last nine years. The United States is now cooperating with the
I/-ugue of Nations, not only in the
'mmanitarian activities of the League,
such as public health and morals, but
is using the political organs' of the
v

j

League to settle the fundamental
question of how to rid the world of
the menace that lies in competing
navies and armies.
Those who said
that America could not cooperate ir
these fundamental matters with the
League of Nations failed to reckon
with the capacity for statesmanship
which the United States has shown'
whenever crises imposed upon her the
obligation of world-wide commitments
and the choice of sane policies in that
border land of morals and politics
where the ideals of America are in
no sense matters of controversy,
whatever opinions there may be as to
the practical value of the schemes
proposed.
One of the purposes of the league is
conference, but there is also the question as to what shall be done when a
member violates its law. By the
League of Nations we would be bound
to send soldiers to repress the unruly
member, but the Kellogg-Briand Pact
has no such condition.
In the preamble of the treaty it is
stated that if any signatory wages
war upon another in a foi m which
would he a violation of the treaty
then the defendant recovers liberty of
action.
At first sight this looks as
though it simply got back to where

i

i
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Wambaugh

experience, and she has written a very
authoritative monograph on Plebiscites, with a large collection of official documents.
She is a member of
the Executive Committee of the International
Federation of I'niversity
land, changed his name, donned overWomen to work with the Committee
alls, and became a journeyman
labor- on Intellectual Cooperation
of the
,,r
n the mines and factories in th
j
League of Nations, and she is a
and other countries.
He wanted to tor of the League of Nations direcNonknow exactly what unrest, the war of
Partisan Association.
capital and labor, class hatred, bolC. Leonard Wool ley, who spoke on
shevism and the kindred by-products
Tuesday
on
"The
Excavations
at
I'r
of the war and the times meant to the
and Their
to the Old Testalaboring man.
He took this way to ment," is Relation
an eminent archaeologist,
find out, and his findings were puband for eight years has been leader of
lished widely in his books, and in
tlic joint expedition of the University
newspaper and magazine articles.
During the summer of 1920 he of Pennsylvania Museum and the
British Museum, which has been conworked in the mines, steel plants, and
ducting excavations at Ur, the ancient
shipyards of Great Britain. He spent
the summer of 1!»21 as a common city of the Chatdees. This city, once
the home of Abraham, was long buried
laborer in Germany, France and Belin the sands of Mesopotamia.
His imgium. During the railroad strike here,
portant discoveries there ha\e thrown
in 1922, he worked as a strike breaker
much light on the history of that time
and
.mil iusci
also as a siriKer.
striker.
In l!)2:i
in
HJii.s
ne and locality. In point
of
antiquity
and
worked among the miners of the Ruhr,
besides interviewing later the work- historic importance. Professor Woolley's discoveries surpass even the finders of industrial North Italv.
ing of the tomb of Tut-Ankh-Amen.
Since 192(1, Mr. Williams has bee :•
for he has uncovered royal tombs
Staff Lecturer in the Harvard Graddating back to 3500 B.C.," giving a
uate School of Business AdministraWealth of material for the study of
tion and the Tuck School of Finance
and Administration at Dartmouth. His the religious practices of that ne'rictl.
Each fraternity on the campus will
services are in demand as an advisor
in industrial relations for concerns furnish the ushers for a single eveemploying hundreds of thousands of ning of the Institute. The order will
workers in this and foreign countries. of course be according to campus senThe head ushers, with their
Stuart Chase, who will speak on iority.
Saturday, May 4, is well known as one dates are as follows:
of the authors of "Your Money's
April 29— Blatchford, Alpha Delta
Worth," a startling hook published in Phi.
1!>27 which can he obtained at the
Aprjl 30— Wilks, I'si Upsilon.
Reserve Desk in the Library. Il< has
Mav 1— Elliot. Chi P
bad a particularly brilliant caret r as
May 2 Hunt, Delta Kappa Epsibusiness man and investigatoi
of Ion.
trade and business conditions. He was
Mav
M. Swan. Theta Delta Chi.
investigating the meat industry and
May 4 Farr, Delta Upsilon.
the packers, under the Federal Trade
May 6— Adams, Zeta Psi.
Commission from 1**17 to 1922. havMay 7 G. Scott, Kappa Sigma.
ing been picked as an able and compeMav 8 Undecided, Beta Theta I'i.
tent observer. Since that time, he has
May 9 Cooper, Sigma Nu.
been attached to the Labor Bureau,
Mav 10— Daggett, Phi Delta Psi.
Incorporated.
As an author of sevAll conferences of the Institute will
eral volumes, and a prolific contribu- he held at
9.30 the morning following
tor to periodicals, Mr. Chase has the lecture except
in three cases.
Dr.
achieved no small fame.
Shotwell's conference will be held at
On Monday evening, Mav 6, Presi- 2..">0 Monday, and Messrs. Woolley
and
dent Clarence C. Little of the Uni- Pound will have no conferences,
but
versity of Michigan will be the Insti
will give informal smoke talks at the
tute speaker.
Dr. Little is a well
Union directly after their lectures.
known writer on the subjects of
genetics, cancer research, and education.
His boldly expressed views have
Shotwell Lecture

Friday evening, May .!, is an authority on People. A few vears ago
he left
us position as vice-president of the
Hydraulic Steel Company of Cleve-

—

Co.

Little

The Society of Bowdoin Women is
making possible the appearance of
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I

gave

J^gRISK Clothing which
custom tailored

two individuals take a solemn pledge
not to fight each other and then
for
something one of them does, the other
says formally. "You are no longer my
friend," the pledge of friendship
no

are in the nature of court procedure
World Court and arbitration, both
reaching a judgment at the end. But
more important than these is the
method which the League is working
out by Conference, where the governments meet together to see if they
can agree, but are not bound to accept a judgment.
The result is that
they are more likely to agree because
they are not under compulsion.
The most successful type of conference is that where every government
may be able to suggest to its neighbor a satisfactory solution for its
problems. This conference is best illustrated at Geneva, where there is no
one power which dictates to the others what is best for them to do.- There,
there are experts who can give the
necessary cooperation and advice to
the ambassadors
advice given in
terms of the problem and not in terms
of the popular attitude which is so
often emotionalized to strange degrees. Also there are the plenipotentiaries who are empowered to represent their government, anil to bind it
to any plans that they may think fit-

..the

mores waiting for them. The Portland train was due to leave in fifteen
minutes and the first year men were

J

1-

Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable

when these two means are not opera- it was at. the start, but that IS not
If two nations
tive, there are the two methods that what would happen.
or

selves at their foes>
X brisk battle
^>Ve carry he hrgost assortment of ensued in front of Adams in which
Imported Goods} Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- the Freshmen seemed to have the upbles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- per
hand, most of them breaking
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all through to run
to the station. A few
kinds east of Portland.
were overpowered and tied up, but
Tel. 13fi
87 Maine St.— Tel. 137
most of these were rescued in time

STUART & CLEMENT

*W

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

are not bound to settle their disputes.
They may go on disputing so long as
they do not fight. But the onlv waxto settle the dispute is by pacific

opportune French exam. The Sophomores had gotten wind of the date
of the banquet by this time, although
they were still ignorant of the place.
And so it happened that when the

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
MUSIC

1)

On Tuesday morning Gatchell was
still missing and the search went on.
The Sophomores increased the guard

Brunswick

£*

Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telepnone Brunswick No. 3
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MAINE BALL TEAM WINNER
OF CLOSE STATE SERIES
GAME WITH BOWDOIN,

BOWDOIN FAVORITE
TO WIN FROM N.
4-3

Pale Blue Rallies in Final Innings to Nose Out Hard

Fought Victory— Dwyer,

Hammond and

Wescott

Hit for Circuit
The Bowdoin baseball

am

t«

dropped

A(

second State Ser'es game, by losing to the .University of Maine nine
Mondav afternoon by the -core of 4 to
3.
The game was featured by three
circuit clouts rapped out by Wescott
and Hammond of Maine, and Dwyer
of Bowdoin. Both teams' pounded the
ball hard, Maine, getting no; less than
ten hits off Cole, and Bowdoin getting
five off Solander.
Maine scored first in die second
With two gone, Crimmins
inning.
fumbled Hammond's grounder, and
He attempted
the batter was safe.
t<> steal second, and he wai declared
safe on a questionable decision. True
home
ca*ie
singled, and Hammond
with Maine's first run.
Dwyer started things off in Bowdoin's half of the inning with a beautiful home run into deep center. A wall.
followed by a hit put tw« men in
scoring position, but Bicker flied out
its

end the inning.
In the fourth frame
its final runs. Dwyer

to

HORN

HISTORY
OF WAR PUBLISHED
S

Records of All Bowdoin Men Who
Ser\ed Colors Appear in Volume

Bowdoin in the World War, edited
by Kdgar 0. Achorn, 'HI, is a complete, accurate history of the College

during the .war. It has an introduction by the editor, an article on "The
Government and the College," by
President Sills, and an
article
on
"The College in War Time," by Professor Cram.
Professor Cram kept
a diary during the war period and
writes with interest
and accuracy.
There follows a chapter entitled "The
Dead".
Bowdoin gave 28 men for
the Supreme Sacrifice and there is a
short sketch about each of these 28.

An effort has been made to have each
Bowdoin scored sketch of individual character; to
was safe on an have each written by a relative,
!

and advanced on ;i sacrifice.
Rose struck out. Crimmins swung at
three balls, but the catcher droppeu
Bowdoin
the
the final strike, and
third baseman dashed to first. Cole
walked. Kicker hit safely to score both
was
later
runners, but a moment
thrown out on an attempted] steal.
Maine retaliated in the frfth. Two
hits and a sacrifice ny produced anMatin- score
h id
The
other run.
came on a close dec :-ion at the plate.
Wescott connected wir'i one jo f Cole's
offerings for what ainu-aredj to b< a
ayiny by the
circuit clout. Sw it
error,

friend, or classmate.
The Faculty List heads the service
records.
Bowdoin sent a large number of professors into the service.
The bulk of the book is given to the
service records of Bowdoin men. Accurate
details:
previous
military
training, date and place of entering
service, chronological service record,
including
dates,
places,
actions,
grades and ranks, units, date of dischaige and subsequent service, have
beer, secured for nearly every record.
There are included the records of 8
men who sent in their replies without
he ball in a name.
Bowdoin fielders 1;
Then follow the service
.;im{- sliding
Dwyer's hand
records of the graduates of the Mediwa»
better
seemed
the
tnat
home. It
cal School.
The final records are ofotherW'.-i
ah
out, but the umpite
18 men who served in foreign relief
What proved to be t.i. winning run units.
the
in
was (won d by Ha:, imond
Theie is included a key to all the
eighth inning when In drove a homer abbreviations used thruout the
book.
Ji
lohgest hi; A summary has
to deep right field f
been prepared with
of the day.
detailed classifications.
DwvYr marly repeated the home
During the war Mr. Gerald Wilder,
run stunt in How. loin's half of the for many years the College Librarian,
eighth, but was declared out at the; made direct efforts to secure date n
In the final inning Bowdoin garding the service
plate.
of each man in
tried desperately to even the score, the war. This information
was carebut the Maine pitcher bore down to fully laid aside until someone would
the final appear who would compile
fan Shute and ("..aline
a formal
outs.
military history of the College.
Mr.
The summary:
Achorn, retired from the law, came
ab r bli DO a .• to live in Brunswick and began the
•>
1
1
...
.5
task.
cf
Brockway,
1
4
.5
In December, 1926, questionnaireWescott, 2b
1, 3 " 1
1
.4
2 ;i
were sent to all persons whose names
Wells, c
(I
(I
3
2J
appeared in the Alumni Address List.
<>
1
4
In the summer of 11»28 another quesCorbett, if ....
(1
...3
tionnaire was sent all those who did
PiumTner, ss
•>
•)
1)
II
Hammond, lb
not respond to the first. "The records
—
1
.4
3
are compiled
True, 3b
from questionnaires,
(t
•>
class
Sotandi
p .... ..4
secretaries' reports, circulars
(Continued on Page 2)
»
o14
34 4 12
Totals
ab r bit po a e
1
1
.4
Kicker, If
3
...4
Stiles, cf
9
s
.2
Whittier,- ss
Lincoln, lb .... ..4
.4
2 .4 3 (1 (James with
2
Dwyer, c
Amherst, Williams, and
1
..3
15
Thompson, 2b
j
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Comparison of Tufts Meet with N. H.
Bates

Contest Gives Edge
White Track Team

Austin

to

.

TENNIS TEAM OPENS
SEASON AT HARVARD

.

1

.

'.)

.

.

.

.

.

.

•>

Rose, if
Shute, z

M.

4

.

.

...3

1

(i

1

3

... ...1

o

1

The Tennis Team met Harvard at
( ambridge
yesterday in the first
match of the season. Today they are
scheduled to battle against Amherst,

(i

30 3 5 27 13
Totals
/ Patted for Pose in !'th.
zz Patted for Crimmins in :»th.
(Continued on Pare S)
•

then

Snow, t.ee and
Will Debate Against

Team

travel

on to

Williainstown,

ing the annual spring trip.
The team at present, as announced
by Don Congdon, Varsity Manager,
consists of Mayo Soley, captain, Jim
i arker,
E. Farrington Abbott, Jr.,
Marion L. L. Short, Ray Jensen and
Wayne \. Ramsay, with William Altenburg as alternate. Of these, Short
is the only freshman and new
member of the team; the other.- have hail
at least a season's experience.
Since the team has been somewhat
handicapped by the poor weather conditions accompanying the iate spring,

Mills,

Bates

to

where a match will be playea with the
Williams team.
Returning to Cambridge, they will take on the M. I. T.
aggregation on Friday, thus conclud-

BRADBURY DEBATING
PRIZE CONTEST HELD
Awards (Jo to
Morrow, Who

During

Annual Trip

it

•>

Cole, p

T. to be Played

8

1

Crimmins, 3b
Chalmers, zz

I.

i

for the Bradbjtry Debating Prizes was hold on April 30
The two ti'\-;t prizes
in Hubbard Hall.
were awarded to W. P. Mills and William Snow; the second prizes to (TarThe
ter Lee and Frederick Morr*>;v.
"Resolved: That -the
subject was:

The contest

it
is hard to make predictions.
The'
arrangement of an indoor court in the
United States should cease to pro- gymnasium made it possible for the
by armed force capital invested] nun to work out somewhat. Practice
The judges were out of doors, however,, has been posin the Caribbean."
Rev. Chauncey Goodrich and Freder- sible for only a few days, bo that the
players cannot be expected to be in
ick Cowan.
This contest also served as the try their stride.
Most of the team went to Poston
out for the Bates debate, which will.
Three' of the for the .week end, just before the enbe held on May 17.
gagement with Harvard, so that ihey
winners named above wil: speak,
could get in some practice on the hard
the fourth man being appointed as alcourt.- there.
t<
ate. The subject will be the same.
In addition to two home matches
during the last week of Mav with
Col |o\ SCORES THIRD PLkCE
I'uft- and Wesleyan, there will" be the
IN FLYING RINGS AT BOSTON Maine Intercollegiate? (scheduled for
next week* and the New England
Captain Jai
P. Coltoh, L'nd. of I. S. T. (the week of May lit).
Replow (loin Gym team scored a total resentatives will be entered in each
of
of 155 points in the annual Ne*v Eng- these competitions, the first of which
land Athletic I nion Gym meet at Bos- will Ik- held this year at Colby, and
ton last Saturday and captured? a third the second at Longwood.
place in the flying rings.
Since the varsity team is flexible,
He was opposed by men from M.I.T., consisting as it does of the six best
Dartmouth.
Springfield,
Arhieter members of the squad, chosen by comTurn Verein. and the Boston V.M.C.A. petition just before the time of each
Reynolds of M.I.T. won the flying trip or engagement, the team as it
gs with
527 point-, while 517 now exists will not necessarily conpoints were score,! i,\ Wells of! M.I.T. tinue throughout the season.
Cotton's >eri. s contained the usual
Olcott King and Dick Obear are the
exercises, a swinging shoulder stand; assistant managers of tennis, one of
and a flyaway.
His -till series in- whoni will lie chosen at the end of the
cl sded the back
lever, wind up, and season to be the Varsity Manager for

tect

!

j

I

i

.

I

i

-tand.

next year.

NO.

1929.

H.

MacCormick Assisting in
College Project

Construction of the first group of
buildings for the new Bennington College for Women will be begun as soon
as the frost is out of the ground this
spring, according to an illustrated artide on the college in the New York
Times of Sunday, March 17. Dr.
The Durham team had a good day Robert D. Leigh, Bowdoin '14, formerly head of the government departSaturday, capturing nine first places,
From ment at Williams, is president of this
thirds.
five seconds, and nine
newest addition to the list of eastern
these figures the chances of the NewHampshire team would appear favor- colleges, and Austin H. MacCormick,
former Bowdoin alumni secretary, is
able, but when times and distances
Mr. MacCormick is
are considered, the aspect is some- his assistant.
working particularly with a New
what different.
City committee of 30 men ana
Yom
In the f»0 yard dash New Hamp- women
to complete the funds necesshire got a second. The time for the sary for
the first buildings by May
winner was 9 2-5 sec. which is com- Pst. The funds of the college have
parable to 10 2-5 sec. made in the
just passed the million dollar mark.
100 by Norris in the Tufts meet.
The college will be situated in the
Norris and Yancey have a good chance
Green Mountains at Old Bennington,
to take the first two places in this
Vt., near the intersection of Massaevent.
chusetts, New York, and Vermont.
In the middle distance events and
„The town is 14 miles from Williamsthe mile New Hampshire looks fairly town and 37 miles from Albany. A
strong. At Lewiston the team got a
beaatiful campus of 50 acres under
first and third in the 440 yard event,
the slopes of Mt. Anthony, with a
turning in the good time of 51 2-5 sec. president's house and
a faculty club,
Yancey and Wingate have a good was presented by James C. Colgate.
<
chance of placing, however. Callahan
The college is to be limited in size
will be the favorite to take the mile,
although Herrick may upset the dope to 325 students, chosen individually
on the basis of their whole school
and pull through with a victory.
record. Students will not be admitted
Bowdoin appears to have the edg° on eollege board examinations or by
in both the high and low. hurdles with
certificate.
Preference will be given
Scott and Stanwood competing, while
to those who have shown interest ami
in the 880
yard run Foster and aptitude in some particular line and
Thistlewaite should take the first two
the course will be designed to displaces.
cover and encourage individual interWhitcomb will win the two mile run ests. The work of the first two yeilrs
unless something unforeseen occurs.
will be in broad introductory or surNew Hampshire turned in the time of vey
courses in the field of languages
10 min., 23 2-5 sec.
Saturday, while
and literature, the fine arts, natural
Whitcomb did about 10 min., 1!» sec. science and the social sciences. The
against Tufts. Lavender, Jewett, and
last two years will be devoted to work
Sewall should make a strong bid for
in the field of one's major interest
the third /position.
under the honors group type of organIn the field events Bowdoin will
ization.
have an advantage. The best heave
No attempt is being made to build
in the shot put Saturday was mail.
by a New Hampshire man for 3!» ft. up a large general endowment, but
4. in.
Dick Brown did 41 ft., 3-4 in., unusually large scholarship funds will
against Tufts.
Chapman threw the be established. Those who can afford
hammer about 10 feet farther in the to do so will be required to pay the
Tufts meet than it was thrown at full cost of instruction, rather than
the fraction of that cost paid by the
Lewiston, and should take
first
a
place. The last two places are ques- rtudent- of most colleges. Those wh<
looks need assistance will be given scholartionable.
New
Hampshht'
rather weak in the discus throw, and ship aid ranging as high as .~?S50 a
Bowdoin may walk off with the first year, the full tuition. It is planned
two placer, rf Mnrphy tan throw th- evn/ually to establish a system of
full
javelin about a foot farther he will regional scholarships to award
tuition scholarships
to
a
selected
take the event.
Stanwood will have to work a little group of girls from all parts of the
country.
The
salary
scale
for
faculty
harder than in the Tufts meet in order to take the high jump, for his members will provide for a top salary
of *7,000 a year.
opponent leaded 5 ft., 7
1-2
in.,

The Bowdoin track team will enter
the meet with New Hampshire, Saturday, with a good chance for victory,
according to a comparison of figures
of the Tufts meet with those of the
New Hampshire-Bates meet.

i

NOTED SPEAKERS LECTURE
DURING OPENING WEEK OF
THE BOWDOIN INSTITUTE
C. Leonard Woolley, T. R. Powell,

Parker

Willis, Stuart

i

Professor C. Leonard Woolley, leader of the joint expedition of the University of Pennsylvania Museum and
the British Museum in Mesopotamia,
delivered the second lect'ire in the
Institute of Social Sciences April 30,
when he spoke on "The Fxcava'tions
at l*r and Their Relation to the Old
Testament." A large audience heard
the distinguished archaeologist tell of
his excavations and discoveries at l'r,
the details of which were illustrated
by slides. The substance of Professor
Woolley's speech follows:
TJie excavations which have been
on
for
seven
years
have
troing
the
dealt almost exclusively with
which
central
of
the
city
part
was the religious quarter dedicated to the moon god, Nannar,
and most of the buildings discovered
are temples connected with the worThe history of
ship of that god.
these buildings has been traced back
from the time of the citv's destruc-

'

',

I

i

i

ft.,

!»

The first group of buildings will
include the educational building, which
will bring under one roof the administrative departments, classrooms, laboratories and the library, four student
dwelling halls, each housing 40 girls

in.

tion, about 350 B. C, to about 3000
B. C, though the period of the city's
was
importance
political
greatest
about 2300, when it was the capital
T. B. POWELL
of the empire. Of the surviving ruins
the best preserved are those which
were erected in or shortly before the
1931
time of Abraham and one can illustrate astonishingly well the domestic
which,
according
conditions in
to
was
patriarch
biblical records, the
Prince Fleeted Fditor-in-Chief of Next brought up. We find that he was an
urban citizen, living in well built and
Year's Annual and Flint Business
comfortable quarters, inheriting the
Manager
traditions, the laws and the religion
of a civilization already very old. One
Donald F. Prince of Portland was can illustrate the temples in which heelected editor-in-chief of next year'- might have worshipped and even the
The
Bugle at a meeting of the present staff gods which he reverenced.
Thursday evening. At the same time greatest monument extant in his time
James C. Flint of Chicopee Falls. was the Ziggurat or staged tower
Mass., was chosen as business man- which was the counterpart at Ur of
ager.
The elections to the other the famous Tower of P.abel at BabyThis is remarkably well
prepositions on the board resulted as fol- lon.
lows: Art editors, Fred Kleibacker of served today, a solid mass of brick
Hawthorne -work known in antiquity as th
and
Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
Smyth of Mount Vernon, N. Y.; "Mountain of God" It was built about
photographic editor, Artine Artinian 2300 B. C, and we have the conassistant temporary records of its foundation.
Mass.;
Attleboro,
of
a «iviU»«tion
edit rs, Norwood K. MacDonald of Behind Abraham Pes
Westbrook and Warren Stearns of entirely unknown previous to the
West Paris; assistant photographic work of the Joint Expedition, a civileditor, Dominic Antonucci of Maiden. ization which by 3o00 B. C, had alMass.; assistant business managers, ready reached its zenith. The tombs
Gordon C. Knight of New Haven, of private people and of kings of that
Stuart of date have yielded most astounding
Conn., and Frederick L.
relics in gold, silver, copper, ston->
Melrose Highlands, Mass.
and mosaic work bearing witness to
a culture older than the first dynasty
Longfellow
Busts
of Egypt and equal to almost anything that the ancient world produced.
'

BUGLE BOARD
CHOSEN LAST WEEK

;

:

'
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And Hawthorne To
Be In Hall Of Fame

From a comparison of figures, the and a few faculty members, and the
Bowdoin team seems to have an ad- gymnasium. After the college starts
vantage, and unless the unexpected in the fall of 1!»30 four additional
New York
happens should come through with a dwelling halls will be built and a comi

j

win.

j

]

bined assembly hall and music buildrng.
A Little Theatre will be a feature of this building.

monies

Cnivertsitv

to

at I'niversity

May

Hold CereHeights
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dent,
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PHI DELTA PSI INSTALLED
CHAPT ER ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Mark

i

Its art was of a remarkably high
quality, and it- architects were familiar
all the basic principlesof construe
tion known today.
Writing had already been invented, society was well
organized,
international
trade
extended over half a continent.
It is
not only a picture surprising in itself
but it is an addition to the science of

with

:

Fred E. Drake was elected presiWord has been received here that
and John C. Fitzgerald secreThe sponsors of the college include
tary-treasurer at the recent organiza- the presidents of practically all the busts of Henry Wadsworth Longfelmeeting of the Bowdoin Alumni eastern women's colleges and a large low and Nathaniel Hawthorne, graduAssociation of Bath. President Sills number of other educators and lay- ates of Bowdoin College in the class
of 1S^5, will be unveiled at the Hall
was the speaker at the meeting.
men of national prominence.
of Fame at New York University on
Invitathe afternoon of May !>th.
tions have been sent to more than
7000 persons, and many thousand
are expected to view the ceremonies,
which will be held in the Goldman
University
Concert
Stadium
at
Heights.
The bust of Nathaniel Hawthorne,
Impressive Ceremonies
Initiation of
Into
which will be unveiled by Miss Una
Hawthorne Deming,
great
great
Strong National Fraternity
grand-daughter of the famous writer,
is the gift of Leon Brooks Leavitt of
On Sunday, May 5, in the Sunrise
New York, a graduate of Bowdoin in
room of the Eastland Hotel in Portthe class of 1899.
Mr. Leavitt was
land,
the
installation
banquet of
born in Wilton, Maine, and was a:
Delta Omega of Alpha Tau Omega
one time principal of the high school
was held. After a bountiful repast,
in Farmington.
He is a former presithe speakers' program opened with a Matches with Best— College. Worces- dent of the Bowdoin Alumni Associamoving picture showing the founders
tion of New York, a director of the
ter Tech, BL 1 .. Tufts and M. I. T.
and active officers of the national
Bowdoin. Alumni Fund, and has alare Carded
fraternity.
The first speaker was
ways been deeply interested in the
Alumni Secretary Philip S. Wilder,
work o fthe college. The bust was
representing President K. C. M. Sills.
The Bowdoin Golf team will leave designed by Daniel Chester French.
He officially welcomed the chapter to Brunswick next Monday on its annual It is interesting to note that three
Bowdoin, the twelfth national fraterlineal
descendants of Nathaniel Hawspring
trip,
which
will
include
nity represented on the campus. Other
matches with various college team thorne are now members of the unspeakers were William B. Mills '29,
around Poston, and also with the links- dergraduate body at Bowdoin.
newly elected Master of the chapter. men of Worcester Polytec'n. On TuesThe Longfellow bust, designed by
Dr. Alfred O. Gross, faculty adviser,
day, May II, the team will play Pos- Rudolph Evans, is the gift of a friend
Prof. Ernest C. Marriner of Colby ton College
,m the Commonwealth of the Hall of Fame through the
College, and another member of the course. On Wednesday they play the American Academy of Arts and LetColby faculty, Prof. A. G. Fustis, Mr. Worcester Tech golfers. Boston I'ni- ters.
It will be unveiled
by
Miss
Emerson H. Packard, Worthy Grand versity will be the opponents on Mary Dana, great grand-daughter of
Chief of Alpha Tau Omega Frater- Thursday, while on Friday there will the poet.
nity, and the delegate from Delta be a match with Tufts.
The last enOther Americans to be honored a>
Delta of New Hampshire.
Mr. Leo gagement will be with M. I. T. at the the ceremony include William Cullen
G. Shesong of Portland,
Chief of Weston Country Club.
Bryant, Henry Clay, James Madison,
Province IV, was toastmaster.
The men who are to go on the trip Francis Parkman, and Miss Emma
One of the many fine points of Mi. have not yet been definitely decided Willard. The bust of William Cullen
Packard's speech was
definite upon.
his
The tentative group is Cap- Bryant, is the gift of the New York
statement and hearty assurance tha' tain Desten, Bob Lee, Art Dillenbecx, "Kvening Post" through its proprieevery chapter of every fraternity and Alva D. Stein. One other man is
tor, Cyrus H. K. Curtis. Bryant wa
worked primarily for its College. He yet to be added.
at one time editor of the Post.
was certain, he said, that Delta Omega
The team looks promising this year,
would fulfill this obligation. Di. and should turn in some good cards.
KG
KA/l
TO
Gross' speech, summarizing the de- Art Dillenbeck has shown up remark
velopment of the local fraternity ably well, especially in the Patriots'
LEAD FKNCFKS COMING YEAB
which has passed out of existence, lay tourney at the Brunswick link.-.
was a particularly fine tribute.
Be ides the men already mentioned
At a meeting of the fencing squad
The banquet terminated a three day Gordon Knight, Xed Lord and Jack held last week, William Altenburg
period of initiations and installation Riley are also candidates for the was elected captain for the coming
It was preceded on Sunday morning team.
year, apd Alexander K,azutow, manat 9.15 by the installation ceremonv
ager. Altenburg has been
an 'outin the Oddfellow's Hall on Pleasant
Gordon D. Larcom, Dedham, Mass., standing member of the team for the
street, at which meeting the chapter who was recently operated on for past three years, and should make a
was turned over to the newly elected appendicitis has left the State Street capable leader. Kazutow made a goo
officers by the Acting Worthy Mas- hospital in Portland, and is now at showing during the season, just comter, Q. Cecil Goddard of the Gamma his home.
He is expected to return pleted, and was one of Bdwdoin'a most
Alpha chapter at Colby.
to Brunswick in two more weeks.
reliable fencers.
|
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Little

Give Addresses
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clear 11

Whiting Williams, H.

Chase and Clarence C.

j

against Bates.
The broad jump
should go to Bowdoin if Soule can
begin to g<et his former distance.
The pole vault looks like a win for
New Hampshire unless Klliot can

4

j

•

BOWDOIN

8,

ROBERT D. LEIGH '14
HEADS NEW COLLEGE

|

history which completely revolution izes our ideas and
obliges
us
t >
look for the roots of our own civil
ization today in a field hitherto unsuspected.
The rise of this civilization was interrupted at a period we
cannot yet date by a great disaster
which has left its record in the story
of .the flood.
Of this disaster was
found last winter material proof enabling the Expedition not only to confirm ancient Sumerian records, but to
l

Members

I

..ulii.iK

.1

nil

l'i.i;<.
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THREE GAMES LOST
BY BASEBALL TEAM

GOLFERS LEAVE OX
TRIP COMING WEEK

Amherst, Wesleyan. and Tults Snatch
Victories—Richer is Batting Star
of Trip

|

The Bowdoin baseball team returned
Brunswick Saturday after a di-sstrous trip to Amherst. Hiddletown,
to

and Medford.

'

.

ALTKMH

AND

TOW

1

its

.

I

•

The team dropped

contest to the Lord Jeffrey nine
by the narrow margin of 3-2. Wesleyan took advantage of poor pitching
and poor fielding to defeat the Polar
Bear outfit !»-2 in a five inning gam.
At Medford the team tossed away an
opportunity for a victory by failing
The one
to hit at crucial moments.
outstanding feature of the trip wa
the fine hitting of Kicker.
first

I

,

Amherst Game

The Amherst contest was decidi <i
by poor pitching, together with some
lather dubious

decisions

on

close

Souther went poor y from th"
and was finally taken out i.i
the seventh inning in favor of BuckDam, Bucknam took the slab for the
remainder of the inning, and then
yielded to Shute who pitched the re
mainder of the game.
Both teams played ragged baseball, Bowdoin making 14 errors and
Amherst 13. Bowdoin .-cored in the
first inning. A had throw over first
allowed Dwyer to go second, and h<scored shortly afterward when Dean
missed Roflc'a grounder through third.
plays.
start,

Amherst tied the score in the fourth,
when with two out, Wilson doubled to
right center, advanced to third on
a passed ball and went home when
v
Souther was credited with a balk. The
Jeffmen scored again in the sixth.
when the squeeze play was Used
(Continual on Fagm t)
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The Smoke A uisance
The members <>f Winthrop and
many years by smoke from the pow
the rooms on the east side, settle on

dasheets,

of

be called by a harder name.
Sunday afternoon, about
one hundred and fifty students attended Chapel and heard Professor Widgery speak. The other three hundred
and fifty couldn't be bothered. And
No. 4
what was the attitude of those who
°
,vere there

L. Snider '31
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with US, the student bodv. Most
our much touted indifference is
is

just plain laziness.
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wishing to embarrass the speaker by cently been confirmed as state libraforced attention, relaxed the rian by Governor Gardiner and his
to ° SPverel >' religious atmosphere by £*«"*«; Mr Dunnack was appointed
t
governor Oakley C. Curtis
whispered comment, shuffling of the by the late
years ago, and is the oldest head
feet and other devices of the gently
bred desl ne<1 to »)ut him at hi * ease of a department in the State House
»

The

creating a general nuisance.
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Disturbances

Chapel

in

Last Sunday's Chapel service brought to our attention three
rather important points in regard to Chapel services in general
and those of Sunday in particular
First, While there 18 no need
....
_ ..
,
to sit in Chapel with the stiffness and rigidity of our Puritan
forefathers, noises on the other hand are out of place. The shuf.i
nr r
j
ue
j
fling of feet snickering and laughing; outbursts of sneezing and
coughing, manv of which are unnecessarv the dropping of hymn
,

.

,

•

i

,

i

'

;

;

are disquieting to those who are trying to listen to
the address. Such disturbances are unfair to the speaker, and
constitute an irreverent attitude which does not belong in Chapel.

books

all

does not matter whether we have any religious beliefs or not.
Most of us probably go to Chapel because it is required and our
cuts are getting low. But it is only right to those who do want to
hear what is being said and to the speaker to keep still \Ye might
Dogs always add to the merriget something, too, if we'd listen
*
The monitors COUld remove them
ment. But ai i!
more often to advantage
T
Point number two: The Chapel was too warm last Sunday
ay. II
frequently is, and this doesn't add to the attentive powers Of coli.
now It IS tOO
lege men. Years ago the Chapel was unheated;
DO hot.
hot
Maybe we are hard to please, but a little regulation of the tempera
.,,i
u.l
,.,!!,*!
,,,
n
Ii.dii
m-itt.>v
M.iw
IK !h lpmatte»>. HOW
"Ototltof place, and would undOUl
It
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Thirdly, it las been suggested that Chapel speakers should be
,.
,,
,,
cautioned against too lengthy talks. But these are the exception
rather than the rule, and if the talk runs over the allotted
'.
...
!
..
..
..
.,
time, the speaker probably has something worth listening to.
a
ttea^^^rylShw dtyA student's patience is unfortunately short, which may be the re- comes to him who waits"— maybe. En
suit Of living bv schedule. Obviously we must live bv schedule, so! undergraduate parlance: "Let's see
*
a little action!
•-..
P
«
why not cultivate a ,.little patience in Chapel,
if nothing else:
.
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In a communication in Issue Xo.
find a very appropriate criticism
of the Orient story on "Rising" Xight.

Call 'for a Columnist

.

we

In last week's ORIEXT appeared a communication which stated
that the ORlKX'f ;s improving.
wish to thank the author, and

We

\

hope that others feel the same wav aboqt it. We do not intend
this improving to be the "last kick of a what have you," but will
work to maintain what we have so far instituted, and are at present planning new innovations. The question of lectures is not
decided.
Those of the Institute we feel should be certainly in-:
eluded in the paper. We do not feel that others should be omitted,
.,
.,
but undoubtedly they can be covered in less detail when our reorganizing schemes have brought to light other material. The communication advocated a "good, senseless (but not useless; ed.
note), moronic, completely
absurd column
another El Toreador
K
...
TV
„
A
with modern features.
We second the motion
and herewith send
out a call for a columnist who would like to employ his leisure
...
hours in writing such a column. Applicants should address them
selves to the editor-in-chief this week.
;

,
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Fair Deal

,

,
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ZSjgS* £%??%££
by one who spent the night hiding
**£&£! 1fS2^"S»

g?

in

on the front page.

We

agree.

There-

gKttSS
'SZ™^*?*
Freshman and
Sophomore,
two
a

the
n
{
a
.^ tured on g« front
*£!
f
Da ^e of the
last issue.
In interclass
affairs prejudice is bound to register
1
b
of the
l?
i'
fS^Tif
c,a>ses
concerned.
L
nder the new arrangement, which we intend to follow
in connection with the Wars of 1932
and 1933 next year, the reader is free
to form his own opinion, and no class
can. ?e el th
jt has been d alt with
^.
unfairly.
This may not tbe good
journalism, but with untrained reporters it seems an apt solution to
the problem.

*£ 3

™2E
,

£

8

Institute: Dean
Roscoe Pound
lectures in Memorial Hall at -8 p.
m., on "The Problem of An Ordered Society."
Baseball: Colby, there.
Tennis: Amherst, there.

May

!!

Institute:
George W. Kirchwey
lectures in Memorial Hall at 8 p.
m., on "Crime and Punishment."
Tennis: Williams, there.

May

a use

\

.

The services of Bowdoin men were

varied; many served in
the
allied
armies, some having entered before
the entrance of the
S. into the war,
others having transferred from the
American Service. Many served as
technical officers in allied service and
many others held special positions in
positions remote
from the actual
theater of the war. One man went to
r ranee in January 1«>17 for service
'"Jhe American Ambulance Lnit.
When he learned that the V S. had
entered the war
he enlisted in the
rrencn Army. Later he transferred
to the Royal British Flying Corps.)
After bringing down nine planes he
transferred to the American Army
Another started in the Ambulance
Unit, entered
the
French
Armv,
joined the British Xavy', was torpedoed in the Mediterranean Sea, was
picked up by and then served on, an
Italian destroyer, and finally joined
the American Expeditionary Forces,
These are only a few of the very
many unique military careers of Bow-

C
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I

I

I
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Xew Hampshire,
May 13

Professor

Chemistry 2

Norris
at

10.30

* «" w»*

At the basis of all individual hope
for good and joy in existence, is the
belief that in the purpose of the universe each individual has a unique
lace which he alone can fill.
The

course of the aires is the building of
he temple of God, and personalities
are the stones thereof. Realize youromipying a position, lowly
fchotteh
t be, in that eternal fabric,

£
i*3ttt&£**ZZ£
Man a
born unto

life,

and lleaThT;

not a sleep and a fo rgettintr
The soul
is one.
The memorv of the pa"t the
effort to penetrate the Veil of the futu re. the activity of the present are
all of the essence of personal identity
Why should we doubt that the moveraents fore and after, the relationships
to those around, and the gaze upward
to. God will be as real after death as
before ?
In th« presence of death one mayrightly think especially of immortal"ity in terms of a future life; although
it
is well that normally we do not
occupy ourselves much with this as-

'.
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„

!
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'
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not sleep,
in
the
t
The *¥fi*.
book is octavo
He hath aaw-ikene.l
from
th*> dream
Hroam «f
" akene<1 fr
° m the
°f
has a black cover, bears only
nte
the College Seal in gold on the front,
>tormy visions,
and °n the back is the title, "Bow*• %v ho ]o ^
keep
doin in the World War".
War", It
it
was
printed and bound by the University With phantoms an unprofitable strife.
Press of Cambridge, and is an excelHe has outsoared the shadow of our
lent piece of book work.
night,
An interesting feature of the book
is the summary.
The major divisions Envy and calumny and hate and pain,
are army and navy. The next in order And that unrest which m«»n miscall
are the Medical Corps, Artillery, In
delight,
fantry, and Quartermaster, ordnance,
Can touch him not, and torture not
etc., which are divided into foreign
again.
and domestic divisions. All are listed
by rank, from
enlisted
men to From the contagion of the world's
slow stain
colonels.
The total number of men
who were in the service is 1412. Of:
He is secure."
this number, not including a few who
were in neither the army or navy,!
The fourth Bowdoin Institute will

J^^L

Jjgf^Jw*
other volumes.
in size,

;

™

-

»

j

<t>8

were enlisted men, and 616 were

The total number of overseas men was 337, of whom only 65
re n,lsted 116 "' while there were
£
o^o officers
J
2,2
who
went overseas. The
total number of men
in
domestic
service was 104
of whom 344 were
officers and .03 were enlisted men.
The College has voted to finance
an edition of the book. A card was
sent to every man whose name appears in the book, asking him forj
officers.

close Friday evening when Arthur
Garfield Hays will speak on "Clvu
The lecturer tonight will
Liberties."

Roscoe Pound, Dean of Harvard
School, who will speak on "The
Problem of an Ordered Society"
Thursday's lecturer will be George
Kirchwey. lawyer and criminologist,
whose subject will be "Crime and
Punishment."
Conferences have been held the
past week after each lecture, and
his correct address, and to all those many have availed
themselves of
who answered a copy of the book opportunity to ask questions from the
the
be

Law

!

1

W

,

j

there.

lectures
m.,
a.

in

on

"What Some Young Chemists Ara
Doing."

is

!

Baseball: Bates, here.

Track:

related with the forward
movement of life with its backwird
glance in memory; it is related with
our personal love and friendships w
th
those around; and it involves the religious experience of a communion with
G
In »"
ri
L.'aW,
|n
t' and
°f-in religion we are, as
a-.Tection,
«t were, out of the mere flowing
movemen in an immortality in the midst
" f time.
This is not proof: it is less
theoretically, but it is more person,t

pect.
The loss is to those who ren "
main: but it involves a duty to carryBefore deciding on the form of the on the good work of those who have
Before leading on to his conbook, Mr. Achorn carefully examined gone.
the similar books prepared at Am- cluding remarks. Professor Widgery
herst, Harvard, and Williams. Con- recalled Shelley's words in this consequently, he has included in "Bow- nection with which we will close:
<w in in the World War" all those de- "Peace, peace; he is not dead; he doth
,

j

May

sided;

ally.

-

j

10

Institute: Arthur Garfield Hays
lectures in Memorial Hall at 8 p.
m., on "Civil Liberties."
Tennis: M. I. T., there.

to

"^mortality, even the rise of
of which needs adequate e\Curiously enough, parait may sound, what
makes
immortality consciouslv desirable 'is
that we already possess it. Its
meaning is not simply that of a future
liftnot the duration of life is of first
importance, but the quality— the joy it
contains
The eager gaze into a never
•riding future

.t

',

(

H

JSrX"
the idea

'

|

'

—

f

F

I

I

service to the College, perhaps even doing graduate work at Harvard, has
been made a second lieutenant in th
more than some class rooms.
Erected in the worst period of Chemical Warfare Department of tho
His engageAmerican architecture, the 1870's, it United States Army.
ment to Miss Margaret Phinne'y of
campus
has squatted on the Bowdoin
for near 'y s xt >' years and has been Xaugatuck, Conn., was recently ani
an eyesore for some fifty. Its lofty nounced.
K a nite walls and double-sloped, slate
roof, with the addition of a few iron
JUNIOR METEOROLOGIST
bars, could be made an admirable jail,
Applications for
or jumojunior meteor,,
meteoroh
It fr owns on the campus, and on afternoons when the Glee Club is re- gist must be on file with the Civil
hearsin *. the sounds issuing from Service Commission at Washington.
within complete the effect of a bull I). C, not later than June 4
frog grogging merrily near his. pet
The examination is to fill vacancies
pond at twilight. The cause is, of in the Weather Bureau, Department
course, the poor acoustic properties (( f Agriculture, for duty in Washing
which
a
assembly
hall,
in
of the
ton, D. C, or in the field.
speaker with little effort can carry on
The entrance salary is $2,000 a
a conversation with himself to the year.
Higher-salaried positions are
astonishment of many who are mak- tilled through promotion.
'"g their first visit to Bowdoin.
The duties are to serve as assistant
at a Weather Bureau station, per
'* at Bowdoin an organization
J h ,,rHpresents
which
plays three or four forming such tasks as the taking,
times a year, namely, the Masque and recording and charting of meteorological
observations and
river
stages,
(iown.
is
amazing
that any orIt
ganization would undergo the diffi- making upper air observations yvith
culties of presentation that it encount- kites and pilot balloons, assisting in
ers every year and still make no seri- the preparation of weather maps, and
ous-effort to improve the situation. As doing other related work as assigned.
thjtips . tan(
w th(iy rehe a rse in Competitors will be rated on generMemorial
Hall
on
a
three
by al physics, mathematics through calfour stage on the "third floor", and cuius, and principles of physics as
ays
on the some what appIie(1 to meteorological problems,
p
Full information may be obtained
larger stage in a local playhouse, the
equipment 'in which easily antedates from the United States' Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C, or
Shakespeare.
the secretary of the United States
The matter to <imp
ug
the College needs a much better as-j Cuivil Service Board of Examiners at
.semblv
*
y hall- the Masoue and Gown the post office or customhouse in any

we

»t then know of our
noR-exlstence
But there is something in the
x e "^ nce of me n which
has led

^ "EESV- ^^^St tgi

'

J^^,

by fair

planation.
doxical as

'

,

?" ouw

'

Elinor

~™

led to believe

living; a nd after death

,

-

ment of schools for training officers
for the Merchant Marine; of

Portland.

— The

worth

Ie

of the

Hon. William Moulton Ingraham, '95,
Assistant
Secretary
of
War; of
George William Ti*llson, Sc.D., '77,
one of the American engineers invfte d b y the^ French Government to
'24— Raymond D. Curtis, who for
the past few years has oeen with the t,onler on the rehabilitation of the
of
Alfred
E.
Portland Xash Company, has joined devastated regions;
the sales forces of the Couri Motor Burton, Sc.D., '78, in the establish-

Company

to discuss

"l^^t^t^y^^i
m

"

The distinguished

was not however

we are

-

School, and the School of Hygiene and
p u bhc Health. For the
he past three
years he has
been
district
state
health officer for the New York State
Department of Health

I

•

*""

j

the Hon.
engagement
of
Miss John A. Peters, '85,
a member of
Simmons of Bloomfield, X. J., the Congressional as
Committee
on
and
Eldon
Gray
of
Augusta
been
has
campus eyesore.
Naval Affairs; of Harvey D. Gibson,
announced.
The wedding will take '02, general manager
of
the
Red
However, one thing can be said in favor of immediate installaTo point «t obvious truths is a
n'ow Cn,s
^VmbV^lT!.™!,
at
home
and
J^t
but
abroad;
waste of your time and mine,
£ a bank jn Q , k , [\ ies.-or VViUiam K. Lunt, of04, Protion of a filter, with one restrictive "if". The new power house
'
as
not infrequently, obvious truths, ob,.,„
-•>— ine engagement ot Miss Ade- ethnologist with the American deleshould have such an apparatus, unless it is to be situated at a vious needs, are neglected because;
Anderson of Naugatuck^ Conn., gation at the Peace Conference,
con1'^
present
ourselves
to
we
accustom
>
great distance from the campus. Rut
mat distance
distancp means
mpans a
but a gieat
and
George
Wood
been
has
anPans;
of
David
'06,
R.
Porter,
the
of
Generaware
ps,
perh
a
dStkmSi or
decrease in efficiency, and hence the filter seems more practical, needed change, hesitate to put u-i with nounced. Mr. Wood is now teaching al Secretary of the National War
8 Scho °
Garden Clt >'
Y
C
The as°f
inconvenience
Why not install one now in the present power house and then move
um « IMan "i rotessor
Koscoe J. Ham
ofA'' our
sembly hall in Memorial Hall has not
o
rr,,
It into the new one in five years I
This may not be feasible. Dot out-lived its usefulness. It is used a
'27— The marriage of Joseph Al- faculty, special assistant to the
American
bert
ambassador
Gage
Miss
and
Catherine
Warat
Petrograd
1
Glee
speakers,
in
great deal for College
we wish tht committee would consider it
Club rehearsals, class elections, and ren Shaw took place in Boston, April the care of German prisoners, might
be noted as marked instances of outhour examinations. It has had a long 3.
'2S
period of usefulness and been of real
Hayward H. Cobum, who is civic contributions to the common
.

»
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23

April

^^^^^\TS^,%SrS^.'S!^ 5S*
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'99— On
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in poi nt of service.

,

\n,
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Th t ]k is
id t
b
f
year ago ft was thought that the power house could not serve its very high order by a few old-fashpurpose for long. An inspection follow
were installed last summer to keep th
was put in charge of the matter. Subsequently
that the first estimates on the plant's
is good for several year8 more, although considerably overtaxed. too long, aren't we willing to exhibit
The commito. will probably make a report this monih. The aa-IS^S
official plan seems- to be that a new house will be constructed in ought to call out our best?
Last summer a man, who himself
five years at some distance from the campus.
In v ew of this, it is
was not a Bowdoin man, told me that
.
\
unwise, we ifeel, to incur any further expense in improving the he had never seen a Bowdoin man who
present building and its apparatus. A smoke filter, for example, was not a gentleman. I am glad he
was not in Chapel Sunday
would be quite expensive. It should also be remembered that the
east sides of Winthrop and Maine are chiefly affected, and these
principally when an east wind is blowing. The benefit of a smoke
filter would therefore be for a comparatively small part of the
College, since it in no way improves the appearance of this

A

IB.-'UC

|

-

JM

ifc
f.
laults

the location of the power house. Immediate remedy to the situais howexer
unwia* A few
facts maj
mav hpln
mkkp this cleai.
Hp*.nowevei, unv\ise.
tion is.
ttw tatts
nelp to make

BWWVB1 Ul

would have been impossible. nas to rem '"d the modern psychologist
Moreover, had the material
been that though he has a right to say that
forthcoming, it would have necessitat- be finds the mental assori.it..,! ».j,i,
ed a book of unwieldy size, and one physical organis-m
he is not justified
far
beyo..
yond
u
available
...
resources.
!t cannot aml Wlli
»«»>
Several hundred letters have been recxist apart from sucn The
ce ived stat
purpose of
tating sen-ices from the buy-

unques- S ivi 'ig

in

WI*T

'

*

war

i

.

'^

I

|

walls of these buildings are considerably blackened.
"
tmnahktmiihlo
tlonaUly a -^—
Heedless
and mwpnt.
piesents «n
tlOUble, .nH
one» «f
ot tho
.he

.

MAN'S IMMORTALITY

i

I
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and communications should be given to the Managing Editor by Sunday
It seems to me that it calls for a
n-.irht preceding the date of publication.
No anonymou* contribution! will be accepted. The bttle comment, a little self-criticism,
Editor-in-Chief •* responsible for the editorial column: the Managing Editor for news and; ( > n our part.
ought to realize that
make-up.
aii communications regarding subscriptions should be addressed to the Buaines*
the chief trouble with the College toAll contriiiutinng

Manager

I)

issued by the College Librarian in
Johnson 0111917 anf
i<)is
<4m> srranhnnks
Sunday Chapel Address is Given
P
by
Waterville, recently retired as United catalogs? Bugies"' Orients, and «A,pt
Visiting Professor of the
PhilStates Circuit Judge after 12 years Delta Phi in the World War'."
osophy of Religion
of service. He was recognized as one
The dedication is To Those Who
of the outstanding attorneys of the Fell in France
"As long as courage
State when he came to the Judgeship honor, and sacrifice are esteemed of
In the course of a talk
'
in the Colafter 6 years of service as United men)
onj? w ju 'their names and lege
Chapel on Sunday Professor
Senator
from.
Maine.
As deeds be remembered at Bowdoin". Widgery
States
said that since the days
senator, he was the New England
of
«
o
s.^, K „
orn
„
D
S
Fm,e "^ Socrates this had been a
representative on the Senate Finance F *™£
"hard world
il
M
for philosophers."
Committee, and successfully piloted Lawrence
Though few took
Smith »1H ™H R„V.i
to enactment the complicated chemical
•* 7 I
m- Wefe
***
schedule of the Underwood tariff law. JL ??*l^Jl'
.
tacked from all sides. If one
ass.se the editor ,n
venbeen
of
Judge Johnson has
one
l°
beIlef in ***** ***•
Maine's most distinguished and use- ff
4*2
Ct,
°
n
he
'"
*""
ful public servants.
»«PPo*d to deny fa
mithe volunfe to the record of those who
mortality; if he professed
'"'
George
'94—
The Rev.
"
"""*' C. DeMott, served
»-,- v™ u <" belief in
<•<
>erve«< in
m the
|-.r,.
•; —
m<- army,
inm. navy,
n;nv, or
>' ears was the
who for more than 12 years
corps, or those of our allies, a
and with ""mortality he was likely to be treatrect or of
St. ^ Stephen's
Episcopal relief organizations overseas.
with scorn by the prevailing
tv.

Charles rletcher

•

ing in the att.tu.de of the student body

loday

College.

(Continued from Page
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WIDGERY DISCUSSES

Achorn's History

With The Alumni
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Rowdoin Publishing Company
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will be sent gratis.
limited number
will be on sale to others at $1.50 at

the College Library.
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speakers regarding the various phases
of the social sciences covered
bv
»he
'
Institute.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
BUSINESS MEN GIVE
ADVICE TO STUDENTS

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
LOT OF BOWDOIN BOOK-ENDS
The $8.50 Size Now $5.50 in Copper

ALPHA TAl ONEGA BANNERS
Box Tapers

HALF-SKINS

and

at lie

in

Personal Conference of Department
of Education and Vocation of Uni-

&

(Continued from Page

With the object of bringing the
world
business
and the

Stock and

Maine
Bowdoin
Three base

col-

leges

and $1.10

W. Chandler

Bowdoin-Maine Game

versity Club Held

in

closer contact with one another, the
of the
sixth Personnel Conference

•

F.

wjo have succeeded simply because
they have learned that the job of the
executive is to delegate, inspect, and
follow up.
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NEW

Son

came

1001011 0—4
102 0000 —
hits,

Wescott,

Dwver.

Home

runs, Dwyer, Wescott, HamSacrifice
hits,
Thompson,
Whittier. Stolen bases, Whittier 2,
Hammond, Brockway. Left on bases,

Maine

Business
to a close April 2fith.
are leaders in their respec-

men who

7,

Bowdoin

fields
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One of the remarkable phenomena
of Bowdoin athletics is found in the
traditional
failure
White
of
the
baseball team to meet with success in
contests with colleges outside of the
state. Contrasted with the football record this fact presents some very interesting points.

,

I

j

;

I

MAY

THURS.,

Room
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PHILLIPS

J. S.

of Cambridge, Mass.

Bowdoin
Weslevan

.

.

0—2

2

,

1
I 8 2-:'
Two base hits, Chalmers, Challis,
Nye. Three base hits, Ricker, Cow-

Home runs, Vancott,
perthwaite.
Challis, Chittenden. Base on balls, off
Stiles 4, Nye 2. Struck out, by Stiles
Nye

5,

Passed

3.

Dwyer. Wild

ball,

Hit by pitched ball, by

pitch, Stiles.

Nye (Dwyer). Time
Corkins and Peterson.

In 1927 the football team won
out of state contest, tied 2, and lost
In baseball the team lost 5 games
to out of state colleges, and won none,
The Bowdoin nine returns from another spring trip with a very characteristic record.
What is the reason
for this poor showing?
Football historj presents from a random view
practically an even break.
Perhaus
the Bowdoin teams have even a little
edge on their other New England opponents.
There are: various reasons for the
baseball situation. In the first place,
Spring comes late in Maine.
There
is little time for real practice before|
the season starts.
The statistics in
Perhaps
thenfselves are interesting.
we must go to jveather charts to find
a suitable answer to our problem. Notwithstanding this fact, it would be fine
to see a Bowdoin ball club take a few
annual fall.* out of other New Eng-|
hind college?
tates.

i

'

'

j

j
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Came

Tufts

1

Tufts defeated Bowdoin 6 to 4 before a large Junior Day throng on
Tufts Oval, May 4. This game wa.by far the best of the trip. Bowdoin
led until the fifth inning
in
which
Tufts managed to put over four runs.
Until that time Shute had pitched
good ball, but he wobbled momentarily and walked two men. Herrman'
hit down the first base line, and Lincoin let the ball trickle to the outer
garden. Ochert, who was on second,
came home. A sacrifice fly scored
Ingalls, and two hits brought in a>

many more

runs.

Ricker was responsible for nearly
of the Bowdoin runs with his three

all

hits in four trips to the plate. He
tripled in the fifth to score Shute, an 1

*"£ on a -^entice by

"d

seo

'

.

mK

-

work on the part of the Tufts
The summary:

team.

BOWDOIN

bh po

*

T>

.

.

Ricker,

3

It

Stiles,

cf

3

™

Whittier, as
Lincoln, lb

,

Baseball Trip
(Continued from Pane

.
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with the bases

effectively

ab bh po

Groskloss,

as

a cigarette

good

as

If

Dwyer, c
Thompson, 2b

5

M. Ingalls, ss
Herrman, rf

3
3
4

1

4

11
1

2

3

.-!

2

2

1

1

1

_
24

10 10

.......

1

1

0000000

14

x—

.

}

1—2

Wilson, Hemley 2, Dwyer,
Errors,
Wilson. Trenchard,
Rose.
Crimmins. Two base hits, Wilson.

Thompson. Sacrifice hits, Gottlieb
on
Hemley, Dean, Trenchard. Left
base, Amherst 10, Bowdoin 7. Base
on balls, off Nichols 3, off Souther 7.
innings, off
Hits off Nichols 5 in i»
Shute 2 in 1 inning, off Souther 5 in

Bueknam

innings, off

1

in

Wesleyan Game
In" the second game of the trip Wesleyan walked off with an easy victory,

was

Stiles

these
and
with seven Bowdoin errors
were sufficient to decide the game
Bowdoin started off well by scoring
two runs in the first inning. Ricker
tripled on the first ball pitched, and

coupled

scored on Stiles'

Camels are made of the choicest tobaccos
cured and Mended with expert care.

taste of

Camels

is

smooth and

The fragrance of Camels

is

Cowperthwaite, lb

always pleasant,

They do not

tire the taste nor leave

cigaretty after-taste.

any

Silloway,

If

Carey, cf
Nye, p
Vancott, 3b
Hibbard, c
Anderson, ss

3

N.

C

CUMBERLAND
May

-

10th

5 Acts Vaudeville
- On the Screen
-

TRENT'S LAST CASE
with

Raymond

Griffith

-

Marceline Day

also

Paramount News
Saturday

-

May

11th

GERALDINE
with

Eddie Quillan

-

Marion Nixon

-

also

Comedy

Cartoon

b
1

Comedy

JETTA GUI DAL
Paramount News

Wednesday-Thursday

1

Battle

3

2

1

1

5

2

1

2

1

i

Crimmins, 3b

2

9

l

2

3 12

-

May

l.'t-lfi

Of The Sexes

.

with

1

1

Rose, cf

19

-

also

1

.0
.

13-11

bh po a

.3

c

May

•>

9 15

3
..3
.

WM. BOYD

3
1

-

with

2

1

ab

Totals

-

Lady Of The Pavements

Remolds Tobacco

W inilM Salrai.

x-

.'.

Monday-Tuesday

2

1

BOWDOIN
Ricker, If, cf
Whittier, ss
Lincoln, lb
Stiles, p

5
2
1

2
3

21

Dwyer,

y.

1
•>

3

Chalmers, rf
Thompson, 2b

J.

.3

Totals

.

1929. R.

12

l-

2

Chittenden, rf
-\

indoors or out.

i

'

moment

laced out a homer, and scored Nye
ahead of him. Challis furnished a
thrill by stealing third. The summary:
bh po
WESLEYAN
ab
1
2
3
Challis, 2b

satisfying.

refreshing.

i

2

Runs, Leonardi. Ochert. M. Ingall.-,
Parkhurst,
Ricker.
Lincoln,
Crimmins,
Shute.
Errors,
Leonardi.
Phillips, Ochert, Stanlev.
Two bas.hit,
Parkhurst.
Three base hit,
Ricker. Stolen bases,
Ellis,
Ochert.
Ricker 2, Lincoln.
Sacrifice
hi. s.
Arlanson, Stanley, Stiles 2. Base on
balls, off Stanlev
1,
Parkhurst 2.
Shute 4. Hits off Stanley S in
innings, off Parkhurst 3 in 4* innings, off
Shute 10 in x innings. Hit bv pitcher.
by Shute (Ochert i. Struck out
bv
Stanley 3, Parkhurst
1.
Winning
pitcher, Stanley. Umpire.-, OW'eil an-]
Jarvin. Time of game 2.20.

The feature of the game came just
before time was called when Vancott

Camels are mild and mellow.

The

1
l

2

late.-.

—

Camels are cool and

single a

4

2S to

Friday

x Batted for Souther in 7th.

grown

2

002000
00004020

•

innings.
9 to 2, in five
hits,
touched for nine

2

inning.

1

Struck out by Nichols it, by Souther
Souther.
Balk,
Wild
pitches,
Souther. Passed balls, Dwyer. Winning pitcher, Nichols. Losing pitcher.
Souther. Umpire,
Ragen.
Time 2

2.

hours.

l

1

Tttfts
|

1

1

4

x Batted for Stanley in 5th.

e

1

•)

3

Bowdoin

3

1

2
3
2 12
2
1

|

B. Ingalls. x

3

po
1

1

4 Parkhurst, p
ol
Totals
0;

4,1

32

Totals

BETTER CIGARETTE

If

2

Runs,

WHY CAMELS ARE THE

2b

Ochert,

1

4
3
4
4

Leonardi, 3b
Fitzgerald, lb
Phillips.

j

Chalmers, x

<!

I

8 24 17

ab bh

cf

1

10

4
2

..

.

Shute, p

Camel
CIGARETTES

|

2

Bueknam, p

Amherst
Bowdoin

34

TUFTS

a

8
4

3

Souther, p

enough

1

8 27 13 Arlanzon, e
ab bh po a Stanley, p

Ricker, rf
Whittier, ss
Lincoln, lb

1

13
9
>

4

27

Rose, cf

is

1

1

1

Crimmins, 3b

the simple truth

1

Ellis,

2
4
4

Totals

Stiles,

1

2

i

4

BOWDOIN

Camels

4

2

Totals
1

2

Trenchard, c
Nichols, p

1

Shute, p

1

S
3

ss-

Goodwin, rf
Wilson, 2b
Hemley, lb
Dean, 3b

With

a

3

Gottlieb, If
Ballou, If
Williams, cf

G

">

The Thompson,
2b
Crimmins, 3b

full.

summarv:

AMHERST

1

5

Chalmers, if
Dwyer, c
Crowther, c

1)

|

Stiles,

ln tne n nth he singled to score CnmA promising rally in the final
inning was cut short by sharp field-

mins

|

.

Umpires,

1.15.

I

;

9

North Winthrop

17,

5.

and representatives from
the Government services came anil delivered a real message to a group of
college Juniors who in a couple of
years will be asking them for a job.
They criticised and advised, *re l'sCome to the Spa and have u.- mail your Mother a Beautiful Box of
However the management
tened!
CYNTHIA SWEETS.
was so imbued with the spirit .if fair
play that the last morning wai" giver.
over to the Juniors in order that they
might timidly state their cases.
In general the speakers were fair
critics, at least they were far more
constructive than they were destructive. But most of them were not as
.
m
sure of the value of a college training
Powell of the Harvard Law School, to a man in production as they were
Professor Powell was the Institute ten years ago. They seemed to find
lecturer for that evening, speaking on three fundamental defects in the col"Oiir Changing Constitution." After} lege man. First, his lack of adaptathe lecture Professor and Mrs. Hor- tion to the necessary routine. In other
mell received guests.
words, a man must learn to shovel
An informal reception v a> given
potatoes better than the other fellow
•d
them.
selli
Saturday evening by Professor and
.if he ever hopes to be selling
,
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s P ertain,n
& «• Second, the neglect to appn
jreciate the
Mrs. Wilfrid Crook for Mr. Stua rt ,u
,
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f S< Cial Sc, nces and
Third, champagne cocktails twinkle in crystal
>b.
social importance of his jot
?
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,
^f !' lecturers,
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Chase, immediately after hi- lecturee t0
the Institute
is still regoblets, but is as
much peculiarly
good
ie
things'
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desir
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enjov
the
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Library for the benefit
"Consumers in Wonderland. J he re- served in the
Such yours when three or four of you sink
of , jfe ^fore he earned them.
like
to
delve crit icism as this speaks for itself,
into delicious melancholy and deplore
ception, which took place in the large of those who would
deeper
into the subjects discussed, or
lounge room of the Moult-m Union,
...
„ ideal
„„•„_..,. which
;,.„„, the dullness of professors, the brutal
hi ,. h th
the
,jhe requirements
stinginess of parents and the lousiJl,uri of
laige r amber
e
u> a.
a large
was
aiveiHieu bv
w«s attended
" find out more about the speakers.
college man should have when he is
ness of life
Vitality
in
general.
Mr.
and townspeople
the faculty
•
•
*
about to enter business mav be summed
glazes a film of gold varnish over the
Whiting Williams who lectured F nThe Alexander p rize Speaking up briefly in eight points. First, he world
for you.
Why pour boiling
day evening on the subject, W hat s Contestf which wi „ take place during should have an intellectual curiosity.
Industry Doing to Ls. . w»s among Commencement Week, still has three For example, how many of us ever water or* it? I reproach you all, the
new younger generation, with dev
th " *»'
"""">»?. places open on its program.
Any who stopped to think how in the world a, liberately trying to destroy your
editor of the Portland Evening New
are interested are urged to try out. box of safety matches could be renecessary and delightful wildness by
and Mrs. (iruning.
Those who are signed up at present tailed for one cent ? Second, he must
a sheath of awful boredom, a pall of
roftssoi|
.,MMng
In the
B In..are
Taylor>
Taylor,
Altenburg,
Randall, have the ability to study. That is he gloom which
*'
ii
i,7,7
i
« Stuart
o;
»
is only lifted when conMr.
Crook,
and Mrs.
Wilfrid, A
discrimination.
Johnst
Huff
must
display
keen
am
,
Bixb
*
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temporaries and friends of exactly the
'base
>e, and Professor Warren B. Cat-;
Third, the habit of study should alsame age are the only persons
lin. .Wives of the faculty members a
most be a trait. A man must conpresent.
the colleges are
In
America
sted in serving refreshments.
The Stanley Plummer Prize Speak- timiaUy study his "business'. "Fourth,
ing Contest, open to Juniors only, is' from contact with human relation- packed with crowds of cheerful and
al so in preparation.
Those who have ships he must have the ability to vivid men and girls, but let them
Preceding the lecture of Dr. H. signed for this are Davis, Moses,
separate for a week and fly to foreign
Bix-!i
Parker Willis on the evening of by, Lee, Russell, and Altenburg. The earn from men who may not want parts and the great heebie-jeebie
to teach him
Fifthi he must have appears
Thursday, May 2, Professors Cutlin speeches are to be original and
The girls, preto set in.
to
wealth of the coo p e rative spirit, posterously pretty and well dressed,
and Cushing entertained at a dinner last between 9 and 12 minutes.
show prom se of
Sixthi he must
for the members of the Faculty com- Samples
of the topics that have been abiIity to lead aI1(i in fl uen ce. Seventh, with slim American legs which should
mittee on the
Institute
oif
Social chosen are:
The Universal Appeal of he must have a desire to create He provide a harmless delight to eyes
Sciences and the visiting professor?
surfeited with the heavy European
e
Q" 1X0te ;
F^P " Novel • must always be on the watch for product, fluttering in printed chiffons,
of the social sciences of other Main* ?™.u
Why Fessenden
Voted 'No
the new methods which experience so look out from
colleges.
There were twenty-one
under their floppy
*
*
*
generously
offers. Eighth, an interest
people present.
straw hats with countenances as grim
John W\ Riley, Jr., '30 represented in the economic well-being of others as a safe deposit door. The stranger
the college at the Personnel Confer- should be a safety valve to his own passing with a softened expression
Professor and Mrs. Orren C. Hoi
ence of the Department of Education business endeavors,
for so much youth and beauty is almell entertained at dinner Wednes
and Vocation at the University Club
Such is the practical advice of men most knocked backward by the chill
day evening for Professor T
R. of Boston, April 25th and 2fith.
who are in a position to give it, men ing glare and pulled down mouth.
tive

CASH FOR

SECOND-HAND BOOKS

The other day we went through a
few Bugles to study this situation. We
took the volumes at random and made
Base on balls, a hasty survey of athletic history.
off Solander 3, off Cole 1. Struck out.
In 1H04 the White lost six out of
by Solander, !», by Cole 4. Hit bv six baseball contests to various out
pitcher,
bv
Cole
(Hammond 2, f state teams. The list included DartAiroldi).
Umpires, Gibson and Tay- mouth, Williams, Holy Cross, Harlor. Time 1.55.
vard, Brown, and Amherst.
In football the squad lost 8 out of 3 games
o Harvard, Amherst and Brown.
Nancy Hoyt Laments the Decline
In 1916 the football team had a
of Gusto in Younger Generation better record. It broke even, with two
defeats and two wins in interstate
"It is invariably the tendencv of contests.
Baseball saw a .666 avertwenty-five to view with alarm the age. In 11)21 the football team overantics of twenty," savs Nancv Hoyt, came tradition and won all its contests.
In
baseball a similar revoluprominent in Washington diplomatic
and social circles, in the February tion occurred, for the team dropped
College Humor. "And it is as in- only 6 and won 6 of its out of state
variable with twenty to snicker at the engagements.
During the seasons of 1923 to 1927
sour words and sour grapes of twentythe old tendency became much more
five.
prominent.
During the athletic sea"It is not the antics that I lament
son of 1925 the football team lost 1
but their lack; above all you have a out of state
game, tied 2, and won 2.
right to gusto, a gusto which is utter- In baseball
8 games went to other
ly yours and belongs to no other age. New England colleges, while
one was
A gusto which is not necessarily only taken by the White. In football
in
present when a pair of silver spike 26 Bowdoin won 3, lost 1, and tied 1.
heels chatter along the pavement next In baseball the team suffered
10
lazy patent leather dance Oxfords, or
sses from the colleges of other
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connection was critical of the lack of
leadership shown by the bankers of
the country and the Federal Reserve
authorities in coping with the speculative mania. He also pointed out the
increase of economic interdependence
between the United States and foreign
countries, and criticized the lack of
recognition of all these new problems
by political party platforms. In view
of these revolutionary changes, DrJ
Willis believes that a revision of our!
Anti-Trust laws and other legislation
is needed.
Dr. Willis spoke in part
as follows:
"We have become increasingly dependent upon a steady and vigorous:
market for our gootls in other countries, the maintenance of a broad consumptive power devoted to the pur-|
chase of American products which
could be relied upon to keep our factones busy. And, as is always true in
the development of industry along
consumptive lint
we lwive tended
more and more to seek to develop
very widely extended markets for
goods with what is currently called
'mass production' as an increasingly
necessary condition or factor.
Mass
production of goods, wide distribution
and, almost inevitably, narrow profits
on sales, made at prices that were

Correct Apparel

1
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Williams recount many of his experi- make us shoe conscious, straw hat conences which served to illustrate his scious, personality perfume conscious,
talk in a colorful and fascinating yeast
conscious,
refrigerator conmanner.
scious, sauer kraut conscious, four out
Mr. Williams told many incidents of of five conscious, before our bank achis work as a laborer in coal mines counts become unconscious. There are
and steel plants here and in various at least four great competitive drives
foreign countries in support of his in the market today. First, the combelief that modern industry, in spite petition between rival brands of the
of its highly mechanized and sub-di- same commodity. Secondly, the comvided jobs, is bringing many more ad- petition between rival types in the
vantages and many fewer disadvan- same industry for instance, the ice
tages to all of us than white collared men versus the refrigerator men.
Third, the competition between whole
folk are apt to believe.
"We were all brought up," he said, industries lumber versus bricks, or
"to admire the creative power of the bread versus* meat, or candy versus
Fourth, the competition
village blacksmith.
Put the most il- cigarettes.
luxuries and necessities
literate manipulator of a steam or between
motor cars versus houses. The various
electric drop hammer gets the same
techniques
employed
in creating wonkick out of making the earth shake
as he forges the new crankshaft in a derland are many, of which the outmoment of hand pressure instead of a standing are the attempt to increase
half hour of brawny muscle work. turnover by annual models, in which
Many operators of highly complicated the factor of shame and inability to
though fool-proof machines, besides, keep up with the Joneses is stressed.
of course, the locomotive engineer, fol- There is installment selling, which has
low the example of one Col. Lind- long since left the field of productive
bergh in thinking of themselves and goods and entered the field of luxuries.
Dress suits and diamond rings
their steel and iron slaves as constituting nothing less than a new blood may now be purchased on the installment plan. There is the technique of
and iron 'We'.
stamping in of brand name. This was
"Roth the workers and the captains a good selling idea originally but now
of industry find their chief pleasure
there are so many in the field that the
today in showing themselves good citi- consumer is becoming increasingly
zens among their fellow-citizens be- perplexed trying to recognize the plain
cause they are first of all good work- commodity which the fancy brand
ers
among their fellow - workers', name stands for. There is the techwhether with a single useful tool or nique of selling the package rather
with a whole useful organization.
than what the package contains. Thus,
"The outsider is unduly impressed wheat at 4 cents a pound becomes
with the evils of monotony and of the puffed wheat at 68 cents a pound. Are
domination of the machine, because he we sure that the puffing is worth the
fails to see what every worker and mark-up?
There is the astute use of
every executive is always trying to very dubious testimonial advertising
see, namely, the social fringe of his and marketing of sucker lists at $5 a
job which ties his individual service thousand for plain diseases and $20 a
and, therefore, himself, into first, the thousand for canCer, deafness, and
other jobs there beside him, and, next, rupture, sold to the patent medicine
into his entire industry and so, finally, fraternity.
A recent mail order asinto all the doings of his fellow-men sault on a single prospect took
everywhere. Thus my coal, miner pounds of mail matter and 125 sepafriend in Wales used to boast how 'It rate mailings.
Xo psychological apbeen plain to see, they cawn't run this peal is left undeveloped in wonderland.
bloody mine without you and me". Just Our human emotions of shame, fear,
as the locomotive fireman boasted that sex, greed, desire to succeed are all
'Mr. Engineer is a very important fel- capitalized and used as the basis for
low, hut, believe me, buddy, he couldn't selling goods. New discoveries in the
get his old engine very blamed fat- world of science and medicine are imdown the line unless he got his power mediately capitalized by up and comfrom me'!"
ing concerns and we are flooded with
Mr. Williams believes that we have appeals to buy ultra-violet lamps and
been slow to make industry contribute glasses, gland preparations, vitamine
what it should to the life of society foods and the latest serums. Somebecause we have, for one thing, been times the article is excellent and helpover sold on the "Dollar Complex," ful, but so many quack nostrums are
the idea that nobody else besides our broadcasted at the same time with
own selves ever works for anything equally astute advertising that" it is
'but money— that we individually are extraordinarily difficult to separate
the only ones who have any interest the sheep from the goats. There is no
For an- limit to the evidence that might be adin the job's "social fringe".
other thing, we have l>een over sold duced covering the operations of the
on what he called the "Craftsman consumer's wonderland. Most of it is,
I
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state that the biblical story of the de-

calculated to attract the largest poslude is baaed ultimately upon an his- sible number of buyers have been the
torical fact.
factors which have collaborated in
transforming our industrial situation,
and more or less in popularizing the
T. R.
of Rrunrwick, Maine
of the United States as a
On Wednesday evening. May 1, Pro- industries
medium of investment for the savings
Capita'!, $50,000.
fessor T. R. Powell, of Harvard Law
of the rank and file of the community.
School, spoke en "Our Changing ConSurplus and Profits, $100,000
"We may as well he optimistic in'
stitution." Dr. Powell's witty delivery
our general outlook upon the capacity
STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED
was highly enjoyed by a large audiand breadth of our public as a parence of members and friends of the
taker in one of the greatest economic
College. A brief resume of his lecture
changes of recent times. But, while
follows:
thus congratulating ourselves upon
The notion of a fixed and un- the beneficial sides of this movement.
is
changing American constitution
we should be unfair did we refuse. to
frequently preached by those who derecognize that it has its darker asMl'SIC
GIFTS
sire to resist some change that seems
pects and tliat it presents elements of
This notion hato them imminent.
Printing and Developing
difficulty which are likely to tax our
Instead of ingenuity in the overcoming. Perhaps
but a modicum of truth.
one American constitution we have the most serious of these difficulties is
many American constitutions. In found in the fact that the American
state
and county and municipal nubiic has been inclined to confuse the
We carry the largest assortment of govern. nent
we have almost every
with that of inImported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- conceivable mode of administration idea of speculation
vestment.
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imknown to man. Few states imitate
ported Cheeses
nd Riscuits of all the Federal Constitution in vesting
kinds east of Portland.
the appointing power exclusively in
Tel.
87 Maine St.— Tel. 137
the Chief Executive or in giving life
reaction
In
tenure to the judges.
from the system of checks and balances, many states have gone to the
excesses of the initiative and referQuality Printing
endum. Our tinkering with the form
In
of city government is notorious.
Town Building
thinking of American government we
BRL'NSWICK -:- -:- MAINE
should not forget that the functions
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it-

undergoing continuous change.
paper parchment which the
574 Congress St.,
Portland, Me. The
Fathers signed at Philadelphia is but
ARTHUR G. HAYS
a small part of the United States conInstitute Lecturer for Friday
'Anything y'want Pressed?' stitution. It makes no provision for
the party system, and without the
party system the paper constitution
"In
Give it to Ben
general
transformation
the
would prove unworkable.
The Fa- which is today in progress, and wherethers knew as little of one form of by at present fundamental changes in
Senatorial courtesy as Senator Heflin the popular attitude toward investknows of anotiier. The Fathers did ments are being brought about, the
do the work
not conceive of the President as the greatest danger we have had to enformulator and advocate of legisla- counter has been, perhaps, the failure
tive policies, but the President runs on on the part of the public either to use
a platform of promises of legislative its funds wisely, or to use them in a
achievement and he succeeds or fails way that showed power Co discrimilargely on the basis of legislative ac- nate between investment and specuand GROCERIES
They have needed the aid of
complishments. The paper constitution lation.
still
assumes that the President is our banks, but they have not received
Telephone 435-436
chosen by a small select body of in- it. The result has been a speculative
debauch,
which presents probera
or
dependent members of an electoral
college which is in fact so unimpor- lems and raises dangers considerably
T. H.
J.
tant that its formal action is hardly transcending those of the moment.
"There has been grave dissatisfacnoted in the newspapers.
Our paper constitution made no ex- tion with our Federal Reserve SysINSURANCE
tem, dissatisfaction which has come
plicit provision for judicial review of
wholly Opposite sources, and has
from
legislation, but the
work of the
Town Building
Brunswick Supreme
been animated by totally conflicting
Court
of
the
United points of view. .Much that has been
States
is
the
most
distinctive said by way of criticism upon it is
feature of our constitutional policy.
unjust.
The significant aspect of the
The Supreme Court of the United case, from the present standpoint, is
States in the guise of interpreting the that the system has lacked leadership,
Send Your Washing to the language of our written constitution
ami that, instead of turning to its own
is in fact making and re-making our account and to the welfare of the
living constitution from year to year. community, the plastic conditions in
In most of the major constitutional which the financial and business world
issues that come before the Supreme found itself after the war, it has alR. E.
Court, the judges are free to decide lowed itself to l>e hurried along by
AG 5% NT
either way as their independent judg- circumstances, without affording any
ment dictates. This needs no further material guidance to those who had
proof than the frequency with which rightly expected such guidance as a
OUR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING judges disagree. The Fathers wise- fundamental duty owed by any great
ly did not seek to foresee the futuiv central banking system to the counSYSTEM
in minute detail and regulate it by try. The Federal Reserve System has
is now so under font nil that results words upon a
parchment. Our con- thus played its part in the financial
evolution of the moment, but its part
are far supericr to;da> light except for stitutional law derives mainly not from
the Constitution but from the Su- has been far different from that which
extremely large gtoups.
preme Court. The change in our has been assigned to it. Because of
lack of leadership, we have, in no
this
constitutional law is the
necessary
Webber's Studio
change involved in making law when small measure, lost the power to serve
there was no law before. In this con- the world at large in the restoration
tinuous process of development we of sound banking conditions which had
Morton's
outset, and we have
Stand
face a striking contrast to the notion been ours at the
an impasse in
that the Fathers established the con- gradually approached
of events max be outKaywoodie,
B, Milano stitution once and for all and that we which control
of our power, instead ol being a
have but to bow before the will of side
supreme privilege which could be exToilet Articles, Waterman Pens the framers and exercise no will of ercised if we saw fit. The consequences
our own.
id' this dereliction of duty are still to
,
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lit'
fully revealed in their relation to
the changing basis of business.
In conclusion, Or. Willis said, "Just
as, a hundred years ago, the full force
of the Industrial Revolution followed
by the appearance of the factory system, with all that those great changes
implied, was transforming the whole

Speaking at the Institute of Social
Sciences on Thursday evening. May 2.
on " 1 h>- Revolution in American
Finance," Dr. H. Parker Willis of
\< u Y< ik City, professor of banking
at Columbia University and editor-inchief of the Xew York Journal of appearance of modern industrial life,
Commerce, called attention to some -I. at tin- present moment, the alterarevoluth nary changes in nuance and tion in our method.- of banking and
business organization that have taken financing, in our use of savings, in the
place in this country in recent years. extent of our participation in the ownHe spoke particularly of the mass in- ership and (let us hope! the managevestment movement since the war and ment of corporate activities, are
the growing diffusion of ownership of bringing about changes in competiand consumption
business. With its relation to the un- tion, distribution
desiralde speculative excesses of the which will make the period in which
pfesf three year-.
Dr. Willis in this we are now living of «uiitt equal importance through its transformation
of business."
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PHIL BRISK
orations of the animal.- he may be
working with, but no accurate recordare available covering any considerable span in the history of mankind.
And so we are unable to tell the exact
result of eugenics— it.- greatest result- will come in the future.
Tfce
problems of eugenics are still indefinite, fluid ami incapable of permanent
definition or fixation.
The population
situation is a recurring on--, and by no
means fixed. To determine very accurately thej effects "of eugenicmust have continuous records
human conditions.
In reality Christian marriage is a
control over reproduction, limiting it
much more than did the older porygamous custom.However there can
be a very definite sort of prostitution.
under the guise >f marriai_r >'. that
passes unnoticed. The present civilization is being invited to change its

standards. We are just beginning to
look ahead to the next generation as
being more important than the preent one. We are in danger ;f letting
our love of prosperity b.ini US to the
perfectly legal and much of it is enter- need for care in mouldir.tr t e coming
Complex".
"Today," he said, "industry has de- taining, but the net result on the bud- race. There are two great g »upti here
veloped the interlocking interdepen- get of the ordinary consumer is dis- now the one interested
the presdence s and refined integrations of an astrous. It will only end in the con- ent, the other concerned v. ith the .iof ture.
with every single job con- sumer, weary of being fooled and
orchestra
so
charmingly
emotions
his
stituting an indispensable link in the having
The great diversity of races in this
chain of services.
This does take capitalized, proceeding to organize and country is a great hindrance t' progaway the old satisfactions of the indi- demand fact-finding agencies which re.-s, but we have stopped u|
vidual soloist who, perhaps, created a will give him real comparative tnfor- leakage in population increase
essentials, if not luxfinished article out of the raw mate- mation about
migration laws.
If the United States governrial.
Put it nevertheless gives a man uries.
The Church at present ;s tar too
body of consumers
a sense of his standing in the world,, raent can do t a
It
over*
have much behind the times,
of his membership in society, that even also can do it if and when thev
emphasizes emotionalism. which is
the will.
the old craftsman did not know.
unfavorable, and it seems
dominate
"It is going to be enormously easier
women. It strongly oppose- the new
CLARENCE C; LITTLE
than most people believe for the laborideas of putting the control of birth
er and the executive to come together
On Monday night Dr. Clarence in women's hands and of providing
for the sharing of a whole range of Cook Little, President of the I'niver- against the fiirth of unwanted chilthese undeveloped satisfactions of or- sity of Michigan, addressed the 'larg- dren. Dr. Little said we did not need
chestra membership. This sharing, in est audience of the Institute in Me- to go to India to find horrible exbelieve, enable industry morial Hall.
turn, will.
Even the stats on the amples of motherhood sufferings
to unite in lessening what is at present! stage were filled with listeners.
Dr. we have them in abundance.
The
By all odds its greatest blot namely.j Little's subject was "The Relation of Church has tried to legislate the great
irregularity of employment,
It is to' Some Obstacles to Kugenics to Popubiological truths of eugenics out of
be hoped indeed thai President Hoover lation Problems."
existence, out no organization can
will put us farther ahead on this road
In the beginning Dr. Little said prevent the sp» ail of real, helpful
than ever since the days of Watt's dis-l that each of us has a right to his own truths. The Church's position is only
covery. When that is done there will ideas, radical though they may be, and binding on its own members, and it
remain. I believe, no question whatso- mav accept or reject those of others exercises no autonomy over outsiders.
ever but that industrv will seem t<\ at "will.
Today we need a revision of the idea
have enormously lessened the workers'
The first obstacle to eugenics is the of the Deity. Our medieval concepsweat and fatigue while vastly intion is not suited to present needs.
creasing, his earning pevver, his lei- common mistake of a too highly de- It is a known and demonstrable truth
reliance on one's surroundsure, thanks to the machine, and his veloped
that all beings lack any true' concepself-respect as an indispensable mem- ings. The fifth or little toe is an ex- tion of higher ones.
How can man
ber of our closely integrated and for- ample .of nature's persistence in spite presume to know the nature of God?
of
the
fact that with change of enviward-looking modern society."
ronment the little toe has outlasted its By definition we belong to a lower
order, hence how can we understand
usefulness. Certain records to the contrary notwithstanding it is impossi- Him?
STL ART CHASF
At the present time the world conble to tell whether certain characterOn Saturday evening the speaker
ducts its affairs through partnerships,
was Stuart Chase, who talked on "Con- istics in children are due to inheritance and marriage is one of the-.'. A basic
or environment.
Put on the other
Burners in Wonderland." A summary
idea
of eugenics is that the point of
hand there is a marked persistence of
of his lecture shows rather startling
certain physiological types through view and responsibility in marriage is
statements:
rests
with both
it
several generations. A cretin may be decentralized
Production has become a highly cured but cretinism is almost sure to parties.
The great challenge to us
technical science but consumption for crop up again in his descendants.
A today, Dr. Little concluded? is to parthe mass of people in the United laboratory scientist can see many gen- ticipate actively in the changes of
States is still in the stage of astrology
the world.
and alchemy. What ultimate consumer knows where to turn in order to!'
find out the best motor car for his
money, or oil burner, electric refrigWOOI.WOKTH BUILDING
erator, radio set, vacuum cleaner,
NKW YORK
washing machine, household goods,
CO-EDUCATIONAL
Does he
disinfectants, tooth powder?
CASE SYSTEM
know how many simple chemicals
masquerade under trade names at two
THREE YEAR COURSE
He -doesn't.
to ten times the price?
YEARS
Put the I nited States government
One Year of College Work
doe-.
By means of the magnificent
Required
For Admission
testing ami laboratory facilities of the
MORNING,
Bureau of Standards the government,
EVENING X LASSES
purchasing $400,000,000 worth of comWrite For Catalogue
modities a year, has introduced a genCharles P. Davis, Registrar
uine science into consumption and seRoom 2861
cures its money's worth by. reference
Fo«- many years John Wards
by
to its laboratories rather than
rettj girls on the backs of magahave been the college man's
zines. Purchasing power has not kept
step with the technical arts, with the
shoe. Here you may select,
no longer
that the
i

W. RILEY

H.

Irtsk Srothrrs
WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

60

—

MEATS

I

,

.

—

j

I

F0RDHAM LAW SCHOOL

;

is

to

well dressed.

1

CUMMINGS' MARKET

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

tailored

>

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

&

Clothing which

custom

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

—

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

LYMAN

1

{gRISK

—

Also Tennis Shoes. Moccasins, Rubbers idea that it is impious to advocate
anything novel in government can bo
entertained only by those who arc?
blind to the fact that novelty and
experiment are the chief characteris-

t

1

|

rdors for anti que fronds of any kind

EATON HARDWARE

Always Noticed
But Net-er Noticeable

;

Mi.-s Stetson grides personal attention
ti>

r

—

j

Buckley's Candy Shoppe
119 Maine St.

•

—

I

TWO

AFTERNOON AND

I

result
to provide

problem is
consumers with commodi-

before the coming of mass production, but to provide copimodities
with consumers. Almost without exception our industries in America have
more equipment ami plant capacity
than they can keep steadily busy. The
specter of overhead expense piling up
on an idle plant is constantly before
every manufacturer, with the result
that he must bend every effort to selling his product and secure as much as
possible of the strangely limited consumer's dollar, and so the open season
on the pocketbook of the wayfaring
consumer is on. Now that Mr. Bruce
Barton has made the gentle Nazarene
the first of advertising men it would
stem that there are no heights to

from a variety of styles,

ties as

which spirited salesmanship may not
and indeed there are none. As
ultimate consumers we are all Alices
wonderland of bright colors,
in
a
WHITING WILLIAMS
words,
soaring
slogans,
snappy
One of the most interesting of all dazzling lights, fancy package.-, unthe Institute lectures thus far was limited service, Olympian climes and
that of Whiting William.-, on Friday almost impenetrable ignorance. Scores
evening;.
A large audience heard Mr. of trade associations an- trying to
aspire,

those which particularly

|]

of all kinds

handled efficiently and promptly at
.trice of The Bransw icV Record.
•

your individual

taste.

•

Modern machinery and
competent woikm« n.
Estimate- and

samples

cheerfully furnished.

QUALITY
ALWAYS.
Brunswick Publishing

Company
Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. 3

Cor.

suit

*** MEN'S SHOES
HARMON'S
212 C Maine Street
Brunswick, Me.

1

1

A

1

m

1
1

'

*<***
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NEW HAMPSHIRE TRACKMEN
DEFEAT BOWDOIN IN DUAL
MEET AFTER HARD BATTLE
White Athletes Put Up Good Fight, But Lose to Strong
Team at Durham — Dick-Brown and Phil Chapman
Break Shot and Hammer Records
A
%

strong

New

triumphed over
outfit,

tin

Hampshire
Bowdoin

Durham. May

at

tune of 76 1-2 to 58

\l.

was How-

H'

1-2.

FAMOUS AMERICANS
track
HONORED AT X. Y. U.
to the'
team

them

at the

letes,

when Dick Brown,

Busts of Hawthorne and Longfellow
Among Those Unveiled at Cere-

monies Mav 9

hands of Bowdoin aththe White

captain, put the shot

The busts

Wadsworth

Longfellow and Nathaniel Hawthorne,
graduates of Bowdoin College in the

feet, 5 inches,

-II

Henry

of

and Phil Chapman gave thv hammer
a winning heave of 136 fee'., 2 inches.
In the 120 yard high hurdles, Scott
came through for a win in i*'. seconds
flat, with Sucke and Smitfi of New
Hampshire in second and third.

class of 1825, were among those unveiled at the Hall of Fame at New

York University on May !»th.
Nine states and the District
if
Columbia were represented at the
unveiling
ceremonies. These included
Carl Norris took the century in
10 3-5 seconds, with two N> w Hamp- Massachusetts, which was the native
shire sprinters,
Burdett and Hag- state of four of the great Americans
ttron, following hard at his heels.

Cahalan of New
first two places

Richardson and

Hampshire took the
in the mile run,
third. The time

with Herrick a close;
was 4 mlnujes, 33 3-5
,

seconds.

Noyes of New Hampshire

|

set a new-

field record in the 440 yard dash.
running the distance in 4:i 3-5 seconds.
Wingate and Yancey won second and

third places, respectively.
In the two mile run Hazen of New
Hampshire was victorious after a
hard battle with Hen Whitcbmb, who
came home in second place. WoodI

ward of New Hampshire was third.
The time was 10 minute.., 4 l-.i seconds.
Smith of New Hampshire won the
220 yard low

with S.«ritt and
Stanwood of Bowdoin taking second
and third.
The. winner's time was
26 Beconda.
Ni w Hampshire won again in the
*N0 when Benedict set a new record
of 1 min. 5K 4-5 seconds for the race.
His teammate Lazuiv cam?. off second
beat, while Sid Foster held the third
hurdle..,

honored: William Cullen Bryant, Dr.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Francis Parkman,
and
Nathaniel
Hawthorne;
Virginia, native state of James Madison and Henry Clay; Maine, of Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow; Connecticut,
of Mrs. Emma Willard; Kentucky;
Pennsylvania;
New Jersey; New
York, and New Hampshire.
Distinguished Americans spoke in
honor of the eight personages whose
busts were unveiled, and Madamr
Louise Homer, contralto of the Metro-

polian Opera Company, sang.
The
exew-ises were held in a pavilion on
the campus of New York Universityseating approximately 0,000.
The procession of distinguished
persons formed in the rotunda of

Gould Memorial Library and marched
through the Colonnade to the pavilion.
L>r B°bt'rt I nderwood Johnson, direcr of thc Hal1 of Fame
aml D *\?
eor K<- Alexander, president of the
-

>

^
Councl1
of

New

York L'niversity,
the Hall of Fame, led the

trustee of
procession.
Among those who marched were
position.
the
descendants of the personages
Noyes of New* Hampshire won his
honored;
the speakers;
six
of the
second victory of the dav< when he
took the 220 in 22 2-5 sec* Carl Nor- eight eminent sculptors whose work
was unveiled; and many well-known
ris and Foster Yancey followed

hard

in

persons from

second and third.
Gil N3oule tied for first place in the

New York

and other

cities.

A wreath from the Old Manse,
high jump with Burdett «>rd Wooley
of New Hampshire, at th>? height . of Hawthorne's home at Concord, Mass.,
was presented by Thomas W. Surette.
5 feet, S inches.
The first two places in the pole The bust, by Daniel Chester French,
vault went to Brooks and Faber of js the gift of L.Brooks Leavitt of New
a Bowdoin alumnus of the
New Hampshire, with Jack Elliott *,°
class of 18911.
Miss L'na Hawthorne
,„
_..
(Continued
on „
Page 3)
Deming, great-granddaughter of the
great romancer, unveiled the bust,
and a tribute by Dr. William Lyon
Phelps of Yale was read by Major
Curtis Hidden Page.
Dr. Richard Burton, poet and critic,
spoke at the unveiling of the bust of
Acadetin Ball Players Win (lose Ten Longfellow,
which is the work of
Innini; Battle on Wild Throw
Rudulph Evans and is the gift of a
"
,,
'

SEC ONI)

TEAM LOSES~

TO FRYEBURG NINE

f,.

,

,

ii

;

"/"

lost

its

I)nd

game

,"

£ ^T'a^^a

fhe American
Amprill Academy of Arts and
the
Letters.
It was unveiled
by Miss
Mary Dana, the poet's great-granddaughter.
Dr. Richard Burton, poet
and critic, spoke of the poet and
Major Page, president of the PoetrySociety of America, read a sonnet
.written for the
occasion.
Mr.
H
Longfellow
Dana of Cambridge,
Mass., brought a
wreath for the
1

The second team

;

of the season, May
when
7,
Fryeburg Academy defeated them in
a tight contest lasting ten innings.
After Bowdoin had scored twice in
the ninth with two out to tie up the
score, they tossed away their chances
to win with a wild throw over third
in the tenth inning, which allowed the
winning run to be scored. *<
John Barbour twirled for the first ceremon ysix innings for the seconds, allowing
ten hits, passing two, and striking PSI UPSILON DEFEATS
A.TO
out five. He was followed by Torrey
BASEBALL
BV 7-6 SCORE
who held Fryeburg to tw* hits during the next four innings, struck out
six, and passed two. Perkins held thThe Psi U baseball team defeated
mound for Fryeburg for nine innings, the A. T. O. nine on the Delta last
being replaced in the tenth by Brewer.
Wednesday by the score of 7 to <i.
r.
The summary:
Wilks hurled for the Psi U combina
Fryeburg
a b r bh py
e tion, while Witherell pitched for the
Alpha Tau's. The game was tied six
Milliken, 3b
4
1
1
•>
all in the sixth inning, but a series of
-McLaughlin, lb ... .5 2
1
Kersey, ss
5
3
I
2 hits and errors brought in the winning
•>
run.
Barrett, 2b
4
1
1
1
The Psi U team will have to meet
o
Emerson, If ...... .5 1 o
I
the Sigma Nu outfit in order to capMoujton, rf
4
*
ture their league championship, while
Blake, cf
4 (I
the Betas and the Theta Delts will
Walker, c
(i
4
1
1
battle out for the other league.
(t
Perkins, p
3
The batteries in the Psi U A. T. O.
Brewer, p
game were, for Psi Upsilon: Wilks,
Gray, x
(»
pitching; Dane,
L
catching.
For the
Alpha Tau Omega: Witherell, pitch3>*
Totals ...
B 12 3M IS
ing; Macdonald, catching.
x batted for Perkins in Ml
,

'

|

i

:

TEAM

.'

.

.

—

Bowdoin 2nd
Fenton, 3b
IfcKown, 2b
.

Bell,

If

ab

bh po

5

FIRE ON ELM STREET

DRAWS
MANY STUDENT VOLUNTEERS

I

.4

5

Shute, ss

Ketchum,

rf

Kleibacker, lb
Borstom, ci
Smith, c
Barbour, p
i-orrey, p

5

2

2

C

t

>
(I

The
street

....">

fire

last

in

the

dwelling on
afternoon

Thursday

Elm
at-

traded many college students, not
only as onlookers but, also, as participants in the gentle trade of fire
8
fighting. The occupants of the house,
Byron Hammond and family, were
away at the time the fire started, so
Totals
o'.i
!•
7
»:h> 13
3
that nothing has been determined a^
one out when winning
run
was to its cause.
scored.
t was first seen by the engineer
of
Fryeburg ...20H0 10 ( 0»0 1—8 a switching engine
in the nearby railBow <l..in 2nd
1
10
S
2 0—7 road yard, who blew his whistle severTwo base hits, McLaughlin. Emer- al times to call attention to the blaze.
son, Kersey 2. BfcKnown,i Shute 2, An alarm from box 35 soon brought
Bell. Stolen bases, McLaughlin, Moul- the department, which under the exton, Perkins, Kersey. Mi'iiken, lic- pert direction of Chief Billv Edwards
Kown 2. Left <>n ba>es, Fryeburg 3, and with thele able
iblc and timelv assisBowdoin 7. Base on balls, off Perkins tance of several college men was able
off Barbour, off Torrey 2. Struck to extinguish the fire within an hour
out. by Perkins, by Barbour 5, bv
Torrey 6. Hits off Perkins iO in !• in.
1 rofessor
S. P. Chase represented
nings, <>tf Barbour 10 in "• mnings. the College
at the
inauguration of
off Brewer
in 1 inning, off Torrey 2 Dr
Frank Parker Day, the new
in 4 inning-. L'mpire Mcl>ar;i.-{s. LosPresident of Union College, on
Sat
ing pitcher, Brewer.
5

4
4
o

1

j 32
d
ft
I

1

.

•">.

ur.iay,

May

fourth.

NO.

STATE TRACK MEET
NETMEX SPILLED ON
WILL BE AT COLBY
OUT OF STATE TRIP

BASEBALL OUTFIT UPSETS
COLBY, BUT FALLS BEFORE
BATES IN SERIES GAMES

I

Bowdoin to Compote Against Three Lack of Practice Handicap
to TeamOther Colleges in Annual Classic
Ramsay Wins Matches from WilMaine Favored
liams and Amherst Opponents

—

.Maine is decidedly the favorite in
the forthcoming
State
meet.
The

Ihe Tennis Team's spring trip ua
not altogether successful in that they
lid not win any of the
four contests!

its performance so far this season.
Bates will probably be in second place
at the final tally, leaving Bowdoin to
fight it out with Colby
for
third

Bowdoin's strength is sadly damaged
by the loss of several outstanding
Johnson, Brown, and Usher,
all men who would be sure point winners, are ineligible because of scholastic difficulties and are sorely missed.
Bowdoin was much weakened by the
loss of Mostrom, a double winner for
three years, and Lucas, a double winner
last
year.
Both of these
men graduated in June. The bulk of
the present Polar Bear team is cornposed of freshmen and sophomores,
and Coach Magee says that while the
chances are rather poor this year, the

Team

.

powerful outfit from Orono has shown
its superior strength in high style in

athletes.

doin's first sally of Jie sea: on beyond
the familiar bounds of Whgttier field.
Five records were broken, two of

1929.

15,

j

entered into. Harvard cleaned up
with a score of 9-0, while in the other
three contests the Bowdoin netmen
w«re able tc eke out one Batch
nine for
fi
themselves.
Lack of practice due to the bad weather this
spring, was, of course, a decided
handicap.

With Bates

I

Outfit, 12 to 10

CAPTAIN KNIGHT TO
BE MA YHEW LECTURER

i

Ramsay

Plays Good Ball to Defeat League Leading WaterNine, 6 to 4, But Loses Free Hitting Game

ville

•

The Bowdoin baseball team defeated
the Colby nine, 6-4, on Seavern"s field,
Waterville, last Wednesday by virtue
of a brilliant ninth inning rally. With

won

his
singles
match
Williams and Amherst "Filming u>f the Golden Eagle" Will
opponents, thus accounting for Bowbe Given at Pastime Theatre by
doin's lone tally against these two,
Noted Ornithologist
teams. Capt. Soley and Parker took
( apt.
deary and Wigglesworth of
The next college lecture, given unM.I.T. in their doubles match at Tech.
The summaries of the four contests der the Mayhew Lectureship, is to be
are tabulated below:
presented at the Pastime Theatre on
May 20. This lecture was made posBOWDOIN vs. HARVARD - May 7 sible
by a gift from Mrs. Calista S.
Singles
Mayhew, and is devoted to talks on
Whitbeek (H defeated Soley (15). birds and bird life. The present
(5-2, 8-6.
lecture seems likely to be one of the
Ingraham (H) defeated Parker (B), most popular of the year, as the lecC-0, «-8
turer, Captain C. W. R. Knight, M.C..
Tower H
defeated Abbott (B), F.R.G.S., F.R.Z.S., is one of the fore6-4, 4-6, 6-2.
most English ornithologists. His subWard (Hi defeated Jensen (B), ject is exceedingly interesting, "'The
6-0, 6-3.
Filming of the Golden Eagle." To
Ware (Hi lefeated Short (ID, 6-3, many jieople the Eagle is a bird al7-i), 6-1.
most as fabulous as the Great Roc.
Tradi
H
feated Ramsay (Iii, Few, even ornithologists, have ever
6-1, 6-2.
aeen him.
Mr. Knight however secured some wonderful pictures of the
Doubles
Ingraham and Ward (H) defeated bird.
His film had a run of 270 cons cu•Soley and Parker (B), 6-0, 6-1.
Whitbeek and Trask (Hi defeated tive performance.-* in London, and a
correspondingly long period in' NewJensen and Ramsay (B), 6-1, 6-2.
York.
The most remarkable featureTower and Ware (111 defeated Abis the naturalness of the pictures. Mr.
bott and Short (Ml, by default.
Knight has succeeded in taking them
without frightening the birds, and

from both

the score standing four to four in the
frame, Crimmins singled with

his

final

three on bases to bring

home

the runs

which provided the margin of victory.

;

Ricker started things

oil

for

Bow-

I

opening frame by stepping
into Ferguson's initial offering and
hitting for three bases. Whittier lifted
a <>r| tf sacrifice fly, and Ricker scored,
Colby reaped revenge in their half,
however, for when I>'ech walked Rob1*8- Lovett sent the ball over the left
dc in in the

,

future looks brighter. He is concentrating on these men with the idea of
building up a strong team for coming
years.
In the century Carl No iris is the
best hope with a time
of
10 2-5
seconds against 10 flat done by Giles
of Colby.
Yancey is the leading 220 man, and
in the 440 he and Wingate are outstanding.
The latter' has improved
greatly, making a good showing in
the New Hampshire meet.
In this
event Niles of Maine, with a time of
51 seconds, is a powerful contender.
Wingate finished second to a 4!> 3-5
winner last Saturday."
In the half Foster and Thistlewaitc
are the best bets. Their chances look
shm, owing to the strength of their
opponents, Kiokin of Colby having
BOWDOIN \s.
Ma\ 8
turned in a 2 minute l-.-j second half,
Singles
with Mank of Maine running second
Haves (A defeated Soley (B), 6-0,
to 2.00 3-5.
Foster's best
me
6-1.
lightly slower than these times, but
Bowditch
(A)
defeated
Parker
he may have a lighting chance. Both
men have more years ahead, however. (B», 2-«. 6-:;, (>-::.
Richardson
defeate.
Abbott
In the high hurdles Scott should
lH>, 6-1, 8-0.
.-core. f„r the White, with
Stanwood
Kicks (A) deteatt
Jensen (IS),
coming

!

'

]

!

»

(

<

i

AMHERST

their

actions in the

same as
of them.

I

;

f

'"''''

'

fence"

In the third the
1

»

i

J*

j

!

j

two more runs.

Mule

outfit

scored

Ferguson, the Colby

moundsman, singled and scored on
l.ovett's second circuit clout in acwhich went into right field.
The Bowdoin fielders navf Leech almost faultless support in the remaining innings of the game, and as the
Polar Bear hurler held the Mules to
but a few scattered hits, the Colby ofcession

STATE SKRIKS STANDING

W

L

AVE

Coffey

3

2

.mo

Bates
How do

1

Maine

>

>

•>

.ti00

t

.400
.400

3

picture are the

no one were within miles
of the pictures show,

fensive

Some

came

to an abrupt halt.

Bowdoin threatened in the fourth,
and managed to -core one run. Chalmers not on first by an error, advanced on Lincoln'.-, simile, ami came
across the plate when Crimmins drove
out a smashing .-ingle to left. Fergufilming them in flight.
"ii mastered the situation, however,
along although hampered bv 6-4* 6-4.
Captain
Knight
himself is one of by fanning the n«'.\t two batters.
an injury. Jones, of Maine, is favored
Ramsay 1! dc ited Wvckolf (A), the finest English lecturers. He has
In the sixth Crimmins was walked
as the winner of this event and of
the ln-V<;-i.
a keen sense of humor, and never and went to second on a sacrifice.
lows, while Scott should place again
allows his entertainment to lag for Ricker k< t his second hit of the game
Doubles
in the latter.
moment.
a
He
has
cleverly
succeeded
and
Crimmins .-cored. Chalmers drew
Bowditch and Hayes (A) defeated
The mile looks pretty much all
combining his various photographs in- a walk in the seventh, advanced to
Soley and Barker (B), 6-2. 6-1.
Maine.
The Pale Blue has several
Richardson and Hicks (A) defeated to a running story of his own ad- third on a sacrifice, and scored on an
outstanding distance men with Amd. .'-Atnawi Short
ventures and mishaps while making infield error.
'Ji\. 6- L. K-M.
(Continued on Pasre 3)
the picture, so that the lecture and
in tii» ninm wan im- -i >,• m..
Continued un Pape 3)
the picture harmonize perfectly. One '"ur all. Whittier led off with a double.
London critic said it was well worth Chalmers was hit by a .pitched ball.
a six hour journey in a cattle truck Tin mpson drew a walk.
Crimminto see it,
and to those that know canie to bat and met one of Brown's
how comfortable cattle trucks are. assorted otft rings for a single. Whittier and Chalmers came home with the
this is high praise indeed.
Continued on TtLge 3)
After the lecture, Captain Knight
will appear on the stage with one of
his trained birds and
will
give
a
IS
Final Addresses Are Given
Miss Sarah
demonstration of his methods.
Dean Roscoe Pound, George
Captain Knight arrived today in
Kirchwey
Brunswick to do some work with
and Arthur Garfield Hays
Professor Gross on filming American
Eagles.
These pictures he hopes to Bleasinu Concert by Portland Man
Takes the Place of Sunday Chapel
take back to England with him for
Tne on 'y woman to appear before
display.
He will also work
i

(

slow motion, the birds in flight,
with the slow flapping of their gigantic, wings.
These pictures Mr.
Knight was able to obtain only by
training young eagles as falcons and
in

>

i

I

f

FOURTH BOWDOIN INSTITUTE
DRAWS TO SUCCESSFUL END
By

—

I

ORGAN RECITAL
GIVEN BY BRINKLER

Wambaugh,

W.

I

in

B ° w<l°i"

the

College
Institute
of
Sciences
was Miss Sarah
Wambaugh, recent adviser to the
Peruvian Government for the Tacna-

Arica Plebiscite, who spoke Tuesday
May 7, on the subject "The
Treatment of Racial Minorities."
Miss Wambaugh, whose appearance
was made possible through the generosity of the Society" of
Bowdoin
*
Women, spoke in part as follows:
evening,

Where

F^urope, for the

most

part,

has tried assimilation of racial minorities through persecution and force,
forbidding
them their own language and religion, and attempting
to cripple them economically, we have
depended on tolerance of language
and religion, good wages, and the
public school.

Even

New

in

Mexico

I

Dean Roscoe Pound

i

j

|

cannot credit our better method
racial minorities wholly to
enlightenment. We have had advantages over European countries in na
old scores to settle, great open spaces,
scarcity of labor, opportunity for all,
our federal system, and no irredentist movement in either Mexico or
Canada, although both think w;e have
P ar* ft their territory
But the fact
remains that we have not tried to
force the issue.
Canada, too, has
relied on tolerance and protection of
the French Canadians in both religion
and language. Both countries have
had their reward. There is no question
of
the
loyalty
of
French
Canadians to Canada. while her.
,nsn Germans, Italians, Mexicans
P°l e -S Portugese and the rest where
is tne *roup among us not
ardently
Americ an, the children not eager to
ado P t our language and our ways?
That tne s P irit of intolerance is not
wholly foreign to us may be se-n,
for instance, from our last Presidential election; the
Klu Klux Klan:
Senator Heflin's tirades. So far', however, we have most fortunately managed to continue, in the main, along
the path of tolerance, and so have
escaped the worst of Europe's troub.

,,

,

,

method of perseeu-

shown

us.

War

has just

The ingenious efforts of
stamp out the French

Prussia to
an K uage and spirit in Alsace-Lorraine, the Danish in Schleswig, the
Polish in her Polish provinces in the
east, made her loss of all those areas

measures of

oppression
in
Upper
highly improbable that
lost the richest
part of that province to Poland in
the plebiscite there in 1921.
For centuries before the
World
War there had been an effort in Europe
to
substitute
protection
of
minorities
for
persecution.
The
treaties made for this purpose, how
ever, covered only a few of the many
millions of minorities and no inter
national mechanism had been set up
to consider grievances and to see that
the treaties were observed. It is not
strange that perhaps the chief cause
of the World War should have been
the minorities in Central Europe.
Three things should be said for th"
recent Paris treaties. The Europe o
today contains far less minorities un
Silesia

I

'

..

tria-Hungary the World

is

it

Germany would have

—

costly the

Germany and Aus-

more certain.
Proscription of their language, exclusion from public employment, expulsion, confiscations, suppression of
newspapers, restrictions on building,
trials for treason, all merely increased
the hatred for their alien masters.
Had it not been for the various

.

^u
How

tion has been to

l

I

•

I

J

i

,

l

Symphony.
'Mr. Brinkler
organist.

He

is

is

a well known Main^
choir master at St.

Luke's Cathedral, having charge of
the new organ recently installed there.
This organ was dedicated during the
meeting of the American Guild of
Organists held in Portland last winTENNIS TEAM COMPETING IN
ter.
Mr. Brinkler is also conductor of
I.YTKRt OLLKGIATFS AT COLBY the
Portland Men's Singing Club, a
very active musical organization. He
holds the position of conductor of the
Fiv members of the varsity tenni
team ire at Waterville participating Portland Polyphonic Society which rein th>
annual Maine lntercollegiates cently gave a concert at the college,
which take place this week at Colby. made up of both choral
and
solo
fhe draw took place Monday morning, 1 numbers. During the illness of Pro
a,l<1 t,1e "U'tches were begun that affeasor Wass, Mr. Brinkler has been
torttoon. Playing continued yesterday,! carrying on the music classes at Bowan<J ^ was planned to finish the cot
doin and has also assisted with the
test today.
Glee Club at various times. He is a
The Bowdoin representatives for the fellow of the American Guild of Orsinples were Soley, Parker, Abbott ganists.
and Jen-en. In the doubles Soley and
The program last Sunday was
Parker were paired, and also Jensen made up of the following numbers:
and Altenburg.
Overture Triumphal..
FerraU
One entrant from each of the three Largo (New World Symphony)
colleges participating, Bowdoin, Colby
"Dvorak
and Bates— is seeded each year. This| F est Hymnus
piu'ni
year Abbott, who last year was run- Evening Shadows and Berceuse
ner-up, is the seeded player from
de Launey
Bowdoin.
Song of Gratitude
Cole
Minuet
Clewel!
Oh! The Lilting Springtime StebbinToccata (Fifth Symphony) .. Widor
CALENDAR

.Connnued

m

r.«.

4)

;

I

I

We

Exercises

Instead of the usual chapel service
last Sunday, an organ
recital
was„
given on the Curtis organ by Mr.
Alfred Brinkler of Portland, ft was
'easily apparent how thorough a marter of the organ Mr. Brinkler is, and
the program was highly appreciated
by the audience.
The selection of
the pieces was
varied
well
and
balanced.
One of the most beautif u numbers was the transcription of
Dvorak's Largo from the New World
;

>

where we have a large minority, aequired by cession from a neighboring
country, our effort has not been Ui
blot out the Spanish
language but
rather to enable those who use it to
play as large a part as they will in
Ne% Mexican affairs. It is an interesting experience for the visitor to
the lower house of the legislature in
Santa Fe to hear speeches in both
languages, and to find an interpreter!
translating every English speech into
Spanish, and every Spanish speech
into English.
toward

co-

operation with
the
Bath Ornithological Class in this study. The class
has already constructed a blind overlooking an eagle's nest, where Cap
tain Knight can set up his photo
graphic apparatus to take pictures.
ine lecture is worth attending for
many reasons. It shows a truly great
picture, one which will undoubtedly
never be equalled for Its intimate
studies of nature; the lecturer has an
engaging personality and a knowledge of his subject SO thorough as to
enable him to make it fascinating,
particularly since it is his own masterpiece; and the picture itself is entertaining, for it is not merely sepa<:•
tudies but a continuous story of
an unusual experience.

Social

,

j

.

|

:

j

i

May 15
Baseball: Colby, here.
Golf: Worcester Tech, there.
May 16
Golf: Boston University, there.
May 17
Baseball: Maine there.
Golf: Tufts, there.
May 18
Track: State Meet, Waterville.
Golf: M. I. T., there.

PRESIDENT SILLS ANNOUNCES
BOARD OF PROCTORS TUESDA1
At the Tuesday morning chapel exercises President Sills announced the
names of the eight Juniors who will
serve as proctors during the coming
year.
The following m. n have been
chosen: William ('. Cole, Thomas M.
Chalmers, David P. Faxon, Ralph B.
Hirtle. James M. Barker, Harold I).
Rising, Gilmore W. Soule, and Hai
urv
B. Thaver.

May 20
Captain C. W. R. Knight Gives
Mayhew Lecture at Pastime Theatre on "The Filming of the Golden
Eagle."
Mav 22
Baseball: Colby, there.

!

The Class of l!i2<; is compiling a
second issue of the '2<'> Record, which
will contain al
available information
concerning the members

if

the class.

)
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Walsh** you can be sure of attaining that feeling
"There is no compromise with quality"

it :it

Another thing that, although probably a small matter, I should like to
mention is the umpiring at the recent
game with Maine. I fail to see how
any Bowdoin student could wit"hot under
ness that game and not
A REVIEW OF EDITORIAL
the collar" when he left the stands.
Most of the Maine newspapers of the
Communicatiqns have been called following day carried comments on
for. Also ideas for possible editorials. the manner in which that game was
Contributions to the Editorial Shav- handled and some of these were- not
mild.
But what did the Orient have
ings, Sportsmen's Pen, and the Bow
It hardly noted the terrible
doin Column were asked. Widespread to say?
student body and faculty support has job done by these officials— a job so
terrible that it robbed Bowdoin of
been solicited.
(The support has been forthcoming, the game.
What will support the ball team if
but we can use more. Don't be bashful in expressing your ideas in the the Orient, our own college paper reBowdoin has a good
fuses to do so ?
Orient.)
*
*
•
team this year one of the best they
The present system of assigning have had in years. The players and
rooms in the dormitories should be coach have worked hard and it is
canimproved.
It was suggested that a surely deplorable that the Orient
give the team
list of those who wish to keen their not appreciate this and
rooms be made, and if there were not proper backing. To say that a Bowenough rooms, to decide by lot wh> doin team played poorly when it held
should stay.
Another dormitory is Amherst, a team that has taken over
Harvard, Princeton, Dartmouth and
needed.
hasn't lost this year, is surely not
backing the team. Let it be rememIf an organization
lacks
support
bered that Bowdoin was fighting all
and interest it should cease to exist,
the time for that game and if a few
and not hang on artificially.
of the breaks had been with them in*
*
*
stead of against them the Bears might
The Institutes should be continue 1. have won. Remember also that that
Make definite plans now.
was the closest game the Jeffmen
have played this season. A good
Hour exams should not be given way for the Orient to show proper
during the Institute.
spirit would be to give credit where it

Contributing Editors

Bey

you get

if

•::<>

Institute, that of Social Sciences,

came

to

a close last Friday night. It has been a great success, rivaling
even the Institute of Modern Literature, and we wish to commend
the committee for its efficient work. It is not too early to think of

the 1931 Institute now. The Social Science announcement stated
that there wore no definite plans, but it was expected that the
series would continue with the second Institute of Literature in
1931. We wish that definite plans be made now, so that the work
of procuring speakers can be begun early enough to ensure obtaining some of the best representatives. But first of all we would like

*

of WuIbI)

teresting to read than some of the
psychological blah
has
that
been
printed so far in this column.
For
instance Bowdoin pulled off a fast
double play in the Maine game which
wasn't even printed in the box score.
Probably the reporter didn't knowthere was one till he read it in the
Boston Post the next day. Another
good play that went unnoticed in this
game, was when Dwyer with a man
on first and third, threw to second

*

is

*

given.
More students
reading period than waste
*

*

use

tlv

it.

*

German 3-4 is a parallel course to
German 5-<>. Why doesn't it count
towards a literature requirement?
*

*

*

An assistant coach in baseball is
needed. The second team should be
developed.
*

Improvements

*

;

possible

man on

making no attempt

cutoff
third

|

"A tremendously
native,

H. P. R.

impressive book,

unstudied drama of

full

of truth., boncsty and a

own."— W.

its

WOODWARD.

K.

\. Y. Herald Tribune.

"Mr. Hays' introduction
.

.

.

is

masterly."— HARRY

"The studies present
evils in our social

a

a

new declaration

HANSEN,

of independence

X. V. World.

calm and expert indictment of grav.

and legal structure, a challenge

t>>

complacent

stoganeers rf liberty, and an invaluable source book
future historian of our day."

Published

reporters write their own stories infrom
stead of relying on
articles
prejudiced home town newspapers.
An excellent way to improve the
Sportsman's Column would be, include
a few sidelights on thegame, commenting on good plays, a standing of the
A little personal
State series, etc.
comment surely won't do the team
anv harm and will be much more in-

by

On

— LEON"

HORACE LIVERIGHT
sale at F.

W.

WHIPPLE, The

for

tin-

Survey.

—

S2.:.()

—

Fourth

Edition

CHANDLER & SON

USE HOME-STUDY COURSES
TO HASTEN GRADUATION
Choose from 450 credit yielding courses in the Social Sciences, the Languages,
theNatural Sciences, Mathematics. Education and'Theological subjects.
Turn spare time to account. For detailed circular addresa

Cfje ?Untuersutj> of Cfjicago
Thit

smoke

filter

Box S, Chicago, Illinois
Univtrmity ham been teaching by corrctpondence for 37 yamrm

present power

should be installed in the

one.
*

*

*

The students should show a little
Disturbances
reverence in Chapel.
are out of place, even if the heat
»
cannot be regulated.
*

A

Tennis Coach
The tennis team returned to college last week from a very disastrous trip.
Four matches were played and all lost by larsre
scores: One nine to nothing, and three eight to one. It is obvious
that something is vitally wrong with the Bowdoin tennis organiPerhaps the trouble is in the lack of organization. Unzation.

A
(It

call

*

*

for a columnist

was made.

was answered.)
*

*

»

Parallel views on interclass warfare will henceforth be given in the
Orient.
»

*

*

Memorial Hall is an eyesore and
questionably, as in the case of baseball, the lateness of the Maine unsuitable for its original purposes. A
spring has a jpraai deal to do with the team's lack of success. But new assembly hall is needed. Also
a "little theatre". The new hall could
we feel that the employment of a tennis coach and a definite sys- be used for both, or both could be in
tem of ranking and challenging would help this branch of Bowdoin the new building. (The action called for
rests largely with the benevolence of

athletics.
At present matches among the members of the squad
are arranged for in a very slipshod manner. There is no definite
No one knows who ranks what and
tiiue allotted for challenging.
there is no one to decide the ranking. The team is picked in an arbitrary fashion and becomes more or less a monopoly for those on it.
If another man wishes to try for a place he has to hound the number six man for a match. The number six man may have hour ex-

some

outside
pocket
book.
The
foundation of a fund for the erection
of a new building should be made.)
*

*

*

The record of Bowdoin baseball
teams in out of state games is deplorable and compares unfavorably
with football.
The lateness of the
Maine spring makes preseason training incomplete. Let's pray for early

or a headache; the match is indefinitely postponed. The chal- springs in the future (Ha, Ha!).
(The situation might be helped by
lenger may have to wait days before he can play him, and it is not
having the New England trip come
diffi-

ams

at all certain that

number

six

man

is

cult to get the best players in college

number

six.

on the team.

Thus it is
The team may

later in the season.

such

an

extensive

Atso,

series

why have
with

the

they were constantly, defending their Maine colleges? A few outside games
thrown in near the end of the year
positions, they would be in better trim for the matches, and a sec- would
make a better balanced
ond team would be gaining in experience and improvement. A schedule.
coach, besides giving valuable instruction, could soon determine
Communication
who constituted the first ten, arrange for a series of round robin
be the best

we

have, but

if

tournaments among them, make his best doubles combinations,
To the Editor of the Orient:
and know what was the best team to put on the courts. In the past
I should like to make a few comfew years the importance of tennis has increased throughout the ments concerning the article in the
Orient about the New England trip
country, but it has never amounted to much at Bowdoin. We feel of the baseball team. It is to
be preit

sumed that whoever wrote the

deserves a coach.

Another innovation starts with this issue. In order to keep
some of the important questions brought up in editorials during
the year before the student body, we plan to publish a brief review of these ideas every four or five issues. In the past many
good suggestions have been made in these columns and then speedily forgotten.

The

The only way to
keep hammering for

fault has largely been ours.

gain the attention of those in charge is to
action.
A review of editorial comment from time to time in the
course of the year will serve this purpose without becoming

monotonous.

The Columnists Answer the Call

We

Many

article

dealing with
the
baseball
games
knew a little something about his
subject
but judging from the writeup, the author doesn't know whether
a base hit is breakfast food or something to use for dandruff.
There are several things I should
like to mention. In the first place I
beg to inform the reporter that in
reading a box
score,
the
column
headed A refers to assists made during the game, and the column headed
E refers to errors. Anybody with a
little common sense
would realize
that there could hardly be twentyseven errors in a three to two ball
game, neither could it be very poorly
pitched, since,
there
were
only
thirteen hits allowed both teams.
As you may have gathered I am referring to the Amherst game. Wouldn't
it have been just as easy to have said
that the team played good baseball
and deserved to win as to put in all
this bunk about fourteen errors, poor
pitching and speak of it as a very
loosely played game ? Such an article
would have given a more correct report of the game.

—

Editorial Review

are pleased to note that the call for the columnist made in
The column begins' in this
last week's issue has been answered.
number under the title of "Mustard and Cress." Bertram, the
conductor, is eager to make a go of the thing, and we hope you'll
give him plenty of support. Remember that the column is to be
"good, senseless, moronic, and completely absurd."

'

kinds are needed

One man

supervises the construction of
a new telephone line, a second is responsible

on that

for efficient service

ceives an idea for

how

the public

Each

its

third con-

line, a

greater scope

and shows

reliable,

furthering

phone service to every corner of the
Bell invented the telephone; Vail

a servant of every-day

tele-

it

Today, the widely

essential.

still

What is more,

an

uniform and economical

life.

nation.

made

different types of ability represented by those

two men are

to use the service.

important side
of the many-sided business of rendering
is

as the Bell

System develops

complexitv, opportunities for interesting
life-work become constant! v more varied.
in

BELL SYSTEM
%A nstien-teidt

tfStttk\ *f

He

man's Column.

house should not be made unless they
can be incorporated into the new one.
which is to be built in five years. A

new

wa-*

to
allowed the throw
Whittier who tagged out the runner.
This is smart baseball and certainly
deserves mention. Such plays would
make good material for the Sports-

*

in the

throw

score.
to
thru
to go

BY ARTHUR GARFIELD HAYS

Why

be

pitcher for a
>aw that the

due.

The Chapel wall at the back of the
to question the advisability of repeating the subjects of the InstiWhat will the Alumni think when
Undoubtedly it will be best to come to this %alcony needs repainting. Also the they read that a Bowdoin team mad''
tutes at this time.
Chapel doors. How about it ?
fourteen errors in one game, when
now?"
seems
to
be
put
of
out
the picture
eventually, but "why not
if the truth was known they made only
The exam period should be made one, and that should have been
by two additional subjects which would be very welcome.
They naturally
longer. (It is obvious that the bunch- recorded as a hit.
not the Institute of Music for 1931? This seems to us to have ing of exams for individuals is. not assume everything the Orient prints
With eleven or twelve intentional and cannot be remedied is authentic. What will they think ot'
unlimited possibilities in presentation.
coach? The Alumni body is quick
evenings available, lectures and representative" concerts could be without a longer period. Even" tlvn the
some one is sure to have exams to condemn and he is trie man that
given which would greatly stimulate the musical interests of the bunched. You cannot satisfy every gets the blame for the whole thing.
We
might suggest that the Orient
College. Such an Institute would constitute a very successful sup- one.) A longer reading period should

plement to the courses in music, as the Institute of Art did for that
department in 1927. We believe that there is a field here which
should be included in the Bowdoin biennial series of lectures before second Institutes are begun.
The other subject which might well be dealt with before repeating the list is Science. An Institute of Natural Sciences would
be a very valuable addition to the Science Department. The work
of a visiting professor, like Prof. Norris, has done much to improve this department. Perhaps before such an Institute is held,
the place of science in a liberal arts college like Bowdoin will have
been settled. But even if there is no change from the present
policy an Institute of Science would be of very great value to the
College, and. with music and the subjects given so far, would complete a list which might well be repeated: Modern History, Modern
Literature, Art, Social Sciences, Music, and Natural Sciences.

first.

LET FREEDOM RING

—

-

the man coming down from
Thompson coming up behind the

to nail

intir-conntcttng ttliphtnti

"OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN

—
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State Meet

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
NEW LOT OF BOWDOIN BOOK-ENDS
The

$8.50 Size

Now

(ContinvKK) frtim

Baseball

raw

(Continued from Page
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midable records, each several seconds winning runs
The sct>re:
better than Merrick's best time of;
4.36. However, Herrick nas two more Bowdoin
years in which to become a State Kicker, If

ab

j

$5.50 in

Copper

THREE

Stiles, cf

\

OMEGA BANNERS
Papers

Hi»\

F.

HALF-SKINS

and

at 7">c

in

Stock and

4

&

Try

I'hompson, 2b
10.0!>.
Bowdoin is weak in trie pole vault Crimmins, 3b
and is not expected to score. Beckler Crowther, c
Leech,
p
of Maine seems to be the leader here,

2

MONDAY, MAY

with Dill of Bates fairly well up.
O'Connor of Maine is the overwhelming choice for first in the high
jump. Stanwood's best jump of 5 ft.
3-4 in. is good, but his bad ankle
i)
will handicap him seriously. Gil Soule

20th

tying

Continued from Taite

Wooley

ner's height of

for
11

new University
i

third.
feci, !•

of

1)

The

was 168

winner's distance
win- quarter inch.

feet,

one

inches set

POINT
Event

Run

Mil.

':

440 vd. Dash
Mile Run
Chandler of New Hampshire won 220 yd. Low Hurdles
the discus throw, scaling the plattei [8X0 vd. Run
121 feet, 7 inches for first honors, 220 yd. Dash
with Brown and Adams -lightly out- High Jump
done, leaving them
second and Pole Vault
in
third.
Shot Put
I'hil Chapman broke the old field Running Broad Jump
record for the hammer throw with a Discus Throw
heave of 136 feet, 2 inches, slightly Hammer Throw
less than his mark in the Tufts meet. Javelin Throw
Thayer got second place, leaving
Brown of New Hampshire in third.
Totals
places.

N

Bowdoin

120 yc
High Hurdles
100 yd. Dash

;
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Place your order now
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Rental Price
Sale Price

1

2

1

4
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Thornton,

Caps and Gowns For Sale or Rental
14

2

vf^V' M

'

6

.
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from our

.

stock just received

1

Kedderiejr,

c
4
has done 22 feet, 5 inches, and Gil
Ferguson, p ...... 2
Soule is next for the White with 21 ft
•>
Brown, p
1
in. Knowlton of Bates has turned in
22 feet 11 1-2 inches, this year, with
Totals
.31
4
11
a
Robinson of Colby doing 22 feet 11-4; Bowd
owdoin
10 10 1 1 2—6
inches in the B. C. meet. O'Connor Colby ........ 2
2
jumped 21 feet 11 inches in a recent
Two base hit, Whittier. Three *base
contest.
hit, Ricker.
Home runs, Lovett 2.
Bowdoin is weak in the discus. Stolon base, Crimmins. Sacrifices,
Olsen, a sophomore, is the best hope Deetjen 2, Roberts, Whittier, Lincoln,
with a present record of 11!» feet. Crowther.
Double plays, Leech to
Go well of Maine has heaved the Thompson to Lincoln,' Tierney to Klurlatter 143 feet, while Houle of Bate
sick to Niziolek.
Left on bases, Colby
has a mark of 132, and Christenson of 4, Bowdoin 13.
Bases on balls, ott
Colby threw 121> feet 10 inches, Sat- Leech 1, off Ferguson 4, off Brown 2.
urday.
Struck out, by Leech 6, by Ferguson 5,
'Rip' Black of Maine, the New Eng- by Brown 2. Hits, off Leech 7 in
inland and National Champion in th< nings, off Brown 2 in 3 innings, off
hammer throw should win that event Ferguson 5 in 6 innings. Hit by pitchby
easily.
Ferguson (Crimmins), by
Phil Chapman, and Thayer, er,
both Juniors, have excellent chances Brown (Chalmers i. Wild pitch, FerWinning pitcher, Leech. Losin this event, having shown remark- guson.
ing pitcher, Brown.
Umpires, Breen
able gains in performance.
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o
5

4
4

3

6
5
6

4

I

Murphy.

arid

Time, ,2. 15.

5

Captain Dick Brown's work
shot put seems to be the best

1

8

state so far.

4

5

3

6
sa

Bowdoin ball club was defeated*] was safe at first.
Ricker
regarded as capable of
12-10, by the Bates nine at Brunswick Stiles
offerin-.
Giroux
met a
placing in the javelin throw.
and
woods,
Coach Magee plans to have the last Saturday in a game which was laced it into the
featured by repeated fluctuations he- three Bowdoin runs crossed the plate.
team in top fighting shape by Sat- twees good
and bad baseball. The
seventh Lincoln was walked
urday.
While the Bowdoin strength game was anybody's until the last man In the
with one gone. Thompson was safe
is far below
standard at present, was out in the final frame, for both
on a fielder's choice. Crimmins sinowing largely to warnings, with the teams scored practically
wifl gled bringing Lincoln home.
at
Ricker
men ineligible good for many points throughout the contest.
drove in Thompson with a lift to right
in the meet, the team is young, and
In the opening inning Bowdoin '•enter.
with a sound building program Mage
started auspiciously by scoring two
Bates' last four runs came in the
looks for a strong outfit in the future. runs.
Ricker, first up. drew a walk. seventh arid eighth' innings. Gilman
The performance of many of the Stiles grounded to third, and was singled. Flaherty was safe on an inSophomores and Freshmen has been thrown out at first. Ricker scored field * hit when neither Lincoln nor
encouraging this year, and with care- when Whittier singled. Dwyer flied
Shute handled his slow grounder. A
ful handling Bowdoin should be back "lit to left.
Lincoln was given his similar misplay occurred to the benein her old place before very long. ticket and went down to first. Thompfit
of Pooler. Flaherty was forced
Up until last year Bowdoin was un- son got a single, and Whittier crossed home when Shute hit Luce. A long
defeated in the State meet for nine the plate.
Rose fanned and retired
fly to center scored the other runners.
seasons, and Jack is looking ahead the side.
PI age r scored Bates' final run when
Prompted by motives of revenge, the
to the day when he will have a strong
he came home on a single.
Bates aggregation crossed the plate
enough team to lead again.
The score:
with no less than seven runs in the Bates
ab r on po

3
4

Murphy

in the

!

Bates

in the

5

5
4

4
5

8

1

8

1

58 1

had

girl

But after we were man and wife,
I
found she hail no golden rocks,
also found that money's not
The only thing that talks— and

talks—

L 'envoi
The message that my singing cries
To him who plans to hymenize;
Don't wed for Gold, it is not wise.
,-'31

singled.

Have you a

(

home?

fairy in your
A. R. are going to Wash.

I).

line

:

i

I
was sure the
money.

I

j

8

for her branching family tree;

But

drew a walk. Crimmins hit a slow
grounder down the third base line and

Game

The

is

Nor

Flaherty looked for a pitch to his liking, and drove it into the bushes for
a circuit clout.
Not to be outdone, Bowdoin scored
three runs in her half of the inning.
Leech singled to right. Ricker sacriWhittier
Stiles drew a walk.
ficed.
hit safely, and a run came home.
Dwyer singled to left center, and
rally
the
Here
crossed
plate.
the
Stiles
halted, for the next batter struck out.
and Thompson grounded to third.
The Polar Bean continued their
scoring spree in the sixth. Chalmers

|

'.)

SUMMARY

ecord.

In the broad jump Soule again was
in first place, this time alone, with
a leap of 21 feet and <> inches. Wallace and Wooley took the other two

6

g

(

javelin

New Hampshire

o

j

throw went to Geof
frion and Stewart of New Hampshire,
with Murphy of Bowdoin third. The

|

1

1

1

:;

;,h

Roberts, cf
Deetjen, 3b
Lovett, rf
Tierney, 2b

12

(I

:;

6

i

Bowdoin N. H. Track

3

Colby

possibly place.
The loss of Dan Johnson through
Freshman warnings robs Bowdojn of
sure points in the broad jump.
He

|

The

Total*

may

REMEMBER THE COLLEGE SPA
-

4

|

Our Expense, on

at

1

1

1

Cliquot Club Sec
It

2

.

door record with a time of

Son

Have you sampled the

Famous

bh po

1

j

and $1.10

W. Chandler

1

4

Coach Magee looks to Whitcomb Whittier, ss
for a place in the two mile. Ben re- Chalmers, rf
cently broke the former Bowdoin in- Lincoln, lb
|

AIJ'HA T\l

r

."»

:

point-winner.

I)

little

— Head-

from Brunswick Record.

—o
Add the week's best similes
—closer than a seventeen inning
game." — Witwer
" —duller
than a Scotchman's razor

j

;

"

[

ball

in

blade."

— N.

Colliers.

Y. play critic.

j

Floating University
For Men and Women

Tennis

I

is

in

review by President

batter up fanned. The
second singled. Then followed a triple.
An error placed Turner on first, and
Cole was safe on a wild throw. The
next batter walked. Gilman was safe

fifth.

Sills

of a

new anthology, "From Confucius to
Mencken" edited by F. H. Pritchard,
made its appearance in the Boston

Europe

The World Ho Laboratory

Herald last week.

en

The

an

first

error,

and

Marston

scored.

|

Caseadden,
Tupter, 2b

6

2

Chase

1

1

6-0, 6-1.

c

Rose, rf

is

Chalmers, rf
Crimmins, 3b

13
1
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bh po

3
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1
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5
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3
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.0

10

Wigglesworth (T) defeated Parker

1

1

o

l

it

4

(B), 6-0, 6-4.

Dame

defeated

(T)

Abbott

(ID,

6-3, 6-2.

Fener (T)

o
8

Studley

0-

6-:;,

defeated

(T)

Jensen

(B),

Short

<B),

defeated

5-7, 6-1.

Ramsay

Searles (T) defeated
12
in

(ID.

6-2, 6-1.

Doubles
and Soley (ID

Caseadden, Stiles.
Gilman. Stolen bases,
hits,

Parker
Cleary and

Sacrifice hits, Gil-

7-.">,

Sacrifice fly,
Stiles.
Base on balls, off Giroux

defeated

Wigglesworth

(T),

1-6,

6-2.

Dame and

Ferrer (T) defeated AbCaseadden.
bott and Jensen
ID. 7-5, 6-1.
7, oir Souther 3. Struck out. by Giroux
Searles and Studley (Tl defeated
12, by Souther 2. by Shute 1. Double
Ramsay
and Short (ID, 6-1. 6-2.
plays. Giroux to Plager, Pooler unasWild
sisted, Whittier to Thompson.
Hit by
Balk, Giroux.
pitch, Shute.
pitched ball, by Giroux (Chalmers), by
Um2.33.
Time,
(Cole,
Luce).
Shute
pires, McDonaugh and Gibson.
(

CUMBERLAND
Friday

choicest tobaccos grown.

tobaccos has never been equaled.

Camels are mild and mellow.
tire the taste.

They leave no cigaretty after-taste.
that

is

May

-

17th

Mustard and (ress

5 Acts Vaudeville

SMILING THE BOY FELL DEAD
boom:

JOY STREET

.

.

Now children, if you'll all gather
around the well curb we'll commence
spring training. (Do you catch on?)
This colyum is to be edited by Bertram Pimpernel, and he invites contributions on any and all subjects,
provided they're absolutely unavaii
able to any other paper or any other
part of this, paper.

If

the Screen

-

with

NICK STUART

-

also

Paramount News
Saturday

May

-

18th

you see any

THE CIRCUS KID

funs punning ... no, puns funning
around, send 'em in, and we'll either
print 'em or file 'em in the basket.
You don't have to sign 'em if you
dawanna, and you won't get anything
back.
If you catch any clever typoerrors in the Brunswick Record, Ban
gor Commercial, etc., clip 'em and
send 'em, and you'll neither be rewarded nor punished. Pomes are
solicited, with the exception of those
erupting from Quill addicts. (We don't
wapt this colyum t& be too funny.)
use
anything but
In short, we'll
Blottos and household hints. Students,
alumni, faculty, neighbors, and members of the governor's council are

-

-

also

Comedy

Cartoon

Monday -Tuesday

-

May

20-21

RAMON NOVARRO
in

THE PAGAN
also

Comedy

Paramount News

Wednesday-Thursday

TWINS?

-

May

22-23

LON CHANEY
in

—

WHERE EAST

H HUH
marry her for
I

love,
did not
Nor for 'her disposition sunny,

with

JOE BROWN

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Griffin of
South Harpswell are both confined
and under the doctor's care. Item >n
the Brunswick Record.
I

On

MORAN

LOIS

especially invited to attend. Address
your mail to Bertram care of th.;
Orient, and he does the rest.

''•fc^

May

-

Solev <B>, 6-0,

6-4.

4

run,
Ricker. Whittier.

The Camel blend of Domestic and Turkish

a delightful fragrance

T.

I.

Geary (T) defeated

..001070310
2000 3 3 2

Home

CAMELS ARE THE BETTER CIGARETTE

have

M.

;

Singles

1

-

Camels

vs

o

man, Kennison,

.

pleasing to everyone.

<W),

•>

4

for Leech in 5th.

Bowdoin ....
Three base

MEL
CIGARETTES
They do not

(B),

Nye

defeated

3

"»

10
1

(ID

6-4.

6-2. 6-3.

Bates

Camels are made of the

(B),

Short

Doubles

Totals
36 10 7 27 16
\ Batted for Souther in -">th.

WHY

defeated

Wolfe and Chase (Wj defeated
Soley and Barker (ID. 6-0, 6-0.
Sewall and Shoatf (W) defeated
Jensen and Short (ID, 6-3, 6-0.
Groell and Shaw (W) defeated Abbott and Ramsay (ID, 6-2. 6-:;.

6ft

1

Souther, p
Leech x
Kleibacker, xx
Shute, p

what counts

1

1

Ramsay
<;-".

12 U> 2 7

li

,

smoking

&

ab

Whittier, si

in

1

1

Gilman

for

Lincoln, lb.

you get

1

5
4

Thompson, 2b

tne pleasure

(W>

Shoaff

4

S

If

Dwyer,

(W). defeated Parker (B),

(Wi defeated Abbott

6-0, 6-3.

41

xRan

9

6-4, 6-2.

1

Stiles, cf

and done v

Sewall

l

2

Gilman, If
Marston, x
Kennison, If

May

-

6-1.

it

1

6
3

Bowdoin

said

1

4

Ricker,

1920. HI Remold* Totwcoo
Company. Wtniion Stlra. N. C

I)

Stagiea
defeated Solev (ID. 6-0

Wolfe (W)

o

Plager, 3b

Totals

all's

::

Cole, ss

Giroux, p

After

2

4

rf

Flaherty, cf
Pooler, lb
Luce, c

©

f'ajee

WILLIAMS

vs.

'<

catalog.

now

BOWDOIN

;

A
University

urn

j

master's degrees. Address Graybar Bldg.,

1928

fi

Wyckoff ami Masoa (A) defeated
Abbott and Ramsay (B), 6-JS, 6-3, 6-2.

!

Travelling by land and sea around the
globe. Starting in October; eight months
of education, leading to bachelor's and

New York, for descriptive

<'.aaiu«*<J

»

I

Comedy
1

—

IS

EAST

Sportlight

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Home Made
-

I

Cream ; Candy

Ice

Full Line Apollo Chocolates

I

Buckley's

120-yard high hurdles

Men
Allan

Formerly Newman's

Hen ick
S3 3-5
Wingate

Two-mile run

i&em&ifa

889-yard run
220-yard da.-h

a n.zi."^."^.x^a^ar3ja^^!^.z,

High jump

(5

Institute

CO.

(Continue**!

from Face

Pok

vault

•

BANK

Maine

PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Ml SIC

an international body.
To safeguard the peace of Europe careful
guarantees were inserted in the
treaties
signed
the
Allied
by
Powers with
Poland,
Czechoslo-

Running broad jump

agreements at Geneva
guarantees have been extended

ft.

ft.

7 1-2 in.)

(3d to 11

White and Houle

(

(3d to 198

ft.

<

Knowlton

Soule
(22

ft.

(2<1
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ft.

(22

ft.
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(lift.

1 1

!»
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in.)

in.)

9 1-4

>
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Black
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1

1-2 in.)

60

Ashworth

8 in.)
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(
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6
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O'Connor
21
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Watch For Our Representative

must be noted that these records can

Pliable no accurate comparison of
various teams, owing to the different condimade. .Most of the Bates performances, es-

relative

PHIL BRISK

to the

lows:

TONDREAU

Albania,

Esthonia,
Danzig,
the
Aaland Islands, and in both the German and Polish parts of Upper
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competition
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j
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CITIZENS

LAUNDRY

setts went to their death with the
approval of the respectables after
before a judge wno the Lowell
Commission admitted was indiscreet
and who, during the trial, said to a
trial

these

lines of thought were in perhaps, characteristic of the engineer to get the best of crime, the enemy,
in
seventeenth-century in him that his principal emphasis by anticipating and preventing and
at the inception of our polity. was on the machine and its more curing it, and by no other way whatRationalism, the right of revolution, j efficient operation, but
here again soever."
so-called,
the
supremacy
of the indi- there was nothing new. Nothing else
CO.
leason, and non-conformity in was heard in the recent crime-wave
We carry the largest assortment of Silesia. The racial and religious vidua!
ARTHUR GARFIELD HAYS
.Ligion, were the Whig doctrines. Au- propaganda but the demand for more
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- minorities in all thes^> places are
tiioi itarianisra, passive obedience, the
On Friday, May 10, Arthur Garfield
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- guaranteed absolute
protection
for
drastic legislation and sterner lav
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all language, religion, property, and civil supremacy of the government, adher- enforcement and nothing but this has Ha >' s delivered the final address of
the series in the Institute of Social
kinds east of Portland.
and political rights, and are protected ence to tht established church, were resulted from the agitation. And th
the Tory doctrines.
The Whig doc- crime wave goes on. Here and there Sciences. Mr. Hays spoke on "Civil
against
discrimination
as
regards
Tel. M6—87 Maine St.— Tel. 137
trines came down to higher valuing of
in the tumult we hear the voice of Liberties."
public office and employment. They
the individual personality and conseGuarantees of liberty are written in
the sober, unterrified student (he has
may, at their own expense, have their quent referring of
all
to the instate
constitutions
lived through too many crime-waves the federal and
own schools in their own language, dividual reason and things
individual conto lose his head over the latest mani- and with smug and self-satisfied comand where they form a considerable BCJence and a free consociation
based
placency the American people go their
part of the community they shall have thereon.
The Tory doctrines came festation of a chronic disorder) urg wa r
Quality Printing
Yet if liberty is in the hearts
>
primary instruction in their own down to a higher valuing of organized ing the study, begging for an underTown Building
language in the state schools, and society, and consequent referring of standing of the mess (which -he is of the people the substance is sacrireceive a fair share of state and things to some authority behind the bold enough to call a problem).
But ficed under forms of law. People do
Brunswick! -:- -:- mains municipal
lip service to the ideal but deny the
funds for their own schools. social, organization.
American insti- no one listens to him. Only a few
.\
Moreover, the countries agree that tutions were founded in the Whig doc- Mays before the President's appear- practice. There is no such thing even
these stipulations constitute obliga- t lines. Hence
Latest CoIJege Styles in
menial bent of oui ance on the scene a great newspaper as free speech or assemblage to discuss
matters that are close to the
in
the
of
city
New
York
wound up
tions of international concern,
political ordei
cooperated with the
Bostonian and Florsheim be placed under the guaranteeandofshall
an hysterical editorial in these words: hearts of the people, that is, in times
the; ideas of the Puritan and tin mode
League of Nations, while questions thought of the pioneer to emphasize 'First give us security from the jungle of stress when unpopular minorities
$5 to $10
reason,
of law or fact may be taken to the individual
individual
con- code <>f tooth and claw, and then we wish to express themselves. Most
Also Tennis Shoes. Moccasins, Rubbers Permanent Court of International science, individual revolt against tra- shall have both leisure and the mind Americans don't know this because
scientific
Justice for opinions which, except in dition, individual free association, and to follow up a
study of most Americans have nothing to say.
The Whig crime and punishment*.
Meanwhile You can talk on any subject you
cases concerning Latvia and Esthonia, general non-conformity.
please in Tennessee except religion;
victory in the English Revolution of the crime wave goes on.
must be taken as binding.
Isn't it ju
HiKS, the political exigencies of the possible that the untroubled student in Massachusetts except birth control
How to secure the protection of American
Revolution of 177f>, the is right? That the only way to get or perhaps, the Sacco Vanzetti case
B.
minorities under these treaties and
democratic ideas of Jefferson's party security from the Jungie code is to ** a time when people are intensely
at the same time protect the governwhich was dominant in the first half
PCRE FOOD SHOP
» interested;
in California except the
ments from unwarranted complaints, of nineteetith-century America, com- make a scientific study Of crime and
Wholesale Retail
made not to effect redress but to bined to fix the vocabulary of these punishment.' And isn't it also pos- I-W.W.; in Pennsylvania, West Virsible— I speak now with bated breath K >a. and New Jersey except labor
574 Congress St.
Portland, Me. bring about a change of frontiers, is Whig ideas firmly in' our orthodox —that such a study may disclose the unionism in time of strike.
If you
one of the most important as well as political language. Rut economic deare
the minority and wish to exdelicate problems
with
which the velopment antl rise of an urban indus- fact that our present jungle code of
tooth and claw is the worst possible P ress vour views you land in jail,
i
League
has
to
deal.
The
people
of
the
trial society have led to new meanings
'Anything y'want Pressed?' new
method of dealing with the evil? That, kn P w 't because I have tried it and
states, composed largely of for- for much of this orthodox political
landed in jail. We have guarantees in
mer minorities, remember former op- language and to forgetting of much in fact, it aggravates it, instead of tne
Give it to
constitution
against
arrest
giving
withus security from it ?
Remempression and are under strong tempta- more of it.
Thus Henry Eord may
(Ut warrant and yet under the newtion to take vengeance. Petty offi- lecture the farmers, the old guard of ber, the crime wave goes on and,
popular Police Commisaccording to the editorial from which an<1 rather
»cials are especially apt to be over- American individualism, for not being ,
!
been
quoting,
is
,t
going
on «°ner m.New York hundreds are arzealous patriots. On the other hand, individualists and mav pronounce hi do the
rested
without warrant almost every
with
increasing
ferocity.
41lt
protection of the minorities implies a mas.-- methods individualism, without
the
that a crim na
"Meanwhile the student of the
duty of loyalty on their part to the evoking a smile anywhere. As Doolev
]
aJSS*
° tUal
haS n ° constltu
state.
With their former country, said, apropos of the decadence of problem has not been idle. All over
Under the notorious
unreconciled to its loss, merely over Greece, 'on account of fluctooations of the country, in the criminal courts, in »}', 7_ ii»i
.Mitchell
__'._.
t'almt
«;„
...,
!
wi„
....•v.
*u„
i„
n
,ii„.,i
»u„
,-„:i_
__j
:
,__
_
thousands
of
workers
the frontier, however loyal the mass rint an throuble with the landlord the jails and prisons, he is making were
on
one
night
in
1920
arrested
of the minority may actually be, it is it's not safe to presoom that the same that scientific study of crime and punand
With " Ut Warrant ' and this without
o»r
which
not easy for the new rulers to believe tinint always lives in the wan house.' ishment
c-Tricken
Words change their meanings as editors want to Dostoont till here Causin £ a ri PP le of P ublic excitement
it, and the organizations set up by
"
few years ago, in order to end the
Telephone 435-436
houses
their
tenants.
is not strange,] j s nothing left to study.
It
And in this Tong wars,
the minorities to protect their rights
Chinamen all over the
appear to the state, and often with with such background, that we have quest for understanding he has dis- country received
the same treatment.
*_ u. „,„_k,-_„ „.„~, »~ begun to accuse ourselves of being a covered or, rather, rediscovered and
cAmo reason,
r „., c „
some
to
oe working more to ,
i
™-i_
j i_
We have guarantees in the constitu
ha
d
rac- verified, significant
T. H.
J.
keep alive a feeling of discontent than
facts which make
teristic
American political virtues, all this fuss and fury seem curiously tion against excessive bail?*' and yet
to secure protection.
during the strike in Passaic, N. J.,
now seem fraught with danger to irrelevant. He tells us
again, this
INSURANCE
The fact that the procedure at American institutions as they are.
men were held in bail of ten, twent>,
Geneva has so far done more to pro- That James Wilson, one of the fram- time with the assurance of statistical or thirty thousand dollars for acts
P "<*• that ^ese creatures of the that at most amounted to disorderly
Town Building
Brunswick tect the states than the minorities has ers of the Constitution and one of the **&*'
J* **» «*eat Q* ttfl crime conduct, and this in an endeavor to
aroused much discontent among the first justices of the Supreme Court of
wave, are still incredibly young, eighty
minorities themselves
as
well
as the United States, preached the 'right
break a strike. We have guarantees
per cent of them under thirty, many
criticism by
other states
in
the of revolution' as a fundamental docin the constitution providing for jury
of
them
still in their teens; that th"
League. Several suggestions hav
trine of constitutional law, that Jeftrials, and yet every day, particularly
bandit
and
gangster
of
today
th
is
heen offered, the chief being resident ferson, who drew the Declaration of
ec
n
lth prohibition, men
^sprwl
otnu J uui W'lchincr
WdMUii£, in
uie League Commissioners to report im- Independence, argued that a constitu juvenile delinquent of yesterday, with '" C
LU thp
V° Yf
]
by
partially on the attitude of both sides tiop lost its binding force after nine- his wits shanked and his cSracter
1
1\u'?
in the community, the right of minori- teen years anil ought then to be re- hardened by the experiences ffwWch
Sfl
""partial
our
social
neglect
has
exposed
him
or
people,
submitted
to
the
sounds
ty groups to hearings directly before
JUdge ""* yet tW° men
Ma ^achuR. E.
the League Council, and a permanent startling to a generation of Americans to which our system of criminal justice
Minorities Commission like the Man- who must put the emphasis for a sea- has subjected him. As to the effect
AGF.NT
dates Commission. The minority ques- son on propositions that make for or- of this system, whose claws it is now
tion has been put on the agenda of the der rather than on those which make proposed to sharpen, let me quote
from a recent address of that great
WOOI.WORTH Bl II.DING
June Council meeting and will, no for free individual action.
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING doubt, occupy much of the debate at
IIBW YORK
"Our attitude toward human nature lawyer and citizen, George W. WickCO-EDUCATIONAL
the Assembly in September. It b in the social sciences must be the ersham, as reported in the same newsa pity "that" in this" 'question' which san e as the attitude toward external paper from which I have already
CASE SYSTEM
is now so under control that results
quoted.
'Lxperien
ence
has
sciences.
proved',
the
physical
It
must
he
nature
in
a frec ts world peace so deeply and on
THREE YEAR COURSE
be two-fold that of student and that says, 'that while to shut a man up
are far superior to*daylight except for which we have much from our experi
YEARS
Hut the role of student in prison for crime might deter others
ence to contribute, we shall have no of master.
extremely large groups.
One Year of College Work
comes first. If the conclusion about from law-breaking, so far as the imvoice.
Required
For Admission
difficult questions is that We do mediate offender
many
is
concerned,
th"
Webberls Studio
MORNING, AFTERNOON
not know or are not sure, these are chances are that by subjecting him
EVENING (LASSES
DEAN ROStOE POUND
not the only questions to which such to
prison
influences,
society
has
Write For Catalogue
Speaking at the Institute of Social answers must be given. The natural created a habitual offender and has
Morton's
Stand
Charles P. Davis, Registrar
Sciences last
Wednesday evening, sciences give that answer to some of saddled itself with a pensioner for
Dean Roscoe Pound of the Har- their most fundamental questions. In life'.
Room 2861
physical sciences scholars do not
Kaywoodie, li B, Milano vard Law School discussed "Th" the
' "No,
it has not been reserved for
Problem of an Ordered Society." hesitate to consider whether the an- the millennium to make a scientific
swers
realm
of
knoware in the
the
Dean Pound approached the matter
study of crime and punishment. That
Toilet Articles, AVaterman Pens
from an abstract point of view, ex- able. In the social sciences we may has been
under way ever since
plaining that, wherea B in tht 1 ith and have to admit that to some questions
published his epoch-making
M i wo i„tp answers.
»n«»»« Becama
. . .
ansoiuie
.
*.
y
.
18th centuries men hatl confidence in H1 r
g
moB
on ACnm
es and Punishment"
reason and in the l!»th hatl confidence! But there are practical answers, good
antl useful for time and place, ami lW*» aml today, while the heathen
in progress, there is today no dogToilet Articles - Shaving Preparations
ra
and
the
people
imagine
of
a
vain
all
eT«"
kinds
bandied effimatic conviction that change is neces- these must be sought by patient.
of
th<
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded sarily progress onward and upward. scientific ascertainment of facts antl thing, the punitive system
ciently and promptly at
He sees a decreased confidence in the bringing to bear Upon them of coher- criminal law is undergoing a silent
AGENCY FOR
the office of The Brunsprocess of revision in which the revirtue of pioneer versatility antl an ent, intelligent, objective thinking. In
wick Record.
increased doubt of conclusions reached short, we must apply to the under- tributive element grows less ami the
Chocolates
by deduction and based on idealization standing and mastery of internal na- deterrent motive is gradually yielding
Modern machinery and
of social and political conditions with ture the scientific method which has to the aim of reformation of trie ofcompetent
Workna n.
which we are familiar. Concluding, h? yielded mastery of external nature." fender. Our juvenile courts with a
jurisdiction running up to the age of
Estimates and samples
compares the social sciences to the
16 or 18 are, of course, leading in this
nhvsical sciences ami is willing to adcheerfully
furnished.
GEORGE W. KIRCH
movement but the older courts of
mit that there are questions involved
W. Kirchwey, eminent criminal
George
jurisdiction,
to which there may be no absolute anwith
their
antl
criminologist,
spoke psychiatric clinics and probation servswers, even though the scientific nrteth- lawyer
"t! of inquiry be employed in seeking Thursday evening, May !>, on "Crime
ice are following along. Despite an
and Punishment."' Mr. Kirchwey has occasional throw-back, such as the
the tlesired conclusion.
who cater to fraternity' trade
Dean Pound spoke in part as fol- made extensive studies of the criminal Baumes law and other drastic p?nal
situation and is a competent speaker legislation of the present decade, the
Brunswick Publishing
on the subject. A brief summary of process goes on. Instead of punishCo.
Brunswick
the lecture follows:
ment to fit the crime, which is sheer
"President Hoover in his impressive retribution, our courts are to an in"Quality Goods at a Fair Price"
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets
address on crime and law enforce- creasing tlegree adopting the wiser
For First Class Haircutting
ment delivered in New York the other policy of treatment adaptetl to the
Telephone Brunswick No. 3
has given new antl dramatic personality of the offender. The mora'
day
Johnson's Floor
Near Campus - First Shop Down Town
emphasis to an 'did story
We have it in our power
It
was, is plain.

minorities

Printing and Developing

;

j
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friend, "Did you see what I did to
those anarchist bastards?" We have
guarantees in the constitution against
unreasonable searches or seizures, and
yet in the holy name of prohibition
houses are entered and ransacked and
at times citizens are killed.
We are no longer the country of
the oppressed of other lands.
Restrictive immigration laws and a fear
of radicalism bar foreigners
somewhat in the thought that if the American people heard new views from
other lands they have so little faith
in their institutions that they would
seek to overturn them. Count Karolyi,
first
Democratic president of Hungary, is kept out of the United States.
Saklatvalla, a member of the British
parliament is not permitted to attend an inter-parliamentary congress
in this country.
Madame Kottantai,
first

kept

Russian ambassador to Mexico is
Perchance

out of America.
Bolsheviks,
be-whiskered

and bebombed, would arise from the ground
which her steps would tread. Time
this was
a country for

was when
political

we

Today

refugees.

we do

fear, fear, distrust of what America
stands for and disbelief in American
institutions!

The Declaration of Independence
has become unrespectable and radical.
Those who believe in it are black
listed by the D.A.R.
In common acceptation, it has become a Declaration
of Dependence
which should read
something like this, "AU men are
created wicked and are endowed by
their creator with certain limited
privileges.
Among these are the
right to live (if you don't drink),
to liberty (if you conform), and to

the pursuit of gloom.
To secure
these privileges governments are instituted among
men and deriving*
their just powers from the consent of
the Klu Klux Klan, the Anti-Saloon
Iieague, the anti-vice societies, and
every variety of busybody, meddler

and crank". There are tendencies in
the United States today that indicate
that
we are developing religion
through ignorance, morality through
law,
government
through
acquiescence, and hypocrisy through convention.
What this country ni>eds
more than anything else is a regener
ation of brave men who not only believe in, but who are not afraid of,
freedom.

!
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P RINTING

.

Whitman's

You

will finJ

the finest leathers and most
correct lines in
shoes.

John

Ward

A wide variety of lasts,

specially

selected

and de-

signed for college men's wear.

SHORT'S MARKET

WEY

—GROCERS—

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

;

Hardware

Wax

S0 ULE'S BARBER SHOP

Company

.-end

back to Italy anti-Kaci.-ts, many of
escaped with their lives, "arid
this because they came here
without a passport from the Mussolini
government. On their return they are
sent to prison and torture.
Fear,

whom

'

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

is

to

well dressed.
in.

strength of the
tion.-, under which they were
pecially, were made under unfavorable conditions. However, one can make a
few interesting observations from these figures, in trying to "dope" the
forthcoming State meet to be held at Watervilte Saturday, May 18.

tiie

tailored

Gowell

(158

4 in.)

Clothing which

custom

your individual measure, hns
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

Black
(2d to 42
*

1-4 in.)

1

(gRISK
a.)

Heckler
3 in.)

Robinson

.

1-2 in.)

11

1

s.)

Stymies

.">

"Noticed

But Never Noticeable
3-5

O'Connor

Twadelle

record

1-4 in.)

(21 ft. 6 in.)

ft,

IB.

(2d to 234-6

ft. 10 in.)

(132

Mo

to 2

Lunt

3 3-4 in.)

Always

s.

Mank

Christenson
129

s.)

Jones
(26 2-5
(2<1

Pollard
(40 ft. 3 in.)

ft. 4 in.)

Route
(132 ft.)
Xo record

I

ft.

i

Richardson

Jordan

Dill

s.)

*£#

s.

(9 m. 584-5

a.)

Giles
(2d to 22 1-5 s.)
Seekins
(2d to 6 ft.)

s.)

(11 ft.!) in.)

Cid to 39

7 in.

(51

s.)

SteinhofT
25 3-6 s.

(

2-5

:}2

Niles

;',-5

(2 m. \-n s.)

-

Adams
(23

Murphy

It

)

s.)

s.

MacN'aughton
(4 m.

s.)

Rivkin

11 1-5

Knowlton

Chapman
(136

throw

Javelin

vakia, Rumania, Austria, Hungary,
Bulgaria, Greece antl Turkey, and by

KODAKS

GIFTS

Hammer throw

s.

Chapman

(5

in.)

ft.

(16 2-5

BatsOB
(3d to 10 m. 90

is.)

Kilbourne
3d to 27 2-5

(2 m.

Brown
(2d to 121

million of them, are guaranteed far
greater rights than minorities have
ever before enjoyed; and the duty to
secure these rights has been given

later

8 in.)

ft.

(10 m. 23 2-5
<

Brown

Discus throw

30

)

1

(lift. 5

World

minorities,

to

Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

STUDENT

rule than before the

War; most of these

s.

(104-5 a,')
Jones

Hurlburt
(Si to 51

a.)

Whitten
s.)

Ell'ott
to 11 ft. 9 in.)

(3.1

I)

Shot put
tier alien

Adams
(2d to 51 2-5

Paster
m. 58 4-5 s.)
Norris
(2d to 22 2-5 s.»
Soule

(3d to

.-

)

Viles
Cadoo
s.)(2d to 4 m. 83 1-5 a.) (3d to 4 m. 41 4-5

4!t:?-5 a.)

Scott
2d to 26

(

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

X

Maine
Stymies

Giles
(10 a.)
Steinhoff
( 2d
to 16 s.

yds.
9 2-5 a.)
Kilbourne
2d to 15 2-5 s.

Whitcomb

220-yard low hurdles

Ma

of Brunswick,

(

Colby

-

(!>0

(2d to 10 m. 4 1-5

Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter.
'
Starr.ps Bought
Stetson gives personal attention
to order for antique goods of any kind

FIRST NATIONAL

Knox

(2d to

Representative

-

EATON HARDWARE

Bates

Norris
(10 2-5 s.)
Scott
(19 a.)

.

H. .Messer,

THE BRICK HOUSE
-

Bowdoin

(3d to 4 m.

ANTIQVITY SHOP
10 Spring St.

.

Mile run

440-yard da>h

'andy Shoppe

!

-<

100-yard dash

College

Light Lunches

119 Maine St.

ft
^~
i

Event

for

Each Week

Specials

Table Showing the Best Times and Distances Established by Athletes of the Maine
Colleges in Outdoor Meets This Year

Correct Apparel

^MEN'S

SHOES

HARMONS
C Maine Street
Krun.swirk, Me.
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GALA IVY BALL

IS

PALE BLUE OF MAINE ROMPS
TO EASY VICTORY SATURDAY

HELD

BOWDOIX MEX HELP
Fire at Prince's Point

Worst

in

Quar-

Century of Brunswick History
College Responds to Militia Call

the high wind a week ago
afternoon, had spread the
the slash at Prince's Point
into a
roaring furnace of Speeding flame, and
the
were
authorities
in
cnarge
practically unable to cope with the
situation, it was necessary to put in
the Militia call in order that the
lequisite number of men to fight th"
fire might be had.
The call was mainly one for th>
Xational Guard, but the greater part
of the Bowdoin Campus answered th"
call as well and commandeered everything and anything that Tiad possibilities of getting to the scene of action.
Within a half hour after the call had
gone through not less than 250 Bowdoin men were at the scene and in
the fight.
It was about four fifteen
when the fire was at its height. At
Prince's Point the fire was raging
in the slash of the Bath Box Company.
Howdoin students accompanied by
men from the town, went into action
in a section with a front about a mile
long. Starting at the edge of the road
the men fought the columns of flames
which were racing at high spr>ed with
the aid of a powerful wind. Branches,
shovels, and clubs were brought into
action, as the groups started Into
the woods.
After two hours of constant fighting under the most unfavorable circumstances, the fire was brought under control. At the top of the ridge
above the saw mill the flames were
lifted into the tops of trees and higi
into the air, but as the wind fell with
the setting of the sun the line formed
by students and firemen soon had the
blaze under control.

NO. 6

GYM

IN

in

Irom an ordinary wood blaze

highest store ever
a winning te;<m in this classic.
Hates gathered in 27 (Joints for
second place, with Howdoin holding
third with 17 1-3 points, and Colby
finishing last wirh it 1-3.
"Pat" French's broad juijp record
made in 1!)16, was broken three times
during the course of the -meet by
"O'Connor of Maine, but hi.-' mark of
±:\ Beet, 5-8 inch made in the -Trials will
Stand as the new record.
In the half rrqle Chapman'.of Hates
was clocked at one minute, << li seconds,
breaking Foster's, old mark fiy a fifth
of a second.
This is the lest time
thus far recorded in this evttit in the
Fast this year.
Nile.- of Main*' ran the Quarter in
„
4!' 4-."> seconds to equal the okl record,;
while his teammate Stymies! tied the,
220 n cord with a time of :;! 4--") seconds.
„
In the hundred, Knox of Mites won.l
with a time of 10 seconds, .vith Stymiest and White of Maine' 'finishing
81 1-3

points, the

made by

RICHARD

1>.

BROWN

•

Captain of Track

BOWDOIX DEBATERS
DEFEATED BY BATES

I

second and third.
Stymiest came up in the J2<>, winRing that event in 21 4-o seconds to
equal the record. Brown of Cylby took
second an<l Berensot) of Matno third..
Another record was equalled when!
Xiles of Maine won the quarter in
4!> 4-.". seconds, with Tolman of Maine
and Adams of Bates takiny second

Two to One
Team Victory

Decision
in

Gives

Latter

Interesting Contest

]

|

Friday, May the seventeenth, and
Memorial Hall saw the first debate between Bowdoin and Hates that has

I

1929.

THIS EVENING

"OPEN COLLARS" GIVEN Many
BY MASQUE AND GOWN

When

Monday

fire

Those who gathered :to witness the
State meet at Wsterville k>t Saturday saw two records fail andj two others equalled. The I'niversit) of Maine
easily took the meet with «b! score of

'

Informal Outings at Various Neighboring Resorts
Feature Yesterday's Program

\nnual Ivy Production Again is Big
Success Cumberland Theatre is

—

The long-planned-for Ivy House
Party, the greatest event of the social

Crowded Thursday Eve.iing

year at Howdoin, began Wednesday
will blaze to its climax with the
formal tonight in the Sargent Gymnasium,
Wednesday evening was one of higli
carnival on the campus
when th"
various fraternities held their formal
house dances. Many well-known orchestras were here to lend thejr allimportant aid in the colorful festiv
ities.
Happy throngs went from
house to bouse, stopping only a fewminutes to dance a little Oefore moving on to another place and another

and

"Open Collars," the Ivy play, was
presented last evening at 8.15 in the
Cumberland Theater by a cast of
eleven students.
The play, which
was given under the auspices of tn>
Masque and Gown, was coached by
Mr. Seymour Blankfort of the department of psychology.
The characters in the order of their
o
appearance' are:
Charlie Burroughs, Albert W. Tarbell
Steve Jeffries
H. Stanley McLellanGuthrie
unlock
Harrison M. Davis, Jr.
Tony, the janitor
.

.

M

A me Smith

Kdmund

Reggie Scott
;

;

i

I

;

j

orchestra.

Yesterday, the middle
day,
was
one of picnics and outings for most
of the houses.
The clans gathered
again in the evening at the Camberland to witness the presentation by
the Masque and Gown of the play
"Open Collars." After a most successful performance a goodly number

Harry It. Pollock, Jr.
Garth P. James

-

P.

Lord

Tom

James P. P.lunt
Hob
Olcott F. King
Harry
Atwood H. Bent
Mr. Burroughs
.John B. Myers, Jr.
Messenger boy
John A. Kicker, Jr.
The scene of all three acts of the
play was laid in the sitting room belonging to Charlie and St<-ve, Lowden

DONALD W. BERRY
Chairman Ivy Committee

of

j

i

!

the fraternities
held
informal
dances until the w<e sma' hours.
This afternoon the traditional Ivy
baseball game with Hates is
be
to
played on I'ickard Field.
Many of the houses will have formal
dinners this evening. Then, beginning
o'clock, in the Sargent gym
at
nasium will be the crowning ev nt of
the entire house party, the formal
Gym Dance which promises to !>•
most successful. The committee has
worked especially hard this year to
make all nece.-.-ary arrangements.
They also have several unique fea-

.

.

BOWDOIX HAS STATE
nniTTii no ^iT»»inmvo
DOUBLES CHAMPIONS

.

!

College seniors. Action took place towards the end of the college year,
just before the final house parties.
The play, which was written by
Erik Bamouw, an undergraduate at
Princeton, deals with college life. All

I

Capt. Soley a.id Parker Defeat Altenburg and Jensen in All-Bowdoin
Final

.

been held for several years. The proposition was "Resolved that the Tinted
States Should Cease to Protect by
Armed Force Capital Invested in the
The Howdoin tennis team captured
an third, respectively.
it- evils were bitingly satirized; all its the State* net title at Brunswick, last
Chapman of Bat< s broke the half- Caribbean;" Bowdoin supported the afgood points were highly idealized. The Saturday by placing three men in the
mile record with a time of i minute, firmative side of this question, and
conventional clement of "social snobs" .-emi-tinals of the singles
56 seconds, his teammate Ch<*sley fol- our neighbors from Lewiston Defended
and fw>
At Gurnet and Coffin's Island, where represented by Steve and the Garden teams in the doubles of the Maine
negative.
lowing in second place, with (tivkin of the
The visitors were
Colby in third.
by
Messrs.
KrosnicK, the fire had leapt what wore con- club was played off against the radical Intercollegiates. Jacobs, a Freshman
represented
*
Continued on Paire 5)
(Continued on Pare 6)
.
Lindsay of Maine took the£>ne mile Thomas and Hislop, while the Bowat Bates was the only player from
run in 4 minutes and 45 1-5 seconds, doin Wranglers
were William
B,
among the other Maine Colleges wh.>
with JfacNaughton, another Maine Mills, William P. Snow and Carter
reached the semi-finals.
man, in second, and Vile.- i<if Bates Lee.
Jensen
Saturday's
matches,
In
third.
In his opening speech, Mills exwent down before Soley's slashing onThe high hurdles were *von by pressed a warm welcome to the Bates
lyjj.iht 7-.t anil fi-A Jacobs took \>>Jones of Maine, with Park? ojf Maine (rebalel s and hoped thai mis meeting
bott over after
group of hard
a
taking second and Stanwood <>f Bow- might become an annual cur'om. In
fought games. The
finals
in
the
doin in third. The time was 16 P-5 sec- return, Mr. Krosnick of
Bates exsingles have got to be played.
onds.
tended an invitation for Bowdoin t> Seniors'
The doubles match was all HowLast Chapel Precedes Junior Exercises at
Jones won again in the lowf with a
meet Hates at
Lewiston
sometime
doin. In four hard fought sets. Soley
time of 25 seconds, \\ ith Scott :of Bownext year. The debate was very inorial Hall This Morning
and Parker managed to eke out a
doin taking a second and Hp.mm.nnd
teresting and well-handled by both
victory over Altenburg and Jensen
of Maine following hard in trjird.
teams.
The
only observation which
4-fi, f>-4, 11-9, 9-7.
two
mile
was
won
run
The
eaiily
The
solemn rites of planting the Ivy seeds. The grave and revel end
might
be
is
made
that
me
visitors
by Richardson, the Maine star, who
chapSoley and Parker represented Howwith all the preparatory ceremonies, lain, Harry M. Pollock, Jr.. was the refailed only by a second to break the showed a consummate knowledge of
about which are clustered so much of cipient of a handsome book on birdies, doin in the doubles matches of the
Continued on Page 8)
record.
He was never threatened in
New England Intercollegiates which
the tradition and sentiment of the colFollowing these more or less (?) were held at Lrlngwood. Mass., this
his
leading position.
In
«he
last
lege, took place in the morning this humorous
presentations,
the
class week while Abbott and Soley were
stretch Brooks of Maine and jWhitten
VIC
year, rather than in the afternoon as marched out of
Memorial Hall. The
of Hates spurted past White -mb into
has been customary in the past.
At climax of the solemnities, the planting entered in the singles.
second and third places.
11.38 sharp to the accompaniment of of the Ivy, took place at that time.
Dill,
Hates
freshmaii,
came
a
an entrance march, the class tiled into Immediately after this ceremony
the
through for a win in the pole vault
Memorial Hall in cap and gown.
class sang the "Ode of the Class of
with a height of 11 feet, f> inches.! Worcester. Tufts and M. I. T. Fall
President Stuart Stone called upon 1 !>::()." which was written by Richard
The four other men still in trie event
Before Bowdoin Team
B. C. and
the chaplain, Harry Pollock, to offer P. Mallett. The
music was also comwere tied for second at 11 feej. Butler
B. I. Win Matches
prayer.
After this fitting opening posed by Mallett, with the assistance
and Appleton took two of these four
came the poem, read by Herbert H. of Professor of Mask Edward H. Polar Hears' Treatment Causes Much
points, leaving the others tot (iiroux
The Howdoin Golf team came back Fernald, class poet. Harrison M. Wass. As the last sweet strains of
Resentment Among Member-, of
of Hates and Heckler of Maine.
Davis,
Jr., the chosen orator of the the ode died away, the
ceremonies
Charley O'Connor of Maine 'won the from its annual trip with a record*
Student Body
class, delivered his oration next.
came to an end.
high jump at a height of 5'- feet, 8| which shows three wins and two deMusic, with which the program was
inches, with Stanwood of Bowdoin tied feats.
Just
before the Ivy Da\ exercises
The White golfers took interspersed,
was
supplied
by
the
In
ten
inning
game with Howdoin,
a
for second place with Seekjifrs, the Worcester Tech, Tufts and M. I. T.
came a touching time for trie seniors,
Brunswick High School orchestra un- Seniors'
Colby captain, and Hamirvond of into camp while Boston College and
Last Chapel took place at 11 at Orono last Friday, the University
der the direction of Mr. Charles WarMaine.
o'clock. The majority of the members of Maine nine emerged the victor by
Boston University e merged victors ren, instructor
of music in the schools.
of the class of 1925) gathered in the the slim margin of 5 to 4. The conBowdoin's only first place came from their matches.
To conclude the ceremonies indoors,
when Captain Dick Brown put the
The Boston College golfers took the president presented Harry H. Chapel at that time, dressed in caps test was featured not only by the exsession,
also
by
the
but
ifutler of their third match in a row when they
and gowns. After a brief service con- tra
-hot 42 feet, 2 5-8 inches.
Thayer, Jr., the most popular man,
ducted by the president,
Bowdoin took third in this evejnt, with defeated the Bowdorn club at the with the
seniors belligerency, loquacity and argumentawooden spoon, time-honored marched out four abreast, the
Webber of Maine in. second.
led by the tive tenacity of Coach Price of the
of this dignity; while Donald
symbol
O'Connor won. the broad jump,
senior marshal, Chandler H. Lincoln.
Berry, chairman of the Ivy Commitbreaking the -record with a leap
These solemn exercises sounded one of;
tee made several other presentations
of 2'i feet, 5-8 inch, adding 8 inches
the first notes ^of farewell in connecto notable members of the class.
to the former mark,
(iil Soule came
tion with the drawing to a close of the
Henry
W.
Stoneman,
woodsman
the
through for a second for Bowdoin,
seniors' college career.
and hunter of I960, was given a pop
while Knox of Hates, winne - of the
gun. John H. McLoon, better known
Ivy Oration
1

.

ELEVEN FRATERNITIES ENTERTAIN
THEIR GUESTS BY FORMAL DANCES
AT VARIOUS FRATERNITY HOUSES

FIGHT FOREST FIRE
ter

Bowdoin Finishes Id Third Position In Annual State
Meet Held at Waterville

24,

IVY COMMITTEE

Donald W. Berry. Chairman
H. H. Stevenstin
C. F. MeCreery
H. M. Ridlon
B. B. Whitcomb

j

I

I

(

TRADITIONAL IVY EXERCISES
ARE HELD B¥ CLASS OF 1930

I

Mem-

:

I

i

|
I

THREE
TORIES OX
BOWDOIX GOLF TRIP

BOWDOIN NINE LOSES
TO MAINE AT ORONO

j

|

—

I

j

i

;

j

j

century, took third.

as "Smooth" McLoon, was supplied
with a jar of vaseline.
Kdmund P.
I/ird, sanctimonious saint of 1930, was
crowned with a resplendent halo. Ed-

The hammer throw was ea*ily won
by Black, the Maine captain./ with a
heave #f 160 feet, ' 1-8 inchet. Lunt
of Colby came off second b'*.st, an<l
Nilson of Hate- took third.
Lambert of Maine threw the javelin

ward W. Ravner, renowned horseman

If I appear to tremble in presenting this, the Ivy Oration of HW0, if
the words come from my lips in a hesitating, halting fashion please do not

Furthermore the committee is having a new platform
built
the
for
orchestra.
It will be located in the
further end of the gymnasium near
the cage door.
The Ivy committee,
which has had charge of making the.various arrangements,
consists
of
Donald W. Berry, chairman, Cbartes
F. MeCreery, Harold M.Ridlon.H.lloyt
Ste\enson and Benjamin B. Whitcomb.
Bert Lowe will be there with his
ten-piece orchestra to
produce the
music for the occasion, and with these
well known music makers present, the
success of the dance is assured. The
catering will be done by V. S. Cobb.
The decorating of the gymnasium has
been entrusted entirely' to him, too;
and a marvelous transformation has
taken place. Mr. Cobb, whose decorating effects received such favorable
at the Soph Hop party and
parties in other years has planned a
rainbow color scheme for this occasion.

comment

The merrymaking
til

will continue untwo. Patronesses for the dance are:
C. M. Sills, Mrs. Rescue

Mrs Kenneth

H.

Ham,

Mrs.

Manton

Copeland,

Gushing,

Mrs. Stanley

H.

Smith,

Mrs. Robert H. Miller.
Copies of the Bugle, which was
prepared this year under the direction

The discus throw went to G&well of
Maine with a toss of 142 feet, *-4 inch.
Houle of Hates threw second and

(Continued on Pare 3)
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NOTED ORNITHOLOGIST
HERE LAST MONDAY

COLBY WORSTS \\ HITE
IX PIT( HI><;

DUEL

tures Fine Baseball Exhibition

(HANDLER

RAYMOND DESTON
Captain of Golf

Brown-Leech Endurance Contest Fea-

B.

Captain of Baseball

Team

-

LINCOLN
Senior Marshal

Commonwealth

Black Bears.

doin club

The Bowdoin team went int the
held in the first frame with practically

links 6-3.
The Bowplayed very well, but the

Purple swingers
were handicapped
In the finest exhibition or itfiseball by previous competition.
seen at Brunswick so far tlus keason,
Boston University took
Bowdoin
which was essentially a' pitching duel by the same Been at the Alchermarle
between Leech of Howdoin. and|Brown links at Xewtonville, Mass. Captain
outfit
triumphed
Mule
of Colby, the
Bill Chesley was low net with a 7K. The
ever the Polar Bears, on Wedjwsday teams split even in the single play,
Hay 1">. by the narrow margin of 2 but B. 0. took all three of the fourto 6.
somes.
Both hurlers had the apposing b itsWorcester Polytech went down bemen at their mercy during the larger fore the White linksmen 4-2 on last
Gutters Wednesday. Kay Destou had a round
part of the contest. Colby
went hitless until the seventh frrame, of 79 for the best score of the day.
while Brown was rapped for no* more
Howdoin cleaned up in the last
than three smashes in nine innings. two matches in fine stile. Tufts was
half taken over <>-3 at Cnicorn on Friday
Whittier, opening Bowdoin's
ff the first, drove one of L.own's and M. I. T. by the score of 4-2 on
h -socks. Saturday. Howdoin played splendidly
three
aily offerings for
Here," however, the rally hake i. StiW in these matches, Capt. Deston turnnext up fanned. Shut, bunted l.^t was ing in the best individual card.
wn out at first, while Wnitt'er
The Bowdoin men on the trip were
-..marooned on third. Chalmers t'aptain Ray DestOM, Hob I*-e. Al
grounded to Tiernev at second who Stein, Ed Lord, George Knight and
Art Dillenbeck.
(Continutil on P*^* €>

Speaks Under Mayaew Lectureship
on "Filming of the Golden Eagle"

>

The Mayaew Lecture, held la.-t
no prelim nary practice. As a result Monday evening
on the subject of
things of a disastrous nature Began to "The
Filming of the Golden Eagle."
happen. Souther started off by walk- justified
in every way the comment
ing Lot'hrop and Wescott, who were of Michael
Orme who said of it: "H
the
first
batters
to
face
him. is so amusing that you will
remain
Lothrop, however, was thrown out blissfully
unaware of the instruction
when he attempted to steal third. nicely camouflaged
HARRY B. THAYER! JR.
behind it until vou
Crowther
heaved
to
Crimmins
who
come
away
Popular Man
with all sorts of knowledge
threw in turn to Whittier. Lothrop of bird
life hitherto undreamed of in
think that I am moved by the senti- was tagged a yard off the hag. Plum- your bird philosophy." It was the nio.-t
mentality of the occasion, or by this mer fisted out by popping to Souther. plea.-ing kind Of lecture on such
a
given his
august gathering before and behind Ellis was
Wells subject, for without beingtootechnical
base.
singled ;d the right moment to bring it
I......
HeFAf no
r\i\ reason
ruticitn at
<xi oil
me.
For
all I \rn-fi
have been
really gave a very worthwhile inchosen das- orator.
I
hope you will Wescott and Ellis across the nan. sight into the ways and habits of the
In the second canto Bowdoin profit d eagle.
not judge the mentality of the class
The lecturer, Captain C. W. R.
by this selection. I have not been an by an error at third to score its first Knight, is himself
a noted ornitholorator since Freshman year, when I run. There was one down when Be
ogist and
photographer, and took
went to Ireil every night with Prof. came to bat and hit sharply to True KMtoe marvelous
pictures to illustrate
Mitchell-.- "School and College Speak- who fumbled the
ball,
while
Be'l this talk.
The lecture itself was m
er."
Hut this is not the cause of my raced down to first. Lincoln walked, lunning story
of his own adventures
trembling.
Fear is the cause, for I Crowther hit but was thrown out told in
a very interesting fashion.
have no subject on which to discourse. while Hell scored. Sotrhcr fanned and;
Also Captain Knight had picked for
Hut if I keep going I may tind one.
the side was retired.
his subject one of the most interesting
lontiniM-tl on Page 4)
I
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STUART

R.

STONE

Junior President

Hockey Captain-Elect

I

|

j

and

.

1

year.

Mrs.Wilfrid H. Crook, Mrs Roy M.
Newman. Mrs. Walter M. Miller] and

third.

•

e<>ld
make a very
Another innovation
has been made in the plans for giving out favors. These will be assorted,
wrapt individually and tied with ribbon. Each young lady, after she has
gone down the lecei.ving line, will go
to the favor booth and draw a ribbon,
to the end of which will be attached
her favor.
This plan of giving out
favors by a "grabbag* method is
being tried for the first time thi-

seal stamped in
artistic contrast.

Mrs.Orren ('. Hormell, Mrs. Daniel C.
Stanwood, Mrs. Mortimer P. Mason,
Mr-. Henry L. Johnson. Mrs. Morgan

feet, 4 inches to win, vhife Black
placed second anil Murphy of Bowdoin

Page

!

J.

17">

(Continued on

:

tures in store, including uar.ee programs and favors.
The programs are something quite
new, being in the {form rif polar bears.
White celluloid backs, with
bears
sketched on in black and the college

!

[

rival of the Prince of Wales, drew
a toy horse. Lewie C. Coffin, unerring
marksman of the junior class, was the
happy recipient of a shining spittoon.
The only two of thefr number who had
taken the fatal step. Harry Clay and
Stanley L. Bird, were given baby
shoes.
Herbert H. Fernaid received
apron, while George W. Freiday,
Jr., carried away a bottle.
George W.
R. Howie, class agriculturist ami man
of the soil (the only orit w ho knew
anything about planting Ivy), was fittingly presented with a package of

U

I

I

!

I

j

I

<C< ntinucil

cm 1'age 6)

(Continued on Pajre 2)
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News

Paul A. Walker

May

bring about action to the advantage of the
attempts to advance Bowdoin by calling to

in offering solutions to their grievances.

training with

'31

No. 6

24. 1929.

Where could there

Thirdly, the ORIENT

classes

have gone up and down

in the

quest for interest and appeal.

few really know what the
For the past few years they have suffered
from misunderstanding both by the officers and class speakers and
by the student body as a group. They have been considered an
outworn tradition. There was much talk this year of doing away
with them. But when viewed in their true light as they should be

The whole

trouble, lies in the fact that

exercises should be.

can easily be seen that they are as much a part of the general
Dance or the baseball game. They
are not intended to be solemn, formal rites of a strict past. Future
it

spirit of celebration as the Ivy

classes should it-member this,
tions

I

and make the parts and presenta-

the occasion with the right spirit.

Memorial Hall

When the Orient reprinted an edione girl entitles one to single cuts.
funds can be obtained. It also urges alumni why not bring two and be exempt torial from the Boston H»-rald last
the act wa- severely criticised
who can to contribute for the physical needs of the college, such as from cuts? Or bring three and BHC winter
by a member of th»- student body.
up for past deficiencies?
*
Nevertheless, we fee! it entirely de*
*
the rebuilding of Memorial Hall, and the construction of a new
.

the
sirable
to
publish
following
editorial from last Sunday's Portland

House Parties
for the college, the

It

seems that our house parties

Telegram.

will

the next victim of destructive legby the college. After that will
probably come the rule prohibiting automobiles for undergraduates or a new
by-law to the effect that ali college
students shall be in their rooms with
be exhorted to bring about every change. Frequently action is not lights out by 10.:{0 P. M. 10.45 during
hour exams and finals. Three times a
within their grasp, and we have to seek those higher up.
year we are allowed a social function
at the college, provided some convenOf
ient epidemic does not interfere.
A Store in the Union
course, this should be a college afthe fraroom, to all appearances originally designed to serve as a fair! Perhaps a picnic of all
ternities could be arranged in the censtore, has stood too long unoccupied in the Union. Plans have been ter of the campus on one evening, especially if the weather favors us as
in genesis, so it was rumored, and in fact seemed about to be real- usual at house party time. The young
ized, whereby a cooperative store, to be run by or under College men would wear khaki hunting costumes to cut down expense; and just
supenision. would be installed there. This store would handle to make the affair risque, a bus line to
Mere Point for those who were not actextbooks and school supplies on a cooperative basis, and thus quainted with this part of the countr\
Bowdoin men might enjoy the advantages offered men at- a very might possibly l>e instituted and kept
in operation until almost dark. A facshould we not have this ulty representative would be given a
large percentage of other colleges.
report
store? The plans, however, have been vetoed. In regard to this season ticket so that a fitting
for the college legislative board could
lie

Seats Of The Humble

islation

without saying that the
recent Bowdoin Institute
of Social
Sciences was an event of interest,
importance and great value to the
community. Ten men an<f a woman
of varying degrees of mental power,
perhaps, but all recognized as outstanding in their particular provinces
of study g^ave eleven
eager audiences the benefit of their mature deliberation on, some of the troublesome
problems and the interesting developments of ear time.
It was an inteilectoal treat, and as
such was thoroughly enjoyed. Night
after night men and women made
their way
to
Brunswick and to
Memv.rial Hall to get the stimulating
mental nourishment there on tap.
And thus it may seem petty to drop
from the\high level of the mind to
the relatively insignificant plane of
physical comfort.
Yet, on the other
hand, there is a connection between the
two. Too much physical comfort may
produce lethargy of the mind. But
too little may divert the mind from
higher considerations.
It is, therefore, witn no intent to
appear ungrateful to Bowdoin College,
but rather with the hope that a small
suggestion, may prove Helpful, that
the Telegram here and now takes the
opportunity to say that the benches
in Memorial Hall are most distressingly hard. They seem to have been
devised for the purpose of making
their occupants fidget and twist. And
their occupants do fidget and twist,
almost invariably. And it is fair to
assume that fidgeting and twisting are
neither helpful to the mental concentration of the listener nor the
assured aplomb of the lecturer. Conclusion: They are of no help to the success of an institute, although, lie it
freely admitted, the Institutes have
been hugely successful in spite of
.

—

—

A

Why

them.

;

uses, such as serving as a sale-center for tickets to various College

s

A

affairs, class sweaters, canes, blazers,

college

.

etc.

Pos-

fill a real need in handling second-hand text-books.
are hard-pressed for money, the potential cash bound
on their book-shelves is pitiful. Moreover, on the other
side of the fence, the fellow with limited means would be glad of
the opportunity to save a little money by purchasing his books

sibly, it

Call for Athletic Reportt »•

wants a good paper, naturally. Many are given to
criticizing it justly and unjustly. Several have voiced their opinions.
We are glfcd they did, and hope they will continue to do so.
But we find we J?eed more active support. Under the old system
competition (or 'the paper was confined to the Freshman class.
Competition for the editor's position will continue under this restriction, but with the appointment of department editors we
issue a call for athletic reporters. They can be either Freshmen
or Sophomores, kind will be under the direction of the athletic
editor.
An assistant editor is to be chosen, and a stall' of associates.
Here is a chance to support the paper in an active way.
Those who wish to try this branch of reporting should communicate with the editor-in-chief before Tuesday of next week.

The

caps and gowns,

might

When men
up

in texts

second-hand. Also, the establishment of a store in the Union would
necessarily attract more men to the building and thus help the
business of both cafeteria and canteen.
It would appeal- that with these rather obvious facts before
them, those in authority would be more than willing to approve
the project. Of course, a certain sum of money would be required
at the start to place it on a working basis, but after all this would
be a safe investment, provided that the student body would back
if
It is up to us to show that we are behind the scheme
it up.
Student Opinion takes the stump in its favor, it is bound to go

—

through.
3

The Track Team
fame to Bowdoin, track is undoubtedly our
rivals rowing in the old days, when Bow-

Another point in favor of the idea is that the store would realmore fully the spirit embodied in the gift of the Union.
The gift of this building was the realization of a most noble dream,
doin crews were to be reckoned with in every important race. Now
but how much more complete would the gift become, were the Colwhen we have lost our supremacy in track, many are prone to
lege, through its cooperative store, aiding in maintaining this
crab and grumble. But this year's team has worked hard. The
building. Unless the plans were drawn up without due foresight,
coach has worked hard. Censure is out of place. The team did
the Union expenses could be greatly cut down by using any fairly
well to place third in the State meet last week in the face of such
earned profit which might be derived from the cooperative store.
opposition. We feel sure that in a few years Bowdoin will again
In conclusion, then, what about it? The vote of the student
be mistress of th* cinders as she was for nine consecutive seasons.
matter. Shall we conThe coach is building up the two lower classes and it takes time. body is the vote which should decide the
We have felt a beck of outstanding athletes for the past two years. tinue to patronize, under the present conditions, a servant of the
College who has been, after all, for many years an honorable and
Graduation took most of them in '27; the rest went in '28, leaving
respected merchant, and what is more, a trusted friend of Bowdoin
little to work with.
It is up to us to give support, active support,
men? Shall we vote for this store, and thus for a reduction of
whether we compete or not. And if more of us went out for
expenses and an extension of service?
track, it would help.
In bringing athletic

outstanding sport.

It

ize all the

The

appearance of

the

Now
this

college buildings has been greatly improved. Not only have the doors of
Memorial Hall received a much needed
coat of paint, but the drains and
fences have also been made spick and
span, and minor repairs have been
made in some of the dormitories. The
Art Building is getting some sorely
unneeded attention to its roof.
derstand that certain leaks are being
repaired, and that there is also hope
that the glass in the roof window will
get washed. May the good work con-

Colleye Citizen"

one who thinks of what he can do
for his college. A bad college citizen is one who thinks of what
the cottage can do for him."
In this manner President Sills
adapted Cleveland's definition of a good citizen to college life. The
Orient tries to be a good citizen. It tries to think what it can do
for the college. But the ways to accomplish that lie in three directions: First, to improve itself. If it succeeds in this it creates a
favorable impression of the college. The student body and the
alumni will respect its views which, in turn, will have more weight,
"A good coliege citizen

W.

is

Knight Lecture
(Continued from Page

wings were very impressive a*id
denoted a marvelous technique in
photography.
Captain Knight plans to reman
near Brunswick working with Professor Gross on some photographic work
on American Eagles. The Bath Ornrthological Class has built an observaMr. Knight can
tion blind where
watch the birds and attempt to secure
pictures which he plans to take bacK
with him to England when he retheir

1)

subjects in birddom, for his eagle II
well known to all by reputation yet
The pictures
characteristic
show the birds
that they did not
frightened in the least but on the
contrary with the most natural expressions.
Then too, the pictures in
slow motion of these giant
birdsoaring with the heavy flapping ofi turns.
;

seldom actually seen.
had the remarkable

|

i

j

must not be deduced that
an appeal to the college to

it

is

this

w

-

i

ten with a full understanding of the
many more pressing demands on the
limited finances of the college.
No, the sly thought behind this
little expose is that some alumnus
or friend of the college, wishing to
contribute in a small way
to
the
splendid work the college is doing
with its Institutes, may read it and
We
feel impelled, some time before the
next institute, to supply Memorial
Hall with more endurable seats.
Architecturally, Memorial Hall is,
of
course, unfortunate; but nothing
tinue!
can be done about that. It stands as
«
*
s monument to th^ Bowdoin men who
Journalism
served in the Civil War, and like so
Why is it that Bowdoin has never many monuments of Its period its
seen fit to introduce journalism into chief virtue is the spirit In which it
During was built. But the benches are rethe courses of instruction?
the past few years more and more movable.
We agref with the sentiment excolleges and universities have recognized the value of journalism as a pressed above, and wish to thank the
study, and have introduced courses to Telegram for its interest in the colmeet the ever increasing demands of lege and the Institute. We might add
from the that it would be more acceptable if the
Aside
undergraduates.
larger universities which have special new chairs were sent to us enclosed
numerous in a new assembly building. Memorial
journalism,
schools
of
have
added Hall must stand as a memorial. Nothcolleges
liberal
arts
special courses which cover the field ing can be done about it, unless a
bolt of lightning can be induced to
more or less completely.
Bowdoin has as yet, however, strike this architectural atrocity. Let's
failed to take notice of those stu- pray for a bolt. But we have" plenty
dents who desire to learn the funda- of good land about the campus which
mentals of newspaper writing. It is quite willing to support a servicemay be argued that there is not a able and beautiful structure.
*
»
»
large enough group interested in
journalism to make such a course
President
Sills'
implication
in
This assumption is not Chapel last Sunday
practical.
that the editorials
based entirely on the facts, however. appearing in this column and elseWe know off" hand of several under- where in this paper show a lack of
would welcome a gratitude on the part of the student
graduates who
course in journalism, and there are body toward Bowdoin seems a bit
undoubtedly others who would fall in strong.
Bowdoin men are all eager
line.
Such a course would be as to work for the good of the College.
valuable and would appeal to as large If we criticize, the criticism is intenda number as courses in astronomy, ed to be constructive, never destrucsurveying, and mineralogy!
tive.
Merely because we do criticize,
It would not be necessary to have be it added, does not prove that we
a full year course at the start. Even are "poor citizens" of Bowdoin, Grower
Cleveland's
definition note ithstanding.
semester
course
would
be
step
in
a
a
the right direction. Why then should We can and do praise the College. We
can be and are grateful for the many
we not give journalism a chance?
advantages it affords us. It is not our
•
•
•
conception of ungratefulness, howA Plea for Science
ever, to point out ways in which we
Again some insurgent student has think the College might be improved.
tared to suggest that an institute Hence, a suggestion now and then. It
favoring natural sciences be held at is very possible, we agree, that we too
the college at some future date. "The miirht well improve, but like our protoparpen of this college is to make the tvpe of Scriptural fame, we cannot see
A.B. degree as high as that of any the beam in our own eye. This column
other institution in the country" is the is open to student and faculty member
announcement which keeps staring us alike. As Managing Kditor, we court
And imagine trying to faculty contribution and suggestion,
in the face.
combat such a noble purpose! In the and would l>e only too glad to publish
opinion of many men who have spent any article the faculty would care to
their life in the industrial application submit in the way of criticism of the
of science, a four year liberal arts student body.
;

"A Good

P. A.

is

campus and the buy new benches. Rather

i

decision rests with us.

goes

It

project, the students, who, since they are the ones

endeavor to render accurate descriptions of the same.

right there while the other in-

until

who would be be drawn up.
We are spending altogether too
most benefited by this scheme, are most actively concerned, were much money. Anyone who has l>een
Athletic Policy
never consulted. What is our verdict? That should be known. on a Glee Club trip (which is sponsored
and encouraged by the college)
write-ups
apORIENT'S
athletic
of
the
very
criticism
just
A
Why not have a cooperative bookstore, run not so much with the can testify to that. In the future we
peared in last week's issue in a communication by H.P.R. We
would humbly suggest dragging our
idea of making money as with the idea of rendering service? And evening clothes through the mud of
wish to thank the author for his efforts in pointing out to us where
what is this service? In the first place, there would not only be a the campus rather than protecting
them by an expensive automobile, givwe have fallen down, and we have taken steps to eradicate such a
reduction in prices on many articles, particularly in the "supplies", ing up our usual day away from colWe apologize to the baseball team for;
possibility in tht-" future.
game
but the accounts of the store being open to representatives of the lege in favor of a snappy bridge
at the respective houses, doi-ig away
the completely eironeous account of the game with Amherst. But
student body and the Student-Faculty Committee, all would be able with all gvm decorations and favors,
H.P.R. is wrong if he thinks that the ORIENT will not support the
m short, discontinuing all those things
to know exactly how much of a profit was being made on each for which Bowdoin parties have been
nine. There was no malicious intent in the mistakes of that artiarticle. Again, any profits would be automatically turned over to famous in order to meet the requirebeen
conhave
ments of the faculty and allowing to
cle; they were so foolish that such an intent must
aid in maintaining the Union or to any other purpose for which pass into obscurity even our house
sidered impossible by most of our readers, if they thought of the
about the only
the undergraduates, through some such representative as the oarties, which remain
traditional activ ity which is still mainpossibility at all. We agree that good plays should be mentioned
Student Committee on the Union, should wish them to be utilized. tained with any degree of enthusiasm.
*
»
»
in the Sportsman's Pen, but if we are to give the team a sensible
With a college of Bowdoin's size, even a moderate, just profit
Appearances
backing it is not out of place to mention the bad errors. Undoubtwould result in quite an appreciable decrease in the students' share
Appearances may not be everyedly the baseball team is good it plays excellent ball at times. We
During
of Union expenses. Then too, the store could not fail to have other thing, but they do count.
hope we shall sec a few wins before the season is over, and shall
the past week or two, the general
fit

it

selves.

Today is the 35th celebration of Ivy Day. We wish to wel- ORIENT is not playing the part of the bad citizen. It is seeking to
come all our guests to the campus for this occasion and to com- do things for the college. Sometimes the student body should be
mend the committee for its hard work to make it a success. Ivy aroused, other times, those in charge. The students alone cannot

cises

keep

missed on those days, while

We do not understand the difthat the college has barely sufficient funds to maintain itself, and
ferentiation between the two types of
asks the students to endure existing conditions, such as the Power suspended work. However, if bringing

In asking the authorities to do things

of the best of Bowdoin's festivities, despite the_almost inevitable downpour of rain, but the Ivy exer-

gram than here

things which are needed, such as the construction of drained paths those going away for a short respite stitutions, which ar<' changing their rements, to meet the needs of their
on the campus, and the painting of doors; failure to do which should receive double cuts, seems un- quire
In either ease, we take it that student-, pas- as one by one in their
fair.
places a stamp of neglect on the college. Furthermore it realizes those concerned are enjoying them- advance.

Day

Day has always been one

be any better facilfor the fulfillment of this pro-

ities

Cuts

building.
I 'if

science as the specialized work is preferable to four years'
technical training to a man who is
nlanning to enter science in industry.

Editorial Shavings

at Bowdoin?
But far
The existing arrangement regard- be it from us to -uggest a change
ent conditions, such as the assigning of rooms in dormitories, ing cuts on the days before and after which might alter the old college'
which
placed
Bowdoin
standard
has
Ivy seems ridiculous.
That students
which the student is powerless to change himself, and the lengthen- who
invite girls to the house party where it is today, has kept it in that
ing of library hours, which has been done. It asks for material" should be given only single cuts in nosition for years, arid seems about to

House nuisance,

Kditor for This Issue

Friday.

Vol. LIX.

it

asks the authorities in charge to remedy certain faults with pres-

Business Manager
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will

Secondly,

the attention of the students certain things that they should, do,

and
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and consequently
college.
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Mustard and

LONE HEATH HEN ON
MARTHA'S VINEYARD

(!ress

.isn't a.- prothat of some persona I
a 'few letters breese in.

as
still

Among

number was a 'crank" letand when that happens, things

ter,

the

,.,..„,

he

back

arrive*!

j

'

[

in

Brunswick.

Some Scotchman remarked

wrung
what

aa he
fly ou t of his coffee that
country needs [is a good

the
this

nickel box of cigars.
Mag l.eso, but
what this college needs, is a good
standard greeting between faculty
and students. It makes me feel sillier
than a Colby co-ed to say Hello to a
professor, and then have him come
hack with, "Good afternoon/sir." Then
you m.et the next one. and say, "Good
afternoon, sir, and he look.* at you
paternally
and
patronizingly
and
chirps, "Hi!" Then you meet the next
one, greet him with a comfortable
"Hi!" and he walks by with his nose
two points in the wind with nary a
twitter.
Ten chances to me that "the
next one you meet gets d.iwi: on you
because you don't salute him.
-

-'

—

According

o

democratic tradition.' of the college (leave the loom,
Alt. Bonjour!) everyone 'should speak
to everyone else.
But there .->n mid be
some understanding as to whether or
not

the

to the

come

professors

iinjder

^

i

.

when

Exam

—

the

head of ordinary people. Al.-.st of them
content with an holiest Hello.
Some of them deserve j. respectful
How-do-you-do.
Others
retfuire
a
softly tuned Good-mo ning sir, and
act as if they expected one to bow,
tip the hat, and stand aside while they
pass. Others act real mad if you even
dare to address them, and usually return a native grunt.
Some- of them
no splika da eengliseh, and sail by like
8.30
babj pink clouds on drowsj spring Economics
12
Gymnasium
gephyrs, a thing apart beside, the English
20
Gymnasium
spring.- of Dove. And moreover, there
Government x
Gymnasium
aic very few to love them.
at !", Gymnasium
V
-^o
Sociology 2
Gymnasium
The post office department reports
Tuesday, June 4 1.30
that there have been many complaints
that the stickum on stamps is poor. German 2
Cymnasium
Arthur Staples, class of '82,i suggests German 4
Gymnasium
that maybe our .spit isn't so good as
Wednesday June 5 8.30
it
used to be.
Botany 1
Cymnasium
Chemistry 6 ....
Gymnasium
As t<> the greeting: a faculty meet- German lo
Gymnasium
ing might be called to choose one. Government
6
Cymnasium
They have faculty meetings for worse Greek B
Gymnasium
thing- than that.
Such- a meeting Latin B
Gymnasium
would be worth attending. Of course Philosophy
2 ....
Gymnasium
the English department would ask for
Wednesday June ">— 1.30
a formal How-do-you-do at the least,
since a Hello or a Hi is a vu,!gar cor- French 16
Gymnasium
ruption not sponsored by the' best cir- .Mathematics 2
Cymnasium
For example Shakespeare uses
cles.
Thursday, June 6—8.30
"Holla", which is the direct English Chemistry
2
Gymnasium
of the French "Ho, La", which, would
English 24
Adams 204
be much better than just "Hello." (By History
6
Gymnasium
this piece of strategy the French de- -Mathematics
12
Gymnasium
partment would be drawn to the side Philos, of Religion
2
Adams 204
of the English' men).
But naturally /.oology 4
Gymnasium
even this would be too bold and brazen
Thursday. June ti -1.30
a remark to address to an educator,
English 2
a Bowdoin educator.
Gymnasium
o
Spanish 2
Adams 204
In Hamlet are numberless expresFriday. June 7- 8.30
sions of greeting more applicable to Kconomics 2
Gymnasium
For example, "Hail to German 6
the situation.
Gymnasium
your Lordship," (Act I, Scene 2, Greek 4
... Gymnasium
v. 160).
This would pay m >re lespect Latin 10
.. Gymnasium
to the faculty, and mhii
less respectSociology 4
Gymnasium
ful return could be made.
Jn answer
Friday, June 7
1.30
the instructors might
-avt.
"Who's
there? What. Ho!" MacU.th, Act 2, English 6
Gymnasium
H ygietie
Scene 2, v. 8).
Gymnasium
/oology 12
o- ... Gymnasium
The main idea is that some standSaturday, June 8 8.30
ard greeting is needed, and until it French 8
Gymnasium
comes, the students are going to keep History 10
Gymnasium
on mis-saluting the faculty.
his. of] Philosophy
4
Gymnasium
course, only makes for discord.
Ami
Saturday, June 8 1.30
what with the eight-ten a rji. chimes,
French 4, Sees. C and F
then-'.- enough of that sort of thing
Adams 201
French 4, all other sections,
around hen
.
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Chi Psi

The Chi Psi house party began on
Wednesday evening with a formal
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Well, as the fe'low

ill

THE

^

—

the hole said
recent ex-

when he struck water, the

.

.

.

Gymnasium
General
Electric Economics lo
Gymnasium
Company, when they s ;,t aloft an English 12
Monday, June 10—1.30
airplane equipped with apparatus for
talking via the telephone r-> the earir., Economics 6
Gymnasium
was a success. A bunch of report rs German 8
Gymnasium
went up. and each wa- allowed to Latin 6
Gymnasium
talk to his papei: ten minutes.
One .Mineralogy 1
Gymnasium
Brooklyn scribe went along, and h' Music 2 ..*
Gymnasium
forgot to mention to the city ed. that
Tuesday, June 11—8.30
he was going to call.
When his tura Chemistry 8
Gymnasium
came he called the city desk and says, French 2
Gymnasium
"Hello, this i- Dash. Can yc-u hear
German 12
Gymnasium
tile
I'm up in an airplane."
History 14
Gymnasium
'Ili> '.'" chirps the desk man,,
-urTuesda>, June II
1.30
tan hear you, but when did y<
-a,
Art
2
Walker Art Building
you wenGymnasium
"I P in an airplane, I'm op
an English •>it;
Physics
Gymnasium
"
airplane. They
Physics 4
Gymnasium
•'<>h, the devil," say- Ab\ Editor
Physics (5
Gymnasium
he hung up, ".lo
drunK again."
Physics
Gymnasium
the

land;

.

.

.

Lena

C. Riley,

WeUealey, Alass.;

Betty Gould, South Freeport; MarE.
Reed,
Wake.vld, Mass.;
Marion and Marjorie Tarbox, Sears-

jorie

.

.

N. Y.;

Elisabeth Riley, Brunswick;
Eleanor
Syphers,
Cornish;
Harriette Cross,
Bangor; Beatrice
Nichols, Bath.
dale,

.

.

1

K. Moses, '30.

—

l

'.'

ii

.

.

'.-

And now we

print a
recently received.

t

en<ie{'

Psy •hology 2

missive

Dear Bertram:

.

(

.

.

Wednesday

.

thrives in the damp atmosphere of
the standi old pile.
Here ti,<- Junior
Classes plant their cherished avv
and
will lor years to come.
I his
is where!
our 'little dieneephaloh starts' to function.
The attempt to cover tin thing
with ivy is meritorious, but' we still
doubt whether it will look v4\Y. Ruins
!i

.

2'

Spanish 4
Thursday. June

Gymnasium
Gymnasium
Gymnasium

12—1.30

J line

Education 2
/.oology

2—8.30
.

ieology 2

Greek 2

about Memorial Hall.
Many or' them
have wanted the (blessed) thing abold,
removed; deleted, do»ve away
with (Autonym: support, continue, renew)-.
Obviously, howsoever, this will
never 'do,
for
Bowdoin tradition

Gymnasium

.

1

French 12

We have', in past years, been tinrecipients of various and
.n;d>v; idea
for better, for worse) on what to do

t

><•»•'.''
ok the be>t under rvy.
All
,i\o to do i> to make tki old wreck
very simple, too just blow
in
roof, burn the inside a- pretty
arcoal color, and tluTe w< tire.
We
-till have our memorial to tl.e heroes
Civil War: we -till have places
to plant our ivy (both in-iile and out

.

Wednesday June

.

.

•".
I

Gymnasium
Gymnasium
Gymnasium
-8.30

English 8
History 12
Latin 12

G\ nmasium
Gymnasium

Alu.-ic 4

Gymnasium

now, which, since junior classes per-ist in coming along, will lie a most
foresighted step years hence) and better still, we have a nice, aesthetic ivynantleil ruin for our campus.
This
uggestion seems most practical from
I am now- sitting, and if nothing is done to carry it out, I'll probably lie quite sore.
Here's to a more romantic looking

where

i

campus

•

.

•

KCX.

and

nelly,

Delta

Kappa Epsilon

On Thursday afternoon, Alay 23,
the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity
held an Ivy reception at the Chapter
house from three to five. That evening, the Chapter house dance was
held.
On Saturday, the 2ath, the entire assemblage will travel to Sprue.
wold Lodge, Boothbay Harbor, where
an outing, to be followed by a dinner
dance, will be the order of the day.
The Committee in charge of the
arrangements for the entire party
consists of Frederick H. Bird, '30,
James P. Blunt, and Charles F. Stanwood, with Gerald G. Garcelon, '30, as
Chairman.
Among the lady guests present
were the Misses Barbara Gammon, of
Farmington; Frances Eraser of Walla
Walla, Wash.; Gladys Al. Thurston, of
Lowell, Alas.-.; Virginia Palmer, of
Lewiston;
Rachel
Gladys
Gilbert,
Clark, Ruby AIcKe.n, Phyllis Hedi'n,
Ruth Gordon and Polly Stearns, all
of Bangor; Helen N. Soule, of Ne*
Bedford, Alass.;
Helen
Briggs, of
Caribou;
Edith
Gott.-chalk,
of
Rochester, N. V.; Agm-s Cockbuin.
of Skowhegan; Helen Winslow, of
Newton Center, Alass.; Ruth Wheelock, of

Brookline,

Alass.;

Tlarri;

I

Heywood, of Cape Elizaoeth; Nancy
Kimball, of Waban, Mass.: Rosamond

fare Commission and

of

in

Council.
*

York City;

*

*

The first meeting of the Bowdoin
Club of Springfield, Alass., was held,
at the Lord Jeffrey Inn "at Amherst
on Friday, May 10. Clifford Parcher of
the class of 192;! was in charge of proceedings, and President Sills represented the College.

tra from Boston.
Waltham, Mass.;" Mary
The
Yarmouth; Mary K. posed committee in charge is comof A. S. Beattv, '29, chairman,

NeA

''.,

ed States District Attorney Isaac Dyer
of Portland.
From 1902-05 he was
city solicitor of Westbrook. Air. Swan
was graduated from Bowdoin in 1898,
later studying law at Boston University from which he was graduated in
In 1924 he was ejected presi1901
dent of the Bowdoin College Alumni

*

Doughty, of

E. El-hard, of

the depart-

all

its control.
He was born
Windham, Maine, Aug.
1K73, and
for three years was assistant to Unit-

ments under

Beta Theta Pi

Ramsdell, of Livermore Falls; Virginia

*

Air. Swan is a well known Providence attorney and was chairman of
the Rhode Island State Public Wel-

The Beta House Party opened with
the annual .reception on Wednesday

Word has

*

*

,

been received that

Air. A.

Shorey of the class of 190"), whose
hobby for years has been work with
The
Mrs. I). C. Stanwood, Airs. Robinson, the Boy Scouts, has had the distinction of being selected to take a group
Airs. Wm. L. Bailey.
The following guests were invited: of Scouts to the international jamthe .Misses Hazel DeWoif, Maiden, boree to be held at Liverpool, England,
the first two weens of next AuMass.; Hoop Adams, Augusta; Helen
Klwell, Newton
Highlands,
Mass.; gust. Mr. Shorey is in cltarge of th.Esther Fisher, Lowell, Ala.-.-.; Jose- Brooklyn scout camping activities
phine Smith. Brookline, r.iass.; Ruth Interstate Palisades Park,andhasbeen
T.

R. B. Hirtle, '30; R.

K. Stone, '31.
chaperons are: Professor and

Elisa-

Barrows, of Brunswick; Dorothy Hamblin, of Falmouth, Mass.;
Christine Campbell,
of
Brunswick;
Constance Greeley, of East Orange,
N. J.; Frances E. Jones, of Newtonville, Mass.; Jessamine V. Sherbert,
of Brookline, Mass.; Helen E. Mills,
of Rockport, Mass.; Lillian Hanscom,
of Kittery; Grace
L.
Wallace,
of
Jamaica Plain,
Mass.;
Rosalie M.
Schroeder, of New Haven, Conn.;
Emily Coffin, of Brunswick; Betty
Jackson, of Hyannis, Mass.; Jean MacLeod, of Dorchester, Mass.; Esther
Sunderland, of Fall
River,
Mass.;
beth

m

Mass.;
Kav active in the scouting movement for
Ames, Farmington; Janet
Delaney, tne I )ast sixt en years.
*
*
*
Springfield, Mass.; Thelma Leadbet-j
ter, Winthrop;
Eunice
D.
Brown,
The Alumnus is on the way to the
Villanova. Pa.; Lounora Davis, New press.
The Editorial or this is.-uYork, N. Y.; Frances Knowlton, Alal- is written by Mr. George E. Alinot,
den, Mass.; Hope Gavigan, Brookline, '19, Night City Kditor of the Boston
Alass.;
Catherine
Bartow, Quincy. Herald.
•Mass.; Miriam Patch. .Milton, Mass.;
*
*
Caroline
Queen,
Mass.:
Qutncy,
The nominating committee of the
Carter,
Margaret
We t Newton. Alumni Council met at Portland SatAlass.; Helen Courtney. V/est Newton,] urday,
Alay 1L to prepare th<» final
Mass.;
Adeline
Dickey,
Lewiston: ballot of the Board of Overseers,
the
Helen
Teuber,
Lawrence,
Mass.; Alumni Council, and the Board of DiMarcia
Hill,
Alas-.;
Woreesser,
rectors of the Alumni Fund.
Eleanor Cross, Bangoi
Betty Russ,
Bangor; Billie Cobb, Boston, Alass.;
In connection with the activities of
Mr. and Airs. William D. Alexander, the Alumni
Secretary to maintain conBelmont, Alass.; Mr. and Mrs. Brown. tacts
between graduates of the colMedford,
Mas
AI n
Gavigan, lege and faculty members the followBrookline Mass
ing questionnaire, prepared by the
American Association for Adult Education and the American Alumni CounSigma \u
cil, has been sent out to members of
Sigma Nu's plans for house party the Bowdoin Faculty:
include a formal d finer and dance
1. Do
you occasionally receive reOn Wednesday, a trip to the Proctor
quests from alumni asking for sugHouse at Lake Sebago, followed by an
gested readings, advice on problems
informal dinner and dance, on Thurs- connected
with your department, or
day, and a formal dinner today. The opinions
on questions of any sort?
music for these dances is being fur
2. If so, about how many such renished by the rh*>wn Hilltoppers of
quests come to you each year?
Providence.
3. Are you able and willing to anThe committee in charge of plans swer
the greater part of these?
is composed of John H. AIcLoon, '30,
4. Would you approve of encouragchairman, Norton W. Pickering, '31,
ing alumni to refer to you for advice
David C. Perkins, '31,
Arthur
K.
along lines connected with your de'32.
Ome, '30,
Patch,

Beverly,

*

I

Rosamond Cornell, of New Bedford,
.Mass.; Laura M. Copp, of Belgrade;
Louise Whitney, of
Chestnut Hill,
.Mass.; Doris Baker, of Westbrook;
Lucienne Wilkinson, of Chestnut Hill,
Mass.; Dorothy M. Ross, of Auburn:
Frances M. Davies, of West Roxbury,
Mass.; Grace Jones,' of Moorestown,
N. J.;
Beth
of
Chalmers,
New
Rochelle, N. Y.; Helen Williams, of
Newport, R. I.; Priscilla Smith, of
I/exington, Mass.; Mina
Tower, of
Adams, Mass.; Frances Kroot, of
Portland; Dorothy Dunn, of Albany,
N. Y.; Ruama Fison, of Springfield,
Mws.; Hope Sturtevant, of Washington, Pa.; Charlotte Critchell, of Pittsfield, Mass.;/Florence Metz, of Waterbury, Conn.; Isabel Murphy, of Brookline, Mass.; Marianna
McAfee, of
Brookline, Mass.; and Mary Hanscom,
of Machias.
The music for the house dance
Wednesday night was furnished bv
Eddie Diggs and his "Five 'Black
Aces" from Boston.
On Thursday
a banquet and dance were held at
Poland Spring, with the same orchestra furnishing the music.
The patronesses were Mrs. Henry
Young, of Newark, N. J.; and Mrs.
and W. Brooke Fl.ck,
Joseph Stetson, of Brunswick.
T. Maxwell Marshall, '30, headed
The following guests have been inthe committee in charge.
He was vited: the Misses Prances AlcDougaP,
aided by Joseph G. Kraetzer, '31, and Portland; Virginia Millar, Frederick
William H. Perry, '31
burg, Va.; Arlene Goshen, Lewiston;
*
*
*
Marian Blinn, Philadelphia; Lucylle
Cragan, Gouea City, Okla.; Virginia
,.
.,
^eia I m
Saunders,
WVst
Aledwav;
Alice
I he invited guests at the. Ivy house; Aikins,
Portland;
Ruth Thompson,
party at the Zeta Psi House are as Ketinebunk;
Ruth
Boston;
Davis,
follows: The Misses Linda Stoddard, Pauline Hall,
Ketinebunk;
Dorothy
Boston,
Alass.;
(J race
Rutherford, .Merrill, Lynn;
Georgiana Prescott,
Rochester, N. Y.; Virginia Whiting, Rockville,
Conn.;
Frances
Fuger,
Needham, Mass.; Kstelle G. Hamil- Portland; Jean Page, Philadelphia;
ton, Needham, Alass; Ursula Maher, Helen
Gorham, Houlton;
Patricia.
Augusta; Margery Lord, Framing- Brown, Bangor; Barbara Whitney
ham, Mass.; Mav lllingworth. Spring- New York; Miss Celia Russell, Gorfield, Vt.; Madeline Bunxer, Calais;
ham; Ruth Johnston, Atlantic City;
Hilda Richardson, Portland; Priscilla' Marion" Green." SouTh^d-sor, Conn.|
"paradis,
Ludlow,
Mass.;
Virginia Miriam McAIichael. Pittsfi. Id; Helen
Rand,
Boston,
Mass.;
Margaret Hotopp, Port' Washington, N. Y.
Sturtevant,
Boston,
Olive
Mass.;
„.,+ ,.,,„...
\,,.
Tl ne patronesses
'-,
are, Mrs.
yeretl
,.
»i .
„i
,,
Alexander,
Brunswick;
Cornelia
Munsey, Rockland; Airs, lb ibeit W.
Stanwood, Brunswick; Cynthia Jones,
Filield, Bangor, and Airs. Elizab th
Bangor; Effie Knowlton, Westbrook;
C. Knowlton, Rockland.
Betty Hubbard,
Alontclalr,
N. J.;
Marion Dugan, Portland; Margaret;
Chapman, Portland; Ada Mullen, WaAlpha Tau Omega
terville; Mary Paine,
Bath;
Lucy
On Wednesday evening, Mai Vo
Lawrence, Wellesley, Mass.
Delta Omega of Alpha Tan Omeg
The patronesses are Mrs. C. E. held a formal dance at the Ch piJohnson, Bath; Mrs. M. B. Gushing.' Houosv The
committee in .charge,
Brunswick;
Mrs.
Johnson. Lee W. Rollins '2:», David D. DesH.
L.
Brunswick;
Mrs.
Henry Johnson, jardins '30, Paul A. Walker '31. and
Brunswick;
Mrs.
W. P. Merrill,;
John A. AlcGill, Jr., '32, had secure!
Skowhegan.
House dances were held Wednes- the services of Jack Whol ley's Oriole
day, May 22, ami Thursday Alay 23, Club Orchestra. As chaperottes, were
Air. and Airs.
Mrs.
A. O. Cross,
at the new Chapter House, and music
for these* was furnished by Hood's Florence Appleton and Air. and Mrs.
T. F. Bathrick of Brunswick, and Mrs.
.Merrymakers of Waterville.*
The committee in ciiarge of tne II. C. Timson of Hyde Park, .Mass.
plans for the party consists of Samuel Several members of the Colby ChapA. Ladd, Jr., Chairman, '2!», Oliver ter were also present. Included among
C. Lyon, Jr., '30, Donald W. Berry, the guests were:
Aliss Betty Baker, of Osw.-go, N.V.;
'30, Robert DeGrav, '31, John W. Hay,
'32.
Miss Dorothy Spear, of Wakefield,
All moved to Flying Point for a Alass.; Aliss Theresa Dodge, of Hytfi
Park; Aliss Kaye MacKinnon, of Belpicnic on Thursday, May 23rd.
mont, Mass.; Miss Jane Rideout, of
*
»
*
Brunswick; Aliss Margaret Walki r
Kappa Sigma
of Farmington; Aliss Betty Boyie, of
The Kappa Sigma house dance was Portland; Miss Joyce Richardson, of
held last evening, with music by Joe Springvale,
Aliss
RigGladys
Roman and his orchestra. The decor by, of Greystone, R. I.; Miss Marian
ations
were
from
the
"Arabian Jones, Hanowr. N. II.: Miss Alary
Nights" as interpreted bv Bernard MacKinnon, Topsham; Miss Priscilla
Ford.
Carter, Wellesley, Ala.-.-; Ali.-s Eleanor
Tomorrow there will be an outing Riley, of Brunswick; Airs. Charles H.
at Sebago Lake, where an informal Shacklev, of Fivrport; Aliss Elizabeth
dance will be held with the Polar Robbins, of Bath; Ali.-s Elisabeth Lee,
of Portland; Aliss Evangeline CookBears playing.
The patronesses are Airs. B. W. son of Freeport; Miss Helen Hayes
Bartlett,
Airs.
Robert .Miller, and of Bath; Ali-s Dorothy COpelaod, of
.Mrs. Clara D. Hayes, all of Bruns- Wellesley, Alass Aliss Doro' hv Jordan,
of Raymond; Miss Dorothy Cummin-.
wick.
Among the guests are the Misses of Sanford; Aliss Clara L. Small, of
Alina Jenkins, of Poughkeepste, N. Y.; Syracuse, X. Y.
Dorothy De Neille, of South PortOn Thursday, a dinner and dance
land; Dorothy Betmore, of Jamaica was
Lodge,
at
Sprucewold
held
Plains, Mass.; Alarian Nottage, of Boothbay Harbor.
A formal dinnei
West Medford, Mas-.; Harriet Clowes, will lie held thi- evening at the Chapof Portland; Alarian Hutchinson, of ter House.

'

partment?

5. Please comment on the general
idea as presented in question No. 4.

j

.

.

.

Hates Debate
(Continu«J fn.m

ly short period which
to prepare their case.

'

I

,

1

,

11

they have had
Mills'

manner

The main argument presented by
Bowdoih si eraed to indicate that the
armed force brought about
poor political, social, and economic

'

;

raw

of presentation was extremely gooif,
and he easily held the interest of the
audience throughout his speech.

,

,.

.

*

their subject, which was apparently
the result of much careful and lengthy
study, whereas Bowdoin's team did
extellently, considering trie relative-

I

I

*

*

Air. Edgar O. Achorn, "81, of Branswick, delivered an address before the
Conference
Maine
of
Unitarian
Churches at Sanford, Alay
17,
on
"The Church and the Community."

policy of

conditions.

i

'

The committee in ciiarge is composed of Asa S. Knowles, '30, chairman, Caleb Ford Dryer, '30, and Carl

'.'

I

|

.

,

Hawthorne

»

of the executive commit-

H. Swan '98 senior vice-president of
the association, to fill out the unexpired term of former United States
Attorney John S. AI unlock, who resigned from hi- office as president.

afternoon
to
guests,
townspeople,
faculty and undergraduaies. On Wednesday evening, there was a formal
dance at the house, am; on Thursday
night an informal dance.
Thursday,
the members of the house with their
guests passed the day at Sprucewold
*
*
*
Lodge, Boothbay Harbor, -.vnere
a
dinner was also enjoyed. After that the
Delta I'psilon
party returned for the Ivy Play.
Delta Upsilon is having an unusualMusic
is being furnished for the enly large party, with thirty nine guests.
They are the Misses Dorothy Don tire party by Arthur Karle's orches-

_

j

j

I

Manning

*

Members

tee of the Rhode Island Bar Association on April 26, l'J'2'J, chose Frank

Herbert Smith, and guests, and Professor and Mrs. Charles H. Gray, are
also the guests of the chapter.
Herbert L. Prescott, '30, is chairman of the committee in charge, with
Barrett Fisher, '30, Alfred II. Fenton,
'31, and Gordon Kirkpati ick, '32, composing the committee.
.

land;

]

'

.

.

On Tuesday. Alay 28, the Alumni Association of Rhode Island will meet at
the Narragansett Hotel in Providence.
Dean Nixon will represent the college
as speaker.

land; Elizabeth -Farrington. of Portland, Elizabeth Parker, of Beverly,
Mass.; Ruth Hartt, of B iston, Mass.;
and Virginia Berry, of Portland.
Among the Alumni who are at
house party
are
Brewster
Page,
Philip Chaplin, Donald Norton, and
Donovan D. Lancaster, all with
guests.

Mass.; Florence Ranch, of Atlant c,
Mass.; Eleanor W'< ntwortii, of PortRuth Barry, of Waban, Mass.;
Evelyn Percy, of Portland; Dorotny
Walker, of
Rosamund
Portland;
Pierce, of Brookline, Mass.; Helen
Moffat, of
Portland;
and
Doris
Wilkerson,
Newton Highlands,
of
Mass., are the guests.
The music for the house dance was
by Grindell's Orchestra.
Mrs. Walter M.
Brown is the
chaperon.
Don Prince, '31, is in charge of arrangements, and Charles F. McCreery,
'30, Norman A. Brown, '31, Robert C.
Mover, '32, make up his committee.
The middle day activities included a
trip to the Poland Sprrng House for
lunch and dancing.

With The Alumni

I

—

'I

of

*

*

*

«

Theta Delta Chi

At the Theta Delta Chi part* the
Misses Marion Burdett, of Wollaston,

|

Cowey,
of
Old
Town;
Thelma
of
New
York;
Nieschkrz,
Helen
Rochelle, N. Y.; Myrtle Watson, of
Portland; Janet Boomer, of Waterbury', Conn.; Marian Tyler, of Lowell,
Mass.; Myrtle Colson, of Jamaica
Plains, Mass.; Dorothy Peterson, of
Portland; Helen Finley, of Kansas
City, Mo.; Clara Grimes, of SwampBCOtt, Mass.; Helen Leach, of Rock-

;

'32.

dinner and dance at the Eastland
Hotel in Portland,
music
for
the
dance being furnished by Joe Roman's
Orchestra. The pat ions and patronesses
are £> r and
Mrs.
Manton CopeLind of Brunswick, Mrs. James A.
Dunning of Bangor, amhr.Irs. Arnold
Gellerson of Dover- Foxci oft.
On Thursday the entire party went
to Green Gables Inn, Cape Elizabeth,
r an informal outing.
Following an
informal dinner there, the party returned to Brunswick for the Ivy Re:< evening, a formal dinner
Gymnasium will be held at the Chi Psi lodge,
French 6
Gymnasium
The following guests were invited,
Monday, June 10 8.30
the Misses Eleanor Hall, Worcester,
Art 8
Walker Art Building Mass.; Eleanor T. Dudley, South
Economics 4
Gymnasium Portland; Prances Nickerson, Pert*

<

periment

and h's orchestra
officiated for the dance
Upsilon house. On Thursday the whole party went for a picnic lunch at Birch Point.
Mrs. John J. Dana, of Portland,and
Mrs. Edward M. Fuller, of New York
City are the patronesses.
Among the guests are the Misses
Virginia Chapman.
or
Portland;
Eleanor Rice, of Middletown, Mass.;
Rosemary Couri, of Portland; Virginia Wilcox, of
Augusta;
Myrna
Allard, of Auburn; Isabeiie Snow, of
Newton, Mass.; Anita Earnshaw;
Bunny Keith, of Newton, Mass.;
Priscilla White, of Newton Centre,
Mass.; Florence Nichols, of Danvers,
Mass.; Marie Toperzer, of Medford,
Mass.;
(Catherine
Creighton,
of
Thomaston; Elizabeth May, Boston,
Mass.; Isalee Black, of Portland; and
Viola Borden, of Fall River, Mass.

The committee is made up of Harold
M. Ridlon. '30, Lawrence R. Leach, '30,
Edwin M. Fuller, '31, and John

.

-

Pearl

.

•

-

Morey

from Boston

at the Psi

;

—

.

*

,

j

(.onion B. Bridges, genial host at
the Moulton Chow House, goes to the
Harpswell fire as the bear went over
the mountain (to see what he could
see) and someone in comrf and- hands
him a shovel, saving, "Go! to worka,
John." M r
Bridges' sh!rt
needed

washing

|

,

SAVE MY CHILD!

.

,

:

—o

.

-

Out of the flocks of heath hens that
once inhabited Martha's Vineyard only
one bird is alive today.
This was
revealed by a census taken by Dr.
Alfred O. Cross, professor of biology secure
tne ir copies,
at Bowdoin College, who undertook a!
i n addition to the copies subscribe.!
study of the heath hen s decline {Qr< there are
about 10o )>xtra copies
several years ago for the State De- whicn
may
boUKnt b v those department of Conservation.
sirinj? them at t he gymnasium at the
Despite efforts to save this game time of the regular distribution, or
bird from extinction, a count in the! afterwards from 12. Stanley AIcLelSpring of 1!»27 showed that only 13 Ian, business manager, at the Beta
remained on the island. By the follow- House. Since r umber of extra copieing Spring this number had dwindled is limited, those who desire one and
to three, all of which were males, and have not subscribed are urged to oblast Fall only two were left. Since last tain them immediately,
before
the
December ony one bird has been seen, supply is exhausted
and because the entire island has been
Alpha Delta I'hi
thoroughly searched without trace of
The Ivy festivities' of the Bowdoin
any others, Dr. Cross has concluded
Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi began
this bird is the last of its race.
"Never in the history of ornithol- last Wednesday night with an informal
dinner at the Chapter house.
ogy," said Dr. Gross, "has a species
l-een watched in its normal environ- This was followed by a formal dance.
ment down to the very last individ- The patronesses were Mrs. E. A.
ual.
How long this. bird will continue Bobbins of Camden and Mrs. P. W.
Davis of Portland.
Music was furto live only time can answer.
The
death of this bird will also mean the nished by Perley Breed's Orchestra
of Boston, Mr. Lewin in charge. On
death of its race. It is the intention
held
at
of the Massachusetts State Division Thursday an outing was
of Fisheries and Game to allow the Little Sebago Lake, North Wyndham.
The committee was composed of Harlast heath hen to live its remaining
rison M. Davis, Jr.. chairman, Alanlev
days in a normal way among the
Littlelield,
Jr.,
Benjamin
G.
scrub oak plains of its ancestral home F.
Jenkins. Clifford R. Snow, and Robert
on Martha's Vineyard.
As long as K. Burnham.
it lives
it will
be carefully observed
The
guests
were
Misses
the
Lydia
and protected by the superintendent
Riley,
of
Brunswick;
Elizabeth
of the heath hen reservation.
Brackett, of Marbleheail, Mass.; Adelaide Waterman, of Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Ethel
Stoddard,
Final
of
Auburn;
Edith
Schedule
Slossberg, of Portland; Marjorie Hall,
June 3-15, 1929
of Arlington, Mass.; Miriam Lins, of
Monday. June 3 8.30
Fremont, O.; Alice DutYee, of Salem,
History 8
Fiances Bone, of Topeka,
Cymnasiuir. Mass.;
Kan,; Margaret Braman, of PortLiterature 2
t>.* nmasium
.Mathematics 4
land;
Elizabeth Fairchlid, of SyraAdams 204
Mathematics o'
Adams 20-1 cuse, N. Y.; Matilda White, of Brunswick; Elvira Harlow of Wollaston,
Monday. June 3 1.30
Mass.; Peggy LeClear, of Waban,
Chemistry 4
C.\ nmasium
Mass.; Elizabeth Kdwards, of West
Government 2
Cymnasium Newton, Mass.; Rachel Wilder,
NewGovernment lo
.Adams 2(14 ton,
Mass.
Italian 2
Adams 204
A formal dinner will tie held toPsychology
Gymnasium night
before
the Ivy Dance in the
Tuesday, June 1

art- beginning to lie successful.
To an
editor, crank letters mean what bouquets mean to an actress. They show
that someone's reading his stuff, and
at the same time, reading! it without
liking it. That's something.

FIREMAN

Dr. Cross Reveals That
Bird Will Soon he Extinct
on Island

Came

Kimball, of West
Newton, Mass.;
Ivy
Party
Sadie Bell, of Strong; Dorothy Small,
(Continued from Page I)
of Northeast Harbor; Catie Feakes
of Douglas Fosdick, are expected to of Newton Lower Falls, Mass.; Eleanor
be ready for distribution tonight at V itcomb, of Ipswich, Mass.; Katherine
the gymnasium at the time of the Clay, of Waterville; Magualena Vandance.
All juniors who have paid derlyn, of St. Petersburg, Fla.; Selma
their subscriptions ma\ recure their McPhail, of Strong; Sally Pennlngs,
Marian Bailey, of
copies. Also those who have made of Millinocket;
part payment may obtain theirs by Kinston, Mass.; and Marjorie Eivig,
presenting their stubs an<; paying the of Springfield, Mass.
Perley Breed's Orcht stra fr. m the
balance due.
important
It is very
that these men bring their stubs, since Club Karnak, Boston, is furnish ng
without them thev will be unable to the music for the Chapter functions.

House

Census hy

Although the mail bag
ductive

know,

THREE

I

|

We

held that

ifc.rei.ults in

ill-will between the countries of the
Caribbean and the United States, that
it
occasions far mo r expense than
these same investments are worth, and
that it is a clear violation or our mode
of treating any other country, as
Russia for example, which is likewise
in a rather unstable condition and

which, nevertheless, we ilo not invade
with armed forces.
On their sule of the question, Bates
presented in general the arguments
that this protection was vitally neces
sarv, and hence should not be disron
tinned, and furthermore, that ii wa
al.-o of benefit in no small number of
ways to the natives, instances wer
•

cited
where improved social and
economic conditions have resulted,
thanks to various American custom.'
which had been previously introduced.
They also contended that no deep
seated ill will was felt by the vast
majority of tinCentral
American
peoples. Furthermore, tie v proceeded
to

pick flaws

in

the solution of the

Caribbean problem suggested bv tinteanu that
ail
Bowdoin
known
methods of arbitration should r>
•

u.-ed.

then, these

anil

failing,

th.-

matter should be charged up to profit
and loss rather than that we should
violate the rights of other countries.
Tie- rebuttals were uniformly good
full of interest. Professor Stanwood'- answer to the question put
him bv one of the Bate- team was one

and

of the features of the debate.
The decision wa- rendered by the
judges in favor of Bate-, by a two
to one margin.
Considering the long
and brilliant record Bates has held in
this t'udd.

no

Coach Frederick Dupee ha

reason

inal resuR.

to

be

displeased

at

the
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BOWDOIN
GREATLY (HANGED
IX LAST CENTURY

LIFE AT

Sportsman's Pen
Whilcomb's luftrt in the two mile
run was nothing short of tragic.
It
was not until the last lew vards that
Whitten of Ifates. and Brooks of
Maine spurted ahead to squeeze Whit-

comb

History

of Class of 1829
Interesting Facts-Chapel at

Hoard

out ol the scoring.

S1.2.">

per

Reveals
fi

A. M.

Week

the cannibals of the Batu Islands.
Harrison Otis Apthorp wrote a
book "Grammar of Klocution", which
was well known in the '60's. He was
one of the men who chose the artists
for
the
chapel
decorations
(the
"Magi scene" of Cornelius).
Phineas Banes, a well known lawyer, who VMS much interested in public school matters as well as politics,
was an Overseer at Bowdoin, 1841)
1860.

The baseball team had a glorious
time at Orosio last Fri<lay. They tell
us that Coach, IJrice was extremely
entertaining.

The

ni le's last bow of the 19:29 sea1st when the Brice
;<t Brunswick for the final
of the State series. As a matter of pride the White txpects to
show the visitors just how the game

son will he on June

men appear

IMN
is

The track team has finished it
Work for the year, with the exception

i

of the N<'\\ FhgiatiiV 111 Pet when s
to be held at Harvard Stadium t >muriow. Despite the fact that victory
iii
the State Keel
was far from
realised, it appea > <iu:ie obvious t
the observer that? Map e is building!
1m'

working and plugging

Brunswiek,.hhe •>]<! maxim concerning "the unrn-inc-i- of the head that
wears the crown" becomes more
pertinent,

at

The team

of great earnestness and ^igor, spoke
in 1864 in I'aris to the Protestant pastors and delegates from all parts of
France; also in London at the great

well acquainted with the
intricacies of the national pastime.
Mail) of the pia.vs this season both
is

and at MM prove this statement.;
Lapses of loose lidding and |Mior hatting have caused much of the havoc
done h> opponents. With this missing
from the various contests Bowdoin
would now he sitting on the top of
afield

the league.

these dread and
disastrous lapses, there have been
numerous tough "Invaks". Will anyone ever forget the kind of umpiring

Notwithstanding

Ten members of the class became
ministers, eight were lawyers, seven
taught, four studied medicine, and one
was a merchant.
It was two members of that class
(one an excellent tiddler) who had the
chapel bell taken to the bridge and
throws into the Androscoggin. (How
the students did sleep ami miss classes
the next day!).
The two culprits to
save themselves from expulsion were
compelled to purchase a new bell.

(for
mathematics)
Blackboards
were unpopular when first introduced,
offered in the'' first MaSne-Bowdoin being
smashed,
or
painted
red,
conclave? This is but one instance of sponged with oil.
Such "wicked docircumstance wind: boded ill for the ing" was gravely referred to by PresWhite.
ident Allen in one of his sermons as
Class
"the board that was black."
Carl Butler "Mi was the dark horse; disapproval was shown by the rapid
ol the Bowdoin Track Team at Water- shuffling of feet.
ville Saturday.
Spurred on bj compc'l
One member of the class, Samuel
tition. he pole vaulted better than ever' Munson, had almost no help but much
before, adding some right or nine courage in his great struggle for an
inches to his previous record, while in education.
He became a missionary
the shot put be figured in the scoring under the American Board, and was
bv getti.ig a fh|rd.
killed at the early age of thirtv. by
]

i

USE HOME-STUDY COURSES
TO HASTEN GRADUATION
Choose from

annual assembly of the Eng. Congregationalist Union.
Richard Stuart Evans, a linguist

and journalist, held several

civil service posts in the C. S. He wrote two
novels, "Witch Creek" ami "The Ger-

man

credit yielding courses in the Social Sciences, the Languages,
theNartural Sciences; Mathematics, Education and Theological subjects.
Tiirn i.|*ire time to account. For detailed circular address
4p,0

Zi)t ©nisjergitp of Cfjicago
Box S, Chicago, Illinois
Thit University hat been teaching by com tpondence for 37 year*

Student."

John

Fairfield

Hartley,

a

lawyer,

who spent many honorable years

in

the Treasury

1 1

>

Magee

Elisha Lord Cleaveland, a minister

Uilliam Allen, a class of thirty-nine,
uie largest up to that time, entered
Bowdoin. Nine of the class tiict not
complete the college course. Une graduated at the age of seventeen anu two
at eighteen, but the one referred to
"as born in another century
was one
oi the "nine."
Ihe average graduate
age seems to have been eighteen.
At that time it was the rule to take
every subject, and classes did not all
begin as late as H.'AO. In (act chapel
was at fi a. m. Old records and diaries
itof long walks to the sea, hunting
(usually tor squirrels), beech nui
parties,
lengthy
talks
while
the
molasses candy cooked, or discussions
about the lucky ones who had visitors
(some of the nun boarded themselves
su that often a visitor was a neighbor from home who brought the weeki\
supply of food). Such conditions
may have been what led to the establishment of the "Hoarding Club." One
of the founders said: "There was no
grumbling, as the charges were only
{1.25 per week."

18J."j,

"

played!

VV'hil<'

during the presidency of

In

ton,

mon

Department at Washingnumbered among his friends Sal-

Chase, Wm. I'itt Fessenden
and Hugh McCulloch.
His name is
inscribed, with Hugh McCulloch's, on
the I S. Treasury Building at Wash1'.

.

ington.

In

UU4

the John

Hartley Scholarship was

Fairfield
given by his

Bowdoin Column
Professor Albrt Abrahamson, instructor of economics, is a member of
a committee made up of educators,
business and laborlea lers, economists,
statisticians,
engineers
and other
authorities who participated in a nation-wide
inquiry
into
post-war
economic conditions in America, the
results of which have just been mad"
public.
The inquiry, lasting over a
year, was conducted under the auspices of the Committee
on
Recent
Economic Changes of the President's
Unemployment
Conference,
the
chairman
of
which
is
PresiHoover.
dent
The
results
of
the inquiry have been published under
Economic
the
title
"Recent
Changes" which comprise the findings
of the experts, and the report of tlv
Committee, the latter being a crit'eal
appraisal of factors of stability and
instability in our economic life.

Miss
Reed,
Alta
who
is
in
charge of the Alumni Reading Boom

in the College Library, was recentlyFrank Hartley.
elected the second president of the
Henry Hromfield McCobb of Revolu- Brunswick Business and Professional
tionary ancestry was at one time own- Women's Club
at
the first annual
er of a sugar plantation in Porto Kico
meeting of that organization.
The
and later returning to Portland, be- meeting was in the club room in the
came the "pioneer of gas lighting" in
Tondreau b'ock, aLer a supper at the

son. Dr.

The merry little clickings of the
lawnmower have recently
made themselves heard. Of course

Ivy Oration

college

1

1

*.»ntinu*-«i

rt'iui

f'ajte

I)

This reminds me of a .story with
there is no reason to believe that
there won't be a fall of snow pretty- whieh 1 shall tax, perhaps over-tax.
soon to counteract all the good work, your patience for a lew moments. A
whom i once knew was a speaker
man
for it seems impossible that grass
should be getting really long enough' of some repute. One spring tne headmaster of a highly rated preparatory
to cut this early in the year, although
give the'
they tell us that tulips are in bloom school invited this man t->
commencement address, tit accepted.
way down south in Boston.

He always spoke extemporaneously,

*

*

*

but he had to think of a subject first.
The days went rapidly by, tne commencement was drawing near, and his
brain still remained a complete blank.
The day arrived; he boarded a train
lor the school, and continued to ponder. At the station he was met bj the
headmaster, and as they drove out to
the' school my friend scrutinised the
None
billboards for a possible text.
appealed to him, although he considered "I've Graduated to Camels Now
and "Keep That School (,irl Complexion." They arrived at the school. Still
no subject. They passed down long

The Visiting Committee of the College composed of Messrs. Cobb, White,
Coding, L. Dana, and Burleigh, were
on the campus Thursday, May Kith.
The duties were in accordance with
the By-Laws of the College, Article
12: "The
Visiting Committee* shall
the College; give a hearing to

visit

any member of the Faculty who sperequests to be heard; consider
matters of policy, and piepare anil
submit at each annual meeting recommendations of such policies, meascially
all

ures and improvements as, in its opinion, will promote the interest and
prosperity of the College.
"The Committee also shall present
a budget setting forth the estimated
receipts and appropriations
recommended for the ensuing year. The report of the Committee shall be accompanied by forms of votes to carry
out its recommendations."

Representatives of the four Maine
Heaps met May 9 at the Falhotel with a committee ap.Maine.
pointed by the Maine I>evelopment
Hugh McCulloch, as a lawyer and Creen Hay Tea Room. The retiring Commission to begin study of waypresident, the first the club had, was
banker, not only served many years
placement
and
of
effective
means
Mrs. Clara D. Hayes, secretary of
in the Treasury Department in VVa.-hwork among Maine college graduates.
the college.
ington, but. was at one time a London
The discussion was confined to pre*
*
*
banker.
liminaries and another meeting of the
William Wood was one of the
President Kenneth C. M. Sills ha., group will be called soon.
founders of the Maine Institute of recently been elected to the governing
At the Thursday meeting were
Natural Sciences and of the Portland board of the Bruns wick Golf Club, Charles O. Beals, State Commissioner
Natural History Society. He learned also. Prof. Morgan B. Cushing wa.- of Labor,
Benjamin F. Cleaves and A
German as fad after be was seventy elected to the greens committee.
L. T. Cummings of Portland, John
years of aye and was an Overseer of
t
*
W. Leland of Dover- Foxcro ft, C. K.
Bowdoin ( 18.">7-1864).
Two fine mantel t locks have been Cobb of Denmark, Prof. Warren B.
Hoses Soul completed the course in
Catlin of Bowdoin, Prof. R. R. X.
three years. Considered a teacher of presented to the Coll eg,- r>y Mr. Win- Gould of Bates, Prof. C. H. Morrow
field
E. Wight, TV, of Thomaston,
great tact, he was distinguished for
Conn.
They have be en placed in" the of Colby and Prof. I. H. Prageman of
administrative
ability
and classic
the
.University of Maine.
billiard room and the cafeteria of the
scholarship,
Two books by or about members of Moulton Union.+
*
*
On
Wednesday and Thursday, May
the Class of 1829 are to be found in
One interesting aftermath of the first and second, the Kxamining Comthe Alumni Alcove.
"Memoirs of Samuel Munson ami institute was the visit or Professor mittee of Bowdoin College made its
Henry I.yman" by Rev. Wm. Thomp- Woolley to the Art Building. It is annual visit to the campus. The comalways a matter of mrerest to see mittee consists of the Hon. Charles
son was published in 18.'!1>.
Lyman was an Amherst man with what eminent people iMnk of one's F. Johnson, LL.D., of Waterville, who
whom Munson became acquainted af- possessions and it was a very pleasing has recently retired as judge of the
of
Appeals,
ter leaving Ilowdoin.
thing to hear that Mr. Woolley was Federal Circuit Court
The book gives first an interesting exceedingly pleased with the Edward Rev. Daniel Evans, D.D., of Belmont,
insight into the early life of each man Berry Warren collection of classical Mass., Principal Wilbert G. Mallett.
and then their work as missionaries antiquities and also with Lie Assyrian A.M., of Farmington Normal School,
is carefully told.
Room. He was particularly impressed Judge John W. Manson, A.M., of
"Men and Measures of Half a Cen- with a head of Assur-naz:.-pal which Pittsfield, and Alfred Burton, Sc.D.,
Massachusetts
tury" was published in 188S when is separate from the other panels in former Dean of the
Hugh McCulloch, who had had a wide the Assyrian room. Apparently he Institute of Technology. Judge Johnand varied experience as a lawyer and considered this a valuable piece and son told Professor Hormell's Governbanker, was eighty years old.
representative of the best period of ment 2 class of the workings of the
Assyrian Art. All of widen goes to Federal courts, giving a clear and in
It contains sketches and comments
teresting first hand account.
on men and events that came under prove that even a small college can
of the
highest
his observation while he was connect- have some articles
ed with the administrations of Prgsi- value in its possession of which «t
President Sills delivered an address
dents Lincoln, Johnson, and Arthur. can be justly promt.
from radio station WCStl in Portland
on the evening of Friday, May 17

Nothing here. And theii,
corridors.
on the door of the assembly hall be
.saw neatly printed in blue letters the

word "Push." Here was

his subject
From the platform he addressed the
students in the following manner:
"Young men, you are about to pass
another milestone in your lives as
members of an ordered society.
Whether it is work or college that liebefore you, you must strive hard to
illuminate this darkened world s slum(Loud applause).
bering intellect.
The key to your success is in a ver\
small word, one which you must obthis
world, a word
in
succeed
serve to
which you will find written on your
doors in the back of the hall."
At once 200 heads turned and read,
neatly printed in blue letters, the
word, "BULL.V

be

mouth

l\Y
to

Interest hi this old
Bowdoin custom has fallen oil a great
deal in the past years. A defense of
tradition might now be in order, but
feel that
1
I will not give this, becaus*
such/*, defense is unnecessary; There
is no need to prove the value of traout the
bring
or
dition yn a college,
.sentimentality attached to it. What
hall try to do is to make clear ju-t
what this particular tradition is, what

|S

J

*

*

•

YESTERDAY ANDTOftAI

This year there was much talk a,s
the advisability of having the Ivy

Day

exercises.

1

stands for, and in what spirit it
it
A tradition
should be perpetuated.
will continue through its ow n internal
and not by any external
value,
haranguing on my part or anybody's
else.

Ivy Day has this value, hult it has
been covered up for severaljyears by
an indifferent dismissal of'The whole
affair in the average student - mind-

He reads the programme of prayer,
oration, and ode, knows that we wear
and gowns, and considers the
\ hole
proceedings the bunk. To him

caps

seems like an outworn custom
Perhaps the
ready for the discard.
of the oration should lie (riven
instead of calling it an oration.
thought of doing that, but then decided you wouldn't know this was the
Ivy
Ivy Oration unless 1 told you.
Day, in contrast to Seniors' Class Day,
is not tinged with the gloom of sepait

title

1

*

marks the arrival
It
The evening classes in swimming, ration.
in colwhich have been held regularly during class to their highest position
leg.-, provided they pass their finalthe winter and spring at the Curtitwo weeks later. It IS unfortunate that
pool under the direction of Captain
Seniors' Last Chapel should come on
Robert B. Miller, have come to a close.
our Junior day, but if it were postThe men's class met for the last time poned, think what a catastrophe that
a week ago Monday evening, while would be for the poor Seniors. Neverthe women's class concluded its se - theless a Juniors' Last Chapel would
sions two evenings later. The young he more appreciated and thus the
of

You

can bank on the

quality of a cigarette

presented then- Seniors could do away with their
Her,
with a] ceremony.
Nowadays, possibly, the
gloom of separation is somewhat
am led
softened by the bottle, but
to believe that bottles existed &0 gears
Maine
During the whole time of the Ivy ago, even though the State of
House Party the Monitor! Union will has always resembled the Sahara
Desert, governmentally speaking.
be open for inspection by visitors and
ladies of this class
instructor, Captain

M

handsome and serviceable sweater as
a token

of

their

appreciation.

I

'

j

i

that continues to be

friends of the college. All the facilities of tte Union are extended to
visitors, especially the dining service,
which includes both the cafeteria and
the- private dining room.
*

the biggest success in

*

|

j

;

*

One Bowdoin professor has once
again shown himself the best of all
good sports. Kven though he himself
had asked that all finals in his course.
be given 'during the first week of the]
examination period, he was willing to
allow one to be shifted to a day in
the second week (thereby losing
week of a well-earned vacation) on
the receipt of a petition signed by a!
large majority of the men in one of
his classes. The act of a good spurt
j

i

smoking history

i

i

AMEL

a

As usual, the annual influx of car?
around Ivy has taken plac ?. Bowdoin
begins to look motorized.

CIGARETTES

!

'

One of the commonest arguments
that Ivy Day has outlived its former
usefulness is that the siip< abundance
of other activities draw heavily on its
powers of holding the interest of both
Whether
the class and the audience.
it does or does not, makes no differ*
ence.
The idea, once adopted, is all
that is necessary to condemn anything!
After one decides that Ivy exercises
are dead, be looks around foi reasons
for his decision without bothering to
go and see if the exercises deserve it.
They may improve, for, of course, the
real reason for their falling off from
the ancient standard is that the speakhat
ers are not quite up to scratch.
cannot be helped by any reform in the
programme, unless the speakers are
abolished.
Probably, after this somewhat Libert Hubbard Scrap Bookish
tirade, future classes will consider
But
abolishing the oration at least.
this is not, strictly speaking, an oration, because an oration is speaking
strictly, and I feel that Ivy is a time
Seriousness, t \cept in
for rejoicing.
the presentation of the wooden spoon,
and in the prayer, should not be a
part of the proceedings. A brief
glimpse into the past may help us
i

I

realize

Ivy

what Ivj really
Day originated in

is.

1865.

It

was

not held again until S7 when the unbroken custom down to todaj wa- be!

gun.

1

came with the
among them the wooden
Since then there has been esno change.
The Orient of
1K7!>. asked that the Re2l"st,
Presentations

class of 1S7">,

spoon.

WHY CAMELS ARE THE

BETTER CIGARETTE

sentially

May

Field Day be held at lv>
The Regatta was an interclass
time.
boat race, and the Field Day an intercollegiate track meet at the Topsham
F;'ir Grounds. Argues the Orient, and
who will not agree with the Oiient
"The idea that .-ports are an injury to
a college has now, comparatively, but
And
a small number of supporters."
the paper concluded: "SPORT KEEPS

gatta and

Camels contain the
.

«

choicest tobaccos

grown

expertly blended for matchless taste

.

1

aha fragrance.
They have a welcome mellowness ana mildness

Paul Whiteman

that you will fiiul in no other cigarette.

Every Tuesday over Columbia
network
9:00 to 10:00 P. Ml.
Eastern Daylight Saving Time
.

Smoke them

as often as you

like,

Camels never

The

quality

of Camels is never permitted to

vary.

superior cigarette could have won

Courtesy of OLD GOLD
"not a cough
CIGARETTES

tra.

and

. . .

lild world leadership for all these years as

Camel has

.

A touch of your radio dial v»ill
bring you the iuulchh-** <lanee
limbic of the 4*kin«» of Jazz"'
and his world-reiiovt u«'d orches-

tire your taste.

Only a

.

in

a

carlowl."'

Old Gold

done.
C 1929. R. J. Rr>nold< Tobscco
Company, WuutoivSalcm, N. C.

CIGARETTES

MEN PROM

DISSIPATION."

This

If sport kept men from
tells us much.
dissipation, obviously there must have
been dissipation. There was. It might
i>e ^.iid it was encouraged, for on Bl's
Ivy Day President Hyde awarded to
the class team winning the most
points in the Field Day a keir of
Now, what kind of cider can
cider.
you have on the 7th of June' There
is only one conclusion, so obvious that
won't make it. And if the athletics
of the time prevented or at least
I

checked looseness

in

moral-, and of

the Orient must nave beet!
we begin to wonder whether or
n<t athletics themselves were "under

eour.-e
right,

ii
w hen w >
mined and menta \ irreg'i'ai
read of two of the events held: a
three-legged race and a 100-yard dash

(Continued on !'»»* 6)
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FIVE

HELEN MOST POPULAR
NAME AT IVY PARTY

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
NEW LOT OF BOWDOIN BOOK-ENDS
The

SS.50 Size

Now

ALPHA TAl OMEGA BANNERS

$5.50 in
and

Poll

W. Chandler

—

HERBERT

RICHARD

FERN ALD
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Ivy Oration
(Continued from Pane 4)

backward.-.

Something

wrong

is'

somewhere

Rain, wiiich fr,lls frequently mi Ivy Day, caused the presentation- tt be made indoor* by the
class of '81.
At this time the highly
appropriate oration was finely written
and gained the closest attention from
the audience by its graceful appeal.

The class of '84 held its exercises in
Mem Hall. Previously they had been
in the Chapel, and this change
emphasized the spirit ot joj'ousness
and lack of formality.
given

I

j

Some of the presentation hojiors for
the next twenty years show tie originality of the times.
Lazy Man, Dig
(or we would say grind), Handsomest
Man, for the Best Moustache, Class
Philosopher,
Dude,
Man,;
Bashful

j

I

I

Man, Crank, Tough, Blower,
Truthful Man, Class Sport, Backslider,
Witty

[ndoor

j

Athlete,

Unknown

I

Quantity,

and Popular Man. The latter honor
Jias always been conferred, and is the
only serious one of the group.;
In 18X7 a train wreck on the Maine
Central prevented the Germama Band
from arriving in time to pla~ at the
exercises, but they did get hese in the
evening, and Ivy Hop, preceaVd by a
concert, was given- in the Town Hall.
The following is the dance Order of
the occasion:
Quadrille
Lanci'.-rs
>

Waltz

Waltz

Portland Fancy
Schottische

Postofl

(Quadrille

Waltz
Intermission
Waltz, Schottische,

Galop

Baxter. In the presentation speech
on this occasion the president said to
Mr. Baxter: "I advise you to wear
these hand cuffs ajways.
They may
save you money."" The reason for
conferring this somewhat shady honor
on Mr. Baxter is not mentioned in the
Orient and should, I think, be brought
out.
In the winter of 1897, several
months before Ivy, William Jennings
Bryan, the silver tongue orator,' was
giving one of his 16 to 1 campaign
speeches in Bath. The student body
swarmed to the rally en masse. In the
excitement of the occasion a near-riot
occurred, and the Bath Police force
had to exert his authority. Mr. Baxter was thrust into the local cooler.
He brought suit against the policeman
for false arrest. That representative
of La-v and Order maintained that Mr.
ISaxter had led the students in unwarranted cheering, while Mr. Baxter said
that he was trying to quiet them
down. It was all in the direction of
arm-waving. There was much arguing,
but Mr. Baxter won the suit, and was
awarded damages of one cent.
President Sills was the class poet at
19(H's celebration, and at the next Ivy
the class golfer received a gift.
He
was not allowed to run for truthful
man. '02's dance lasted until nearly
three, and there were many two-steps.
l.'p to
1902 Ivy Day had always
gone smoothly, each one improving on
the other. But '03's ceremonies were
marred by the discourtesy of the audience rushing from the hall before the
class could pass out. I hope you will
not be so eager to leave '30's ceremonies as this. The ladies came from
all over New England, anu the dance
lasted until three o'clock.
We find a dismal note two years,
later.
The Orient states that the oration was clothed with some pretty
humor which the audience failed to appreciate.
Professor Chase was the
odist, and concerning the dance the
Orient noted: "... and the time
passed so pleasantly that the morning
light was already gilding the towers
of King Chapel when the last of the
twenty-four dances was over and the.
last carriage disappeared from the
campus
.
The orchestra played
popular airs from all the late operas
which desei-ved the frequent encores
which they received." We today wonder what is meant by late operas.
1906 saw the origin of the Ivy play.
Sheridan's "Rivals" was presented in
the Town Hall on the night before.
Following this comes the first House
party.
Friends were entertained by
a dancing party (Not called that today; House party is more inclusive)
at the Psi Upsilon House.
Ivy Day has continued year after
year. Interest has waned and revived.
The World War threatened to break
the long line.
Half of the class of
'18 was in the service, but the exercises were carried on by substitute
speakers.
Today we have the 55th
consecutive Ivy Day. And we talked
of doing away with the alfair.
The
trouble was we didn't know what Ivy
meant. We associated Ivy with the
past, with an outworn tradition that
had long been dead. Why? Because
we had never been to Ivy exercises,
or if we had, those that gave them
hail never l>een.
For the past few
years Ivy Day has been condemned at
the start and then carried out halfheartedly.
The result has been failure. Ivy Day hasn't had a chance, be-'
cause it hasn't been understood. Future classes must see the possibilities
the day has, They must realize the
spirit of the occasion.
If some class
abolishes it, the next will want it back.
We are funny that way.
Viewed in the light of the past, as
they should be, Ivy Day exercises cannot be stamped with a musty stiffness
or dismissed as a part of the outworn
institutions of our fathers' or grandfathers' time. This little research into
the archives of the last 50-odd years
has shown us that the Bowdoin men
of those days knew how to celebrate,
and made their exercises worthy of
Our standard of
that celebration.
celebration may be higher tor lower)
than then, but the spirit behind the
day, which made it successful, was the
same as now: That of having a good
time. It is up to future orators, poets,
and presentation makers to spend time
in preparing for the entertainment
of all.
Perhaps if there were more class
unity we could have a more spontaneous Ivy Day. But after our Sophomore Year we lose most of our class
unity. This is a very present problem
We are divided by
in our college life.

Fancy

Calopi
Quadrille

Four Efctras:
Polka
Schotfjsche
2 WaKzes

The Ivy Days ofU889 and 18*0 were
gala affairs, and ornatp and eSoquent
descriptions in the Orient of that time
reveal much merriment. The .'presentation speeches, as. well as the more
important parts, were printed in full,
and the following wording about the
class "social man" upon receiving the
fan given for that honor is worthy of
notice:

"He advanced with

that calm and
placid smile for which so many of the
IJiunswick ladies are pining, and in a
speech in which delivery anil diction
combined for the most takinjy effect
we hate ever witnessed up'sn that
stage, he held the aud'cnce captive."
We of the present generation have
ofttimes murmured fervently: "I am
glad I didn't live in those days." But
how we have erred in our estimation
of the glorious past! After rea<,hig the
following account of the c'ass of
1899's. Ivy Dance, we are all sure of
having a miserable time tonight.
"The dance floor was^thronged with
'90's shapely gallants, each with a vision of fragile loveliness clinging with
palpitating, yet serene, confidence to
The n.poseful
his well-nerved arm.
dignity of the Senior added character
to the" scene; the rich-blooded, living,
kicking Sophomore, a flood v ith animal
life, with his uniformly red-cheeked,
bouncing dame contributed 'ivacity
and spirit to the company.
"It was a most' gorgeous symposium
of changing color and shade, cofctumes
of the rarest fabrics of the East,
sparkling gems and radiant woman-

—

hood ail this being strengthened and
supported by the riobjest gentry in the
Pine Tree State; and there was just
enough sound wafted up on the perfume-laden atmosphere to suggest the
rippling of a summer sea in grottoes
of opaline basalt."
The class of '91 added the L'Eclair
to the dance order, and the names of
the musical selections "wufL'd up"
for this occasion were as follows:
The Lilac, the Oolah. the Gondoliers,
Marie, Santiago, Operatic, Venice,
Amor, Invasion, Ruddygore.
The Ivy Hop Lunch was a glorious
repast, Perhaps we should wer-der at
the ability of "91 to get awe* with
But, on
such an outlay of dainties.
the other hand, we must remember
that when one has twenty-four dances
to go through and when there were no
such things as cutting-in, the "shapely
gallant" neeck-d a lot more than a
dubious4 salad or thirty-five cent ice
cream sold by the student council to
keep him going. Furthermore, intermission was observed within the dance
hall; not from five to twenty miles
awav. The menu in part follows:
Claire potage de tortue yerte
Kn tasses a la Victoria
Lives a la Reine
Celerie en Uameaux
Pvramide de Dinde uux Truffles

.

.

Salade de Laitue
Salade d'Homade
Creme Clacee a la Naples
Baisers fraternities.
Doigts de Dames

MacaroonTablet de Chocolat
Tablet d'Ange
Tablet de N'oix
Charlotte Russe a la Chantilly

If

we had more dormi-

tories so that every one could live on
the campus, we might be able to de-

velop the binding ties which one reads
about in the past and which end with
Bon-bons en Pamers the Freshman banquet. Of course, the
call to arms in Freshman-Sophomore
Cafe Xoir
always brings forth a speedy
For a translation of this the Orient warfare
and favorable answer. United action
decided to refer the reader to the head
in a riot draws us closer together. But
of the French Department.
if we could live among one another
orahis
'94
presented
Mr. Moore of
irrespective of our artificially chosen
tion extemporaneously, and the next
groups, we would know ourselves, and
year the last boat race was he'd.
prize be a Junior class instead of so many
In 1897 the Class Criminal's
Junior delegations.
of hand cuffs, went to Percival
a pair

Guests

of

Some curious soul the other day
suddenly betook upon himself the task
compiling a poll of names the
names of the young ladies attending
house parties.
After he completed
his task, the poor man passed away
in dire straits
muttering "Marias
Marion." His results were rather interesting, however, inasmuch as some
of the old favorite names such as
Alice and Caroline and Nancy finished
well down the list.
So we take the
liberty of reproducing them here. The
orthography was often diverse hence
we indicate only the spelling preferred
by the larger number, although we
realize this is no criterion.
The poll
came out as follows

HALF-SKINS in Stock
Hayes

&

List

Good Second, with

a

Marian Third

LET FREEDOM RING— Arthur Garfield
~F.
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Shows Dorothy
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HENRY

HARRISON
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7
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6
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5

5

Priscilla

4

Florence

3

Gladys
Grace
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3

Harriet

Editor-in-Chief of Orient

7

-
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Hope

3

Katherire

'>

Miriam

Class

ODE OF CLASS OF

Poem
We

Breathe, dainty muse, into this dusty hall
Where men have prayed and shouted, talked and sung;
And boasted, too, of mighty things, and all
The trivial feats that pass great men among:
For some are wont to lick the drops they've wrung
From squeezing truth; and others let truth be.
Depending mostly on a jaunty tongue
To guide some way— and then on charity;
And some will like and some disdain our flattery.

cannot say the proper
And sacrosanctual things,
They've all been better spoken
By senators and kings.

And

Adieu to

let us mention not a one by name,
For we have not permission now to tell
What rumor brings, nor what is told by fame;
And 'twould be rude to think we judge as well
As they But let's attempt not to dispel
Vague thoughts or musty reasons, numb
Passions— assuaged but all too strong to quell.
Do breathe, muse; deign far off to sing us some
Or yet. adept muse, come. Oh come. And will you come

Adieu

The

And

?

are they all, and why?
What do they mean?
And how shall we treat them ? "Many," she says,
to say if one should try;

could be answered many ways.
and think a thousand days
And never answer one." I know it, though.
But there's a single thought sometimes that plays
In a mind and masters all the others so
That as it seems a moment they all have to go.

And each one

talk

tell us just a single thought of yours;
Don't try to think them all. "I'll say just one,"
She says, "but let be no one who ignores
The rest. It may be this, once I've begun,
Will seem like ill thoughts in some way; but none
You cannot say it's like them all
Is sure.
To coax analogy, too much in fun.
But think of just this thought. Some good folks call
God great, and others think his chance to be is small."

So

is a question all will feel, all men,
"
You would say ... ? "Yesterday you asked, and I
She says to me, "you know what I said then."
"I was God a moment," she said, "the sky
Was underneath, where stars peeped at my eye
And said clear things, not knowing how to talk:
I could have ruled them all if I would try."
She showed me her secret while we were at walk:
Her stars were minute crystals; her sky a granite rock.

—

But she had felt eternal, that was it.
She said, "Then I was a godless creature, reft
sacred rites. And I could sit
In ecstacy within a little cleft
In the vast whirl of things, that had been left
By hurrying forces inadvertently."
It must be great, I thought, to feel the heft
Of nature's mighty moral. "I, though free,"
She said, "from imagined wrath, felt real anxiety."
thrill at

I saw two persons; one from church
quite grounded in his way of things
And one who all his life could only search,
Whose hope to gratify innate cravings
Found matter to goad his friend like honeyed stings.
Though each had felt the feeling of his work
And knew," she said, "the pleasure that it brings,
They lengthened time in wrangles, and would lurk
Each on his friend's misunderstanding, so to smirk."

"But then

Who was

do.

Indulging in its faults he has not shown.
Since it has done good things that he has known,
He pities those not blind enough to see
to me.

Muse, you are too modest, as I' think;
You speak hardly a word, and I have told
But things you said whilere. A distant wink
Of a twinkling star would make your feelings bold;
But while in company you seem to hold
Them back. Is it well that you do so? ....
Have it as is your will, muse of gold;
Prevent us hearing all the songs you know.
WV11 bother them no more. Go now. But won't you go?

She

will not

even speak, but

Oh

sits

as

still

implore
\ou, muse, to let there com" a welling rill
Of sound in varied cadences to store
Our ears with listening, filling them and more ....
She answers not, as if she never knew.
And vet sh? will respond if I imploreThat is, she turns to speak a word or two;
But "Why are men so selfish?" is all she'll say to you.

A* any thing can

be.

I

shadow,

—

Paper

Publishes

"From Confucius

to

Review

j

I

'

A

review by

Hope weie present.
The whole thing is interesting, and
hence we have submitted it for your
of Priscilla and

of

Mencken"

perusal.

Q. X.

President Sills of a

last

Forest Fire

week.

(Continued irom Pate

The Herald Review follows:

—

That his way is the best, and his alone.
Then for this foisted pity he makes plea
"But why are men so selfish?" This she said

in

steel-blue skies of Maine.

BY PRESIDENT SILLS
Boston

Herald

What

They
own

life.

streams

cold earth and the rain.

new anthology, "From Confucius to
Mencken" edited by F. H. Pritckjud,
made its .appearance in the Boston

She's dainty, a modest creature; does not want
To let her unassuming skill be seen;
Afraid her single gesture will seem to flaunt,
Her every declaration overween.
But let me ask her what her thoughts have been,
If she refrains from speaking; I will ask .
What many of the graver questions mean
We'll have to think about and if to mask
Them in old customs or disclose them in our task.

Yet men will do that way, I thought.
For one will get enraptured with his
Interpretation, knowing it is true.

to

—

'

Dorriette was an analogous case.
othy alone of the higher scorers was
consistent.
Kaye is just a corruption
of Katherine, so we understand; this
would raise the latter two degrees.
Many Elizabeths have been called
Petty we might reverse the equation,
and Elizabeth would tie for high
honors with Helen. We find all kinds
We
of Roses (-lie, -mond, -mary).
.vnna and Aina, Jean, Jane,
find
We could not decide whether
Janet.
or
Mary
under
Marianna
to include
Marian. The good old Pilgrim names

NEW BOOK REVIEWED

—

Of

compound

Adieu to pine-dark waters

—

That

this strange

quiet and of strife,

Of academic

For here we are a merry company

Or you could

other in Katherine. Flizabeth appeared Elisabeth once. An e was appended on Helen once. We could not
decide whether Rosamond or Rosamund was better. Isabel liked an exin one instance
and Hartra "le

to old Bowdoin
to ourselves as well.

This Janus benediction

Waiting for you to move us with a song ....
Oh, here you've come. But won't you speak for me?
You do my loving expectation wrong,
You have not brought an instrument along;
And I must do without your voice alone
While you are here .... So let proud poets be strong
In fancy that on muses' wings is flown;
Let other muses fly while you sit on a stone.

"Too many things

and
seventy-two
crashed
through only once.
Marian was spelled Marion four
times.
K's and C's displaced each

Instead we'll sing of partings
Foreboding of farewell

And

3

received two vote-

apiece

To Maine and

Of

3

Rosamond
Fourteen names

1930

1)

impassable water barriers,
Bowdoin men aided in protecting the
cottages and homes which lined the
The fight was courageous on
shore.
the
for
the part of all concerned,
flames were white hot as they rose
sid'-red

Despite its
modern, indeed one
might almost say its up-to-date title,
"From Confucius to Mencken," there
is something medieval about this collection of essays.
It is encyclopaedic
in scope, containing
extracts
from
writers not only in Europe, but in
Asia and representing not only the
literatures familiar to us but also
those of ancient India, Persia, Arabia,
Finland, Czechoslovakia and Esthonia.
It is a
bold undertaking to attempt to give the trend of the world's
best thought as expressed by famous
writers of all times, although this am-

4

from the resinous pines. The greatest aid, however, was the failing wind
at about six o'clock, which made it
possible to bring the fire completely
under control in the early evening.
volunteers
the
all
Practically
a
but
left the scene at that time,
group of firemen remained to patrol
the vicinity, and see tnat none of the
small fires which sprang up spread.
The next day a large group of men
went oyer the entire district extin-

bitious
undertaking
somewhat
is
limited by the preface, which tells us
that it is only the essay with which guishing all remaining fires, and makthe compiler is concerned. And as in ing sure there would be no further
every kind of anthology, every reader damage on that score.
at first turns to a favorite poet and
This fire, which destroyed several
is
disappointed if he is not repre- farms, farm houses and
buildings,
sented, so
those who peruse this and summer cottages, as well as burnvolume will probably find many of ing off many acres of valuable land, is
their favorite essayists omitted. For asserted to be the worst in the ret xample,
one reader is disappointed membrance
townspeople— the
of
at not finding William C. Browne'.l worst, at least, which has raged in

and Stuart

P. Cherinan.
this vicinity within the past twentyThe study of the origin of the essay five years.
an interesting exercise. No doubt, as
the editor reminds us, many brave
essays were written before Montaigne,
and we can find in passages in the
Bible, in Plato, in Cicero, and no doubt
in literature of ancient rtidia, treatment of subjects which is certainly
akin to the essay.
For all that, a
Friday - May 24th
dialogue of Plato, or a letter of Cicero
or Seneca does differ from an essay
5 Acts Vaudeville
of Montaigne, Bacon, or Hazlitt; and
it
is, in
a very large sense of the
- On the Screen word true that Montaigne is the
founder of the modern familiar essay.
is

CUMBERLAND

The word "essay" itself is interesting. It is well to recall that it comes
from a Latin word meaning to weigh
or estimate and that it Is akin to the
word "assay."
An essay, then, is,
attempt to
properly speaking, an
weigh, or pass judgment, or assess
certain human qualities or human experiences.
The exact meaning of
the word comes out in the preposition
that Bacon always uses. His readers
remember that he does not write on

THE VEILED WOMAN
with
LI A

TOR A

mta

final

pronouncement

tn

dogmatic

For this very reason ilonscepticism
his
gentle
represented by the familiar phrase
"Que-sais je?" is an admirable permanent example of the essay at its beat,
and when the essay becomes too expository, too learned, too sure of itself, it departs from the best practice
of the best essayists of the past.
no
I even doubt if a propagandist,

PAIL MNCENTI
also

Paramount News
Saturday

-

May

25th

THE YELLOW BACK
-

Gardens, on Death, or on Revenge; his
titles arc of Gardens, of Death, of
Revenge.
in
that
This, of course, implies
these essays Bacon is making a test,
or a weighing, or an assaying of ha
As a consequence, the
material.
essay has necessarily always something inconclusive about It; it is

-

with

-

TOM MOORE
also

Cartoon

Comedy
Monday -Tuesday

-

May

27-28

EMIL JANNINGS

terms.

taigne, with

matter how j*ble and clever, can, from
the very nature of things, be a g >od
essayist, and for that reason I should
be inclined to rule out irom a book
and
ConTucius
both
essays
of

Mencken.

THE BETRAYAL
also

Comedy

Paramount News

Wednesday -Thursday

-

May

29-30

A MAN'S MAN

— with —
WILLIAM HAINES
Comedy
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JOHN BURBANK, EX-'30,
AT AVIATION SCHOOL

Brunswick

periences at

of Rrunswirik,

BANK

Maine

Capital, ^SO.OOO.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

IIUMWI

PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

His ExArt Goebel's Flying
of

John Burbank of Brunswick, formerly a member of the Class of 1!»30,
who early in the year went to Texas
to study aviation, is now a ground
school instructor at "Art Goebel's flying school" at Brooks field, Kansas
City.

MUSIC

KODAKS

GIFTS

Printing and Developing

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

ML

Elliott,

by Dr. Gilbert
Mr. Burbank tells of some

of the experiences he has had since
leaving Brunswick. He said in part:
"Life has been (mite eventful down
here in the short time ifiat I've been
here. Almost a month ugo I got trie
thrill that comes once in a lifetime
when my instructor dirabed out of the
plane and told me to fry it around
alone.

We

carry the largest assortment of
"Just two days later r experienced
Imported' Goods, rTSO, Fresh Vegetathe sensation of being used as a landbles, Olives, Pickles, Jlomestic and Iming field. I had just luniied and had
ported Cheeses am* Biscuits of all
instructor with me. We heard .1
my
kinds east of Portland.
sound of wings and before we could
Tel. 136—87 Maini- St.—Tel. 137
move another plane landed exactly 01;

FREDERICK
Manager

Maine took seven of the
second places, Bowdoin two, Bates
two, and Colby two, leaving the redoin one.

maining -two tied among several conFive thirds went to Bates,
three to Bowdoin, three to Maine, and
two to Colby, leaving two divided in
testants.

ties.

Colby
threw

Game

Town

BiClding

MAINE

-<--:-

Bostonian

anc$

Oxfords— $5

Florsheim
to $10

Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers

ROBERTS' SKOE STORE

LYMAN
PI

B.

CHIPMAN

RE FOOD SHOP
Portland, Me.

St.,

to first to retire the side.

got Chalmers easily and

retired

the

Bide.

Niziolek

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

it

to

Ben

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

Xorris, visiting lecturer on
Chemistry, gave an informal talk last
Sunday evening, concerning his trip
to Russia during the past summer.
Prof. Xorris went with a par y of
American educators, who and been
invited by the Russian government to
visit the country and see what it was
accomplishing in the field of education.
In the party were college presidents,
professors, a magazine editor, and
and professional. No matter how late,
some secondary school teachers. Some
the visiting team always gets their
of the group were
favorably
imbaiting practice, but not at Maine,
pressed with all they saw, and some
evidently.
were not. Prof. Norris was among

BURBANK

benefit of

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

j

—

mm

—
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—
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your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.

Srtak Srnthrra
WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

60

Watch For Our Representative

PHIL BRISK
There

who

at present a foreigner

is

has the lead

pencil

concession

in

By raising the price of the
commodity until a pencil which costRussia.

a cent here

for eighteen cent-

sells

there, he has profited to the extent of

§600,000

And

three years.

in

when General Motors

yet,

vestigated the

of

possibility

—

RODICK

PLAY SAFE

Send Your Washing

his job or having another man substituted for him, there is little opportunity for businesses which run on
as economic a basis as they do here.

Furthermore, the Russian mania
for communistic propaganda can work
great harm in any
other
country
where there is a labor problem of
serious proportions.
Fngland had to
break off relations with' Russia when
she discovered that the Russian embassy was the headquarters for the

communistic

propaganda which was

making

the general strike a matter
of revolutionary
possibilities.
Even
with our reasonably stable labor organization, it would be taking very ui.wise chances to allow Russian Communism the publicity that it would receive here if the United States should
recognize Russia

At the present time Russia is endeavoring t<> secure a foOtnoid in the
western world. The Minister of Education went to Mexico last summer,

What

to stay there three years.

for'.'

Everyone know- the part that Rus.-ia
has played

the Chinese

in

revolutions

said concerning his lessons for the
week, "We have been studying how
to spread Communism in the world
by means of the general strike and
world revolution. But our professor
told us that a general strike has just
failed in Fngland, so world revolution
is the only thing, now."
The United States, Professor Norris believes,
should
recognize
not
Russia because relations with them
will not bring us any good, ultimately.
In the first
Russia nee<rs
place,
foreign capital badly now, since she
has spent about all the money which
she obtained during the revolution
and immediately thereafter. She is
willing and anxious to grant business
concessions to foreigners
who will
use native labor, on condition that the
whole business -will revert to the
Russian Government at the end of ten
years. Some foreigners have accepted
these stipulations. But on account of
them the prices for the articles thus
manufactured are greatly increased.

government. Much as this needed to
be done, the destructive geniuses are
not always constructive geniuses. And
obviously, these

men

are not the lat-

ter.

A change in
may come about
jealousy

among

Russian guverament
in two ways: through
the

members

of the
peasants

government; or when the
can force the government

to

-how

them as much "partiality « as the
artisans, which will be impossible,
for there is not enough money.
At present there are no students
being educated well enough t" carryon the scientific work of the nation.
Students can quiz the professors, btuI
upon their recommendation have them
dismissed.
The classics have been
abandoned. History is taught as beginning with the Russian Revolution.
There is free speech a"ainst everything except the i' • n e
Russia must w K .> t ti- j>rnt>I»*i
!

-

.

:

for herself.

•

(Continued from Patje
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Maine Game

group of "intellectual snobs" typified
(Continued fi<?m I'att- 1)
and Arcade. Charlie
by Murdock
Perkins came through with a triple
OUR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING Burroughs, the leading figure of the to open Maine's half of the fifth and
play, was pictured as drawn betwe n scored when Weseott singled to ri";ht
SYSTEM
a certain obligation he felt to beloi g with none away. Maine's favorable
outlook became quite otherwise at
is now so under control that results .<> the Garden club and an inborn d

.is
be
express himself, to
this juncture, however, for the next
are far superior to diiylight except for sire to
original as were the members of A - batters were retired in quick order.
Anne, by showing him h >v
cade.
A couple of passes and a couple of
I
1
foolish it was not to do as his spirt hits was all that Bowdoin required to
Webber's Studio
directed him, threw the balance in get two more runs in toe sixth. Stiles
His
snobs."
favor of tie "intellectual
led off with a single to center. Crimdevotions to writing, however, to k mins walked. Chalmers grounded to
Stand
Morton's
him from his studies, so that ne « A second for a put out .at first. Crimthis
In
finals.
unable to pas.- his
mins was thrown out from short to
Milano situation he was confronted bybus1 is- second. Thompson was given four
Kaywoodie,
father's demand that he enter
balls by the wavering 1'erkins and
ness lift-. Just when he saw nothing Bell crashed through with a single
Toilet Articles, Waterman Pens
but a life of gloom anead, he su i- which
brought
home Stiles and
denly found that Anne loved h i.i. Thompson. Bowdoin scored its final
Happy with the thought of marryi g run in the seventh. Crowther was
her, he enters business eagerly.
passed and stole
Whitt'er
second'
The play had many humorous singled and Crowther trotted home
Toilet Articles - Shaving Preparations
It had its tragedy, too, in
with Bowdoin's fourth and nnal run.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded touches.
that Anne, with whom Charlie fell in
A pass and two hits gave Maine a
AGENCY FOR
love, was his roommate's girl. But it chance to tie the score in the f-ighth.
was a vivid picture of college life, In the ninth Lothrop struck our,
It did not lack local
well
drawn.
\ery
Weseott
popped to Short, Plummer
Chocolates
the flied out to left. In Bowdoin's half
of
interest either since much
dialogue was altered to fit Bowdoin of the ninth Crowther was out from
easterns. The play was well cast, and short to first. Souther from third to
all the actors deserve credit for the first, and WEittier flied out to second
fine performance, which was, indeed,
The tenth saw Stiles lift a fly to
very realistic, and will stand com- center for a
put
out.
Crimmins
--GROCERS—
arisen with any of the many excel- grounded to short stop for a rottt'nc
by the put out at first. Chain) rs was hit by
presented
lent Ivy Plays
and Gown in past years.
Masque
a pitched ball, but Thompson struck
who cater to ftater.iity trad*
out anil Bowdoin took the field.
A hit by Ellis opened the Maine
tenth. Wells was safe or. a fielder"*
Co.
choice. Hammond was also safe on
Shute's error. The bases were load d
"Qualit> Goods* at a Fair Price"
For Fil>t ( | ass Haircutting
Stiles went in for Shute but offered a
walk to the next batter and forced
Near Campus - First Shop Down Town the winning run across the plate.
Johnson's Floor

extremely large grotsos.

News

BBB,

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

Whitman's

SHORTS MARKET

i

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP

in-

setting

up a factory in Russia, the project
was deemed inadvisable. In a country
where a man can absent himself from
work when he desires, without losing

'

W. RILEY

Wax

is

to

—

DR.

Hardware

tailored

was the first man up in the we ignore the Quill. Which is wrong", of Communism, and how to obtain anrl internal politics up until recently.
What Russia needs most is a
inasmuch as we have thought the mat- the spread of it throughout the world
ter all over very carefully
and still by means of the gtneral strike and Napoleon or a Mussolini. The men
revolution.
One university who rule' now in Russia are the same
conclude that our medium of expres- World
student whom Prof.
Norris
asked, ones who tore down
sion is non-extant, although quite re
the
previous

BOOK PUBLISHED BY

Brunswick

Clothing which

custom

experiment on an enormous

—

•.

CITIZENS LAUNDRY
BUIftNHAM

jgRISK

the-

The results gained during this
period, when compared with conditions previous
to
Revolution,
the
should be indicative not necessarily of
success or failure, but at least of
progress or retrogression.

GROCERIES

&

Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable

scale.

cently in the Editorial Shavings Column of our all but late-lamented
do the
Orient we now and t!fl»n see an idea
gathered in. Hedderieg nit a single* connoting a desire for progress
hurt.
"The ambulance driver expressed and Niziolek crossed the plate with rather vain gesture, however.
Wearily.
his disappointment because there was Colby's first scor
Roberts started off the eighth for
H.l'.H.
no meat and bones to scoop up, but the
well satisfied with the Colby by crashing the apple for three
were
us
rest
of
and
grounded to
bases. The next man
affair.
to
who
held
Crimmins
Roberts
close
"The next event of inter st took
Telephone 435-436
the base, and then got the runner by
place last week when I was 'washed'12
B. C.
throwing to first. Tierney hit to Leech
out', not because 1 couldn't Hy. but beas next batter, and Roberts attempted
men.
better
many
too
cause there were
heaved
to
come
home.
Leech
to
T. H.
J.
expected that because most of the
I
Bowdoin Alumnus' Work on New EngCrowther who caught tlie runner as
men have had previous experience.
land Receives High Praise from
he was sliding into the plate.
INSURANCE
"The last event of importance hapA double by Klusick in the ninth
Main Critics
posipened yesterday, when I landed a
set the stage for the Waterville aggreBrunswick tion as a ground instructor in 'Art gation's final score. The next two batTown Building
The many friends of Dr. Burleigh
Goebel's' flying school at Kansas City. ters
were out, when moundsman Cushing
Rodick, formerly of Free"I shall keep on flying, along with Brown came to bat to
lift
out
a port and Brunswick, will be intermy other affairs, so if I don't write single which drove Klusick across the ested
to learn that his reci ntly pubyou again in a year or so, you'll know plate.
lished book of fiction entitled "My
Colby met Bowdoin at Waterville Own .New Kngland: Tales of Vanishto the I died an exciting death, and pursuing
my greatest desire."
in the last game between the Muie
ing Types*' has been highly praised by
and Polar Bears for the 19Z9 season, the critical
authorities and has allast Wednesday.
leady achieved a considerable sale.
Ivy Play
At times Doctor Rodick achieves!
R. E.

work

Communism

giving

is

1

—

the first man to get hold of Leech's
offerings for any kind of a hit. His
smash was a ringing single into left
Things happened for a center. Klusick hit to Leech who threw
top of us.
tew seconds and when broken parts him out with ease at first. Karkos
stopped flying we all crawled out un- lifted a long fly to center which Stiles
E.

Russia

institutions devoted part of his
time to abusive language in an effort
to disconcert an opposing player. This
savors to say the least of cut-throat
Insofar as the working
man is
professional baseball. If Brice had
concerned, or the artisan, or any man
ever been any good at playing basewho works with his hands, except the
ball himself, we would expect to see
peasant, Communism
has been of
him pinch-hitting for the Pale Blue,
great benefit.
Such a man has two
for he evidently thinks that his job
weeks' vacation each year at the exat Orono is to win, not to coach.'
pense of the government, medical atB. EL S. '31.
tention, time off
for trips
to
art
museums and other places of cultural
significance.
He cannot ne iired from
Communication
his job except with the consent of
We felt inclined to get tip and cheer the union to which he belongs and
authority
of
that day!
the
con t nil ing
But the sanctity of the the
place forbade it. Anyhow, we can at overs in Moscow.
And this hapleast express our gratitude, thanks and pens seldom, even in cases of wiltul
congratulations. What? oh yes we absence from work, or insubordinaare raving about the fact tiiat tiie Li-; tion.brary is now kept open until a fairly
But these benefits for trie workingdecent hour. Also, the boys am per- man represent
a cas-e of robbing Peter
mitted to work in the chemistry laboto pay Paul.
The peasant does not
ratory evenings, and although they inenjoy them.
It is on him that fhe
terfere to some extent with the trade!
burden of Communism falls.
He is
of the Cumberland, it is nevertheless a
very excellent assistance in these expected to raise enough grain to
crowded days. The fact is that we at) support himself and the rest of the
Bowdoin find some difficulty in doing! country, also. When this experiment
our work at feverish speed in a short was first tried, the government contime.
If we are allowed a longer' fiscated all the grain raised by each
time and this extension of hours in peasant over and above what was
the Library and chemistry laboratory adjudged necessary to support
permit this we feel we can take a and his family until the next harvest.
longer time and incidentally do a bet-' The result was that the next year
the peasants planted only
•noug'i
ter job.
,,
Even if the argument just advanced grain to supply themselves wTtli food.
does sound a trifle unsound, this does And then there was a grain famine in
not alter our feelings at all.
We tee! Russia.
like raising a flag, doing an Indian
The peasants are not at all satisfied
dance and shouting jubilantly all over with Communism, but they are so
campus: "Bowdoin is awakening. The widely scattered over the country that
past has been too much with us but organized resistance is almost imit
is going.
Down with the stereo-; possible. The only reason why the
typed ideas of 1880. Hurray! Hurray!" revolution was possible was tnat after
We would like to have some oppor- the World War tnere was a large
tunity also to express our individual standing army ready for the use of
thoughts on various subjects, but ever insurrectionists.
since the Bearskin was booted, oui
Fducation consists largely of the
medium of expression has lieen nonextant.
Which of course infers that teaching of Karl Marx's philosophy

Colby half of the seventh inning, and

JOH N

those who were not.
And some of
the reasons he gave may be summarized as follows:

:

Chalmers who was napping off third,
and snapped the ball to Deetjen who

Wholesale- -Retail
574 Congress

11

infield hit. Leech bandied the bill
cleverly and caught the runner by i
fast peg to first. Stiles made a remarkable catch of Heddeiicg's lift .o
right center in the third inning. The
hit was deep and high, nut Stiles r.n
far into right center field catching
the ball on the run.
In Bowdoin's half of the seventh
the White had its chance to score.
Chalmers was safe on error by the
third baseman
and was sacrificed
around to the last corner by Thompson and Lincoln. Crimnuns drew a
walk.
Moundsman
Brown
eyed

Latest Collegtf Styles in

Mnulton Union

\

r«pp

Brilliant fielding aided the White
team until the seventh frame when
the Mule nine began to get on to
Leech. With two away in the second
Thornton knocked down a beautiful

Quality printing

BRUNSWICK

BIRD

of Track

Tnntinu.-rt from

STUART & CLEMENT

H.

in

the guest of the Moulton Club,

Prof.

the

In a letter received

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

Conference

As

Another little difference at Orono
from the general run of college baseball was the "riding" by Brice of the
opposing pitcher and catcher. In late
years the Polar Bear has met such
clubs as Harvard, Yale, Amherst,
Wesleyan, Tufts, Providence, New
Hampshire, Colby, and Bates, but
never has any of the coaches from

School

FIRST NATIONAL

Chemistry Professor Discusses Soviet Conditions in Informal

Visiting

4

6
8

:\

I

Former Student Writes

To the Editor of the Orient:
Perhaps some of the responsibility
for Bowdoin's weak hitting against

Maine may lie placed on the fact that
"Crafty Fred" Brice, the Pale Blue
mentor, pulled another one of his lit1
tle
strategems before the game in
221) yd L H
3
6
denying batting
practice
to
the
Mile run
1
8
Housermen. The bus taking the team
44(1 yd dash
1
8
to Orono broke down this side of Ban2 mile run
1
8
the White outfit did not argor
and
8
880 yd run
1
rive on the field, dressed, until three6'
High jump
1
1
forty.
However, the Maine players
')
Broad jump 1
continued their batting practice for
Hammer
1
1
5
several minutes after the visitors had
Javelin
1
8
arrived and then after a brief fielding
Shot put
6
I
drill the game began.
Ben Houser's
3
Discus
charges were considerably cramped
Pole vault
6
2
1
after a long bus trip and had to begin
Of the fifteen first places Maine cap- the game practically cold. In so dotured eleven, Pates three, and Bow- ing, Brice violated one
of the unwritten laws of baseball, amateur, college,

~

I

1

THE BKK K HOUSE
10 Spring St.

the poi

in

;

Buckley's Candy Shoppe
119

How

In

Each Week

Specials

1)

Christenson of Colby third.

100 vd dash
220 yd dash
120 vd H H

for

PROF. NORRIS TALKS
ON RUSSIA'S STATUS

Communication

(Continued from Pane

Correct Apparel

Ice

.

j
1

dramatic moments quietly, unobtrusively, with grim humor, until one
suddenly becomes aware that he is
engulfed in a vortex of human emo-

\

tions.

Dr. Rodick

is

st.U

reiiiemb. red] for

the enviable record he established at
Bowdoin College. He was projnin n:
in many
activities,
being wected
many times to represent his clasps oa
oratorical occasions, atid also serving
as president of the Debating Council?
and Good Government Club. He was
a winner of the
HiTahd Lockwo d
Fail banks Prize
in
Debating, 'the
Bradbury I'rize Debate; the Intercollegiate Debating Medals,
the
Pray
Knglish Prize, the Class of 1ST;") Priz"in American History, ami the Philo
Sherman Bennett Prize in Government. He was said to have been thwinner of more prizes than any man
who had ever graduated from the institute and a brilliant career -was predicted for him at the time.
Dr. Roiiick has taught in a number
of colleges and universlt es but at
the present time he is living in New
York engaged in lecturing and writing. This is his second published book
within a year. Less than a year ago
he published The Doctrine of Necessity in International Law. His novel,
Indian Summer, another book dealing
with life in rural New Fngland, is
publication
scheduled for
in
tTie

F0RDHAM LAW SCHOOL
WOOI.WOKTH BI'ILDING
NKW YORK

CO-EDUCATIONAL
CASE SYSTEM
THREE YEAR COURSE
TWO YEARS
(•ne
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garden it was an easy matter to
triumph over Psi I psilon by the score
of !•-">, and by so doing to capture the
title in League B of intermural base-

2861
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For Admission
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Vol. LIX.

MAY

FRIDAY,

IVY PLAY, OPEN COLLARS,
FAVORABLY CRITICIZED BY

1930

1

PROFESSOR THOMAS MEANS

1929.

7

UNDERGRADUATE ELECTION
OF 1929-1930 STUDENT AND
ATHLETIC COUNCILS HELD

Exercises to he Held June 20— Masque
and (iirai to Present "King Lear"
on Art Building Terrace

—

NO.

'

BUGLE ISSUED
PROGRAM ARRANGED
AT IVY GYM DANCE FOR COMMENCEMENT

College Annual Dedicated to Donald
B. MacMillan
Several Outstanding
Features in Hook

Masque and Gown Presentation
of Proper Pitch for Occasion— Actors More Than
Hold Their Own Against Lines

31,

Classics Professor Finds

The 1D30
1

issue

of

the

Bowdoin

Commencement

week

for

first

last Friday,

!

;

To a

"Open Collar*" was
recently presented at Ivy by .the Masquo and Gown of Lowden College;
house,

full

A

iias

consists in the fact that
ficially

above.
fluent

A."

was

it

,

An empty

bottle

was the

BOWDOIN MAN GETS
FELLOW SHIP AWARD

";aumes,

hibit for the illegal firm of

Jones, Volstead- and
Willebrandt".
This solitary exhibit could never have
carried old "Joe
Lowden's Seniors
through their recent Major.-, never
have helped them nit et their Triumphs

Professor K. Baldwin Smith of Prince-

and Disasters,
Speaking of women, how o»d was
Anne? Anne, the Angle iri tBe Triangular situation! Anne, the Heroine
of the Plastic 'Age! the corporeal embodiment of U. S. A.! Anne, the
suppressed desire of the Watch and
Ward Society! Two complete Prom.
frocks, one for each act,-*-&ud you
just know she wears them' What
wouldn't the spectators have gi^en for
that tete-a-tete dance which was so

Recently a man in whom Bowdoin
College is doubly interested received
a signal honor from
the
Carnegie
Corporation of New York. The man is
Professor
K.
Baldwin
Smith of
Princeton
University,
a
Bowdoin
graduate in the class of 1911
ami
nephew of Miss Anna Smith, Curator
of the Walker
Art Building. The
award that has been madeto Professor
Smith consists of a research fellowship of .<2o00, given him to continue
two projects in which he has been

ton to Catalogue

Museo

-Christiano

of the Vatican

rudely interrupted.
In private life,
Anne has the justly deserved- reputa- engaged.
The first of these projects of Protion of being an excellent and graceMoral:
the fessor Smith's is the cataloguing oi
ful fancy diver.
Let
the Museo Christiano of the Vatican.
Diver stick to his spring board.
This contains one of the most imWet!
Like much of the dialogue: where pnrt»nt eollprtinrx? of rnpdipo-enl inHomer nodded, most of the minor dustrial art to be found in any of the
museums of Europe. The collection
characters were nondescripts.
was begun two hundred years ago by
The Father could have stepped into
the acquisition for the Vatican of the
the role of "The Barker" without even
Buonarroti, Chigi, and Vettori col"change of venue." A better dramatist
would have brought the Wop into lections. Beginning with Pope Pius
IX it has had the great advantage of
juxtaposition with the Aesthete. Who
being given first choice of objects
would have believed that Touy, the
found in the excavations of the catavery next day, and in public, so the
combs at Rome.
story goes, prayed for a repeal of the
The Vatican authorities have as(Continued on Patre 4)
signed the preparation of this catalogue to the Princeton Department of
Art and Archaeology to which Professor Smith belongs. For this work
the Department will have as aid the
Princeton Index of Christian Art. By
the use of this, the provenance and
Turner Hits Home Kun as Garnet
date of the objects in
Museo
the
Caps 6 to 3 Decision in Drizriing
Christiano will be determined so that
Bain
the catalogue will be a definitive pro;

,

'

Professor Smith's
other
project
to 3, in the annual Ivy Day game is an architectural dictionary which
played on Pickard Field May 21. The the College Art Association intends to
game was played in n drizzlieg rain publish. At the present time there
which fell the greater part of the af- is very urgent need for an internaternoon and made conditions bad for tional
dictionary
of
architectural
baseball.
terms. Xot only are therr many terms
For the first three innings neither in English which
have
ambiguous
team scored, but in the fourth Uates significance, but also there is a comgrabbed the lead when Brown drt)ve in plete lack of a dictionary giving the
two runs. The Garnet catcher ihit a equivalent of the various terms in
long triple to deep center aftei Flah- other languages. As planned by
Proerty had walked and Pooler had sinContinued on Page 3)
Bowdoin got one of the runs
gled.
back in their half of the inn n#r on
singles by Kicker and Whittier; Crimmins' fielder's choice, and Thompson's
hard drive through short
A single, afi rror, and a fielder's
choice let Mates score again in the
fifth, and in the seventh Turner hit a Captures Intramural Ba« .ehall Chamlong drive into center field for ;« home
pionship to Pile Fp Total of
Turner was, incidentally, the
run.
11 Points
leader in the Bates attack with a sin(

-

THETA DELTA CHI
WINS IVES TROPHY

<

in

four

Three consecutive errors followed
by a brace of singles produced two
mure run- for the Bobcats in the
eighth. Bowdoin came back, however,
with a rally which netted two runs.
Kicker walked, a passed ball rait him
bn second, and he scored on Whitltier's
Whittier went to third on tinsingle,
n Chalthrow in, and came home
mers' double.
With two jrone in the ninth, Ben
Shute connect* d with'one of Marsten's offerings and drove out a long
He was thrown out at the
triple.
plate in trying to stretch it into a
<
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SECONDHAND BOOK EXCHANGE
TO OPKN IN MOl LTON UNION

sire

Murphy

Norris
K. Olson
H. Rising

C.

the final game of the intramural baseball season.
Brown hurled for the Theta Delts,
breezing seventeen 'natter- and allow•n* no hits.
The Theta Delts hit Lee
freely, and scored in every inning except the last.
The Theta Delts piled up a total of
13 points to win the Ives Trophy. They
got their points by first places in
baseball and swimming, and by a second place in soccer.
X to

It was announced last week by D.
D. Lancaster, manager of the Moulton
Union, that a secondhand book exchange is to be ojH-ned in the Union
for the convenience of undergraduates.
Students having books which they de-

Butler

s

The Theta Delta Chi ba.-eball team
captured the Ives Trophy aiong with
the Intramural Baseball Trophy, by
defeating the Sigma Xu baseball team

4)

TRACK LKITKRMKN.

'

the lx>oks.
For the protection oftne purchasers
(especially freshmen a record will be
kept, as far as possible, of the book.used (title, edition, etc.),
and
thprice of the new books.
i

!

including

Thayer has been prominent in campus activities during his three years
at Bowdoin.
He has been a member
of both Student and Athletic Councils
during the past year, and is popular

man of his class. He has also been
active in track and football, and has
played wing on the hockey team for
three years. Stone is president of the
Junior class, a member of the Ath-

pictures of th»
new gateway to Whittier Field and
the lounge, dining room, hall and a
guest room of the Union, all of which
have appeared on the campus within terrace.
Thursday morning Mr. Brinkler will
the last year and make their first apgive an organ recital in the church,
pearance in the P»30 Bugle.
After
these is the section devoted to the at the conclusion of which the comfaculty, with a picture and short his- mencement exercises will take place.
tory of each member. Of special in- Ceremonies will be -brought to a close
in
the
terest is the sketch of President Sills, with commencement dinner
drawn by Hawthorne Smyth of the gymnasium.
The commencement speakers wilr
dass of '.si, considered the
best
drawing of the president which has be Richard L. Brown of Lynn, Mass.,
Mills
of
F'armington.
ever been produced. Smyth also made William B.
a drawing of Eugene O'Xeill which is Harold S. Schiro of Bangor, Philip A.
of Lawrence, Mass. Dana M.
worthy of much praise.
After the Smith
faculty
section
come the Senior Swati of Providence, R. I., is the alterhonors, the Junior honors and pic- nate speaker. The commencementcomtures, and the sections allotted to the mit'ee is composed of Abbott Spear,
chairman, Sidney Morse Bird, HuntSophomores and Freshmen.
ington Blatchford, Elfred L. Leech,
Athletics lay claim to the next large and
Gorham H. Scott.
section with the pictures and records
The complete program for comof all teams in major and minor sports,
meneeraent week follows:
the accounts of the year's progress in
SUNDAY, JUNE 16
the various athletic seasons, and snapThe Baccalaureate Address by Presishots of the quick-action plays- in the
dent Sills in the Fi st Parish Churc
last football season.
Records in print
a' 4 P. M.
and pictures of dubs and organizaMONDAY, JUNE 17
tions together with fraternity cuts and
records occupy almost as iarge and The Alexander Prize Speaking in
Memorial Hall at 8 P. M.
important a place.
TUESDAY,
JUNE 18
The remainder of the book is given The Class Day Exercises
of the
over to intimate snaps and humorous
Graduating Class under the Thornaccounts of the members of 1!>30, foldike Oak at 3 P. M. Senior Dance
lowed by the diary of the year, rather
ia^tbe Gymnasium at 9 P. M.
personal events hemp; stressed.
(<H>nt!mied on Face 8)

Visiting Professor Comments on Current Issue of Publication and Gives Other Reflections of Bowdoin

pleasant obligation to accept the invitations to contribute to the Orient.
Surveying the contributions it is clear
that they have already l>een too many.
For this reason, and for the deepseated desire not to anpear critical on
the eve of my departure, 1 did my
best to divert to someone else the
task which I now undertake as a duty
and with anything but pleasure.
For the contents of the May Quill,
if
am to give my frank opinions
about them, must lead me to other reflections which' it would be more congenial to me to keep to myself, or to
utter only to those whose confidence
I
have that I should not be misunderstood.
Yet, it seems that I ought to
put these feelings on one side; and
face the possibility of misrepresentation with the hope that some little
good may come from the frank expression of conclusions based on some
time at Bowdoin and a varied experience elsewhere. Our best friends have
the rijrht to be our severest critics.
Bowdoin has been a good friend to
me; and as a good friend to Bowdoin
I
must exercise the right of l>eing incidentally for once a severe critic.
I
am forced to be a severe critic,
because I can truly say that nowhere
have 1 found better conditions for a
healthy wholesome life, both physical
and mental, than at Bowdoin. in its
equipment and physical environment
it is an ideal small college. The qualities of its President arouse in me
such admiration and respect, that I
regard it as an impertinence to dilate
upon them. Bowdoin has lieen and is
in a position to obtain, and has obtained men of the highest type on its
Faculty.
And, as it appears to me
the great majority of the students are
men of real worth or are in the making to become such.
It is to these last that I Would make
an appeal rather than a criticism. I
I

j

B.

THAYER

—

Bowdoin went down to defeat before Colby, 5 to ll, in a State Series
at Waterville, May 22.
Leech and Stiles pitched a fairly respectable game for the Polar Bears,
but their teammates were unable to
connect with the offerings of Brown,
the Colby mound.-man,
,',,,;
nly three scattered hits.

who allowed

Two home

,

!

i

i

;

i

runs in the third inning
put Colby in the scoring column.
Brown lifted a long drive over the left
field feme, and a moment later Lovetl
followed with a homer to deep center.
In the -ixth Tierney singled, advanced
to third on Deetjen's hit, and scored on
a squeeze play as Heddericg dropped
a bunt in front of the plate. In the
seventh, l/oveti sin^-lpd. stole second.
and scored; when Crimnifns threw
wildly to first to catch Klusick.
In
the eighth Deetjen doubled to left,
went to third on a passed ball, ami
-cored on Heddericg'.- infield out.
Bowdoin threatened twice, but was
unable to score. In the first and seventh the White got men on first and
second, but both rallies were stopped
by Brown's effective pitching.
The
t
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(Continued on Page 3)

TENNIS TEAM WINS
MATCH FROM TUFTS

I

t

Suhject to \ppro\al

— Flint

is

New

discus.

As we go to press the captain for
next year has not been chosen. Jim
Flint will succeed Fred Bird a.- man-

disappointment this
is what 1 found.
There is a one-act
play in which there i> a suggestion of White Netmen Capture Four of Six
venereal disease and in which in a
Matches to Score Impressive
brawl a sailor is killed. Then there is
Victor s
a story in which the language is that

1

SIXTEEN MEN WILL
GET TRACK LETTERS

track competition this year.
Letters for relay are being awarded
to Syd Foster, .Norris, Rising, ami
Yancey. In the outdoor work fifteen
letters are being awarded. Three of
them, however, go to Foster, Norris,
and Yancey.
The list of lettermei;
with the event in which each won his
"P" follows: Norris, 100 yard dash;
Yancey, 220 yard dash;' Wingate,
(luarter mile; Foster, half mile; Derrick, mile; Soule, broad jump; Gorham Scott and Stanwood, hurdles;
Appleton and Elliot, pole vault; Dick
Brown and Butler, shot put; Murphy,
javelin; Chapman, hammer;
Olson,

1

a lb 27 13
r bh po a

Lincoln, lb

of the gutter, andlhe intended murder
following drinking is frustrated of its
particular object by the "clean-cut,
nice-loo-cing boy."
Again there is a
story of a feminine crook, who appears only more deliberate but no
worse than the daughter of the house
represented as practically a thief.
Apart from the Editorial that is all
the prose. The impression is definitely
one of the sordid.
Great literature
thrives on the tragic.
But the truly
tragic is not felt here; and to expect
great literature is to expect too much.
Put why this revelling in the sord 1?
ry to riil the pernicious minority of
that; but use the Quill for the literary expression of things worth while.
Fortunately the writer of the one-act
play seems to have been incapable of
very realistic language true to the
types: and I congratulate him.
Hiurge them to make themselves felt to ability should be turned to worthy
The writer of the middle
maintain unsulb/TT the traditions of -objects.
the college. These are matters which study revels in slang, which has no
arc in the students' own hands, only claim other than to be allowed to die
There is
asking tht authorities to take such in its own environment.
disciplinary steps which are beyond power of direct writing in the third
students' powers, if such steps are prose contribution; the style is good
thought desirable. If I may say so, it and is entirely free of objectionable
There remain the poems.
does not seem that at present the feature.-.
am faced by a dilemma, which
mote cultured majority are making Here
themselves sufficiently felt to impress I shall not attempt myself to solve.
Either
I
have
poetic taste for rhythm
minority
upon a pernicious
that their
standards of speech and their conduct and for ideas worth expressing uare not those of Bowdoin and must be such; or I have none. In the former
rase, I must confess that apart from
altered.
It does not seem necessary
for me to quote details which must a few >hort phrases, there is nothing
have hurt the self-respect of true I would dignify bv the name of poetry
Bowdoin men. There are not
few in this issue. The efforts are of the
such, but they are mostly l>est for- kind which are good practical e\ergotten if thoughts a:e set on the
Continued en Pace S)
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have been given out by the Track Department as having won letters in

1

Crimmins, 3a
Chalmers, rf

my

|

of Athletic Council

1

non-Bowdoin product distinguished bj
nothing but its monotonous vulgarity,

to

l'l.

I

Although not yet approved by the
Athletic Council, the names of 16 men

3
2

have been prepared to offer to a body
of visitors for their entertainment at
a time of traditional celebrations a

Shute, rf

2

4>

Bell, cf

much

I

Names Given Out

po

3

Ricker, If
Whittier, ss'

Quill

i

4

my giving them expression.
I
am sorry for more especially,
that a group of Bowdoin men should

read through the pages of the

.

Manager

What

I

The Junior members will be A. I..
[Crimmins, president of the class of
1931, and varsity baseball player; and
D. F. Prince. Editor-in-chief of next
\-ear's "Bugle", and chairman of the
Soph Hop committee.
S. R. Stone was elected secretary
of the Athletic Council, and H.
Thayer will be the other Senior membei-. A. L. Crimmins and 1^. Jl. Siiuie,
another varsity baseball player, will
be the Junior members, while the lone
Sophomore chair will be rilled by C.
F. Stanwood, freshman track star.

-ummary:
Colbv

is

As

The other men elected to the Student Council are H. P. Chapman, class
vice
president,
all-Maine
halfback
last year, and a member of the tracK
team; H, V. Stihs, a member of the
present Council, and a varsity basi ball and football man; E. W. Lancaster, a member of the Interrraternity Athletic Council,
and varsity
football player; G. G. Garcelon, football man and class marshal; H. ftf.
Pollock, football
player ami
class
chaplain; F. H. Bird, manager of
track; and H. M. Davis, class orator,
Editor-in-chief of the "Orient", Associate Editor of the "Bugle," member
of the football and hockey squads.

game played

I

this.

'

Scores Shut-out
Holds Bowdoin

Batters to Three Hits

>

utter lack of literary or artistic
merit, ind its manifestation of an essential mental vacuity.
Two things
caused real amusement: the ineptitude of Anne and the setting of the
watch at nine o'clock. But enough of

!

j

I

its

|

i

Xiziolek, lb
maintenance of the Bowdoin type.
But in order to pass over to the re- Klusick, ss
Tierney, 2b
flections on 'the Quill in this connection,
allow myself comments on out- Deetjen, 3b
incident.
I
refer to the performance Ferguson, rf
of "Open Collar.-*',
h is with very Heddericg, c
"ainful regret that
have learned that Brown, p
this was suggested by a young temTotals
porary instructor: my further ideas
in that connection can be imagined Bowdoin

without

|

POLAR BEARS DROP
CONTEST TO COLBY
Waterville
Nine
Victory
Brow n

team.
Whitcomb has been on the
varsity track squad three years, is a
member of the glee club! and was
secretary and treasurer of his class
last year.

i

President of Student Council

Roberts, rf

Notwithstanding my many other
commitments during the session that
now draws to its close, in which it has
been my privilege to be a member of
the Bowdoin Faculty, it has been a

Council, a varsity football man,
captain-elect of the Varsity hockey

letic

:

HARRY

l.ovett.

;

Bowdoin was defeated by Bates, 6

home run

!

third, to
urer.

!

'

and

among

second, receiving the office of vice
president, and Benjamin B. Whitcomb
become secretary and treas-

On Wednesday morning

the alumni will parade to
Pickard
Field where a baseball game is to be
played.
Meetings of the Alumni
Council, Phi Beta Kappa, Alumni Association. and Directors of the Alumni
Fund will be held during the morning
and early afternoon. There is to be
an Organ recital in the chapel from 3
to 4 p.m., and a band concert on the
campus from 4.30 to o p.m. In the
everting the Masque and Gown will
present
the
commencement play,
"King Lear" on the Art Building

I

duction.

triple,
times at bat.

gymnasium.

j

i

ALBAN G. WIDGERY REVIEWS
MAY QUILL FOR THE ORIENT

I

gle,

stands out

The Student and Athletic Councilor l!>2!>-30 were elected last Tuesday afterr.oon. For the Student Council Harry B. Thayer, Jr., received the
highest vote, thereby becoming president, while Stuart
R.
Stone
was

will

|

1

BATES WINNER IVY
DAY BASEBALL GAME

man who

eve-.;

Alexander Prize Speakbe
held
in
Memorial
Class Day exercises
will
be
held under the Thorndike Oak Tuesday afternoon, and in the evening the
Senior Dance will take place in the
ing

Hall.

with "1980 Bugle" on it. The book
is bound in brown leather and boasts
no other cover design. It was fittingly dedicated to Donald B. MacMillan,
"Bowdoin student, athlete, alumnus,
explorer, and interpreter of the Arctic,
intrepid and devoted, skilled and in

buildings,

STIAKT K. STONE
Vice-President of Student Council

pole, ex-

ning the

introduced, the customary
having given way to an
name plate

seal

Bowdoin's great men and typifies an
ideal which appears to us through so
many of our famous alumni.
Following the dedication are full
page photographs of the campus- and

may

"in statu pupillari."

been

spiring," a

arti-

I

Sunday afternoon. On Monday

original bronze and blue

planted— like "Hell'fi Bells"
"What Price Glory" was more
in this respect. The "V. W. H.

gainsay this criticism as a
libel on our young manhood, in which
ease
have* completely wa-ted the
observations of a decade of my life

slight innovation in cover design

Bowdoin

time and place of presentation unknown, to judge by the programme.
Had the play been written by a Lowden man it would have been more interesting. As it was, the actors more
than held their own against the lines.
Their automatic response to the
local curfew was sublime.
Hell's Bells! Criticism
might be
aimed at the vernacular fin three
scores. That it was devoid of smut
was required by the conditions of its
of
presentation.
The
percentage
profanity was very low. That wa? an
error in realism. But the chief fault

Harry B. Thayer, Stuart R. Stone and Benjamin B.
Whitcomb Are Chosen as Officers to Serve
During the Coming Year

the

1<»2<»
of
Bowdoin
College;
appearance at the Class
will
be
from Sunday, June 16,
taking its
to Thursday, June 20, inclusive. Presiusual place in the program of Junior dent
Sills will deliver the Baccalaureclass activities for Ivy Day.
ate Address in the First Parish Church

Bugle made its
Gym dance

Ivy

J

ager.

'

BOBCATS WIN HARD
PITCHER'S BATTLE

The Tennis Team handih defeated
the Tufts uggregation, captained by
Red Roberts, in the matches played
here Monday afternoon, taking four
out of th*- six matches. Three of the
four singles matches went to the home
team, while the two doubles matches

Leech Allows Only Five Hits. But
Loses (..line on Krrors— (iiroux

Pales Homer

Not content with winning the Ivyplayed good tennis' Day game. Bates proceeded to upset
when he defeated the opposing cap-] Bowdoin again la-t Monday at Levviston
by a
Jensen
to 4 .-core.
straight
sets.
6-3.
in
6-1,
¥he panie
tain
and Gilford had a very >ti!f battle. -es- was a close pitchers' battle betwee n
pecially in their second set which! Leech and (iiroux, each pitcher allowdragged out to 22 games. In the end. ing only five hits. Poor support at
critical moments cost Leech the game,
Continued on Paue 3)
|

were split.
Captain Soley

>'>

j

i

however, after he had held the Bob-

CHAPMAN AND SOULE POINT
WINNERS IN NEW KNG LANDS

cats

hitle.-s

for five innings.

Bowdoin got off to a good start
with three runs in the fourth. Whita triply to left, and scored on

tier got

Phil Chapman and Gil Soule were
the only Bowdoin men to place in the*
New England Track and Field
Championships held at Boston, May
24 and 2.r>. Soule got a second in th
Chapman placed
broad jump and
fourth in the hammer throw to give
Bowdoin a total of 4 points. O'Connor
of Maine, winner of the broad jump
in the State Meet, again took first
honors, while his teammate, Black,
won the hammer with a toss which
shattered the
old
New England
record,
Wingate qualified for Bowdoin in
the 440, but was beaten out in the
finals bv such stars as Xoyes of New
Hampshire, Hallahan of M.
I.
T.,
Klumback of Holy Cross, ami Niles

il

of Maine.

nntimx

on

<l

f;.v.

!

^^

annual

__

STUDENT (OI
F.
II

H.

N(

IL.

Senior Members
Bird

H.

P.

Chapman

M. Da vis

(J.

G. Garcelon

K.

W. Lancaster

H. M. Pollock
H. V. Stiles

s

R.

Stone

H. B. Thayer
B.

P.

i

Whitcomb

Junior Members
A. L. ('rimminD. F. Prince
;

192't -30

)
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The Ivy Dana
the festivities of last week, one of the most
Successful events which we remember was the Ivy Dance. The
committee did a good job the decorations were colorful. The new
orchestra platform was a welcome improvement. The only trou- win many games, and have had our support and backing. Errors a quagmire during the early Spring board walks made in sections which
monthsi and ini spite or the best can be handled conveniently. In the
ble with the affair was that it was too short. Two o'clock seems have been frequent, it is true. But it's rather hard to play fault- efforts of the\ superintendent oi Spring these walks are laid in the
rather early to call a halt, we feel. Why not, in the future, extend less ball when you've been up a good part of the night studying. grounds cannot be adequately drained. muddy spots, and when the campus
To partially avoid the mud, students has become dry they are removed and
the time of the Cym dances to three or even three-thirt\ ? They All this gives us another little maxim "Winning teams and a high
trample upon the grass. As a result stored away for the summer.
The
never really pet under way until ten o'clock. Formal dinners at standard of scholarship mix only on rare occasions.".
the edges of the paths are badly cut savings in the upkeep of the groundup, and much time and money are re- would be enough in a few years to
the fraternities always prevent an early start, and the time left is
quired before the campus is once more more than defray th> initial cost of
very brief. We offer this comment to future dance committees for
Students who have books they d. sire restored to its normal appearance
such walks at Bowdoin. Perhaps the
to sell will no longer be forced to usually about the last of May.
college has devised a better means of
what it is worth.
or
nothsacrifice them for the little
Editorial
Other college^ have been faced with getting rid of the mud nuisance, but
of the same problem which now faces at any rate something should be done
representatives
by
ing offered
secondhand book dealers who call an- Bowdoin, and have solved it by using before another year.
Memorial Hall's Yahir
Secondhand Books
nually at the college. Freshmen espeWe are glad to see that steps are dally will Ixneht by a book exchange
In our constant attack on Memorial Hall as an architectural
being taken to open a secondhand operated with the idea of service rather
atrocity we must not forget the spirit in which it was conceived
book exchange in the Union where than on a money making basis. The
and for what it stands. It must be remembered that it is our students can obtain text books at re- college authorities ha\c taken a
an praiseworthy step, and deserve *?.e
memorial to the Bowdoin men who lost their lives in the Civil duced prices. The need for such the
cooperation of the student body.
exchange has long been felt. At
Choose from 450 credit yielding courses in the Social Sciences, the Languages,
War. We have no right to destroy it. however ugly it may be. present time those who desire to save
Board Waixs
theNatural Sciences, Mathematics. Education and Theological subjects.
alone
books
with
the
on
are
faced
Funds
money
building.
the
renovate
to
drawn
up
Plans have been
Turn apare time to account. For detailed circular address
about the
A friend of the college made a sugnecessity of
scurrying
are all that is needed to bring about a change for the better. Ex- dormitories with the faint hope of gestion a few days ago which seems
Cfje ftlnibcrsitp of Cfjicago
ternally the hall will remain the same. This is unfortunate, but satisfying their needs. With the open- to the writer to be worthy of conBox S, Chicago, Illinois
ing of an exchange it. will be possible sideration before the arrival of anFifty-five Ivy Days have failed to do
it can be covered with ivy.
other Spring with its inevitable sea
to procure books without undue wast
Thi* Vnivmrtity hat been teaching by comtpondence for 37 year*
this, but it the ivy were given some care and if the right kind were of time, and at a considerable saving. of mud. The campus paths resemble
Perhaps some
procured, a lew years would see a difference.
alumnus will read this and teel that the cause is worthy of his
project
at present.
such
a
finance
to
is
unable
support. The college

As we think over

;

:
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:
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Shavings
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:
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j

USE HOME-STUDY COURSES
TO HASTEN GRADUATION

1

1

%

A World War Mi

mortal

As Memorial Day comes and goes we are reminded of the fact
that Bowdoin neexis a memorial for those killed in the World War.
Memorial Hall was begun three years after the Civil War. Here
mark
it is over ten years since the Armistice, and all we have to

It' s

in the great conflict are the colors in the Chapel
and the service flag in Memorial. There is no monument to our
chad. We know it is difficult to build anything with almost no
money. Perhaps Uowdoin is waiting for the gift of a new recita-

your opinion

our participation

that interests us be-

It would be
tion and assembly building for her war memorial.
very welcome, but probably many years will go by before we see
memorial flag stalf
it. However, we have an idea. Why not erect a
on the campus? It would not be so costly, comparatively, and
would, we feel, be a very appropriate tribute as well as a good

addition

tc/

the appearance of the college.

nothing else, that liquor;
President Sills said
so before the party began, but of course something stronger than
We hope it will
came.
It
a mere statement of the fact was needed.
Serve as an example for a long time, but are afraid that it won't.
The whole trouble lies in the fact that Uowdoin, like many if not)
all of the other colleges in this fair land of ours, has her own proComplete'
iiibilion problem, just as the V. S. government has its.
enforcement i.> impossible partial enforcement, such as we suffestivities

have taught

and automobiles don't mix.

fer now. hits only here and there and causes unfairness.
nite understanding should be reached in college. Those

A

defi-

who are
made the goat by hit-or-miss expulsion wonder why some of the
definite
But
a
also.
punished
not
were
ones
guilty
equally
other
understanding has to be made first by the government. If this
all-important issue of prohibition was avoided and left undecided
in the last presidential election, and if prohibition is enforced irregularly throughout the country, upon what can the college base
The government spends billions of dolits rules and regulations?
what

m metit there

enf<

is.

The

college cannot

spend

workable- svst in of licensed sale, such as one finds in various parts
But under any system we must remember that liquor

of Canada.

and automobiles do not mix.

AMEL
CIGARETTES
t

WHY CAMELS ARE THE

BETTER CIGARETTE

The world's

of tobacco experts
one size package

one brand
.

.

.

.

largest group
.

.

one quality

.

.

/'"//

Dan

Baseball

.

.

.

everything concentrated on

Camel goodness.

of choicest tobaccos.

Gamt

Despite the rtrin, which falls invariably on Ivy Day. there- was
a rather good .ittc ndance at the Bates-Bowdoin game. The change
ill time of the exercises and game have met with widespread approval, and we cifngratulate the committee for this improvement.
We hope it wdl lie permanent. The game was of course replete

with errors on the part of the Bowdoin team. But what can you
expect? After two days of celebrating, it is a wonder that the
men did as wei: as they did. They should not be blamed too severely, unless you e.-tablish the rule that no player shall go to the party.
And who would go so far as to do that?
The team has had an unfortunate season. They deserved to

ii

.

The smoothness and mildness of Camels are possible only through the use

:

you to

its

proportional btHidos on enforcemeiu of any kind. Bowdoin and all
the colleges must graduate men who will endeavor to bring about
a repeal of the VJghteenth Amendment, and provide for a sane.

x

for

that.

j

oil

Camels

us, if

We knew

;

lars

we make

smoke and enjoy

Liquor

The Ivy

cause

The most
dividuality

skilful blending gives

of taste that

is

Camels an

in-

beyond imitation.

They have a mellowness that you have never
known in any other cigarette, regardless ofprice.

Camels never

tire

your taste or leave an un-

pleasant after-taste.
©

1929. R.

J.

Revnold. Tobacco

Company. Win«ton

S.ilrm

N. C.
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THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
NEW LOT (fF BOWDOIN BOOK-ENDS
The

$8.50 jSize

Now

ALPHA TAW OMEGA BANNERS

HALF-SKINS

and

LET FREEDOM RING— Arthur Garfield

&

W. Chandler

P.

Friday Morning,

Copper

$5.50 in

THREE

May

Our

31, Starts

Stock

in

JUNE CASH SALE

Hayes

Son

DURING FINALS
You

—

need all your reserve energy Be good
your stomach, and kind to your pocketbook.
Tired?
Try our black coffee
will

to

This annual sale of Harmon's

—

ward

The College Spa

to

is

an event looked for-

by hundreds of our customers throughout

the State.

This year, our sale will surpass

all

pre-

vious ones not only in value, but in excellence of stock

Commencement
(Continued from Tmsce

and completeness of assortments. This advertisement gives but a meagre idea of what we have to

Tennis
(Continued from Page

lj

1)

offer as the space limits us to but a
Meeting of the Trustees

Room Hubbard

cal

Room, Hubbard

Hall, St 7 P.

1 *1

8

Ih.lilnfp,"^"
Alumni
Parade

J
to

9.45 A. M.
Baseball Game,
10 A. M.

M.

I

19

I

Alumni Council

the

of

8 3
'

"Wmng and

&

ond

,

Pickard

Field,

a

..n
all

^

This sale

few

items.

Come

marked and arranged for easy

is

for cash, and a slight 'charge

for alterations will be made.

...

to be noted

is

*
matches
were taken
i.

the

is

in

straight sets.

at

Following

The annual meeting of the Phi Beta
Kappa Society, Alpha of Maine, in
the Alumni Room, Hubbara Hall,

Soley

is

(B)

the

summary:

Singles
defeated

Roberta

(T),

Young

(T),

6-1, C-3.

at 11 A. M.

The annual meeting

Parker

Alumni

of the

at
P. M. in the!
Moulton L'nion, preceded by a Buffet
Lunch at 12.30.
Luncheon for the Society of Bowdoin

Association

Women

»•**.

<iouble *

Everything

choosing.

Altenburg and

Gifford.

Short, however, were upset in the sec-

in

Held atJ *«,«.#
that

},^
Pickard

£••

,

early.

Soley and Parker worked nicelv to„ .u ^ ,„
ui ^
,,
in tu
their doubles
*uether
to defeat

the Lee-

in

WEDNESDAY, JUNE
Meeting

Gilford of Tufts took the match

P M.

Hall, at 2

Meeting of the Overseers
ture

the Classi-

in

1.30

at

their

6-1, 6-2.

|

6-2, 12-10

8

headqu4rlfers,

defeated

Abbott (B) defeated McCaul (T),

j

Cleaveland Street, at 12.30-P. M.
Organ recital in the Chapef, 3 to 4

(B)

6-0, 6-2.

Gilford

(T)

defeated Jensen

(

P. M.
Meeting of Directors of Alumni Fund
in Massachusetts Hall at 3 P. If.
Band Concert on the Campus from
4.30 to 6 P. M.

Were

>

Quill

Reception by the President inSd Mrs.!
Sills on the Moulton Union cerrace

Were

30.00— now
45.00— now

39.50

50.00-

55.00— now

...

39.50

36.50

40.00-

45.00— now

...

36.50

40.00— now

29.50

S60.00-S65.00— now ...S49.50

35.00— now

1)

from 4 to 5.30 P. M.
Out-door presentation of King Lear,
by the Masque and Gown of Bow- cises, to be committed to the flames
doin College at 8 P. M. (In case of and not the press. But it may be that
inclement weather the p!ay will I haw no poetic taste; and then these

Oxford Grey Sport Suits
Custom Tailored - $39.56

I

'

in the Cumberland Theatre.) may be real gems of literary producTickets, $1.00 by^nail of William N.| tion.
Locke, Manager; after Jur,e 18 ai
It must be understood that as far as
Morton's.
the Quill is concerned, I have been
THURSDAY.
20
occupied with the May issue alone. As
OYgan Recital in the Church at 10 an institution it should be preserved.)
A. M., by Mr. Brinkler.
ano I am without the slightest doubt
The Commencement Exercise* in the that there is literary ability at BowChurch at 10.30 A. M., followed by doin to ensure its obtaining a position
the Commencement Dinner In the of exerting the type of influence which
Gymnasium.
is in conformity with the l»est of the
A Buffet Lunch for ladies under the College traditions.
auspices of the Society of Bowdoin

Sale Price

$49.50

Review

(Continued from Fane

SUITS

Sale Price

$60.00— now

)

(

j

SPORT - SUITS

(B),

Doubles
Parker ami Soley
B
defeated
Young and Gifford (T), 7-5, 6-2.'
Roberts and McCaul
T defeated
Altenburg and Short (B), 6-1, 6-2.

29.50

One Odd Lot Formerly
Priced up to S45.00--now $19.50

j

j

be

JUNE

j

White Oxford Shirts— now

!

Topcoats

S1.95

Fancy Shirts—now

j

20 r r

Overcoats

off

:

I

l

Women

in

the Moulton Union at the
Commencement Dinner.

E. Baldwin Smith

time of the

(Continued from Faire

Game

Colby

(Continued trom Pane

Souther, x

i)

1

.

i»

:;n
;;
Totals ...
e
x- Batted for Lincoln

2

.....

Coll.y

Two
I

l

(10

Bowdoin
Iwse

Home

13

::\

•">

in 8th,
»

1

(«

ri

jc—

—

Th'ee base
1 Brown,

Deetjen.

hit,

Niziolek.

hit.

ii

<»

runs,

Stolen has.-, l.ovett Ji.-DeetSaerifiee hit}, DeetHeddericg.
Douhle play.4. WhitHeddericg.

ovett.

ten,
ii'n.

Ferguson

ti«T to Lincoln;

to ffiziolek;

Left

Klusick to Tierney to NizioleS.

on
en

liases. Colby 7, Bowdoin i*
balls, off Brown 3 olT Leech

Base tion to have all arrangements made
off for beginning the dictionary as soon
as the funds are available.

j

Fancy Hose

$44.50
39.50

Golf

Hose— now

10'r to

Special Lot of 75 Pairs

store, consisting of

50%

off

—now

English Camel Hair Polo
Coats

White Flannels and Knickers

Were S75.Q0— now

Special Lot of Knickers

$59.50

off
off

20

34.50
29.50

r

20 r r

95c

—now I0

— now

r

our

in

Eng-

lish Ulsters. Fleeces, Fly-

front Oxford Greys, and

other desirable coats, will
r

off

be sold in this sale only,
95c

at

one price

-

$29.50

j

many small lots of high grade merchandise marked at unheard of prices for
one of them: Just 10 Imported Cassimere Scarfs, priced at 29 cents. Odd Lot
of Fancy Wool Knickers, that were S6.00 and S6.50, now $2.89. So come earlv!
Grouped

;

in this sale

quick clearance.
j

are

Here

is

j

I

'',,

2.

•"..

'.»

1

of

feasors Shapley and Smith this new
dictionary is to include the definition
and illustration of every architectural
term in English, and all terms in
ancient and
mediaeval
Latin
and
Greek, and in the more widely-used
modem languages.
To insure the
scholarly accuracy of this work, it
will be made the joint product of an
international group of scholars. While
abroad Professor Smitn will consult
the various European scholars whoso
advice and cooperation are pertinent
to the undertaking.
It is his inten-

Pajamas

$55.00— now
50.00— now
40.00— now
35.00— now

Every Overcoat

r

1.

by
Struck out. by Brown
Hits, otT Brown,
Leech 2. by Stiles
" in
innings; off Leech, t in 4 ininning-. Passed
nings; off Stiles, 6 in
Winning <>:tcher,
Crowther.
ball,
Brown. Losing pitc•her. Leeci}. JLmTin
pile-. Gibson and McDonoughi
Stile.-

,

1)

— now
— now

Lot of Topcoats
Specially Priced at $19.50

Special

game,

1.50.

»

CUMBERLAND
Iridav

-

Ma>

31st

Professor Smith's qualifications for
work are well attested by his
publications on iconography
art. He proposes
n connection with the objects in the
Museo
Christiano
to
make
a
thorough study of related objects in
other European collections in England, France, Spain, Germany, Austria, and the Balkans.

All $2.00

this

various

aml eari y christian
j

All $1.50
All $1.00

Neckwear -now
Neckwear now
Neckwear -now

$1.69
$1.19

79

Odd Lot

of Sweaters

$2.89

Everything Must be Sold as We Carry
Nothing Over Into Next Season.

ACHORN IS SPEAKER
AT CHAPEL SERVICE

5 Acts Vaudeville

War History Gives Memorial
Address on "The College Man and

Editor of
-

On

the Screen

-

THE FAR (ALL

Patriotism"

with

Charles Morton

—

Leila

H.Vams

also

Paramount News
Saturday

ANNA

Q.

June

-

burg, and selected the position against
which the flower of the southern
chivalry broke and receded, leaving it
lege chapel services Sunday after- the "high water mark" of the Confednoon, taking for his subject "The Col- eracy; that Howard's subsequent war
lege
Man and Patriotism." Mr. record under Sherman and as ComAchorn is a member of the board of mander of the Army of the Tennessee
confirmed him as one of the great
•iver-eers and editor of "The History
General Officers of the Union Army.
of Bowdoin in the World War." He
(Irant crowned the brilliant career
is the donor of the flag which flies
of another Bowdoin man known as the
>\er Memorial hall, which he replaces "Hero of Little-Round-top" by desigas fast as worn out. No greater com- nating him to receive the Confederate
pliment could have been
paid
the surrender at Appomattox. (General
speaker than the marked attention Morris Schaff. in his "Sunset of the
with which he was followed. He said Confederacy," writes: "It was a fitin part:
ting circumstance that Chamberlain

Edgar O. Achorn, Bowdoin

1st

-

MLSSQN

BLOCKADE

*

also

Comedy

Cartoon

livered a

-

June

3

4

Children of the Ritz
with Doroth> Mackaill - Jack Mu'hall
-

also

Paramount. News

Comedy

NVediesday-Thursdav

-

June'.Vfi

Bridge of San Luis Rev

—

—

Lil>

Dm

with
Ernest TorreJice
Alvarado - Raquel Torres

Damita

Comedy

-

Sporilight

I

de-

col-

—

do not suppose that the question
ever be settled as to which college in the North had the largest percentage of men in the Civil War but
if any college should make such a
chum and can show a greater record
than Bowdoin, we shall be glad to pay
that college the tribute due to so disf inguished
an honor.
Bowdoin's part in the war for the
preservation of the Fnion is renowned
not only because so many of her sons
took part in it. but because some Attained to so high a rank and rendered
such distinguished service that a history of that conflict would be incomplete without the mention of their
names.
I

Monda> -Tuesday

'81,

memorial address at the

will

was selected and
corps to salute

called on his famous
intrepid enemy at

its

might bring home to you its true sig- dead, and yet they were undismayed. ie.-s renowned than war and ju.-t now
nificance! It is the building on the As in the Civil War, so in the World our country is in seed of the
best
campus that we should most venerate. War, her sons demonstrated that there is in all of us. Many years ago
It is the altar upon which the fires of
Bowdoin is the mother of men.
I
presented to Bowdoin College an
our patriotism should be kept forever
More than 1400 of her graduates American Elag. It has flown over
burning.

It is

the shrine of Bowdoin's

War

illustrious Civil
sons.
There is
more lofty sentiment in one stone of

Memorial Hall than in the whole bulk
of many an artistic building on some
other campus.
Howard and Chamberlain with others of the honor roll on its walls
were identified with the administration of Bowdoin College.
How many
times have I seen their familiar figures on this campus! But they come
no more or ever will; and yet these
walls are hallowed by the memory of
their presence; these very seats in
which you now sit were once occupied by them; the spirit and character of this College will be forever impregnated by their influence and their

this last solemn ceremonial, with the
marching salute of honor. The courage of both armies, Lee's noble charand
magnanimity,
acter.
Grant's
Chamlierlain's chivalry, have lighted
the historic event up to a lofty, hal- power.
He
It might have been inferred that
lowed summit for all people."
adds: "What honor to his native state! New England had become effete in
And how he filled out Bowdoin His- the many years of peace and prosperity that this "section of the country
tory."
had enjoyed since the Civil War. but
It has been my privilege to hear the
story of this incident from both com- the issue proved otherwise. New Engfrom Chamberlain who land college men noblesse oblige—
manders
gave the order, and from General John were in the vanguard of those who
B. Gordon who received and returned sought to prepare themselves for the
war which seemed to them inevitable.
it.
For more than two years they had
Memorial Hall is not an artistic
We recall to the lasting glory of building.
How many times have I ,f< Mowed the details of a conflict ragour college that a Bowdoin man was heard it pronounced extremely ugly. ing in Europe that has no parallel in
in command at the first dav of GettvsI
that
Oh,
hardships
but,
and horrors, in wounded and
be
true,
This mav

—

—

and undergraduates were enrolled in Memorial Hall while the College has
the armed forces of the United States been in se.-sion, bathed in' the glory
and her allie.-. Twenty-eight lost that has been woven into its every
their lives.
warp and woof by the heroi.-m of those
To one who learns from their com- who have fought under its flaming
panions in arms something of the folds.
heroism with which these American
Let me enjoin upon you to venerate
bred boys met death on the shell-torn it also as the emblem of freedom and
hattle.fields of a strange and distant
liberty of American citizens under
land, there must come a renewed American law, and to .-ee to it, as far
sense of wonder, of awe and rever- as in you lies, that the justice, the
ence, at the possibilities of the human equality, the fraternity of American
soul.
institutions shall not peri.-h from the
Today the government of the Unit- land
ed States is offering a treaty to the
Strive to makt it a flag that will be,
nations of the world to abolish war as not only feared abroad because men
a method of settling disputes. So far will fight under it. but that will he
as any of those of our boys who were loved the woikl over, at home and
at the front can be persuaded to refer abroad, beeaaae it is the emblem of a

to their experiences it is to decry war
as a barbaric and brutal national institution; to express the hope that no
such catastrophe will ever again befall
civilization.
Such is their denunciation- of war; but may the vision of
Bowdoin manhood, facing the possibility of making the last great sacrifice for the vindication of a great
principle, never fade.
May it survive
as one of Bowdoin's greatest mem-

nation that maintains equal rights for
men; strive to make the American
flag greater even in the principles
than in the deeds that it symbolises.
In the days to come, if in the pomp
of our city lite, if in the rush and
whirl of our marts of trade, if in the
mad struggle for -yiealth and power.
men shall suffer our cherished institutions to fall into decay and the torch
of liberty to burn low, may we not
ories.
again turn to this college to find once
So far as the war record of Bow- more men whose services shall be
doin College stands, the past is se- equally dear to God and to their councure, but peace has its victories no try ami an example to all eneration*.
g
all
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Cream j Candy

Ice

1

Week

Specials E^ach

~~

"

BALLOTS FOR BOARD
ELECTION SENT OUT

Game

Bates

Continued from Page

i

%™ ^
iA

1)

reI

Communication
j

through second. Lincoln
forced Stiles, stole second, and continued to third on Brown's throw to
the bag.
He scored on Thompson's
single.
Rose forced Thompson, but
went to third on an error, and scored
when Turner missed Leech's groundStiles' single

Full Line Apollo Chocolates

College

Light Lunches

Men

New Members

To the Editor of the Orient:

A

very recent event

9*

the Allege

in

Chosen for Board has led me to belieVe that there is a
bigoted hypocrisy about an adminisAlumni Council, and
tration which expels students for havAlum li Fund
ing taken a drink and permits the
to be

of Overseers.

free use of intoxicating liquor among
the members of the faculty.
I
do not criticize
drink
among
the faculty nor among the undergraduates.
Far be it from me to complain, were I to see the faculty and
board of trustees sitting astride the
chapel tower, exhaling alcoholic fumes
and rendering Sweet Adeline in a very
Overseers are Bernard Archibald, '04, anti-trusteeish manner; but
for
a
of Houlton; John Russell Bass, '00, faculty, whose actions,
while
supof Wilton; Roland Eugene Clark, '01, posed to be exemplary, are in no wise
of Portland; Philip Owen Coffin, '03, dissimilar to the actions of the stuof Washington, I). C; Harry Clifton dents in regard to liquor, to expel a
Fabyan, '!)3, of Boston; AldVo Amos student for drinking seems to me to
French, '!»7,
of
Attleboro,
Mass.; be a blind and hypocritical action.
John William Frost, "04, of New
For is it not a well known fact
Vork City; William Moulton Ingra- that there are comparatively few
ham, '!»5, of Portland; William Dun- members of the faculty who do not
ning Ireland, '16, of Portland; Harrv imbibe?
Clifford Knight, 'its, of New Haven,
Then how can these men sit in
Conn.; Preston Kyes, '!»f», of Chicago judgment upon students
and expel
and North Jay, Maine; William Shep- them for the very thing of Jffhich
herd Linnell, '07, of Portland; Robert they themselves are guilty? It Beams
Borleagb Martin, '10, of Augusta; to me that a conscience would have
Hoyt Augustus Moore, '!».r), f New rebelled and further, it is my belief
York City; William Emerson Preble,' that if members of the faculty wen
'!>8, of Boston
James Edward Rhodes, liable to expulsion for drinking a<
2nd, '97, of Hartford, Conn.; George the undergraduates are, that there
Bowman Sears, '!»0, of Danvers, and would be fewer members of that
Salem, Mass.; and Walter
Vinton august bodv of learning.
„
Wentworth, 'Nfi, of Old Town.
R. A. S.
'Among the nominees
for
the'
Alumni Council are Morton Glenn Lewis
Bailey, '11,
of
Augusta; Clarence
Arthur Brown, '14, of Portland;
Keith Campbell Coombs, '20, of Auburn; George Franklin Eaton, '14, of
Bangor; Frank Alden Farrington, '27,
Another Ivy Party has come and
of
Westbrook; Albert Trowbridge departed for ever. Boo boo! May it
Gould, '0s, of Boston; George Palmer rest in peace! The orchestra was quite
Hyde, '08, of Northampton, Mass.; good except that it was interrupted
Charles Arnold Knight, 'it*!, of Gardi- by impromptu feoioa tad quartets.
ner; Harry Clinton McCartv, "00, of What is the idea of having an orchesNew York City; Wendell Phillips Mc- tra and paying good money for it
Kown, '!>8, of New York Citv; Donald and then letting would-be whoopee
Ward Philbrick, '17, of Portland: and makers detract from the effectiveness
William Ellery Wing, '02, of Port- of the musicians?
If we are gointr
land.
to have local talent why pay three
Those nominated for Directors of to eight hundred dollars for accomthe Alumni Fund are Virgil Courtney panists ?
One advantage of the Party was
McGorrill, '22, of Portland; James
Burleigh Moulton, 'Hi, of Attleboro. the proving that good old Mem Hall
Mass.; Kdward Longworth Moras, '12, is still popular on certain occasion-;
of Boston
and
Needham, Mass.; (attention KCN). The building was
Dwight Richard Pennell, •98,1 of Bos- crowded with "visions of fragile loveton; Charles Sumner l'ettengill, 'lis, liness"— oh yeah, fragile like the rear
of Augusta; Arthur Carleton Shorey, end of the Chapel. Any "vision" that
'04, of New York City
Leonard Fi v- can dance for three nights in a row*
mont Timberlake, '0*.», of Portland; and still look as fresh as a rose is not
Karle Spaulding Thompson, '14, of very fragile. The Junior class seems
New York City; and George Curtiss to have a little spirit as a class still
making its influence felt. There were
Webber, *!>r>, of Auburn.
not enough seats for all on the stage
that marched. And besides, "there is
Professor Boyd W. Baitlett at- more
tradition
in
one stone
of
tended the semi-annual
meeting of Memorial Hall than in
any other
the Physicists of
Maine at Bates building on the campus."
College May is. The next meeting of
the association will be held at BowIt is a relief to be able to step out
doin in October.
of the dorms and cross Chapel street
I

;

Ballots have recently been sent out

j

Alumni of the College for the elecer.
Bates scored two runs in the sixth. tion of three new members of the
Giroux poled out a long homer to Board of Overseers, four new memgive the Garnet their first counter. bers of the Alumni Council, and three
A hit and two errors were respon- new Directors of the Alumni Fund.
sible for the second run.
The nominees for the Board of
The
to

:

U.

|

;

Buckley's Candy Shoppe
119 Maine St.

Formerly Newman's

-

I

Bobcats took the lead in the
seventh. Two hits, a walk, and a bad
error paved the way for three run.-.
Another was added on a hit and an

THK BRICK BOUSE

B&ru&ife

10 Sprinir St.
Brunswick. Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass Pewter.
•

PmeUmtd

Stamps Hmmht

floir.e

goodB of any kind

EATON HARDWARE

i

|

succeeded in filling the bases with
only one out, and Chalmers' sacrifice

CO.

fly

brought

rally

The Sport Store of

was

,

;

Shute with a run. The
brought to a halt when
in

Whittier fanned.

Brunswick
Ivy Play

—

j

(Continued from Pa«e

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

of Brunswick, Maine

Jones Act

STtDENT

PATRONAGE

many years John Wards

for

SOLICITED

have been the collesc man's

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
MUSIC

those which particularly

Printing and Developing

your individual

suit

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

taste.

carry the hirgest assortment of
Imported" Goods, Fruit. Fresh Vegeta-

pasteboards" was the

HARMON'S

the play. Much of
naturalness. Quite
as it were.

212 C Maine Street
Brunswick, Me.

Quality Printing
Building

MAINE

-:- -:-

Bostonian and Florsheim

Oxfords- $5 to $10

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

(Continued from

home run, thus
summary:

LYMAN

B. CHIPMAN
PC RE FOOD SHOP
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5

If

Totals

do the work

GROCERIES

T. H.

J.

Town

PLAY SAFE -

—

1

2

2

(I

1

(I

(I

3

<>

l

1

Lincoln, lb

1

<>

Shute, lb

2

1

to the

LAUNDRY
BURNHAM

;

i

;

!

|

2,

1

01

1

6 27 10

3

...32

1

4
(I

Three

Wonderful

7

2

10 12 0—6

i

o o o 2 o

—3

B B B, Milano
Waterman Pens

mnnihi.iv

thit

t*f

-

Shaving Preparations

Carefully

Compounded

AGENCY FOR

all

ciently

the

and

office

IN

and
Along with ballots for elections to
the governing boards have been sent
out blanks for the registration" of
sons and other relatives of alumni,
under twenty years of age, who may
be possible Bowdoin material. Space
information conis also given for
cerning other boys who might come

h's Sensational

Orchestra

— 13

secutive Season on Broadway.
dance orchestra in America.

Milt

,

-

in

Acknowledged by

Shaw

promptly

Estimates and

SHORTS MARKET

QUALITY
ALWAYS.
Brunswick Publishing

Company
Cor. Maine and

Duniap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. 3

without endangering one's life in the
These poor students!
Kt
process.
money! Ain't it a shame? The yard
looked
like
the" Sa!
of the halls
Francisco Automobile Exposition.

MAINE

person

critics as the greatest

—

WOOLWORTH Bt'II-DING
NEW YORK

CASE SYSTEM
THREE YEAR COURSE
TWO YEARS
One Year

of College

Required

For

Joe Roman

Work

Admission

MORNING, AFTERNOON AND
EVENING CLASSES

—GROCERS—

and

his

Wonderful Orchestra

—

Charles P. Davis, Registrar
Room 2861

cater to fraternity trade

Brunswick

Hardware

Co.

"Qu*lit> Goods a< a Fair Price"

Johnson's Floor

Wax

SOCLE'S BARBER SHOP
p-f

jj^

Near Campus

-

r)ass Haircut(
First

j

nj?

Shop Down Town

35

-

11 pieces.

Write For Catalogue

»ho

samples

cheerfully furnished.

and his famous Brunswick Recording 3rchestr11 pieces. Brought East
at enormous expense from Detroit one featured at the Yale and
Princeton Proms. Positively their only Maine appearance.

F0RDHAM LAW SCHOOL

in person
The Pride of Portland.

MUSICIANS. DON'T MISS THE GREATEST ATTRACTION EVER HELD IN THE EAST.
Darxing 8

to

1

A. M.

Ladies $1.00

at

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

in person

-

.

effi-

of The Bruns-

Direct from their Sth Con-

pieces.

.

wick Record.

CO-EDUCATIONAL

Whitman's Chocolates

.

kinds handled

Orchestras!

Mai Hattett

.limiio

Swn»Vw»irii»re

to Bowdoin.

Toilet Articles

of

Presents First Appearance This Season of America's Jazz King

Short stories to be considered for
Hawthorne Prise must be handed
Prof. Chase by 6 p. m., Monday,
The competition is open to
10.

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
Prescriptions

PRINTING

jane

i

Kaywoodie,

PHIL BRISK

Lewiston Armory
Wednesday Evening, June 5th

4.

off

Webber's Studio

Toilet Articles,

Watch For Our Representative

j

base

Left on bases, Bates 12,

now

Morton's News Stand

Irish Brothers
WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

60

1

9
(I

THE GREATEST MUSICAL ATTRACTION EVER HELD

so under control that results
are far superior to daylight except for
extremely large groups.
is

•

(I

7
2

is

to

Mustard and Cress

the
to

____

2

1

Base on balls, off MarsSouther 4. Struck out, by
Marston 4, by Souther 6, by Leech 1.
Hits, off Souther 7 in 7 innings, off
Leech 3 in 2 innings. Losing pitcher,
Souther.
Souther.
Wild
pitch.
Passed balls, Brown 2. Umpires, McDonough and Gibson. Time, 2.12.
ten

OUR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING
SYSTEM
•

o
3

Home

AGENT

*

1

o
1

Two

CITIZENS
R. E.

2

(t

1

1

e

1

1

2-0

o o e

ore4

(I

.">

3

run, Turner.

1

Coming! Coming! Coming!

3

bh po a

4
4
4

Bowdoin

Your Washing

Serrti

Q

6 10 27 13
1

Bowdoin

—

•>
i

Dept. of Logic.

i

1

base hit, Chalmers. Three
hits, -Turner, Brown, Shute.

Brunswick

Building
.

1

1

Totals
Bates

INSURANCE

">

4

c

j

a

11

3

Crowther,

W. RILEY

1

Ricker, If
Whittier, ss

Souther, p
Leech, p

&

i

4

r

Stiles, cf

Telephone 435-436

1

r,

ab

Thompson. 2b

,

t

well dressed.

;

nothing about either.

The

custom

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

1

.'i

41

Bell, rf

and

!

j2$RISK Clothing which

2

1

Bowdoin

Chalmers, if
Crimmins, 3b

CUMMINGS' MARKET

n
2

Plager, 3b

Brown, e
Marston, p

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

MEATS

hi.;

po a

!>h

r

.">

4

Gil man,

Flaherty, cf
j' <br, n>

Ben

to

it

of

sjiot

"Hotsy-Totsy,"

In closing I would iarntly murmur
that if that was Platonic Love I know

1)

t'aite

ah

Cole, SS

Portland, Me.

v'want Pressed?'
'Anything
t- m d
r

Give

!

Ibid.

retiring the side.

Bates
Cascadden, if
Turner, 2b

— Retail

St.,

Game

Ivy

Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers

Wholesale

high

was due* to

it

wise-cracks were plentiful and comparatively recent.
The programme
still leaves us in ignorance
of the
over-modest Coach* Anon's brother
was the same excellent Stage Manager as always. The music was by

Latest College Styles in

574 Congress

!

"Open Collars" was of about the
proper pitch for Ivy. The use of the
same "Set" throughout avoided the
"two weeks" wait between each act.
The voice of the prompter was not
beard from the wings. Everything
else from the stage was,— at" least
as far 88 the bald-headed row.
The

STUART & CLEMENT
Town

;

was

"Rob," by the way, though a very
minor part, left nothing to be desired.
That scene of the "illuminated

Domestic and Im-

ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
k'mls east of Portland.
Tel. 13K— 87 Maine St.— Tel. 137

BRUNSWICK

1)

hurried, and

able ability.

cyfcki\\\&rfl
^^MEN'S SHOES

We

bles, Olives, Pickle<,

select,

from a variety of styles,

KODAKS

GIFTS

Here you may

shoe.

He never

?

admirable.
The hero seemed sonv what moved
by his part, but his part was not well
enough drawn to permit of any great
acting. Better
was the exuberant
clowning of that representative of the
esoteric circle of the hyper-aesthetic
elite.
This brings us to Steve. He had
evidently been boiled in oil since last
Ivy, for the curtain rose almost on
time. Among the "Leads" his lines
were the best. Cast well, he played it
up to the hilt with coordination of
voice and action, displaying consider-

Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable

i

Bowdoin started a rally in the ninth
which fell just short of snatching th.game out of the fire. The Polar Bears

.

;

!

error.

a cara^skSkTrare^pgr

,

Mi.-s Stetson jrives personal attention

to orders for antique

!

j

Representative

ANTIQVITY SHOP
-

I

I

Allan H. Messer,

— Gentlemen 81.25

A

—
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DOUGLAS FOSDICK, '30, HEADS
REJUVENATED QUILL BOARD

In

Major

(

20,

G AL

Men Announced

Hon,,,

ourses

CELEBRATION FEATURES

BOWDOIN COMMENCEMENT WEEK

Biology

Moribund Literary Publication Will Undergo Many Radical Changes in Coming Year
A new

Quill under the direction of
board, headed
by
it-organized

Honors

primarits

Prizes-- 1929
Scholar:
Everett
Charles Carroll
of
LawPhilip Allerton Smith '29
rence, Mass.

W. Longfellow Scholar:
Hoswell Guild "2" of West
Mass.
David Sewall Premium in English
Kobe.Composition: Melcher Prince
'32 of Portland.
Oratory:
in
Prize
("lass of 1868
Henry

Carlton*

Medway,

Roger Bray Hay *29 of Portland.
English
Extemporaneous
Brown
Composition Prizes: Philip Allerton
Smith '29 of Lawrence, Mass. William
Hutler Mills *2!» |of Farmington.
Smyth Mathematical Prize: Robe,'
'31

>-f

Dorchester,

Morten McFariand.

Hiwthorhe.
Sewall Creek 'Prize:
Lewis Smyth '31: of Mount Vernon,
N. Y.

Bewail Latin Prize: Donald Derby
'31 of Westneld, .Mass.
Pray Knglish Literature Prise: No
award.

French

Political
Peter Scott "29 of

Melcher

Prize:

Economy

American

in

Butler

Mills

William
Bangor. 2nd

ton.

'29

Pfflinel]

1st

Wil-

Farming
Snow '30 of
of

Lyman Carter Lee
I'atre

'30

Everett

of pover-Foxcroft. Frederic
(Continued on

first

prize with his selection

all

mention.

deserve a very honorable
fact, all the declama-

In

Winslow K. Howland

Promotions And

'29

Yice-I'resident

,

.

winners.

been a feature of Bowdfljn's ComThe
Week
program.
judge- for the contest were the Hon.
Gordon I). Larrom '29, Class President
Ellis L. Aldrich of Brunswick, the
Farrington '27, Wing 02. Hyde '08,
President of Studett Council
Arthur Chew Gilligan from Assis- Hon. Edward W. Wheeler of Bransand Gould '08 Are Chosen for
tant Professor to Associate Professor. wick, and Mr. Robert Channon Pol r
Three Year Terms
Howard Kennedy Heale from In- lock of Hrunswick.
structor to Assistant Professor.
Boyd Wheeler Bartlett '17 from AsThe General Alumni Association of
T his year's Commencement buttons
Bowdoin College has elected to its sistant Professor to Associate Proliear a picture of the recently completAlumni Council for the next three fessor.
ed Moulten Union, the gift of the Hon.
(Continued on Panre
years Frank Alden Farrington, '27,
DwigM R. Pennell '98. George C
Augustus F. Moulton of Portland.
of Westbrook;
Trowbridge
Albert
Webber '9.'). and Earle S. ThompCould, '08, of Boston; George Palmer
son "1-1 to Serve for Three Years .
Hyde, '08, of Northampton, Mass.:
'02,
and William Kllery Wing,
of
Following a recent ballot by BowPortland.
doin alumni. President Kenneth C. M.
Farrington is engaged at present
Sills has appointed as directors of the
in paper manufacturing with the S.
Dwight R.
P.owdoin Alumni Fund,
I).
Warren Company at Cumberland
Pennell, '98, of Boston, Mass.; George
Mills.
His undergraduate
record
C.
Webber, '95, of Auburn; and Earl"
here at Bowdoin was very unusual in
'14,
These
of
N'ew
York.
Thompson,
S.
that he played on varsity teams in
men will each serve for a three-year
three sports, was elected to Phi Beta
term.
Kappa and received many other
Irwight Richard Pennell, after his
honors from the College and the ungraduation from Bowdoin, attended
dergraduate body.
He has also the
Harvard University, receiving the
distinction of being the youngest man
LL.B. degree from that institution vn
ever nominated for the Alumni Coun1902.
Since that date, he has been
cil, and it is of further interest that
practicing law in Boston. He is now
his father, Frank George Farrington,
assistant manager of the New Enga member of the Class of 1894, is
lanu Branch of the
Lnitrd
States
also a member of the Council, where
Fidelity and Guaranty Company.
he represents the governing boards.
Mr. Gould has had a very successGeorge Curtis Webber was prin
(handler R. Lincoln 29
Henri L. Micoleau '29
cipal of Hampden Academy for thrsee
ful career as an admiralty lawyer in
(lass Marshal
Secret arv-Treasurer
In
years following his graduation.
Boston, where, since 1917, he has been
P. »00, he was admitted to the Bar, and
a member of the firm of Blodgett,
been
pracsince that time, he has
Jones, Burnham, and Bingham.
He
SILL'S
From
been
ticing
Auburn.
1917
to
has
extremely prominent in the
law in
work of the MacMillan Arctic As1919, he commanded a Machine Gun
sociation and has also
been associBattalion in France, serving with the
Opening the 124th Commencement
rank of major.
He is now attorney
ated with Dr. Wilfred Grenfell in his Wet k at Bowdoin College Sunday, tion and consolidation.
"But when we turn to a consider- for the First Auburn Trust Company
work on the Labrador Coast, having President K nntth C. M. Sills deSavings
Bank,
made his first trip in that connection livered the Baccalaureate address ation of our social life, quite a dif- and the Auburn
Here
ferent
our
gaze.
picture meets
president and treasurer of the Turner
in 19061
He has for some years been from the pulpit of the historic First
is not
Light and Power Company and of
president of the New England Gren- Parish Church,
where
Longfellow individualism runs rampant. It
fell Association.
His term as direc- first read his Morituri Salutamus a* so much that whatever a man want- the DeForest Products Company, fitBoard of
tor of the Alumni Fund expired in the fifth th anniversary of his gradu- to be, .that he mav b?; but what- is also a member of' the
1928.
Next Saturday, Mr. Gould will ation. The Baccalaurate address was ever a man wants to do, that he may Managers of the Auburn Y. M. C. A.
do.
In many cases there is not only He has served as Class Agent for the
accompany Donald MacMillan from &S follows:
W'iscasset as Captain of the "Mara
"Ours is a peculiarly restless and indifference but antagonism to co- Alumni Fund.
Interest
operation.
m organized
val," Dr. Grenfell's boat.
complicated age.
Those
On leaving College, Karle Spauldadjectives
religion seems in many places to be
Mr. Hyde was engaged in the prac- apply no doubt to many a period of
ing Thompson was. employed by The
Although we call the Mid- waning, not so much through the National Fire Insurance Company in
tice of law in Boston for some years, the past.
fault of the church as because so
Hartford, Conn., and following thi<
serving particularly
of dle Ages the age of faith, and the
as
trustee
feed it a troubl-- and a bother
was for six years with Hornblower &
various estates.
Some years ago he Renaissance the age of intellectual many
to give up their holidays or any other
Weeks, investmi nt
bankers.
Sinewent to Northampton as Business ferment, and the eighteenth century
There
to religious observances.
Manager of Smith College, of which the age of reason, and the Victorian time growing
1922 he has been associated with the
is a
lack of enthusiasm for
lb' yea is the age of conformity, skeptic-;
institution he is now Treasurer,
& Electric
community enterprises and American Water Works
192<*>
was secretary of the Alumni Council lived in the Middle Ages, and follow- many
Company,
made
and
in
was
Roosevelt,
Governor
when it was first organized and is a ers of Thomas Payne were not ail associations.
treasurer of the concern. During the
of New York, in a recent Phi Beta
former president of the Bowdoin Club dead by SOU. Yet while every ap
war he was with the Financial Deaddress
Kappa
at Hobart College,
is full of contrasts and refuses to be
of Boston.
'marked un- partment of the American Reel Cross
calls attention to the
Mr. Wing has been
engaged in confined by definite terms, so rapid willingness of citizens to give gc rious in Washington, I). C. He is a direcsecondary t: aching since graduation is the pace at present, so increasing- and continued thought to the funda- tor of the Big Brother Movement,
and has for some years been prin- ly complicated is modern civilization, mentals of political affairs', and sees Inc., j)f New York, a trustee of the
cipal of Dec ring High School in Port- that it is well nigh impossible to re- in this a growing lack of interest Maine Society of New York, and was
He is past president of the Na- duce our own age to unity; or to de- on the part of the individual in local for two years treasurer of the Bowland.
doin
Alumni Association of New
tional
Association
of
Secondary fine it except by a bundle of incon- government.
There are many indi- York.
He was a member of the
School Principals and of the Maine sistencies.
Bowdoin
"Of tin se inconsistencies none is cations, not merely at
Executive Committee of that organiAssociation of High School Principal
where
is
marked,
but
the
tendency
and is now president of the Portland more worthy of thoughtful consider- at other colleges and 'universities in zation.
Rotary Club. He is chairman of the ation than the- difference between this country and in England no less,
executive committee of the Bowdoin what may be termed our corporate of a decline in what, for lack of a
Honorary Degrees
and our individual attitude.
In the
Teachers' Club.
economic field we find a very real better term, we call college spirit.
tendency toward combination and So many se; k for perpetual enterSir Wilfred T. Grenfell, K.C.M.G.
centralization.
The trust is flourish- tainment each for himself that from
LL.D.
ing untrammeled and uncontrolled. village to metropolis there are many
signs of a falling off of interest in
Professor James F. Nonis, profesLocal and state power companies are
clubs
of
altruistic
and
organizations
sor
of Chemistry at the
Massachlosing their identities in country with
organizations. Chain stores of every purpose. One explanation, no doubt, usetts Institute of Technology Sc.D.
Admiral William V. Pratt, l.S.N.
kind and condition are driving the is the inevitable reaction against an
over organized society.
Another is —LL.D.
local shop out of business. Small inKay Deston Reelected to Coif Team dependent nulls
in the excessive busy-ness of our day
Professor William E. Lunt, profesare waging a losYet discounting all sor of history at Haverford L.H.D.
Leadership
ing fight for mere existence. Consoli- and generation.
Reverend Edward R. Stearns of
dation in industry is the keynote of this, we withhold support from many
worthy enterprise because we are Concord, N. H.— D.D.
Fiections of captains ami managers the hour.
Ecclesiastically the trend a
Right Reverend
BrewBe njamin
in spring sports took place early in •s toward unity; we hear much of loath to take away time and effort
peculiar
from
our
own
and
particular
-tei -D.D.
June.
George R. Thompson
of the scandal of a divided ChristenDoctor Benjamin F. Hayden—M.S.
(juincy. Mass., was chosen to lead the dom; and
pressure economic
and pleasures.
Gerald G. Wilder. '04, Bowdoin Colbaseball team next year.
He has other is all in the direction of homo"Is there any factor that can acplayed brilliantly this season at sec- genity. The political trend too is count for this apparent inconsistency lege Librarian M.A.
ond base, and should prove a capable in the direction of a gradual upbuild- that in our larger relations we ai"
Charles Taylor Hawes, A.M.,
leader.
Harold I. Robinson '31, of ing of power in the Federal Govern- moving away from the local and the Bangor, President of th
Board
Bangor, became manager for next ment at the expense of the states. independent attitude, and in our Overseers LL.D.
year, and he will be assisted by R. C. Centralization
and consolidation are social and personal life are asserting
Class of
929
Boiling "32, of Greenwich, Conn., and
more
of
individand
more
the claims
taking place before our very eyes.
Summa cum I. ancle
D. A. Stockman '.'12, of Sharon. Mass.
Is it possible that the moIn international affairs we are learn- ualism ?
Gilmore W. Soule 'SO, of Augusta,
Edward Fox Dana of Portland
tive in both cases is unmitigated selfwas e lected captain of track. Soule ing slowly but surely the necessity ishness ? It is for our advantage
Dana Merrill Swan of Providence,
of cooperation.
recently,
At
Paris
has been a consistent point winner in
in the settlement of the problem of that we surrender our independence R.I.
the broad jump, in which he placed
Wolfgang Ragnar Thomas of Portin business or politics; it is for our
second at' the New Fngiands this reparations under the devoted leaderown pleasure that we go so largely land
spring.
He has won his letter for ship of Owen D. Young and his colour own way in our social life. If it
Magna Cum I. ancle
leagues,
we
have
of
clear
example
a
three years, and is also a high jumper
of
Cuil.l
Carlton Bo swell
West
and pole vaultei. James C. Flint '3o. the truth that very often idealism i< is the function of a liberal education
her,
of Chicopee Falls, Mass., will manage the twin brother of common sense- to find problems to be solved,
Hedway, Mass.
the team ami the assistant.- will be that what is for the good of one is is a question worthy of our instant
Cum Laude
And so as in attention and of our closest thought.
F. X. Merrill "32, of Skowhegan, and for the good of all.
Robert Carr Ad ams, Jr of Long"If there be any merit in combating
nearly every field of human endeavor
P. C. Moy.-r '32, of Reading, Mass.
Raymond Deston '30, of Fall River, we find «ln some instances advan- excessive individualism, too. great meadow. Mass.
of
Jr.,
Frank Arthur Brown,
Ma.-s.,
was reelected captain and tages, in others disadvantages aris- sell indulgence, there could be no
manager of golf. Deston led this ing from the same g. neral policies. more appropriate setting than this Machaisp nrt
of Lynn,
Richarc Lindley Brown
year's team through a very successful But let that for the moment go; keep service wh re the college in the las;
words it speaks to its departing stu- Mass.
season playing number one man.
in mind the trend toward centraliza
the following changes in the Faculty
for the academic year 1929-30:

mencement

Promotions

61

3

i

Phi Beta Kappa

Appointments

:

Lawrence, Ma*
LeBrec
Henri
of
Brunswick;
Providence.
R. L;
Micoleau of
Malcolm Daniel Daggett of Topsham; Harold Saul Schiro of Bangor; Robert Cap Adams. Jr., of

Longmeadow, Mass.. Willis LeRoy
Hasty. Jr.. Norway; Philip l.oring
Smith of Concord, Mass
From l^:i0
of
William Henry Dean,
Jr.,
Baltimore,
Md.j
George Stuart
Willard ot Sanford; James
MitElizabeth;
chell Parker 'of' Cape
Harrison Merrill Davis,
.)/.,
of
>alem. Ma.-s.
i

(Continucd

:

Twenty-one Men

i

(

Continued on Fag* J)

Continued on

Pav*

I)

W

ill

*i I

Receive Varsity

Letters for the First

Time

The Bowdoin Athletic Council has
announce d the names of 15 men who
are to receive baseball letters and 22
who have been awarded track letters
getting
minor
in addition to those
sport awards. Twenty-one men will
be receiving a 'varsity letter lor the
first

time.

The baseball letters have been
awarded to Captain Chandler S.
Lincoln, '29, of Ware, Mass.: Captainelect George R. Thompson, '30, of
Quincy, Mass.; Elfred L. Leech, '29,
Kennebunk; Kenneth J. Crowther,
'29, of Gardner, Mass.;
William C.

of

Skowhegan; Thomas M.

Cole, '30, of

Chalmers,

'30, of Dorchester, Mass.;
Y. Stiles, '30, of Augusta;
Gerhard H. Whittier. '30, of Lisbon
Falls; George H.
Souther, '31, of
Waban, Mass.; Benjamin R. Shute,
'31, of Wortendyke, N. J.: Arthur L.
Crimmins, '31, of Brunswick; Richard
H. Bell, '31, of Strong; Herbert H.
Rose, '31, of Houlton; John A. Ricke-,
Jr., '32,
of
Medford, Mass.;
and

Howard

!

,

I'ai:*-

<-!1

\THLETK COUNCIL
AWARDS 51 LETTERS

—

—

.

Oration
Edward F. Dana
History
r
Closing
Address .... Dana M. Swan
Smoking Pipe of Peace
Singing of the Ode
Cheering of the Halls
Farewell
The Class Ode of 1929 was written
IV Willis L. Hasty.
The Class Day Exercises were followed by the Commencement Dance
in the Gymnasium at 9.00 p.m. Mus;,was furnished by Red Nichols of
Commencement
New York. The
Committee consists of Abbott Spear
of Newton Center, Mass.; Huntington
Sidney M.
Blatchford of Portland;
Bird of Rockland; Elfred Leech ,.!"
Kennebunk; and Gotham H. Scott of
Olci Town.
Yesterday, June 19th, was Alunm;
Day, and b»-gan with a meeting of th.'
Massachusetts
Alumni Council in
Hah. During the day. various alumni
organizations held meetings and reunion classes had dinners at nearby
For the non-reunion men, replaced.

|

—

Lewis A. Stone
Ronald D. Wilks
Richard L. Brown
Hobart A. Coif

Poem

1

—

follows:

Prayer
Opening Address

1

—

—

gram

BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS

*."><>

i

Class Day was held on Tuesday,
18th, the exercises taking place
on the campus beneath the historic
Thorndike Oak at 3.00 p.m. The pro-

FOR ALUMNI FUND

i

serve as marshal of
proces-

rence, Mass.

<">>

THOMPSON ELECTED
BASEBALL CAPTAIN;
SOULE HEADS TRACK

Commencement

June

DIRECTORS CHOSEN

;

to

in front of the Chapel at 10.15 and
marched to the graduation exercises
of 1929 in the First Parish Church.
The speakers at the Commencement
Exercises were William B. Mills of
Farmington; Richard L. Brown of
Lynn, Mass.; Harold S. Schiro of
Bangor; and Philip A. Smith of Law-

This prize was established in 190.">
bv the Hon. DeAlva Stanwood AlexAt the annual Commencement din- ander, LL.D., of the Class of 1X70,
ner today President Sills announced and since that time the contest has

New Appointments

FOUR ARE ELECTED
TO ALUMNI COUNCIL

was chosen
the annual

sion, composed of Trustees and Overseers, members of the faculty anci
All met
graduates of the College.

were so well done that the
judges were hard put to decide the

!

Bradbury Debating Prizes:
liam

Prize

Manchester, Mass.

Claws of 1n7-"> Prize
History: No award-

The 124th Commencement Week of
Bowdoin College began with the
Baccalaureate Address by President
Kenneth C. M. Sills in the Church on
the Hill last Sunday afternoon, June
lfith, and came to its conclusion today with the Commencement exercises and the dinner held in the Sargent Gymnasium.
Hon. "Ralph O. Brewster, LL.D., "09,

J

Prince Fobes '32 of Portland.

Xoyes

testants
*»>

1

'31

of Portland.

Goodwin

Government
Carr

— Robert

PRESIDENT

(Continued oi Page 6)

Robert

Alumni Return in Large Numbers for Exercises Which
End Today with Commencement Dinner

tions

function will be that of collecting and pn paring material for publication. There will be a contributors'

Mass.

—

(Continued on pnxe

chi< f

Edward Maynard

ning the

Philip Loring Smith

to

is,

BACCALAUREATE BEGAN
1929 CEREMONIES SUNDAY

"The Head of Hair", by DeMaupassant.
The second prize went to
Fellows George Burgess
Pottle '32 who rendered "The Death of Roland", a selection from the
Epic,
Medieval
th"
Adams, "Chanson de Roland". The other con-

German
Honors James

High
White

It

That

—

nar Thomas

it

an editing board.

ALEXANDERS WON BY
TAYLOR AND POTTLE

Honors Peter Scott
High Honors Dana Merrill Swan
Englhh
Honors Hobart
Atherton
Cole,
Alton Eugene Foster
Former's Selection. "The Head of
High
Honors Richard
Lindley
Hair.
Takes First Prize i
Brown, Carlton Boswel] Guild
Classic Contest
Allerton
Highest Honors Philip
Smith
French
The
Prize
annual
Alexander
High
Honors Malcolm
Daniel Speaking Contest took place in Memorial hall on Monday evening, June
Daggett, Edward Fox Dana
Highest Honors Wolfgang
Rag- 17th, Thomas South Taylor '31, win-

—
—

'

ily

—

Jr.

i

size

political difficulties.
The editorial board will be.

Arthur Brown,
Economics

—

the new cftiarterly will b^
though, of
Scribner's,
will not contain as many
will carry regular advertising, ami provision i- being made for
a certain amount of colored and display advertising, too.
One of the chief objectives in the
minds of those sponsoring this reorganization of the Quill is to rais»>
the standard of material, to make it a
magazine worthy of attention and
Among the special features
perusal.
by
articles
are
hopes to offer
it
prominent people outside of he college, several of which are now fin view.
The editorial board of the new
magazine is to consist of an editor
and two associates, all three of whom
are to be members of the senior class.
There will be, furthermore, four other
members, chosen from the sophomore
and junior classes, each of whom
four departwill head one of the
ments, namely: *hort story, poetry,
drama, articles and essays.
The business bojard will be made up
of a business manager and two asAll matters of printing, as
sistants.
well as of advertising: and circulation,
will be taken card of by th-- business
board.
Two members of the faculty are to
pu&lication.
the
for
advisers
be
Among other things, these two
faculty members, together with the
editorial
the'
of
members
three senior
hoard, will select the new b^ard for
the following yea!r,/thus eliminating
intei fraternity
possible
a> far
as
In

•

— Frank

—

a
Douglas Fosdick, will begin it,* career
next fall.
It will be qu't*- separate
from the Bowdoin Publishing Company, and will have a business manof
its own, under th> direcagement
.
tion of Hill Snow.
a
tnnes
Issues will appear foo>
year, on Alumni Day. at the. Christinas House Party, at Soph l^>p. and
no
*il.l
The blanket tax
at Ivy.
longer include the Quill, sinc<* it will
not be financed in any way by money
from this source J Indeed, it is expected that after the first year or
so, it will entirely pay for itself. The
about
publish
is to
present plan
.">00 copies each lime, and sejl
th m
at the College and on new.-sUmds at
50 cents a copy.
similar
course,
pages.

Honors

NO. S

1929.

i

!

;

|

Manager Theodore M. Marshall, "30,
of Taunton, Mass.
The track men receiving letters are Robert I. Clark. '29, of Deny
Village, N. H.; J. Benjamin Drake,
'29,
P.ath; Gordon D. Larcom, '2.',
Dedham, Mass.; Irving G. Stone, '29,
of Lexington, Mass.; Lewis A. Stone,
'29, of Swampscott, Mass.; Dana M.
Swan, "29, of Providence. R. L; Carl
(Continued on

Straight

I'aife

<)

"A" Men

(lass of 1929

Henri LeB. Micoleau
Harold S. Sc'niro
Philip A. Smith
Philip L. Smith
Dana M. Swan

Wolfgang

P.

Thomas

(lass of 1930
Harrison M. Davis, Jr.
William H. Dean. Jr.
Gee rue W. Freiday, Jr.

William

George

F.
S.

Johnson

W illard
:

(lass of 1931

Arthur J. Deeks
Donald E. Merriam
Paul A. Walker
(lass of 1932
Panl F. Bverett, Jr.

Melcher P. Fobes
Lawrence ('. Jenks
Richard N. Sanger

—
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick. Maine

FAREWELL

Kstablished 1871

1929

-

WE REGRET YOUR
®ltp

Kditnr-in-('hief

Harrison

Davis, Jr.,

If.

Managing
John

81

Snider

I..

PASSING

AND BEST OF LUCK

-

Uouar of Walalt

*:;<i

Kditor.-

i

I'aul

Department Kditor*
George W. FreidaviJr.. MO, Alumni
Weston Rankin
I Fred R. Klei backer, J i
"M, Athletic

A. Walker

'.10,

many

In response to

'31

may we add that we will be open for business this summer, and as
record of your sizes we shall be glad to serve your wants by mail

queries

we have kept

a

Photographic

,

Associate Editors

Ahem

Philip C.

';:'.

Lawrence

3

C.

lenks

It is not to be wondered at that had >tudy of journalistic
style and prac- exist. Moreover it is whispered about
materia] comes to the managing edi- tice.
Grammar mistakes are, of that students still attend their game.Gould 30 tor. That articles written by sopho- COtme, inexcusable.
in large numbers.
A small college in
Douglas Fosdict
Olin S. Pettingiil. Jr.. 30 mores should be sophomoric is natural,
In most cases th assignments are Georgia, in a situation similar to oui
and that freshmen recently graduated covered as promptly as possible,
William X. Small '::i
but own, gave up intercollegiate compefrom high school papers should write each freshman writer gets
enough tition, but strangely enough the step
lOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
like high school students.
No great work to take practically all his time _has not proved
a panacea. Instead, a
Business Manager
metamorphosis take- place when a for two
and if he is not through large percentage of the student body
man matriculates in college. Even promptlydays,
Ralph I!. Hirtle "SO
on the stroke of nine Sun- journey
several
miles
every
when
makes
he
the
hoard
at
the
<>f
end
Assistant Managers
day evening, it is probably through no week end during the fall and spring
Artine Aitinian ':;i
Etias Thomas, Jr.. '31 freshman year he does not auto- fault of his own. Furthermore, th<» to
watch a neighboring- college team
Students of Bowdoin College. matically become a good writer. There managing editor cannot with safety
Published *»v«»ry \V .''5ncfuIa> duritiK the Cb0CO> Year hy
compete
in that "antique
form of
is excuse enough for had writing;
a discipline his freshman
All contributions nnll communications should be (riven to the Managing Editor by Sunday
workers too exercise,"
intercollegiate
athletics.
large percentage of college men at
niirht i>reet'Ain>c th** da?c of publication.
No anonymous contributions will be accepted. The
graduation cannot write a letter with strongly, for they are generally green As a member of two varsity squad.-.
Editor-in-Cbicf is responsible for the editorial column
the Managing Editor for news and
at the game, easily discouraged, and
have
talked
with
many
of
the comany
the
of
three
desirable
(so we are
make-up.
^11 communifations reirardiiiK subscriptions should be addressed to the Business
told) elements, t nity. Emphasis and often need only the last straw to en- petitors, and have failed
note,
to
Manager of the Bvwdofa Publishing Co. Subscriptions. $3.00 per year including Quill) in
courage them to quit, and freshman either on the field or in the locker
Coherence, except the second one.
•dvnnfe
candidates
are
none
too
plentiful. looms, the general grumbling of which
There is no excuse, however, for had
Entered a* second class matter at the postoffiee at Brunswick. Maine
writing getting hy the managing edi- An overzealous editor at the present H. A. C. speaks. In fact, I believe, if
tor and into the columns, except that time might soon find himself gather- it is in evidence to any degree, it
News Kditor for This Issue
SO much of the stuff come- in at the ing his own news as well as editing will be heard in the fraternity groupPaul A. Walker '31
The present board is earnestly where the members of varsity squads
last minute that Horace Greeley him- it.
self would go West if he had to edit trying, I believe, to make the Orient are too often discouraged anil "disVol. LIX.
Thursday. June 20. 1929.
No. 8 it in time to get the paper out on more attractive to candidates, but it pirited" by the keen observations of
schedule. That obviously, is no excuse, is hampered severely by the small- that host of -grandstand quarterback.;,
for freshman members of the board ness of the active board, and by the who, like
the poor, are always with
can Ih- taught to get their copy in on general lack of interest.
us.
One has to look no farther than
time, if that standard is set from the
Your suggestion of an advisor to one of our rivals here in the state
very first and they learn that they seems to be an excellent one. Put why
to find exemplary college spirit bewon't be elected to the board unless not go the full way and make a real
hind a football team and that team
they pay as much attention to punc- course of the Orient work
Let the decidedly inffjior to our own for
tuality as to
punctuation.
(Wise- College give a little encouragement several years. Hut there, one finds no
cracking again!)
and credit to Orient writers. There
Bad copy should be rejected when is a chance to improve the Orient and fraternities. I do not intend to sound
of
a general condemnation
fraterthere is time, and the man handing it at the same
time attract more and nities, but the point that many seem
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should be made to rewrite it. When
not too bad. or when there is insulficient time the managing
editor
or one of the other older members
of
the board should do what is done in
any newspaper office. The Orient
needs a lot of blue pencils.
The managing editor is also responsible when news is given too much
or
too little space and when it is badly
placed. I believe hi> faults are due to
last-minute methods rather than to
inability.
If the Orient were a daily
Bowdoin's Needs
instead of a weekly he might not have
With this issue the college year of 1928-1929 comes to a close. time to plan, although the college
dailies are better a> a whole than the
Pernios the most important new development of our life here is weeklies. Unless
times have changed
the audition of the Moulton Union to the physical make-up of the managing editor is bedeviled hy
the necessity of finding enough to fill
lkmdoin. This building has proved valuable in bringing together up the
space after the ads have gone
various branch institutions: such as fraternities and campus or- in or killing enough the week after a
game to allow room enough
ganizations under one roof. The dining-room affords a meeting football
for a story lifted en bloc
errors and
place (for all, and the reception room has served its purpose on all -from the Sunday Telegram. When
1 was managing editor the Orient was
many a memorable occasion. Bowdoin is very fortunate in having built like the
Youth's Companion and
this splendid building which has contributed greatly to new the pages had to come out absolutely
even.
We edited with a foot rule in
her life.
phages
those days.
Now it is irregular and
In athletics Bowdoin 's teams have not met with much success. the amount of news space ,-\va/ahi.
Football was deejdedh unfortunate, the victory over Bates being depends on whether Harmon runs a
'
two-column or four-column ad. Today,
..
.« ••„ A -,
.
j
u
,
f
the only saving grace, although the M.A.C. game must not be for- V ou edit with a slide rule— about the
go. ten. The hrjekey team won the Maine State Championship, but ()nl >' difference in method, so far as I
in
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better

men

to the board.

The College

seems to have overlooked this chance
to improve the standard of the publication which goes out weekly bearing
to many of its alumni and friends a
reflection of the

campus

life,

thought,

and standards. Certainly the College
should recognize the advantage of putting out a paper of the
officials

class.

first

True it is that the Orient can never
be a newspaper, strictly speaking, but
why can't it be a journal of opinion?
It seems to me that this is its proper
and natural function. Why shouldn't
it be the medium for the expression,
through editorials
tions,

and

communica-

of the attitude of the student

body toward the College and its life
and activities ? Why shouldn't it seek
to achieve a little reform
the
for
general good of the College? Manymatters, especially minor ones, but
nevertheless
are
ones,
important
overlooked by the only-too-busy authorities.
But if the Orient calls" their
attention to certain matters, they are
often willing, and glad, to effect the

to forget

that after all, they are
attending Bowdoin College.
I
salute
of the
Interfiateinity
the gesture
Athletic Council in placing the Ives
Trophy where it belongs in the college trophy room.
Had not this been
done, the words of the former President of the Student Council so harshwould be
C.
ly scored by H. A.
equally true today. The justification
of interfiaternity competition as i^
exists at present is fast dwindling with
the rise of informal tag football ami
"scrub".
1
heartily second H. A. (\'s. brief
description of mterfraternity politics
as to their intangibility, and would
go a step farther in urging future
classes to destroy this ever-present
yet ever elusive evil. I can do no bet-.;
the
President's
tor than endorse
chapel plea, given early this year, for
recognize
undergraduates who will
the distorted position of the fraternities in the college life of the past
generation.
R. C. A.. Jr. '2!'.
is

—

eeeded changes.

remember, Mr. MacCommunication
Cormick, that the sheet you put out
The other day members of one of
was smaller and more easily handled
Bowdoin's many
languishing clubs
than the present one. Probably the
met in solemn conclave to perform
body of those days was more
"a s for t )0 orient not attracting' student
the funeral rites for their organizainterested, energetic, and
otherwise
enough capable men to its board, when
tion.
After some discussion the diethe paper is better and it is a more capable of publishing a model paper hards conquered those who wished to
How we decline administer death as a remedy; and
real honor to be on its board it will such as yours was.
It is alattract more and better candidates. with the passing years:
the organization will go on!
unbelievable.
However, we
Election to it is evidence of industry most
In a measure this was a silent vicrather than marked ability in gather- will try to improve our production. tory over the prevailing attitude of
ing and writing- news; staying on it is Many of your suggestions _are grate- the College. It served to prove that
evidence that there are no le»;al teeth- fully received by the board, for they
the majority's willy-nilly view was
ods of clearing out dead-wood. The show that someone is really interested not universal. It served to prove that
first requisite for a freshman candi- in improving the Orient and is alive
not everyone in the college was willdate is properly that he cover his as- enough to offer a little real construcing to accept every change as a trend
signments; it is equally important tive criticism. We will
always be
of the times.
that he cover them well. His election eager to entertain more of the same
I questioned the faculty advisor of
should depend on the latter as much sort.
one of Bowdoin's ancient and honoras on the former.
And he should he
Yours very truly,
able societies a short time ago confound work during
remaining

You must

also

j

went badly

in outside contests.

The same can be

said of tennis.

Swimming began its career as a varsitv sport at Bowdoin this
year, and as such shows considerable promise for the future.
Three points in the New Englands are not to be sneezed at. The
fencing team won only one match. The gym team did a little betplacing one man in the New Englands. Baseball continued as
has for the past few years, and track was more badly off than
Golf showed a marked improvement with three vic-

ter,
it

last season.

and two defeats.
The development of Pickard

tories

Field will continue this summer.
This addition to the athletic facilities of the college has already
soccer, and freshman football.
baseball,
worth
in
tennis,
proved its

|

lusk still

many

needs.

I

the

three years;

if

G. T. S.

there

'32.

cerning the activities

of

his

'

Communication
Editor the Orient
the discussion., of* the question of
is wrong with. the Orient have
interested me. as thev must every former editor. Now thai the Institute is
over and there is roojn for more com-

what

munications,

may

the subject
rather hazy

'.'

It

I

hi

r ake my guess on
baaed partly on my

recollect j>ns of the period
just after the W; r of the Rom-- when

fects of the paper are due to the slapdash and last-minute way in which its
columns are filled, to insufficient editing and rewriting of bad articles, in-

frequent disciplining of tardy, sloppy,
and neglectful board members, and to
careless rather than ignorant standards of judging what is worth printing, how much space it shall be given,
a here in the paper it shall appear,
etc.

Much of the material is badly writon my term ten.
Some of it is so immature in

*as on the boami, pnrtly
>t
service at the College, and perhaps
nor.- than anytnjnjr else on a vear of
reading the Orient ivyrularlv an'd C areI

•

fullv

from a

ratJ.eij

outlook.
It

is

I

my

opinion

tone that it lias no place in any sheet
above the high school grade.
Bad
grammar, bad spelling, bad phrasing,
more detached bad humor too frequently get by.

tiiat

the chief de-

Some articles are far too long, others
are far too short.

i

Moreover, our editor was

when he stated that

correct

this store

would

Union facilities, and
The idea of a store as a

other

Ix-nefit

vice versa.
sales center

for various tickets and
accessories of which we are in need
also a very good one. We need,

was

too, a definite second-han<3

book cenwhich we are glad to see being
formed under the guidance of Mr.
Lancaster. There are great possibil-

ter,

ities here.

.

Again

to quote p. A. W.: "The derests with as. Vote for
this
and thus for a reduction of expenses and an extension of service."

cision
stove,

*

*

S
I

As

this

is

*

lean's last

the time of year at which

the Dean's List

we take pen

makes

appearance
and reflect.

its

hand

in

Again we respectfully request a revision of the qualifications. Straight
A's or straight B's, as the case may
be are, we are very willing to grant,
very commendable

howstandards;
what of the poor Junior or
Senior who gets four A's and a C.

ever,

Pour cuts! Hard lines, old top, for
your roommate there got four B's
and gets unlimited's. Better luck next
time, and all that rot. * Something
is wrong if men are able to pile up
eighteen or nineteen points and -till
fail to get any
extra
privileges —
merely because that fool German, or
History, or Chem, was only C. After
all, is what we request unreasonable
Let's have a Dean's list based on total
points gained, and not on a system
whereby a man with an easy fourcourse schedule walks away with the
rewards, and the five-course
fellow
wh«\ has slipped to a C or even a D
in one subject gets one round gooseegg even though his aggregate points
top his friend's by a margin of two

with

<

newspaper experience and his
advice would make the Orient a better
paper and a better training school for
those who really wish to learn something from college journalism.
Hut, to reiterate, the main need is
for more careful editing by the managing editor, more careful planning,
mere prompt covering of assignments,
college

"death of intercollegiate athletics," I
should like to venture the statement
that there are still some within these
old halls who not only approve, but
even praise the administration for its
athletic policy of the last two years.
Quite naturally few would contend
that mistakes have not been made,
but to those who believe in the best
anil
less frantic Sunday-night-andtype of competition and all that it
Monday-morning scurrying around.
The Orient can never be a news- teaches, the editorial cited, written
"too
proud fto
paper, in the ordinary sense of the by one apparently
reword. In a college like Bowdoin the tight" for what many believe in,
fraternity house and campus chat minds one of the man who sold his
like
th
didn't
carry the news; most of it is bound to horse because he
be cold when the Orient publishes it. harness.
Practically, H. A. C. complains of
It can never be successful as a journal
of opinion and it ordinarily wastes too Bowdoin's athletic policy because mor<
much space trying to reform the stu- undergraduates do not attend the
Why not direct a little
•lent body, revive organizations that games.
ought to be allowed to die the minute of that criticism against an already
body ? Wdbld
there is* no strong campus opinion in self satisfied student
favor of their living, and in general he demand a hockey season witmur.
"God-saking" around
undergraduates
("For God's! & defeat?
Several
sake, let's do something about it!") feel that the hockey team had a very
It can. however, be interesting and praiseworthy
culminating
season
readable and very often is.
The Stuin a State Championship.
This ought to be rejected as too dent Council wishing to
recognize
long-winded.
gold
te^un
fine work awarded the
Verv trulv vours.
pucks an excellent opportunity for
A. H.MacCOKMICK '15.
a testimonial banquet or rally, but
no undergraduate support was forthcoming. Yet with all this stagnation
Communication
would substitute eleven
H. A. C.
Mr. MacCormick:
points for the one which all allying
We will presume to answer your ready is shorn of its due. Surely th"
communication directly in this issue. matter of victories and losses cannot
Much that vou sav regarding poor be the vital factor when a championwriting, journalistically speaking, is ship team receives such 'meagre suponly too true. Hut why should we be port. If continual losses to U. of M.
expected to know anything about mean death to our intercollegiate
a sorry
journalism, beyond what we can pick athletics, we have reached
up, when the college
offers
no in- state of mind. No sane person can
st ruction in it, and no particular en- expect more than an occasional vicsuch
with
couragement to its study ? The Orient tory over an institution
writers do try to turn out a reason- enrollment and scholastic standing.
ably high grade of material, but when But what of Bates, Colby, Williams,
one stops to consider that for the Tufts and Wesleyan? Surely some of
greater part of the year there are, these colleges have standards apat best, but four freshmen writing the proaching ours, and they play such
or
Brown
Harvard,
major part of it he will realize that teams
as
they have little time for a careful Columbia with this same outlook, and
j

'

•

a situation which needs a cure are
using false logic. We're about sick
licked in everything we do!
It's about time we burst into the win
column for a change! There is no
glory in failure or in acknowledging

defeat.
Incidentally, next year this organization which was recently revived will

way

and

will

succeed

"though hell should bar the way!"
If other organizations
follow the
lead of this group we may still hold
out hope for a revival of Bowdoin's
former standard of successful accomplishment.
Sincerely,
P. C. A. '32.
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requirements

which

we should have little grounds to complain; $7.50 for a course is more than
reasonable, especially where it is returnable
provided
the
course
be
passed. But when College rules require five courses for two semesters,
even the idea of a deposit (for the
privilege of graduating in four years
instead of four and a
half)
seems
somewhat strange. It also seems
hard, at times, on the pocketbook: t>
know you have .^T.oO which belongs to
you and yet, dead broke though you
may be, you cannot touch, is torture.
However, it is very probable that
there is "method in
the
College's
madness". ^JThis article is not rebellion, bulti merely suggestion.
And
yet, we should like to see it possible
to take the number of courses required to graduate without
paying
more than four-years' tuition even

of being

get under

degree

necessitate the taking of five courses
at least two semesters out of the
eight, that we must nay :?7.r>0 for this
"extra" course?
If it were an extra course in the sense of the word,

I

i

prive us of the opportunity of establishing a store which would at once
educe the prices of many necessary
articles and cut down our share of
the Union expenses.
The college,
which always claims to be willing to
do so much for its sons, surely will
not refuse the request for a* store
for any reason of sentiment. If plans
for the store were vetoed for personal
reasons, we demand a reconsideration
of the whole affair.

Kxtra Courses

!

'

nature which shotrld not be overlooked: the need for active interest in extra-curr-.cwlum activities whether athletic or non-athletic.
The ORIKNT needs support, the new Quill must have backing, or
there wil' be no Qfiill. Teams must have large squads and large
cheering sections, Bowdoin men must strive to shake oil' the indifferent attitude *hey have possessed for several years and more
especially this year. They must stop depending on the work of a
few men to canyon these activities, and do their share. If not.
Bowdoin will fdttK into a minor place among her sister colleges,
and alumni wijl |hink of her active past and wonder what is
is
wrong with us.

us well— but we fail to set' in that
any reason why the college should de-

Bowdoin College will do more in
the long run for her students than
almost any other similarly situated
institution in the country. However,
there are a few little inconsistencies
that rankle even the most loyal and
grateful of us at times.
Why is it,

club.

I

hockey rink, funds for concerts and lectures, an adequately constructed Little [Theatre building, with stage and backstage fully
equipped, and a dub house for the Faculty.
With all theid physical needs there is another of a different

r^urthermore, we agree with P. A.
W.: our merchant friend has served

or three.

j

'

m

doin.

'

I

pected to construct these improvements unaided.
The report
the President's Student Committee should be of
great value in promoting future improvements and in aiding the
foi ward progress of the college.
Bowdoin als»o needs additions to the endowment fund for general collegiate purposes.
Others which would be very beneficial
if fulfilled are more funds for graduate scholarships, a covered

I'nion

.'

I

isn't work
The life of the power plant is the board should be smaller. enough
When were they going to meet?
What was their program? A shrug of
have one very definite recommenCommunication
very limited. The renovations made last year are good for only
the shoulders, and something about
dation: that the Orient get itself an
four more, and the station is working under severe strain. unofficial adviser, chosen by itself and To the Kditor of the Orient:
lack of interest, met my query. Heie
To one interested in sports, H. A. we have an illustration of Bowdoin
The ventilation of the Chapel is also a problem, and an expensive having no other duties or powers than
How calm and saporific!
C's. dubiousobservationson Bowdoin's spirit!
one to solve. The needs of a new recitation building and reno- ture.
It is high time that Bowdoin woke
do not mean the alumni sec- athletic future found
in
last
the
As up! We've been taking enough beatsug- Quill carry a sombre message.
vations in Memorial Hall are very pressing, but the funds must retary; he has trouble enough.
gest for the job Mr. Herbert Brown, one of that apparently small
and ings outside the college without going
come from outside sources. The college, which receives about one- who is to return
to the faculty next misguided group of morons who hesi- to pieces internally. Those who think
third in return* for what it expends on the student, cannot be ex- year. He has had professional and tate to prophesy the imj>ending that death is the best way to remedy

Bowdoin

in

A word of comment is in order concerning the editorial in a recent issue
of the Orient, supporting the cause
of a new store in the Union. When
other institutions, some even smaller
than Bowdoin, are able to successfully
maintain cooperative stores, there is
no reason why we cannot have some
profit-sharing system here at Bow-

Criticism, Wise And Otherwise
on
To the Kditor of the Orient:
Your recent editorials and your plea

—

deposit.

The objects of your criticism, moreover, deserve attention.
Indeed, you
were inclined to understate the case.
May I, therefore, add a few friendly
criticisms' impartially
upon certain
college conditions or customs? First,
the College Chapel. If we must pre-

for freedom to criticize, even the College, have made the Orient more interesting reading for at least one
member of the faculty. Criticism, so
long as made in good faith and seriously intended, is surely to be welcomed. It is certainly infinitely preferable to that appalling effort at wit
contained in the last issue of the Occident. It does indicate some movement
in the gray matter belonging to the
student body, besides that routine
amount required by the regular college courses, and that alone should be
gratefullv acknowledged by the fac-

serve compulsory chapel attendance,
us make it worth while. Hold the
servieeS only three days a week, say
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
and in return let there be no chapel
cuts sSve for sickness or absence on
team-, and let all flogs, newspaper-,
alarm clocks, and other instruments
of torture, be left out.-ide during the
ulty!
The Orient's willingness to condemn ten minute period. I,et the responsive
student behavior (or lack of it?) in reading Ih- dropped, and either an
the College Chapel is an evidence of organ voluntary or a brief address reThe College, modern inthe editors' good faith.
One could place it.
wish that the faculty were as ready terpretation of the Bible, or comment
to
make a similar public protest on current events in any way relating
against various and sundry errors of to the subject fm which the Chapel
commission on their part. Your jour- ostensibly exists, would provide ample
nal is to be commended if it can per- subject.-.
And let the service* close
-uade both students and faculty to co- promptly at the end
of
the
ten
operate in ideas or criticism that will minute.-.
be conducive of l>enefit to the College.
(Continued on P»ge 6)
let
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education is shackled to the formalism and stagnation that characterizes
much of it. Here is what the president of a Western college has to sayabout this lack of stimulative instruction in our colleges:
"The high privilege and essentia!
duty of the college is to start men and
women in the way of cumulative, constructive, explorative thinking. Those
who criticize the immaturity and hazy
inaccuracy of the school and college
may well ask whether the loot of the
difficulty is not that the teacher has
failed to challenge the intellectual
power of the students."
Here, I think, is a point which will
bear a great deal of thought. More
and more as the college is being critically appraised the conclusion is being reached that much of the blame
lies with the instructor who makes no
effort to stimulate his students
or
rather with the system which allows
him to occupy a position of responsibility.
now
And
comes the blast from
the professional ranks.
(live us the
right kind of students, is the demand,
(live us men and women who are capable of assuming at least half of the
burden. Above all give us men who
have intellects which are capable of
being stimulated. This cry from the
faculty must not pass unheeded; it
brings us to the second of those major
problems which confront education

—

The College Spa
Education and the Modern World

As in the case of the question.
archaeology, Aristotle's Ethics, Domestic
Science, Boxing, The Sanitarv What is to be taught, so when we ask,
Laws of the State of No. Carolina who is to be taught, a great many will
Or
)ral Hygiene, Scenario Writing, High immediately breakinto the usual con'ewer Salesmanship, Journalism, En- ventional hawing about democracy
gineering, Poultry liaising, and Soil in education and opportunity for all.
Why anyone
Fertilisation all stand on pretty much Who is to be taught?
the same level?
This conglomera- who wants to be of course always
provided that he is able to pay for it.
tion of offerings results from the gos
Imposing
tables of statistics can be
•>el of service to which
the educator
has had to conform. The distinction produced by the anient supporter of
between education, in its cultural democratic education, show ing that
the number of people who attend high
<er.se, and technical skill
is
rapidly
disappearing.
Has not the president school has tripled in the past fewyears and that the number of college
of a large university- recently
declared
that it makes lfttle difference what and university students is incredibly
one learns since all learning is cul- large. The pathetic fallacy in these
tural? Hence the catalogue of a "pro- figures is that they show but one side
gressive institution of higher learn- of the shield that side, however
which is most emphasized in the maing" resembles nothing so much as
a
chine age, the quantitative and not
similar catalogue issued annually
by the qualitative.
The ideal of mass
the Sears Roebuck Co.
This however is not astonishing. It production has invaded education, and
very thing which threatens educais a tribute to the
catholicity of mod- the
tion is being held up as the most enern education.
It tolerates anything
n the shape of learning.
Hut the ten- couraging sign of the present age.
dency is the result of something which Mere numbers prove nothing or very
little.
Mass production, whether in
'its come in with the machine
age
(deal of efficiency.
Formerly educa- education or in the manufacture of
tion was looked to for guidance and Ford cars means a lower level of
was considered at the head of the pro- quality it means the conformity of
e highest with the lowest, rather
fessions. Now it is being used in the
service of those very things which than ot the lowest with the highest,
which would be altogether desirable.
formerly it directed.
Its ideal has
A system which admits of such inbecome service to the

tion,

the Western World
civilization is in a state of confusion.
This should not surprise us when we
remember that the industrial Revolution of which it is the product was not
the child of our own wills, but rather
the product of (forces over which, once
started, we had scarceh any control.
We have drifted into the machine age
much as a man might drift on the surface of a swift- moving river, until
now we are faced with the inevitable!
problem of taking stock, j-ust as the;
boatman is suddenly faced with the
roaring sound of the rapidly apin

|

proaching waterfall. Mankind turned
the corner of the twentieth century
with the same culture, the .-ame moral
and economic ideas and ideals that

accompanied

him

on

his

journey

—

—

community and

"Who

known

should be taught?"

But

to

all,

has answered him by

VALE
A

Men

to

of '20 whose consistent pat-

ronage we both appreciated and en-

pre-industrial
cultural
in
its
values.
A glance into the future would
probably yield" much food for thought
but since none of us are so gifted as
to do this we must be content with
waiting and watching the transition

joyed
last

unfold itself. Mere waiting and watching however will never accomplish
the tremendous work of disentangle-
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embryo.

declaring that every man is a potential student, that under the proper
conditions the results of education
would be one hundred per cent perfect.
As is the case with most extreme views the truth probably lies
somewhere between the two. The situation is one which must soon be
clarified if education is to accomplish
its
purpose and if order is to be
brought out of the cultural chaos. So
long as education is unsettled and is
hampered by such tangles, civilization
will remain industrial in its material

"

Everywhere

THREE
the tired business

the critical question is, is it the fault
of the educational system that these
men are not stimulated to study, or is
it that they are not capable of being
stimulated ? On this point the educators are not agreed.
The Dean of a
large university has recently declared
that only one and one-half per cent of
the students in college are capable of
intellectual activity, while President
Meiklejohn, whose experiments are

today.

Oration

in

is

Can we wonder at the outcry of the
faculty against such students?
Can
we blame them for raising the ques-

—

Something new op the campus, since last Commencement! Visit the Spa
on Maine Street
just off
the campus. Good meals - refreshing drinks - all
hours. Convene at
;

them so long as higher no sympathy. He

considered philosophy of "education
and it will not come of itself. The
Western World must be made to see
that the immense machine technology
which it has evolved will engulf it if!
the fruits of a humanistic education
are not allowed their work of liberaliI

.'

|

By liberalization is meant
something over and above clever ways
d" doing things, something which belongs not merely to the machine ago
but to all ages a certain emancipation of the mind from routine, a set
of interests which bckmjr not merely
Is not
tc one time but to all time.
this the proper task of education in
my age and civilization ?
In the words of Stanley Hall is it
not the true aim of college education
to "break down prejudices, religious,

MAffiPQODN

zation.

—

political,

philosophical,

literary,

so-

and to' postpone discipleship to
any school." We must admit that the
present system of education is not doing much toward the accomplishment

cial,

of this task in the liberalization of
In
the minds of American youth.
raising the standard of work along
technical lines, in enlarging programs
of endowment and equipment, and in
the great increase of attendance, it

amendment

has
brought
much Then reconciliation of the individual
economic good; it is doubtful if it to his environment is
possible; then
has caused as much moral good. Om- the individual by fulfilling
his destiny
thing is, however, sure; individual becomes part and
parcel of his comresponsibility for
the 'practice
of munity, and a member
of the comtemperance cannot lie abandoned, law munion of saints. The
old-time paraor no law.
dux holds, that by serving he be1 here is no sadder example of the t, m ies free, by losing
his life he finds
loss of .self restramt and self con- it
And the mystery of life and f
tro
than when we allow religious our own
existence
£
and racial prejudice to have full rem. and ennobled.
The beauty of nature
a r baling with subjective the
":
()f knowledge, the beaJtV
ff
emotions often
very deep seated and of serxke>
a„
far
ar
horiz.ms of
sometimes passed on to us by our thought
and
, n
the words of
ancestors.
I he
very word prejudice a very real
poet, Bliss Carman, who
itself implies a judgment before all
died but last week, wejind a fitting
the facts are in; it is a letting go epilogue
to these thoughts:
of our
feelings
without
sufficient
'Lord of the far horizons
thought of consequences.
There is
Give us the eyes to see
no greater enemy of the state than
Over the verge of the sundown
the demagogue who arouses religious
The beauty that is to be.
and
;

^

.

,

,

^^

-^

^^J

^jj

this is particularly noticeable in the sidious levelling is bound to wreck
grade and secondary schools. Here is itself upon the rocks of mediocrity.
what a prominent educator. Everett The truth is that the product of the would seem that education has made
Dean Martin, has to say about this American college and university is an
rogress, if these things are counted
tendency to submerge education to intellectual Babbitt. He has about as the same as education.
Hut in the
nuch culture as one of Doctor Little's modernization of the curriculum and
the interests of community usefulguinea pigs and about as much inter- the humanizing of knowledge to free
ness.
He says:
"The school or ccllege, apologetic est in things cultural. His earmark the minds of the youth from superstiracial animosities
and fearful that its educational tradi- is conformity and his hallmaik Ro- tion and prejudice, little progress is
for
political
(Jive us the skill to fashion*
tions may not be satisfactory di- tarianism. He does ami say* the same being made.
If education is to pro- or personal gain, and when such purThe task of thy command ^
rected 'toward life' and obliged, In things as his fellow men, thinks the vide the source of liberalization, it poses are unfurled beneath the banEager to follow the pattern
our commercial community, contin- same thoughts, has the same conform- must be a new type of education. We ner of one hundred per cent. AmeriWe may not understand.
Hohart A. Cole - Oration
ually to sell its wares if it is to hold ist ideals, and joins their clubs, so- nusrht do worse than to look to the canism,
the
word
American
is
The col- Creek.-- who once faced the same prob- trampled in the dust, and all the
its place in popular interest, desires cieties and organizations.
'Masters of ancient wisdom
which should be the arch enemy lem. At all events we shall not be forces of liberty are flaunted. Wherethrough the nineteenth. !t
hot sur- to be of service to the communitv. Is lege
And
the lore lost long ago
of
conformity
actually
prising therefore that we
fosters
this
there
e living,
a campaign to 'put the town on
truly civilized until we achieve a phil- ever prejudice and bigotry raise their
Inspire our foolish reason
A meeting of the osophy
as Freud says, "psychologically be
the map', a city-wide religious revival, clubbing instinct.
of education which transcends horrid heads, there you may be sure
With the faith to seek and know.
yond our means." Nothing is more a drive in behalf of some approved student body to cheer its heroes ami mere utility.
passions are unchained, and self conWhen the skein of truth is tangled
enlightening than to survey the titles community interest, a wave of war- spur them to lick up the "big rival 1
trol is list.
of some of the contemporary books like patriotism, a strong Fundamen- on the football field resembles nothing
And the lead of sense is blind
"Yet the question may be asked:
Foster the fire to lighten
that deal with the problem- that face talist movement, or Ku Klux Klan so much as a similar meeting of the
Baccalaureate Address
What is the relation between this
the modern world: "Mai;kiui at the sentiment, a fear of bolshevism, a de- Lions Club.
Our unillumined mind.'
from
Paire 1)
(Continued
virtue
of
self
control
and
the
intellecThis subordination of- all to a mediCrossroads", '•The
Decline
"Members of the Graduating Class:
of the mand for better trained mechanic
or
that tual and spiritual discipline for which
West", "Whither«Mankind", "The Des- an imaginary need for the psy- ocie standard is tl>e most glaring evil dents emphasizes the thought
"You who have been for four years
a liberal education is supposed to the
is
of education
spiritual side
tiny of a Continent", "Dei-line of Eu- chology of salesmanship?
members of a small college no
Forthwith of the system of education for all, the
If
the stand?
Precisely this— that a well doubt
rope", "The Rising Tide of Color"; all the public school, loving its fellow- but it is by no means the sole one. 1 paramount in importance.
by this time realize the prethese startling titles illustrate the con- men, surely as much as it ioves pure shall not attempt to discuss more than training received at college results in educated man is trained to act on ciousness of the individual
no less
reason,
it
if
not
superiority,
on
one
impulse,
selfish
or
two
of
others,
for
policy
and
fear of driving a
to take than the value
x fusion in which we are no* struggling
U anting, would see, like Abou Hen
of a community life.
into
account his obligations anil respon- If,
and out of which it is our problem to Adhem, its name lead all the rest. Hut them all from your mind by sheer fosters an Irresponsible individualperchance, you may have placed
emerge.
ism, if it makes no effective resis- sibilities to others. The English his- over much
it
is
questionable," he continues, force of numbers.
emphasis
on
the individual
Let us return to our original ques- tance to the materialistic philosophy torian, Buckle, points out somewhere and
To do this, to extricate ourselves "whether this Abou Ben Adhemism,
his rights, it is not all loss if
from the intolerable situation which making brotherly love the sole virtue tion, "Who should be taught?" We of life, the college has been unworthy in his writings that the diff erence thereby
strength has come, and not
now exists, requires new valuations of often at the txpense of love of wis- see that at present all are being of its traditions and high calling, un- between a civilized man and a bar the
pettiness ami selfishness of the
moral, social and economic ic'eals. The dom, is really conducive to that lead- taught, and that' the result is not all worthy of confidence in the future. barian may be measured by the difman who insists on having everynew ways of living require likewise a ership which our civilization most that it should be. Over and above the Hut, whatever may be its faults, the feience in the time between their
new statement of cultural aims. We needs, and should have from its edu- evil we have just been discussing American college is still marked by thought and their reaction. A bar- thing his own way. If self expression rather than service has been too
cannot continue with the »talaes which cational institutions.
And when the there are others which are being cried a pristine idealism; it is still con- barian acts always on impulse, a often in your thoughts,
there is comnave their roots in the pre-mdustrial college and university gather up then down by the educator all over the cerned with the things of the spirit.
civilized man will act either immefort in the reflection that the reaction
age. If we do we shall fil*d c-urselves, academic gowns and run after the country. Hesides being the nursery of
"For example, against the theory diately or after reflection, as the against
extreme individualism has alas some say we already have, the band, offering academic standing to the intellectual Habbitt the American of self indulgence it sets the ideal of given incident warrants.
In a day ready
set in; and your own inherent
slaves and not the master* of the ma- anything for which there is popular college is the home of two other self control.
That is a rather old when the individual is liable to act
chin*- technology.
make the
Already some at- demand, one may question how far pathetic figures. The first of these is fashioned doctrine to enunciate in an as his pleasure dictates, it is well tu soundness will let you
necessary adjustment in later
tempt has been made to accomplish leadership in the modern world is in not entirely without hope. Under oth- age that sets such store by individual keep this distinction in
life.
mind. There This college
er conditions he might become whollyhas always taken pride
the transition, but for tW most part the hands of education."
freedom. Hut without self control all are already too many spoiled chil- in
desirable,
the
but
thought
it
has been tragic blundejring.
at present he is a monuthat it has developed
It is
Mr. Martin may sound a trifle causour boasted civilization will rush tike dren in this modern world of ours;
the task of education to take the leail tic but there is a great deal of justice ment to the inefficiency of American
sturdiness and
'" independence
«epenc
of spirit
the herd of Gadarene swine to de- am! some of them have long since ' ""V"^."
in
this tremendous work.
This u in hi.- indictment. He is pleading foi education and avmockery of true cula Hawthorne, a Fessenden, a Reed,
A proper exer- left their leading strings. It is the in
granted by almost everjione except cultural education us opposed to train- ture. He may beVj be called, I think, struction and ruin.
a Peary.
But men of that heroncise of control over self is a sane and part of a strong man to have subthe
"intellectual
the educator, who when confronted ing in technical skill.
dilettante."
times
At
mind
are
as
different as darkness
It is the old
current jected his emotions and his thoughts
the
to
with this demand naturally throws up quarrel between culture and compe- he is a pleasant fellow, at others ut- effective antidote
from light from the modern, eccencraze for. self expression, for loose- to rigorous discipline.
One of the tric,
his hands and exclaims: .Education; tence.
For a hundred and fifty years terly obnoxious. He has acquired a
unbalanced individual who lets
why education is in exact*) the same the Western World has busied itself smattering of knowledge about many ness of thought, for looseness of finest things ever said of Washing- impulse, not self control, be his
guide.
Out of the lack of rever- ton asserts that he was a man of
-Tate of confusion as the 'rest of so- in building an immense- machine tech- things, chiefly by close attention to language.
strong passions well controlled. And •For they, whether in art or statesciety."
It has suffered tire same lack
nology, and now comes the time when popular phrases and current tastes. ence so prevalent today there has
manship or discovery,
subjected
of adjustment, the same neglect as we must call a halt and find man's This he passes off as culture, while in sprung up, particularly among youth, Newman's definition of a gentleman themselves
rigorously to self disciany other institution of Society. Be- place in this system; this cannot be leality he is a m< re dabbler in the su- though by no means there confined, comes to mind: 'One who has trained pline and
out of weakness became
to
heel.'
fore education can possibly take the done by a system of education that is perficialities of cultural things.
His an increase in profanity. The prac- his passions to come
It
strong. And \\ke all other great men
lead it must itself be given ,a severe turned from its proper pursuit, name- college degree lends credence to his tise noted in so many modem plays should be recalled that passions may
of the past they had before them
examination ami a new orientation;! ly, the training of men who can cast pretence and he goes through life and current fiction of bantlying about be intellectual as well as physical;
ideals toward which to work.
To
otherwise it will remain a.i anom- off all intellectual and moral preju- with the satisfaction of having fooled sacred names and themes is a vulgar they include prejudice and
intolerthem life was serious, grim, full of
aly in bur present civilization. Every- dice and seek new ideals and values to the ignorant and annoyed the learned. and cheap exhibition of the lack of ance as well as carnal sins. Familwhere it is being subjected t$> the se- tit the new civilization. In other word.- The danger of a liberal education is self control. Profanity so common on iarity with the best that has been difficulties; but there was in them, as
-i,
in
so
many
other sons of the colleg.
verest of criticism, and rightly,
lint
education cannot bring order out „f lh :lt 'twill produce just such a parotly the campus and on the street corner thought ami said in the world, with
it
must Ih- remembered that the sole chaos until its own house has been of culture.
And, what is the moat is a symptom of a deep rooted social the best books, the best art, the best in more obscure paths, a real integrity of spirit, a
vital
stnmgth of
justification for this criticistji lies in thoroughly cleaned.
disheartening thing of all, American disease that feeds on
re- music, with the true scientific spirit,
of
lack
character.
Such
Bowdoin saints as
the recognition that education is the
Hut what, it is asked, do we expect civilization today encourages this sort straint.
with
philosophical
All good citizens should be
and
unbiased
these and others more humble you
blameless victim of the sudden tran- education to accomplish that it is not of thing by its ideal of usefulness. deeply grateful to the Holy Name search for truth all
these
things
sition to the machine age an P it was now doing?
The answer is that edu- Culture is regarded as a social ges- Societies of the Roman Catholic bring about an attitude where the may well take as your guides on your
own ail venturous journeys.
bound to fall in the general cultural cation must stimulate students to ac- ture, something to display in the Church for their endeavor to set the beauty of reasonableness
And
holds sway,
chaos.
In other words we cannot ex- tive, intelligent, creative work. There drawing-room or at the dinner table,
something of their spirit and of their
right sort of example in reverencing where man may find a touchstone to
pect education to' produce a new orien- is too much formal education ami not a mere gloss of social grace.
faith take with you too as a potent
Hence holy things. It is singular that so test the true from the false,
the pertation of culture which it itself ha> enough of the inspiring stimulative the interest in such short cuts to culviaticum.
Sooner
or later you will
many who profess to dismiss God manent from the transient.
ture as the famous "Fifteen Minutes
not yet received.
sort.
"For self control and self discipline learn that 'better is he that ruled
from their lives take His Name so
The truth is that the Western World
a Day with Dr. Kliot's Five Foot
It
his spirit than he that taketh a city',
is told that Napoleon was once
frequently on their lips. We need to are not an end but a means a means
has not yet achieved a seiiously con
tactfully reminded that creative liter- Shelf."
and
also
that
only
the man who rules
to more effective service.
The man
The second blemish in the mush- practice temperance and reverence in
side red philosophy of educfttidn. There ature was dying out in France. "Yes,
who conquers aiyl controls that most his spirit can take and rule a city.
room of American democratic educa- our speech.
is no general agreement as Ho what
it is true," he said, "I must speak to
"But in no other sphere of life is elusive of all adversaries, himself. Many of you ought to be leaders of
should Ih* taught, how it should be the Secretary of the Interior about tion is an equally good-natured figure.
men thereunto you have been called.
taught, or even that there i- any value this." This suggests the way in which With true American zeal for catch our national lack of self control more is the man who can best serve others. But you can only
become capable of
wish to tin American college fatuity would phrases and striking labels let us call evident than in the faith which *he And in such service alone is perfect leading
in teaching anything at all.
through showing yourselves
American people put in legislation to freedom. The man who thinks the Law
discuss two of the major considera- deal with the same problem.
They him, "the tired business man of the cure
capable
of serving.
But whether you
those ills which a proper self and the Prophets are fulfilled whe.i
tions which confront the present'sys- wouhj institute some bit of machine iv fraternity."
L'nlike
our dilettante
serve or lead, or serve and lead,
tem of education and which must be calculated to produce a harvest of friend he has no interest whatever in restraint would remedy. If it be true he has gained control over himself is
the College has faith that you will
culture.
His greatest problem is his that men are often delivered from a most unprofitable
settled In-fore any progress can Ik- Miltons or Dantes.
servant.
That
acquit
yourselves
like
men, and be
made. In the first place education, ami
It needs emWilliam Gladstone was fond of the wardrobe and his most perplexing de- evils by law, it is equally true thai is only the first step.
strong.
And in your walk through
particularly higher education, is faced story of a certain resident of Boston cision a choice of neckties. He yawns men are never made good by legis- phasis today because the trend is all
with the question,, What should lie who was making his first visit to through the college functions, utterly lation.
Frequently a blind faith in in the other direction. In her stately life, may God guide and bless you
taught?
England By some chance the Ameri- bored with the silliness of it all, and the moral value of legislation leads hymn, America the Beautiful, Kath- is the prayer and the benediction of
What should be taught. »At first can had not become acquainted with seeks diversions in a hundred trifling to more evil than it ever cures. It
arine Lee Bates has a stanza which your Alma Mater."
glance that seems like a rather point- the writings of Shakespeare.
When astimes from movies to dates. Com- significant that since the passage of expresses a national aspiration:
less question.
A.- though tin n- could a copy was placed in his hands he ing. as he does, from wealthy stock, the prohibitory amendment there is
'America! America!
William P. Show, '30, son of Rephe any doubt about what tin- college read it with interest and enthusiasm he is making a perfect preparation more, not less, need of proper lessons
God mend thine every flawresentative Donald F. Snow of the
and university should offei to it.i stu- and turning it back to the owner, for a life of business and golf, secure in temperance.
Anient prohibitionConfirm thy soul in self control
Fourth Maine Congressional District,
from
all
care
and,
weary
with
the
indents. Hut I ask you to stop and con- said: "This is wonderful.
ists do morality a disservice when
I
doubt if
'Thy liberty in law.'
is visiting his father in Washington,
Do tyoii realize there are twenty men in Boston who tolerable bore of existence, seeking they insist that law can of itself sufsider for a moment.
"It would be well if we could apply- I). ('., this week before
going
to
relief in all manner of diversion. He
that there is a bcwilderiifg .jrruy of •ould do as well."
It would be too
fice and that it can be a proper sub- that to ourselves as well as to our Bryson
City, N. C. which
will
be
subjects thrown before thq stadeht of much to expect to find twenty Shakes- makes no pretence to intellectual in- stitute for that moral discipline that country.
The
soul that is strength- young Snow's headquarters this sumany large university, and thai "there oeares in one college geneiation but terests, confuses culture with dry-as- breeds temperance. It is time we ened in self control, that sees liberty
mer while he is working with the
is no careful discrimination between
it
does seem as though we might find dust text-books, and in general is learned to put more trust in self con- in obedience
to the higher law, is a geological survey in the Great Smoky
them," so that courses it Egyptian a few in thirty generations. Hut we about as useful as his dilettante trol than in law.
The prohibitory- soul armed and equipped for service. Valley National Park.
brother, with whom, however,
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

DEAN IfAUL NIXON COMPLETES
TWENTY YEARS AT BOWDOIN

"Material prosperity in a college
clearly is no small thing, nor are all
its
results necessarily material.
It
does mean more teachers, more attention to
individual
the
student

Has Been Dean

for Ten Years— His Report Reviews His
Observations of Student Life

.

informal contact; it does mean more
scholarship funds, relatively less expense to the undergraduate, a larger
library,,

more

scientific

apparatus;

these ways than to have ten members smaller
proportion
than now of
of a faculty of twenty
so
known, teachers who 'taught hard', and inMoreover, since the faculty is now sisted that work be reasonably well
larger in relation to the student body, done to receive a passing grade; I
it
may statistically, and truthfully, a m nearly certain that the Bowdoin
be affirmed that students here today faculty in 190!>— despite its having!
are getting instruction, inconsiderably two or three
really
great
memlarger measure than twenty years „rable
men— contained a
someago, from men whose scholarly and what
smaller
smailer
proportion
than
literary quality has been evinced by now of teachers who were intellectutheir degrees,
publications,
outsid
ally and culturally stimulating.
lectures, and academic honors.
"But that 'good'! A real orator is
"But such statistics obviously have 'a good man skilled in speaking.' A
their limitations, quite apart from real teacher is 'a go».d man dolled
the fundamental fact that they do in imparting knowledge'? That 'good'
not reveal the comparative- worth of is just a bit disconcerting.
It gives
doctorates,
the
the
publications, one pause. "'A good man?' But what
the lectures and the acadenfic honors' is goodness? 'What is truth?' 'TemIt
is easily
possible, for instance, pora mutantur et nos mutamur in
that the very oldest and most learned illis.' " And yet— and yet, as I used
perhaps the wisest teacher may to enter a Bowdoin faculty meeting
never have
published,
may never in l!>0!t A.D., it was with something
have received acclaim beyond the of the awe that rilled those Gauls
bounds of his own campus. It is who burst in upon the Roman Senaeasily possible that a scholarly book tors in 31»0 B.C.
Even today as I
or article may not come from the neces- scan that faculty roster, contriving
sary overflow of a deep -river of eru- to overlook my own name and just
dition, but from the quite unnece;- three or four others, I am still imsary liberation of a shallow stream pressed, impressed no longer by the
which has long been dammed. It i< dignity, the reserve, the austerity of
easily possible that a young teacher those men, but impressed by their
who has as yet taken no doctorate, staunchness, their earnestness, and
published nothing, gained no outside their rectitude. I wonder if now, and
recognition, may be a more competent twenty years from now, any young
scholar than many a colleague who instructor here can confess to imhas already become well-known. It pressions of our present faculty
is therefore obvious that I must rely- similar to mine then,
and twenty
in large part on statistically evasive years from then.
I wonder if Bowevidence in asserting, as I do assert, doin undergraduates today can posthat our faculty now contains about sibly be
getting
from
Bowdoin
the same proportion of encycloped'- teachers, by word or example, quite
cally learned men as
it
contained so much I dread plunging into this
twenty years ago, and nearly twice mid-Victorianism quite so much of
the proportion of men who are very moral and spiritual inspiration, quite
able scholars in their own fields.
soOnuch of what man needs to keep
"But the quality of a college him confident and steadfast in this
faculty is of course not determined unstable world, as they must have
solely by its erudition, its academic got two
decades
earlier.
Perhaps
reputation, or
its
relationship
to they are.
I sincerely hope they are.
popular magazines and public plat- If they are not,— well, it would take
forms. Cato once described the real many more doctorates, many more
orator as 'vir bonus dicendi peritus'
learned books and articles, many more
•a good man skilled in speaking.' If lectures and academic honors,
Cato is right, the real teacher should more improvements in pedagogical
be 'a good man skilled in imparting technique for us
of
the
present
knowledge.' In that case— assuming, faculty to compensate them for that
for the moment, equal 'goodness'— single loss. Perhaps there is no loss,
the greater erudition and academic I say again.
Influence of that sort
reputation of our present
faculty is one of life's immeasurables".
might be more than offset by their
In a comparison
of the
grades
inability
to
'impart ma de by students today and twenty
comparative
A teacher may 'impart years ago, the grades of present stuknowledge'.
knowledge' in divers ways. He may dents are not as high, in figures, but
hammer it into the student; he may Dean Nixon concludes that, "With
hammer the student who .fails to our Major Examinations and Group
hammer it into himself; he may dis- Requirements
superimposed
upon
card hammer for tongs and deftly fetudents already suffering much from
drawing the, student to a mound of h far more militant facultv, I am ceiowledge, established or potential, Jtain that a student who nowadays
proclaim and illustrate the bliss of stays in Bowdoin, and graduate
burrowing into it; he may use ham- a great deal more work, willingly or
mer and tongs together.
unwillingly, and receives rather low"Twenty years ago our faculty er grades as recompense, than he did
was very much less expert and en- twenty years ago. This does not
ergetic with the hammer than it -is mean, let me hasten to add, that any
today.
Of this I am sure. Twenty of our present undergraduates are
years ago our faculty was rather less academically overburdened, or that
dexterous with the tongs than it is all of them are intellectually aquive;-.
"But just as it takes more erudi
today. Of this I am nearly sure. To

it

mean Institutes of Literature, of
History, of Art, of Social Sciences;
day can possibly be getting from— Roman Wit" in 1911; and "Martial it does mean teachers from England
teachers, by word or example, quite and the Modern Kpig ram" in 1!»27. and Prance, and Germany, lecturerso much
I
<ire;jd plunging into this
He ha.- published a translation of of distinction, additional courses and
mid-Victorianistri
«|uit^ so much of Plautus, which has been incorporated departments of instruction. It should
moral and spirituj;i inspiration, quite in the Loeb Classical
Library,
the mean, therefore other things being
more opportunity, more stimso much of what man needs to keen first volume being published in 1916, equal
him confident and steadfast in this the second in (917, and the third in ulus, more educational advantages, at
unstable world, is they must have 1923.
He has also contributed t<> lower cost, for student.- itteriding
such a college.
got two decades earlier."
various periodicals.
This is the doubt expressed
Dean Nixon is a member of the
by
be
"Rut other things may not
Association equal. All these more or less quantiDean Paul Nixon of Bowdoin College American
Philological
in reviewing tin
and of the New England Classical tative gains to be derived from Inbast twenty year
of college activity in his report to the Association, of which he was president creased material
prosperity,
gains
President of the CoHege, Kenneth in l!'24-25.. He is a member of Phi which Bowdoin has made in marked
C. M. Sills.
Dean Nixon this month Beta Kappa and was Assistant Kxec- degree during the last twenty years.
completes ten y-;>ars as
Dean and utive Secretary of the Maine Com- may be worse than counterbalanced
twenty years as a memlier of th<' mittee on Public Safety.
He was by qualitative losses, in our faculty,
faculty of Bowdoin.
First Lieutenant of the Company K, in our student body, or in both.
Comparing th» students of today 3rd Maine National Guard from April
"Quality is i large word as I use
with those twenty yean ago he de- to September, BUS and Second Lieu- it.
It means the whole measure of
clares: "To my vurprise, the class of tenant of the Infantry, U. S. A. from the man, his 'powers,
attainment.-,
that simple, primitive,
character.
far-off
Compersonality, spirit,
era September to December, 1918.
seemed to show' a larger percentage
In his report Dean Nixon says in parative estimates of the quality of
of smooth and shallow, cynical and part as follows:
various groups of men are therefore
sophisticated, snob&ish and dissipated
"Twenty years ago Bowdoin was a not easy to form. Too many imyoung
y<
gentlemen tjjian the class now college of three hundred and fifty ponderables must be weighed, too
on the campus.,'
ipUi
"I feel men and twenty-four instructors, a many intangibles touched. Too many
find
very sure that |n such elements of ratio of fifteen to one; today it is a human beings are in part opaque, too
character as
sportsmanship. college of five hundred and fifty men many of their appraisers are in part
gockl
fair play, generosity, good will, and and forty-seven instructors, a ratio obtuse. My conclusions will be unhonesty— common, commercial, and of twelve to one. Twenty years ago reliable and unacceptable;
hope
I
intellectual- they deed
dread com- I'owdoin's endowment was less than they may be interesting.
"Though I shall Quote no names
parison witli no college generation two millions and its maximum prowhich I have known here.''
fessorial salary twenty-five hundred and few figures in my presentation
Dean Nixon, twijn in Des Monies, dollars, having that year been raised of these conclusions regarding tin'
sj.2, was given his from twenty-one hundred; today our quality of our faculty and students
Iowa, May 2-5,
A.M. degree from JVWslovan Univer- endowment is five millions and our at the two periods, I wish to say that
sity in 1904, hh> A.M. in l!>0.r, and maximum
professorial
salary
six those conclusions are not drawn enhis L.H.I), in 1927.1 He was the first thousand.
Twenty years ago we had tirely from impressions: so far as
Rhodes Scholar
Connecticut, no Sargent Gymnasium
Hyde statistics were available and valid
and
studying at Oxftrf I'nivers itv from Athletic Building, no Coe Infirmary, they have been unostentatiously ap1!»04 to 1!»07.
no Hyde Hall, no Pickard Athletic plied. Statistics have their uses even
He was instructor of classics at Field or Curtis Swimming Pool or in a study of this sort.
"They show, for instance, that the
Princeton I'niversity in 1907-1908, Moulton Union.
Twenty years ago,
and at Dartmouth in 1908-1909. He in short, Bowdoin, in terms of money faculty of twenty years ago had pubcame to Bowdoin as assistant pro- and mortar, was somewhat less blest lished proportionately rather more
fessor of Latin i^i 1909 and was made than many a sister institution of her text-books and books of a popular
a full professor 'in 1 1* 1 1
In HU7-1X own size; was somewhat on the out- nature than the present faculty; they
he was assistant Dean and in 1918 skirts of the best collegiate society; show that the older faculty .proporbegan his duties] as Dean. He was was something of a poor relation, tionately equaled the present faculty
and
Professor of Latin at the I'niversity and sometimes patronized as such. in outside lecturing,
popular
of
Chicago
summer Today our material prosperity is scholarly, in writing for popular
the
dnri&g
in
receiving
academic
quarter of 1912.
large, both positively and compara- periodicals,
honors such as offices
in
Dean Nixon i< also an author of tively.
learned
societies, honorary degrees, and calls
\
to larger institutions; they show that
our present faculty has a somewhat
larger
proportion
of
Doctors
&f
Philosophy and a very much larger
proportion of men who have published scholarly work of more or lesvaluo.
Choose from 450 credit yielding courses in the SociaiSciences. the Languages,
theNatural Sciences. Mathematics. Education and Theological subjects.
"This statistical showing is more
favorable than it looks for the presTurn %,tnre time to account. For detailed circular addreta
ent faculty and the present Bowdoin;
of
numbers, as well as proportions,
count in such matters. Other things
Box S, Chicago, Illinois
being equal, it is better fc/r^Bowdoin drop hammers and tongs and metaThim Vnlvermfty ham been teaching by c or rt tpan Jen ce tor 37 year*
to have twenty members of a faculty phors, I am certain that the Bowdoin
of forty known outside the College in faculty in 1909 contained
much
a
does

J

wonder

tff— undergraduates

to-

note

in

his

field.

He published "A
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USE HOME-STUDY COURSES
TO HASTEN GRADUATION

£fjc fclntbersttp

Chicago

Mustard and Cress

j

through conference, small class, and

"I

e

—

>

—

j

i

j

i

j

Hello Bert, old man; I know, Bert,
you won't mind my being personal
it seems too bad to take
a nice name like Bert and put a "ram"
on the end of it.
As
was saying before I >" rudelike this, but

I

interrupted

ly

:

«"* sunburn

V

Of course you can knowcaused the gold rush of
'4!>,
Goethe wrote that way, and
kinduva story is Gil Bias; but
you must know is, "What causes

what

why

what
what
Sunburn?" The biology department requires that vmi know what causes
unburn.
And the funny part
one Would never gues
At least
couldn't.

of

it

the

is

thitf-

inswej.

I

Love and

kisses,

'

Cy Goat.

—o

i

—

—

\

;

.

'

tion

and

pedagogy

skillful

to

make

a desirable faculty, so does it take
more than decent scholastic achievement or even rare mental attainments to make a desirable student
body. We have heard so much in the
last quinquennium
about collegiate
smoothness and shallowness, so mucr.
about collegiate snobbishness
and
dissipation, that each year I expect
to see them break out— I am writing with measles in
the
family--;
break out all over Bowdoin.
But
each year there still seems to be no
such epidemic
here,
no
need
of
quarantining the college, no need of
even calling the doctor. It was, howver, with a strong presentiment that
the
present
undergraduates
were
comparatively much more endangered
hv these diseases, that I rather careful y .rated, man by man, a class in
the ci
college twenty years ago and

good thing

i

<

added to the other good

,

i

college now.
To my surprise, the class of that simple, primclass
<s

things of

ju-t
to

I

want

j
'

i

Just another

I

I

Yes Cy, old
right.

life

Gam el

'

in

itive, far-off era seemed to show j>
larger percentage
of smooth
and
shallow, cynical
-and
sophisticated,
snobbish
and
dissipated
young
gentlemen than the class now on th
campus. Sartorial effects are different, of course,
and conversational
proprieties; and house party guests
are visibly more fraternal, or sororal,
than in that ancient day; but so far
as current collegiate (and generally
evanescent) blemishes are concerned,
who will may trace
Behind the new each elder face
Helmed as clearly—
and rather more so.

"Comparative freedom from

It

man. you are quite
man,

takes

all

make a
of

kind.-

world.
Now,
that is good and

of people to
the name

:,i

holy
what
Biology
department
about sunhurn for?
Who cares about that annie howe a
But for the benefit of posterity ami
future Biology majors I have done
some intensive research work in an
enddeavor to ascertain just what dries
cause sunburn.
have sought information in
Webster's
unabridged
and also in Andre Tridon's monumental work but to no avail. What does
cause sunburn
Name it and you can have it.
Now that that is settled want to
ask you if you like philosophy.
ran
across a poem the otlier day that
contains a marvelous outlook on hr
here it is:
"Babies haven't any hair
Old men's heads are just as barje
Between the cradle and the grave
Lies a haircut and a shave." \
Now- what could you ask better
than that ?
It is just as simple \ as
Aunt Lucy's pet beetle. First, as\a
child a person is without hair and
then ai an ,,!
man the *»&******
all

would
the
want to know

I

'.'

I

I

,

(

:m

,

*

|

latk

'

.

'

ht

'

progresi

ow: first you don't and then
you do and then you
"Off
don't.
again, on again, gone again, Finmtu

gan."

ZETES TO CONVENE <
AT ROCKLAND SOON
01,1

'

i

Bert,

exam, and

pass on some of the thing- that
learned about major exams.
In tiw
or six .years you
be
will
taking
yours, and I should hate to have happen to you what .happened to me. Th s
question I am going to ask you i.basic,
important.
fundamental, all
In other words, you are as good -as
graduated if you know the answer.
The question that came u p is: "What

\

f

myself,

my major

passed,

National

Fraternity

Cental

The annual convention of the Zeta
Psi fraternity of North America will
be held at the Samoset Hotel in Bockland, June 28 and 2'.».

Zeta Psi is one of the oldest college
fraternities
in
Maine. The Colby
chapter is the elder of the two in
Maine, and was established in I85Q-,
three years after the fraternity was
formed at New York University
1X47.
The Bowdoin chapter came 17
years later, having been chartered iti

Of the fraternities represented in
Maine, Alpha Delta Phi is the oldest,
having been organized in ls.'»2 and
placed a charter early in Bowdoin. P.-i
L'psilon which also has a chapter in
Bowdoin, was formed in 1833. Helta
l'psilon, pepresented at both Bowdoin
and Colby, came next. Beta Theta Pi.
Chi Psi, Delta Kappa Kpsilon, Delta

liabil-

does not alone establish wealth.
continued the comparison further. president, is a Bowdoin man, Wendell
It seemed to show in the contemporP. McKown. and the general secreary class a larger percentage of men tary, Charles S. Bradeeii, is also .i
of real ability, of real distinction, a member of that chapter.
In add'
smaller percentage of incapables, of tion this is the year when the recentnonentities, and it certainly showed ly completed home of the Bowdoin
in the contemporary class a much chanter will be dedicated. This will
larger percentage of men— a sizable be the lx-st fraternity house in the
majority who, if not always
re- State and one of the finest in the
sponsible college citizens, are at any Country and costing when furnished
rate responsive college citizens, and nearly * 00,000. This house was mad
can be counted on to do the night and possible through the generosity of
decent thing when they are convinced Harry A. Oakes, who was graduated
from Bowdoin in IV.m;. Mr. (hikes has
that it is right and decent.
"They may need mora convincing; a story that is worthy of a story itfor Bowdoin students today are un- self,
lb- left
with
Bowdoin
the
doubtedly more aware of their in- avowed intentions of finding a mine
dividual tastes and
interests,
mov that would make him rich. His plans
inclined to try to fit the cosmos to were not taken altogether seriously
the ego, more apt to find the flaws in by his friends, but the young graduwas in deadly earnest. Hi
hallowed institutions, flaws real and ate
flaws imagined.
in
Australia,
Alaska,
But such traits be- searched
long to the spirit of the age, for good Canada and the United States and
or ill, and are defects only when car- finally he landed. His discovery made
tied to obrfurate extremes.
They do in the- Province of Ontario mad'- a
in part explain
along with movies multimillionaire of him and he now
and motor cars and dances and un- makes his home at Niagara Palls,
successful football seasons and a bit where he has a
magnificent estate
more money— a decline in that form of which he calls <> a k Hill.
When Mr. Oak. - was back at Bowcollege service and loyalty and enthusiasm which used to build itself doin attending
commencement
a
year ajjo, he was asked if he would
around and upon athletic teams.
I
regret this decline.
But I have ye', contribute to the proposed new chapto be .shown that Bowdoin students ter house.
He said he would be glad
to do se ami without further ado
<>f today are intrinsically le.~s loyal t«.
the best and basic Interests of Bow- wrote out a ch
k that fairly took the
doin than they were twenty y,-ars i-ommitte. off t- feet. He baa since
ontr ibution.
ago, and
feel \ery sure that in such increased this
elements of character as good sportsmanship. fair play, generosity, good pvograased during twenty years is
wilL and honesty common, comlnet- another question, end on.- which
cial,
and
intellectual
they need human beings and human institutions
dread comparison
with
no college most generally answer in the Aea>generation which
have known herf live.
But at a self appointed comWh.-th. r we have progressed as far, mittee of one, Mr. President, I report
in all
respect.-, as we should hav« progress."
I

—
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WHY CAMELS

ARE THE BETTER CIGARETTE

*

Camels contain such tobaccos ami such Mending as
have never been offered

any other cigarette.

in

-

They are made of the choicest Turkish ana1 American
tobaccos grown.

Camels are always smooth and

Camel

quality

is

—

mild.

jealously maintained

.

.

by the

.

world's largest organization of expert tobacco
it never varies.

.

.

men

.

Smoke Camels as
will never tire

your

liberally as
taste.

you choose

.

.

.

tin 'V

.

(

I

Nor do

they ever leave an unpleasant after-taste.

—
I

•

l^J-J

Lompini

R

I

R^no'J. Tobacco

H'ali1ali Tillwn

V

C.

I

1867.

I'si anil Zeta l'si came along in order ami all except Delta Psi are represented in Maine.
Zeta' Psi ranks 11th in order of organization.
To complete the dozen
comes Theta Delta Chi, which also
has a Bowdoin chapter. It is rather
remarkable and certainly to the cred't
of the Maine colleges'that of the 12
of these societies first formed eight
have strong chapters in this State.
The coming to Maine of the international fraternity this year is particularly auspicious for the .National

ities

\

to

Maine June 28 and 29

'
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS

Opening Address
In

behalf

my

of

classmates

win

have conferred upon me thr honor of

FIVE
Class

delivering the salutatory of these Class
Day exercise's, I most cordially wel•
come you.
Although Commencement I i$ gener^i
ally regarded as a time mpst propitious for a celebration, thi.4 outward
display of happiness I consider merely a case of defense.' mechanism! for
beneath the surface is carefully concealed a deep sentiment of ijs.grs't and
Borrow. There is a certain} pease of
self-complacency at the aeVovriplishment of having graduated from San advanced institution of learning, but
•think of all that we are about to leave
is we step from the platform bearing our degn <.-. Our friends with
whom we have associated 'lvse last
four years, these baildingftto which
We have become so attaeH»d is the
years have passed, our faculty
at
learned group of scholai s + who
times may have assumed an attitude
of indifference hut who hafv ?had a

And

But slowly we learned that their gaze was not centered
On those who departed, nor on us, who stave
The prologue is ended for us; but the others
Will carry it on as we enter the play;
The pines, as they wait in their strength for our brothers,
Stand guard as we make our first exit today.
1.

—

in

the world.

Ask any one of

this

in college.

*

our

Th

*

intentions may have lasted: the looks
certainly did not.
by a
Disturbed
Proc Night which was fed out to us

Richard L. Brown

Harold S. Schiro

Philip A. Smith

making

intentions of

full

room the best looking
William B. Mills

___

_

_

and

i

groups by well-moaning Sophomores who wished to set us on the
right path to discipline and knowlby
unusual
edge, we soon became
in

genuine interest in our mjental development; all these we h-ayV behind
as we go forward to make u'plbce for
ourselves

borrow

being- but novices yet, let us

Their strength as an eirAlem of youth, which is strong.
They watched with aloofness, it seemed, as we entered;
\\Y dreaded the stage and the parts that we played.

—

'

Ode

The prologue is ended, the scene shifts tomorrow;
The slim, dusky pines hear the actors' last soiijjt.

|

victories over '2K in the flag rush an

*

I

game.
But baseball was the exception,
football and track the rule. Tradition
lias it that the Sophomores have enjoyed the fruits of a year's training
and as awith Bowdoin's coaches
matter of course show their preminence by beating the freshmen.
ball

:

graduating

class what he desires as his: -ultimate
goal, the point at} which lu- cor-siderthat he will be a success, and how
many will be ahle to even g^ve an
expression of opinion ju*t a mere
it
Is
handful. What is. success*?
amassing a colossal fortune through
the efforts of others, or is;it handing

I

—

1

However the case may

j
:

be, tradition

Willis L. .Hasty

-

Ode

STUDENT DtRECTOm
t

l!»2!»-l!t30

Student Council

Thayer

President, Harry B.
Vice President, Stuart R. Stone
Secretary-Treasurer, Benjamin B.

Whitcomb
1!»:jo

F. H. Bin!, H. W. Chalmers, H. P.
Chapman. H. M. Davis. Jr.. (\. (!.
W. Lancaster. H. V.

(Jarcelon, E.
Stiles

P.t:n

A. L. Crimmins, D. F. Prince.

Orient

M. Davis. Jr., '30
Editors, J. L. Snider. '31.

F.ditor-in-ehief, H.

Dana

Edward
Ranald D. Wilks

-

seems
to posterity some meanswnereby
humanity i- benefitted? There will bo
a vast difference' elf opinion expressed
word.
tjiisj word,
ion of tiiisj
concerning a definition
and each one may with jultihjcation

that

his

conception

\s

thr

we conceive it. We have been
taught hen- that our place in th£ plnsical structure of this world i: very
insignificant, that the wheel.- of progress will turn regardless of thr fact
that we fail watch them; that time
goes on whether we sleep or not. That
revelation is rather startling) to a
cess as

junior in college, for as a frethman
himself
and sophomore he believed
'he
harquite an important cog in
tenior,
monious flux of events. A

however, has compared his,- work to
the great masters and what ^m awakening! He no longer sees hjmsvlf as
h!.that
indispensable, he realizes
work is cut out for him if he, expects
any progress at all.
With this realization we ;,re about
world of r college
to step into the
graduates, enfidenjt that no- matter
how small the task assigned lb us, we
shall do our best and by doing that
we shall slowly forge ahead, as our
We cannot
predecessors have done.
consider the
I
all be leaders, for
quality of leadership to be an inherent
characteristic which not all of us can
However, since theve must
possess.
l>e a dray horse as well as a driver,
l>erhaps some of us may be a better
horse than our neighbor, and tllere is
a certain sense of gratification in
that realization.

As we

leave this campus, perhaps
forever, we will close that portion of
our life's hook which marks our youth.
We have behind us that happy and
carefree period when "there were only
8 comparatively few tribulations. Now
We are approaching that time when
we must assume a man's jo!>.' >ur
fortune will no longer depend or, our
ln'ing abb' to "bluff by", but ra»h--rwill
it depend on our ability to produce. The
value of what we produce will be in
portion to our mental capacity, which
our professors have endeavored to increase during the four years that we
haw been here. In the years that are
;

come,

will

our learned pedagogues

from

derive
pleasure
seeing the
sapling grown to a sturdy oak. or will
they lament the fact that it haa been
crushed in the dust of Failure by fritwheels of unrelenting
Mechanism
that bane of the individualist.
If we let our thoughts stray a little further and seek other eff< ct* of a
college Commencement, we can easily
note a rather distressing metamrtrphosi> in the regard of the gradual for his
family. No longer does he fe*l hound
he
by filial ties, and consequently
drifts from the fold which has so often protected him during his" youth.
To the parents who have niaiie his
graduation possible, this step may
j

terribly ungrateful,
li it not
natural, however, that a bird prho has
strengthened his wings must leave its
Best and seek its sustenance; ii new
territories?
The analogy is {lamentably true. What makes this (seaming
of
li. k of appreciation on the part
the young man all the more tragic, is
the fact that the help given t)v? son
was not given through a sens** >f obligation, but through love and InterHas a realisation
est in his future.
of this ever struck any of you .ns being one cause of the disintegration
if the American family life"
It may
be considered of minor importance by
some, but I hold it even greater than
dance hall, because of t- more
-'. ing
effect.

seem

•

1

with this note of,px»reme
pessimism hoping that -you}? p^rent^
will not regard your sons as nntgrate.'.
but as having all' the hior»- inI

close

'

•

-t

in

their

own

future. JbeJcaus^

to

have been

fulfilled

Bachelor of Arts:

Winslow

Robert C. Adams, Jr.
Paul W. Allen
Paul S. Andrews
Donald W. Afcwojd
Nathaniel Barker
Arthur S. Beatty
Sidney ML Bird
Huntington Blatchford
Albert C. Boothby
Parkin P.riggs
Frank A. Brown, Jr.
Richard L. Brown
Franklin A. Hurke

Thomas

S.

iti

Aided K. Hull
28)

Waldron

L.

—o
Richard A. Angus
hu S. Dalfour
Norman C. Crosbie
Kingsbury H. Davis

Morse

.li

Carl B. Nori is
Lee G. Paul
George H. Rand, Jr.

Burrowes

Roger B. Rav
Haiald A. Redder
Horace W. Bobbins (a
Reginald Robinson
Harold S. Schiro
Raymond W. Schlapp

Cummings

F. Dana
Nicholas R. Degillio

Edward

Gorham

H. Scott
Petet Scott

Dowst
B. Drake
Charles C. Dunbar
Elliot L. Do vie (as of 1928)
Ralph W. Edwards
J. Edward Elliot
Frank H. Farnham (a- of 1928)
Henry L. Farr
S.

John J. Seaman. 3rd
Kenneth W. Sewall
Charles H. Shackle v

James

Smith
I'h I'd A. Smith
Plvlip L. Smith
Abbott Spear
Theron H. Spring
[rving G. Stone
Lewis A. Stone
Herbert A. Sutphin
Dana ML Swan

Alton E. Foster
Robert C. Foster
Benjamin H. Frazier (as of 1928)
Carter S. Gilliss
Robert S. Got? (as of 1922)
Carlton B. C.uild

P.

Marshall

Swan

Jehn

D.

methods,
even our soberest with surprising dexFlaming torches added to
and though it
their effectiveness,
was predicted that the buds might be
injured no such event occurred. We
found on our term bills, however, an

Dupuis

Richard C. Fleck

Frank
<^f

li»2S>

P..

terity.

Harlow

Willis L. Hasty. Jr.

Roger ML Hawthorne
Lawrence B. Hunt
Herbert W. Hone
Charles ML Jaycox

additional three dollars for damages
to the chapel carpet.
Our life has not been all frivolity,

George B. Knox
Gordon D. Larcom
John Leutritz, Jr.
Verne S. Melanscn
Thornton L. Moore
Rodman L. Palmer
Brenton W. Roberts
William R. Robertson
Lewis W. Rollinson

institutes, one
one of Social Science.-.
have had visiting lectures and the
Tallman Lectureship provides for
more of these. Many of us have enjoyed the facilities of the new Read-

we have attended two

Business Manager. W.

Snow.

P.

'30

President, H. B. McLetfaa, '30
Manager, W. N. Locke, '30
Stage Manager, J. K. Ames, '30
Executive Com., O. S.
Pettingill,
Jr., '30.

Debating Council
W. P. Snow, '31
P. A. Walker, '31
Assistant Manager, D. F. Prince,

President,

Manager,
'31

of Art, and

We

ing

Room.

French Club
President, N. V. Waldron. '30
Vice President, G. W. Willard, '30
Secretary-Treasurer,
George
W.
Freiday, Jr., '30

We

Nathaniel C. Slobin
Herbert H. Smith
Mayo H. Sidev
Robert E. Todd. Jr.
Prescott H. Vose. Jr.

have found that our professors
Pi Delta Epsilon
after all, dispelling numerPresident, H. M. Davis. Jr.. '30
ous illusions and perhaps adding a
Vice President, 0. S. Pettingill. Jr.,
Perhaps one of the more imfew.
'30
portant phases of our collegiate career
Secretary-Treasurer, J. W. Riley,
has been the increase of friendly reJr., '30
lations between undergraduates and
D. Fosdick, "30, M. Hawthorne, '30.
Just how human our pre
faculty.
H.
S. McLellan, '30, R. B. Hirtle, '30
ceptors can be, we have witnessed at
odd moments in Professor Copeland
Musical Clubs
p
throwing snowballs, and Professor
Manager, J. W. Riley. Jr., '30
Livingstone sitting on a tack.
Assistant Manager. E. N. |jpphtIn physical equipment the college cott, '31
has been increased by a chapel organ,
Leader of Glee Club. B. P.. Whita swimming pool, Pickard Field and comb, '30
the L'nion, gift of Mr. Moulton to
Leader of Instrumentai Club, R. i'.
are

This the ills of this vale of tears is inof the education you have made pos- dents without ackowledgment.
May we. on the other is known as academic freedom. ami is itiative and inspirational leadership.
sible for them.
hand, find solace in the words of a great time saver for the faculty What the business world and what
William DeWitt Hyde, when he con- but if they go so far as to anticipate the college needs most is more HenryPresidents Sillses.
siders that the college offers us the our ideas before we write them, they Fords and more
opportunity "to make hosts of friends must expect us to refute them us What Bowdoin has taught us Seniors
the
is
if it has done nothing else,
among the men of your own age who soon as we get the chance.
President Sills spoke on self control necessity for real hard work, tru*
are to be leaders in all walks of life."
Like that inimitable Voltairean figure, and the exercises of the Christian initiative and especially leadership.
Bowdoin can best serve her misCandide, let us "cultiver notre jardin".
sion by turning out every year, as
and may the weeds not over-run our
she has in the nast, a great number of
patch.
leal leaders, index fingers who point
the way for the rest of us in any
line, whether it be poetry, or states
(losing Address
manship, business or professional
Ladies and Gentlemen, as some of
service, men, of high ideals and th
you know I have been engaged for a
courage to follow them. Let no man
considerable length of time on a very
fear to be a thumb, an individualist
complicated and troublesome problem,
who stands opposed to the beliefs of
and it gives me great pleasure to anthe other fingers, if only he is certain
nounce to you the results of my inthat he is right and does not let the
vestigations. They are these:
hard knocks he receives throw him
First, that the object of a closout of joint with the rest of the hand.
ing address is to close, and
I appeal to y*>u. fellow members of
Second, that the sooner it accomthe Senior Class, for the courage and
plishes this object, the better.
initiative to lead, and to you others,
who represent the world we are soon
The reasons for these conclusions 1
to enter, for your support and symalso
prolonged
arrived
at
after
pathy in our endeavor to carry forscientific experiment.
During the
Dara ML Swan - Closing Address
ward Bowdoin's traditional ideals of
opening address you can sit in rapt
admiration of the splendid oratory virtues as a means to a New Freedom leadership.
which you expected to hear but didn't;
freedom from ourselves. This is an
during the history there are always excellent idea, and quite fundamental
Class History
the
programs
rustle;
while
to
but being fundamental it as also
throughout the oration you can look elementary. You don't get very far Classmates and Friends:
over the Senior Class and make funny just walking around controlling yourThe office of Class Historian is not
remarks to your neighbor about how self. Suppose you have an examina- one of prophecy and much as he might
hot those long gowns mu.-t be; but tion to pass, you can't just go into the wish to look into the future or to
during the closing address there is gym, sit down and control yourself be endowed with a vision which could
nothing to do but
indulge
in
the for three hours. You couldn't if you show him his classmates as they repopular pastime of slap, slap, whose wanted to. You've got to write and turn with possibly more hair on thengot the mosquito; and so I shall be write fast. And when the Professor faces and less on their heads to their
brief, be brief, and
everywhere be says "Unfortunately you have failed fiftieth reunion, his duty is to record
brief.
to pass by 1-4 of one percent", con- facts.
If anyone have occasion to
Cheer up, this speech is half over. trolling yourself may be all right, but doubt the veracity of any statement
because the other half was piratically what you need is a big chunk of in- let him remember the solemnity of
plagiarized from me even before I itiative and an original alibi which this Class Day and forever hold his
had written it by President Sills in the professor hasn't heard before. peace.
his Baccalaureate, which many of you Try and find one.
we
Quite in the normal manner
heard last Sunday.
By definition a
four
It is characteristic
of the young came to Bowdoin as freshmen
liberal arts college is one in which the and inexperienced
that
they seek years ago expectant and full of enfaculty are at liberty to take any L'topian panaceas for everything un- thusiasm. We settled ourselves in our
ideas they may wish from the stu- der the sun.
My pet panacea for all rooms with an astonishing seriousness
I

I

•

—
—

O. S. Pettingill, Jr.. '30

»

helor of Science:

i?a

/

Quill

Kditor-in-Chief, D. Posdkk, 30
Associate Editors, H. M. Davis, Jr.,
"30,

Bowdoin Publishing Co.
Manager. R. IS. Hirtle, '30
Assistant Managers, Artine Artin'31. F. Thomas. Jr., '31
ian,
was celebrated in the grand old
It
A wheelless
style of former class; s.
Handbook
Ford appeared in the Chapel, bonfires
Editorial Staff—
were built on the Delta and a goodly
H. M. Davis, Jr., '30
received
Sophomores
number of
P. A. Walker, 'Hi
the
watering
in
merited duckings
Alumnus
through which no freshman could find
it
how
badly
matter
Editor-in-Chief, P. S. Wilder. '23
this year, no
trees
campus
Managing Editor, O. S. Pettingili,
needed. The
was
blossomed out with streamers which Jr., '30
ihad to be removed by extraordinary
Masque and Gown
heavy poles were wielded by

1

Jr.

P.ugle

a

James

antes V. Knapp
Klfred L leech
John D. Lincoln
.

Wendell P. McKown,
Henri L. Micoleau
Wil'iam B, Mills

Passing over fall and winter acand a banquet solemnized by
speech from the "28 president, we
come to the event of Rising Nignl
on the eve of Subfreshman week end.

'31.

1981

F. Prince
Editor-in-chief, Donald
Associate Editor, J. L. Snider
Business Manager, J. C. Flint

tivities,

oert F. Swyetser

Wolfgang R. Thomas
lav D. Timberlake
John F. Townseno
Kliot C. Washburn
".arles F. White, Jr.
F. White
Ronald D. Wilks
Ralph K. Williams

Bradford J< hason
James M. Joslim

Malcolm D. Daggett

Henry
James

Howland

Samuel P. Hull (as of P
Walter M. Hunt. Jr.

Benjamin Butler las of 1928)
Robert I. Clark
Hobart A. Cole
John M. Cooper
Kenneth V. Crowther
Charles F.

R.

Walker,

and our

individuality shortlived.
We must have studied hard our
first year, for casualties were comparatively few. And though some of
our thirst for knowledge may have
been quenched rather abruptly, there
are more than a hundred of us here
to tell the tale.

most logical. Be that opinion] what
it may, we as a class are about to
step out into the world and seuk suc-

to

Managing

History

P. A.

down

believes

-

Opening Address

human

whom these exercises are dedicated.
Impressions of the sort mentioned
are perhaps trivial, yet as a part of
our college life they last in our mem-

How much- more will we releft a still deeper
mark, our College and our friends.

ories.

Mallett, '30

•

Polar Bears
Leader and Manager, R. A. Leonard.
P.'30

Ibis

H. M. Davis, Jr., D. Fosdick. R. P.
Mallett, O. S. Pettingill, Jr.

NEW BOOKS
The v following new books have been
Alumni Reading Room
during the month:
j<dded to the

John— Familiar Quot;
Bartlett,
in Ancient and
tions, a Collection
Modern Literature.
Reader's
C.
Kbeneza
Brewer,
Handbook of Famous Names in Fic-

—

—

Outing Club
Executive Committee
O. S.
S.
P.

Pettingill, Jr..
P. (1-0 well "30
C. Ahern, '32

'30

Polo Ctnb

e

President and Treasurer, E. R. Ravner, '30

tion, etc.

S.— Chimney

Brooks, Charles
Papers.
Brooks, Charles
English Road.

Cameron,

S.— A

John— John

Odyssey

Thread

Pot
of

Cameron's
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WORLD CRUISE
1929- 1930
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Doughty, Charles
Arabia Deserta.

M.— Travels

Directed b>
I rmersity

in

Fitzgerald. F. S. K.— This Side of
Paradise.
Gladstone, Win. F.. After Thirty
Years.
and
Guedalla,
Philip—<Hadsto«

—

t
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—
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Orders.
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Palmeston.
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Francis Henry
Hackett
Fighth.
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From Double
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Lundborg, Fmar The Arctic Res
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Correct Apparel

Cream Candy

Ice
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for

Each Week

Specials

Anniversary
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Its

of

Commencement

Sportsman's Pen

Howdoin's Mary Error; Help Visitorin Piling Fp Score

The Sportsman
ave
u xt

Full Line Apollo Chocolates

College

Light Lunches

Men

Buckley's Candy Shoppe
119 Maine St.

'

ormerly Newman's

Allan

Kven as Itowdoin this week is
Bowdoin and University of Mainegraduating a class, so did she present closed their baseball schedules Satdiplomas to a class fifty years ago. urday, June L with a game at Pick
In 1S7!» twenty three
walked the aid Field, which Maine won By
paths of Bowdoin Campus in cap and 10 to 3 score.
gown, took a farewell to Brunswick,
Maine batsmen came through with
anil went out in the world to seek
hits at crucial times, while Bowdoin's

mn

H. Messer,

their fortunes.

Representative

51

tlrnnswirk. Me.
Old Furniture. China, Glass, Pewter.
-

-
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Hkmt
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Stamp- Bought
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Quill
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CO.
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column
tain

The Sport Store of

in

the

the Quill which
of those

names

will

who

con;

hav.-

had three or more contributions pubTh. s<> students will not, how-

lished.

Brunswick

ever, become members of the board,
is
since
the
board
necessarily;
selected from
recommendations of
the faculty anil from promising candidates.
Since their duties will be
«of Brunswick, Maine
largely in connection with the organization and editing of material, it
Capital, $50,000.
is obvious that the board candidate
Surplus and Profits, $100,000
will not have to be contributors, in
STtDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED
order to be considered.
The two associate editors for next
year are Olin PettingilL and Harry
Davis. One will have charge of collecting material for the issue;
the
other will take care of make up, etc.
Raymond Szukala will be one of the
GIFTS
MUSIC
assistant
business
managers; the
other is not yet chosen.
Printing and Developing
Of course, all arrangements are
not yet made, nor
are
exact
the
plans for the organization perfected.
This, however, is the skeleton outWe carry the largest assortment of line of the new project, and when the
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- complete board is selected and funcbles. Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- tioning, it promises
fair to be a "go".
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 13*— 87 Maine St.— Tel. 137

(

1

Communication
(Continued from I'ave 2)

STUART & CLEMENT
Quality Printing
Building

BRUNSWICK

MAINE
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Latest College Styles in

Bostonian and Florsheim

Oxfords— $5

to $10

'

an incentive to profanity of the Ivy
Play type to any person who sits
through a service.
It
is
proper to
respect the memory of our predecessors, but why breathe the air they
once breathed ? The combined effect of
the asphyxiating atmosphere and the
art (Vl upon the walls must make

reverence a difficult proposition to
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers any but saints.
Secondly, Memorial Hall! A more
serious earth tremor than that which
rocked the campus on the night when
a visiting Italian lecturer was holding

ROBERTS* SHOE STORE

LYMAN

B.

CHIPMAN

PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale— Uetail

•

forth, or a fire in the building, would
result in a panic in any assembled
audit nee that would beggar the imagination.
One can think if the press

•

headlines next day and how little good
Portland, Me. they
would do Bowdoin College. Wood
stairways, no eutside steel fire-escapes,
high windows
incapable
'Anything y'want Pressed?' reached or opened, a singleofexitbeing
(of
any size), seats that certainly oriGive it to
ginated in one of Dante's infernal
regions, acoustics that ruin many an
otherwise good lecture, and a color
scheme that would make an artist set k
do the
strychnine these are a few of the
counts against the building as it now
stands.
Next on the list eome the House
Parties, particularly Ivy week. Why
must we pursue our present farcical
and
policy?
Why not rather admit the
student to an occasional official period
if social expression, put Ivy strictly
Telephone 435-436
on th" last three days of the week,
cancel allfcourses for that period, and
in return let the Dean's office grant
T. H.
J.
no cuts whatsoever for the first three
days of that same week.
Institutes. Let these bo continued
INSURANCE
at intervals of not more than two
years.
Vary their subject matter,
Brunswick (as in the past) in such a manner
Town Huililmu
that all the departments of the College may receive the stimulation, rath-f
er than merely a fortunate few. In the
future do net date the Institute imWY.shing to the mediately before Majors week that
puts an impossible strain on human
nature.
Majors.
Reorganize
the
whole
scheme of granting degrees with due
R. E.
delay for those new at College, so
that two kinds of degrees are granted
AC.K'nT
to those who graduate.
One degree,
a "pass" A.I!., should be granted to
men who desire merely to spend
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING those
four years at Bowdoin, but arc more
interested in social or athletic life
than in puie scholarship. The other,
is now so under control that results
in honors A.H., should be reserved for
are far superior to daylight except for those who are consistent A- and Bextremely large groups.
grade nun. To such students alone
should '.he method
of
Majors be
all< wed. Permit men who are qualified
Studio
to stand, for such a degree to have no
courses in their List semester, but to
pursue their studies under the advice
Morton's
of the department in which they are
Such
majoring.
reorganization
a
would
prevent the present heart-aches
Kaywoodie,
B,
and recrimination that follow inevitToilet Articles, Waterman Pens ably from permitting men to take
Majors who are plainly not of the
type or the calibre for such work.
And finally the Heading Period
If
it
means anything at all let it be
Then
Toilet Articles - Shaving Preparations long enough to be recognized.
the complaints now raised, about the
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded
hunching of examinations for some
AGENCY FOR
students in the first few days of the
574 Congress

St.,

Ben

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
work

—

comm* ncement, and

younger,

but the fifty year class always occupies more attention, and these eight
old gentlemen surely
had a great

GROCERIES

&

many

Mrs. John Thalheimer; Regan, Mr.-.
Morgan B. Cashing.
Credit is also due to Manager William X. Locke anil to Assistant Mantime reliving set ties of their days in agers Lovell and Perry, who,
aided
College.
For of course, although by several volunteer
stage
hands,
they appear sedate and formal now. produced
some
very
appropriate
they had their escapades and frolics lighting and sound effects.
in those days
fifty
yean
Following the performance of "king
ago.
Lear", various reunions were held al
H.
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Mass.
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Prize:

Edward

Elliott

'2*.»

wick
Carter

Stellwagett
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Milano
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Henri LeBrec Micoleau
dence, R.
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George Henry Rand,
more Falls
Reginald
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of Liver-
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Adams,

Jr.,

Mass.
Hannibal
Prize:

'2'.»

of

New

York,

Longmeadow,
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Undergraduates,

however,

are

any and every phase of the
existing athletic system.
In America
this is the thing to do! Perhaps if the
u dergraduates had a greater love for
the game as a game and had less love
"« r the
results the criticism and bad
feeli tg engendered by an over serious
attitude would be conspicuous by its
cr'tici/e

On
•ite

the other hand, the undei gradnot the only one involved in

Urtsk Srnthrra
WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

60

Laurell

Emery

Frederick

Latin

Honors

Watch For Our Representative

is

|

had

PHIL BRISK

Of

course, they are not without reason.
Vhen friends of other colleges twit
them about the poor showing of a
Bowdoin team, they get red behind
?h« collar, but they are powerless to
retort.
They recall the "good old
days" and to quiet their wrath they
write torrid epistles to their alma
mater and beseech them to win a few

games.

— Charles

Fremont

Longfellow mings, Charles Milton Jaycox,

Cum-

—

—

Room

2861

is

to

well dressed.

absence.

this criticism, the Alumni have
theii say in no uncertain terms;

tailored

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks .the wearer as

in-

clined to take their athletic failures
too much to heart. They are prone to

1

Awarded

letters

(Continued from Pa^e

B. Norris,

'2ft,

Gorham

Mass.;

Town; Jack M.

11

of Melrose Highlands,
H. Scott. *2'.K of Old
Elliot,

'2!'.

Newa-

<>f

gen; William D. Murphy,
'2'.»,
of
Hyannis, Mass.; Gilmore" W. Soule.
of Augusta; Carlton A. Butler,
'30, of Gorham; H. Philip Chapman.
Jr., *30, of Portland; Harold D. Rising, '30, of Newton Center, Ma.--.;
Francis M. Appleton, '31.
Dublin,
N. H.; S.
Foster Yancey. '31, of
Dallas, Tex.; Francis A. Wingate, '31,
of Hallowell; Sydney R. Foster, '31,
of Manchester, Mass.; Walter D. Herrick, '31, of Oak Park, 111.; Beino
Olson, '31, of South Union; Charles
F. Stanwood, '32, of Brunswick; and
Manager Frederic H. Bird. "30, it
Rockland.
'30,

Aw long as the American idea of
playing to win is the prime motive of
athletic competition there will be unhappy undergraduates and wrathful
alumni as a result of poor athletic
teams.

When we here in America get a
new -ense of values which makes a
between what is truly
'rth while and what is worthless we

fine distinction
•

:
•

11

We

be going in the right direction.
then be above such petty conas losing athletic teams

will

siderations

A major letter was awarded to Wii-Ham N. Locke, '30, of Newtonvitte,

Ma-s., for his second place in the
breast stroke in the New England
Intercollegiate Swimming Meet, and
to James B. Colton. 2nd. of Newton
New Assistant Professors
Cecil Thomas Holmes, A.M., returns Highlands, Mass., for scoring in the
Intercollegiate Gym Meet.
after two years at Harvard.
Minor
letters
in
tennis
wen
Herl>eit Res- Brown, A.M., returns
after a year at Harvard and a year awarded to Captain Mayo H. Solev,
'2!»,
of Maiden. Mas.-.: 'Raymond F.
at Columbia.
'30,
Jensen,
of
Portland:
M.
Mor*
head
A.M.,
James
Armfield,
Eugene
Parker '30, of Cape Elizabeth an
returns after a year at Harvard.
Manager Donald C. Congdon, '!0, of
Instructors

New Appointments
I'untinued rinm Pmje

1)

i

Worcester, Mass.
Coif Insignia was gi\.
Raymond Deston, '30, of Fall River.
Mass.; Edmund P.
"96,
L- id,
Framingham Center, Ma--.: Robert
J. Lee, '31, of Danoury, Conn.; Arthur O. Dillenbock,
of Manha--',
N. Y.; and Gordon C. k -;g! :. '12. of
(Psychol- New Haven, Conn.

William Wirt Lockwood. Jr., A.B..
(Economics) in place of Professoi
Gushing who i.- to be on leave of absence, .'!47
Madison Avenue, New
York.
Ralph de Somen" Childs. A.B., 11
Milliard Street. Cambridge, Mass.
Peter Blair Ferguson. A.M.. M.">
B< ylston
ogy).

Boston.

Street

>

-.

.

:"

V

Fencing letters -.ere » rJ**i to
Malcolm Daniel Daggett '29, A.B. Captain Sidney M. Bird. ''2'.'.
of Rock(French i, on account of Professor land: Willia'..' M. Altenburtr. '-0.
:'

Livingston's sabbatical leave.

Cape Elizabeth and Alexander Kaz"tow,

CUMBERLAND

'31,

of Bangor.

Communication
To the Editor

of the Orient:
a communication published in
the Orient on March 22nd I made th
statement that I
understood
tha:
nearly xO'i of the students taking
French 3 in one division failed to pass
the first semester. Since that time I
have learned that only 32'- of the
students in all division.- failed the
In

Wed esday-Thursday

-

June 19-20

STAIRS OF SAM)
Wallace

and Jean Arthur

lieer>

Comedy

Sportlight

Frida>

June

-

first

21

semester and

I

wish to make

th:

-

correction at this time.
I
also wish to state that the idea
that the French department was out

5 Acts Vaudeville
On the Screen

Helen Twelvetrees

someone*' was not. nor ever
been in my mind. I wrote the
merely because I thought that
the standards were rather high aindicated by the number of failure-.

also

Most sincerely,

to "gt't

-

-

has

Comedy

article

C. M. W.. Jr.

Cartoon

Saturday

-

Jus*! 22

VOK E OF THE STORM
Karl Da e

Martha Sleeper

-

also

Comedy

News

Monday-Tuesday

-

June 24-25

THE BARKER
Milton Sills

-

Dorothv Mackaill
also

News

Comedv

PRINTING...

You

will find

the finest leathers and most
of all kinds handled efficiently and promptly at

History

Hamlin

Clothing which

custom

N. Y.

Elliott
examination period would lose most '30 of Monarda.
Churchill Washburn
of their justification.
Enough! When
Sumner I. Kimball Prize for ExPhilosophy
the present student body graduates
Dome of them may seek to enter the cellence in Natural Sciences: Frank
Honors— Herltert Allen Sutphin
teaching profession.
They will then Arthur Brown, Jr., "2!l of Maehaisd'scover, perhaps to their surprise, port.
SCHOOL
Nathan
that the attitude of the "normal" man
Could
Prize:
Richard
WOOLWOKTH Bril.DING
to the critic, so vividly pictured in last Lindley •Brown '2i* of Lynn, Mass.
NEW YORK
Iw Play, is net strictly confined to
Horace Lord Piper Prize: Wilfred
CO- EDUCATIONAL
undergraduate life.
Fortunately for Gould Rice '31 of Bath.
M'ogreM the critic who is worth his
CASE SYSTEM
Bertram Louis Smith, Jr., Friz--alt is a pretty tough hird!
Scholarship:
James Parker PetteTHREE
YEAR COURSE
WILFRID H. CROOK grove '30 of Machiasport.
TWO YEARS
Poetry Prize: No award.
One Yrar of College Work
Required
For
Admin. ion
Brown Memorial Prizes: 1929 Edward Fox Dana of Portland. 1!>30-MORNING. AFTERNOON AND
Fdward Schwartz of Portland. 1031
EVENING CLASSES
....
ror First Class Haircutting
Wallace Cobb Dvson of Portland.
Write For Catalogue
L9S2— Melcher Prince Fobes of PortCharles P. Davis. Registrar
Near Campus - First Shop Down Town land.

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP

of the athletic season
very real effect on the spirit
The undergraduates
have been dissatisfied and expressed
themselves to that effect most vehemently en more than one. occasion.
a"

I.

William

'

who

Norway

of

F0RDHAM LAW

|

result

Charles Milton Jaycox of Wollaston, Mass.

,

I

of

(lillis

Stanley Plummer Prize in Public
Harold Saul Schiro of Bangor
Speaking: 1st Lyman Carter Lee '30
Philip Allerton Smith of Lawrence,
of Dover Foxcroft.
2nd
Frederick Mass.
Lincoln Hixby '30 of Salem, Mass.
Philip Luring Smith
of Concord,
Forbes Rickard Poetry Prize: Her- Mass.
bert Hall Fernald '30 of Topsham.
James Fellows White of Portland
Lucien Howe Prize Scholarship for
High Qualities of Gentlemanly ConMajor Honors
duct and
Character:
Robert
Can

News Stand

Whitman's Chocolates

The

has had

of the campus.

BLUE SKIES

Newton Center, Solomons, Maryland
Willis LeRoy Hasty

Almon Goodwin Prize: Win. Efenry
Dean, Jr., '30 of Baltimore, Md.
Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks prizes
in Public Speaking: Frederick Lincoln
Iiixby '30 of Salem, Mass. Norman
Page Kaston '32 of Lansdown:-, Pa.
Roy Clifton Huff '32 of Pittstield.
Col. William Owen Premium: Jack

SYSTEM

SHORT'S

ably so.

and receptions.

(Gontimmd ti<>m Taw it
DeAlva Stanwood Ahxandei BedsMalcolm Daniel Daggett of Topsnation Prizes:
1st
Thomas South ham
Taylor '31 of Narbeth, Pa. 2nd George
Ralph William Edwards of Bruns-

——————

BB

iseball

1!

Mass.

CITIZENS.LAUNDRY
BUitNHAM
-,

r*»ire

the several fraternity houses.
Many
other
fraternity
activities
were
scheduled for this day
the
also:
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity held a
formal initiation during the
afternoon; several others gave tea-dances

Morrow '31 of Hackmsack, X. J.
Hawthorne Short StoryPrize:
Richard Lindley Drown "29 oi Lynn,

—

Send Your

1

athletic year has been

barren.

.Football. Track
teams wound up their
tespective seasons with very unhappy
results.
Hockey alone peeved auspicious, a:d even this sport question-

and

.

K. Henderson answered for th"
class when the numerals were called
at commencement dinner.

!

PLAY SAFE

i

-.

TON ORE AU BROS. CO.

For a College that prides itself on
the care it bestows- upon the physical
health and welfare of- its
student
body, the complete absence from the
chapel of modern ventilation must Ik*

t

'

KODAKS

Town

lie

1

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

y

of d;
health, have been treading once more scored five runs, a triple bv Hammond, singles by Lathrop, Wescott,
th? pine shaded paths that they trod
Wells and Plummet-, together
with
so many years ago.
Bowdoin, enH. D. Bowker of Woffeboro, New several misplays by
Hampshire, a retired merchant, with abling the Pale Blue runners to race
around
the
bases.
a winter home in Florida, -was tinhost at the dinner. The other members of the class back here are:
G. W. Bourne of Kennebunk, A.M..
M.D., is secretary of the class. He
Con n u<fi from Vnw It
has ke,pt track of the members, an
freshments were sold at the Class of
is largely responsible for the success
17!»4 tent in the rear of Hubbard
of the present reunion.
He has been Hall. Activities for the day started
assisted in a measure by Frank Kim- at 9.45 a.m. with the annual Alumni
ball of rVeeport, whose nearness to Parade to Pickard Field where Bowthe college has enabled him to do doin and Bates hit it off in an exhi
considerable. Kimball is a member of bition tilt.
Theta Delta Chi.
Shortly after
this,
the
annua.
F. M. Bryon, a native of Freeport meeting of the
Phi
Beta
Kappa
and now of Chelsea, Mass. Mr. Bryon Alpha of Maine, was held
in
th.
was a keen French scholar in Bowdoin, Alumni Room of the Library Initia
and became a translator for a rail tion ceremonies for the newly electe
members
way company in the middle west. He
were conducted, and the
Alumni Luncheon was served in the
is now retired.
H. 15. Fifield of Conway, X. H., .. Moulton Union at 12.30. The Society
of
Bowdoin
Women also served
merchant who has refused to heed
the call of leisure, and is still in busi- luncheon at their headquarters at 8
Cleveland street to members of the
ness.
H. K. Henderson of Wiscasset, now society*.
The annual meeting of the Alumni
of Faulting, N. Y. He is part owner
Association was held in the Moulton
in an endowed Boys' fitting school
at 1.30 p.m., and later in the
, Union
thi' re.
afternoon, an organ recital was given
H-. A. Huston,
well
known phy- in the College Chapel by Mr. Alfred
sicist, who is recognized as one of the
Brinkler of Portland. The President
pioneers in natural sciences. He has
and Mrs. Sills held their reception
been a professor of Physics in Purat the Moulton Union from 4.00 to
due University, where he still lec- o.30 p.m.
tures.
Last evening,
the
Masque and
A visitor at the Psi I'psilon house Gown presented its annual Shakewill be Senator C. F.
Johnson, re
spearean play, this year giving "King
tired United
States
Circuit
Court Lear". This year the play was again
Justice. He attended Colby College coached by Professor C. H. Gray >,"
three years and then came to Bowdoin the Department of Knglish. As usual,
for his degree.
He makes his honi the play was a marked success, the
now in Watervflle.
had being admirably well played by
The other member of the class, who Alton K. Foster. Paul Everett, in the
was not able to come, is H. W. Ring role of Edgar, deserves much comof New Haven, Conn.,
a
medical mendation, as does Miss Stanwood foi
doctor recognized when he was prac- her interpretation of Cordelia. Johvi
tising as one of the leading operating M. Cooper, as Edmund, also gave a
eye specialists in the country. He Was very commendable performance. Th
operating surgeon at the Manhattan cast follows:
hospital in New York for many years.
King Lear. Alton E. Foster, '2!»;
Ill
health kept him away.
King of France, Lee G. Paul, Jr., "2:»;
Other memb. rs of the class, now- Duke of Burgundy, G. H. Rand. Jr., '2!»
dead, were Oscar C. S. Davies of th
Duke of Cornwall, James V. Knapp,
Augusta hospital. He was one of the "2!»; Duke of Albany, Olin S. Pettinfinest doctors Bowdoin
ever gradu- gill, Jr., '30; Karl of Kent, Robert S.
ated, and was known all over th
Ecke, '31; Karl of Gloucester, Car!
world for his work; and James C. B. Norris, '2!»; Edgar, son of GloucesTarbox, at the time Howdoin's most ter, Paul E. Everett, Jr., '32; Edbrilliant scholar.
It was said that h
mund, John M. Cooper, '2!»; Old Man
went through the college without and Physician, W. Merrill Hunt, "29;
mis-ing a question asked by the in- Fool, Reginald Robinson, '2!»; Oswald,
structors.
He became a lawyer and H. W.
'2!»;
Huse,
Gentleman,
then a Judge in Monticello,
'30;
Minn., Harrison
M.
Davis,
Jr.,
where he died.
Messenger,
'31;
Howard Davies.
There were older graduates at the Cordelia, Miss Stanwood; Goneril,

Commencement

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

The Bowdoin
singularly

cynical.
W«
Let's hope
brighter.

feels

poor year.
will

.

THK HHU'K HOISK
10 Spring St.

eight errors aided the

Today nine of them are alive, and materially in building Orono slayers
up their scor
Wednesday eight of them gathered
George Souther, who was on the
again in the college town to worship
mound for Bowdoin, split la finger
once more at the shrine of education
during
fifth inning, but continue
A dinner was enjoyed at the Eagle to pitchtheuntil the
eighth
when he
Hotel, or as college men have called
was forced to give up. Cole who sucit
for years, just the "Eagle."
And ceeded him was hit hard during the
during the festivities of commenceremainder of that frame.
ment week these eight men, the ninth
It was
in the eighth that Maine
was unable to come because

ANTIQVhJY SHOP
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PROSPECTS FOR SUCCESSFUL
GRID SEASON LOOM BRIGHT
AS MEN POLISH FOR AGGIES
Bowdoin Opens Against Massachusetts Team SaturdayHard Practice Sessions Being Put In Under Direction of Coac|i«?s Morrell and Stanwood
The Bowdoin
its

foothill

FRESHMAN CLASS HAS
ENROLLMENT OF 159

TA) LET

NO. 9

1929.

UNVEILED

IN

VESTIBULE OF UNION

Massachusetts Leads in Number Reg- Collage Pays Tribute to Augustus F.
istered with .Maine Second
Moulton Whose Generosity Made
Students
Entered from Germany and Norway
P^sible Construction of Building

—

Thv

As was the case last year, the enclass at Bowdoin has more

smoker held at the Moulton
Thursday evening proved

ni»4

I

tering

last

to be a great success.
It was the occasic i of the dedication of a tablet
comvmiorating the gift of the Union
by M
Houltoo. The tablet is erected

men from Massachusetts than from
any other state, including Maine. Massachusetts this year sends a delegaof 68, outnumbering the Maine

team opens

2,

by

tion

tl

i

TRADITIONAL EXERCISES MARK
OPENING OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE
FOR 128th YEAR OF ACTIVITY
President Sills Welcomes Students at Chapel Service and

Points Out Opportunities for Advancement Offered

by College

College, being one of two which

the 'Mnerning boards have seen fit
representatives by 22. The total class thus to set up. It is placed upon the
registration of 159, including trans- south wall of the main vestibule, very
simpe- and dignified, inscribed:
fers, divides itself widely over the
country and even extends to Europe This UWni Wan Erected l>y the fiiiiMinallj of

gridiron season against M?issachuAggies at Amherst thifc Satur-

setts

day.

September tenth, Head Coach
and his assistant.-,' Carson
Stanwood and Don Lancaster, have

Since
Morrell

AUfVSTUS FREEDOM MOULTON,

The furthest comer from the United
States hails from Nebraska, while

driven their charges strenuously for
the opening game. The prospects for
a fairly successful campaign .are favorable.
The small squad ojf thirtymen has been Working hard.- Morrell
and Stsanwood are handling ia pracmen wh«. have
tically veteran outfit
sweated in many a gridiroC battle,
men who know how to handve themselves calmly.
The line is good, the
only weak spot being center. Lancaster, who won prominence! iht his
brilliant defense work last jVax an.
who has been shifted to end t?i.-' year,
injured a foot the first of trie week.
This is an unfortunate blow Co the
team on the eve of the first game.
There is a wealth of backfield material. In conferring the sigial calling job to the end, Morrell his available in his backfield four {running
backs. With such men as Thayer. Foster, Chapman. Stone. Johngpitt, and
fcafryinj
available for ball
Sti
duty, Bowdoin certainly shofcld possess a powerful ground g'ainfcig comThree of these sfata are
bination.
triple threat men, passing, | kicking,
and running equally well. jWith a
powerful line in front of th4se men,
Bowdoin adherents can well Ijxik forward to a successful season. The
material is there. It's up J te the
coaches to weld the Polar Biars into
a smooth running, powerful machine.
Stanwood has been continually driving the men on tackling an? blockMorrell has been trying-; to whip
ing.
the backfield men into giving jnwrferthe lack
ence for the ball carrier,
of interference has been a jBowdoin
ailment for a number of year;. A win-

The Chapel was filled to capacity
for the opening of College on Thursday morning for the I28tfa year of
activity.
Even the aisles were
crowded. Following the tradition of
this service, the year began with the
singing of the college hymn.
President Sills gave a talk on the College
and the opportunities it offers us,
touching briefly upon its history,

'

LL.D.
!

of

th«-

Clan

of

I

>::;

twelve other states are represented.
anil is n:unt"l
New York leads with 10, and is folT1IK MOII.TON I'MON
lowed by New Jersey with 7, NewHere lie Fire* of Friendship are to be Kin<lle<l
Hampshire with 6, Connecticut with
and Kept I'.in i.n,-.5. Ohio with 4,
Rhode Island and
Pennsylvania both with 3, Illinois This rablet is Plated Here by the Coll.*.
t#2f
with 2, and Maryland and Indiana
tied with 1.
Harrv B. Thayer '30, the President
The European students who have of the Student Council, a.> the first
entered are Wilmsen from Germany speaker of the evening, gave the
and Myrvaagnes from Norway. Wilm- freshmen many useful hints about the
sen has come to Bowdoin thru the College and its customs and traditions.
agency of the American-German Stu- extending them a cordial welcome and
Douglas
dent Exchange under the Institute of wish.ng them all success.
International Education. He gradu- Fosn'tk '30 outlined the plans for the
ated from the Realgymnasium in 1927. new.tnd better Ouill. Suiting the acindustrious
tion;
to
word,
several
the
and has also studied in Freiburg,
gentlemen were right on hand taking
Bonn, and Berlin.
riptior.s.
Hon.
Augustus
F.
Myrvaagnes comes under the auson '73, the principal speaker of
pices of the American-Scandinavian
vening followed, calling hack to
Fritz K. A. Koelln
Ralph de Someri Childs
Foundation.
He is much interested
>ry many of the events and peoAssistant Professor of German
in languages and has studied philInstructor in English
t the College of his day, paiticology at the University of Oslo, Norspeaking of faculty members of
way.
his t .rit* who l>ecame nationally promPresident Sills
Following is the list of the Fresh inent as educators.
next si-oke. very informallv, on behalf
man Class:
Robert L. M. Ahern, N'ewtonville, of th faculty, reviewing the progress
of t)"- Union, from the time when it
Mass.
was 'lnWcl;' a wish to the present Large Number of Men Earn Special
English, French. German. Economics.
Richard M. Allen, Andover, Mass. beat tiful reality. He then proceeded
Cut Privileges This Semester for
Mathematics and Psychology
Edwin M. Ames, Worcester, Mass. to tl' entrance, and with a few simple
High Scholastic Standing
Departments Enlarged
of tribute, unveiled the tablet
worts
Emery C. Andrews, Brunswick.
to Mi. Moulton.
(Continued on Page 2)
A large number of names appeal
Bowdoin College opened last week
on this year's Dean's List as posted
with ten new members on the faculty,
VI
seniors, 15
Twenty-eight
recently.
an unus'irlly large number. Of these
juniors, and 8 sophomores are baskten, three who have been
on the
ing this semester in the warmth of
faculty before return after graduate
official approval.
Of these, the folstudy.
Dr. Charles Bruneau of the
lowing seniors and juniors may cut
University of Nancy, France, heads Professor Edwin Herbert Hall. Fred- Program for Year to be Outlinedat their discretion for the first semesthe
list
as visiting professor of erick O. Conant and Henry Hill
Coi (petition Scheduled with Dartobtained
at least B in all
ter
having
ning combination must haVe sure, French Literature under the Tallman
mouth and M. I. T.
their courses last June:
Pierce Gifts Total *140.17:>
dependable interference.
Foundation for 1920-30. Professor
Seniors
As a defensive team Bowdoin looks Bruneau, who holds the degree of DocD. W. Berrv
ill be a meeting of the Gym
T "v
Their defense is sturdy and teur es Lettres from the University
good.
The announcement of a gift of
P. W. Butterfield
Tea^Lv/al Morrell's office in th"
On the groundJ/ner op- of Paris, and pas faeen,
stubborn.
nii><'n
ir.tt: o? CdHg ttmr -~
gy^aTTuff Lbmor r n w~ n
ponents will encounter StTftJ Ci.pO^K' diploma by the Ecole ules "*+antes
College,
from
Professor
Edwin
Her- 2.30.
P. S. Crowell
All former members of the
tion. Protection from aerii»» attacK Etudes in Paris, is well knbwn in
F. S. Davis
may be another matter. As ^et both France for his w-ork in literature. As bert Hall, of the Class of 1875, of team are asked to be present, and any
H. M. Davis
Bowdoin's sky attack and defom-e ar- director of the summer session of the Harvard
University,
was
made new-comers who think they may be
At
H. A. Davison
unknown quantities.
University of Nancy he has bean in Thursday morning by President Sills, interested are invited to attend.
W. H. Dean
this preliminary meeting the schedOnly for Gatchell's unfortijnate in- touch with a large number of Ameri- as he addressed
the
student
body
in
R. Deston
ule for the current year will be prejury, we would be so bold a^ to pre
cans, including several Bowdoin/men
the first chapel service of the year. sented, and the general plan of pracC. H. Farley, Jr.
diet more games in the win? c >lumn
(Continued on Page 3)
year.
tfiis
The
outlined.
D. P. Faxon
column
gift
work-outs
tices
and
was
loss
made
shortly
the
before
in
than
G. W. Freiday
Commencement but was announced
It is to be noted that the entire
The schedule, though short, is not al
and
for the first time Thursday morning. team is returning this year under the
M. Hawthorne
all easy. Williams, Colby, 'Urfts,
Prof. Hall
W. K. Heath
was born in Gorham. captainship of Jim Colton, '31. This
Maine are going to supply fcard opH. E. Jensen
Aggies, Wesleyan
November 7, 1855. He received his will insure a strong representation in
Mass.
position.
(Continued on Pave 2)
A.M. in 1878, his LL.D. in 1905, and the ring, horse, and tumbling events.
and Bates will fight just {is hard.
table
his Ph.D. from John Hopkins Univer- There is also good material for the
For the first time a training
sity
He was principal of high bars and parallels. Professor
n 1880.
has been installed for the IBowdoffl
Throughout (the reaGould's Academy in Bethel, in 1875-7<; Means will coach the team again this
football team.
and of Brunswick High school in year.
son members of the squad will, eat
^Bridges,
187fi-77. He was assistant in PhysThe program for the season inat the new Moulton Union.
for
table
ics at John Hopkins University in cludes a meet with Dartmouth away,
who conducted the training
1880-81 after which he became a a meet with Massachusetts Institute
M. 1. T. crew last spring,; has armember of the Harvard faculty, being of Technology here, and participation
ranged the diet and will hav|> charge
made a full professor in 18!>5.
in the A.A.U. meet afnd the Eastern
of all meals.
j
The squad will leave I'Vunswick
Last July a bequest of $5000 was Intercollegiates. Two men only will
Friday morning, and will s|*er.d the
received by the college
from th.- be sent to the latter meet. As has
night in Springfield^
estate of Frederick O. Conant, Class been the custom in the past, exof 1880, for twenty years an over- hibitions will be given at Portland
seer of the college. This bequest will and Augusta.
QljILL
Those members of last year's team
be used for the general purposes of
who are returning are: Captain Jim
the college.
Colton, '31, for rings and rope climb;
A gift of $130,000 was made to the manager Don Berry, '30, for high
college in
August by Henry Hill
bars and parallels; former-captain
Pierce of New York and West BaldAmos Leavitt, '30, horse and rings;
win. Mr. Hill is a trustee and graduMarion Short, '32, parallels and mats;
Publication Will he Broad fn Scope
ate of Bowdoin, Class of 1896. The
Edgar Christian, '32, high bars and
gift is toward the endowment of a prowith Articles of Interest r«> \il
mats; and Tom Clarke, '32, ropfessorship in English to be known as
First Issue to be Alumni Day
climb.
the Pierce Professorship.
intiMr. Pierce's family has been
President and Mrs. Sills entertained
Rejuvenated, unique, The Bowdoin
mately connected with the college for at their home on Federal street FriQuill is coming into its own .with the
nearly 100 years, his grandfather, Jo- day evening to meet the new memnext issue, appearing in November.
Class
.-iah
Pierce,
a
graduate
in
the
Dr.
Herbert
A.
(iray
of the faculty. They were asbers
Utterly different from its predecessor
of 181S, serving as trustee from 1855 sisted in receiving by Henry Hill
Peter Blair Ferguson
Sunday Chapel Speaker
.,f tlie same name, the QuijlJ plans t«.
to 18(i(;. He was president of the Pierce of New York, representing the
Instructor in Psychology
present a magazine that w$l{ interest
Maine Senate in 1836. His father, Board of Trustees, and Mrs. Pierce;
alumni, undergraduates., cd|p»ge men
Lewis Pierce, Class of 1852, was a Augustus F. Moulton of Portland,
everywhere. Its form and(ti,-p4. new
lawyer in Gorham and a member of lepresenting the Overseers; Profesdeamong college magazines^ a.>
the Maine Legislature in 1878. Henry sor and Mrs. Charles Bruneau, Mr.
signed to create widespread j interest.
H. Pierce in 1926, established the and Mrs. Peter Blair Ferguson, Mr.
The magazine in the form Jthat has
The Dr.
Lewis Pierce Book Fund at Bowdoin and Mrs. Ralph Childs, William \*.
existed, is to !«• discontinuedA. Herbert Gray of London to he
This sum Lockwood, Jr., and Malcolm I). Dag- FlajiPole to' he Set Up Between Art
in memory of his father.
new Bowdoin Quill will not be pub
College Preacher at Chapel
amounts now to about $25,000.
lished by the Bowdoin PublJ.-Jurg Co.,
gett.
Building and Library
Service Next Sundav
but will be handled entire!*" by the
editorial and managerial boards.
Plans have been accepted for a war
The Bowdoin Quill is to !><• frulllished
On Sunday, October tith, the colfour times a year and will centjiin 8(1 lege preacher will be Dr. A. Hermemorial at Bowdoin, and a committee is already at work raising funds
pages <>!' the size of the belter *>f the bert (Jray of London.
Dr. Gray is
OCTOBER 5
for its election. The monument is to
popular magazines, six by i:it»e inches. one of the leaders of
religious
of
Bowdoin
vs.
Mass. Aggies
be a flagpole at the intersection of the
There will be 1.000 copies -pjrinted
Anthers!
thought in England and is speaking
Maine vs. Boston ColW ge
axes of the Art Building and the Lithe first issue in Nov< mber. Pt jwiil b. this fall at most of the leading
Braves Field
colHates vs Harvard
brary.
It will have a granite foundasold '"'tii by single copy attjd yearly leges and universities of America.
Cambridge
He
Colby vs. Tufts
tion
subscription.
surmounted by a Bronze, base
Waterville
is traveling under .the auspices of the
OCTOBER 12
bearing the memorial Inscriptions.
Every part of the magiftin^ will National Council of the Y. M. C. A.
.Maine
vs.
Connecticut Aggies
The designer of the structure was Mr.
Storrs
display quality from its contributions
Dr. Gray has done considerabl
Colby vs Norwich
William M. Kendall, the senior memNorthfield
to the most minor detail*; f of j type,
Bates vs Tufts
ber of the architectural firm of McMedford
The ;bst. issue preaching and organization work in
paper and printing.
Bowdoin vs. Williams
Kim, Meade, and White, of New Yolk.
Wiiliamstown
The British universities, including Camwill carry four full page eiMs.
bridge and Oxford, and has been
OCTOBER 19
The dedication is planned for next
grope of the publication '»-. ""Jtirely
most successful in work with underBates vs. Rhode Islam
Commencement.
Lewiston
new to colleue publication i:i the
graduates.
He will preach in the
Colby vs. U. s. Naval Station
Waterville
President Sills is at the head of the
country. The nearest appr+:<ch wpuld
Bowdoin vs. Wesli va n
First Parish Church at Brunswick on
Brunswick
committee in charge, Mr. Henry H.
be a magazine published p.i Oxford
Maine v- New Hamp shire State
Orono
Pierce '96, of New York, serving as
University, or the Harvard Hound Sunday morning and at the regular
OCTOBER
service
26
chapel
at
the
College
at
It
5
miscellany.
graduate
active chairman. Others on the comand Horn, a
Bates vs. Maine
.
o'clock.
On Monday and Tuesday he
Lewiston
mittee include William W. Lawr ence
is not to be limited to the literary efBowdoin vs. Colby
Brunswick
'98 and Frederick W. Pickard'94,Trufort- of the student body bn will also will hold student conferences in* the
NOVEMBER 2
tees; Edgar O. Achorn '81, Frederick
be open to contributions from the fac- Moulton Union and will be available
Bowdoin vs. Bates
Brunswick
for interviews with individual stuFisher '81. and Arthur G. Stanles '82.
>r from anyone else interested.
ulty
Colby
vs
Maine
Waterville
dents.
These
manconferences
sujitpiit
will be unOverseers; William D. Ireland '16 and
Anyone, anywhere, may
NOVEMBER 9
These will ail receive der the general charge of the faculty
Felix H. Burton '07, Alumni; I'rofes
uscripts to it.
Bowdoin
vs
Maine
Orono
sors Burnett, Hatching '82, and Anconsideration on the basi* of their iommittee on religious activities.
NOVEMBER 11 ARMISTICE DAY
Dr. Gray is well known as the audrews '94, Faculty.
suitability for the type of magazine the
Colby vs. Bates
Waterville
Omll intends to pre-ent to it> readers. thor of a number of interesting books
NOVEMBER 16
on religious matters, the most promi
It ss hoped to make the magazine have
The first ^of two regional conferBowdoin vs. Tufts
Medford
a popular appeal not confined, to those nent of these being "Man, Woman
ences of the Red Cross of Maine was
and God."
tContinwd on P»K* 4)
held at Bowdoin September
•

,

da\ s.
when Massachusetts Hall was the
only building and the students could
be numbered upon the fingers of one's
two hands. Following the singing of
"America the Beautiful," several of
the Freshmen as y-et ignorant of custorn, rushed for the door. We expect
that they will soon become familiar
with many of the more widely observed traditions of the College.
"As we begin the present academic
year it will do no harm frequently
to remind ourselves what is the reason for our being here," said Pres.
Sills.
"A college does not exist solesome
for the faculty, though
ly
teachers seein to think so; it does not
exist solely for the students, though
popular
impresthat is the general
sion.
It is founded for the common
good that men may be able to seek
out the truth and to be trained to act
in accordance with the principles of
the truth.
"First and foremost then the college is an institution of learning;
especially
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FIFTY-ONE STUDENTS
ARE ON DEAN'S LIST

TEN NEW MEMBERS
ADDED TO FACULTY
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MANY ( HANGESMADE
ON BOWDOIN CAMPUS
DURING THE SUMMER
(•rounds and Buildings Receive Needed
Improvements and Bepairs Fence
Elected at Pickard Field

—

'

WORLD WAR MEMORIAL

j

,••
*
».
ITHt nt cum nit, iv.a vittV ,v^... tu
dicate that unless we have the beating of torn toms and the click of the
movie camera and famous men as
judges we cannot get any great popThe
scholarship.
in
interest
ular
columns of space given by our newspapers to football news compared
with the brief notices of intellectual
happenings of our colleges indicate
again where the main interest of
many Americans, including hundreds
of college alumni, lies. This is not SO
much the fault of the public as it is
of the college. With noteworthy exceptions, the American college has
failed to interest vitally the American
public in scholarship and in learning."
Pres. Sills continued in part:
"One reason for this lies, 1 believe,
in the general assumption that learning is associated exclusively with the
past.
need to be reminded again
and again, as President Hopkins re-

minded

REJUVENATED
TO HE MAGAZINE OF
QUALITY AND WORTH

ENGLISH RELIGIOUS
LEADER WILL SPEAK

social,

i

r

"*.

i

•

j

earlier

its

is subsidiary, and should
properly be estimated of importance
solely on the ground of whether it
promotes or hinders the main obBut learning
ject of the College.
must be inculcated in such a way as
to avoid pedantry on the one hand and
kindergarten ease on the other. Too
much of our knowledge is concerned
with factual knowledge, too little
with the processes that lead to
The famous Edistraight thinking.
son tests given this summer, with all
the publicity thereto attending, are
in reality an indictment of American

GY TEAM WILL MEET
GIVEN TO COLLEGE THURSDAY AFTERNOON

i

else,

of

creational,

GENEROUS BEQUESTS

l

that

everything

j

.

I

:

J

;

Tlie Bowdoin College buildings aim
grounds have undergone innumerable
changes during the past summer. The
roofs of the Science building, Massachusetts Hall. Sargent Gymnasium
and the President's home have all been
repaired, while the Chapel towers,
which were badly in need of pointing,
have been tecemented.
The College grounds have also come

One of
in for their share of repair.
the most notable improvements is the
removal of all overhead electric wires
ami poles hv running the wiring underground. More than 870 tree.- have
been carefully pinned ami put into
perfect condition, while twenty Others
have been cut down. The Thorndilce
Oak, planted by a member of the first
graduating class in 1S02, had one of
The
larger branches removed.
its
wood from this limb is being preserved. A number of trees have been
planted about the President's hmise.
and a screen for the receiving yard of
the College heating plant has also
been planted.
Over three thousand
white pines have been set out on various parts of the Qbilege property.
The Athletic plant has not been neglected.
The tennis court> at Whittier field have been grassed over and
are -now being Used hv the football
squad. At Pickard field a cement tennis court has been put in for the benefit of the var-ity tennis team.
Some
(Continued on
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NOTICE FRESHMEN
The

Freshman picture

taken in front of the
Libra ry Thursday at

ram

<

>r

shine.

be
Coll eue

will

o'clock.
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To the Fresh inin
ol the most important periods of your
It is up to you to make the most
life, perhaps the *nosl important.
this
is not done by sitting around and
ol these lour years, and
letting Ihe other [fellow work. A question very worthwhile asking
yourself is "What can 1 do for the college?" Do not keep wondering what the college will" do for you, for that is up to you entirely,
it depends upon your reaction to the many opportunities offered

You are oikoring one

You may never

I

I

No. 9

1929.

-*-

you must know

INTERESTING EVENTS

1)

\

B.

>'.l

fuhlisli.il .\ei>

(Continued from Paite

J

Business Manager

Ralph

i

Transfers
Richard H. Moulton, Lexington,
Mass.
Jacob S. Fine, New Bedford, Mass.
Everett R. Lays, Brockton, Mass.
David Morris, Newtonville, Mass.
D. Wenzell Brown, Portland.
Christy C. Moustakis, Salem, Mass.
Douglas A. Anello, New London,
Richard M. Lamport, Soi'tn Bend,
Conn.
Arthur E. Moyer, Reading, Mass.
Ind.
Witoldo Hakanowsky, Jewett City.
William E. Mullen, Brockton, Mass.
Cleveland
Robert
L.
Heller,
Conn.
Kaspar Myrvaagnes, Norway, Eu- Heights, Ohio.
Charles M. Harbour, Jr., Newport.
rope.
lloswell P. Rates, Danvers, Mass.
William Peck, New London, Conn
K. Colman Beebe, Wellesley, Mass.
Dean's List
Douglas Pelton, Lynnfield, Mass.
George II. Booth, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Continual from ra»re 1)
H. Allan Perry, Arlington, Mass:
Bartholomew H. Bossidy, South
Saratoga
Pettingiil,
George
E.
Lee, Mass.
W. E. Johnson
Springs, N. Y.
F. Kmile Boucher, Brunswick;
A. S. Knowles
Willard S. Phelps, Lynn, Mass.
Daniel J. Bowman, I'aterson, N. J.
L. F. Longfellow
Donald W. Phillips, New York City.
Richard M. Boyd, Portland.
J.
M. Parker
Sharon,
Prescott,
Winthrop
S.
H. Schuyler Bradt, Jr., New York
J. P. Pettegrove
Mass.
City.
F. W. Phelps, Jr.
John C. Pugh, Conshohocken, Pa.
Walter R. Brandt, Jr., Waban,
H. L. Prescott
George C. Purington, 3d., Sanford.
Mass.
W. Rankin
Elmore K. Putnam, Claremont, N.
Cordon I). Briggs, Skowhegan.
W. Schwartz
H.
William L. Bryan, West Springfield,
P. S. Smith, Jr.
William L. Ransom, Harpswcfl.
Mass.
A. D. Stein, Jr.
Louis J. Roehr, Edgewood, R. I.
Robert E. Campbell, Chicago, 111.
N. S. Waldron
John C. Rosenfeld, Waban, Mass.
Herbert G. Cannon, Jr., Cleveland,
G. S. Willard
Merle A. Roemer, New York City.
Ohio.
Juniors
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, Portland.
Thomas B. Card, Somerville, Mass.
John D. Schultz, Jr., Wollaston,
A. Deeks, Jr.
Charles L. Chalmers, Auburn.
Mass.
D. Derby
Newton K. Chase, Blue Hill.
Alton
R. Scott, Houlton.
S.
R.
Ecke
Leo C. Christopher, Woodsville, N
Wilson A. Sherburne, Milo
D. W. Hawkes
H.
Joseph L. Singer, Brunswick.
A. E. Jenkins
Alton F. Clark, Sooth Sudbury,
Alexander R. Smith, 3d., Waltham,
J. L. Lochhead
Mass.
Mass.
R. M. McFarland
John A. Clarke, Portland.
Smith, Melrose Highlands,
Eliot
R. E. Maynard
Raymond B. Clogston, Jr., Lowell,
Mass.
D. E. Merriam
Mass.
Robert L. Smith, Newton, Mass.
J. C. Smyth
Everett L. Coffin, Gray.
Robert T. Sperry, Belmont, Mass.
J. L. Snider
Robert D. Colby, Melrose, Mass.
Edward D. W. Spingarn, Amenia,
H. L. Smyth
William V. Copeland, Pawtucket,
N. Y.
P. A. Walker
R. I.
Louis C. Stearns, 3d., Hampden.
B. Zolov
Francis O. Coult, Denville, N. o.
Louis T. Steele, Lynn, Mass.
W. M. True
Bernard S. Crystal, Woodmere, N.
Arthur H. Stiles, Jr., Lynn, Mass.
Y.
The following sophomores also mayGeorge
P. Taylor, Wollaston, Mass.
fir st
John E. Cuddy, 3d., Lawrence,
the
their
discretion
cut at
Charles E. Thurlow, Fryeburg.
Mass.
semester having received all A s in
Ronald G. Torrey, North WeyWalter D. Currier, Caribou.
June:
mouth, Mass.
George B. D'Arcy, Dover, X. H.
P. E. Everett, Jr.
George P. Towle, Jr., Carlisle,
Wilfred
Davignon,
G.
Norton.
M. P. Fobes
Mass.
Mass.
L. C. Jenks
John W. Trott, Glen Ridge, N. J.
Albert S. Davis, Jr., Bound Brook,
R. N. Sanger
Walter W. Travis, Mahwah, N. J.
N. J.
The following sophomores may
Billerica,
Vining,
/Blanchard
R.
James B. Davis, Lynn, Mass.
take <> cuts in each subject, havinu
Mass.
Marshall Davis, Jr., Portland.
Herbert T. Wadsworth, Winchester, received half A's and half B's in
George P. Dcsjardins, Brunswick.
June:
Mass.
Cornelius F. Dohertv, Jr., St. AlJohn M. Watson, Quincy, Mass.
R. B. Buffington
bans, n. y.
Wallace F. Whitney, Lewiston."
E. H. Grodberg
Francis H. Donaldson, Salem, Mass.
Fred Whittier, Windsor, Conn.
M. M. Tozier
Luther W. Easton, Boston, Mass.
Willey, Cherryheld.
James
A.
F. E. Watt
Elstoa R. Eaton, Belfast.
SkowheWoodbury,
Frederick N.
This list does not include chapel
Lorimer K. Eaton, Belfast.
cuts, nor excuse from special work
Edward L. Fav, Jr., East Jeffrey, gan.
Preston H. Wood worth, Houlton.
N. H.
required by any department.
Hall E. Floyd, Ne w Sharon .^
"Hallett'P. Foster, 'Wttfcftftf^
Richard P. French, Whitefield, N.
t-W^i
H.
Albert W. Frost, Belmont, Mass.
Harold I. Fruitman, Dorchester,
Mass.
Caleb A. Fuller, Jr., Providence,

Entering Class at Bowdoin

FRESHMAN DAY

FILL

I

'31

William N. Small

BOWDOIN IMBI.ISHING COMPANY

Artine Artiniim

belter sort

Athletic

Jr., '31,

ftfelcher P. Fobfea 18*

Roy K. Davis *S|)
Douglas Fosdk*

1933

Freshman caps of the

Photographic

realize completely the college's service to you, but
tfiat when you serve the college yours is only a

small return.
Nevertheleks it is a return. In four years will you be an asset
or a liability So the college? Will you have made any return,
large or ^mall? Now, as a freshman, is the time to stall. If you
have scholastic qualities, develop them further here. 11 you are
an athlete or hate any leaning towaid sports, get into competition.
If you. favor managerial work, publications, dramatics,

musical clubs, give these organizations your support. They are
worthwhile, aftd Hill return you much for the time and effort you

spend on them.
In a final analysis, remember that you are here to study first,
you gvt this organized, you will have more time to play. The
allotment of your time is an all-important thing. This does not
mean on paper, but an allotment by habits, the habits of college
which you are now starting to form.
li

L&udeamua
We wish to thank Messrs. Henry Pierce, Frederick 0. Conant,
and Profc Edwin Herbert Hall for their gifts to the College, announcements of which were made during the summer. It seems
that Alumni interest in Bowdoin is continually finding such
expression.

The Committee on Grounds and Buildings have spent a hardworking summer. Mr, Potter, the Superintendent, deserves much
His is a hard job, and he is doing it well. In particular
praise.
we note with pleasure the luxurious gray paint of the Chapel doors.

|

(

,

,

S|>ccchex and Psychology Test Feature

Observance of Annual Occasion

Freshman Day was observed on
Tuesday, when the entering class was
put through an intensive program to
acquaint them with the college. The
day's program opened at S.30 with a
talk by Dean Paul Nixon on "Fn-h-

man

Year,"

in

which he outlined the

rules of the college as they apply to

year men, the required studies
of the year, and other matters of a
first

similar nature.

At !».30 the men repotted at thSargent gymnasium where they were
given a two hour psychological test
conducted by Professor Charles T.
Burnett.
This was followed by a

"Freshman Athletics" byMalcolm E. Morrell.

on

talk

Athletic Director

After lunch the men were conducted through the college library in
three groups, in order that they might
be acquainted with the facilities there.
Arrangements were in charge of
Gerald G. Wilder, librarian and Kenneth Boyer, assistant librarian.
At 2.35 the men assembled in Memorial Hall where Col. Sherman N.
Shumway of Bangor, a graduate of
the college in the class of 1!>17 and
one of Maine's outstanding figures in
the World war, gave an inspirational
address. This was followed by a discussion of the
freshman elective
Government being presented
by Professor O. C. Hormell, Greek
and Latin by Professor Thomas
Means, Mathematics by Professor Edward S. Hammond and Physics bv
Professor Noel C. Little.
It has been customary in earlier
years to hold an evening meeting at
which the alumni secretary has talked
to the boys on "Life at Bowdoin".
This feature of the day was omitted
this year being replaced on Wednesday by a program of a broader nature held in the Moulton Union unstudies,

der the direction of
Lancaster.

Manager

D. D.

,

^^mmmmmm

R.

I.

William W. Galbraith, Portland.
John W. Gauss, Jr., Salem, Mas*.
Carlton H. Gerdsen, Plainfield, N.
J.

Michael
W. Gibadlo, Lawrencw,
Mass.
hear of the formulation of plans for the war
John H. Gordon, Jr., Auburndale,
memorial, a dag stall', to be erected between the Walker Art Build- Mass.

We

are

gin

to

Hubbard Hall.
The progress m the work on Pickard Field

Roland H. Graves,

ing and

is

worthy of com-

We

Pittsfield.

Russell Hall, Jr., South Windham.
Oscar E. Hanscom, Sanford.
Hudson B. Hastings, Jr., New

are continually reminded of Mr. Pickard's generosity,
Haven, Conn.
his loyalty is, as ever, great.
Alton H. Hathaway, Jr., Lexington,
We find a serious determination in this year's football squad, Mass.
William L. Haskell, Lewiston.
conin
the
gain
much
will
hope
we
a commendable quality which
Norman L. Hersey, South Portland.
Milton T. Hickok, Manhasset, N. Y.
tests to come. A harder working bunch, either of coaches or playEdward H. Horovitz, Roxbury,
ers, has not been seen on Whittier Field for years.
Mass.
on
Frederic H. Ingraham, Wollaston,
The editor of the Quill deserves much crgdit for his work
Mass.
the new BoW&trin Quill. We hope that it will be all that its new-

ment.

and our appreciation for

Quill, and will not forget the former
Bowdoin, as did its predecessor.
We are pleased to learn that we have five more Chapel cuts to
use this semester. We hope that these extra five will be employed
during the week, and will bring about a greater attendance at the
Sunday services. One can learn much from Sunday Chapel.

name

suggests, a

"Bowdoin"

literary standard Of

Paul E. Jack, Richmond.
John F. Jenkisson, Lake Bluffs,
Clyde R. Johnson, Fryeburg.
Harry Kellett, Lawrence, Mass.
Guy F. Kelley, Lawrence, Mass.
John 3. Kelsey, Portland.

Fnm
the

Autumn

111.

Charles L. Kirkpatrick, Newton
Center, Mass.
Thomas H. Kimball, Belmont, Mass
Will M. Kline, Jr., New Kensing-

Mtning Forward

paper, send them. in any

weekly cannot

be'

much

C7 * }HILE Yale and Princeton were battling to a
\jU tie at Hoboken, New Jersey, a small group
of scientists, directed by Thomas A. Edison, w^as busy
at Menlo Park, only a few miles away. On October

\

Changes
<

<i»t nueii

on*
fi.un

-_

Campus
Pajff I)

w miner and the annual clean-up work
was carried on in the otner "ends."
Don T. Potter, acting superintendent
of erounds and buildings, was in

J. Mm feet of heavy wire fence have charee of the summer repair work.
been erected at Pickard field, with en- Along with the regular grounds crew,
twenty undergradutrances on Coffin and Whittier streets. some fifteen or
ates assisted in the work.
An obnoxious knoll has been removed

from the

ball

field

Daniel Krause, Bayonne, N. J.
Calvin J. Langford, Rochester, N.

ami the diamond

their

work

resulted

21,

Harrison R. Lewis, Jr., Groton,
Mass.
Maurice A. Long, Jr., Baltimore,

incandescent lamp.

Few

P.

Roger D. Lowell, Lee.

Y.

Light's

Golden

this year observes

Jubilee.

McLaughlin, Skowhe-

McMenamin,

Much of this
Portland.

Robert V. MacAllester, Everett,
Mass.
Herbert C. MacWhinnie, Easton.
Albert P. Madeira, Boston, Ma s
John W. Manning, Albany, N. Y.
Francis P. Marsh, Danvers, Mass.
James N. Mason, North Brookfield, Mass.
Richard A. Mawhinney, Machias.
Charles S. Mead, Bangor.
David G. Means, Omaha, Nebraska.
Gregory H. Melanson, Swampscott,
Mass.
Frederick S. Milgroom, Glouc^st r,
Mass.
John B. Merrill, Cumberland Cen-

An Undergraduate Employment
has been sodded in several places.
The bursar's office has been en- F.ureau has been opened in the Moullarged during the summer, and a balThose who desire work ter.
ton Union.
cony has been constructed over the
application statFred E. Miller, Jr., Lynn, Ma<=s.
P.hysics laboratory for u.»e in demon- are to make out an
Joseph J. Miller. Cleveland. O.
stration of va rims mechanical phe- ing the kind of position wanted, past
Frederic L. Milliken, Jr., North
nomena.
exists
opening
If
no
etc.
experience,
Mass.
During the previous three summers at the time of application, the blank Scituate,
John H. Milliken, Jr., Saco.
the ohier dormitories were renovated
will be placed on file and a position
A. Gilbert Moore, Newton Center,
Vanitarv requireand fitted with
Mass.
ments. Hyde Hall was repainted this secured as soon as possible.
•»

lighting

of lighting progress, the nation

,

Sumner H. Mclntire, South Essex,

ww

practical

hours in Edison's little laboratory made
possible to-day's billions of candle power of electric light. In honor of the pioneer achievement, and

Mass.

B.

first

forty

William H. Lowell, Jr., Winchester,
Mass.
Donald P. McCormick, Albany, N.

E.

the

realized

electric

Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Loring,
Watertown,

Mass.
Davis P. Low, Brockton, Mass.

Raymond

in

what fifty years would mean to both
and football. The handful who
Watched Yale and Princeton then has grown to tens
of thousands to-day. And the lamp that glowed for

Md.
Harry A. Lord,

way and we will make a stab at it. A gan.
Edward
of a paper of news, but it car. be one

of ideas.

of '79

H.

Edward

engraving of
in
Harper's

Weekly

ton, Pa.

The OltlKNT. it has been said, woke up last April from an
almost fatal sleep. The ORIENT is still awake, and plans to go on
making improvements and continuing the ones it has begun. It
will need sustained support from everyone. In a short time Freshman candidate* will be called. Many will be needed. The ORIENT
board is no longer a small restricted group. There is a chance for
everyone to land some job. The departments will want new men
for assistants, i Aj. least one man from every house should try out,
and any number ojf non-fraternity men are welcome.
Communications and comments from everyone are desired.
College opinio!! cannot be formed by one or two persons. A variety
of ideas are sought. If you don't feel able to put your ideas on

an
time

ment of

progress in lighting has been the achieve-

college-trained

men employed

by General

Electric.
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WELCOME BOWDOIN

'
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MIXER BRINGS FROSH POOL THROWN OPEN
TO USE OF PUBLIC
TOGETHER IN UNION

In our presentation of smart clothing and furnishing

7200 Persons Make Ise of Facilities

abroad, have contributed to our stock for your inspec-

New

Men

Have

Chance

Get
Acquainted at Social Affair Conducted h\ Don Lanca-U'r
tc;

goods for Fall the best manufacturers, both here and

Summer Months — Many
Learn to Swim

During

tion
to

A Freshman Mixer was

During the past summer the Bowdoin College swimming pool was open
Moulton Union last
ning. All freshmen were asked it* at- to the public and the experiment was
tend through invitations senjt to the found to be a great success. Between
various fraternity houses. Uoi{ Lan- July 1 and August 24, when the seacaster, manager of the Union", Was in son closed, nearly 7200 persons used
the pool and many learned to. swim.
charge of the affair.
He spoke for a few minute*, urg- forThe pool was open each morning
girls and each afternoon for boys,
incoming
ing
heldjin thv
Wednesday eve-

the members of the
class to get a' good start and try to

Dorward

fine

New Haven

tailors;

of Scotland, and Leeds of Lon<

Dobbs Hats, Lotus Shoes, Dunhill Pipes and Mark

don.

Cross Novelties are only a few reasons

your Fall wardrobe

select

company for

why you

should
Fitting

in this establishment.

these distinguished products are furnish-

ings of great character.

to 6 daily.
At the close of the season about 70 children received beginners pins showing that they had
oeen able to swim fiO feet, and nearly half as many received swimmers
pins, an award made only after a 100
yard swim, a 60 foot back swim and
an X foot dive to pick up an object
from the bottom. Fourteen children
leceived badges and certificates as
iunior life savers and 4 as senior life

You

P'all

wardrobe

here, for in addition to the widest choice of

becoming

will find

it

a pleasure to select your

wearables, you will

have the benefit of suggestions

grounded on mature experience and knowledge of what
is

savers.

correct for every occasion.

The pool was under the direction of
Donovan D. Lancaster, freshman

.

football

coach

at

the

College,

who

was assisted by Miss Emily Randall
of Brunswick.
The local chapter of
the Red Cross cooperated by con-

members of the college, made possible the inauguration of this affair,
which will doubtless become, an an-

am m©N

uu

tributing 50'; of the cost of 250 season tickets for boys and girls. Dur
ing the last part of the season Mrs.
Evelyn Truss, physical director for
girls at Horse High school at Bath,
assisted in the life saving work.
President Sills announces that the
pool will again be open next summer
and that an auxiliary water heater
will be installed to provide hot water for showers during the summer
season.
the practice will do us good.

nual function.
.

SAMUEL

topcoats from

with hours for adults in the late afternoon and evening. There was also i
special class in life saving from 4

make the coming year a suofless in
every way. John Creighton, *32J, sang
several songs including his yofleiling
selections and Warren Win.-jow, '31,
played a cornet solo. Th<> \/lee Club
led" the freshmen in "Rise -Sons of
Bowdoin" and "Bowdoin Beutu."
In order to help the meniliers^if the
class to become acquainted with each
other, the names of each freshman
were read, and each stood up in turn
so that his classmates could see who
he was. After the social time in the
large lounge of the Union, refreshments were served.
Mr. Moulton's gift of the bnvm for
a common meeting place for jll the

and ultimate purchase. Suits and overcoats tailored

our rigid specifications by

BUKEB

C.
Worn has been received of ihd death
of Samuel C, Buker. Bowdoih *21, at
Philadelphia.
hospital,
Rest
Sunny
September 20th. Mr. Buk< r Iwsjs formerly a resident of Saco, wfhflre his
father at one time was connetiteii with
a I'.iddeford newspaper and hi- iiother
Upon
\, as
a former school teacher.

university. Peter Blair Ferguson, instructor in Psychology, is also a Harclass of 1!»24. lie
mak. vard graduate in the
has taught in secondary schools in
everywhere
Newspapers
editors, too.
»
Massachusetts
Hampshire
and
New
are just looking for editors. At pres- and received his master's degree at
office
delphia office.
j
Hobart Cole "29 has joined the
ts«
ent there is an opening on the Harvard in 1927. Mr. Ferguson was
Mr. Buker was trained a.\ Platts
shot
faculty of the Portland Country Day
they
Herald-Advocate—
a
sW*
to
was
s*»ra
Journalism
then
Chicago
11)18
and
in
burg
born in China, where his father w;b School
where he will be an instructor
the Editor Monday.
southern training- camp. Aj'uir the
I am thoroughly in accord with the
for many years president of Nanking
English.
in
Cole was a member of
war he returned to Bowdoin anil took: sentiment found floating below the
William Wirt Lockwood.
I'niversity.
He, was a membtjr >>f the Topsham Dam to the effect that Bowhis degree.
course is Jr., will be instructor in Economics. Sigma Nu Fraternity.
journalism
the
soon
as
As
D. U. fraternity and prominent in doin should have a course in journalmovement
t
t
t
a
Univerbegin
Pauw
De
shall
He
is
a
graduate
of
I
many col'eg-e activities and ethletics. ism. L*t us add it to the course now established,
n course si^r irnrt has studied at Harvard dur_l
George P. Converge of the Class of
He was veil known for his sunny and! taught by the Freshman English calculated to secure Bowdoin
11*2;")
was married last summer to
in Arctic Exploration. Half the big ing the past two years. Malcolm Dan
cheerful disposition not only <o mem- staff,
and classes could be held in th<- newspaper men in the country roomed. iel Daggett, who graduated at Bow Anita Stewart, motion picture actress.
bers-of tjie college but to residents of Whittier Grandstand.
He was a member of Beta Theta Pi
doin last June, will return this fall a
once in 17 Maine.
the town. He i- survived by fii* wife.
Fraternity.
instructor in French. He has spent thMrs. Airene Biker, and oh* nistor.
A
grandstand is the proper placo
summer in study abroad.
t
t
t
Miss Pelene Buker, a nursejiu New
Seriously, one can't learn to be i
to hold journalism courses. A sports
The engagement of Nathan Wood,
York City.
I.
j
newspaper man in college. The best
writer passes half his life in one. Ad|
a Bowdoin graduate, and Miss Corthat can be done here is to fill that
journs
could
be
given
on
days
when
nelia
Smart
Portland
was anof
ears
be£>een
two
Another service which har,
yawning gulf between the
there is no wind, no rain, or
nounced recently.
gun in the Union this yea>- is the thermometer is above freezing. the (right and left, namely) with infor1860
mation—all kinds of it, nothing is too
t
Book Exchange. Arrangement? have,
f
t
trivial, and learn where to find out
been made so that those who have
Robert J. Foster and Miss RosaAll lessons would be held over the
books to dispose of may take them phone, and a threshing machine about everything you don't know. The Pictures of President, Faculty and mond Palmer were married in Boston
tricks and trials of journalism can
to the exchange and leave theftr. there would be
the early part of the summer. FosStudents Given to Historical
installed
during
classes.
If
depicked up overnight. Bowdoin is
ter was a prominent athlete whije
frith their name and the ppce
Society
the students could still hear what was be
T'vn students needing the being
sired*
no place for pipe journalism courses.
at Bowdoin.
said, two threshing machines
books will be able to buy the*i there. would
t
t
t
be used.
This would almost
of
the
was
one
screamed
Chaplin
Dixey
Marshall
Merciful Heavens
Dr. Franklin P. Virgin, a native of
equal the noise of the city room.
bald eagle, and it flew away.
the 55 young men who were graduated Rumford, Mass., and graduate ot
The Bowdoin Chapter of» Alpha
Ban1K60.
Shortin
Pledff
College
annual
Bowdoin
from
Bowdoin
in
its
the
of
held
Class
1874 died in
Delta Phi
The professor would call the stuThe Best joke of the Week Club
quet Sunday evening at Prin^water's dent who was learning how to connot ly before graduation Mr. Chaplin July at the Elliott Hospital in Boston.
A track meet in Chicago wasthem«
He was born Oct. 13, 1850, and had
at Yarmouth-by-the-Sea.
bound
alduct affairs at the city desk, and yell,
handsomely
large,
wore
bought
a
a success. The Athletes
practiced in Weymouth, Mass., for 41
"Alio, beeg fi ol athoid I'll beeyin
selves out starting at the wrong gun. bum in which he placed the portraits years.
ithut ntime."
Students interpreting
!
and autographs of Leonard Woods,
t
tt
that rightly would be awarded a
Paste This In Your Bunnit
Following their custom, President
president of the college, Professors
handsome plate of scrambled eggs
A shot B, and the bullet went
(symbolical of success on newspaper through B and hit C. C sued B for Parker Cleaveland, Alpheus S. Pack- and Mrs. Sills entertained at their
home
on
Sunday
William
evening
a small
Upham,
ard,
Thomas
C.
row.)
damages, inasmuch as it was through
Smyth, Paul A. Chadbourne, Egbert group of freshmen, the first to be reFriday-Saturday - October ith-5th
him that he got shot.
C. Smyth and Joshua L. Chamberlain, ceived this year.
Reporters and newspaper men must
t
t
t
and all Chaplin's classmates.
understand and interpret any noise
Dear Bertram:
1 he
marriape of Miss Elizabeth 15.
Of the graduates in the class of 1860,
going.
You must understand whatOld Archimedes
I have solved it.
and Mr. Richever people say.
You must under- himself had no more right to flaum seven came from Portland, Thomas Lane of Newton, Mass.,
Show
'24,
ard
Henry
of
Lea
Boston, will
of
Presenting a Change
B. Reed, William W. Thomas, Jr.,
stand when they don't say anything.
Eureka in public. No longer will an
take place on Saturday, October 5, in
You must understand things they uncertain world ponder on what to John M. Brown, Joseph W. Symonds, Kdwards Church
- «.*n
the screen Chapel, NorthampNicholas E.
Bradbury,
Albert
W.
don't
understand
themselves.
Oh
a
it's
Bowdoin,
M A Y N A R i>
ton, Mass.
Mr. Lee is a member of
do with old razor blades.
great game.
Everyone Boyd and Samuel S. Boyd. Other the Zeta Psi fraternity.
in as usual, has found a way.
members of the class who became
CITY
around the ends drops them in the prominent locally and in some cases
t
t
t
Movie and show critics would be
towcement
the
down
During
the
latter part of September,
little window,
News Weekly
nationally were Amos L. Allen, John
cultivated.
A Clara Bowie Epic at ers,
Professor Burnett entertained at his
and pretty quick you hear a litBurbank,
H.
Horace
F.
Appleton,
the Cumbersome would keep neothat
know
home in Brunswick his former classtle faint jingle, and you
Came, Abner H. Davis, mate at Amherst, Mr. D wight W.
phyte critics going for weeks. As a
Monday -Tuesday - October 7-8
Scotch janitors coud col- Samuel M.
it's gone.
matter of fact, critics seldom go to
letting Lemuel G. Downes, George E. Emery, Morrow, the United States AmbassaSPECIAL ATTRACTION
lect quite a shaving kit by
Jones, Frederic A. Kendall, dor to Mexico.
Augustine
producers keep them
theatres.
The
rope.
a
with
themselves down
on the stage Benjamin K. Lovett, James W. North,
supplied with mimeographed foret
t
t
Love and Kisses,
1 M P E RIAL
Charles F. Penney, Philip H. Stubbs,
AL
headed and supplied with
casts,
Saturday has been set aside
ECHOLALIA. Jacob H. Thompson and Francis W. as Next
printers' directions. But we don't care.
H A \V A I A N S
a college holiday in order that th°
Twenty members of the
Webster.
- en
the screen
class fought for the Union cause in
Faculty Members
H D<r\\ N L Y
the Civil War. Only two members of
!

his graduation from Bowdoin Me was
employed by the United States jEpveiope Co. of Springfield, Mass.,,ar.d was
«»»•
i«> tWJPhila
n»<naiiMuicu to
sUDSO<iueriii>
subsequently transferred

«

Mustard and Cress

And

i

j

course

of

annual flag rush between the Freshmen and Sophomores may be» held.
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Waiter
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1925,

School.
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He was graduated from
Brunswick High School in the class of
Following his graduation from
1921.
Bowdoin he was with the New England TVl. & Tel. Co., ami the Wal-

s

!

—

Hayes,

D.

has taken up his duties as a member
of the faculty in the Science Department of Chelmsford, Ma.-s., High

(

•

j

tham Watch Company.

|

Dover, N.

H..

He

years.

He

taught at

High School for two
the son
Mrs. Clara

m

is

I

Hayes.
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Bob Ott
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KEN
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I

PHANTOM
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of the Psi Upsilon frater-

their home.

!
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1

Priscilla

t

.

Brown and Donald

A. Leadbetter were united in marriage at the home of the bride on
Woodford street, Portland, a week ago
Saturday.
She was given in marriage by her father, Rahh C. Brown,
and had as her only attendant her
Brown
Miss
sister.
Miss
Rachel
Brown was a graduate of Deering
High school and the Perry Kindergarten of Boston.
Mr. Leadbetter is the son of A. C.
leadbetter of Portland and had as his
only attendant Richard C. Davis, a
former fraternity brother at Bowdoin,
from which he graduated in 1!>28. He
is a member of the Theta Delta Chi
He
fraternity and Pi Delta Kps lon.
is employed by the Portland Maine
Publishing Co. as a reporter. After a
motor trio the voune com le will return to Woodford street, where they
will r"ake their home
:

,

;

.

DKICH

t

t

I

]

make

Miss

|

!

member

At present he is employed in
Kennebunk where he and his bride
nity.

!

CUMBERLAND

!

Congregational
Miss

Gorham, Saturday.

Elliott Freeman is a graci«J»te of
Bowdoin College, class of 1918, and is

a

•

!

j

1

!
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IN LOVE
A Talking Picture

New

Dictionary of
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M

)UMrviY
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with

Picture

and
ref-

erence.
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Short Subjects

W

classified

arranged for ready

equations,

-

Ruth Chatterton. Frederic Mxrefc,
John
in Cromwell, Jack Oak e

A Talking

Contains 12,000 completed
and balanced chemical

W. Chandler
'

J

COMK-

&

Son

BRUNSWICK

Class of 1933

i

Get A

d with

Camrm- Ways, and Form
Ifh

Meet You

the Habit of Sa>ing-

at

«
i

The

Pol lege Spa

fa^

vear there and one at Columbia^
Fritz K. A. Koelln, Ph.D., a native
of Hamburg, Germany, and a graduate
of the university there, will be assisHe has
tant professor of German.
done extensive research work in German literature and holds the doctor's

the class* are living today, the Rev.
Nicholas E. Boyd, Berkeley, Cal., and
David O. Stetson, Portland, Ore. Each
is !»2 years of age.
The album has come into the posMaine , Historical
the
session
of
Society. The fate of its original owner was tragic. Marshall D. Chaplin
was born at Bridgton Oct. IK, 183b\
After graduation he studied law, was
admitted to the bar and in 1864
opened an office for the practice in
Lewiston. He quickly became popular,
serving as > superintendent of the
Free Baptist Church Sabbath School
and as president of the Young Men'.;
Association. He also gained reputation as a competent lawyer. He occupied an office with a sleeping room
and perished when the building took
fire. His album was at the home of
the young woman he was to many
and escaped destruction.

degree from Hamburg. He was a librarian in the department of Philosophy and Psychology at that university during the past year.
Ralph de Someri Childs, a graduate
of Harvard, and a former member of
the faculty at Smith College, will be
He has done
instructor in English.
considerable graduate work at Columbia and has recently been in Paris under a traveling fellowship from that

Candidates for track were called out
the first of the week, the call being
responded to by a good-si Bed squad.
As yet it is too early to make many
predictions, but a few weeks will be
enough for Coach Magee to learn much
about the ability of his new men.
Bowdoin has two dual meets scheduled
for the coming season, as well as the
State meet, which will be held here.

(Continual from

Chemical Equations

,

11
i

j

who have done graduate work
school.
Cecil

Freeman

Kliiott

Parish

First
in

tivities of the college.

j

!

!

Boothby is a graduate of the University of Maine and has for the past few
years instructed in Home Economics
at Kennehunk High school.
Mr. Fieeman is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eben W. Freeman of Portland,
Mr. Freeman being one of the most
active of Bowdoin alumni in the ac-

!

»

the

church

!

!

J.

I

became the bride of
at

|

'

J.

I

Margaret Doothby, daughter
Chase A. Boothby of Gorham,

Miss
of Mis.

OLD ALBUM RECALLS
CLASS
BOWDOIN

1

I

!
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j

j

at that

Thomas Holmes, A.M., former

member of the Bowdoin faculty, reas
turns, after two years at Harvard,
assistant professor of Mathematics,
while Herbert Ross Brown, A.M., assistant professor of Er^lish and PubMorehead
lic Speaking, and Eugene
of
Armfield, A.M., assistant professor
Romance Languages, have also served
Professor Armat Bowdoin before.
year,
field has been at Harvard for a
while Professor Brown has spent one

!

Recommended by
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ment of Bowdoin

College.
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And so
human

the college is interested
in all
thinking. We need to
emphasise that it is not enough to
fill the memory with facts. We need
to deal both with the understanding
and the conscience.
"We are living in an age remarkable for invention; it may be in the
process of Time a prelude to another great age of thought. In the
past the soldier, the discoverer, the
pioneer, the inventor have played
their roles. Possibly it is time for the
thinker
to
come on the scene.
past.

STI'IIENT

Pate

address last week,
that in a college of liberal arts there
is no place for a mind that is not
active in all three tenses; past, pres
ent, future.
The restraint of lessons
of the past, the spur of inspiration
as to the possibilities of the future
both react and stimulate minds concerned with present-day problems.
Pedantry is learning concerned solely with the past; dilettantism come
from learning dissociated with the
fine

'

bles, Oliver, Pickles.

kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 136— 87 Maine St.— Tel. 137

the beauty of the campus and the fine
care of the buildings."
"Thanks to the organ and the
swimming pool, the gifts of Cyrus
H. K. Curtis, LL.D., the college has
been able during the vacation to render some very real community service,"
President
Sills
pointed out.
"Every Sunday afternoon there have
been recitals here in the chapel. During the months of July and August
the swimming pool was open to the
public.
With the cooperation of the
Red Cross, under the direction of Mr.
Lancaster there were swimming classes for boys and girls of the town.
Over 125 girls and boys learned to
swim. And almost 20 qualified for the
Junior Red Cross life saving service.
It is a great satisfaction to feel
that the college has thus been able to
contribute materially to the happiness and health of the boys and girls
of the community.

"On Commencement Day

I

j

j

received

various aspects of the college life.
This report has already been read
to the faculty and its various sections
have been referred for study and report to different faculty committees.
It is a most interesting form of student cooperation. You will doubtless
hear much of it during the coming
year.
And in speaking of undergraduate activities I must not omit
the fine work that is being done by
the new Quill Board under the leadership of Douglas Fosdick, to renew interest in that important publication."
President Sills announced the gift
of Prof. Hall and mentioned the gift
of Slofi.OOO for the foundation of the
Pierce Professorship in English, by
Henry H. Pierce, 1806, announced at

—

Commencement.
saying:
these good things to reevery reason to think
shall have a happy and hard workall

port there

we

is

ing and fruitful year. Much, of course,
depends on your attitude and your
desires.
But if you will place duties
above pleasures and in every way in
classroom and on the playing field be
loyal to the best traditions of the
college, the academic year 1929-30
will indeed be recorded in red 'etters."
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Professor
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undergraduates

him

read
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gathered
short
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storie.-,
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Yellow Streak" by Somerset
Maugham
and
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by
Stephen
Crane.

to $10
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NEW YORK

PHIL BRISK
the board has been able to dig up a
person with "Q." for a first initial
person of "Dodo" Willard. A
really
clever board, and a wellrounded handbook it has produced.

— in the

—

STACKS IN OLLEOK LIBRARY
TO BF OPEN DURING EVENING
(

The Library

to the

LAUNDRY

P RINTING
the

.

kinds handled

all

and

ciently

of
wick Record.

10.30 o'clock, thus allowing three
quarters of an hour longer for study

and reference. Furthermore, it is
planned to maintain stack service at
all

j

The first of these was a fascinating
yarn of the Fast Indies, tense and
dramatic, while the second was the
comical tale of the adventures of two
unfortunate gentlemen in bathing
suits.
These readings form a most
worthwhile part of the Union program. They are restful, pleasingly
carried out, and it would seem, should
appeal to the undergraduates even 'ation manager. The Thursday night
Last, but not least, we should likr>
more than they do.
rally at the I'nion, following a brief to call the attention to the fact that

During the last academic yeai
the Faculty Committee on Audit
examined the accounts of the four
undergraduate classes,
together
with those of the Masque and
Gown, Bowdoin Publishing Company, Ivy and Sophomore Hop committees. Student Council. Debating
Council.
Intel fraternity
Athletic

file

at

my

office.

PHILIP

S.

WILDER, Chairman.

i

office

.

effi-

promptly at
The Bruns-

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Morton's News Stand

Brunswick Publishing

Company

i

BBlS, Milano

Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. 3

Cor.

Waterman Pens

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
Compounded

AGENCY FOR

Whitman's Chocolates

Old Gold

Bowdoin Students!
doing
town?

to

When meat or fish or

Amherst or Will am M
Round Trip per Pas-

made good
your stomach beware! Beware, also, of tobaccos that
have to rely on "artificial treatment."

$!.">

by

senger. 7 passenger Straight S
Sedan. Reasonable Kales. Any-

SHORTS MARKET

where. An>time.

-<;roci:rr—

R.

C.
Tel.

LIC E

Harpswell f-U

Hardware

Co.

JohnSOIl's Floor

WaX

fowl has to he

artificial flavoring or sauces, let

old

<;oi.i)

tobaccos are naturally good;

honey-smooth and
by Mother Nature

cater to frater.mv trade

"Qualit> C.oods at a Fair Price"

tobaccos are naturally good

..they do not require "artificial treatment"

Shaving Preparations

Carefully

Brunswick

tion

Estimates and samples

Webber's Studio

who

Board. Musical Clubs and Pi Delta
Kp-ilon.
These accounts were
found to be in satisfactory condiand a record of that fact is on

i

cheerfully furnished.

extremely large group**.

-

times. This, of course, will neces-

an additional worker in the evenings and on Saturday and Sunday
afternoons.
Formerly the stacks
were closed at those times.
sitate

Modern machinery and
competent woikr.a n.

is now so under control that results
are far superier to daylight except for

Toilet Articles

continuing this year

lated last spring. That is to say, it will
be open every evening* from 6.45 to

—

OUR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING
SYSTEM

Prescriptions

is

new hours which were inaugu-

the

in the loyal and willing service
of its working force. They are a vital
part of the college, devoted to its inBrunswick terests; to their work is largely due

AGENT

Toilet Articles,

CITY

Hatch For Our Representative

been done on trees, campus and buildings. Bowdoin College is fortunate in
many respects; but in nothing more

BURNHAM

Kaywoodie,

Daggett
French

Aristotle never had a telescope or a
microscope. Today we are producing
plenty of scientists and inventors;
but no Aristotles.
need to be able
to deal with the interesting facts of
science and life with the liberal attitude of the philosopher and the
thinker. That is really what the college is for."
President Sills then told of the
changes that had taken place in the
faculty, of the college, and went on
to say that during the summer at
the college, "under the efficient dilection of the Committee on Buildings
and Grounds and under the supervision of Donald T. Potter, superintendent, a great deal of work has

of

»

is

to

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

than

Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

tailored

We

Ben

to

I).

Instructor in

Portland, Mfc.

St.,

Clothing which

custom

-

Wholesale
574 Congress

-

:

'

LYMAN

He

)

-'i

i

thirty

Bostonian and Florsheim

Oxfords— $5

evening

Gray gave another of

Latest College Styles in

interested in the college. Manuscripts fore the first issue is distributed.
be deposited at the Quill office in
The publication department has
the I'nion or given personalis to Fred been organized and is composed oi
Kleibacker, fiction editor, James Col- McMackin, Prince and
Norman Blown.
ton, poetry editor, or Douglas Fosdick.
Fred R. Kleibacker of Pittsburgh.
The issue appearing Nov. 2, Alumni Pa., is to be editor of short stories
Day. goes to press Oct. 10; and that and drama!
James B. Cotton, 2nd,
appearing Dec. I!) will go to pres- Newton Highlands, Mass., will be ediNov. 19.
tor of poetry.
The art editor will be
F.aeh issue will contain articles on Hawthorne Smyth of Mount Vernon.
topics of current interest by men out- X. Y.
He contributed the sketch of
side the college who exeeil in their President Kenneth C. M. Sills to the
respective fields.
Members of the Hugle last year, which received much
faculty are to contribute pertinent ar- favorable comment.
The faculty advisers are to be Herticles on various subjects and there
will be a limited number of contribu- bert R. Drown, Ph.D., and Herbert \V
tions by members of the student body, Mailman, both of the English Depart
including some poetry and fiction. ment of the College, and Kenneth J
Plans are still much in an indefinite Mover, assistant librarian.
state, but probably some of the contribWatch charms are being especially
utors in the immediate future will be designed for members of the boards
Donald B. Mac.Millan, Professor Little and of 'the Contributors* Club.
The year's subscription, comprizing
and Doctor Lincoln, all of whom in all
orobability will write of their recent four issues, is one dollar and a quartravels.
ter.On account of the advertising
Added to the attraction of the which the Quill will tarry: this price
Quill will be the Contributor.-' Club, will Ik- -id'/ below publication costs.
The South worth Press, of Portland
of which the editor is chairman. This
club will at first be arbitrarily selected has been engaged to Publish the Oui'l
from those who are primarily interest- The publication office of the Quii'.
ed in writing and in Belles Lett res. therefore, will be in Portland, while
be held every two executive and editorial offices are in
.Meetings will
weeks.
Papers will be read and dis- the Moulton Union.
cussed at these meetings, which will
be brief and interesting to all concerned.
The club will have several
banquets during the year. As an auxiliary to the Quill, this club, it is
hoped, will hold a firm place as an inspirational
educational
addition
to
Thirty - Sixth
Fdition
of
Howdoin
college life.
Handbook Distributed to New Men
Eager and enthusiastic to try out
this plan which holds such promising
at College (Jet-Together
hopes for future development for the
Quill will develop as it continues the
The thirty-sixth edition of the Bowboard which will edit this publication
doin Handbook, better known as the
is composed of men who have hail experience in the various lines of work "Freshman Bible," has appeared, puband who can fill their positions with lished as usual
by the Christian Asthe greatest capability.
sociation. Copies, limited as they were
The editor-in-chief is to be Douglas in number, were distributed to" fresh
Fosdick of I.ewiston. He is a member men last Thursday evening.
of the senior class this year, was ediThe editing this vear was dontor of the Bowdoin Bugle last {ear by Harry
Davis. '30, and Paul Walker.
and has been a contributor to other '31.
Aside
from the customary
college publications.
He is a member changes necessitated by
additions to
of the dramatic cldb and glee club.
and subtractions from the faculty,
The other two members of the edi- student body, and the various college
torial board are Harrison If. Davis. organizations,
the board of editors
Jr.. of Salem. Mass.. and Olin S. Petthis year has included several new
tingill of Middleton, Mass.
Davis is and interesting departures
from the
a member of the class of IPSO, is ediregular routine.
tor of the Orient and is a football
In the first place, the calendar has
man. Pettingill has charge of the untaken on new life, with mid-year exdergraduate section of the Bowdoin
aminations clearly indicated and four
Alumnus.
holidays highly capitalized.
William P. Snow, the manager of
No longer is the Moulton Union a
the Quill, has been ill at home, hut
creature of the future; it has now beexpected back at school shortly. He
come a reality. Notice has also been
has been prominent in prize speaking
taken of the passing of the Portland
and debating, and this vear holds the
trolley. As a concession to the fire"residency of the debating society. To
fighting members of the college it
*>e businesslike as far as is possible
has .been deemed necessary to include
in the college is the aim of the managing board, and membership in this a list of the alarm boxes ami signals
of
the town.
board should offer a chance for valuAttention is also called to the nev
able experience in practical business
organizing to any man with the will and drastic ruling of the faculty
hampering the return of the prodigal
and the ability to work.
And the new Quill i.Assistants to the manager are to be to the flock.
Stanley McLePan, manam
the spoken of as no longer being beneath
<>f
the
sheltering wing of the "blanket
1930 Bugle, and Raymond J. Szukala
of Yonkers, X. Y.. who is to be circu- tax".

may

FROSH GIVEN BIBLES
AT THURSDAY SMOKER

He concluded by
"With

I)

(

a very valuable report from a committee of seniors, headed by our
Rhodes Scholar, Mr. Dana Swan, on

last

explanation of the new Quill by Douglas Fosdick, started a very successful
subscription
campaign.
Hopes are
high for having 400 subscriptions be-

Quill
(Continwd from P»ko
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More than three million smokers have changed
to this smoother anil better cigarette.
No
other cigarette ever won so great a fan-family
in so short a space of time.
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Try a package
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ENGLISH RELIGIOUS LEADER
SPEAKS ON "KINGDOM OF GOD

131

MEN PLEDGED

Large

and Small Delegations Both
Features of Rushing Results

of Year

With the rushing season now

Taking as his text Christ's exhorta"Seek ye first the Kingdom of
Gad and His righteousness, And all
other things shall be added unto you."
Dr. A. Herbert Gray of Londoti sp< ke
at the Sunday chapel service last SunFormer Hold Flag. Although Badly
day on the significance of the KingOutnumbered by Yearlings
dom of God in modern life.

SOPHOMORES BATTLE
FROSH TO WIN DRAW

tion,

Christianity, he said, can be- taught

from four different points of view.
Saturday, October 5, 1!>2!)—a holiEmphasis may, in one case, be placed day, by decree of the College.
A dayupon fie necessity of salvation. With set apart for
the time honored tradi-

this teaching in mind, however, man
tion
of
the
Freshman-Sophomore
can never get entirely away fitfrti himHag Rush. The neophytes, smarting
self: so that this doctrine is Heerj to
Nad inevitably .to a fine type of spirit- from the molasses and feathers of
Thursday
evening
assembled on the
ualized selfishness, nothing less.
Church is the keynote in anoutei Delta at 11.00 a.m., eager for rt~
type of teaching, but the fallacy* in venge; the Sophs, either resting on
their laurels (?) or just plain lazy,
this line <>f attack is dnly too evidenl
whin one considers that the wt-rd for the most part failed to appear.
"church",
was almost foreign to About twenty-five did turn out, just
make things interesting. This
Christ's
Still
a
vocabulary.
third to
•

group builds its framework of religion year's Flag Rush differed from that
upon theological doctrines. Christ, in of previous years in the fact that th-all Ins teaching, never attempted to poles were both new and taller. Th<>

down a prescribed doctrinal course
for his followers.

Ia\

\<>ne of these three methodic then,
can ever hone to accomplish Christ's
ends, for without the Kingdom ->f Cod
all this teaching falls decidedly flai.
"He who does not know the Kingdom of Cod," asserted Dr. Ciay. "is
no Christian!"
Only in striving to
make the Kingdom a reality isorf* in
our world of today {\ovfi. one achieve
true Christianity.
Indeed, one of the
chief petitions embodied in the> Lord's

old battered poles

we used

to see

men

—

1

W.

Heads 1932 Organization:
Van Varick and Mullin
Also Officers

At the first meeting of the year, Ihe
White Key of the Class of 1932 ga.heieil in the Moulton Union at 7.30'on
Monday, Septemb r 30th, for :t general survey of the Freshman problem
This
and for the election of oll'icers.
year. \V. Lawrence Usher of Cambridge, .Mass., will wield the' president's gavel, and .Marion L. L, Short
of Lexington, Ky., will bo vice prt-iThe remaining two offices of
dent.
secretary and treasurer will be filled
by Richard C. Van Varick of (Jradell,
\. .1.. and Richard C. V.uilin of La

Grange,

111.

The roster of the 1932 White Kej
follows:
Alpha Delta Phi—James B. Donaldson.
I'psilon

I'si

Mulliu.
—RichardGalhraith.

Alpha Tau Omega
M. Davis, Portland
G. P. Desjardins, Brunswick
O. E. Hanscom, Sanford
C. R. Johnson, Frveburg

Chi Psi— Delma L.
Delta Kappa Kpsilon

Theta Delta
Vaughah.

the attacking Freshmen wore. The
scrap was good and clean, with one or
two notable exceptions, and the
Sophs, tho badly outnumbered, showed
However,
cooperation.
remarkable
the height of the new poles was indubitably a big factor in bringing in
the "draw" verdict, for several timea yearling would have been in reach
of the bunting, had it been at its
former height.
After the battle, several cursory
attempts on the part of both classes
to ring the Chapel bell were thwarted
by the efficient Student Council (in
the person of Mr. Whitcomb of Ells
worth).
No major casualties were reported.

QUILL MANAGERSHIP

Chi

— Marion

—

L. L.

CANDIDATES CALLED
Eight Freshmen Respond to First Call
for Business Hoard
Recently, at a meeting with RaySzukala, circulation manager,
freshman candidates for the business
board of the Quill gave in their ap-

mond

A

jFranMs

—

—

Non-Fraternity— Dominic X. Amton-

DECREASE OF 1Q IN
COLLEGE ENROLMENT
of Students by Social Stands.nj
18 by Class of 1,930

Shows Cain of

had previous experience in high school
on the magazines of the school. Russell has been on the Rostrum and a
department editor on the Chronicle in
Danbury High. Kelley has been sport
(Continued on

Paire
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APPLICATIONS FOR
FOOTBALL TICKETS
MAILED TO ALUMNI

This year's figures'* show a decrease
of ten in the number of students,
both regular and special, enrolled at Seats Being Reserved for Bates and
interesting to note
Colby (lames
It is
Bojrdoin.
that the Class of l!i30 has lest no
Last Wednesday, football ticket apmen, but on the contrary gained
eighteen. The Class of 1*»31 aiid the plications were sent out to more than
Class of 1932 have both lost in num- 3000 Bowdoin men in New England
bers— thirty-three and twentv-f.iur and the East. To each man came two
respectively. Moreover, the enroSracnt small manila envelopes accompanied
of the Freshmen this year is sit less by an invitation to return to college
than that of the entering class £ year for Alumni Day. The envelopes were
;;go.
This year, there are two more for applications for seats, one envelope for the Colby game on October 26
special students, however. The figures
and the other for the Pates game on
follow:
These envelopes weie
November 2.
(Listed bv Social Standing)
to be used in sending remittances for
-124;
1931
This year: 1930—137;
the number of seats desired at the
spechjls - 1
1932—133, 2nd "year
was allowed to
games.
Each
alumnus
Bpeciinfr-i-2;
vear
1st
-151.
19
at ply for two grandstand seats at
548'; Special, senior stanjin
total
each game and for as many seats in
r.4'.i.
i
the bleachers as desired. Application
Last vear: l!»2i>— 124: 1930?— 119; for the Colby game are due to be in
1932—157, Specials 2: the Athletic Council's office by Octo1!>31
157;
5ai1.
total
ber 12. while those for the Bates gain*
should be sent in by October 19. Seats
will be allotted according to classes,
NOTICE
the oldest classes l>eing given the prefWhen members of different
erence.
the
of
C^Bcf*
To all members
classes wish seats together, allotment
the
that
Feeling
Community:
will be made as to members of the
adopted last year ha* raff

—

;

I

policv

the Mriem wishf-s to
announce the establishment of two
one in the
contributors' boxes
Moulton I'nion and one at thede-K
in the Library. Material for arty
department may be deposited tfi
either of these boxes, or may be
1
given to Harrison M. Davis. 3r_

with

favor,

—

Hvde Hall. Paul A. Walker. Alpha
Tau Omega House, or John I*
Snider. 9

Maine

Hall.
}

of

New

York

younger class.
A'umni Day will be started off at
10.30 in the morning by a conference
of faculty and alumni to discuss college problems concerning the library,
science, the social sciei.j-r-*, and literFollowing this discussion, the
ature.
"resident will speak at the luncheon in
Memorial Hall at 12 o'clock.
The ladies will l>e served in the
Moulton Union. The Bates game, of
course, will be the feature of the afternoon.

Chapman, Stone, Foster and Ricker Form Capable Backfield;

Line Holds Well

^

PROF
RRTTNEATT
A Nil
r
r BttLi
AL AyU
-

*

The Bowdoin
feated
College

FLEURY WARM IN
PRAISE OF BOWDOIN

M.

I

Football

R.
C.
R.

W
H.
F.
T.

H.

trip.

Though

it is hoped that the schedul
soon be completed.
As yet, no questions have been de
H. Mclntire, South Essex, Mass. cided upon, but a special commits
B. Merrill, Cumberland Cento of the Council has been appointed to
lecommend a list of suitable subjects
H. Moulton, Lexington, Mass.
E. Thurlow, Fryeburg
In response to a letter sent out by
the Bowdoin Interscholastic Debating
eta Theta Pi
League for applicants to the annua!
M. Allen, Andover, Mass.
Davignon,
debate
some seven high schools have
Norton, Mass.
G,
B. Hastings, New Haven, Conn, already signified their intention of enH. Ingraham, Wollaston, Mass. tering. Those high schools which have
signed up so far are: Portland High,
H. Kimball, Belmont, Mass.
winner in l!»2i», Jordan High of Lewis
A. Lord, Pittsburgh, Pa.

(Continued on
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FROWT-LINE STORY!

TOUCHING WELCOME

Amhe't^^^Tp^oirlwdoln'

^

went through the motions of playing

^f'

11
Members Verv Favorablv peated marches
ffc
^Jj down the
j„j
«u ,.
i.

New

Faculty

i

Impressed with Conditions Here

MF

,

—

;

—

.

j

.

by the Bowdoin
he eluded threeextreme- went wide.
For the remainder of the period the
Polar Bears kept the ball well down
tive.
The buildings here he men- in M A c territory. Then near the
end. of the half Foster threw a thirtytioned as particularly impressive, an
totally different from those of any ^ ve yard pass to Ricker, who caught
French college. Using his own uni- !t over his shoulder and ran to the
From here Ston
versify as a basis of comparison, he five yard line.
remarked that in France it would shoved the ball over lor the first aeore
Thayer's kick went
seem that in general the buildings- by the White.
wide.
The
half
ended
thirty seconds
were built for exterior effect only—
whereas the interior was often drab later.
The second half was all Bowdoin's
and depressing a mere array of
Yards they In the third period the White made
walls, rooms and halls.
(Continued on Pai;e «>
do have, but no trees. Our buildings.
on the other hand, he characterized a.wholly beautiful, and seemingly unit
Thee varietv
ing beauty and utility.
was another
of their architecture
yet
point of interest to him and
varied as they are", they still give
Fourteen Freshman Candidates Win
the effect of an harmonious whole.
Coveted Berths at VadMt«W*
P-!rt:cu!2r!: *he I ihrjwy
The Library is his favorite both
Trvouts
as an architectural accomplishment
and as a tine place wherein to study.
Try-outs for the Bowdoin
liana
The chapel and the Walker Art
were held on .Wednesday evening,
Building he also admires, but the
October 2nd, in upper Memorial Half.
library appeals to him the most. Its
Quite
a
sizeable
of
number
candiair is much different then that of his
own university library, where, he ad- dates, and in the men picked, are several excellent bandsmen.
mits, he only went to get necessary
The names of the new men added
books.
Here, he feels that Hubbard
atmosphere is pleasant— he this year, four upperclassmen and
Hall's
fourteen freshmen, are given below
Continued on Pane 4)
together with the instrument played.
Upperclassmen
SILLS
Drums: T. Pavson
Piccolo: P. Walters
IN
Flute: K. Nickerson
Saxaphone: G. Arnold
great appeal for him.

—

:

—

—

^

i

.

—

j

little ground and continued to
fight to their last bit of energy, their
backs to the wall. Ihev were .Lagged

gave a

ni.uu
very, very quiet now an
fro "t to**
More intellectual
Damsurians hold council of war
»*h regard to construction of several
sines and tangents for defense purposes, and hold research into French
al on S
of,
.

'

downstairs one bv one, many of them
too far gone even to protest much
After the fight had lasted upwards of and German in connection with code
half an hour those in the line of battle work of intelligence sections.
from
10.35
changes
Interest
OH each side were pretty much used
The air was heavy and the place "Where are all the Rushins? Th« re
p.
reeked with sweat. Several men were is no 32 division" to "Where is anv
Barracks established in
carried out practically unconscious Rushin"!
one or two of them ratner badly hurt. several quarters.
10.")")
About this time several of the pi
Slight awakening and mate
tors decided that things had gone far general confusion as the zero hour
again
They intervene*': and the diaws
enough.
Refugees
nearer.
struggle ended abruptly. The few re- alarmed and ready for flight.
maining defenders filed downstairs
11.00
A la Craham MacNamee.
and received their plasteiing and then your correspondent, announces that
all hands withdrew to call it a day.
the sight of the camp fires is exceedAs to who won ihe victory, it is un- ingly thrilling, and that there
certain, but the sophomores seem to slight precipitation
a nd that the therundoubted!have earned it. and they
mometer stands at .">0 degrees (The
would have soon completed the drag
Temperature of
ging forth if the scrap hadn't been Danger Point). The
However, the freshmen won the Damsurian infantry fluctuate
topped
much admiration bv the beautiful re- from low (because of scanty attire)
And now b.- to extreme high (due we believe to
sistanee thev put up.
sides w'll rest on their arms until the thwarting of the Ego!)

—

1

!

!

—
—

(

Eieshman Banquet

in the spring.

(Continued on P«ue S)

He

is

ly interested in all aspects of the College—-social, historical, administra-

-

-

-

1

•

—

CHOSEN FOR BAND

I

:

SPEAKS
DEFENSE OF OUR
COMPULSORY CHAPEL

Freshmen:
Drums: J. Cordon, C. Fuller
Trombone: H. Foster, C. Cerdsen
Trumpets: C. Kelley, L. Kaston, F.

Custom I'pheld by President at Last
Wednesday's Chapel Service

Woodbury

Saxaphone: R. Lowell, R. Campbell,
Last Wednesday meniing President F. Donaldson, M. Roemer, R. Boyd, F.
Sills devoted his chapel talk to a much Hickok, W. Currier.
mooted question— that of compulsory
Warren H. Winslow, '31, and Owen
chapel.
This was the first time that
Oil mji n, '31, Leader and Manager
the official attitude towaru this sub- of tn<1 Band respectively, are much
p i eased with the enthusiasm already
against
of the continued complaints
shown, and look forward to the best
this college ruling it seems of imporband in Bowdoin's history. Two inparticutance that the student bod\
struments are still needed, however,
larly the entering class
should know
and this may be taken as a call for
the College
exact

W

1

I

i

'

,

—

—

stands.
v where
In the first nlace, President Sills re
(Continued on Page SI
1
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J

she

.
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—

.

T

SS?
field,

lacked the necessary drive and puncn
to put the ball over. The Aggies had
This year, the French Department. 3 weak kicker, and time and again
is exceedingly fortunate in having Bowdoin was in a position to start a
two Frenchmen to conduct the two scoring drive. The start was made
senior courses.
Coming as they do out the score did not come,
With the start of the second period
from a foreign country to teach here,
Bowdoin kicked deep into Aggie tenit is interesting to note their impresThe Maroons then started a
sions of Bowdoin and Bowdoin men. ritory.
orw rd rush that RWe Pt far into the
Admires the Buildings
(
?
In two plays they
Dr. Bruneau, of the University of J owdom defense.
had
reached mid-field. O n the third
Nancv, visiting professor under th^
Tallman Foundation, is enthusiastic P' 3 -'- Brown, the M. A. C. quarterback, ran wide to the left. He was
j

—

BATTLE OF WINTHROP

Reception Made Sweeter by Quantities Courageous Special War ( orrvsponof Molasses as Frosh Bear "Procs"
dent of Orient Bisks Life to Write
Story for His Paper
The time-honored tradition of Cobbier's Night seems to be in its dotage. Special
from
No. 1, War CorreThis year the event took place on spondent
for Bowdoin Orient.
Tuesday night, October 1, in a very
Dugout No. 15
half-hearted and farcical manner. The
Winthrop Highlands
general attitude seemed to be one of
'
<**•
indifference and the round-up resulted
0ct 3
in the capture of only about a half8.15 p.m.
First skirmish reported
dozen bewildered freshmen, who were
from
A.D.
Phi,
coming
soon after
summarily dealt with.
However, if Gobbler's Night was a formal declaration of war by Rushins.
Donaldson,
prominent
flop, not so 1'ioc Night.
In spite ot Inthewayski
many precautions taken on the part of general of Rushin 32 Division, is abthe sophomores, the freshmen some- ducted after brief fray, with slight
how learned the date, if not the exact losses including two genuine wintime of the event.
And so it was, dows. Intelligence bureau of Rushthat about eight o'clock on last Thurs- ins at loss.
day evening, the freshman class as8.30 p.m.
First orders for mobilisembled, en masse, clad chiefly in pa- zation by both camps. Thirty-three
amas, on the top floor of Winthrop. division of Damsurian foot forces enThere they fortified their surround- camp temporarily in mountain heights
ings, barricading the stairs with beds of
North and South Winthropian
and provinces. Expected Rushin 32 troops
trunks, chairs anything- at all
The hours rolled along ami not y( t ai r V ed at front
watted.
I pperclassmen
happened.
nothing
8.30-K.30
p.m. Near
mutiny in
gathered expectantly, grew tired am! ranks of Damsurians. Leaders (in
dispersed. But about 11.30 the sopho- r
umber approximately 140) unable to
in
mores gathered their forces over
tlecide whether to strive on open field
back of the Science Building, and
or in mountain passes. Council dearmed with paddles and axes to de- cides
that advantage lies with them
stroy the barricades, rnarc.led forth to
Stronghold supShower.- of water greet- in passes of hills.
the attack.
plemented by extensive construction
ed them.
To destroy the barricade.- was but a by Damsurian engineers.
Sondonald
«J.20-!».40
Commander
matter of a few minutes and much
reviews troops on plateau of Winlabor on the part of a few of tile Ton
Then the struggle throp Mountains. Departs surrounde
most attackers.
began in earnest. On each staircase by deep air of preoccupation,
9.45
All quiet on Western Fronta battering ram of sophomores struck
al the freshman mass, gradually drag- and Eastern, Southern and Northern
whole sophomores
ging forth, one by one, the freshman also. Four
(4)
These seen at a distance. Liquid fire attack
fighters of the front ranks.
were dispatched to the crowd below misses 'fire'!
who duly plastered them with procla948 Occasional tocsin gives rise
nations and molasses.
to rumors of attack, but proves to
The battle was general, rag'
on v bell-wether (use Webster on
fiercely in both ends of Winthrop, the thig WQrd) of Rushin f orces Salva-

—

de-

NEW MEMBERS ARE

SOPHS STAGE PROC NIGHT
FROSH APPEAR INTERESTED
NEW MEN ARE GIVEN

team

Massachusetts
Agricultural
Saturday afternoon bv

last

2
yards for a
kick for extra p>int

.

W. Lawrence I'sher. plications for positions. The following
Delta Upsilon
men made application: K. Ames, 1).
Zeta I'si— Richard C. Van Varick.
I'.; H. R. Hallett, Kappa Sig; B. C.
Kappa Sigma- John W. Keefe.
Russell, I). l\; W. W. Calbraith, Chi
Beta Theta Pi RolandjH. Cramer.
Psi; C. F. Kellev, A. D.; L. C. Stearns,
Sigma Nu— Edgar A. Christian.
Deke; A. P. Madeira, T. D.; W. M.
H
Bar
Richard
Omega—
Alpha Tau
Kline, T. D. Some of these men have
rett.
<

List

S.
J.

Hags stayed put, which is more than
can be said about the clothes some of

C.

Short.

portion

MALMORRELL'S MEN SHOW
REAL OFFENSIVE STRENGTH

Falls, Mass.
S. D. Pinkham, '31, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

I„ I'sher

Short,

the central

B. R. Vining, Billerica, Mass.

scramble around have evidently beState.
Union is already signed for
G. Wilmsen, Germany, (Senior)
come fire wood.
The following upperclassmen will April 21st, and this debate by special
The Student Council, (in the person also be initiated with this group of arrangement with the broadcasting
of
puthonties will go on the air over
Mr.
Whitcomb of Ellsworth! pledges:
supervised the occasion. The FreshL. C. Jenks, '32, Newton Lower

men, sure of the powers of their preponderant numbers, attacked the 193'J
men with a vengeance that is al!

10

-—

DEBATING TEAM TO
HAVE BUSY SEASON

at

an end, the various fraternities ar?
counting their pledges and taking account of stock. In all, there were 131
men pledged. The noteworthy fea- Plans for Current Year Now Well
ture of this year's rushing results is
Under Way
the difference in size of the delegations, some houses, due to several men
From all appearances, Coach Childs
failing for some reason to return to
College, pledging as many as 17 men; and the debaters themselves have
whereas others, with a large number quite a busy year in store for them.
of men returning, were forced to Varsity Manager, Paul Walker, has
three home debates signed, and one
limit their freshmen to 7 or 8.
of the Spring trip dates taken. Tufts
Alpha Delta Phi
will come to Brunswick on December
R. M. Boyd, Portland
3rd; the Bowdoin debaters will tackle
W. R. Brandt, Waban, Mass.
the University of New Hampshire
R. K. Clogston, Lowell, Mass.
team here on February 27th and
G. B. D'Arcy, Dover, N. H.
Union College will come east durF. H. Donaldson, Salem, Mass.
ing March, meeting Bowdoin on the
J. F. Jenkisson, Lake Bluffs, 111.
22nd.
«
G. F. Kelley, Lawrence, Mass.
It is also quite probable that BowD. Krause, Bayonne, N. J.
doin will again meet Bates this year,
C. C. Moustakis, Salem, Mass.
at Lewiston, although arrangements
G. C. Purington, Sanford
with our" LewYston'f riends" are not
M. A. Roemer, New York
yet completed
E. T. Rundlett, Portland
This year's Spring trip will be
A. R. Smith, Waltham, Mass.
through Western Massachusetts ami
A. H. Stiles, Lynn, Mass.

the Freshmen
but those
(self-appointed) who took upon themselves
the arduous task of guarding their
own
pole and directing the activities
Prayer is for a realization of that
of those of their classmates who wer
Kingdom. Then, too during the short
period of teaching following His res? of the opinion that the Soph flag
urreetion. Christ's teaching centered would come down easier if they went
upon this subject. That this is a key- after it. After much apparently aimstone in the teachings of Jesus is ph» less leap-frog, and hauling down of
vious. but what <lid tt mean, what dbes Frosh by other Frosh, some of the
super-abundant "generals" were perit mean ?
suaded to enter the fray. For fifteen
It means a new society bsteed on
Cod— a society fundamentally differ solid minutes, Soph and Frosh pulled,
pushed, waxed wrathy and rolled on
iCVintinnrn nn P«e«» SI
The
the ground but to no avail.

SOPHOMORES CHOOSE
WHITE KEY MEMBERS

NO.

BOWDOIN FOOTBALL YEAR OPENS
WITH 18 TO 6 WIN OVER AGGIES

BY FRATERNITIES

Dr. A. Herbert Gray of London Is First College Preacher

1929.

9,

men who can produce music from

either a trombone or a clarinet.

ORIENT TO PUBLISH
MEN REPORT AS
TRACK YEAR STARTS PARTS OF STUDENT

COMMITTEE REPORT
,

MaKee. in Talk to New Squad.
Very Optimistic Over Bowdoin's
Chances

ack

Sections of Report of President's Committee to Appear in Later Issues

Fortv-four men reported for the
„,,_,.
The Orient w.shes to announce that,
varsitv track squad at Bowdoin Colbeginning a few issues hence, « -ction
lege, Thursday afternoon, when thsummaries taken from the report
sad
first meeting was called by Jack MaThe squad »v:ll be drawn up last year by the Student
gee, track coach.
Committee will be published. Thith'
considerably
when
increased
suggestion of
football
season is over, as over is being done at the
Sills and with the hearty
twenty-five men from the gridiron President
who feel that
squad will then turn their attention approval of the editors
this report, with its many valuable
to track.
Among the varsitv candidates re- suggestions, should be placed before
student body.
port ing were Ben Whitcomb and Jim the
This committee, appointed last year
i> et tegrove both of senior class, who
President Sills, was to investigate
rre likely to pull down some points by
existing conditions in Bowdoin and to
squad this year in th
for the
.

,

.

1

I

!

!

;

White

•

long distance runs. Hal Rising, ajs
of the senior class, is a good prospec
for the shorter distance runs and
Olsen is considered as a good man
for the discus. Charles Stanwood of
Brunswick, a sophomore this year
promise I to develop into "a point winner for Bowdoin in the high jump.
Stanwood's showing last year as a
freshman was exceptionally good, in
that eve nt.
-p
ne candidates included: Donworth.
>

fJaher,

Thistlewaite,

Lee,

Eames,

Stanwood,

Vaughan'.
Diifton, Cushman, Appleton, Estle
Cobb, Winslow, Lewis, Berry, Pottle,
B. Jenkins, Emmons, Small, A. JenkJewett,
Kleibacker,
Olsen,
ins,
Piper.
Wingate.
Sewall,
Smyth,
Clark, Creighton, Cleaves, Shevlin.
Whitcomb
Pettegroye,
Lavender
Packard, McMackin, r sson, t ayes, V
W.
Calbraith,
Arnold,
Williams,
Small.
Rising,

Whipple,

make

recommendations

concerning

The committee consisted of
Dana M. Swan. Chairman, William
B. Mills, Robert C. Adams, Winslow

them.

Howland. Huntington Blatchford.
Harold S. Schiro, Edward F. Dana,
Henri L. Micoleau, Richard L. Brown
and Gordon D. Larcom.

R.

FRESHMAN NOTICE
All

Freshmen who wish

to

try

out for the editorial staff of the
tomorrowreport
Orient should
night at the Orient Room in tinUnion at «.4f> p.m. Please be on
time. The Orient Room is on the
second floor, to the right. Work
will be outlined and assignments
If you cannot attend
given out.
give your name and reason to the
Editor-in-Chief at 7 Hyde Hall before the meeting.

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOW DO IN ORIENT

MT. ROCK FLEECE OVERCOATS
We guarantee them to do anything any overcoat will do in the way of service
?

T

I

Brunswick, Maine

Kstablished 1871

NO OVERCOAT WEARS BETTER THAN MT. ROCK FLEECE, AND
NO FLEECE WEARS AS WELL

Kditor-ih-Chief

Harrison M. Davis, Jr.,
Managing Kditors

John

Snider

L,

•?.<)

You
Paul A. Walker

*Jt

Department Kditors
Weston Rankin
Alumni

George W. Freid&v.'Jr., '30,
'
Fred R. Kleibacker,

Jr., '31,

Ahern

Philip C.

Melcher

P.

'30,

'«fe

Fobe* |32

see

Jenks

Lawrence C
Ceorge T. Sewall

'32
'32

Gould

'30

John

'3(;

T.

Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., '30

Douglas FosdicVj'J.0

about

campus

the

The Dean's
week's Orient.

COMMUNICATION

A

the face of it, but still— not so simple.
Incidentally. This column was startA few facts:
ed last spring in the nop«> of "•pepA man receiving four A's and one
ping" up the Orient by including a
C may not have extra cuts, though
variety of short student editorials.
Ralph B. Hirtle '30
receiving eighteen points.
Last year, it was quite successful, the
Assistant Managers
A man receiving 4 H's may receive
Klias Thomas, Jr., '31 student body responding very well. It unlimited cuts, though obtaining but
Artine Artinian
is our intention to continue the column
Published every ^>dne»d*y duiinn the College Year by the Student* ot bowdoin CoHejt.
twelve points.
by Sunda> this year, for we feel it is filling a
All contribution.* tind rommunirations iihould be Riven to the Managing Editor
One man receiving half again as
No anonymous contributions will be accepted. Tht long-felt need for the expression of many points as another does not renight precding the il»te ol' publication.
student opinion. All articles printed, ceive the privileges of the Dean's list.
EditoMn-Chief is Sponsible for the editorial column the Managing Editor for news and
Business be it understood, are merely expres- Last year a man got twenty points,
All ooro.tjuhications regarding subscriptions should be addressed to the
make-up.
sions of opinion, and not to be regard- but because
""
of a C took only four
Manager of the B^njrtoin Publishing Co. Subscriptions, $3.00 per year (including Quill) in
ed as anything else.
Therefore, for I,;,^." an th; r got
xteen points, but
»
advance.
this column, we have set aside the irot
a C.
Enterc;!;** second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick, Maine
anonymous rule, and Have published
These statements reveal the obvious
and will continue to publish unsigned injustice of awarding cuts on the basis'
News Editor for This Issue
articles.
This column is open to all of obtaining a certain mark or better]
*
!
Paul A. Walker '31
members of the College Community.
J
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Flag- Rush

Week Ends
Recently President Angell of Yale University stated that the
weekly exodus of Yale students to Poughkeepsie, Northampton,
and other poinLs of interest was detrimental to the health of those
Furthermore, that if the students did not do someindividuals.
thing on their own account to reduce the numbers of those leaving,
the administration would take steps to restrict week ends somewhat in the manner of prep schools. President Angell was suppolled in his stjlements bv Henry Noble MacCracken, president of
^
•

Viissar College;

These comments reveal a similarity in college problems. Only
last Winter President Sills made remarks of a kindred nature concerning Howdoin. Progress in studies was seriously checked by
the general migration of the college every Saturday. The situation wasjtemiwrarily remedied by certain locai festivities, major
examinations, ^nd the attractive spring programme several weeks
'

I

generally Advisable to stay in college over a week end and
study or sleep,; or do both. Cut there are times when a definite
reason can be given why one should take a week end. It occurred
This definite
last Saturday sjnd will occur again next Saturday.
reason is a foojball game. P>owdoin's team needs active support.
It is fighting hprd to lift its head above the stigma of two poor
seasons, and oii manv vears of defeat by its chiel rival. To gain
It is

who

receives from
j

to twenty points is at least
equal if not better in scholarship to
the man who squeaks by with four
H's.
Also, those four H's could be
attained in four of the so-called "pipe")
courses, while another man with five
stiff courses is denied convenient privsixteen

The

later.

at

College, in a commendable
spirit of cooperation to the students,
declares Flag-Rush Saturday a holiday each year. Hut, what are the results?
Instead of making the timehonored custom of the Flag-Hush
more complete, this holiday is used
merely as a means to run home- or up
to see the girl.
It is a*>out time for
a rearrangement.
Either the Sopho-

:

,

year, some time, a clamor
petition was :>egged.
The
editor answered it forthwith and announced that the request would be
granted.
We have been searching assiduously, as well as diligently, to discover the
promised fruition of the boon, so willingly granted by the editor.
Hut as
yet our labor has been in vain.
We were promised a humorou.- col-

A

j

Where

is it !

Where has

not keep the legulation of all
H's or better with the alternative of. a
point minimum of fifteen or sixteen?
mores and Freshmen should begin to This would assure a minimum of low
show s little healthy interest in the marks (C'a) and yet give all the stunag-Rush' for which the Colb
dents a fair break.
*'">nts the holiday, or ewe the College
Yours trulv,
should cease to be so lenient, and run
J. W.
the customary schedule ol classes. The
College is doing its Part. What's the
matter with us? Let's e ither have a
Tryouts
being
are
held this weeK
PI air- Rush that is worthy of the name
and the day. Ol else let us abolish it for the Glee Club. During the past
opportunity
been
three days
has
totally!
given for freshmen to try out. Upper
*
*
*
classmen interested are asked to reChapel
port tomorrow, and if the number
President Sills' chapel sermon last warrants, the tryouts will be conWednesday morning was a splendid tinued on Friday. They are under the
defense of compulsory chapel.
In 4 direction of I'rof. W'ass, coach of th r
college where the authorities are ordi(•lee
Whitcomh.
Club,
Benjamin
narily so fair and lenient, ten minute
leader, and Jack Riley, manager ol
a day on week-days is a small tariff
to ask
And furthermore, as the Pres- the combined musical clubs.
There is demand especially for first
ident said, chapel brings us into contact with one another
a thing which tenors and for men with solo voices,
would be impossible without chapel. since there have been very few of
Rut we have one suggestion -could not the latter during the past year or so.
these services be given greater va- The officers of the club feel, howriety?
Singing the same hymns and ever, that the prospects for the enheaiing quotations from familiar por- suing year are good, particularly if;
tJons ()ff the
tlu scriptures are bound to good material turns
out from the
be, and are, tiresome to say thtj hast. lower classes.

why

not

whether

if

that

is

not possible,

have a comic one,

us

let

satirical, ironical or

otherwise

refreshing?

Yours,
F.

j

|

r WEBSTER'S r^
the English Depar

ment of Bowdoin

College.

COLLEGIATE

The Best Abridged Dictionary —
It is

j

based upon

Webster's

j

'

New
A

International

Short Cut to Accurate In

formation -here is a companion
for your hours of reading and study
that will prove

its

real value every

A

time you consult it.
wealth of ready
information on words, persons, places, is
instantly yours. 1 06.000 words with definitions, etymologies, pronunciations and use in
its

1,236 pages. 1,700 illustrations. Includes
biography and geography and

dictionaries of

—

other special features. Printed on Bible paper

(

See It lit Vout College Bnok%tore or VC'ntt fo
Information to the Publishers, free specimen pages

if

you

name

this

paper.

i

this end it neejls your backing, especially in these early games.
Williams town ^s a long way from here, but every one who can go
to the game should do so. A goodly number attended the M.A.C.
College store
game. Many alumni were there. But there is stil! room for more,
ast spr ng an editorial and a
and those who oMdn't go last week should trv to attend the Williams "shaving" appeared in plea for a Co,

i

.

j

operative Store in the Moulton Union,
game. It Will be a good battle.
They were very logical articles, and
After the fcjotball season, when winter comes, the problem of we believe implicitly in the principles
set forth. W hat is to be done about it ?
...
,, j,
_
,
.,
„
mw;_
then
return,
will
undoubtedly
going away or Maying in college
Ari we to nave our stol e?
Has tnt
_,'

...

£

,

,,,

,

.

.

,

be the tir#»e to stay and study. This does not mean to forget matter been brought up for official
action again?
If not, we respectfully
about studying now. It decidedly doesn't. It means that when petition that this be done.
you can have an enjoyable week end and at the same time help the
Sunday Chapel
college by supporting her football team, do so. Your health will
Coincident with the addition of five
not be damaged! -eyond repair, and you can get your studying done chapel cuts to the quota of each of the
four classes comes the barring of the
during the wedf if you want to.
it

will

I'nion to students and visitors as well,
during Sunday chapel. As far as Sun-

day is concerned, the gift of five cuts
is comparable to the presentation of

Religion and World P<are

i

Moulton I'nion last Sunday a row boat to a desert traveler.
The I'nion, as the theoretical center
evening, Ur. A.;llerbert Gray of London, England, led some very of recreational
and social activities of
interesting discission on the place of religion in this modern world the college, is apt* to ^4cei^* thTfirst
visit
f
ur guests. If they have been
of ours, and especially the Christian. One idea brought out in the so
untortunate-due, possibly, to a long
.,
-,
,,
discussion, was that if people would learn to subject their own de- trip to Brunswick—as to arrive at five
<>Vlock <>n Sunday, the- are greeted by
sires and personal wishes after the teachings of Christ they would
the bolts of its entrance. More often
n
do much to promote general and lasting peace. Such a person is do we receive friends and parents on
Sunday than on any week day; yet this
internationally minded. He can put aside what he thinks his counday has been selected for tiie closing
try should have for the sake of a greater world need. If Bowdoin of our most representative campus
building at the time wnen it is most
College can graduate men who have this view of the nations of the likely
to be used.
Perhaps the object
earth, who understand what the "Brotherhood of Man" means, and is to cause the guests to take a seat
the steps— a powerful urge to apwho can e internationalism above nationalism, she has done the (,n
preciate that splendid view of the liworld a great service.
More often, however,
brary towers.
Dr. Qimy saifithat if a careful studv of the Bible and the life of >[ tn I'nion has not been selected forevening meal, the party continues
the
•
,„
Sib ii
-i
r k
n
( hnst were mc tuned in the curriculum ot American colleges and
to the fraternity house or hotel withuniversities ancbif less stress were placed upon economics a great out seeing the object >f oil! pride, the
building which belong: to tiie students
forward step weuld be taken toward the betterment of interna- more than any other on the rumpus.

At an informal gathering

in the

<>

.

,

,

.

<>

,

,

.

<*

.

,

.

I

tional feeling.

As
ii

far

as

we are concerned,

the

"ends" furnish almost as convenient a
lounging place as the Union. Yet we
hope the college does not consider
them as suitable a place to "keep the
fin-* of friendship burning," even for

The White Key
were impressed at M.A.C. by the courteous reception which
such a short period. The recreation
the Maroon Key, comparable to our White Key, gave our football
rooms are closed anyway. Therefore,
team.
ii.
Fully half a dozen from this organization were on hand to if we have been bo indiscreet u to
cut Sunday chapel.
can we not
greet the squad and show them about the college. The Bowdoin have the lounge andWhy
canteen of the
White Key, aside from its disciplinary duties over the unruly frosh, i'nion for ourselves and our guests
luring that half hour?
has this opportunity to make our visitors feel at home and to think
well of the college when they go elsewhere. In the past this task
Debating
has been handled rather poorly. It is quite probable that the White
Vintmuwl
Vnvt- I)
Key did not know the job was theirs. We hope that when Wesleyan ton, Bangor High, Maine Central Incomes here they \vijl not lack attention. And if some time were stitute, Bar Harbor High, and Frye
burg Academy. Rockland, runner-u,)
spent in this manner with our Maim' rivals, it would do much to in the contest in '2i»,
has not filed an
promote better feeling-. Let our "internationalism" start at home. application to date.
r

We

'

<

Freshman Candidates
annual call for Freshman candidates
for the editorial 'stall' of the Orient. As we said last week, a freshman should enter some activity. He owes it to the college. The
Th< Call for

this issufe ('onus the

various publications, offer a wide

field

for extra-curriculum work.

for the scholastic debate is: Resolved,
that installment buying, except in th>purchase of homes, should be condemned.
This question has been
chosen already by similar scholastic

leagues

in

Mississippi

telephone

line-s

a

menacing
the

first

of national defense

flood.

line

of

rr'trrt

The question which has been chosen

With

Both are
was
THE
The
was

Kansas,

Mi.-souii

Oklahoma.
The schools replying

to

the

and

Man-

The ORIENT needs many reporters. Its departments have room for ager of Interscholastic Debate, Donald
F. Prince, are in favor of two rather
capable men. Do?;'? let the lack of experience bother you. No one than three speakers, therefore two
speakers will be used in the debate
on the Oriknt Board has had enough of that to make anyone
stay this fall.
The dates of the league
away. Activity cha'irmtn in the fraternities are urged to have at will be as follows: Preliminary round,
least one frcshrrtaj, report tomorrow
night, and many more than

defense, for over

wires the

work

meets an ever-growing stream of demands.

To do this successfully the

Bell

System's

against

expansion program embraces trans-oceanic

the flood was directed. Maintenance crews

telephony through the ether and under the

its

performed the same service

phone men

in

in

as did tele-

the signal corps in the war.

In the daily
surely as

life

of the nation, just as

emergency, the telephone

sea, to ships at sea

and above

all,

wire

and planes
facilities

in the air

that will carry

the voice, the typewritten word, the picture
to every corner of the land.

BELL SYSTEM
\A nation-wide system of inter-tonnectmg tciepkont

i

SSiSi^f^

one ate welcome. Non-fraternity men should
not hesitate to try at the high schools, during the week
if they have any desire to
ending December 7th; Finals at Bowdo so.

out

doin College December 13th.

M.

—o

* %£*£

I
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And

column?

it

Recommended by

leges.

Why

We beseech the editor to keep hi-;
promise. We have been quite patient
about this matter. Hut a promise is a
promise. May we not have a humorous

Dear F. M.:
been
We were quite touched by your
hiding? Is it masquerading under the
empty search for a humorous column
list of new books in the library?
Is
in this paper.
Many of our readerit
displaying itself in the editorial
have
been very successful in this
columns? Or have we been blind not
to recognize it, entitled mvsteriouslv, task; in fact repeatedly so. When we
issued the call for a columnist, your
the Dean's List?
The room-mate just suggested that name was not among those received
"Mustard and Cress" might be the We have been very patient, but it
We will be* glad at
missintr item. Hut we have convinced hasn't come in.
Denver, Echo any time to let you help us keep our
?
j
promise.
Iall " *f
ls redolent of an amateur ac
Sincerely yours.
nuaintance with I>sjychology 1-12, and
The Editor.
****** that Preclude all possibility of
umn.

j

i

—

humor.

To the Editor:
Last
appeared in last
arose.
simple statement on

list

Business Manager

Wednesday. October

them

for

af Hatel?

COMMUNICATION
Editor, the Orient:

Editorial Shavings

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Vol. LIX.

ask

Mam?

$ty

'31

William X. Small

them

Photographic

Contributing Editors
E. Davis

will

'31

Athletic

Associate Kditors

Rov

whether

of hard or soft fabrics.

"OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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hi if fly and then turned the meet'ii'
Mortar strikes subway enThe inter- trance, cutting off all communication
into a general discussion.
est was live',- and the discussion with civilization.
Supplies on hand
Droved most worth while. Among; the for two weeks.
Plenty of air for
topics of interest which came out was harmonicae.
the question as to whether compul11.50
Flares go up, Rushin insion and coercion, is the best method fantry and
horse marines now movfor the settling of large disputes. In ing
steadily toward front lines. Exthis connection there was a great citement
rises, and Damsurians stand
problem raised as to whether or not by
to
repel
boarders.
the Civil War was not a good example
Midnight—
of the point, and it was generally
Forces
clash
on
agreed that the Civil War was a harmfol rather than beneficial way of free- northern and southern ridges. Battl
rages
up and down slopes with grading the slaves. Problems of both England and America were discussed in- ual retreat of Damsurians into mouncluding the mooted question of Unit- tain recesses. Sallies and repulses in
ed States prohibition. With questions all quarters. Few losses to Damsurians.
such as these the discussion continued. Several casualties to Rushins. Hand
the to hand
it
through
always
carrying
conflict
general.
Rushin.;
thought that the Christian way of life; stage remarkable flank attack (Inway of fire escapes) which make..
ta the proper way of bringing about
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peace and good feeling both internationally and national! v.
Dr. Gray held another conference In
the Moulton Union on Monday evening, at which kindred problems were
discussed.
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tinues with pencil stub.)
Many of
editor on the Lawrencian at Lawrence fortifications carried away by extenHigh and also on the editorial board sive underminings.
Stub of correschool.
of the Bulletin at the same
spondent's pencil blown away. Corn
Stearns was in the editorial depart- spondent continues, using blood fiom
ment at Hebron, and Madeira, at An- many wounds, with back end of match
dover.
Kline wrote snecial articles for pen.)
Fighting retards now as
for the Kentonian at New Kensington both
sides fall back to reorganize
High School.
Attack and counter attack recommaking
splendid
been
The Quill has
mence.
(Correspondent killed outprogress along the line of circulation,
right when he finds
supply of
his
having already some 250 subscriptions
Murads gone. Decides to conclude reafter a campaign of only a week or go.
Correspondent's
of
Several full page ads have also been port. Report
secured for the first issue. The sub- death false. Report continues.) Very
scriptions so far have Come in mostly hot and humid atmosphere of country
Fighting
combatants.
from the Freshmen and the unper- enervates
classmen are urged not to hold back, waxes and wanes. Neutral partie.
as they can be assured that the Qtr' call halt to hostilities by enforced
Report ends officially.
will be a magazine for which they will arbitration.
The Non- Check.
never regret subscribing.
No. 1.
fraternity group holds the lead in subscriptions by a substantial majority.
They have 58 subscriptions already re
Chapel
corded, while next in line come the
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Dictionary of

No one can make anything of this
however, who is not ready for a
of adventure and sacrifice, who is

idea,

Chemical Equations

life

not willing to risk being called a
dreamer, an idealist, a revolutionary.
One must follow in Christ's footsteps,
which are not easy to tread. Hut one
will realize that life is worth living, in

Contains 12,000 completed
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equations,
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pursuit of divine ends.
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inspires a man to work to increase race fellowship, to construct
I>eace, to end exploitation of one part
of mankind by another, to solve the
world's problems by goodwill, and to
clean the world of inhibitions by for
giveness. The secret is to let Christ
have his wa> with you. "Put that
still,

Son
.
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any man, and he counts
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HARMON-- m a garment

trade- mark of quality.

MF

the Sigma Nus and T. D.'s with ferret! to the tradition of the College,
Dekes and Psi l.'s with 16, A. T. and the place of chapel there. The
O.'s Chi Psis and Zetes 1">, Betas and chapel exercises have always formed
from the modern one governed as
In the world of labor, leligion is
with 12. This is a very prom- an important and definite part of the
it is by money, power and self-asserlooked upon by some as a dope which D. U.'s
The building itself is loising start and it is expected that the college life.
tion.
In the midst of a dissolving so- deadens the mind of the worker.
As
cated in the very center of activity on
Quill hope
ciety, of the militarism and imperial- some people conceive it, this interpre- mark of 400, which the
[the campus.
It has always stood
(Continual tTom
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ism, misfortune afTd woe of tht times,
Christ asked men, "Will you follow
me, and build a new society*?'! Tins
idea of a new social order II. G: Wells
I. as
styled "the most revolutionary
conception ever offered to the nu'nd of
man.' This subject Dr. -Graf tonsid
ers enriching, stimulating, and prac

tation of religion
ever, there is not
of self-sacrifice.
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men, and hence it, and its services,

the

life

ideals

of

should be respected, at least.
self-peeking, we
Furthermore, it is definitely stated
cannot be Christ's servants.
And it;
in the catalogue that chapi
is a com(Cnntinwd fro*n Fntro II
was and still is to such a life of seroulsory part of the curriculum here
('-i
Messenger boy to Garcia
1 1.10
vice that Jesus summons us. Not until
This
fact should have been taken into
modern style) "For <i
Christ gets the army he needs of self approved
consideration by those of the most
tica.1
one on which he would like to devoting men and women, shall we sake, a BUTT!" Supplies smuggled t
strenuous objectors before they en-:
speak again and again.
'besieged'
find real life as a race.
I'ntil Christ
tered Bowdoin. This regulation is imun
figures
moving
seen
IS
Few
11.
The possibilities of this suggestion leads, we shall be maimed and torcd and controlled by the Governfigures
are so tremendous, even today, a.- t" mented.
Therefore, let as seek first der trees to south-west. These
ing Hoards of the College and is not
soon prove to he other than -T2!
make it seem almost ! topian What the Kingdom of God.
subject to the power- of the faculty
11.30
Hell and Whitcomb come to (u accepting; and putting into force the
must it have meant when it fas first
Dr. A. Herbert Gray, continued the
enunciated! Accepting this a.- funda- same topic as was used by him in tin aid of Damsurian Commissary de- recommendation of the Student Commental, one cannot but recognize the chapel service, at a short discussion partment.
Portable kitchens moved mittee of allowing five additional cuts
common fathership of God, the broth- group held in the Moulton Union Sun- up from rear. Damsurian Preferred the faculty has done about all it can
Cod, and a world- day evening.
erhood of all men
Carrying on at the up 10 points. In spite of bare backs, ,, ,„],.,. the present luling to alter con-.
wide brotherhood „f ail nation.-' with- •>oint he left off in chapel, he spo%e bullish market prevails.
id'tions.
(unless

we
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Guests* of the Cumberland Theatre
first of last week report that a
"Movietone"
news
reel
was run
through silently.
Kveryone -had a
chance to sec "['at' Harrison talk on
tl
tariff for three minutes, and didn't
have to listen to him.
i.ei us have
more of this.
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Clarence H. Johnson, 2*. returned
home in Topsham for a two
weeks' vacation recently. Johnson i;

to his

row employed by

!

!

Douglas W. Young, '24, who eras
married September 28th, was a visitor
on the campus with his bride last
week.

Aviator Hick Hell had his machine
on campus last week, demonstrating,
among other things, that Howdoin has
Kobe air-minded. 1 he first Ilight was
disastious, and the machine, like a
Jumbo en route to eternity, crashed
into Winthrop Hall with a crashing
(•rash.
No one was hurt, so he wound
it up again, and it flew oft across the
campus with about a hundred students
cheering in unison. "Aviation is iieie

the Chesapeake and
Potomac
Telephone
Company i.i
Washington, D. C.
t
t
t
Candidates for Freshman football
received their equipment last Monday. First practice was held yester-

day.
~

r

~

Print McClellan, ex ':?2, once th,
pride of Westbrook, and still one of
the finest grid stars in the state, m
to stay," said .Mr. Hell, or someone still showing
himself as a classy ball
that sounded like- him, »a tie went u.
toter. On Sunday last he opposed the
to his room.
Portland A. A. at Fort Williams, as
leader of the 240th Artillerv.
A number of the freshmen who nave
t
t
f
tax
have not
paid their
blanket
No less than 7,200 people used th^
received their blankets, ami should ap- Cyrus H. K. Curtis Swimming Pool
ply at once to Dr. Johnson.
during the past summer.

lift

i
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A slight rumpus was heard, seen,
Miss Katherine A. Wing became
smelled. or whatever it is that one the bride of Horace Hildreth '25 las'
does to rumpi, last Tuesday night, by Saturday. While at College Hildreth
several residents in Hyde and Apple- was prominent in athletics. He was
a
"It's Goblin night," explained a member of the Zeta
ton.
Psi fraternity.
-ophomore, "but 1 haven't found any
t

freshmen

vet,

t

thank God."

t

Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Koelln, arrived
in Brunswick Sunday, staying temLancaster, porarily
with Prof, and Mrs. Ham,
football-player-at,
the
prophesied
until they
could find rooms. Mr.
scores of the games scheduled.
On Koelln,
who is to teach one division
the face of his success or failure in the
of German 1-2, German 0-10, 11-12,
matter, he has refused a similar serand
15-16,
was
detained a while in
vice this year.
He did get two right,
Furope due to difficulties in securing
in round numbers.
a visa.
He began his work Monda.
i
Service on the trolley-lint to Yar- as assistant professor in the German
mouth, connecting there for Portland, department, taking the place of Mr.
has been improved. They stopped the Schumann.
T
line.
A bus' service is now operating.
The Freshman picture was taken
Information for the vast majority who
are on the look-out for ways to Port- by Mr. Washburn of Lewiston on the
terrace of the
Art
Building
land.
last
t
Thursdav afternoon.
Well, what good is proc night, anyt
t
t
wav?
Gordon Knight, \'?2, of New Haven,
Conn., is the new holder of the coarse
Donovan I~incaster, Hill's big broth- record at the Brunswick Golf Club,
er, was :lt the gym during physical according to announcement made byexams, lining up the huskies for his John L. Baxter, '16, chairman of th
Don tournament committee. In a matcn
annual gesture at the sophs.
should have, after casual peeks at the played with John W. Riley, Jr., '"50.
new men, an idea that the freshmen his score was a
for the nine holes,
After inwill have a team this year.
terviewing everyone who looked like a
Mr. Philip S. Wilder, as Alumni
ot
rounds
the
Don
made
football man.
Secretary of the College, carried an
the doctors himself. All the freshmen
official welcome to Commander Donald
thought he was one of them, and
Mac.Millan on his recent return
someone appealed to him to be sure to from the North, where ne has been
be at the llag-rush.
conducting
scientific
investigations
during the past summer.
Hast year the fliers with the Dr.
Sprince "Fighting Polar Hear" song
COMMUNICATION
on them, distributed before the trig
Tame, spelled the name of our famous Editor, the Orient:
graduate "McMillan," and spoke of the
There is a question in education
(ui
Wilde
Philip
Mr.
Hrine."
"Artie
which, it seems, will never be satisone flight and to the left states that factorily answered, and that is conthis year corrections have been made, terning the respective merits of the
Biers lecture and conference systems.
1 he
at a small additional cost.
will he out anytime now, and Gil SouJe
For the conference system they sai
is learning the tune on his instrument. that the students get into more intiYou name it I.
mate contact with the profe-sors. that
they get a more individual developSpeaking of Mr. Soule. it is some- ment and knowledge. For the lecture
what remarkable, though I can't quite system others say that the students
decide in what connection, to notice can receive better organised material,
that after his living three years in that progression is not retarded, and
North Maine, they make him proctor that the students aie mi their own iniof South Maine, which undoubtedly is tiative in compirtinT their assignments.
from bad to worse, anil which, under Advocates of the lecture system cite
various circumstances, is a joke on the foe-stricken students of Psycholboth Mr. Soule and the inmates of ogy I to prove their point, while stuSouth Maine, the latter principally. dents with hands cramped from takbecause Mr. Soule is a musician of ing six and seven paires of notes in
wondrous volume as well as doubtful Fiench VII strontrly defend: the consweetness.
ference svstem.
All such arguments obvious and pre-'
It's about time that President Sills iudiced aside, however, the subject 1*
of
piece
little
worthv tif consideration, and merits
arose in chapel with a
!"•
students.
professors.
paper in his hand ami made his an ttoT.tion
nual announcement that the Maine Orient, and (last and least! the Quill
Central Railroad requests that stu- alike.
Yours truly,
dents cease to plav with the gates on
i
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M. Barbour, Newport
Bates, Montclair, N. J.
H. S. Bradt, New York
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The decision as to who will be th
manager of tennis for this year iDick Obear and
soon to be made.
Olcott King are the candidates. Those
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D. Morris, Newtonville, Mass.
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having himself been chairman t
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-
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CUMBERLAND

A. H. Hathaway, Lexington, Mass.
D. P. McCormick, Albany, N. Y.
J. W. Manning, Albany, N. Y.
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Send Your Washing
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He is especially interested in the
fraternity system here in America,

Lewiston

-
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Waterville
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vs.

Medford
Williamstowr.

-----------------------------—
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NOVEMBER
Bowdoin

Storrs
Northfield

-

-

NOVEMBER

Maine

-

PHIL BRISK

Also Favorably Impressed
Bowdoin pleases M. Fleury very
much. It is quite different from th"
city universities of France, and th'
wide campus and the many opportunities for athletic recreation impress him very favorably. The men
he has thus far met represent to him
fine class of American college men.
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name

WEST 50th STREET

60

E. M. Ames, Worcester, Mass.
G. R. Booth, Cincinnati, O.
R. E. Campbell, Chicago, 111.
N. K. Chase, Blue Hill
J. E. Cuddy, Lawrence, Mass.
C. A. Fuller, Providence, R. I.

J.

f

Buildini!

R. E.

-------..._

Rhode Island
S. Naval Station
Bowdoin vs. Wesleyan
.Maine vs. New Hampshire State
vs.
vs.
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Hates
Colby

well dressed.

C. H. Gerdsen, Plainfield, N. J.
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Town

Williams

\s.

Newton, Mass.

J. T.

'Anything y'want Pressed?'

Bowdoin

J.

W.

R. L. Smith,

Wholesaler— Retail
St.,

Colin vs. Norwich
Bates vs. Tufts

M

E. Smith, Melrose Highlands, Mass.
E. D. W. Spingarn, Amenia, N. Y.

OCTOBER

Connecticut Aggies

vs.

in

"Noticeable

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

as he expressed it, the question of
debt-settlement was purely a political
one one that influenced the French
peopl,. little or not at all.

MAINE COLLEGE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Maine

mu«-d from PstfV

K'cint

574 Congress

12m

exists
Another ob- bitterness

girls.

servation Prof. Bruneau has to make
is that Bowdoin students in general
appear to be quieter than their confreres in France, and also to be leaf

.•

'

Bostonian and Florsheim

themselves than
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is
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Springfield.

Latest College Styles in
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MAINE
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gay

in their extra-curricular pursuits.
All men that he has met here, not
only men of the faculty but also those
of the student body, have impressed
him as
being thorough gentlemen,
and he has been very favorably imR. E. McLaughlin, Skowhegan
pressed by the democratic attitude
G. H. Melanson, Swampscott, Mass. prevalent at Bowdoin.
H. A. Perry, Arlington, Mass.
M. Fleury
R. G. Torrey, North Weymouth.
Jean Fleury, teacher of the adMass.
Wadsworth, Winchester, vanced composition and conversation,
H.
T.
is the son of Mayor of Estourmel, an
Mass.
is a graduate of the Ecole Libre de
W. F. Whitney, Lewiston
Science Politiques and of the Ecole
de Droit of the University of Paris.
He has also studied at La Sorbonne
Bruneau-Fleury
in Paris.
He holds the degree of
Continue*! from Trim* I)
Bachelier es Lettres et Philosophie,
Ikes the cozy nooks for study, and as well as that of Licencie en Droit,
thinks the organization for obtaining which is approximately
the equivalent
book* quite perfect, and a great im- of a degree of Master of Laws.
provement over the French system.
Journalist and Lawyer
Friendly Feeling
Perhaps M. Fleury's most interestThe Moulton Union is anothei ing connection, however, is with the
building which has a great attraction
young anti-communistic newspaper,
for Dr. Bruneau. This place, he feels,
"L'Ami
du Peuple." This journal
is permeated with an air of comfort,
founded two years ago through the
friendliness and restful ness. In fact,
efforts of Francois Coty, famous perall the College seems to have this ail
fumer, was originally designed to
of friendliness to him, a foreigner,
combat the rising tide of Communism
handicapped as he is by scant knowlextraordiAmerica, it in France. Selling at the
In
edge of English.
narily cheap price of ten centime--, it
would seem that a foreigner is
has become the foVemost paper of th"
treated with more consideration than
poorer classes, and has done much in
he might expect in France there is
the way of educating the people by
no ridicule, even though his meagn
means of good, impartial journalism
English might lay him open to much.
It now ranks as one of the greates*
All seem willing, rather, to try to
papers in France, with over a milmore
seems
him everyone
help
lion subscribers. «M. Fleury served in
frank, more kind hearted, and BPore
capacity of reporter on "L'Ami
the
There is no
helpful to one another.
du Peuple," and even here in Amerhostile feeling toward a foreigner as
ica expects to write occasional artidoes
He
not
France.
in
often
found
is
cles for
it.
Though a practicing
feel t n at be is a stranger her-4 for ":kocat" or lawyer, M. Fleury
is a
Brunswick has made him feel that he loler of journalism, and quite preis at home.
fers the latter to law.
Students Are Different
The Debt Question
As to his classes, he is enjoyirur
M. Fleury was very happy to bave
them very much. This is of cour.e the opportunity to come to America,
the first time Dr. Bruneau has taught
a country for which he, in common
a class made up solely of Englishwith the large majority of the French
speaking students, and moreover, it people, ha_s infinite friendship, despite
is also the first time he has taught
the reports of debt-settlement ania class that is all men. Personally, mosity recently so prominent in soni"
he prefers now to teach men, for he of the American newspapers. It is M.
finds that they pay stricter attention
Fleury's opinion that this rumored
and are less given to talking among

Zeta Psi
E. C. Beebe, Wellesley, Mass.
H. G. Cannon, Cleveland, O.
A. F. Clark, South Sudbury, Mass
W. D. Currier, Caribou
C. J. Langford, Rochester, N. H.

Kappa Sigma

repeated drives into Aggie ground,
W. Bakanowsky, Jcwett City, Conn.
and the second one proved successL. C. Christopher, Woodsville, N. H.
ful.
A pass to Souther brought the
C. F. Doherty, St. Albans, N. Y.
ball close to the goal line, and in two
M. W. Gibaldo, Lawrence, Mass.
plays the Bears had scored again.
H. R. Kellett, Lawrence, Mass.
Foster raced over the line on a wide
C. L. Kirkpatrick, Newton Ceji'#;r,
sweep to the left. The attempted
Mass.
kick was blocked.
R. D. Lowell, Lee.
The final period saw another scorW. A. Sherburne, Milo
ing march in which Chapman, who
G. P. Taylor, Wollaston, Mass.
played fine ball all day, was the leadPsi Upsilon
ing light.
He struck off tackle for
R. L. M. Ahern, Newtonville, Mass
l° n g gains, while Ricker and Johnson,
E. C. Andrews, Brunswick
who had replaced Foster, swung past
R. P. Bates, Danvers, Mass..
the ends.
On another pass Souther
F. E. Boucher, Brunswick
was blocked by the Aggie halfback,
J. A. Clarke, Portland
and Bowdoin was given the distance.
R. D. Colby, Melrose, Mass.
Stone crashed over the goal line for
L. W. Easton, Boston, Mass.
the third touchdown. The kick was
A. W. Frost, Belmont, Mass.
again blocked. Shortly afterward the
M. A. Long, Baltimore, Md.
game ended with the Polar Bears
E. B. McMenamin, Portland
once more invading, the ball being on
R. V. MacAllester, Everett, Mass.
the twenty yard line.
E. P. Marsh, Danvers, Mass.
Chapman played brilliantly for the
J.
N. Mason, North Brookfield
White both offensively and defensively.
He was acting captain. Ricker Mass.
R. A. Mawhinney, Machias
showed up very well as varsity
Milliken, Saco
H.
J.
quarterback.
He called the plays
J. D. Schultz, Woilaston, Mass.
well, punted for many yards, and conR. T. Sperry, Belmont, Mass.
tributed much by his good ball carrySigma Nu
ing.
Stone played a good, hard, deW. L. Bryan, West Springfield,
pendable game, and Foster did some
excellent running. In the line South- Mass.
er stood out. He blocked and tackled
F. O. Coult, Denville, N. J.
hard, and played an all around agJ. W. GaVSS, Salem, Mass.
gressive game.
Stiles incurred the
R. Hall, South Windham
only injury of the game, a wrenched
W. L. Haskell, Lewiston
shoulder nerve which came on BowM. T. Hickok, Manhas^et, N. Y.
doin's second play.
He will be out
J. D. Kelsey, Portland
of the game until next week.
H. R. Lewis, Groton, Mass.
E. P. Loring, Watertown, Mass.
Mass. AggieBowdoin
H. C. MacWhinnie, Easton
re, Mann
Souther, le
F. E. Miller, Lvnn, Mass.
Hirtle (Soule, Brown) It
W.
E. Mullen, Brockton, Mass.
rt, Foskett (Little)
D. Pelton, Lynnfield, Mass.
Garcelon, lg
(BurringtoQ.)
\V. a. Pjr-eutt, Sharon, Mass.
rjj, Magnuson
C, Cox
L. J. Roehr, Edgewood, R. I.
Hilodeau (Carleton) C
L. T. Steele, Lynn, Mass.
Stoneman (Butler, Bullard) rg
lg, Bunten
J. W. Trott, Glen Ridge, N. J.
Chalmers (Ecke) rt
Theta Delta Chi
It, Brackley (Minkstein)
H. P. Foster, Waterville
Foley
le,
Lancaster (Crimmins) re
R. P. French, Whitefield, N. H.
Foster (Thayer, Johnson) qb
N. L. Betsey, South Portland
qb, Brown
W. M. Kline, New Kensington, Pa.
rhb, Rooney (Ellert)
Chapman, lhb
I). P. Low, Brockton, Mass.
lhb, Holmberg
Ricker, rhb
A. P. Madeira, Boston, Mass.
fb, Bond
Stiles (Stone fb
C. S. Mead, Bangor
A. E. Moyer, Reading, Mass.
Score Bowdoin, IS; Mass. Aggie.;,
J. C. Pugh, Conshohocken, Pa.
6
Touchdowns Brown, Stone (Z),
J. M. Watson, Quincy, Mass.
Foster. Referee— F. A. Peterson ot
Colgate. Umpire J. F. Martin of
Oberlin. Linesman— V. N. Wall of

F$*ilding

BRUNSWICK

LYMAN

Phelps, Lynn, Mass.
Travis, Mahwah, N. J.
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the product of nat-

carefully selected for

Nature

herself.

Try a package. You'll immediately get the
thrill of this smoother and better cigarette.
And you'll know then why oil) hold's sales
are ALREADY THREE times GREATER than the
combined growth of three leading cigarette
brands during a like period of their existence.

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircutting

Near Campus

-

First

Shop Down Town

O P. Lonllmrd Co.. Fjt. 17*0

Oetter

I obaccos

On

OLD GOLD-PALL WHITEMAN HOUR.

your Radio.

make them smoother and

better

.

.

.

with "not a cough in a carload'*

Paul Whlteman. with In. complete orchestra, every Tuesday, * to

le P. M..

Eastern Standard Time
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HOME GAME OF YEAR
EXPECTED TO ATTRACT BIG
CROWD TO WHITTIER FIELD

FIRST

Special

Program

Entertainment

When

the Great White Rear roars
Field this Saturday to

roar Bowdoin's defiance in 0-e fust
_ home game of the year, chanc< s for
a win over Wesleyan will be brighter
than for several seasons back. Last
week end saw a rather ragged
Columbia eleven hack its way to a
52-0 victory over the battered Fight
ing Parsons, and both the Connecticut Aggies and Rochester have t.iken
their measure without
much difficulty.

At the outset of the season Wc^sleyan was faced with a problem in
filling the end
positions, the jwle
wing-man available being rendered
by a unique rule which' allows but one year of varsity competition to a non-swimmer. It v.-astobvious on Saturday that the two ^V^iX
positions had been satisfactorily filled.
Stancyzk and Hewitt be.ng naSled
time after time on attempted end
runs, but WesleyanV secondary defease well-nigh collapsed. The shifjy
Lion backs tore thru the Methodist's
backfield almost at will, and at; the
close of the game the Columbia £<*rwards were opening great gaps on

ineligible

off-tackle drives.

Rut whether Wesieyan is weakyv
than last season or not is no inde; to
Bowdoin's chances. With Ricker probably not starting, due to injuries received in last Saturday's game, the
Rears lose much defensively. Against
Williams the offense was strong, but
the wing-back defense against forwards was weak, and the tackling was
poor.
Thayer, Chapman, Johnsejn,
and Stiles will presumably sirfr:
against the Methodists, with, Stone
and Foster held in reserve.
A big crowd will be on hand to Wlcome the boys home. President Siils
announced in chapel Wednesday j£st
that special invitations have! been
sent to the fathers of all Freshmen,
and loyal rooters will swell the Bowt

doin stands to Maine ^arae

.

propor-

tions,

i

:

The Wesleyan

clash provides :th
first real test of the season for lM.il
Morrell's huskies. The Massachusetts
Aggies are unusually weak this yjsar,
having barely eked out a victory <<vei
Rates, and the Williams game held
many bad breaks for the Maine; invaders. Just where do we stand? Re

there and see.

'

.

BIG RALLY HELD FOR
GAtyE WITH WILLIAMS

Coach Mai Morrell

FELLOWSHIP AWARD
FOR MEDICAL WORK
GIVEN DR. SPRINCE
Merritt

Man

Benefits from GarcelonAuthor of Fighting
Polar Bear Song

Fund

—

Professor Manton Copeland, chairof the committee on medical
Bowdoin,
has
at
announced the award of a fellowship
of $1500 to Henry Sprince, M.D., of
Lewiston.
This fellowship, the first
of a series to be awarded under thGarcelon-Merritt Fund, is to be used
for special work in medicine and sur-

man

scholarships

gery and was offered last summer
to the younger doctors of the Stat
of Maine.
Dr. Sprince is a Bowdoin graduate
of the class of 1920 and received his

demonstration of. enthusiasm, about 250 students gathered
fine

in Memorial Hall last Thursday ^veiling; for a pep meeting for the giime
against Williams on Saturday. Ch^erinp and singing comprised the greater
part of the program, while the college
dance orchestra—played several popm.

lar selections.

W

M.] AlCheer-leaders E. P. Lord,
tenburg, F. M. Anpleton and J-; M.
Parker were on. hand to put the? assembly through a string of Bowdoin
"locomotives", as well as other yel'-s.
Calling for several sonsrs, Ben Whitcomb led the singing, with Cleave? at
Special arrangement was
the piano.
made in the sinjrinK of Phi Chi. so jhat
the freshmen as well as upper c'nssmen could join in on the choru?.
Plans are under way for another
rallv4o.be held frr the Wesley an
p-.<^^
it is liVeh- that the rally Vrl'
be held on the Delta unless rail makes
it necessary to use Memorial Hall.
.

Out for English Scholar Outlines History and
Development of Party for
by
Bowdoin Students

Visitors

Intercepted Pass and Fumble Ruin

Touchdowns— Phil Chapman

By Walter P. Bowman
Fathers of all freshmen have been
Dr. A. Herbert Gray of London
invited to be guests of Bowdoin College at luncheon and at the Football gave an instructive talk on the
game with Wesleyan University Sat- British Labor Party before certain
urday. This plan is an extension of members of the student body Oct. 8.
the college policy of inviting the fath- In substance Dr. Gray spoke as folers of members of the graduating lows:
The British Labor Party has come
class to attend the Commencement
dinner each year, and is done with into power within a generation. It
the hope of increasing friendly rela- is the product of convictions. Without
tions and understanding between the aid from the p'ress or financial backmembers of the college and the men ing, and in the teeth of opposition
who, in most cases, have made possi- from the people, the party has come
ble the attendance of the undergrad- into office if not into permanent
power. The party is a direct result
uate body.
Registration of fathers will begin of the abuses of capitalism and of
in the Moulton Union at 9 o'clock man's dislike of the unequal division
when the guest tickets to the luncheon of the fruits of work, of slums, and of
and the football game will be given poverty anywhere. And, despite traout.
During the morning there will dition, the Labor Party has become
be an opportunity for visits to fresh- a great factor in Britain.
man classes and conferences with inIt is significant of the economical
structors whose classes are not in situation in Great Britain to considsession.
From 11.30 to 12 there will er the lesson shown by the income
be an informal gathering in the tax.
The number of persons taxlounge at the Union, where fathers able for income a tax represents an
and sons may meet the president and income of 160 pounds, or $800 is less
the members of the faculty. Luncheon than those below the poverty line! In
will be served in the Moulton Union other words, there are more people
dining room at noon and the men will who are poverty-stricken than there
then proceed to Whittier Field, where are people who earn $800 a year or
they will witness the game as guests more! Our government fixes a miniof the Bowdoin Athletic Council.
mum standard of $1,200 for a family
The program has been worked out of four!
by Donovan D. Lancaster, manager of
The Charter of Rights was one
Union and coach of movement to correct a bad situation.
the Moulton
freshman football, and is sponsored Fifty-nine years ago education was
by the Committee on the Union. This made compulsory; the result of this
Professors is the Labor Party, in which repreincludes
committee
Charles T. Burnett, Orren C. Hormell, sentatives of the people can by educaand Thomas C. Van Cleve, together tion come into power.
with James P. Pettegrove, Donald F.
The parties already in power diet
Prince and Creighton E. Gatchell of not help the labor situation any, and
the student body, acting with Mr. it was evident that a new one must
Lancaster.
The invitations to the be formed. Trade unions, already a
fathers are sent out by President .strong force, helped produce it.
Sills, who is heartily in accord with
A socialistic way of thought certainly dominates the party, though
the scheme.
(Continued on page

PORTLAND MAN WILL
HIKE TO BRUNSWICK
FOR SATURDAY GAME

OF

$22,000

BEQUEST

College to Benefit from Estate of the
Late Frank H. Kidder of Boston
!

A

the Portland Sunday Telegram of
October 13.
The Rev. Charles F. Odell of St. Peters Episcopal Church of Portland
whose athletic accomplishments as a
student at Williston Academy and
then at Yale University made him a
National figure will begin his long
hike at sunrise in order to reach
Brunswick by 2.30 o'clock, the starting time of the game.
Dr. Odell will be a special guest
of the college at the game.
Send9 Card To Wesleyan
The announcement of the Portland
clergyman's intention was contained
in a card received by the Wesleyan
University Athletic Association. The
card reads as follows:
"Expect to walk to your game the

—

"Played

4)

An announcement of a bequest of
$22,000 to Bowdoin College from, the
estate of the late Frank H. Kiddef of
Boston was made Friday morning in
chapel. The income from the fund is
to be used "for scholarships, first to
graduates of Thayer Academy, second
for scholarships for students from the
State of Massachusetts the balance
to be used for scholarships for .students designated by the authorities of
Bowdoin College."

—

Mr. Kidder was formerly prominent
with the Cushman-Hollis Company of
Auburn, where he was associated with
Edward Farrington Abbott of the class
of 1C03, and for some years an overseer of the colleire.

NOTICE

I

,

All members of the three upprr
classes who wish to try out for the
editorial staff of the Orient, a'iid
any Freshman who did not repcjrt
last week, should be present at tie
Orient Room in the Union at 6.-S5
p.m. tomorrow night. This meeting is important, so please be 4"
time.
:

lon

—

—

—

Interest

Meet

run

Handicap Shield

be noticed
that the schedule this year is being
put ahead.- The reason for this is
that the track authorities want to
have the outdoor meets completed bewill be

off. It will

fore cold weather really sets

As

in.

torial Staff of College

Weekly

The team appeared

to have

lost

in the third period. The
was half-hearted and woefully ineffective. The offensive, whi!»
brilliant in spurts, was listless. The
its

punch

tackling

his well

known

brother,

(Continued on

varsity pitcher for the Yale nine the
Portland rector hurled the first game
ever played on the old Yale Field,
in 1885. As Yale's most capable pitcher he was selected to twirl against
the New York Giants, the Brooklyn
He
nine, and the Boston Nationals.
(Continued on

Pane

Paire

3)

SWIMMING TEAM HAS
HARD SEASON AHEAD
Two

4)

Dual

Meets and New

England

Intercollegiates to be Held in

STUDENT COMMITTEE
REPORT SUMMARIZED

Curtis Pool

The swimming schedule for the
coming year as announced by Coach
Various Miller includes five dual meets, the
at
Intercollegiates
England
New
Sections to Appear in Later
Brunswick, the Intercollegiate AssoIssues of Orient
ciation meet at Yale, and the National Intercollegiates at Harvard.
Bowdoin has the distinct honor of
In last week's issue of the Orient,
announcement was made that in th" being chosen for the New England
near future sections of the report Intercollegiates, an event which will
drawn up last year by the Student be held March 14th and 15th in the
Committee will be published. Before Curtis Pool, which is considered one
taking up the various sections in de- of the best in the East.
A fairly large squad is now at work
tail it has been deemed advisory to
preface a general summary. In sub- on muscle development exercises and
sequent issues different phases will ground work. When the football season is over, a large turn out is exbe taken up more completely.
The Student Committee report has pected, and interest will be keen for
been divided into the following parts: the annual interfraternity and freshA meet with Exeter
Elections, the fraternity situation, man meets.
tthletics, publications, and the curric- has been arranged for the freshmen
in February, and possibly there will
ulum.
Elections
be a meet with Huntington.
The Student Committee believes
The varsity schedule follows:
that the present system of election if
Jan. 10— M.I.T. at Boston*
class
to
'regard
with
relatively sound
Jan. 11— Williams at Williamstown

More

Detailed

Account

of

'

'

—

Athletic
Council,
5-jtudent
offices,
Jan. 18 Wesleyan at Brunsw'ck
Council, and team managers. With reFeb. 22— Worcester Tech. at Brunsgard to the election of the editor-in- wick.
chief of the Orient a new plan is sugFeb. 28 Brown at Providence
a
to
be
gested, whereby there is
March 1— Springfield at Springfield
the Student Counthree-unit vote: 1
March 14-15— N. E. Intercollegiates
three at Brunswick
2 the Orient Board,
cil,
units the retiring editor, the busiMarch 21-22— Intercollegiate Ass'n
ness manager of the Bowdoin Pub- at Yale
Int- rcollishing Company, and the senior memMarch 28-29— National
ber of the faculty committee on the legiates at Harvard.

—

—

—

3—

—

i

Bowdoin Publishing Company.

Fraternity Situation
The committee does not deplore the
fraternity situation at Bowdoin as is
often done. After a comparison it is
felt that fraternity conditions at Bowdoin are better than at parallel institutions at other places. The fraternity
should be a social rather than an adFrom the point
ministrative unit.

Sixteen men, with the desire to try
out for the editorial staff of the
Orient, reported last Thursday evening at the Orient Room in the Union.
The work was outlined to them and
several suggestions for its carrying
cut were made. by Editor-in-Chief H.
M. Davis. Assignments were allotted
to each man, giving him the chance
to show his ability along some, special
line. The greater part of the men reporting had newspaper experience a*,
their preparatory schools, and it is
expected that some fine material will
be drawn from thi3 group for the
maintenance of the Orient.
The following men applied: Luther
W. Easton, Psi U.; H. Allen Perry.
Zeta Psi; Richard A. Mawhinney, Psi
U.; Louis C. Stearns, 3rd, Deke; HerNewbert T. Wadsworth, Zeta Psi;
ton K. Chase, D. U.; Richard H. Moul-

yet Jack Magee has not been
able to pick out any outstanding man
Peta vs. Deke
among the Freshman candidates.
Tues. Nov. 5 Chi Psi vs. Psi U.— There are so few experienced men in
N. F. vs. D. U.
the squad and so many letter men ton, Alpha Tau Omega; Edward B.
Wed. Nov. 6— Zete vs. A. T. O.— were lost by graduation, that it will McMenamin, Psi U.; John B. Merrill,
Deke vs. Sigma Nu
be an uphill fight to develop a win- Alpha Tau Omega; Albert S. Davis,
Rules and Regulations
ning team. But with the Fall Meet Jr., Chi Psi; Arthur E. Moyer, T. D.;
Four ten minute periods. Three and the Freshman Meet coming, John D. Kelsey, Sigma Nu; Crist y C.
minutes between quarters and ten Coach Magee hopes to get a look at Moustakis, A. D.; Charles E. Thurminutes between halves. Games shall the new prospects and really find out low, Alpha Tau Omega; Philip Wal(Continued oa Pac* S)
what he has for material.
ters, '32 and A. Gilbert Moore.

—
—

'86.

Purple machine functioned powerfulpage from Frank Merriwell ly and smoothly. Behind a brawny,
Dick. As

a

like

and

\

twenty-first, the Fall

game

doin-Wesleyah clash.
Rev. Odellfc athletic deeds, in the
formative days of college sport real

to Start Oct. 21

Last week at a meeting of the track
men, the track schedule for the coming year was drawn up. The first important event of the season will be
the Inter-Fraternity Cross-Country
run to be held October 18. The following week beginning Monday the

first football

his boyish enthusiasm for the lark
said that his only worry was arriving
in Brunswick in time for the Bow-

Material Unusually Heavy but
Baok#*kt Stars Must be Developed

Line

Centered on Interfraternity Sixteen Underclassmen Out for Edi-

Road Race— Fall Handicap Meet

your

Would like to meet any Williston or
Psi U. Men.
"Was halfback, end rush, pitcher,
and runner."
(Signed) Rev. C. F. Odell, Yale, *86.

ORIENT CANDIDATES
FALL TRACK SEASON
REPORT AT MEETING
TO OPEN ON FRIDAY

Delta Upsilon
Dates
Wed. Oct. 16— Chi Psi vs. Kappa
Sig.— Deke vs. N. F.
Thur. Oct. 17— Psi U. vs. A. T. O.—
T. D. vs. D. U.
Mon. Oct. 21 A. D. vs. Kappa Sig.
—Beta vs. T. D.
Tues. Oct. 22— Zete vs. Chi Psi—
Sigma Nu vs. D. U.
Wed. Oct. 23— A. D. vs. Psi U.—
N. F. vs. Beta
Thur. Oct. 24— Kappa Sig. vs. Zete
T. D. vs. Sigma Nu
Mon. Oct. 28— Chi Psi vs. A. D.—
Beta vs. D. U.
Tues. Oct. 29— Zete vs. Psi U
T. D. vs. Sigma Nu
Wed. Oct. 30— A. T. O. vs. Chi Psi
—Deke vs. D. U.
Thur. Oct. 34— Kappa Sig. vs. Psi
U.—T. D. vs. N. F.
Mon. Nov. 4 A. D. vs. A- T. O.—

in

Played Wesleyan on Yale

score.

—

Sigma Nu

within the shadow of their goal posts.
Again the Polar Bears started their
long march into enemy territory, but
lost the ball on an intercepted pass
near the five yard line. The pigskin
seesawed back and forth until late
in the second period, when Williams
drove the ball within the five yard
line and from there plunged it over.
Bowdoin threatened seriously when
Chapmac broke loose thru right
tackle and ploughed his way thru the
secondary defense for thirty yards.
With the ball on Williams' ten yard
line a futile off-tackle play ended
the half.

19th.

i

Kappa Sigma

Phil Chapman was officially chosen
lead the Bowdoin eleven for the
remainder of the year at a meeting
of the team after the game. Chapman is one of the outstanding players on the Bowdoin squad, and last
year ranked with the best running
backs in the state.
In the first period Bowdoin took the
play right away from the strong
got a
Williams
Williams eleven.
break in recovering Bowdoin's fumble.
They too, swept right up the field
with a varied assoitment of plays.
Bowdoin rallied and held for downto

in 1881, with Williston; made one of
the two touchdowns, Wesleyan did not

i

Chi Psi

The Royal Purple trampled over

Team—

I

ANNOUNCEMENT MADE

for

Bowdoin's gridiron warriors Saturday
at Weston Field, but not until the
fighting Polar Bears had left their
claw marks on the victors. The imposing margin of defeat, 27-6, fails
to adequately reveal the hotiy conRev. Charles F. Odell Was Star in tested battle. Rushing Williams off
their feet in the first quarter, BowEarly 80's on Yale
Helped
doin carried the ball with a series of
Defeat Wesleyan Twice
line bucks, end ryns and off-tackle
dashes to the Williams two yard line
white-haired Episcopal rector Then the Purple stiffened and two
who has passed his 66th birthday will line plunges were piled up and the
walk 26 miles from Portland to ball lost on the third down by a
Brunswick Saturday in order to see fumble. This seemed to take the heart
a football team play that represents out of the Polar Beats, who fought
the college he helped to defeat while stubbornly the first half, but wilted
in prep school in 1881 and again listlessly in the second until the final
while in college in 1886, according to minutes of the game.

The aged Portland clergyman with

Distinguished Scholar and Assistant Professor of English at

Two Chances

Elected Captain for

Remainder of Season

HARVEY MILLER 17
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
DIES AT KALAMAZOO
SQUAD STARTS WORK
Was

11

POWERFUL WILLIAMS OUTFIT
CRUSHES BOWDOIN FOOTBALL
MACHINE BY 27 TO 6 SCORE

Kalama/.oo College
M.D. degree from McGill University
interneships
Following
in
1923.
With one of the largest and heavOn Sept. 18 Harvey Daniel Miller,
at King's Park Street Hospital i;i
iest squads in
years working out
New York and at the Central Main.^ of the class of 1917, Jied after a short daily under the direction of Coach
General Hospital at Lewiston, he ha> illness of sinus trouble, at Kalamazoo, Don Lancaster, Freshman footbali
been engaged in general practice in Mich., where he had been for a year prospects are unusually bright. Most
assistant professor of English at Kalathe latter city. Dr. Sprince is p'anmazoo College. The class of 1917 was of the candidates are out for line
ning to spend at least six months in
notable in many ways. It was an ex- positions and several hotly contested
study at one of the larger clinics.
cellent example
of the significant battles are taking place for these
It will be remembered that Dr.
groups of young men, strong in char- berths. There is very little backfield
Sprince is the author and composer acter and scholarship,
that Bowdoin material, however, and Coach LanBowmusic
of
the
of the words and
has produced with sure and consistent caster is faced with the task of dedoin Fighting Polar Bear Song, that frequency. Harvey Miller was one of veloping
ball carriers whose play
made its appearance last Fall.
its finest and most outstanding mem- will be on par or nearly so with that
bers and belonged by closest bonds to of the experienced line. If he sucthe company of those of its members ceeds in doing this the Freshmen will
who loved all the larger forms of liv- present a well balanced team.
ing scholarly attainment, friendship,
The average age of the men out
Bowdoin itself. His love of the col- is 18 years and four months, while
lege continued all his life to be althe average weight is 152 J pounds.
an
extraordinary
most
nassion. ComTwo Leagues Organized to Vie for ing from Bangor High School, he grew
Some Big Linemen
Bill Haskell of Lewiston, former
Championship with Much Interest
intellectually and socially all throegi
Hebron and Deerfield Academy tackle,
Being Shown
college, and later when an instructor
a 173-pounder, is out for a berth along
at Maine, a student at Harvard Sumwith John Milliken, former star cennow mer School, a teacher at Bethany Col- ter of Thornton Academy, and Ronald
Inter-Fraternity
Soccer
is
getting under way again. The two lege, he was an unceasing scholar
Torrey of North Weymouth, Mass.,
G.
one of the few who truly deserve the
fields on Pickard
Field have been
name. For an A.M. thesis he did an center at Tilton Academy. The other
lined, and everything is ready for acintensive work on Horace Walpole. He men out for the team are as follows:
tion. Much interest in the sport has
Witoldo Bakanowsky of Jewett
had nearly completed at his death a
been aroused, and all the fraternity
compendium or syllabus to bring some City, Conn., Charles M. Barbour, Jr.,
houses, as well as the Non-Fraternity
order into the chaos of English study of Newport, John T. Bates of Mohtmen, expect to have good teams. (and teaching) for college freshmen. clair, N. J., Roswell P. Bates of DanSoccer is a sport that is rapidly He had been very successful at Kala- vers, Mass., G. Russell Booth of Cinrising in popularity throughout the rnazoo and had "started courses in jour- cinnati, Ohio, Richard M. Boyd of
East and in a few years it is possi- nalism and "turned out" winning Portland, F. Emile Boucher of Brunsble that there will be a varsity team teams in debate.
wick, Alton F. Clark, of South Sudhere at Bowdoin. It is rather diffiIn college he had won Alexander bury, Mass., William V. Copeland of
cult to make any predictions as to prizes; he had been interested deeply Pawtucket, R. I., Bernard S. Crystal,
the relative merits of the teams. Last ra classics which he alwa\s regarded of Woodmere, N. Y., George B
year the Zetes defeated the Theta is the foundation of English study: D'Arcy of Dover, N. H., Wilfre
Delts to win the championship, but he was a member of Ibis and of the Davignon of Norton, Mass., George
they will have a hard time this fall Chi Psi fraternity for whose re-estab- P. Desjardins of Brunswick, Lorimer
to repeat. The schedule »f games lish mtnt at Bowdoin he was one of the K. Eaton of Belfast, Hall E. Fmyu
earliest
workers.
After graduation of New Sharon, Caleb A. Fuller, Jr.,
follows:
Continued on Face II
League A
League B
Continued on Pave 4)
Zeta Psi
Theta Delta Chi
Psi Upsilon
Non- Fraternity
Alpha Delta Phi Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Tau Omega Delta Kappa Epsi-

"ZZJF-JZZ gg'&J? SOCCER SEASON NOW
Before Weslevan Contest
GETTING UNDER WAY
With a

Worked
of

—

Lewiston

NO.

1929.

Donovan D. Lancaster

Bowdoin Out to Defeat Wesleyan in Saturday Contest
Chances For Victory Appear Better Than for
Several Seasons Back

up on Whittier

16,

LABOR PARTY GREAT
FATHERS OF FROSH
FACTOR IN BRITAIN
WILL BE GUESTS OF
COLLEGE SATURDAY
SAYS DR. A. H. GRAY

the non-fraternity problem, intra-mural sports should be abolwhen
ratings,
Scholarship
ished.
published, should not include the nonfraternity group, and if there is to
be inter-fraternity scholarship competition, the awards offered should be
of

financed by the fraternities.
Athletics
The Department of Athletics should

,

be governed directly by an athletic director, not a coach of any varsitv maThis change necessitates
jor sport.
the abolition of the present Athlet c
Council, a hybrid of faculty, student,
and alumni representatives. We feel
that alumni have no more place jn the
administration of athletes than they
have in the other departments of the
college.
(Continued on

Pace

4)

President Sills and Professor Catwill represent the college at the

lin

annual meeting of the Association of
Colleges in New England, to be held
at Boston University October twenty
fifth

and twenty-sixth.

Whereas, it has pleased the
Divine Power in His omniscient
grace to remove from our midst
our Brother, Samuel Cummings
Buker, and,
Whereas, he has always been
known to us as a person of gentlemanly attributes and a man of
high character, and
Whereas, we feel his death a
distinct loss to the Fraternity,

Therefore, be

it

unanimously

re-

solved, that this resolution be in-

corporated as part of the permanent records of the Fraternity,
that a copy be sent Mrs. Buker,
and that it be printed in one issue
of the Bowdoin Orient.
Henry Ward Stoneman, President
Bowdoin Chapter of Delta Upsilon.

—
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THIS YEAR SEES A NEW ERA IN A SHOE FO.R CAMPUS, STREET, AND
SEMI - DRESS WEAR - - - - THE WALSH WATERPROOF — BY ABBOTT.

Established 1871

Brunswick, Main?

The structure

is a double shoe, being literally a shoe within a shoe.
Emphatically waterproof
unheard of wearing qualities
and at a price
that makes it a saving. $15.09. See them around the campus
inquire for them at
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Our minor sports might well receive greater attention. Intercollegiate tennis in the United States is now
arousing enthusiasm formerly accorded only to the Davis Cup matches
and the Longwood Bowl. As many
people know of Seligson, Lott and
Doeg as follow the progress of Hunter and the "first ten".
Old Aiken,
composed of young college players,
rode rough-shod over most of the better-known polo teams of the East,
this summer. Intercollegiate hockey
seems to be on the rise. The minor
athletic activities are coming to the
fore.
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Captain Chapman
to be captain of a football team, thai
man is Phil Chapman. He was elected last Saturday in the locker
game. The choice came as a sponthe
lifter
room at Williams
taneous outburst of approval for the work he has done. He had
a good season last year, but he has already gone beyond that mark.
In two games, as acting captain, he has proved himself a leader.
He has carried the ball brilliantly, tackled hard, and blocked as no
a sincere
In practice it is the same story
oilier man on the field.
worker who does not let up. Whether he is carrying the ball himIt

anyone ever deserved

—

Eventually

major

tennis

will

become a

sport, taking the part of base-

ball, which is a lost cause in most
colleges.
Bowdoin might well lead
England field in this recognition, as she did in hockey. Fencing
should be given a larger place, to-

the

New

gether with swimming and the gym
team, all three coming to the fore
during the winter months when basketball
reigns elsewhere. Lacrosse
holds a big following among the
French-Canadians of New England.
There is opportunity here for Bowdoin to take the start.

Freshman Opinion
As a Freshman, suppose am presuming to write to the Orient, but I
self or taking out a man lor another,
that
speak for my class when
We congratulate him on his election and wish feel
al\\a\s there.
say bow much
have appreciated m\
first week or so at Howdoin.
him luck.
It seems
to me that I have come to the right
it

makes no

difference.

He

I

I

is

I

I

I

college, for here I have found not only
congenial companions, but
sympathetic
professors
anil
interesting
is
forsmoking
that
disappointment
One now learns to his
courses.
Perhaps this is what every
bidden in conference rooms as well as lecture halls and corridors. Freshman feels, perhaps I am alone
in my opinion, but anyway I'm for
It was a pleasant occupation quite in keeping with the informality Bowdoin, right or wrung.

Smoke

of the conlerence, but after all it is only a matter of habit, and as
Rally
the measure is one of fire prevention and not morals, one cannot
Last week's rally at Memorial
A year of Hall last Thursday showed unmistakfeel that his private rights are being interfered with.
ably that there is plenty of spirit
conferences in Hubbard Hall, where smoking has long been pro- left in Bowdoin College. It showed anhibited, has convinced many that while tobacco was enjoyable at other thing too — and it is about time
Howdoin has some darn good cheer
the time, it was] not absolutely necessary for the formation of

week.

That's

five

lobs.
We know thai at Harvard and Yale there
conferences, and-possibly at Princeton.

is

no smoking

in

Football
Iii

.

.

of Hatel)

In his annual report to Presidem
Butler of Columbia University, Dr.

improvement

Adam

ing.

spite of Bowdoin's loss to Williams last Saturday,

we

are

in college

training will

demand for such trainCircumstances seem on the
whole to favor the large institutions,
this year.
sions of that institution pointed out and those in centers of population.''
Obviously the rule mentioned was an "almost startling" slowing-up in
made solely to promote harmony the rate of increase of college regisMiss Katherine Cable Wing, daughamong the coaches. Therefore Don trations last year. Dr. Jones ha;
ter of of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel G.
Lancaster took a false step when he studied the 21fi colleges on the
apmade advances to the Freshmen dur- proved list of the Association of Wing of Rrookline, Mass., became the
ing their examination.
American Universities and finds that bride of Horace A. Hildreth of BosJack Magee thinks football is good the rush to enter college that fol- ton at the home of the bride in Brooktraining for athletes, or would be lowed the World War is over, with line on Saturday, October 5. Charles
athletes, providing they will enter little future prospect of increased L. Hildreth of Portland, twin brother
Dr. Jones added thai
track after the football season closes, registration.
of the groom, was the best man, an
factors
might
cause
the
but he resents Lancaster's advances two
because he thinks that Don gathe.ed college to regain a rapid rate of office which Horace A. had performel
additional educational re- about two weeks earlier when his
in a few long-distance runners and growth:
some good material which could have quirements for admission to the pro- brother married Miss Dorothy Wylong-distance fessions and "a higher valuation of man of Augusta. The groom is a
into
been developed
runners. Distance runners are made college education as a training for graduate of Bowdoin in the class of
out of doors in the Fall not on the business life."
1925 where both he and his brother
"In the long run," he stated, "solid distinguished themselves in football.
indoor track in Winter, nor on the
tion of

L.

Jones, Director of Admis-

increase the

—

gridiron.

In order to offset the disadvantage
track athletics have suffered this
Fall, Jack Magee has rendered them
more attractive by adopting in addition to the regular Winter indo.ir
Interfratemity Track Meet a new
This
Meet.
Shield
Interfratemity
meet, open to letter men, will be held
en October 21 3 a week or so before the annual Ives Trophy Meet,
which excludes letter men. The award
to the winning chapter will be an
appropriate shield for wall dec nation, such as may be seen in the Deke
house. The innovation of this meet
necessitates the holding of the Interfiaternity Road Race very early this
year en the 18th.

r<

Recommended by the English Department of Bowdoin College.

—

"^

WEBSTER'S

—

COLLEGIATE

The Best Abridged Dictionary —
based upon

It is

—

Webster's

New

heard a football letI
man who had come out for track
the Winter say that one rea*son BO
track, or never
went out for it, was because they had

Last year

International

A

Short Cut to Accurate Information -here is a companion
for your hours of reading and study

ter
in

many men gave up

that will prove its real value every
time you consult it.
wealth of ready
information on words, persons, places, is
instautly yours. I06.U00 words with rj.-ti
tions, etymologies, pronunciations and use in

A

to spend so very many weeks training indoors for so few intercollegiate
meets in the late Spring. What he

t

advocated were Winter dual meets

v^m

m-»

—

>i

inits

doors.

1,256

S. R. S.

1.700 illustrations. Includi
biography and geography and

pag'-s.

dictionaries of

other special features. Printed on Bible paper
See h tir Your Collect Bookstore or Write fnr
information to the Publishers, free specimen pages

representing

John W. Riley, Jr.,
Bowdoin Glee Club attended a,
meeting of the managers of the Glee
leaders. Lord, Altenburg, Appleton,
One cannot have more than five conferences a and Parker did a fine stunt petting Clubs of the New England colleges
hours a week lost to smoking. Not a very great plenty of cooperation from the stu- held at Boston October 9.

—

correct answers.

this deed, partly, that Jack Magee attributes the small representaFreshmen on the Track roll

to
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Springfield, Mass.

m

dent body.
Plans are under way for r.n'^her
rally this week. It's good for the students, good for the college, and good
About 2 r>0 attended
for the team.
last Thursday; 400 should be there
this week. Fveryone out!

still optimistic on the future of the team and are not ready to
Communication
believe that Bowdoin does not exist as a football power in the
Having seen the annual freshmanstate. We will not go into a discussion of "breaks" lucky or other- sophomore feud again in its various
wise or think of alibis for the recent defeat. The fact that points phases, one is led to ask a question

or two.

In the

first

why do

place,

for success is that Bowdoin is becoming an Offensive team. This we continue to have three separate
may not mean much to the average football enthusiast, but it is a episodes in the fall? At present we
have Gobbler's Night, a half-hearted
sign ol real power. An offensive team is one whose best defense
affair

at

best,

Proclamation

Night,

A bit cryptic, perhaps, but we shall show what is this year a real fight, and the Flag
is an offense.
meant by the University of Maine's experience. For the past two Rush, regulated by the Student Council.
Why not combine these three
seasons .Maine has had good results during her schedule until the events or do away wjth a couple of
Colby game. Colby seems to possess some sort of "Indian Sign" them? As far as Gobbler's Night
goes, there is nothing bold or inspir
on the Pale Blue. When questioned for an explanation of this ing about a mob of sophomores who
mysterious jinx, Maine's coach replied that Colby wouldn't let him catch one or two scared freshmen and
make a Roman holiday of them. Why
keep the ball. In other words if the Bears' offense did not work continue it
doesn't raise the
It
she couldn't do a thing. The same is now true of Bowdoin. Her .--ophomore prestige one bit. Then we
come
to I'roc. Night — a time honored
a
piled
up
Williams
offense just missed fire Saturday and hence
tradition of the College and one that
lather large score. It was only the second game of the season. might well be perpetuated. On the
There have been no home games. Next Saturday will teli a differ- other hand, another staircase battle
'.'

ent storv,

we are

sure.

A Word

of

Thanks

The Library officials have announced that the stacks will be open
during the evening. This is another step in the right direction. It
was only last spring that the closing hour was moved from 9. 15 p.m.
to 10.30. These'two improvements in the scope of the library serWe can remember rushing many
vice are highly appreciated.
times to the card index on the "last" night before such-and-such
report is due and finding that the book is buried out in that great
no-man's land, the stacks. We are not encouraging last-nightreport-writing, but we are encouraging measures of co-operation
such as this one by the Library.

"--- And Whin We

Yell

---"

such as was fought this year may
prove disastrous in the extreme.
Several men were more or less hurt
this time, and it does not seem impossible that someone might sustain
serious injury in such a pr< BS. What
if that top floor railing had broken ?
Lastly we come to the Flag Rush.
Generally this proves to be a sparsely attended entertainment with little
real interest on either side. No one
cares much how it comes out and
most of the would-be combatants don't
even bother to go.
Why wouldn't it be better to put
all this effort and time into one fight
a real battle royal if we must
have these class wars ? Regulate it
to eliminate dangers of serious injury but without too much restriction.
Let the fight be in the open say o*i
the Delta instead of in the narrou
some dormitory. Thenlimits of
there would be freedom of action
without the danger of injury. Of
course these more or less impromptu
battles are fun to a certain extent,
but aren't they more or less passe
along with I'hi Chi and the yagge^

—

—

—

—

Thursday night showed that the old Bowdoin
custom revived two years ago before the Maine Intercollegiates is
not yet dead. The attendance might have been larger had there
been more adetpiate advertising, but at all events a goodly number
of Fr< shmen were there learning to yell for the Polar Bear, and
the affair was a success. The new cheer-leaders worked well to- wars
G. T. S.
gether, and they should get a lot of support next Saturday when
Wesleyan comes here. It is through them that you reach the team
Communication
There is nothing like some
best, and they want to be reached.
Comments on Track
good, organized not fro to make them go out and make touchdowns.
At Bowdoin there is a rule among
This may sound like the "Collegians," but it's a fact. Try it.
the coaches and heads of the depait

The

rally last

ments of football, baseball, and track
which says that no coach shall apOrient Reporters
proach a student and urge him to en„
Last Thursday sixteen Freshmen reported for assignments. ter the department of athletics in
which that coach is particularly inThis is one of the best turn-outs we have had in recent \ears and terested. Only when approached by
we hope it points to success in reporting. This issue is their first the students may the coaches explain
and extol the advantages of their
attempt at Orient work. In this issue a call is also made to mem- own specialty.
bers of any other class who are interested in working on the paper.
Don Lancaster, coach of Freshman

Transfers and others who may have hesitated to try out last year football, violated this rule when he
attended the physical examination of
.••re urged to let us know.
You can find a place in the new organiza- the Freshmen and urged all those
to be physically
tion.
We are especially in need of a campus editor and men who appeared
Thus he created
fit to enter football.
specialty men.
discord among the coaches, for, it is

)

The

T

telephone grows air-minded

HE BELL SYSTEM

has

made many

two-wav plane
to ground telephone communication. This
new development illustrates how it marches
successful experiments in

ahead of the new civilization.
now growing faster than ever before.

a pace

New

Many

central offices

changing from manual to

dial

of cable construc-

going on.

is

This

is

the period of growth, improvein the telephone

ment and adventure

Expenditures this year for new
and service improvements will total
more than five hundred and fifty million
dollars
one and one half times the entire
industry.
plant

telephone buildings are gointj up

this year in 2<>0 cities.

are

It is

A vast program

phones.
tion

tele-

—

cost of the

Panama

Canal.

BELL SYSTEM

_.
%A nation-wide system of inter-connectmg telephones

'OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN
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THREE
—

Cavender's House Edwin Arlington Robinson.
The letters of Tolstoy and his cousin Countess Alexandra T.
Master and Man— Lyof N. Tolsto;.
p.m. promptly. One
start at 3.30
captain from League A and one cap-

Soccer

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

(Continued from Psire

$5.00 Places a Remington. Royal, Corona or I'ndt-rwood Portable Typewriter in Your Room, and $"i.00 Monthly Payments Thereafter I'ntil
$60.00 Has Been Paid.

the Following Second Hand Typewriters for Salt* or to Rent
at $3.00 per Month

Big Royal

L

R.mingte.n Portable $25 00

$!">. 00

F.

Williams

Game

(Continued from pa^e

Noiseless $25.00

CHANDLER & SON

W.

1)
;

hard charging line and with practically perfect interference from their
back-field mates, Fowle, Tuttle and

the three backs who preceded the ball
carrier invariably took the opposing
end and wing back out of the play.
The machine-like precision of the
Williams team
made their plays
click

'

•

i

perfectly.

j

The Polar Bears possess potential
the chalk lines foi power, but the line play, the tackling,
repeated gains of ten to forty yards. and the interference have to improve
The plays w<re mixed sufficiently considerably before they can be acwell to keep Bowdoin on a practically counted serious contenders for the
helpless defense. Lotigmaut snare
State Championship, which is Bowgood yaid.ige, doin's openly cherished hope.
several pass* s
for
and in short time Williams drove Bowdoin
(27) Williams
(6)
over three touchdowns in rapid sucSouther, le
re, Kipp
cession.

!

may be postponed only because ot
inclement weather; such games to be
arranged by the captains of the teams
concerned and the Intramural Manager, Dwight Andrews. Substitutions
may be unlimited. All questions on
rules shall be referred to Intramural
Manager Andrews or to the Chairman of Soccer Committee, Warre;i
Vedder.

Brown sped over

Library Notes

1

Recent acquisitions of the library
include what promise to be several
Besides
very
books.
interesting
books in special fields, interest in
which would be confined undoubtedly to persons studying those fields,
there are volumes of general inter-

With only a few minutes of the Brown, Butler, It
game left, Bowdoin rallied and staged
rt, Schwartz, Wood
a vicious spurt. Johnson had replaced Garcelon, lg
Among them are some new
rg, Hulse, Holbrook est.
luster, and on the first play he broke Hilodeau,
works:
"The Untold
biographical
Carleton, Queen, c
twenty-five
for
tackle
thru
right
Story," by Mary Desti, which deals
c, Stevens
yards. Fifteen yards, five yards, three
chiefly with the life of Isadore DunBullard,
Cramer,
rg,
yards, two yards, first down, eight
can between 192] and her death in
yards, four yards, fir>t down—and so
lg, Gardiner, Lobo 1!'27; "Franz Schubert— the Ma n and
on with Chapman and Johnson bear- Chalmers, rt
His Circle," by Walter Flower, who
It, Stuart, Miller
ing the brunt of the attack. A pass
Lancaster, Crimmins, re le, Williams tries to picture a bit more clearly
over the line placed the ball on the
for us the highlights of the composer's
Ricker,
qb
qb,
Wheeler
Two line plays were
live yard line.
life and his everlasting misfortunes;
smeared.
On the third play John- Chapman, lhb
"Sir Arthur Sullivan," a biography
son started around right en<L got
rhb, Brown, Faulke, Tuttle on which Flower collaborated with
tackier,
shook
off
a
dear of the line,
Stone, Randall, Thayer, Johnson, rhb Herbert Sullivan, the combination of
and crossed the goal line in the far
writing ability and intimate knowllhb, Fowle, Rieff
corner of the field. Chapman's try
edge of the man producing a worthFoster, fb
fb, Langmaid
for point went wide. A few minutes
while story, and "Rabellais in His
Touchdowns made by Fowle 2.
later the game ended with the ball in
Writings," which is more of a comBowdoin's possession deepin William-.' Langmaid, Tuttle, Johnson. Points af- mentary on the man's works than a
ter
touchdowns,
Langmaid
(drop3
territory.
story of his life.
!

To the many Bowdoin adherents
who attended, the game was disap-

kicks).

Referee, W. K. Dunn.
Umpire, G. K. Pike.
pointing. Spasmodic flashes of batterHeadlinesman, F. W. Lewis.
ing power yielded to a mediocrity «-f
Time,
4 12s.
football -play that at times was pathetic. Weaknesses in the line wero
glaring; the tackling was wretched;
Miller
and as for interference for the ball
'«>r»t; !)<!• it
rein
-air*
)
carrying backs there wasn't any. In
the e
Williams
comparison
with
particularly although temperamentally and phy&iwere
fundamentals
The Purple line charged ally unstated to war. he enteted Camp
noticeable.
hard and fast; the tackling was sure Devens and never was there a more
devoted
and
and clean; the interference perfect— self-disciplining and
cheerful worker.
His letters from
there were full of the spirit that made
him volunteer for a most dangerouservice and his knowledge of German
Dictionary of
would have placed him in ~the IntelEquations
ligence
and not at G. H. Q.!— had

Harvey

—

i

*

1

f

Salvador de Madariaga has given
us "Disarmament." His six years of
Secretariat of the
service on the
League of Nations qualify him to
w rite on this problem, which, he assures the readers in advance, can in

—

war not suddenly ended.
.Mrs. Miller, who was Miss Louise

the

Contains 12,000 completed
chemical
balanced

and

classified

and

arranged for ready

ref-

equations,
erence.

W. Chandler

F.

&

Son

BRUNSWICK

,

Brookes of -Mississippi, a great-niece.
of Jefferson Davis, survives him, and
the little son, Edward Davis, whom the
proud father and most loyal alumnus
had already marked Lor Bowdoin.

The friends who knew him and loved
him jire indeed bereft. As a teacher

be solved satisfactorily.

his opinion
j

those
seeking information on the creative
side of literature are: "Aspects of
liiography," a series of lectures by
Andre Maurois; "The Making of Literature" by R. A. Scott-Jame-; "The
Craft of Poetry," by Clement Wood;
and "Phases of English Poetry," b\
Herbert Reed.
,

Four books of

1

i

I

A

Chemical

New

books

in

interest

to

the reading room:

Attila, the scourge of

God

— Marcei

Brion.

Men and Machines — Stuart

Chase.
Countee Cullew.

Copper Sun —
The Adventures of Joseph Andrews

—Henry

Fielding.

French Short Stories
L. and Hargreaves, R.

Great
ville,

— Mel-

Letters of the tzar to the tzaritsa
resents a class a'asi not over
Nicholas II, Emperor of Russia.
large but always influential. A phias^
Clark of the Ohio— Frederick Palm
that he loved, "a scholar and a gentle
er.
oinn." best describes him.
lie

re
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During the summer a collection of:
water colors was on display. This collection was made up of the paintings
of an American girl, Paula Girard,
for a long time has been residing
Miss Girard is the (laughter of Mrs. Helen. Girard, the .Flo re n
tine correspondent of the American
Federation of Art.-. The work shov>
great promise, and it seems quite certain that Miss Girard will make a
name for herself in the field of ait.
She has studied in both Paris and Belin Florence.

worthy of your close attention, countries of Europe. America, if she
scodosae the student shows will, in the opinion of Dr. Bruneau,
faulty neck, or ill-shaped toes. can do more than any other natirfn to
Or ailments I shall not name here. solve the problems of international
Like boils from drinking Topsham peace.
Is

Though

who

A

!

!

beer,
illnesses of

"America is looked to as the nasome other name
tion of the future," Dr. Bruneau dethe treatment is the same. clared. "The great wealth of
the
pass
And once enrolled they never
country will keep it at the front for
Corrected men from this kind class. some time." Both Dr. and Madame
gium. A Chicago artist succeeded in
Bruneau were at once greatly imPrayer
procuring this collection for exhibit in
pressed upon arriving in America,
Let's cultivate instead of spines
that city, where manv of the paintings
The inward grace that outward- with the feeling that in this country
were sold.
After the exhibition in
people
work harder than in European
shines.
Chicago, the remaining pictures were
countries.
Life is much more strenuLet's leave their bodies stringy
sent here.
At present only three reous here than in France. French peopoles
main unsold.
ple are greatly impressed with the
their
souls.
concentrate
upon
And
Also, about Commencement time, a
quickness and the ease with wh ch
Larry, the handsome one.
gift of fiat silver, presented by Mrs.
organizations,
Americans
perfect
Albert E. Davies of Brookline, was areven to the smallest details. America
ranged in the building. This is soon
In His Own Vocality
is the land of large enterprises, not
to be exhibited in a separate stand,
The announcer was' none other only in business but in other lines.
which Mrs. Davies purposes to send to
than Graham MacNamee, ^aritone The fact that big things are done
the gallery.
by trade and orthoepist and gram- with the minor details so perfect is
marian by proclamation.
He is to a source of great admiration.
American speech what John Gilbert
Dr. and Madame Bruneau visited
is to the followers of the blind bow
the New York library and were imboy.
His voice was a golden giggl
pressed with its size.
They could
and his humor of a Friday-night-in- not help but notice, however, that
authority
This
Brunswick-variety.
despite its size, it was well organized
This column invites contributions
in nine successive sentences said:
to
work
study.
barred.
That
for
and
Nothing will be
is
"It don't look
np good for th-1
say, nothing that keeps within the
The American college cannot be
Cubs."
circle of decency, interest ami the
"He shows a terrific desire." (Oh, compared with the French institutions
orthodoxy of right tainking. Faculty
of learning, he said. They are of an
Mr. Hornsby!)
members and students should be abl
entirely different type and cannot b»*
"Swinging his bat vociferously."
to write a bit over the week end.
placed side by side for comparison.
"From whence."
Professor Means used to write swell
"The bases are saturated with
The beauty of Brunswick and other
verse.
still remember his "Cam
I

Or

For

all

j

|

.

Between Classes

•

We

humanity."

in the Quill, which a na
magazine reprinted under the heading, "What College Students Are Writing," and which w<-

pus Moods"

like

still

after

R. M.

bruneau gives
tariff Viewpoints

gleefully he perpetrates
The farce that everybody hates
In line the naked freshman stand

from

shade

And when each youth

is

white

1

Between
ranee and the
U. S. Never Ret ter Says Visiting

Relations

to

stripped of

France,

dr.

waits

every
tanned

The open lawns and
much to the beauty of

" 'Eyether' ".

And

!•

Professor

i

clothes

Examination may disclose

days

Whose

merit

bodies

sculptors'

praise.

(Tickets for this
printed soon).

Another thing

in

class

War debts %
thing of the past, the relations beWith the question of

He's scoliose or has a stoop.
His should* r is inclined to droop—
Poor youth, tri-weekly he mu-t
pass
Into the kind corrective class
And there remain until his spine
Approximates an uncuived line.
There often, too, boys spend their

will

tardy mention

b'

tween France and the United States
have never been better; but there is
apt to be some discussion over the
protective tariff, in the opinion of
Dr. Charles Bruneau, celebrated Professor of the University of Nancy,

France who is to be visiting Professor of French Literature at Bowdoin
College
under the Tallman
Foundation for l!»2f>-30.
The high protective tariff by the
United States, is apt to cause considerable hardship on the French as
well

\

Sv.v_.

Violet Rays of Sunshine
—

not "artificial treatment" make Old Gold
... a better and a smoother cigarette
OLD GOLD brought about

smokers a new freedom of enjoyment
without any forbidden limits.

The man who used

to say "I can't

smoke

Better tobaccos did it . . . naturally good tobaccos . .
extra-prime leaf made irritation-free by the violet

until after

my

throat is sensitive in the morning"
now finds that he can "light up" whenever he pleases.
old gold has no more throatmorning
For his
.

.

.

rays of sunshine

as

1

Professor Bruneau

is

professor of

Romance Languages and Literatures
University of Nancy. He is a
native of Lorraine, where he was
born in 1883, and has been deeply interested all his life in the language
and antiquities of his native province.
He holds the degree of Docteur es
Lettres from the University of Paris
and has the rarer distinction of having been awarded a diploma by the
Ecole des Hautes Etudes in Paris
where for a time he was a member
of the small and enthusiastic group
whose collaboration developed a new
science, that of linguistic geography/
and resulted in the publication of that
remarkable instrument indispensable
to all serious students of the history
of the French language, the Linguistic Atlas of France.
at the

other

Likewise

all

those

who have

to guard their throats

.

.

.

.

not by

.

If

you

food

"artificial

"artificial

treatment"

.

.

.

©
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OLD GOLD—PAUL WIIITEMAN HOI
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complete orchestra, every Tuesday, » to 10 P. M., Eastern Standard Time
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OCTOBER

Colby

your Radio.

-
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Bowdoin v S. VYesleyan
Maine vs. New Hampshire State
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salesmen, singers, actors, and the like ... no longer

Mother Nature makes them smoother and

Rhode Island

vs.

vs. U. S. .Naval

you're

sure to prefer OLD GOLD'S natural tobacco smoothand get a vote of thanks
ness. Try a package
.
.
from both your throat and taste.

.

volumes which have

OCTOBER
Bates
Cclby

treatment."

like food that is naturally good, instead of

made good by

A bibliography of the work of
Professor Bruneau includes numerous
articles of a linguistic and literary
reviews and
in
learned
five
periodicals,
besides
four
or

character

to do mainly
with the history of the French language. The Institute of France has
recognized
excellence
and
the
demands came from Americans just thoroughness of his work as a leadat a time when the funds of France ing scholar in his field.
His most
were the lowest. Generally, however, recent publication is an edition of the
French people feel that America has Chronique de Phillippe de Vigneulles
been very fair. The debts of the War (volume I appeared in 1027) which
have never been requested of the is sponsored by the Societe d'Histoire
French, but only the debts which were et d'Archeologie de La Lorraine. He
purely commercial have been claimed is also a member of the Bibliograby Americans. In his opinion the re- phie Critique des Parlers Lorrains
lations between
the two countries anciens et modernes.
have never been better than at presProfessor Bruneau has a fine fament.
ily; Madame Bruneau, and two chilFrance, and European nations gen- dren, Anne and Jean, who have come
erally, were pleased to see that the
to be with him during his stay in
United States was represented at the Brunswick, while teaching and lecrecent
conference at The Hague.
turing at Bowdoin.
With this country not taking part in
The Tallman Foundation of $100,the activities for the furtherance of
international peace at Geneva, it was 000 was established in 1028 by Frank
telt that Americans did not wish to G. Tallman of Wilmington, Delaware,
cooperate with European nations. The as a memorial to the Bowdoin memThe income is
Eastern Hemisphere feels that Amer- bers of his family.
annually upon a
ica can make a great contribution to "to be expended
the peace of the world. She has no series of lectures to be delivered by
old scores or wars to bring up with men selected by the Faculty either
her neighbors, as is the case witn in this country or abroad."

Pates

scratch than his breakfast omelet.

On

ad

MAINE COLLEGE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

have to stint their smokes, for old GOLD is as free
of throat irritants as a glass of spring water.

a great change in smoking

habits. It gave

lunch

gardens

the streets. In
Paris, th

in

make it very hard
for many French

States has been very just.
In his
opinion the majority of the thinking
French people have the same feeling.
Of course there were those in France
who tried to agitate the question of
war debts merely to popularize their
own political parties. Perhaps another reason why some of the French
people were agitated was because the

.

particularly

gardens and lawns are all hid from
the street by high stone walls. In
New England the attractive gardens
can be enjoyed by those who pass
along the street.

Professor Bruneau is the son-inEuropean people.
It law of the late Professor Edmonu
to find a mar- Esteve, who participated in the Inket
products. Pro- stitute of Literature at Bowdoin Colhibition, Dr.
Bruneau pointed out lege several years ago and who rewas quite a blow to France com- ceived the honorary degree of Litt.D.
mercially, but that was for a moral from the College. As director of the
cause.
The tariff, of course a com- summer session of the University of
mercial issue entirely, will probably Nancy, Professor Bruneau has exnot be so easily understood by the tended a very cordial welcome to the
French people, and will undoubtedly small group of Bowdoin men wITo
provoke considerable discussion.
have attended the school and has
Dr. Bruneau personally feels that done much to make their stay in
the treatment of France by the United Nancy profitable and agreeable.

^.f.•.'.•.::•.-.

.

England towns has been very

pleasing to Dr. and Mrs. Bruneau, in
the short time they have been here.

"Thusly."

Ode to Chiropractors
As each new frosh matriculates
The Phys. Ed. Dept. Professor

Of

bad."

is

"And how!"

these years.

all

New

"The 'morole' of the team

tional poetry

will

.

Serve Regular Dinners

'•

Remington Portable $30.00

Corona $15.00

Smith $15.00

C.

THE COLLEGE SPA

League B shall toss for
Each house shall
fields.
provide a man to judge out of bound
balls and to keep time. If any ineligiThe past summer was one of unble man participates in a game, the usual interest at the Walker Art
game shall be forfeited. No spiked Building. Although the number of
soccer
are
to
football
visitors
except
or
shoes
was no greater than ordinary,
be worn. Each team must wear fra- those who came included a large numternity insignia of some sort. Games ber of persons wnose especial intertain from
choice of

!
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
INSTRUCTION HERE

Home - Made

COMPARED WITH
GERMANY'S METHOD

IS
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Each Week

Specials

Light Lunches

Formerly Newman's
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October seventeenth and eighteenth

ing end, he distinguished himself as This figure is nearly double the endowment for the year 1918-19 and
represents an increase of more than
$2,375,000 since President Sills assumed the leadership of the college.
Increase to endowment for the year
is made up of $51,000 from sale of
but
from gifts and
mathematics.
In spite of the fact his noted accomplishments on the securities, $27,000
Running both the 100 yard legacies and $9,000 from income
that no liberal arts subjects are taught track.
there, the students are well versed in and 220 yard dashes, he was easily added to principal, all in round numbrilliant
track
repreone
of
Yale's
literature, art, and the languages.
bers.
An analysis of the endowment
sentatives.
fund shows the interesting fact that
The course in physics I corresponds
Dr. Odell has received an invitation the Society of Bowdoin Women has
to the American course to a large exto lunch from the Psi Upsilon Frater- .contributed through its foundation and
Classes are held five times a
tent.
and will be a special guest of through the Alumni Fund a total of
week.
There, are no examinations nity,
President Sills at the game.
$37,963.12 to the general funds ot
held unless the student wants a
the college.
scholarship. If so, a two minute examination is given. It is impossible
The report shows the income yield
countries
resemto say that the two
from college investments to be 5.4%.
ble each other in this phase. The
Since 1919 the college budget has
laboratory course is given the next
grown from about $140,000 to more
year.
Smith, the pride of Kennebunk ami than $450,000, with a proportionate
Another contrast is in the method the despair of most everything else, increase in income. Much of this
of teaching. Usually, the American spent deux piastres quarante at Tops- change is, of course, accounted for by
college has a professor and an assis- ham Fair and got for his money one the accession of the swimming pool
tant professor who teach about sixtv "wild-Irish-Rose," one neck-tie pin, with its endowment for instruction
men.
In Germany, a professor, an six spoons, four finger-nail files, a and by the establishment of various
assistant professor, and five instruc- pewter-like imitation of the Spirit of professorships and other gifts for
tors take care of one hundred men. St. Louis done into a scarf-pin, three designated
purposes. Income from
The German student has twice the "Hootch Inspector" badges, and sev- students through tuition is $136,000
attention of the American student be- eral other things not now identified
or something less than 1-3 of the
cause of the larger faculty. In addi- all by tossing rings over posts. He total. This is even more interesting;
tion to the German professor's salary, swapped them all with the man for when one considers that more than
he receives a certain sum from each a cjgarette case with a lady etc., $25,000 is distributed each year to
student which stimulates an interest painted on the cover.
students in the form of scholarship
in the work.
awards. Alumni Fund income for th>
Professor Little considers the GerDear Bertram, Old Joe, his last year is slightly over $8,000, a low
man student to be a year ahead of name is not known, has lived down at figure in comparison with lee nt
Notable among g'fts for
mathematics. In Mere Point since the days when years.
in
the Ann rican
other subjects, he gives them an equal Brunswick was a
clearing in the designated purposes is a fund of
rating.
woods and Topsham was terra in- $3,000 for special lectures in Chemaround istry from Mrs. William J. Curt's of
He's somewhere
cognita.
New York City. $1,350 from Fredninety, and he still fishes and lobStudent Committee
erick W. Pickard '94 for a fellowsters as he did when he was a boy,
ship in French and contributions of
CttULiliut
1'HiCf
just as his father did before him.
from the samp donor lor de"I ain't so fast as I was once," he $15,700
velopments at Pickard Field. An inWith regard to compulsory ath- said the other day. "I'm beginning to teresting feature in the analysis of
When
letics the committee recommends that feel the effects of getting old."
expense
the
account is the item for
not
seniors be excused the entire year. In pressed as to what he meant by
administration which is lower than
general, the athletic policy of the col- being so fast, he said, "Why, I can in earlier years in spite of an inno
that
so
fast
was
I
when
remember
lege is heartily approved.
crease in instructional staff and in the
one hereabouts could beat me.
Publications
"One time I was out in the woods, capital plant of the institution.
The committee finds the various
Salaries for instruction total $218,I tossed the match
and
I lit my pipe.
in
fairly
publications of the college
without thinking, 000, an amount almost equal to th"
good condition at the present time. over my shoulder
But I happened entire budget of the college in 1923
purpose of the same's I always do.
It is felt that the
An
additional item is the expenditure
the
in
was
I
Alumnus would be just as well, or to think that where
might set a fire, so I looked of about $2,900 for college lectures,
even better, served, were it abolished woods, I
preachers and concerts in the chapel.
around.
sheet
in favor of a monthly middle
The report closes with a long and
"Well, I'd throwed that match right
in the Orient. The decision of the
and you'll remarkably fine list of investments
new Quill Board to separate from into a keg of gunpowder,
how fast I was when I say that divided as follows on the basis of book
the Bowdoin Publishing Company and see
grabbed up that keg of powder, value:
to issue a larger and better magaziru- I
4,518.fi4
and saved half of it." Municipal Bonds
$
four times a year is highly com sawed it in two,
1(10.0')
All of which, dear Bertram, will Government Bonds
mended. Whether or not the plan is
old wheeze about blow- Foreign
Government
successful depends entirely on the supplant the
light, and getting into bed
278 2f.9.38
Bonds
quality of the writing which is se- ing out the
956 138.4 r
Public Utility Bonds
before it's dark.
cured for the paper.
Plehorthon.
1,207,369.14
Railroad Bonds
The new editorial policy of the
908 107.0^
Miscellaneous Bonds
Orient is highly to be praised for its
A number of the students have been Stocks - Preferred .... 7 4 6,455.50
efforts to run columns of undergradu
17fi.724.75
The improvement in observed walking down by the Tops- Stocks - Common
ate interest.
smoke.
It is significant that $923,000 or
the Orient during the last year has ham bridge to enjoy a
21.5'v of this total is^ made up at
been groat, and leaves little to be deThe attention of The Bookman, stocks, a form of security almost ensired.
which magazine monthly awaids a tirely shunned by; college finance comCurriculum
to the best newspaper story, is mittees as recently as five years ag«
A little better cooperation between prize
respectfully called to a Portland Eve- The market value of these items h
student and instructor should b?
also listed in the report in order that
account from Montreal;
News
ning
well
might
faculty
aimed at, and the
"Joseph Renault tried to drink two leaders may check for themselve
use a little more forethought in the
quarts of wine at one draught. An any variation in valuation by the colscheduling of hour exams and leclege authorities.
inquest will be held Monday."
tures.
If possible, some other month
The only major change in the capthan May should be picked for the
am rightfully indignant at the ital equipment of the college as listed
I
next Institute, as it interferes with
Buildings
on
Moulton Union, completed
Committee
is the
the all-important majors, and is in- action of the
student.- .since the last report and now in full
convenient for men engaged in ath- and Grounds in denying the
smoke in the buildings. use. It is listed at $171,561, with
letics at that time. Hour exams should permission to
fear of fire and $37,500 more invested in furniture
not be given during the Institute or in I am afraid that a
the damage resulting therefrom has and restaurant equipment.
the two weeks before finals.
More stress should be placed on led this committee to overlook one
Modern studies, for we believe that of the most important points in the
comour own times are, if perhaps insig- formation of the characters
great men.
nificant in the course of the centuries, monly known as
Especially is this action to be deat least of great importance to us.
pertains to conAccordingly, a new course in con- plored wherein it
where
temporary literature is recommended. ferences, for in conferences,
Under the direction of .Assistant
The committee believes in the pres- questions and answers are bandied, a Managers King and Obear, the annual
is an indiscigar
or
ent major system as it exists, and as pipe, cigarette,
Freshman tennis tournament is geta final suggestion urges that the putable asset.
ting under way. More than twenty
Dean's List privilege be extended to
members of the incoming class have
all men maintaining a B average. The
I believe that Charles Dawes owes signed up, the draw being made at
of
number
not
pipe,
suggestion to increase the
much of his success to his
the start of the week. The contest
chapel cuts has already been adopted. for its artistic sake, but for its assis- should afford a valuable line on whai
have the varsity can expect in the way of
I
tance in his meditations.
with
reporters,
beset
him,
watched
material this Spring. Some considerFrank Arthur Brown, '2% was a]
giving answers to important ques- ation is being given to forming a
visitor at the college last week. He
which demand a Freshman team.
questions
has a teaching fellowship at Harvard tions
nice answer to retain his publ c ret
t
t
where he is instructing in biology and
gard, and questions to which a wrong
studying for his Ph.D. He is also
The results of the try-outs for the
answer would be fatal in that way.
incompleted,
teaching biology at Radcliffe.
present
Glee
Club,
at
o
—
will be printed in full in one of th-Dawes listens attentively to the immediate issues of the Orient.
Before he answers he draws
query.
B. Whitcomb, manager, expects a
He keeps the promising
deeply on his pipe.
season if the fine spirit
smoke within as long as he can, puffs of the candidates augurs success.
it out slowly with short and regalar
t
t
t
exudations, always having another
Under the experienced leadership
batch to release when everyone thinks
of all kinds handled effihe is done. Then he makes answer. of Prof. Wass the Bowdoin band is
ciently and promptly at
His answer is always, unless you hap- now ready for its initial appearthe office of The Brunspen to be a Democrat, correct, e"m- ance at the football game Saturday.
wick Record.
During the past week several addibodying wisdom, organization, clitional
candidates were taken in,
matic effects, and emotional appeal.

method.

ANTIQVITY SHOP

Dean Nixon is to attend the inaugural
exercises of Clarence Augustus BarThe report of the finance committee bour, who is to be the new president
and treasurer of Bowdoin Colle e for of Brown University. The inaugura-

'aire

with just a trace of a smile, of his
defeat at the hands of the Boston the fiscal year ending June 30, 1929 tion is
to take place Friday, Octobemajor league team just after it had has just come from the press and is 18. Dr. Barbour was graduated from
won the championship.
being mailed to alumni. It presents Brown with an A.B. degree in 1888,
"I was using a fast ball in the first a number of points which may be of and from
the Rochester Theological
five innings, but they murdered it. interest to the general public, particSeminary in 1891. He received D.D.
Changing to curves, I found myself ularly in view of the recent em- degrees from the University of
more effective and we held them after phasis given to a similar report pub- Rochester in 1901, Brown University
that," he declared.
lished by the authorities at Yale. in 1909, Williams College in 1920, ami
On the gridiron Portland's athleti- During the year covered by the re- Colgate University in 1922. In 1921
cally inclined clergyman was an im- port the endowment of the college
he received his S.T.D. degree from
portant factor in Yale's football su- increased by $88,000, thus bringing Syracuse University, and
in 1922 his
premacy under Walter Camp. Play- the total figure to $5,008,995.26. LL.D. degree from Denison Univer-

Professor Noel C. Little, who spent
the past year studying in Germany,
has given a very interesting account
to the Orient comparing the American
system of teaching with the German

Buckley's Candy Shoppe
119 Maine St,

Finance Committee Report

I

told,

Professor Little Finds That German
Student
Has Twice as Much
Attention as American

Pull Line Apollo Chocolates

Rector to Hike
(ContinuvU from

The Universities have no college of a speedy player on punts and a deadarts. The students go direct ly tackier. A teammate on that fato the University from High School mous eleven was Alonzo A. Stagg,
10 Spring St. - - Brunswick, Me.
and
specialize
in one line
for six famous present day football mentor.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Five shining silver trophies are the
years.
The course might contain
Stamps Bought
nothing
physics, chemistry and Rev. Odell's possessions as a result of

THE BRICK HOUSE

liberal

Miss Stetson gives personal attention
any kind

to orders for antique goods of

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

The Sport Store of

I

Brunswick

|

He is a member of Delta Kappa
Epsilon and Phi Beta Kappa fraternities. He is a noted lecturer and
teacher, and the author of many re
ligious works.
sity.
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Dean Nixon

is

t
t
to attend
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J

|

j

;

Always Noticed
But Never

QgRISK
tiv*

meet

ing of the Maine Teachers' Association in Portland October 24th an
25th. On the 24th he is to present a
paper on "Greek in New England'"
before the classical section of the Association.
On the 25th he is to pr^
side at a meeting of the College Department, of which he is chairman.

,

t

Mustard and Cress

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

:

j

of Brunswick,

Maine

Capital, $50,000.

;

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

PATRONAGE

STUDENT

SOLICITED

.

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
MUSIC

,

i

KODAKS

GIFTS

Prinking and Developing

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry "the largest assortment of
Imported Goods. Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
Tel. l.lfi— 87 Maine St.— Tel. 137

STUART & CLEMENT
Quality Printing
Town

Building

BRUNSWICK

MAINE

-:--:-

Latest College Styles in

Bostonian and Florsheim

Oxfords— $5

to $10

;

—

tl

Tt .»...

;

Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

LYMAN

CHIPMAN

B.

PURE FOOD SHOP

— Retail

Wholesale
574 Congress

Portland, Me.

St.,

.

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

it

to

Ben

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
do the work

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

GROCERIES

and

Telephone 435-436

f. H.

& J.

W. RILEY

INSURANCE
Town

Brunswick

Building

PLAY SAFE
Send Your Washing

to the

CITIZENS IJVUNDRY

.

BURNHAM

|

|

AGENT

I

OUR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING
SYSTEM
now so under control that results
are far superior to daylight except for
extremely large groups.
is

Webber's Studio

BBB,

Kaywoodie,

Milano

Waterman Pens

Toilet Articles,

.

t

Prescriptions

-

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.
Estimates and samples

cheerfully furnished.

Compounded

AGENCY FOR

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Whitman's Chocolates

SHORT'S

Brunswick Publishing:

MARKET

Company

—GROCERS—
who

Maine and Dunlap Street"
Telephone Brunswick No. S

Cor.

cater to fraternity trade

Brunswick

Hardware

Co.

"Quality Goods at a Fair Price"

Johnson's Floor

Wax

gymnasium

last

Uriah SmtljFrH
WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

60

week

The examination included

tests of the
blood, heart, lungs, eyes, ears, nose
and throat. The class seemed to be
in good condition after the battle of
Proclamation night, as there were
only a few bruises and scratches. The
examination was. a great success ex-

Watch For Our Representative

PHIL BRISK

cept in one test, which will be taken
over at an early date.

heard as a rule, and the party is committed as a whole to methods of constitutional procedure in the- House of

tit

Commons. The fear of violent revothe
President
introduced
Sills
lution is gone, and the party is comspeaker
th
the meeting of
at
"League of Women Voters of Maine" mitted to the one way which the English people will tolerate.
in Brunswick Monday evening.
The party is very keen for educat
t
t
It
has already increased the
Returns from the Bowdoin-Wil- tion.
liams game last Saturday were re- compulsory age for education by one
ceived at the Union by special wir»- year since it has been in power, at
great cost, and hopes for more. The
from the field at Williamstown.
>

party is principally concerned wi'h
the boys and girls who attend state
or municipal schools, whereas the
Conservatives are concerned with
those who go to the big private

t
t
t
The Doubleduy Duran Co. have just
issued in most attractive form "The
Attic Room" by Robert P. T. Coffin.
class of 1915, now professor of Eng
lish at Wells College.
These essay?

schools.

on homely themes, .-..me romantically
treated, all charmingly conceived, deal
with some aspects of the author'.-'
early life in .Maine, indeed in Mrunswick, touch on his Oxford days and
rather color from his war expertences in France. The illustrations are,
from drawings by the author himself.
A charming type of informal papers
the essays have rather more depth and
breadth than the ordinary "rambling]
:

essav."
A third volume of Professor Coffin's verse. "The Golden Pal
con," was issued last spring.

Freshman Football
(Continued from Paire

II

of Providence, R. I., Carleton H. Gerdsen of Plainfield, N. J., John H. Gordon, Jr., of Auburndale, Mass., Thomas
H. Kimball of Belmont, Mass., Daniel
Krause of Bayonne, N. J., Calvin
Langford of Rochester, N. H., Harrison R. Lewis, Jr., Groton, Mass.
Maurice A. Long, Jr., of Baltimore,
Md., Edward P. Loring of Watertown,
Mass., Harry Lord, Jr., of Pittsburgh.
Pa., W. Holbrook Lowell. Jr., of Winchester, Mass., Albert P. Madeira of
Boston, Mass., David G. Means of
Omaha, Neb., Gregory H. Melanson
Swampscott, Mass., Cristy C.
of
Moustakis of Salem, Mass., William
Peck of New London, Conn., Willard
S. Phelps of Lynn, Mass., George C.
Purington, 3rd, of Sanford, Donald
W. Phillips of New York City, MerlA. Roemer of New York City, Louis
C. Stearns, 3rd of Hampden, Arthur
H. Stiles, Jr., of Lynn, Mass., Alexander R. Smith, 3rd, of Waltham,
Mass., Ronald G. Torrey of North
Weymouth, Mass., Walter W. Travis
of Mahwah, N. J., Blanchard R. Vining of Billerica, Mass., Wallace F.
Whitney of Lewiston.
The first game will take place on
November \ when the Frosh outfit

meets Fryeburg Academy. This will
be followed by games with Abbott
School and. Hebron on successive Fridays. Neither of these schools were
played last year, and they are expected to present strong teams. The
season will close with the annual
game with the Sophomores on November 22.

]

j

Labor is greatly concerned with international relations.
The workingas such has a fellow-feeling for

man

workers everywhere, which helps the
working cause. Thus in the time of
strikes the British workers knew that
they were helping, rather than hin
dering,

their

fellows

other

in

na-

War's regime is to be ended;
Labor believes that capitalists cause

tions.

wars.

The party longs particularly for
better Anglo-American accord.
It gives women the same place that
it gives to men, and believes in universal suffrage.
Women often conduct labor meetings.
is

Ramsay MacDonald, says "jr. Gray,
"God-given".
He was never a

working man; he was a teacher. His
convictions are moral and unselfish
he has nothing to gain. They are the
results of study. He is a great man
for the party at this time. Through
travelling he has established links
with foreign labor leaders. He holds
together hotheads and fanatics in a

and the party

heterogeneous mass,

MacDonal

as a whole respects him.

good will.
And whatever else you
I hope you will try to foster good
Anglo-American relations!
do,

Dr. Talcott Vanamee, who for several years has been the orthopedic
consultant of the college, died very
suddenly of heart disease at his hm<
in Cape Elizabeth, Tuesday, October
eighth. Dr. Vanamee was a graduate
of Hamilton College. After the death
of Dr. Whittier, he rendered valu ible
service to Bowdoin and was frequently on the campus for medical consultations. The Friday before his death
he was one of^the physicians examining the Fresnman class.
He was
greatly interested in college problems, especially in those connected
with the health of the students. His
death is deeply regretted here at the
college.

(Continued from pane

1)

SOULE'S

BARBER SHOP

For nrst 0lgg Haircutting

Near Campus

-

First

Shop Down Town

kind of research.
One of the branches of the La.bor
Party is the Independent Labor Party,
which is strongest in Scotland.
Many Christians, disturbed by the
manifest evils of the capitalists system, have turned to the Labor Party
as a solution. Indeed, religious force
namely:
has been a strong influence in proDrums John Burke
ducing the party.
Cymbals Jack Jenkins
The party has had a hard fight,
Clarinets— John Creighton, R. D.
and has won its way through sheer
Lowell, Gilbert Barstow
The laborites have been
conviction.
Trumpet Edward Loring
exploited for capitalistic ends through
It has been definitely decided that
the press, which has been bought by
the Bowdoin band will journey to
capital.
Orono for the Maine game.
There is no sympathy with national
t
t
t
hauteur and unreasonable allegiance
November fifth. Miss in the Labor Party. It wants to fosTuesday,
Margaret Daneke of Oxford, England, ter brotherhood and humanity and
It aims
will give a lecture recital at the Mpul- good international feeling.
ton Union on the life and works of to reconstruct the industrial order,
Chopin. Miss Daneke is Choir Mis and to change the capitalistic system to better ends. When the Labor
tress of Lady Margaret Hall at Ox
ideals are realized we won't have indiford.
viduals exploiting the workers of the
t
t
t
The marriage of Miss Frances world; we won't have capitalism runKnox and John Kendall Morris '28, ning everything.
Ruthless, merciless modern capitaltook place October 5 at Newburyport,
Mass. Mr. Morris is the son of Mr. ism is to be ended and a better sysThis is no small
and Mrs. Daaiel Morris. He was a tem brought in.
member of the Delta Kappa Epsilon task, of course. The cry for bloody
and violent revolution is no longer
Fraternity.

is

Friday

Of course some great persons, continually expressing weighty op nions,
have found other ways of delaying

i

-

Oct. 18th

-VAUDEVILLE*»

On

the Screen

—

BOUND" with
ANN HARDING

"PARIS

Also Paramount

Saturday

-

News

Oct. 19th

WILLIAM HAINES
"SPEEDWAY"

—

unneces-

answers. Lindbergh, I have observed,
always has to examine his proj eller
or test a strut. That delay is what
is needed, and the commonest way for
a man to gain it is by sucking at his
A woman powders her nose.
pipe.
Our own President Sills recognizes
the advantage of a pipe-pause before
I have seen him do it.
replying.

CUMBERLAND

—
—

secret is that he mediand ponders during that haul
on his pipe. Another person, without
the pipe, is at a disadvantage, inasmuch as he has to answer immediately, and has no chance to collect his
material, organize it, and pres nt it
in logical and likely form. Nor is Mr.
Dawes the only example. Examples

The whole

tates

are so numerous that it
sary to mention others.

Laborites hate to be thought
Socialists. The Fabian Society sought
to help the party through research
in socialistic and labor studies. Sydney Webb, now in the House of Lords
through political necessity, and many
others, helped the party through this

many

1

very religious; he is moved by the
same almost religious fervor whicn
dominates many.
Herbert Hoover and Ramsay MacDonald both augur well for the world.
Two such men may certainly be
looked to for starting an era of constructive
and
international
peace
is

British Labor Party

j

Shaving Preparations

Carefully

>

the

j

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
Toilet Articles

—

PRINTING

Morton's News Stand

.

.

Bowdoin Column

j

R. E.

.

in

is

to

well dressed.

Parading before prominent medical
men, members of the entering class
underwent their physical examinations

tailored

custom

1

t

Clothing which

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

\

I

j

'Noticeable

j

in

Also Short Subjects

Monday -Tuesday

-

Oct. 21-22

"FOUR FEATHERS" with
Wm. Powell. Richard Arlen. Fay
Wray, Clive Brook. Noah Beery
Also Short Subjects

Wednesday -Thursday

-

Oct. 23-24

"THE SOPHOMORE"
Eddie

Quillan

and

Sally

Don't Miss It!

Also Short Subjects

with
O'Neil

e

i

1

1

\

AJ^-^^
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MANY CANDIDATES
WHITCOMB AND PETTEGROVE
OUT FOR GLEE CLUB
CAPTURE FIRST TWO PLACES
IN INTER-FRATERNITY RACE
Forty-nine Chose.i as Result of Last

Week's Try-Outs

is

Today at 4.30, forty-nine men,
i hosen
from a large field of candi-

Winning: House With Delta Upsilon

Runner-Up
Per the second consecutive year
Ben Whitcomb, "30, I>. K. E. won th.

MANY GUESTS

VISIT

COLLEGE SATURDAY

individual honors and Psi Upsilon carried away the team honors in the at>
nual interfraternity road race held
last Friday. Psi U. totalling 70 points, Visits to Classes, Luncheon in I'aion
was closely followed by D. U. with Kl
and Wesleyan C a me Furnish
and the Dekes and Zetes tie<l for
Entertainment
third place with SG points each.
Whitcomb, running a pretty race
Saturday, October lit, was set aside
all the way, was in fourth place at
as
"Fathers'
Day." Approximately
the half-way mark, but once on thr
home stretch, he took the lead and forty fathers of freshmen were the
held it to the finish. Jim Pettegrove guests of the college at luncheon anil
at
Wesleyan
the
football game. Infirst
at
group,
of the Non-Fraternity
the crossroads, finished in fine form vitations were sent to the fathers of
all
freshmen, and the number that
in second position. He was followed
by Lavender, Estle, and Sewall In was present is large considering the
The latter three distance that many had to travel, and
close succession.
placed their team in a commanding considering the fact that these men
in order to accept President Sills' inposition for the trophy, which was
vitation, were obliged to give up conclinched when Psi l". »»*" finished in
their .business
posi- siderable time from
twenty-third and thirty-fifth
pursuits.
The entire program for
tions.
The field of 7s starters, 72 of whom their entertainment was in charge of
Donovan
manager of
D.
Lancaster,
from the Whittier
finished, leaped
Union and coach of
Field starting line and commenced a the Moulton
mad rush for the gates at the far- freshman football. He was assisted
ther end of the field. Once through by Professors Burnett, Hormell and
the gates, however, the field began to Van Cleve, together with James P.
setting a
leaders
si retell
out, the
At the crossroads the
brisk pace.
haders were closely bunched, hit the
well
strung
remainder of the field was
The pace on the
out along tlie coins
return trip was faster, the time foi
the tii>t lap beinjr '' minutes and 19
second- while tile entire distance was
-.

negotiated in 17 minutes and 4'ends. Although this is slow time in
comparison with previous races, Jack
Magee was very well satisfied with
the showing of the men. since there
been little opportunity s> far
baa
.

.

I).

Kappa Epsilon, SO;
Alpha Tau Omega, 163; Pettegrove, Donald
Non-Fraternity,

;

1

—
—
—

Donworth, Zetes; W.

II.

MASQUE AND GOWN
MEETS TO DISCUSS
PLANS FOR SEASON

Perry, Jr., D. l\: A. K\ Jewett, A. T.
0.; (I. B. Pottle. Zetes; M. Davis,
A. T. O.; V. Morris. D. U.; J. P. EmChristmas Play to be Decided
mons, Deke; R. D. Lowell, Kappa
en

iCiiitiniieil

U.

\

Pat:*"

NAVY BAM) TO
PLAY HERE MONDAY

'30:

atioi

at

'31:

Mar.

'30.

Upon

at

man) years
and

—

Yale

It

28-29—National

mtercoUegi-

he

IN

Work Nwn Well Under Way:

III:

aai Pictures to be

The fir.-t
Masque
and Gown was held Monday night_.
October 14, in the organization roosas
in the Moulton Union.
At this time

all

sired

Walk •r Johns

trainei

men

inches,

October IT, and relast
consequence ceived preliminary instructions from
I

a

a

Walter Johnson has been a campus
figure of prominence for many years,
and is well known to both undergraduates and alumni alike.
His absence,
even if only foi a few months, v ili be
felt keenly, and main an undergraduate and alumnus will miss his ser-

The
Editor-in-chief Don Prince "81.
actual editorial work was started this
week under the supervision of Nor

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN

wood P. Maedonald "'<- and Warren
W. Stearns '.'52, th. assistant editors.

This year's edition of the Bugle, according to usual custom, will appear
at th- hy House Partj next May.
The freshmen responding to the call
were: Theodore Steele, Will M. Kline,
Jr., Francis 1L. Donaldson. Hall, it P.
Foster, Clyde R. Johnson. Alh. it P.
Mawhinney, Policy Adopted Last Spring
A.
Richard
Madeira,
to be
Continue! on Pane 3)
Continued: Several Classes- to be

PUBLIC TO HAVE USE

OF SWIMMING POOL
DURING THE WINTER
'

vices.

I

Formed

J.

ARTHUR GLAZIER SPEAKS
ON "THE FALL OF RELIGION »

and Wesleyan, after losing

six

thirty-three yard line. Stiles went in
for Stone, and in four plays he anil
Chapman rolled up fifteen yards.
Stiles Sipped
a
short
forward to
Thayer on the fourteen yard stripe,
a lateral
pass
failed,
and Stiles
dropped back again. He took the pass
from center and heaved another forward over right end to Johnson, who
took the ball on the run over the goline.
The attempted place-kick for
point was blocked.
It was shortly after this that Millspaugh got off one of the best kicks
ever seen at Brunswick, the ball going
almost eighty yards before Johnson
could recover it.
The Wesleyan attack collapsed every time it got to
mid-field, however, and the half ended
with the ball in Bowdoin's possession
on the Wesleyan thirty-three yard
l'<mtiriuwl iin Payv 4)

for the Bowdoin
staff were called out

The 1933 candidates

severe rupture sustained some
two years previous.
Doctor Pletts,
who tieated him, has advised that
hospital care is imperative. It is quite]
evident that his condition is dangerous]
in the extreme.
ot

Individ-

Taken This

Week

other athletes who have tie- P.ugle editorial
services
collapsed while
Thursday,

his

dodged

after
yardreceiving
seventeen
Millspaugh's boot. Then Chapman
shot a forward to Souther, who was
interfiled with before he had the
ball in possession. The referee ruled
a first down on W» sleyah's twentyyard stripe. Four drives by Chapman
and Stone failed of a first down by tux

'

for

hi,

for the track

was hen- that Johnson Rot away
when
and squirmed h b wa\

to the first of his brilliant runs,

ates at Harvard.

down town. This was as

Next Meeting
meeting of the

4)

S.

Ziesel,

Last Thursday,

Prince ami
Kappa Sigma. lsO;
Creighton E. Oatchell of the Student
Is:!; Sigma Nil. 1!'7; and Theta Delta
body. Several volunteer guides were
Chi, 309. The Beta's, A. D.'s. and Chi also on hand. Much credit should be
Pal's lacked enough men to complete given to all for the capable manner in
teams.
which they handled the entire affair.
The first thirty men to cross the
At i'.OO Saturday morning the fathfinish line included: B. B. Whitcomb, ers registered
at the Moulton Union,
Dekes; J. P. Pettegrove, Xon-Fra(Continued on Page 2)
ternitv; S. A. Lavender, Psi L\; E. F.
Psi
U.;
Sewall,
Estle, Psi I'.; G. T.
P. T. Hayes, Dekes; L. W. Usher, D.
V.; K. N* Cobb, Kappa Sigma; H. W.
Smyth,
C.
J.
Thistlewaite, Zetes;
S.

Whitcomb,
W. EL Win-low,

Trott, '33; B. H.

—

i

**

Ipsilon. Kl; Delta

.).

W.

LANCASTER
F.

Gallops Through Wesleyan Line For Sub-

stantial Gains; Stiles Kicks Bowdoin's First Point

vard.

W

DONOVAN

Dan Johnson

1

Popular Athletic Trainer Gravely
Operation
II
be \ecessar\

fraternities finished in the fol-

("hi Psi;

—

swimming schedule for the
Bowioin mermen as just announce
T/ e

CANDIDATES CALLED
SERIOUS CONDITION FOR 31 BUGLE BOARD

lowing order: Psi Upsilon. 70; Delta
Psi, 86;

Coach Miller Announces Year's Plans
Eight Meets Planned

'

WALTER JOHNSON

the Mailing field in, while Roger
Lowell of Lee. Kappa Sig, wa> the
second yearling harrier to finish.

'/eta

BOWDOIN SCORES THRICE IN
SECOND FOOTBALL VICTORY

a game featured by Dan Johnson's driving dashes off tackle, and a
Bowdoin has the distinct honor of
being chosen for the New England series of sensational forward passes, Mai Morrell's Polar Boars
Intercollegiates, an event which will crushed Wesleyan, 19-0.
There was none of the half-hearted footbe Held March 14th and 15th. BowThe following are the men selected: doin's pool is considered one of the"iball that characterized the Williams game; the line fought umisuS. Aldrich, '31; W. M. Altenburg, '30; fastest and best in the East.
ally hard throughout all four periods. I'ntil the last eleven seconds
J. K. Ames, '30; G, Y. Badger, "30;
A fairly large squad is now n of play the Wesleyan offensive did not carry once past the middle
J. T. Bates, '33; C. C. Bilodeau, '32:
work on muscle development exer
W. P. Bowman, '31; W. L. Bryan, cise and ground work. When the oif the field.
'33; R. W. Card, '31; J. A. Clarke, "33; football season is over, a larger turn
Wesleyan seemed about to let loose
J. Creighton, '32; A. S. Davis, Jr.. out is expected, and interest will rui
a strong attack at the outset of the',33; N. P. Easton, '32; K. 11. Gerdson,
Inhigh as the time for the annu:
game when Btakeslee, following the
'33; O. W. Sflman, '31; F. P. Green- terfraternity Meet approaches. Freshkick-off. swept around right end for
law, '32; F. W. Harlow. '32; W. L. man Meets this year will also draw
a thirteen yard gain. Two line bucks
Haskell, '33; J. W. Hay, '32; M. T. much interest, and plans for a meet
were hurled back,
however, and
Hickok, '33; R. B, Hirtie, '30; F. H. with Exeter sometime in February
John Hay broke thru the attacking
Ingiaham, '33; T. F. Johnson, '32; J. are now complete. Negotiations arline to nail a back for a three yard
'32; K. also under way
G. Kra.tzer, '31; S. F. Leo,
meet with
for a
loss. Millspaugh then got off the first
N. Lippineott. '31; K. P. Lord, '30; Humington Prep.
of his beautiful punt.-, the ball BailK. P. Loring. "33; W. II. Lowell, *S3;
ing out of bounds on the twenty-yard
The schedule is as follows:
A. P. Lunt. "32: R. A. Mawhinney,
line.
Following an exchange of kicks,
Jan. 10—M. I. T. at Boston"
'33; O. H. Melanson, '33; F. Miln-r
th,- Bears tore off fifty-eight yard.;
Jan. 11 Williams at William -town
'31; N. W. Packard. '32; P. W. Phelps,
down the ti.ld for five i-on-ecutive
Jan. IS Wesleyan at" Brunswick
'30; H. L. Prescott, '30; J. W. Riley.
first downs, only t>> lose the ball en a
Brown at Providence
I". b. 28
'32;
Jr., '30: (;. T.
Sewall.
L.
A.
fumble. The Bowdoin forwards stubSpringfield at Springfield
Mar.
Smith, '31; O. W. Soule, '30; K. B.
bornly held for downs. Then Thayei
Inter
M*r. 14-16 New England
Spaulding, '30; L. T. Steele, '33; A.
lifted a punt to Blakeslee, who was
giates at Brunswick.
W. Tarbell. '32; R. O. Torrey, "33; coll.
dropped on the six yard marker b\
Mir. 21-22 -Intercollegiate Associ
Hirtie.
L.

well in
this race considering the fact that
at this early date many have not yet
gotten the "feel" of the game. Mar
shall Davis, A: T. O. of Portland, led

The

swimming slate for
SEASON MADE PUBLIC

Memorial Hall for rehearsals. How
ever, if there are any men who sing
tenor, and who are not listed below,
they are urged to come out, as the
tenor section is far from overcrowded.

C. Wilms.n. '30;

The Freshmen showed up

12

After Touchdown In Years
by Coach Millet- includes five dual
Benjamin B. Whitcomb, Leader, an- meets, the Now England Intercolnounces that the following men are legiates at Brunswick, the Intercoi
Last
Saturday
at Whittier Field Bowdoin repeated her impresrequested to report on Tuesday and iegiate Association Meet at Yale and
Thursday afternoons at four-thirty in the ."National Intercollegiates at Har- sive win of two years ago over the Wesleyan scarlet tanagfrs. .In

J.

was not

for training. Most of the field
top condition.

dates, reported for
the initial
re
learsal of the Bowdoin Glee Club
During the past week, try-outs have
been held on several evenings. Pro
fessor Wass cannot recall when there
has been so large a response as this
year. From the forty-nine men chosen
at this time, some nineteen will ultimately be dropped, as thirty men is
the maximum travelling capacity of
the Club. This cut will be made before the Thanksgiving Recess.

1

in

NO.

1929.

POLAR BEARS RUN BERSERK AS
BOWDOIN ATTACK ANNIHILATES
SCARLET AND BLACK DEFENSE

!

Psi Ipsilon

23,

•

The committee on the swimming
pool at
Bowdoin College has an-

WHITE KEY WILL RUN
INFORMATION BUREAU

nounced that the pool will this winnothing was definitely decided except
ter be made available for evening use
that there would be four plays as
by groups of people not directly conusual; one at Christmas House Party.
nected with the college. This is a
one at ihe Sophomore Hop, one at Ivy*•* lion Will Give Co .cert in Hyde
of St. Luke's Cathedral Delivers
continuation of the policy adopted Sophomore S ociety Plans to F\tend
House Party, and one at CommenceAthletic Building
last spring when a summer course
Functions
ment. Several plays were mentioned
clafsses
for
b >ys,
of swimming
for the Christmas House Party, but
A
girls and adults was announced.
Bowdoin undergraduates will be nothing will be decided until die nexf
At a meeting of the White Key
Choosing for his text the words of other creature, shall be able to s.pa group of Brunswick business men ha
given a chance to hear the United meeting. Meanwhile the members are
last Monday evening, action was takStates
Navy Hand, direct from reading the plays that have been sug- Paul: "For as many as are led by the rate us from the love of Cod, which already organized a class which will en following suggestion made in a
Monday after- Brested. and they will be voted on in Spirit of God, they are the sons 03 is in Christ Jesus our Lord.
meet on Monday nights and it is
Washington, " next
Dean (Hazier declared that the cen- hoped that other groups of boys, girls recent Orient editorial. The White
God", J. Arthur (Hazier, Dean of
noon at three, in the Hyde Athletic the next meeting.
Key plans to no longer act merely as
Building. This famous military band
There has been some thought of Saint Luke's Cathedral in Portland, turies that have passed form a barrier and women will organize on a similar censors of Freshman conduct, but
Chapel Service last Sun- between Christ and ourselves. Keli basis. The pool will be used on Wedcomes to Brunswick under the aus- attempting new
in
effects
stage- spoke at the
plans to expand in
function, thus to
and
gion
has
fallen
as
was
Christ
it
to
afternoon.
No.
cay
class
of
Post
nesday
evenings
by
a
faculty
Files
pices of the George T.
setting such as the modernistic scenresemble the celebrated Creetl Key of
In the winds of the Apostle Paul, fallen until now it is merely a shadow
ladies, as was the case last year.
20 of the American Legion. Professor ery which is used in some of O'Neill's
Dartmouth and the Maroon Key of
While a charge 18 made for the us.- Mass.
Thomas Means i.~ a member of the lavs Instead of the usual scenery. he went on to explain that the Spirit of a shadow. We have come to think
State.
Advertising Committee. Undergradu- there would be a plain black drop cur- itself bears witness with our spirit that everything has been said that is of the pool under these circumstances.
It is planned to establish a bur.au
reli- the fee is set as low as possible and
be
said
to
0B
ates will l>e admitted to the concert tain and the scene would be left to and we are the children of Cod. And possible
cover ex- of general information at the Union
to
is only large enough
free.
the imagination of the audience. This if we are children we are heirs; heirs gion; but that is very false and un
for
use
of College visitors during
said
of Christ; if true; there is much more to be
penses for pool maintenance and inThe following program will be pre- idea wi'l also be discussed in the next of Cod and joint-heirs
major athletic contests, house parties
meeting. The Masque and down will it so be that we suffer with him, then and thought by every individual. struction.
sented:
etc.
Some members of the Key will
Persons interested in joining these
coached
as usual by Professor Gray. we may also be glorified together. For .Many have come to believe that there
be
be in charge and will have at ban
Overture "Cha! Romano",
The new officers are: Stanley H. Mc- the sufferings of this present time are is no prophet, no deliverance, and we evening classes should communicate information as to where men in colAlb. it \V. Ketelbey
Many even
jth Capt. Miller at the swimming
Lellan. president; William N. Locke, not worthy to be compared with the have no trust in God.
lege are rooming, where the visitorPhantasy "The Three
Descriptive
Treasurer's Office
manager; and John K. Ames, stage glory which shall be revealed. For the imagine that there is no Cod an
poo i or
jt n the
r:ril
Coates
may obtain rooms etc. Ouides w.H
Bears"
earnest expectation of the creature there is no reason for following the at the college.
manager.
be available for those wishing" to be
Piccolo Solo "Birds of the Forest",
waits for the manifestation of the Bible. But this aspect will be found
Charles Le Thiol"
shown about campus
For we are saved by false and thrown away, and still an
sons of God.
In order to make it more easy for
Valse <le Concert "Oirls of Vienna"
hope; but hope that is seen is not other hypothesis formed and experiC. M. Ziehr. r
a visitor to identify them, they plan
hope; for what a man sees he does mented with.
to obtain some sort of distinctive hat;
Humorous Variations on "The CarniP.ut in the end, we will all cornel
not hope for. But if we hope that we
Frank Winterbottom
also a certain costume will be \vo;n.
val <>f Venice"
see not, then do we with patience back to the path and follow the teach*
Thus a visitor will be able to recogA Few Minutes with "The U. S. Navy First Week of Interf raternity Sport wait for it. For, I am persuadeo. ings of Christ. Religion is not powernize a Key man on campus, and be
Jazz Band"
nor life, nor ful today but it has not fallen for;
that neither death',
Shows
Kappa
and
T.
D.'s
'
Sins
able to obtain information regarding
•
INTERMISSION
angels, nor principalities, nor powers, Rood. The time is still to come when Will Ser>e
Storage
as
Central
Place Bowdoin.
It is hoped that the hats
in Lead
nor things present, nor things to religion will be a stronger and more
Excerpts from Musical Comedy "The
will be forthcoming in time for th
lor ( (rient. Bugle and Alum us
Rudolf Friml
come, nor height, nor depth, nor any powerfal thing than it has ever been.
Three Musketeers"
I

'

Celebrated Military Musical Organiza-
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MUCH RIVALRY SHOWN
IN

MORGUE FOR BOWDOIN

SOCCER LEAGUES

CUTS ESTABLISHED IN
MASSACHUSETTS HALL

.

The first week of Intel-fraternity
Solo for the Alto Saxophone "Seen"
Soccer is now over. During the week
and Air" from Louise di Montfort,
Michael Bergsou eight matches have been played off,
"The
from
Comedians,"
of
the
.suits of which sh >w Kappa Sigma
"Dance
Friedrich Smetana slightly in the lead by virtue of two
Hart, red Bride"
Havdn Wood victories.
Rhapsody "Virginia"
"Anchor's Aweigh"
The lid was pried off Monday, Oc"Star Spangled Banner"
tober 14, when the T. D.'s took th
iCoatinued el) P»«r i)
Dekes into camp, 3 to 1. That same
afternoon. Alpha Tau Omega went

down before a

GOLF NOTICE
Special

made with
jardins.

the

"Pro".

This

fast

Kappa Sigma

of-

fensive, 2 to 0.

arrangement has been
Brunswick Golf
the
Club whereby students may obtain
instruction in Golf*from Mr. Des-

A

i

.

instruc-

tion will be given on Monday-.
Wednesdays, and Fridays af 3.30.
This arrangement is merely a
temporary one.
P. T. Department

Tuesday, the Zetes sank the A. D.V,
while Sigma Nu treated th*'
to
1
Betas to the same tune. Wednesday
saw Kappa Sigma take over Chi Psi
3 to 2, and witnessed the Non-Fraternity aggregation down the Dekes by
the same score. Thursday afternoon,
the Psi U "Hauser-Ball" team defeated the weakened A. T. O. soccer
squad 2 to 0, while Theta Delta Chi
i

C«»ntinu«*tl

Pa*e

4)

;

Here

is

your chance to get a choice seat
!

for the

Bowdoin-Bates

Game

I

he has done fine work in
des re
furnishing the editors with
cuts as mjly be noted from a glance
at the issues of last Spring.
During this fall an attempt is being
made to gather all the cuts which
have been used in the past, whether
Bugle, or the
for the Orient, the
Alumnus, into one convenient place
where they may be catalogued and
reference. Mr.
for
future
filed away
P. S. Wiider, the Alumni Secretary.

command

FRtf E

I

See one of the following members
of the Bugle Hoard
James C. Flint
K. H. Katon
Cordon Knight
Lawrence Stuart
Richard Ko>d

In line with the policy of improving the Orient is the attempt to make
the paper better pi. 'tonally. Previously, this has been one of its self-confessed weaknesses. Last year, however, Weston Rankin, '30, was appointed Photographic Editor, and <!••facilities
hi>
limited
at
pite the

Richard Allen
('. Stearns

L.

—

(Continuea on
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stated,

is

It

v

1

.

Colby game.

Cuts

Tt

however,

between

parentheses, that oven though the
functions of the White Key have mulfeel
tiplied, the Freshmen need not
over-please.d or think that they will
be neglected.

TICKETS

F()K

COLBY CAME

Tickets for the Colby game will
be on sale at the (iraduate Manoffice
Wednesday
and
ager's
Thursday only from 1..30 to 4.00.
The Blanket Tax will he worth
;?1.00
towards the purcha.-e of
tickets
(Price of all
tickets .s
$2.00 >.
The Blanket Tax. will not In-

—

good after Thur-day.
It

early.

is

advisable

to

get

tick.'U

—
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BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

or
Walter Johnson has been missed al
the Gym the past week. Upon invesOver the Hills and Far Away
tigating the Orient has found that The Freshman sat at his window,
Assistant Managers
it will be a long time before he will
And stared at 'the campus green,
Elias Thomas, Jr., '31
Artme Artinian '31
be back once more. He is now sufferWhen suddenly 'cross his vision
Published every Wednesday durin* the College Year by the Students of Bowdoin ColleKe. ing
from a severe rupture that re
Sunday
Shot an ambitious track man, lean.
All contributions and communications should be iriwn to the Mana*inn Editor by
quires immediate operation.
The Ediior-in-Chief is responsible for the editorial
nijrht precedinir the date of publication.
Walter has been the Bowdoin rub- His hairy legs flew back and forth,
subscrii>\ll communications reKardin*
column the Manairinit Editor for news and make-up.
ber for a long time so long that
SubscripAs light as a nymph and free,
tions should be addressed to the Business Manager of lh« Bowdoin PublishinK Co.
when many undergraduates' fathers But back he came aboiling hard,
tions. J2.f>0 per year (including Alumnus) in advance.
were here Walter was the "Bowdoin For the love of Coach Magee.
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick. Maine.
rubber." We regret losing his services
News Editor for This Issue
and expect to see him back in shape The Freshman sighed and turned
for the spring track season. In the
Paul A. Walker '31
away,
meantime, everything is being done And stretched in his chair with ease.
to make his illness as comfortable
"I wish those men exposing themNo.
12
Wednesday. October 23, 1929.
Vol. LIX.
and happy as possible.

Business Manager

B. Hirtle '30

Ralph

—

:

selves

Communication
pretty poor opinion of the person who wrote a communication to the Orient last week and signed it S.R.S. People
who write things and then sign another's initials don't deserve
much sympathy. As a result of that communication one person
in college, whose initials happen to be S.R.S., became involved in

We have a

»

a problem with which he had no connection at all. We heartily
apologize for our lack of verification. When we receive a communication we suppose that some one is calling attention to an idea
which may and often should bring forth an answer. He is not
afraid to say what's on his mind. Henceforth we will not suppose,
but will be sure that the initials belong to the author. We have
learned a valuable lesson. Another point in connection with this
article is that

it

dealt with a matter already adjusted and settled.
cleared up out of print and with-

Many misunderstandings can be

out unwarranted publicity. We are sorry that this was not the
case in the track-football controversy brought out in the communication, and we wish to thank those involved for their answer.

Edwin

We

were pleased

U. Curtis

to see credit given

t
t
t
Blanket Tax
We are really beginning to think
that our Blanket Tax is used to purchase blankets for the benefit of the
starving Eskimos in the burning
sands of the Atlantic ocean. Where
does this money go ? What benefit do
we derive from it ? We were once
told that the Blanket Tax paid for
our membership in the Y. M. C. A.,
for our subscriptions to the Orient
and the Quill, and for our admittance
to the home football games. Where
are pur certificates for membership
in the Y. M. C. A.? Where is our
Y. M. C. A.? We get our Orient but
Admittance i*
no longer the Quill.
charged to practically all the footWill not somebody,
ball games now.
concerning
authority
who has some
this matter, see whether we cannot
attend our home football games withupon enout emptying our pockets
tering Whittier Field?

t

t

The Informal
The Informal in the Gym after the
Wesleyan game was remarkable for
the

where

t

number of

cut ins.

As

usual, stags

overran the place. The "management"

it is

due in the auto- made a

Would wash

their B. V. D.'s."

M. P. K.

strength seek
nection with major sports and at the
cost is carried by the weak. athletic meeting in which the underSo frosh, when "German major?"
standing was reached no mention was
asks the Herr,
made of Freshman major sports. Mr.
Tell him a "No", and take the air.
Lancaster then believed that this rule
applied to two major sports actually
Larry the Handsome One.
in competition. Mr. Magee understood
that Freshmen were in the same
Beautiful But Numb
category as varsity men. Mr. Magee
It was Saturday afternoon. We left has already cooperated with Mr. Morjust before the game was over, and rell and Mr. Lancaster in allowing
as we found no one in the house we his track men, who are also interested
decided to take a ride to Mere Point. in football, to go out forfootballin the
We said nothing on the way down, for fall. In a small college cooperation

Whose

the
countryside
was steeped in
beauty: the trees, the fields, and the
soft blue sky.
Well, we came to the sea, and
walked to a large rock, where we sat
in silence.The sun was just dropping
and fell upon the water like a sparling cone spilling pure, white silver.
We sat there for quite some time,
thinking about this and that, but
mostly how beautiful autumn is near
the sea, with a girl so appreciative of
the scene beside one, and then she

—

t
belongs the credit for raising the issue and enforcing the princit
t
Bowdoin Singing
in this I supported him." From this stand comes Mr.
ple
..
The new system with regard to the
Coolidge's well known statement: "There is no right to strike
admission of the undergraduates to
against the public safety by any body, any time, any where." football games, judging from last
Edwin U. Curtis died with far too little recognition and public Saturday's crowd, is a good one. It
is.
about time the student body
appreciation of his great service. We are glad that this tribute marched to the field as a body, not as
straggling groups. The new arrangehas been made.
ment, by getting the men in more
.

.

compact

Francis R. Upton
Again we are reminded of the many fields of endeavor which
have able Bowdoin representation. Last Monday was the fiftieth
anniversary of the invention of the incandescent lamp by Thomas
Alva Edison. We are glad to find that Bowdoin is closely connected with this all important event in the person of Francis R.
I'pton '75. Such men as Upton and Curtis make us see that there
is a greater Bowdoin outside of our own undergraduate life composed of men who are continually bringing credit to the name of

our college.

Looking Forward

We

feel that our remarks about the football team last issue in
column were highly justified by the Wesleyan game. It must
be clearer now in the minds of those who saw the game just what
an offensive team is, and what is meant when we say that Bowdoin has become one. True the defense was improved over the
week before, but the best defense was the offense. Wes'eyan's
experiments in advancing the ball were as rare as they were unsuccessful. It is time that the Bowdoin student body realized that we
have a team worth supporting. There is a feeling about the campus
now that we are going to take Maine, and this feeling should be
communicated to the team. The cheering was good last Saturday,
and well led. We wish to compliment the cheer-leaders. But the
bleachers had many open spaces. How about a better turn-out?
Now that the team has proved it has the stuff, can't you get out
there and give some support? The next few games are going to
be severe tests, but Bowdoin can come out on top with you behind
her. Let Colby hear from you next Saturday.

this

The Orient Election

We consider

the opinion of the Student Committee in regard to
the election of editor-in-chief of the ORIENT as very sound. The
three-unit system of voting by (1) tho Student Council; (2) the

Orient Board;
Publishing Co.;

makes a

(3) a. retiring editor;
c.

senior Faculty

b.

retiring manager of the
of the Publishing Co.
gives the student body a

member

division along sensible lines.

It

voice through its organ, the council.
The ORIENT board, long
now has a say in the matter. The third unit
combines those who are vital to the working of the paper with a
maturer and more experienced judgment. The direct student vote
proved so unrepresentative of real opinion, so few bothered to take
part in the election, and so few really knew how to vote when they
did. that the decision to remove the privilege seems to us
silenced as a group,

whollv wise.

produced better
cheering, much bettor. However, Bowdoin was very weak, notoriously weak,
on singing. Not so bad, perhaps, on
"Bowdoin Beata," and one or two
others, but The Fighting Polar Bear
Song! pitiful! But perhaps the fault
on this lies not wholly with the undergraduates at large. The writer has
yet to see a copy of the music of Dr.
S prince's song, and copies of the
words alone cannot suffice. Why
could not copies of the music of all
our songs be made up, and two or
three sent to each fraternity and to
groups?
This
non-fraternity
the
should not mean much expense. Then
the various House Leaders could cooperate by having these songs sung
mass,

has

—

frequently at House Sings.
Thus a far larger number of men
would be made familiar with not only
our most recent song but also such
the White" and
ones as "Forward
"We'll Sing to Old Bowdoin." There
may even be some upper-classmen
who could stand the practice they
could get on "Rise Sons of Bowdoin,"
"Bowdoin Beata," and "Phi Chi."
Anyway, let's get going on our song*
before the State Series games!
t
t
t
Smoking

For many years in the past, the
rooms of our dormitories have been

necessary

if

there are

(

the present time Dan Johnson, chiefly
a track man, would not have dazzled
the Bowdoin football followers
his speed last Saturday.

with

Freshman Athletics came Freshman Day, September 24th. The Freshmen registered
Registration

for

forty-seven strong for football and
this was only two or three more than
Suggestion for Conference Room said
has registered for the last two years.
out of here. This
"Oh, let's get
Notices
At the same time only about thirty
Have you ever heard of such a thing damn thing is monotonous."
signed up for track. The class, howYes, that is why the freshman took
As the latest rule of Nosmo King?
ever, contained a surprising number
Gym
dance.
her
to
the
plavers; thirty
You've never heard! well, tut! tut!
of would-be tennis
W. A. M.
Consequently,
tut!
sijrned for this sport.
It means, mv friend, to "douse that
original registration showed slightly
decline in
sharp
football,
a
butt."
more
in
"About thirty were present in the
Union Saturday night to hear Pro- track, and a large increase in minor

—

A Freshman Goes Vagabonding
In

the

sume that

all

that

is,

fessor

Gray read

sports, especially tennis.

stories."

Altogether this fall, Mr. Lancaster
has talked with approximately five
freshmen about coming out for football.
Of these five one was a track
' Harvard's
Copey, not Bowdoin's.
man, one was signed for gym team
Don Francesco
and the other three were going to
play football anyway. He did attend
Communication
the phvsical examinations but he did
any freshman
get
not try to
Comments on Track
change from one sport to another at
At Bowdoin there is a rule among that time, and these examination
the coaches and heads of the depart- rame ten days after the freshmen had
ments of football, baseball, and track already made their choice for sports.
which says that no coach shall apMagee had absolutely no
Mr.
proach a student and urge him to enknowledge that any article criticizing
ter the department of athletics in
Lancaster was to be written and
vhich that coach is particularly in- Mr.
deeply regrets that it has happened.
terested.
Only when approached by
feel that it was

The Orient.
let us asyou mind, Professor Gray,
and all thai Don't
It took "Copey"* many a day.
which should be

major premise,
is,

isn't, oughtn't to be,
quite satisfactory to all concerned.
But, seeing that that which is, is in
the first principles related to that
which isn't (as there is nothing else
for it to be related to) it follows that
that which isn't is related to that
which is, and therefore although it
isn't, it can be said to exist in the
abstract. Hence, our first point is
proved.
That all things are equal to the
same thing is our next issue to be
considered. Let us take Thing Alpha
and Thing Beta. As Thing Alpha exists, it is related in the abstract to
Thing B, which does not exist, as they
both come under Rule Number 1. Now,
the existing Thing Alpha, which let
us call the Prior Stated Existing
Type of Something for convenience,
is therefore equal to Thing Beta, a.-,
nothing has to be equal to something;
for, if it were not, and were equal Eo
nothing, then our assumption would
be wrong, which it isn't, as we shall
doubtless prove later. We shall now
proceed to the theory that there are

n

-=

On the whole, we all
the students may the coaches explain
entirely unwarranted since the matand extol the advantages of their
ter was amicably adjusted before the
own specialty.
misstatements were pubDon Lancaster, coach of Freshman series of
lished.
football, violated this rule when he
M. E. MORRELL,
attended the physical examination of
D. D. LANCASTER,
the Freshmen and urged all those
men who appeared to be physicallj
J. J. MAGEE.
fit to enter football.
Thus he created
discord among the coaches, for, it is
to this deed, partly, that Jack Magee attributes the small representaEditor of the Orient:
tion of Freshmen on the Track roll
I wish to express my appreciation
this year.
Obviously the rule mentioned was of the recent ruling of the Committee
First, we shall have to recognize
promote harmony on Buildings and Grounds. As a nonto
that there is fact in the scientific made solely
Therefore Don smoker, I am sure that the Conferstatement now made that the whole among the coaches.
ence hours will be much more enjoyis greater than the sum of its parts Lancaster took a false step when he
able than they have been in the past,
(Wheeler: "The Science of Psychol- made advances to the Freshmen durat least for those who do not smoke.
ogy," Chap 1, p. 16, line 12). Very ing their examination.
goo.!
football
is
J. C. G.
thinks
Magee
Jack
is
whole
simply it is seen that if the
Lroken down, its parts become gradu- training for athletes, or would be
value is at- athletes, providing they will enter
ally smaller, and less
Visitors'
tached to each division, until nothing tiack after the football season closes,
(Continued from Tairp 1)
is reached. But, nothing is not a limit. tut he resents Lancaster's advances
Nothing is merely (something that because he thinks that Don gathered where guest tickets to the luncheon
runners
and
in a few long-distance
isn't. Hence, limits are limitless.
game were given ou*.
and football
could have There was opportunity throughout
No good treatise should end with- some good material which
developed into long-distanc< the morning for visits to the various
out some statement about Truth, and been
made
are
runners
Distance
runners.
freshman classes meeting that mornwe shall state (and prove) that
not on the ing and for conferences with instrucTruth is a very simple thing. First, out of doors in the Fall
the tors whose classes were not in
seswhat is Truth ? Do we recognize it indoor track in Winter, nor on
gridiron.
sion. From 10.30 till 11.30 Professor
when we see it? Goodness knows
In order to offset the disadvantage Wass, at the Curtis Organ in the
Now, a piece of cork cast upon the
this
suffered
have
athletics
track
Chapel, gave a short recital. From
water floats on the water; while a
them 11.30 to 12.00 the President and memwaterlogged log cast upon the water Fall, Jack Magee has rendered
in addibers of the faculty held an informal
Mind, we only assume that more attractive by adopting—
sinks.
regular Winter indoor reception in the Lounge Room of the
the
tion
to
concisely
been
ever
has
it
for
sinks,
it
Meet a new Union. At 12.00 an excellent luncheon
proved that the water does not float Interfraternity Track
This
Meet.
Shield
Interfraternity
was served in the dining room of the
upon the log? By careful examination
will be held L'nion. After the luncheon the guests
we see that it is the water in the log meet, open to21letter men,
3 a week or so be- subsequently proceeded to
Whittier
that makes it sink (or be floated up- on October
Meet, Field; and, as a fitting climax to the
Trophy
Ives
annual
the
fore
deis
the
it
find
that
on). Now, we
letter men. The award day, saw a brilliant Bowdoin team
gree of difference of water in the log which excludes
an
will
be
chapter
crush Wesleyan.
and in the cork that makes the form- to the winning
\*all decoraer abide in the depths, and the latter appropriate shield for
It is probable that this day will
seen in the Deke
on the surface, and as this truth de- tion, such as may be
be observed every year, for it enables
this meet
of
innovation
The
house.
all
Truth
so
must
pends upon degrees,
the fathers of the freshmen to beInterthe
of
holding
the
necessitates
depend upon degrees. As our common
come acquainted with the college, its
very early thi^
everyday instrument, the Thermome- fraternity Road Race
faculty, and the spirit of its student
year on the 18th.
ter, is measured in degrees also, we
body, and it is felt that such contact
letyear
I heard a football
Last
Thermometer
the
that
must conclude
and opportunities will be greatly aptrack
out
for
come
had
who
ter
man
is Truth, and conversely ad infinitum.
preciated by those parents who have
so
reason
that
one
say
Winter
in the
been to college, and will prove a
many men gave up track, or never source of infinite pleasure to thos>»
Major Premises
went out for it, was because they had fathers who were themselves denied
Last week the patrons read a tale
to spend so very many weeks trainthe benefits of a college education and
Of athletes at a bargain sale,
ing indoors for so few intercollegiate
How freshman football cl limed the meets in the late Spring. What he resulting social contacts.
back
advocated were Winter dual meets inWho really should be out for track. doors.
Pictures
Now cast your eyes upon our plea
S. R. S.
(Continued from Vtun 1*
They have a grievance, so have we.
has
been
very
helpful in this work.
As each new frosh matriculates
The above article appeared in the
In the past the cuts have been in his
The German Herr Professor waits
Oct. 16th issue of the Orient and was
And urges youths with highest grades written by someone who did not care care, and the results of his experiTo scorn the pipes— their greatest to sign his own initials. As yet, the ence will be of great value. Mr. Wildhas obtained a room in the baseaids.
man who made up the article has not er
"For well you know," says he, "you been discovered. Someone had the ob- ment of Massachusetts Hall where
the cuts may be filed so that at any
win
vious purpose of making trouble.
time it will be possible to make alFrom college just what you put in.
Our communication is not being most instantaneous reference to them.
An easy course may be a joy
written because we are afraid of a This "morgue", of course, will not be
Unto the slack and backward boy.
little criticism but we are showing as complete as that of a good newssermon
my
The erudite who heed
absolutely no friction paper, but it is the desire of this
Take courses that are mostly Ger- that there is
among us (the undersigned coaches *. year's board to make it as ne'arly
man."
differences of opinion arise as possible the gathering place of all
For years this great abuse prevailed Of course,
members of any depart- pictures of Bowdoin. Among the cuts
The Ec. and Math, departments j-mong the
ment but none of the coaches con- contained in the present collection
wailed
cerned desired this matter or any are many dealing with
Bowdoin
Their wailings didn't matter much:
other mere misunderstanding, which which were included in a special secThe brighest scholars still took
is far from discord, aired in any pubtion of a Portland newspaper which
Dutch.
lication.
addiIn
ago.
years
some
appeared
adept
plea
with
And still the Herr
But the anonymous writer of last tion there are all the cuts which hav.Ensnares the boys within his dept.
week's communication has broad appeared in the Bugle for the last
It is unfair and we would urge
Many pictures dealiXc
casted a list of misstatements and thr> few years.
To this abuse applv a purge.
The Math, department can't be strong leaders of the Orient should have an with the college buildings and the
campus which have been used i«
When smartest lads to German explanation. ,
Our misunderstanding had to do alumni publications are also included
throng.
with a "hands off" policy created by in this interesting collection. Thu-;
It makes the Zoo department sick
the athletic department; this policv, it tan be seen that if successful, tfcii
To see its majors all so thick.
allows undergraduates to make their plan will place in the hands of the
This evil is the one thev call
cwn selection of sports without co- various college publications an exDespoiling Pete to pay off Paul.
more ercion. The question came up in con- tremely useful collection of material.
never
should
strong

decorated with signs of every descriphas been
tion, the value of which
greatly enhanced by the incidents attending their removal from various
points on the highways. Now we are
being furnished with less ornate and
more significant signs in all our halls
and class rooms.
Bowdoin has gone anti-nicotine.
The remaining "vice" permitted the
been suppressed. Of
students has
course, this has been done in the interests of fire prevention. No one
stops to think of the time-honored
marks of heaps of burning butts on
There is a
the dormitory floors.
notable absence of conflagrations. We
have seen cigarettes burning on carpets and in waste baskets and have
never seen one light a fire except in
shavings or excelsior. We were not
aware that these commodities were
stocked in the college buildings.
However, our committee must be
right. We will sacrifice our last class
room privilege to a s-emi-moral whim.
We have only one hope that this
sacrifice will reduce the number of
destructive fires which have been raging on campus in the last few years,
which we have probably failed to see
on account of our inconsiderate absence on week ends.
The

—

is

be athletic teams that will make
any showing at all. If this cooperation were not actually in effect at
to»

A

gallant effort, apparently, to
biography of Calvin Coolidge now appearing in the Cosmopolitan. reduce this evil by setting the stag
gallant effort,
tariff at one dollar. A
which
event
an
Strike,
Police
In the chapter devoted to the Boston
yes, but one that was automatically
had much to do with later political history in the United States, neutralized by the urbane "keeper of
portals," who let two stags
the
outer
ex-President Coolidge spoke of the late Edwin U. Curtis, a Bow- in on couple rates. What, may we ask,
doin graduate, then Boston Commissioner of Police, in favorable is the sense of that? It was the^nost
ever
have long heard that Mr. Curtis was the first to deny silly piece of mismanagement
terms.
pulled in Bowdoin. We hope that the
the right of the Boston Police Force to affiliate with the American individual to blame will see the light
else
Federation of Labor, and who, in the crisis, appealed to Mr. Cool- before the next informal or some
replaced by
be
that he will
no limits.
idge. Concerning this, the former President says, "To Mr. Curtis other more efficient door-keeper.

We

of this sort

Communication

Day

—

—

—

—
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Bowdoin Column
Last week Marion Short, "12, was
new manager of the gym

elected

Already a tentative .schedule;
is
planned. Challenges have b e;i
mailed to Dartmouth and M. I. T., the
team.

only colleges as yet considered. The
dates of these meets and of the A.
A. I', of N. E. Meet are undecided.
The outlook for„the team is brigh
All the old members are back, and the
freshman material is exceptionally
More men have turned out
good.
than for many years, and Professor
Means, who will again serve in the
proscapacity of coach, considers
pects to be excellent. Regular practice has l>een going on for about a
week.
1

:.

Prof. Wilmot 15. Mitchell in ;;n aJdress before the Westbrook Women'/
Club Tuesday declared that Edward
Arlington Robinson is considered' the
greatest Maine writer of today. Professor Mitchell's talk was on the subject "Maine Writers of Today.
»

We

January President

Sills

all

the

divided

into

five

sub-

replies.

Meanwhile a second questionnaire
on the Union and fraternity problems was sent out to the non-fraternity
men. Over sixty returns
were received on this special quesalso
committee
The
tionnaire.
wrote to other colleges for information, so that by April there was a
considerable amount of data with
which to work.
Interruptions such as house parties,
major examinations, and the
hawSciences
Institute of
Social
prevented us from making as careful a study as we would have liked,
but by doing most of the actual
work in subcommittees a higher degree of efficiency was secured, while
great pains were taken that nothing was finally incorporated in th"
the
received
leport unless it had
careful consideration of the com-

Wilder has been elected

superintendent of the First Parish
Congregational Sunday School to nu mittee as a whole.
We are pleased to note that many
a vacancy caused by the resignation
of the plans which we were considof Alonzo P. Holmes.
ering have already been put into
effect, especially those on elections
About three hundred rooters as- and publications, even although this
sembled in Mem. Hall Friday evening las robbed us of much of our thunto attend the second of the season's der, for
committee
the
truth
in
football rallies. Professor Was*, at the would rather be right than original,
piano, led the singing of the old Bow- and all
recommendations have
its
doin songs as well as the new "Fight- been
moderation.
with
tempered
ing Polar Pear Song*', while Alten- Many suggestions of the Questionl»urg, Parker. Appleton and Lord led naire, even one or two on which the
the cheers.
Incidentally, these four desire for a change was represented
put up a fine job on Saturday. They by a large majority, have been reOught to get better response, and n»* jected after careful consideration.
doubt will.
This report
differs from that of
*
*
«
1926 in that it is not made primarUpper-classmen and freshmen in- ily for the faculty or the governing
terested in trying out for the In- boards (although we hope some of
strumental Club met Monday eve- them will read it), nor is it a part
ning from fi.45 to 8.00 in the Music of the ten year plan.
It is a reRoom. A fairly large turnout was port of, for, and by the students.
reported; results have not yet
been The sections on Publications. Elecannounced.
tions, and Fraternities are recom»
*
*
mendations to the various student
AthProfessor Marshall P. Cram and organizations, while those on
Professor Philip W. Meserve of the letics and the Curriculum are petiDepartment of Chemistry leave to- tions to the Athletic Department and
morrow for Amherst, where they will the Faculty for a few accessary
We have avoided, as far
be present at the dedication of the changes.
j

1

- '

»

in

ditions

committees of four or five members
each, which in turn wrote out a set
of about fifty questions. Over five
hundred questionnaires were issued
to the students, to which there were

Corona 3 $15.00, Corona 4 $40.00, Remington Portable $38.50

F. \V.

After giving due

regard to conBowdoin, the
at
committee feels that
present
the
system
of
with
student
elections,
appointed this committee,
one
notable
exception,
is relatively
members accepted the responsibilsound.
It is evident that the presity immediately, and set about the
ence of fraternities often leads to
first task of formulating a question-

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

»

as possible, the recommendation of
anything, such as an increase in the
afternoon.
new equipment, which
faculty or
*
*
*
would call for a considerable outlay
David F. Kelley, Bowdoin 1916, has of money.
been elected alderman of Ward 1 of
committee
conclusion,
the
In
Gardiner to fill the vacancy caused wishes to thank the officials of the
by the death of Charles L. Cushman. library for help in mimeographing
Mr. Kelley was very prominent in questionnaires, various members of
athletics and musical circles while at the faculty and the alumni for the
Bowdoin. He was leader of his own helpful suggestions and advice, the
the Orient.
orchestra, which filled many engage- student body for its cooperation in
*
*
*
Questionnaire,
and
ments in this vicinity during his col- answering the
which have
colleges
Classical
Club;
finally those
The officers of the
lege course and in the years which
their
to
information
as
sent us
held a meeting at the home of Proproblems
fessor Means last Friday evening. immediately followed his graduation. method of dealing with
His fraternity is Psi Upsilon.
similar to those of Bowdoin.
Plans for the yea.r were discussed.

Cpperclassnien interested in work
on the Orient reported Wednesday
evening, October 16, in the Bowdoin
Publishing Company office in the
Union. Harrison M. Davis, Jr., Editorin-Chief, talked with each of thi.sandidates for a while and various special
assignments were made. It is planned
to have these men work on subjects
outside the ordinary tun of news, in
the hone of expanding the sphere of

new chemistry laboratory on Friday

;

j

I

j

existing

questionable politics, with a regrettable disregard for the ideal of the
best man for the given position. The
present system eliminates all undue
opportunities for the free reign of
the fraternity; but attainment of
this ideal rests with mutual good
feeling and coordinated efforts to
respect the
clean
of
importance
politics for the good of all concerned.
Education along these lines is something to be sought
for,
and the
ccirmitU?e feels that the editorial
of the "Orient" could do much ol
value.

In the Questionnaire, 109 men said
they would vote for the best man in
an election regardless of his fraternity, while 79 said they might not.
Many equivocated, or said they
would unless one of their own fraternity were nominated, while othersaid they always considered their

own

fraternity

brothers

the

The

"best*

men.

These were regarded as negOne budding anarchwanted no captains or officers

Rob Roy
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ist

at

This new Selz model
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all.

Vigor

Class elections have usually presented the
problem.
The
biggest
Questionnaire yielded the following
interesting considerations: 147 men
declared in favor of the present system of class elections, while 40 desired some change. Thirteen wanted
a nominating committee of some
sort to put up a slate on which th°
class would vote.
Five declared for
preferential ballot, and four wanted
fraternities to vote as a unit— presumably one man voting for his

whole
that

The Rob Roy.

is

,

CLASS ELECTIONS

delegation.

Three

is its
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Brisk

weather
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The

leather.
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Archlast model.

suggested

Freshman and Sophomore

class

$g.oo

were useless and should be
abolished, as merely leading to hard
feeling and rivalry. Two favored proposals for voting by mail, speeding
up elections, and the secret ballot.
Several
wanted a printed ballot.
Other proposals were that there b"
nominations, that the Student Council
be removed as election officers
(no suggestion as to a substitute,)
that voting by proxy be abolished,
be by closed ballot,
that nomination
and that it be by petition of forty continued as an excellent gesture in
members of the class. None of these the right direction.
The committee feels that the
last proposals was seconded.
methods of electing the Student Council, Athletic Council, and team manThe committee does not believe agers are sound. It recommends that
that any of these suggestions could the method of electing team captains
It be left to the discretion of the rebe adopted with practical results.
does make two recommendations:
spective team coaches. In this, the
First, any student wishing to vote committee supports
action
the
of
by proxy at a class election should Coach Morrell in postponing the elec
forward his proxy to the Student tion of the football captain until the
Council the day before election. This middle or the end of the next season.
suggestion is made in attempt to flisQUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
courage the prevailing custom of
The results of the Questionnaire on
suffiproxies for men who are not
ciently interested to attend elections. these matters were as follows: those
the present methods
Second, the formal oath signifying opposed to
Athletic Council
the absence of any fraternity combi- Student Council 13,
8, Managers 25, Team Captains 27.
nation, signed by the president of
wanted each fraternity
each house and the chairman of each Five men
represented on the Student
group
participating delegation, should be
Council, while four favored no nominations for the Student and AthleticCouncils. One wanted nomination by
fraternities and another nomination
by petition. Nine men would have the
manager selected by the coach, manager, and team, each unit to have one
vote.
Four would allow the team
alone to pick the manager; while another wanted the old system of stuofficers

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION. ETC.. REQCIRFD BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF

;

At'Gl'ST 24,
Of The Bowdoin

RECOMMENDATIONS

1912,

Orient, published weekly during the college year at Brunswirk, Maine, for

October

1.

1929.

STATE OF MAINE
County of Cumberland,

ss.

Before me. a Notary Public in and for
the State and County aforesaid, personally appeared Ralph B. Hirtle. who. having: b« en
duly sworn according to law. deposes and says
that he is the business manager of the Bowdoin Orient and that the following is. to the
best of his knowledge and bebef, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if
a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in
the above caption, required by the Act of
August 24. 1912. embodied in section 411. Postal
Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit.
1.
That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are
Name of
Post office address
Publisher. Bowdo.n Publishing Company.

Brunswick, Maine.
Editor, Harrison

M. Davis.

Jr..

Brunswick. Maine.

Managing
John L.

Editors.
Snider.

Brunswick. Maine.
Paul A. Walker.
Brunswick. Maine.
Business Manager. Ralph B. Hirtle.
Brunswick. Maine.

That the owner is: The Bowdoin PubCompany, of which Ralph It. Hirtle
Manager, and Harrison M. Davis, Jr., Stan-

2.

lishing
is

ley P. Chase, and Thomas C. Van Cleve are
dent body, team, and captain-man- Directors.
According to
election.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees.
ager-coach
and other security holders owning or holding
teams
of
captains
nine men, the
per cent or more of total amount of bonds.
should be appointed for each game by mortgages, or other securities arc: (If there
the coach and an honorary captain are none, so state.) None.
That the two paragraphs next above, givelected by the team at the end of the ing4. the
names of the owners, stockholders, ana
season. Seven wanted the coach to ap- security holders, if any, contain not only the
point the captain, and another would list of stockholders and security holders as
they
appear upon the books of the company
give the coach some say. One wanted t>ut also,
in cases where the stockholder or
the captain elected during the sea- security holder appears upon the books of the
son, an<l one suggested that the cap- company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, t°ie name of the person or corporaelected
be
track
and
tains of baseball
tion for whom such trustee is acting, is given
also that the said two paragraphs contain
at the same time in the spring.
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
o
1

1

—

The remainder of

and

belief as to the circumstances and condiunder which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and securin a capacity other than that of a bona

tions

this section of the

Student Committee Report, together
with the section on Fraternities, will
be run in a later issue.

ities
fide

owner ; and this affiant has no reason to
believe that any other person, association, or
corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securi-

1931 Bugle

ties

than as so stated by him.

RALPH B. HIRTLE.
iContinwd from Page 1)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
Stewart Mead, W. K. Prescott, Robert 22nd day of October. 1929.
WILLIAM K HALL.
Smith, A. H. Stearns.
This year, several innovations have Seal)
(My commission expires February 11. 1932)
been adopted, and there are indications that it will be the best year book
yet produced here. The various conthe printtracts have been given out
ing to the Seavey Co. of Portland, and
the engraving contract to the Craphic
1

|
!

i

—

Art!*

F.ngraving

Company

of Huston.

CUMBERLAND

The Adams Studios Co. has been ap-
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pointed the official class photogiapher.
Work on the individual portraits began on the 21st, and the Eagle Hotel
\rtine
is, as usual, the headquarters,
Artinian has charge of the sittings,
and students are requested to !*> sure
to meet their appointments, in order
to avoid last minute delays and confusion. The group pictures of the various athletic teams, clubs, societies
and fraternities will be taken later in
The campus
the year by LeTarte.
views have already been taken by the
Adams Studio.
Plans are already made for several
new features. For the tirst time the
front section of the liugle and ail section headings will be done in three
There will be five pencil
(triors.
sketches on special paper of various
views about campus, done by piofessiOnal artists.
With these excellent beginnings for
encouragement, plans are being made
by the business board under the managership of James Flint for at. energetic subscription campaign. This will
begin in tjhe next few weeks, and the
Orient does not feel it necessary to
much
how
students
remind
the
their whole hearted cooperation is
needwl for the success of the publication.
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them, leaped high into the air and fell
with the ball clutched in his arms as
the defensive backs brought him down.
catch. Johnson
it was a sensational
swept around right end to the oneyard line, and on the next play CapChapman ground thru right
tain
tackle for the second Bowdoin touchdown. Souther's placement was wide.
Conch Morrell then put in a string
of
who immediately
substitutes,
started to warm things up for the unAfter Wesleyan
happy Methodists.
had taken the kick-off back to
its
line,
thirty-six yard
Don Randall
-into
the
air
to snag a pass
leaped
from the Parsons' full back. Johnson
was stopped on an end rush, but on
the next play cut thru tackle and ran
to
the nine-yard
thirty-five yards
had shot a
stripe after Chapman
short spiral into his hands. It took

SPECIAL
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Sportsman's Pen

Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture. China. Glass, Pewter,
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-

EATON HARDWARE

concerned.

CO.

—o

than they did the previous
week at Williamstown. What a whale
of a difference a few hard tackles
and charging line make between a
winning and a losing team. The
noticeable improvement in the quarterbacking job accounted in a large
measure for an offensive that on the
whole
was consistently sustained
throughout the entire game.
—o
better

Brunswick

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $50,000.

—

roots, $100,000
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Little

remains
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STUART & CLEMENT

—

Hob Thayer pulled one of the nw»st
seen
sensational plays ever
a
on
Bowdoin gridiron wh< n with a mighty
hap be snared Johnson's long pass
out of the hands of a Wesl< van back.

Quality Printing
Building
-:-

MAINE

-:-

Latest College Styles in

(Continoed from Pace

l>

line. Score: Bowdoin
Wesleyan 0.
$5 to S10
During the half the Bowdoin Band
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers which had earlier led the traditional
parade of students to the field, held
forth
with the College song- and
marches. The fine showing of these
<'>.

Oxfords—

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

it

to

Ben

and Johnson, who had gone in
for Poster, immediately snatched a
forward pass from the air and gal
loped twenty yards back to the fortyfive yard line. There Wesleyan braced
again, and Thayer punted out of
bounds on the visitors' twenty-one
yard line. A string of short forwards
proved of no avail, and Millspaugh
punted to Johnson who once more

do the work

CUMMINGS' MARKET
GROCERIES

and

&

J.

,

It,

60

1
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Watch For Our Representative

Road Race
(Continued from paxe

PHIL BRISK

1)

Sigma; A. F. Scott, Non-Fraternity;
connection
with
the
Mane F. A. Wingate, Zetes; C. V. Stanwood.
Teachers' Association, it is interest- Deke; W. S. Piper, Jr., D. U .; A. H.
I'.
ing to note the number of Bowdoin Clark, Psi U.; D. Morris, D. U.;
men taking an active part on various Emerson, A. I).; P. S. Crowell, Sigma
Lewis, Non-Fraternity;
Nu; W. K.
committees and as speakers.
Among the speakers at the conven- C. W. Kirkpatrick, Kappa Sigma; J.
tion in their respective departments, A. Whipple, Jr.. A. T. 6.; and K. D.
will be Professor C. H. day. Profes- W. Spingarn, Beta.
One of the many surprising feaHaul
sor Stanley B. Smith, Dean
Nixon and Professor Orren C. Hor- tures of the race came when Albert
mell from the faculty. Herbert S. Jenkins. "81, A. T. O., who had been
Ingraham, '21, principal of Brunswick running a very pretty race throughHigh; Prof. Herbert S. Hill, '0:>. now put, suddenly collapsed on the track
at Whiuier Field within a mere three
at the University of Maine; Harrison
line, with
€. I.yseth. '21; State Agent for Sec- hundred yards of the finish
was
ondary Education; George J. Cum- an acute pain in his side. He
to get up again and hail to be
miner. '21. principal of Houlton Junior rnahl,
High School; Perley S. Turner. '19. helped to the locker room.
the
tnterfraternity
This
week,
principal of Skowhegan High School;
ami Percy P. Crane," '17, principal track meet is to continue with preAcademy will also liminary tryouts in each event. The
of Washington
results of this meet will be of great
take part.
to Coach Magee in sizing up
aid
Philip H. Kimball, '11, of Marinas
iChairman of the Committee >>n material tor the varsity team.
Teachers Welfare, while W. G. Ma!
Parmington, FJerley S.
h-tt. 'Ml. of

:

C,

.

Miller

rg. Coffin

.

Hay, it
Crimmins, re
Thayer, qb

Schwent

rt.

the National Capital the Crown
Prince and Crown Princess of Sweden and rendered the musical program at the deification of the Ericsson
Statue, the occasion that brought
trip
their
these royalties on
first
across the Atlantic. During the summer, also, it had the distinction of
being invited to give a series of sprcial concerts extending throughout 3
week at the Sesquicentennial ExposiPhiladelphia.
tion at
to

C

Hum

Eldridgc

ig

.

Lancaster, rg

•

re.

.

•

lhb.

Johnson, rhb
'hapman, fb
Score by periods:

Gray

Millspaugh

«ph.

Stone, lhb

Blakesl

rhb, Tirrell
fb.

<

Jennings

i:i
19
Bowdoin
0—
Wesleyan
Touchdowns: Johnson (2), (hap
touchdown:
Stileafter
Point
man.
ii

placekick I.
Substitutions
Bowdoin: Davis tor
Souther, Brown for Hirtle, Cramer
for Garcelon, Stoneman tor Lancaster, Kike for Hay. Van Varick tor
(

—

Crimmins, Plaisted for Thayer, St iH-.f'or

1

Stone. Randall for Stiles, Fostei

i

REVEREND CHARLES ODELL
HIKES FROM PORTLAND To
SEE WESLEYAN DEFEATED
Rev. Charles F. Odell, St. Peter's
Episcopal Church, of Portland, mad
statement that he would hike
fron\ Portland to Brunswick to se
the Wesleyan game. He arrived here
about the middle of the morning, and
after luncheon with his old friend and
fellow classmate of the Class of 'T»'. a;
Vale, Dr. C. W. Goodrich of Brunswick, he attended the game as th<>
personal guest of President Sills.
After the game, he visited the Psi
Upsilon House, where he met many
of the fellows, and was later piloted
around the campus by one <rt the
Bowdoin Psi U.'s. Doctor Odell wataken |hack to Portland in the evening by
Eli as Thomas of the Class
"
co*>d his

Navy Band
for
Johnson. Turner of Skowhegan, and George P.
StihJohn-oti,
(<"'pn* iniit
Page
Wesleyan: O'Dell for Gray, Sweet for Gardner, 'HI. of Auburn are jmembei
fn
Coffin, Mans for Eldridge, Smith tor of the Committee on Legislation.
The
as
band
i.heralded
Hum. Steege for Wells. Blakel) for
one of the great military bands of the
Millspaugh, Striebinger for Blakeiy,
world an<l has had its status as on
Soccer
Guernsey for Blakeslee, Millspaugh
of the distinctively national bands
for Guernsey, Taylor for Jennings.
(Continued from page IV
of the United State- established by
Referee J. J. Butii r, Catholic, IT. and Delta Upsilon went to a
to 1 a special act of Congress. It has won
Pike, Vermont. Kiel! tie.
Umpire <>.
its pre-eminence by its performanceMann. Springfield. Heal
Judge—]
Several games are scheduled tor on numerous occasions, but its most
Linesman G. H. Vinall, Springfield. this week, some of which will hav< recent triumph was when it welcomed of
Time, four fifteen minute periods.
for

tii

l

*

1

I'..

—

'!I4.

.in

..

the revue

Pep/

it's

-V

i

hit

Send Your Washing

left

tackle for five yards,

sliced

off the right
end for three. Then
Chapman, on the last down, put his
to the head down and bucked into the line.
lie was on the goal
an
instant
For
line, but the Wesleyan backs hurled
themselves upon him and forced him
back. The Parsons punted out to t

LAUNDRY
BURNHAM

CITIZENS
R. E.

involve our children in the whirl
of life, in the squirrel cage existence
which is today the affliction of their
too busy parents."

Urtsk Srnthrra
WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

1

Upsilon
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Kappa Kpsilon
Delta

to

Wells

le.
.

.

li-

yard
stripe,
and the
Hears suddenly found themselves.
On the first play Johnson spun
through the left Bide of his line for
OUR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING four yards. A forward was incomplete, and then Johnson uncorked a
beautiful pass to Thayer on the sixis now so under control that results yard line. Two Wesleyan backs were
are far superier to da> light except for covering Hob, but he dove in front of
extremely large groups.
thirty-eight

AGENT

SYSTEM

Webber's Studio
Morton's News Stand

P RINTING
of

B B B, Milano

Kaywoodie,

Waterman Pens

Toilet Articles,

kinds handled

all

ciently

the

.

and

office

of

.

.

effi-

.

.

Toilet Articles

Prescriptions

-

Shaving Preparations

Carefully

Compounded

AGENCY FOR

Whitman's Chocolates

SHORT'S

*T~"

1RUE MERIT

wick Record.

competent workrtM

it's

Estimates and

IS

LIKE A RIVER;

Jaste/

the

the less noise it makes."
nothing sensational about Chesterfields; good tobaccos, blended and cross-blended,
the standard Chesterfield method, to taste just

deeper

it is,

There

n.

samples

cheerfully furnished.

is

—

haven't you noticed howsmokers are
right. But
changing to Chesterfield, for that very reason

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

—

"TASTE

Brunswick Publishing

MARKET

a cigarette

promptly at
The Bruns-

Modern machinery and

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

in

above everything

MILD ... and yet
THEY SATISFY

Company
-GROCERS-

Cor. Maine and

Dunlap Streets

Telephone Brunswick No. 3

»ho

cater to fraternity trade

Brunstvick
**({ualit>

Hardware

Co.

C.oods at a Fair Price"

Johnson's Floor

Wax

hesterfield

SOCLE'S BARBER SHOP

FINE TURKISH and

For First Class Haircutting

Near Campus

-

First

Shop Down Town

19J9. Liggett i

Mtns Tcmrco Co,

is

to

well dressed.

\

Building

PLAY SAFE

,

lg
Bilodeaa, c

Sigma Xu

from school enough wc-rk to stagger
person. I believe we need
simplification of the curriculum and
B much more thorough grounding in
fewer things. It would be a shame

a mature

Wesleyan

(0)

.

.

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

|

W. RILEY

INSURANCE
Town

...

tailored

stepped briskly down the field, this
yards,
being
time for twenty-four
finally brought down by every Wesleyan man but the water-boy.
Thereupon Bowdoin cut loose with
a driving attack that was vicious in
it.intensity. Slash after slash off
tackle, combined with elusive delayed
bucks brought the ball in four plays
to the nine-yard line. Chapman took
Brunswick the ball out of bounds to get a more
favorable offensive position. Johnson

Telephone 435-436

T. H.

fellows in their flannel.,

ing,

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

MEATS

It

Clothing which

custom

In

Following a third
period given
over to stubborn battling between
the two lines, with Wesleyan showing signs of coming to life, the
.Methodists punted to
Pester, who
was smothered <>n the Polar
Bear
forty-five yard
line.
Morrell's men
drew a fifteen yard penalty for hold-

Portland, Me.

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give

QgRISK

inent.

— Retail

St.,

clad

and black slip-ons caused much com

FOOD SHOP

Wholesale
574 Congress

nattily

CHIPMAN

B.

I'lUE

first

completed eight out of ten forwards, and gained exclusive of kicks,
four hundred and twenty-five yards
compare with Wesleyan's .one
to
hundred forty. In punting alone were
the Parsons superior to the home
team. In fight, in brilliancy of performance, and in sheer football, thev
were completely outclassed

it

Game

Wesleyan

Bostonian and" Florsheim

LYMAN

Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable

:

tors,

The Polar Pear's team play was Garcelon,

to be desired except more efficient
interference. On end runs and even
in off-tackle dashes the interferer^
through futile efforts to take ou:
their man have jammed up the ball
We carrj the largest assortment of carrier. (Store than once Johnson's
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- interference clogged his dashes.
bles. Olives, Pickles, Domestic and ImRalph Mirth' played a bang-up
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
game at tat kh\ Time after time li
kinds past of Portland.
lipped open the opposition's line to
S7 Maine St.— Tel. 137
Tel. 136
hack, and be
nail the ball carrying
was always one of the first if not the
first man. down undei Thayer's punts.
o

BRUNSWICK

ball.

.

Printing and Developing

Town

teen

to

time Wesleyan
Bowdoin
made nine
downs to five for the visievery

standstill

had the

Ilirtle,

KODAKS

GIFTS

fa»

:

time,

first

when the final whistle blew.
The Polar Bears fought matters
P

Dan Johnson started his first nine
for Bowdoin. The way he galloped
The lineups:
through the Wesleyan defense must
Bowdoin (19)
have made the Maine and Colby
Souther, le
scouts opes their eyes.

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
MUSK

Li

—

at the line to
kicked the
put the ball over. Stiles
point. Wesleyan took the ball on the
kick-off,
and had
rush after the
forced their way with the ball into

Bowdoin territory for the

The team looked a hundred per cent

The Sport Store of

ITOMMI

I

&*

:

With perfect weather and almost
Miss Stetson gives personal attention perfect team performance,
Saturday's
to orders for antique goods of any kind football game was a perfect success
as far as Bowdoin adherents were

I

l

Dan only three thrusts

Stamps Bought

Surplus and

been played by now. Monday after
noon, the A. D.'s went up against the
Kappa Sigs while on the other field.
Beta Theta Pi wrestled with the T.
D.'s. Yesterday afternoon, the Zetes
and the Chi Psi's had 't out, while
Delta Upsilon messed up with Sigma
This afternoon, the Betas meet
In an article recently published in Nu.
the Portland Press Herald, Pres dent the Non-Fraternity team and Psi I',
Sills expresses the view
that
too took on Alpha Delta Phi. Tomorrow
many burdens are at present imposed the T. D.'s will meet Sigma Xu, and
upon the schools burdens
which the Kappa Sigs, the Betas.
properly belong to the home.
Interest in soccer seems to have
This contention was embodied in taken quite a rise since last season.
the President's greeting to the Maine All the games have been hotly conTeachers' Association
opens
tested,
which
and despite the fact that all
tonight in Portland.
After a brief the houses were not able to stay out
outlining of the many extra func- of the "lose" colum.i, the teams seem
tions
popularly
assigned
the very evenly matched.
to
school, President Sills concluded with
League standing, to date
the following paragraph:
League A
"The college is not without its reWon Tied Lost
sponsibility, but I believe it would be Kappa Sigma
2
content to have fewer subjects pre- Psi Upsilon
1
sentcd if they were more thoroughly Zeta Psi
1
taught. It is not the fault of teachers Alpha Delta Phi ....
1
that so much home work is demanded; Chi Psi
1
it is the fault of the system. I
have Alpha Tau Omega ...
2
beard lately of a small boy of eight
League B
whose day had to be mapped out on
Won Tied Lost
i>
schedule that would almost appall
1
have heard of a Theta Delta Chi .... 1
a business man.
I
Non-Fraternity
1
little girl of nine who brought back

PRESIDENT CLAIMS
TOO MANY BURDENS
GIVEN TO SCHOOLS

'

DOMESTIC

tobaccos, not only

BLENDED

but

CROSS-BLENDED

—

,
:

-

MP*

**£$*•**
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MANY GRADS ARE EXPECTED

Get-Together Next Saturday - Bates
in Afternoon Will be Feature

—

Fall

Although hampered by a Boggy
jumping pits, and raw col

Game

track, wet

*

1

is

One

of 28 Approved Out of

Investigated

12

by Carnegie

—
...
Foundation

|

'

„
,,
,
the day will behe program for
,.„-,- w..
ot
«hm .,a meeting
..cue* with
gin
..me o'clock
fin at nine
B ...
the Alumni Council in I pper Massachusetts Hall
A conference of members of the
faculty and alumni will be heUl in the
lounge of the Moulton Union at 10.30.
The speakers and their subjects for
this assembly will be: Prof. Frederi
W. Brown, "Instruction in Romance
Albert
Bowdoin";
Languages
at
Abrahamson "2*., "The Place of
•

Two Maine

*

,

.

;

j

j

j

'

I

j

preparation

start.

.

i

I

By Olcott F. King, Jr.
Those students who were free on

Monday afternoon

to attend the

Navy

Band concert in the cage at the Gym
were indeed fortunate. One of the

A

FAST PLAY FEATURE
OF SOCCER BATTLES

and
bronze and
The com mitt e Zeta
in charge has been appointed by th
Interfraternity Race ns Second
Hoards, and consists of Henry 11.
Week Draws to (lose
Pierce '!•<'>, chairman; John W. Frost
'04. Felix A. Burton '07 and William
After the second week of soccer,
P. Ireland '16.
and Sigma Nu are leading
The cost of the memorial has been Zeta Psi
their leagues in the battle for honors.
Letters were
estimated at $15,000,
Zetas have not lost a soccer game
mailed recently to all Bowdoin men, The
in two years and it looks as if they
telling them of the memorial, and of
were out to keep their slate clean.
the opportunity they have to share in
Monday, Oct. 21, the Alpha Delts
its building.
The names of contribuand Kappa Sigmas fought a 1-1 tie
bora are to be published, at the time
after a hard and fast battle, while at
the fund is completed.
the same time the Betas ran riot over
the T. D. outfit, to the tune of 4-0.
Tuesday. Zeta Psi defeated the Chi
Psi team 4-0. The Zetas presented a
j

.

and . good defense. On
the other field th" D. U. team set
lack the Sigma Nus 1-0. This was
The Late George I'. Manso.i '81 Also
the fir-t defeat of the year for the
Leaves Miniatures. Hook: and
Sigma Nu team.
fast offense

,

On Wednesday

Paintings to College

paint-

in his collec-

Mr. Man-on was a practicing attorney in Boston, having started his
He was born
practice there in ISS5.
at Havre, France, Aug. 13, 1858. Following hi> graduation from Bgwdoin,
e received the degree of LL.B, fro
Boston University in 1885, and Bowdoin granted him his master'- degre
I]

I

•

in

the

same

the A. D. vs. Psi U.

Beta
games had to be postponed because
of the rain which made the fields so
wet that it was impossible to play.
The next dav the fast Zeta team
me througj^ with another^y.ctor^.
^f
the second of the Wi ek, defeating the

and

books,

the

-Non- Fraternity

vs.

Kappa Sigma team 2-0. The Sig.n
Nus turned back the Theta Deita Chi
i

team
T.

3-0.

outfit

I),

This defeat displaced tf.e
from the league leader-

ship.

On Friday the postponed Non-Fraternity-Beta game was played, re
suiting in a 1 to 1 tie.
League standings:
League A

Won
Zeta

Tied Lost

3

P.-l

Kappa Sigma

.

Psi Up-ilon

.

<;
1

1

1

1

I

.1

Alpha Delta Phi

o

P'.<.

i

Chi Psi
A. T.

year.

League B

President Kenneth C. M. Sills anil
Professor Warren B. Catlin of the

Won

Department of Economics and Soci

Sigma Nu

ology of Bovadoin College passed th
week end in Boston, representing th
College at the annual meeting of th.
Association of Colleges of N«">' Knland at Boston University.

Non-Fraternitv

1

jg>

houses,

'

itiates:

Alpha Delta Phi
1930

Gunther Wilmsen, Potsdam, Ger.
S.

1931
D. Pinkham, Buffalo, N. Y.

1932

!

Delta I'psilon'

Beta Theta Pi
Theta Delta Chi
D.

K.

E

Tied Lost Pts.

2

1

1

1

4

3
3

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

2

3.

2

and they applauded

in

Bear touchdown.
Bowdoin's interference was bad and
tackling worse. Again and again
wing backs slid through under their
men with outstretched hands, and
Wild Bill Donovan's 79-yard jaunt for
a touchdown capped an afternoon of
slip-shod defensive play.
The only
bright points of the game, from a
Bowdoin standpoint, were Stiles' superb forwards and Lancaster's defensive play.
The five forwards that
Bowdoin completed averaged about
20 yards in ground gained alone.
Colby crashed through the line almost at wiil in the first period. After
an exchange of kicks and an abortive Bowdoin advance checkea by
fumble, Donovan punted to Johnson,
who dodged back 10 yards to the 21yard line. Chapman failed at center.
and Johnson's interference crumpled
as the Colby end laid him low for .»
seven- yard loss on an attempted end
run.
Dan punted to Johnston, who
was crashed on the Bowdoin 47-yard
its

i

stripe.

1933
L. M. Ahern, NewtonviTle,

paralyzed.
The «•
penalties that
«
*
the Wateryi lie players suffered came
to 130 yards, and were in large measure responsible for the single Polar

Mass

C. Andrews, Brunswick, Me.
P. Bates, Danvers, Mass.
F. Boucher, Brunswick, Me.

Donovan

hit tackle for three,

Johnston ripped off six through center, and then churned his way off
tackle for 10

more yards.

Donovan

swung around
line,

ball

left end to the lfi-yard
and three line bucks brought tinto the Bowdoin six-yard marker.

J.

L.

SOPHS WIN AND TIE
BASEBALL GAMES

overwhelming

-1

fashion the stirring presentation of
The ban
the White."
leader generously responded with a
chorus, after first requesting the st»
dents to join in wholeheartedly. Can
it be that Bowdoin men do not know
their songs! It hardly seems possible,
yet the 200 odd Bowdoin men in. th
gallery were as silent as are th
stands and bleachers except when tlv
team is bowling 'em over. No doubt
the lack of concentration contribute
to the "flop," but more than likely
none of us has as yet recovered from
the vocal exertions of Satur lay, last!

"Forward

Psi Upsilon
1932
P. E. Jackson, Portland, Mr.

R.
E.
R.
E.
R.

j

"J™K&*£'««**

D. Colby, Melrose, Mass.
In the shadow of their goalposts the
A. Clarke, Portland, Me
secondary defense hurled back two
W. Easton, Boston. Mass.
bucks, but on the third try Donovan
A. W. Frost, Belmont, Mass.
ground his way through right tackle
The initial appearance of the reM. A. Long, Jr., Baltimore, Md.
to a touchdown and the first score of
reorganized
and
revised
cently
F. P. Marsh, Danvers, Mass.
Glazier's place k#k \va
the game.
"Quill," which for 32 years has been
R. V. MacAllester, Everett, Mass.
wide. Score: Bowdoin 0, Colby 6.
the literary magazine of Bowdoin
R. A. Mawhinney, Machias, Me.
Colby lost no time in chalking up
College, will be one of the outstandE. B. McMenamin. Portland, Me.
Th.- firs'.
ing features of Alumni Day at
N. Mason,- North Brookfield, the rest of their points.
J.
Quarter having ended with the ball in
Brunswick on Saturday, Nov. 2nd. Mass.
Bowdoin's possession on their 19-yard
While various and sundry changeJ. H. Milliken. Jr., Saco, Me.
line, the Rears fumbled on the fust
about the campus will catch the eyes
J. D. Schultz, Jr., East Orange, N.
play and Pollard recovered for Colby.
of returning grads, nothing will offer J.
Donovan bored through tackle onea more completely evolutionized apR. T. Sperry, Belmont, Mass.
again for six yards, and then a fivepearance than the new "Quitl."
Delta Upsilon
yard penalty put the ball just within
For some time at Bowdoin there
E. M. Ames, Worcester, Mass.
the sacred 10-yard stripe. Donovan hit
has been an urgent need for a literG. R. Booth, Cincinnati O.
again for another five, and then
ary magazine more in the keeping
R. E. Campbell, Chicago, 111.
Johnston smashed along to the onewith modern tendencies in literary
N. K. Chase, Blue Hill, Me.
yard line.
On the next play, with
thought; and especially for a suitable
J. E. Cuddy, 3rd., Lawrence, Mass. most of the Bowdoin team riding on
vehicle in which to convey literature
C. A. Fuller, Jr., Providence, It. I.
his neck, he barely fought his way
of an intellectual bent. Realizing this
C. H. Gerdsen, Plainfield, N. J.
through center for the second Colbj
fact, a group of the faculty and unA. H. Hathaway, Jr., Lexington. touchdown. Glazier's place kick ajjain
dergraduates undertook the renova- Mass.
went wide. Score: Bowdoin 0, Colby
tion and revision of the old "Quill"
(Continued on Pane 3)
12.
and, as a result of their labors, the
It remained for Donovan to put the
new "Quill" has come into being.
capstone
on the rapidly rising BowThe magazine has been completely
doin mausoleum.
With most of the
changed in the matter of size, form,
IN
Colby second-string men in. Glazier
paper, type, as well as in its editorial
dropped back and punted to Johnson.
policies..
Whereas the old "Quill"
who was dropped o n the Colby 4">contained only 30 pages, the riev, Defeat Freshmen
to
in First ConContinued on Pak-e 31
The measpublication will have SO.
test of Series, hut are Deadlocked
urements have been expanded from
7 to 7 in Second
four by eight inches to six by nine

i

miniatures,

ltiation

—

.

and other articles

Pr<a>Nnl,

are to

banquets at the L-napiei
Following is a list of the in-

;

j

i

furniture,

|

—

PLANS PROGRESSING
FOR WAR MEMORIAL

ings,
tions.

,

i

possible disadvantages of Bowdoin's
location is the fact that a man with
an ear for music on a large scale encounters few opportunities to satisfy
that inclination.
Not so this week,
general or special educational sub- however.
Monday's concert was a
jects, such as law and dentistry.
treat of the first order for every
"The varieties (of recruiting,)" the lover of band music, as well as a revreport savs, "range from rare and elation
to
doubting
the
anyone
ttee
Appointed to Supervise { asua contacts made or directed by
"smooth" potentialities of jazz or
Erection of Bronze and Granite
an individual in the athletic organ- chestration.
(Chicago,
ization of the institution
Flagstaff in Honor of Heroes
The program opened with a slightCornel!,
Colorado,
of
University
ly subdued number, which was folin which
A War Memorial in honor of 2:» Washington State College)
lowed by one of Sousa's marches,
the motive may be the general welrendered with that crashing spirit of
sons of the College who died in serfare of the institution or personal
which only a crack service band ivice during the World War, and of]
(Continued on page 4)
capable.
piccolo solo a little late
1,400 others who served, will be erectconvinced everyone present that there
ed this year. The memorial will be
are qualities in that instrument toin the form of a memorial flagstaff,
tally beyond the scope of "Piccolo
which will have a base 13 feet highPete's" twittering pipe.
It
designed by Messrs. "McKiin.
is
the
completely
filled
Students
Mead and White, and will be of
Sigma Nu Grab Lead in benches placed on the board track,
Psi
granite.

One of the largest bequests to
BoWdoin in recent years a sum
amounting to more than $200,000
Was made by the late George F. Manson M. of Boston, it was announced
Bowdoin is made the resirecently.
duary legatee of an estate of more
than $300,000, after numerous private
bequests are made. Mr. Man-on leaves
to Bowdoin, in addition to money, hjs

to

New Members

j

of the 130 institutions did not cooperate fully, the report states, speci-

for

BOWDOIN RECEIVES
$200,000 BEQUEST

raded through Brunswick. The White
Mule, which seems to be on- its way
the State Series championship,
fought bitterly for the first two pein
riods and piled up a lead and an
aggressive edge that the failing
Alpha Delta Phi, Psi Upsilon and Bruins never could break through It
are to hold their initiaDelta
ufna. Upsilon
«
Mt»«
* football that either
v -*.. v' />v i »,,,)
V
and was not pretty
tion ceremonies
1 The
*
Zeta Ps, on Saturday.
;
&, wdo n s backs
be
ceremonies

Alpha Delta Phi. Psi Upsilon. Delta
I'psilon, and /eta Psi to Take

:

REJUVENATED QUILL
SPLENDID CONCERT TO MAKE APPEARANCE

l

.

WEEK

last

—

program has been accomplished
fying the University of Georgia ami
by the members of the faculty com
Oglethorpe.
mittee, which is composed of Pro'.
First Probe Of Athletics
Thomas C. Van Cleve, Prof. Boyd W.
This marks the first probe of AmerParti, tt. Kenneth T. Boyer and" H» rican athletics by the Carnegie Founbcit W. Hartman.
dation, which has published findings
on English athletics but otherwise
concentrated chiefly on the study of

.

INITIATE THIS

•

tnis

(

It was a battered Bowdoin team
that limped off the field last Saturday, carrying the low end of a 19 to
6 score, while the Colby rooters pa-

FOUR FRATERNITIES

Saturday
L C. Jenks Newton Lower Falls,
Bowdoin Has Mass.
scored 49 points to 52 for their oppo1933
nents while Bates has totalled only
R. M. Boyd, Portland, Me.
Summary of events held in shield 18 points to 80 for the opponents. The
W. R. Brandt, Jr., Waban, Mass.
a
defeated
Bowdoin
has
fact
that
meet to date:
R. B. Clogston, Jr., Lowell, Mass
75-Yard Dash Won by Rising, team which conquered the Bobcats is
G. B. D'Arcy, Dover, N. H.
Deke;
Zete; further proof that Bowdoin should be
second,
Thistlewaite,
F. H. Donaldson, Salem, Mass.
third, Wingate, Zete; fourth, Rosen- installed as the favorite.
J. F. Jenkisson, Lake Bluffs, 111.
has
season
field, Deke.
play
this
The Bates
G. F. Kelley, 2nd., Lawrence, Mass.
150- Yard Dash
Won by Rising. been hard and the entire team has
Daniel Krause, Bayonne, N. J.
Deke; second, Wingate, Zete; third. fought to the finish in every gan. \
C. C. Moustakis, Salem, Mass.
Stanwood, Deke; fourth, Vaughan, T. Bowdoin, however, smarting under
G. C. Purington, 3rd., Sanford, Me.
D.
the Colby defeat, will be out there
M. A. Roemej, New York, N. Y.
If the
300- Yard Dash— Won by Wingate. with one intention to win.
E. T. Rundlejt, Portland, Me.
Zete; second, Rising, Deke; third, line plays as it did in the Wesleyan
A. R. Smith, [3rd., Waltham, Mass.
Thistlewaite, Zete; fourth, Stanwood. game and if Johnson and Chapman
A. H. Stiles, I r., Lynn, Mass.
begin to get loose, a Bowdoin victory
Deke.
B. R. Vining, Billerica, "Mass.

Wesleyan 19-0, and
bowed to Colby. 19-6.

NAVY BAND OFFERS

j

irigs.

in

will

In this competition lettermen will be
barred.
Both the Dekes and the
Zetes will lose good men through this
ruling, but they still appear to be the
strongest contenders for first honors.

Foundation finds
the attitude of Bowdoin and Bates
toward these "shoppers" to be th?
same "high-minded disapproval exhibited in speeches and conversation,
rVintintifd on Pagv 4)
will be probable.'
Other New England colleges meluded in the choice 28 are Massachusetts Agricultural College, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Trinity,
Tufts. Weslevan, Williams and Yale.
The inquiry consumed more than
three and a half years, entailed per- Undergraduates Ha\e Opportunity to
sonal visits to 130 American and CaFirst Issue of Newly Revised MagaHear World Famous Musical
and
universities
nadian colleges,
zine Will be Distributed on
Organization
schools, and involved the cooperation
Alum li Day »
of more than 2.000 persons. Only two

home

work

postpone them until later.
Upon the completion of the shield
meet, the annual fall interfraternity

meet for the Ives Trophy

The

institutions.

|

|

Much

i

i

The two Maine colleges are particularly praised in the Foundation
report for their attitude in reprimanding high school athletes who send out
"feelers" as to what special favors or
dispensations will be allowed them on
the basis of their ability in sports.
The report makes this comment in
speaking of the custom of prepar"shop
to
athletes
school
atory
around," soliciting bids from various

I

i

President and Mrs. Sills will be at
to alumni and friends of thCollege after the game, and opportunity will be afforded to view th-'
campus and visit the various build

that they have a fairly comfortable
margin.
It was expected that the
other events would be completed
Monday, but Coach Magee decided to
,

•

Under the coaching of the
Man," Dave Morey, the

"Miracle
Bobcat team, though losing three out
of its first five games, has made a
battle out of each one of them, culminating with the surprising 6-0 victory over Maine last Saturday.
A comparison of scores, however,
will show that Bowdoin should be
ruled a favorite to win. In five games
played, Bates has lost to Mass. Aggies by one point and a referee's de
cision, lost to Harvard 48-0, to Tufts
19-0, tied Rhode Island State 6-6 and
won from Maine 6-0. This shows that
Bates has gradually improved as the
year advances though the last two
games were against opponents weaker than either Harvard or Tufts.
Bowdoin, on the other hand, has
played winning football on alternate
Saturdays. After an impressive win
over Massachusetts Aggies 18-6, the
Polar Bears wilted before Williams
27-6.
On the next Saturday they returned to their old form to crush

%

found by the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching in Ms
searching inquiry into 112 colleges.
Colby and the University of Maine
apparently were not included in in
quiry of the Foundation as the names
of ne jther of these two institutions
were nc uded n either list,
Seven of the 28 colleges from which
the stigma of any possible taint of
professionalism was removed were in
Canada, the rest in the United States.

The big event of the day, The Bowdoin-Bates game, is scheduled to
start at two o'clock.
Much of the:
interest of the visitors will center on
this contest, which will be the last
thev can see this vear on Whitt er
Field

schedule.

,

,{

2K
2g

,

College"; Gerald G. Wilder '04, "The
College Library." L. V. Walker '03,
member of the Alumni Council, is expected to preside.
Following the conference, luncheon
will be served for the alumni in Memorial Hall, at which time President
Sills will address the gathering. Lyman A. Cousens '02, president of the
Alumni Council, will preside. A. L.
Richan '20, will lead the singing, and
instrumental music will be furnished
by an undergraduate group under the
direction of R. R. Leonard. Provision
has been made for the ladies to s >
cure lunch at the Moulton Union.

game, the forthcoming tussle with
Hates next Saturday looms as one
Bowdoin
hardest on the
of the

colleges, Bowdoin and
*
are include(1 in the
()f
ist
completed shows the two houses tied
institutions of hi her
learnh , with 30 points each. The Dekes have,
Iearnim
whenj no indication
subsidized however, taken first place in both
£
athletics, especially football, either the high jump and the javelin throw
individually or by any group, was (not included in the summary), so

.

I

Economics in the Liberal Curnculum"; Prof. Noel C. Little 17, Scientitle Instruction in the Liberal Arts

first

As we go to press there are some
half dozen events still unfinished, but
the race for first honors seems to
have narrowed down to two fraterniA sumties, the Dekes and Zeta Tsi.
mary of points in the eight events
listed below which have been, fully

•

conferences and meetings which have
been arranged, and to witness the
States Series football game with

Polar Bears Hold During Final Half, But Disastrous
First Periods Spell Defeat - Donovan Runs
79 Yards For Touchdown

Believed at the start of the year
to be the easiest of any State Series

I

annual shield track
meet was partially run off last wrt k.
The shield meet was introduced for
the first time this year, an<i_as the
name suggests, a shield will be p •sented to the winning fraternity. All
track men are eligible to compete,
whether or not they have won letters.
weather, the
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FIGHTING BOWDOIN GRIDMEN
FORCED TO YIELD TO COLBY
IN BITTER STRUGGLE, 19-6

Dekes and Zctes Leading Other Houses Bates stock Rises Considerably as Ke
Psi I'psilon
in First Annual Meet
suit of Victory Over Maine Bears
Sure of Third
Last Saturday

yQ HIRED ATHLETES
r\
ON narwnrawia
BO>\ DOIN SQUADS

Preparations have been completed

for the observance of the Sixth Annual Alumni Kay to be held on Saturday.
Many graduates are expected
to throng back to attend the various („|ieg e

NO.

1929.

GAME WITH BOBCATS
SHIELD TRACK MEET
TO BE REAL TUSSLE
PARTIALLY RUN OFF

TO RETURN FOR OBSERVANCE
OF ALUMNI DAY ACTIVITIES
Program Arranged For Celebration of Sixth Annual

30,

i

I

inches.
The paper to be used is a.
superior bond in contrast to the
la keeping with the annual custom
coarse bond used in the former maga- to have a fall baseball series between
zine.
The type is the very effective the sophomores and freshmen, two
Old Caslon face which is very pop games have been played recently, reular with many modern literary pub" sulting in a victory for the sopholications.
The entire format makes mores in the first contest and a tie in
for a very attractive and unique pub- the second.
lication.
The printing is being done
The freshman squad was coached
by the Southworth Press at Portland, by Benjamin A. Shute, and under his
printers of "The Hound and Horn."
leadership a tpuite lespectable team
The new "Quill" prides itself on its was whipped together. The sophoThe cage proper was filled to about broad editorial policy. The magazine mores won the first game of the aeries
half capacity (a good turnout for a seeks contributions from all reputable 4 to 0.
McKown pitched for the
week day afternoon). The majority sources, and does not limit itself t<> sophomores and MacLachlan did the
of this audience was composed of its alumni and undergraduates only. catching. McKown was the outstandschool children for whom Che band The issue which appears on Nov. 2nd ing star; he not only pitched a good
played a special number, "Goldylocks will contain an article on the new ad- game, but was also the chief factor
and the Three Bears," after the head- ministration of prison reform entitled in the sophomore scoring.
Russell
er had first explained the subject a "The Federal Penal System" by Aus
Hall and Elliott Bak< r did the pitchbit and demonstrated the main theme. tin H. MacCormick. Assistant Super- ing for the frosh, while MacWhinnie
This piece was enthusiastic-ally re- intendent of Prisons.
Mr. MacCor- was on the receiving end. Baker came
ceived by the juvenile hearers. It was mick's article has been considered of in as a relief man and hurled good
followed by a selection played piece- such importance to the government ball.
The only run off his delivery
meal on the various types of msti i- that it will probably be released to was unearned and came in as a result
n ents in the band, by way of an edu- the newspapers upon the publication of an error.
cational number.
of the "Quill." Dr. C. S. F. Lincoln.
The second game proved to be a
(Continued on Vnizo 4)
..ntiMii.il on I'aKP SI
thriller, the freshmen staging a real
Athletic rally in the first of the fifth.
As the sophomores came to bat in the
last of the fourth they were leading
3 to 1.
But not satisfied with that,
they started a rally, and when the
smoke had cleared away they were
Here is your chance to get a choice seat
out in front 7 to 1.
But the freshfor the
men came to with a bang in the first
of the fifth and counted six times to
Bowdoin-Bates
tie the score.
When the rally was
finally stopped, the game had to be
called on account of darkness.
Tlvs
game was not legal as it did not last
See one of the following; members
the required five innings, so it does
not count in the series.
of the Bugle Hoard
McKown again did the pitching for
James C. Flint
K. R. Katon
the sophomores and Keefe caught. In
Gordon Knight
Richard Allen
this game also, McKown 's timely hit
ting was the chief factor in the sopho
Lawrence Stuart
L. C. Stearns
mores' runs. Hall and Baker did the
Richard Bovd
pitching for the freshmen with MacWhinnie catching.
Jack Clark and
Bart Bossidy looked good in the
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1891

1S!»2

j

]
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1

Game

FREE

freshman

infield.

—
—No

.

0.

— No

—Bowdoin

0.

26, Bates o.
22, Bates •:.
lS'.iC— Bow.loin 22, Bates 0.

1894

I

j

BATES

game.
game.
18<»3— Bowdoin 54, Bates

•

I

VS.

1889— Bowdoin 62, Bates
1S!»0
No game.

•

1895— Bowdoin

1897—Bowdoin

6,

Bates

18!I8— Bowdoin

0,

P.ates 6.

ls!)!»— Bowdoin IK,
1 '.tOO— No
game.

1901— Bowdoin
1902 Bowdoin
I! t03— Bowdoin
1904 Bowdoin
1905 Bowdoin
1906—Bowdoin
1907 Bowdoin
Bowdoin
I960
l'.tOit— Bowdoin
lit 10- -Bowdoin
PHI— Bowdoin
UM 2 -Bowdoin
1913—Bowdoin
1914—Bowdoin
1915—Bowdoin
1916 Bowdoin
l'.»17— Bowdoin
1918— Bowdoin

—
—
—
—

Bates

10.
f>.

Bates 11.
0, Bates 'if..
11, Bates 5.
12, Bates »;.
6, Bates 0.
0, Bates 6.
6,- Bates 5.
0, Bates a.
Bates 0.
<;, Bates 6.
11, Bates 0.
6, Bates 7.
10, Bates 7.
0, Bates 27.
7, Bates 0.
13, Bates 3.
13, Bates 0.
Bates
6,
0,

<">,

(Army post game.)
1919—Bowdoin 14, Bates
1926— Bowdoin

Bates

0,

tt.

13.
0.

— No game.
122 -Bowdoin 3, Bates 7.
1923—Bowdoin 7. Bates 12.
1924— Bowdoin. 13, Bates 0.

1!'21
1!

1928

Bowdoin

1926—Bowdoin
1927— Bowdoin
1928— Bowdoin
1929— Bowdoin

'6,

Bates 7.
Bates 7.
Bates 0.
Bates 0.
Bates ?.

1*3.

0,

12,
?,

Total
points ~* Bowdoin
Bates 178.
(James played— 35.

Games won — 21>
Games tied 3.
(lames

lost

—
—

11;

;

3HJI
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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AN INNOVATION -- GOLF STOCKINGS GUARANTEED NOT TO SHRINK
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Send them to any laundry - - they will not come back smaller.
Woven of Pure Australian Wool, Soft, Luxurious, and very
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group or individual.

Bowdoin was among the twenty-eight.

comments of columnists,
the report and favor the "goats",

Brunswick. Maine.

.

t

News

|

,

spite the

advami".

at

In the recent "Bulletin No. 38" of the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching it was found that only twentythe ,osV " is th, ir
eight out of 112 North American colleges and universities do not
ilrf
c iii<»M> wnu, aiinuugu
iiie> really
aSoSTthef
mil) own team. •Jfe"
t
...
.,
..
These men are nott sports...
,,
recruit or subsidize their athletes or allow
this to be done by any <annot afford it, do go just to back mon themselves and care nothing
,

'31

the

'

1

,

Klias Thomas, Jr., "81
rilMliJlH ev.ry Wiiji"-»<i»> .lurinu the CaOtgt Y.-m- l» Um Stu.knts of Bowiloin CuR^r
Sunday
All r«nlril>uli..n* anil conmiunirHtmns should !«• uiv. m to hi- Mmiat-'inv Alitor l.y
|.rc.i-.!iiH

fairly, so there is only on.'

Our
losers.
tbia* to do—be g
team mo.-t certainly showed that they
were capable of "this and deservl-

,

with admission to all home praise for their rally in the last quarKames. We pay $10.00 per semester, ter. It takes a lot of real tigiTt t<.
and we also do not get admission to score when the odds are against you.
all home games.
Bowdoin's team proved they had that
Just why must we pay extra for fight,
admission to State Series games on
Some stU(1( nts> howeyer, can not
ur
OWT1
lve
any
stu
,eard
™ .. "I resist the temptation of "panning" a
';
^
j"*!,t
l

The Sheep from the Goats

Assistant Managers

iiinht

and beaten

.

.

ter> also

Give them vour support

BOWDOIN

Artine Artinian

Each Colby student, pays a
bl a " ket tiiX
of **•**
"ernester
W| th admission to all f«j
home games,
The fee at Maine is $6.25 per semes-

games.

De-

who are inclined to laugh at
we notice that many of the

S^l^^^l^^
g^ft t^y^r bSTSilo
J^'of
agreed

the*

we

that

very

good

accused were denying lustily the charges against Lhem. Tnques- like to have the Athletic Association
tionably the report will bring about reforms. The real grievance answer this communication with reasons (if any) in an attempt to solve
against Harvard, that of concessions for selling refreshments at this question: "Why we do not get
athletic contests being allotted exclusively to athletes, was re- admission to all home games."
E. B. D.
moved last summer. Many of the not-so-pure, like Harvard,
should receive little criticism. But no one can say how far the

Alumni Day is next Saturday. We wish to welcome to the effect of the report will go. Bowdoin men should feel proud that
campus all the old grads and their families and friends. During their alma mater has been completely absolved of any charge in
the past few years we have been more conscious than ever of the the wave of athletic commercialism.
In brief, the report stated
It has been expressed that the only inducement
loyalty alumni have for their alma mater.
Bowdoin had to offer any student was
and
gifts
numerous
the
by
that of a good education.
in many ways, but most outstandingly

P romotin *

others.

hav c

»P^*«WP

in

Another deplorable attitude adopted by a few students was that of crit-

icizing the referee.
This official has
been chosen by both contesting parties.
They have previously ascerwhether or not he is fair.
Sportsmanship demands that his decision should be followed unquestionably.
Let us think of these matters
before giving open criticism. Bowdoin
men should not be considered bad

!

tained
I

1

Editorial Shavings

losers.

Communication
Thirteen First Down's Backwards

When

a team loses 130 yards by
penalties they are not playing very
clean football.
We fail to see any
evrn&o fur Colhv's tactics in the

us who
not nave cal s
«*«* ;"""» ™"S h " r "»< b ";
Undergraduates are often prone to comWe feel that while the Carnegie report has exposed a great
jj
nirhl
dormitories
the
have hopeil
,,.,.,,..
j
nme
plain at what is called alumni interference in college matters. danger to mtercolleg.ate athletics and has been conducted by a
since the opening of the Union last
We feel that such an interest is only most worthy motive, on the other hand, it may give rise to a great to any desperation by a big score year that we might some day see the
especially in athletics.
natural and that the alumni should not be criticized too strongly deal of hard feeling between -the sheep and the goats.
Some ""ftS * h "!"' The £ ha< ""H^JLV' road repaired. It is rather unpleasOn the other hand, they should be colleges will claim that the crimes they are said to be committing SLtoVef dirty' wTri^L
for the stand they take.
St
Never mind knowing
are being done by others not accused.
fair in their athletic expectations.
where one's foot is going
Frequent contradictory were busy elsewhere.
that.
We are not blaming the ofOne of the high lights of the Carnegie Foundation report is statements in the bulletin will tend to increase this feeling. It ficials. Theirs is a hard job and th y next. Apparently the solution of the
trouble has been found — why not have
found in the following: At S:i different institutions the question must also be remembered that there are about 700 other institu- did it fairly well. l!ut this instance the College repair the road?
We
shows that the 130 yards represent
was asked, "Is the tenure of the coach dependent upon his pro- tions of learning not examined. If these as well as those con- only a part of what was really going shall miss the large poo] that collects after every rain between tin.'"
Itt
to
were
affirmative
^'°
believed
the
%va
that
33
ona
s
The
replies
demned
mi<
will
teams
seek
to
maintain a non-subsidized non-recrilited
ducing winning
back of the Chapel and Applet.:)
Colby-Bowdotn game was one of the Mall, and which makes us wade'
Another fact
opinions were conflicting.
and
pay

bequest! to the college.

'

,

,
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athletic policy,
to
while four
if" all
will
strict attention to their own cleanest. It is
too bad that, the team the relative safety
Of the terrace irr
revealed in the bulletin was that alumni have verj httle to do management, the Foundation's work has succeeded. Mud-slinging doesn't model its actions on those of front of the Union. But we -hall miss
clean
play
Donovan.
Me
is
a
r
Wally
it with deep pleasure.
with the recruiting of athletes. At only a little over 3fl per cent will bring about sure failure.
if there ever was one.
Little things
W. P. i:.
But
like his helping Sid Foster to his feet
of the 112 institutions studied was such a condition true.
are what make good relations* beend
This
week
students
past
mes
colleges that
we wonder how strong alumni influence is at the
Communication
Fifty years ago thi> month a scrub
colleges.
tween
Colby
from
Maine,
and
and
Bates,
race of the Bowdoin Moat club took
voted yea on the question of the coaches' tenure. Rather too strong.
received sum., facts which were quite
Four crews participated for a
place.
To the Orient:
We believe.
interesting.
Bates has a "season More Reflections on the Colb> Game distance of one mile.
The winning
put
critic
To
who
mundane
the
ticket"
policy,
these
of
and
season
And yet we must remember that the alumnus is thinking
We all wish that Bowdoin's eleven rew wa- comprised of Whitmore s,)
r oit to riil the
forth such a noble
tickets can be bought for $7.50 per might ihave been more successful last Maxtor 'si, Spring '80, Payson 'SO,
the good of Bowdoin as much as any of us. We must -reconcile our college of "urbane keepers of the semester with admission td all horn
and
Saturday.
were
beaten,
Chamberlain
'M,
coxswain.
However,
we
<" by
on
iieditorial
He is continually aiding us with material and outer portal
views with ins.

negative,

:;:'>

I

'

<

.

•i

scholastic benefits.

Bowdoin

h;i>

a

place

among

"The Informal"
the leaders of the Orient.

in

t

.

numb*

!a-t

r

of
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The reasons for admitting two men
higher education. It is up to us and future undergraduate bodies
on couple prices at the informal dance
to help maintain this place, for the tone ol a college is not set
on Saturday, Octobei l'.'th. were as
In faculty regulations, administrative improvements, or alumni follows:
The managen \t could see that
generosity, but by the respon.se of an active student body to its
the dance was small and that exi

I

opportunities.

penses might not be covered.

— The

2

management

Rood business

to get a>

t
deemed
much money

as possible in that case.
BeU*"
<£—There were several student
We were awakened last Sunday morning at 9.15 by the Chapel win.
haVl lx<ii waiting outside all th.wonder
to
evening to g»*t in f i> e, and as it wa.
again,
began
chimes, and not being able to go to sleep
nearly time to stop silling admission,
We
thought
also
that
hour.
rung
at
to
be
had
chimes
why the
the management felt that it would
that others might be wondering the same thing, and hence this rather get half price from the loyal
students" than none at all.
proposal. Why not advance the hour to 11.15? Sunday mornings
In view of these reasons, four men
are usually the only ones available for a good long sleep. Sat- entered the dance at the price of tw
This, then, "is the sense of
couples.
urday nights are usually- large. Perhaps we should get up at that."
Why did not the satirical writer of
9.15, but there is no need to have the chimes as an alarm clock.
article, afore-mentioned, come d
Furthermore at such a time few students are in condition to the
and
rectly to the Student Council
appreciate the ringing; they would be two hours later. We feel make his complaint about their judgin choosing an "efficient doorthat Bowdoin men appreciate the fact that we have good chimes, ment
efforts

"Belis, Belts,

•

but do not like the time when they are played, it is, perhaps, a
small matter, but one in which a change would be greatly appreciated.

keeper," rather than hide his

an anonymous editorial column
the writer by some super-"galway to meet
expenses without the presence of
stags, the committee will gladly con
'.'

in

If

lant effort" can devise a

sider his proposals.

Frt shiiuui Eleetions

h.

k.

D.
Committee's report on elections
and of the possible good this column can do, we are reminded of
Communication
freshman elections. We urge that these be postponed until the
middle of the year. In the usual elections, held sometime during Fditor of The Orient,
.the fall, the attention of the class is focused on its outstanding Dear Sir:

a

F. P.

In thinking over the Student

In last week's Orient under the colThey may or may not be suited for office. In
umn headed Fditorial Shavings, read
absence of further knowledge fraternity combinations often a short but snappy article concernand just what we
result, although we feel that this evil is diminishing in all elec- ing "Blanket Tax,"
The author, it apderive from it.
tions.
The value of deferring freshman voting is that it gives pears, has attempted to arouse some
should "emnt\
we
the class a chance to know itself better, to see who the leaders are interest as to why
our pockets * on entering WJhittier
outside of football and perhaps track, and to cast an intelligent Field."
wonder if the Athletic Asvote not based necessarily upon fraternity or athletic quali- sociation will attempt to answer said

football players.

I

tin'

Key Town

I

article in this issue-- ] doubt

fications.

This year
generosity

-Lit Tht n Be Light"
wish to thank the (irounds Committee for the installation
ol a string of lights across the driveway entrance opposite Adams
Hall.
This opening in the trees has always been obscure and
difficult to find.
The chance of missing the intended thoroughfare
altogether and picking another less freed from obstructions has
been a constant danger. The lighting in general on and about the
campus has improved in the past year. We have noticed many new
lamps. We hope this will continue We arc not favoring a widespread "day-out-of-night" program or a "great white way" for
Bowdoin, but an addition here and there to this service, like the
one mentioned above, and a good maintenance of the same is

We

what

is

needed.

it.

we were. admitted

Wesleyan game free
of

the

— thanks

Athletic

to the
to the

a

Assoca

However, it seems as though
might have made us pay had
Last Saturday we
lh< y so desired.
dug up $1.00; this coming Saturday
win cost just ene more; and if w«» atwill
tend the M:.ine game at Orono
Put consider yourcost just $2.00.
tion.

new telephone

idea

they

Commercial development men of the Bell
System have originated a new use of the
is proving economical and
efficient tor modern sajesmanship.
From
important central towns the salesman makes
periodic visits to customers and prospects

:

.'

telephone which

lucky this year, because next

selves

more Reajourney to Mates and
Colby the priVv will be $2.00 per seat,
Maine
here
when
weVplay
on >ur
and
own field, a little notice w 11 be pasted
on the bulletin board to the effect
tiie blanket Tax will not he good
t'n..
year

it

son:

will cost just .>2.00

When we

by telephone.

by selecting Key Towns on a basis of most
advantageous rates to surrounding points,
and to sell it as a business practice all this

—

illustrates

Key Town

To conceive this idea, to make it

practical

come,

i

at

all.

and

all

seats

will

be

is one ot many indicademand, present and to
more and more telephone service.

selling

tor

$2.00.

Hence, total sum $«>.00. Furthermore
a wire fence has been placed around
the freshman football field at I'ickai
Field, and, if I'm not mistaken, rjv
prici then will be -~> cents for all.
In
the winter we pay 2a cents for each
hockey game we attend. Mut this Ia>!
25 cents goes to a good cause as the
money allotted to "Ben" and th"
hockey team is quite small, in fact,
too small.
I
might add that we do
get our quarter's worth in a bockej

Ch< ring
The cheering at the Colby game was good. The leaders have
done another fine job. We were particularly pleased with the way
the crowd stood by the team even in defeat.
We hope that thi?
wUl not dampen the spirit for the Bates contest next Saturday
The team has still a chance for a good season. If .Maine is beaten, game.

how telephone service is as open as

any commodity to constructive imagination.
tions of the steady

BELL SYSTEM

i

i

selling

%A "tiJtton-tiue spurn tf iuttr-jt*wttti*t
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after

Pinnt

COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Get an

OUTLINE OF HISTORY— H.

G.

I

BARGAINS
Corona

Wells

TYPEWRITERS FOR THIS WEEK

IN

3 $15.00,

Corona

4 $40.00,

Student Council
H. B. Thayer, President
S. R. Stone, Vice-President
B. P.. Whitcomb, Secretary-Treasurer.

1930
Thibedeau, Thibedeau for Karkos.
Roberts for Lobdell.
F. II. Bird. H. W. Chalmers, H. P.
Bowdoin: Carleton for Bilodean, Chapman, H. M. Davis, Jr., G. G.
Thayer for Johnson, Ecke for Hay, Garcelon, E. W. Lancaster, H. V.
Studley for Kcke. Soule for Hirt e Stiles
1931
Davis for Souther. Stone for Thayer,
Foster for Stone.
A. L. Crimmins, D. P. Prince.
Referee, J. C. Twomey; umpire, J.
Athletic Council
K. Carroll; linesman, G. H. Vinall:
S.
R. Stone, Secretary-Treasurer
Time of
Butler.
field judge, J. J.
H. B. Thayer, B. R. Shute, A. L.

Remington Portable $38.50

Royal $45.00, L. C. Smith $45.00. Royal Standard $20.00

F. \V.

rush.)

Substitutions— Colby: Karkos for
Deetjen. Klusick for Yuknis, Howard
for Donovan, Thibedeau for Turn t.
Crabtree for Dexter, Allen for Lee,
R. Diaper for Pollard, Ferguson for
Allen, Hayde for Lovett. Webster fir

for $1.00 formerly $5.00

(HANDLER & SON

periods^ fifteens.

Breakfast, Luncheon, Afternoon Tea
-

-

-

Dinner

- -

THREE

STUDENT DIRECTORY

touchdown -Johnston

Crimmins, C. F. Stanwood
1930

(Continued from pane

-

Overcoat Week

(LASS OFFICERS

Quill
I)

S. R. Stone,

H.

President

Chapman, Vice-President

P.

J. M. Parker, Secretary-Treasurer
Shanghai, China,
1931
calle
"Wholesome
writes a very sagacious article
A. L. Crimmins, President
"Far Eastern Trends." Prof. Wilfri
F. L. Morrell, Vice-President
R.
DeGray,
comments
on
Secretary-Treasurer
H. Crook gives some
companionate
student opinions on
1932
Where Everybody Meets
marriage, divorce, and compulsorv
C. E. Gatchell, President
D. A. Johnson, Jr., Vice-President
chapel. "Heaven for Men or Angels"
W. L. Usher, Secretary-Treasurer
is a discussion of the Christian con
four-yard line. Here Bowdoin showed ception of heaven by Walter P. Bow
Phi Beta kappa
Colby
its might and held for downs. FightW.
H. Dean, Jr.. Q. S. Willard, J.
abun'30.
in
is
found
Poetry
man
Continued from Tajn 1)
ing for every inch, Mai Morrell's men
M. Parker, H. ML Davis, Jr.
surged through to the Bowdoin 31- dance throughout the issue, while
1930 Ibis
yard line after a 10-yard run-back. yard stripe. Here Stiles punted, and photographs and sketches have also a
penalty for clip- prominent place in the publication.
H. ML Davis, Jr., D. Fosdick, R. P.
Colby was offside, then both teams Colby took a 25-yard
Donovan purile
behind.
ping
from
Mallett, O. S. Pettingill, Jr.
are:
members
The Quill Board
jumped the signal. Stiles lost a yard from his six-yard marker, and Foster
Orient
on a delayed buck at center, and a ran the ball back for IS yards before Douglas Fosdick, editor; Harrison M.
Davis, Jr. and Olin S. Pettingill, Jr.,
H. M. Davis, Jr., Editor-in-Chief
half a dozen men brought him down.
forward was incomplete. Then Stile
associate editors; Fred R. Kleibacker,
J. L. Snider, P. A. Walker, Manpunted out over the end zone, and t On the fourth down at the 27-yard fiction editor; James Byers Cotton,
aging Editors.
was Colby's ball on their 20-yard line. line, Stiles spiralled a forward down 2nd, poetry editor; Hawthorne L.
Bugle 1931
Lovett smashed into the line for a to Crimmins on the one-yard line. As Smyth, art editor; William P. Snow.
D. F. Prince, Editor-in-Chief
single yard.
Then came Donovan's he leaped for the ball two Colby men business manager; H. S. McLellan,
He picked a high pass smashed into him, and the referee assistant business manager; Stephen
J. L. Snider, Associate Editor
fateful run.
from center out of the air, started ruled a first down for Bowdoin. Chap- F. Leo, advertising manager: Rav
J. C. Flint, Business Manager
through left tackle, shook off the end, man hit center once, hit tackle agai ;. Szukala, circulation manager; Phili,)
Bowdoin Publishing Co.'
and saw the wing-back go down be- and the ball was still short of the C. Ahem, publicity manager.
The
his
Stone
R. B.
goal
Stewie
put
Then
Hirtle, Business Manager
iine.
fore the interference, then hurdled
faculty advisers are Messrs. HartA. Artinian, E. Thomas, Jr., AssisJohnson's tackle, and pounded down head down and battered his way over man, Brown and Boyer.
tant Managers
Stues'
the field for 7!> yards and the third for Bowdoin's first score.
touchdown. Two Bowdoin men were place kick went wide.
Quill
Forty-two members of tie Bowdoin
hard on his heels, but a last-minute
The lineups:
D. Fosdick, Editor-in-Chief
Teachers' club were in attendance
flying tackle missed him by inches on Bowdoin 6
Colby 19
H. ML Davis, Jr.. O. S. Llettingill,
last Thursday evening at a dinner of
Johnston rushed
the live-yard line.
Yuknis the organization held in the Colum- Jr., Associate Editors
Souther, le
le,
Score: Bowdoin 0, Colby
the point.
W. P. Snow, Business Manager
Hirtle, It
It, Turner
bia
Hotel,
Portland.
William E.
lit.
lg, Dexter Wing '02, principal of Deering hi^li
fiowdoin came back desperately, Garcelon, lg
Alumnus
school, presided at the gathering.
but the Polar Bears were lighting Bilodeau, c
Pollard
c,
P. S. Wilder, '23, Editor-in-Chief
Perley S. Turner '1!», principal of
with their backs to the wall. The sob- Lancaster,
O. S. Pettingill. Jr.,
Managing
rg
rg, Lee (Capt.
Skowhegan high school, and Deun
touch of real football in the third peEditor
it, Lobdell
Nixon addressed the assembly, speakriod came when a 15-yard holding Hay, rt
Handbook
ing
on
the
of
to
relation
Bowdoin
re.
Glazier
penalty and a series of bucks brought Crimmins, re
H. ML Davis. Jr.. P. A. Walker.
the ball to the Bowdoin one-yard line. Johnson, qb
qb, Deetjen secondary schools in Maine. Herbert Editors
Here Johnston, trying for a second Chapman (Capt.). lhb. .lhb. Donovan L. Bryant '12. of Bangor, was named
Committee on the Moulton I'nion
chairman of the executive committee
touchdown, was fairly buried on the
Stone rhb
rhb. Lovett for the coming year.
last down by an avalanche of Polar
From the Faculty: Prof. C. T.
fb, Johnston
Bowdoin punted out and the Stiles, fb
On Tuesday, Nov. 5, Miss Mar- Burnett, Prof. Q. C. Ib.rmell, Prof.
Bears.
third c|uarter**end«'d with the ball in
Van Cleve. Mr. D. D. Lancaster;
Sioie by periods:
garet Daneke of Oxford, Kng., will T.
<;— <\ iri\e a lecture recital at the Moulton Students: J. P. Pettegrove, 1'Colby's possession on the Bruin 2"
Bowdoin
yard line. With Donovan, Lovett and Colby
«;
i:i
o 0—19 Union on the life and works of Cho- Prince, C. E. Gatchell
Johnston bearing the brunt of th-'
Touchdowns- Donovan 2. Johnston pin. Miss Daneke is Choir Mistress of
Masque ami Gown
ball carrying the -Mules drove to the Stone.
Lady Margaret Hall at Oxford.
H. S. McLellan, President
W. X. Locke, Manager
J. K. Ames, Stage Manager
Debating Council
W. P. Snow, President
\.
P.
Walker,
Manager
o vr /o ss
v*r

A

—
— Tasty —

Delightful Place tu Eat

who was

All Home Cooked Foods
Satisfying Meals"

John's

for 25 years surgeon of St.

hospital

at

THE COLLEGE SPA
Game

""This is

I

Overcoat Week at

I

Harmon's
Luxurious Overcoats at a price every

!

i

man

1

i

can afford

pay\

to

Distinguished Chesterfields

I

Ulsters

-

the

-

-

many

mate

in

Soft Fleeces

-

-

Burly

-

are a mong

-

styles representing the ulti-

Fine Overcoats

1

Prices

$35 to $60

:

rjQAIlMHE

I

C
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Diagrammatical Analysis Bowdoin-Colby
eg as 30

fa ?s~>so

fs fa

?

Game

AT S0

f

o

D.

Manager

Prince, Assistant

1.

Musical Clubs
.1.

W.

E.

Riley,

Manager

Jr.,

\.

Lippincott,

Assistant

B.

Whitcomb,

Leader

P.

Mallett,

Man

ager
B.

Glee

of

Club
K.

Leader of

Instru-

mental Club
Pi Delta F.psilon

M.

II.

Davis,

Jr..

Pettingill, Jr., Vice-President

J.

W.

Riley, Jr., Secretary-Treasar-

er

McLellan. R.

Hawthorne,

M.
B.

H.

S.

Hirjfle

Outing
•

(lul>

O; S. Pettingill, Jr., S. P. Crowell,

P. C. Ahern, Executive

Committee

Football

H. P. Chapman, Jr., Captain
H. H. Stevenson, Manager
E. Milner, Assistant Manager

Track
(i.

J.

W.
C.

Soule, Captain

Manager

Flint,

Meyer, Assis-

EL N. Merrill, R. C.

tant

Managers
Hockey

S. R. Stone, Captain
F. B. Neal, Manager

It.

Swimming

O

yS

to

/S JO IT J0 OB" 40 fS \SO fT 40 35- 30 dS £0 /S SO
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Each Sophomore class composed it
Phi Chi song, which was used only
particular Tear for which it
in' the
was written. Of all the Phi Chi songs
that must have been written, only
one has come down to us. That is
the Phi Chi composed by Edward P.
-

own

Mr.
Mitchell of the das.- of "71.
Mitchell, who was for a number of
years editor of the Xew York Sun.
wrote it for use as the hazing song
His Phi Chi,
of his sophomore year.
of its catchy words and
won instantaneou
tune,
popularity that has lasted to our own
time.
The original manuscript is
kept by Mr. Wilder at the College Library. The paper* is written on both
sides with purple ink, and many
words are crossed out and marked

Fencing

Initiations
mui .nuiil

flam

fired,

ll

W. Manning, Albany, X.

D. P. McCormick, Albany, X. Y.
Miller, Cleveland, O.
F. L. Milliken. Jr., North Scituat?,
ass.
•

David Morris, Xewtonville, Mass.

W. S. Phelps, Lynn, Mass.
W. W. Travis, Cragmere Park, X.
Zeta Psi

McLaughlin, Skowhegan, Me.

H. Melanson, Swampscott, Mass.
A. Perry, Arlington, Mass.
G. Torrey, Xorth Weymouth,
T.

n*

/o

/s ^o

<?S

JO 3S 40 46

\SO

45 fo

JT 30 as £o

'S /O

1

xS

o/JtyZe/*.

vo

Wadsworth,

flags,
street,

Memorial

the rally held

Friday even ng.

last

hall

1

Capt.

Chapman

Phil
for

.-p<>k.-

briefly

urging
supper* in the coming
game. Cheerleaders Appleton, Lord.
Parker and Altenburg were on han
.

to direct several cheers.

Prof. Herbert Ross Brown of the
Department of English is giving the
University Extension' Course at the
Woman's Literarv I'nion in Portlan
this year.
His subject is "Modern
Drama." The introductory lecture on
I

"A Xew Era

Drama"

European

In

thusiastic

a

chaise

rolled

Winchester,

Whitnev, Lewiston, Me.

Friday

-

Xov.

1st

-VAUDEVILLE—

On

the Screen

—

MODERN MAIDENS with
JOAN CRAWFORD
News

Also Paramount

down

excited as the citizens of Brunswick.
In the height of the enthusiasm, the
chaise stopped at a house where was
gathered a bevy of fair ladies. Leaping to the sidewalk, the visitor kissed
them all in the high pitch of excitement. Then, bounding into his chaise,
he continued on his way to the Col-

Later, the townspeople received the
word that the College had received
earlier— that Lafayette had decided
not to extend his tour to include
Brunswick, ami that President Allen
had gone to Portland to confer the
degree. And late that night, as John
Cleaveland, a sophomore at the College, was removing his regimentals,
he surely must have been cTnickling
about the gre^it commotion he had
caused that daw. As it is claimed in
Hatch's History of Bowdoin, it is an
outstanding hoax in the history of the
('el lege.

CUMBERLAND

and behold, a very enFrench general, as much

lege.

Beebe, Wellesley, Mass.
G. Cannon, Cleveland, O.
F. Clark, South Sudbury, Mass.
D. Currier, Caribou, Me.
J. Langford. Rochester, X. H.
H. Lowell, Jr., Winchester,
C.

F.

of

Maine

Y.

J. J.

E.

began ringing, cannons were
and amidst cheering and wav-

hells

I'bk«-

ing
J.

in

The band was oil hand to play se
era! numbers for the occasion, including the accompaniment for "Rise",
Sons of Bowdoin,' "Bowdoin Beata
"Polar Bear Sing" and "Phi Chi."

COMMENCEMENT

The
as far East as Portland.
boards of the College voted him the
Gym Team
degree of LL.D., and it was rumored
•that the distinguished visitor would
J. B. Cotton, 2nd, Captain
M. L. L. Short, Manager
honor Brunswick with his presence.
Golf
Then, in the midst of this half-expectancy, word passed that Lafayette
It. C. Deston, Captain and Manager
was on his way here, and Brunswick
became a scene of flurry. Suddenly,
(

Magee addressed

.lack

was given Oct. 24, and tomorrow aftThe "ponderous gewgaw" re- ernoon the subject will be "Henrik
ferred to in the song was a large cir- Ibsen and the Problem Plays." "The
cular saw which the sophomores beat Comedy of Manners, Pinero, j< nes
upon to call their band together and and Wilde" will be the subject for
strike terror in the freshmen's hearts. Nov. 7. and two weeks. Xov. 14 and
The saw was lost in the course of 21, will be devoted to George Bernard
years, but a small cudgel used to beat Shaw.
it (and perhaps the freshmen), mav
be seen at the library. There too one
We have seen the page proofs of
may see another relic of the old haz- the new Bowdoin Quill,
which is to
ing days, a cow's horn with a mouth- come out
next Saturday, and are
piece at one end and encircled by two thoroughly
convinced that the magabrass bands, upon one of which is en- zine
is here to stay.
In appearance
graved, "The ponderous gewgaw that and quality
it is a credit to the Colmade Gamorrah hum."
lege, and we hope that it will receive
widespread support. Its variety an
editorial policy both speak for themOF 1824
selves, and we urge all to buy a copy.
A notable commencement was that You should subscribe now" ff you
haven't already done so.
time
in
1K24,
the
only
when, for
of
the history of Bowdoin, a degree was

came

W. M. Altenburg, Captain
A. Kazutow, Manager

i

Paying high tribute to Col. Sherhis supreme playagai ist Maine in
1916, Prof. Boyd Bartlett and Coach

man Shuimvay for
ing in the game

over.

conferred out of Brunswick. The famous French general, Lafayette, was
making his tour of this country and

W. X. Locke, Captain
H. S. Hall, Manager

O

CHI

I

Baseball

Thompson, Captain
P. Robinson, Manager
It. C. Boiling, D. A. Stockman, Assistant Managers
G.
H.

Bill

swinging

S.

Fosdick,

<>l

because

President

<).

D.

HISTORY

Phi Chi, a sophomore organisation
similar to the present White Key, was
established in 1864 by the class of '66.

Saturday

-

Nov. 2nd

BROADWAY BABIES
with

ALICE WHITE
Also Short Subjects

Monday

-

Tuesday

-

No*. 4th

-

5th

THE COCK EYED WORLD
with

VKTOR MCI.AGLEN EDMUND
LOWE LILY DAMITA
-

-

AImi Short Subjects

Wed

iesda>

-

Thursday

-

Nov. 6-7

WILLIAM POWELL
in

THE GREEN MURDER
AIho Short Subjects

(ASF.

FOUR
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Home Made

Augusta, Maine.

solicited, furnished our inquiry with
58 answers to his own tenders, with
the comment that he had been shopping and 'this is the result'."
"Soliciting apart from subsidies,"
;
the bulletin points out, "appears to be
strenuous in the Southwest and,
less
Specials
with one or two exceptions, in New
England, than it is in the other Eastem and Middle Atlantic states."
Pull Line Apollo Chocolates
Formerly $2.50
The full list of colleges and univerLight Lunches
sides where no evidence was found
.
that athletes were subsidized by any
Bates
are
individual,
or
group
Buckley's
Shoppe
(Maine), Bowdoin (Maine), Carleton
119 Maine St. - Formerly Newman's
(Minnesota), Chicago, Cornell University, Dalhousie (Canada), Emory
(Georgia), Illinois, Laval (Canada),
McGill (Canada), Marquette (WisconContinued from Tase 1>
THE BRICK HOl'SE
sin), Massachusetts Agricultural Col10 Spring St. - - Brunswick, Me.
lege, Massachusetts Institute of TechOld Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
The Navy Jazz Band, which ffw&a oology* Ottawa (Canada), Queen's
Stamps Bought
several times before intermission, was (Canada), Reed (Oregon), Rochester

SPECIAL

Cream Candy White

Ice

Each Week

n ow
that
life

Broadcloth

IfflAIEM](D)N

S

I

j

'

ff^gSf

the criterion of the
real possibilities of this often abased
section of our dance music orchestraif any resident
Furthermore,
tions.
of Brunswick, permanent or temporary, who has a failing for "blues'
("Wabash" in particular), was not
present the " th r
he lost
him but that u!
say no more to l
.......... nnnnrtnniTt'
«
opportunity
a golden
Following a 10-minute intermis-

consider to be

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

^T"*

BANK
t>w*

FIRST
riW1 NATIONAL
l>A1IUi>AL

Maine

of Brunswick,

Capital, $50,000.

of Virginia,

PATRONAGE

*££& ZLZSL2L* Sl.

22

distribution,

graphical

of
follow:

MUSIC

s,™ied

KODAKS ™»n

GIFTS

Dart
Co „
B
£ 7 R__
__ *?
~..
mouth, Harvard, Holy Cross, MiddieVermont, Springfield, Allebury,

J
t

.

.

on*

WW,!

State P«"sburgh, PrinceUrsinus,
Syracuse,
Rut Kers

Navv Band *** Penn
ton

to raise* the roof

^^

^t: cage
il^.h^llt
with the thunderous

off the

Printing and Developing

-

TONDREAU

^o ™*
BROS.

'

'

Mustard and Cress

—

Mile Run Won by
Bostonian and Florsheim
second, Whitcomb,
Estle,
Psi
U.;
It seems to be the general idea
Deke; third, Smvth, Chi Psi; fourth,
$5 to $10
that although it was simply terrible
Sewall, Psi U.
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Robbers
Mile and a Half— Won by Estle. to lose to Colby, the joy of hearing
Psi U.; second, Lavender, Psi U.; that Bates trimmed Maine more than
third,
Pottle, Zete;
fourth, Pette- makes up for what pangs of remorse
and grief may have pervaded our
grove, Non-Frat.
Broad Jump— Won by Stanwood, otherwise pleasant campus. It is re
B.
Deke; second, Briggs, Deke; third, ported, although not officially, that
;OLson, jeople in Lewiston were also more
Kleibacker,
fourth
Deke;
PURE FOOD SHOP
or less delighted.
Kappa Sigma.

Oxfords—

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

LYMAN

CHIPMAN

'

— Retail

—

Wholesale

Pole
Vault Won
by Appleton,
Students »planning to stay away
Portland, Me. Zete; second, Williams, Non-Frat.;
from the Maine game will apply to
third, Arnold, Chi Psi; fourth, Olson,
Professor Burnett at their convenKappa Sigma.
ience to have their heads examined.
'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Fraternity Standing
!
!
!
!
Herbert Ross Brown, who think
Points
Give it to
Conrad a good author but otherwis'
I). K. E
30
smart, tells a story that is worth reZeta Psi
30
peating, which is more than can bPsi Upsilon
14
said of a lot of stories
Chi Psi
5
do the
He (Mr Brown, not Conrad) used
Non-Fraternity
4
newspaper in >.ew
o work for a newspape
to
Delta Upsilon
2
York, and had the distinguishin-i
Kappa Sigma
2
of obituary editor. One day a
title
Theta Delta Chi
1
man died and as the paper was dcsirous of .using his death _to its ad-

574 Congress

St.,

Ben

-

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
work

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

GROCERIES

and

Carnegie Investigation
(Continued from page

Telephone 435-436

T. H.

&

J. VV.

1)

to school, how many children
survived, where he was to bn .buried.
etc.— and just before he eft the

went

or coordinate numbers of agents on
campus (Michigan, Northwestern, Oglethorpe, Southern California, Wisconsin).
"The schoolboy notion that athlete
Brunswick!
ability can be turned to advantage i>
so widespread that the mercenary athlete seldom waits for solicitation.
In
common parlance, he starts 'shoplor off the
;

PLAY SAFE

.

^
:: !>
Mr. Brown murmured that fie wouh
be delighted, which was probably an
untruth, and he was conducted into
the parlor where the body lay in the
1

j

j

Send Your Washing

to

the P m *-'

LAUNDRY
BURNHAM

R. E.

i

|

!

I

AGENT

;

i

„
gazed at the deceased
Mr. Brown
end the lady leaned on the head ol'
the coffin, fondly regarding her de
parted spouse. She struck an air of
justifiable pride, and said:
"There just as he lays, he cost
me seven hundred and fifty dollars."
:

one schoolboy (Evanston, 111.) with an
enterprise worthy of a more honorable cause, had an especially favorable press notice mimeographed from
a local paper with some of its com'
ments underscored.

'

'

1

—

j

i

"Almost

identical letters of another
high school athlete (New York City),
who was hawking his services, were

OUR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING
aldlEoTl

.

i

ca ket

"For purposes of 'shopping around,';

CITIZENS

wouldn't you

widow"says""Er"".
like to see him

j

Building

'encountered

now so under control that results institutions.
"A third
are far superior to daylight except for

at

is

football

prospect,

t

i

Something To Think About
The Portland Evening Express says
!

e ve editorially that People are not crazy
over football because of the garni'.
much but because it is a fad."
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j
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SOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For Mrst nasg

„

Near Campus-

H aircutting
_.
™
Down Town,

„.
„.
First Shop

an

says "savon" they'll give you what
you want, and after talks with persons who have tried franticallv to se
cure a cake «f Ivory in a Paris hotel
on a Saturday night, there seems, to
be this one difference.

Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. 3

Co.

i

The columnist does know that if
one goes into the 10-cent store and

Cor. Maine and

Hardware

i

to be a general belief that there
differences.

cater to fraternity trade

Brunswick

;

i

Company

—GROCERS—

;

French-Canadian and P a r
s
a n
F rench, inasmuch as there does seem

Brunswick Publishing

SHORTS MARKET

,

at

cheerfully furnished.

Compounded

AGENCY FOR

»ho

promptly

of The Bruns-

Modern machinery and
competent wotknitn.

Shaving Preparations

Carefully

and

office

effi-

wick Record.

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
Toilet Articles

kinds handled

;

A little girl of reputed French extraction saluted Jean Bruneau, the
scion of the well-known family, on
the street the other day, saying
something that sounded like "Beau
zhoo."
Jean returned a beautifully rounded "bon jour" after the accepted pmnunciation, and then the two of them
commenced a discourse at John it,
Biaden speed which seemed to belie
common understanding that
the
Brunswick and Parisian French are
entirely different.
If some member of our French department wishes to get his name in
the paper, this column is open to a
short explanation ot
of whatever d.tdifferences
there
may be between

extremely large groups.

>Vebber's Studio

ORIENT ELECriONS
In regard to the elections of the
editor-in-chief of the "Orient", the
committee feels that it is in order to
lecommend a new plan. The Questionnaire bears this out: 70 men were
opposed to the present method of
electing the editor; 21 men favorel
while
* lection by the "Orient" board, whi
four others would combine this with

!

Council choice in some
manner. Five wanted the appointment to be made by a committee,
while four others suggested that the
faculty and board cooperate in elect ion, as in the case of the Bowdoin
Publishing Company Manager. One
man suggested that there be morc
than one unit of election. An interesting suggestion was that articles
so that
in the "Orient" be signed
students could tell who was doing the

t

.

Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable

J25RISK Clothing which
custom tailored

|

well dressed.
i

[

Srtsk SrntJjrrs
WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

60

:

best work.

electing the

The present method of

£&***££%£ S£

;

Watch For Our Representative

Because the number of ballots cast
always been pa-

PHIL BRISK

in this election has

class in English 13 is planning

i

!

!

!

!

Lost At Topsham Fair Wednesday, October !», a black pocketbo >k
containing two
City
of
Augusti
checks payable to F^. B. Fisher, ami
$lo3.00 in cash. Reward if returned
to y p Fis h e r, 15 Prosper Street,

is

to

vour individual measure, h;is
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

promote interest

in

Shakespearean ing plan of election:
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Achorn

German

Waldoboro

-

^

„
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.

The widow gave him particularsthp lodges he had joined, where h.

i

Town

Brown jumped aboard
home

\antage, Mr.

his bicycle and rode out to the
of the late lamented.

favor, to an intensely organized, sometimes subtle, system that may utilize
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be published in full or in

will

part.

.

"
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Thistlewaite,
third, Usher, D. U.; fourth, Smyth,
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ulum

i

j

Jefferson.
and Washington and
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Zete;

'

price.
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fraternity men; each man prefers to
be considered and classed as an independent rather than as a member
A three-unit vote: ( 1) the Student of a group which is essentially not a
play\s among those who care for
does not
^ rania
The*. wiU be t wo or three Council, (2) the "Orient; board, and fraternity. As a group he
editor,
like his non-fraternity associates and
scenes from Henry IV, Part II, and (S) three units— the retiring
alone
left
be
prefer
to
the business manager of the Bowdoin would
Noting."
ito*
The cast of characters includes Publishing Company, and the senior rather than have the administrative
which would
Ecke, King, and Tarbell, who hav. member of the faculty committee <>n and social advantages
with
them.
organized
Company.
being
by
result
Publishing
been prominent in college dramatics. the Bowdoin
We think the fraternities should
Cast of characters in English 13
FRATERNITY SITUATION
be social rather than administrative
plays:
Questionnaire Results
This is not a panacea which
units.
Henry IV. Part II
1
Do you favor increasing the would do away with the non-fraterShallow
Perry powers of the Interfraternity Counfeel it would at
silence
Everett cil to include matters of general nity evil, but we
attenuate that evil by making
Falstaff
Tarbell fraternity policy? This proposal wa? least
the situation of the non-fraternity
Bardolph
King voted down !»7 to 79.
At present
conspicuous.
man
less
Bull Calf
Bridges
favor combining the. much of the administrative work of
Do you
Feeble
Walters
Interfraternity and Student Councils the college which concerns the fraMouldy
Olson
council on which each frat sr- ternity and non-fraternity men is beShadow
Prescott into a
nity and Ihe >ion-fraternity group ing carried out through the fraterWart
....... J. Eastman
have a member? This also was nity
sports,
Intra-mural
units.
Pistol
Leo will
107 to 75.
down,
scholarship ratings. Bugle and other
Davy
Gray voted
3
Do you favor the existing sys- classifications, college dances, ushers
Page
Durham
for formal college events, athlet c
Justices
Jackson and Wilmsen tem ? 96 answered yes, 74, no.
programs, announcements, and many
4
Much Ado About Nothing
Do you regard the Union as
more
Leonato
Bowman College center or as a non-fraternity other administrative details ofcarried
Clandio
Ecke meeting place ? 127 considered it the or less importance are all
out through the fraternities. We feel
Friar
King former, 42 the latter, 18 both.
that all this emphasizes the position
Benedick
Leo
To what extent do you use the of the non-fraternity man; and we
Don John
-.
Jackson Union ? 11 never, 101 seldom, 81 offurthermore believe, as we have said,
Don Pedro
Walters ten
that the way out does not lie in tryJ Eastman
™ ero
6 Do you favor the present rush- ing to provide the non-fraternity men
Beatrice
Everett \ nfr system? If not, what changes
with these administrative advantages
Attendant
Pinkhaifi would you recommend?
favored the by organizing them into a unit. We
present system. 7S wanted a change. rather feel that the fraternities are
Fifteen wanted rushing deferred any- primarily social units and in becomMr.
on
where from two t<> ten weeks, 19 until ing administrative units, have in
second semester, N until fall <>f Soph- reality overstepped their true place
Settlement of
omore year, two until midyear of in the college.
Sophomore year, and one until the
Recommendations
An address on "The German Set- fall of Junior year. Eighteen merehow
We recommend, then, that this systlement of Waldoboro" will be given ly wanted it deferred, not stating
n
tem of administration be abolished
at the Pejepscot Historical Society
,?
Two men suggested that the Fresh- completely7 and some other derooms Thursday, Oct. 31, by Edga
men visit every house during rush- veloped. Entirely from the point of
Achorn _ It may not
g ener ally
pn the non-fraternity problem we recemknoyrn that this settlement is the ing season, two that there be no
improvement inend the abolition of the intra-mural
most i mportan t of all the earlv set- season rushing, one an
the sport system, which is an interfratertlements along the Maine coast set . of the Commons Club, one that
.
.
.,
.,
Freshmen be instructed in the wil.- nity system.
., f!n .,,| lt i„ than
tV,„„ the
t u„
Scholarship ratings,
tied by other nationalities
rushing policies, four when published/ should not include
English, and Mr. Achorn's research of, fraternity
systematized, eight the non-fraternity group, and if there
rushing
be
that
has discovered some verv interesting
closed.
that all bids be written, or
is
to be interfraternity scholarship
inhaDitant ,, that
facts abou( th
ear]
competition we think that the rewards
some of whom came from SaxonVj One i
rushing period before the open- offered should be financed by the fraothers from the region of the Rhine, season
plan, ternities and that the details should
Amherst
The
ing
of
college.
and still others from Brunswick, Gerthe Maine m plan, and the Dartmouth be administered by the mterfratermany.
were all mentioned.
nitv council.
When a man's name i>
Mr. Achorn states that men from plan
Situation Not Deplored
published in the "Orient", "Bugle",
com
one
of
the
this colony formed
panies in Brig. Gen. Waldo's regiThe committee does not deplore th. 1 or elsewhere in a college publication,
ment that assisted in t he capture of fraternity situation at Bowdoin as U we do not think that his fraternity
Lou isburg in 1745. Mr. Achorn's talk often done. After a comparison w< classification should be appended.
w ilf be well worth hearing and all feel that the fraternity conditions at Many non-fraternity men do not atwno are interested in Maine history Bowdoin are better than at parallel tend college dances because the booth
The meeting institutions at other places. There are system which allots a place for each
are urged t0 at tend.
few good things, however, which d > fraternity emphasizes his position as a
will be at 8 o'clock.
not entail some necessary evils, and non-fraternity man. We do not think
that it would be a matter of colossal
!* is the P r °blem of the committee,
V H Sawyer '27 To Wed
difficulty to devise sone other sysif possible, to find out and mitigatt
Miss Gayle Morgan Next Spring those evils which are inherent in the tem for running the college dances.
fraternity system. It is the existence We think that the Student Council
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Morgan of of the non-fraternity man which is should be made a central administrative head to provide ushers for
3 Stanley Oval, Westfield, N. J., an- the obvious and greatest evil of the
nounce the engagement of their fraternity system. Our whole prob- formal events, to carry on Red Cross
daughter, Gayle, to Mr. Alden H. lem, then, is to make his lot more en- drives through units other than fraSawyer of New York City, son of durable by making him less conspicu- ternities, and that it, rather than the
fraternity system, should be the adMrs. Harold C. Sawyer of Bangor, ous because a non-fraternity man.
It is the same problem which per- ministrative center.
The" wedding will take place in the
As w e have remarked previously,
plexes other institutions of large
•
sDrine.
Dean Estby of we do not offer these suggestions as
Morgan is , graduate of Miss fraternity bodies.
Wheeler's School bf Providence and Amherst, where there is about the a "he-all and end-all" to the evils of
same
proportion
the
fraternity system. Our principle
of
fraternity
Crafts
men
as
the School of Fine Arts and
a * Bowdoin, writes, "I am sorry to say- is that the conspicuous and disagreeof Boston.
Mr. Sawyer was graduated in 1!>27 that we have found no satisfactory able position of the non-fraternity
from Bowdoin College, where he was solution for the problem of our non- man will be mitigated if we lessen
a member of the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity men and I am afraid we the importance of the fraternity sysfraternity, and now holds a position do but little to supply that group tem as an administrative system, if
with the American Water Works and with anything that compares with the ultimately we abolish it in this reopportunities enjoyed by fraternity spect. No attempt should be made to
Electric Co., Inc. of New York.
men." At Williams and at Wesleyan offer these advantages to the nonthey attack the problem in a different fraternity group by organizing them;
Tea dances were held Saturday way and in a way which we do not they do not wish organization and
evening at the Chi Psi Lodge and at recommend.
At Williams College they should not be coerced into it.
The coming there is a Commons
the Zeta Psi House.
Club which is opeA They should be made to feel a part
week several of the other fraternity to any non-fraternity man and is prac- of the college rather than a part of
houses arc planning dances. The pa- tically a fraternity. Dean Howes of one group, which is
a platitude equaltronesses at the Chi Psi dance were Williams
says of it, "It is rated with ly applicable to the fraternity men.
Mrs. Manton Copeland and Mrs. Ken- fraternities in
all interfraternity comIn order to carry out in part the
neth Pond; at the Zeta Psi dance, petitions. It has grown
in importance suggestions advanced here We think
Mrs. Irving Zeitler, Mrs. Henry L. and dignity, largely
through the ef- that this report, at least this section
Johnson and Mrs. Herbert Brown, forts of its own prominent
men. It of it, should be placed in "-the bands
The
Polar Bears
roiar
Hears turn.sne.i
furnished the music has
1
the encouragement of faculty an
nf the editors of the various college
,-at the Zeta Ps, House and Joe
trust
an<|
a
JJ-JJ publications and that they should be
mans Orchestra played for the Chi in our co „
„
instructed to formulate the policies
Psi s.
leyanthe non-fraternitv group
is
trroun
of their respective papers in accordstrongly organized into a body called ance with it, in the hands of the StuJOHN L. MITCHELL, 49.
the Associated Independents.
dent Council, athletic heads, and all
Should bf Social I'nit
the administrative units of the colDIES IN
We think this whole system of lege.
John Lincoln Mitchell died in Man- treating the non-fraternity man is
It is
based upon the prin
Chester, N. H., Saturday. A native of wrong.
I>ogs in Chapel
Brunswick, a son of Dr. Alfr <i cl P le that tne fraternity is an adminAnother dog disturbance in Chapel
trative rather than a social unit
Mitchell, Sr., Mr. Mitchell was gra 1uated from Bowdoin College in 1!»0."1. of the college. This emphasizes the last Monday makes us wish to remind
and soon afterward became interested position of the non-fraternity man the Chapel monitors, and especially
He entered as a non-fraternity man. We think the freshman monitors, that it is esin the textile industry.
the employ of the Amoskeag Mills in it is a mistake to try and organize sentially their duty to remove all caManchester, serving for tjje past 23 the non-fraternity men in attempting nine visitors. The disturbances they
years as overseer. Mr. Mitchell was to provide them with the advantages create are all very funny, but out of
Interruptions in the service
a member of the Psi Upsilon frater- offered by the fraternities. There is place.
no group feeling among the non- are unnecessary.
nity.
to

'

Georgia
Georgia,
Ridge,
Blue
6
School of" Technology; Georgetown",
emv'-s'lootbaT'anthem
of North Carolina, OgleWe have a hos^t of congratulations University
CO. t o extend to the Navy's musicians t!\l, rpe, West Virginia, West Virginia
Western Maryland, Detroit,
We carrv the largest assortment of and a most sincere appreciation of Wesleyan, Northwestern
Notre Dame,
Imported" Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- the thoughtful authorities who were Michigan,
Ohio Wesleyan,
bles, Olives. Pickles, Domestic and Im- responsible for bringing them here. Oberlin, Ohio State,
Coe, Des Moines,
Wisconsin,
Purdue,
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all Again we declare that any person
kinds east of Portland
who, for one reason or another, was Drake, Haskell, Iowa, Minnesota,
anvwhere but in the cage of Hyde Missouri, South Dakota^ Southern
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
ersity of Texas, AriRuildinc on the afternoon of Methodist, University
Athletic Building
zona,
na, Brigham Young, Colorado, DenOct. 28, missed something.
ver,
r, Idaho, Montana State, Utah, Wyoming.
Shield Meet
South
State,
California, Oregon
Quality Printing
ern California, Stanford, University
(Continued from Page 1)
Washington, Washington State,
of
Town Building
Hamilton, Susquehanna.
660-Yard Run— Won by Wingate,
BRUNSWICK -:--:- MAINE
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ENGLISH CLASS TO
GIVE SCENES FROM
SHAKESPEARE PLAY

iZ:
Am-

welcome henceforth
with
Banner" the
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We think that the editors of" th:Williams (Massachusetts), College of
Foundation Report on subsidized and
booster (Ohio) and Yale,
The complete list of the other 84 recruited athletes should be awarded
colleges visited, the 112 institutions the Carnegie Meddle.
having been selected from the coun-

Rhapsody." The last
new to our ears
appropriately

EDITOR'S NOTE
The Orient is herewith printing the
xcond sect on f the Student ComRe p rt, which in many ways'
mju

I

ANNOUNCEMENT OF AWARD

Wesleyan (Connecticut),

The

ing

Student Report

f thing

we know thatthis Saturday°our footDa U game will be characterized by

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

Brunswick

^^

t
t
t
Well, thanks to the Carnegie chaps,

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

STUDENT

in

the

absolutely amateur performances, and
the exceedingly particular fans will
not have to watch any brutish and
ifessionalism such
highly perfected professionalism
(Can- as to which we have grown suddenly
anta *onistic - Tickets will be just tV

|

CO.

s j us t

makes one hold up his head when
seems blackest, when hope and

Miss Stetson gives personal attention nothing if not "smooth." Aside from (New York), Saskatchewan
to orders for antique goods of any kind the general excellence of the popular
(MaJsadiu' same
-ffita
music, the audience was treated to an se tts), Tulane (Louisiana), Unite.!
exhibition on the "traps" which we g tates Military Academy, University

EATON HARDWARE

,

Topsham Fair without ever hearing
of them again.

9

Navy Band

ANTIQVITY SHOP

t his

faith have fled, and the sun during
an eclipse has gone behind a cloud.
Such implicit trust in the goodness
of mankind deserves notice, and it is
with sincere concern that we fervently pray that Mr. Fisher may rec° v er his lost money, albeit hundreds
in the past have lost pocketbooks at

Shirts $1.85
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JOHN CLAIR MINOT REVIEWS
FIRST ISSUE OF NEW QUILL

BOBCAT TEARS POLAR BEAR
JFOOT-BALL SQUAD TO SHREDS

Noted Alumnus

White Line Outcharged and Backfield Smothered as
Fighting Bates Eleven Whitewashes Bowdoin

j

Criticises

Renascent Literary Publication
Orient Article

in Special

responding to an invitation to

In

write something about the new Quill
for publication in the Orient, I shall

my

LAST

article

After a third of a century the Quill
becomes what it ought to be an undergraduate literary magazine, second
to none in the country.
Superlatives
are not wholly safe in such a connection, but proudly bearing the November Quill in my hand I have talked
with men and women of many colleges
and universities in the past few days,
and they agree that it is the most ambitious and attractive magazine in its
field.
I
had an exceptional opportunity for questions and comparisons
last Saturday afternoon when I was
the speaker at a conference attended
by representatives of the undergraduate publications in more than a score
of institutions throughout the East an
engagement that spared me the distressing spectacle on Whittier Field at

—

'

—

that
that

same hour. The only publication
was suggested as challenging the

pre-eminence of the re-vitalized Quill
was the Harvard Hound & Horn, and
•

*

Continue on Fhkc
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FRYEBURG DEFEATS
FRESHMAN ELEVEN
Play (iood Ball, But
Before Aerial Attack

Down

Go

S.

j

I

(By John

,

!

'0:{,

of initiates follows:

mo

Gunther Wilmsen, Potsdam, Ger.
1931

Pinkham. Buffalo, N. Y.
1932

L. C. Jenks, Newton Lower Falls.
With the able and effective assistance of a lanky end by the name of Mass.
1933
Cullinan, who caught passes as though
R. M, r-oyd, Portland, We.
his lingers were fish-hooks, Fryeburg
Continued on Pape 4)
Academy came up from behind in the
last
two periods to take the firsl
fame of 1
year from the Bowdoin
At "very inarch to the fortyFrosh.
yard line the yearling forwards, who
played a beautiful fame, rose up in
their tracks ami -mothered bucks and
criss-crosses, but when Fryeburg took Last Week Featured by Several Close
to the tii" in desperation, an inexperiContests
enced backfield was left nonplussed
In Clark nid Bakanpwski, the for*

ZETES AND NON-FRATS
SOCCER RACE LEADERS

1 1 *

("By h. .a. Perry!
mer npver having playeil football lieLast week saw thp undefeated Ze'a
fore, the Polar Cubs put up a >» autiteam practically cinch th
ful exhibition of line splintering. Time soccer
(Continued on Page 2)

CONCERT LECTURE IS
PRESENTED IN UNION
Mi>s

(Margaret
Discusses

Deneke of

Works

England

of Chopin

(By I- C St.arns
Tuesday Xoveml>er •". at eiuht in the
l>\
Margaret
Deneke was held in the Moulton
Union. Miss Deneke lias been touring
the East and has lectured on many
The concert was open
piloted pianists.
I

evening, a piano conceit

Hi'- members <>f the faculty
vvive.s and the members of
student body: it was especially for
Miss Deneke chose as
the students.
her topic the life and work- of Chopin.
She lectured on his writings and pointed out the important point.-. She made
rlear and illustrated her points on the
piano by playing* characteristic pieces
of Chopin.
Margaret Deneke is former choir
ma-tot of Lady Margaret Hall of Oxford, England, and has a great deal
of experience in lecturing on piano
Her concert was very much
artists.
enjoyed and greatlv appreciated by
both the students and the faculty.

only to

ami their
flu

league A pennant by virtue of another victory while the Non-Frater
nity outfit fought it~ way to the lead
ership of their pack.
The Psi U's have a mathematical
chance to overtake the Zeta c'ub bur
it seems certain that the latter team
will face either the Non-Frats or the
D. U»*S at the finals next week.
Because of the Navy Rand eoBcetf
Monday afternoon October 2S the Chi
Psi vs. Alpha Delt, Beta vs. D. U.
games were postponed to Thursday
of this
week.
Tuesday the Psi U's forfeited th
game to the Zetos.
Wednesday the A. T. O. team in
spite of the fact that only nine men
showed up, snapped out of their
-lump and trimmed the Chi jpsfs
handily. 2 to 0. The Dekes dropped
their third in a row to the fighting
Delta l'psilon hooters.
The Kappa Sigs completed their
schedule with a win over the Psi
I'psilons on Thursday.
The T. D.'s
forfeited
to
the
Non-Fraternity
'

group thus handing them two mor*•
points to
the fore.

place the

independents at

Monday

afternoon, a dogged A. D.
team held the A. T. O.'s to a 1 to 1
tie, in spite of two additional
five
minute periods. This was one of thmost colorful games of the year.
Rundlett, Boyd and Riley starring for
the A. D.'s while Prouty, Libbey.
Dennis and Harmon were the outstanding A. T. O. men.
The Betas were to have played the
Dekes on Monday also, but this game
Award for Best Essay in Americaa has been postponed till next week.
Yesterday, the
Chi
Psi's
were
History to be Given Next May
scheduled to meet the Psi U's and
the Non-Fraternity aggregation, the
Delta Upsilon team.
(By A. Gilbert Moore)
Today the Zetes tackled the A. T.
A prize of about $1<>0, the interest
on $3000, was established by William O's and the Dekes took on Sigma
year
each
awarded
be
Nu.
J. Curtis to
on
essay
to the writer of the best
(Continued on pare 4)
American History for that year. Th.subjects are specified and the three
topics which this year's candidate
for the prize may write on are:
the
1
The Peace Movement in
United States before 1919.
2— Religious Intolerance in Amer- Debating Council Meets in Open Sesican Politics.
sion Tomorrow Evening to
John C. Calhoun as a Political
Discuss Plans
Theorist.
Mo prize was awarded last year.
(By Paul A. Walker)
The vear before, the prize was given
On December third, the Bowdoin
to Philip Ixiring Smith, "2!>, for his
i.-say on "Jefferson as a Social Re- debating season will start with the
former." Previous to then, Maurice E. annual Tufts-Bowdoin debate. The
Craves, '2S won the award three question is: Resolved that trial by
jury should be abolished. The Counyears running.
This prize is open to any man in cil, by special vote, has decided to
side of this
college, and is npt limited to men tak- support the negative
ing courses in the history department. proposition. A three-man team, with
one as alternate, will be used.
It is hoped that a large number will
There will be an open meeting of
try for this award this year.
The essays will be due on May the Bowdoin Debating Council Thursfifteenth, and full details may be ob- day evening, November 7th, in HubPlans for the
tained from Professor H, K. Beille at lard Hall at K.00.
year will be gone over and it is hoped
IT Cleaveland Street.
that some of the faculty will be
among the speakers.
Information
X( »TICE
regarding try-outs for the Tufts deAll men interested in debating
bate will be obtainable at this time.
are invited to attend the meeting
Members of the two lower classes are
of the Debating Council at eight
particularly invited to attend, and
o'clock Thursday evening in Hubit
is hoped that much can be done
hard Hall.
this year toward the establishing of
inter-class debating.

TOPICS

ANNOUNCED

FOR HISTORY PRIZE

QUESTION FOR TUFTS

—

3—

DEBATE ANNOUNCED

I

•

Thomas H. Riley, Jr.,
Smith
and John VV. Riley '06, were among the
alumni present, and contributed much
toward the program for the evening.

Davis)

j

'

i

tiated fifteen

list

tussle with

|

ALUMNI

B. Merrill)

"25,

day

or old.
the field

mist

when the annual gridiron

I

Sixty-two pledges were initiated this

Alpha Delta Phi
The Alpha Delta Phi fraternity inifreshmen and three upperclassmen on Friday evening, November 1. Following: the actual ceremonies, an initiation banquet was held.
James Mitchell Parker '.•!<), acted as
master of ceremonies. Professor Marshall P. Cram '04, head of the chem'^trv department. George C. Purington '04. F. C. Vining "97, Alden C.

A gray

Subject Will be "Adventures in Bird Bates be^ran, a nd that slow-moving
fog seem':u to settle on the spirits of
Protection" Non-Technical as
the Polar ISear team. The much disFar as Possible
cussed Bowdoin offensive drive appeared to dissolve and float off through
(By Paul A. Walker)
Except for a blundering
the pines.
The next Achorn Bird Lecture will advance in the first quarter that failed
be given by Dr. T. Cilbert Pearson, to take advantage of the breaks the
LL.D., in the Bowdoin Union at 8 p.m., 1929 Bates-Bowdoin football game will
Tuesday, November twelfth. In thi.-> go down in history as the sad spectacle
lecture, "Adventuies in Bird Protec- of a much befogged Polar Bear in the
tion," Dr. Pearson will speak of the fierce aggressive claws of one scrappy
history of the development of the in- hard biting Bobcat. Truly the whole
terest in wild-life protection in the mess is cause for much honest wailing
United States. Mention will be made and shedding of tears.
We read all
of some of J.he things which today are sorts of things in the papers before
being done and the national tendency and after the game.
We listened to
along these lines. His slides will also every manner of disgusting crabbing
illustrate some of the reservations in in the stands during the game.
We
this country, a little touch of the have considered the opinions of gradjuniorclass-work, and also some of the nates and undergraduates expressed
rohlems of conservation in Europe. both seriously and otherwise since the
The lectin e will l>e as much "non- game. We present no idea of our own
should 'here, but we simplv wish to call to your
technical" as possible, and
prove of great interest to a general minds the significant little fact that
audience.
Tatre 3)
(Continued
Dr. Pearson is President of the National Association of Audubon Societies for the Protection of Wild Birds
anil Animals, and also President of the
Council Meets; Faculty-Alumni Conference in World Committee for Bird Protection
consisting of national sections organAfternoon
Bates
in
Union;
Moulton
ized by leading scientific and nature
Psi Upsilon and Zeta Psi Finish Well
protective associations in twenty counUp in the Running
that balance and training in Busi- tries. This committee has national sec(By Olcott F. King, Jr.)
as
theory,
preand
Australia.
Austria,
tions operating in
Alumni from Maine and points ness methods
Czechoslovakia.
to the students in the various Belgium,
Canada.
By A. K. Mover
south and west began to appear on sented
courses in Economics, are a thorough- Denmark. Finland. France. Germany,
Last Thursday in spite of the unthe Oltl Campus as early as Thursnecessary and important part of Great Britain. Hungary. Italy. Japan. favorable weather condition- the first
day; hut the real business of Alumni ly
Curiic
professed
Liberal
Zealand.
New
Norway,
Bowdoin's
Netherlands,
annua! Int< •rfraternity Shield meet
Day did not officially begin until nim
ulum.
Mi. Abrahamson in his short
<C<mtin<i'''l <>n Pai;p 4)
was completed. The Dekes coming in
o'clock Saturday morning the second
time at the college has won a very
with oN points take the shield, while
of November.
bincere respect of his ability from
the Zetes a »l Psi U's follow up with
Cousens
of
President Lyman A.
coiiInstitution
man
the
in
every
::f!
and IS points respectively. This
the Alumni body opened the meeting
i.ecte
him
with
officially or other
meet, a new feature of intramural
of the Alumni Council in Upper Maswise.
Tin- Sen nee courses at Bowathletics, is ipen to all contestants in
sachusetts Hall at nine o'clock. Those
ooin are a fairly recent addition,
the college, including letter men. and,
present were, Robert D. Leigh '14 of
therefore, provides a very good opporThomas L. having been installed in a large and
Bennington, Vermont,
"98
Rhode efficient fashion with the erection ot Much Favorable Comment is Kvinced tunity for Coach Jack Mauei- to tfJte
of
Providence,
Pierce
Building
Searles
during
the
Science
>•'
stock of his track material.
H. Hastings ".»0
Island, Henry
in Bowdoin Professor's Bulletin
President Hyde's years as head of the
Prospects for this year's track are
Bethel, Harry L. Palmer '04 of New
Little '17, recentbrighter than they have been for sevYork, Albert T. Could 'OS of Boston College. Professor
By iM.n-.. r kfc r*>
.4
•!
ly
f *.••*> ia k\
ishhatiNd,
,.;.
..:
The .;... ia* I tt.
.T4 of Brunswick.
ran'.
Marshall P.
and
explained
well
rounding
value
the
all back on the job and showing
are
Hormeli,
considered
Professor
O.JC.
Frank G. Farrington '!»4 of Augusta
influence of these Scientific studies a
in- of the leading men in the country
up well.
F. A. Farrington '27 of Westbrook.
part of the requirements for a on the subject of t.>wn, cit\ and state
Summary of Shield meet events not
'02 of Portland, and a
William K.
Liberal Arts Degree, as well as the government practice and theory, has
(Continued wi pav'e l)
Stephen K. Young ';>* of Boston,
reasons for allowing in a Liberal rnadej another ejonti ibution to the study
Massachusetts. A number of reports
College the 'opportunity for men of Maine Corrupt Practices laws in
Arts
IS
were considered and many of the pel
.-o inclined to specialize in such work.
of
the
his booklet prepared for the use
tinent questions connected with the
Mr. Wilder '04 who is Librarian of the Xatiqnal League >>f Women Voters, enresent policies of the College wer»
College Library concluded the talk; titled "Corrupt Practices Legislation
the
voted
take
discussed.
It was
to
with several facts concerning the and How It Work.-." Professor HorAlumni's official ideas into a. ballot thoroughly
appreciated place of the meli devised the Auburn city manager Thirteen New Men Taken in at First
at the winter meeting. Messrs. Fabian
Library and its manner of offering plan and is author of many work- on
Regular Meeting of Year
and Hyde were absent from the
this service in the interests of everj Municipal research.
In the words of
greeting; and Leon V. Walker '03 ot
Bowdoin num. This Conference was Arthur G. Staples in the Lewiston
Portland presided at the Faculty
(By W. X. Small!
held open to every Alumnus on Cam- Evening Journal. "Profess ir Hormeli
me. -ting of the
Alumni Conference in the Lounge ot
Tin- first regular
us and was
is a safe and sane practicaii'st along
well attended.
the Moulton Union at ten thirty.
Classical Club, this year, was In Id at
At twelve o'clock, noon, luncheon with his learning and research."
House at 8.00
At the ten thirty Conference fou; awaited
As a basis for his renort Professor the Alpha Delta Phi October
the Ladies in the dining room
2>.
Monday
on
members of the Bowdoin Faculty of
the Moulton Union.
A hundred Hmmell cites the following facts: p.m.
meetcalled
the
gave short talks. Prof. Frederic W.
and sixteen persons availed them- American citizens condemn use of vast President Iiiley
Brown spoke first. He discussed th" selves of the opportunity
ing to order. A large group of memsums
of
money
primaries,
in
elections,
to enjoy the
the folinstruction in Romance Language..
They have also done ber.- were present to initiate
excellent food and service of this most, referenda, etc.
lowing thirteen candidates:
ere at the college. This department recent
addition to be placed at the so. Officers are not to be bought. Poor
was incorporated in the curriculum service
A. J. Decks, W. M. True, J. B. Colof the College. The manager as well as rich have a chance to he
well over a hundred years^ago when
ton, 2nd, R. S. Dwver. A. Artinian, 11
of the Union
informs us that lv candidates. A Corrupt Practices Act
Longfellow returned in the fall of hi.X. K. Chase, W.
should, according to the report: Lhold R. Sweet. I). Derby,
catered to a capacity crowd.
graduating year to take charge of
K. Heath, L. C. Jenks. M. P. Fobes,
While the Ladies Luncheon was in the candidate himself responsible for
Tozier. A. B. True.
classes in languages of Latin derivaprogress the Alumni gathered in Me- all expenditures; 2. full and accurate M. M.
tion.
There were several notable feaProf. Brown today occupies this
morial Hall to refresh themselves and publicity should be required: 3. objects
chair and most ably carries orr the
tures in the initiation. Those which
listen to
the welcoming words of for which money may legallv be spent
traditions established by our world
will bear mention in this publication,
be
to
the
total
should
limited;
4.
limit
President Sills.
Upwards of two
famous graduate in this department. hundred
and which were particularly enjoyable,
attended which fact was amount of money used by a candidate
Mr. Abrahamson '26, and a recent
were the "horn-blowing" by W. M.
taken advantage of by both the Ne*- is essential.
graduate from advanced work in
The report makes a special attack True, Artinian, Colton and Sweet
Quill and Bugle Boards. These two
and the "pageant" of novitiates
Economies at Columbia, followed with publications of
items.
'.on
selection
of
exemnted
the
the student body wire
ThomaProfessor
by
a few words that convinced everyone
He says, "There is no logic whatever planned
(Continued on pa»e -1)
After the initiation refreshin a law that requires newspaper ad- Means.
vertising to be reported and carfare, ments were served informally and
travel, and personal publicity to be ex- were all the more enjoyable.
(Continued on Page 3)
empt. A wealthy candidate may send
llo.OOO worth of letters and telegrams
and not make any report of it. He mav
not spend as much as a dollai for
orinting or newspaper advertising
without including it in his reoort SunPresident McConaughy of Wesleyan. Crowd of Undergraduates. Alumni and
nose a candidate has been uniustlv
W. C. Kendall '85 Have Very
Faculty Members Trip the
maligned. His only answer may be by a Meets With Dartmouth and M. I. T.
Already Signed
Entertaining Contributions
letter. He is forbidflier or circular
Light Fantastic
den because it surpasses his $1,500
(By L. C. Stearns)
'imit." The above amount is the total
(By Philip T. Walters)
(By A. S. Davis)
Several of the fraternities on the allowed for gubernatorial, senatorial,
Enjoyable reading material is afUnder the coaching of Professor
font nurd on Pa»re 4)
forded in the November issue of the campus held tea dances after the game
Means, the gym team is rapidly
"Alumnus," which has recently made last Saturday. Among the fraternirounding into mid-season form. Manits appearance, in the form of an ap- ties who held dances were Alpha Delta
ager Short has already tentatively
praisal of the college, history and cur- Phi, Sigma Nu, Psi Upsilon and Delta
scheduled two dual meets, the first of
The patroness at tinrent topics, and a very entertaining Kappa Kpsilon.
which will be held at Brunswick with
account of the MacMillan-Baffin Land Alpha Delta Phi was Mrs. Walter B.
M. I. T. Bowdoin will also meet with
Parker of Portland, and Joe Human
Expedition of 1929.
Dartmouth, at Hanover, while men
28th
President
Lukens
Mc- and his orchestra furnished the music.
James
will be entered in the annual A. A. I',
At
the
Sigma
Nu
and
Psi
Upsilon
Conaughy, of Wesleyan University,
events at Boston and the New Engin the first article, "Bowdoin
An dance Mr. and Mrs. Hormeli and Mr. Kleven Colleges Will Compete
land Intercollegiates.
Annual Contest to be Held This
Appraisal," sums up with the state- and Mrs. Cray weie the chaperones
Captain Colton will probably
b»>
ment "Indeed, a Bowdoin man may while Kipp Noyes' orchestra played.
first man on the rings, with Leavitt
Year at Springfield
well say that he has 'a goodly herit- The Polar Bears furnished music at
working on the horse and Manager
the
Delta
Kappa
Kpsilon
"
dance.
Sevage.'
The writer, who taught for
Short on the horizontals. Christian
(By L. W. Easton)
.'ix years at
Bowdoin, and received eral of the other fraternities held
holds a double position, being key
The New England Intercollegiate man both in tumbling and on
the
A.M. degree from Professor "open house" in the afternoon and evethe high
Glee Club Contest for this year will
Chapman, speaks highly of Bowdoin, ning.
horizontals. The team is further aided
At the informal held in the gymna- be held at Springfield, Mass., Feb. by some excellent Freshman
writing that few schools equal it in
material,
decision
1930.
the
This
was
sium
at
eight
28,
o'clock
Bears
the
Polar
and that probably none surpass it.
most of which, however, is without a
The ability of the presidents of Bow- furnished theii excellent brand of reached when the association held great deal of experience.
Meeting at th'>
music. Mrs. Sills. Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs. their Annual Fall
t.oin is mentioned by President McIt might be of interest to Orient
Conaughy, who mentions particular- Copeland. Mrs. Little and Mrs. Crook University Club in Boston, recently. readers to know that Coach Means
were 'patronesses. A large number of Eleven delegates from <he leading
ly President Hyde, "usually judged
was number one man at Yale, and
students and faculty members were Xew England colleges were present
the most significant American Colwhen in college was the runner-up for
present, and there were quite a number to join in the forming of the year's
lege President of the last half centhe all-round Intercollegiate Chamof i>l<l graduates hack to see the garni- plans and schedule.
pionship.
tury."
in the afternoon who stayed over for
One of the most important decision.!
In "Another Bowdoin Man Goes
the dance in the evening. Among them was the choosing of Springfield as th-North." by William Converse Kendal!,
NOTICE
were Herbert Swett '<U, Frank Far- city in which the inter-college even'
>o, a very informing and entertain
rington '27, Julius Kohler '27, Robert will be held.
The Committee on the Sloulton
Several
factors ining account is given of the MarMil
Ham '27, Stephen Trafton '27. Henry fluenced this choice: the large audi- Union is inviting the numbers of
Ian-Baffin Land Expedition A>f 19.9,
1.. Ifkoleau t», James Joslia '29. P. I.
torium available, the hearty cooperathe college to a tea dance at the
which began from Wiscasset on Jun
Smith '2". Reginald Swett '2*. Law- tion of the Springfield Chamber of
Union on Monday, Xovember the
22, and arrived back there again or.
rence Morgan '2K, Howard Mostrom Commerce, and the central advaneleventh, from four until seven
September I!'. The author gives an '2s,
Richard Thaver '2s
o'clock.
Fletcher tages of the metropolis to surroundMusic will be furnished
interesting account
of the narrow
Means "2*. Donald Philbrook '17, San- ing institutions.
by the Polar Bear Orchestra.
'Continued on Pace SI
g.-r Cook '22. Clayton If. Bardsley '28
M'«»ntinue,l on ia.. 4)

—

past week end, when four of Bowdoin's
fraternities
held initiations.
Alpha
Delta phi, Psi Upsilon and Delta Upsilon held their ceremonies on Friday,
November 1, while the Zeta Psi fraternity initiated Saturday, November 2.
A large number of alumni, drawn back
to college for Alumni Day, featured all
of the houses.

s. D.

(By A.

pitiful

WEEK

in by Alpha
Delta Phi, Psi Upsilon, Delta Upsilon
and Zeta Psi

The
Yearlings

(By Olcott F. King, Jr.)
T. G. PEARSON TO
Saturday last was a sad,
man, young
BE ACHORN LECTURER (for every Bowdoin
overshadowed

DR.

FOUR FRATERNITIES

INITIATE
more to rejoicing
and to enthusiastic commendation
than to a critical analysis. The situa- Sixty-two Men are Taken
tion amply justifies that attitude.
devote

VERY INTERESTING PROGRAM
FEATURES ANNUAL ALUMNI DAY

™

DEKES WIN ANNUAL
SHIELD TRACK MEET

Alumni

Game

CORRUPT PRACTICES

RULINGS DISCUSSED
BY PROF. HORMELL
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INITIATION
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MANY INTERESTING

LARGE ATTENDANCE
ARTICLES FEATURE
AT THE INFORMAL
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AFTER BATES GAME
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This Issue

F.ditnr for

of those students who
belong to no fraternity
What conceivable reason can there b"
for a group of students to attempt to
thwart such an organization'.' Would
this not be certain to bring this group
of men into intimate contact in order
that they might solve jointly thos
problems which are peculiar to them
It appears to be the attitude of tho le

organization

Assistant Managers

Paul A. Walker

'-I

Wednesday November

H,

object

to this contact that tlv
men are placing them-

non-fraternity

selves in direct opposition to the fraternity system. This, certainly, is not

No.

192H.

1

1

there any reason why those
for financial or other reasons have been unable to join aTraternity should lack the companionship of others belonging to that
same group? Why can there not be
the same attitude of friendly rivalry
between these men and other groups
as there is between the various fraso.

Is

men who

Fire Alarm
Last
<»n trial

Monday morning
charged

five

members

of the freshman class weiil
We are reminded of

with ringing a false alarm.

offer

I

my

Freshman Football

congratulations

t<>

are responsible for the new
"Bowdoin Quill". I find it a most
interesting magazine; one which is
worthy of representing the literary
In the past,
interests of the college.
there has been a great deal of adverse criticism to "The Quill"; the
editors have shown that they have
seriously and
taken that criticism
have attempted to use it constructiveIt is now up to the student bodyly.
to support those who have been working in their interests; and those wh<>
have complained of the old Quill
should aid this new publication in its
development and. by so doing, show
their appreciation for the hard work
and earnest efforts of both the literary and business statf.
Personally I believe that the di-tribution of the articles, poetry, and
stories is remarkably proportioned.
There is nothing in the magazine but
what is worth while. My only suggestion would be to substitute a story
in the place of one article. "Windowthat Open" struck me 8a * particularly
interesting piece of descriptive
writing I'd like to see more like it.

Last year the Student Committe 3
recommended that there should be a

Business Manager

Artine Artinian

May

who

those

":!1

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

niv-ht

Communication

Editorial Shavings

Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., "in

*30

Douglas Fosdick

the old Cable about a boy. a wolf, and some sheen. Fortunately for
the college firemen always answer the call for help. Much depends ternities.
*
*
*
upon them and we have no right to trifle with their services.
And More Paini
Whether the five men in question rang the ahum or not makes
The Walker Art Building has been
A college does not thrive on suspicion, nor are famed for some time because of itlittle difference.
Bowdoin's relations with the town made any better thereby. Fresh- splendid art collection and its beaut.

—

W.

I).

lirown, "32

'.

tul exterior. Visitors

who viewed

CALENDAR
Nov.

men should know that file alarm boxes are installed for a purpose; Mecca of art lovers during the las',
they are n<>t to be rung as a telegraphic doorbell. Chief- Edwards week, however, found a r.ew piece of
painting there, one which had little
has been too jrood a friend of the student to deserve such treatment of the grace and beauty which thev
in return.
On the other hand we hope that the town authorities sought. This was a large '32 painted
in white letters by artists unknown.
will not jump at too hasty conclusions that all similar crimes are
In consequence college officials saw
to it that the offensive numerals wen
committed by the student.
removed.
This was a difficult and
The Bowdoin Quill
We feel that all the advance dope which has been mixed in
these pages about the Bowdoin Quill has been justified by that publication in fact.
Its appearance is a distinct asset, a quality that

We see balance in its conin its art section, and a real
arc proud to have it with us; we are
even more proud that it will go out from here with the name of
Bowdoin on its cover. We congratulate the editor.
the old Quill never even approached.

tents, a start oi

magazine

something new

in its entirety.

We

Football

Nov,

s,

Freshman Foot-

Friday:

game - Hebron Academy

Bbwdoin

Freshmen

at

vs.

Pickard

Field.

Nov.

Saturday: Last State Series game, Maine vs. Powdoin.
Fxcused cuts!)
Nov.
1(1,
Sunday:
Reverend
Henry H. Tweedy of Vale DivinitySchool speaks in Church on the Hill
at 10.45; in Chapel, 5.00.
Nov. 11, Monday: Armistice Dav
9,

(

—Holiday!

—

The subject of hour exims

Thursday: Debating Rally

fees.
ball

expensive task and one which might
have been avoided readily. Students
who feel the impulse to wield a brush
might find a more convenient spot to
(io so. It might even be a good motto
in such a circumstance to
disobey
that impulse. Such escapades have no
value; they betray inconsiderateneson the part of the students responsible; they
lower the estimate of
visitors to the college and cause needless expense. May
we hope that they
be avoided in the future.

Communication

7,

Hubbard Hall, 8.00 p. raj. Last
dav for payment of extra-course
in

this

Nov, 12, Tuesday: Achorn Lecture, Moulton Union, 8 p.m.
Nov. Io, Friday: Boston Alumni
Association
meeting at Boston.
Dean Nixon will speak.
Nov. lfi. Saturday: Tufts vs.
Bowdoin at Medford. Last game of
season.

In (lark, the Freshmen have found a
line-bucking back that can "take it and
When the season is gone,
more than one powerful adgaps dition to the varsity.
Madeira,
up
great
opened
through which one of the two siitheied
The yearlings were principally bothfor long uain-. Powdoin made *ixteeh ered by lack of experience.
With anfirst downs by rushing, Fryeburg made other game under their belts, and a
llone.
forward pass defense worked out,
In the first live minutes Clark and things are going to hum on Pickard
Whitney, both fighting like demons. Field.
The line-up:
ripped *and tore their way straight
down the field. It was four yards, Powdoin Frank (7)
(12) Fryeburg
then two, then five, then another five, Davignan, le
le, Culiinan
.for four first downs in a row, until Kimball, It
It, Clapp
Clark finally put his head down and Madeira, Ig
Ig. Cray
crashed over the last line in a flying Milliken,
c, Lawrence
tangle of arms and legs. Then, with Torrey, rg
rg, C. Webster
to Poring, rt
Fyreburg trustfully
preparing
rt, I.itiby
block a kick, he carried -the whole line Lewis, re
.... re. Cotton
in fiont of him once more, for 'he exqh. Jones
Whitnev. qb
(

(.V.ntinu*1 *!

trnrn

Patr**

after time, Lewis, with

il

.

Milliken and

like it."
there'll be

.

<•

.

.

.

.

tra foint.
rhb. Burns
Pugh, rhb
lhb, Ballard
Between halves a hasty Academy (lark, lhb
fb. Pike
consultation decided that nothing dtort Pakanow slrf, ffa
of dynamite or blasting powder had
Scoi e by periods:
any chance against the inpenetrjble Powdoin Freshmen
<>— 7
7
and imperturbable Frosh forwards. It Fryeburg Academy
(I
t!
(I
fi
12
was then that Ballard began to Ming
Touchdowns: Clark, Culiinan »'2>:
forwards hither and yon with gay point after touchdown: Clark (rush).
abandon, and Culiinan began to pun
Substitutions: Bowdoin, Gerdsen for
up and catch them with enthusiasm-. Da\ignan. Pates for Madeira, McCorOn the third r.lay after the kick-off he mick for Torrey, D'Arcy for Lewis,
crossed over, grabbed the ball as it Crystal for Whitney, Boucher for
sailed over his head, and stepped down Pugh, Means for Pakanowski. Fryethe field for fifty yards or so and six burg, II. Webster for Cotton, Guptill
points.
A hurried place-kick for th" for I.ibby. Purton for Burns.
point was wide.
Referee, Mat'ter (Powdoin): umpire,
Powdoin immediately launched a Stanwood (Purdue); head linesman,
battering line offensive, but on 'the Parmenter Bojvdoin ).
Academy thirty-five yard line a penalty and desperate line backing held
SCHEDULE
them for downs. The rest of the third
Thursday. N'o> 7
period saw nothing but abortive midPsychology t
field attempt-, and the Freshmen still
Psychology '!
led.
About half way through the final
Chemistry 3
quarter a long forward was once
Friday, Nov. *>
Culiinan.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

(

HOIK

EXAM

.

more

snatched

and he

by

carried it to the eight yard line. Here
the cubs smashed a buck, and Fryeburg took two penalties. Then Culiinan once again leaped up, in the end
zone, to grab a seemingiy hopeless
ball
forward, and fell, with
the
clutched to him, for the extra six
points that meant the game.
There is some excellent material in
the Freshman team. Madeira, Lewis
and Milliken battled every yard of the
field, and the entire line is unusually
strong. Pugh and Whitnev, converted
linemen, are doing some fine backfield

History

•'<

Mathematics

i

i'uesdav. Nov. 12

Art

1

Economics 5
Wednesdav. Nov
French 7

^

13

.

History
Thursdav, Nov. It
'.»

Hist >ry 11

Zoology

'.•

Friday. Nov. IS

Spanish
History

I
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work, and Pakanowski showed up well.
4
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Bowdoin's failure on the gridiron last Saturday is still unex- vital importance about this time,
when most of us are struggling in the
At this writing a long list of troubles has been compiled, midst of a well planned and beautiamong which the following protrude slightly: the team, the coach, fully executed attack of these exam-,
simultaneously from rill the departthe lim, the field, the other team, the other coach, the referee, the
ments in college. The

;^~

jt^^^^vatK^Jggt

plained.

referee's whistle, the water, the bench, the team's breakfast, the

weather, the temperature, the Hates

At

ail

lastic

fight,

the Dowdoin spirit

.

.

.

was wrong. It may be in Bowdoin's schoThe Portland Press Herald remarked quite aptly

events, something

standing.

that Bowdoin's athletic status may be lily-white, but her football
Standing will be black and blue. She is the weak sister of the
Maine athletic group. The Hates game was pretty disappointing.
The crowd supported the team, but there was little response. A
few individuals did well, but that was all. Perhaps this is the crux
of the whole situation. Hates may have acted like a high school
in painting slogans on tho surrounding country, but Bowdoin did
little to refute them.
A week may make a difference. We still
think that Dowdoin has enough power to defeat Maine, and if she
should, much can be forgiven.
Hut to do this, some brand new
fighting spirit must be manufactured. The Quill has revived and
scored a literary touchdown. Let's have a few athletic ones from

the eleven.

Xext Monday

You

Tin American Red Cross
the American Red Cross begins

its

annual

roll-

be asked to join. Here is one of the best institutions that you could possibly support
Every one knows how

call drive.

will

wide-spread its activities are and what great service it renders
to the world.
Disasters all over the country are met with the
organization's untiring care. During the past few years Bowdoin
has ranked high in fled Cross membership among the other eolieges.

Let's keep that place.

your

It is

something to be proud of. After
it is upon these little amounts

a small one, but
that the Red Cross builds success.

all.

sacrifice

is

At Whit tier FieU
gift from last year's Student Council,
is a step in the ritfht direction.
We wish to thank the donors. However, we hope that next year the operating staff will have an opportunity for better organisation. We realize that such a machine
requires experience and believe that improvements will come

The new score board, a

with that.

Bowdoin owes much to the newspaper men. Through them the
college is made known to the rest of the world. We have found that
the press stand at the top of the visitors' bleachers lacks some
important equipment.
In the first place, there is no roof over the
stand. It is difficult to report a game with no protection from
the
rain.
Other colleges have covered boxes. Howdoin should have
one. The expense would be small. Secondly, there is
no telephone.

Outside communication is frequently necessary, and the lack of it
here is often a serious drawback. You can't expect
the newspapers
to supply a telephone that should be there.
Other colleges equip
their press stands with them. Finally, there is no
direct route to
the box.

0ne

fopfced to c imb up through the people on the
bleachers, often a difficult feat, and a quick
exit after the game.
Frequently necessary for the story to reach the
paper, is impossible.
One must wait for the crowd to disperse.
suggest a
flight of steps up the back of
the stands, and if a gate could be made
lor the press, opening on
Pine Street, the situation would be
greatly improved.
j

8

,

We

saw

disastrous results of this team work n* morale and
course standing would make the must
successful military expert envious.
We do not imply that the following situation
is planned by the
college. .Nevertheless, we can remember very few lectures, or other means
of evening entertainment or instruction sponsored by the college, which
has not been followed the next (layby one or more hour exams in courseinvolving a great
many students.
They are scattered indiscriminately

throughout all college activities. They
occur on the mornings of football
games, or the day exactly preceding:
they are bunched in a mass around
some important lecture, which has
been planned for months; in fact,
they even occur in alarming proximity
to our house parties, the only three
social functions worth planning for at
Powdoin.
Outside of the interference with
extra-curricular events, the "straight
chain" arrangement of hour exams on
consecutive days cannot be considered
especially convenient for in accurate
review of all the courses. In this
event, the major courses are often
studied, while the others slide. If one
has not Dean's List privileges, he
must attend his, other classes on that
day, practically unprepared, an arrangement which makes all the more
difficult the review
of those Jther
courses, when they are ready to present their examination. The whole arrangement is inconvenient, unscientific, and old-fashioned.
The physics department, although
holding examinations at its pleasure,
has solved the problem for that par
ticular department
by making the
grade in all final examinations the
minimum rank for the year course.
Whether this plan is applicable to all
other departments or not is quest «n•Me. However, the fact remains that
it has made the exam schedule of the
physics <li partment the only fair one
in college, where one failure in a pre
vious exam is not averaged in with a
higher final, with the result of dragging the mark lower.
In case this example cannot be followed by the whole college, why not
adopt a regular hour exam period once
a month ? As far as we know, all the:
courses in college have a meeting <>n
one of the first three days of the
week. Why cannot these three days
be set aside once a month for hour
exams only, with no required attendance at regular classes unless the
examination is given 'at that hour?
Although this would mean four or
five exams in two or three days, thi
is not exactly an unheard of occurrence under the present system. With
the possible addition of
Saturday
morning to the week end for studying and with the absence of troublesome regular classes, the student would
at least get an even break in the matter and not have to depend on
the
luck of hour exam arrangement to
determine his success or failure in a
course.

blind flying! r
Three new G-E contributions
to

the

conquest of the air

;

R. M. M.

»!

LINDBERGH,

flying blind

much of

the way,

y hit Ireland "on the nose" as he winged

toward Paris

Now,

as an aid to air navigation

comes the magneto compass, a product of General Electric research, which gives pilots a nav':

igating instrument of extraordinary accuracy.

Meanwhile, two other General

Electric contri

butions to aviation have been developed
electric gasoline

meter.

ing,

is

Electric. Research,

similar

to

ordinary

height above sea level.

warns the pilot of

altimeter

The

alti-

shows only

radio echo altimeter

above
ground or water by flashing green, yellow, and
red lights

Every year hundreds of college-trained men

General

The

— the

gauge and the radio echo

on

anduomen

his actual distance

the instrument board.

enter the employ trunt of

that uhich developed "eyes" for blind fly-

one of the many fields of endeavor in uhich they play

an important part.
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Writing as a Bowdoin undergradusmothered and Foster lifted the ball
high and short to be hauled in for a ate we would gladly, omit the facts of
Whereupon the second half from this point. Howfair catch on Bates' 29.
the team from little Bate.- whipped ever last Saturday was Bates' day and
into its stride and the track meet be- the tenacity of the Garnet football
gan. Fourteen plays— thirteen straight team deserves every bit of credit for
football and a \eiy successful pass, the way in which it first held Bowdoin.
Valicenti to Secor— with the wild en- then thoroughly convinced the Polar
thusiasm of the Bates stands at their Bears that they could not win and
backs and confronted by a half-heart- Would not.
ed and unsupported Bowdoin 'defense,
Chapman received the Bates kickoff
and the Bobcat ripped through for its and was pulled down on his own 2'.<
The ball was rushed over aid line. Hirtle was badly knocked out
first score.
Lancaster and on this play and was retired for the
for the seventh point.
Johnson went in at this stage and the remainder of the game. His side of
In the few re- the line was a paved thoroughfare for
stands took courage.
maining minutes the I'olai Bear back- the Bates backs until the final whistle.
In spite What with a
field made strenuous efforts.
crumbling line and slow,
of an uneven line the Bowdoin rooters unwieldy
interference.
Foster was
caught glimpse of hope here and there; compelled to kick after three plays had
tint the general impression was that as
been rolled back for losses. Bates
a team we had eleven men playing foi caught the punt in mid-field and set
Old Bowdoin. In short the fog and the tied into anothei drive that in spite of
fighting Bate.- attack seemed to have two offside setbacks netted consecutive
cloud* d the Bear's sense of direction first downs. The Garnet backs trotted
and produced an acute case of muscu- at will through the nice wide gaps in
lai paralysis at least.
the Polar Bear line, and although held
Chapman's runback of the kickoff nee on the two yard line banged
put the ball in play on Bowdoin's in. through on the next play and kicked
Johnson then did his best to push his the extra point -score 29 to
for the
interference ahead hut Was compelled Bobcats. Chapman grabbed the kickto gallop around it for a five yard gain. ofl hut Was pounced on after dodgine

TYPEWRITERS FOR THIS WEEK

Corona 4 $40.00, Remington Portable $38.50

Royal $45.00, L. C. Smith $45.00, Royal Standard $20.00
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•
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A
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All Home Cooked
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Foods

THE COLLEGE SPA
Game

Hates
l< ..iil.iiii.il

In. in

TaKi- l>

turh the Bobcat greatly. The ball was
calmly handed to Fisher who as calmly
booted it to Foster.
He was dropped

Bowdoin Mascot slumbered lazily at
This was an excellent
mid-field.
tin entire game.
example of the Garnet's steady confiBytes' kickoii was called back—offdence and the ability of her line to get
The' second boot was letuinedto down
side.
under Fisher's lofty punts. At
Bowdoin's :;T yard line Straight line
this point the Bowdoin stands were
buck.s netted a first down. After gaintreated to a short but bitter taste of
ing »ix more yards by tin- same tactics their
team's erratic possibilities. For
a pass advanced .the ball to Bates' '>! once
the line held and a cross-buck by
yard line, and the stands unit wild. It Foster advanced the ball
to Bates' 35
seemed that a real Bowdoin tram was
yard chalk line. Whereupon the Bowtin-

throughout

•

rolling - down
field.
tin
Chapman doin runner trot all tied up. in hi.- own
brainily tossed a short pas.- for an in- interferenceno gain. The quarter
after fumbling.
A second ended at thisfor
point after a display of
pass that missed its mark set Bowdoin
spasmodic but blundering football. on
back five yard.-. Bates could not gain
the home team's part and a rather disand kicked to Bowdoin's safety man.
heartening picture of the steady confiwho was dropped on his own H yard dence
of tlie Bobcat outfit in the face
line. Following a two yard gain Chapof
decidedly bad breaks.
In
man was smeared on an attempted ihe several
second nustrter Bate- soon injected
Then Bowdoin's ends
right end run.
this spirit into a rolling drive that
held Bate-' safety man in hi.- tracks as
promptly took the heart out of the
he gathereil in the punt on bis own 30.
White and quickly developed into a
Two rushe- by the Garnet were smoth- victorious Bobcat track meet.
ered, whereupon Ki.-her on his own 2-~>
Bowdoin opened the second period
proceeded to boot the ball over Bowdoin's goal line. The White could gain with a wild unsuccessful pass, and
nothing on -traighW rushing and Fos- then kicked to its opponents' goal
ter kicked to the 35 where Bates fum- posts. An offside by both teams, reTwo Bowdoin men recovered on turned the pigskin to the line of scrimbled.
the visitors' 12 yard mark. Bates pro- mage and the White pulled another
ceeded to nullify the chances of a Bow- wild pass that gave the ball to Bates
The stands came in
doin advance by crushing a rush and on her own 35.
breaking up a couple of pass attempts. for a little intensive razzing by the
A cagey, well executed on-side kick cheer leaders at this point; and when
put the ball in the Garnet's bands on the team held Bates, forcing her to
her own 1.'! yard line. Failing to gain. kick, the Bowdoin cheering section re1

complete

Bates punted out of danger by driving
the ball out at mid-field. The White
came back strongly and missed a first
down on the third play by inches. Bowdoin then pulled an unexpected kick
which was touched down on Bates' one
foot line. This did not apnear to per.

sponded. This was the last real display of fight that the Polar Bear line,
as a whole, showed.
Foster had returned the punt to the
and on the
next play reeled off seven pretty yards:
but the Bobcat started its football
same at this point. Two plays were
.')•'!.

$1.95

Formerly $2.50 and $3.00
White Oxfords Included

MAIKMKiWS

next play, off the other' end, a nice 1.". yards as the quarter ended, cat rooters
After making a first
with the ball on Bowdoin's 34 yard clown, Hates was penalized 'l."> vards
line.
et came back for five and then kicked
on its -•">. and
was
dropped
lowdoin
Having played' weak football'all afternoon, the bleaks now began to fall then failed to complete a pass. Chap>an was smothered on a short try
into the Bobcat's eager claws. On the
first play of the last period Johnson through the left side- and an attempt
did a little sprinting around Bowdoin •>t the same hole was a"ain turned
Foster kicked to the Garnet's
territory in an attempt to evade the Hack.
parade was
half dozen Bale- men that had broken !">. whereupon anothei
tarted for the Bowdoin goal line. The
through, and managed to .-hake himself hack to the line of scrimmage. Rates backs hail ripped through to the
Ihe Garnet swamped two attempted '.' vard line with straight football and
shown in the second half against .Colby forwards and then bleeked the punt were returniasr to the scrimmage line
the previous week, proclaimed a great that
was delayed because of a wretch- after an attempted pass * as knocked
down
bj
ma-cot
come-back. Even the
K v Chapman, when the final whist
Kate-' hall on
ed pas.- from center.
the bench shook himself and yawned a Bowdoin's
yard line! Would that tle Mew.
1,9
few time-. But perhaps he knew more we
could omit tile facts to follow. The
A mighty sigh of thanksgiving for
about it than we did for just before the
Garnet whirled off left end for five deliveranceWent up from the stand-:
White appeared he stretched out on yards; and then the Bowdoin line held.
but our negative delight was forgotthe wet ground and fell fast asleep On
the next play, however, it wilted, ten with the wild dash from the Bate.once more- not interested in the event
Al- s'tands.
yielding a decisive first down.
has been a long tim
It
as a game and disgusted with it all as
though thrown for a loss on the fol- .-inc. the Bobcat has had the pleasure
a spectacle, lie seemed completely in- lowing attempt,
and then penalized to so thoroughly wallop a Polar Hear:
different.
jive yards for taking too much time,
from Lewiston lost
The Bates team received a huge ova- the Bobcat outfit paraded to the 5 yard :.nd the bunch
no time in hauling down the northtion as it trotted out for tiie second
-tripe.
Snapping out of a very shoit
overcoming the
half.
Something must have happened fuddle the Bates line offered a nice cast goal paste and about the goal
grouped
Bowdoin men
in the locker-room for the Polar Bear
wide hole, and the man with the ball
end of the field. A rajfcher
seemed to weaken. However, a rather walked through for the fouith and last at the other
(trim and silent crowd trailed etrtNtf
unfortunate break after a bit of real
touchdown.
field to scatter here and there
the
football by Johnson took the heart out
riotous
Bates kicked off twice and the sec- about the campus; while a
of the team for good.
itself
Stone ran the kickoff hack to the 40 end was run back 2(» yards to Bow- Bates snake dance writhed
A pass was downtown.
and then hit center for seven. John- doin's 42 by Plaisted.
The Hates football team deserveson recovered from what seemed a sure broken up and the stands booed the
IS yard loss only to gallop to Bates decision that returned the ball to the crediC an «i individually the work of
Another pass, Secor and the Steady long distance
35 in time to be called back for an off- line of scrimmage.
played a
Fisher. Chapman
side. The Bowdoin line could not stand from Foster to Johnson, was completed toe of
this break and Bates outchaiged it to for a yard, which was lo-t on'tbe next hard game for Howdoin.
throw the White's backs for losses on play. Foster's boot went high; but the
The summary:
4o
yard
Bowdoin's
to
the next two plays. Foster'.- kick was hall was returned
Bowdoin
Bates
Bates
returned to Bates' 41. The Bobcat tore line for an offside penalty.
re. CrimminJekanowski. le
into the Polar Bear's line with a gust intercepted Foster's high pass and was
rt, Hirtle
White, It
that resulted in a touchdown in short downed on its own 45 yard line. Fisher Lizotti, lg
'.
rg. Stoneman
order. Holes or no holes the Carnet's retired to the Bates bench wildly
Louder, c .......'....-. c, Carleton
backs were gainimr at will, and Bow- cheered by the stands, and two plays Long, rg
lg, Craim-i
Bates liter, after the Garnet had gained five
doin's line wilted into nothing
It. Soule
Howe,
rt
failed to tack on the extra point after yards, Secor was carried off the field
le. Souther
Fuller, re
amidst the wild acclaim of the Bobtouchdown.

On

Where K\er>body Meets

reduced to

tin-

Johnson tried to follow his interference but was tied up causing him to
lose the ground of the previous gain.
Alter an unsuccessful pass Foster
punted to Bates' 4 yard mark. The
half ended with the ball on Bates' nine
and five to co on fouith down.
During the half there were all manner of remarks flying about the stands.
The alumni were not too cheerful; but
many hopeful students remembering
the gumption the Bowdoin team had

1

:

•
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their

John Wards.
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HARMONS

at

'

.

McDonald,

qb, Stiles

epb

rhb. Foster
Spofford, lhb
lhb. Chapman
Secor, rhb
fb, Ston-'
Chamberlain, fb
Score by periods:
6—26
13
7
Hates
Touchdowns: Chamberlain 3, Fisher. Points after touchdown: Secor
by
]

Distance/

its

for

after season, college*

register

1

j

...m a kick

OEASON
men

(

rushing);
F.

W.

Valicenti

Referee.

(ku-k).
A. R.

Dorman;

Lewis umpire.

linesman, C. H. Vinal: field judge, J.
S. Nelson. Time, four fifteen minute
periods.

port of. the Alumni Council is presented in an article by the president,
Lyman A. Cousens, '02. Information is
given about the recent gifts to the
college, new members of the faculty,
the lT»2t» football season, the stueient
committee report, the freshman class,
and several other matters, as well as
eboot many of the classes in the section "News from the Clas.-es."
The campus view on tiie cover attracts attention as one of the most
natural and familiar sights abo,t the

Substitutions: Hates: Kenison for
college.
Jekanowski, Mendlestam for Lizotti,
Franklin for Long, Valicenti for McDonald, Fisher for Spofford, Hornstein for Secor, Farrell for

Classical Club

Chamber-

tCoatuiecd

pukc

rroctt

il

Smith is translating the
"Andrea" of Terence for the Sopn
Hop play. The Soph Hop Flay ComProf.

lain.

Howdoin: Brown for Hirtle, Kcke
for Brown, Soule for Hirtle, Lancaster for Stoneman, Bollard for LanCarleton, Gar
caster, Hilodeau for
colon for CrameiV Fastnian for Gar
celon, Kcke for Soule, Studley for
Kcke, Hay for Studley, Davis for
Souther, Allen for Davis, Johnson for
Stiles, Randall for Johnson, Plaisted
for Foster, Randall for Stone, Plaisted
for Randall, Chapman for I'laisted,

Johnson for Chapman.

Alumnus Review
«
.

l

.1.1

i

im.-.l

Hum

e

i,

<
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mittee consists of Kcke-, chairman,
Hawthorne, Artinian, Jenks, and II.
J- myth.
Professor
Means spoke of
his plan for coaching the- play
emphasizing punctuality of rehearsal.-,
which are to start
as soon as possible, probably right after
Thanks-

—

giving.

A committee of three, H. Smyth,
chairman, H. Davison anci M. Hawthorne, was appointed to find the
original
certificate
of membership,
and to get shingles for the members.
The meeting was adjourned at
lO.aO.

the
Howdoin,
the
The next meeting is to be held at
ship in which the members of the exthe Union lietween Thanksgiving ami
pedition
party sailed, from being
Christmas. Professor Barrett, a visitcrushed by an iceberg hundreds <>t
ing professor at Harvard from Engfeet in height. Mr. Kendall tells of
land, is to lecture, and arrangements
his fishing which he had to do in conare being made to have the lecture
nection with his work on the expediopen to the public under the auspice
tion as the representative of tlv
of the club.
Bureau of Fisheries.
L'niteei States
A timely account is the article on
Francis R. Upton's work with Edison
of the
at the time of the invention
incandescent electric lamp. Mr. Upton was the mathematician in the

escape

of

CUMBERLAND

...in a cigarette
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Taste/
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cigarettes,
taste

From

full

tobaccos, skilfully blended and
cross-blended, the standard Chesterfield method
flavor, rich fragrance,

Rev. Bean's life is included in the
In speaking to the author
of the article, the centenarian told of
baseball being the major sport, th>swimming in the river at Topsham
and the dedication of the chapel.
article.

wholesome
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William Morrell Kmery, 'H'.l, in his
"The Forty Year Class Comes
Hack" gives an account of the reunion

article

of 26 survivors of his class at the college
wee!;
during Commencement
last spring. Kxercises were held at the
led oak bet Ween Memorial and Massachusetts Halls, the tree having been

planted by members of this class. The
address of Judge Sanford L. Fogg at
the tree is printed in the article.

There are several

articles of cur-

rent information in the "Alumnus,"
one of them being a fine account of
the 124th commencement by John
William Frost, '04. The athletic re-

Xov. 8

-

-VAUDEVILLE—
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the Screen
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ANN' HARDING in
HKR PRIV.VIK AFFAIR

News

Also Paramount

ntary I'hilip S. Wikk r were anion/
hundreds of his friends in Maine who
sent
messages.
A brief history of

start to finish, that's the Chesterfield

Good

— appetizing

Hammond,

—

Do ONE THING, and do well." In making
choose the one thing that counts
good
— and give measure!
Story.

work. John Winthrop

the General Flectric Company, who
writes the article, tells also of the
critical test of the lamp.
I'leasant memories of Howdoin as
it was "when I went to school," appear in the article titled "Bowdoin'First
and Only Centenarian" the
Rev. Kbenezer Bean, of the Class of
iX">7.
Rev. Bean observed the 100th
anniversary of his birth on July 20,
and President Sills and Aiumni Sec-
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spite of the football game, some
of the fans awarded their decision in

to $10

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

Shield
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CHIPMAN
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Five members of the Freshman delegation of Delta I'psilon who were arrested in connection with the ringing
of a false alaim from box 71, were discharged by Judge Rousseaji Monday
morning, on account of lack of conGal- vincing evidence
presented l>y the

Galbraith.
H> Hi. shot- Olson, first, Bel]
braith, Cieighton,

Portland, He.

St.,

.

•

660 yard run

— Wingate,

first,

Thi-

llewaite, L'sher, Smyth.
106 yard dash -Thistlewaite,

Hic-

'Anything y'want Pressed?'
Give it to Ben

state.
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suggestion
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•

of

i
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iiit

first ( 104.4 (.Barton,
(ialbruith.
Javelin—Bell, first, Olson, Williams,
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last
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On Friday, November fifteenth.
Dean Nixon is to address the Beaton Alumni meeting held in connection with the I.owdoin-Tufts football

favor of the Bowdoin band.

Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins Rubbers

—

'

—o

Bostonian and Florsheim

President

i

i

i

Sills, two copies of the November isKok, Rosenfeld. Fay.
»
been s. lit
85 yard hurdles Stanwood, lir.-t, sue of the Alumnus have
to the Union and to each of the vaMcLaughlin, Briggs, Kelsey.
fraternity
bouses.
rious
150 yard low hurdles- Stanwood,
I
o
first, McLaughlin, Briggs, Kelsey.
do the
The annual track contest for the
The informal gathering of phyIves Trophy is now in progress
the sicists of I'.owdoin, Colby, Bates and
greater part having been run oil* last the University of Maine, held bi-anThis is limited to non-letter nually and at each of the school.-.
week,
men. The final score.- of this meet are \ as observed recently at Bowdoin.
averaged with the best results of tin with 12 persons in attendance, inand
tor fraternity competition returns t eluding Prof. B. W. Bartlett and Prof
determine the winner of the Ives X. ('. Little, of the local faculty, and
T onhy.
Telephone 435-436
also' a physics major student of the
President Stratton, of the
college.
Massachusetts Institute of TechnolLecture
ogy, was present at the luncheon
J.
T. H.
(OintiniK'd from Patre 1)
.erved in the Moulton Union at noon.
South Africa, Sweden, Swit/.e tiand,
At the assembly in the morning.
INSURANCE
and, of course, the United States.
Prof. W. It. Wh'itehorn, of d'.atDr. Pearson as the author of many
spoke on organ pipes, and Dr. A. L.
books
dealing
with
American
birds
is
Brunswick
Town liiiildniL'
Fitch of Maine addressed the groin,
well qualified to speak on this subject.
on rectifiers. The luncheon conclud d
!
!
His three-volume work, "American
the program for the assembly. The
Bird Life" is one of the best of its
next meeting of the physicists will b
kind in this country.
held next spring at Colby.
Recently President Hoover appointo
NatO the ed Dr. Pearson chairman of the
Sentl
At a meeting of the Brunswick
ti,,,ial r, »" niitt
wad-life "Legialation because of his national promi- Chapter of the American Red Cros^
nence in bird protection. This com- beld last Wednesday, it was anR. E.
mittee will have very Important and r.ounced that Professor Charles T.
far-reaching responsibilities. He is Burnett would again serve as roll-cal'
also a member of the Advisory Board chairman this year. Captain Robert
for the Migratory Bird Act, a commit- Miller will act as chairman for the
pessimi.»m, cynicism, bitterness and
IC'ontintHHi from Paire 1)
tee on Federal regulations regarding roll-call of the branches. Professor
way
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING the shooting of migratory birds, and Burnett, Professor Stanley P. Chase offered for sale at the door, and sub-j ugliness. They sometimes say, byexpoof justification, those youthful
and
Professor
Marshall
P. Cram ar- scriptions were solicited. The Bow- nents
of the Conservation Committee of the
f t he morbid and the dismal,
..
iCamp Fire Club of America. His lee- members of the executive committee doin Polar Bear Orchestra played for t lat tney « are no t afraid of the truth."
.
,.
.
results
that re»uii»
under control mat
is now so unaer
ture shoul()
turt
sri ould )m . a va i ua ble addition to
an hour or more.
President Sills'
a matter of fact, thev have misare far superior to daylight except for, the field of natural science at Bowdoin.
addressed the alumni on the subjects taken parts of the truth, half-truths
~~
Glee Clubs
of recent additions to the College en- at the most, for the whole.
extremely large groups.
It is a
uowment fund and changes with le-lpitf that wisdom cannot be acquired
(Continued from Taire 11
Webber's Studio
JohnW. Riley, Jr., '30, attended as gaid to pensions made necessary by along with knowledge, instead of comthe Carnegie Foundation. He also ex- nR later, sometimes tragically later,
of
representative
the
Bowdoin
Glee
. .
So I
Club, and reports that Springfield is pressed pleasure at the fine rating! to supplement and modify it.
ready to give a grand welcome to given Bowdoin athletics by this foun- echo the hope expressed in the leading
Morton's
editorial that the Quill editors may be
all the guests who will visit on the dation.
of all kinds handled effiThe two remaining events of ble to print many "gay, witty, and
week end of the 28th. Immediately
ciently and promptly at
Kaywoodie,
following the Intercollegiate Contests, Alumni Day, the Bates-Bowdoin foot- vivacious stories" in the future and
the office of The Brunsa dance will be held. The proximity ball game and the Informal dance in with Bowdoin as the background of
the Gym are considered in other parts the best of them.
Toilet Articles, Waterman Pens
wick Record.
of Northampton will
partjally aof this paper.
sure its success.
The improved format is a joy. ObJ

•

;
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CUMMINUS' MARKET
GROCERIES
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Achorn

W. RILEY

PHIL BRISK
Initiations

'iii

Dean Nixon is to visit Providence
next. week end where he will attend

*

Watch For Our Representative

,'

Walt Johnson limp along the path in
front of the Bowdoin stands. He got
a Wonderful hand and deserved it.

At least. Bates tacklers were con- a meeting of the Eastern College
vinced that— "A Johnson in hand was Personnel Association, of which he is
vorth more than two on the field."
president.

Latest College Styles in

Oxfords— $5

»

Iriak Sr0tlj?ra
WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

60

Rhode Island, a citizen-soldier who
Continued rrom Puce 1)
Did anyone get a glimpse of Frank and
honors in this country
Farrington (you .remember Frank, has won high
W. K. Brandt, Jr., Waban, Mass.
such men were the boys
you ?) going into the bro, about and France
R. B. Clogston, Jr., Lowell, Mass.
on that first board, and I hope the
thfi goal . posts last Saturday? He ran
Q. B. D'Arcy, Dover, N. H.
resent board can approach their recwell, but his interference was poor.
F. H. Donaldson, Salem, Mass.
ord of personal quality and public serJ. F. Jenkisson, Lake Bluffs, 111.
third of a century
another
when
And an old grad, imbued with the
G. F. Kelley, 2nd, Lawrence, Mass.
se «Howdoin spirit (and possibly oth.-r nas P a
Daniel Krause, Bayonne, N. J.
Most of the members of that first
kinds), sailed up to protect the goals,!
C. C. Moustakis, Salem, Mass.
memlx
rs of the
were
hoard
Quill
on
tomaDave
Faxon
the
and banged
G. ('. I'urington, 3rd, Sanford, Me.
staff. Whereas some of us who
Orient
to, saying "take that, you Bates rat!"
M. A. Roemer, New York, X. Y.
had produced the Orient in the years
Dave was very much astonished.
EL T. Rundlett.. Portland, Me.
immediately preceding had been conA. R. Smith, ."rd. Waltham, Mass.
editorially on the need
A. H. Stiles, Jr., Lynn, Mass.
Into the midst of things comes tlv> tent to thunder
magazine and
following well thought out statement, of a Bowdoin literary
B, R. Yining, Billerica,. Mass.
for it, they proPsi I'psilon
taken from the pages of the Lewis- on the opportunity
In recent times there
I'si I'psilon initiated one upperclasston Kvening Journal, no doubt, "The ceeded to act.
of the
man and a delegation of seventeen
Admission system at Bates College has been an unhappy dilution
nave us the freshmen on last Friday evening. The
must be quite thoro and well defined y"'.';', '^ luate spirit that
those early years, foi we live
so that year in and year out the same Quill of
banquet followed and many alumni atchange and <>f .-winging tended. Olin S. Pettingill M() was in
type of girl is enrolled." Whereupon in a world of
cycle.-.
Let as be grateful for the up- charge of all arrangements. The folit follows that it isn't the environward curve of the present hour.
lowing are the initiate-:
ment at Lewiston, after all.
Even with the high-grade material
19:52
You can believe it or be wrong, but availahle from alumni and undergradP. E. Jackson. Portland. Me.
poems
stories
and
1933
a football discussion of last Saturday uates in the articles,
R. L. M. Ahem, Newtonville, Mass.
evening ended with the remark bv an ll '- (1 appear in the November Quill, it
sure
E. C. Andrews, Brunswick. Me.
"Complaining is a special pleasure
undergraduate
that
poem,
exquisite
Ahern's
Miss
sum
of
Bates.
Darners.
Mass.
It.
P.
Bowdoin
about coaches at
is heresv.
am not certain that its
••(i\p.-y."
K. F. Boucher. Brunswick, Me.
R. I>. Colby, Melrose. Mass.
Anyway. our modern languages de- appearance breaks a precedent, for I
J. A. Clarke. Portland. We.
partment is one of the best in th have, dim recollection- of a feminine
contribution of two long years ago,
L. W. Easton, Boston. Mass.
country.
but such* contributions may well be
A. W. Frost. Belmont. Ma--.
Bowof
Society
The
frequent.
more
H. A. Long. Jr., Baltimore, Md.
"The height of folly" said sometanvery
F. P. Marsh. Dan vers. Mass.
one about three weeks ago, "is teach- doin Women has become a
not
R. V. MacAIlester. Everett. Mass.
ing a Bates player to kick points" af- gible part of our college life,
meiely on social occasions, but (luring
It. A. Mawhinnev. M.u'ni.t.-. Me.
ter a touchdown." But that was thre
Commencement Week and in the eviK. B. McMenamin, Portland, Me.
weeks ago.
dence afforded, by the lists of prizes
X. Mason. North
J.
Brookfield
the endow- Mass.
Notice for the Class of l!':'l! Sun- and scholarships, and in
from
J. H Millik.n. Jr., Saco, Me.
day Chapel is still being held. At- ment total. The Quill will profit
J. D. Scluilt/.. .Jr.. Fast Orange, X.
tendance is being taken and plenty of an encouragement of closer association.
J.
good seats «ill be available.
R. T. Sperry, Belmont, Ma--.
The liberal policy indicted by the
Delta Upailon
They wore out three ropes on the editorial comment and the table of
The Bowdoin Chapter of Delta I'pBates chapel bell last Satui day night. contents is most commendable. The
I
field covered may well be broader than silon initiated a delegation of fifteen
J
Actual words of a Bates student Bowdoin interests, or intercollegiate nun last Friday evening. The comthinking of buying a Quill
"How interests', as such. It may weO be as mittee in charge of arrangements fondo hope the sisted of Philip R. Blodgett. chairman.
much do you charge for your period - hie; as life itself. But
When the salesman said editois will receive--! know they will Edward D. Densmore "'>'2. \\ Lawrence
caJ 7"
'•".!.
"Thirty-five cent :," the other said. gladly use them if they are submitted I'sher '32, and Joseph G. Kraeter.
many good articles, stories and Judge Sturgis of Portland .delivered
"Oh, I must purchase one before I
Dean
return to Lewiston." His tone of voice poems with' Bowdoin as their theme. the charge to the initiates.
In this number only the articles by Nixon was toastmaster at the initiawas like a bouquet of sweet peas.
(io\. Baxter and Prof. Crook are in- tion banquet, at which approximately
A D. U. Freshman was sent down tensely Bowdoin in interest. That i.- thirty alumni were present.
small a proportion. Of the other
too
The initiates were:
to the Brunswick Record office to see
under>j. Ames, Worcester, Mass.
a type-louse. Editor Itobbins obliged contributions, both alumni and
said
be
might
|>
much
(;
n„oth. Cincinnati. O.
him, and on reporting back to the graduate,
R, p. Campbell. Chicago, 111.
house the chap said he sure got an in warmest praise. Those by Mr. Mac\. K. Chase. Blue Hill. Me.
eve-full.
Cute little critters, ain'f Cormick, Dr. Lincoln, Mr. Altenburg
for exadorn,
would
Bowman
j.
Mr.
and
F..
Cuddy,
3rd. Lawrence, Mass.
thev
ample, the North American Review.
c. A. Fuller, Jr., Providence, R. I.
There is real distinction in the stories
c jp Gerdsen, Plainfield. X. J.
Something To Think About
of Mr. Could and Mr. King, and in the
a. H. Hathaway. Jr.. Lexington,
"Time brings its changes in cu- poems of Kenneth White. But they. Mass,
turns, manners, and stvles." Perciva!
j. w. Manning, Albany. X. Y.
and many others among the young
P. Baxter in the QUILL.
should
j). p. McCoimick. Albany. X. Y.
alumni and the undergraduates,
j. j. Miller. Cleveland, O.
find the bigger and better Quill an in"A pun," lectured a local (i. e., sniration to use the abundant Bowdoin
p j,_ Millikeri, Jr., North Scituate,
Bowdoin) professor, "has been desig material that lies at hand. And that. Mass.
nated as an evidence of intellectual without crowding the field that beDavid Morris, Newtonville. Mass.
poverty."
Alumnus.
Bowdoin
longs to the
W. S. Phelps. Lynn. Ma.--.
A student rejoined, "Pun mv
W. W. Travis, Cragmere Park.
Every editor knows the tendency of
word!" Which you are welcome to
to go far from the N. J.
and may take it or leave. As far as literary beginners
£*
That
matter
subject
Zeta Psi
[JJgjJ
I'm concerned, I'm leaving
seem* to be as natural and deplorable
lambda Chapter of Zeta Psi held
as it is for young writers, not knowing both banquet and initiation on Saturlife, to deal with it in the spirit of
Alumni
day evening. Eleven freshmen were
!

!

!

1

event of last

nity so much as to rally to the defense of the goal posts. All of which
goes to show, of course, that "col1< ge
students are not what thev used
t.
be."

to

well dressed.

—

gf

TONDREAU

lost their dig-

is

tailored

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

|

•

i
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Clothing which

custom
j

I

»
the faculty women.
seemed to be in
The Business and Professional
the center of things most of the game
Women's club is planning to organize
BROS. CO. last Saturday.
evening class, and it is also exan
of
assortment
*
*
largest
*
the
carry
We
that there will be a group of
Imported' Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta
The Bowdoin rooters who at- pected
local boys, and another of girls, orhies. Olives, Pickles. Domestic and Im
tempted to defend the goal posts also ganized before the end of the semesported Cheeses and Biscuits of all met defeat. The uprights came down
ter.
kinds east of Portland.
suspiciously easily and rumor hath it
o
Tel. 1:16—87 Maine St.— Tel. 137
that they were sawed th« night beBy no means the least pleasing
fore the game.
There were a few
Saturday was seeing

Quality Printing

fgRISK

i

bers are living after a third of a century, and all of them are alumni of
whom the college is proud successful
men in the best sense of the term. A
n-overnor of Maine, a member of the
Supreme Court of New Hampshire, a
scholar, of international reputation,
leaden of the bar in Massachusetts

clon't

George Carleton

STUART & CLEMENT

j

I

I

I

!

last

*

prominent alumni who

Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable

|

that Hob LaFollette was a chip off the
old bloc, and a sharp-eyed linotype
man changed it to "block", whereupon the writer, who was somewh.-.t
more conscientious than we are, resigned his position, joined a churcn,
and soon died; just of a broken heart.

sions.

he would have gained even more. Dan
to be about as »«* » back as
there is in the state.

KODAKS

GIFTS

;

one time that a writer made the crack

th.

Also the Bates man receiving punts
was stopped time after time with littie or no gain.

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
MUSIC

of

convention

annual

Maine Teachers' Association.

*

»

Crimmins
and
Souther
played
heads-up football all afternoon. Their
Swimming classes under the direc
tackling was sure and hard and Bates tion of Capt. Robert Miller, began at
made very few gains around the ends. the Bowdoin college pool last week

Maine

Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

the

with

Field.
»

I

|

t

Fisher's punting gave Bates a big
advantage all through the game. The
big back got off some of the prettiest boots ever
seen on Whittier

Brunswick

FIRST NATIONAL

!

.
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,

!
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j

Man."

For about six minutes in the open
Stamps Bought
in« period the Polar Bear seemed to be
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
destined to go places but on Bates ZH
..
to orders for antiqu e go ods of any kind yjm| |jm, |he a „ ack crannied and
from then on the Garnet held possession of the ball a good part of the
,

!

!

;

Formerly Newman's

-

a graduate publication.

i

slaught of the Bobcat.

119

is

Now it is not becoming to be boastAnyone PLANNING to go to the
Reverend C. Leslie Glenn of New
should go to Professor ful in any field, or to carry too far
York City, who is in charge of na- Maine game
Burnett and have his head examined. comparisons in matteis literary, but
tional student work of the Episcopal
Bowdoin men everywhere can rejoice
me t quite a few of the stu
We understand that our good in the enterprise, the vision, the comdents affiliated with that church at
friend, the editor, intended to run petenee. and the sound judgment of the
the home of President and Mrs. Sills
"roup that has given us the new Quill.
of
Analysis
another Diagrammatical
OB Sunday evening for an tafa^nud
And all;
Bates game, similar to that in AH credit to its members!
discussion along general lines. Rev- the
However, when success to them in the effort to keep
week's issue.
last
as
spoken
previously
had
Glenn
erend
finished prod- future numbers up to the splendid level
the
saw
soul
poor
the
the Sunday Chapel speaker, and his
next Instiuct, he threw up his hands in di-?- of this first one. When the
talk proved of great interest.
gust and the cut into the slop- jar— tute of Literature is held, the distinwill not
the ball was always going in the same uniishe.l lecturers from afar
In the latest issue of "Annual An- direction, regardless of what team have to linger discreetly in the past
wh*« discussing- the proud literary trathology of Magazine Verse,'' edited by possessed it at the moment.
ditions of Bowdoin.
\V. S. Braithwaite. theie were several
poems written by Bowdoin men. There
It would !» easy to wax reminiscent,
Portions of the Bowdoin goal poets
was one written by Wilbert Snow '07; were carried through the streets by The article bv Gov. Baxter offers a
He is far too modest in
H. S. White '17, now of New York the Bates invaders, a few of which temptation.
University, wrote one. Prof. H. P. T. were not co-eds. The Bowdoin gentle- his allusions to his own leadership in
Coffin of Wells wrote three poems men almost mustered enough cour- the establishment of the Quill in 1897.
printed
being
honored
by
which were
age to escort them, singing the He and his associates undertook a task
far more formidable in their day than
in this review.
"Fighting Polar Bear Song."
that faced by the present editorial
and their
A correspondent reminds us that a board and business staff:
S. Wilder was elected
Philip
in view of the prevailing aspimember of the executive board of the few issues ago we said Charles success,
rations and achievements in the underBowdoin Teachers' club at the dinner Dawes, because he smoked a pipe, graduate world at the end of the H>th
meeting of the organization held at gave his utterances "climatic" effect,
meant "climactic," but century, was certainly not less rethe Columbia hotel, Portland, Thurs- Obviously we
What a group that first
markable.
dav evening October 24 in connection printers will be printers! We recall Ouill board was! All six of its mem-

What a deluge! Even the most
optimistic of Bates men and most
pessimistic of Bowdoin supporters ex
pec ted the avalanche of points ^hich
submerged the Polar Bear last Sat
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ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
Toilet Articles

Prescriptions

-

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.
Estimates and

Shaving Preparations

Carefully

Compounded

samples

cheerfully furnished.

AGENCY FOR

Those

directly

interested

in

Mass.
R. E. Mclaughlin. Skowhegan. Me.
G. H. Melanson. Swampscott, Mass.
H. A. Perrv. Ailington. Mass.
R C. Torrev, North" Weymouth,
M.i ss.

Winchester,
Wadsworth.
T.
H.
viously much thought has jjone into it. Mass.
The art features also deserve special
W. F. Whitney, lewiston. Me.
praise.
I hope the space devoted to
such beautiful work as that by Prof.

the

musical organization will be glad to
Prof. Hormell
hear that this year a greater amount
of combined singing will feature the
(Continued from pare II
program. All fifteen clubs will sing and direct primary campaign!
This Meserve and Mr. Pettingill may be inin a body the following two numbers: amount is considered absurd.
creased in coming numbers and even
"On the Road to Mandalav" and "The
The reform l short wouid (1) re- to sucn drawings as the late unlament
Lost Chord." The Prize Song will be ouire candidates to report contribu- *«• Boar sk,n "*Tp red in its happiest
"Hark! Jolly Shepherds" by Thomas tions as well as expenditures: (2) re-NKvs- Mr. Spears discreetlv modified
Morley.
sponsibilitv of expenditures to be upon v.r,i«»n of the Septemlwr Morn theme
A tentative schedule has been candidate himself: (3) full publicity **? * standard in that connection.
drawn up for the combined clubs and of the same be offered before and afOne thing I regret—that the couincludes the following: On Saturday, ter primary; (4) limitations as to the plet from Byron, indicating the origin
the
1st
of March,
the
Bowdoin leport should be confined onlv to cor- of the name of the Quill, and appear
Musical Clubs will give a concert in rapt objects; (5) either the limits of ing on its first page from the begin
Boston.
The annual New York trip the totals should be raised or the limi- ing, has been dropped. I hope it mawill probably
come during Spring tation should be effected by full pub- be restored, as a visible link with
And it
Recess.
licitv before ami after primaries bv all origins worth remembering.
if the denartment de
candidates; (f>) officials be empowered would he we
voted to exchanges could !» revised
to bring to light all facts, and vigor
CARD OF THANKS
not
though
when
department,
ouslv prosecute anv infractions of the Such a
The News Editor accepts with pleas- law.
conducted in perfu.net <>rv fashion, can
ure the anonvmous contribution of one
The report of Professor Hormell add to the prestige of the Quill in the
buffalo nickel (I*. S. P.) found in the shows a deep knowledge of the sub- college world at large, and give "it
Orient Contributors' Box in the Union. ieet and is worthy of the consideration readers stimulating rlimnses 'of the
M on spirit, such as this, is needed.
thought and life of other institution
of all Maine voters.
.
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SHORT'S

'07
list

of initiates follows:
E. C. Reebe. Welleslev. Mass.
H. G. Cannon. Cleveland. O.
A. E. Clark. South Sudburv. Mass.
W. D. Currier. Caribou, Me.
W. H. Lowell. Jr., Winchester.
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QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Whitman's Chocolates

Powers '04. Dr. Henrv L. Johnson
and Dr. Arthur E. Austin '8.°.. The

'
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served as Joastmaster at the hatiAmong the alumni who had returned for the event were Wallace
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Philip S. Pottle
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,
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WHITE DEFEAT

IN

MAINE WINS

PAID

IS

ON ARMISTICE DAY

No

Less Than l.'Jri Yards
Harvested by Black Bear
Assaults on Linemen

Reads Honor

Sills

Men Who Died

Roll of

25-6

BYSTORMYATTACK
ON BOWDOIN LINE

WORLDWARDEAD
President

15

for Country

SILENCE OBSERVED

SOUTHER SCORES

Echoing Address of Ten Years Ago
Sills Emphasizes That War Heroes
"Gave Their Best with the Highest
Possible Motive"

Although Lacking Power in Rushes
Polar Bear Offensive (Jains Ground
with Series of Forward Passes in
Kleventh Hour Awakenini:

A memorial service was held in the
chapel at ten minutes to eleven Monday morning, when, as is the custom
on Armistice Day, the President read
of Bowdoin men who
list
their lives in the WoTld War.

the

gave
le-

sponsive reading of the selection used
in the chapel service at the time the
President
Armistice was announced.
Sills, after reading the roll of honor,
laid emphasis <>n the fact that whatever an individual's reaction might be
to the war, it was to be remembered
that "these lads gave their best with
the highest possible motive."
The minute of silence was observed
at eleven o'clock, after which Prof.
Wass played Handel's "Largo." Prayer
offered by President Sills, followed by
tbe singing of "America," brought the
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UNION DOORS TO BK OPEN
DURING SUNDAY SERVICE
The Committee on the Union has

Jan..

reconsidered

Camp

Oct., 1!»1».

.'

entirely for the individual to decide.
The Union is also used by friends and
undergraduates at this
visitors of
time.

H

1

st

ii

i

Lieut.,

France.

J)

decision to close the

Union during Sunday Chapel. It is
the opinion of the committee that
the matter of chapel attendance is

Greene, N. C.

(Continued oa page

its
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Beginning next Sunday the doors
of Moulton Union will be unlocked
during the afternoon service. Thosr>
who wish to use the Union at this
time will be perfectly free to do bo.

Subject of Lecture-Recital
by Mi.-s most succes.-fully conveyed to her auMargaret Deneke at the Moulton dience. The only selection by a comwas poser other than Chopin was John
fifth,
November
Tuesday:
Union
Field's "Nocturne in A Major," which
of such excellence that it merits more Miss Deneke played to illustrate the
was
Chopin
similarity between the two contemthan a casual write-up.
Mis- Deneke's subject, and in hei poraries. In this connection, she gave
treatment of his works for the piano- several persona] glimpses of the two
she displayed a remarkable composers that showed their sharply
forte,
knowledge of the
the composer and his different habits and tastes in life.
Miss Deneke came to Bowdoin as
production* .Her interpretation of th<
guest of the college through the efselect ions she played, combined with
the clear in-ight .-he gave into the forts of President Sills and Associate
Was.-.
Professor
While here she was
audigave
to
her
habits,
and
life
man's
lecture-recital

given

.

•

chtpel Sunday afternoon, taking as the
major theme of his lecture, "God is not
unrighteous to forget." Dr. Tweedy is
a '^ ale graduate, with advanced study
at Union Theological Seminary and
the University of Berlin, and has
served on the faculty of New Haven
for some 20 years.
He is well known
as :he author and co-author of several
bocks, including "Religion and the

War."

one of Irving's plays, a very
happy but impoverished family is hard
pressed by a greedy landlord. A brothfact remains that but a minority er, who is well off, has the wherewithhave rallied to lay a solid foundation al u> pay the debt, and promises to do
for this undergraduate product that so. However, through the press of his
,tfi<-..- he fortrt>ts to. rua.il th*» letullege.
,will carry tb«>„ name of, the
ter which would ameliorate conditions.
afar.
To date the only attempt that has Upon this forgetfulness the unhappy
been made to bring the Quill to the fate of the family is sealed. It is quite
attention of the alumni has been natural for people to forget, and with
through the columns of the Orient this fact in mind the brother cannot
and the sale of copies at the Bow be entirely blamed. Forgetfulness does
A great not always assume the gravity which
doin-Bates football game.
deal of interest has been evidenced, Irving .chooses to place upon it in his
however, in the manner in which sub- play. In God's giving us the power to
were forthcoming. Thi forget, he gives us the best of gifts.
scriptions
general comment was highly lauda- We should "Thank Cod for the right
to forget."
Past misdeeds should nor
tory and encouraging.
Circulation Manager Szukala plans be lightly forgotten, but one should
a complete canvass of the campus learn all from them that is possible,
during the ensuing week to offer an and then put them underfoot and foropportunity for those men to sub- get them.
scribe that have not been approached
There are some things that should
and to those who have waited fur not be forgotten. One of these is the
the first number to prove its worth. question, "Who are you?" As an exHe feels that such a drive will be ample of a /pel son forgetting who he
most successful as a result of the was. Dr. Tweedy gives the instance of
triumph scored with the first issue. tin young man of a struggling familv
Press reviews have been numerous who forgot himself and his family,
and praising. An extract from a who went about with a fast, worldly
lengthv editorial of the Portland ,-et. and one morning after a night's
Press "Herald says: "This year the dissipation was found dead in the gutstudents of Bowdion have revivified. ter.
This young man went further
this than forgetting who he was.
modernized
He disand
rejuvenated
now a graced his family, which had done so
is
It
literary publication.
a
every
way
in
which
is
magazine
much for him, and also disgraced the
credit to Bowdoin and one in which country of which he was a citizen. Anand its alumni other point not to be foi gotten is the
its undergraduates
have every reason to take the great- fart that we must "earn our right to
every

•

.
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Attempted forwards
Completed forwards
Total yardage of
forwards .......
Enemy forwards intercepted

cepted

Maine

74

4.3fi

S

20

11

doin's six.

There
tures.

4

88

ltt

inter-

Penalized

50

Times punted ....
Average punt yardage,

Average kick-oil
yardage
Kan hack punts,

S3
HO

9

33

30

til

30

yards
Ran hack kick-offs,
yards

11

20

First

downs

35

69
20

PEARSON.

At

H

splendidly
In this respect it is
printed
equal to any magazine that may be
found anywhere and is superior to
many periodicals having more pretenAltosion and greater fame
gether it is a most promising and
interesting periodical."
containissue
We are promised an
ing even better material than the
last when the Quill makes its second
bow at Christma;, house party time.
expected that copies will !/•
It
is
placed on the best known news stands
and bookshops of the large cities at
Also it is reported that
that time.
there must necessarily be a large increase in the number to be printed.
Let us as Bowdoin men get behind
the Bowdoin Quill and help push it
over.
Send your copy home and to

....

It

is

....

\

:

He who wants

i

I

fea-

demon

«"•>.»
,...„-...
VricV-ofTc rt, Hehevt
hack to the twenty-one yard line he-

fore he was stopped.
Then it was
Sims, Riley, Daley and Heber:, pound,
pound, pound at the line, four first
sixty yards straight down
the field until Bowdoin finally braced
and held on her own twenty-three yard
stripe, and Daley shot a forward over
right end t>> Hebert. On his own ten
van! line Plaisted leaped up to interChapman crashed the line for
cept.
two yards, hit again for one. and then
Thayer punted out on the Maine fortynine yard marker.

downs and

HORN LECTURER.

PLEADS BIRD PROTECTION

Again Maine started the parade, and
again a Bowdoin hack, this time Thaysnatched an enemy pas.-. Chapman,breaking through left tackle for six
yard-, brought the ball to the Bowdoin
thirty-three yard line.
Plaisted was
stopped at left tackle, and then Thayer
minted out on Maine's forty-four yard
was a large attendance.
line, and the referee pared oil" twentyMr. Pearson, who is president of five more yards against the Black Bear
the National Association of Audubon for clipping from behind, giving the
Societies and of the World Commit
ball
to Bowdoin.
With the stands
tee for Bird Protection, and has als
howling deliriously. Chapman plowed
written considerably in the field of through center for two yards. Then
ornithology, is the first sneaker tlr's the official astonished everyone by reyear under the Achorn lectureship.
(Continued on pat 4)
Gilbert Pearson lectured to an
last evening on the sub"Adventures in Bird Protection."
The talk, which was given at eight
o'clock, was open to townspeople as
well as members of the college. There
T.

audience

er,

ject:

>

.

New Quill Deemed Worthy
Undertaking by Faculty

—

John Clair Minot's suggestion that the
quotation from Byron which headed
the old "Quill" be retained. The Yale
"Literary Magazine" has followed the
force of tradition in this respect, and
Bowdoin would do well to follow this
example.
The editorial comment on the death

of Stresemann is too aspiring for a
magazine of this nature. On the other
hand, the reference to the recent ievision of the Customs Censorship Bill
wa- well chosen. Two <>r thre.- technical errors marred "The Special ....
Ward E". Mi.-s Ahern's poetry, if free
verse can be called poetry, is the best
in the issue
"dux fetnina." Far and
away the best article in the issue
Mr. Altenburjr's discussion of the new
power of the air force. The picturefirst, the future of the "Quill" is aswould be mole effective if -catteleii
sured.
In commenting on the success
through the hook, rather than bunched
of the magazine, the Dean told of the
in a group.
Editor's outlining his plans to him last
spring.
At this time they seemed to
Dean Nixon impossibly ambitious, but Professor Van Cleve
thev have all been carried into effect.
The new "Bowdoin Quill" represents a most commendable venture in
Professor Chase
the world of college publications, comconsider the new "t^nill". an excel- bining a- it does attractiveness in
lent and creditable venture.' Tin stair form, excellence in taste, and thorare to !«• congratulated for the .-tart oughlv
interesting
subject
matter.
which thev have made in a new tradi- The Editorial Board and the Business
The entire issue is most promis- Staff merit the highest praise for their
tion.
ing.
present achievement and the fullest cooperation <>f all members of the 'ol
Professor Andrews
leee for the future success of their efThe new "Quill" ha- set a standard, fort. It should I*- a source of gratifithat, if it can be maintained, will keep cation to the friends and members
Bowdoin in the first rank, so far as alike of the College to know that there
So exist- at Bowdoin a publication which
college periodicals are concerned.
promising a first issue holds both hope offers not only an opportunity for creaand fear for the future.
tive work in the field of belle- lettres,
but which, by virtue of it- high standProfessor Means
ard, may bec ome a positive incentiv
am heartily in agreement wit! to such work.
I

must foltitude.
"These things have
low Christ.
The comments of several professors
spoken unto vmi, that you may have
'ov. and that that joy may be full." follow:
Life, ioy. strength and beauty are pres- Dean Nixon
The Dean expressed himself as being
ent all the time, and it is op to each
man to seek them.
especially well satisfied with the new
In our connection witheach separate "Quill", saying that if the following
ideal in life, we should "Know it. love issues are up to the standard of the
failures.

I

like a

first

tiful

after he is given such an opportunity
by his family, is a "wilful, able-bodied,
industrious scoundrel." He is not only
causing expense to his family, but is
Because ;.f the hearty reception'
wasting trust funds and what it cost given the new Quill by friends outside
scholar- years of work to accomplish. the college, the Orient
decided to inIt
is
necessary that we carry terview several members of the faculty
dream of in order to obtain their reactions to the
through our ideals.
hov- new publication.
building skyscrapers; we build
What are these dreams? Are
els.
Taken in conjunction with the Presithey physical, chemical reactions, or dent's words of appreciation which apare they Cod trying to speak to us?
peared in the first issue of the Quill,
the
into
College graduates may go out
these comments afford an excellent
world and become successes or tardy highlight of the general faculty at-

We

redeeming

whistle until he was carried off the field.
In front of him was
the giant "Doc" Brown, who smashed
play after play on his side of the line,
twice tackling so fiercely that the
Maine stands booed him. Perhaps the
best man on the field was Crimmins.
With Souther, his running-mate at
wing, he was all over the field. But a
game is not won on redeeming features.
Maine simply out-fought, outsmarted, and out-played Bowdoin.
Thayer got off the first of his beau-

forwards.

yards

were some

Chapman fought

from the

I

Run-hacks of

m^

life

I

—

it.

in

Then be like your Father
Heaven, never unrighteous to forlive

it.

get."

DANCE OF YEAR
HELD ON ARMISTICE DAY

FIRST TEA

('..

.

Lost on rushes

In

The November issue from live." Tbe spoiled young man who
is an artistic and only lazily applies himself to his work

success.

FEW

•

—

(•ained on rushes

viewpoint

literary

entertained at the home of Profess
and Mrs. R. J. Ham. She expressed a
very deep gratitude for the kind reeen friends.
tion she was given.
She said it had
always been her de.-ire to visit Bow- FRESHMEN SCORE RECORD
doin, and that, having come this once
WARNINGS
RECEIVING
she was so pleased she earnestly hoped
Reports from the first review of
to come again.
Surely she wont lack
November 4
Fre&htnan ranks on
an invitation.
that tlvindicate
to
In her interview with the reporter, would seem
Opus 40 and Opus 55,
Opus
gave a few interesting greater part of the Class of 1933 is
which show remarkably well the grad- .Miss Deneke
of first
number
to
The
here
stay.
glimpses into her work a- choirual change in Chopin's style as years
year men receiving major warningon after his leaving his native mistress at Lady Margaret Hall, a
was found to be the smallest since
Poland. To contradict a popular fallacy ladies' college at Oxford, and told of
number was only
1!»21 and
this
about Chopin. Miss Deneke told a storj -ome of her recitals in this country
slightly more than two thirds th"
connected with the writing of "An Her first recital of this, her third, tour
country, was her ninety-first in average for the past ten years. The
Petit Chien." and then played the se- in this
America. She is touring in l>ehalf of major warnings, signifying failur.lection as pioof that Chopin did write
in two or
some purely descriptive number-. Her an endowment fund for Lady Margate* to maintain passing grade
She came here diiectly from more subjects, automatically plac
Hall.
itiful rendition of his "Preludes"
ant
probation
on
where .-he gave a recital for the the
Tufts,
receivers
was on( great factor contributing to
Her bril- third time at that college. In thi.- tour may had to dismissal from college if
the success of the recital.
she is to g> to California for the first improvement is not shown before the
iard technique showed to great adAs far as it is
tage in the rippling cascades that time, a trip which -he seemed to antici- mid-year exams.
known, there were two houses on
In places pate with some pleasure.
she so cleverly executed.
Miss Deneke is one of a v« ry musica' Campos whose Freshman delegations
she displayed a massive vigor, and
without
any majors. Of
familv. though she is the onlv one who escaped
again h< r lightness of touch leave
has taken music as her life's work these two, the Dekes and the D. U.'s
p]< asing vague, mistiness to the seleCa mistiness that Chopin -ought Her mother i- intimately acquainted the former's pledges escaped without
tions
even
minor
warning.
a
great
the
Schumann.
to achieve, and which Miss Deneke with

a well-rounded, unified presentaof (Chopin the man and Chopin
the composer. Her lecture went handin-hand with the selections she played
en the piano. To illustrate the effect
works,
Off Chopin's Polish blood on his
she played several of his "Mazurkas,"
peasant dance tunes of Poland. In seshe
adroitly
"Mazurkas,"
the
lecting
enc<
tion

i—

Bowdoin

est pride.

Chopin the Man and Musican
The

-

STATISTICS

initial

circulation is the present factor of
concern. Student body and alumni support must be doubly increased. With
proper response from these bodies
this year there is no reason to doubt
that the Quill will become a fixture
in view of the natural development
of outside interest bound to awaken
in the future.
Ought it be necessary to remind
Bowdoin men once more that a Bowdoin enterprise seeks their individual
aid?
The spirit of the Polar Bear
Yet the astonishing
loars,
"no".

Beneath the pounding and shattering of the Brice power plays, the Bowdoin forwards collapsed, still fighting
grimly, but having nothing in reserve.
And every time Mai Morrell's backbit the line, they found it unopened.
Maine scored twenty-two first downs,
and it was not until well into the final
period that Art Crimmins leaped up to
snatch a forward for the first of Bow-

BOWDOIN MAINE GAME

to

.

.'.

*To date

1913. Non-(;radualc

Killed in action,

\

1922— Ostergren
1923— Ostergren

Lieut., 102d
in action, (>

Killvil

Frederick Trevenen. Edward*.

A

.19

.

103

<

•

Not

Unrighteous
Forget" Basis of Address
Is

appearance of
Henry H. Tweedy, D.D., Professor of
the new Quill arrives the statement Practical Theology at the Yale Divinfrom the Board that the growth of ity School, was the college pieacher at
Following the

<

.

(lass of 1912
Roland Hiram Want. J»th F. A. Killed
action, 7 Sept., 101 ft. in France,
(lass of 1913
Charles It..\ Bull. <l. Camp Lee. Va.

Claw

6
..27

.

FOOTBALL RECORDS

1897

Mov., 1918, in France.
Class nf 1910. Nnn-(;raduate
Harold Sumner Small. Scrjrt.. 1st Maim
.:

Maine

ri

...

Honor

Robert Lord Hull. Major, M. R.
San Francisco, Cal.
(lass of ltl(
Waited Eastman Robinaon. 1m

.1

..

...

Colby
Bates

.

.

M. A. C.
Williams

Weslevan

55

I919\

A

.

.

Bowdoin

In keeping with the custom <>f the
leading of Bowdoin's Honor Roll, the
Orient here renrints the list:

1'.

.18
6
.19
6

i.

llowdoia
Bow doin

—

Machine Gun

91

41

Bow do
Bowdoin
Bowdoin

"God

.20

Williams
Tufts
Colby
Bates

.

service to a close.

Class of

YALE PROF. SPEAKS
IN SUNDAY CHAPEL

Comparative Scores— 1928-1929

Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin

Ten years ago, in these ringing
words, President Sills concluded his
address at a similar service:
"As they represented us and their
mat*'.- in death, so it is our part to repNo such happy
resent them in life.
fate as theirs awaits us. In the freshness and vigor of life they gave themselves completely to their country; all
that might have beeo done amiss lies
covered in a glorious grave; we think
only of the beauty of the sacrifice.
Something of their immortal freshness
will always linger about these halls to
show future irer.erations yet untold
wh;<t youth reis done, that rout!' m->>If we represent them aright in the
do.
new world that is to be; if we reproduce and hand on their simplicity, their
unaffected devotion to duty, their genuineness, this college will be a happier
place, and this country even nobler
than it is now.
Thev played their
part- well, however we may play ours:
their responsibility ended when they
gave their all no less. Hut it is not
idle to think that they will rest more
quietly if the things for which they
fought triumrm."
Hull ol

(Photo by Portland Telegram)

SCENE FROM BOWDOIN-MAINR FRACAS

The exercises opened with tne

It must be the climate.
Or perhaps
the heat. Anyway, Saturday last saw
the Bowdoin Polar Bear fold up and
roll over while the University of Maine
battered them at will in a disastrous
second half. For the first two periods
Bowdoin played her heart out against
the stone-like line of the Black Bear
then Maine broke loose, and not until
the final three minutes of play did the
White really show her hand.

—

On

Armistice Day the first tea
dance of the year was held in Moulton Union. The affair was attended
by more than twenty couples while
the usual stag line was on hand.
The Polar Bear orchestra performed its usual role as music providers. The dance was given by the
committee in charge of the L'nion.
The patronesses for the dance were
Mrs. Alfred 0. Gross, Mrs. Herbert
K. Brown. Mis. Philip S. Wilder. Mr
Charles T. Burnett and Mrs. Orren
Hormell poured.
The dance was held as a means of
providing entertainment for those
who remained at college over the
.

C

week end.
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for the cold days just around the corner,
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The Final Game
closes the 1929 football schedule with
feel that this contest, which alterthe Tufts game at Medford.
game, should be moved to a
Wesleyan
nates every year with the
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Kill.d

Inf.

action.

in

Morrill.
Kt. Owlet hoi

1'ini.i.

IMS,

Jan..

Nnn-(,raduates
Wallace Ki. Id.
L'.l
July.

.'Hth

.•

Kdltor:

cannot we have more of the
one hour organ recitals which are
given in a too-brief period in the
winter? Some of us would appreciate greatly a semi-monthly musicale
on the Chapel organ throughout the

,

j

M

lass of 1917.

«

Non-(;raduates

Frank i»urhun ffanlil«.
Inf.
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Corps d.
Michael

'33

Jon ph Ivlehanty. Aviation Corp-.
in aeroplane accident. j"> March. 191 *.
Pen-arola. Fla.
William Rlak- Taft. Sivnal Corps, d. 31 May.
191'.'.

s

Wa-dirntrtoa. D. C.

(lass of

San

u.l

1)<i ..'.l'l s.

Gaf-BMM

1922

Kusli

A. T.

S.

C.

W'vvein Almon Coombs.
Killed in accident.
thorpe. Ga.

1st Lieut..

23 Apr..

M. R.

Killed in accident.

:;"

Nov..

lBlft.

in

d.

Prof. George Tavlor Files.
Apr., l'l'. l»..-ton. Mass.
'J:!

Y.

M.

^^

., „
Respectfuhy,

R. A. S.
Shavings column there appeared a
contribution under the heading "Non-Fraternity Question" in
Communication
which the author misinterpreted a recommendation of last year's
Student Committee. This recommendation stated that non-frater- A Man Reviews One Hour of His Past
nity men would rather not organize. They were happier when not
(With apologies to the Goncourt
considered as a group, as such classification merely calls attention
Prize Novel)
to their position, rather than benefiting it. But the author of the

issue's Editorial

Sunday Chapel was just "out" and
contribution takes this to mean that non-fraternity organization a certain student paced slowly away
He is mistaken. There is no attempt to thwart such We may as well refer to him merely
is forbidden.
,
.j
,
mu -j
„ „.
„„^a :« +Ut. as "he", since that did well enough
*
a move it men should be so inclined. The idea as expressed in the for his fellows and there is litt e virt e
Student Report was largely that of the non-fraternity member. It in names when they are bourgeois,
was based on experience. The Moulton Club lived but a short time
,

,

fc^BlSfSS ISS^ilito

rf
If mind.

There was a man! Yet he was
But there is no prohibition placed on another trial.
any of the non-fraternity men wish to start some club of this sort, C^thirty^But ' behind *«£ "y"
burned a fire of strength. The tilt of
let them do SO.
his head suggested courage. And he
had spoken of beginnings; of how it
were better to resolve on January
First and sin against the resolution
on the Second than not to have resolved at all; of great men, and their
characteristic desires (and abilities)
to begin over and over again.
i !ut t h e more the student thought of
the words, the less well he remembered
them. Even the transitions and illustrations of the speaker began to slip
back from his mind. All but one, that

Freshman Warnings

announced last Wednesday in Chapel that the
the freshman class who have received major
,.
,,,
,.
1A>11
warnings was lower than at any time since 1921 and only slightly
more than two-thirds of the average for the past ten years. This
.
.,
,,
j
r
is certainly a favorable start for the new class and they deserve
Bowdoin's standard in the
credit for their initial achievement.
scholastic world is high. In the last decade this standard has been ^," a { p na d said it was the only Greek
It
continually rising. We have seen it more especially in recent years, text that Ihe had remembered.
Members of former classes have often realized the fact too late;
difference ^lid it make why
jiat
thev got off to a poor start and couldn't make up for it. We hope that young man had spoken so elothat the freshman class this fall has seen the advantage of a good 'S~?3*££ft£
££d
start.
It may be that this fine showing at the first review was only for a short time, and it was good to
be uplifted. The potent value <>f life
accidental, but we are inclined to think otherwise. Such a record tu
the individual seemed to depend
as theirs would take too many accidents. All we say is to keep up upon the frequency with which he was
above his customary level of
the good work. It constitutes an excellent answer to the question. raised
thought, and forced
look
President

number

of

Sills

men

in

.

.

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

]

:

l

W

™

J£

beyond his
ordinary horizon.
All of a sudden the student had a
thought which he considered to be a
real, an excellent idea.
Why was it
that he could think of no man on the
Faculty (whose age was at all near
hat of the speaker) who could speak
as that young man had spoken? Why
was it that no fire burned behind their
'-yes?
Being in a rather infantile
mood, the student's first mental anxv ,. r w;is that there was nothing there
tar a mental or spiritual fire to sub-

All in a day's
A

to

"What can

I

do for the college?"

Maim Game
The outcome

Maine game may have resembled that of
former years, but it was a far cry from the Bates contest of the
week previous. People didn't realize that Bates had a good team,
of the

«
n
^i
victory
over r>
C olby we guess that there
a change in point of view. It was just as good a team when it

.. «u
\...„; i;
., r.
but alter
the Armistice

K.,t

was

i\
Day

.1

.

-,

™; rL7be aVaso^X

£%&

in

the

pansion program.

Others are such widely

varied projects as linking

no longer an obstacle while/there are
phone men to find a way throui*h

factory at Baltimore.

over

teleit

or

it.

This

is

but one example

in a general ex-

men

for telephone

span
carrying telephone wires across the Gila
River, Arizona. The "natural" obstacle is

New York

to

Atlanta by cable, erecting 200 telephone
buildings in

1

9 2 9, developing a 5 5,000,000
1

The telephone habit is growing Space,
ami the Bell System will continue to keep
a step ahead ot the needs ot the nation.

BELL SYSTEM

of himself.
«vf

nation-Kidi system

of snter-conne

l

t:

ng telephones

than six different members of the faeh:
™"d"rted Chapel 5n the last
'*l
j£f
two years.
Some of them never bothered to come more than once in a n"5*2 even/° *»*« __-

Perhaps

•

i

\

specimen of construction work
System is the new catenary

^Z^l^l?1t ^e^TZ

played here, and Maine was only one touchdown behind both Bates
and t olby. \ et the number of undergraduates going to Orono was
,»t,iul.
Bowdoin could hardly cheer, and what support there was
came chiefly from alumni. The team fought hard. It did not lie
down. But most of those who went awav for the week end took a
trip to Boston.
How about going there next Saturday for the
Tufts game? In Brunswick this contest alwavs draws four hun..
t
i
jL
t
j.x.
i.
j ,
,
.,
.
ored Jumbo
adherents.
Let s return the call, and back the team in
its last clash of the vear.
i

Bell

work

it

ministration,

was the

•
.

A

m the adj
fault of

who had never

troubled

few of the faculty
who were sure of their jobs. Perhaps

to aslc otner than a

S.

A.

France.

Ofcaa of 1889

their being permitted to spread such
talk
_

last vear.

C.

19H. Fort Ogle-

Honorary Graduate
Sherman Avery White.' Lieut. Col.. U.

where it might be knocked out of them
and thus remove the possibility of

,

22

Medical (lass of 191S

S^SL^^JS^^tl

,

d.

Brunswick. Maine.

hope forever, but know that it will take manv hopes to down Mars fighting coach must contend with in
permanently. Yet we have si^ns of encouragement in current
events. Former foe and friend meet to talk it all over. We realize you're going to stick with them T.nd
«™tten,
that there was another side to the question, and we are glad that
rf
these critics come out for football
"all is quiet on the Western front."

-

1st

1920

Killed

everyone
better
that

'.<

Jr.

Franre.

Killed in action in

('ate.
Aviation
Hill
Ensiirn.
Oct.. I'll". Pensacola. Fla.

teams ap-

last

A

I'.n.

I*-.

(lass of 1917
Benjam n Pliny Bradford. 1st t.ieut.. A\iation Corps.
Killetl
in aeroplane accident. 6
Auk.. I»!8. Tours. France.
r«rhc* Riefcard. Jr.
t.ieut.. SMi inf . Killed
in acti. n. 2» July. itia, in France.

(lass of

Dear Editor:
I have heard much discussion about
the lack of spirit at Powdoin. Never
did I think that I would see such
open example of it as appeared under the column entitled "Mustard
and Cress." Not only was it unsportsmanlike, but it was against the spirit
of your whole.paper. To a strangei
would appear that something elsr>
it
-

In

in

18,

C.

year.
Class of 191ft
I do not mean to suggest having
Wilfrid Olivi.r Bernard.
M. K. r.
17
d.
outside artists because I think Pro- Dec., I!*1K. Brunswick. Maine.
fessor Wass is a capable organist
Class of 191ft. Non-I.raduatcs
and I enjoy listening to his playing
-'«
Carroll Kdward Fuller. P\t.
d.
Sept..
as much as to others. Perhaps Pro- litlft. Camp Peven-. Mn-s.
fessor Wass is too busy and unable
Joseph Ralph Sandfonl.
1st
T.ieut.. Royal
Flyinvr Corp*.
Killed in action. May. I'M", in
to take up extra work in which caswe can very well continue as at France.
Class of 1919. Non-(,radnatrs
present without regular organ reAlbert Havis Holhrook.
J.I
filial'. :M Inf.
citals, but I should approve strongly
d. 19 June. 191 S. in German Field Hospital.
if there -were more of them than we
William Fi-ve Martin. M. C Killed in acnow have.
tion. 9 Oct. 1918, in France.
H. W. O.
Francis

l

'

Sot Forbidden
Organization
*

K

I.i.Mll..

!

Co.

Yvonnet Van Schoonhoven.

( |

^swjt

R

11*1.-,.

Charles William

l«M

France.
Stuart

Laurenie

'

have not

19!

M. K.

-».l

Lieut..

I

;

from Paife

i

Scot.. 1918. Krookline. Mas^.
DtHBrJai L'niuhart. SerKt.. lulth Inf. d. July.
191H. of wounds, in Frame.

d.

Communication

i

\\ e

the

'

,

failed to define "victory'

(lass of

-

Day

.
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Edward Alfred

l

As Armistice Day came and passed by there was a change in
Years ago one felt that it was a day for the celebraits meaning.
But
tion of a victory one group of nations had humbled another.

u.

Huston. Va-s

-

„«££««

I

j

l

i

Parifc Badaxi.

;
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%

191s

in

this,

Why

"

we have

and wrote

to his desk

*.*
j
i
r
u
order to keep from bursting

Communication

j

after eleven years

down

'•H-.

Class of

Omar

cursed himself for a dumbbell, and
spent the rest of the evening mooning
over a facsimile of Greek cursive
writing in a deed of sale executed at
Diopholis Parva in the last year of
Cleopatra III and her son Ptolemy
Alexander.
But after it struck midnight, he sat

To

j

direction should be started now. As it stands at present, the game
is an anti-climax to the season, which should end with the Maine
game. Maine has brought about a like shift. Now that Bowdoin
has a seven-game schedule instead of eight place can be found for
the present final game before those with Colby, Bates, and Maine.

1
1

to that question which he had thought
to be vital and of importance. He

d.

1

position ahead of the state series. Of course we realize that
such
a
^
uta,, au
and that
,,„,. lOOtDail
advance anu
fanthall scneauie
wVipHiiIp IS
is aiavwi
drawn UD
far in du^tac
up iai
OUl
change cannot be made for some time to come, but steps in this

new

Armistice Service

I

—

Next Saturday Bowdoin

Armistice

When, the student reached this
point in his attempt at analysis, he be-

came disgusted with himself for not
being able to find a sensible answer

i

_

Vol. LIX.

''

*

including Alumnui-) in advance.

Knterwl as second class matter

!

Spirit,
(if
such a thing still exists).
x
r
/
The student was really confounded
How anyone can think that a team
which has been giving its best every at the result of his musings. Here
Saturday afternoon, can continue to do "as a faculty ot fifty men, from
so in the face of such adverse criticism w hich number there could be picked,
and downright razzing, such as was evidently, not more than eight who
heard last Saturday, is beyond me. considered that they had anything to
Whv don't these budding G. J. Xathans sa >' to their neophytes besides that
do a little inquiring into facts before which they were already saying via
they start to"razz "the toamand a coach tne mediums of classes, conferences
who, it is known, has been giving an «' piuk teas or, at least (thought
everything he has to the development -he), who had enough inner urge or
of a fighting and a winning team. Such courage to stand on their feet and
critics expect a team which has poten- say it.
tialities in such men as Chapman and
With a mental effort, tlv? student
Johnson, and such a scarcity of sub- recollected having asked one member
stitute material as myself, to go out of the faculty why so few served time
after three disastrous seasons and in Chapel. This man, who had done a
stretch
himself,
reclean up the opposition, regardless of considerable
marked that it was really quite an asthe strength of the opposing teams.
Our football squad has been handi- *ignment for some men to speak in
capped this season by more injuries Chapel on a religious subject. Now
than is said to hit the most unfortunate wno in tht> student body expects, not
)f teaua
vpt thi knowledge has Bot' dpgire*' expects to hear a discourse on
j.een generally known
The men have I**"* religious subject at every Chapel
a
not complained ami the coach has not 5?*™*;
™if roi e\en me i r« mhunk,
complained. W hue other coaches have ,"• y
been Unveiling their hard luck to the ,U>nt do,>s
-ince
he
himself
devotes
some Wedears of sympathetic newspaper men,
the liowdoin coach has stuck to his nesday talks to previous presidents of
post with a deaf ear turned toward the the coll ?P p »« oftf n speaks on matu »te profane, such as bequests
avalanches of destructive criticism tors
from an unappreciative and spiritless!" 1 undergraduate affairs.
Put if a religious topic were restudent body. This mav sound a little
hard but it certainlv gripes me to hear <iuired, what man on the faculty
treating of
all this talk about poor coaching and would find difficulty in
no fight from a group who do not some aspect of any religion as it was
know the one from the other. I have related to his own field. Religion in
philosophy
literature,
in
:iot been here long enough to know history and
what the situation has been in other and the social sciences, in psychology
years (no doubt some of these grav- MKl art, yes, even in the development
beard critics could enlighten me), of the inorganic sciences, has played a
^ ut j () i; n(nv tna t there seems to be part which cannot be overlooked with-

r

:

(

the subject of the football team which
has been picked to represent Bowdoin
College on the gridiron this fall. So
f ar nothing could, in any way, be conceived to be of any constructive merit,
either to the team, or to this Bowdoin

M. Hirtle '30

Assistant Managers

i

comment volunteered on

there was quite a number of young
professors and instructors who really!
l'elt that they had something to say
which could not well be said in the
classroom, and who were waiting only
for an invitation. But the student reconsidered, and decided that such could
" >t be the case, since the few faculty
members who did lead Chapel sometimes acted as though thev would be
<mly too glad if someone else were
doing the job for them.
Of a cerainty they would have found someone
to fill in on their low days if there!
www any such person.

OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN
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THE BOWDOfN ORIENT
TRYOUTS FOR DEBATE "Adding Machine" To Be
TO BE HELD TONIGHT Xmas Dramatic Production

COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Get an

OUTLINE OF HISTORY— H.

G.

Wells

for $1.00 formerly $5.00

BARGAINS

IN

TYPEWRITERS FOR THIS WEEK

.

:

W.

When the executive council of thOn Wednesday evening, November
Bowdoin Debating Council Masque and Gown, college play-proheld an open meeting in the Debating ducing organization, met last ThursRoom in the Library. Coach Childs day afternoon, they decided upon the
Professor presentation this December of Elmoi
acted as chairman, and
Mitchell spoke at some length on Bice's unusual drama "The Adding
Debating at Bowdoin in former years Machine." Affording as it does most
and of the debaters in her history, unusual opportunities for stage ^etHe concluded by wishing the Coun- tings and lighting effects, Bowdoin
cil the best of luck for this season, will be treated to something novel in
expressed the hope that Bow- the way of entertainment,
i nd
sixth, the

Corona 3 $15.00. Corona 4 $40.00, Remington Portable $38.50
Royal $45.00, L. C. Smith $45.00, Royal Standard $20.00
F.

THREE

(HANDLER & SON

Debating would assume a
prominent place in the College activ-

7 ne executive council, composed of
Fatuity Adviser Chajles H. Gray,
President H. S. McLellan, Willam
Varsity Manager Paul A. Walker \ Locke, manager, John Ames, stage
then briefly outlined the plans for ti.e manager, and Olin S. Pettingill, Jr.,
s at
present negotiating with the
\ear, and announced that tryouts for
the Tufts Debate will be held this Theatre Guild of New York for the
evening in the Debating Boom of the use of the play. Try-outs will be
sometime this week, notice
Library' at eight o'clock. As Bowdoin held
las the Negative of the question, Be- being given on the bulletin board,
solved that Trial by Jury Should be and regular
rehearsals
will
take
Abolished, the candidates will pre- place as soon as the cast has been
pare four-minute speeches on this selected.
side, together with
a brief of the
"The Adding Machine" is primarily
Coach Childs will an expressionists drama, unique in
Negative case.
pick a three-man team this evening, its s tj riu ture> an d startling in its
with a fourth man to serve^ as al- effects. Much opportunity will be
ternate.
The question for the New afforded for men who are interested
Hampshire Debate has not yet beei. in staRe stings and management t>
decided upon. Two choices have beer. show thpir ca p ai tv
submitted to Bowdoin, but the counThe cast of characters includes Mr.
..
cil has not yet decided upon which it
Mr
Zero;. Messrs. One, Two,
*shall use, or which side it will repre- £2!
Three, Four, Five, Six, and their
sent.
The two propositions are Be
of
System
solved th.,1
J^™. DoroLhea ? evor?'
Liquor
of the
that the United States Should Becog and Joe. With
so large a number of
nize Soviet Russia.
roles offered, there is full opportu^.
»
DeucInterscholastic
uitersciioiasi.it;
fr
•vianager
of
oi
Manager
if
t)
*°
bating, Donald F. Prince reported
*" "l
the progress to date of the Bowdoin Ocularly
united to try out for a part.
League.
Debating
Interscholastic
i

doin's

j

SHIRTS
Our Entire Stock of Men's Collar-Attached Shirts now Reduced to

$1.95
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STUDENT REPORT

Under the proposed
deficit could easily be
handled within the college funds,
without the necessity of drawing a

game

is away.
scheme such a

ATHLETICS

Cobb

plan.

at
alumni committee on athletics
each commencement, offering suggestions and criticism of the athletic
policy of the preceding year. We further suggest that the undergraduates
submit a similar report drawn up by
a student committee elected annually

:

£* .-2*2? *SLSS^ T
Sl^'K&rf JfZ^T*
fc

for that purpose. The direct control
of athletics will then rest with a responsible head, who in turn will submit his reports to the administration.
After a thorough investigation of
the present athletic department, we
recommend that, until this proposed

Three men wanted

Freshmen excused the first semester,
another three wanted athletics required only twice a week, while three
more suggested that attendance b.given for any three days' work,
change can be made, the strict econrather than on particular days only.
omy at present applied to the budgets
Several men requested more cuts,
of all the major sports be used in
present
the
criticized
one
while
the department personnel. We feel
years'
two
up
method of making
that the work of the present Atha couple '>f days. Two
cuts
in
Graduate
Director, Assistant
letic
men thought players on varsitv Manager, and Director of Physical
MUads such as hockey or football, Education could easily be handled by
for
athletics
from
excused
should be
wanted two men and the money thus savea
the "rest of the year. Three
budgets. We
system of athletic used in major sport
progressive
a
further suggest that since an incuts for upper classmen similar t
crease in football gate receipts is n.»
chapel
in
employed
now
that
longer assured, and our athletic sysThree suggested that Fresh- tem is greatly expanding, the colcuts.
men be required to try for some lege continue its policy of subsidizvarsity sport, rather than to go int<>
>
man ing athletics by taking over all th
One
sports.
interfraternity
salaries of the major sport coaches
wanted more consideration shown to and present athletic director, who, i;
laboratory
having
majors
science
acting also as football coach.
work, while several suggested more
As the athletic equipment of the
ami
coaches
between
cooperation
college constitutes not a small perprofessors during important meet.-.
centage' of the physical plant of the
suggesvaluable
the
made
One man
entire college, we are of the opinio-,
tion that the swimming pool be left
that the athletic director should be
in Brunswick when the team had outBuildings and
a member of the
of-town meets.
Grounds Committee of the Adminis
2. Do you favor the present sysMoreover, the
officio:
tration ex
tem of Interfraternity Athletics un- Superintendent of Buildings and
der the Ives Trophy? 97 wanted some
Grounds should consult the coaches
change, while '.»1 favored the presusing the athletic fields seasonally as
ent system.
to the work they may desire done
3. Would you favor the abolition of
%
excepting there with the money at hand. The
athletics
Interfraternity
Track
Meet? committee heartily endorses the presInterfraternity
the
ent use of both Whittier and l'ickard
This was voted down 132 to 60. Sev- Fields,
and recommends that the
"'eral wanted to know why the exceppresent policy be continued with tn«tion was made in favor of track.
development of Pickard Field.
4. Would you favor any extension
The committee strongly recomThis proposiof interclass* sports?
mends the abolition of the present
tion was also voted down, 102 to 80.
competition under the
Two men suggested interdormitory interfraternity
Ives Trophy.
Instead of bringing
athletics.
Basketball, new prospects out for varsity team:;
5. If so, what ones?
tins system has constantly tended to
Soccer, Baseball, Swimming, Lacrosse
keep
men
varsity competition,
out
of
and all sports* were suggested.
and exaggerate the importance of the
6. Would you favor the addition
fraternities on the campus. We have
present
the
to
sports
new
any
of
more investigated and discovered that all
93 wanted
college system?
the coaches of varsity sports welsports, while 90 men thought we hau come more men
on their squads
enough.
whether or not they are of potential
of the
7. If so, what ones? Most
varsity calibre. The coaches all spend
while
basketball,
wanted
ninety-three
a part of their time giving these men
crew, lacrosse, and squash received competition with other men of like
about half a dozen votes apiece. Two ability, and we feel that the abolition
men wanted aviation. A few sug- of the interfraternity system does
gested better equipment for nocki > not, therefore, deprive us of an "athand tennis, while one or two men- letics for all" policy. Those who detioned polo or riding, and one wanted

IS^^?

,,i

'
note outside.
In place of this council .we suggest a yearly report submitted by an

Results of the Questionnaire:
you favor the present sys1. Do
tem of compulsory' athletics? It was
voted to retain the present system,
103 to i>5. Thirty-eight wanted compulsory athletics for the three lower
Junclasses only; twenty wouhiexcuse
iors also; four would require athletics
only of Freshmen. Fight men thought
athletics should be entirely voluntary,
while a number favored modification.of the

I

^

Dates of the preliminary and final
•
•
rri
r> u
college
1 raining
debates have not yet been definitely
decided upon. The proposition to b"
used will be: Resolved that InstallWe wonder whether Mr F d j!
ment Buying Except in the Purchase Carlis e was nf)t rather un<lu »
of Homes
Is Lnwise. Among the s mistic in his
retrospect in his interschools so far signed for the League vipw wkh
Dai
Princetoni
th
are Portland
Fryeburg Academy, undergraduate newspaper
which preovdan -sents to
ny
ar H a r r
a
its readers much more than
*'P
o
t u
1
^,
u
.i
Hill.
South
and
Kent
s
Portland
mi>re|
npws of h campus.
The most noteworthy feature of the
Mr. Carlisle said:
meeting, however, was the announceFrom my experience, the average
ment made by the manager that an college man enters business late. The
endeavor would be made to hold most formative period
of his life,
some ..interclass
debates, this year. from IX to
22 (>r 23, is spent in a place
lhe Freshmen wdl start things
K off where
re he
acquires
jrps
lazv habits
h bjt £ of
()f
L
V.
by debating the
1
°k hi" ^"king. A university' cannot pro?
jury question, the debate probably
duc e in nu n th
d(ive liat busim, ss
or
around
coming sometime during
gives them.
They are not required
Christmas House Party. Tryouts for to work rapidly
and accurately, and
both teams will be held next Tues- life
is easy and soft for them.
There
day evening, November nineteenth, is no training in
detailed work.
The
at places
to
be designated later.
backbone of business today is the
Should this debate between the two
rapid absorption of details and there
lower classes prove a success, it is
is
nothing in college that trains a
expected that a debate between the
man to this ability.
Juniors and Seniors will be schedIn speaking of the man who enters.
uled, the winner of which meeting
business or banking when he is 18
the winner of the lower class deyears old, Mr. Carlisle said:
bate for interclass championship. It
He gains a tremendous four-year
is also hoped that it will prove feaadvantage which the university gradusible to buy a cup, suitably engraved,
ate can scarcely overcome. If he does
to be awarded each year to the winovercome it, it means three or four
ning class team.
of almost doubly intensive
Arrangements have been corn- years
work. He has to rid himself of ail
,
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Schenectady. On April 23rd, the team
debate
Hamilton College, at
Clinton, N. Y. Amherst will also be
included in the itinerary, but the date
is not yet settled definitely.
It will
be either April 18th or April 24th.
Negotiations^ are still underway for
the fourth debate, which will probably
'be with Syracuse or Hobart.

1

abolition
present sports? 145
retain all sports, while
sport.,
wanted
thirty-one
only
dropped, as follows: fencing 22, gym
10, baseball 8, polo 4, basketball 2.
8.

Would you favor the

hockey 1. Several suggested all minor
ports, and two, all major varsity
sports.

The committee in making its recommendations on college athletics
of the proposed
changes will require time for their
fulfillment, but it is in view of the
ultimate policy of the entire athletic
system that "the following suggestions are offered.
The committee in considering athletics as a department of the college
administration, believes that the department should be governed directly by an athletic director, not a coach
This
>f
any varsity major sport.
change necessitates the abolition of
the present Athletic Council, a hybrid of faculty, student, and alumni
We feel that the
representatives.
alumni have no more place in the
administration oftethfetks than they
have in the other departments of the
and feel that past events
.liege,
have prove.! the impracticability of
the present system.
< present council is first of all
difficult to assemble, hence much of
the actual control of the athletic department falls on the present Athletic Director. Any acts of his under
such circumstance- are always ratiat a subsequent meeting of the
ouncil. a good indication that it ilittle more than a rubber stamp in
The present
strictly college matters.
representation of the council and its
-y-tcm of open voting is not conducive to free expression of opinion.
particularly by the undergraduates.
However, one of the greatest faults
of the council is its haphazard financial policy. At present a note of some
>•_'..">00
must be borrowed each alternating year to balance the deficit in
its budget when the Maine football
realises

i

I

that

many

|

i

quired

athletic period shall extend
1st to June 1st.

from October

— Junior period to remain as
present.
3 — Seniors excused the entire yeur.
2

at

it

is

—

4
In case of
the
three
underclasses any three days' attendance in
a given week shall be substituted
for the present alternate day scheme
insofar
our facilities will war-

M

rant.
5
In the case of a man who is a
letter man in a varsity sport and

—

competes

it

/f '^ £"%?*
1

i

!

—
—

—

"Foch"

"Up

to

—

—

Now"— Alfred

"LaFayette"— (2

|

I

1

j

;

I

J

I

vols)

E. Smith.

Brand Whit

lock.

;

way

He

a successful banker and director of ever
so many corporations.
It is worth
noting that he was president of his
class in Senior year, a distinction of
which the holder usually has the right
to be proud, for it is a tribute ten
dered by one's not uncritical contemThe
poraries and close associates.
years from IH to 22 or 2.1 are, as Mr.
Carlisle says, formative years in his
life.
It was toward the end of this
period that Mr. Carlisle was finishing
his undergraduate days and received
this inspiring message of recognition
and friendship.
For a man of his
capacity it was, one may safely surfavoring
a
influence
that
mine,
brought to him this early opportunity for achievement.
It is well for
some men that things should not
{nine too easily, but for many men
and emphatically for those whose Bfe
work is to hring to them many human
contacts and to lie largely in th
strength and inspiration of the confidence of their fellow men, for such
men it is often exceedingly well that
they should early in life get some
measure of their strength and of the
in the

,

of business.

is

1

times when athletic contests and exalso suggest
aminations conflict.
more cooperation between the various
coaches particularly when a man
sports
varsity
two
carry
wishes to
suggest furthe same season.
ther that istrict training rules be
maintained in the locker rooms of
the Gymnasium, and that this be required' bv the coaches of all sport,,
to help the varsitv men there who

We

We

during one season of
the college, he shall be excused from
all other required athletics during must observe such rules.
the same year.
We further suggest that a trainThe committee suggests that the ing table for all varsity major sports
college use the Union as a center for be established at the Union, and there
quartering
high
and preparatory maintained throughout the respecschool teams who come here to com- tive seasons.
The committee wishes to list those
pete. We feel that the present system
department
athletic
of allotting men for meals and lodg- needs of
the
ing to the various fraternities is un- which seem outstanding to us at the
businesslike and often works hard- |. resent time:
ship on the houses, who have guests
1
Covered Hockey Rink, which
of their own to entertain at that could easily contain
handball
and
time.
squash courts, within the same buildIn general, the committee heartily ing.
approves of the athletic policy of the
2 A new track.
college. We
3 Development of Pickard Field.
believe, however, that
more cooperation could be shown be4 Funds for the upkeep of Whit
tween coaches and instructors at tier Field.
in

the

,

j

I

re-

°YT'

f[

;

—
—

Sophomore

college.

|

in

and

.

j

1

— Freshman

™

:

this s< ison
sports inevitably
it, and under the present short
Library Notes
schedule of interfraternity leagues, a
team losing its first game is too often immediately eliminated. To fill
New Books
the call for basketball we suggest an
"Ends of the Earth" Roy Chapman
interclass series where two or three
Andrews.
games must be played with each
team. The committee further wishes
Plays of J. M. Barre James Matto retain the present interfraternity thews Barre.
track meet, as it is carried on within
"Louis XI" Pierre Champion.
a varsity squad and competitions are
"Normandy" Shirley Huddleston.
limited to varsity candidates. If an
Shorter Novels of Herman Melinterclass basis were feasible for this
meet we would recommend it, but ville.
"Memoirs of an old Parliamentarsuch would qbviously be unfair to the
ian"
(2 vols) Thomas Power O'Con
teams.
On the matter of compulsory ath- nor.
letics the committee wishes to make
"Memoirs" Raymond Poincare.
the following recommendations:
Raymond Recouly.
1

"

;

!

wanted to

f'

,

•

of any of the

h

l

in

\

i

.

f
^average

r,

""^graduate, wants to prepare himother debates will be held here
a " we11 as h tan
Brunswick. These are with New
*£ busines ->
£
'
I should say he should take as mucn
i, t
,.
_.
p,
Hampshire State, on February2 ,th,
mathematic ^ as possi ble and at least
and with Lnion on March 22. BeExtra-curricf
language.
K
s
cause of a full schedule, it will prob- u]ar
as
Abating,
act fvities
suc h
ably be impossible for Bowdoin to newspaper
work and similar pursuits,
meet Bates again this season, but it are invaluable, I think. In
fact I
is hoped that next year this meet
attribute to debating all the good I
ing can be arranged. Letters have also
received from college, for it taught
been received from Weber College, of
me to think rapidly and accurately
Ogden, Utah, and from the Harvard and to carry
a wealth of detail in my
Chinese Debating Society (which is head
at all times.
composed of Chinese Harvard stuMr. Carlisle graduated from Cornell
dents exclusively), but it will not be twenty-six years ago.
He practiced
possible to meet either of these two
|aw fof a t fme ; but found his career

i

rifle.

fT "!'^

Two

I

I

recreation

"

.

I

!

I

sire
find

ng.
let lor gener;
his four years of learning is a
four-year handicap.
Nor do I consider the business school a help at
ill.
too, deals with theory
It, .•"'"•
l "".'>
and
<*""
"!,
?"£.
1
,s »"
****"**«
J
of
tter than *£
th
*-"? course

work

will

I

,

modernized this literary publication.
It is now a magazine which is in
every way a credit to Bowdoin and
one in which its undergraduates ami
its alumni have every reason to tak.'

TALKING ihoti

the greatest pride.

and medium

from every
view-point is an artistic and literar;,
success. It is splendidly printed. Th"
work was done by the Southworth
Press of Portland which is entitled to
commendation for the typographical
appearance and for the way in which
the magazine is put together and

The November

In this respect

bound.

light

weight . .

in

issue

it

is

rugged shoes for stormy weather
gracefully proportioned dross

. . .

shoos for dining and dancing

. .

John Wards have the smart

All

good looks domandod by tho

equal to

any magazine that may be found
anywhere and is Superior to a great
many periodicals having more pittension and greater fame.
The contents of the November
number of the "Quill" are likewise
vorthy if comment. Editorials occupy the first few pages of the publication.
The discussion of "Co*

well-groomed

man.

university

c Xki\V-v6d£l
^^ MEN'S SHOES
Inspect These Fine Shoes

the
referring
mopolitanism,"
to
events which have recently influenced
the thought of the world, from the
meeting of Premier MacDonald and
'resilient Hoover to the reception of

HARMONS

at

I

New York

dance music by Comman-

der Byrd's expedition in the Antarctic
by radio, is well conceived and well
expressed. Other editorials on perti
nent questions are entertaining am*
the subjects well chosen.
Former Governor Percival P. Baxter, who was one of the editors of th'
first "Quill" that was published, tell
about the initial appearance of thimagazine and its aim. Austin H.
-

!

j

(Portland Press Herald)
In 1K97 the' students of Bowdoli.
College began the Dublication of a
magazine "to foster, encourage ami
improve the writings and to broaden
the thoughts of the undergraduates
of the college." They called it "Th"
Bowdoin Quill" and it has been
known for thirty-three years during
which time it has continued to make
its appearance.
This year the students of Bowdoin
and
rejuvenated
re-vivified,
have

—

—
—
—

!

|

|

'

way to success.
Our undergraduates have enough

MacCormick,

whose

knowledge

THEME SONG—

of

penalogical subjects has won for him
world wide recognition, contributes
an article on a timely topic relating to
this subject. He writes with authority
as he is now connected with the efforts the President is making to improve the Federal prisons. Incidental-

j

preparing a column.
He is in n>
shape, condition, or state of mind for
such work. He went hunting into the
ly his article has been reviewed by
great Maine woods north of MasardisK^
metropolitan newspapers and other
and saw a deer. It scared him &>
periodicals. Dr. Charles S. F. Lincoln
writes
about
"Far Eastern that he is unable to resume His colTrends," dealing with the march of legiate duties at this time, except atevents in Asia. William M. Alten- tendance at Movies 1-2.
burg tells about the flying fleet and
the navy. Prof. W. H. Crook comFor sale. One .35 calibre fiemington
ments upon the result of a questioncondition.
Apply at
naire he submitted to Bowdoin stu- rifle in good
dents in which they frankly expressed Orient office.
I

|

I

j

|

|

their views on fraternities, compulsory chapel, the eighteenth amend-

|

ment and companionate marriages.
There is food for reflection in the re-

DEAN NIXON ATTENDS MEETING
COLLEGE PERSONNEL ASS'N

action of the students quoted on these
subjects.

Dean Nixon attended the. meeting
The "Quill" also publishes some of the Eastern College Personnel Asand verses, the work of un- sociation held in Providence last Sat-

stories

dergraduates.

likewise

It

contains

pen and ink sketches and
photographic
studies
which
are
artistic.
Altogether it is a most
promising and interesting periodical.
The standard which has been established in the November number will
tax the energies of those who pre
pare subsequent issues and ought to
inspire some other literary efforts of
merit.

«**

its

faults

it

sure

that

would not

I*'

in a fair perspective nor with, accuracy that one could describe it as
on the whole or predominantly lazy
We are inclined to think that by
working neither rapidly nor accurately
a young man going into business at 18
or l'.» can get away with it and present more of an illusory sense of progress than can an undergraduate in
the univ e rsi ties as at present con-

ducted.

president of this as-

is

and led a discussion group
on "Personnel Procedure in the Small
College".
Delegates from approximately twenty of the leading colleges
sociation

and universities in ,'the East were
present and during their stay were
entertained by

Brown

University.

.

go on for a perilously long time without its being brought sharply home
to him that he is not making the
grade. Within the past twenty years
competition and strictness of standards of achievement have become far!
j

CUMBERLAND

|

more exacting
where there is

the

universities,!
nothing like room

*at

enough' to take care of all who want
to be there, than it is in the early
years of a young man's career in
business, where there is much more
nearly room enough for all.
To say that for the undergraduate
of today "there is no training in detailed work" is hardly a happy example of that accuracy so lauded bv
Mr. Carlisle.

Friday

—

I

i

The

changing environment.
that Mr. Carlisle, a man
who has been efficiently and successfully serving his generation, is mak-

On

Girl in

The Glass Cage

Also Paramount

Saturday

-

News

November

Bl L L IE

DO V

Ifi

E

HKR PRIVATE LIFE
\1m> Short Subjects

I

.

Tuesday-November IH-Di

VST CO

feel

The young man of average capacity ing. We doubt whether Mr. Carlisle
can get away with this sort of thing really regards as a waste of time his
in business and not come a cropper. own undergraduate years.
It is more
The danger is that he can frequently bkely that he has become justifiably

—

the Screen

with

its

ing the not uncommon error of viewing education from the perspective
of a useful and successful career, as
if education had been standing still
while he was moving away from it.
Not that the training of a quarter
of a century ago was not worth hav-

15

LORE IT A rOUNG AND
CARROLL NYE

find vigorously, probably largely instinctively,
changing "its metho.l<Sv ^ on,,a >
\"
with

We

November

-

-VAUDEVILLE-

&

*"»?, »"<! are quite

whatever

He

urday.

some

azy ways of thinking, heaven knows
There are indeed grave defects iti
that
!' u t the evidence is overwhelming
* many ways they are steadily on- our system of, education; more easily
foving their mental methods. We recognised, intelligence must admit,
than remedied. Flaming youth burns
1IIVP s, ,n :i f: ,r am " u " t of
\
^'V
temporary working of the undergo- and tears and pushes its way, swiftly
'

.

WE WILL GO."
Your columnist asks leave this
week to forego the usual custom of
"A-HINTING

M

P

V

N

^

with

EVELYN BRENT. JACK OAK IE
RICHARD G ALLAGRER and
(.WEN LEE

Also Short Subjects

Wed„ Thurs„
I

-

LH

November 20

-

21

SIGN

with

CHARLES (BIDDY) ROGERS
AND NANCY CARROLL
_also SHORT SUBJECTS

.-

»

.

»

!

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
Home - Made

Ice

Cream \ Candy
Each Week

Specials

.-

J

-

Pull Line Apollo Chocolates

Light Lunches

Quips From Maine

Game

Buckley's Candy Shoppe
119 Maine St.

Formerly Newman's

-

ANTIQYITY SHOP
THK BRK'K BOUSE
10 Spring St.

Doc Brown did some good work for
the White while he was in the game.
A number of times he tackled savagely, much to the discomfort of the Pale
Blue ball carrier.

Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture. China, Glass, Pewter,
-

HARD FIGHTING CUBS
DOWN ABBOTT TEAM

-

X

\

BY SCORE OF

CHOICE SCHEDULE
PROMISED NATATORS

xxx

1

BANK

xxx

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

xxx
x

took just two minutes, by thSometimes figures don't lie in comTerBates - Bowdoin. watch, for the next touchdown.
CO. parative scores. «-0;
Maine-Bow- hune punted hurriedly from his own
2«-0; Bates-Maine.
We carry the largest assortment of doin, 25-6. Only one point out of the thirty-six yard line, the ball went
and when
Imported' Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaOi the ether hand we could straight up in the air,
wav.
down Bowdoin
bles. Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imshow Bowdoin •>. Princeton 0, via Gerdsen dragged it
plunge off
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
and Amherst. So you can't had gained two yards. A
Wesleyan
kinds east of Portland.
right tackle was good for another
always tell.
two, and then Clark stepped briskly
Tel. 13tv— 87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
x
x
x
thru the left side of the line for a
Nice mere thirty-two yards and a touchAn.l then Bates 7, Colby fi.
down. A rush for the point failed.
work. Garnet.
It

TONDREAU BROS.

STUART & CLEMENT
Quality Printing
Town

BRUNSWICK

And then a change of tactics w.ts
meditated, in other words, the festive

TENNIS MATERIAL SEEN

Building

IN

FRESHMAN TOURNEY

MAINE

-:- -:-

In the annual tennis tournament
comthis fall, a field of twenty-four
This was the largest group
peted.
Freshman
in some years to enter a

Latest College Styles in

Bostonian and Florsheim

tournament. Although the tournament is not at an end as yet, th
to $10
competition has been most keen ffius
Rubbers
Ri
Moccasins,
Tennis Shoes,
Also Tennis
From the matches played A. W.
far
Frost and K. M. Boyd have exhibited
the most consistent tennis, each time
defeating his opponent with apparent ease. Frost has displayed an exB.
cellent service ;in all his matches,
driving his adversary to defensive
Pl'RE FOOD SHOP
play each time while Boyd has shown
Wholesale Retail
a good all-round offensive game.
The progress of the tournament iPortland, Me.
574 Congress St.,
of some concern at this time because
of the approaching winter season. It
hoped that the contestants will
is
'Anything y'want Pressed?' take
steps to finish the tourney within the next week, for it would be useGive it to
less to have a meet if the Freshman
champion is not determined.
At this writing in the first half
Frost has reached the finai round
do the
while in the second half the men
competing have not played the quarter-final matches as yet. M<#ins must
meet Fruitman while Marsh must
play Copeland to bring the tournament to the semi-finals. The winners
and
of these two matches will play; and
Frost will meet the finalist of the
Telephone 435-436
second half for the Freshman chaincan
be
conclusion
If
pionship.
reached, it will aid materially next
T. H.
J.
Spring when tennis ought to get off
of
aid
tiW
with
the
start
to an early
new oesneat court which has just
INSURANCE
been completed. Tennis ought to grow
few years; for the
in the next
Brunswick %vea ther has always been a detriment
Town Building
to the sport here at Bowdoin but the
cement cdurts will overcome man)

Oxfords— $5

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

CHIPMAN

LYMAN

—

Ben

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
work

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

GROCERIES

i

&

W. RILEY

forward pass. When Gerdsen had
caught another bad punt on the Abbott
forty-yard line, the quarter ended.
Whitney
thereafter
Immediately
heaved a long forward to Lewis, who
took it on the dead run for a thirtythe goal line.
five yard sprint to
Clark made the point on a line buck.
Lewis, being somewhat encouraged
by this happening, asked tor more.
Two minutes later, standing over
the Abbott line, he had the infinite
pleasure of folding another Whitney
his bosom for the fourth
Bowdoin touchdown. Boucher's drop-

pass to

kick was blocked, but as the hah'
ended, Abbott School, on their own
fourteen yard line, were hammering
vainly at Bowdoin * forwards.
took ione more touchdown to
It
satiate the raw-meat appetite of the
infant Bears* Terhutoe led off the
second half by kicking to Whitney,
who waited for his interference to
form and then swept back thirty
yards to the Abbott forty-four yard
"line. Clark took four at center, and
Bakanowski slid thru left tackle to
the thirty-yard line. Whitney's driving steps "and flailing straight-arm
carried him to the ten-yard marker
on a drive off the right side of the
line, and on the next play he found
the same hole once more and skit
Bowdoin
last
the
tried thru
for
touchdown. A line buck for the point
was turned back by inches. Abbott
grimly held the flood of subs after
that, but never threatened.

'

,

1

difficulties of this sort.

*
^Sinl^y^S^S^
CITIZENS LAUNDRY
1

R. E.

PROSPECTS GOOD FOB STRONG
TK UK team this winter

H B B, Milano

Kaywoodie,

the

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
Prescriptions

-

of

promptly at
The Bruns-

Wax

Bear twenty-six yard line. Hebert got
three off right tackle. Chapman drag"ing him down from behind, and leaving the game on account of injuries.
Daley gained two off left guard, and
then Hebert swung through left tackle
to the Bowdoin sixteen yard line
Blockinger hit for two more, and McCabe went in for Sims. Hebert hit
for another two at tackle, and then
McCabe, his legs driving like pistons,
broke through for a touchdown. His
place-kick was wide.
This was all that Bowdoin could
take. With a last surge of reserve power her backs began to drive. Starting
from a punt grounded on the Bowdoin
forty-one yard line by Lufkin, Thayer
and Foster tore off five yards. Then
Foster dropped back and shot a forward to Souther, who caught the ball,
even as he fill, to roll over and over
with it on the Maine twenty-one yard
stripe.
Foster failed at the line, shot
an unsuccessful forward, and then in
desperation went back to the Maine
thirty-five yard line before flinging the
ball far down the field to Souther,
waiting in the end zone. He fell with
the ball again, this time just inside the
sideline, for Bowdoin's only score.
A
line-buck for the point was turned

I

.Ml

.">(>

)

(

(

1

—

100 yd

Intermediate
"B"
swim (one .stroke)

yd crawl (good form)
25 yard elem. back (frog kick)
25 yd elem. back (flatter kick)
25 yd breast stroke (good form)
50 yd Sutter hoard
2~>

Racing start
Standing front dive

Surface dive (o'-8')
Tread water :50' (legs only)
Float, 1 minute
25 yd life-saving stroke
2 optional stunts
••("

13 6

Points

25-

Swim

Beginner

-".ii',

•">(>'

Th,

(

15

sc'edule of meeting.- of the \
lie. a s last year, as
11

nous group: w

touch-

cheerfully furnished.

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Shute

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For

.

,, irs(

Near Campus

-

(

i

(Bowdoin);
Bowdoin).

head

and one win.
looks fairly fast.

loss
fit
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CHAMPIONSHIP COLLEGE FOOTBALL TEAM TO BF SELECTED
An

authoritative attempt to select
football
college
192i» will be made under
novel circumstances during

championship

the

team for

new and

the coming autumn, according to an
announcement just made by the committee which will undertake the task.
Under the chairmanship of W. O.
McGeehan, nationally known sports
columnist and newspaper writer, and
with the sponsorship of a committi/'
of prominent amateur sports patrons,
sports
250 newspaper
the aid of
editors is being enlisted to secure an
"exhaustive anil satisfactory national selection for the Albert Russel
Frskine Award." Sponsors of the plan
are Albert Russel Frskine, president
of The Studebaker Corporation, and
the following committee: Theodore
York; John McE.
Roosevelt, New
Bowman, New York, head of the Bowman hotel chain; W. T. Anderson,
publisher of the Macon, Ga., Tele-

-3.

15-1.15.

.forty-nine yard line. Then Dan Johnson swung around right end, on a punt
formation play, foi eleven yards.- He
passed left end for eight more, and as
the final whistle blew Foster .streaked
through beautifully to the Maine nine-

president of the Graham Paper Company. St. L<>uis. Mo.; Feg vMurray,
sports cartoonist; Avery Brundage,
president of the Central Association
of the A. A. U.; and Walter C. Allen,
president of ".he Yah & TOWOC ManuMaine facturing Company, Stamford, Con-

teen yard line.
The lineup:

Houdoin

(t»)

Souther,

le

Hiltle.

Cramer,

lg

(

.

.

c,
rir

.

.

.

.

'hapman, qb

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ig,

I

Between Um
ballot.
in
the
first
Smith halves of the New Year's Day ganv
qb, Daley in California, the winning team will
The coach of this
lhb, Sims lie announced.
rhb, Riley team will be presented a Studebaker
fb. Hebert President Fight motor car. The committee plans to make the award an
annual feature of the football seaf»—
l-'ickett

re.

.

Fnsjter. lhb

.

i

rt,

.

.

.

Thayer, rhb
IMai.-ted, fb

It.

.

.

.

'rin.mins, re

Lufkin necticut.
A preliminary ballot will he taken
Horn
Vail in December among the 250 sportZakarian critics and a final ballot will then be
tavis voted on th«' few teams which led
jr.

le,

.

Carleton, c
Lancaster,
Kckc, rt
<

(-'.-»)
.

It

Anderson. Clayton & Company. HousTexas, and Martin J. Collins,

ton,

.

..

Score by periods

.

ii
Bowdoin
»;
Maine
12
2!
son,
Touchdowns: Hebert (2) Sims. M(
touchdown jer for Vail, Wasgatt for Davis, (lowSouther. Poinl aftei touchdown:
Sims (drop-kick). Substitution-: Bow- ell for Fickett, Blockinger for Daley,
5.30.
doin, Yan Varies for Crimmins, Chal- Hindu for Blockinger, Arnold for Dafor Sims. Blockinger for
lev, McCabe
mck at
for Fcke. Hay for Chalmers, ley,
It is not necessary for the student rners
to -elect the same hour or the same Stonemaa for Lancaster, Bullard for Riley, Jaskwis for Hebert.
Rodgers (W<
Umpire,
tire, P. C. Rodger;
day each week. The pupil will he al- Stoneman, Bilodeau for Carleton, Gar-!
lowed plenty of freedom in bis selec- celon for Cramer, Soule for Hiltle, referee. C. M. Kpdio (Ohio Wesleyan);

linesman.

The Freshmen now stand with one

)ass Haircutt f nK

First

follows:

—

samples

.

.

graph; W. R. Morehouse, vice presiback by inches.
NationIn the last minute of the game, Bow- dent of the Security First
doin once more cut loose; and went al Bank of Los Angeles; Walter M.
Christie, track coach of the Univerturn, return, elem. back down the field almost at will.
Foster
ran back a punt six yards to his own sity of California; W. T. Clayton, of

Retrieve object 7'
Rhythmic breathing

0—32

Whitney.

after

.

.

yd flutter board

stroke

00 0—0

(2),

—

Swim, 25 yd
Hock dive and jump
Swin .'Id' and return

—

Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. 3

Co.

yd crawl (good form
yd racing hack (good lorm)
50 yd breast (good form)
yd side stroke (good form)
1(1(1 yd flutter hoard
2(»0 yd frog hoard
Running front dive (good form
Back dive good form
Front jack good form)
Back jack (good form)
A. R. C. life-saving test
stunts
.".II

"C" group-

Company

"Qualit> Goods at a Fair Price"

was Daley who intercepted it. anil Sigma Xu
came hack nineteen yards to the Polai D. C

>

Substitutions:
Bowdoin: Whitney
"B" group 4.15-4.45.
Long for Kimball,
for
Crystal,
Boucher for llakanowski, l'ugh for
"A" group 1. 45-5. 15.
Mates, R. Bates for Madeira. Mean,
The pupil must report three times a
for Clark, Bates for Pugh, Bakanowweek with his group, if he is taking
ski for Boucher, Clark for Means,
Those
for the first tm.e.
swimming
Madeira for R. Hates, [toucher for
who have had swimming before max.
Hates,
for
Means
Bakanow>ki,
periods from the followD'Arcy for Lewis, R. Hates for select three
Madeira,
Stearns
for
McCormick, ing schedule:
Yining for Gerdsen. Abbott Academy:
From 10.30 to 11.00. or from 11.00
Brown for (). Beisel, Flood for Ter- to 11.30, "i tr-oni 11..'!0 t<> 12.00. any
hune, Byron for Johnson, A. Beisel week-day (Monday to Saturday). On
for Trask, Garnet for Taylor, Ter- Monday, Wednesday and Friday from
hune for Brown, P.eal Ior Flood, i.C> t.i 5.15, on Tuesday ami ThursGreeney for Rand.
day^ from 5.00 to 5.30, <>r from 5.30 to
On Saturday from 1.00 to L30,
Referee. Carroll (Bates); umpire, 6.00:
or from 4.30 to 5.00. or from 5.08 to

Dwyer

Johnson's Floor

Hates.

Advanced
"A"
200 yd swim (one stroke

Tread water

...

.

.

.

""

—

Terhune

fb,

Touchdowns: Lewis
Clark,

Cor.

Hardware

.

Bernadini
rhb, O. Beisel

Academy

Abbott

cater to fraternity trade

Brunswick

Lovell

.

•

lhb,

Bowdoin Freshmen ..13
effi-

Brunswick Publishing:

—GROCERS—

qb,

.

•

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

Whitman's Chocolates

who

and

office

Estimates and

Compounded

MARKET

re,

.

.

.">

Sawteti

Trask
Taylor

.

•

.

downs: Clark (2) rush.

AGENCY FOR

SHORT'S

|

—

lg, Rand
La Monte

rt,

rhb
llakanowski, fb

.

:

wick Record.

Shaving Preparations

Carefully

kinds handled

all

ciently

Waterman Pens

Toilet Articles,

!

—
—

Score by periods:
of

Toilet Articles

.

.

rg,

I'.ates,

.

News Stand

Morton's

—

Johnson

It,
.

c.

.

PRINTING

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
FOR SOCCER LEAGUES

—

W. Legge

,

will form the nucleus of a strong relay Kimball, It
Football men will be Madeira, lg
combination.
falling back into the ranks of track- Milliken, e
men with the wind-up of football next McCormick, rg
Loring, rt
Saturday.
Gerdsen, re

Crystal, qb
Chirk, lhb .'

Webber's Studio

its

;

Abbott

(0)

.

on Photographs

Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable

will

Running front dive
Hack dive

The lineups:
This year Bowdoin '33, (32)
the boards in the Gym.
Magee will have a list of veterans who Lewis, le

Special Rates to Students

th<

I

while he took the place of Clark, who
played another fine game. Whitney,
On the
too, showed up excellently.
whole, we are inclined to think that
Don has something up his sleeve for

Coach Magee's charges will be soon
withdrawing from Whittier Field to

AGENT

1)

Sriak SimthrrB
WEST
STREET
NEW YORK

Hebron.

BURNHAM

Tare

former decision

jQgRISK Clothing which is
swung down the field. Daley ran back
have an attractive a punt eleven yards to the Bowdoin
custom tailored to
second year in inter- thirty-six yard line. Hebert got a yard
your individual measure, has
collegiate swimming circles. The var- off tackle, and then Sims, taking the
hall
on an elusive criss-cross, swept
that distinctive touch which
sity squad ha;: been working on conditioning stunts since early in October. around Bowdoin's left end to the Polar
always marks the wearer as
After Thanksgiving the group will Lear twenty-one yard marker. Crimwell dressed.
meet five times a week and serious mins broke through on the next play
and
smeared
Riley
eight
for
an
yard
Miller
Coach
will
then
start.
training
hopes that the squad will be supple- loss, hut the little halfback got away
mented by a number of men now tak- on the next play for fifteen yards
around the, wine. Hebert plowed
ing outdoor activities.
for a yard and a half, and then
He also points out that it is pos- through
50th
Sims crashed off tackle for six more
60
sible for almost any person to learn
and a first down. As the whistle blew
CITY
speed swimming in his four years at
for the quarter. Hebert broke through
M. I. T. was captained last
college.
to the four yard line. Riley hit tackle
Watch For Our Representative
year by i man who could not swim
for three, and on the next play Rebel*
when he entered college.
PHIL BRISK
got the touchdown. Sims drop-kicked
The schedule arranged for this year the point.
The rest of the period went to midis as follows:
field exchanges, with Thayer's puntine.
M. I. T., Boston.
Jan. 10
playing a big part in keeping the
Williams, Williamstown.
Jan. 11
Mainemen from another score. An
Wesleyan, Brunswick.
Jan. 18
abortive Black Bear advance to the Winner of Play-off Receives Five
Feb. 15— Exeter (vs. Frosh), Bruns- five yard line was lost when DalePoints Towards Ives Trophy:
threw a wild forward into the end /one.
wick.
Second Place Three
There were plenty of rooters in the
BrunsFeb. 22— Worcester Tech,
who
stands
thought
some
betweenwick.
With the victory of the non-fraterhalves >purring of a goaded Bowdoin
Brown, Providence.
Feb. 28
team would lead them to a come-back nity eleven over the D. l.'s yesterday
March 1 Springfield, Springfield. victory. But the goading must have afternoon, the soccer season was
March 14-15—N. E. Intercollegiafes, been all on the other side. Maine came brought to its climax. For although
Brunswick.
out on the field and went to work there are still some minor decisions to
March 21-22 Intercollegiate Ass'n, methodically and fiercely. Thayer be made, the play-off is between the
punted to Daley, and Souther, misjudg- Zetes who lead League A and the nonNew Haven.
fraternity
group,
holders
of
the
March 28-211— National Collegiates, mp * ne speed of the ball, crashed into League B pennant.
him a moment before he had it, Maine
Cambridge.
An attempt is neing made to have
fretting the ball from the referee o
A new swimming program is to be its forty-six yard line. Riley took four the final match played tomorrow aftried this year. The plan is to get away yards off left tackle, but on the next ternoon so as to clean up the slate befrom the scheme of compelling those play Phil Chapman beat him down for fore bad weather .sets in. After the
who elect swimming to exercise at a yard loss. Then Daley dropped back finals are over the second-place team
Stated hours on Monday, Wednesday and shot a forward to Lufkin, who fell in the winning league may challenge
with the ball on the Polar Bear thirty- the team which loses in the finals.
and Friday.
Captain Miller believes in regular seven yard stripe. Riley was smashed This play-off will determine the runexercise, but feels that, as far a.- pos- for another yard loss, and then He- ner-up in the championship. The champion eleven will score five points tosible, the student should do it at his bert. with the rest of the Maine hackown convenience. This prepares him field faking a criss-cross, wheeled ward the Ives Trophy, while the runner-up receives three point-.
to meet his exercise problem in later about and zig-zagged through center
The results of iast week's games
for a touchdown.
A had pass spoiled
life better.
gave the Zete outiit an overwhelming
the try for point.
The new arrangement will apply
Having
tasted raw meat twice, the victory of 3-0 over the A.T.O.'s in their
only to those who took swimming for Black
Bears came down like the wolf Tuesday game, thus completing their
Freshmen
required work last year.
on the fold. Pickett made a had kick- schedule. The A. D.'s tied their Monwill be required to enter the regular
off, and while three Bowdoin men were day game with the A. T. O.'s, 1-1. and
groups meeting on Monday, Wednes- scrambling for the
ball, Lufkin fell on fought desperately to lose to the ("hi
day and Friday. Mr. Miller feels that it on Bowdoin's thirty-eight yard Psi eleven, 2-1, on Wednesday. The
the pupil should he given a thorough chalk. Riley swung
around left end for other two games were a hard-fought
grounding in the fundamentals of what seemed a touchdown, but was scoreless tie between the Delta I'psiwater work during his first year. T'
called hack, having stepped out on the lon delegation and the Betas, and a
The pupil can then im- line of scrimmage.
will he done.
A lateral pass l-o win over the Dekes for Sigma Xu.
prove his strokes as he pleases; al- around right end. Ijaley to I.ufkin, was
At the time of going to press the
ways, of coarse, under the supervision stopped. Then Daley threw a wild for- league standings were:
Each pupil will re- ward across the line. The officials
of the instructor.
League A
ceive more individual attention under promptly penalized Bowdoin to her
Won Lost Tied Pis
this new svstem than was afforded by uiirty-two yard stripe, for
HI
•>
Q
roughing Zetes
the old.
the passer. On the next play Sims slid Kappa Sigs ...
:!
The swimming tests this year will out through right tackle and behind A. T. O.'s
)
•t
(»
he exactly the same as those of last perfect interference raced to the goal A. D.'s
2
The non-swimmer should plan for another touchdown. Daley's place- Psi l.'s
year.
•>
ii
pi
Chi
he
Pais
group.
As
"C"
in enter the
kick was wide.
League B
Well down in its own territory in the
greases he will be graduated into "P>"
Won Lost lied Pts
group, and eventually into "A group. final period, Bowdoin attempted a forii
... 3
1
ward. Foster to Souther. This time if Non-Frat
•>
Bowdoin

schedule for

As a whole, the team showed considerable improvement over the outfit that lost to Fryeburg on the first
of the month. The forward pass defense was excellent, and the tackling
hard and clean. Lewis once again
up a corking game, while
put
Madeira, and the whole line, played
excellent ball. Means showed up well

i

PLAY SAFE

his

From that time on Bowdoin was lost.
Forward Pass-ing dame Gai.js Much Coach Miller Out to Build l'p Strong
They fought grimly and gamely, but
Swimming Aggregation for
Yardage as Yearlings Outclass
in the last few minutes of the period
Collegiate Contests
Bewildered Yisitors
Maine took the bit in its teeth and

EATON HARDWARE

FIRST NATIONAL

versing
clipping.

Phil Chapman's defense behind the
Stamps Bought
It was a viciously fighting family
line was exceptionally brilliant. When
Miss Stetson gives nersonal attention his injured leg finally went back on
of Polar Bear Cubs that rose up on
kind
for
of
any
to orders
antique goods
him and he was forced to leave the
Field last Friday and Stood
Pickard
game, applause rang out from both
a game eleven from Abbott Academy
stands, and the Maine team. He cerand collective ear.
CO. tai.ily played a whale of a game, and on its individual Bakanowski
smashWith Clark and
deserves a lot of credit.
ing great gains off the tackles, with
Sport Store of
Lewis gathering in forwards with I, is
nonchalant air, and the 'int.
Souther and Crimmins covered them- usual
Brunswick
fighting like fiends for the first thro
selves with much of the glory Bowrolled
up thirty-two
1!»33
periods,
ofplay,
both
their
in
doin could claim
barely missed two other
fensive and defensive. Their baseball points and
touchdowns.
tactics in the final White drive for a
Abbott was hopelessly overwhelmed
touchdown in a nice exhibition of
of Brunswick, Maine
fielder's choice contributed to its suc- from the first whistle, but fought
Capital, $50,000.
periods.
four
thruout
desperately
cess.
Surplus and Profits, $100,000
Bowdoin scored in the first two minconvict-jerseyed
three
STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED
Bowdoin missed her regular cheer- utes, when
men fell on a fumble- on the Abbott
leaders and large rooting section.
C lark sailed thru tin
However, the alumni and those who thirty-yard line.
line for ten yard
were there did make some noise un left side of the
Whitney cut off the other tackle for
der Harlow's guidance and a Maine
another eight, Clark hit twice more
megaphone.
for short gains, and then Bates wen;
over with five or six tacklers riding
KODAKS The band was there anyway.
MUSIC
GIFTS
on his shoulders. Clark rushed the
Printing and Developing
point.
x
x

The

(Conttniw'd from

FOR THE WINTER

32-0

U

Maine Game

The yearling outThe line is heavy.

(

c.iIh-,

Brown for Soule, Davis for Souther. bead linesman, G. H. Yinall Springis no reason in the world why tion of an exercising period, the only
F.
H. Carroll
field
judge.
the yearlinirs should not win the rest requirement In-ing that he work in his .Johnson for Chapman. Johnson for field
time of periods, 15 mjn.
Hates
Thayer; Maine, Tracy for Horn. Moyof their games.
proper number >f hours.
There

I

i

Shop Down Town

i

I

l

:

i

;

—

)
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TEAM IS SELECTED
MORRELL RESIGNS
7-6 IS
AS FOOTBALL COACH
FOR TUFTS DEBATE

FRESHMEN HOLD POTENT
HEBRON TEAM SCORELESS
IN THRILLING STRUGGLE
Big

Green's

Attack Futile Against

Passing

NO. 16

1929.

20,

Speedy

Contract as Director of Athletics Has Freshman - Sophomore Tryouts
Yet Another Year to Run and He
Yesterda> Evening
Will Doubtless Continue

Held

Wednesday evening, November 6th.
with a statement try-outs for the Tufts "Debate were
last year at this time, Mai Morheld in the debating room of the Liresigned Saturday from his posiConsidering the fact tha*.
tion as football coach. Ho ever, al- brary.
though he will not be in charge of this is the first debate of the season,
football, he still is under contract as the number of candidates who triec,
athletic director, and will undoubted- out was very promising. Four-minute
ly remain at the college in that capac- speeches and a brief of the negative
ide of the question to be debated with
ity.
One year ago, he considered re Tufts (Resolved that Trial by Jury
signing as football coach, but finally Should Be Abolished) were prepare*;
decided to take one more fling as men- liv each man. Coach Childs selected
tor of the eleven. He said at the time the following team: Paul A. Walker
Jenkins, '31, and
E.
that win. lose, or draw, it would be his '31, Albert
W.
Albert
Carter Lee, '30.
last Fall at the helm of the squad, L.
and, with that statement, he has re Tarhell. ".',2, will serve as alternate.
Of these. Carter Lee is one of last
signed.
while
Walkvarsity
debaters,
season's
There will be a meeting of the athletic council, which decides on foptball er and Jenkins were prominent in in
coaches at Bowdoin, Friday, Nov. 22, ter-dass debating their freshman year.
at which time a new coach will be Tarbell, although he has never denamed, or else recommendations will bated previously at Bowdoin, shows
be forthcoming towards producing a much promise.
The team which Tufts will send to
new director. All manner of rumorhave been about since it became aj- Brunswick is composed of the followmost a certainty that Morrell would ing three men in addition to Coach
N.
C. Maynard. Robert P. Russell, "31,
lesign, but none have been pinned
Newton. Mass.. who has served a>
down. President Sills, however, took
occasion in chapel to deny one of a m« mber of the varsitv debating team
them that said Bowdoin would seek the past season and who was a niemDave Morev, "Miracle Man" at Bates, her of the Freshman debating team his
first year, is the Treasurer of his class.
for 11>30.
In accordance

made

Bowdoin Cubs

\

rell

SCORE AS TUFTS TEAM
TAKES HARD-FOUGHT GAME
FROM BOWDOIN GRIDMEN

i

Spectacular Second-Half Struggle Falls Short of
by Single Point

Mark

w

It was a Hip Green but certainly
not a big green team that c ime down

(AST OF "THE ADDING
MACHINE" IS PICKED

Friday t'>
tangle lines with Bowdoin. For foui

from Hebron Academy

last

periods C. C. Dwyer's light back-field
but
did everything with the ball
Rehearsals of Masque and down Play
swallow it.
There were forwards,
to Start Immediately
criss-crosses,
and
triple
laterals,
combinations, with the ballcarrier always wearing the imperturbable airoi
The cast of "The Adding Machine",
a magician producing a rabbit from by Klmer Rice, to be presented on
a hat. Hut as in every game this sea- December 20, was chosen last Thursson the Cub line smothered any dan- day night from about thirty men. The
Though checked three important feminine parts are a^
gerous advance.
themselves, they stopped the invad- follows: Mrs. Zero, Mrs. John Thaiers; and though many Freshmen fell, heimer; Judy O'Grady, Mrs. C. H.
there was always a Hebron player or Cray; Daisy Diana Dorothea Devore,
two under him. Which all contributor Mrs. C. C. Young.
The remaining
to the scoreless tie.
characters are portrayed by the stuThree times the Hebron back-field dents selected by Faculty Adviser
maze wove its way to within strik- Charles H. Gray. Mr. Zero is played
ing distance of the goal. Three times by H. I). Kirkpatrick: Mr. One, A.* H.
Bowdoin stopped them, once on tlv- Hathaway; Mr. Two, E. Smith; Mr.
As the final Three, J. A. Hicker; Mr. Four, A.
very one-yard line.
whistle blew, with dusk falling rapid
H. Bent; Mr. Five, J. W. Manning::
Hebron was Mr. Six, A. S. Davis; Mrs. One, A.
ly over Pickard Field,
taking to the air in a last futile bid A. Anello; Mrs. Two, G. P. Tavlor;
for a win.
There were ten Hebron Mrs. Three, G. Willard; Mrs. Four,
first downs to five by the Frosh, and J. D. Kelsey; Mrs. Five, R. D. Lowalmost double their gain in ground. ell; Mrs. Six, J. F. Jenkisson; The
but that was all the good it did the Boss, O. Purington; A Policeman. H.
invaders. Bowdoin was there with the A. Lord; A Young Man, L. T. Steele:
bells on when it came to defense.
Shrdlu, J. Blunt: A Head, R. C.MuiThere was some inkling of what a lin; Lieutenant Charles, D. P. Mcgame it would be, in the first quarter, Cormack; Joe, I). C. Perkins. These
when Harlow ran back the kick-off parts have been assigned tentatively,
There wen- however, and are subject to chang.to the forty yard line.
two line bucks for a first down, then without notice.
the Cubs held, and Arthur punted to
"The Adding Machine" is truly a
the Bowdoin fifteen yard line. Whit- remarkable play. Philip Moeller, the
ney crashed off tackle for three yards, director »>f the original production
and Hebron took a penalty for off- given by the Theater Guild, says.
sides.
A line buck gave a yard, an<l "Thus expressionistically Mr. Rice
then Whitney swept off right tackle has exposed the minds and souls of
to the thirty yard line. Here Hebron his people.
Thus he has made their
held in its turn, and Kimball punted souls and shown us through their
out on the Green's thirty-six yard minds the way they use them. Pitistripe.
The rest of the quarter was lessly and pityingly, with a curiousmash, smash, and hold, then a punt,
(Continued on pase 2)
with Kimball far out-kicking Arthur.
A, the second period opened Hebron
swung into the air. Starting from the
Bears forty-one yard line, O'Connor
was dumped for a yard loss on a wide
end sweep. Then Cobb shot a pass to
him that was good for four yards.
There was an exchange of kicks. and
Hebron took the ball on the Bowdoin Water Colors Done in Europe Last
Harlow dropped
forty yard marker.
Year During Professor Hammond's
back and flipped a beautiful forward

MRS HAMMOND'S WORK
QN EXHIBITION AT
WALKER ART BUILDING
•

1

J

'

to Bremian, who was
tracks thirteen yards

dropped

Leave

in his

down the

!

I

PROFESSOR MITCHELL CRJMMINS CHOSEN
AS ALL-MAINE END
REVIEWS HIS TRIP

—

—

—

—

i

I

(Continued

r«k.'<-

4

— —
—
—
—

Fullback

"

——

— Johnstone — Colby-

American Poetry aad Read

Poems

A

7.

last year,

Hammond

caster,

<

in I'nion Dec. 2

modern American poetry,

Manager

of

Moulton

the

Union, and will be open to all undergraduates, members of the faculty,

and their families.

Snow

I

first downs
to
their
>even."
But
more power to them, they did.
Bowdoin began to threaten in the
first
period
when i'hil Chapman

Looked
slid

in

down

a Tufts pass and the Bears
the field to the Elephant's

twenty-yard line.
Here the home
team braced their backs against the
wall.
Ingalls and LeCain ripped off

two successive

first downs to the Bowdoin thirty-five yard marker, where
it was their turn to be held. Mai Morrell's huskies surged along to midfield
and beyond. Then there was a fumble, and Staffow fell on it to give
Tufts the ball.
Back to the thirty
.jard stripe came the ball, then both
teams held for yardage in turn, and

j

l

i

u.Hei

jAirtleu

to

Ingalls,

won

squirmed back to the thirty-five yard
line before
Crimmins and Souther
him up. LeMaitre broke away
through tackle, ano sped down the field.
It looked like a certain touchdown,
but Dan Johnson came up from behind ami forced him out on the halfyard stripe.
Half a yard to go, and Doc Brown
battered back Ingalls for a yard loss.
There was another surge at the line,
and the referee's arms went up for a
touchdown. Ingalls this time had sucpiled

Littleton

place-kicked

the

There was a taste of the rally to
come when Bowdoin ground and
churned its way across the stripes t
the forty yard line.
Here Foster
whipped a forward far down the field,
and it was LeMaitre again who did the
running. Intercepting the ball on his
ten yard lino he pirouetted up the
field to the fifty yard marker before
>

•

—

Columbia University in 1910, and an
honorary degree of M.A. was con(ontinuiil

i

on

Pawe

«)

*

TWELVE SENIORS CHOSEN
18,

Foster to Souther swung down the
field time and
again. Dan Johnson
was skirting the ends with his oldtime shiftiness. The line rose up in
their tracks
time after time an
smeared the Tufts backs. The men
from Medford simply didn't deserve
to win, Bowdoin ringing up eighteen

has written two
well known books of poems, "Maine
and "The Inner Harbor",
Coast*'
which have given him a considerable
among
contemporary being stopped.
reputation
A succession of
poets.
Doubtless he and Robert p. plunges,
another of penalties, and
T. Coffin (who read at Bowdoin last
Bowdoin held on its fifteen yard line.
year) are the two among our youngThen Thayer dropped back and
er alumni who have achieved greatest spiralled
out an eighty yard punt, one
success in this field.
In addition to of
the best of the year. And the Polar
this creative work. Professor SnowBear line was gradually beginning V,
conducts a course in poetry at Wes- go
berserk.
leyan a course which is spoken of
Between the halves something hapas one of the most vital and appealpened. That quality that transforms
ing given at that L'niversity.
a beaten team, that once in a decade
Professor Snow was born at White
leads a weakened
Head Island, St. George, Maine, on glory, somehow, and losing team to
took place in the
April 6, 1KS4. He attended the high locker
room.
And when Bowdoin
school at Thomaston, and in 1!>07 retrotted out for the second half, everyceived his B.A. degree from Bowdoin. body
knew that something was going
The degree of M.A. was conferred by
Professor

KAPPA SIGMA FRESHMEN
ENTERTAIN AT SMOKER
On Wednesday, November

talk on

Own

vain.

together with a reading of his own
poems, will be given by Professor
Wilbert Snow, '07, Professor of English at Wesleyan University, on Monday evening, December 2, in the
The
lounge of the Moulton Union.
talk has been arranged by the Deceeded.
partment of English Literature with point.
the cooperation of Mr. D. D. Lan-

at

eight o'clock, the freshman delegaspeak briefly thi> morning tion of Kappa Sigma entertained at
particularly on the criticism of the an informal smoker.
Two members
Those pi yojj who were in from the Freshman delegations of the
College.
Brunswick last Sunday and were wise other fraternities attended making a
enough to hear Dr. Tweedy's interest- arty of about thirty.
From eight
ing sermon in tiie morning, may re- t< half* past ten the guests played
member that he said, "In passing judg- bridge after which refreshment?
ment ».i' must u>e both intelligence were served. W. S. Pheips of Delta
and good will." It is useless to criti- Upsilon had high score for the evecize anvthing unless you know some- ning while G. P. Desjardins of Alpha
thing about it and unless you pro- Tau Omega won the booby prize,
ceed with a motive of good will. The .^mall
silver
cigarette
boxes and
more fond you aie of -a person or of packs of cards were given to the
an institution or of a cause, the more
uests as favors. Everybody enjoy.,
g
That
criticism.
be
your
effective will
the hot coffee, sandwiches, ice cream,
ysur parent.- are anil cookies which were
is the reason \vh>
served in th<
s.i critical of you, probably, to l>e sure,
dining room.
Everyone agreed tl^
not so critical is they ought to be: lie had passed a very
enjoyable eve
thev know you: they are fond of you; ning.
that is why also you are sometimes
The same gencritical of your elders.
Proposed
Memorial
eral principle appii* s to institutions.
SI PPORT THE RED (ROSS
remember hearing a >tor\ of Prof.
I
The annual Red Cross Roll Call
The illustration that we show on member of the architectural firm of
George Herbert Palmer of Harvard,
is now
page
this week is of the proposed McKim. Meade, and White, of New
underway
this
on
campus
the
or
Odyssey
whose translation of the
War Memorial to be erected in honor lorkv The dedication is planned for
and Bowdoin men should not fail
whose essay on Snakespeare's sonnets
to subscribe at once.
Remember of the twenty-nine sons of the Col- next Comment • mt nt.
you may remember. He had been for
what was said before in the Orient
President Sill- is at the head of the
lege who gave thi ir lives in the aer>
many years a frustee of Welleslej Colabout KowdoinV high rank of enICC during the Wo. Id War. and of the committee in charge. Mr. Henry H.
lege, and his wife. Alice Freeman
lit;,
l,4(Mi others «hn nerved. The Memorial Pit ne
rollment among the colleges of the
of New York, serving as
Palmer, was a ver> great, President
the
active
chairman. Others on the comi>e
placed
into
at
is
a
country.
flagpole,
Let's
keep
lhat
posihigh
He is now a very at:--'!
of Wel'eslev.
An mittee include William W. Lawrence
tersection of the axes of the
tion.
The Red Cn>ss is a very
believe.
Lasl
I
eight) eight.
will V8, Frederick W. Pickard ":»l. TrusIt
Building and the Library.
worthwhile institution and it demer he said to the present presihave a foundation of Somes Sound tees; Edgar 0. A< h.irn '31, Frederick
serves your support.
Your family
.-.
of Wellesley. "1 wish I could see
granite surmounted by a bronze base Fisher 'si. and Arthur G. Staple- "82,
may subscribe for you at home
from now."
H
vears
.lev
fifty
Overseers; William D. Ireland '16, ami
memorial
which
will
bear
the
inscriphut
that
is
no
excuse. Sign up as
"Well. Mr. Palniei." replied the Pr<
The designer of the structure Fell* II. Burton "07. Alumni: Profestions.
a member of Bowdoin.
"Perhaps vou ran see it. who
a a> Mi. William M. Kendall, senioi sors Burnett, Hutchiiis 'sl», and An-

FOR

'68

SPEAKING PRELIMS

to break.

(Continued on pase 4)

FLAG AT HALF MAST
FOR BOWDOIN MAN

to

I

War

•

.

;

•

POETRY READINGS
WILL BE GIVEN BY
WILBERT SNOW

in

Phil Chapman, Stewie Stone, and
Harry Thayer are through. Hirtle,
Brown, .Stonehqan, Garceion and Chalmers will nevef vagain don the stripe.
jerseys for the White. But they have
the consolation of knowing that i:
they did go down to defeat, it was
in the best tight that Bowdoin has put
up in years. From a seven to nothing first half, the Maine state bays
came back with one of the most driving, slamming rallies that the Tuft
Oval has ever witnessed. They gave
everything they had, and more!
The wonderful passing attack of

I

CRITICISM SUBJECT

want

was

!

,.

I

all

i

Hammond's

President Pleads for Intelligent Criticism of College Activities

men

Relic

:

which was Prof.
Mrs.
sabbatical
year,
studied water color painting under the direction of Dant
Ricci, a well known Italian artist, who
has sold many of his pictures to New
York art dealers, and has also explays ever seen on Pickard Field. hibited his paintings in Boston. Mrs.
First O'Connor lowered his head and Hammond had previously studied arr
at Mount Holyoke College, where she
stopped
was
He
drove at the line.
He cut to the left with Cobb, specialized along this line, taking
dead.
and tossed a lateral to him. It was courses in painting, drawing, and cla>
fatal, for Gerdsen and Bates were on modeling.
Thirteen of the scenes are Italian,
him in a flash and smeared him down
for a six-yard loss. As the referee while one is in England, and another
Most of the
raised his whistle Harlow dropped in Tubingen, Germany.
back and drop-kicked hurriedly. The Italian scenes are in Rome, with sevball barely grazed the finger-tips of eral views of San Gregorio Church.
the Bowdoin tackles, coming in fast, The famous Aurelian Wall is the
theme of one of the much admired
and then Milliken batted it down.
And again in the third period He- paintings. The scene in England is at
shows the Devil's
bron battered down the field only to Hindhead and
Punch Bowl. The stone pines and
lose
its scoring chance. Means ran
back Harlow's punt a bare yard to his cypresses of Rome appear in several
of
the paintings.
Very beautifui
twenty-three yard stripe. Boucher
ground off two yards at left tackle; themes are selected by Mrs. Ham(Continual on pave 4)
mond, and the exhibition has been
attracting much interest.

OF CHAPEL TALK

Then a change: The Maine
cut loose and batter, d their wav
over theufield.
Tufts was outfought, outplayed, outgritted, everything but outscored. Three yards
from victory was Bowdoin at the start
of the final period.
Then Referee
Frolio handed out fifteen yards for
pushing Stone through, and the last
desperate surge of the Bowdoin backs

Club Presents College with Old Crew

Friday night, November 15, Dean
Nixon spoke before the Boston Bowdoin Club at a banquet in the University Club attended by about sixty
His remarks wenof the alumni.
miscellaneous, giving to the alumni
a general picture of present college
activity.
He talked on the improvement in the general college spirit,
mentioning the effect of the poor
In the course
football season on it.
of his remarks on the football situation, he predicted that if in the game
with Tufts the following day Bowdoin evinced throughout the game the
fight she had shown in parts of pre
vtous games ami in practice, she
would give Tufts a 'stiff fight. He next
told of the criticisms of Bowdoin, on
Continued on Prkp 4)
(Continued on page 4)
which he spoke to the student body in
These he
a short time ago.
c hapel
disproved, with the exception of that
that Bowdoin may give the appearance of being "high-hat," which he
well
might
be
acknowledged
grounded.
He said there are plans
Visited Many Places of Interest in Is the Only Representative of the to rectify the situation by having
Polar Bear on Telegram Team
members of the faculty go to the high
Foreign Lands During Sabbatical
schools and preparatory schools as
Leave
and also
Bowdoin'* only representative on the they do from other colleges,
princiPortland Telegram's All-Maine Foot- by having meetings of Maine
Professor Mitchell who was on
ball
team was "King" Crimmins. pals at the College. Another plan in
leave of absence the second semester
in eacii
veteran Polar Bear end. He was one view is to have one alumnus
last year, returned to Brunswick July
college
interests
after
town
look
the
of tTree men picked practically unan!'
after a very pleasant five month-'
com
imously foK a position on the mythical there, in an effort to raise the
trip abroad.
He and Mrs. Mitchell eleven.
Maine
His choice for the right eno r.aratively small percentage of
left New York Saturday, February
boys in Bowdoin. He told of a chance
hi rt i comes as the result of his hard
sixteenth, on the Mauretania for the
man,
Dartmouth
a
conversation
with
hitting reliability that has been a
trip that the Mauritania makes once
T. man, and a trustee
feature of Bowdoin games this year. a former M. I.
r. year into the Mediterranean.
Short
of Dartmouth, who, on finding that
follows:
whole
slate
The
stops were made at the Madeira
(Confirmed on Tbk( 3)
Left End Kennison Bates
Islands,
Monte
Algiers,
Gibraltar,
Left Tackle— Turner— ColbyCarlo, and Naples; and at Athens the
Lee ColbyLeft Guard
Mitchells left the ship to stay for two
Center Zakarian Maine
and a half weeks with President
Right Guard Long Bates
Dewing of the new Athens College.
Right Tackle— White Bates
President Dewing
was at one time
'07
H Wtli l*'"' < * rimmina Bowdoin
professor of Greek at Bowdoin. Needt^jariernack ~ tluey — Maine
less to say, ne is making good in hi.Left Halfback— Donovan— Colby
new position and is enjoying it very
Wesleyan Professor to Talk on Miniern
Right Halfback— Fisher— Bates
much. All the buildings of the College.

mond, wife of Prof. Hammond, at the
Walker Art Building.
number
These paintings, which
fifteen in all, have been on exhibition
During

Bowdoin.

I

With the end of this week will
come the close of the exhibition of
water colors by Mrs. Fdward S. Ham-

since Nov.

Saturday.
For the. thirty minutes of the first half Tufts outplayed

last

I

field.

O'Connor spun thru left tackle for six
Another buck was battered
yards.
flat by Madeira. Then O'Connor tried
hi> hand at passing, but the ball went
wild. In desperation Harlow dropped
back and spun a long toss over right
end to O'Connor, who was pushed
away from the ball. The referee rule
interference and a first down for
Hebron on the Bowdoin one-yard line.
Then, with the shadow of their own
goal-posts upon them, the Freshmer,
in that minute of time before the half,
crashed back the Hebron attack in
one of the most hair-raising sets of

It was a heart-breaking game that
the Polar Bear lost to the Elephant

BOSTON BOWDOIN CLUB
HEARS DEAN SPEAK

•

iCnntinutd on Vmzr SI

drews

':»4,

Faculty.

Twelve seniors have been chosen to Mr. L. A. Burleigh Was Prominent
compete in the preliminaries of the
Member of Board of Overseers
'<>* Prize Speaking, Saturday, December twenty-first, when six of the
twelve will be selected to compete in
the finals Thursday, January
sixteenth.
The Class of 'tis Prize is a
prize of forty-five dollars given annually to the author of the best written and spoken oration in the senior
class.
The seniors who are to enter
the preliminaries are: Wra. Altenburg. H. M. Davis, Jr., W. H. Dear.
Jr., R. Deston, G. W. Freidav, Jr.,
W. K. Heath. W. F. Johnson, J M
Parker, J.
P.
Pettegrove. H.
L
Prescott, 11. V. Stiles, and G
S.
Willard.

BRUNSWICK EXPERIENCES
EAKTHQI AKE SHOCK MONDAY

At the chapel exercises of Tuesday
morning,
November 12, President
Sills spoke as follows:
"It is with the deepest regret, bot.i
officially and personally, that I announce the sudden death at his home
in Augusta of Mr. Lewis A. Burleigh
of the class of 1K!M, for the past ten
years a member of the Board of Over
seers of the College.
On graduating

from Bowdoin Mr. Burleigh obtained
his degree from the Harvard Law
and then settled in Augusta
where he has been active in the legal
and business life of that city. A son
of United States Senator Burleigh, he
naturally was prominent in the afSchool

fairs of the State.
In many of his
characteristics he embodied the best

He was
The earthquake that shook all New traits of Bowdoin men.
England Monday afternoon was felt modest, kindly, and of unimpeachable
integrity.
Re loved good books, good
distinctly in
Brunswick. Observers
music,
art.
good
He
was
deroted
t>>
who happened to be in the appei
his church.
As a member of the
stories of the various college build
Board of Overseers he has been m«>.~t
ings reported that the tremors lasted

active and helpful, serving on sonv
minutes.
several
Students in the
of the most important committee-,
Zoology
laboratory noted the wave
and at his death was a member of the
<et up in the aquarium and that the
Visiting Committee which annuallv
direction of the wave" motion wa
northerly to southerly. Men at work makes op the budget for the ensuing
y.ar. A- a slight token of the appro
on the chapel towers were alarmed
ciation of the College the Hag on
Meand fled from the building with quit
morial Hall will be at half mast for
some degree of rapidity.
the next two dan."
1

,

—

,

TWO

Brunswick, Maine

A

message to those who have them:
Monday was the type of weather for which your Walsh Waterproofs, by Abbott, were intended.
Wear them with the fullest assurance that your.feet will remain comfortable and dry. Cast away
your rubbers and overshoes.
To those who have vet to appreciate them:
Already one in every ten are enjoying our newY-reation
The Walsh Waterproof, n> Abbott. Altho
a "heavy going" shoe, it carries sturdiness and gracefulness unequaled at any price. "Ask the. men
who wear them."
Inquire for them at ...
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there any reason for letting toe mat- campus.
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the present standing of Bowdoin was now lower than that of X.
I he point of the
anecdote would then be lost. We are confident end on Thanksgiving and have the
that Bowdoin will continue to graduate a Mr. Jones who will not be niatu>r ,ione wit!l onte an,i for ai,?
mistaken for other Joneses from the many X Colleges.

Itruiiswick. Maine.
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What is the value of ranks? Should
thev plav an important part in the
\:e
r
n
life of a college
man?• tu
These are
• necessary points to determine. Ranks
y
"
Latelv
we have heard much said are
certainly the symbols of success
about
chapel
the
morning
services.
Vagabonding
or failure, and as such they should be
and rightlv, a step has been."
7
There has been very little "vaga- Firstly,
In many ways thev corre« sought.
*
to remove »i
the ii'canine efriends
•„
f
'
,
,,.,,.
bonding" this year at Bowdoin. Per- made
-spond tto
llowiioin s
IS
coveted
and now a new eform ofr service uhas
,•
..
A.
haps this is due in part to '.he fact
...
Which symbolizes success on the ath
been suggested to improve the •„„
Ke...
tnat many students either do not
Neither ranks nor letters
lgious Atmosphere
that
Suppose
desired
for
themselve.foaow that they have this privi- we,
as undergraduates, should start
lege or do not feel free to exercise it
alone; both are of value for what they
for feai of t r t t .ism.
Many Fresh- improvements by our own activity. represent. The adoption of such an
men do not even know the meaning and keep text books and newspaper attitude toward ranks encourages conclosed during the few
minutes eac h
of this term, which is used t\>r "sitscientious study rather than grindmorning.
This would at lea.-t give
ting in> <m et tur(ls in t our5es outs id.
ing.
(Jet what you can from a class
an appearance of "Religious Atmo:
his regular schedule. This a not only
and your rank will usually show it
phere" if it were only outward. Do
inte " e
aml instructive bat is aiif it doesn't you have lost practically
you re e ber that sermon on "Judgnothing? if it does, you may feel the
BO valuaole as a guide for choosing
ments" a couple of weeks ago? Resubjects foe the coming
year.
satisfaction of a task well done.
Pro- fore
we judge the way in which
:m aKvays g la \"
m w Chapel
D. W. BROWN
is conducted, let us be sure
jjj
men who are sincerely interested
in
that we are doing our part.
the courses which they are teaching.
K. S. '30
w *tudents take full advantage o*
Communication
Sf
the educational opportunities whim
The following communication wil!
Bowdoin offers to them. .Many interCommunication
boast one attribute which I believe
esting and instructive lectures are
Students
are
re- is quite notable as regards suih ofoccasionally
conducted dailv for their benefit:
likewise an opportunity is given for minded of the fact that there are ferings to the press. Throughout the
each- student to see how a course is Freshmen on campus by the sight of epistle I will attempt to maintain a
carried on and what gn>un.l it covers little black caps or by the care with tone of pure, constructive criticism!
,„.,•„„, h(> decides definitely to take
which a yearling avoids the grass.
It occurred to me during Monday's
'tThere are certain branches <>' No one really cares whether the cap- stiorm that something should be done.
study concernina which the averaa* are worn or the grass is trampled on as sodh as possible, on the campus
stU)J ;. nt has pr:u tK :i ,| V n „ ktlnw (>li p,, unless it be some particularly aggies- to prepare for the inevitable, annual
By vagabonding a few lectures h< rive member of the White Key inundations which begin with the
the
Freshmen must rains of November and end with the
Nevertheless,
fi
True, the rule- showers of April. For some years atobey these rules.
net considered it seriously before.

We

feel that this fact is
entirely to the lack of student support.
.,
..
.,
.,
j
not generally known about the campus and that it deserves the
.

,

,

Bowdoin man, some perhaps more than

attention of every
.'

,

.

.

•

others,
.

.

.

,

reached almost capacity limits. This discussion is not intended
to be an indictment against the business establishments of Bransgain much from our location here. But when the colwick. They B
lege, which does many things for its members, is trying to extend
its services still further as in the case of the cafeteria, we believe
-1
that the student should give his support to the Bowdoin rather
than the town institution. Nor are we attempting to win over men
..
...
..
„
who eat at other college-run dining rooms. It is to those who. lor
'

•

ii.i-

.

,

.

,

,

one reason or another, largely habit, use town establishments for
«
.,
,.
..
..
..
.,
their regular meals rather than the I mon that this appeal is
.

-

.

,

•

directed.
n.,

,.

.

•

.

i

,.

•.

•

it
„ „
by the college upon

.i

lhe cafeterias deficit
at present met
the vote of the governing boards. This subsidization cannot be
called for indefinitely. No one can expect Bowdoin to run a losing
proposition for the benefit of a tew. Nor on the other hand does
,

is

i

e;

.

,

.

,

,

,

'

,

.

•

i

.

shafts;

,

.

,

..

,

,-

,

The rehearsals are .starting immediately and it is to be expected
ihat "we "'shall have a production of
even finer quality than those of the

.

i

j

i

!

.

.

.

.

,

^

£™°™

air-

terrible parties are

baleful profundities."

i

.

tenement

the

how many

.

there such as Mr. Rice shows us,
which are going on night after night
and in which people such as Mr. One
and Mrs. Two and others like them
are gathered 'to give the air' to neb.

•

i

across

peeping

,

•

.

are eating at various restaurants in town
and thereby hangs the cafeteria tale. When the college under.,
.
•
.
..
e
^
„,
such
as
the dining service we feci that these men
takes a venture
owe it to the college to give their support. Facility patronage has
,

Many undergraduates

.

>.

.^

1)

.Hew
of these 'white-collar' slaves
many sex starved Zeros are there
who pilfer their poor gratification by

it
lo .u
the d
ofe .u
Orient:
the rw
Editor

>r

past.

mm

'

'

HOIR EXAM SCHEDULE
Wednesday, Novembe r 20

"

1

.

Spanish

1

German

3

,

.

French 15
English

^V^m^^^g

21

Economics 7

November 22
R, C D,

Fridav.

Mathematics 1A.

.

E. R.

English 17

Chemistry 7
Ed.

.

^£2 T^Soi^jJL^

November

English -1\
English 1

1

Tuesday. NovemU-r 26

|

££

2.">

French 5
Thur.-dav.

Government

7

,

^pemit

the Union desire to make money even if that were possible. To
clear expenses sufficiently to present the student with efficient ser- supplement the information which "h-v
Stains from the lectures with readvice and* good food is the aim of the management. And it cannot
thus pain a fair knowledge
iritf, and
be done in the face of current competition. One might ask what of a field of which he would otherwise
happens to the semester tax of five dollars. This, it should be un- be, .oiiipletely ignorant.

i

used for the expenses of running the building" itself,
and is not connected with the. cafeteria in any way. With the
Compulsory Chapel
After spending a most enjoyable
cafeteria belongs the canteen in this matter of support. It is one
week end
a Tufts fraternity house,
more example <>f service faced with the same problem. Remember where bullatsessions
were the order
the challenge, "What can I do for the college?" We have asked you the day and many college rulings.
customs, traditions ami what-not were
to back manv Bowdoin activities, and here is another opportunity
11
discussed, we came up on the late tram
Sunday morning, slept through chapel
to show your answer to that question.
on Monday through sheer fatigue, and
had to hurry like blazes to make it
Tuesday. This state of affairs prompts
"Fair Play and
us to pause and reflect Now at Tufts,
It is not the policy of this paper to complain about the outcomt
in the first place, they have chapel
Bowdoin has always but once a week for the three upper
of. football games or of any athletic contest
classes and twi e for the freshmen.
been a good loser, but we feel that last Saturday's game with Tuft.' Secondly, said chapel service comes at
We believe there' is food
It is generally known that I2.::n p.m.
needs a deviation from this policy
for thought
With but one
here.
Bowdoin was robbed of a hard-fought -but well-earned victory. We chapel attendance
required per week,
wish to make this fact even better known. We have never seen the Tufts men SHemed every whit as
morally correct as Bowdoin men. Also,
such complete incompetence in refereeing a contest as was demon-

derstood,

is

.

.

they seemed to feel that notices read
at 12J!(i were ju.st as interesting and
fitting as those lead at 8.20. Now,
while we do not feel that our system
ball was carried over the goal line for another, but the referee, is at all pernicious., it does seem that
pointing to one of the Howdoin backs, said. "You were shoving, or much of this early morning tearing
around could l»e done awav with if
doubt it. chapel came later in the day. Also,
something."
this a clear-cut case of fouling?
attendance would no doubt be better.
By actual timing the game was over a minute short.
The religious argument that we
The Bowdoin team played real football. Eighteen first downs should start the day with an invocato seven tells the story.
TUfts must realize just how they hap- li,,n of the Divine Master's blessing—
..while quite noble in motive, is under
,
.,
,.
,,
have nothing but praise for iheir actions. It tm prespnt modp „f chapel service
pened to win
was clean football throughout, and they know that Bowdoin did <<l»gs. canines, etc.) hardly valid. It
,.
...
-i ,i
,.
„ would seem to us, that conipulsor\
t,
not employ dirty tactics. Several
1 utts alumni said that we were hapf>] coul(1 h( ma(1< mU( n hettef,

Bowdoin scored one touchdown
speedy fashion. The

strated at the Oval on the lHth.

and then proceeded

to repeat the process in

We

Was

—

We

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

...

i

.

.

,

(

,
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Double CofmpHment
Our attention was called to an article in the November Atlantic
Monthly by Le Baron Russell liriggs, entitled "As Seen By a DisPresident Kliot." In this the Dean presents a number of
interesting sketches of the great Harvard President, and one of

ciple

—

—

Chamber.

Two

perform-

"He

Winning the war against weather
In the telephone business, research man,

of proved strength, withstands storms which

manufacturing engineer and construction

might seriously threaten open wire lines.
Thus in the Bell System growth is intensive as well as extensive, improving

supervisor

are

carrying

on

a

successful

war against the unruly elements, enemies

ances, afternoon and evening.

which we

will reprint below, has to do with Bowdoin.
President Kliot) was concerned about every word spoken
or written by any representative of the College, never checking
free speech, but scrutinizing every word and every pronunciation.

these,

Dec.
Debate with Tufts.
Dec. 5 Private performance of
"Devil's Disciple" by Faculty Cast,
in the Barn Chamber. Two performances, afternoon and evening.
Private performance of
Dec. 11
scenes from Shakespeare in the

Barn

I

.

robbed of the game, and the fact that no snake dance took place much more pleasant and much easier
to attemi
l were held latPr in the
after the battle was over is a mute testimony of the general feeling morning, say 10.30 or so.
of our opponents. We hope that this game has knocked some of
the wind out of the many "experts" about the campus who talk at
CALENDAR
length of bad coaching and kindred gridiron evils.
The whole
Nov. 25 —General Review of
Classes.
season was right inside the team itself and their final job was a
Dec. 2— Wilbert Snow, '07, Readgood one.
ing of Poetry.4

to service.

present

•

t

('able, for

SPECIAL

cuits

Me was so worried when one of our ablest and finest men said
'tremenjous' that he suggested correcting him by an anonymous let- * New Shipment of Corduroy Trousers
and Knicker » J "*< Received!
ter!
A story of Mr. Creene's shows the President's shrewd and
discriminating interest in the Knglish used by students. When Dark Blue - Yellow - Gray
At the Very Popular Price
Mr. Greene was busy with Mr. Kliot in the back parlor of the Pres-

maid announced Mr. (let us say) Jones, of the
Looking into the University catalogue. Mr. Greene
discovered that there were two Joneses in the Law School, one
from Bowdoin College, the other from a college in the Middle West,
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conglomeration of tenderness and
scorn, he has studied the rich barrenness and the ridiculous unb<auty

Communication

Editorial Shavings

An Appeal \
The cafeteria of the Moulton Union is losing money. This
condition is in no way due to the management of the Union, but

C^ThESN

Masque and Gown

Communication
Vol.

m

th s laU " r
hu ih '^ ****
J*? JSK*
\,
u
'w
nott been
successful. Thi
altogether
year, however, with the application of
foresight some sincere effort might
be made to do the job effectively.
it would be impractical and absurd
to place walks on all the path- of the
campus. I bee to suggest, on the other
hand, that the ground force construct
four-plank walks ti> meet the cxi^ncies of such places as assume the aspools
peet of Spring freshets or
which might well be frog ponds, and
which are inevitably found along the
most
heavily travelled paths of the

,.

,

,
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Artine Artinir.n

tempts have been made to accomplish
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which wo will call A. doing to the visitor in the front parlor, Mr. <ion't amount to much, but still they
'"" Mt " by
>8a e
'1"° b,
Greene asked whether Jie himself might tell him what he needed to £**
££ Lml *2democracy is peethem, yet absolute
-j
k,um Since *u
the 1n resident was busy. The Visitor answered, 'It vented in the college by this quit)seems like it was between he and I.* When Mr. Greene had trans- bii^g over these trifles My this timr
<>f the year, all of the Freshmen are
...
...
„..
.,
nutted this answer and Mr. TKnot had pone to see the student. Mr. Efficiently well acquainted so that
Greene, to his great amusement and delight, heard in the Presi- the cap no longer serves as an ideatifying mark by which members or
,.
.,
4_ j
-.r
m T
dents iar-reaehing
voice, (,ood morning:. Mr. Jones.
Yon are the incoming class are bound together.
These regulations, however, keep
from X College, I believe.
the Freshmen constantly
their
...
ere we have a double compliment, one from President Eliot in gU ar,l lest they unthinkingly commit
offense.
^rne
The two biasees have
his distinction between Bowdoin and X, the 'other from Dean
nat one good scrap; undoubtedly they
[t..; mr
*.
:„ ot>lQ/.t;»irr tk^ c+^,.,„„.,*.„„ *u~ t\* .,
I.nggs
in
selecting the story. r\e
Of course
the Dean is using it ito

Creorge T. Sewall "\2
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'OUR pioneering' work has jus t
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gun*
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Florence LaPointe, ami Donovan D. ten either on the back of the quesLancaster, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. tionnaire itself or on a separate sheet
N. Lancaster of Oldtown. Miss La- of paper to be handed in with th-comes
Next
mom
l'ointe, who has recently resigned as questionnaire.
secretary to the Bursar of Bowdoin necessary details of the name and
College, a position which she has held address of the citizen filling out th<
for several years, is a graduate "' sheet and the town or place in which
Simmons College and before accept he votes. These questionnaires are
Winter
Toques
fag the position in the I'.owdoin Col- to be answered and returned to the
Get
Commission at the State House belege office was employed in the en
fore January 1, 1990.
dowment office at Simmons,
The
limited in;
Commission
being
t
t
t
funds is unable to furnish the quesProfessor and Mrs. Manton Cope- tionnaires
free of charge. Citizens in-'
land and children enjoyed a week end
terested in expressing their opinions
automobile trip through the Berk- and obtaining
questionnaires may get
and
Amherst
shires, with stops at
them from Gertrude M. Pattangall
Williamstown.
Secretary, Auga.-ta, Maine. The price
list of questionnaires is as follows:
are the official distributors by
The annual lied Cross drive is on,
Lots of five (or less)
send 10c
and Bowdoin is expected to do its
Lots of ten
send lf>c
appointment of the
customary share. A contribution t>
Lot.; of twenty-five
send 20c
a wholly "unselfish cause, even though
Lots of fifty
send 40c
it means a slight sacrifice, is certain
Lots of one hundred
send <>0c
Bowdoin has stood
ly worth while.
The work of the Commission may
behind this project loyally in the past; be
made successful only by wholemay We hope that it will continue to hearted cooperation on the part of the
thing,
small
a
It
is
year.
do so this
citizens.
there are aj
In Bowdoin
yet it shows whether or not Bowdoin great
many students from Maine wh
has a true interest in humanity. It i.- have the right to vote.
They will
up to us to respond.
realize that this is an excellent opportunity for them to take an active part rijj'ht of passing judgment and critiSHOULD
BE FINED FOR
in the making of the laws by which cism.
In the first place, we must be
they are governed.
suie that we know what we are talkPLAYING TOUCH FOOTBALL
Without wishing to favor any tide ing about. There is no institution in
ON THK SABBATH DAY?
of the question] the Orient will point the world, unless it be the old ladies'
out that under the law
as it
now home, where rumor and gossip are
The State of Maine Commission on
stands with regard to the section ap- more prevalent than in a corporate
Revision of the Sunday Laws, a body
plying to "sport.-, games, or recrea- group like the College.
created by a growing "anti-blue law' tions",
To bring this matter home and
those students, particularly,
feeling in the state proper and also
who play golf, and presumably those speak of something in which you aie
in the country as a whole, last week
who engage in tennis and touch foot- all interested—the football situation
sent out to various organizations and
ball on the Sabbath Day aie liable to ,1 have lately heard the most astoundpublications, a questionnaire sounding
a fine of $10.
The citizens of Maine, ing rumors that we are going to steal
the opinions of the citizens of Maine.
famous as rabid baseball enthusiasts. the coach of a nearby institution; that
The questionnaire states the present are deprived
of the right to play or Alumni from distant parts with pots
Sunday law as follows:
witness that sport on Sunday. Sun- of gold in their hands are coming down
Whoever, on the Lord'.- Day, keeps
day motion pictures are also forbid- to employ supeimen as coaches, and
open his shop, workhouse, warehouse
WOULD you know the wellden as is, of course, any "public di- put ISowdoin on the football map.
or place of business, travels, or doe<
version, show, or entertainment," as Now, as a matter of cold practical fact,
groomed man's shoo preferon
any work, labor or business
that
Iwe have an excellent Athletic Coundancing.
day, except works of necessity or
ences? Make a flying trip to
members of the
cil composed
of
This is an unparallelled opportunity
charity; uses any sport, game or realumni, faculty, and undergraduates,
London's Bond Street. Stroll
creation; or is present at any danc- for those Bowdoin students of voting who in consultation with the officers
age who have constantly complained
ing, public diversion, show or enter
New York's Fifth Avenue by
of the college will on November 22
tainment, encouraging the same, shall of these restrictions, and who are proceed to the selection of a football
day.
Oine and dance with smart
be punished by a fine not exceeding Maine citizens, to show their feeling coach for next year. We have a most
ten dollars; provided, however, that on these matters. Whether they do or admirable committee of the governmetropolitan society by night.
this section shall not apply to the not will be seen by the response to ing board.- of t'ne college composed of
That's one way. But there's
operation of common carriers; to the thes<« questionnaires. These laws do Messrs. Harvey I».~ Gibson of Newdriving of taxi cabs and public car- not apply to Maine students solely, York; Frederick \\". Pickard of Wilanother much simpler and
riages in attendance upon the arrival since the law falls on many of us who mington, Delaware, of the Board of
equally sure
is to inspect the
or departure of such carriers; to the are from outside states and are un- Trustee-, whom many of you know;
driving of private automobiles <>r oth- able to have any voice in the matter. Messrs. Luther Dana of Westbrook;
new John Wards . handsome
er vehicles; to the printing and sell- The only recourse open to those who Wallace H. White, of the Board of
fall
under
category
is
to
use
that
shoes that faithfully interpret
ing of Sunday newspapers; to the
Thomas I.. Pierce of
Overseers;
keeping open of hotels, restaurants. their influence on those of their Providence, R. I., and Barry I.. Palmer
current style trends.
garages and drug stores; to the sell- friends who have the right to vote in id' New York. This committee by
ing of gasoline; or to the giving of order that their wishes may be thus formal vote of the governing boards
xpressed,
indirectly
perhaps,
through
scientific, philosophical, religious or
has examined the report •presented hy
from the
Mr. Cousens' committee
educational lectures where no admis- these friends.
f
Alumni Council last year and will
sion is charged.
^-^ MEN'S
make recommendations next June.
The Commission asks two questions,
Chapel
of our
reorganization
inking
to
a
the first to be answered by either
athletic department. These things are
"Yes" or "No."
(Continued from Phk'<'
Inspect These Fine Shoes
facts, and it is w.ell to let the cool
Do you favor any
1
revision or
knows?" "Yes," said Mr. Palmer, "I air of facts blow thru the mists an.l
change in the present Sunday law'.'
at
may
be able to see it, but I won't be fog of rumor and gossip.
above
answer
to
questhe
the
If
2
able to criticize." So that is the kind
tion is "yes", indicate specifically just
want to say that in
Incidentally
of feeling we must have toward a colwhat changes you would recommend.
my judgment OUJ coaches this past
Recommendations are to be writ- lege if we are going to exercise the football season have worked as hard LATEST BOOMS ON THK
as any men ever >vj>rked, and also that
LIBRARY SHELVES
I
am sure we all congratulate Bates
most warmly on winning the chamThe White Betrayal - Unger - Greepionship. We got beaten, and beaten
tragic
expedition
strikingly
hope we know 'now ley's
decisively; but
chiselled out. Brief and unforgettable.
to be good loser
Thirty Tales and Sketches - Grawant to conclude this talk this
Brilliantly written high advenmorning by reading to you a sentence ham
j

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

Why
The

FRESHMEN

Not Buy a Portable Typewriter NOW?
We have all makes in stock
Payment is only $5.

First

F.W.

Freshman

Your

Convenient Packets of Typewriter Papers.
100 sheets 35c
100 sheets 25c
50 sheets in packet for 15c
500 sheets in box $1.00
250 sheets 50c
"The Bridge of San Luis Rev" for $1.00

NOW AT

HARMON'S

(HANDLER & SON

They

THE COLLEGE SPA
will serve a full

STUDENT COUNCIL

course dinner on Thanksgiving Day
for $1.25

>

Make Your Reservations Early
Get

It

at the

Spa
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ing the 93 men who are listed in the
student directory as officers of various activities forty or 43' ; areMaine
men and the superiority is also maintained in the football squad of which
44.7'< come from the Pine Tree State.

Bowdoin Column
Miss Anna Smith, Curator of the
Bowdoin Museum, recently attended
the annual meeting of the New England Conference of the American Association of Museums, which met in
RhoiKthe
at
Providence, R.
L,
Island School of Design.

t
t
t
Dr. A. O. Gross delivered an illustrated lecture on birds before thv
First Parish Men's Club last Monday
evening.
t

t

t

t

The engagement of Miss Olive
The Bowdoin French Club, "L'Ours Page of Winchester, Mass., to J.
Blanc," is to hold its first forma; Houghton McLellan, Jr., of Brookmeeting of the year at the Sigma Nil line was a recent announcement. Mr.
house, Monday, November 25, at 7.30. McLellan is a graduate of Bowdoin
t

t

M. Jean Fleury is to be the chief College in the class of 1920 and is
speaker of the evening. Because of a member of the Alpha Delta Phi
fraternity. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. "lloughtou McLellan of Bath.

his recent affiliation with the French
newspaper, "L'Ami du P< uple" and
because of his extensive traveling ex-

'

t
t
t
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills entertained about thirty ladies, graduates
of Colleges and Universities, at her
Dean Nixon has recently made a home on Federal street Wednesday
study of the comparative prominence afternoon in honor of her guest, Mis.
of Maine men now in college with re- Fred G.
Atkinson of Minneapolis.
lation to students from other state.-. Minn.
Mrs. Atkinson spoke informOn the basis of five different sets of ally in the ball room regarding the
figures the men from Maine ap; ar work of the American Association of
to-be better students and somewhat University Women of which national
more active on the camous.
organization she is vice president.
The possibility of forming a local
Of the 547 men now enrolled at branch
of the University Association
Bowdoin 21*i or 39.5 9J are residents
was discussed by interested college
of
Maine. From this group seven
alumnae.
have secured straight A's during the
past year, this being 58.3'; of the 12
f
t
t
men receiving this rank. Twenty
Mr. and Mrs. Telesphore LaPointe
four men or 48'; of the Dean's Li.-'.
at a family dinner party Thursday,
group are Maine residents, while two November
7th announced the engageof the four members of Phi Beta
ment of their daughter, Miss L.
Kappa are from this state. Considerit is expected that M. Fleury
doubly interesting.

perience,

will be

"fit

<

t
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1

from a

letter

I

nave recently received

from our Rhodes Scholar at Oxford,
'who was the chairman of the com-

I

:

mittee that drew up our last Senior
Report. He says: "I trust you will
not reform; the college out of recogniThe moie I consider the report
tion.
we made and the more I see of Oxford,
think we had the wrong college in
I
mind when we wrote, and that Bowdoin needs very little changing."
Now of course We are always glad
to have, as you .;ii know, constructive
criticism, the kind of criticism that
has appeared recently in the Orient,
criticism that is based both on intelligence and on goodwill; but it is interesting to not*- that our critics who
may have an outside point of view and
look at the college from a distance,
are inclined to be very kindlv in their
comments and to express the hope
that the motto of All Souls' College,
Semper Eadem, (always the sane)
will apply to BoWdoin, provided it
be only in the aims and ideals of the
college that we try to be always the
same, and that we are constantly willing to change our methods and administration to secure the desired end.
1

Dean Nixon
I

Continued from Faxe

1)

Dean Nixon came from Bowdoin,

pro-

—

ceeded to eulogize the college its
unresources,
alumni, traditions,
spoiled student body, and the sturdy
sense and fine spirit of its president.

Dean Nixon went on to discuss the
ideals of Bowdoin College as suggested by this man's praise.
Bowdoin
Burton,
Arnold
Felix

ture.
l'.easts and Super-Beasts, ChroniThe Toys "f Peace and
Other Papers - "Saki" - Three of H.
H. Monro's best, The satire is deliberate and unbludgeoning. You'll like
them.
Catherine the Great - Anthony Another of the novelish modern biog-

cles of Clovis,

raphies.

HlT THE
frills,

it's

Taste/

the head" ... cut out the
give smokers the one thing they want—

and sales will take care of themselves.
At least, that's the Chesterfield platform. The
one thing smokers want is good taste and that's
the one thing we're interested in giving them—

—

TASTE

Cora - Suckow - The Middle West
»nd the daughter of a family of Geror less at genre
Recalls "So Big".
Mrs. Kddy - Dakin - Study of the
founder of Christian Science. Verj
unemotional and impersonal.

War

Renn

-

War,

told

light

on

.

.

Chesterfield
FINE TURKISH and

<?>

1

" -o. t.icc.rrr

ft

Mttts Tobacco Co.

DOMESTIC

tobaccos, not only

BLENDED

but

New-

times.
It's

War

a Great

-

Lee

-

A woman

looks it over and
says why not.
Houghton Mifflin prize war novel.
Low Run Tide, and Lava Rock Paul - Two lumps of America trans
planted to paper. New Fngland fishing village and Western mining camp.

L'pton Sinclairish.

CUMBERLAND
November 22

Friday.

College.
John Joy, President of the Boston
Bowdoin (Tub, was toa.-tmaster. In
the name of the Club he presented t>
the College a framed relic of the old
days when Bowdoin had a racing
crew. This
relic may be seen soon
in the Trophy Room in the gymnasium. On it is written:
Intercollegiate Race, Lake QuinsiRambnd, Worcester, Mass., SATUR1885.

Crews

from

.

Boston, June 30, 1885

WON BY BOWDOIN

—

—

PATSY RUTH MILLES
also

PARAMOUNT NEWS

Saturday

1

November 23

-

RACK

T H F

F T F F K

with

ROBFRT ARMSTRONG CAROL
LOMBARD
also SHORT SIBJFCTS
-

Mon.. Tues.,

G

I.

O R

I

No> ember

-

A

S

W

25,

26

A N S O N

in

T

II

T R F

F

Also

Wed.. Thurs..

THE

S P A S S F R

SHORT SUBJECTS

November 27. 28
ISLF OF LOST SHIPS
-

with

•
1

M1N.

24

SKC.

INTERCOLLEGIATE RKCORD

i

.

soldier.

invasion of Belgium.
Forceful, and deliberately horrible at

with

BOWDOIN CLUB

CROSS-BLENDED

The End of the World

-

by a German
the

On the Screen
T H K F A 1. I. O F K V K

4,

1885
Presented by Bowdoin Club of Boston. November 15, 1929

A

man immigrants. More

-VAUDEVILLE-

University of (Pennsylvania, Cornell,
Columbia, Brown,' Bowdoin, will take
part in the race. For hours of race,
see papers. Trains leave Albany Station, Boston, for Worcester, at
7,
8.30, !», 11 a.m.: 1.30, 2.30 p.m. Return 4.45, 6.08, K.2S, ft. 27 p.m. Aftermuch effort, Bowdoin has succeeded
in having the race at home. Let every
Bowdoin man turn out and giv f the
crew a hearty support.

MILD , and yet
THEY SATISFY

-

well under way,
Luther Dana, one of the Board of
Overseers, spoke on athletics at the

DAY, JULY

above everything

Farge

alumnus and prominent architect, displayed a model of the proposed new
memorial flagstaff, the fund for which
is

NAIL on

La

-

picture.

"

...in a cigarette

Boy

Laughing

unique and excellent novel of the
Navajo, setting a new style and
standard.

VIRGINIA V

U.I.I

.

j

vso\ rob.

ARDS and NOAH BEERY
Also SHORT SUBJECTS

.

,

:

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
Home Made

Poetry Reading

-

Sportsman's Pen

(Vintinucil rroin

PRESIDENT TALKS ON
CHRISTIAN IDEAL

Prof. Mitchell
(Conl inuod from Fait**

F-UK* I)

11

fencd by Howdoin at the commence- are not completed yet, but the Colleg*
Mr. Snow is in session with
ment exercises of 1 1*2.~».
an enrollment oi
was for a year instructor in Knglish about three hundred students. Half
Bowdoin 6, Tufts 7. Has anyone and public speaking at Bowdoin, and the instructors are Knglish Speaking
lien- nee n Frolic
If there is a refer- he has also been connected with New and half Creek.
e's blacklist anywhere, we would lik<
York University, Williams, UniverDuring their stay in Athens with
to submit the mwvc name. C. M. are sity of Utah, Reed College, and Indi- the Dewings, .they
Sunion,
visited
the initials, and Tufts will also vote ana University. He has been at Wes- Marathon, and Salamis. They found
measure.
this
for
leyan University since 1921.
He is everything beautiful and inspiring
*
*
*
a member of the Modern Language but were most impressed by the
The Polar Bears played real foot- Association of America, Phi Beta Acropolis and by the Field of Mara
Kappa, and Beta Theta PL In 1925 thon.
ball. Tufts found the so-called "cheese
Professor Mitchell noted especially
line" rat.'ier strong, and we don't mean Bowdoin offered a prize, in connection
rank.
From end to end not a hole with the exercises commemorating the friendly attitude of the Athenians
could he fou id in the second half, and the centenary of Longfellow and toward the Americans, due in large
Hawthorne,
for
the
best
poem
doubtless, to the assistance the
written
part,
on the offense the Blue cohorts were
by an alumnus. Professor Snow's Americans have given to hundreds of
-wept back in r.ttcr rc.ut.
poem "Thanksgiving" was selected as thousands of refugees through the
*
»
*
the best.
Xear Hast Belief. "One often thinks
Foster and Johnson led in an endof Athens," he says, "as a city o'f
gweepfng contest, while Stewie Stone
ast glory where everything has beer,
battered his way through the line for
Debating
done, and one is therefore a little
manv yards. I'.otn Foster and Thayer
surprised to find so much' life and
(Continued rrom i>.... I)
|

Cream Candy

Ice

Each Week

Specials

Difficulty of

Perseverance Stressed
Chapel Talk

in

.'

i

Full Line Apollo Chocolates

Light Lunches

In chapel last
Sunday President
presented some very pertinent
thoughts on the object of the Christian religion in modern life.
He took
as his text the statement: "He that

Sills

I

Buckley's Candy Shoppe
119

Maine

St.

Formerly Newman's

-

ANTIQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St.

Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Class, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique poods of any kind punted unbelievable distances.
-

-

*

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

Maine

Capital, $50,000.

PATKONAnK

i

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

member ot last year's varsity. He is
member of the Intertraternlty Coun-

-

his place

in

would have

quit.

.Mi.
Frolio refereed the BowdoinMaine and the Bates-Colby games.
There was funny business in them. too.
At Omno a clipping penalty was inWe carry the largest assortment of flicted
on Maine and then reversed
Imported Goods, Fruit. Fresh VegetaWhat a decisive man he is! And Hates
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imclaims another touchdown that mysti
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

riously disappeared.

kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 13B— 87 Maine St.— Tel. 137

*

The Debating
a seat of honor

STUART & CLEMENT

t'ouncil has reserved
for Mr. Frolic for the

affair fcr its occupant, will he located

Building

the

in

Cumberland Theatre.

MAINE

-:--:-

Freshman Game
Latest College Styles in

(Continued from Paire

I)

Bostonian and Florsheim

and a lateral, Means to Whitney, was
good for four more. Means hit the left
side of the line for another two, and
Oxfords— $5 to $10
then the Creen line hurled themselves
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers on
Whitney and stopped him six
inches short of a first down. Arthur
swung through tackle for a yard an
a half, and then O'Connor nearly got
away, being brought down from beB.
hind on the Cub eleven yard stripe.
Arthur lost two yards at tackle
PURE FOOD SHOP
though, and on the next play the
Wholesale— Betail
leferee handed out a Hebron penalty
Portland, Me. of fifteen yards for holding.
574 Congress St.,
Neither team threatened seriously
after that. In the very last minute of
'Anything y'want Pressed?' play Hebron cut loose with its pass-

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

1

CHIPMAN

LYMAN

Give

to

it

rag attack once again. From his own
forty-three yard line Harlow looped
one down to Brennan, good for sixteen yards; the same play went again
for ten more, and the game ended.
The Freshmen once again put up a

Ben

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
do the work

good game. Tackling was hard an
fast, interference was better than before. In the last few minutes of eacti
half though, the old forward pas.;
bade fair to spread trouble in an in
experienced back-field. Between the
White Key and Clark and Company,
1

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

GROCERIES

and

we

Telephone 435-436

know whom

don't

to root for. But

we'll be there.

J--.

T. H.
-

Town

&

The lineups:
Bowdoin '33 (0)

W. RILEY

J.

le,
It,

Ig,

Milliken, c

Send Your Washing

to the

LAUNDRY

CITIZENS

Mills

rg,
rt,

rt

(Jerdsen, re
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cities they visited.
faced the various editors.
It is unFrom there they went to Venice,
deniable that both the "Quill" and
the "Orient" have had a record this and thence to Munich and a number
year which, while not up to the stand- of other German cities and towns,
ard of some previous years, is not t o such as Nuremberg, and Heidelberg.
be censured. Publications, like athletic Professor Mitchell says he had. wonteams and other activitie have their dered much what the attitude of the
cycles. At present they seem to have Germans was toward Americans. He
says he found everywhere an apparpassed the depression phase an
ently most friendly spirit. Discussing
started a revival.
The section begins with a few re- the war and its causes with the Germarks about the now dead "Bear- mans interested him a great deal. He
skin," after which it discusses the tells of an interesting talk with a
theological
student
at
Heidelberg
"Alumnus" as follows:
The "Alumnus" has just complete University, who, when the sinking of
its third year of life.
The commit- the Lusitania was mentioned, wanted
know
to
what
was.
All with
that
tee has no fault to find with this
whom he talked agreed that the sufquarterly.
It is ably edited, and undoubtedly is a great factor in keeping fering on the part of the Cerman peothe alumni interested in the college. ple during the war had been intense.
There are two grounds, however, on They were without proper food and
which it may be attacked. In the firs clothing, and at the end of th.- war
were near starvation. Professor Mitplace, it has lost money in every year
since
it
was founded. True, the chell commented on the present progressiveness and seeming prosperit)
deficits have been decreasing every
year, but the last one amounted to a of the German cities.
They next went into Holland, and
considerable
sum.
Moreover, the
then on to Paris. Professor Mitchell
"Alumnus"
with
competes
the
"Orient" for alumni subscriptions, tells of visiting the Paris bookstalls,
and it is to be feared that the profits of which there are some two miles
along the bank of the Seine. While
of the latter will be curtailed.
examining some of the titles he found
Neither of these objections would
among the few books in Knglish in
be tenable if the "Alumnus" were
one of the stalls a copy of "Tales of
not an undergraduate publication, put
Bowdoin." One is led to wonder howout by the Bowdoin Publishing Comit got there.
One conjecture might
pany.
The magazine has almost no
be that some Bowdoin man, a little
circulation among the students, who
pressed for francs, had sold it; or,
are really subsidizing it through (heir
better still, finding his grip too heavy,
blanket tax and the profits of their
had disposed of the volume.
weekly.
Prom Paris the Mitchells went to
The committee feels that the purLiverpool, where they sailed for New
pose of this quarterly would be just
York on the Scythia.
as well, or even better served, were
it
abolished in favor of a month!) to kill. It is budgeted to earn money
middle sheet in the "Orient." Such a next year. Even if its circulation cuts
sheet could be attractively edited, and into that of the "Orient", Bowdoin
being issued twice as often as the Publishing Co. receipts will not b>
present "Alumnus", would offer al- diminished, provided the subscripmost the same amount of columnar tions and clubbing rates are set at
space, while making the news a little proper figures. Why not leave a few
more recent. This plan would abolish copies for students in the Union, Lithe present "Alumnus" deficit, and brary, Fraternities, etc.?
prevent any decrease in, if it did not
Forty-one voted to abolish th
actually increase, the sales of th< "Quill", a hundred thirty-six to
re"Orient".
Moreover, it would give tain it. The proposal to combine with
the alumni all the news of the col- the "Orient" was voted down by a
lege, and the students all the alumni hundred sixty-four to twelve.
.Lack
news, making the "Orient" more in- of ability, time, and interest were the
teresting to both.
chief reasons why students did not
To turn next to the "Qudl", th
write for the "Quill". Forty-two said
Questionnaires
indicated
l">s
that
they might write if given credit i:i
men read our literary magazine, while courses for contributions, while a
,

1

I

Johnson swept around

Woodcock of Bangor and John L. Joy
of Boston as the other alumni members. Faculty members of the council include Assistant
Professor Malcolm K. Morrell. Associate Professor
Boyd W. Bartlett, former West Point
and Bowdoin athlete. Dr. Henry L.
Johnson, college physician and Assistant
N. C.
Professor
Ken.irick.

left

end for

fifteen yards.

Then Foster got away again, and
before he was brought down the ball
over the
yards in five
lay

Fifty-five
goal
line.
plays isn't half-bad
football, and though the forward pass
for the point that would have meant
a tie was grounded, the Bowdoin
Undergraduate members round out stands confidently awaited victory.
the council with Stuart H. Stone ami But it was in vain. Fate and the
H. B. Thayer, seniors;
Arthur L. referee decreed that the Klephant
Crimmins and Benjamin R. Shute, should have at least a point victory.
juniors; and Charles F. Stanwood, Thayer's kick-off went far over trie
sophomore, on the council.
goal line, and the punt that LeMaitrIn reference to the expected change iifted from his twenty yard line went
in policy, a more central grouping of only twenty-four yards up the field.
r« sponsibility
than is at present in Stone bucked straight through the line
vogue will be considered. Last Jun". for four yards. Johnson made sixthe alumni council, with Lyman A. teen, Foster cut off another ten, then,
Cousens as chairman, made a report as the whistle shrilled for the period,
on the athletic situation which
Foster shot a beautiful forward to
it
placed in President Sills' hands, and Souther, who was promptly beaten
Which he, in turn, placed before the flat on the three yard line.
governing boards.
The governing
Three yards away from victory!
boards, last resort. in matters of this Stone crashed through center, over
sort, immediately appointed a special the last line,
and the stands went
committee to study the suggestions crazy. Then came the fifteen yard
of the alumni council and to make penalty.
Again Bowdoin came down the
further recommendations at this com- field, but every time she came within
ing commencement, when the. com- striking distance a
penalty or last
mittee will report again to the gov- desperate tackle by LeCain or Ingalls
erning boards.
beat her back.
With about a mil The special committee now study- ute to go, Johnson broke loose and
ing this first report by the alumni went thirty-five yards before a young
council includes as its members Har- posse of Jumboes
forced him out. And
vey- D. Gibson of New York City,
;.s
the final whistle blew, Bowdoin
Fred W.
Pickard of Wilmington, once again was hammering at the
Delaware, Luther Dana of Westbrook, gates.
Wallace White of Lewiston, congressThe victory was Tufts', the glory
man from Maine, Harry L. Palmer of
Bowdoin's.
And the last desperate
New York City, and Thomas L. Pierce season
rally shows one thing, that
of Providence, R. I., both of whom
the dawn of new Bowdoin victories is
are also members of the alumni counnot far in the distance. At no distant
cil.
time will the Polar Bear once again
It
is
probable that the governing
stand out in the State of Main,- and
boards will vote to centralize all athu:ro\vl its defiance at the Bobcat, the
letics under one head, making every
White Mule, and the Black Bear.
coach and every department responTh,. lineups:
.'5f>
do not. Thirty were most inter hundred and five said they Would not. sible to this head, which may be in
(7) Tuft-.
ested in the short stories, twenty in Many, especially of those who said the form of one man, or a committee Bowdoin («)
Souther, le
le, Arlanson
the Broadside or editorials, twenty in they did write, thought this plan of Bowdoin men.
Hirtle, It
It. Staffow
poetry, twelve in prose, eleven in aiti
would be ruinous to the "Quill".
Cramer,
Rachdorf
lg
lg,
cles, nine in R.L.B., seven in Fernald,
or one for which it is considered
It seems, therefore, that conservac, Tobey
two in King, six in the critical dis- tism is the opinion of the students a> disgrace to write, is naturally beaded Carleton, c
rg. Rugirier
cussions, four in the cross section of to the l>est policy.
The committee for failure, while one which is alive Stoneman, rg
It. Littleton
the student ideas displayed, two in recommends that no radical change offers an occasional innovation, and Brown, It
re. Godfrey
satire.
Twenty-seven found nothing be made, feeling that it is largely a is read with interest, will never lack Crimmins, re
qb, Holland
Chapman, qb .,
of interest, or only the advertise- matter of talent and interest which for contributors.
rhb, PittocK
ments and cover, while seven were causes fluctuations in the quality of
We call to mind the example of a Johnson, rhb ....
lhb, Ingalls
interested in everything in it.
small literary monthly which had Foster, lhb
On-- the "Quill" writings.
fb. LeCain
hundred sixteen thought the "Quill"
We commend the decision of the been growing rapidly. Then one yea*- Stone, fb
should be strictly literary, 50 that n new "Quill" board to separate from it fell under the direction of a conScore by periods:
i.
should not.
Bowdoin
o •; o
the Bowdoin Publishing C unpany. -ervative editor, who sought to save
Eighty opposed the insertion of any and to issue a larger and better mag- money by cheaper printing and paper,
Tufts
7
7
columns or departments, while forty- azine four times a year. Whether or while continuing the same cover, deTouchdown- Ingalls, Foster.
six thought this would be an improve- not the plan is successful depends sign, cuts, and set up, changing as
Point after touchdown: Littleton
ment.
Thirteen wanted reviews of entirely on the quality of the writ- little as possible in the magazine. Al- (placement).
books,
magazines,
theatres,
the
contributors
remained
et
ing which is secured for the paper. though
Substitutions:
Bowdoin Chalmers
Twelve wanted editorials, or essays This depends more than one migli practically the same, interest in the
on college problems. Ten suggested suppose upon the appearance of the paper waned when it was seen t.ha; for Hirtle, Kcke for ChaJmers, 1M.>some element of humor to take the paper and the activity of the chair- the appearance was not as neat Bi deau for ("arleton. (iarcelon for <Van
it, Hirtle
Brown, Thayer for
for
place of what one student called the man.
Soon the number and
previously.
It is undoubtedly true that th
Johnson, Johnson for Chapman. Tufts
"Bearcat".
Eight favored an essay amount of literary ability in the col- duality of contributions began to deLeMaitre for Pittock, But.t> is for
department, four "Pille Needles", o: lege varies from year to year, but it teriorate progressively as it no longStaffow, Holland for LeMaitre, Mas*
its
equivalent.
Faculty
articles, is also true that much can be done er her aim" a badge of honor to be
for Tobey.
stories,
alumni
contributions,
and even without a large board of literati. known as a writer for the paper. ToReferee Frolio (Ohio We leyan).
translations from foreign tanguagi
Too much conservatism and a policy day it is half the former size and the
Umpire- Guild Harvard).
wt r, other suggestions.
#
of mere waiting until another class oi articles are childish and uninterestLinesman I. owe
Head
(Dart*
Dissenting opinion. Mr. Swan: '2"> enters college i- the argument of ing. Truly nothing succeeds like tl,
1.
mouth). Time of periods i"> mins.
The "Alumnus'* is too good'a papei the unambitious.. A moribund paper. appearance of success.
Field Jadge
Harvard i.
Sherlock
-

.
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Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
Toilet Articles

.

wick Record.

Waterman Pens

Toilet Articles,

i
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of all kinds handled efficiently and promptly at
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Bowdoin-Tufts debate coming December 3d. This seat, however, in order
to insure an u lobstructed view of the

Quality Printing
Town

building

lue to the large number >f refugees
that have come then and have had to
be taken care of."
From Athens Professor and Mrs.
Mitchell went to Rome, where they
stayed eight weeks. There they saw
many interesting historical sights.
among which were the
foremost
Forum and St. I'eter's Cathedral.
Mussolini seems to have impressed
Professor Mitchell more than anything else in Italy. He attended the
opening session of the Chamber of
Deputies and there heard Mussolini
He says of him: "He im
speak.
pressed one at once as a loader. He
is
the most talked of man in Italy,
and
a man about whom there is great
and subsequent debates between the
Juniors ;nd Seniors and between the difference of opinion lx>th in this
country and in his own, though of
winners of the two meetings.
At a meeting of the Debating Coun- course in Italy expression of opinion
is
restricted.
Friend and foe alike
cil held Tuesday afternoon. Manager
Walker anitetancea that the schedule agree, however, that In-fore he came
into power the government in Italyi'ot the Spring Trip was now complete:
April 21 -Union College, Schenectady, was very loose, approaching anarchy
X. Y.; April ^2
Syracuse University, at times, while today good order pre
Syracuse, X. V.; April 2.'! Hamilton vails; there is strict law enforcement,
and there are no labor strikes. ApparCollege, Clinton, X. Y.; and April 2
Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. The ently everybody is at work and there
questions for the New Hampshire, are many evidences of prosperity. The
Syracuse and Union debates were also enemies of Mussolini say- he is robbing the people of rightful liberties,
discussed.
while his friends maintain that he is
a wonderful leader and has proved to
Student Report
bo the savior of his country."
From Home the Mitchells went to
PUBLICATIONS
The committee finds the various Florence, where they stopped three
publications of the college in fairly weeks. Outstanding among the njany
good condition at the present time. things they saw there were the beauA spirit of carping criticism has been tiful art galleries with their pricethe rule throughout the year, much of less collections. They found Florence
very enjoyable in that it seemed much
it merited, but much of it unjust in
view of the difficulties which have less modernized than any of the othei

and the Cross
ueorge W. Parker,

Printing and Developing

BRUNSWICK

Much

and many public improvements argoing on, such as the construction of
a water system to the city from
Marathon.
I'art of the activity

a

cil

season with

KODAKS

GIFTS

Ml'SIC

progress there today.

of the Ivy Society and the

{gRISK

I

;

1

Surplus and Profits, $100,000
STl'DF.NT

membei

Student Council. Kichard A. YVinslow,
'.30, of Auburndale,
Mass., is also a

of Meuuen.
Conn., is one of last year's veteran.-.,
and is a member ol the American Society of .Mechanical Kngirieers.
hey
*
»
*
will speak in the above order.
It is of
BQodeau came through in fine style interest to note that all three of tiit-s.men are members of the Delta Gpsi.,? center. Brown, Hirtle. Gareelon and
In lon Fraternity.
Stoneman contributed mightily.
Try-outs for the
Freshman and
was a t am.
fact, BbWd
Sophomore teams were held last ni^ht,
*
»
»
but results were not available at the
Phil Chapman pla>ed as long as his tune
of our going to press.
It is
There has
injured leg would permit.
planned to have a series of inter•ever been a harder fighter than Phil class debates
year,
this
with
the
on a Bowdi in team. Chalmers also Freshman-Sophomore
argument comdeserves a hand for sticking out the inj>- around
Christmas House Party,
his twisted elbow. Many

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of Brunswick,

a

*

*

—
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Souther had a great day in the
field in siaring forward passes just
at the risrht moment. His play throughout the game was outstanding, and the
rest of the line were not far behind.
(Ni the rijjht side. Crimmins and Kckc
smothered thrust after thrust aimed
their way.

putteth his hand to the plow and
turneth back is not fit f »r the kingdom of Heaven."
He pointed out that the Christian
life is essentially a difficult life to
Always Noticed
live
probably the most difficult job
But "Never Noticeable
in the world for a man to do and do
well.
For that matter, no great
iece of
work is easy to carry
Clothing which is
through to the end. A person needs
custom tailored to
strong will power to go through with
a problem.
As concrete example of
your individual measure, has
this ability to carry an ideal through
that distinctive touch which
stress and strain, he cited the life of
always marks the wearer as
Andrew Jackson, a life appropriately called "a study in courage." Likewell dressed.
wise, in more modern times, there is
tn,° outstanding example of Woodrow
Wilson, who was able to hold alwayin view
of international
his ideal
peace, even though in the end that
ideal was defeated for him.
60
50th
But, the president continued, the
CITY
American people are prow to think
too much of material things. This
Watch For Our Representative
tame problem is, however, iqually
clear in the realm of religion, and ofPHIL BRISK
ten much more difficult to carry out.
Christ had one goal to do his Fathers will. To this principle he was alMystery Solved!
ways true, and true in such a degree
For the past few weeks there has
that no other example in history can
be compare. to the example of the been much activity going on inside
and outside the front of the chapel.
work of Christ.
Most of the college men today think Needless to say there has been a
of religion, from the intellectual view- great deal of comment on what wad
point.
But the church does not lack really taking place. Some have held
money nor support; its greatest prob- the theory that the honorable presilem and difficulty is in making dent was constructing a still or stop
Christians live the way they should. room, or that the White Key was
For the problem of the Christian re- preparing a torture chamber for the
At any rate the
ligion is, in truth, a very simple one— innocent freshmen.
been
to have
to try to make men follow in the way real purpose seems
merely to strengthen the masonry of
marked out for them by Christ.
the walls.
The old cement betwee.i
the stones has been taken out and
new and stronger mortar put in. The
Morrell
workmen were cementing around the
(Cont intifti train t'air** 1)
bell last week, thus bringing forth
Rumor has been rampant, neverthe- from that instrument an anemic
less, that Kichard "Dick" Gustafson, melody
in place of its usual lusty
New Hampshire graduate, and bril- sound.
liant coach at South Portland High,
would be considered for the position,
and that "Cutie" Spears, former
Tufts
Dartmouth star, coach at Minnesot
(Continued from pat-e 1)
and West Virginia, was another on
Foster scooped up the opening kickthe list.
It
is
expected that William. H. off and spun back to the thirty-one
Crowley, widely-known official, who is yard line before three men crashed
on the Bowdoin athletic council, will him down. Then it was hack, hack,
have much to say in the selection of hack at the tackles, with short forthe next man to handle the Polar wards spinning over the heads of the
Bear. Crowley, Bowdoin captain In wing-backs coming in to help the line.
l!»07, when he played end, is a per- Two first downs, and Johnson drove
sonal friend of the majority of better around end for another, then Tufts
known football coaches in the State staggered to a rally, and took the ball
through his position as arbiter in th.* on downs. LeMaitre got off a bad
punt to the Bowdoin forty yard line.
major contests.
The athletic council which will pick Foster whirled through left tackle for
the next coach has Fred Lord of Au- seventeen yards. Johnson lost five,
gusta as chairman, with William around the end when his interference
"Bill" Crowley, of New York, Charle, deserted him, but on the next play
L. Hildreth of Portland, Dr. Allen Foster crashed through for nine more.
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CROWLEY TO HEAD
GRID COMMITTEE

TO SELECT COACH

11,

NO.

1921?.

SOUTHER ELECTED
SOPHS TAKE FROSH
SHAW PLAY TO BE
CHRISTMAS PRESENT
FOOTBALL LEADER
GIVEN DEC. 12 BY
SCALPS IN FINAL
OF $100,000 FROM
DRAMATIC SOCIETY
FOR COMING YEAR
GRID MATCH, 130
CYRUS H. K. CURTIS
Johnson and Plaisted Run Rou^h-Shod Faculty Cast Does Excellent Acting Lettermen Choose Star End to Captain Faculty Pension Fund Benefits from
Team— Milner will be Manager of
()\er Yearlings
in Private Performance of "The
Milliken Plays
Generous Gift of Philadelphia
1930 Grid Outfit
(iood Defensive Came
Devil's Disciple"
Publisher

—

Athletic Council Takes Fir«t

•

At a meeting of the lettermen on
The shouting and the tumult have
"The Devil's Disciple" by George
November 2">
of
The clouds of dust have set- Bernard Shaw, labeled by the author the afternoon
"A Play for Puritans" in three acts, George Hart well Souther of Waban.
over
tled
for
the
last
this
year
time
for Next Year
Mas'., was selected to the captaincy
is to be the opening performance of
I'ickard Field. And
banner of the Brunswick Dramatic Club at the of the l!>.*i0 Bowdoin football team.
the
thirty-two still waves from the tow- Cumberland theatre, next Thursday Souther's play has been outstanding
rs, by virtue of a 13 to
win over evening, December 12.
during the entire schedule. Playing
the Freshman football outfit.
A private performance was given at at left end, he was responsible in
It was nearly a two-man team that the Barn Chamber, Wednesday afterlarge measure for the sweeping air
lan rough-shod over Don Lancaster's noon, and those who attended were al- attack that was both admired and
Standing Committees Are Named in yearlings two weeks ago. Johnson and most unanimous in declaring it to l>e feared by the White's opponents this
I'laisted, aided by good interference, one of the best productions that the season.
Foothall, Track. Baseball, Hockey,
It was a Poster to Soother
made one long gain after another, Dramatic Club h;.s ever staged.
pass in the last moments of the game
Ten. lis and Golf
and there was
never any seriou
The scene of the play Is at Webster- that saved Howdoin from a whitedoubt as to the final outcome of the bridge, N. H., in the late fall of 1777. washing at the hands of the Black
With the resignation of .Malcolm E. game.
It is a Puritan town ami has a good
P. ear.
From Crystal's opening kick-off the Block of over-pi >us inhabitants, who
Morretl as foothall coach, it has boHis defensive play was likewise
come necessary foi the Athletic Coun- Sophomores marched- steadily down consider it a sacrilege to speak to a brilliant. It is certain that for the
the chalk-marks to their first score. confessed sinner, let alone trying to coining season Bowdoin will have in
cil to choose a new man for next year.
The quest started in earnest November Johnson tore off fifteen yards or so save his soul. When the British sol- him an aggressive, hard-fighting capend,
Plaisted
crashed diers come, however, and institute a tain of the best type. He is a mem22 when the Council appointed a com- around left
mittee, headed hv William R. Crowley, through tackle for another long gain. series of hangings to show their au- ber of the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity.
former Polar Bear foothall captain, to and then Morrell got away to be thority, the humanity of the characters
At the same meeting Kdwin Milexamine and investigate the records brought down only by a desperate comes to the front. To see Minister ner of Newton Center, Mass., was
of all candidates.
Boyd W. Bartlett, (lying tackle on the fourteen yard Anderson in a rage, damning the reli- appointed to the managership. He is
of the faculty, John L. Joy and Charles stripe. I'laisted bucked the line for gion which he has preached, and to see a Zeta Psi.

Step to Secure Mentor

died.

<

LETTERS AWARDED

I..
Hildreth, of the alumni, are the
other members of the committee.
There was some belief amongst both
alumni and students that Crqjvley, a
prominent football official in the East,
had already picked a man from his
long lisl of acquaintances, but this
theory was discarded when no recommendation was forthcoming, or at least
ii' >t
announced at the meeting on Nov.

Another meeting of the council

22.

will be held

though
is

it

may

tomorrow afternoon, anil
known
is
definite
that an announcement

nothing

possible

forthcoming at this time.
Several prominent coaches at other
have been mentioned by
Colleges
newspapers as probable choices for the
be
nothing definite will
job. but
known until Mr. Crowley makes a report to the council and until the council votes on the matter.
On Nov. 22 letters were awardl>e

a yard, hit again for three more, and the Devil's Disciple put on the ministhen Johnson swung through to the terial garb, is most humorous. As the
six yard line on a criss-cross. Fourth mask of austerity falls from the chardown and two to go, but first downs acters, one by one. the revelation of
were not what was wanted. Plaisted their humanity is refreshing.
(Continued on Pane 8)
went through a hole large enough for

team of horses for the

a

first

touch-

i

I

ARRANGEMENTS MADE

A
liant

large audience enjoyed the hrilprogram of tkr- Mr.i;:irt Trio

Memorial Hall November

in

22.

Many

students availed themselves of this opportunity and spent a memorable eve-

—

Chapman, Jr., 'SO, G. 6. Garcelon,
SO. H. V. Stiles, 'SO. D. F. Prince, 'SI,
already has arranged some «>f the
details of the formal dance in the
Sargent Gymnasium on the evening
of December 20. Perley Breed's orchestra of Boston, whose music is
well-known, will play at the dance.
As usual the Gymnasium decorations
will 1h> in the hands of Mr. Cobb, who
in past years has been most successful in this work. On the Moor each
fraternity on the campus will have a
booth of its own. Already novel favors have been obtained, which will

the
sented three speakers to the assembly.
Dr. Noel
professor of
Little,
C.
Physics at
this
college,
the
first
sneaker, related some of his experiences on his recent trip to Kurope.
Much of his talk was spent in telling about the growth of Germany
since the late war.
The laboratory
work in the sciences has progressed
rapidly during the past few vears. according to
Dr.
Little.
Industrial
plants are belter equipped for research than ever before, and are doing a great deal of work along this
line. Aviation- has gone along in leaps
and bounds an<l beyond question, ho
feels, is farther ...ivanced than in tho

ning listening to some delightful clas- add to some degree to the attractiveness of the affair. Some two hundred
couples are expected to attend thi.tirst formal dance of the year. The

Forensic Coitest to Take Place Latter sical music.
Miss Zundel, the cellist, pleased the
Pari of December Juniors and
audience extremely by her rendering
Seniors to Meet Also
of the Hungarian Rhapsodie; Miss
Carley, as well as showing herself to
This year's Freshman-Sophomore be an expert accompanist, drew unandebate will be held, if not the .night imous approval with her lively Capbefore the Christmas House Party priccio; Mi.-s Fuehs brought out her
beautiful -elections to their full exstarts, then some time during that
tent.
period. The subject will be the same
This is the first of three concerts to
as in the Tufts debate, namely, Rebe given under the auspices of the
solved, That Trial by Jury Should be
Freshman team, Brunswick Music League. The second.
The
Abolished.
to take place some time in March, will
which upholds the negative side of
be by the well known De Stefano
the question, will consist of A. S.
String Quartet
The third will be a
Davis, Jr., George P. Towle, Jr., and
piano recital, but as yet definite plans
Louis J. Roehr. Douglas Pelton will
have not been Completed.
be the alternate.
The program follows:
The Sophomore group, although
Ti io Opus 48
Mendelssohn
Hot as yet decided, is tentatively anMolto Allegro agitato
nounced as consisting of the following men: I). W. Brown, A. W. TarAndante con moto
bell, and Line dn Smith.
Leggiero e vivace
The discussion will consist of thre,
Allegro assai appassionato
ten minute main speeches on each
Pack
side, as in the varsity debate, but Adagio
Popper
only two five minute rebuttals will Hungarian Rhapsodie
be allowed.
Miss Zundel
The Junior-Senior debate will take Prelude g-sharp minor Rachmaninoff
place about the time of the Sopho- Cappriccio
Dohnanyi
more Hop. The victor of each interMiss Carley
class debate will meet each other in
Cottenet
the Spring.
The winning class will Chanson Meditation
be presented with a trophy, the na- From the Canehrake Samuel Gardner
ture of which has not as yet been deMi s Fuchs
cided. Due to the intense rivalry beLondonderry Air .... Arr. by Krei.-ler
tween classes, these promise to be a
F. Fernandez Arbos
seiies of hard-fought, interesting de- Bolero
Mozart Trio
bate-.
.

.
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George H. Souther

HANDICAP SWIMMING USHER HEADS SOPHS
MEET HELD FRIDAY
IN (LASS ELECTION
Locke Shows Up Well In Breast
Stroke Kaston and Sperry Also

—

Winter

Handicap

were run

off.

Nisjht

The

class of '32 held its annual
election of class officers Thursday
night in Memorial Hall. Lawrence
Usher of Cambridge, Mass , was
chosen president, John Hay of Westbrook,
vice
and John
president,
Creighton, Jr., of Thomaston, treasurer.
Robert Studley, Marion Short,
Richard Mullin, (Bruce liinley, ami
Francis Vaughan were elected to

Locke's time in the breast stroke
most noteworthy feature.
Faston and Sperry in the Medley
swim, a new event this year, also did
especially good work. A great deal oi serve on the Sophomore Hop Commitimprovement is noted in comparing tee, Short
betas/ elected Chairman.
the work with that of last year'- There were 107 Sophomores present

was the

team

at this

same

point in the sched-

ule.

results of the

Harldicap meet

1

follow

out of a class of 134.
The new president is head of the
White Key and responsible for its

new

:

policies

and

activities.

He was

Smith, Bowman, and Eases, respec- also active in Freshman track
last
placed in the 100 yard swim year. John Hay was active in FreshTime, 1.07 1-5 seconds.
man football and was on the varsity
In the finals of the SO yard dash, squad this year. He took part in
Collins was first with Colby and Dam. Freshman track also. John Creighton
second and third. Time, 30 2-5 sec- was active in Freshman track and
,

with
the
reminiscences
Mitchell's
l'.owman won the 200 yard swim,
statement that as Busine.-s Manager Dunham and Lord being second and
of the "Quill" he had suddenly founn third. Time, 2.40 2-5 seconds.
himself seventy dollars in debt, which
In the Medley Relay Race the varMr. Mitchell was kind enough to pay! sity team, composed of N. Faston,
Then he mentioned (rather ironically) Locke, and R. Smith won. Time, 3.41
certain features of Chapel and other 4-5 seconds. The second team was
a foil account will lie given here.
institutions at P.owdoin. It was the
Chalmers, and
Professor Mitchell gave an inter- reading of Kipling by Charles T. composed of Sperry,
esting introduction, recalling the col- Copeland of Harvard that Prof. Snow Fsson.
300 yard Medley Swin.
In the
It ge
days of Mr. Snow. Freshman dwelt on most in his introduction,
the Class of and he recommended Kipling very Sp.iry, Faston, and Din-more were
Cngli-h." the "Quill".
1st. 2nd, and 3rd, respectively. Tim'6$ Prize Speaking, the Coffee Club, warmly.
5.04 3-5 seconds.
and other things in which Prof. Snow
Prof. Snow prefaced the first part
Chalmers won the diving contest
took part were mentioned. Some of

baseball.
He was on the Freshma i
ISanquet Committee last year, and is
a member of the Musical Clubs.

an. gave an unusual

i

authors whom Mr. Snow found
most to his taste in college. Professor
Mitchell recalled, were Matthew Arnold. Stevenson, Sarah Orne .lewett,
ami Wordsworth. And in the Coffee
Club, a literary group to which both
these men belonged, Mr. Snow bore
the significant title of "Dante". Hi*
the

often shown
of the cluh.
already marked as a
of
life
writer
country
along the Main
-hote.
Put Professor Mitchell's best
tribute was this simple description:
love for literature was
in the spirited debate-

and he was

•

•.

llectually

alive."

Prof Snow then rose, capping Prof.

TEMPORARY BOARD WALKS TO
BK CONSTRUCTED ON CAMPUS
The communication from Mr. Philip
in the last issue of the Orient
brings to liirht the fact that since 1925
Committee on Building! and
the
Grounds ha- been recommending that
an appropriation ne made for the improvement of the walks. An appropriation of one thousand dollars has been
made at last. The plans are now com*
Dieted, and temporary board walks will
l>e constructed on the main arteries of
traffic as far as the money allows. The
purpose for braiding the walks i- to
stop the tracking in of cinders into the
college buildings in muddy weather
These cinders annually make costlv inroads into the doors.

A hern

program with mention of what with
59 points. Colby being second
Stevenson said of Walt Whitman, for
with 51.
Whitman was one of the principal
Faston won the 150 yard back
topics
of
the
evening.
Stevenso'J
stroke. Sperry and Bowman being the
pointed out that Whitman heralded
next two in iine. Time, 2.0!> seconds.
a new age in literature, the "inIn the 200 yard relay the varsity
ventory school", which was of a type
team, consisting of Howard. Bowman.
not -eon since Chaucer ami Gower.
Smith, and Collins, won. Time, 1.52
With this beginning. Prof. Snow
seconds. The second team was Fsson.
talked alxiut the "Longfellow Thread"
Dana. Th<Colby, Chalmers, and
and the "Whitman Thread" which run
third team /consisted of Jenkisson,
through American Literature. But he
Moore, and Milner,
Mr. F. P. Bartlett of the DuPonJ
w arned his audience that the fresh- Copeland,
Ammonia Corporation net juniors
ness of our literature is marked in
Dean Nixon addressed the Lewis- and seniors at the Moulton Union last
both.
An amusing treatment of a poem ton Kiwanis Club November 20. His Wednesday to discuss the opportuMen And A nities for work in the DuPont comsubject was "Some
tContfamad >>n
4)
panies.
Book."
of his

r

hM

RINK ERECTED
Thirteen dames Scheduled Including
Six at Brunswick Season to Start
on Januarv 4

—

With a goodly number of new candidates reporting along with the six
lettermen from last year's squat,
hockey got off to a flying start la.-t
week.
Practice has started and for
several days will consist mostly of
"Houser Hall", a game invented by

Coach Ben Houser to condition the
men. The rink has been erected on
the Delta, and if cold weather continues the men wilfi soon be onthe ice. The
rink was flooded Monday night. Hi n
will have plenty of time to whip a
sextet into shape since the season
will not open until January 4 when
the Polar Bear icebtrds will stack
up against Hates on the home rink,
liowdoin, although winning the state
championship
last year, had only
mediocre success against out.-ide colleges, but with Captain Stone, Parker, Thayer, Ward, Dwyer, and Rose,
the lettermen, as well as some very
promising material, the White prospects for a winning six are bright,
and hopes are high for another state

ham, W.- W. Travis. G. A. Clarke,

C.
C. Pilodeau, D. X Antonucci; defense,
R. P. Hirtle, V. T. Lathbury, S. F.

MeKown, H G. Small, G. G. Harmon,
E. P. Loring. J. A. McGill, Jr., H.
G. Cannon, Jr., S R. Stone, T. H.
Kimball, F. P. Marsh, W. S. Piescott, H. B. Thayer, R. Olsen; center,
H. H. Rose; goalies, L. R. Lea-h,
Jr., E. B. Drew. J. W. Wilder. Jr.. D.
.v.
Stockman, H. A. Peny, M. W.
(Guitinucd on Page 3)

ORGAN RECITALS TO
BE OFFERED WEEKLY

of

During the ensuing winter months
on his subject, bringing out the imof the college year organ recitals are
portance of these compounds in the
to be given in the chapel under th
field of Chemistry.
Dr. W. L. Gilliland, professor of supervision of Professor Edward H
Organic Chemistry at the Univer- Wass. Every Monday afternoon at
sity of Maine, told of his trip last
4.30 o'clock from now on. Professor
summer by automobile from Maine
so
to the state of Washington. He vis- Wass will give recitals himself,
ited the chemistry departments <>f that students may become more faseveral of the leading colleges and miliar with the organ. The programuniversities including Harvard, M. I.
will be so arranged as to give vaTt, Michigan, Chicago, Illinois, Iowa
Washington and Johns Hopkins. At riety and appeal to those attending.
As well as weekly recitals by Prothese universities, he met the heads
of departments and leaders in the fessor Wass, there will be concerts b\
chemistry field. He noted particularly visiting organists given in the evethe University of Illinois where the
of the student
study of chemistry is important, and ning for the benefit
At this time a program is
where chemicals for practical use are body.
manufactured.
being made up which will Ik- published as soon as the dates are asA short meeting of the Outing Club
was held last Friday with a view of certained. Up to this writing the fir.-t
talking over plans for the coining two concerts have been arranged. Mr.
year.
Francis W. Snow, organist and choirIt was decided that the Cluh
would meet next Saturday at the Out- master of Trinity Church, Boston,
ing Club cabin to map out the activ- and Mr. Raymond C. Robinson, orities for the coming season. An effort ganist of King's Chapel, Boston, and
will be made to enlarge the member- teacher at the New England Consership of the organization and to create vatory of Music will be at the College
more interest among the student body. on dates to be announced soon. The
It is hoped that a broader program prominence of these men as organistwill be carried out than in previous is w'll known both in Boston and
years.
New England.

tively,

onds.

Witbert Snow, Bowdoln '07. and
now Professor "f English at Wesleyand pleasing lecture in the Moulton Union DecemThe entire evening was so
ber 2nd.
ntertaining and of such value that

Cretgfctoa Are Elected VicePresident and Treasurer of "32

Thursday

Swimming

Meet, the first of a series of preliminary meets before the beginning
of the regular schedule, was held last
Friday, and tome excellent events

The

Poetry Talk and Readings
Given by Professor Snow

Hay and

Do Good Work
The

and

Training Starts

some of the Onium Compounds." The doctor went into detail

erties

J

Phkc

Prospects
Call

—

next week.
The house dances will be, as is the
custom, on Thursday night. The details are being worked out by the various house committees at this time,
but not all the fraternities have completed plans at this writing.
Oil Friday afternoon at, 4 o'clock
Continued on

Houser's
Ben
Answer First

United States.
Professor
Wass to Play Monday
Dr. Guerin of the Iniversity of
Afternoons Concerts by Visiting
Maine, the next speaker, discussed
Organists Being Arranged
in' detail the "Preparation and
Prop-

subscription price will be six dollars
a couple, and tickets will go on sal"

i

FIRST TASTE OF

WORK PAST WEEK

day,

.

(ContiniHH! on patre 4)

HOCKEY MEN GET

The Maine Chemical Society held
title.
a meeting at the College on SaturThe men reporting to Coach Houser
November 23. The meeting was
preceded by a luncheon served in the for the first day's practice included:
Wings, B. S. Dwyer, W. Ward, J. M.
Moulton Union to all members.
Parker. D D. Sloan, II. W. Pates, F.
After the business of the society
was transacted,
chairman pre- Howard. M. MacLachlin, F. H. Ing'i-

•

MOZART TRIO GIVES
ENJOYABLE ONCERT

I>ensions.

In speaking of this gift to the undergraduates
President
Sills
sail
that he hoped those among them who
might become men of wealth in the
future would hold before themselves
as a model a donor like Mr. Curtis.,
who is as kindly and as modest as he
is generous.

Doctors Gilliland and Guerin of the
University of Maine, and Dr. Little
are Speakers

Gym-

1

Carnegie Foundation announced last
Spring. The college had made provision for making good the defic'ency
on the contributory basis through a
general appropriation from its funds
which .would have entailed a deficit of
several thousand dollars in the budget.
Mr. Curtis' gift will take car"
of such deficit this year, will provide
for income for the- succeeding years,
and make reparation for the unexpected reductions
in
the Carnegie

CHEMICAL SOCIETY
MEETS AT BOWDOIN

down. The forward pass for the extra
point w-as batted down.
Morrell's kick-off went out. Means
took the re-kick on his own five yard
line and ran it back twenty yards bePerley Breed's Orchestra of Boston fo
fore five or six men hit him. A sharp
Play at
"The Adding
buck off left tackle made four yards.
Machine" to be Given
A fumble stopped the next play dead,
and Kimball raised a long twisting
spiral, to Johnson, who was smashed
The plans for Christmas Honflat on his thirty-*'. e yard line after Party which takes place December 1!»a three yard r'.a-back. A left tackle 21. are fast taking form under the diattempt by hii
Betted only a yard. rection of the Student Council,
lie
it'ontimi.
in I'm-.- t)
committee in charge consisting of H.
M. Davis. Jr., '.SO. chairman, H. P

ed to the following members of the
C
football squad: Manager H. H. StevenSOH, Captain 11. P. Chapman. S. R.
Stone, H. V. Stil-s. H. IV Thayer. S. R.
Large
Audience
Hears
Program Given
Foster. 0. P. Carleton, C. C. Bilodeau,
Under Auspices, of Brunswick
(J. H. Souther, I*. W. Lancaster, 0. G.
Garcelon, H. W. Stoneman. R. H.
Music League
Cramer, R. S. Eelce, R. B. Hirtle, H.

FROSH-SOPH DEBATE

HOUSE PARTY PLANS
FAST TAKING SHAPE

In chapel last Wednesday morning
President Sills announced aChristmas
present of $100,000 from Cyrus H. K.
Curtis, Esq., of Philadelphia. The income of the fund is to be used for
the payment of annuities and pensions to members of the faculty whose
retiring allowances were affected by
the drastic cuts in the grants of th->

17

Bowdoin Debaters Awarded
Decision Over Tufts Team
A two to one decision gave the victory to liowdoin over Tufts in the first
of the varsity debates' of the year,
held Dec. 3 in the Moulton Union.' A
perfectly drilled and perfectly functioning trio of liowdoin speaker-. Paul
CarWalker, Albert E. Jenkins and
ter Fee. literally tore the arguments
of their opponent.- to shreds, while
maintaining a brilliant case in defense
of trial by jury, the question under
consideration.

L

President Sill.-, wno acted as presiding -officer, introduced Robert P.
Russell, treasurer of the Junior class
at Tufts, as first speaker for the affiimative. Mr. Russell devoted himself
principally to a history of the ease and
the development i>f the theory that
trial by jury i- out-worn and outmoded. Fxpert opinion was cited as t'>
the comparative incapability of the
average jury, and the need <>f trained
."en for such phases of legal work.

nave are riot sufficient to justify its
abolishment. The keynote of the present judicial failure*, according to his
contention, lay in other branches of
the judicature.

Richard A. Win-low, second speaker
for Tufts, directly opposed the vieVs
Contending that the
of Mr. Walker.
fault.- of the jury system are inherent,
he cited long lists of failures and
drawbacks to it- one. Expense, unfair

and emotional

m

(diet-,

unwarranted

securing verdict.-, and absoveniremen
were
unqualified
some of the charges laid against "this
failing and inefficient fabric of patch-

time

in

lutely

work."

Albert F. Jenkins continued the
negative's brief with further citations
of faults of the judicial structure
which are absolutely unconnected with
In his opinion,
a trial by one'.- pet t.-.
the present breakdown of justice IS
traceable to faulty procedure, law having become but a "game of technicali-

Paul Walker then proceeded to open
Admitting ties/* He concluded his argument by
the ca.-e foi the negative.
Mr. Walker's demand that
that the present system of trial by reiterating
the affirmative produce a plausible
jury is inefficient, he suggested the
C. »ntinw<1 en Pair** 41
hypothesis that whatever faults it may

J
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College Year h>

(he Students

of Bowdoin

its teams, then it is only doing half its duty, for continued
defeat has a bad psychological effect on the students who are

College.

should be given to the Managing Kditor l.y Sunday
The E<lili>r-in-('hief la rrs|x>nsible for the editorial
preceding the date nf publication.
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All iiilltlitatllim anil roiutiiunirations

night

t

I

,

appreciation on behalf of the student body for his latest gift to
the college. The splendid Chapel organ and the endowed swimming pool were made ours by the generosity of this man, and now

Communication

body or anything they can conjure up
a case against.
I do not believe the college group

is a poor loser, but it seems a shame
we have the retirement fund for the faculty. Gracious," kind, and Dear Editor <>f the Orient:
The Bowdoin Orient, of late, has that such evidences of poor sportsmodest, he has come to Bowdoin's aid as she was being faced with been giving a great deal of detailed manship are allowed to circulate in
print by which we are judged as a
a very serious problem. As President Sills said in announcing this criticism in regard to athletics that
believe is a detriment to the very whole, such as the last Orient editogift, we hope that when you have made your fortune in the world spirit they are attempting to correct. rial on the Tufts game.
If you can't
It
has
stated
been
time and again help matters anv. do not hinder.
outside you will know how to give. Mr. Curtis is an example of a
that there is an indifferent spirit in Tf you have anvthing constructive to
man who possesses this rare quality, one which you will do well the
college regarding the college as a offer, we are glad to listen but idle
I

working

to follow.

unit, either on the athletic complaining gets sickening,
or elsewhere.
It is my opinion
Sincerely yours,
an attitude of indifference is
K. H. SARGENT.
much more becoming and more to be
communication
was
This
P.S.
preferred than the type of criticism
we have been suffering from for the prompted bv a letter received from
a friend of Bowdoin connected with
last few years.
above
College
who
the
Tufts
had
read
It would 1k» a wonderful thing to
field

i

that

.4

Hi statement of Farts

communication on sportsmanship which appears in this
issue, Mr. Sargent presents a very clear picture of Bowdoin's athHis dealing of the athlete's task to meet the require- have the college working as a family mentioned editorial.
letic problem.
R. S.
ments of both classroom and playing field explains much of the group with one common interest. _thc
Every Bowdoin man will
With this view we are in hearty college.
difficulty that besets a coach.
state such an ideal, if asked, as the
Stanwood adProf.
Daniel
C.
agreement, but when the author condemns our attitude on the ideal spirit of the college campus. dressed the members of the Maim
Tufts game as an "out-and-out show of poor sportsmanship" we The question is, however, can this Society of the Mayflower DescendIn his

cannot agree so heartily.
The editorial was not a show of anything. It was a statement
of facts. It has never been the policy of this paper to grumble and
crab over the outcome of games. We made this clear. But this
policy, like any other policy, sometimes cannot be followed in view
of the concurrent circumstances. The circumstances existed. Bowdoin's football team had gone through an unsuccessful season.
Criticism, some of it just, but most of it unjust, floated about the
campus. There was talk of poor coaching and a hundred and one
other troubles. Support dwindled away to a mere handful. It
was a time of disappointment. Then came the Tufts game. A

Bowdoin team had redeemed

itself. The score only partially showed
but the game did entirely. Only a small percentage of the student body went to Medford. We felt that all Bowdoin men. alumni
it,

to organize an efficient and effective
board to promote his plans. That com-

doin College, it seemed
especial care (rom them,

munication was never written, and
have forgotten the subject of the
I
(A fact which attests its
other one.
importance, no doubt.)
The latest matter, fresh in my mind
at present, calls to my attention a
clash between the President (whose
attitude is, perhaps, the general feeling) and some of the departments of
the college. We are urged to use the
Cafeteria, as over against the patronage of the restaurants about town.
Yet before me, on a Bowdoin blotter,
I
find three paid restaurant advertisements.
In the Orient the same
thing is apparent.
On the theatre
and football programs we often find
This mornirig
the same proposition.
a * the Hillside Lunch I happened to
P**9*?* when a representative c
the Bugle came in. soliciting an advertisement.

Meeting an alumnu> of Bowdoin
the day I started home, the ceaversation ran thus:
"Hello, Walt, old boy. Who was Hie
laundry man? You look as if you bad
been through a mangling machine."

( .

I

graduated from here every year. They can either face the hard,
cold world with an attitude that by a whole-hearted effort it can
be beaten, or that defeat is inevitable and one should accept all
buffets with a smile.
One attitude is positive and one. negative.
We have been led to believe that the College is defending the negaKntcred as second class matter at the poKtofTice at Hrunswic'k. Maine.
tive attitude. The value of victory has been lowered in our eyes,
News Editor for This Issue
whereas in our courses we seldom hear of the men who tried and
John L. Snider '31
failed. We are not unmoral even when we say that some victories
are worth while at any price. Why is it. then, we ask, that the
No. 17 beloved Prof. Copeland of Harvard has been led to say of Bowdoin
Wednesday. December 11. 1929.
Vol. L1X.
men: "They give up too .-silv. They lack the fight that is necessary to do excellent work"?
t
Bowdoin's Friend
To the victor belongs the laurel wreath.
and
demost
loyal
Again we are indebted to one of Bowdoin's
D. F.
voted friends, Cyrus H. K. Curtis. We offer him our heartfelt
I'iilili-I»<l

prompted, of course, by the appearThe success
ance of the new Quill.
of the first number is to be attributed solely to Mr. Fosdick; his was
the inspiration and his the ability

to take issue

ence to

Assistant Managers

future years may be a.s happy as you
have made mine in the past. Wli.le
at the Maine General Hospital
in Portland, my thoughts were of the
ami my
Bowdoin College students
friends in Brunswick and it seemed
a.s
if
a Bowdoin Angel was witii
me, if such there is. There must I*some, for a Bowdoin graduate, a doetor, performed the operation, a Bowdoin doctor paid me daily visits, and
when I told several of the nurses I
was employed l,y the students of Bow

inning vs. Losing
Communication
with a theory which is prevalent or
seems to be prevalent in the College today, viz., that it is a virtue to
hav felt
the urge three times
go down in defeat with a smile. We wish to point out that it is in the Ijjst month to write one of
these "puerile manifestations of stueven more worth white to know how to win and retail) modesty. dent opinion." The first was to be
If it is the College's policy to teach "defeat with a grin" in refer? a eulogy of Mr. Fosdick, and was
11

Wo desire only

spirit be obtained by
has been c-ufrent for

such criticism as
in our ants at a recent banquet at the Conn Portland.
K*ess Square Hotel

some time

publications? I believe not, and A do
not think that I am alone in this belief, judging from the reactions to an
editorial about the Tufts game. Such
an out-and-out show of poor sportsmanship is one of the things we are
trying to correct, and I fail .to see
the advantage of trying to correct it
by inoculating the student body with
the disease itself.

i

*

It

would seem to me that

if

1

was

-

a.~

if

:

"We

.

informed him what had happened

I

"Well", he said, "Hurry up and get
Say Walt, can you remember

well.

the horn concerts we used to have and
the old 'Bon Ami Club*, and who it
was who put the electric car in front
of the Chapel !"
will
say "Cod B!e>s
In closing
I

You

All."

Walter, the "Rubber at the (iym."

SIMMON III UTWI1KN Rl \ ABOIT
CRASHES INTO KLKCTRIC CAB

we are

(by sense of duty) to boycott the resDavid A. Simmon of Egypt, Mass,
taurants, we should not solicit them a member of the sophomore class,
for advertisements which obviously suffered a badly fractured left elbow
serve our own interests far more than as the result of an automobile accitheirs.
If we ask them to subsidize dent on the Levviston road November
our publications, we have a like duty 24. Simmon and five other students,
to offer them our patronage.
while on their way home from LewHerbert L. Preseott '30.
when the
confused
iston, became
headlight of an electric car came
around
a curve. Thinking that it was
CARD OF
one headwith
only
an automobile
To the Faculty and Students of Bow- light, Simmon, who was driving,
doin College:
turned to the right and crashed into
During the past few weeks I have the head end of the car. The auto
received tokens and assistance which mobile, a runabout, was wrecked, and
mean more to me than I can express. the six occupantts were cut and
For the help and assistance which you shaken up, but Simmon was the only
and the citizens of Brunswick hav one to receive serious injury.
rendered me during my recent ill
The other occupants of the auto
Delta
ness I wish in a humble way to ex- mobile, all members of the
press
my heartfelt appreciation: Kappa Kpsilon fraternity, were A'.
especially am I grateful for the ex- B. Mulholland, Henry 6. Small, Fred
pression of good will which prompted C. Tucker, Ira Crocker and Richard
them and my hearty wish is that your T. Bates.

THANKS

'

|

|

We all want to see winning teams,
we cannot always have' them.
Bowdoin's athletic teams are a matter of chance as much, if not more
than anything else, because she defends solely on the material at ham!
for their constitution.
If the incoming classes have a group of athletes,
Bowdoin will have good teams. If
the incoming classes are mediocre in
this line, we can expect only mediocre
teams. The men who coach and lead
must use what they have and get the
good out of them, and they can't
make an athlete out of a man simply
because he looks as though he should
but

must

cause

two.

We

a

conflict

have this

between

situation

the
a

to

hope that this game has knocked some of the wind out of great extent here. The athlete has
the many 'experts' about the campus who talk at length of bad to balance his time to get along in
two places at the same time, which
coaching and kindred gridiron evils. The whole season was right is not an easy job.
As observers, then, we do not want
inside the team itself and their final job was a $>road one."

Fresh nut IlnU s
Another communication necessitates another answer. In the
last issue of the ORIENT, Mr. Brown suggests doing away with
Freshman rules on Thanksgiving, and in working up to this conclusion he makes a few comments on the present situation which
we do not think are quite true. In the first place, are the black
caps such a rarity as Mr. Brown leads us to believe? With his
sweeping generalization of being "occasionally reminded" of their
existence, which is an exaggeration, he goes on to a discussion of
the rules themselves.
We fail to see how they can be called a
nuisance. We never saw any disadvantage in wearing a hat. even
though there were 150 like it on the campus. Matches can be carried without much loss in weight, and the Bowdoin "hello", sometimes perhaps neglected, endures long after the first year.
Class unity is a very desirable thinjr. These rules, from both
the Freshman and Sophomore points of view, contribute much to
(lass unity, ('specially for the first year men.
We cannot see how
disputes over them should prevent absolute democracy in the college.
Perhaps the Freshmen do not need the cap for identification
among themselves, but we feel that it serves a good purpose
throughout the year. If the rules were done away with at Thanksgiving time, the annual clash at the Freshman banquet would lose
much of its Spirit. In a fraternity college like Bowdoin we need as
many contacts as \\y can have, and those made by the class working as a group constitute some of the best we have. Freshman
rules, partly because of the traditions they have established, and
it

chiefly

because of their value to the college, should be maintained.

i

to lose sight of the point of view of
the athlete.
He has two worries to
our one, which makes it doubly hard.

Many

of

them wish they only had one,

and here

lies a great deal of the athbecause if a fellow
does not like to play, does not want
to play, and does it becau.se of college opinion, how can we expect the
flesh to do its best when the spirit
letic

is

difficulty,

weak ?
As for

us, sportsmanship is a blend
of fairness, the grace of a good loser,
gameness, modesty, the grace of a
good winner, and loyalty to the team.
Sportsmanship is not shown only on
the field.
Think the situation over
before you condemn, and do not he
influenced by idle propaganda which

our alumni, especially, seem to take
a keen delight in broadcasting to the

minds of the. suspicious, faultfinding student body, who are always
ready to "lay out in lavender" anyfertile

;

Telephony knows no
to develop

local conditions.

build loner distance business?

trom insect

attack.?

How
How

in

number
It

more compact equipment for
low to assure a sufficient

manholes?
of

takes

1

trained

operators?

resourcefulness

to

How
find

answers, to surmount the barriers.
is

to

the

There

no stereotyped way.

BELL SYSTEM

A New Shipment
Dark Blue

use

Special problems arise, too, in telephone

laboratory, factory and central office.
to protect poles

of Corduroy Trousers
and Knickers Just Received!

barriers

Telephone lines must cross natural barThis means construction methods
must be flexible, readily varied to peculiar

riers.

SPECIAL

iA njt!yn-u!je

systern

<,/

:nter- iU nnt t

t

ing tt.'ephones

Yellow - Cray - Tan
At the Very Popular Price of
-

$4.50

HARMON'S

OUR PION E

got

to me.

and undergraduates, should know the real story of the game.
The editorial we wrote was based upon a spirit of justice, not
poor sportsmanship. Never has there been a clearer example of
the end justifying the means. We were not influenced by any "idle
propaganda" from our alumni, if there is such a thing. We do not
be one.
think that they "take delight in broadcasting" nor that the student
When we leave Bowdoin and look
body can be classed as "suspicious" and "fault-finding". Our stand for a position by which to make our
was not one of "idle complaining," but a direct attack on that living, we are not going to be judged
by the number of fames our college
small part of the college as a whole, the fault-seekers. We were won on the field. Rather we are gonot bemoaning the loss of the game. That is indeed idle complain- ing to be catalogued from the point
of view of how many brains we
ing.
We were stating some very worth while facts which every reeded in order to get through the
Bowdoin man must have been glad to know, and from these facts college that we have been graduated
from. The athlete knows this a.s well
drew the conclusion to the editorial in question, which we quote as the non-participant, and the idea
below
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Ask us about a brand lew Corona Four for
i

Christmas Carets from lc

$45. 00

each

to |4.00

(HANDLER & SON

F. \V.

Breakfast, Luncheon, Afternoon Tea

...
A

Dinner

Delightful Place to

.

.

Eat— All Home Cooked Foods

"Wholesome — Tasty — Satisfying Meals"

THE COLLEGE SPA
\\heri>

from

In the Court Martial Scene
to right, Harold Gray. Mrs.

Evervbodv Meets

th e Devil's Disciple the players are left

Morgan lushing. Stanley Chase. Jacques Ham

mond and Thomas Means.

'Devil's Disciple"

SHAKESPEARE SCENES DISPLAY OF PRINTS
BEING GIVEN TODAY
AT WALKER MUSEUM

FOR A GENTLEMAN'S

Fine

Play ot Dramatic Club

more nights. Some week when vim
haven't anything to do, drop in and
see a game.

CHRISTMAS

|

"Much Ado About Nothing"
and "Henry IV". Presented by
Englisn 11 Class

Tarts of

Kxhihit

American

of

(Continued from pnue

of

Institute

1)

The interest of the plot is kept up
from the beginning to the end. From
first scene in the faim house of
Timothv Dudgeon on the outskirts of

Graphic Arts Attracting Visitors
t„ Art Building

the

village, to the closing episode, with
"fiftv Prints of the Year," the ex- the
the rescuing of the Devil's Disciple
f the American Institute of
from hanging in the market place,
Graphic Arts which has been at the
Shaw, an
is not a dull moment.
Walker Art Building since December '2 there
Englishman, has presented a most
aM(1 win cont nu „ tl be there until the
pleasing view of the surrender of Geneml of this w ,, pk )ias attracted the at eral Uurgoyne to the Americans, and
With the the amusing politeness of "Gentletention of many visitors.
I
aim of promoting interest in the manly Johnny,"* as the General is
praphic arts, the institute sends out its called, is sure to produce more than
prints in 1!»2!> for the fourth year.
a few smiles.
Walter I'ach. of New Yolk, who is
The production is directed by Mrs.
widely known as a critic, lecturer and Arthur Brown, who has had charge of
writer, as well as an artist, and who the staging of several college performthe
is
Eugene Armtield
important speakers at ances.
n
In , titute ()f Art at Bowdoin in chairman of the staging committee.
Following is the cast of characters:
w
f
d
seiectimr these 50 from Mrs. Timothy Dudgeon,
Mrs. John C. Thalheimei
1HH artists
suhmitt ,, (1 b
rf
Mrs. Herbert Brown
previous years, the 'institute has Essie
,
Prof. Herbert Brown
Lfev&ed half of tiu exhibit to modern- Christy
Prof. Stanley Smith
Anderson,
Much Ado About Nothing
Parson
to
con\istic prints, and the other half
Anderson,
Walter Bowman servative prints, with a one-man jury Judith
Leonato
Mrs. Morgan B. Cashing
Robert Kcke selecting the prints of each group. To
Ciaudio
Jacques Hammond
Douglas Fosdick Mr. I'ach fell th«» honor of selecting Lawyer Hawkins
Friar
Charles Stanwood all the prints this year, it being de- William Dudgeon,
Benedick
Hammond
Prof. Edward
Philip Jackson eided to disregard the numeiical balDon John
William
Dudgeon,
Philip Walters ante.
The institute pays tribute to Mrs.
Don Pedro
Mrs. Edward Hammond
James Eastman Mr. Pach by selecting him as a "juror
Hero
.... Marshall Newton
Paul Everett with sufficient breadth of understand- Titus Dudgeon
Beatrice
Stanley Pinkham ing, appreciation, and judgment to Mrs. Titus Dudgeon,
Attendant
Mis. F. K. A. Koelln
recognize and be receptive to true
Henry IV, Part II
Richard
Dudgeon.
Prof. Harold Gray
values, ii respective of old
Walter Bowman
King Henrv IV
Sergeant
Jacques Hammond
sc "°°' or new scno °' tendencies.

Member:

class.
di 13
is class,
of the Englisn
by a few other undergrade
ates, presented a few Shakespearean
scenes at a private performance ui
"The Barn Chamber" this afternoon.
The performance will be given again
s evening at K.30. Scenes presented
from Act IV of "Much
are Scene
Alio About Nothing," and Scene it
from Act III and .Scenes i, iii, and v
from Act V of "Henry IV. Part II."
The scene from "Much Ado About
Nothing" is under the direction oi
A. Tarbell, and those from "Hen.y
are being coached by Professor
V
( hase,
Elizabethan costume is to'be
worn in the scene from Much Ado
About Nothing, while modern dross
,s to be worn in the others.
hollowing is the cast of character.

assisted

hibit

j

.

_.

,

I

^

^^^J

{

,

.

.

.

.

^^S

William Perrv
Paul Everett

Shallow
Silence
Falstaff

Major Swindon,

'

j

One of Mr. Pack's own

prints is inbeing a rule

Albert Tarbell 'eluded in the exhihition. it
Freeland Harlow °f the institute that the judge should
Bardolph
lionald Bridges include an example of his own work.
Bullcalf
Philip Walters The attention of several of the visitors
Feeble
Reino Olson has centered upon the print of RockMouldy
Herbert Prescott ^ve ll Kent, "Revisitation," and also
Shadow
James Eastman that of Louis Orr, "Princess Tower.
Wart
David Perkins Alhambra." while the entire exhibit
Pistol
William Gray- has greatly pleased many.
Davy
The institute has put out a booklet
Richard Durham
Page
Gunther Wilmsen in connection with the exhibit, and
Chief Justice
Philip Jackson prints in it an explanation of the exOfficer
W. H. Perry. D C. Per- hibition, as well as a list of the prints.
Committe*
This list includes not only the titles,
kins, A. W. Tarbell.
Musicians F. W. Harlow and R N. but the artist, his residence, the typ»of the print, and the price.
Sanger.
Cleaves.
Henry
Prompter
j

.

.

.

—

.

—
—

Thomas Mean?

General Burgoyne,

»

T

»

f

titled

the direction of Professor Charles H.
Gray, is an expressionistic work by
Elmer Rice in seven scenes. The lead
'33.
is taken by Charles Kirkpatrick
The cast is now rehearsing while Ellis
Speare, 3d. and David P. Faxon are
producthe
for
working on scenery
tion.

Hotkey

A

complete

Monitors

-(Continued from TaKe

1»

list

with swimming a close second.
The following figures show how interest is divided between the various
sports: Track, 12!»; swimming, 11!;
basketball, 70; hockey, 57; handball,
fencing, 14; Win56; gym team, IK;
ter sports, 14; corrective, 10; boxing,
!<; wrestling, K;
horseback, 2.
in

the' various

divisions

Basketball. Ray Deston and II.
McLaughlin; fencing, W. Altenburg;

are:

winter sports, Ray Jensen; track, Dan
Gibaldo, \V F. Whitney, Gowell and Johnson;
hockey,
K.
Moses;
C.
Y. E. Gatchell.
wrestling, H. C. Barton; boxing, Kd.
by
Manarranged
as
The schedule
Schwartz; swimming, A. G. Moore,
ager Neal consists of thirteen games N. Faston, F. P. Collins and R
to be
(two of them tentative), six
Smith; handball, W. Lancaster, and
played on the home rink. The com- gym team, J. B. Colton, Jr.
plete schedule follows:
Attendance this year will be taken
Jan. 4 Bates at Brunswick.
as usual by the monitors, and in adJan. 8 - New Hampshire at Dur- dition each man will sign an attendham.
ance sheet of which the monitor will
.Ian. 11
Colby at Brunswick.
have charge. Announcement made reJan. 13__ Northeastern at Bruns- cently about cuts states that five wil!
« iik.
be permitted to each sophomore, junJan. 15— Bates at Lewiston.
ior, and senior from
December 2, the
Jan. IT— B. V. at Boston.
start of required athletics, to the beWaterville.
20
Colby
at
Jan.
ginning of the spring vacation.
New Hampshire at BrunsFeb. 10
Arrangements are being made to
wick
have a list of cuts posted on the gym
Feb .13 Bates at Brunswick.
bulletin board each Monday, and in
Feb. 14— M. I. T. at Brunswick
this fashion each man will have a
Feb. 15— Colby at Waterville.
weekly notice to help him check up.
tentative!
Feb. 17— B. C.
Northeastern at Boston
Feb. 20

—

—

'

—
—
—

(

—

(tentative

OUR

EXAM SCHEDULE

Thursday. Decern bei
Psychology
Psychology >

12

l

Italian

.'5

Chemistry 3
13

English IT

Monday. December
Literature

it.

l

Mat hematicrueaaay, December

::

Historv

17

11

French S

u ednesday,

Decern be r l>

Mathematics
1

Members

of the gym team are practicing regularly, and are working up
into fine shape for the meets to come
after midyears. Arrange ents are being-

December

Friday,

GYM TEAM WORKING HARD FOR
OPENING MEET AT DARTMOUTH

1

auradaj December iy
English 21

m

made with

the Springfield College
of Physical Education to have a meet
here to follow the meet with M. I. T.
The first meet of the year is to be held
soon after midyear- at Dartmouth.
The gym team has some excellent
material this year.
Six regulars are
on the job again and eight freshmen
are showing up promisingly.
High
bar work is being .-tressed at the present time, this division needing a little
more attention than the others.

.

Government

1

Tiie Providence

meet December

Bowdoin Club

2s.

t<>

make your

from $1

to

selection.

$100

iiit

"...

..."

'

!

!

!

!

OEASON

Chase

man

after season, college

ragistar

for John

their

Wards.

prafaranca

By constantly

increased purchases, they indicate their approval of the fine

'

!

Drummer

Louis Steele

Mustard and Cress

!

!

duct the local agency for the Greely
Laundry. Announcements are eageily awaited.
i

!

!

characterize these smart shoes.

!

!

vy ME\S

I

SHOES

Inspect These Fine Shoes

HARMON'S

at

i

j

fit

Vacation gave us a chance to view
the new long skirts. Personally we'd
A special faculty committee combut who are we, that we should
Well it was. We had a clever, oh so
clever column prepared which treated comment on the ladies' styles ? Along posed of Professor Mitchell, Profesin detail the subject of what ails thv about 1D40, perhaps, life will again sor F. W. Brown and Mr. Philip S
Wilder
met on November 22 with
be
sweet.
Bowdoin team. It considered the topic
Commissioner of Education
State
from all possible angles, the causes,
Emmy Bullard says he's found a Bertram E. Packard and Mr. Haraccompanying conditions, and results
"21,
agent for:
Lyseth,
C.
in short, the sort of thing calcu- girl so dumb that she thinks a pile- rison
Secondary Education. The group had
lated to settle the matter for all time. driver is a surgical instrument,
luncheon at the Moulton Union and
Then the gang went up to Medford
and got their names in the paper.
"Tunney to return" says a head- also held their meeting there. The
The clever column therefore suffered line.
But the story merely means subject for discussion was the State
school
of
secondary
went home to hiros that he'll return from Furope to New certification
a relapse, and
teachers.
muvver.
York. What", has he been away ?
!

and
that

.

!

!

leathers, the correct lines

handsome workmanship

!

t
t
t
Investigation has revealed that the
hot-dog stand over, the bulletin board
for
the protecnot
constructed,
[was
tion of the students, but for the protection of ye bulletin board, which,
weatherproof,
supposedly
though
can't quite withstand the elements,
We are assured that the structure is
pnly temporary.

i

i

i

William B.

was quite some surprise no doubt,
of students signing The football team was to blame.

.•-port

Gifts

HARMON'S

quired athletics for the uppercla-smen.

up for various forms of athletics
shows track as the most popular

nishings, you will find the greatest sort of

variety from which to

der here?) wanted a shave. He used
"se raser", which sounded nice but
which unhappily didn't convey his
meaning. So he said something about
"faire the barbe". This also caused
no enlightenment.
The scissors and
razors addict finally got the point,
and proceeded to scrape. He meanwhile explained that the locals use
"shaver" for defining, declaiming,
college year. Stephen D. Trafton "'2-n,
speaking, and otherwise mentioning a
About fifty young 'men
presided.
shave. "Oh, yeah?" said the student
Hormell
Professor
were present.
being acted upon, "It must be a barWas also at the meeting. The combarism."
mittee in charge was composed o!
George 0. Cutter '27, Marshall Swai
Bowdoin College was more or less "2!>, Richard L. Brown '2!».
taken aback at the editorial in the
i
f
f
Orient, wherein it lauded the inst'tuRobert D. Cola, 12, Ph.D., profestion for its ability to turn out men
who could use the King's English, and sor in the School of Education, Unithen used a terrible, terrible, example versity off North Dakota, is the auof poor English. Harry Davis is do- thor of an interesting bulletin on
ing the apologizing.
Hairy wrote, "The High School Teaching Populathe present standing of Bow- tion of N. Dakota." It is the result
doin was now
and Professor of a careful survey made by Dr. Cole
Mitchell is reported to be doing as throughout the State and should be of
value to educators elsewhere who dewell as can be expected.
sire to improve the curricula of the

—

and students. The play on"The Adding Machine," under

have stocked our store generously with
everything that is correct for a eentleman's
Christmas. In fine clothing as well as fur-

It seems that a couple of students
well versed in the French se piomenir-vil down by Mill Street, and
wenf
deinto a barlier shop there, and
manded that their cheveux be coupered or words to that effect. Aussi, one
of them (should we use inverted or-

Edwards, local police
force, health officer, and so on and
(Continued from Patce 1)
With the close of Thanksgiving vaThose of you who are real bright so on, announces that he may run for
More power to
cation
an important delightful
column commonly sheriff next time.
there began
little
the Masque and Gown will present a
phase of rthe college schedule re- gracing this page was not here. This him!
one act play for the entettainment of
guests

We

The London Daily Mail says that teachers' profession.
t
t
t
Chaplain
Marshall Newton British and American popular songs
Fxecutioner, Prof. Edward Hammond reach Russia years after they are forThe engagement of Miss Marjorie
gotten here.
How stirring it must Leona Elliott of Swampscott, Mass.,
Officers.
Donovan Lancaster, Jean Fleury be to see the Soviet troops marching to Gordon Danforth Larcom of DedSoldiers: Prof. Fritz Koelln, William into Manchuria to the tune of "Just ham,
Maes., a graduate of Bowdoin
Lockwood. Philip Wilder, Hubert a Vagabond Lover!"
in the CldW of 1929, was announced
Barton, H. W. Stoneman and Peter
at a recem bridge luncheon given by
B. Ferguson.
The students have been more orless Miss Elliiltt's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Villagers: Jean Fleury, Donovan Lan- interested in the stable-like arrange- W. P. Erliott. Miss Elliott attended
caster, Ralph Quids, Mrs. F. K. A. ment erected by the bulletin board. Wheaton College. Mr. Larcom, the
Koelln,
Edward Hammond. The early rumor that S. Barney- son of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney LarMrs.
Mrs C. C. Young. Mrs. Ralph Smith was going to open a hot-dog com of Dedham, is a member of the
Childs. R. P. Mallett.
stand has given way to a more re- Chi Psi Fraternity. No date has been
W. E. Winslow cent one that Mrs. Hayes is to con- announced for the wedding.
Bugler
Prof. Stanley

REQUIRED ATHLETICS START
FOR THREE UPPER CLASSES

House Party

Prof.

That wasn't an earthquake.' It was
Professor Hormell dropping in a dead
taint after concluding a lecture during which he wasn't interrupted by
Carter Lee.

!
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.

.
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.
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i

t

i
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Thereupon we dashed off a last
minute affair, with paragraphs treat-

Bowdoin Column

ing "The Multiplicity of the Soul,"
"The truth of the Hoover Plan."
"What's wrong with Education, " and
President Sills, Dean Nixon and
"Why politics don't pay." It was the Professor Hormell attended the meetfunniest thing.
ing of the New England Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools at
But editor Paul ("Stream-line") Boston December sixth and seventh.
Walker decided at the last minute President Sills, who is chairman oi
that the various communications of the
Committee on Institutions of
the week were much funnier than, our Higher
Learning and a member of the
column, so he ditched Mustard and Executive
Committee of the associaCress, although it probably broke his tion,
paper entitled
presented
a
you eageri

!

i

!

t

t

In stories published in newspapers
on Nov.li) telling of the exceptionally large crystals of beryl, found in
Albany, the statement was made that

"heretofore

the

largest

crystals

of

known have been little bigger
good sized hickory nuts."
In the Cleaveland Museum of Mineralogy at Massachusetts Hall, Bowcoin College, has for many year;;
rested a crystal of beryl over a foot
in length and over six inches in diameter.
This crystal was found in
of the
In
the Cleaveland
there are several other
crystals nearly as large as a

man's

fist.

!

i

i

i

i

"Bowdoin College is the receptacle
for an increasing number of Massachusetts students since Massachusetts colleges have raised their standards."
Professor Robert E. ("Shinypants") Rogers of Tech.

—

!

!

!

!

Lewis is
reported to have made arrangements
for permanent residence at the Union
now that the fall and winter chess
season
"Two more
has
opened.
knights and the
game's mine," be
said, but he mav have meant two
I>efty

Class

of

C'Bishop-filching"i

Dr.

Saturday

A large number of crystals have
been found in this vicinity by variou.s
people in the feldspar quarries, which
are many, times larger" than a hickory

i
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WHY BRING THAT

FRED ALBEE RECEI\ ES
DECORATION FROM HlNGAlfl

DR.

h- 1 71
t

P

Featuring

MOHAN & M At
Also

SHORT
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h

BJEITS
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Harold E.

ate of Bowdoin,

PARAMOUNT NEWS

1877.

Dr. Fred H. Albee, professor of ort
thopedics at Postgraduate Hospital
Carney, a gradu- and internationally known bone surkilled
a few geon, has received the rank of comweeks ago near Monroe, La., when a mander of the Order of Merit of
car in which he was driving was Hungary.
struck by an Illinois train. Following
George De Ghika, Hungarian conhis education at Bowdoin, he studied
sul general, in presenting the medal
medicine at Tufts Medical School, and at the Hungarian consulate in behalf
for the past few years had lived in of
the Hungarian Regent, cited a new
the South.
method in bone grafting which Dr.
AUwe demonstrated at the Fifth InFriday, December •>, a lunche<-n ternational Medical Congress for innut-ting of Bowdoin graduates doing dustrial accidents and occupational digraduate work at Harvard and near- Bfases last year in Budapest.
by institutions was held at the Bar
Dr. Allx-e alae has received decoravard L'nion. President Sills was the tions from Spain and Cuba.
He -poke briefly about the
speaker.
Dr. Fred Houdlett Albee i- a nat

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

—

in

•laa

ings.

witted anyway.

On the Screen
ALICE WHITE

The GIRL From WIKII.WOIMH'S

Topsham by Edward Scribner
beryl

'

—

.

collection

—

Dec. 13th

-

-VAUDEVILLE-

than

tiian

!

Frida\

beryl

(

dear little heart, giving all
"Standards for the Junior College."
yed readers a much sweeter morsel Mr.
William E. Wing, '02, principal
our so plebian jm'ii could butcher. of
Deering High school and also a
!
member of the Executive Committee,
"Is he an influence on campus?"
attended the meeting.
"Is he? Why he had four comt
t
t
munications in the Orient this week!"
Mr.
D. I). Lancaster announces
We tell you what we'll do. Anyone that another dining room has been
opened
the
Union.
at
Its
purpose is to
who wants to write a communication
can bring it to us when they get it take care of the overflow from the
done, and we'll print it as though it regular dining room on the first floor
were ours. We'll take all the blame. and to provide a suitable place for
You see, we're supposed to be half- holding banquets and luncheon meet-
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tive of A Ina, Maine. He was graduated from Bowdoin College in the
Class of lVi!» and was a member of
Kappa Sigma Fraternity. He attended Harvard Mddical School and
.

tii.-

was graduated

in
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old molds,
spiration.

Tufts Debate

THK BRICK HOI SE

inurd from

and gave us a great

in-

Turning again to the Whitman
movement, what did we get out of it
Most important of all, a gre^it in'Stamp* Bought
crease in the writing and reading of
in use at present.
Now the publishers pay for
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
In concluding the direct presenta- poetry.
to orders for antique goods of any kind tion for Tufts, George VV. Parker re- books in poetry; formerly the authorsponded to tile challenge of the nega- did. The last forty years have thus
10 Sprint; St.

(

(*<>ni
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Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture. China. Glass. Pewter.
substitute for the system of decision
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PATRONAGE

-

SUMMARY MADE OF

given us a new chapter in our literary
com- life. Longfellowism put new vitality
parable to the American Supreme in regular verse, but Whitman'sm,
Court.
Pointing out that suggested the Five Verse movement, has done
We have "John Brawn's Mediocre Record Shows Two Wins and
repair of the jury system was not as much.
feasible, since today's hampering rules Body," -and we have Amv Lowell,
Nine Lettermen
Five, losses
are only the results of such repair- who did more than any single inKxpected Hack Next Year
work, he claimed the spread of trial dividual for American poetry. S ich
by court to be immense, not only In books as her "Patterns" got people
another
Powdoin has completed
the United States, but elsewhere. He to reading poetry, and her Johnsonia.i
football season— a season which on
ended the case presentation for the personality helped.
affirmative by an appeal to the audiRobert Frost may now be said to the whole was rather mediocre, re"heavy-weight champion", sulting in two wins and live tosses.
ence as to their preference if they be
the
were on trial. "The guilty man," he with Robinson beside him. Frost, who The team scored a total of 61 points
concluded, "wishes trial by jury; the is "pure gold" brought New Fng- as compared with 110 points for th"
opposing teams. Throughout the year
innocent man, trial bv Judge. Why'.'" land back into our poetry, over-ridin
I.. Carter Lee of Powdoin then proshame of country the team seemed to exhibit potential
that mysterious
ceeded to the final direct speech of the which
some Americans offensive strength, as is shown by
possesses
evening.
Citing the untoward influ- When Prof. Snow once asked Frost the fact that in every game except
ence that money plays in justice; quot- about his meter. Frost replied th.it one at least a single touchdown was
ing the Pennsylvania coal mine dis- he belonged to the old Fnglish type. scored. For some reason or other,
tricts, Gastonia, and Chicago, as ordias he thinks, a however, this potential strength could
Rut Frost IS not,
nary examples of corrupt courts and truly Longfellow-type in the matter not seem to be converted into vicactual tyranny; he brought forward of meter. To be sure he uses such old tories.
the contention that the jury, repre- meters as the iambic pentameter (and
The season, started off auspiciously
senting the cross-section of the aver- cites* the variation- of Shakespeare), with an 18 to <> victory over Mas-.
age people of America, is necessary but they are wonderfully shifted.
Aggies. For the first half the Whi»e
as a buffer between the people and the
Prof. Snow pointed out that our didn't show any alarming play, but
law.
In his opinion, it was essential creative inspiration must come out the second chapter was a different
wenthat the laws of the nation be in co- of our own sort.
We need color
touchdowns
Three
story.
ordination with the feeling of a na- the ability to see things with our own pushed across and there was never
tion.
original
and peculiar squint and any question as to the final res'u't.
The refutations followed. Although truth, and the shaking up of oil Stiles first wrenched his shoulder In
all were well-rounded, and aptly reaforms.
this game, the shoulder that kept him
soned, Mr. Lee's was probably outReturning to our previous discus- out of the Maine mix j up. Powdoin
standing for the gently satirical limb- sion, since tne movement of 1912 we lost another good man when Richer
ing with which he inspected the entire have had a renewed interest in major got smashed up against Williams. In
argument for Tufts and disclosed it- poetry "John Brown's Body* is an fact Mai Morrell was pretty badly hit
weaknesses. He ii.sisted once again on example.
This book contains some by injuries
all through the season.
the necessity of a representation from genuine poetry, though it is not pure Gatchell broke his collar bone b"the people in o ir courts of justice gold. It has a new view on the South fore the season had actually got unbrought up once again the differen- and the octosyllabic couplets are der way, and Johnson finished up the
tiated duties of the judge and jury, sometimes excellent. Also, there is a year with three cracked ribs.
showed wherein the Supreme Court horror in battle-descriptions, such as
Interference and tackling were poor
and a tribunal such as suggested by is found in "All Quiet on the Western in the Williams game. Fowle and
the affirmative would differ, and eon- Front," instead of the former sort of Langmaid
went through the line
eluded with the statement that no- thing, so sentimental, "Under the time after time for long gains, while
where in the civilized world has trial one the Bine, under the other the the P.owdoin offense was unable to
by jury been abolished.
(Iray."
get going.
The team did fight hard,
Professor ,Carroll, of Mates College,
James Robinson' Jeffries is a ma- however, and the final score, 27-»> does
Mr. Williams, of Augusta, a graduate jor poet in spots, as in "The Set-up". not
tell the whole story.
of the Harvard Law School, and the Then there is a new type of writ m.
A much better brand of football
Reverend Arthur T. Stray, of Bruns- --poets who write only for othei
shown in the Wesleyan game.
wick, then cast their ballots in favor poets, in a "secret code" kind of way, was
interference
of the negative, two to one.
A short as Wallace Stevens. Rut we have Tackling was good, and Johnson
got
reception for th" Tufts team followed, also experienced the Fdgar Guest was considerably better.
away to some nice gains, while tinsoonsored by the Debating Council.
kind of poetry. Despite the useful- Methodists were unable to make any
ness of either of these types no re.i. headway through the line. The only
poetry can exist without the appeal to way in which they could gain ground
Lecture
those* "on the inside" of the art as was on an exchange of punts. Mi 11s(Continued from pate 1)
well as to those "on the outside" an
paugfa did soBst' excellent kicking, in
our greatest poets have always had fact, it has been a long time since
by each of the two authors followed. both kinds" of appeal (Shakespeare better punting was seen on Whittier
Longfellow's "Killed at the Fold" and and Milton).
Field. In. this game Powdoin opened
In the matter of technique, we may up a forward passing attack which
Whitman's "Come up from the Field.--,
Father" both of them on tin- same note a singular thing. The iamb c worked t<> perfection, an attack which
subject the death of a son in the pentameter line is used more generally was to prove a dangerous threat in
Civil
War, and mother-love were in England than in 'America. That is, all of the remaining games.
1read.
These poems, while neither the great line of Fnglish poetry
The Polar Pear couldn't seem to
the best nor the worst of either writ- not the great American line, probablv do
a thing in the State Series game-.
er, show the two extremes of A liierican becau.se of our rapid tempo. Our new Colby and Pates came to
Brunswick
jHietry, the two threads which are poets are always looking for a great on successive Saturdays and walked
significant of poetic treatment in thi.- national line, and therefore we should
tf with
two contests, 1',' to (i and
have sympathy f<>r sincere experi- £•; to 0. The
country.
Colby game was not s
Prof.
connection
this
In
Prof. Snow spent some minutes in ments.
bad, although tackling and interferbewailing a certain peculiarity of our Snow cited Lindsay's "The Congo' ence might have been In-tter. The
national literature which he thinks i- as such an effort, comparing it witn Mule was favored to win, and for
bad. This is the tendency to imitate an amusing earlier effort of Lind- once the dope was right. Donovan
the English, which has successfully say's, something about "Mary Pick- was unstoppable, and to him Colby
forced our German, Scandinavian, and ford, Doll Divine."
may attribute in large measure their
Professor Snow then read several victory. Although scored
South-European immigrants to adopt
on three
one form of mold. This English ideal of his own poems. Thev are mostlj times in the first half, Powdoin came
has resulted in a "thinning-out," leav- associated with the New England back to hold in the final periods and
and
penetrating
a
reveal
coast, and
ing us, as Oliver Wendell Holm.
succeeded in pushing over one touchpointed out, the echo rather than the quizzical study of present-day life. down.
Snow
voice, while it is the
voice rather After some comic poems. Prof.
The Pates game was a different
than the echo which literature need- read "The Heritage." which is an in- story. The team seemed to wilt be
teresting explanation of the connec- fore the inspired Pates players, and
and desires.
grave
the
of
This falseness has led to "propa- tion between the gloom
nothing could stop their offensive.
ganda," and even lately
we have and eveiy-day life which fills New The Bob Cats won, and they deserved
turned to England for approval of England minds. "Conflict,*' "Workers their victory.
"The
and
Wolf,"
"The
Stone."
our books. Hawthorne, a Bowdoir. in
Bowdoin
hard
fought
against
man, said, "Oh, that 1 might get free Coast Cathedral" followed. "Spruces" Maine, but to no avail. The Black
from the damned shackle of Furope!" is perhaps the best of Mr. Snow'; Pears pushed over four touchdowns,
Emerson, according to Mr. Snow, works dealing with "growing old. while Mai Morrell's men were able
really started American literature on "A Miracle" is another outstand ng to get only one, that on a pass in the
its proper way.
Whitman took the poem, picturing the grey gloom of the final period of the game. Chapman.
No doubt Prof. Crimmins, and Souther were the outideals of Emerson, and with his own coast ami the sea.
marvellous powers of expression went Snow's tine manner of reading in- standing men on the field for Bowbeyond Emerson's fluenced his audience, but the poetry doin that day. There was one conla long distance
necessary restraint, in a mannei itself is very pleasing. "Postlude", solation in the Orono contest, for it
analogous to the "delayed pass" in with which the program was con- was the first time that Powdoin had
cluded, contained another bit of philos- scored on Maine for a number <>f
football.
how
Other poets did not know what to ophy of old age, and showed
years.
make of Whitman. Whittier, it is some of the old-fashioned neighborliThe season was brought to a close
was iH-ing lost in economic with what was undoubtedly -the best
said, when he first read one of Whit- ness
man's books, became angry, and threw change.
game
of the year. It ended in a 7
After the lecture, President Sills to h" defeat at the hands of Tufts, but
the book into the fire after reading
a very few pages; yet now, by the made a concluding speech, dur.n
it was a loss without any disgrace.
Master's
Snow
a
Prof.
gave
he
which
irony of circumstances, "Whittiei"
Bowdoin played better football than
Prof.
in any previous game, and deserved
and "Whitman" are side by side in hood as a gift of the college
had lost to win. Cold figures show that th"
the Dewey system of cataloguing Snow, it had been learned,
The gathering Polar Pears made IK first downs to
his hood in a fire.
used in libraries.
The wave of Whitmanism which finally broke up. but it was typical Tufts' seven. The breaks went the
marked the year 1!»12 was followed in of the success of the speaker that ;t wrong way, and Tufts won. And
little ring of
that's that.
1919 (the hundredth anniversary of was some time before a
Prospects for next year look fairly
the poet's birth) by a complete but students let him leave.
bright, for there will probably be
over-estimating appreciation of hi
known
a>
nine lettermen back in togs. In the
movement
is
work.
The
line there will be Souther and Crimthe New Renaissance, and shows the
mins at end, Cramer at guard, U*ow
powerful force on our literature which
and Fcke at tackle, Carleton and
Whitman exerted. Edgar Lee MasPilodeau at center. Poster and Johnters, in "The Spoon Hiver Anthology,"
even puts Whitman and Homer side Non- Fraternity Team is Defeated b> son will be back to strengthen the
backfield. There are also some good
by side! Carl Sandburg is a strong
Score in Fast (Jame for
:i
to
substitutes to
fill
out the team.
Whitmanist. And John Could Fletcher
Championship Honors
Among the linesmen are Hay, Studuses the large flowing rhythms of
ley
and Queen. Several freshmen
"Leaves of Grass**.
All this is part of a rather noisy
The Zete aggregation walked away showed promise, and may help round
movement, beside which Longfellow's from Pickard Field November '19 with out the squad. Milliken looks like a
Put. as Carlisle their second successive soccer cham- good man at center, and Kimball, Milseems very quiet.
might say, Longfellow had a "flam" pionship by virtue of a handy 3-0 ler, Whitney, and Pakanowski showed
in his beliy", for he put new gold int
victory over the Non-Fraternity hoot- up well. Plafsted may develop into
The winners now possess an another good backfield man before
ers.
enviable record of not having been the end of next season.
defeated, tied, or scored upon for
two seasons.
upon to make frequent stops, and
f
The Independents, the winners of saved brilliantly until Milner took the
OROCERS—
league A, staved off the rush of the ball down for Pates and Knox to
tally
with. The game came to a close
the
Zeta team until
third quarter
when Van Varick kicked in a pass with the Z.-ta P.-i's on the long en
who cater to frater.my trade
from Captain Deston. Rates and of a .'!-() score.
The line-ups:
Z«ta Psi i, Deston,
Knox followed quickly with a counter
lUrry. Sargent. Decks, Milner, Knox
apiece.
Tii.Non-Frat won the toss and Hunt. Pat.--. DeGray, Couaeas, CurCo. likewise the advantage of the high rier. Van Varick, Wsjlswoiln |NonUrunswick
wind at theii back-. Aftei a savage Fraternity i, Schwartz. Myrvaagn. -.
Drew,
Z.olov,
Ferguson,
Sapiro.
rush at D"ti Berry, Zeta custodian of
Sprague.
Slosberg,
Cicero,
Dow,
p'ay 'ensued
fast
in
Prompt Service - Fair Prices tie upright.-,
Da\ is, Bowie, Smith.
front of the Non-Fraternity goal during srhich DeGray frightened twire
Moon of
Professor
Parker
u hen he booted against the posts,
T.
Myrvaasjaea and Captain Schwartz Columbia i- t.. speak at
the c*>l
did stellar work on the offense for the December IS. Professor Moon, in adnd< pei dents.
ded with dition t.> being Profe-sor of Inter.|.
no score "ft
if r
national Peace at Cijlumbia. was or!
or
ir-l Class Haircutting
•'
After Van Varick -«•(•. .t earl) m
\negotiate peaei
9t
v «'.ii
'•.impu>
I'wo K\|»rt Kaiix-rquarter, Stosberg »a- called with
- "• »i v
tive, offering a;; a substitute for
trial a tribunal of three judges,

jury
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Victors—Thistlewaste High Scorer
Poi.it of

Always Noticed

After winning the Shield meet by
a comfortable margin, the Delta Kappa Fpsilon track duster nosed out

But Never Noticeable

Zeta Psi and Psi I'psilon to take first
Outdoor Int'-rfratern ty
Meet completed last week. The Dekes
points were three
with a total of
of
a point ahead of the Zetes
quarters
and one point better than Psi U. This
victory counts five points toward the
Ives Trophy which will Ik- given ai
the end of "the year to the fraternity

£gRISK

place in the

Because

<>f

bad

3;

Kappa Sigma,
The summary:

1.

100 yd. dash. Won by Thistlewaite,
Nu:
Hickok, Sigma
second,
third, Rosenfeld, Deke.
SH) yd. dash. Won by Thistlewaite,
Zete;
second, Hickok, Sigma Nu;
third, Vaughan, T. !>.; fourth, Rosen-

Deke.
One-mile run. Won by Sewall, Psi
second, Lavender, Psi U; third

feld,
L';

Fstkv Psi I': fourth. Pottle, Zete.
Two-mile run. Won by Kstle, Psi
second. Lavender, Psi U; third,
I';

Srnthrrs

iiSrisk

i

fast

ik

STREET

:,otn

\FW YORK

weather

Zete';

is

to

well dressed.

CITY

Watch For Our Representative

two of the events, the hammer am:
discus, were not run off. The teams
finished in the following order: Delta
Kappa Fpsilon, 31; Zeta Psi, .'JO 1-4;
Upsilon, 30; Sigma Nu, 12; NonI si
fraternity, x 1-4; Alpha Delta Phi,
8 1-4; Chi Psi, 5 1-4; Peta Theta PS,
4; Delta Upsilon, 4; Theta Delta Chi.

tailored

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer a^

leading in all branches of intramura.
competition.
McLaughlin of
Thistlewaite anil
Zeta Psi and Hickok of Sigma Nil
were the individual stars of the meet.,
Thistlewaite being high point man
McLaughlin and
while
with
15,
Hickok followed with 14 and 12 re
speetively.

Clothing which

custom

-'{1

PHIL BRISK

Game

SophrFrosh

'Continue! h-otn pane

I)

but on the next play he went around
left end for fifteen yards. Madeira
and Milliken wrecked two plunges in
a row, and Plaisted got off a bad punt
that
went out on the Freshman

yard

thirty-five

line.

A forward pass was grounded.
Whitney cracked left guard for a
yard, and Kimball raised another
l>eautiful punt that went out on the
Sophomore twenty-eight yard line.
Johnson started around left end and
decided to keep on. Before Pakanowski and Means brought him down, he
had made thirty yards. Then Plaisted

Usher, D. IV, fourth. Cobb, Kappa shot a pass to Van Varick, who
snatched it out of the air to fall on
Sigma.
440 yd. dash. Won by Hickok, Sig- the Freshman nineteen yard marker
ma Nu; second, Whipple, A. T. O.; as the whistle blew for the period.
Plaisted settled down to work a*
third, Kstle, Psi U; fourth, Emerson
soon as the second quarter opened. A
Won by Thistlewaite, -lash off left tackle brought six yards.
second, Smyth, Chi Psi; third, Dan Johnson skirted the end for another
two, and Plaisted shot off the
Sewall.
Whipple, A. T. O.; fourth,
right wing
for
six
more. As h
Psi U.
120 yd. high hurdles. Won by Mc- trashed into the line on the next play,
Laughlin, Zete; second, P.riggs. Deke; half a dozen men 'threw them-ejves
bore
on
him
and
back, but th'him
Shevlin,
fourth,
Psi
I":
Clark,
third,
point of the ball had for an instant
T. D.
220 yd. low hurdles. Won by Mc- touched the double chalk-line and the
second
Prigg.-. referee's arm went up for a
second,
Zete;
Laughlin,
touchdown
Morrell
signal.
dropDeke; third, Clark, Psi U.
High Jump. First, tie between Jen- kicked the point.
The rest of the halt was ouck. back
kins, A. I), and Clark, Psi U; secono,
McLaughlin. Zete; third, tie between and punt. Both teams were wind'.!.
the
collapsed
offense
before
Williams, Non-fraternity and Gal and
either
lint
thirty
yard
braith, Chi Psi; fourth, tie between reaching
Milliken was all over the field, recovBliggs, Deke, and Cushman, A. D.
ering
three
fumbles in the five minJavelin. Won by Williams, NoirPeta; utes left to play.
Allen,
second,
fraternity;
It looked like another touchdown as
third, Morris, D. I'.; fourth, Arnolu.
1!».'?2
swept down the field after th-Chi Psi.
kick-off. After a -seventeen van! runDeke;
Priggs,
Won
by
Bread Jump.
third. back. Johnson pushed back -ix or
Zete;
McLaughlin,
second,
Short. Zete; fourth, Hickok, Sigma seven tacklers for twenty yards. On
the next play he broke away again
Nu. .
Shot Put. Won by Barton, Deke, and before he was chased out of
second. Short. Dene; third, Baker, bounds had covered forty yards more.
Plaisted changed tactics and dropped
Deke; fourth, Calbraith, Chi Psi.
which
for
short
pas-,
a
Pole Vault. Won by Morrill, Deke; back
third, Pakanowski intercepted on his own
D.;
Cushman, A.
second,
five
yard
line.
Pakanow.-ki
was
Williams.
fourth.
Hickok, Sigma Nu;
stopped, and
Whitney crashed o.T
Non-fraternity.
tackle for seven yards. Kimball got
off a fast punt to Johnson, who \va>
Grid ( ommittee
downed on the forty-five yard line.
A. D.

880 yd. dash.

Z.-te;

•

(GuaturaM from

ran.-

The Prbsh forwards

I)

literally flattened

the next three
plays,
and
Means
picked Plaisted's
punt up. <<n the
W. Chalmers, D. F. Brown, A. L. Crim- Freshman twelve yard line.
mins, 1). A. Johnson, H. M. Davis and
Van Varick stopped Pakanowski
C. W. Soule.
no gain, but on the next play
with
Richard Lambert and Bruce Hinley, the stocky little fullback tore around
both of the class of 1932, were ap- end for twelve yards. Kimball was
proved as assistant managers of foot- forced to punt, and Johnson was
ball for next yea v and Gordon Kirk*
tackled so hard that he dropped the
Patrick, (932, was named as altercate. ball. Means picking it up and gallopThe following standing committees ing down
the field to the twelve yard
with
by
Council,
Aththe
were named
line.
The referee declared the ball
letic Director Hal Morrell acting as
dead and in possession of the Sophs.
ex officio member of all committees:
As the quarter ended
Gerds n
Football. Chairman Crowley, Bartdumped Morrell for I two yard loss.
lett, Hildreth, Joy and Stone.
The last period saw some hairTrack, Chairman Woodcock, Stanraising
football
without
production
of
wood, Kendrick, Hildreth and Thayer.
an actual score. Plaisted gained a
Baseball, Chairman Joy, Crimmins,
yard, Johnson fumbled, and Means
Shute, Dr. Johnson and Stone.
Hockey, Chairman Dr. Johnson, fell on the ball on the Sophomore
line.
Whitney and
yard
Stone, Inayer, Woodcock and Crim- thirty
Pakanowski made a yard each, an.
mins.
Joy, Poucher shot a pass over center. It
Tennis.
'hail man
Partlett.
bounced off the finger-tips of some
Stanwood, Shute and Hildreth.
Coif,
Chairman Kendrick, Lord, defending lineman, and Loring It aped
up to fall with the ball on the twenty
Shute and Thayer.
yard line. Poucher again passed, and
Plaisted, on his own eight yard stripe
DOC
GETS HONORABLE
intercepted the
pass,
cut
Straight
MENTION ON ALL-AMERICAN through center and was gone up the
field like a flash. Running desperatefrom
ly, Milliken hauled him down
Interest in the identity of BowU-hind on the Freshman two yard
doin's new football coach was tem- line. The sophomores were off-side,
.

(

UKOWN

suspended

porarily

week with how.ver. and the

this

the announcement that "Doc" Prown,
tackle on this year's team, n as given
honorable mention for a tackle berth
on the Associated Press All-Ainerican

team made public last Sunday. Brown
was the only player on a New Kng
land small college team to receive
this

Harvard. Vale, DartBoston College, and Bostoii

honor,

mouth.

University being the other represen
tatives from this part of the eountry.
The men on the A. P. All-American
at.- se lected by a nation-wide pall of
.-ports writers, coaches, official-, an..
A. P. -taff members, and their selections along with those of Grantlaiiu
Rice are considered to be the final
word m mythical teams.
Bfuwn played, only intermittent^
at the find of the laaiion, but in th-

two

games

filial

strength

the

in

showed up
Maine gahalted th.
<>r

ti"

play
r'.-r

Ah*

-

specially
•

Ve~.

.,

H«
th

lm.
in

iftel

tin

Blue

I....

k

an honor denied
>• .•• Series slayer

!.;•

\.,w.-r

well
•

i

.

thirty-two yard- bef
ti:
coudary defense could drag him down.
to
Although defeated, the'.- ..
be -on..- excellent material aphong
th.- freshmen. Milliken. spoken
-f \»fore, played a whale of a ^.w^'
-v
with Bakanowski 'made shawl
third- of th.- tack!.--, kurh.ii!'- punt
>'.
ing wa- g.M..i. a- d ti
when
gives an) -"it of int<

.
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-t->p
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-
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•

Whitney

•

tcfor
was ufid-njbte.jU
It
two gam.- that earned

Psle

pjnta)-

,n

was
RwwdotH

lie

referee brought th
adding a five yard penalty.
spun through to tne
more- he
seven yard line.
Twice
into
crashed
center,
saining two
yards each time. There was
fumw.nt for no gam. and
ble that
Bakanowski banged in, to be t >ppe»l
a bare two yards short of, a t
down. Two more line bucks, and then
Morrell, a- the game was almost ov< ..
tor,, through left tackle, -h>t out tthe sideline, and w.nt down tie field
ball back,
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Christmas House Party

Number

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
VOL. LIX.

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

NAMED BY
ARTICLE BY ARTHUR G. HAYS NO COACH
ATHLETIC COUNCIL
FEATURE OF DECEMBER QUILL

CHRISTMAS HOUSE PARTY ENDS
THIS EVENING WITH COLORFUL
DANCE IN SARGENT GYMNASIUM

Mentor to be Picked Soon;
Numerals are Awarded to Yearlings

Football

New

Second Issue of

Publication Contains

Many

ContriAccording to the

butions of High Merit
Fears that the

new Bowdoin

stanoard to be sustained by any of
the following numbers were allayed
today when the second issue made
its appearance.
The title of a popular
song, "Higger and Better Than Ever,*'

might well be the subtitle of the

nomination

The
is

a

best

known

member

all

men

Masque and Gown Presents
"The Adding Machine" This
Afternoon At Cumberland

being eagerly sought by

national

largely

reputation,

White football.
Tne !>Kth annual convention of the
The wild rumors current in the last
week or so have named everyone from Alpna Delta Phi fraternity will be
Biff Jones to Rockne for the post. held in Portland December 30, 31 and
The majority of the applicants carry January 1st with the Bowdoin chap-

I

New York

'

I

ALL FRATERNITIES
HELD HOUSE DANCES
YESTERDAY EVENING

unusually high records and recom- ter as hosts.
mendations, bearing the indorsement
Headquarters of the convention will
in one case of Grantland Rice and Tail be at the Eastland Hotel where a
Jones, of Yale.
The announcement smoker will be held on the evening of
of the selections will be made within December 30th in the Sunrise room.
a fortnight, in all probability, as tht The first business meeting will be on
coach appointed will be sent to the the morning of December 31st. That
annual January Coaches' Meeting, at afternoon the convention
delegates
City.

come to Brunswick to visit the
ge and a buffet supper will be
served at the chapter house. In the
(V ening a theatre party will be held
n Portland,
The program for the closing day
Arthur Garfield Hays
of the convention includes two business meetings, a tea dance at theAuthor of Quill Feature
Purpudock Club and a banquet in
numerals in freshman football J H
the Sunrise room of the Eastland.
Milliken, R. G. Torrey, A. P. MaThis will be the first time in 23
deira, D. P. McCormick,R. T. Bates,
has
E. P. Loring, T. H. Kimball, M. A. years that the Bowdoin Chapter
Long, H. R. Lewis, C. H. Gerdser, entertained the national convention.
Vining, W. F.
The convention committees are a-^
G. R. D'Arcy,
Bakanowski, J. T. follows: General chairman, J. M. ParWhiting. W.
E. ker; registration, A. Merrill, chairProminent Author and Lecturer Talks Bates, G. D. Means, J. Pugh, F.
Kniglv
Boucher, A. F. Clark, B. S. Crystal, man, C. P. Emerson, G.
on "The Case for Industrial
W. R. Haskell, L. C. Stearns and banquet, I. Rich, chairman, C. H
Democracy"
Continued on p»»re s>
Manager Howard Davies.

The curtain falls on the Christmas
Party this evening with the formal
dance at the Sargent Gymnasium. It
promises to be a well-attended, colorful affair. Perley Breed and his orchestra from Boston have been engaged and their reputation warranthigh expectation for good music.
Chairman Davis of the dance committee announces the following men

will

Routine business carried out included the awarding of letters to Don
Randall and Walter Placzankis. Larry
(lardner and George Kirkpatrick were
named assistant managers of swim
ming; and Keefe, Van Varick, and
Knight, of hockey.
The following men received their
:

.

coll,

I

to act as ushers: S. R. Foster, K. C.
Parmenter, R. H. Barrett, F. W. Harlow, H. S. McLellan, H. W. Thistlewaite, E. Thomas, Jr., E. D. Greenlaw,
W. P. Cushmafl, C. Gerdsen.

j

j

'

.

HARRY W. LAIDLER
!

|

'<

LECTURES BEFORE
ECONOMICS CLASSES

Harrison M. Davis, Jr.
Chairman, Dance Committee

FEW CRITICISMS OF

BR.

UNION CAFETERIA
IN QUESTIONNAIRE

i

C

•

j

i

!

Repiies. in General. Show
Satisfaction with Present System

Student

0n

December 12, Dr.
Harry W. Laidjer of New York visitThursday,

«< the College and spoke to the students of Economics. Dr. Laidler is an
author, lecturer, executive director of
the League for Industrial Democracy,
and has for many years been a close
student of social movements both
here and abroad. During his trips to
Lurope, Dr. Laidler came into touch
wlth the leaders of the labor, cooperative, and socialist movements in
many countries. He has lectured with
;i
*?ry marked effect since 1!)I0 in
hundreds of colleges and universities
aml before scores of city groups in
the Kas * a "d West. He has just been
making an extended college and university tour in New England and in
eluded Bowdoin in his trip.
Among
the colleges he has lectured at on this
tour are Yale, Wesleyan, Amherst,
Bates, Harvard, Mount Hoi yoke ami
Smith.
Mr. Laidler is a graduate of Wes1< yan University in the class of 1907
where he represented his alma mater
(Continued on
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FOUR
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INITIATES

have made Special Ceremonies Held
House During Past

".,

Chapter

at

THETA DELTA CHI WINNER IN
INTERFRATERNITY SWIM
T. D.

Members

Pile

Up

Dean expresses
press

those

Second Position

Week

his

thanks

to

who answered.

Out of a

total of 35 students eating at the cafeteria, 15 replied, and of
the 2!> not eating there, 21 replied.
.

A

to the end.

is

fraternity men in their replies to requestions asked by Dean Nixon

gM
The

•

I

in

time was the main expression of non-

32 Points, Beta Theta Pi Takes

A determined invasion against the
peace and sanctity of the swimming
was most successful Friday night
last, when six pool or interjxatemity
records fell in the annual battle for
the Interfraternity Swimming Title.
At the close of the contest the reign
In first
of Theta Delta Chi still held.
places alone they rolled up twenty
points, enough to beat any competitor,
:ind the seconds and various other
bric-a-brac brought them up to thirtyBeta Theta Pi fought
four points.
gamely to the end of the meet, but her
nineteen counts were virtually buried,
as the Theta Delts placed in every
event but the diving and the two

in general, with the
which the Moulton L'nion
being run at the present

Satisfaction,

manner
cafeteria

lap and a half behind
finishing for the
races later Easton took

It is pointed out that most of thos"
eating at the cafeteria find no critithe hundred and fifty yard hack-stroke cism to offer about the present sys
from his rival by a matter of feet.
tern, in view ot the fact that they did
The freshman sprint material is not reply. The vote in favor of rerather good.
Trott, of. Sigma Xu, taining the cafeteria system, instead
showed up well when he took the of changing to table service, was 11
fourth place in the hundred yard free- to 1
In the case of 13 of the 21 stustyle from Fsson, by a single stroke. dents not eating there, who might be
He also pulled op two yaids in the expected to do so, expense was give
hundred yard relay, giving Sigma Xu's as the principal reason, while five
anchor man, Bob Smith, aleadthatwas ]j s ted remoteness, Thirteen were not,
never relinquished. Theta Delta Chi
Continued on Pare 4)
swam two yearlings on its medley reThe
quad. Mead and Watson.
lay
IS
Betas, though, took the event with
about two yards to spare. Two more
hundred yard breast-stroke.
For the most part, the new records freshmen showed signs of promise,
that were set are not impressive. The when Jenkisson and Moustakis, swimBowdoin swimming team has not a ming the second and anchor legs, bat- Mr. Vincent Cohb Again Decks Hall in
long enough history back of it to pre- tled the A.D.'s inlo third in the hunNo.ipareil Fashion
sent a Kojac and company. One rec- dred yard relay.
When
Summaries:
ord, though, was outstanding.
Gym Dance your
200 yard free-style swim: First,:
Don Taylor of the T.D.'s splashed off
e,yes will be feasted with a display
the fifty yard free style in. 26 1-5, he Bowman, XF; second, Milner, Zete;
came w jthin three and two-fifths sec- third, Durham, Kappa Sig; fourth. of decorating that converts that cold
onds of the accepted short course rec- McCreery, Theta Delt. Time, 2.44 3-5 bare hall of athletics into a gala ballroom' of Terpsichore. There beneath
ord.
Back in 1923 Duke Kahanamoku (New interfraternity record).
300 yard medley relay: First, Beta a ceiling of white are slung garlands
hit 22 3-5 seconds for this distance, at
Since that team (Stevenson, Carpenter, Easton); of Christmas verdure, while within a'
the Los Angeles meet.
time, though Weismuller has narrowly second, Theta Delt team (Roper, Mead, striking cluster of little red bells that
shaved the record, it has stood offi- Watson). Time, 4.50 (New interfra- forms the heart of this seasonabl"
canopy hangs a huge scarlet bell. Beternity record).
cially untouched.
50 yard free-style swim: First, Tay- neath, along the sides, are fraternity
The diving was not of intercollegiate
title calibre. James was in only fair lor. Theta Delt; second, Collins, Theta booths latticed in with green ami red
form.
Moore, a freshman, showed a Delt; third. Smith. Sigma Nu: fourth, streamers.
There is behind this beautiful picgood exhibit of Flying Dutchman and Dana, Psi I". Time, 26 1-5 (New inture a story of labor and pride. For
One and a Half dives; yet the yearling terfraternity and pool record )
medley swim:
First. the past six years Mr. Vincent Cobb,
yard
300
material is not so promising. Colby,
of the Psi I "s, placed fourth, but lost Sperry. Theta Delt: second. Kaston, a familiar and well-liked figure at
heavily on the Running One and a Half Beta; third, Densmore, Delta Upsilon. the gymnasium, has decorated for the
Time, 4.41 3-5 (New interfraternity Christmas Gym Dance, Soph Hop, Ivy
and optionals.
Dance, and the Commencement Dance.
Considerable interest was aroused record).
Fancy diving, low board: First, He speaks of his efforts with just
by the contests between Sperry and
For six laps in the three James, Deke, 51 points; second, Moore, pride for such settings as the one in
Kaston.
hundred yard medley they battled side A. T. O.. 48.5 points; third. Carpenter. order for this evening have always
by side. The back-stroke was a dead Beta, 46.6 points; fourth, Colby, Psi
iContinuiil CM P«»r«" <)
heat.
As the breast-stroke drew to a I', 37.4 points.
swim First,
ISO yard
vard back-stroke swim:
close, Easton was leading by a halfIS
stroke or so. He failed to open water Easton. Beta; second, Sperry, Theta
Time: 2.24 3-5.
in the first laps of the free-style, how- Delt.
100 yard free-style swim: First,
ever, and at the last turn Sperry
(Continued on pas* 4)
gained a four-foot lead tjiat he held
Orient
Reporter Contracts Selling
Fever Have a Bugle?

came

points.

pool

Densmore,

Two
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SHAKESPEARE SCENES
GIVEN BY STUDENTS

May.
Another of the initiates was Harold
Eugene Healy, Bowdoin '23, of Wood-

last

Scenes from "Much Ado About Nothfords, one of the founders of the local.
ing" and "Henr> IV" Presented in
Phi Delta Psi, and one of its permaBarn Chamber
nent officers.

The other two men were Warren
Sturtevant Palmer of Mexico, and

An

exceedingly entertaining^ hour
and a half was spent by those who
were privileged to attend the selecteo
Shakespearean scenes presented in
the afternoon and evening of December 11. The first scene was the
"almost" wedding from "Much Ado
About Nothing". The friar (Douglas Fosdick) took his modest part
very quietly and effectively. Leonat
made his white
Walter Bowman
mustache tremble with a touching
motion, and Claudio (Robert Eckel
biased forth his righteous wrath in
a way that thrilled the student wo>

Alden
Mass.

Peabody

Hunt

Wenham.

of

Both are members of the class

of 1932.
_

_

.

.

PRESIDENT PLEADS
MORE COOPERATIVE
SPIRIT IN COLLEGE
|

»

|

•

man-haters in the select little audiNever was
But the women!
moM maidenly conduct displayed
than by James Eastman in his role
His (or rather her) faint
of Hero.
knowledge
ami
displayed
much
Again in
Beatrice (Paul
technic
Everett) a true virago was brought
into the spotlight wooed by a rather
(Charles Stanmediocre Benedick
wood).
In the scenes from Henry IV we
enjoyed the comic characterization of

I

i

Decline of College Spirit

Subject

j

15,

|

j

i

!

.

i.
I

;

PROGRESSING WELL

;

|

J.

H.

MILLIKEN,

JR.,

President
Sills spoke in chapel and took the opportunity to address the students on Yearling CenteV Named at Recent
the decline of college spirit in the
Meeting of 1933 Fool hall Men
many colleges of the country. He took
his text from the seventeenth chapter
John
H. Milhken was elected cap<>i Luke, the first ten verses.
tain of this years Fresnman football
Mr. Sills explained seveial characteam at a recent meeting of the letterteristics of the student body of tnt
men at Webl.er's studio. Milliken
average American college which he
played a stelh«r game at center
felt detracted from the "cooperative
throughout the entire season and was
enthusiasm" of the college. He went appointed by Coach Don I^aneaster as
show
n
to
that
there
is a great deal
the recruits as much as anything.!*
acting captain in most of the games.
f criticism among the students conFalstaff (Albert Tarbelb was ver
Milliken cam" to Bowdoin from
reining the activities of the college.
rather di.>
pleasing, but we were
Thornton Academy where he starred
He declared that at the present time in football, haskethall and track. For
(Continued on Pavic 41
in the American college the eritica'
two successive \*ars he was picked
-nil it predominates over the". cooperafor the center position on the Press
tive spirit; and that we are much in Herald All-Conference team and last
need of the old enthusiasm that u-'"t year he was considered to l»e the leadNOTICE
tn he.
Students in college hail com- ing schoolboy pivot man in the state.
paratively little interest in criticizing A heavy point winner on the track
Physical Training DepartThere
the curriculum of the colle ge
ment wishes to call to the atten
team, be specialired in the high jump.
were, of course, points of difference Milliken should make a great hid for
tion of all students the regulation
between the faculty and the students. th>' center position on next year's
that there shall be no smoking !n
Put in those davs it was nut the aim varsity squad. He is a member of the
the corridors and looker rooms ..f
to be SO critical of ones elders as 1- Psi I'psilon fraternity.
the gvmnasium. This will be \n
At the same
In the ease of Dartthe case today.
effect Friday evening.
election W. R. Brandt wai elected manCollege, undergraduate opinion
luouth
_
seer of the team. His fiaternity i.(Continue on Pare S)
Alpha Delta Phi.

ence.

WORK ON BUGLE

I

ELECTED CAPTAIN
OF FRESHMAN TEAM

Sundax Chapel Talk

On Sunday, December

of

The patronesses: Mrs.. K. C. M. Sills
Mrs. R. J. Ham, Mrs. C. T. Burnett,
Mrs. O. C. Hormell, Mrs. E. S.
Hammond, Mrs. C. H. Gray, Mrs. H.
J. Johnson, Mrs. E. H. Wass, Mrs
C. T. Holmes, Mrs. M. E. Morrell.
Mrs. K. J. Boyer, Mrs. R.deS. Childs.
The dance committee: Harrison M
Davis, Jr., '30, chairman, H. P. Chanman '30, G. G. C.arcelon '30, H. V.
Stiles '30, D. F. Prince '31.
A somewhat unusual and most enjoyable program took place this noon
in the Chapel, when the Bowdoin Glee
Club, directed by Professor Edward
Hames Wass, presented a service of
traditional carols. The regular morning chapel was omitted, as it will be
tomorrow, the carol service at 12. i0
taking the place of both. 11.30 classes
were adjourned; and all forms wer;>
filled as the student body and their
guests joined in some of the betterknown hymns of Christmas. The innovation was a decided success, ami
it is to be hoped
that similar programs may follow often. One suitable opportunity would be the last
chapel before the Easter Recess. Pro
feasor Wass deserves great commendation for his work,
Th|l

_

j

IN

Maine Delta Omega of Alpha Tail
thorne's class, John B.
0me?* We
initiated four new
later became governor of' the Marymembers
Professor Edward Sanlard colony in Liberia as well as the
ford
Hammond of the Bowdoin faculty,
father of the American negro press.
one of the faculty advisers and a for
Incidentally he was the first colored
of the local Ph, Delta
man to be graduated from any col- me r member
Psi, was initiat-d into Alpha lau
_
1
,.
Omega at this time. On account of his
.sabbatical leave last semester, Profes_._*, : ,^.___^„ . _^
'>!>r Hammond was not able to be initiated at the installation ceremonies of

(

of

is

tide of

the worh
of this small groui)
in

TO CONVENE
PORTLAND SOON

due to the feeling that an alumni spirit Kov.doin Chapter Hosts at 98th Annual
Convention December 30, 31 and
at last aroused will give practical
January 1
carte blanche in its efforts to turn the

j

latest

i r 1

names for themselves

!

IN

Ceredition of the revised Quill.
tainly bigger in point of number of
articles and stories, the quality of the
contents is equal and considered by
many of the student body better than
that of its predecessor. The subjects
discussed in the several articles cover
a wide range of subjects and at least
one should attract the attention of
every reader. The poetry is on the
same high standards of the first issue and the editorials are pertinent
and of genera] interest to the readers.
The Quill Board has suffered no let
down in its efforts to give Bowdoin
a magazine worthy of the best literary traditions of the college.
The feature article, "The Verdict
the Gastonia Case", was written by
Arthur Garfield Hays, an attorney
for the defense in the recent trial of
the (Jastonia strikers charged with
second degree murder. Mr. Hays, ;;
very prominent New York lawyer, and
popular counsel for the American Civil
Liberties L'nion, was a speaker at
the Institute of Social Sciences, held at
Bowdoin last year.
In his article,
Mr. Hays sets fo"rth in a clear and
forward manner the evidence in this
case as he saw it. He takes severely
to task the bias and prejudice shown
throughout the trial and he criticizes
our modern abhorrence of revolutionary ideas. He says in part: "Is this
a reflection on American legal institutions?
Not entirely. One does not
know whether this could happen in
Kngland, but one is sure that more
would happen in
atrocious thing,
Soviet Russia. But at least there they
make no pretense. Society is based
upon class divisions and those who
are enemies to the existing orde
franklv know what to expect. We in
America do lip service to certain
ideals, but we behaveas human beings,
and human beings are intolerant." In
closing, Mr. Hays pleads for a greater zeal in the cause of justice and a
greater hroadmindedness in dealing
with those of different ideals who
come under the pale of the law. Vying with Mr. Hays' article for interest is a piece, A Black Man in a
White World, written by E. Frederic
Morrow, one of the two negro youths
now at Bowdoin. Mr. Morrow frankly discusses the question of color am!
the problems of both white man and
black man in dealing with this oft
evaded subject. In the first part he
answers that question which sooner
or later is levelled at every member
of the student body; "Why did you
come to Bowdoin." Harvard University attracted him from the start, but
appalled with its hugeness, he turned
to Bowdoin, a college from which the

few negroes graduated

announce-

confined its activities to narrowing
down the field of some forty odd men.A.D. S
seeking the post left vacant by Mai
Morrell's resignation.
The Bowdoin

issue of the
set too high a

first

Quill

official

ment released to the press Saturday
last, the
Bowdoin Athletic Council

NO. 18

1929.

20,
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DEBATE PLANS FAST
NEARING COMPLETION
_

Freshman and Sophomore
"
Chosen for First Interclass Debate
"

j

~

Work op the Bugle is progressing
rapidly with no new developments as
The write-ups assigned to the
Freshmen are just beginning to come
in, and these are, for the most part,
of such excellent calibre that Editor
Donald F. Prince holds great hope.,
for this year's Bugle. The Freshman
work has consisted mostly in writing
up last year's sports, the Freshman
The Track
diary, and getting ads.
and Baseball assignments have alyet.

On Monday evening, December
ninth, a second trvout was held for
candidates for'the Freshman Debating
team which will meet the Class of 1982
team on January tenth in the first of
The
this season's interclass debates.
men chosen by Cyach Ralph Childs are ready been turned in. The yearling.Alhert S. Davis. Jr., George P. Towle. hav,. performed wonders in regard to
with the ads, nearby merchants and manu
Desjardins,
and
George P.
Michael Gibadlo, Douglas Pelton and facturers responding as usual, whole
Louis Roehr as alternates.
heart edly.
The Sophomore team i* composed of
A.- a result of the energetic subAlbert \V. Tarbell, Lincoln Smith and scription campaign in evidence before
D. Wenzell Blown. This team will up- the Bates game and continuing sine
hold the affirmative side of the ques- then, a great many students have
tion: Resolved, That Trial by Jury already
More subscripsubscribed.
Should be Abolished. The Freshman tions arc- needed, however, and. it
team will have the negative side.
is up to the student body to supp'y
With the new innovations m
Varsity debating plans are practi- them.
new pern il
prints, the
cally complete for the rest of the sea- force, the
The next debate, with New sketches by prominent artists, and
son.
Hampshire, will be held in Brunswick other features mentioned in pswrfanu
The Orients, this is intended to be the
on
February twenty-seventh.
question to be Used is: Resolved, that best P.ugle vet edited.
the Canadian method of liquor control
undoubtedly a most knavish
is
It
I

Continunl on pam-
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(CoatiBBCd on pan* 4)
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uroKram fcr the afte rnoon
t

,

le

openint,

,

ming Pool from one
of the lady guests,

)f

in-

thp Curtis Swim _
three for those

till

who

feel natatorial-

Following this comes the
Masque and Gown presentation of ElRice's play. "The Adding Machine." in the Cumberland Theatre.

ly inclined.

mer

The players are: R. D. Kirkpatrick as
Mr. Zero; A. H. Hathaway as Mr.
One: K. Smith as Mr. Two; J. A. Bicker as Mr. Three; A. H. Bent as Mr
Four; J. W. Manning as Mr. Five; A.
S. Davis. Jr.. as Mr. Six; D. A. Anello
as Mrs. One; G. P. Tavlor as Mrs. Two;
G. S. Willard as Mis. Three; J. D. Betsey as Mrs. Four; R. D. Lowell as Mrs.
•Five; J. F. Jenkisson as Mrs. Six; G.
Purington as The Boss: H. A. Lord as
A Policeman; L. I. Steele as A Young
Man; J. P. Blunt as Shrdlu: R. C. Mullin as A Head; D. P. McCormack as
Lieutenant Charles; and D. C. Perkins
as Joe. The presentation, is under the
direction of Professor Gray.

OLIN

S.

PETTINGILL

PRESIDENT OF

IBIS

Six Seniors Elected to Memhership of
Honorary Soriei\ at Recent Meeting

Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., was elected
president ami Harrison M. Davis, secretary, at the first matting of the ibis
Six new seniors were
held recently.
elected to the society including George

W. Freidav, Lawrence R. Leach. William IL Dean, Herbert S. McLellan.
David P. Faxon and James M. Parker.
The ibis is the onlv honorary society now in existence ;i t Bowdoin.
The members are chosen for their liti

Continued on pane

.1)

NOTICE!
Hear ye! Hear ye! Friday and
Saturday, December nth and 21st,
before the holidays, and Thursday
and Friday, January 2nd and :>rd.
after the boll lays, will l>e probation days, cuts counting double. T>
those students whose attendance is
reported with girls at the fraternity house parties, December 19th.
and at the College Dance the next
evening, single cuts will be granted.
The notice doe-; NOT say that those
students who have more than one
girl may have as man> cuts as thev
have girls, so the boys will have to
pay for the privilege of having
single cuts.

Travel time will be granted sufficient to enable a student to reacn
the place at which he is spending
the vacation by six o'clock Christmas Eve. Thus students who are

spending Christmas

in

China and

points east will be able to take advantage of this ample offer.
Students who are Staying at College during anv part of the Christmas vacation are reouired to register at the College Office/

L

;

.

;
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Dramatics

We. were very favorably impressed with the Brunswick Dramatic Club's presentation of "The Devil's Disciple", by George
Bernard Shaw. This "Play for Puritans" was admirably directed
the cast well chosen. We congratulate Mrs. Arthur Brown, the
coach. Of the players, we nominate for the hall of fame Professor
Chase, as General Burgoyne, and Mr. Herbert Brown, as Christy.
The Bowdoin faculty and their associates have scored a triumph.
The success of "The Devil's Disciple" has brought two things
of general interest to mind. One of these, a "Little Theatre" for

!

!

Chapel

We note with pleasure the action of
the College in holding today's chapel
service at noon.
To us, the idea of
chapel, and compulsory chapel at that,
at eight-twenty in the morning is
archaic.
We fail to see the force of
iny arguments in favor of exercises
at this hour.
Why couldn't we have
deferred chapel all the time hereafter?
Why not have our first two
periods start at eight-fifteen and ninefifteen respectively, have chapel from
ten-twenty to ten-thirty, and then the

!

—

—

!

.

.

in favor of Prohibition, but that does not

Smart Now.

It's

mean

!

!

Bowdoin's Beryls

!

"Eight minutes gone sjnee half-past
ten.

Now,

gents, please don't be late
again."
if these teachers only knew.
their pupils tardy too.

Yet

They make
'Some
I

fiends reluctant are to shelve

Their lecturing prompt at half-past
twelve
when the student gets to lunch

|So

'Remains but meagre fare to munch.

|

1

I

Bowdoin Column
Apropos of the beryl

our Cleavemay be of
John J. Magee, A. A. U. representainterest as supplementing the note in
tive in Maine; was in Portland last
the last Orient. It is taken from ai. Sunday afternoon at the offices of the
old copy of the Kastern Argus of Port- Maine Amateur Boxing Association.
The Association staged its first show
land
Dec. 24, 1822:
"Three beautiful varieties of Tour- 'at the Exposition Building, Tuesday
evening, and Mugee had supervision
maline were deposited in the Cabinet
iover the registration of the boxers.
of the Mineralogical Society of this
*
*
*
town (Brunswick), last week by Mr.
In
"American
Literature"
for
Elijah L. Hamlin of Paris (Me.), one
green, one red, and one white, all taken November Assistant Professor Herfrom their native localities in that jbert R. Brown has an interesting >tudy
town. Also a fine specimen of Emer- iof the Colonial novel, "Sensibility", as
ald, of the sub-species of Beryl, found shown in the Massachusetts magazine.
.
.
•
in same town."
Saturday evening the officers and
In the same newspaper under date
of April 29, 1823, appears the follow- play committee of the Classical Club
ing tribute to Parker Cleaveland, pro- met at the residence of Professor
fessor at Bowdoin for fifty years and Thomas Means and selected the tentaoriginator of the Cleaveland collection tive cast and business staff for the
(now in Massachusetts Hall;. Pro- Soph Hop play, which will be The
fessor Cleaveland's home was the colo- Lady of Andros of Terence. The
nial house at 75 Federal street, now translation is by Professor Stanley B.
occupied by his descendants, the Smith. Further discussion of the plans
took place Monday night in the MoulMisses Chandler.
"From Walsh's Museum of Foreign ton Union at the regular meeting of
the club.
Detailed reports will be
Literature and Science (we read) that
land

Museum

in

the following

—

I

j

j

:

:

j

I

I

|

the second edition of the Elementary
Treatise on Mineralogy and Geology
by Parker Cleaveland, professor in
Bowdoin Col., Me., forms the subject
of a considerable article in the last
number of the London Journal of Science a journal which possesses equal
authority with any other of the kind
in the world. The following testimony
is borne to Prof. Cleaveland's work: 'It
is alike honorable to the author and his
fellow citizens that a second edition of
this valuable work has been so soon
The lengthened attention
called for.
we have bestowed on it almost renders
superfluous to add that we think
it
highly of it.
In bidding Mr. Cleaveland farewell we thank him for the

—

available later.

|

j

*

graduated from Bowdoin in 1924.
The wedding will take place next
month.

Duke University

When winter comes, at half-past three,
Enforced attendance at P. T.
pleasure and information he has afRequires each youth to be on time
forded us, and congratulate our brothTo yes Magee, the rope to climb.
er mineralogists of the Western HemTo shovel snow outside the rink,
isphere that a teacher of science has
not sink.
Within the pool to swim
arisen among them tali ingenio praoWhen held to four with evil glee
Can one be prompt at half-past three? ditus' ".
These clippings we owe to the antiSo comprehend, oh Ph.D.'s,
quarian
researches
among Maine
That overtime can never please;
Americana
of Miss Elizabeth Reed of
Do everything within your power
New York City and Boothbay Harbor,
To stop the flow upon the hour.
The Handsome One. Maine.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham. N. C.
On

—

I

*

«

Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Spohn of
45 East Sixty-sixth street have announced the engagement of their
Hannah Elizabeth
daughter, Miss
Spohn, to Malcolm E*. Hardy, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis E. Hardy of
Phillips, Maine.
Miss Spohn was graduated from
Vassar in 1928 and Mr. Hardy was

October

1930.

1,

carefully

first and third year students will be admitted. Applications may be sent at any time and
will be considered i.i the order of
receipt.
Catalogues and application forms may he obtained from
the Dean.

selected

itv case with th^ "sun-burn" powder,
and Dad has to have the cigar lighter
with five extra flints, and Mother needs
the walnut-colored tea cart, and when
are we students going to get them ?
It's true that time is needed to gc
home, but then after one gets home
he has to have some time for shopping, doesn't he?— that is unless he
happens to do all his purchasing

House Party Time

We are not

simply

'

!

Bowdoin, by which we mean an auditorium for public gatherings
with a well-equipped stage, is somewhat beyond the resources of
the college. We are dependent upon some outside pocketbook for
the realization of this desire, and, as Bowdoin's needs are gradually other two periods? It would be much
taken care of, undoubtedly in time an auditorium will be added to more convenient for those of us who
otherwise must go from the fraternity
our ever-increasing number of material advantages.
house or end to chapel, listen to a serThe other point can be dealt with by the members of the col- vice even though but half awake, and
then go back again and wait till our
lege.
We believe that the Masque and Gown could produce more first class which may not be till tenplays during the year, both to their own profit and the student thirty. We think there are many arguments in favor of this change, aiid we
body's.
Presentations at house party time and commencement cannot see whereby the college exercould be supplemented by additional offerings during the year. cises will thus lose any of their present significance or usefulness.
Dates can be found which will interfere with hour exams as little
as possible
at least no more than the movies do.
"Emperor
More Time
Travel time is allowed students at
Jones", given two years ago, came with no attendant activities,
but is travel time the only
and was a pleasant surprise. We hope that the faculty can find the Christmas,
time that is needed at Christmas?
time to offer some more plays as delightful and well-done as their Well, now that is a matter to consider.
Travel time is not so important — not
last.
Perhaps a combination faculty-student production could be at
What is really needed is Shopall.
arranged. It would be an interesting experiment, and one which ping Time! Yes sir, there's the Magic
Flyer to get for Tommy, and Sister
we feel would receive adequate and enthusiastic support
Mary wants that perfectly lovely van-

we

It

This editorial is not a pep drive for
big attendance at hockey. It is not a
red flag to be waved in any state series.
What it is is an appeal for an
The New Catalogue
change of the opinion and feelWe again welcome our catalogue! entire
ing of the college. It is time for BowA.^ain we experience that nonpareil
doin to make an about face. Sportsthrill of seeing our names in print!
manship is the greatest thing in sport.
Hut all levity aside, the job has been "Super-sportsmanship" is not. What
well done, and we wish to congratulate Bowdoin needs is not a good losing
those in charge of the enterprise.
spirit; we need a good winning spirit.
After the most cursory of examina- Splendid to be great in defeat, but
tions, we note little /of the extraordibetter to be magnanimous in victory!
nary in the way of changes.
The
Greek requirements have been altered,
and a new (and we think better) system of showing the examination
groups is to be found. The map, with
the index placed on the same sheet, is
much more readable even if Profes- "Listen to the Bells, Bells, Bells ..."
sor Gilligan and Mr. Hammond do Reproof is best conveyed in rhyme
room 'way up on the nor'west border. We'll shake the muse another time
To our mind, this catalogue repre- Against the crime profs perpetrate
sents just about the ideal of college Early, often, soon, and late.
catalogues, by reason of its conciseness, the information it presents, and The Chapel bell that rings each hour
the general simplicity of its language, Is like unto that well-known flower
which contribute so much to making a Whose fragrance wasted on the air
good impression outside the college. Lets no one realize that it's there.
We were very favorably impressed by
the catalogue as a sub-freshman, and Some profs orate long past the time
the 1929-1930 number measures up to The bell emits its silvery chime
And so their luckless hearers pass
the standard.
Somewhat delayed to next hour's class.
!

—

the liostoffice at Brunswick. .Maine.

Editor for This Issue

Paul A. Walker

Dinner Jacket with Peaked Lapels.

Between Classes

:

tions should be addressed to the Business

Entered as second class matter
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'30
Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., '30
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let
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Lawrence C. Jenks
George T. Sewall
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Fresh Assortment of Accessories for House Parties

Jr., '30

Managing Editors
John

.

Clark & Ronson Lighters, in sets or separate. Bathrobes. Pajamas, very good looking and always desirable. Gloves, by
Fownes, formal, informal, or for sportwear. Half-Hose, including a preshrunk solid color. Sweaters and Golf Hose in sets
to match.
Mufflers. Ties. How about a pair of Walsh Waterproofs, by Abbott?
Let Dad in on the greatest amount of
Shoe Satisfaction he could experience.

Established 1871

that

and regulation in regard to liquor on the
campus. Even if there were no Prohibition, the college would have
to require some restrictions on this mat^r, especially at house
party time. We believe that the enforcement policy of Bowdoin's through Sears and Roebuck. So, now,
authorities is sound and just. Remember that no one has ever been please, whoever takes care of extra
we have shopping time
expelled from the college for just drinking at a house party. We time, can't
year or at least some excuse
are against

all

rule

:

should sufficiently govern our actions that

it

will not

be necessary

A

lesson learned last Ivy makes us urge
to change this statement.
you to remember that alcohol and automobiles do not mix, or, per-

next
that will give us those couple of
dreadfully long days that come jusl
before Christmas vacation begins?
i

;

i

j

haps we should say, that alcohol and gasoline do not mix.
Is Destruetioa Amusement?
We hope that Bowdoin will graduate men who will join other After seeing five panels in one door
college graduates in a movement for the repeal of the Eighteenth knocked through in one of the ends,
strikes one as being rather peculiar
it
Amendment and who will help bring about a sane and workable that some persons find pleasure in
system of licensed saie of liquor. Perhaps this is no solution to the such destruction. Just what pleasure
is there, when one considers that beproblem. Perhaps the allowance of light wines and beer or the sides making an unsightly door, there
employment of other restrictions will only cause people to want is going to be a bill for about $15
tacked onto the destructive one's colBut we think not. It is a pessimistic point lege expenses? College wouldn't be
still less interference.
college without some pleasure, real
of view, and we have too much faith in mankind to adopt it.
pleasure, it is granted, but why does
Deferred Chapel Service

there have to be this kind of amusement, if indeed it is that and not mere
"showing off"?

wish to commend the action of the college authorities in
Let's have our pleasures — but less
postponing Chapel services today from 8.20 to 12.10. We feel that of such primitiveness.
this is an appropriate and convenient time during the house parties,
Sports and Spirit
and the adjournment of the 11.30 class is indeed a welcomed step.
At the close of the football season
We hope that the day will come when all classes can be cancelled Bowdoin lost a close game. The score
was materially affected by a bad deciduring such celebrations. We have a vague idea that lectures and sion. In the furore of complaints and
recitations then are of little value. Perhaps this is because our explanations that followed, the voice
of the "super-spoitsman" was heard
ideas themselves are usually somewhat vague at the time.
We are charged with being
again.
We do not feel, however, that Chapel should be permanently traitors from the good losing spirit
Bowdoin has always shown.
that
placed at a different time in the morning. Regardless of the quesBut the
I believe in sportsmanship.
tion of religious principles in starting the day with prayer, it is c'octrine of being a good loser can be
more conveniently scheduled as it is now. It would interfere with carried too far. It has. The student
apathetic,
'the
team
become
body had
a day of continuous study, such as men often indulge in when pre- had felt the effects. That was one reaparing for hour exams or while working in the laboratories. We son for a lamentable state series. Bowdoin has been too content to take her
are not faced here with the problem of finding an hour suitable for beatings.
a large number of commuters. It would be impossible to curtail
When Bates painted the town on the
eleven-thirties every day without a change in the present hours. night before the game, we called their

We

!

!

!

!

act "high school stuff."

We

referred

a need for this. But we do not think that starting to it as childish. Their spirit, though,
classes earlier than 8.30 would receive a favorable response from went with a winning team. The Bates
It
student body was not apathetic.
the student body.
was with its team one hundred per
Possibly there

is

An nj Marion

cent, and it went out and said so in big
College spirit and backing of
print.

Spear, '2n

were sorry to hear of the death of Avery Marion Spear,
Class of 1925. He was one of Bowdoin's most loyal sons, and his

We

tainty

was the

spirit of a real

In the Bell System research
are

importunity

for

varsity

and

development

not confined to

neering laboratory.

methods

engi-

These

are applied also to

the commercial side of the
business,

to

make telephone

and more useful.
An example is the
rectory, with

its

service

more

and profession, for quick and easy reference.

Or

take this other use of the classified
Telephone men analyzed advertis-

directory.

ing and merchandising.

telephone

listings

di-

by trade

They saw

that pros-

purchasers of advertised products
often did not know where to buv them. They
developed a plan for listing these dealers
pective

under
classified

convenient

Buy

their

brand name

It" directories

buver and

—a

in local

"Where

to

genuine service to

seller alike.

BELL SYSTEM

sion.
t/f

nation-wide system of tnter-conne cting

telephones

basketball.

He was willing to help all. and Though it is a major sport, hockey
grim disappointment and uncer- can never hope to take the place of the
court game in popular opinion. There
man. We shall long remember him. is no use of wasting paper going into

his cheerful spirit in the face of

and a Telephone man
brought them together

a team is something more than tall
talk or useless criticism in a bull ses-

During the coming months the spirit
of Bowdoin will go through its annual
frequent letters to the college during his struggle against tubercu- time of depression. Following a dislosis were always welcome and appreciated. He was instrumental couraging football season, we are
Upsilon Lectureship, which has become an further handicapped by the loss of an

in founding the Delta
annual event in the college year.

. . .

"OUR PIONEERING

HAS JUST BEGUN"
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COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Ask us about a brand new Corona Four for

$45.00

Christmas Cards from lc to $4.00 each
F.

CHANDLER & SON

W.

THE COLLEGE SPA
WILL BE OPEN LATE
During The House Parties

GET

AT THE SPA

IT

We

Our Letter Box
Paradox No.

1

Dr. Jekyll and Pres.

Hyde

"Moderate drinking and smoking
undoubtedly have still a long lease
of life. There is a great deal to be
said for them both. Moderate drinking temporarily aids digestion, infellowship,
dispels
creases
good
anxiety and care, and serves one of
For
the two purposes of food.
morality is not a matter of right or
wrong opinion about physiological or
social questions.
It is a question of
personal attitude towards opinions
.

.

.

which one holds. ..."
"The man who seeks to be guided
in his life by the highest wisdom and

in the pressanest temperance, ^
ent state of physiological knowledge
and existing social conventions, will
find the better part for himself and
the highest service to society in a
moderation so strict as to amount to
practical abstinence."
(From 'The College Man and Th°
College Woman', William
Hyde,
P 73f)
o
.

.
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Cuts and Attendance
In Physical Training
In order that everyone may understand the Physical Training requirements, the methods of taking attendance, and getting excused cuts, we
offer the following brief explanation.
The three upper classes are allowed
five unexcused cuts from December
2nd to Easter vacation, and the freshmen are allowed six cuts from
October 1st to Easter. If any man
take- more than the allotted number
of cuts he is recommended to the
Dean for probation and must mak»
up at once all the cuts he has taken.

In addition he loses the privilege of
getting excused cuts.
He also fails
in the course in Physical Training
for the entire year.

seems to
be rather strict, but we attempt to
take the sting from it by granting
excused cuts at any time for any reaIn itself the above

rule

son, providing they are applied for in

advance, and that they are made up
within a reasonable time.
For example, if a man has an hour-examination to study for on Wednesday,
he may, by calling at the office of the
Department, obtain an excused cut
from physical training on Tuesday afternoon.
That means that by the
next Tuesday he will be expected
to have
one cut
made up
the
If for any reason he has to have several cuts, more time will be allowed in
making them up. But we do not
want to get into the useless plan of
making up from ten to twenty cuts in
a few days at the end of the yeai

believe the only benefit from exercise comes when it is taken regularly.

With this possibility of getting excused cuts in advance merely for the
asking it would seem that any man
who allows himself to be placed on
probation is either very foolish or
very careless. It is the hope of the
department that it will not be found
necessary to recommend a single man
for probation this year.
Excuses from the Dean or the
Doctor work the same in regard to
physical training cuts as in other
classes. Of course cuts excused by
either do not have to be made up.
The question of getting attendance
has been somewhat bothersome in the
past.
Men have felt that they were
marked absent when they were really
present, and others have thought it
possible to get out of difficulty by
blaming their poor standing in regard to cuts on the monitors. Thi
year the burden of getting attendance
is directly up to the individual. The
monitor will bring out the attendancr
slip each day which each man must
sign.
These slips are dated and filed
If a man has
for future reference.
not signed he will not get attendance
whether he was present or not. This
system has worked out very well so
far.
It is being tried out for the
protection of the men who want to
make sure that they receive credit
for what they do.
Those men who are out for Hockey,
Track or Swimming, must apply for
excuses first from their coaches and
then to the Department of Physical
Training. This is done because men
must in the first place satisfy the
heads of the sports' in matters of attendance.
It has been the rule and it will continue to be the rule that no men will
be allowed to sign up for attendancin any sport unless they are attired
properly for such a sport at the beginning of the hour required. Any
exercise should be followed by a
shower and a change to dry clothes.
Most men do follow out this plan at
the present time. Certainly this is the
practice in supervised sports; but some
times those who have handball at a
morning hour do not. One half of the
hour for exercise should be the practice, leaving the other half for getting ready. Exercise and taking *i
shower afterwards is much more to be
desired than a full hour of exercise
with no change of clothes and no
shower. Especially is this true in th<wid-winter season of the year. W^
believe that every man will favor this
it out from
plan, and help to carry

FOR A GENTLEMAN'S
CHRISTMAS
Whether to supply a need or a luxury? Gifts sponsored
by Harmon's answer that perennial question acceptably,
and both ways at once. For Gifts men appreciate are Gifts
to wear; and here you will find the choicest articles from
the best markets of the world, selected to appeal to his
practical side as well as to his masculine vanity. A smart
shop the year 'round, Harmon's offers you the ideal store
to do your Christmas shopping.
Gifts from $1 to $100

MALKPflOM
hearted interest in his work is the man
is more apt to accomplish something for himself and the college. It
is by contributing more than his share
according to his ability that makes a
man able and effective. In everything
that we do it is necessary to love the
me beyond the prize.
„
,
In closing President c,.,,
Sills declared:
"To lose yourself in generous enthusiasms is one of the greatest and most
important lessons of college; it is a
term more to learn for one another
than for your elders. Later you will
learn that it is perhaps the greatest
lesson of life which the college has to

Debating
(Continued from

Tw

is
preferable to that of the United
States.
Pending more precise definition of the question by New Hampshire, sides have not been definitely
chosen.

On March twenty-second,
sity will

,

the var-

meet the debating team from

Union

.

,

.

,

,

|

,

College, Schenectady, X. Y.
This debate, which will in all probability be held in Portland, will be on the
subject: Resolved, that the nations
adopt a plan of complete disarmament excepting such forces as are
»>
teach.
needed for police purposes. Bowdoin tDll
will uphold the negative side of this
now on.
This article is written merely with question.
Dr. Laidler
Plans for the spring trip are not
the idea of explaining the plan for
carrying out the Physical Training fully complete.
The liquor question
(Continued from p»Ke i)
requirements of the college. It is not will be used against Union on April
an argument for our requirements. A twenty-first, and Bowdoin will have on its intercollegiate debating teams
thorough understanding of the plan the affirmative side. This debate will and was awarded a Phi Beta Kappa
The key. After graduation he spent sevwill be helpful in carrying it out, and be broadcast over station WGY.
through this understanding a very question to be used with Amherst will eral years in New York in newspaper
In 1911, after receiving his
small number will get into difficulty. probably be the same one, although work.
Physical Training Department nothing definite has been decided as LL.B. degree from the Brooklyn Law
vet.
Syracuse will debate the ques- School, he was admitted to the New
Three years later he was
tion: Resolved, that the generation York Bar.
Dear Kditor of the Orient:
and transmission of hydro-electric awarded the degree of Doctor of PhilI should be delighted if you were to
power should be undertaken bv the osophy by the Department of Political
print my contribution.
Let it not be government. Sides have not yet been Economy, Columbia University.
overlooked that Mr. I'rescott had ad- decided upon.
It is more than probAs an author, Dr. Laidler ranks
mirably held his peace until last week able that this same question will also very highly. He is the vice-president
and that his writing held the more be used against Hamilton.
of the National Bureau of Economic
weight for it. I too have kept still
Tryouts for the New Hampshire de- Research, a .contributing editor of
a long time; now 1 take my turn.
bate will be held soon after the vaca- "Labor Age," a member of the ExecChapel is just out Sunday night. tion, and a large number of candidates utive Committee of the Stable Monev
The President lias taiked of the un- is expected to appear.
Association, and Chairman of the
willingness of students to cooperate
Labor Research Committee of the
enthusiastically in generous enterRand School. His most recent books
prises, and of the change to the inIbis
are a "History of Socialist Thought"
The matdividual and critical mind.
and
ower Control" (New Republic),
(Continued from rage 1>
ter had been in my mind, too, since I
(co-author with H. S. Raushenbush*,
had read the qualifications for a stu- erary ability and intellectual tastes. a
n analysis of the people's fight for
dent to be chosen for a fellowship in a Each year the outgoing seniors select
the control in the electrical industry,
graduate school, a list headed by "his four members of the junior class for
ln speaking before the Economics
The President membership and these in turn at their
ability to cooperate."
said that undergraduate criticism was first meeting in the fall choose six class, Dr. Laidler took for his subhelpful, but grew tiring to those who mole from their class to fill out the ject "The Case for Industrial DemocHe explained the manv
were older and in responsible posi- society. The men elected last spring racy."
No doubt, for it becomes tiring from the juniors were Olin S. Pettin- changes that have been taking place
tions.
And the reason? I gill, Douglas Fosdick, Harrison M. in the field of industry during the last
to a student!
remember, in philosophy, the profes- Davis and Richard P. Mallett. The ini- few years and especially since tho
sor advised us that a little knowledge tiation of the new members will take World War. The fast changing conis not a dangerous thing, if the per- place at a dinner which is to be held ditions in social and economic life are
bringing about a vast reorganization
son remembers that it is a little. Criti- in the near future.
in all fields of labor.
cism by a student is not dangerous,
As a result of
the changes in industrial machinery
but it has become so (to himself) beChapel
all classes of labor are in need of secause the student does not remember
(Continued from Page 1)
curity and assistance in their work.
that it is little criticism, that he is
little more than a boy, and so labors has expressed itself so frequently that Oftentimes thousands of people are
under the delusion that he is a man of President Hopkins b,as declared that thrown out of work over night by a
experience, much as a child complain- he is a little tired of hearing under- single drastic change in industry. The
ing to its parent.
Taduate complaints. But this spirit invention and perfection of the talkAnsel Bartlett True.
has done away with the rah rah spirit ing pictures has thrown many hunwhich has come into the college. But dreds of people out of work because
there is a grave danger that this criti- with these new pictures a vast numA. D. Convention
cal spirit can go loo far and interfere ber of extras are done away with
(Continued from Pair* 1)
with the real enthusiasm of a college which were needed before. The reBlatchford. E. S. Lothrop, R. S. as it seems to have done.
suit is that these people are left withEcke, W. P. Cushman; transportation,
He went on to point out the real out any way of supporting themJ. P. Flagg, chairman; smoker, H. M.
crux of the situation comes down to selves and no opportunities for emDavis, Jr., chairman, J. B. Donaldson;
An official of the Parathe old, old question of self. If you ployment.
publicity and finance, P. S. Wilder,
put yourself above others you are lia- mount Corporation said that in that
chairman, M. F. Littlefield, Jr., R. ble to become petulant or critically company alone 15,000 to 20,000 people
Perry; reception committee, G. R. uncooperative.
less
were needed in "shooting" their
The man who works
Lovett, chairman, T. G. Braman, R. merely for the prize to increase his pictures during a year.
Instead ot
A. Studley, A. K. Smithwick, G. B. own
glory has the wrong attitude, but making pictures on a large range as
D'Arcy.
the man who puts a real and whole- they did with silent pictures they now
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register

imiok, colUg*
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John Wards.

preference

By constantly

increased purchases, they indicate their approval of the fine
leathers, the correct lines

and

handsome workmanship

that

characterize these smart shoes.
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great
that Dr. Laidler could come to vta*
in the platforms of the two major
parties.
The time has come now the College. He is a very forceful
speaker and he has a thorough scienj

j

!

'

I

when they

will

have to reform their

j

tific knowledge of* his subject, whici
platforms or they will run together
he has the ability to present very
H»d both adopt the same views. The
clearly.
people are divided in their economic
and social views, but the way the
parties ere standing now that difference is not shown. The Socialist
has been becoming more powerful.
and it is due mainly because several
independent parties have fused toEsther and adopted each other's views,
Friday - December 20th
This fusion which is taking place re-'
sembles to some extent the rise of
the Independent Labor Party in Engand
be Labor party strives to inOn the Screen
|
7labor in independent political
terest
action, and is a union of various laWISE GIRLS
bor unions
All
Talking Picture
from the
In an interview after the lecture,
Broadway Hit
"Kempy"
Dr Laidler gave his views on all sorts
also PARAMOUNT NEWS
of changes in the economic and social
world.
He pointed out that slowly,
workmen's compensation has been
Saturday - December 21st
coming in. The individual should not
OH! YEAH!
have sole risk in industry and the
state « playing a large part in insurwith
in K workers.
In eight legislatures in
Robert Armstrong - James Gleason
th e last two years old "age pension
aim SHORT SUBJECTS
°iH s have been passed.
In the last
^»' years unemployment insurance
has sprung up to care for the workMonday-Tuesday - December 23-24
man while he is looking for a new
CHARMING SINNERS
position.
Every year there has been
with
a greater interest in public control
Clive Brook - William Powell
regulation of public utilities. In
recent research work, it was ordered
Ruth Chatterton
that in investigating bank mergers no
merger under $100,000,000 should be
Also SHORT SUBJECTS
counted. Thousands of men must
na ve been thrown out of work by
Wednesday-Thursday
Dec. 2.">-26
these mergers which must have influenced hundreds of banks throughout
CLARA BOW
country— not mentioning the
the
- in many men thrown out of work by
THE
j
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The
recent
election
of
Nor- fifty years of age. The result is that
man Thomas in New York shows the many men are thrown on the scrap
changing condition of the country. heap early in life, their ability is soon
The vote shows that more are sup- exhausted and they find themselves
porting the socialist standards as we on the outside. These huge and rapid
know them. The election of Thomas consolidations are an uncertainty in
may be partly due to the fact that tne all branches of labor and necessitate
epposition against him was poorly or- .some sort of an economical change.
In closing, Dr. Laidler went on to
ganized, but the main reason is, undoubtedly, because Thomas was up- explain the many openings for a stu""Win* the rights and privileges of dent of economics. These consolidathe working class as well as the bet- tions, inventions, and many other
ter class. Undoubtedly while he is in changes in the structural foundation
office he will do all he can to benr-fit of our labor necessitate a revolution
labor and he will do all he can to in the industrial world far greater
beautify the city and make it a better than any reorganization that the
place to live for all classes of peo- world has experienced thus far. Never
He wiU improve the social and before have conditions changed so
P Ie
economic standing of the city. This rapidly, and the social and economic
change in political views is due part- life must keep pace with the rest of
the world. If a man has thoroughly
the man y deb » te; and
W
f
tfanda circulated and fwflv to the studied economics he will be able o
economic and social conditions di- meet the changes when the time
comes and he will have an opporturectly.
nity to advance himself in the world.
This election has shown that there
Needless to say we are fortunato
really isn't a
deal of difference
-

'

Inspect These Fine Shoes

of this sort do not take workmen's
compensation which may be offered
them, and many companies refuse to
hire new men unless they are under
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it on a much smaller range.
New
inventions are brought on so rapidly
that it is difficult to adjust working
conditions to them,

do
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mergers under ? 100,000,000. In merJfers of this sort thousands of older
men were deprived of work. But men

SATURDAY NIGHT KID
SHORT SUBJECTS
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

ANTIQVITY SHOP
THK BRICK HOUSE

a,

10 Spring St.

- - Mrunswick, Me.
Old Furniture. China, Glass, Pewter.
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antiq ue goods of any kind

EATON HARDWARE

With The Greek Letters

Brunswick

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

Alpha Delta Phi
and Charles F. Stanwood.
l'erlev
Once again Joe Roman and his boys breed's Orchestra of Boston furnished
ie music.
Hie ehaperones weic Mrs.
from Portland played for the Alpha P'"'
Delta Phi.
All the arrangements R. C. Payson and Mrs. Noel C. Little.
The list of guests included Mrs.
Social
of
the
charge
were in
Committee, Thomas Braman, chair- Vaughn H. Clay. YVaterville; Virginia
man, Robert Ecke, Gordon 'Knight, [S. Palmer, Lewiston; Dorothy L.
and George D'Arcy. The ehaperones Jones, Arlington, Mass.; Grace Mulwere Mrs. E. A. Robbins and Mrs. Holland, Ipswich, Mass.; Nancy P.
Kimball, Waban, Mass.; Florence L.
P. W. Devis.
The following guests were present: Phillips, Auburn; Mary M. Ault, Auburn; Hope Adams, Augusta; Betty
the Misses Margaret Braman, Por
Brewster, Dexter; Louisa Ford, Port,,'
.,
..
..
laind: Evelvn Parker, Cape Elizabeth,
,,
..'
rland; Dorothv Burchard, Brook hue,
,„,,
r>
4
*
\jt..„.
.

Capital, $50,000.

,

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

4

.

STUDENT

PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

.
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Bett
e

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
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M«^: M«r,
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•

Mrs

Engraved

Vaughn, Arlington, Mass.; Maiy

-

,

t
t
t
Psi I'psilon

house in attendance at the house dance last evening,
and the Blue Rocketeers of New Haven
providing the music, the Psi L'psilon
with name added at
house party* was very much of a sucprice of ordinary cards
The dance committee was liarcess.
old M. Ridlon, chairman, with Luther
Bldg. L. Allen and John Creightoil.
Stuart-Clement Mrs. O. S. IVttir.gill of Middleton.
Mass., and Mrs. Thomas Martin of
Latest College Styles in
Cambridge, Mass., weie ehaperones.
The list of guests follows: Dorothy
Bostonian and Florsheim
Goodwin, Saco; Eleanor Rice, Danvers, Mass.; Jean Wiggins. Cincinnati,
$5 to $10
Margaret Hellier, Rockland:
Ohio;
Rubbers
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins,
Harriet William.-. Brookline. Mass.;
Margaret Wengren, Portland; Florence Harmon, Saco; Peg Leavenworth,
Atlanta, Ca.; Virginia Thayer. Wellesley. Mass.; Alison Ingalls. Portsmouth.
B.
X. H.; Muriel Johnson, South Portland; Emily McIIold. Beverly Hills,
PURE FOOD SHOP
Cal.: Dorothv Mawhinney, Machias;
Wholesale— Retail
Kay Hallowell. Portland; Patricia
Portland, Me. Bran, Laeerne-in-Maine; Mary Helson,
574 Congress St.,
Hume. Portland:
Corris
Portland;
Elizabeth Clark, Orono- Muriel Williams. Brooklin \ Mass.; Doris Cheney,
'Anything y'want Pressed?' South Portland: Harriett Hayward,
Portland: Alice Collamore, Thomaston.
Give it to

Town

Oxfords—

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

& GERVAIS

do the work

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

tj.
i

and

t

t

Chi Psi

At the Chi Psi Lodge, Ted Mather
and his boys, held forth durin/
Social
the Christmas Party. The
Committee, Hawthorne L. Smyth,
chairman, Asa S. Knowles and John
L. Snider have been busy with plans.
The ehaperones at the Chi L*si

j.
t

Thcta Delta Chi
The Theta Delta Chi House held its
informal dance and dinner last eveThe arrangements for the house

CHIPMAN

t

+

formal dance. The orchestra was the
Jersey Jicc Jaccs of Lawrence. The
committee in charge was T. M. Marshall, chairman, J. G. Kraetzer, W. H.
Perry, and N. K. Chase.
The ehaperones were Mrs. Herbert
Brown of Brunswick and Mrs. Roger
Johnson of Scituate, Mass.
Among the guests were Miss Elizabeth
Barrows of Brunswick, Miss
Heme Johnston of Pittstield, Miss
Louise Mayo of Ereeport, Miss Allelic
Merrill
of
Brewer, Miss Barbara
Welch of Lynn, Mass., Miss Elisabeth
Andrews of Methuen, Mass., Miss
Prances Jones of Newtonville, Mass.,
Miss Elinor Merrick of Dexter, Mis
Persia Hathaway of Lexington, Mass.,
Miss Gertrude Canton of Chicago.
111., Miss Betty Stoneman, Albany, N.
V., Miss Virginia Rowe of Portland.
Miss Mary Doughty of Yarmouth,
Miss Elsie Bennett of Brunswick,
Miss Betty Mitchell of Hingham.
Mass., Miss Delia Ames of Brunswick.
Miss Hilda Lowery of Brunswick,
Miss Louise
Holmes of Waverly.
Mass., Miss Clara Baker of Portland,
Miss Elinor Swann of North Adams,
Mass.

Ives,

ning.

Riley Insurance

I

Town

Building
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PLAY SAFE

Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

;

LAUNDRY

JACOB SMITH

The

Quill

(Continued from pare 1)
Admitting that h
lege in America.
has been coolly received by a certain
few in Bowdoin, Mr. Morrow has nothing but praise for the attitude of most
of the students. Another student whose
observations are of vital interest to
•

AGENT

Special Rates to Students

on Photographs
Webber's Studio
Morton's News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

I

i

|

Bowdoin men is Cunther Wilmsen,
whose "First Impressionsof America"
appears in this issue. Mr. Wilmsen is
an exchange student from Germany
and has studied at the Universities of
Freibtirg, Marburg, and Bonn, Berlin.

He has set down his reactions to the
new country beginning from the day
of his arrival in Xew York to the
time that he first set foot in Brunswick. This article is to be followed
with the writer's comparisons of Bowdoin, as a typical small college, with
the universities of Europe. Mr. Wilmsen has a vivid style of writing which
sets down his thoughts exactly as they
occurred to him at the time.
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who has recently written a Ix-ok on
this same subject, tells of the revolt
against romanticism which is now
taking place. Jack Magee, known to
every Bowdoin man, is well qualified
to treat his present subject since he
has been a coach of two Olympic
teams and has had ample opportunity
to study the European track situation. "The Turn of the Tide," a play by
an alumnus of Bowdoin, Walter Powell
Stewart, Jr., should meet with the general approbation of Quill readers. Mr.
Stewart is now a member of the English department of the University of
Texas.
Another alumnus who con-

•*>

of

all

ciently

1

''<

1

Seattle

P.

I

Helen

Pauline

•

Brookline.
Music for the house dance was
furnished by Jack Brown of Boston.

Bugle
Continued from Tmre
trick on the part of this Orient reporter, but might he say at this time
I

)

something

singularly
appropriate
since this issue of the Orient will be

around during House Party? It will
undoubtedly fall into the hands of
many of our fair visitors. Let it be
remarked here then that, first, a copy
of the Bowdoin Bugle will be an exclusive and chic addition to a desk at
table in any girls' dormitory; second
that now, better than any other time,
a dazed and love-sick Freshman,
Sophomore, Junior, or even a Senior,
tributed to this issue is Wilbert Snow.
could be very easily persuaded (as
a recent speaker here.
Mr. Snow artfully and skillfully as young ladies
whose "Vacation End" appears on thi so well know how, and so that the
poetry page is now professor of Eng- poor devil wouldn't know he was being persuaded) to promise to send the
lish at Wesleyan Universitv.

—

Swimming Meet
(Continued from

Taylor,
;

j

I

I

I

I'Htte

I

Decorations

(

Theta

Sigma Xu;
j

Delt; second. Smith,
third, Collins, Theta Delt;

(Continued from Paire

Estimates and

samples

1)

merited a great deal of comment and
Sigma Xu. Time,
(Xew interfraternity record). admiration. People have been known
to make a trip from Portland. Lew200 yard breast-stroke swim: First,
iston and even greater distance foj
Locke, Alpha Delt; second, Densntore,
the express purpose of viewing Mr.
Delta l'psilon; third, Stevenson, Beta;
Cobb's work.
President Sills spoke
Time, 2..~>1 3-6.
fourth, Lord, Meta.
of
the artistic scene of two vears ago
Xew interfraternity record).
as being the most beautiful he had
ever
witnessed anywhere at
any
fourth,
1.02 4-5

Trott.

(

time.

Dennison Company have recognized
and have sent photographers from Boston on various occasion- to take pictures. These have
been used in the advertising catalogues of that firm. Many flattering
offers have been made to him to decorate elsewhere.
Yet he carries on
behind the scenes of festivity at Bowdoin, a character not fully apprehis superior skill

is

ciated.

Together with his wife, Sarah, the
plans are made and execution begins
far in advance of the event.
Soch
garlands as he uses tonight are e\ceeilingly difficult to obtain.
They
are made in Germany and imported
into this
country
in
such
small
tjuantities that this year it require
a two month search for him to locate
his material.
Mrs. Cobb make- many
of the more elaborate pieces herself.
The large bell, which ? the center
piece of tonight's arti.-try, required
many an hour's labor.

1

I

—GROCERS—

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

I)

1

Mrighton;
Eleanor Cro><,
Newton
Courtney,
Davenport, Brain
Barbara De Wolf. Maiden:
tree;
Frances Knowlton, Maiden; Caroline
Queen. Quincy; Helen Glazier, Portland; Constance Brewer, Brookline:
Hope Gavigan, Brookline; Rachel
Plain;
Josephine
Deland, Jamaica
Brookline;
Smith,
Virginia
Berry,
Portland;
Beverly;
Ruth
Patch,
Dorothy Martin, Brunswick; Nella
Barber, Brunswick; Carolyn Cosby.

Bangor;

Continued rrom pa>re

i

who

cater to fraternity trade

cheerfully furnished.

.Mr.

Cobb has charge of the catering

to the affair besides the task

QUALITY
ALWAYS.
Brunswick Publishing

Hardware

Brunswick

Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. 3

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP

to realize

him
to

For First Class Haircutting

an<l

us

caused

Near Campus

-

T»o

Expert Barbers

><f

fur-

nishing the fraternity booths. Me will
tell you much concerning the gallonof punch required and the quantities
of food he most provide. A U-w year
ago Mrs. Cobb made alone nine hundred sandwiches to terve the dancers
And -o oi. a story of service anr.
pride.
May we never be railed upon

Co.

Company
Cor.

L.

chapter house yesterday evening with in favor, and five were.
music furnished by Leo Doucette's
Lower prices of food elsewhere was
Orchestra of Augusta. The patron
the chief reason given for not eating
esses were Mrs
Hiram Y. Willai
rather than quality
of Sanford, Mrs. Alfred 0. Gross, in the cafeteria,
of
food, or other factors.
Mrs. Florence Appleton and Mrs. EdExtreme satisfaction was expressed
ward S. Hammond of Mrunswick. The
committee in charge of arrangements with the manner in which the canteen
was composed of George S. Willard. is being conducted. Some construcchairman, Paul A. Walker, Richard H. tive suggestions were made concerning the cafeteria and the college may
Barrett and Charles E. Thurlow.
Among the guests were Miss Mar- \>e able to use these.
In connection with this matter, it
garet Saywood of Winthrop, Mass.,
Miss Louise Moon of Portland, Mis is interesting to note that more reEleanor Riley of Brunswick, Mis- cent figures show, excluding the 1
Florence Moses of Portland, Miss students who live at home, and the i">
Janet Howell of Framingham, Mass., students working in rfthe cafeteria,
Miss Ruth Wiley of Fryeburg, Mis- there are only (>4 who might normally
Dorothy Willard of Sanford, Miss be expected to be patrons, and of
Julia Royal of Xew London, Conn.. these, 35 are boarding at the cafeMiss Marcia Rowe of Portland, Miss teria at present.
Marbara Sprv of Manchester, Mass.,
Miss Marcella Roberts <>f Oakland,
Shakespeare Scenes
Miss Xettie Edwards of Portland,
Miss Margery Witherill of Xorthamp(Continued rrom Puce I)
ton, Mass., Miss Marguerite Campbell
appointed
in the way he sat down,
of Boston, Miss Mildred McKenzie of
and
because
he did not guzzle wine
Mrookfield,
Mass.,
Miss
Dorothy
on his snow white whiskers. Hf>
Rinehart of Most on, Mass.
lolling laughter, however, was worth
of Falstaff himself. Shallow (William
fair one doing the guileful persuadinj; Perry) filled his part with a great
a copy of this year's Bugle. It wib deal of realism and Silence (Paul
Everett was his old comic self. But
appear at Ivy time.
Thus, this year's Bugle will haw why go on, they were all splendid.
These- Barn Chamber experimental
the best sale ever reached.
(And entertainments seem
to us t# be deperhaps the humble reporter will relightful.
Although this was our first
ceive a couple of dozen copies gratis
time, we certainly hope that there
for his earnest efforts
who knows?) will be many more chances to break in
on these choice scenes.

SHORTS MARKET

the office
wick Record.

*j

t
t
t
and four were in favor of a monthly
Alpha Tau Omega
board book at $^.00 a week, of those
Maine Delta Omega of Alpha Tau students not eating at the Cnion. and
Omega held its formal dance at the of those eating there, seven were not

Rus.-ell,

Center;

Stevens, of Portland.

effi-

promptly at
of The Bruns-

and

f

1

and "Foreign Developments in Track"
bv John J. Magee. Professor Chase

kinds handled

•",

1

1

Whitman's

P RINTING

1

1

represented on
the list of Quill contributors by one
Toilet Articles - Shaving Preparations other article, a fiction story, and a
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded review of a poem. Scott Duncan, also
of the class of 1931, has contributed
AGENCY FOR
a well written fiction tale which is
appropriate to this season of the year.
"An Epopoeia from the Western
Chocolates
World" is a review of an epic poem
which is considerably deeper than the
Th
ordinary undergraduate opus.
faculty "is well represented with "Th. . .
Xew Humanism" by Professor Chase

The student body

'.»

1

1

1

.

Agency

INSURANCE
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in chaige of a committee Wash.; Kay
Ching, Peking, China:
composed of DonaM E. Prince, chair- Millie LaPointe, Brunswick.
man. Charles F. McCreery and Robert
C. Mover.
Sid Reinherz' Orchestra
Beta Theta Pi
of Boston furnished the music for the
dance, which was held after the forThe annual Christmas House Party
mal dinner. The natrons and patron- of Beta Theta Pi was held at the
esses were Professor and Mrs. Wil- chapter house last night. The house
tnot B. Mitchell, Mrs. Carrie A. Meyer was attractively decorated in a novel
and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bridges.
and unusual manner bv Mrs. Eugene
Among the guests were: Nancy Ma- Missel and Mrs. G. W. Souther of
deira, Boston, M;iss.; Myrna Ailard. Waban. Mass.
Mrs. T. F. Kimball,
Auburn; Elizabeth Payson. Portland: Belmont, Mass., Mrs. U. X. Nash,
Bertha Weston. Portland: Dorothy Mrunswick, and Mrs. D. C. Stanwood,
Portland;
Lenice Cummings. Brunswick, acted as chaperons during
Scott
Auirusta; Julia Holt, Aupusta; Polly the party.
Attending the party as
Holmes, Auburn; Ethel Stoddard, Au- the guests of the brothers were
burn; Kay Way. Auburn; Dorothy Eleanor Hopkins, Taunton; Dorothy
Baker, Auburn; Constance Houghton,
j

:

The Committee in charge was
In the evening after the
the yule log was Ralph B. Hirtle, chairman, Atwood
burned and the dancing begun. Hood's iH. Best, George H. Souther, Richard
Merrymakers with the same eight M. Lamport, and Richard M. Allen.
piece team that played at Ivy boose
t
t
t
parties last spring furnished the muSijma \'u
sic.
Always Noticed
The round of festivities of the anThe ehaperones were Mr. and Mrs. nual Christina- party were set in moBut Never Noticeable
Robert & Chalmers of Tilton, N. H., jtion at the Sigma Xu House last eveand Mr. and Mrs. Howard 'Rust of ining with a formal dinner at eight
Laconia, N. H.
(gRISK Clothing which is
o'clock.
In accordance with the usual
The dance committee in charge: D. custom, the orchestra began to play
custom tailored to
W. Berry, chairman, L. A. Cousens, towards the end of the main course,
your individual measure, has
Jr., J. W. Hay, W. H. Lowell, Jr.
and from then on through till the small
The guests of the chapter were th hours the various rooms were in posthat distinctive touch which
Misses
Evelyn
Feakes,
Newton, session of the many quests and their
always marks the wearer as
Mass.;
Ruth Wheelock, Brookline, escorts.
An innovation (an entirely new arMass.; Dorothy Dannell, Tilton, N.
well dressed.
H.; Virginia Rand, Pawtueket, R. I.; rangement which we hope will be genGenevieve Minuth, Portland; Pauline erally followed next year) will be inAcker, Boston;
Antoinette
Meech, troduced the second evening: of the
Middletown, Conn.; Effie Knowlton, party-j- namely a second house dance in
Westbrook; Eleanor Cordon, Con- preference to attendance at the Gym.
cord; Ada Mullin, Bangor; Elinor Several houses ir the past have felt
lb'
EAST 30th STREET
Clark, Bar Harbor; Gretta Beatty, ,the need of a Second dance "at home",
Portland: Cleopatra BiggilUf, N. Y. and have held tea dances on Friday
XEW YORK CITY
anil these at the expense
('.; Margery Lord, Framingham Cen 'afternoons
Gown performance
ter, Mass.; Jeanette Quimby, Port- of the Masque ami
Watch For Our Representative
Then besides,
land; Helen Crowley, Lewiston; Hilda at the Cumberland.
PHIL BRISK
since the Christmas party is a college
Randall,
Portland;
Kathryn
Dick,
not
prom
of
and
the official
any
Gardiner;
Nancy Wright, Dallas, laffaii
K)(» yard relay:
Class as "Soph Hop'* and "Ivy" are, it
First, Theta* Delt
Texas.
(McCreery,
Collins,
Taylor,
is felt that this one party should be a team
Sperry); second, Sigma Xu team (Lee,
real "house-party."
The following are guests at Sigma Dilleiibeck, Trott, Smith); third. Alpha
Kappa Sigma
Milteam
house
party:
Delt
Riley,
Jenki.-son.
Xu's
Miss
Christmas
Locke,
The orchestra at the Kappa Sigma
Mouse yesterday evening was Clyde dred Somen, Lynn, Mass.; Miss Sallv Moustakis); fourth. Beta team Esson,
Miss
Portland;
Elizabeth Carpenter, Lord; Xeili. Time, ~<l 2-~>.
I.ougee and his Flying Cloud Masters Braman,
Cape
Elizabeth;
Miss
Point score bv teams:
from Bangor. The committee in charge Parker,
1st 2nd 3rd 4th Its.
of arrangements consisted of P. A. Peggy Woodruff, New Haven, Conn.;
'52
1
1
3
Ford "31, chairman, H. P. Robinson "31, Miss Betty Cooley, New Britain, Theta Delta Chi 4
LewMeta Theta Pi
2
2
19
Gordon Kirkpatrfck '.'!2 and Harry Kel- Conn.; Miss Martha Briggs,
Whittemore, Sigma Xu
Frances
Miss
2
1
lett
The ehaperones were Profes- iston:
7
sor and Mrs. C. H. Gray and Mr. and Brookline, Mass.; Miss Arline Goshen, Alpha Delta Phi
Asburv Park. X. J.: Miss Virginia Non-Fraternity
.Mrs. Robert Miller.
5
Among the guests were Katherine I. utz. Montclair, X. .).; Miss Cather- Delta Kap Eps'n
Jeannette
Miss
ine
Brown, Portland;
Delta I'osilon
Marshall, Lewiston; Adele Hopkins,
::
Boston; Edith Schwartz, Cleveland, Smith. Rockland; Miss Ellen Devine, Zeta I'm
Ohio; Clara Gray, Brookline, Mass.; Lowell, Mass.; Miss Ida Worr, Ware- Alpha Tau Omega
2
Adrienne De I.i.-le, Waterville; Marion ham, Mass.; Miss Ruth Thompson, Kappa Sigma
Heyward,
Harriet
Miss
Kennehunk;
I'psilon
2
Psi
2
Andrews. Metiuien, Mass.; Priscilla
Kirk pat rick, Newton Center, Mass.; ("ape Elizabeth; Miss Frances MacJudges: R. Miller. H. W. Hartman.
Margaret
Miss
Portland;
Alice I.inscott. Portland: Marbara Da- Dougall,
I). D. Lancaster.
mon, Ipswich, Mass.; Lillian Garrigan, Thompson. Kennehunk.
The ehaperones were Mrs. Harry Q.
Rumford; Elizabeth Farrinjrton, DeerAltenburg, of Portland, and Mrs. Allar.
Union Questionnaire
Jeannette
iritf;
Ingraham,
informal dinner

dance were

Lodge were Dr. ami Mrs. Copeland
of Brunswick and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Hatch of Dexter.
Orange, X. J.; Theodosia Cleveland,
The following guests were present Orange, X. J.; Katherine Mead, IlanBangor; gor; Marian Griffin, Brunswick; Dorthe Misses Jane Murphy,
Virginia Collins, Ossining, N. Y.; >thv Pennell, Portland.
Doris Preble, Guilford; Bertha Rogers,
t
t
t
Portland; Elizabeth Lutz, Montclair.
Zeta Psi
N. J.; Edna Worsnop, Brunswick; Lena
Yesterday afternoon a bevy of
Riley,
Brunswick; Elizabeth Riley, beauties descended upon the house
Brunswick; Charline Rollins, Dexter.
and shifted the familiar scene of
t
serene studiousness to one of lively
Brunswick
t
t
gayety. The reprieve from labor was
Delta Kappa Epsilon
The committee in charge of ar- sweet and the occasion a happy prefrangements at the Delta Kappa Epsi- ace to the holidays.
lon party was composed of Gerald G.
The new house wore for the first
to the Garcelon, chairman, James P. Blunt time the appropriate mantle of holly

GROCERIES

Telephone 435-436

and greens.

;

j.

Delta I'psilon

CHRISTMAS CARDS

LECLAIR

.

Yesterday evening, the Bow doin
Chapter of Delta L'psilon held their

iivcr half the

LAVENDER OR ESTLE

'

i

Salem, Mass.

With

,

Brunswick; Mr. an,
{jmnfton Barton. Brunswick,
I.e.,.

+

TONDREAU BROS.

kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 13B— 87 Maine St.— Tel. 137

,
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r
Ohio; M
MarClevean^ AIT
Cowdry ft
E d.th
th
ha Beery, Portland; Martha Bray,,
_i. •-:»... i ..j:„ d:i
I»
York
New v»
City; Lydia Riley, Brans
wick; Eleanor Freeman, West RoxComplete Stock of
bury, Mass.; Esther Spear, Portland;
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Jeanette Brightman, Cleveland, Ohio;
Bridgton;
Braithwaite,
Catherine
Agent for Victor Radio
Margaret Braithwaite, Bridgton; Klizabeth Brackett, Marblehead, Mass.;
CO. Imogene Peille, Douglaston, Long
Island; Jean McCormick, Albany, N.
We carry the largest assortment of Y.;
Portland;
Schlosberg.
Edith
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaH.;
N.
Dover,
Hansen,
Grace
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and ImSaunders,' Boston; Elinor
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all Katherine
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Freshman Football Team
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FAMOUS ACTOR TO

MEET

GIVE RECITAL IN

M.I.T.

OUTFIT

One of the features of the 98th anFor the first time this season Bowdoin will match her swimmers in in- nual convention of Alpha Delta Phi,
national college fraternity, was the
tercollegiate competition, when M. 1.
Dramatic Ability at
visit to Bowdoin in the afternoon of
T. and Williams are met next Fridr// December 31, when an elaborate prodoin on Saturday
and Saturday. Friday night will find gram was carried out for the enterBob Miller's proteges splashing at tainment of the guests. The first busi
of the c
the University Club pool in Boston. neff sef« on
'
...
held in the morning, and after it was
..
.,
while they swim Williams at Wilconc i aded g^fa came to Brunswick.
liamstown on the following afternoon, A picture of the convention group
Scenes to be Presented from ShakeThere is no doubt but that M. I. T. was taken on the steps of the Walker
this.
intends to put up a stiff fight. Most of Art Building, and following
speare and from Taylor's "Our
many of the guests used the swim,
American Cousin"
their high-point men have returned.
President and Mrs. Sills
In the back-stroke Bowdoin is as yet entertained the visitors at tea at
Edward H. Sothern, who is to pre- ungauged. If her tank-men can hold their home, where refreshments were
sent several scenes in a dramatic re- their own there,
Ham ""*
8*
and in the longer
e Wilder.
Following a
cital at the Moulton Union next SatMrs. Philip S.
urday night, has probably had a long- events, there may yet be balm in buffet supper at the local chapter
er and more remarkable stage career Gilead. Williams, unlike M. I. T., is house, the guests then returned to
than any other living actor. The son more or less of a potential "X" Portland to attend the New Year's
of Edward A. Sothern, who, with Vague rumors have seeped north ball at the Portland Country Club,
Laura Keene and Joe Jefferson, made
The final business sessions of the
from time to time to the effect tha*
dramatic history in New York during
things are happening in the town convention were held at Portland or
the fifties, he was born in New Or8
leans in 1859. Abandoning a proposed down the track, and WilH.M. „*v„
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empty pay-envelope.
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Durham,
Of these Captain Locke and Dens
which Sothern later starred, had become an assured success in New York, more will swim the breast-stroke.
he had fully entered upon a cycle of while James and Chalmers have been
working
on the dives. Spud Collins,
associations and friendships unique in

When "The

Highest

Bidder",

in

,

the history of the theatre. Belle Arch- McCreery, Dana, and Milner are all
Maude Adams, and Richard Mans- fifty yard men, and several of them
field all were his acquaintances. He are virtually sure to see action in the
came to know John McCullough, Dan- lelay. Bowman, Smith, Roper, and
iel and Charles Frohman, and Charles Durham swim the hundred usually,
while Sperry appears to be the shinP. Flockton.
Since his retirement from acting' ing light of the back-stroke. Riley
proper, he has been engaged in a and Easton are given over to the
longer
distances.
series of trips, delivering portions of

The makeup of the medley relay
more famous roles. At Bowdoin
he will present two scenes from and relay events is shrouded in imShakespeare and a third from Tay- penetrable mystery. There is some
suspicion
that Sperry and Easton may
tor's "Our American Cousin," played
for twenty years by the elder Sothern, be seen in the medley swim. But all
in America and England alike proving doubts will be set at rest on Friday.
a tremendous success.
Selections from Hamlet will be first
given. Primarily these are devoted to
conversations with OpheHa and the)
Queen. In the depth of their emotion they afford splendid place for
that wonderful oratorical effect which
Mr. Sothern has ever possessed.
Next comes Othello, which culmi- New England Intercollegiate* to be
nates in the murder of Desdemona.
Held at Springfield, Mass., on
after Iago's treacherous intrigue. It
February 28
has been said by Sothern himself that

^

W Jg^t-J™.

HOCKEY TEAM IN OPENING
GAME OF SEASON, 2 TO

in

|

«.

Whoever coaches football at Bowdoin next fall will face a seven game
schedule, three of which will be
played away from home. Besides the
usua i state Series games, the White
..,-..
varsity will meet the Massachusetts
Aggies, Williams, Tufts and Wesleyan.

^^

—

^ ^^^

by inches.

;

;

Incidentally,
in
this
matter of
goalies,
Drew was credited with
saves,
while
Manning
seventeen
an equal number of times.

—

(Continued on
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Widor

Paw »

The Bowdoin netman, however, cleared
without any trouble, using his stick
most of the time, and having to fall
While the
on the puck but twice.
Bates line was fast, it failed to followin on rebounds.
1
The Bobcats made a noble attempt
at a comeback as soon as they hit the
ice in the second period. It was barely two minutes before Cogan, shirling
down the boards on the right wing,
'|Tm- r'¥XT r« ttj«
«t¥¥ »
smacked a cross-fire shot into the net.
iT UilNdJNlji ItiAol
A mimtte later Drew went flat on the
Shots by
ice to stop Secor's drive.
Garcelon and Cogan were stopped and
there was no further score.
Four Matches Already Arranged for
White drew a two-minute penalty
for tripping, and the Polar Bears
Winter Season, Altenburg Only
whirled down in a fresh attack that
Veteran Back This Year
ended as Dwyer joined White, after

—
—Williams at Brunswick
Oct. 18— Tufts at Brunswick
Oct. 25— Colby at Waterville
Nov. — Bates at Lewiston
Nov. 8— Maine at Brunswick
Nov. 15— Wesleyan at Middletown
Oct. 11

Professor Charles Bruneau
Heard In Lecture Recital

Professor Charles Bruneau of the end of the eighteenth century, were
University of Nancy, France, visiting veiy much struck by their charm and
professor of French Literature atjc«iidered them as the direct exBowdoin under the Tallman Founda- pression of "l'ame d'un peuple". These
tion, gave the first of a series of lee- songs seemed to them perfect, of a
ture recitals before a large audience perfection that could not be imitated
This was
in the Moulton Union Monday eve- by a single trained artist.
The general subject for the a mere illusion. The folk song is on
ning.
series of lectures is "Folk Songs of the contrary a poor thing. The verses
Lorraine: Songs of Love and Mar- a re often without sense. The words
riage."
The first lecture dealt with do not always correspond to the muthe popular literature of Lorraine, s ic. The melodies are frequently disBowdoin 's fencing team is looking
and with the origin and history of ported in every possible way.
into the season with only one veteran
the folk songs of the district. _Profesj t happens even that a gay song i:Madame
back
this year, William Altenburg, the
assisted
by
was
sor Bruneau
SU ng" tcT*a sad tune, and "that a °sa»i
Bruneau, who sartg appropriate selec- son ™ j s sun g to a gay tune. Being captain and manager, being the onlv
tions with piano accompaniment. Both handed down orally the fo i k Utera-iman who has fenced in competition,
competition
^ture and songs were given in tu re has been transiormeu
,.
and ovuv 1 h(? , ogs , I.
transformed aim
of AJec KazutoW( a mem bei
French.
formed
~
N
Iast
year's
who
team,
has transB
,,
T thought of
nf Professor
p-of,™,,,. Bruneau
ninpall >,
a
The
It
h as been especially influenced
e University
«-ni\ersny 01
of .Maine,
Maine
by the great movements of world ierreo
talk was as follows:
will be felt keenly.
Two
sophomores,
doubtless
has
civilization.
Christianity
Traditional literature is a thing
peculiar to the countries of Europe, been the most important of these however, Brooke Fleck and Norwood
Macdonald. have developed considerThere exists with us two literatures, two movements.
We can perceive even now what the a hi y and should make a good showing
forms of music, a literature of learn'
ing which is printed and is very well gradual course of the transformation!. f
,
._
uc
M,c c u "' M,e ****""' Th
iner*
known to all and, among the c/juntry of the pagan customs into Christian
The songs of are also several freshmen who show k
people, an oral literature which has observances has been.
bee*1 transmitted from age to age by May are primitively the songs of good deal of promise and should furword o{ mouth, and the characteris- Spring. They celebrate the renewal, n ish good material for future teams.
The spring
ticg of which> deeply arc ha ic, seem the awakening of nature.
Tne schedule which has been deThe traditional festivals are well known to us in cided upon is as follows: Feb. 15, Harto us very strange.
literature includes both popular tales Greece, in Rome, and in Gaul. These vard a t Cambridge; Feb. 27, Dartfestivals still exist in Lorraine, and in*o' u'th"at '"Hanover;^ March f, Massaand popular songs.
The first students to become inter- they consist of songs, some of which chusetts Tech at Cambridge; March
Boston College at Biunswick.
ested in the popular songs, toward the
15,
(Continued on Page 4)
Matches have been offered also to
Boston University. Norwich, Colby
and Maine.
-
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OPEN WITH HARVARD
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cleared

The schedule follows:
Oct. 4
M. A. C. at Brunswick

|

j

the game was remarkably fast, ana
prospects for another state championship look bright.
Stone and Thayer
were the outstanding men on the ice
for Bowdoin, while Secor played a
good game for the Bobcats.
The second-string line went into
action at the start.
Before the regulars swung into the game, Bowdoin
had flashed a fast three-man offensive
attack that gave a one-goal lead
Drew batted away two in a row, ana
Bates slowed down to think things
over. MacLachlan and Sloan contributed three tries that Manning succeeded in stopping, and then Zeke
Secor spun down the left wing for a
dazzling shot that Drew shook off his
knees.
Thayer and Stone took the
puck up to center ice, and Souther
rifled a shot fifteen yards down the
rink, straight between White and Anderson, and through Manning's legs.
Then the first-string line came onto
the ice.
_.-___^^
Bates once again tightened up, and
with Secor leading, came down the ice
twice for shots that Drew turned off.
Two attempts by Rose were saved,
and then Ward, a minute before the
whistle blew for the period, cracked
the rubber in from the right wing, m
beautiful shot that Manning missed

Season Opens With Mass. Aggies
October 4—Wesleyan Game Shifted
to End of Schedule

I

j

1

GRIDIRON SLATE

I

I

i

In the first estate Series hockey
of the year Bowdoin defeated
Bates 2 to 1 on the Delta last Monday.
Considering the fact that the
team had been able to get on the ice
only a few times for practice sessions,

game

i

|

GLEE AND MUSICAL
CLUBS PREPARING
FOR SPRING TOUR

FOUR HOME GAMES
ON NEXT YEAR'S

The Bowdoin season is to open Oct.
4 when the Massachusetts Aggies
vention was brought to a close with
will visit Whittier Field. The followthe annual banquet in the evening,
ing Saturday Williams will oppose
At the banquet Clement F. Robinson,
the White at Brunswick. Tufts comes
Bowdoin, '03, Attorney General of
to Brunswick for the third game on
the gtate of MainCj wag the ^astthe schedule, listed for Oct. 18.
maste and the speakers were: F. J.
The State Series will open Oct. 25
E Woodbridge Amherst, '89; Earl C.
with Bowdoin playing Colby at Wat'97;
Alexander
Bowdoin,
Davi
Bates will be ntet at LewisWh i te8 ide, Harvard, '95, and H. W. First Sonata in F minor, Mendelssohn erville.
Maine will furnish
ton on Nov. 1.
Kimball Bowdoin, «92.
Franc k the Alumni Day program at BrunsCantabile
u wag voted to hold the next con- Scherzo
Second
wick
Nov. 8.
on
the
from
major
in E
vention in Montreal in either June or
Bowdoin closes its season on Nov.
Vierne
Symphony
September 1931, and to celebrate the
* 5 when it plays Wesleyan at MidTruette
lOOth birthday of the fraternity by Meditation in B flat
dletown, Conn.
holding a convention in 1932 wi*h Fantasia and Fugue in G minor Bach
were
teamg on
Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.,
Guilmant
p iaye(} i a8t seaSon. The Tufts game
where the fraternity was born. It was Caprice in B flat
has been moved ahead to the third
a s0 voted to hold the convention in Chorale Prelude on the tune "Saint
Darke week in October, replacing Wesleyan
1933 a t Chicago, during the World'Peter"
„
Mo»*in; which has been moved back to Npv.
Fair to be held in that year.
Gavotte
**
" : "o
15, making it the final opponent of
More than 100 were present at the
Symphony
Fifth
the
Toccata
from
the year for the White.
informal smoker held at the Eastland
"

1

Prospects For Another State Championship Loom Bright
as Ben Houser's Men Nose Out Bobcats— Stone
and Thayer Star

I

er,

his

J^f

,

the following squad: Locke, Collins,
McCreery, Bowman, Smith, Chalmers.
Riley,
Sperry,
Densmore, James
Easton, Milner, Dana, Roper, and

at the munificent salary of nothing.
And at that, one of his fellow-actors
Sothern retried to borrow, when

ceived an

j

to consider, howa good chance of
onnging nome
brinirinir
home enougn
enoueh bacon
Dacon to maxe
make
things interesting. Coach Miller will
pick his team,
all probability, from

ever, there

*£*&, M

JJj-

was an easy meet.
With all of this

appeared
in a minor role, when twenty years
old, at Abbey's Park Theatre in New
York, immediately thereafter joining
the company of the Boston Museum.
This first appearance at Boston, the
start of his fifty years of acting, was
first

BOVVDOIN DEFEATS BATES

Many of the faculty and undergraduates took the opportunity of hearing what was doubtless one of the
best organ recitals ever given at the
college, that given by Prof. Edward
G. Mead, F.A.G.O. of Miami UniverCollege
sity, Oxford, Ohio, in the
Chapel last Friday evening. This
recital was
the first of a series
planned by Prof. Edward H. Wass
for the winter season at the chapel.
It is expected that Charles T. Cronham, the Municipal Organist of Portland, will be the second guest organist
in the series.
Prof. Mead is a graduate of Harvard University and of Yale School of
Music and is a Fellow of the American Guild of Organists. His European
study has included the organ with M.
Widor, who is recognized as thegreatest living composer for the organ;
and Henri Libert, a teacher at the'
American Conservatory at Fontainebleau, France.
He has also studied
composition with Dr. Harold E. Darke
of the Royal College of Music at London, England.
Professor Mead has given a large
number of recitals at Cornell Univerlast
College, and
sity, Dartmouth
summer was a guest organist at the
Bowdoin College Chapel,
The program for the Friday evening recital was as follows:

Show
Bow-

to

!

career of painting, he

NO. 19

1930.

A. D.

Season to Open at University Club Delegates to 98th Annual Assembly Pleasing Concert Given in Chapel
First Recital of Series Planned
Entertained by Bowdoin Chapter
Pool Friday—Williams Natatora
in Brunswick December 31
Scheduled for Saturday
for Winter Season

LOUNGE OF UNION
Edward H. Sothern

8,

PROF. EDWARD MEAD
CONVENTION IS
IS GUEST ORGANIST
BROUGHT TO FINISH

SWIMMING TEAM TO

j

|

!

'

(Continued on page 3)

j

(ConUnued on page

4)

BASKETBALL SEASON
TO START TOMORROW
Two Games

Opening
Play of Interfraternity Race
Close Contests Expected
Scheduled

for

The
Interfraternity
Basketball
League will get off to a flying start
tomorrow night when Kappa Sigma
meets

In anticipation of their active season in the near future the Musical
Clubs are hard at work.
The Glee
Club is now rehearsing three times a
week
preparation for the New England Intercollegiate Contest to be
held February 28 at Springfield. This
event, promoted by the Springfield
Chamber of Commerce, promises to
be the high-light of the schedule, with
thirteen colleges represented in the
competition.
The contest will be
broadcast.
Manager John Rilev announces the
following schedule subject to possible

I

;

2

m

Non-Fraternity in the first
League A, and Sigma Nu change:
B when
p eb 28 New England Intercolthev go up against A.T.O. Ten teams
io„;„*l
r-i~>
«„-i„«,
'" rthd. - out." --*
st «, spiiiK..
K u
will be in the court race this year,
five in each league.
Theta Delta Chi field, Mass.
and Alpha Delta Phi will not have
March 1 Joint concert with the Inteams this year. The winners of the strumental Club at the University

fame

of

<

'

—

two leagues

will play for the Interfraternitv title at the end of the sea-

Club, Boston.

March

|

—

son in March. Last year, Sigma Nu
won the play-off against the Kippn Clubs will
Sigs and is expected to put a strong Bangor.
y
aggregation on the floor this year.
(Continued on Pas* 8)
There is said to be some good material in the freshman class, and should
this prove true, then some hot contests are on tap for the winter.
The two leagues are composed ot
the
following teams:
league A:
Kappa Sig. Non- Fraternity, Zeta PsI, Well Known Physician Passes Away
Psi 'Upsilon, and D. K. E.; League B:
at Home After Prolonged Illness
Sigma Nu. A. T. O., Delta Upsilon,
Beta Theta Pi, and Chi Psi.
The
After a prolonged illness Dr. Allan
schedule is as follows: Jan. 9, Kappa Whitney Sylvester died at his home
Wednesday evening. He
Sig vs. Non-Fraternity, Sigma Nu vs. in Portland
was 31 years old.
A. T. O.; Jan. 14. Zeta Psi vs. Psi U..
His death, coming at a time when
D. U. vs. Beta Theta Pi; Jan. 16. D. he stood at the very threshold of a
K. E. vs. Kappa Sig, Chi Psi vs. Sigma life of service and a career which
Nu; Jan. 21, Non-Fraternity vs. Zeta seemed destined to be an unqualified
success, drew expressions of sorrow
Psi. A. T. O. vs. D. l\; Jan. 23, Fsi L-.
t»nd regret from brother physicians
vs. D. K. E.. Beta Theta Pi vs. Chi throughout the profession who knew
Psi; Feb. 11, Kappa Sig vs. Zeta Ps;, him as a friend.
After being graduated from BowNonSigma Nu vs. D. U.; Feb. 8,
Class of 1919, he
Fraternity vs. Psi I"., A. T. O. vs. Beta doin College in the
attended Harvard Medical School and
Nonvs.
E.
D.
K.
Pi:
Feb.
25,
Theta
graduated in 1924. He then served as
Fraternity, Chi Psi vs. A. T. O.: Feb. house physician at the Maine General
27, Kappa Sig vs. Psi I'., Sigma Nu Hospital for the succeeding year, af :
vs. Beta Theta Pi; March 4, Zeta Psi ter which, he entered the practice of
medicine in Pftrtland. His love for
vs. Chi PsL
vs. D. K. E., D. I
children soon led him to take more

DR.

-

•

M

•

.

in

(

j

tion of all students the regulation
that there shall be no smoking; in
the corridors and locker rooms of

the

gymnasium.

Through

some

mistake in the last issue of the
Orient it appeared as though the
Department
Training
Physical
wished to enforce this rule during
the Gym Dance which was not the
case.

(Continued on page 4)

last Sunday afternoon Professor Wilfrid Harris Crook, of the department
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of Economics and Sociology, gave a
brief history of the recent GastoniaMarion case, saying that in such cases
we must be tolerant and try to use
principles as taught by Jesus Christ.
He cited this case as one of a most
practical nature and gave the impresvery dissatisfied
s * on tnat ne was
•** the proceedings as carried on at
Gastonia.

i

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
DRAWN UP FOR 1930

SYLVESTER 19
DIES IN PORTLAND

It was not long before his especial
skill and knowledge won for him positions on the pediatric service of the
staffs of the Maine General and ChilHis work in thes«dren's Hospitals.
institutions was of such character
that it was securing for him the increased confidence and respect of his
brother physicians and the public. He
was also an attending physician at
the Portland Day Nursery, The Children's Home and the Portland City
Dispensary. That his specialty was
well selected was not only shown :n

the Bowdoin College
students at the Sunday chapel service

Addressing

;

Seventeen

Games

Including Four with

Each of Other Maine Colleges
Arranged by Manager Robinson

A

|

!

1

j

baseball schedule of 17 games
plus a tentative meeting with Har-

vard has been drawn up by Manager
The schedule inH. P. Robinson.
eludes four games with each of the
other three Maine colleges in addi-

New

I

i

i

i

!

|

!

:

i

England
tion to the customary
trip which is opened on April 29 when
Bowdoin meets M. A. C. at Amherst
and closes with the Tufts game at
Medford on March

1

3.

The

full

—
—
April 25 — Maine at Brunswick
April 26— Colby at Waterville
29— M.

April 30,

A. C. at Amherst
at Amherst

Amherst

May 1 —Wesleyan at Middletown
May 2 — Northeastern at Boston
May 3— Tufts at Medford
May 7 — Maine at Orono
May 10— Colby at Waterville
May 12 — Bates at Brunswick
May 16 Colby at Brunswick
May 20— Maine at Brunswick
May 23— Bates at Brunswick (Ivy

—

Day)

May
May

EDWARD

H.

SOTHERN

— Maine at Orono
— Bates at Lewiston

27

31-"-Colby at Brunswick

June 3

Going on Professor Crook

gave a

detailed account of the recent killing

connection with rum-running off
The
the coast of Rhode Island.
description of the affair was very
tense, the speaker blaming' the "leisure class" for the whole thing. Professor Crook said that it is this class
that creates the demand for liquor,
and if they didn't create such a demand the bootleggers would be out of
a job and rum-running would practically disappear.
The professor then went on to recount some of his experiences while
in England, telling of several demonstrations that he witnessed in connecf
woman
tion with the obtaining o
Apparently the country
suffrage.
was ready for woman suffrage, but
women
the
demonstrations
in these
participating had no sympathy whatin

(

Continued on paga 4)

sched-

ule is as follows:
Cambridge
16 Harvard
at
April
(tentative)
April 19 Bates at Lewiston

April
;

and more interest •in their diseases.

NOTICE

Marion Case

|

,

|

.

The Physical Training Department wishes to call to the atten-

Expressed with Proceedings in Recent Gastonia-

Dissatisfaction

™ ™

1

month) Musical
appear in Rockland and

(later

™

,

,

....

'

,

I

will pry off the lid in Leagi>e

:

CHAPEL TALK GIVEN
BY PROFESSOR CROOK

1

NOTICE
Friday evening, January seventeenth, at eight o'clock in Hubbard
Hall, try-outs will be held for the
Bowdoin-New Hampshire debate,
to
be held February twentyseventh.
The question: Resolved
that the Canadian system of liquor
control is preferable to that of
the United States. Candidates an'
requested to prepare four minute
speeches on the affirmative side.
The team picked at this time will
be the team to go on the April trip.
Attention is called to the debate
between the Class of 1932 and thClass of 1933 to be held Friday
evening, January tenth, at eight
o'clock in the lounge room of the
Moulton Union. All are cordially
invited.

The Debating Council

»

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick, Maine

An

true that the recent metropolitan election in Manhattan showed
an increase in Socialist votes, and this may indicate a host of
things as discussed in the Orient. But Johnny Walker is still
Mayor of New York, and we apologize for our apparent ignorance
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Regarding Mid- Years
The exam schedule for mid-years
has been posted, and as usual, we begin to hear of men with two or even
three examinations together. Now
this is not the fault of the committee
it is an unfortunate occuirence, to
be sure, but an unavoidable one under
Unless the enthe present system.
tire system is altered, furthermore, it
looks as if some individuals will always have to struggle through
bunched examinations.
Could the system as it now exists
be altered so that a schedule could be
made up by periods? That is, all the
nine-thirty classes on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays would have examinations at the same time, and so
This would necessitate the use
on.
of more of the lecture rooms, but
would remove all possibilities for conin
the
schedule.
flicts
Withoui
lengthening the examination period,
these exams could be given only in
the morning and thus the worst possible "break" for any man would be
two exams with an afternoon and evening between. There are now ten days
of examinations, we believe.
There
could Ik; ten divisions of examinations, thus taking care of all classes
up till the two-thirty hour. These afternoon classes could be taken care
of at special hours, or else by lengthening the examination period two
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Foreign Phrases, 1927, and Mr. Cummings received his
diploma from Bowdoin last June. He
Conquer, Hallibur- was a member of Chi Psi Fraternity.
He is now coach of debating at Morse
ton.
Life of Lord Fisher of Kelverstone, Hitfh School and Miss Nichols is a
teacher in one of the Bath schools.
Bacon.
Among the new seven day books Both she and Mr. Cumminjjs were
graduated from Morse High School in
are the following:
The Poet and the Lpnatic, Chester- 1925.
of
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A Happy New
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A Happy New Year. This little expression, which has its
equivalent in almost every language, if not all, is a useful one.
Sometimes, when you say it, you mean it. Other times, it means
little: a habit that occurs every twelve months at the beginning
of the new year. We wish to give it to you in all sincerity.
At college we sometimes fail to see the significance in a new
year. We are prone to think that it begins in September and ends
in June, with two months lelt over for work or play. January 1st,
it is true, marks no real break in the school year, but it is a good
time to take account of stock scholastic stock, let us say. As you
look back you will find here and there times when you might have
supported college activities more fully. You will find you did not
take advantage of many opportunities provided for you. You will
also find courses in the study of which you have not exerted yourself overly much.
Midyears will be here in three weeks. Much
can be done in three weeks, even if you think you are too far behind.
Every year you have probably vowed you would get an early start
in preparation for the exams, but every year the vow went unfulfilled.
How about giving it a try this year?

j

Physical

Chapel

last

R *
.

sical

,

tunity to hear his presentations.
We will never tire of giving thanks to our benefactors. Again
one of Bowdoin's loyal sons has presented his Alma Mater with a
welcome gift. The appearance of Mr. Sothern has been made pos*

sible

1886.

j

Hockey
Bowdoin turned in her first victory of the new year last Monday when she met Bates on the ice. Our initial step towards the
State Championship. Despite the ups and downs of weather conditions, at whose mercy the Polar Bear hockey squads are, Bow-

I

i

'

!

,

1

still

Mayor of New York, an account

of

ORIENT notwithstanding.

It

g

^

^^R

in athletics,

;

]

He

belonged to the Zeta Psi Frater-

nity.

The Rev. James

E. Aikins of

Hill has announced the engagehis daughter, Miss Alice Dow
Aikins of Plainfield, N. J., to Albert
C. Boothby of Meriden, Conn.

ment of

Louis x , Albee lately received the rank of
1Jf
f
f
Commander of the Order of Merit ot
Miss Aikins is a graduate of Bates
Candide, Voltaire.
Hungary, and has been decorated for!,
,.
College, class of 192 <, having been
„
~
Life and Letters of Stuart P. SherBUrgery by the Spanish and Cuban vice pres i dent Q f her class. Following
man, Zeitlin and Woodbridge.
his days at graduation she became director of reDuring
governments.
Twentieth Century Poetry editeii
Hovvdoin he played right tackle on the ligious education at the Immanuel
by Drinkwater, Canby, and Benet.
Catherine the Great, Anthony.
football team oi which Lieutenant- Baptist Church in Portland, resignThirty Tales and Sketches, Gra- Commander Donald B. MacMillan was ing last June to take a special course
in the Y. W. C. A. training school,
harm
the star halfback.
New York. In the Fall she was apReligious
Great
World's
The
pointed to the position of Girl RePoetry, Hill,
The annual dinner of the Bowdoin serve secretary of the Plainfield, N.
French France, Hueffer.
Beasts and Super Beasts, Munro Alumni Association of Boston and J., association.
vicinity is to be held at the Uni\erMr. Boothby is a Bow'doin graduate,
("Saki").
Munro sity Club on Thursday evening, Jan- i<)29, and a member of the Sigma
Clovis,
Chronicles
of
uary 30. President Sills will be thr Nu Fraternity. He is now teaching
("Saki").
history and coaching basketball at
Toys of Peace and Other Papers, principal speaker.
Tabor Academy, Marion, Mass. For
Munro ("Saki")
Memoirs of a Fox-Hunting Man. -Announcement of the enjjag-ement rrfany years he resided in Augusta,
Sassoon.
or Miss Beatrice Nichols, daughter ot He is the son of the Rev. and Mrs.
The White Betrayal, Unger.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Nichols of Clayton Boothby, now of Meriden,
Gardens of This World, Fuller.
Bath, to Charles F. Cumminjrs, son of Conn.
.
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up at once all the cuts he has taken.
In addition he loses the privilege of
He also fails
getting excused cuts.
in the course in Physical Training
for the entire year.
In itself the above rule seems to
be rather strict, but we attempt to
take the sting from it by granting
excused cuts at any time for any reason, providing they are applied for in
advance, and that they are made up
For exwithin a reasonable time.
ample, if a man has an hour-examination to study for on Wednesday,
he may, by calling at the office of the
Department, obtain an excused cut
from physical training on Tuesday afThat means that by the
ternoon.
next Tuesday he will be expected
made up.
to have
the one cut
If for any reason he has to have sev
eral cuts, more time will be allowed
But we do not
in making them up.
want to get into the useless plan of
making up from ten to twenty cuts in
a few days at the end of the year.
We believe the only benefit from exercise comes when it is taken regularly.

With this possibility of getting excused cuts in advance merely for tfcfl
asking it would seem that any man
who allows himself to be placed on
probation is either very foolish or
very careless. It is the hope of the
department that it will not be found
necessary to recommend a single man
for probation this year.
Excuses from the .Dean or the
Doctor work the same in regard to
physical training cuts as in other
Of course cuts excused by
classes.
either do not have to be made up.
The question of getting attendance
has been somewhat bothersome in the
past.
Men have felt that they were
marked absent when they were really
present, and others have thought it
possible to get out of difficulty by
blaming their poor standing in regard to cuts on the monitors. This
year the burden of getting attendance
is directly up to the individual. The
monitor will bring out the attendance
slip each day which each man must
sign. These slips are dated and filed
If a man has
for future reference.
not signed he will not get attendance
whether he was present or not. This
system has worked out very well so
far.
It is being tried out for the
protection of the men who want to
make sure that they receive credit
for what they do.
Those men who are out for Hockey,
Track or Swimming, must apply for
excuses first from their coaches and
then to the Department of Physical
Training. This is done because men
must in the first place satisfy the
heads of the sports in matters of attendance.
From now on the rule that no men
will be allowed to sign up for attendance in any sport unless they are
properly attired for such a sport at
the beginning of the hour required
will be strictly enforced.
Any exercise should be followed by

of telephony
old and new

Frontiers

Yesterday the natural course of

phone expansion was

to

nation's frontiers, building

tele-

there

added

learning

new

and

convenient communication.

lines

many new "frontiers"
among them
telephone expansion
homes

that

the

adding new subscribers.

Today

telephones are being installed. People are

penetrate

finds

—

of present subscribers.

for

the

Upstairs

and downstairs, wherever needed, additional

is

utility

in

This new field of activity was conceived
by commercial development men of the
Bell System. Just another example of for-

ward planning
more valuable.

to

make telephone

service

*

BELL SYSTEM
%A nation-uidt tjstem of mter-cannectiug ttlefhtutt

clothes.

plan at
the present time. Certainly this is the
practice in supervised sports; but some
times those who have handball at a
morning hour do not. One half of the
hour for exercise should be the prac-

Wind-

ham

j

;

He

being a

hurdler on the varsity track team
and a member of the Outing Club.

i

training requirements.

of practice before the season starts. Every year she has to meet
teams that have been on the ice for weeks. Her success In face of
The crowd gave good
difficulties is praiseworthy in the extreme.
support Monday, and conditions are not what you would call favorwe will see that
hope
able for spectators either. _Some day we
coveted covered hockey rink.
a shower and a change to dry
Most men do follow out this

is

was prominent

.

The three upper classes are allowed
unexcused cuts from December
2nd to Easter vacation, and the freshmen are allowed six cuts from
October 1st to Easter. If any ma.i
takes more than the allotted number
of cuts he is recommended to the
Dean for probation and must make

little

victory in the last

doin College in the class of 1928.

'

five

!

Johnny Walker

Bowdoin Column

Dr. Fred H. Albee, a graduate oi
he told it to his personally selected Bowdoin in the Class of 1899 and of
Harvard Medical School four years
biographer.
I Was Sent To Athens, Morgenthau. later, is listed as one of the six physiThe Story of Ambassador Morgen cians of the Pan-American Medical
thau's remarkable achievement in na- Association on their tour of countries
t j Qn buildine
Dr.
Central and South America.
Interesting of
ft

And Attendance

students left college tx
fore the last issue of the Orient in

!

Norman Thomas's

Houston, James.
Ludwig.

'14,

of France.

which the following article appeared
it has been deemed advisable to reprint it so that no one may have the
excuse of not understanding the phy-

Generosity

Error

Mr. and Mrs. Norman G. Smith of
Brunswick recently announced the
their daughter, Miss
Esther N. Smith, to Nathan Ira
Greene of Rochester, N. Y., at a
luncheon attended by a few of Miss
Smith's school friends.
Miss Smith
is a student at Parsons New York
School of Fine and Applied Art, and
will leave next month to continue her
studies in France. Mr. Greene, who
is engaged ^ in banking business in
Rochester, was graduated from Bow-

Myron T. Herrick, Colonel Mott.
The life of Ambassador Herrick as

In Physical Training

This is largely true, although it is very easy to argue in
saying that the bootleggers have created the drinking class.
it is more reasonable to believe that the demand preceded the appearance of liquor in the now large trade of illicit sale.
Professor Crook went on to say that the leisure class is responsible
for killings which occur in the course of enforcement. It reminds
us of a political slogan uttered not so many years ago in this state
"Every drinker is a potential murderer." The drinkers hide behind the guns of the bootleggers. Unquestionably if the demand
stopped Prohibition would be a success. But, first, we don't believe that this demand will stop; and second, why all the fuss anyway? Why shouldn't we be allowed to drink?
We feel, as we have expressed it before, that, licensed sale is
the best solution in the restriction of liquor. No one wants the
saloon back. There is no need to have it back. Why not make the
government the bootlegger, swapping boots for commissions, and
do away with illicit trade, murders, and needless strife?

;

Sam

July

been

engagement of

Plato.

As many

However,

doin has continued to produce successful teams. We congratulate
Coach Houser and Captain Stone for this latest victory. Perhaps
perhaps the
it is early in. the season to predict a championship
team play was ragged and individual. But at all events a win is a
win, and Bowdoin is still suffering as she has in the past from lack

silon Fraternity.
No date has
set for the wedding.

,

leggers.

through the generosity of Walter V. Wentworth, Class of
Nor is this the first instance of Mr. Wentworth's interest in
college activities. He is the donor of the fine radio in the lounge
room of the Moulton Union, and in 1928 he gave Bowdoin a series
of lectures on music by Canon Fellowes of Oxford. We wish to
voice the appreciation of the student body. We have had many
opportunities to give thanks, and feel that Bowdoin is extremely
fortunate in the great generosity of her alumni and friends.

Mr. Thompson is the son of Mrs.
modern London setting, told with
James Gilbert Thompson and was
and witty perfection.
graduated from Bowdoin in 1927, and
The Iron Man and the Tin Woman. is a member
of the Delta Kappa Ep-

|

circle,

Next Saturday E. H. Sothern, the famous actor and producer,
dramatic recital in Memorial Hall. Mr. Sothern needs
introduction. There are few in college who have never heard
We feel sure that he will receive a warm welcome at
of him.
Bowdoin. and urge all to take advantage of this excellent oppor-

Training Department

greatest adventurers.
The Son of Apollo, Woodbridge.
The life, philosophy, and times of

examinations were to come and

Cuts

boot-

will give a

Crafts.

allegory

fanciful

Twelve Against the Gods, Bolitho.
The uncensored lives of the world's

plan accordingly.

Sunday Professor Crook blamed the

known as

in

will get into difficulty.

An

Leacock. "A jolly, brilliant burlesque
of our times."
Mrs. Eddy, Dakin.
Five Years in Turkey, Sanders.
Stormy Life of Mirabeau, Jouvenel.
The following books have been
Hanna, Beer.
added to the Alumni Reading Room
Daniel Webster, Benson.
of the library during the past month:
Marlborough, Chidsey.
Franklin, The Apostle of Modern
Autobiography of Calvin Coolidge.
Times, Fay. A Frenchman presents
Charlotte Bronti, Langbridge.
Franklin not as an idealized figure
Thomas Jefferson, Chinard.
but as a man.

To our mind, this system, should it
be thought practicable, would have an
added advantage in that a permanent
peiiuu, anu
and
for e<u.ii
each period,
day couiu
could be
uc sei
set lur
could know beforehand just when

Prohibition Again
In his talk in

Harriet Hume, West.

LIBRARY NOTES

;

leisure* class for the creation of a criminal class

number

small

days, the two two-thirty classes could
also be scheduled.

his

tice, leaving the other half for getting ready and taking a shower afterwards. Exercise and taking k
shower afterwards is much more to be
desired than a full hour of exercise
with no change of clothes and no
ton. A volume of entertaining mysshower. Especially is this true in the
Of interest to Bowdoin graduates is
tery and murder stories with a cenmid-winter season of the year. We tral figure running through them all the engagement of Miss Barbara Winbelieve that every man will favor this
James
Mass., to
of diuumiiic,
Brookline, ™«»»
gate «»
<-"
Ihe tflack Christ and other poems.y yy-c
w
plan, and help, to carry it out from
Edward
Thompson, also of Brookline,
Cullen. "The dark pathos dT^oVoeauty
now on.
and a graduate of Bowdoin College.
This article is written merely with of the negro soul
Miss Wingate is the daughter of
Hudson River Bracketed, Wharton
the idea of explaining the plan for
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Wingate, and
carrying out the Physical Training A young middle-westerner gets the
was graduated from the Chamberlayne
requirements of the college. It is not religion of culture from an old Hud
School
in Boston, and has attended
an argument for our requirements. A son River mansion, and goes to New
the Boston School of Fine Arts and
of the plan York to make his fortune as a writer,

thorough understanding
will be helpful in carrying it out, and
through this understanding a very

—

Editor for This Issue

John L. Snider
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in the Bible,

O'Neill.

Dictionary
Jones.

civics.

New Worlds

Harrison M. Davis,

Mrs. F. W. Cummings oi
West Bath, was made at a supper
party at the Nichols home last ThursPhelps day evening. Miss Nichols was graduated from Gorham Normal School in

Mr. and

Richelieu, Belloc.

She Apocrypha,
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COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Ask us about a brand new Corona Four for

$45.00

HARMON'S
JANUARY CASH SALE

Christmas Cards from lc to $4.00 each
F.

CHANDLER & SON

W.

Breakfast, Luncheon, Afternoon Tea
.

A

.

Dinner

.

Delightful Place to Eat

—

.

All

...NOW ON...

.

Home Cooked Foods

"Wholesome—Tasty—Satisfying Meals"

THE COLLEGE SPA

Substantial Reductions on almost every article for quick clearance.
lished policy of carrying nothing over from one season to
another assures you Tremendous Savings

Where Everybody Meets

FROSH-SOPH DEBATE NOTRE DAME WINNER
TO BE HELD FRIDAY
OF ERSKINE AWARD

SUITS NOW
SUITS NOW
$45.00 SUITS NOW
$50-$55 SUITS NOW
$60-$65 SUITS NOW

on Named Championship Football Team
Question, "Resolved, That Trial
of 1929 in Ballot of Leading Sports
by Jury be Abolished"
Writers of Country

First of Interclass Debates to be

The Class of 1932 meets the Class
of 1933 in the first of this year's interclass debates on next Friday evening
at eight o'clock, in the Moulton Union.
The proposition is the same as that
used in the debate with Tufts last
December: Resohed, that trial by
jury be abolished. The Sophomore
team, composed of George B. Pottle,
Lincoln Smith, and Albert W. Tarbell,
will have the affirmative side, while
the Freshmen, Albert S. Davis, Jr.,
George P. Towle. Jr., and George P.
Desjardins, will defend the jurv sysCoach Ralph Childs will act
tem.
as chairman. The judges have not yet
all probabeen announced, but will
bility be members of the faculty.
Interclass debating has been revived
this year in the hope of promoting interest in debating, and Coach Childs
hopes thus to discover new material
Plans have been
for varsity teams.
made to have a Junior-Senior debate
.'omewhat later in the year, with the
winner of this contest meeting the
.vinner of Friday's debate.

m

paw

1)

Hotel on the evening of December 30.
The smoker committee members were
H. M. Davis, Chairman; James Donaldson, Tom G. Braman and William

N. Locke.

The first business session of the
convention was called to order by Dr.
Marshall P. Cram, of the Bowdoin
faculty, who is also the adviser of
the fraternity chapter here. Dr. Cram
welcomed the guests and delegates.
This is the first time in 23 years
•that Bowdoin has been host to the national convention of Alpha Delta Phi.
Twenty-three

the championship football team of 1929 in a
ballot of the leading sports writers
of the country, which was sponsored
by Albert Russel Erskine, automobile

The

magnate.

$35.00
$40.00

$36.50

$45.00

$39.50

$50.00

Group of

—Were $40 to

White Shirts—Now
Fancy Shirts— reduced
Hats and Caps reduced
Gloves, Lined and Unlined
Golf Hose and Short Hose

Robert O. Delin of

ballot

—reduced

20^

Knickers

Dame

Special Lot

1

-

'.

Thayer
Stone
Sloan

MacLachlan
Souther
Rose

Dwyer
Ward

...

Wing
Wing
Spare
Spare
Spare

'.

the

(Continued from Page,

1)

Cogan
.

—

Secor
March 31 At Lexington, Mass.
Easter Trip— April
Darners,
1,
Garcelon Mass.; April
3. Plaza
Hotel. New

McCluskey

York City; April

New

4,

Richmond

Hill,

York.

Referee: French.
Concerts are expected to be given at
Scoring: First period, Souther (un- Lewiston and Brunswick; also some
assisted). Ward (unassisted); second Sundav afternoon at the City Hall,
Portland,
under the auspices of the
period. Cogan (unassisted).
Portland Music Commission.
Penalties, Bates 4; Bowdoin,

Exam

Midyear

2.

fair.
The lighting on the rink is not
An unseemlv brawl in the evening •what it might be. While it doubtlessresulted in the Alumni, aided and ly adds an element of surprise to the
abetted by the Physics Department, game, no well-bred goalie enjoys havtaking over the Frosh and Seconds. It ing to be told bv his team when the
was a weird, wild affair, with much 'puck starts coming down the ice. If
promiscuous board-checking, and no something really useful in the line of
nenalties were called. The score wa> building is to be done at Bowdoin in
estimated by different assistant man- the next few years, let it be a covered
Surely Bowdoin rates
agers to be somewhat in the neigh- hockey rink.
borhood of four to three. That hoary on a par with Hebron Academy in her
gray-beard. Charley Gatchell, was In athletics, yet the Hebron rink is the
toast of all her men who come Brunsthe net for the Alumni.
One fact was established by this af- wick-wards.

119 Mathematics 1
17 Mathematics 5

Schedule

.

Ties—Now

79c

All $1.50

Ties—Now

$1.15

All $2.00

Ties— Now

.20*/*

to

20^
50^

$1.69

—Now

10 r r

Lotus Shoes

-

were $20

-

Now

off

$5

were $15.00 - Now $10.00
Slickers 20% off. Rain Coats 20% off.
-

BIG SAVINGS

12 Physics 3
9 Latin 5
21 Music

(Tentative)
8.30 A.

M.

5
11

Wednesday, Jan. 29
*
22 Chemistry 5
1
18 Government 3
30 Historv 5
24 Greek A

A

101 Philosophy

29 Art

1

1

19 Economics 5

10

German

7

48 Physics 1
76 Psychology

14 Physics 5

Physics 9

75 Chemistry
28 English 17

16 Latin

7

1

Music 5

Mathematics 9

12 Philosophy 7

9 Psychology 5

Thursda.f, Jan. 30
159 English

35 Latin

6 Latin 9

5 Italian 3

36 Zoology 5

10 Economics

16 French 13

Tuesday, Jan. 28
36 Chemistry 3
39 Historv 3
101 Government 1
80 Literature 1
36 Mathematics 3 39 Government 9
-

1

Thursday, Feb. 6

M.

1.30 P.

Monday, Jan. 27
24 Art 7
38 English 13
17 Government 7 90 English
7 Greek 9
77 Sociology 1

1

Friday, Jan. 31
28 French 7
1

Glee Club

Anderson

.

50c

All $1.00

\

COME EARLY

.

more

Manning
White

.

Group of Neckwear—each

39c

Southern California .. 21
Texas Christian ... 10
Tennessee
8
Yale ,
v 2

come through. With a
ball experts and the public at large
rractice Bowdoin should have one of that it has been decided to renew
It
the best teams in years.
in 1930." state? W. O. McGeehan.
The lineup:
chairman of the committee. "It fills
(1) Bates a very real need
Bowdoin (2)
GoalDefense
Defense
Center

Special

.207*

off.

COME EARLY

a defense man Into the
The last desperate drive ol
boards.
the visitors was in vain, and as the Pittsburgh;
Alabama and Kansas,
final whistle blew Drew picked a shot both divided between Notre Dame and
from the Bates blue line out of the air. Pittsburgh; New Mexico, which split
All in all. Ben Houser's combination between Notre Dame and St. Mary's,
seems to have the strength necessary and Oregon, which hesitated between
to carry it through to a fifth title. Notre Dame. St. Marv's and Purdue.
The wings are fairly fast, and Rose, On the final ballot, however, every
at center, is omnipresent with his de- state turned its majority to Notre
Thayer is the fastest Dame.
fense work.
thing on skates in the stale.- Stewey
"Reception of the Erskine Award
Stone broke up attacks often, and in this, its first ear, has been so en>
Drew disposed of wha:ever mlgm thusiastic on the part of both foot-

Drew

98c

HARMON'S

for

jury's voting by
states, it is found that the majority
in every state except six voted on the
first ballot for Notre Dame.
These
six were Missouri and Nebraska, for

little

.

—each
—each

Group of Hose

Abbott Waterproof Shoes

Trench Coats 20%

777
442
210
48
22

Pittsburgh

Analyzing

checking

$19.50

Scotch Tweeds

-

Sheepskins and Heavy Hunting Coats

produced the

tioned.

t)

—Were

Group of Shirts

Lounging: Robes, Imported Flannel
reduced

final re-

Dartmouth
2
Archie Lee Talbot, Esq., of Lewiston, Deputy Governor General of the
North Carolina .... 2
General Society of Mayflower DeColgate
2
scendants, will give a lecture in HubUtah
1
bard Hall tomorrow afternoon at 4
Stanford
1
Mr. Talbot's subject will be
o'clock.
The names of the three leading
"The New Plymouth Colony at Kennebec and Governor John Carver, the teams of this ballot were accordingly
submitted to the jury for the final balMoses of the Pilgrims".
lot, with the results previously men-

Hockey Game

$46.50

Group of Overcoats

Special

New York

for first place, 3 for second, and

at M.I.T.

(Continued from Page

$39.50

Special

20Te

—reduced
—reduced

tee of Award, -revealed-the details of
all the balloting.
In the preliminary
ballot, which
served to select the
teams to be voted for on the final ballot, each member of the jury named
three teams. Valuing the votes at 5

Purdue
St. Mary's
Tulane

$36.50

20*7*

—

C«ty. the certified public accountant
who verified results for the Commit-

alumni

Alumnus,

$29.50

$1.95

All

Full Vote Revealed

With the announcement of

Notre

Bowdoin

$27.50

$45.00 to $60.00— Now

$19.50

following results:
ates were registered at the meetings.

The

Special

$2.50

of foot11 additional

Dame

Department in Washington.
The Notre Dame team will receive
a huge silver cup signifying the football title, to be held for one vear. The

quarterly of the college, is now on
the press and will appear next week.
The feature article of this issue is
"The Engineering School at Bowdoin", written by Alfred E. Burton
'78, a member of the Board of Overseers of the College and former Dean

$60.00

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

Every Topcoat in our stock Reduced to Cost

making her grand total 190.
Pittsburgh and Purdue received no
votes in the Committee of Award.
The vote of Theodore Roosevelt, a
member of the Committee, was cabled
from Porto Rico by way of the War

first

'

$49.50

Camel Hair - Harris Tweeds

votes,

sults,

.

$60—Now

known patrons

gave Notre

ball,

.

OVERCOATS
OVERCOATS
OVERCOATS
OVERCOATS
OVERCOATS

estab-

was announced

result

The final ballot shows Rockne's
team leading with 179 votes, Pittsburgh second with 41 votes and Purdue third with two votes. The "vote
of the Committee of Award, composed
of nationally

.

Suits

Jan. 2 by W. O. McGeehan. nationally
known sporting writer, the chairman
of the Erskine Committee of Award.

undergradu- third, this

Bowdoin

$29.50
$34.50

Special

final act in the drama will be the
presentation of a President Eight
sedan to Knute Rockne, the coaching
wizard of Notre Dame.

A. D. Convention
(Continued from.

Dame was named

Notre

$35.00

$40.00

Our

1

CATERING TO SELF
INDULGENCE GREAT
COLLEGE WEAKNESS
Comes Only from Long
and Painful Drudgery of Personal

Self-Discipline

Effort

Professor Rogers, who advised his
students at the Institute of Technology to be snobs, has lately joined
the chorus of complaints regarding

Miss Anna E. Smith, Curator of the
self-indulgent to a degree that makes
grandparents gasp. Results of thi.s Museum, is leaving this week' for i
seem to be showing up in the college.; visit to New York where she has
most prominently first of all. Facul- many friends and many art interests.
ties battle desperately with careless- She will avail herself of the opporness, indifference, laziness and all tunity to visit the new Museum of
the other following of self-indulgence. Modern Art of which Mr. Jere Abbott,
Later perhaps, it will show up as em- a Bowdoin graduate, is associate diphatically in social and business life rector.
and then there may be an explosion.
Undoubtedly the chief motive y?
President Kenneth C. M. Sills of
the grand rush to college in recent Bowdoin
College
and
President
years has been the desire for an Franklin
W. Johnson of Colby Coleasier living. Few if any have wanted lege
were outstanding among the
purely cultural studies that would give New England
educators who wer-

them

a real character and distinct successful in bringing about the recpersonality. The great majority have ognition
of Westbrook Seminary as
been after something practical that
a Junior College.
would make their diplomas of fixed
cash value.
What they have really
wanted has been a vocational or socalled business college training and
actual college development.
Naturally the majority have wanted this
in the quickest
and easiest way, expecting the college to somehow by
Friday - Jan. 10th
some mystic art impart the desired
excellence with little effort on their
part.

CUMBERLAND

the work being done by colleges. He
Instead of insisting their work
takes the side of those who think should be properly valued
and stickstudents should be hand-picked and ing to their legitimate field, colleges
intimates that much of the poor re- have surrendered to the popular demand
and attempted to fit 'em quicksults can be attributed to poor ma-

ly to earn more money, which is
mostly beyond their ability. It is
Among innocent bystanders a rea- doubtful, even if students were all
20 History 9
son sticks out that seems to war- hand-picked, the colleges could get
6 Mathematics 7
rant more attention than it has been better results, because what is really
21 Philosophy 3
expected of them is so alien to their
receiving. This is the fact that this
true mission.
Had the public been
Saturday. Feb. 1
is the
age par-excellence or parmade to conform to legitimate colfoolishness of self-indulgence. Psy12 Astronomy 1
12 English 5
legiate limits instead of trying to
chologists have us fill scared blue
111 Economics 1
137 Hygiene
by complexes, inhibitions, repressions stretch these limits to the vague dis7 Greek 5
and such like until we dare not curb tances demanded of them, education
21 History 11
an emotion or stifle an ignoble de- might not have been so much of a
problem as it is at present.
11 Psychology 3
sire for fear of dire consequences.
Colleges, in other words, cannot
Parents are more fearful and care35 Zoology 9
ful of the emotions of their children cater to the self indulgence of the age
Monday Feb. 3
than they are of their physical health, and produce satisfactory results, be130 German 1
154 French 3
because they are so mysteriously im- cause culture and self-indulgence will
portant.
17 German 3
Physical ills and defects not mix any better than oil and wa88 French 5
Self discipline, in fact, is the
can be seen and remedied, often al- ter.
16 German 5
most mechanically, but mental twists chief characteristic of the truly culTuesday Feb. 4
tured and this comes only from long
have to be treated most gingerly
23 Economics 3
38 Chemistry 7
according to latest doctrines.
and painful drudgery of personal ef16 English 7
19 English 25
Hence it is that the younger gen- fort. So long as colleges cater to
erations are doing pretty much as self-indulgence as they have been
19 Economics 9
6 German 11
they please at home and in the grade
10 History 13
4 Music 3
doing they ate more at fault for poor
schools, so why not in college as
Wednesday, Feb. 5
well? They themselves have been results than the students. Portland
quick to catch their cue and so are Press Herald.
10 French 15
9 English 21

6 Education
37 Spanish 1
4 Spanish 3
27 Zoology 1

11

Greek

terial.

-VAUDEVILLE—

On

the Screen

—

THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
with
Lionel Barrymore
also

-

Lloyd Hughes '
1

PARAMOUNT NEWS

1

,

Saturday

Jan. 11th

-

THE FORWARD PASS

•

with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
Loretta Young
also

SHORT SUBJECTS

Monday-Tuesday

Jan. 13th- 14th

-

FLIGHT
with

—

Jack Holt

and
Also

Ralph Graves

Lila

Lee

SHORT SUBJECTS

',

—

Wednesday-Thursday
4

•

Jan. 15-16

DEVILS
with

JANET GAYNOR
SHORT SUBJECTS

Also

L

—

.

POUR

:

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

ANTIQVITY SHOP

Professor Bruneau

THE BRICK HOUSE

(Continued from Pas*

I

Between Classes

I

It Spring St. - - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter, such as "Trimazo" are almost uninStamps Bought
telligible to us.
After seventeen or eighteen cenMiss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind turies of Christianity, our peasants
of Lorraine are still singing this song
which really is a chant in honor of
the
"Deesses
three
Meres", the
"Deesses Meres" of the Gauls, whose
threefold image has so often been
Sport Store of
found in Lorraine, roughly carved in

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

of Brunswick, Mains
Capital, $50,000.

to

All

the Virgin.

Moreover, it is the
young girls who, according to tradition, go from house to house singing
the "Trimaio".
So one sees, in the
different versions, the old traditional
song gradually transformed into a

Surplus and Profits, 1100,000

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

Christian hymn.
The name of God
in it, timidly at first in a
sort of invocation. Then the couplets
are addressed to the Virgin Mary and
only the refrain remains pagan. Finally, the old pagan song becomes en-

for Victor Radio

tirely Christian.

One can perceive in these different
versions what I would like to call the
life of a Folk song.

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

We carry the largest assortment of Our French Folk songs have lived
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- an agitated life and travelled
in the
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Imcourse of the ages. We find again in
parted Cheeses and Biscuits of all Canada most of
the songs of Lorkinds east of Portland.
raine, and we know of some that have
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
travelled around the world.
Whence come they then, these
humble songs which our grandmothers used to sing, of an evening, or
at weddings, our old "mamiches" as
Quality Printing
one says in Lorraine ? They may come
from afar, both in space and espeTown Building

the cot and murmured softly. He recited the New York Curb, including

STUART & CLEMENT

in

We know

time.

MAINE

Asked and

with pain, he jiunped onto the
*oot of the bed, danced up and down,

that the

gesticulated wildly, and yelled, "There-

stitches in

fejl open.
The bondseller be<ran afresh, "Imagine a line of Federal Forts built in between with walls
of living men!"
The doctor raced to the bedside, and
the patient declaimed, "Ye call me
bief, and ye do weH to call me chief!"

The doctor was worth iloolripg iat.
Most of them are.
"Wh"v," he said, "why— my Goda Bowdoin nu»n!"

it's

No, no; we were

villages, a last echo of those melodies
Portland, Me. which used to charm our distant forbears, the
noble
chevaliers
and
beautiful ladies of the strong castles
y'want Pressed?* of the Middle Ages.
it

to

(Continued from Pure

wrong about the

Maine and the
Chapel. That is the new "Litchfield
Building." It seems that someone
complained that the bulletin board
leaked around the top, and the notices
•wt all wet, those that aren't anyway.
So instead of shingling, or putting in
weather-strips, they made a canopy.
It's a good thing the library has a

Edward H. Sothern

LAVENDER OR ESTLE

all

edifice erected betwixt

St.,

Give

The

mouth

CHIPMAN

'Anything

platform on which 1
doctor cropped
two
an appendix case, and his

one broad

's

stand!"

Wholesale— Retail

574 Congress

lit-

to recite piece:*.

Mad

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

LYMAN

Then he became

Bid.

He began

erary.

Lorraine songs in the XIII Century
were famous throughout Europe. It
is about all we know of them. The
Latest College Styles in
manuscripts have hardly preserved
songs, airy things, which a caBostonian and Florsheim any
price of fashion introduced and another caprice threw away. Moreover, the
Oxfords—$5 to $10
copyists of the Middle Ages did not
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers know how to write music accurately.
There is not, when all is said, any
great difference between our folk
songs, and the few songs of the Middle Ages which have happened to be
B.
preserved and which our modern
scholars have been able to reconPURE FOOD SHOP
struct.
We can hear, today, ja our
-:--:-

jJgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored -to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

CAMPUS VIEW AFTER STORM

1)

well dressed.

With limbs of campus trees break- seems to be because of the corrective
ing under the force of one of the se- pruning and deadwood removal durverest storms in years, yet the care ing the summer, when $3,000 was

SriBk VmtiftVB

taken of the trees last summer did spent for this purpose. No financial
not go for naught in this recent dam- estimate has yet been placed on the
age. It is pointed out that the storm damage, the repair work to date condid much less damage to the trees sisting of the removal of dangerous
here than at Portland, and one reason hanging limbs.

—

EAST

16

STREET

50th

NEW YORK

CITY

Watch For Our Representative

PHIL BRISK

Dr. Sylvester

—

—

i

cially

Always "Noticed
But Never Noticeable

It's

although he was still the gross and scope of the collection,
sciousness,
goofy more than customarily goofy the Bowdoin graduate leaves the bes:
and somewhat hysterical. He lay on impression.

"

BRUNSWICK

re

a wise stock that knows its own par
these days.
The borrasalesman stepped off the
curb, slipped on a man-hole top, and
fell to the street.
A truck loaded with
booze ran over him. (This booze business is local color, Mr. Hartman). The
man was picked up in a befuddled
state, as well he might, and rushed to
a hospital. We don't recall what hosnital. but a Bowdoin graduate is head
doctor there.
They picked a iunk of the pavemenv
out of his neck, swabbed away the
eore, set thirteen or seven bones, and
decided he was pretty bad off.
But bondsellers have wonderful stability.
This one had more than a
block of Central Maine preferred, ana
it wasn't long before he regained con-

appears

Popular Sheet Music and Records

Agent

editorial

Good English
It was a dark and stormy night. The
North wind howled in off Lake Michi-

stone.

Brunswick

PATRONAGB

FROM BOWDOIN

by 'Harry's

It also howled in off Huron,
gan.
Superior, Erie, Ontario, and Mooselookmeguntic, via Haines' Landing
and Cupsuptic. It was a howler of a
But we are concerned only
But this song of an entirely pagan night.
Along the famous
character is altogether exceptional. with Michigan.
The first of May has always been the Lakeside Drive a bondsalesman hurHis head was
ried home from work.
festival of Spring.
It has become, in
much by trouble as by the
Catholic countries, the first day of bowed, as
the month of Mary, which is sacred ferocity of the Lake Michigan gale.
was not well in bondselling.

The

STUDENT

MR. JONES.
Prompted

(Continued from

rtn

GYMNASTS WORKING HARD FOR
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE MEET

1)

o

•

Word

has been received that Don- the splendid results that he obtained
ald Taylor of the Theta Delta Chi
in treatment but by the universal love
fraternity has announced his engagement to Charlotte Clark of Portland. that children had for him.
Dr. Sylvester was born at Harrison
How edifying it is to find the Moul- in 1898 and attended school in Harriton Union reacting to the recent stock
son,
later being
graduated from
market crash by lowering certain of
Bridgton Academy.
its prices by five cents!
He was a member of the Portland
And how pleasing to find the work
begun on the new thousand dollar Medical Club, the Cumberland County
campus boardwalks
with an ex- Medical Association, a fellow of the
tremely helpful and convenient section American Association, a member of
already in place in front of the heat- Chi Psi Fraternity, of Ancient Landing plant!
mark Lodge, Free and Accepted Masons, and of State Street CongregaJesse F. Waterman, 71 years of tional Church. While in college he
age, for forty-two years a practicing served in the S. A. T. C. and later
civil
attorney in Los Angeles, died was commissioned a first lieutenant
at Pasadena Hospital recently fol- in the Medical Corps of the U. S.
Army Reserve Corps.
lowing a major stomach operation.
He is survived by his widow, who
Funeral services were conducted
from Hollywood Crematory Chapel. was Miss Dora E. Higgins of Topsham; a son, Stanley Bradford SylvesMr. Waterman was born in Waldoter, five years old; his father and
boro, Me., and was graduated from
mother, Dr. and Mrs. Charles B. SylBowdoin College and the Boston Colvester, and two sisters, the Misses
lege of Law. He occupied the same
Miriam and Ruth Sylvester, all of
offices there in the Wilcox Building

—

practiced Portland.

for thirty-five years and
until a few days prior to his illness.
Mrs. Florence F. Waterman, his

The gym team is working out each
day under the supervision of Professor Means and is fast rounding into
shape for their first encounter of the
season with Springfield College February 7.
The first men in the events are as
follows: Capt. Colton, rings, A. D ;
Leavitt, horse, Zete; Christian, high
bar, Sigma Nu; Short, parallels, D.
K. E.; Christian, tumbling, Sigma Nu.

Freshmen " Eaton, Bowman and
Bradt are showing up well in pracand bid fair to be valuable in
competition later in the season.
Manager Short
announces
the

tice

schedule
Feb. 7 Springfield College at Bruns-

—
— Dartmouth

wick

Feb. 15

at

March (date pending)
Cambridge

Hanover

—M.

I.

at

T.

—

April Eastern
Intercollegiates
Princeton
May
A. A. U. at M. I. T.

at

3—

Dean Nixon attended the annual
convention of the American Philologi-

cal Association at Boston during the
Prof, and Mrs. N. C. Little enter- Christmas vacation. Several hundred
widow, survives Mr. Waterman at the tained about 16 of their friends at a
were in attendance at the sesProfessor Meserve gets oh! so family residence, 918 Buena Vista
dinner party held at their home or. sions which were held at both Boston
do the
piqued because the Orient features his
street, South Pasadena.
January 4.
University and Hotel Statler.
conference two weeks later, and suggests that the New Year's number
carry banner-type announcing that
life.
September.
Bowdoin convened in
"Our American Cousin" was the sen- There, we just knew something had
and
sation of the Civil War era of drama. happened. Out! you reporters, out!
When first read to Laura Keene's
company, Mr. Sothern's father was so
Telephone 435-436
Helen Wills marries Mr. Mooerv,
disappointed
with
the
few lines and everyone makes a crack about it
given to his role, that of Lord DunOne man says her courting days are
dreary, that he came near abandoning over.
Riley Insurance
the stage.
Instead, he remained for
Another remarks that it is probably
the rehearsals, and bit by bit his part a love match. *
INSURANCE
expanded until it became not only the
It was observed that tennis players
lead but the making of the play. It are moody people anyway.
was during a performance of "Our
One man states that it's her oh!
Brunswick
Town Building
American Cousin" at Ford's Theatre, game.
in Washington, that Lincoln was asSomeone said she ought to net

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
work

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

tight roof.

PMMM

Edwin

Forrest, one of the greatest
masters of the modern Shakespearian
stage, had always held that he had
read "Othello's" farewell speech to
his own satistaction but once in his

GROCERIES

Agency

PLAY SAFE

Not

to the

LAUNDRY

JACOB SMITH
AGENT

Special Rates to Students

only

Webber's Studio

News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
Toilet Articles

Prescriptions

-

the

students

but

all

And

it

it.

was observed that

it

was a

friends of the college are most cor- tough racket.
dially invited to attend this recital,
Helen's giving up the court for
which is a land-mark in the history marria£e was the unkindest cut of all,

of drama at Bowdoin. Tickets may be
obtained at the Bursar's office, a notice as to the time appearing on the
Bulletin Board. The library contains
two volumes by the Sotherns, one the
autobiography of the father; the other, written by the son, titled "The
Melancholy Tale of Me: My Remembrances."

on Photographs

Morton's

something from

sassinated.

Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

!

a fan said.
It's our ad now, and there isn't anything left to joke about.

Chapel Address

Have you all read FrederickW.Dupee's
story and review of "A Farewell To
in the initial number of Miscellany?
The "Quill" exerts an "influence on contemporaries.
Mr. Duhis Yale confreres will mail
and
Dee
the first subscribed issue of their newmagazine in February, if anyone sub-

(Continued from P»ire 1)

scribes.

Arms"

The following lines from an out-ofsoever from those witnessing the af- the-past play have been suggested as
fairs.
the chorus for a campaign song to be
Crook sung by the Bowdoin Athletic demons
In
conclusion,
Professor
spoke of a strike in Lawrence, Mass., who are on the still hunt for a footin which two young university stu- ball mastraceremonies:
services
dents joined and gave their
Go call a coach, and let a coach
to the strikers free, finally becoming
be called;
The
the real leaders of the strike.
And let the man who calleth be
capitalists interested in the strike
the caller,
hired two men to bring the students
And in his calling let him nothto court on charges that they (the
ing call
students)
were working for the
But "Coach! Coach! Coach! Oh
moneyed interests. The two hired
for a coach, ye gods!"
men set out with all intentions of

Shaving Preparations doing their job, but on seeing that the
Compounded students were working for the strikAnd that wasn't written within the
ers with all their heart and that they month, either!
were seriously interested in bringing

UP FROM THE OXCART

Carefully

AGENCY FOR

Whitman's Chocolates

PRINTING
of

all

ciently

.

kinds handled

and

the office of

.

.

the strike to a successful conclusion,
they themselves went to court and
confessed that they had been hired
by capitalists to bring the students
The professor cited this
into court.
as an example of the youth of today
doing what it thought was right and
sticking to it until it was brought to
a successful conclusion.

effi-

promptly at
The Bruns-

SHORT'S MARKET

who

cater to fraternity trade

Estimates and samples

Brunswick Publishing

Hardware

Brunswick

Co.

ments."

The customs

officials

were

Even professors get

ties for Christ-

— From

is

the key

economic develop-

the report of President

Hoover's

Committee on Recent Economic Changes

y>ESTERDAY, the rumble, creak, and plod of
oxen. To-day and to-morrow the

JOIN US IM THE GENERAL
ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST

EVERT SATUROAT AT 9 P.M.,
E.S.T.
ON A NATION-WIDE
N.B.C.

cart

zoom of airplanes.

and

Faster

production. Faster consumption. Faster communication.
Significant of electricity's part in the

NETWORK

J

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

process

is

modern speeding-up

the fact that during the last seven years, con-

sumption of

electric

power increased

three and one-half

times as fast as population.

General Electric and its subsidiaries have developed and
built much of the larger apparatus that generates this power
as well as the apparatus which utilizes it in industry and in
the home.

mas.

Prompt

Service

-

Fair Prices

Company
Maine and Dnnlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. 3

Cor.

to an understanding of our recent

—

drunk, or something, and the book got
through. Your columnist is now making about thirty cents a day letting the
book out at hire, and he needs the
money so that he hasn't read it himNo. Arthur, not before two
self yet.
weeks from Tuesday, at the earliest.

—GROCERS—

cheerfully furnished.

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

—

"Acceleration, rather than structural changes,

Your extremely
has a cousin who

sings God Save the King instead of
the Star Spangled Banner. This cousin
dispatched a British and hence an unex pur pa ted edition of Im Westen
Nichts Neues, or if you aren't Kamanized. All Quiet On The Western
Front, as a Christmas gift. It seems
that the United States Editions are
cut in several precincts, owing to certain laws.
(Don't you ever read the
Quill?).

wick. Record.

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

Here's the dope.
brilliant columnist

SOULE'S

BARBER SHOP

For First Class Haircutting

In "The

-

Two Expert

Barbers

Speak Out," a

symposium by The New Republic,

in

\hich 22 colleges, through students,
discuss whaf ails, what doesn't ail, and
what ought or might ail the same col'eges and colleges in general. Paul A.
Palmer '27 heads his essay, "Burn the

Mr. Palmer startles us,
what his major was.
must, however, concede that in

Textbooks."
<ntil

Near Campus

Students

We

we

recall

The

college-trained

men who come

every year to General

.

t

.

Electric take a responsible part in the planning, production,

and distribution of electric products, and

at the

same time

receive further technical or business training.

9V7MDH

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK

—

',

ATHLETICS
Janaary 17: Horkrv. B.

I',

THIS

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

at Boston.

Janaary 18: Swimming. Weileyan, here.
Janaary 18: Freahman Track. Portland, here.

M:

Janaary

Hockey. Colby. WaterriDe.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

VOL. LIX.

AS WHITE BESTS
NORTHEASTERN

1933 Successfully Upholds Jury System in First of Interclass Debates

Downed by

Last Friday night saw the Fresh-

nual debating tournament, walked oft*
at the close of the evening with a
three to nothing victory over their
older opponents. An unusually small
audience witnessed a running fire of
good-natured sarcasm intermingled
with arguments for and against the
Forward Line Shows Great Improve proposed
abolition of jury trial, with
ment; Stockman Does Creditable
1932 upholding the affirmative.
Job in Goal
George B. Pottle of the Sophomores
opened the debate for the affirmative
It
was a transformed Bowdoin when he outlined the origins of trial
hockey team that cut and blazed its by jury and then put forward
the asway to a 2-1 victory over the maroon sertion that it has become an outworn
and black of Northeastern last Mon- cog in the legal machine, needed no
day afternoon For three periods Ben
mT^MhtOtr
Houser's six shook off the daze that efficient legal administration. Starthad feemed to settle on them
the ing
the legal definition of trial
Great Colby Tragedy and fought by junr>
ghowed how each of th
every inch of the ice. Only two mm- original purposes that it
had served
utes or so of the opening period had wag no lo
existent
gone by when Dwyer and Ward slid
In opposi ti on to this Albert S.
down the »ce and a center to wing Davi j
as chairman of the
pass brought the puck squarely
freshman squad, proceeded to advance
front of the cage, where Dwyer an e ntirelyW concept
of the needs
^1"
SP^u
iau a a 4.tricky of our people in their judicial conNortheastern exhibited
tacts.
Admitting that "the day of
passing attack as the game opened, so tyrant barons and kings
is over", he
tricky, in fact that they could not
d the necessit
f | ome buffer ^_
find the puck themselves a good share twe en
commercial court domination
f
Act » n ^ Captain Kerins and the common p^e. The removal
?
twisted his way to the blue line for of tt
f t he^ople and the safethe first try, a long shot from right,
(Continued pa*e 3)
wing that went over the cage and
out of the rink. Another minute and
Martin fired a second shot at Stockman, who cleared it. Ward drove a
|

|
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j

^

J

^

'

^
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PLAY ANNOUNCED

PROFESSOR BEALE
DISCUSSES

Rehearsals
"Andria

TARIFF

MEASURE OF

'

—

Now Being Held for
Annual Classical Club
Production

members

of the
cast
of
"Andria" the play which is to be given
"The at Soph Hop by the Classical Club,
in
have been practicing every day since
American History Review
the third. Prof. Means, who is doing

Article by Bowdoin 'Professor.
Tariff and Reconstruction",

—
current
;

,

,

;

,

;

industries Chremes
was strongly in favor of retaining the Mysis
high protective measures of wartime, and to insure the passage of this
new bill was one of the factors in its
desire to keep the agrarian and Democratic South out of Congress, or else
to make it Republican (and hence,

Ecke
W. M. True
M. P. Fobes
R. s.

Monday evening

in

the

FRESHMEN DEFEAT
ALUMNI RESERVES
-

,

V
1

I

Saturday night found the slowly
outfit
developing Freshman hockey
taking over the combination of Alumni and Reserves that defeated them
a week ago, scoring three goals to
the single tally that their opponents
Ben Houser
could slip by Whitney.
started Lewis and Clark at wings on
his yearling six, with Whitney in the
cage after Gatchell had performed for

i

I

a while, and Baker and Kimball at
defense. Captain Rosenfeld, who led
Andover on the ice last year, was at
center, and
contributed all three
passes that were converted into goals.
game, with
It was a hard fast
heavy checking, and some of the best
passing that has been seen this year.
combination
fast
three-man
dropped down the ice with the puck
at dazzling speed time after time,
and the first period was only a min-

i

!

i

A

of the Moulton Union, Prof essor Charles Bruneau, Visiting Professor under the Tallman Lectureship
Foundation, presented the second of
Organization Discusses "Hell Week'
*
his lecture-recitals dealing with the
Rushing and Fraternity Politics
folk-songs of Lorraine. M. Bruneau
Seventy-five
college
men repre- was assisted at the piano by Mme.
senting fifty undergraduate fraternity Bruneau. This lecture dealt in partic-'
councils located in all sections of the ular with the Chansons d'Amour of
United States attended the meetings Lorraine.
of the National Undergraduate InterIn brief, his talk can be summarized
fraternity Council held in conjunction as follows: Up to the present point,
with the twenty-first annual session we have studied isolated songs. It is
of the National Interfraternity Con- a mistake. What one ought to study
shall classify the love
ference at the Hotel Pennsylvania in is the theme.
New York City, November 29th and songs according to their subject mat30th, 1929. These men were sent to ter.
The same subject "La recontre
the Council meetings from their re- amsureuse", flirtation, for example,
pective Interfraternity Councils for may have inspired several songs. It
tne Purpose of discussing the various is not difficult to find a variety of airs
problems of general interest arising for any of these songs. No truly
among the fraternities on their camAmong the topics discussed
P uses
were Deferred Rushing, "Hell Week",
Locals, Tax Exemption, InterfraterIS
*y Council Constitutions, and Cooperative Buying.
The Interfraternity Council does
not endeavor to promulgate any uni
versal system of campus administra- Resembles Closely Tongue of Britons
tion, but rather to help individual color Normans as Spoken Two or
leges solve their problems through
Three Centuries Ago
the discussion of experiences of other
colleges and universities which have
Apropos of the note on Canadian
had to C0 Pf wi**1 tne same problems, French published a few weeks ago in
(Continued on Page
the Orient, the following remarks may
be of interest.
The French Canadians of Brunswick
do speak French, and^ very good
French, too. But their French is dia-

LAWRENCE

'98

|

]

tSP&£?T£

W

!

|
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JS^tSSS^
Sf Pni^a N
"£«**

this praise comes and because
concerns one of our trustees. ProFeasor Wilharn \\ Lawrence, class of
'98. now at Columbia.
The review of
which a small part is quoted is in the
"Modern language Review," published by the Cambridge. England,
I'niversity Press, July 1929. and its
subject is "Beowulf and the Epic Tradition by W. W. Lawrence, 1928."
"The book is not argumentative, and
it
may lie the case, as Professor Lawrence says, that 'it is concerned with
the fruits of research, rather than
with the process by which those fruits
were ripened and gathered.' But for
<>rv than 20 years Lawrence has become one of the most active workers
in that process of research, and the
fruits gathered in his book have been

whence

j

1

^^fifsSasllo

^ ^a^ated from

it

.

'Continued on
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*""
tences such as: je ne sais pas. But it
is just as easy for a Frenchman to
understand a Canadian as it is for him
to understand country people from
Touraine or Perche
Now, the Canadian French language
during two hundred years lived its own
life, apart from Paris. It had to face
all
the problems with which the
Parisian French struggled too, but
these problems were generally solved
by the Canadian French in a different
way. Now while the Frenchman from
Paris adopted the English word rail,
the Canadian uses in the same meanThe
ing, the old French word lisse.
Frenchman says waggon, the Canadian
char, the Frenchman tramway, the

*

i$o6
The small book of 40 pages, Songs
of Bowdoin College, published by the
class of 1861, contains 25 songs,
among the authors of which were
Thomas W. Hyde cf Bath, who contributed a French ode to the air of Vive
L'Amour. John Marshall Brown of
Portland contributed a song in Latin,
Laudtio. and Melville Weston Fuller,
destined to be Chief Justice of the
United States Supreme Court, wrote
the song, Bacchanalian, to the air
Sparkling and Bright. The fine class
day ode which follows the dedication
of the little book was written by Americus Fuller of the class of 1859, who Canadian petit char. It is very interfor 20 years was president of the Cen- esting to notice that the Canadians
itral College in Turkey.
(Continued on page 3)
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ON WORLD COURT

(

.

Program
for
Assembly Has Several

]

A

Maine man, William

.

Ladd

Angelus
Massenet
Minot, in 1840 wrote an essay on a
Postlude March
Hagg
of Nations that is the basis
These recitals are given by Proof the constitution of the World
Fine
Court, as now organized, President fessor Wass very frequently during
Features
He announces also that in
Sills said in outlining the history of the year.
accordance with his usual custom, h-5
the movement.
District 1 of the American Alumni
Seven Presidents of the United will play daily during the examinaAssociation will hold its annual conThese recitals will be
States and every Secretary of State in tion period.
ference at Bowdoin on Friday and
given at 4.30 every afternoon for the
(Continued on Pace I)
Saturday, January 24 and 25. Alumni
benefit of those who will desire a
Secretary Philip S. Wilder is Director
short relaxation from the strain of
for this district, which includes Con- '68
examinations.
necticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, New Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island. He wishes
Altenburg, Davis, Dean, Freiday, Lee
to invite all alumni who are interested
and Prescott Finalists in Classic
in the program to attend any meetCompetition
ing, provided notice be given him in
advance by any who feel so inclined.
On Thursday, Jan. 16, 1929 the Struggles of Early Settlers and
Delegates have been invited from
thirty-one
Genius of John Carver Portrayed
member colleges, from final competition for the Class of '68
three member schools, from twenty- Prize, forty-five dollars to the author
in Thursday's Lecture
seven non-member colleges and from of the best spoken and written oraheld.
sixty-six non-member schools.
tion in the Senior class, will be
Archie
Lee Talbot, head of the
The tentative program for the dis- From the twelve Seniors originally Maine Department of the Mayflower
selected six have been chosen for the Descendants, gave an interesting talk
trict conference follows:
finals. They are as follows: William
Friday, January 24th
last Thursday before a small audience
Harrison
Altenburg,
Montgomery
9.30-1.30— Registration, Moulton UnHenry in Hubbard Hall. Mr. Talbot's subMerrill Davis, Jr., William
ject was "The New Plymouth Colony
ion.
Dean, Jr., George William Freiday, at Kennebec." He gave a graphic de1.30
Luncheon, Moulton Union.
Jr., Lyman Carter Lee, Herbert Lescription of the struggles or the Pil2.30— Roll Call, Moulton Union As- roy Prescott.
grim Fathers in this country and told
sembly Room.
The men will speak on the follow- of the founding of a brancTi colony on
3.00
Address: "Making Good Aluming subjects: Altenburg, Skyways to ithe Kennebec River on the present
ni in Undergraduate Years," PresPeace; Davis, Quo Vadis, America; site of the city of Augusta about
LL.D..
ident Kenneth C. M. Sills,
Dean, The Negro Comes of Age; Frei- which very little is known.
Bowdoin College.
Poetry and the Humanistic
Mr. Talbot especially praised one of
3.45— Address: "Selling the College day,
Criticism; Lee, Democracy and Effi- the early leaders of tne Pilgrim?:,
to its Alumni," Frederick A. Allis,
Efficiency.
Governor John Carver, whose memory
Alumni Secretary, Amherst Col- ciency; Prescott, This
The judge* will come from outside is hallowed in the shrines of Pilgrim
lege.
they America.
Carver was the guiding
4.30 Tea at President's house as the college community. As yet
spirit of these pioneers in their strugguests of President and Mrs. Sills. have not been chosen.
The winner of the prize from the gle against the wilderness and he it
informal),
7.00
(strictly
Dinner
Class of 1928 was John Hubbard was who signed the very important
Moulton Union.
Address: "Do Alumni want Adult Darlington. Last year's successful [treaty with the great Indian Sachem,
competitor was Roger Bray Ray.
(Continued on pa«e 4)
(Continued on page S)
Tentative

I

Friend Presents Song Book Published Normandy and the west provinces of
France (the Frenchman, Baudoin, afBy Class of 1861
ter whom Bowdoin College was named,
from -La Rochelle). Therefore
A friend has sent the Maine Histon- .came
'Beowulf and the Epic Tradition", bv
t he French spoken by the Canadians
cal Society a copy of the catalogue of j s no t exactly the language spoken by
Bowdoin Trustee Receives High
the fraternity of Phi Beta Kappa, tne Parisians of the present time, but
Praise
Alpha of Maine, Bowdoin College, tna t of the Britons or Normans as it
1860, and a copy of the songs of BowThe following tribute to scholarship doin ; published bv the clas* of 1861 was spoken two or thref centuries ago.
lit is even quite amusing to hear here
6 Br^ick^edTstinctive Voi the

W. W.

RADIO TALKS BY
PRESIDENT SILLS

AM. ALUMNI ASS'N
CANADIAN FRENCH
TO HOLD DISTRICT
IN BRUNSWICK
CONFERENCE HERE
DIALECT LANGUAGE

lect French. The Frenchmen who first
settled in Canada belonged mostly to

approximately $5,250,000.
As sums
go, this is not large when one considers that a great many individuals
in this country have fortunes far in

(Continued on page 4)
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In his chapel talk last week President Sills called to the attention of
the student body some rather surprising facts regarding the finances of
the college, surprising to most of the
student body who are apt to pay little
or no consideration to the importance
of the endowment of the college.
The present endowment of the college according to last year's report is

!

Visit-

of

Statistics

ORGAN RECITAL BY
PROF. WASS MONDAY

»

TRIBUTE ACCORDED
TO SCHOLARSHIP OF

President Sills Calls Attention
Student Body to Following

;

and serious work on the subof folk songs can be undertaken

Room

HISTORICAL SOCIETY
GETS BOWDOIN SONGS

Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 4)

SURPRISING FACTS
SHOWN BY LATEST
ENDOWMENT FIGURES

|

scientific

j

-

j

ers.
From this opening the entire
succession of scenes led on in swift
certain
development of the
prince's frenzied despair.
The famous soliloquy from the third act an 1
the meeting with Ophelia were two

and

excess of this, as do many schools
colleges.
President Sills also
pointed out that the first contributor
to this fund has had a share in every
ject
student's education since then.
The
so long as this classification is not
importance of the endowment is
made.
shown in the fact that the total reThe love songs are among the pret- President Strongly in Favor of United ceipts of last year were $450,000, of
States Membership
tiest.
They are generally sung by
which the students paid $175,000. Deyoung girls. They refer almost all to
Continued on Pajre S)
On the last two Monday evenings,
six quite distinct themes.
First, flirtation. This is neither an President Sills gave two talks over
elegy nor a drama. It is a bright station WCSH in Portland on the substory. The music is generally very ject "Why We Should Join The World
Court."
light and lively.
President Sills, in the first of two
At times, a note of melancholy is
added which must not be taken seri- radio talks on this subject, reviewed Organ Recitals to be Given Daily
ously. As for example in "La Petite the history of international effor£ to
During Examination Period
bring
about a World Court of InterJeanneton".
The delicate charm of
these two songs can be easily felt. national Justice, and described the orAnother in the Monday afternoon
ganization of the court. The second
series of organ recitals by Professor
Second, the good maiden. The
talk in which he discussed the work
theme of the
good maiden is one of the court, was given at 7.30 p.m. Wass was enjoyed by a small group
of undergraduates and faculty last
of the most common. A young captain,
Monday.
perhaps the son of a governor, inMonday. The program was as fol"I am speaking", said President
lows:
Continued on Page 4)
Sills, in his opening remarks, "from
Meditation in San Marco
Barbour
the point of view of one who believes
Minuet in G
Bethoven
firmly that it is both a privilege and
Romance
Debussey
a duty for the United States to beTranscription of "Onward Christian
come as soon as possible a full-fledged
Soldiers"
Whitney
member of the World Court."
Linghetta
Mozart
of

Lounge

j

j

(Continued on page. 4)
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agement of the Southerner President,
Andrew Johnson, and by virtue of a

Show Much Promise
They Down Former Conquerors

Chansons d'Amour of Lorraine Subject of Talk By
ing Professor of French

INTERFRATERNITY
COUNCIL VIEWS ON
^iwi™
COLLEGE PROBLEMS

pro-tariff) by giving the negro the
vote.
Through clever political man-

Yearlings

(Continued on Page

Mr. Sothern next presented an arrangement of scenes from "Hamlet",
starting with the devising of the murder to be committed upon the stage
by the hired band of wandering play-

—

PBOEESSQR CHARLES BRUNEAU
IN SECOND LECTURE RECITAL

J. B. Colton, 2nd
J. A. Ricker, Jr.

manufacturing

growing

artist.

—

\

Professor Howard K. Beale has written a most scholarly article, entitled
"The Tariff and Reconstruction", in
which he discusses at length some interesting and relatively little known
facts in the passage of the protective
tariff measure of 1866.
f follows
The Northeast, comprising partic- Davos
ularly
New England, New York Simo
and Pennsylvania, because of its Pamphila

control.

From the splendid tragedy of
"Othello" Mr. Sothern ranged to the
facetious Dundreary in "Our American Cousin."
It was in "Othello"
that his power as a tragic actor of the
first rank was most clearly revealed.
In the
rapid
sequence of fiery
speeches, he carried himself and his
audience with him to such a point
that the play seemed to leap into sudden action. In his grasp, the lines
became the real and vital creation
that they once were and still may
be.
In short, it was the work of an

—

tne coaching, has been having the rehearsals act by act.
He intends to
run through the play several times in
this way before finally going through
the whole of it at once next Sunday.
Instead of five acts as in the original]
the play has been made into four acts,
combining parts of the second and
'third acts into one.
The cast is as

A
in the
number of...
the
"American History Review" Assistant
.

—

—

1866
The

Locke and Art Sperry Also Show
Fine Form

Last Saturday night Bowdoin College had a unique and enviable experience, one the equal of which she
will not have in many years.
For
nearly three hours E. H. Sothern,
dean of the American theatre, known
as is no other actor of the day, held
the center of the stage at Memorial
Hall in a series of readings that left
his audience absolutely under his

BASKETBALL SEASON
STARTED THURSDAY

CAST OF SOPH HOP

(Continued on pare 4)

WHITE SEXTET
DOWNED BY COLBY

Chamberlain's departure from strictly
for Bowdoin
Liberal Arts policies and his founding
of a four-year course in Civil EngiThe
Bowdoin
hockey sextet received
neering. During the ten years of the
existence of the Engineering School, its first reverse in the Maine State
Bowdoin conferred the degree of Series when the Colby Mule defeated
bore the brunt of the work for the
Science
in
Engineering on some them 3-0 on Saturday afternoon. From
Engineers each capturing two firsts.
twenty students, at least half of the start the Colby team outclassed
Bill Locke was the only Bowdoin
later became eminent in their the Polar Bears, except for a flare of
swimmer to win an event. He won which
chosen profession. Professor George team play in the second period when
the breast-stroke in the fast time of
Leonard Vose, A.M., of Augusta was Bowdoin made a vain surge to shoot
2 m. 48 s., which is said to be one of
the puck through the pads of Dyer,
the single professor, and the equipthe swiftest races ever staged in that
Colby goalie. The dribbling and
ment at his command consisted of a the
pool.
passing of the Colby forward line feaThe Bowdoin team was handicapped set of surveying instruments and a tured the game while Kenny, whose
room. His deparat the outset by a disqualification in small draughting
excellent stick-handling and aggresture from Bowdoin to accept a more
the medley relay.
siveness were outstanding, was the
Bowdoin coasted
Massachuin with a full quarter length lead in lucrative position at the.
individual star on the ice. The work
this event but the judges threw the setts Institute of Technology closed of Thayer, who played a hard and fast
effort aside
claiming that Easton the short episode of the Engineering game, was futile when after long solos
School.
failed to touch the end of the tank.
down the ice he found no one to assist
Among the other articles in this him in packing the rubber away for a
Torchio narrowly bested Don Taylor
in both the fifty and hundred yard issue is an interesting paper by Roger score.
swims, the first being but a matter of Bray Ray of the Class of 1929 on
In the early part of the first period
touch at the finish.
Bowdoin, with "The Laws and Law Makers of 1855". the Colby team rushed the Bowdoin
Densmore and Taylor, walked away Despite its general title, the article
(Continued on pajre 4)
with the 200 yard event handily. Chal- is a disquisition on the College rules
mers was second in the diving by the of that period. If there be any stupolicy
of
thinnest of margins. Taylor was high dents who think the present
the College along this line cruel and
scorer for the White.
abusive, they are strongly urged to
The summary:
Medley race— Won by M. I. T. (Ja- glance over this article.
The issue contains an article on Non-Fraternity Aggregation Trounces
rosh, Appleton, Bafler); Bowdoin disKappa Sigma; Sigma Nu Downs
"The Curtis Gift and What It Means
qualified.
Time 3m. 35s.
A. T. O.
Fifty yard dash Won by Torchio to Bowdoin", which was written by
(MIT); second, Taylor (B); third, the Bursar, John C. Thalheimer of
Thalheimer
the
1921.
Mr.
Class
of
Teague (MIT). Time 25 3-5s.
The
Interfraternity
Basketball
the
many
discusses
length
a
few
of
at
Four hundred forty yard swim
League series opened last week with
Won by Jarosh (MIT); second, Rein- benefits that this last gift of a gen- two contests. The Kappa Sigma team
heimer (MIT); third, Bowman (B). erous benefactor will provide.
faced the
Non-Fraternity quintet,
The issue commends itself to our while the Sigma Nu's engaged the
Time— 6m. 20 2-5s.
Medley swim Won bv Appleton attention also by virtue of its illustra- A. T. O.'s last Thursday night. The
(MIT); second, Sperry (B); third, tions. The cover bears a beautiful Non-Fraternity team won by a 65-18
photograph of the Elijah Kellogg score, while the Sigma Nu's were vicEaston (B). Time 4m. 45 l-5s.
Diving—Won by Lykes (MIT) Pine, and pictures of Cyrus H. K. tors 45-29.
second, Chalmers (B), 70.3; Curtis, Professor Vose, and the pro72.9;
The first contest was marked by reposed War Memorial are also included markable shooting and offensive play
third, McMinn (MIT), 59.1.
among its pages.
on the part of the winners, with
'Continued on Page 4)
Sprague, Non-Fraternity left forward,
as high scorer, amassing eighteen
points.
In the Sigma Nu-A.T.O. en.counter the Sigma Nu team displayed
a fine passing game throughout. Dillenbeck tallied 20 points.
This week four contests are on the
slate.
On Tuesday, January 14, the

JmmlMaZ

m

Noted Actor Reads Sketches From "Hamlet", "Othello*
"Our American Cousin" and "If I Were King"

contains no extraordinary feature
articles, it has several which should
prove of much interest not only to the
IS
alumni but also to the student body.
Perhaps the most interesting of all
subjects is the essay by Alfred E.
Burton, '78, on "The Engineering
School at Bowdoin", in which he nar- Lack of Passing Game Characterizes
rates briefly the history of President
Saturday's Defeat Thayer Stars
it

The Bowdoin varsity swimmers
opened their season at the University
Club Pool, Boston, last Friday, taking
a 54-23 defeat at the hands of Technology. Capt. Torchio and Jarosh

^

,

PLAYS IN MEMORIAL HALL

The January issue of the Bowdoin
Alumnus is hot off the press! While

TAYLOR STARS

FAST ACTION

I

Tech, 54 to 23;

by Williams 53-24

Victory Over Visitors

EDWARD H. SOTHERN GIVES
SELECTIONS FROM FAMOUS

Alfred E. Burton 78 Writes on "The
Engineering School at Bowdoin"

Polar Bear Swimmers Are

Rejuvenated
HoilSermen m «n Class triumphant over the
Sophomores, when their representaShake Jinx and Win 2 to 1 tives, in the first encounter of the an-

•
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1930.

MANY INTERESTING
FRESHMEN VICTORS
OVER SOPHOMORES BOWDOIN MERMEN CONTRIBUTIONS IN
IN FRIDAY'S DEBATE
DEFEATED TWICE JANUARY ALUMNUS

FLASHY ICE-PLAY

m

15,

WEEK

Friday evening. Janaary 17. at 8.80 in Hubbard Hall: Tryouti for Bowdoin-N. H. Debate.
Monday evening. Janaary 28. at 8.88 in the
Moalton Union: Lcclu re- Recital by Profi
Charles Bruneau, "Le Roman d'Amour."

Coming Congress

PRIZE SPEAKING
FINALS TOMORROW

ARCHIE LEE TALBOT
TALKS ON "THE NEW
PLYMOUTH COLONY"

1

i

—
—

—
—
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TWO

THE BOWDOI1S ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick, Maine

AMAZING CASH SALE OF ABBOTT WATERPROOF SHOES
Makes overshoes superfluous and walking a pleasure. A rugged good-looking shoe of imported Scotch
Zug in all sizes for immediate clearance.

Established 1871

Were
Positively the only time

Editor-in-Chief

you

Harrison M. Davis, Jr., '30
Managing Editors

John

L. Snider

Paul A. Walker

'31

George W. Freiday, Jr.,
Fred R. Kleibacker, Jr.,

'30,
'31,

Department Editors
Alumni
Weston Rankin

$9.75 (Only 50 pairs)

be able to get this shoe at this price from anyone at any time.
than wholesale.

Less

'31

Mttmt of Halah

®tn»
'30,

Photographic

Olcott F. King, Jr., *31,

Athletic

Now

$15.00

will

Campus

Associate Editors

Ahern

Philip C.

Lawrence C. Jenks
George T. Sewall

'32
'32

Melcher P. Fobes

'32
'32
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E. Davis '30

John

Douglas Fosdick

T. Gould '30
Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., '30

'30

William N. Small
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The resemblance is only too
when one's attention is called

B. Hirtle '30

Assistant Managers

Soph Hop
Elias Thomas, Jr., '31

'31

We have heard quite a bit of discussion recently on campus relative
com "
All contributions and communications should be given to the Managing Editor l-y Sunday «• the time Of ^°P'}
P*
mittee,
wehear, has been having some
night preceding the date of publication.
The Ediior-in-chief is responsible for the editorial
column the Managing Editor for news and make-up. All communications regarding subscrip- difficulty in finding a suitable date
tions should be addressed to the Business Manager of thf Bowdoin Publishing Co.
Subscrip- This fact has moved us to a consideration of the case, and though by this
tions. $3.50 per yepr (including Alumnus) in advance.
time the question is probably decided,
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick. Maine.
we should like to take this occasion to
express our opinion.
News Editor for This Issue
In the first place, why not set a
definite date for Soph Hop each year !
Paul A. Walker '31
Christmas and Ivy always come on a
definite week end. Why not have the
arrangement with
«.th regard to
arrangement
Vol. LIX.
Wednesday, January 15, 1930.
No"• -"
>o same
Published every Wednesday during the College Year by the Students of Bowdoin Colleire.
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Soph Hop?
.

And

The Endowed Theatre

in the

second place, let us look
Thanks to the "flu or
,

JC

,

.

—

.

;

"

theatre means an institution which, by its financial backing, can
present the best plays, interpreted by the best actors, at the lowest
possible price. It is a place to which the vouth of our land can
* _
. ,
salely go and explore the finest qualities that drama has offered.
As time ».
goes on some of the adults, those who are not concerned
...
',.
i
,
„ ,
With sophistication or With the advertisement Of high prices for

....

.

,

•

seats, will

•

,

We

accompany the younger generation.
*~

J

"

<>
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From time

to time Old Ladv Nature
her creations and gives to
lineaments similar to anothers.
There is a carpenter in Paris,
111., who could pass as Calvin Coolid e
Wh ite " ous function. One
/ thel amost
of *u
belovedf Professors at
Harvard is a dead ringer for Harpo
Marx
remembers
0ne
the imposter
shall inevitably
*

repeats

on e

man

,

.

;

;

-

who masqueraded

as the Prince of
.
have such a theatre, Mr. Sothern said ; it is only a question of time. Wales in South Africa for two davs
Of course, leg shows for the tired business
will go on, but if bel fore ***? discovered, and it is
whispered that in Bostons Charles.. r «
,.~
,
i
the business
of the future is brought up on a different dra- town prison there is a lifer who is the
matic diet, he
not get tired as readily as his progenitors do ****** imasre of the respectable Sen,
ator Borah.
toaay.
Freshmen at Bowdoin are often
feel that the college is an excellent place for the furtherance startled by the similarity at a distance
.- .,
of the features of the Elijah kellojre.,
,
,
„, ,
,
,
,
Of the endowed theatre.
have an endowed swimming pool ; niaque on the side of Mass. Hall and
However, even
endowed professorships ;
not an endowed theatre?
The those of Dean Nixon. fact
that exceat
....
more striking is the
.
.,
,,
-•
..
,, ,
-j
j
ii
building itself would be considered an excellent start for the that his hair is not white, one of our
Masque and
toward such an institution. Its members could faculty members is a perfect duplicate
,

,

,,

..

man -.I/..
may

.

,

.,

,

.

man

-i

i
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.

We

We

why

i

,

Gown

j

build up a surplus by their productions which would eventually of Samuel Clemens, better known as
Mark Twain. We refer, of course, to
become the endowment. Unfortunately we have no Mussolini, nor
Professor Smith of the Classics Deany building funds. Our theatre depends upon an outside pocket- partment.
book, but judging from Bowdoin's gifts of the past decade, it is
|

»

i

»

j

!

i

j

j

j
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buildings. Both Adams and Memorial
Halls have been scoured in a vain
attemnt to locate a drinking fountain
The first and second floors of the
Moulton Union were likewise included

unrewarded search and so was
the canteen. At length, one was located in the men's room a most inand one difficult
convenient spot,
in this

—

for visitors to find.

The installment of drinking founon the main floor of
the Union, would be but a slight
bother, and would prevent inconvenience to our thirsty guests.
tains, especially

!

!

!

!

,

|

j

|

i

!

j

j

Small inconveniences may be most
annoying at times. There has been
considerable complaint caused by the
fact tnat there is a surp i U s of watei
on campus a fter storms. However,
there seems to be a corresponding
within the college
ac k
f water
.

|

Library," the

George T. Keating, has
been added to the Alumni Reading
In the Commonweal for Jan. 15 is a Room. This is a remarkable book in
very readable as well as favorable every respect and should prove a
review of R. P. T. Coffin '15's recent veritable treasure to all lovers of
book of essays, "The Attic Room". Joseph Conrad. As the foreword says,
"completeness, condition, and associIt is by Miss Mary Ellen Chase, Pro
fessor of English at Smith College ation interest are present in every
and herself an essayist of great item." This volume would be an excharm and growing popularity. Hor cellent means through which to arwork has appeared in the Atlantic and range an introduction to Conrad.
the Commonweal
(the "Saints in Those who are already acquainted
Maine" was especially well received) with him will find here some new and
and her book "The Golden Ass and interesting documents.
In addition to notes on his life and
Other Essays" has recently appeared.
She is a Maine woman and sister of letters, his last essays, his personal
N. K. Chase, '33.
documents, and a word about the first
editions, there are comments on each
t
t
t
W. Hodding Carter, '27, a former work by many of our best modern
Quill editof, is now doing reportorial writers.
We find that Morleji, Garand feature work for the New Or- nett, McFee, Galsworthy, Walpole,
leans "Item-Tribune" and has charge Canby and several others have each
of the new "Column" in the paper, chosen one book by Conrad and given
us his own thoughts concerning it.
t
t
t
Miss Margaret Deneke of Oxford, These remarks pertaining to the
Eng., who gave a recital here in No- works of a man who has made a place
vember returned to England on Dec. for himself in literature are well
14 after a tour that included Califor- worth reading.
nia and New Orleans and a final evening in New York at the home of
The latest seven day book is
Mrs. Harkness, wife of the generous "Coronet"
by Manuel Komroff.
In
benefactor of Harvard and Yale. Miss this
the author traces "the progresDeneke's earnings for her college, sive
collapse of aristocracy in the last
Lady Margaret Hall, are on
four hundred years." He employs u
short trip $5000 for a scholarship,
coronet, a whip, and a song as symshe says. "My visit to Bowdoin", she
bols and sketches the downfall by
>
writes, "will always be a happy memshowine
,-ing into
o|
ory.
jects fall.
They appear for the first
t
t
t
time in Renaissance
and deDean Paul Nixon will be the speak- scend through the Florence
ages into the
er at the Western Massachusetts
possession of a Chicago hog-butcher.
Alumni Club dinner to be held at the Try
it.
Hotel Kimball, Springfield, Massachusetts at 6.30 on Friday, January 17th.
HOIR EXAM SCHEDULE
The dinner and meeting are being
arranged by George Hyde '08 of
January 17, Friday
French 5
Northampton, John D. Churchill '16
January 18, Saturday
Latin 1
of Springfield, Louis W. Doherty '19,
January 20, Monday
German 1
Sidney P. Brown '27 of Springfield
January
22,
Wednesday
French
7
and Lawrence Flint of Chicopee Falls,
January 23, Thursday English 11
t
t
t
During
the
holidays
Professor
Charles Bruneau attended the meeting of the Modem Language AssociaUniversity
tion of America in Cleveland and delivered a paper on "A Project for the
Publication of a Dictionary of Old
French," to be definitive and unDurham, N. C.
abridged and to be undertaken in cooperation by scholars of the world. As
On October 1, 1930. carefully
a result of the paper a committee was
selected first and third year stuformed to consider the project, the
members being. Dr. Armstrong of
dents will be admitted. ApplicaPrinceton, Professors Nitze and Jentions may be sent at any time and
kins of Chicago, Professor Ford of
will be considered in the order of
Harvard, Professor Hamilton of Correceipt.
Catalogues and applicanell.
A paper was also read bv E. B.
tion forms may he obtained from
Ham, Bowdoin '22. on "The Alexander
Research Group at Princeton."
the Dean.
1

Drinking Fountains

,

at last year.

We

——

•

it was, we had our Soph
Among the many things of interest and amusement which Mr. whatever
Hop in March. To judge from campus
Sothern gave the audience at Memorial Hall last Saturday were comment, every one was greatly in
° f the weather conditions prevhis views on the future of the endowed theatre
have not heard aient at
tnat time quite an mia great deal about such an organization in America, but on the provement over the general slush of a
year
ago
last February.
Hence, we
Continent it is growing
in popularity and number.
France has suggest that
"
'
the permanent date be
_
"T
__
r,
,
,
,
,
,.
over a hundred Germany 97. Recently, Mussolini said, "Not one in March somewhere near the last
national theatre, but one there, there, and there," and plans for of the m °nth.
carrying out his command were begun at once. The endowed
_

clear
to it.

That bristling shock of hair, brushed
straight back from the forehead, those
bushy eyebrows, the humorous eyes.
wrinkled at the corners, and especially
the moustache, all bear it out. Physically, there the resemblance ceases
because the Professor is a much
larger and more burly man than the
Vet the similarity be
great author.
comes noticeable in the personalities
of each. Professm Smith's humor and
sarcasm (well known to his students)
have that same pungency, zest, and
wit perhaps a trifle broad at times
that one finds in "Puddin'head
Wilson" and "Innocents Abroad."

"A Conrad Memorial
collection of

"
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Library Notes
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Ralph

There is always room for more. A winter term which includes a
by E. H. Sothern cannot be considered wholly dull, but you
have to go to find it out.
recital

Contributing Editors
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Art Collection
Perhaps few students realize that
we have at Bowdoin an excellent art
collection. Surely there are only a few
who take advantage of this opportunity which the college offers to
them of coming into close contact
with many of the world's artistic
masterpieces through the agency of
the Walker Art Building.
Most of our visitors desire to view
this splendid collection, and altho
they are, without doubt, impressed
by it, they can scarcely help noticing
that the student body is not interested.
The man who comes to Bowdoin and merely attends those classes
which he is forced to, and does no
work except that which i^ necessary,
cannot boast that he has taken full
advantage of the educational opportunities which Bowdoin offers him.

.

.

.

.

.

A
dent

.

.

Duke

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

*
Thoughts on College Thoughts
few rambling thoughts on college life, stimulated by Presi-

Sills'

Chapel talk

last

Sunday, are perhaps not out of place

In analyzing a course from the point of
view of the interest it arouses, one often finds this merit dependent
on the amount of effort he puts into it. An indifferent attitude

at this time of the year.

makes for a hazy understanding of the subject involved, and discouragement sets in. The course, so treated, becomes dull and uninteresting. On the other hand, the interest of the instructor jn
the student is often far greater than he believes. The President's
experience for twenty years backs up this statement. But the student is afraid of censure from other members of the college if he
seeks information from the professor on his failings. In some

cases this censure is just, but on the whole it is foolish and unthinking, and has done much to prevent a closer relation between
faculty

member and undergraduate.

Individualism or self-expression along individual lines is another platform for many college men. Yet they are prone to go
too far. They have a mistaken idea of freedom and morals. They
try to dismiss religion as an outgrown tradition. But they fail to
furnish the evidence that God does not exist. It isn't just fear of
the consequences that keeps us within the social code. There is an
inner feeling which these so-called individualists attempt to ignore
or make into something else. They believe that the college uses
old-fashioned ideas in education. But their shot-cut methods produce inaccuracy and put a premium on cleverness. The result is
failure. Even successful men know that a firmer foundation would
have spelled greater rewards. They have found little place for
freedom and freehand morality. A sound life in the world outside
cannot be built thereon. We should remember that there is an
individualism in self-control and considerate thinking. We should
practice a somewhat forgotten principle of Christianity: to love
one's enemy. It is upon the furtherance of these qualities that our

WAITS WITHOUT

THE

IHIZZLEKUUT

HlttEII

"If you ask me," replied Aletia coldly, "you seem to have

brought the hoarse in with you. The hoarseness of your

future happiness depends.
voice repels me, sir! If

N

The Winter Term
Between Christmas and Easterly acations the dull time of the
college year takes place. The football games of the Fall and the
many attractions of Spring only emphasize the monotony of the
Winter months. But the interest in courses mentioned above will
have the same results if applied more widely to all college activities.

It is

now that you should busy yourself in

the various organi-

you have not done so before. Don't be too eager
to lead the exodus every week end to the bright lights. Get interested in some extra-curriculum activity that needs your support.
The good attendance at the hockey games under uncomfortable
^conditions is a favorable indication of interest in the student body.

you wish

me

to

go buggy-riding

with you, you'd better change to

OLD GOLDS.

"When my

will

smokes

heart leaves me,

it

this queen-leaf cigarette.

scratch in a trillion.

go to the man who

There's not a throat*

"

zations, even if

FASTEST

GROWING CIGARETTE

.

.

only a question of time before Mr. Sothern's predictions will come
true here. He certainly provided us with entertainment and food
for thought, and we wish to repeat our thanks to Mr. Went worth
for making his appearance possible.
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the large universities such as
Wisconsin, Ohio State, and Carnegie
Tech that have the most serious fraternity difficulties and their delegates
seemed to have received considerable
help from the discussion of the other
members of the National Council.
While Bowdoin has its fraternity
problems, they are as nothing compared to the difficulties faced in the
large universities.
We do not have
deferred rushing rules to enforce
a serious problem in every college and
university having them so there is
no danger of a fraternity getting iiito trouble on that account; we no
longer have any local fraternities
whose activities should be closely restricted according to the university
viewpoint; cooperative buying was
once tried and found to be a failure
It

are mere rumors.

is

Yellow Journalism

comment should be omitnews columns.

editorial

ted from

The

In a recent issue of the Orient, the
section of the Student Committee ReThe strongest point in the Bowdoin port dealing with publications was
are herewith
hockey team at the present time seems printed in part.
to be the defense.
goal guard is printing the section which deals pristill
a crying need, although both marily with the Orient. This is the

editor sets the tone of the college and is its chief personnel worker.
He may never have thought of himself in that light before, but that i«

We

what he is. The student body is going
to take its tone from him, more or
Drew and Stockman have possibilities. part of the report which most inti- less. If he is loyal to Bowdoin and
mately concerns us, and we solicit vigorous in his loyalty; if he is able
Several good trades in second-hand typewriters
further comments from the student to see that the faculty does things beA working unit must be made of body along this line.
cause the members are working for
the forward line before any genuine
There are many men in college, what they consider the best interest*
scoring is done. Without cooperation
F.
not geniuses, possess con- of the college, and not merely beamong the forwards scores are made who, whileliterary
ability and could cause they want to oppress uhdersiderable
either by luck or by flukes.
turn out acceptable verse, stories, or' graduates; if he is able to believe that
articles, if sufficiently interested, and older heads may also be wiser than
The great Bruin combination of they can be interested in two ways. his own; in short, if he will be reasonOliver, Carson and Galbraith is great
1.
Improve the quality of the able toward the college officials and
simply because it knows how to work "Quill" from a literary standpoint, teachers, without adopting a Pollytogether.
The average defense is Get occasional articles from the fac- anna attitude or closing his column*
strong enough to bring lone sallies to ulty, alumni, and others interested in to just criticisms or liberal suggesnaught nine times out of ten.
Bowdoin. Admit essays on other tions, that editor can do a lot for the
and that, too, has been done away
than strictly literary subjects, as is college.
with. The main
features of the disThe result of too much carping
Bob
seems
to possess the done in the best literary magazines
Thayer
cussion in which 7 >.doin could have
most sustained energy of the outfit. of the country. Write live editorial* criticism of the college, or the atha particular rather than a general inThe tendency of the team to wear on the college. Revive "Pine Needles'* letic teams, is that pretty soon the
terest were "Hell Week", Fraternity
down in the closing period leaves Thay- or the "Seven Arts". Such are a few student body feels aggrieved. Therealso have a large
of Old Golds in tins
Politics, and possibly Rushing.
er to shoulder the greater part of the of the suggestions that have been after nothing that the college does
"Hell Week"
50 Cigarettes for 29c
made, and which the new board can pleases the students. They grumble
work alone.
The consensus of opinion at the
carry out.
about everything, lose loyalty, and
Get It at
Interfratemity
Council
was that
Spa
The morale of the in2.
In the last analysis, however, lack interest.
League
"Hell Week" or the pre-initiation pe- of any association with the
the "Quill" depends upon undergrad- stitution is soon shot to pieces.
Nations.
of
riod is gradually dying a natural
from
Contributions
uate
support.
We are glad to commend the
"The Great American public, some
death. Many of the national frateroutside
should
not,
if it were possible, "Orient" staff for the splendid edinities have passed rules stating how day before long, is going to say to reMidyear
be the sole, or even the chief reliance torials in its Ivy issue, which well ilSchedule
far their chapters may go in their luctant, hesitant and timid senators,
of the magazine. It must remain es- lustrate what, we are driving at.
(Continued from page l)
pre-initiation stunts, and slowly but 'Go hang yourselves, brave Senators;
sentially a student publication, and There is no question that the track
shot
a
_
ute or so old when Clark faked
surely the length and scope of the we won the victory for the World there must be no hint of competition
Jan 2
team has been a disappointment, or
after taking Rosenf eld's pass, and
..
"Hell Week" is being narrowed. The Court and you were not there.'
tp
Pv!1
beween students and graduates for that the heating plant is a nuisance,
""•
examinations
in
subjects local
then bounced the puck past Dennison,
all
Interfratemity
Councils
practically every news- space in its columns.
"in
Maine
but the editors, by looking at the rewho was in the net for the alumni, ww listed below will be held during maintained that they had no juris- paper, the churches with almost unanMuch may be accomplished by a deeming considerations of the situaThe same pair immediately contnb-jthe examination period at times to be diction over the fraternities in this imity, the public service clubs, are altion, have dispelled the impression
uted another marker on an almost appointed by the instructors
matter, and that if any serious ready on record as favoring our mem- personal touch between the "Quill"
conthat
Bowdoin is going to the dogs, and
contributors,
and
possible
F
identical play, and Freshmen were cerne ,| '
trouble arose, it was handled by the bership in the World Court and the board
by
armchair athletes
storming all over Dennison as the
faculty
i
situation
t
same
nda -v Jan 27-8.30
that £, matter for publication must something to think about, have made
..
,'?
period ended.
Union.
Fraternity
Politics
every other state in the
h
be in before a certain date is not Rood their boast of being "good colGymnasium
Bowdoin, like every other college
Lewis took another Rosenfeld pass Government' 7
lege
citizens.'
necesenough.
Sales
propaganda
is
Gymnasium and university, has fraternity politics,
in the second period and converted if SociohTy
CIO, °*> *!••••
sary to put across even the best of
The next section of this reDort, dealGymnasium to be sure, but in comparison with
Canadian French
without anV particular trouble. Then
propositions.
Monday, Jan.2,-130
The chairman should inar with the Curriculum, is quite long,
the universities our troubles arising
the yearlings slowed down consider- .
Continued from page 1
see personally and try to interest men but nevertheless should prove of con,"•
waiKer
Art
Building from fraternity "combines" are almost
the
of
beginning
\.
ably, and with the
F
more
as it appears— for the of ability, especially promising Fresh- siderable interest to the student body,
cared
Gymnasium negligible. Oregon State presents an
last period the Alumni showed sports /j^Sto
language towards
Gymnasium excellent example of what I mear. puritv of the French18th century, than men and Sophomores. An occasional In later issues, if space permits, the
„"*;
of attack that succeeded once in.
middle of the
smoker to which all interested men editors plan to run those portions of
Tuesday, Jan. 28 8.30
At Oregon there are approximately the
slamming the puck past Whitney for
They de- would be invited might help. We sug- this section which are most
the Parisians themselves.
History 3
pertinent
were
odds
The
1100
fraternity
Gymnasium
men
and
2000
noncounter.
single
their
fended themselves better against the gest that Pi Delta Epsilon, which is to present conditions.
1
Gymnasium fraternity men. In the past the large invasion of English words.
much against them, though, and „this Literature
looking
around for a "raison d'etre",
Mathematics
3
Gymnasium national fraternities fought it out in
goal was the last of the evening.
Since that time, the English lan- should hold a few informal gatherWe are sorry the unauthorized anTuesday. Jan. 28 1.30
small combines, one against the oth guage has taken his revenge, at least,
Incidentally the game provided an
the discussion of both jour- nouncement of Don Taylor's engageChemistry 3
Adams 204 er with the non-fraternity group it has done so in Brunswick. The ings for and
interesting line on what may be comliterary questions.
The men t appeared in last week's Orient.
|^o\ernment
Gymnasium when it voted, casting its ballots for Canadians settled in Brunswick, were nalistic
ing up from the ranks after the semes- Government 1
Ibis might do likewise.
It is not .so We apologize to Mr. and Mrs. Clark
9
Gymnasium various groups. But within the past steeped in an English-speaking atmoste? is over. Rosenfeld is a streak of "»**°
3
Adams 204 few years the non-fraternity group jphere; they had to learn English and much that there is a lack of time as for this error.
greased lightning let loose on skates
Gymnas.um has organized to the extent that n consequently became bilingual. Hence that there is no true literary life in
disk "ydwtaRJ o
all over the ice, carrying the
We are informed by Mr. Henry H.
maintains an office for its Activities a queer mixture of languages such as the college.
Wednesday,
has
Jan
29—8.30
Clark
with effortless slipperiness.
The "Orient", on the other hand, Pierce '96, chairman of the Committee
Art 1
Walker Art Building Committee. Dance Committees, and we have many examples of in Europe.
a deadlv accurate shot, and Lewis is
Economics 5
Gymnasium the like at Oregon are appointive and People begin sneaking in English and presents a slightly different problem on the War Memorial, that up until
fast enough to provide considerabre
~ ernV| n 7
Gymnasium many names are submitted to the man relapse into French; some of Jthe so- in that not so much literary ability December 16th there had been controuble for whatever comes up against Physics
1
Gymnasium in charge of appointing the commit- called French words are mere English and more training in journalism, tributed and pledged nearly $12,500
him. A freshman schedule this year
more persistence, are necessary. We toward the $15,000 fund needed to
Psychology 1
Gymnasium tees. The office of the non-f rater- words dressed or rather disguised
chance for the future
will give a
nrty group submits its list of names after the French fashion, and the other commend the work of the old staff in erect the memorial. This amount repWednesday. Jan. 29 1.30
hopes of the White to work up an
sea- Chemistry 5
Gymnasium an<* unless a certain percentage of way round. The consequence of such putting out a paper, of many defects resents the gifts of 532 individuals,
attack combination for coming
(Government 3
Gymnasium tne l* 8* * s appointed to the committee a confusion is a kind of vernacular to be sure, but still readable and in- including graduates and former stusons. Other games will follow soon.
Greek A
Gymnasium the entire non-fraternity group will which is spoken and understood more teresting, with a very small board of dents of the College and Medical
Latin A
Gymnasium not cooperate in the affair to be held. or less by everyone in Brunswick. We editors. The new editorial policy has School and members of the Society
Philosophy 1
Debate
Gymnasium And with such a large proportion of hear both French words bearing an largely solved the difficulty of inade- of Bowdoin Women,
It is highly to be
non-fraternity men such a situation English accent and English words quate personnel.
Thursday, Jan. 30 8.30
(Continued from Page 1)
pronounced according to the French praised for its efforts to run columns
Chemistry 1
Gymnasium would be serious.
guards of the people from the law English 17
At Wisconsin it Is impossible for a rules of phonetics; all the possible in- of undergraduate interest. The imGymnasium
termediate sounds which can take place provement has been great, and leaves
were charges laid at the door of jury History 5
non-fraternity
man
to
anything.
do
Gymnasium
abolition.
There is an election board of seven for example between the French savon little to be desired. There seems to be
Zoology 5
Gymnasium
savon are a definite editorial policy.
*
Albert W. Tarbell continued the
which makes all nominations for offi- and the English-sounding
Thursday, Jan. 30 1.30
cited
ces and sine* these seven axe all fra- familiar to Brunswick ears.
brief for the affirmative when he
There are still several things, howEnglish
1
Gymnasium
How" can the career of the Brunsternity men, a non-fraternity man is
ever, which can be improvea in the
another long list of inefficiencies that
Friday. Jan. 31 8.30
wick Canadian French be mapped out
so
never nominated. We might n.|te that,
"Orient".
Criticisms received on the
have sprung up in our courts. Not
Gymnasium although Bowdoin has no election in the future? It must be borne in Questionnaires indicate what the chief
inadapt- Education 1
from
as
ignorance,
from
much
mind that the situation of the French
Gymnasium board,
man is not Spanish 1
difficulties
are.
Seventy-six
men
it is a rare thing to have a.
ability, he said, the average
Spanish
3
was
entirely
Canadians
in
Canada
difGymnasium
questions
an
were satisfied with the present edisuited to be an arbiter in
Zoology 1
ferent from what it is for those settled
Gymnasium non-fraternity man elected to
in questions
torial policy to sixty-six dissatisfied,
office.
of fact, and certainly not
in the United States. They lived in an
Friday Jan. 31—1.30
arriving at
Rushing
Nine
wanted
know
what
it was.
to
of law. Lack of speed in
exclusive French atmosphere.
Their
Astronomy 1
Gymnasium
emotionalism,. and| In
expense, w.~
Bowdoin has the often condemned neighbors all spoke French, so did Thirteen thought it too childishly
verdicts, caucus,
VerUlClS,
r,
Economics i1
Gymnasium
critical, seven, too conservative.
unsatisfactory decisions were charged
"cut -throat" rushing system and probIt
(«reek 5
Gymnasium ably always will have it out of ne- their friends from the neighboring was suggested that the editorials be
*v„ '„^r
against the jury.
villages
and
the
townspeople;
signs
Gymnasium
,U1S, 1 ,
v
these views History 11 "•'
A rather interesting point and notices were given out in French in single column, briefer, and not so
It was in refutation of
"A
A , cessity.
Adams o204
„
the Psychology 3
of
\,
Jr.,
Towle,
being
was
P.
topic
when
this
general.
Thirty
men
thought
mor^
up
that George
only, all books were written in French.
Zoology 9
Adams 204 came
discussed at the Council meeting and The French language acted both as the college news would improve the paFreshmen spoke. Quoting the statisCommission,
Saturday, Feb. 1 8.30
one which rather surprised many of mother tongue and the community per, and twenty-two suggested elimitics of the Illinois Crime
and
Gymnasium the older men attending the Inter- tongue.
of un- French 3: Sees. A,B,C,D
Twenty suggestej
he showed that the percentage
In Brunswick things are en- nating the filler.
to French 3: Sees. E.F.G,
Adams 204 fratemity Conference meeting in a tirely different.
satisfactory decisions traceable
The common language a humorous column or cartoons. Fifor French 5
Gymnasium
cent
per
one
but
Conference
be
The
room.
teen
columns
containing
wanted
camcould
neighboring
is English.
The French language is
the jury
later set aside.
Saturday, Feb. 1—1.30
asked for the opinion of the Council not the mother tongue of the com- pus notes or matters of general interless of those that are
ot French 7
Gymnasium on deferred rushing and a vote was munity and has but a sentimental est. Nine said that more men were
He then proceeded to an analysis
Putilic
extant in Greek 1
Gymnasium taken. Of the local councils voting value for English-speaking French needed, one or two suggesting that no
the evils that he admitted
Gymnasium 12 favored deferred rushing and 27 were Canadians for they all speak English men be dropped, once elected, uppershowed how History 9
the present system, and
with Mathematics 7
Gymnasium
obviated
be
alor
will
readily
favor
11
classmen
12
in
do
writing
so since they learn it in
to do more
and editagainst it. Of the
they might
Gymnasium ready have it, while three of those school.
He also Philosophy 3
ing. Eighteen men said stories should
very satisfactory results.
successful
Monday, Feb. 3—8.30
Considering the actual state of be more carefully edited to see that
opposed to it are now operating undenied the possibility of a
Gymnasium der the deferred system.
things, it seems inevitable that the facts were correct.
English 5
Nine thought
substitute
Gymnasium
Sophomores Hygiene
Carnegie Tech found the same Canadian French should be doomed more editorial discussion of college
In concluding for the
substitute
necessity for immediate rushing that to progressive disappearance unless problems was needed, but it should be
Monday. Feb. 3—1.30
Lincoln Smith presented a
by jury. He German 1
Gymnasium prevails at Bowdoin, i.e., that the the Canadians following the examples on matters of real college interest.
to take the place of trial
system, German 3
Gymnasium fraternity houses cannot operate with of the Swiss, the Alsatians or the peo- Eight thought a closer personal touch
expatiated on a three-fold
and German 5
Gymnasium financial success unless they have ple of Lorraine, should appreciate what desirable. Seven asked for more comwith a single judge in municipal
tribuWisconsin tried a wonderful privilege it is to be able munications, six more originality,
their houses filled.
Tuesday, Feb. 4—8.30
probate courts, as at present; a
speak two important languages, and four more faculty communications,
ana
equity
Gymnasium deferred rushing for three years but to
Economics 3
nal of three deciding upon
cling to their own French tongue,
com- E conom cs 9
six news of other colleges, three more
Gymnasium found it unsatisfactory and the first bringing
bankruptcy cases; and an expert
it as near as possible both in
enm- Enprlish 7
photographs, four fewer personaliGymnasium year of its trial, Freshman scholar- vocabulary
mission to arrive at a.verdict on
Public Service
and pronunciation to the ties, two articles by alumni, one hisat last sue- Music 3
Gymnasium ship average dropped! Illinois allows normal
inal cases "which we have
French
of
the
present
day.
as
durtorical articles, one a debating colFreshmen to. visit eight houses
Tuesday. Feb. 4—1.30
ceeded in correctly recognizing
CHARLES BRUNEAU.
and eco- Chemistry 7
umn, one more prize contests, two
Gymnasium ing the first two days that college is
presenting psychological
issues
movie reviews. Two men suggested
Gymnasium open, but no pledging may be done
nomic questions rather than
English 25
law.
that the paper be smaller and issued
Gymnasium until the third. This rule is enforced
German 11
of the application of pure
Cor. of Maine and School Sts. Tel. 780
Conference
George f. History 13
twice a week, and two that it be more
Gymnasium by a rules committee of four, supIn his direct address
Continued
from
Page
1
negalike a metropolitan newspaper.
One
ported by the Dean's Office. At DartDesjardins, last speaker for the
8.30
Feb.
I
Wednesday,
Education?", Florence H. Snow, thought class credit should be given
of tms
mouth no pledging at all is allowed untive, considered one phase
Gymnasium
French
15
Alumnae Secretary, Smith College; for "Orient" work. Three saw no
a
substitute, the section suggesting
Gymnasium til a man's Sophomore year yet the
Mathematics 1
Past President, American Alumni hope for it.
In his opinion this would Mathematics
tribunal.
Gymnasium rule is often disregarded. The InterCouncil.
fratemity Council knows of this
Merely reading over these suggesbring on a reign of domination by
-1.30
Feb.
Wednesday,
I
The dinner will be followed by an
parties.
breaking of the regulations and has
tions, which were made in March,
special interests and political
Gymnasium
informal party in the Lounsre of
would
21^ ••••••••;;
Friday - January 17th, 1930
the machinery to punish it, but no
shows how fast and how far the
wherein the common citizen
the Union with activities in charge
but
receive
Counthe
and
to
reported
part
ever
are
cases
small
"Orient"
has progressed on the road
a
play but
Gymnasium
of Orville B. Dennison, former
to Music 1
Cases were cited iJTPhvsics
cil for action. Brown has deferred
to reform, but in spite of this there
scant justice.
Gymnasium
3
Alumni
f
Secretary,
Massachusetts
i
had iailea
.
_
from September to Decembei
are a few more things which deserve
here judges already nau
show where
8 30
Tiaiiiii F
eb
S..JU
reo.
Nrushingone
Institute of Technology.
Thursday,
from shady
observes the mle ^ Mlchl .
mention.
to preserve themselves
On the Screen
Gymnas urn
French 13
Saturday, January 25th
and
has „ cut .throat »
deaHngs with the trusts and bosses. Latin
First of all we would suggest
•••;••
five-minROOMS
the
the
to
help
is
a
9.45—
»
it
intermission
Address:
maintains
that
"The
Problem of the greater accuracy in the news. The
After an
urn
CvZas
mnas
G
Mathematics
9
In
Non-Graduate," Herbert L. Con- paper has received much criticism on
ute refutations were delivered.
with
GjMMsUTll Freshmen
con- Philosophy
nelly, Alumni Secretary, Wesleyan
DONALD F. PRINCE '31.
their organization of issues to be
this point, of which the reason is obEVELYN
BRENT
someUniversity.
Thursday. Feb. 6 1.30
(This article will be concluded next
futed the Freshmen here showed
vious. A great many of the readers
Gymnasium we ek).
10.30— Address: "What is Done with know the facts, or have seen the event
also
what better work thantheiropponents. Economics 7
Gymnasium
Alumni Fund Money." Hariy W. which is described and are accordingThe point continual!*- raised by them, Latin 1
Gymnasium
Rowe,
evidence
Assistant to the President,
Music 5
based on citation of printed
ly more apt to criticize any discrepSaturday - January 18th
Gymnasium
was Physics 6
President Sills
Bates College.
•md crime commission reports,
ancies.
While we may well doubt
X
Gymnasium
return the Physics 9
Continued from Page 1
11.15— Address: "The Women's Col- whether the "Orient" is
In
that of "influence."
less accurate
to
leges Plead for Financial Recogniwith
jury
by
trial
the
have
worked
for
years
claimed'
30
the
last
Sophomores
than the "Boston Daily Advertiser",
tion," Mary C. J. Higley, Alumnae
patchworic,
Ruth Chattertou
Lewis Stone
establishment of the World Court
be a tottering creation of
for instance, all its errors are found
Statistics
Secretary, Mount Holyoke College.
and since its organization in 1922, it
Raymond Hackett
and concluded with a statement that
out by its readers.
The news re1-00
Buffet Luncheon as guests of
wanted a
<rontinu#d from Pa** »
has had the sen-ice of American jurists,
the fact that the negative
also SHORT SUBJECTS
the District Director, and Mrs. porter must be particularly careful,
they
that
given
showed
now
and
amount
Moore
jury
this
the
first
Bassett
from
John
ducting
by
trial
"pure"
therefore, that all his facts are acWilder, 27 McKeen Street.
scholarships, approximately Charles Evans Hughes, said the Bow
were not advocating trial by jury ai out
2.15— Address: "The Possibilities of curate. The news editors must be exMon. and Tues. • Jan. 20th-21st
$25,000, it is found that for every doin president
all.
an Alumni Magazine," Dean Har- tremely rigorous in their condemnaWhen it is seen how many and how
GEORGE BANCROFT
When the judges, the Reverend dollar which the students paid, the
tion
of any errors which come to their
old E. Lobdell, Massachusetts InThompsofiV Ashby of the ^college college paid two. If Bowdoin had no vital have been the American contrib- in We recommend a rating
stitute of Technology; Editor of notice.
li- endowment,
the
of
Lewis
of
constitution
student
actual
M.
each
utions
to
the
church. Mr\ Hugh
sheet for all reporters, on which they
'The
THE MIGHTY
Technology
Review."
and
department,
of $8o0. The pres- the Court, it seems strange that the
fee oi
forced to pay a lee
reference
refAi-brarv
brarv
will be marked for their contributions,
There
will
be
Puban
exhibit
of
the
Also SHORT SUBJECTS
RonaUl P. Bridges, '30. had Piloted ent tuition at Bowdoin is exception- final act of adherence has been so lications of the American Alumni not only as to quantity, but also on
reSills
Chairman Ralph de Somen Childs ally low for colleges of our type. long delayed, President
Council, of Alumni Magazines pub- quality, interest, ability to get small
an- since the college serves many others marked,
eosch of the varsity debaters,
Wed. and Thurs. - Jan. 22nd-23rd
lished in District I, and of other ap- items of campus news that are often
for
decision
authorities
more
also
the
besides the students, the
The speaker
said that
pounced a three-nothing
omitted, and especially accuracy.
propriate material
THE LADY LIES
the Freshmen. Nineteen thirty-three believe that they should pay a reason- the organization, procedure and work
Opportunity for discussion will be
Moreover, while errors are hard to
with
was coached by Paul A. Walker, of ao i e amount toward their education. of the court is studied, the more clear ^iven after each of the scheduled ad- avoid in some cases, the "Orient"
the varsity. The next Freshman deWalter Huston - Oaudette Colbert
year there wag a deficit of $60 . it becomes that America's interests dresses on the program and it will be should be careful not to print idle
are safeguarded. President Sills also of assistance if those attending will rumors which float
all probability^be against
hate will
and Charles Ruggles
unu
around the camattime
said that he declares emphatically consider the various topics in advance
the Tufts yearlings, at some
.
.. ..
lege usually managing to finish the that
Also SHORT SUBJECTS
America's adherence to the and be prepared to express their pus without either checking up on
ter mid-years, provided the necestheir source, or admitting that they
year on the right side of the ledger. World Court is entirely independent views.
sary arrangements can be made.
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Prof. Lawrence

THE BRICK HOUSE
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10 Spring St. • • Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,

knew

made to Anglo-Saxon scholarship."

it

is

still

mayor

credence or re-
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!

CO.

The Sport Store of
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Pity the poor College student! People we know seem to think he has it
easy. These same people should know
about the number of close shaves
some of us have had recently.

Brunswick

;

j
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Frankly, we didn't understand a
great deal about all those French

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

a radical! And we
can't help wondering how many of
you really knew what he was saying.

PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

.

.

iij;
Somehow

Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, J100.000

STUDENT

Aha

ditties.

his father.

Sothern
(Continued from

(Continued from Page 1)

it seemed that Sothern,
whatever he was on the" legit, relied
in his recital on the fact that he, too,

Yes, James Walker

Miss Stetson gives personal attention of New York, give
to orders for antique goods of any kind fuse to.

EATON HARDWARE

Bruneau Recital

1)

very much more largely of his own
planting than he permits himself to
make clear. In the last two-thirds of
the book, especially, he is upon ground
which he has made peculiarly his own
Lawrence has proved his
.
.
.
case, opened in 1909, that the Grendel
story in Beowulf is not mythology but
Ttie great achievement of
folk lore.
Lawrence's book consists in this tracing back of the main story of Beowulf
to an original which can be dimly perceived through the various ScandinaBut the solid and
vian analogues.
sober judgment with which Lawrence
threads his way through all the perplexed maze of Beowulf controversy
makes every portion of the book valuable. This monograph, and Klaeber's
edition are two books of which America ought to be proud: they are two of
the most important contributions ever
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Of course the upper

classes of so-

whose customs caused the
brutal death of some roughneck rumrunners, will arrange for cenotaphs
and sarcophagi for the chaps. And if
B.
we flunk math and are expelled from
college it will be the fault of the fine
SHOP
system at the library, Jack Magee's
Wholesale—Retail
attendance system, or the custom of
Portland, Me. two shows at the Cumberland.
574 Congress St.,

LYMAN

ciety,

CHIPMAN

PURE FOOD

!
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!

couraging the Pilgrims to leave England and throughout their wanderings
Holland he had been recognized as
one of the leaders of the little band.
Accordingly when they landed in America, the Fathers honored Carver by
selecting him as their first governor.
He served two terms in tnls capacity
and under his rule the colony flourished.
He died in the spring of 1621
while laboring in the fields and his
loss was a severe blow to the settlers.
Mr. Talbot, in closing, pleaded for
a fitting monument to this great leader whose fame has been dimmed by
>the march of time. He also advocated
a memorial being erected on the site
of the New Plymouth Colony at AuThe onlv surviving landmark
erusta.
there, old Fort Western, was recently
*in

!

bought and remodeled by Mr. Guy

SUGGESTION FOR A DIPLOMA

'Anything y'want Pressed?*
Give

it

to

LAVENDER OR ESTLE

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
do the work

in en-

P.

Gannett, Maine publisher, who gave it
Well, well, well. This diploma busiOutside of this, howto the State.
ness surely is vexing. Those old ones
ever, nothing remains to recall the
weren't much good anyhow. All theyi
memorv of this once fl ouris hing setdid was tell people that you had been)
t i e ment
graduated, and by paying five dollars'

had been granted
parchment affair.
but

this
It

was

dull,
drab
all right,

Swimming

usually looked like the devil
(Continued from Pag* 1)
hanging there in the den, and often
One hundred fifty yard back-stroke
the wife had put it up attic when she
Won by Jarosh (MIT); second,
cleaned three years ago last spring.
Levenson (MIT); third, Sperry (B).
But now it will be different. Time 2m. l-5s.
Imaging getting a three-color job
One hundred yard swim Won by
with drawings by Milt Gross, funny Torchio (MIT); second, Tavlor (B);
and
cracks by Will Rogers, and a special itmrd, Lutz (MIT). Time— lm. 3-5s.
dispatch
from
Chic
Sale.
Each
fathTwo hundred yard breast-stroke—
Telephone 435-436
er-in-college who signed it could pre-. Won bv Locke (B(; second, Densmore
pare a riddle or an anagram, and (B); third, Appleton (MIT). Timefolks who drop in for bridge of a 2m. 48s
Riley Insurance
Monday night could derive much' Relay— Won by M. I. T. (Lutz,
amusement from puzzling on it. The Teague, Baker, Torchio); second, Bowstory of MacMillan's turning a tall- doin (Essen, Collins, Howard, Taylor).
INSURANCE
hat (Ha, ha, ha!) over the chapel Time lm. 46 l-5s.
spire could be engraved with etched
Williams Meet
Brunswick illuminations, and perhaps
Town Building
we could
The following evening at Williamsinclude the tale of President Cheney's town, Bowdoin again met with rebust.
verses dropping the meet to Williams
Spicy collegiate maxims and epi- 53-24. Three first places were earned
grams could be added, like that fliv- from the home team but otherwise
to the ver that used to sit outside Appleton. Bowdoin gave little opposition to WilSend
Perhaps, if time and application is liams. The Williams trio in the 300
it

—

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS
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GROCERIES
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PLAY SAFE

LAUNDRY

JACOB SMITH
AGENT

Special Rates to Students

given to it, something could be
thought up which the Watch and
Ward would take notice of. But such
fond dreams have no place in a serious discussion.
Let us have a diploma that will
add zest to the plugging four years
of college life.
We want a bright

and beaming goal erected ahead of
us, toward which we will strive wit*
zeal and enthusiasm. We want something modern, snappy, done in colors
like the new Ford, and when this new
diploma comes out there will be
nothing else at Bowdoin to correct
.

,

on Photographs
Webber's Studio

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

)

)

—

much

of our present system.
Feeling ran high at the time, as
Professor Beale has pointed out in
citing many instances of the opposiToilet Articles - Shaving Preparations tion
to the measure curient in the
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded press of that period, an opposition
which was not limited merely to the
AGENCY FOR
agrarian Northwest and South, but
found an expression even in some of
Chocolates
the Northeastern states. Undoubtedly,
were it not for the temporary prosperity of the wool-growers and the
of the
South
successful seclusion
from Congress, this bill could easily
have been defeated, a fact which

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

Whitman's

of

all

kinds handled

•

would have had a marked
our present policies.

effect on

—

—

—

—

<

—

Is.

Two hundred
(W);

SHORT'S MARKET

2m.

50s.

— Won

by
Williams (D. Taylor, Gardner, Swasecond, Bowdoin (Esson,
sey, Kerr)
lm.
Collins, Howard, Taylor). Time

—GROCERS—
who

van! breast-stroke-

by Locke (B); second, Stewart
third, Densmore (B). Time

Two hundred yard

wick Record.

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

Taylor (B). Time— 26s.
Four hundred and forty yard free
Won by Burgess (W); second,
style
Fenton (Wj; third. Bowman (B).
Time 5m. 59s.
Three hundred yard individual medWon bv Sperry (B); second,
ley
Kaston (B); third. Ripple (W). Time
4m. 48s.
Dive Won by Runo (W); second.
Ash (W); third, Sperry (B). Time—
2m. 9s.
One hundred yard free style—Won
by Taylor (B); second, McMahon
(W); third, Smith (B). Time—lm.

Won

effi-

and promptly at
the office of The Bruns-

ciently

1

The summary:
(Continued from Pa tee
Three hundred yard medley relay
happy prosperity of the wool -growers Won by Williams (Kerr, Stewart,
industry which secured the support of Taylor); second, Bowdoin (Easton,
Michigan and Ohio, the Northeast Locke, Smith). Time— 3m. 28 2-5s.
was able to secure this high protecFifty yard free style Won by Swative tariff which is the fundamental sey (W); second, Gardner (W); third,
basis of

PRINTING...

yard medley relay set up a new
lege record with a time of 3m. 28 2-5s.
Locke went out in front in the 200
and although
breast - stroke
yard
came
times
several
threatened
through with a fine win. Bill looked
good at both evening performances
and ought to clean up in the Intercollegiates if he keeps coming.
The 30() yard individual medley was
all Bowdoin but again the 440 swim
<;
Bowman was the only
weak.
wa.<
I>olar Bear to count in this event Tay .
lor garnered five points in the 100
yard free style which proved to be by
far the most heated race of the night.
Art Sperry and Taylor split scoring
honors.

Beale's Article

Morton's News Stand

relay

;

m
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In the next Deriod. Hirtle was in
goal for Bowdoin. The team in this
period showed a concentrated effort to
score, rushing the Colby net time and
again but only to have Dyer save in

commendable

style.

^il^^L^

'theatre.'

From

this

would

)

Srn%ra
STREET

50th

NEW YORK

CITY

Watch For Our Representative

PHIL BRISK

JOHN HELD. JR., WIELDS
A WICKED PENCIL FOR
OLD GOLD CIGARETTES
Those of our so-called student body
in the roles of
Lotharios,
handsome ne'er-do-wells
and old-fashioned heroes of romance,
will do well to study the helps and
hints contained in Mr. John Held, Jr.'s
series of Old Gold advertisements
now appearing in this paper.
The inimitable Held object lesson-:
in successful courtship are among the
funniest things we have ever seen in
print.
That they should appear as
sales persuaders for Old Golds subtracts nothing whatever from their

who fancy themselves

humor.

We make no bones about the fact
any advertisement in our colgives us something of a thrill.
Business is business even to a college newspaper, but when an advertiser gives us his money and a
hearty laugh to boot, we feel as if
we are playing the game on the velthat

umns

—

vet.

Northeastern
(Continued from Page 1)
dazzler at Kuposky, who let it lie too
long near the net, with the result that
a Northeastern forward took a twominute vacation for slashing in the
melee that ensued.
Then Stone started from behind his
own goal, and Rose cleared a rebound
from his shot
out to Dwyer, who
netted the puck .with Kuposky battering at it frantically. Both secondstring forward lines went onto the
ice, and Willams carried down the ice
to try a shot that Stockman fell on
and chucked out of danger. MacLachlan and Souther worked a sweep

wing twice, Kuposky
left
clearing by the skin of his teeth each
time; and Thayer missed a shot by
inches with the ice clear in front of
him. Stockman picked one out of the
air as the period ended.

come around

great actors, and these in turn would
"to us'onc'e" again" the drama that
P.
e
„_j actually
„„*
n_
is
literarily
and
famous u*.__T_ii_

^e

l

rather than any makeshift designed

to attract attention by the very fact
that it shocks our moral sensibilities.
is not my belief that the average
against person is interested so primarily an!

Halfway through

The second session found both lines
working desperately but failing in
front of the goalies.
Stockman took
fundamentally in sex that he must a fancy dive to stop a long drive from
have it served up to him on the stage. center ice, and both sides relapsed to
a
period of 'kitty bar the door' with
"The best thing for America
Bowdoin having slightly the better of
being an offside shot. After this ef- dramatically would be the develop- it. Rose and Ward
peppered Kuposky
Theatre.
It will
fort, Kenny took the puck down the ment of the Civic
with five long shots in a row. and
a
of
the
come
soon,
result
about
as
ice and scored an unassisted goal
tremendous refluent wealth of the na- Martin, having only the goalie in
through Hirtle.
front
of
him,
drove the puck into hi.*
tion.
To me it is very strange that
In the closing session, while BowP^nthropists have not yet recog- pads. Stone and Carter took holding
doin threw all her strength down the
">**» the stage as the great oppor- penalties as the period ended.
ice for a score. Lovett. Colby captain.
an
opportunity
to
that
Martin
tunity
it is
loose at once with one
cut
took the puck from quarter-ice. broke
people to something fine of the fastest goals ever made at
through the Polar Bear defense at ? ducat * the
a
almost unsensed manner of Bowdoin.
Taking the puck from a
mid-ice, dribbled it up to the net, drew
J\
blue-line face-off, he swung over to
Drew out of the net and shot it in teaching.
"At present there are over one the right and drove a heart-breaker
post-haste for the third and final
this second canto Ward and Rose car
ried the puck up the right lane in

Ward

»

—

i

.

,

i

!

The end of hundred Civic Theatres in Germany
score of the afternoon.
the period found Bowdoin pounding and another hundred in France. They
the puck at Dyer with long shotr, are springing up in Italy, and a bill
which were weak and ineffectual. is before Parliament, assured of being
Each time a pronounced lack of a passed, that provides for such a
passing game kept the Bowdoin sex- theatre in every first-class city in the
" 4L:
'"
British Isles. If this can exist abroad,
tet from scoring.
it can exist here.
The gjummary:
"I firmly believe the establishment
Colby
Bowdoin
rw, Lovett of such opportunities for drama in the
Ward, rw
lw, Kenny United States to beof definite spiritual
Dwyer, Iw
c, Delaware value.
At the Civic Repertory in New
Rose, c
Draper York, Miss I> Gallienne is doing
rd.
Stone, rd
Id, W. Tufts most excellent work.
Her three-fold
Thayer, Id
Drew, g
g. Dyer idea is the crux of the whole need of
Penalties: Kenny 3, Lovett, Thayer, our people; the best plays possible
W. Tufts, Bilodeau.
presented by the best actors possible,
This
Scores: First period, Kenny (Lov- at the lowest possible prices.
ett): second period, Kenny (unassist- theory is certainly not catered to by
ed); third period. Lovett (unassisted). our other managers, as it is abroad
Substitutes: Bowdoin, Sloan. South- everywhere. When Mr. Dempsey aper, McLachlen. Bilodeau. Hirtle, and peared in New York the other day in
Stockman; Colby, Howard. Hilton, Mc- a current production, seats sold for
one hundred and fifty dollars each.
Donald, L. Tufts, and Webster.
Referee: Pat French. Time: Three Art comes high.
"By the Civic Theatre would be
15 minute periods.
created an educated audience, that
could compare one Shylock with anBasketball
other, one actor with another, and take
At
an intellectual pleasure in it.
(Continued from nam 1)
Zetes faced the Psi U.'s and the present we are collecting material
Irish and
D. U.'s faced the Betas, while tomor- from all over the world.
row the Dekes play Kappa Sigma and Latins, both of them suited unusually
well to the development of the theaChi Psi plays Sigma Nu.
tre, are swarming to us.
It remains
LAST WEEK'S GAMES
Non-Fraternity for organized effort to do the rest."
j

j

.

!

'

*

.

\

j

rf

.

.

,

technical details are all be- Miller, c
c, Dennis
rg, Dolloff
ing taken care of well befoie hand in Donahue. Torrey. rg
order to have everything reaily for Edwards, lg
lg. Willard, Witherell

The

Expert Barbers Soph Hop.

at Stockman, who touched it with his
stick but could not stop it.
In the
resulting spree of attack Northeastern over-ran herself, and the Polar
Bears went into a huddle over, under

When

and around Kuposky.

1

.

Near Campus

EAST

_

i

rf, Schwartz, I/vCicero
Robinson, If
if, Sprague, Lo-Cicero
(Continued (Torn page 1)
c. Dean
Johnson, c
A. B. True Holbrook, Burke, rg
Charinas
M. H. Tozier
re. Morrow, Sapiro
Crito
A. Artinian Barstow, Burke, Wilkins, Ig
Lesbia
A. J. Deeks
fiyrrhia
lg, Barbour
J. C. Gatchell
Sosia
Score: Non-Fraternity 65, Kappa
L. F. Longfellow Sigma 18.
Dromo
«
Besides these men there is a cast ot Sigma Nu
A. T. O.
rf Royal
willing understudies who are filling in Perkins] Loring, rf
when regular members cannot be pres- Dillenbeck, If
If, Prouty. Dunbar

ent.

Telephone Brunswick No. 3

»

;
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QUALITY
ALWAYS.

:

i

Soph Hop Play

cheerfully furnished.

16

m

i

Bachanowsky,

Estimates and samples

Srtfik

^

Kappa Sigma

44s.

cater to fraternity trade

well dressed.

|

!

to

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the—wearer as

|

i

is

tailored

shot it
combination.
Dyer who cleared, only to have Rose
snap it into the net. The goal was
col- disallowed by Pat French, referee, as

Your Washing

CITIZENS

Clothing which

custom

I

\

John Carver had been active

!

Just a suggestion, offered with no
other qualifications than its artistic
value; When the hockey rink comes,
can't it be built north of the gym, as
the pool is on the south ? This would
entail
moving the heating plant,

which

Oxfords—$5

sachusetts.

else.
•'

-

j

(Continued from page 1)
or the well known 2 and 2 make four,
but of some consequence in local circles, Massasoit, and
sustained the colony
is that discovered during the recent
when it was ravaged by the plague.
unpleasantness as regards the weath- In 1628 a grant of land on the KenAgent for Victor Radio
er, namely, "Two parallel ruts make
nebec was secured and a trading post
a street." Professor Hammond is preestablished there. A small colonv
paring a treatise on it to read at the •developed which came to be called
CO. March town meeting.
»New Plymouth. The tracers secured
We carry the largest assortment of
!
!
!
!
valuable furs from the Indians in exThe debating team this year, they change for blankets, shirts, knives,
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- whisper, is
terribly
Childish.
Not etc. The settlers prospered in their
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all wishing credit for that, we don't trade with the mother country and
kinds east of Portland.
mind saying that it originated among they led calm and Deaceful lives in the
the Zete inmates. Or need we have heart of the wilderness.
Later the
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
explained that?
colony was incorporated by Governor
!
!
!
Phipps, newly returned from Eng'and,
We just couldn't help watching to along with Massachusetts Bay, Vinesee if Chief Edwards ran the tractor, yard Archipelago, Maine, .and Nova
or if this duty were entrusted to Scotia into the roval province of MasQuality Printing:
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Popular Sheet Music and Records
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Mayflower Colony

Always "Noticed
But "Never Noticeable

.

j

J

t

A great truth, not as important
perhaps as the Pythagorean Theorem

1)

m

i

I

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

Pan

Presented episodes which held the
hearers rigid
sudden comprehenshe will go with no man who is not s,on of the turmoil of passion and
emotion that make up this great
her lawfully wedded husband
Third, the disdainful maiden. The tragedy.
The
interlude
falling
between
disdainful maiden on the other hand
does not 'seek the adventure and re- "Hamlet" and "Our American Cousin"
pudiates the idea of marriage. But 8» ve Mr. Sothern an opportunity for
we may doubt when we listen to the a most interesting lecture on the
music, which is delightfully merry, place and need of the civic theatre
America. "We must realize," he
the sincerity of the maiden proposing
j.said, in part,
that the theatre has
to renounce love.
Fourth, the lover going to the war. 'undergone a tremendous change since
The song of the lover going to the the da >' s when the famous stock cornwar is most often called "la Chanson panies were the schools for the young
*
des Princesses au pommier doux". It ac *°J_
° ne ve *y definite
tenet remains,
is perhaps the most curious and oldest .
of all fongs that we shall examine however. The mobility of the stage
today. The words are highly poetical. must he upheld by the actors. The
Their meaning is, so to speak, in- great tragedians and comedians pretangible.
The music also is ver> serve the consciousness for great
° rama that ls the
6 of our
beautiful.
It seems clear that this
,
v
st ock
.
song dates from the late Middle Ages E|
WHfen TI was a boy there were some
and that it originated in the East of
very
good
actors
in
England,
pribeen
variants
have
France.
Several
..
centralized there because the
collected.
We shall let you hear two marHy
American drama as a literary and
in order that you may form an idea
development did not begin
of the ^transformation that the pro- cultural
1875.
There were western
cess of oral tradition has worked in until
blood-and-thunder tragic melodramas
these songs,
ai
jd
bucolic
comedies, to be sure,
Fifth, the pang of love. The song
of the clear fountain "La claire fon- whl <* served their purpose in keepS the dramatic mind of the people
taine" is also very ancient. Very well
om being completely dormant, yet
known in all the provinces of France,
these could never be classed as great
it enjoyed and no doubt it still enjoys
anv wa Yan exceptional vogue in Canada. The
Ninety per cent of our presentvariant which will be sung to you was
found written down in a village near day Plays fail, and the other ten per
by Metz, just before the war of 1914. ««* are forgotten within a year or
two
the days when stock cornIt will be noticed here too that this
song which should be a sad song is Panies held sway throughout the
The fact that it is country, there was but a limited repin reality merry.
only a fantasy. The pretty singer frtoire for any theatre, but five
does not doubt but that her lover will hundred good dramas being available
an cast. These were Shakespeare,
return to her more in love than ever.
the best of the Victorian products,
Sixth, the faithless maiden. This
song is closely related to the pre some Restoration drama, and several
translations from
the
Italian
and
one.
It must not be taken
ceding
French romances and farces.
seriously either. The very character
"Thus actors were compelled to
of the music indicates to us that the
-hole narration is nothing but an present an admirable line of plays,
and the young players developing
amiable pleasantry.
And now, in conclusion, what are ™th them were brought up perforce
w th a taste tor and a realization
the characteristics of these songs ?
;.the finest in the drama. Associated
of
First of all, gaiety. France is a merry
with actors and actresses like Mrs.
country and Lorraine is a merry
both Y\ncent and William Warren, intimate
produces
Lorraine
province.
wine and song. It seems that these friend of Booth, Flockton, and other
two might be considered as insepa- great names of the American stage, 1
could not help but be dyed in the
rable. I will not dwell on this subject
colours of Shakespeare and Rostand,
which, in the United States of AmerMarlowe and Goldsmith.
ica, and particularly in the State of
"In those days an average bill at a
Maine, is a burning question.
theatre included four different plays
Finally what I shall call "l'esprit
each day. A young actor soon gained
francais." It can hardly be analyzed,
experience under such conditions. It
only felt. It is very different in any
was a time of actors conscious of
case from English humor which has
and serving
an element of the serious. It seems the dignity of the stage,
of great stock
°nly limited areas
to be much closer to the American
companies managed by those that
L'Esprit francais" is playgenius
played in them, and of completely
ful and plays on the surface of things
localized stage fame.
It is light laughter and means noth"Then came the decay of stock and
ing.
It scratches at times but never
beginning of the star system,
the
cuts deep. It is at the same time our
which fell in turn because of the lack
most precious virtue and our gravest
of enough great actors trained cor
fault.
rectly. An actor presenting the same
'part over and over again, night after
Colby
night,
loses
what creative
soon
dramatic ability he may have had to
Continued from Page 1
begin with.
And with the loss of
net but Drew managed, with the aid
of a strong defense by Thayer and
11 f
"ft*
least
plays, forVthe time being, at
Stone, to steer clear of a score until
Great plaffs are written for great
the closing minutes of the period,
when Kenny shot the puck into the fai performepL The most valuable thing
Happen today in American
corner of the net, after taking a pass that coulfl
drama would be th? revival of the rea!
from right wing.
vites the maiden to follow him. She
replies with the greatest dignity that

.

.

Score: Sigma

Nu

45, A.T.O. 29.

Following this lecture Mr. Sothern
presented a scene from "Our American Cousin", as an example of what
Those who
real comedy could be.
laughed at the ridiculous drawl and
stutter, the sublime equanimity of
Dundreary, and the famous "birds of
a feather gather no moss", will agree
with Mr. Sothern that comedy need
not shock nor disgust to be success-

about

half of each team was flat on its back
Rose picked the puck out of the

smother and

lifted it in.

From then on Bowdoin was never
in danger. "Sonny" Dwyer took a bad
spill that wrenched his back again,
and MacLachlan went into make things
merry for the maroon and black. Before he had fairly got settled and
taken a shot Dwyer was back again,
checking back, most of the time to a
defense position with Stone and
Thayer. A minute before the game
ended a Northeastern iorward drove
a vicious shot at Stockman, and the
puck disappeared. There were merry
shouts of "Goal!" and the flag went
up only to have Don produce the
missing knick-knack from his pads
and chuck it off to one side.
As a whole, the team was improved
about five hundred per cent over the
outfit that played Colby. The forward
was much faster, the goal -tending exceptionally good, and the checking clean and hard. Thayer was all
over the ice, and Rose displayed a
brand of offensive hockey that rs
something new.
MacLachlan. wn.»
was in for about a period in all, did
considerable nice poke-checking.

line

The line-ups:
Bowdoin (2)
Stockman, g
Thayer,

(1) Northeastern

Emery

Id,

Stone, rd
Rose, c

Dwyer, lw
Ward, rw
MacLachlan, spare

Kuposky

g,

Id

Kerins
Martin

rd,
c,

lw,

Somers

rw. Carter
spare, Gaul
spare, Williams
spare, LoCox

....

ML

"Our American Cousin" was fol- Sloan, spare
lowed in turn by a number of anec- Souther, spare

dotes of his father and himself, ana- Bates, spare
to cap the evening he read a series
Scoring:
period,
First
poems from Carpenter's "If I (Rose); second period, none;

of

Were King", based on
Francois Villon.

the

life

of period, Martin, Rose.
phy.

Dwyer

third
Referee, Mur-

^

,

—
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Henrj Moore

Oration

Third Period Spree Results
in 5 to 1 Victory for

George W. Freiday,

Word has been
won

Jr.,

received of a iegacy

The Bowdoin Debating Council held
a meeting at the home of Mr. Ralph

of $1,000 from the estate of Dr. Philip
Henry Moore of Philadelphia.
Dr

-he

STONE SCORES

day evening, to determine who should
take part in the next two debates
which are scheduled for the near future.
Five men have been chosen to
compose the teams for the remainder
of the season.

Lee

Dennison Plays Great Game at Goal President Sills, who presided at v.he Medical College. Receiving his doccontest, declared that it was the most tor's degree there in 1902, he took up
for Housermen, but Forward Line
satisfactory and capable exhibition of general practice in Philadelphia and
is Held in Check
prize speaking that he had had ihe later became instructor in ophthalpleasure of hearing.
mology at Jefferson. He was unmarA game but off-form Bowdoin
It was noticeable that each man ried.
hockey team battled valiantly for two spoke on a subject which is pressing
The legacv will be applied to the
periods against B. U., last Friday- the literary or social world of today, general endowment of the college,
thus giving an opportunity for a dis- which is also named residuary legatee
night at the Boston Arena, only to go
play of originality and power of ex- for one-third of the entire estate foldown 5-1 under a perfect rain
of
pression.
It is the stipulation of the lowing the death of the survivor of
shots as the Terriers went crazy in
»iven

Class of 1868 award that :t be
the third period. The game was feato a Senior, "the author of the best
tured by Dennison's goal-tending. written
and spoken oration."
Forty-three times during the eveThe subjects of the five other speakning's festivities he shook the puck
ers were as follows: Herbert I.eroy
off his pads.
It was one of the best
Prescott. "This Efficiency": William
exhibitions of collegiate goal work Montgomery Altenburg, "Skyways to
that has been seen in years.
Peace": Harrison Merrill Davis. Jr.,
Bowdoin suffered from the same "Quo Vadis. America": Lyman Carter
trouble that was at the root of Colby's
victory, the lack of a teamed and fastskating forward line.
Time after
time Thayer came up from his post
at right defense and carried the puck
through the entire Boston squad, only
to lose it as the wings failed to follow in. The Pioneers, sporting two
their

lines, clearly
superiority in team-

Grodberg had practically no
to do for the reason that his
defense and center took care of the
scoring forays that did materialize.
Only two minutes of the first period
had gone by when Barron and Bergholtz spun through the defense and
whirled dead in front of the cage.
Dennison slid forward, but Bergholtz
passed unhurriedly to the side and
Barron took the puck in. From then
on until the final period there was
no other score, though Thayer twice
got up the ice for long shots that hit
Only once could he get
the posts.
through to a clear goal, and then
Grodberg slid on his face to retrieve
rubber.
the
Dennison was all over the cage durwork.

work

(Continued on pare 4)

INTERFRATERNITY
COUNCIL VIEWS ON
COLLEGE PROBLEMS

|

<

F. Prince '31, Albert E. Jenkins '31,

AMERICAN ALUMNI
COUNCIL TO OPEN
SESSIONS FRIDAY

GYM TEAM TO MEET
SPRINGFIELD HERE

Semi-Prcfessional Team to be in Thirty-Three
Institutions
Expected
Brunswick Feb. 7 Prof. Means
to Have Delegates at Annual
Discusses Season Outlook
District

—

Confere.ice

»

(Concluded from last week)
Last week three topics of general
interest to Bowdoin men as a result
of the National Undergraduate Interfraternity Council meetings in New
York were discussed. This week's article will contain a brief account of
the system of cooperative buying in
use at Oregon State ami a review of
the address of Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, an outstanding feature of the
Council meetings.
Cooperative Buying
Many colleges have tried systems
of cooperative buying for their fraternity houses in order to reduce the
operating expenses of the houses,
chiefly in the steward's department.
Oregon State seems to have worked
out the cooperative system more satisfactorily than any other institution,
consequently their plan will be out-

Abbot Academy.

RELAY MEN WORKING
FOR K. OF C. GAMES

>

>

When the International Conference
which opens at London this week is
over, said President Sills in his Chapel
address last Sunday, "we shall know
pretty definitely whether we are
nearer the goal of international good
will or farther away from it: whether
the
Kellogg Pact is more than
whether
magnificent
gesture:
a
Americans

will

know whether Amer-

ica

;

.

—

—

—

—
—
—

with Hebron at Brunswick.

Bowdoin for the

meet away from the colbe with Dartmouth, on the

first

lege will

22nd of February. A tentative date a
month later has been made with

Army,

to take place at West Point.
third individual entries will
in the N. E. A. A. U. at

On May
be made
M.I.T.,

and any

.first-class

compet-

material uncovered there may be
sent to the Eastern Intercollegiate
meets. Exhibitions will be given during the year at Portland and Bath, in
the Y.M.C.A. buildings.
"Entries will be made as follows:
modern intelligence is able to copo
(Continued on Page t)
with problems of modern complexity."

is perfectly ready to have nations
cooperate with us, but has no desire
The "co-op," as it is called at Ore- to cooperate with other nat ons.
gon, has now been operated for ten "Above all we shall find out whether
vears, doing an annual business of public opinion has as much influence
from $300,000 to $400,tM)0 for the on modern statesmen as is 'aimed."
past four years, at a minimum savPresident Sills went on to point out
ing of 15% a year to each house. the political difficulties in the way of
There are two faculty and five stu- a successful issue. Each nation has
dent members selected to form the special interests to defend. Fuithermanaging board and this board selects more, any agreement reached at Lonthe business manager of the "co-op". don must be ratified bv the ParliaThe organization is conducted like ments and- Congresses of the individany business house, having paid work- ual powers. The influence of en<ers and charging full retail prices. trenched militaristic and naval buThen each quarter the profits are fig- reaus is another obstruction. Naval
ured, after taking out approximately men consider the fleet as the chief
6 r ( for overhead, and the fraternity protecting arm of their country. They
houses are rebated in proportion to the look upon a disarmament conference
amount of business they have done in much the same manner as the oldwith the "co-op". Of course, in this fashioned professor in the classics
way the profits vary from year to looked upon the abolition of the Greek
year, but there is a certainty of some requirement to the bachelor's degree.
(Continued on page 3)
Indeed it will be a miracle if all the
hopes of the sincere advocates of
peace are met. We should give
thought to the future, to an agreeCALEN DA R
ment that will endure, and not be content with just getting by for the presJan. 24-25
Reading period of
Of the Big Three in the Verent.
first semester. Conference of Dissailles Treaty, it has been said that
trict 1 of the American Alumni
Clemenceau thought in terms of the
Council at Brunswick
Lloyd-George, the present; and
past;
25
Jan.
Track. K. of C. games
Woodrow Wilson, primarily of the fuat Boston
The delegates at London must
ture.
Jan. 27-Feb. 8
Examinations of
forget the yesterday, be less confirst semester.
cerned with today and give thought
Feb. 7 Gym Team meet with
tomorrow.
to
the
Springfield College at Brunswick.
The American delegation has the
Feb. 8 Melrose A. C Games in
confidence of the people. From the
Now York
point of view of personnel, in charFeb. 10 Hockey.
Bowdoin vs.
New Hampshire at Hrunsuiek. acter and experience, it should do
much to promote success. Stim=on,
Professor Bruneau gives fourth lecA.dams, Dawes, Gibson, Morrow, Robture-recital on folk-songs of Lorinson, and Admiral Pratt, are names
raine.
Second semester begins at
of men to inspire confidence. To the
*.20 a.m.

meet

to

second contest.

lined here.

Feb. 12-— Freshman track

Sid Foster. Beta Theta Pi, raced to
a victory in the 390-yard Augusta Cup
Trials run off Saturday afternoon, and
therefore becomes the possessor of
the trophy for lf!30.
He was Hard
pressed bv Wingate, who came in a
fifth of a second later, while Thistlewaite, Johnson, and Rising were not
far behind.
Foster's time of 46 4-5
seconds compares favorably with the
times of cup trials in past years. It
is better than the performance last
year, when the cup was won by Yancey in 47 seconds.
With a lack of veteran material
Mapjee is confronted with the task of
whipping a fast team into shape in
time for the Knights of Columbus
trames which will be held in Boston,
Jan. 25In years past the Bowdoin
mentor has taken a quartet of runners to the Hub who have made a rrood
showing and several times defeated
some of the finest teams in the East.
This year a team will be entered
against Maine in the one mile relay,
and it is probable that several men
may be entered in other events, although at present no one has been

\

come

itive

SOPHOMORE HOP TO
BE GALA OCCASION

The annual

Soph,

Hop

will

take

place Thursday and Friday, February
13th

and

14th.

At present the

indica

tions are that this will be one of the

best in several years.

The Ipana Troubadours, well known
broadcasting band, have been obtained
to furnish the music. Since the date
of the Hop includes Saint Valentine's
Day, the gym decorations will be in
harmony with the spirit of the occasion.
In previous years members
of the sophomore class have not been
taxed, but an assessment will be
levied to make up for the added expense of the orchestra and decorations.
The favors also are expected
to be superior to those of other years.
The members of the Hop Committee
now pushing the plans through to
completion include M. L. L. Short,
chairman, R. C. Mullin, R. A. Studley, B. M. Binley, and F. A. Vaughan.
Rehearsals of the play "Andria",
which is to be presented at the Cumberland Theatre by the Classical Club,
are being held at regular intervals,
and the success of the play seems assured.
The play is expected to bo
one of the features of the Hop.
•
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7

2

1

5

Creighton, c
Purdy, rg

Sargent,

Knox,

If,

Pts
6

3

6

11

2

2

4

26
Pts

G

FG

.

1

1

c

1

3
2

c, If

Before a capacity crowd, the Bowdoin swimming team absorbed its
third

straight

defeat

season

of the

from the Wesieyan University natators in the Pool last Saturday night.
The visitors totaled 48 points to the
Polar Bear's 29. Most of the races

were hard fought and provided plenty
of thrills for the spectators.

Bowdoin jumped into a six point
lead when Easton, Locke, and Smith
lapped the Wesieyan trio in the 300
yard medley relay to crack the pool
record. Wilcox of the visitors put his
team in the lead immediately after,
however, by taking the 50 yard dash,
nosing out his teammate Peck and Don
Taylor. The 440 yard swim also
found Wesieyan men finishing in the
first and second places, while Bowman
tallied a point for Bowdoin. The most
exciting race of the evening came in
the 300 yard medley. Boden and
Easton went into the lead on the first
lap with Sperry about five yards in
the rear. Sperry looked for a time
as though he was going to close the
gap and go into the lead, but he could
not quite reach the leaders, and hail
to be content with a third place,
Boden leading Easton to the line bv
a few yards. Tom Chalmers took the
dives though he was hard pressed by
Davis of Wesieyan. Chalmers brought
the audience to its feet when he was
credited with ten points for his running front one and one half somersault.

Wesieyan again placed men in the
two positions in the 150 yard
backstroke as Easton finished third.
Don
Taylor was nosed out in the 100,
6
and was the only Bowdoin man to
place. Captain Locke took the breaststroke rather easily, and Densmore
13 romped home a xlose second. Wesieyan wound up the evening by taking
best the final event, the relay, after tho
first

Deston, rg
Van Varick, lg

z

1

3

Q

D. I

.

—

6

1

BETA

Betas.
Scores:
Delta Ipsilon (44)

G

Bucknam,

2

If

.

Travis,
Fuller,

.

FG

4

PROFESSOR BRUNEAU
CONTINUES LECTURES

12

6

8

4
'

8

rf,

Pts

1

1

1

17

2

44

"The Love Romance" Subject of Third
Lecture-Recital on Folk Songs
of Lorraine

If

rg

c, lg,

DR. D. A.

DIES

2

1

21
(Continued on Page S)

Professor Charles Bruneau gave the
on the

third of his lecture-recitals
folk songs of Lorraine last

Monday

evening

in the Moulton Union.
This
Love
Romance, which was compared witli
the love song as follows:
The love song is the expression of
a feeling., the love romance tells a
story, maybe a drama.
The musical
element is less important than tt was

lecture dealt especially with the

ROBINSON

JANUARY 17TH

Oldest Member of Board of Overseers
of College Prominent in Maine

—

Medical Circles

.

in the love songs^.and the literary element, that is to Hey, the words, takes
a prominent part.
There are two general classes of
love romances, the merry songs and
the sad songs. The former type has
the following themes:

The oldest member of the Board ot
Overseers of the college, Dr. Daniel
First.
The seducer duped. This is
Arthur Robinson of Bangor, died on
January 17. D5. Robinson, who was one of the favorite themes of the folk
prominent in Maine medical circles songs. The wealthy knight who intends
to
take advantage of the
for many years, had been ill for only
a short time, although he had been maiden's innocence finds himself rebuked, stripped and made fun of. His
in failing health for the last year. -He

—

was greatly

interested in educational
matters.
Dr. Robinson was born at
East Orrington, and moved to Ban-

gor in 1867.

He was graduated from

Bangor High School in 1869.
During his undergraduate days at
This year only two members of last
vear's team are in college, Harold Bowdoin, he was prominent in athRising and Sydney Foster, brother of letics. Receiving his degree in 1873,
Hob and Frank Foster, former Bow- he served as principal in Bangor
doin track stars.
Both men are ca- grammar schools until 1879 when ho
pable of turning in a fast quarter- entered Bowdoin Medical School. He
from the medical
mile and Magee is counting on these was graduated
veterans to fill the positions of lead- school in 1881 and practiced without
off man and anchor, left vacant bv the interruption for 47 years.
graduation of Carl Norris and the
The deceased was known widely for
failure of Foster Yancey to return to his skill as a surgeon. He was a concollege this fall.
sulting surgeon of the Central Maine
Francis Wingate, who was taken on General Hospital in Lewiston, the
the trips to Boston last winter as an Children's Hospital in Portland, the
alternate, is showing up well in the Bangor State Hospital and the Easttrials and should clinch a place on the ern Maine General Hospital at Banteam. Among the other men who are gor. He was a fellow of the Amershowing promise of developing into ican College of Surgeons, a fellow of
varsity material are Dan Johnson. the American Medical Association and
Henry Cleaves. Al Tarbell, brother of was active in the Maine and county
John Tarbell, whose long stride helped medical societies. For thirteen years,
Bowdoin to victories over Dartmouth. from the time of the inception of the
Brown and Yale at the B.A.A. games Board of Health of Bangor, he was
in 1926. and 1927, and Harry Thistlechairman of the board. He was a
waite.
member of the various Masonic bodies
being both a Knight Templar and a
Herbert Ross Brown, instructor of 32nd degree Mason; a member of th*
English at Bowdoin, in speaking be- Knights of Pythias and President of
fore the Woman's Literary Union of the 20th Century Club.
Portland Thursday afternoon, disHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
cussed Eugene O'Neil and his plays. Lettie Robinson, and four children.
He told something of the life of this Miss Fannie H. Robinson, ol East
dramatist, showed how he led a rov- Orange, N. J.; Mrs. Ravmond V.
ing life for eight years, and how he Bliss, of Bluehill; Mrs. Charles E.
met all kinds and classes of people. Bell, of Germantown, Pa.; and Dr.
Mr. Brown spoke of the types whom Harrison L. Robinson, of Bangor, and
the playwright met, saying that ill two sisters, Mrs. John S. Shepard, of
health forced him to leave the sea, Franklin, N. H., and Miss Mary
and then he began to write plays. He Robinson, of Bangor.
For years Dr. Robinson was a deasaid O'NeiPs plays show the pain in
Congregational
life and the groping for something con of the Central
Church, which is now merged with All
still beyond the power of his intellect.
Mr. Brown gave his attention Souls' Church, and until his resignato the American drama as a whole tion at the beginning of the year beand discussed the different types of cause of poor health, he was President
of the Home for Aged Men.
American plays.

own monev

will serve »s dowry for
the girl to mairv her beloved shepherd, or even will provide the ferrymaid, "La belle bateliere," with a
dowry to enter a convent.
Second.
The lover disguised as
confessor. Here we are told about a
young man who. desiring to know
whether his beloved is sincere or not,
disguises himself as a monk and
listens to her confession.
The storv
ends quite naturally in a marriage.
Third. The elopement. This song,
archaic in appearance, tells the story
of a young girl shut up in a >'onvent
by a too strict mother. Her lover
discovers her retreat, gains rulmission
into the convent as a gardener and
elopes with his sweetheart.
All these are merrv themes, of the
In the
kind that end in marriage.
same way as haDny people have no
history, happy endings do not inspire
manv songs.
Turning to the sad songs, we have
first the theme of love forsaken.
Such an adventure is. in folksongs as
in reality, worse luck, a common story.
Sometimes we hear the forsaken

—

—

—

—

maiden bemoan her departed

lover,

sometimes the forsaken lover sheds
It
tears over his departed mistress.
mav happen that the forsaken maiden
Sometimes she
is not without blame.
seeks revensre by putting to death her
faithless lover, as in the song entitled.
"I* Fille Soldat."
The death of the sweetSecond.
This sonir is most archaic in
heart.

—

appearance. Another folk song might
l>e entitled the death of the lover and
(Continued on Pace 4)
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CORRECTION
In an article on the college finance^

mentioned Bowdoin gave its of the past year appearing in last
honorary degree last Com- week\s issue, a deficit of $60,000 was
mencement, and his place in the dele- mentioned. This sum should have
highest

Continued on page 3)
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definitely picked.

Ipaia Troubadours E.igaged to Play
for Gym Dance at Annual Party
February 13 and 14

last

i

FG
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If

Piper, rg

!

"Our

G

McMenamin,

Hall, rf

'

M.I.T. will

Scores
Psi Ipsilon (26)

Mullin, rf

Sid Fester Wins Augusta Cup Trials
Smith, c
Run Off Last Saturday, and Gets
Tower, lg
Trophy for 1930

j

Sills

29

Mount Holyoke. New HampD. I", presented one of the
shire, Northeastern University, Pem- teams that has been seen in many sea- first two Bowdoin swimmers had takbroke, Radcliffe. Rogers Hall School, sons, when its Hall-Piper combination en a slight lead.
Simmons. Smith, Tufts, Vermont, climbed all over the Betas, 44-10.
During the intermission, the spectaWellesley, Wesieyan. Wheaton, Wil- Piper was credited with seventeen tors were given a bit of comedy when
liams. Worcester Academy.
points, while Hall got twelve.
Queen at more or less dignified member of the
(Continued on Page 4)
got all but two of the tallies for the

j

Points Out Political
Difficulties in Way of Successful
Issue

Delta

Ipsilon,

dlebury,

j

President

Delta

goals.

Amherst, Bates,
Bostoa University. Bowdoin, Bradford Academy, Bridgton Academy, Merrill
Brown, Colby. Dalhousie University,
Dartmouth, East Maine Conference
Seminary, Hebron Academy. Holy
Cross. M. A. C, M. I. T., McGill. Mid-

—

CHAPEL ADDRESS ON
LONDON CONFERENCE

Ipsilon,

.

tutions are expected to send delegates
to the conference.
They are as follows:

;

Oregon State System of Co-operative
Buying and Address of Dr.
Wilbur Reviewed

Psi

The annual conference of District 1
of the American Alumni Council will
be held at Bowdoin Friday and Satur- Zeta Psi (13)
day of this week. Thirty-three insti- DeGray, rf

.

;'

BASKETBALL TEAMS
PLAY FOUR GAMES
IN LEAGUE SERIES

Boucher, lg

Among the teams that represent
Bowdoin, that which is perhaps the
least well-known and yet requires the
most unremitting work, is the Gymnasium Team.
For several seasons
this squad has been rising steadily
in the quality of its performances. An
interview with Coach Thomas Mean3
on Monday afternoon gave some interesting side-lights on what Bowdoin
may be expected to do in gymnastics
during 1930.
"Up to a very recent time," said
Professor Means, "there has never
been sufficient material for a really
good gym team. Stewart, a Dele of
George W. Freiday Jr.
the class of '28, was a captain of a
Lee. "Democracy and Efficiency"; and tentative team, the first to represent
He was followed by two
William Henry Dean, Jr., "The Negro Bowdoin.
mope excellent men yet in college,
Comes of Age".
Mx. Pi-escott, the first speaker, Leavitt and Colton. In the present
pointed out the enormous growth of Sophomore class" there are two other
efficiency in America as a part of our potentialities, Christian, and Manager
daily life. This efficiency may be seen Short.
Around these four men the
in our factories schools, home life, hopes of Bowdoin's gym team are
and countless other places. Even- built. Sufficient finances have at last
tually it will bring us to at least a been provided to secure intercollegiate
five day week if not a shorter period. competition.
With this new efficiency will come
"On the afternoon of February 7
leisure which will biinp- about greater
Bowdoin will meet the semi-profeseducation of the working class.
Ir»
closing. Mr. Prescott emphasized ihe sional team of Springfield Training
fact that it will be the duty of the '.'du- School, in the Sargent Gymnasium.
The meet has been scheduled at this
(Continued on page 3)
inconvenient date because of Springfield's exhibitions at Lewiston and Auburn on the sixth and eighth. On the
fifteenth, the day after the Soph Hop,

TO
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One-Half Somersault

Kappa Epsilon, and Sigma Nu
and Albert S. Davis '33. Three men
Grab Victories
were chosen to participate in the New
Hampshire debate. L. Carter Lee, Paul
The opening game of last week's
A. Walker, and Donald F. Prince.
Four men will take part in the Spring- play in the Interfraternity Basketball
field contest, L. Carter Lee. Paul A. League saw a plucky Psi U five rally
Walker. Donald F. Prince, and Albert to a 26-13 victory after the Zetes had
E. Jenkins, alternate. The teams are passed them in the second period.
three life tenants.
Five thousand dollars is left to viie now working in preparation for these Leading thirteen-eleven at the start
of the final quarter, their victory was
colleee in the will of Mary W. Spring- ;wo debates.
er, which was riled for probate last
clinched as Mullin dropped in three in
Friday.
a row from the corner, taking high
score by virtue of this spree.
Van
Varick led the Zetes with three field

'

evenly-matched forward

'30.

They are L. Carter
Paul A. Walker '31,' Donald

HOME MEET,

Hard Fought Races Provide Thrills for Spectators— Chalmers Credited With Ten Points for Perfect One and

Childs. director of debating, last Fri-

historic Class of 1868. Prize Speaking
Contest which was held last Thurs- Moore was born in Champlain, X. Y.,
day evening in Memorial Hall. Mr. in 1867 and attended Pingor TheologFreiday spoke on "Poetry and the ical Seminary, from which institution
Humanistic Criticism."
The speak- he entered Bowdoin.
ing was judged hv the Rev. Chauncey
From the time of his graduation
W. Goodrich, D.D., G. Allen Howe, until 1899 he served as pastor of v.
Esq., and Sherman Graves, Superin- church in Saco and then went to Philtendent of the Brunswick Schools. adelphia, where he entered Jefferson

Boston Pucksters

FIRST

Davis Chosen to Compose Teams
for Coming Contests

Springer and $1,000 by Dr. Philip

and the Humanistic Critiis Subject of Prize Winning

21

SWIMMING TEAM DEFEATED
BY WESLEYAN NATATORS IN

Pri.ice.

is

"Poetry
cism"

NO.

1930.

DEBATING TRY-OUTS
BOWDOIN RECEIVES
GEORGE W. FREIDAY
HELD LAST FRIDAY
WINS CLASS OF '68
TWO MORE LEGACIES
SPEAKING CONTEST
College
Willed $5,000 by Mary W. Lee.
Jenkins, Walker and

HOCKEY TEAM
TOO STRONG FOR
BOWDOIN SEXTET

B.U.

showed

22,

read $6,000.
j

Applications *or ihe Longfellow
and Everett Scholarships should be
in President Sills' hands n vriting
on or befoie February 1. The ann'icant should state what graduate
work he intends to take up. and
;

where.

mm

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Communication

mind

Library Notes

if he tried his hand at it again ?
No, indeedy, Mr. Masse didn't, and
man who within a few months
receive his sheepskin, grabbed
off a stool and milked four of the gentle kine before he was satisfied.
All that is known of him is that he
is a member of the Zeta Psi Frater-

the

Brunswick. Maine

The purpose of this article is to exRichard Halliburton, that seeker for
plain the much discussed Blanket Tax the unusual, has given us a new book
policy of the Bowdoin Athletic Coun- of travel.
This one is perhaps his
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The Athletic Council voted, a year
"New Worlds to Conquer" is full of
or so ago, that the Blanket Tax should extraordinary adventures told. in an
be worth one dollar toward admission extremely clever fashion. The plunge
to all intercollegiate home contests. of seventy feet into the "Well of
This means that next year, for ex- Death" precedes the description of a
ample, a student may attend every horrible sacrifice to the Rain God
such contest, except the Maine foot- practiced years ago in Mexico. Still
ball game, without paying any further traveling, the wonderful view from
admission fee. It will cost a student Ancon Hill suggests to him the satisone dollar in addition to the Blanket faction of a swim through the Panama
Tax to go to the Maine game because Canal. He finally obtains consent rethe admission fee to that game is two gardless of the fact that he would
dollars.
In other words, it will cost hold up important traffic. According
one dollar over the Blanket Tax next to regulations he registers as the S.
year to see all the intercollegiate S. Richard Halliburton, length five
home contests.
feet, ten inches, beam one foot, tonOne rule that may have caused mis- nage one hundred forty pounds. He
understanding is the one which states then pays the government charges of
that Blanket Taxes cannot be ex- thirty-six cents.
changed for tickets on the day of a
very blunt description of the deTickets for football
football game.
plorable conditions on Devil's Island,
games are always on sale for students the French penal colony off
the coast
at least two afternoons before each
of French Guiana, and an amusing accame during which time the Blanket
Tax is worth one dollar. But we have count of his trip back home. A book
especially recommended to armchair
found that it is impossible to manage
adventurers.
the ticket sale with any degree of ef*
*
•
ficiency if we have to put up with the
"French France" by Oliver Madox
confusion of a student Blanket Tax
Hueffer is a book true to its title. The
sale on the day of the game.
Another very necessary, and it author does not write of the overdone
seems to us, very fair rule, is one Parisian, in fact, he scarcely mentions
which makes the Blanket Tax non- Paris. He writes of the "pays" and
transferable. There is no reason that the people who love their little diswe can think of why John Smith tricts more than the country as a
He descibes the towns, the
should take his girl to the football whole.
houses, the inns, and the people with
game on Tom Jones' Blanket Tax.
Then of course there is the question a charming intimacy. The French
mind and their quaint (perhaps we.
of interclass and interfraternity conas Americans, should say old-fashtests and the interscholastic meet. The
rule in regard to the value of the ioned) ways of doing business are
Their art, their
Blanket Tax states that it is worth placed before us.
one dollar toward admission to all drama, their amusements, their ambi"Intercollegiate" home contests, and tion to be a country of true sportsmen
all
are
discussed
by
a man who unit is worded that way purposely. The
Council has little or no money with derstands and loves France.
which to carry on freshman and secMr. Hueffer, an Englishman, has
ond team schedules, and yet the devel- lived a large part of his life ir> France.
opment of such teams is very essen- In writing this book about his friends
tial to the success of Varsity teams. and neighbors he has used fictitious
We, therefore, make a small charge lo names (even to the "departments")
the students for all non-intercollegiate and thus is at perfect liberty to set
contests, since our teams in this com- down actual occurrences. This book
petition are not directly supported by- should help to make English speakBlanket Tax money.
ing people understand a great naThere can be no logical answer vo tion, a thing which is necessary ff
the statement that the Blanket Tax we would have world peace.
should admit students to all home contests of any kind, except to admit that

A
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Destruction

Every year during the winter months an epidemic of destruo
tion seizes the college. Empty window frames pay frequent visits
to the carpenter shop and new door panels are needed again and
again. No one will deny the merits of a good rough-house, nor
would we ask that they cease under reasonable conditions. Continued door and window smashings, however, are not reasonable
conditions. Such damage involves a needless expense, and takes
up the time of the college workmen when they might be better
employed elsewhere. Another objection is the difficulty in keeping
a windowless end heated. As a rule, we note that a certain chivalry is extended to students' windows, the targets selected being
largely located on stairways and corridors. Why not increase this
region of safety and have it cover all kinds of property? The
noise alone makes such warfare unreasonable, more especially
now, with midyears in the offing. If you want to have a enow
fight, have one, but don't break things in the process.
Furthermore, there is no need to stage a battle at the hockey rink, and
bombard members of a visiting team. They may have difficulty
in understanding such display of hospitality even though it is
an accident.

Board Walks
Last February we asked in this column for board walks. We
wanted them for the spring melting periods with the attendant
floods and bogs.
It was too late to get them ready last year, but
now we have them. Of course, we realize that board walks are of
little

value

when covered with snow, even

less

when covered with

ice, but when warm weather begins in about two months' time, and
the waters rise on our campus, we know that their usefulness will
be appreciated, and we wish to thank the authorities who have

made

J

this

improvement

possible.

Steps to World Peace
The future harmony of the nations rests largely with us, the
younger generation. It is during our lifetime that people will forget the horror of the past war and the lessons learned in that
horror. It is up to us to foster international understanding and
good will, and our present task is to entertain a thinking regard
for modern steps to world peace. Such steps are to be found today
in the League, the World Court, the furtherance of arbitration,
and in naval disarmament We should take into consideration the
great number of reasons for the failure of such methods, and not
dismiss the whole idea after initial setbacks. We know that public
opinion is growing in power every year. Mechanical aids to this,
such as the radio and aeroplane, important factors in bringing
the citizens of the world closer together, have contributed to this
growth. Opposition to war is increasing every day, and a spirit
of internationalism is finding a new life.
We should be always ready to wipe out unfounded prejudices.
College men have the opportunity to see both sides of a conflict
like the Great War.
We should be ready to show that no one
nation was to blame for that chaos and to make people forget
propaganda. For propaganda must not outlive the war that made
it necessary.
It is possible that we shall fall back again into our
old ways, and, as President Sills expressed his views on future
relations in Chapel last Sunday, "Each nation must of course cany
reasonable insurance.
But if we can show less distrust and
suspicion of one another
distrust and suspicion which shows
itself most clearly in armaments, we shall do our part in forming
that public opinion on which and in which alone peace can securely

—

abide."

Dr. Daniel Arthur Robinson
Last Friday the college flag was flown at half-mast in memory
of Dr. Daniel Arthur Robinson of Bangor who died that day after
a brief illness at the age of 79. Dr. Robinson was a member of
the Class of 1873 and had served on the Board of Overseers of the
college since 1884, being the senior member of both boards. His
long life was one of service to many institutions, and he gave much
of his valuable time to Bowdoin. Forty-six years as an Overseer
of the college constitutes a record that will endure But we should
remember not merely the length of Dr. Robinson's service, but the
manner. In his continued devotion to Bowdoin he stood out, and
we feel sure that, in* the time to come, he will not be forgotten.

Support
easy to support a winning team, easy to pan a losing one.
The panner, however, is usually short-sighted. He looks a£ the
score, sees a loss, and dismisses the game as a discouraging failure. The hockey team went to Boston last week and lost 5 to 1,
thereby furnishing the panner with another source of material.
We should not forget that Bowdoin gave everything for a victory
that the score was 1 to nothing at the end of the second period;
that an inexperienced goalie made 43 stops; that conditions for
practicing are poor in the extreme. With these things in mind,
support takes the place of petty criticism. We are not bemoaning
the loss of the game, nor are we seeking to present excuses. We
are giving encouragement and credit where, we believe, credit
It is

is

due.

—

will

nity.

The above clipping from the Portland Press Herald of January 17 has
occasioned much sleuthing on the part
of ambitious Orient reporters, but as
yet only vague rumors have seeped
out as to the identity of the Zeta Psi
dairy expert.

Dean Nixon spent a busy week, last
week, representing the college at numerous functions in different parts of
the country. He attended the annual
meeting of the Association of American Colleges held in Washington, D.
C, on January 14, 15, and 16. On the
14th he was at a dinner at which Sir
Esme Howard and Lady Howard were
guests. Sir Esme was a speaker on
the program. About 300 college presidents and representatives were in at-

Marburg and Bonn,
and a member of the Alpha Delta Phi
fraternity, gave a talk on "The Youth
Movement in Germany." He reviewed
the recent renewed popularity of German folk songs and cited it as one of
ihe results of the Youth Movement.
Mr. Wilmsen then gave a recital of
old folk songs, accompanying himself
ties of Freiburg,

with his guitar. In three of his numbers he was assisted by George S.
Willard. Alpha Tau Omega, who gave
Mr. Wilmsen has a
particularly pleasing voice, and his
rendition of the folk songs received
great applause from the members of
the club.
The next morning at a special assembly of the Sanford High school.
Mr. Bridges, for three years an English instructor at Sanforc, introduced
Mr. Wilmsen, who spoke to the student body on "Student Life in Gerviolin obbligatos.

many."

Recitals of this nature by Bowdoin
students do a great deal toward raising the outside opinion of Bowdoin,
and Bowdoin students in general. It
is to be hoped that Mr. Wilmsen may
tendance.
be prevailed upon to give a recital
On the 16th he attended a luncheon here in college sometime, as there are
of the Bowdoin Alumni Association many who would undoubtedly enjoy it.
of Washington at the John Hay Building, about 25 being present. The next
SIGMA HOLDS FACULTY
day he journeyed to Springfield to at- KAPPA
BRIDGE AT CHAPTER HOUSE
tend the meeting of the Bowdoin
Alumni Association of Western Mas-

On January 18, Dean
Nixon was the guest of George P.
sachusetts.

Hyde

treasurer of Smith' College.
of the
Y. M.
C. A. College which is a part of the
Springfield branch of Northeastern
University. His subject was "Contemporary College Students".
'08,

He also spoke at the opening
new branch of the Springfield

Professor Wass continued his Monday afternoon organ concerts this
week with the following program:
Grand Choir
Chauvet

Aria ("Berenice")
Intermezzo

Handel
Macbeth

Consolation
Evening Star
Caprice

Cole

Wagner
Guilmant

The members of the Kappa Sigma
Fraternity were hosts at a ten-table
given last
faculty
bridge party,
evening at the Chapter
House. The guests were: Professor
and Mrs. Wilmot B. Mitchell, Professor and Mrs. Charles Bruneau, Professor and Mrs. Noel C. Little, Professor and Mrs. Boyd W. Bartlett, Professor and Mrs. Orren C. Hormell,
Professor and Mrs. E. S. Hammond,
Professor and Mrs. Malcolm E. Morrell, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Childs, Professor Thomas C. VanCleve, Mr. Albert Abrahamson, Mr. Jacques Hammond, and Mr. Malcolm Daggett.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Noel C.
Little, Professor Bartlett,
and Mr.

Tuesday

Ave Verum
Saint-Saens
Holbrook.
Festal March
Smart
The members of the committee in
As formerly announced Professor charge of the party were Herbert L.
Wass will play during examination Prescott, chairman, George W. Freiperiod at 4.30 every afternoon.
day, Warren E. Winslow, and Richard
After examinations we have a rare Cobb.
treat.
Mr. Charles Raymond Cron-

ham, Municipal Organist of Portland,
Orient Fifty Years
The Athletic Council, we
it should.
will give a
recital
in the College
are sure, feels this way about it; and
Chapel Tuesday evening February 11,
yet it has been found necessary to
at eight o'clock.
The 78th annual catalogue can now
carry on some such plan as the one
outlined above, or seriously curtail our be obtained at the Treasurer's off ice.
RECITAL GIVEN FOR SANFORD
varsity sports program for lack of
The boat men are at work in the
The Athletic Council has
funds.
CLUB BY BOWDOIN STUDENTS
never more than broken even finan- Gymnasium.

Duke University

Ago

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham, N.

.

over any two-year period, and
it now has the added burden of carrying on hockey as a major sport with
a longer schedule, and the new sport
of swimming. At the same time the
baseball gate receipts have dwindled
to almost nothing. For example, the
baseball gate in 1925 was $1,273, in
1926 it was $664. and in 1929 only
$236, a drop of over $1,000 on the income side at the same time expenses
were mounting.
If it were merely a question of policy
the Athletic Council would, without
doubt, do away with these small
barges which so irritate the students.
">t it is rather a question of necessity.
The Council believes that the
majority of the students would favor
a plan which makes our present sport
schedules possible, even though it js
necessary to bother them hej-e and
there with a small admission fee. This,
however, may not be a fact, and it
might be well to determine whether or
not this is so at some future student
election. But it should be clearly understood by those voting that to do
away with this plan, and make the
Tax cover everv contest, would unquestionably make it necessary to curcially

tail all schedules.

In spite of the widely held opinion

One hundred and seven dollars are
now needed entirely to pay for the
new boat-house.
it is

are

legal for

when a quorum

deliberating

them

to recite
is not present.

If the proper authorities would see
to scattering a few ashes around the
entrance to the chapel and dormitories when it is icy, it would not only
aid locomotion, but keep many from
falling into the habit of breaking one
of the commandments.

—

H.

W. Grimdal,

has been appointed Librarian of the Senior Library. Members of the class will be
required to give a receipt for books
taken from this library. Blanks for
this purpose will be furnished by the
college. We are pleased to say that
several valuable books have been recently added to those purchased last
term.

graduates,

last

October

1930,

1,

first

C.
carefully

and third year stu-

dents will be admitted. Applications may be sent at any time and
will be considered in the order of
receipt.
Catalogues and application forms may he obtained from
the Dean.

Three Bowdoin students gave a recital before the Sanford-Sprlngvale College Club, a body composed of women
college

Freshmen

The
whether

On

selected

Wednesday

evening.
After an introduction by
Ronald P. Bridges, Gunther Wilmsen,
exchange student from tfie Universi-

..on the stacje

it's

'80,

Personality/

The seats in chapel, at Williams,
are cushioned. Where can a college
like that expect to go when it dies ?
Ex.

Bowdoin athletics are costing
Bowdoin has had six presidents:
more and more money each year the
Appleton, Allen, Woods,
actual amount of money that the Ath- McKeen,
letic Council has had to spend has Harris and Chamberlain. The longest
changed very little in the past five term was that of President Woods,
that

years, or since the Athletic Council

1839-1866.

was reorganized with a paid graduate
manager employed. The actual income and expenses of the Council
over this period of years is as follows:
Total Income Total Expense
1925-26 ..$27,837.09
$30,093.00
1926-27 .. 35,506.68
32,594.59
1927-28 .. 28,240.37
30,917.67
1928-29
32,297.74
29,481.52
1929-30 .. 28,055.00
30,521.00
(Budget)
Football of course carries the largest part of the financial burden. The
income side varies because we make

Bowdoin Column

The third meeting of the Bowdoin
Math Club was held upstairs
Union last Friday. There were
sixteen men in attendance, members
of the Junior and Senior classes.
A
paper, "The History of Mathematics,"
dealing with mathematics from the
time of the Babylonian and Egyptian
Empires up to the days of Pvthagoras,
read by G. S. Willard. W. F. Johnmore money in football when Maine was
son then presented several varied
The
Brunswick.
budgeted
inin
plays
come for 1929-30 is low because we proofs of the chief theorem of Pythagoras.
general discussion followed.
have only three home games in foot.

College

in the

.

..in

a cigarette

it's

A

and Maine is played in Orono.
Mr. Hanson of the Liberty Mutual
Our budgeted expenses are lower
than in two of the past five years even Insurance Company was at the college
though during that time we have Monday to interview men interested
in
the insurance business.
given two coaches a normal salary increase, hockey has been made a major
That erstwhile popular song ensport by student vote, and we are
ball

carrying the varsity swimming schedule for the first time this year.
It is true that the amount of money
spent by the college, as distinct from
the Council money, for the Athletic
Department has increased considerThis increase, however, has
ably.
been chiefly the money spent on Pickard Field, the Swimming Pool, and
the normal salary increase to men in
the Deoartment not paid by the CounThe first two items, which are
cil.
by far the greatest cause for the increase, have been gifts to the College.
Naturally this money has been oaid
out through the Treasurer's Office and
shows in the reports as increase expenditures for the Department, but
the same money was paid in first in
the form of gifts. And certainly no
one would advocate refusing such
gifts because they make the expenses
of the Department appear larger.
The only expenditures that the
graduate manager, as a representative of the Athletic Council, has had
any control over whatsoever are included in the figures listed above. This
is the money that actually carries on
our sports schedules.
It should be evident to anyone read-

"What Are You Gonna Do To
Keep 'em Down on the Farm," got it

TASTE /

titled

in the solar plexus over in the G rowstown district of Brunswick the other
night, and of all things, right from

a young man who's been mixing it up
with the classics more or less in recent years.

Now

lissen!

Masse, who conducts a
dairy farm at Growstown, was doing
his evening milking, when he heard
footsteps in the bam, and pretty soon
a bright looking youth appeared in

Be SURE you're right, then go ahead."

There's

one sure way to be right about a cigarette

:

—

taste it.

Taste Chesterfield
really taste it as you
smoke. Notice its extra fragrance, its richness,
its refreshing tobacco flavor
and see if it
doesn't live up fully to the Chesterfield rule:

—

Lorenzo

the tie-up. They engaged in conversation and then the visitor, who refused to give his name, announced
that he was a senior at Bowdoin College.

He had been brought up on a farm,
he added, and of late he had just been
dying for the privilege of once more
milking a cow. Would Mr. Masse

TASTE

above everything

"

hesterfield
SUCH POPULARITY MUST BE DESERVED

ing these figures that any further cut
our income would seriously handicap the Athletic Council, whether that
cut came in the form of a change !n
Blanket Tax policy, or in some other
way.
in

ATHLETIC DEPT.

MAO,

m

.

. .

mi

yctTHEVSATBFy

O Ma Uootrr » Mm* Toucca Co.

—

—

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Basketball

COLLEGE BOOK STORE
25%

Remington Portable, almost new
$40.00
Several good trades in second-hand typewriters

W.

CHANDLER & SON

(Continued from Page 1)

cated to see that the masses are
i: ...ht to
,.,.
,h ..... leisure
i...
... use
.
taught
their
to good
advantage.
Mr. Altenburg gave a brief review
of the history of flying, and then
pointed out the growth it is bavin? nt
this very moment.
He showed how
aerial exploits have brought nations
to better understanding and more
.

.

i

i

(Continued from Fas*

FG

Association.

Dr. Wilbur's Address

1

The real highlight of the Council
sessions was an address by Dr. Ray
Lyman Wilbur, Secretary of the Interior and President of Leland Stanford, Jr., University, on the frater-

4

5

KAPPA

ment when an American literature of
larger significance may flourish, a
time when modern poetry will find the
Proper material for its content and an
adequate milieu for its expression.
It pe rhap8 i8 not as disadvantageous as may be supposed that the
American cultural tradition has been
dependent largely upon an European
support.
In all events such harking
back to the Old World has kept some
balance to what otherwise would have
been even a more chaotic frontier

pluckily fighting

held scoreless in the second half.
Allen. Deke center, and Parmenter, at

guard, starred with seven points each.
The game was ron~h, and many fouls

were

called.

Scores:
Delta Kappa Epsilon (19)
Leo, rf

G

FG

1

1

Thomas
Hedstrom,

If

Allen, c
friendly relations and how aviation is period. Emerson was among the firsi Bird, rg
acting as a deterrent to war.
The great writers to declare our cultural Thomas
phenomenal growth of aviation, he independence but even he conceded in
Clay
held, is our greatest guarantee of 1-844 that Europe extended as
far west
Parmenter, lg
peace.
as the Allegheny
mountains.
The
Mr. Davis asked the question, "Has situation, today, is somewhat differAmerica reached her peak?" Then he ent America demands a native art.
proceeded to show some of our mod- Is it to fulfill its ambitions? is it to Kappa Sigma
(9)
ern trends such as disregard for law create a characteristic national literrf
and disregard for life, which bear a ature? are questions which in many Burke,
..
.1
medieval aspect.
He remarked em- circles consume the moment. The p " IM> "'
phatically
upon our materialistic solution is, I think, that we must build Johnson

3

2

2

1

7

1

5

G

FG

1

1

4

19

Pts

...

'

...

"

1

'

up a tradition and build it up by
means of an open minded criticism.
The many books by foreigners and
Americans on America would seem to
indicate that very active and interested attempts are being made to define our possibilities in social, political
and literary fields. These tendencies
are indicative of a definite critical

Holbrook, c
1

Barstow, lg
2

SIGMA

M — CHI PSI

2

4

2

2

5

The Perkins-Dillenbeck combination
again proved too much for any opoosition when Sigma Nu walloped Chi
Psi 51 to 33.
Dilienbeck had seventeen points. Perkins netted nineteen,
and Eaton, high man for Chi Psi. had
fifteen.
A second and third period
rally against the Sigma Nu's second
string ran fourteen points in a row,

spirit that is abroad.

It is applied to
all aspects of our life and can, if directed wisely, be of a most decided in-

forming a stimulating
groundwork upon which a literature
fluence

•

Bachanowsky, rg

in

American life. "Democracy gives can build itself. The business of the
he said, "and that is the aim critical power Arnold tells us is "to
There- see the object as it really is". Thus but was useless.
of our form of government.
Scores:
fore, since liberty is the aim of offi- it tends to make an intellectual situG FG Pts
ciency. the two can easily be recon- ation of which the creative power can Sigma Nu (51)
His definition Dilienbeck, If
profitably avail itself.
ciled."
7
17
I
enMr. Dean, the last speaker, gave a of criticism as "the disinterested
Roehr
propagate the
striking paper on the negro question. deavor to learn and
Smith
in
known
and
thought
best
that
is
He took up some, of the remarks
8
19
S
which are slung at negroes by so- the world" would better serve as an Perkins, rf
called southern "gentlemen" who pro- educational creed were it not for. the Loring
fess a two fold Christianity. He said significant closing phrase "thus to Miller, c
4
8
that the American negro no longer establish a current of fresh and true Orne
has the inferiority complex, but is ideas". Here then is the real funcEdwards,
1
7
lg
I
for
justification
the
tion
of
criticism
pressing to the fore in all fields of
endeavor; that there is an awakening its existence the factor that gives it Torrey
of race consciousness among colored a creative force.
Donahue, rg
This idea of the relation of criticism Pickering
people; that the negro now respects
t
to literature is at the present time
his own ability.
The text of Mr. Freiday's prize win- gaining a recognized place in con22
7
51
temporary thought. That it is a sane
ning oration follows:
G FG Pts
We are today confused confused and ultimately beneficial idea fur- Chi Psi (33)
by the apparently insurmountable nishes the humanists Prof. Irving Bab- Stanley If
2
b
1
bitt and Norman Foerster their faith
difficulties of a mechanized world
Copeland, rf
4
2
I
adoption
dewide-spread
confused by our unsettled standards, that on its
E.
Eaton
2
1
I
our fluctuating values and our loss of pends the future of American literL. Eaton, c ...
7
15
1
And not the least of our ature.
tradition.
Since the advent of Walt Whitman Robinson, rg
I
1
perplexing problems is the relation of
Set
set
free.
have
been
modern
poets
we
are
What
poetry to modern life.
Dyer, lg
1
2
to think today of some of the strange free for what has now become the
forms of modern poetry with its pas- vital issue. We have become accus5
33
14
tomed to the strange and almost insion for metaphysics and its conse
At the time the Orient went to
unfamiliar finite liberty and variety of modern
the
obscurity,
quent
rhythms, the auto-bus-psychological- poetry. The modern poet claims the press, last year's championship Sigma
th.?
Nu five again held the lead in League
electric-shop vocabulary ? Is it poetry, privilege "to look candidly at
we are sometimes inclined to wonder, world he lives in, to study and syn- B, while there was a triple tie for
that is related as poetry should most thesize the startling influence of races first in League A between the Dekes,
intimately be related, to what we rec- and ideas, the* limitless miracles of Non-Fraternity and Psi Upsilon.
The standing:
ognize as the ennobled and the best science and its limitless curiosities,
League A
side of our nature? Is it poetry the groping and stumbling toward a
which in the words of Matthew Arnold social ideal the welter and struggle
L P.C.
It is his
is "a criticism of life under conditions and beauty of modern life."
Jvappa Eps.lon
1.000
1
claimed privilege; but his
fixed for such a criticism by the laws justly
N
onraternity
1.000
1
to
r
seem
it
accomplishing
beauty"
methods of
of poetic truth and poetic
1
1.000
where "the spirit of our race will find, have led him astray. He has vaunted Psi Upsilon
.000
o
1
as time goes on, and as other helps his right of individualism, his pre- £eta p s j
and stay"? rogative of unrestrained self-expres- Kappa Sigma
consolation
its
fail,
.000
2
These are questions that continually sion and as a result has been trapped
League
B
novelty.
mere
recur to us when we are in the pres- into eccentricity and
L P.C.
ence of some of the amazing typo- He says that the circumstances of
2
1.000
graphical phenomena of E. E. Cum- modern life necessitate a new mode Sigma Nu
mings or the huskiness of Mr. Carl of expression. Wireless, speed ana Delta Upsilon
1
1.000
Sandburg or even some of the puz- rest-less activity will not adjust them- Chi Psi
.000
1
oldof
zling utterances of Robinson or Jeffers. selves to the slower movement
.000
...
Omega
1
Alpha
Tau
He searches for new
The conservative can Ho no less than er poetry.
1
.000
call it fantastic and, if he possesses rhythms and a new art to control his Beta Theta Pi
amidst
searching
in
his
to
un
But
try
to
content.
best
his
do
courage,
the
derstand in what direction poetry can a confused environment there is of- criticism can restore us to this conten a tendency to forget that his nection with "the best that ha? been
be moving.
We are told that the present poetry is written for men. He for- thought and said in the world" ?
dilemma is a result of our modern gets that -he cannot wisely break with Modern poets need to be reminded
conflicts between machinery and the the past which after ali is so inti- that they are men who possess a vast
Again we hear that this is not mately bound up with what men can heritage men to whom the art of the
soul.
'world belongs legitimate descendants
true, that there is no real opposition know and do in the present.
Human nature remains of the most f those who have created that art.
between poetry and science or even
The opposition to the nineteenth
between poetry and industrialism. In constant threads that connect the centhe
that
reasonable
Elliot
the
then
an d early twentieth century naturism
Roy
Is
George
it
turies.
the eyes of Prof.
fevered spirit of a highly experimental modern poet should so ruthlessly cut j n literature has brought more clearmodern poetry is the false life of an himself from all tradition from all ly to our attention the dualism of man
the and nature which is the central asartificially resuscitated poetic cycle, that human nature has built into
No poet can sumption of humanism,
in the dying structure of the past ?
It is poetry "caught
and "Know, man hath all which Nature
orbit of the nineteenth century mind elude the past, for his language
hath, but more
and art" only to be recreated by the his •experience are a product of it.
guardian spirit of Milton. Through What he can do and what in the case And in that more lie all his hopes of
pushed
good."
a realization of the full significance of the modern poets has been
past
that
limit
back,
to
humanistic attempt to define
way
is
The
our
extreme
find
to
to
the
are
we
of Milton
we are again to attain the imagina- so that his poetry moving in a nar- this more, to place it as the cenrow range cannot partake of any tral core of critical writing, to make
tive largeness of the Elizabethans.
The problem today is one of recon- great strength and universality. It is, human values and judgments once
restricted "short-tethered" again of importance is an attempt to
reconstruction of the poetry
struction a
poetry written in recreate a milieu in which literature
spirit which has been pushed regard- some one has said
dying can function with a universal largelessly aside by the major tendencies a limited circle at the end of a
ness. It believes in uniting the pres.
of our civilization. We can, and of- orbit of individualism.
The individual is desirable the in- en t more closely with the past with
ten do, cry out too loudly against
self-sus- an attendant result of perspective,
the complexity of our times, against dividual is the mark of a
must
individual
the
inBut
richness and breadth in art.
speed,
radio,
age.
tained
the
-kyscrapers, and
of nature
The way to a new period of creative
tensity and ' a levelling democracy, belong to the general order
he cannot step over into the limbo literature lies in criticism. Only
From Europe also comes a shocked
No deviation from criticism can prepare a state of culover-emphasis on the flaws that are of eccentricity.
way
middle
the
of
But
law
ture
in which the creative power can
situation.
human
the
cultural
evident in our
true work to advantage, in which it can
our foreign critics forge* that there is can lead to true happiness or to
Such is the doctrine of Irving move in a "current of fresh and true
opposition in America to those forces art.
have ideas". It can reconstruct a period
which they consider and which are Babbitt and his followers who
to the fore in re- j n w hich the artist and the public both
-piritually void; they forget that we come impressively
recommends are acquainted with the best of life
are men whose- culture never was cent critical writing. He
reading;
of
the permanent and universal values,
>evered from theirs and whose highest a revival of the lost art
of good liter- it will restore quality to our thought
values are directly related to the best he urges a knowledge
with the mas- and significance to our power of judgefforts of men throughout the centu- ature by a familiarity
in a ment. As an integrating force it will
together
link
never
which
have
terpieces
we
men
being
Anti
ries.
more permanent enable us to build a proportioned
yielded our spirit ultimately to any single tradition the
preaches structure on the foundation of the
complexity or to any machine. It is experience of the race; he
human norm and past—a structure universal enough
not a question of our supposed un- the value of the
influence of the to be great and individual enough to
cultured barbarianism but a question defends the balancing
It is a philosophy of literature be a contribution to the culture of the
f the rtrmgth of those social mores past.
poetry world. The way is one through the
which if allowed t» develop with the which is trying to restore to
that quality and humanities and a way that will vinpropi-r ruidaTrf* will constitute a na- and other writing
America is in power in which "the spirit of the race dicate the prophecy of James Russell
i«maJ :«ulr>4«»irty
on, and as oth- Lowell, "Before we can have an
the pr'jrjt** vt bfcwmiftg individual will find, as time goes
v
fail, its consolation and stay." American literature we must have an
»n/l G** *w*. *«*«rt atf * distinct cul- er helps
And what other force than that of American criticism."
turai 't*rv**t *lil «|**rk the moliberty,"
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with the passing out of the four-year

college course, the fraternities' must
make their appeal to more mature
men than they are now doing, and the
question is: Can they do it?

After discussing the growth and
Pts development of the fraternity system
to date, Dr. Wilbur continued as fol3
»
lows:

1
3

—

views which, he said, will undermine
the very foundation of our government if we do not take heed now. In
conclusion, Mr. Davis called upon
America to throw off her mantle of
assumed superiority, and suggested
that she take part in world affairs
wholeheartedly without trying to dominate each and every conference, pact,
and agreement.
Mr. Lee first dwelt on democracy
and efficiency as separate subjects.
Then he considered the question of
how democracy can reconcile itself to
efficiency, which has crept deeply into

1)

Pts saving to the house stewards, and
each fraternity at Oregon State now
belongs to the Cooperative Buying

nities of the future. Dr. Wilbur, a
SIG
Kappa Sig team non-fraternity man himself, issued a
went down before the Dekes last real challenge to the American colThursday, 19 to 9, when they were lege fraternities by pointing out that

A

1868 Prize Speaking

—

DEKES

Interfraternity Council
1

G

Beta Theta Pi (10)
Hopkins, If, rf
Carpenter, rf
Flint, c, rg
Vedder, Ig
Queen, rg, If
Lippincott, rg

discount on Shoe Skate Combinations

F.

Pan

Continued from

THREE

"What is the future going to be of
the American fraternity in the future
American university? If the population figures are right and if our educational curve continues to rise, there
are going to be not only hundreds of
thousands of boys and girls in high
schools but many thousands in junior
colleges within ten years.
"The American college as such is
on the wane. The old four-year course
has served its term. It is dropping
out of the picture.
The American
university has added to it its professional schools, so that the A.B. degree
is something you get as you go by
now into business, into engineering,
medicine, law, political life, anything
that requires, as democracy now requires, a superiority. So the old A.B.
degree is going to pass from the picture with its four-year course, its
sharp class organizations, and that
sort of thing.
"And two things are happening:
Certain American colleges are becoming universities, and they are the
great American universities. Some of
the American colleges are becoming
junior colleges trying to cover that
period and cover it well, wondering
just what shall be done to mark that
period.
And a certain number of
American colleges will fasten in for
the four-year period and do such a
good job in some chosen field that
they will go on for a considerable
period of time.
"But if what I say is true and I
think it is the American college fraternity with its four classes must
meet the fact that in the great universities a considerable student population is coming in with the beginning
of the junior year.
"At the University of California
last year one-third as many students
came in with the beginning of the
junior year as came in as freshmen,
and the number is constantly growing.
At Stanford we take in only 350
freshman men or sophomore men and
our growth is taking place at the top.

"And whether you

like it or not,

whether you insist on having the old
American college because you had it
is coming and the
American college fraternity has to
meet it. It will have to visualize itself in a somewhat different way if
it is going to serve those students
who come in with the beginning of
or not, that thing

the so-called junior year, who propose
to spend four years in order to get
into the school of business, five or six
years to become doctors of medicine,
four to five years to go into law, and
so on. The men who are going to be
the men of America, because they are
the men who really want training and
want to go on, are not going to be
satisfied with the old college-training.
is

in our Great

left

January Cash Sale

To those who have not yet

visited us during this sale,

some wonderful savings await them

.

.

The

.

finest

of seasonable merchandise at prices far below their

present market value, has proven a great attraction
to

hundreds of our customers. Come

in

and get your

share of the bargains as the sale closes in a few days.

—

—

That day

There are many good values

played out.

America

is

IfflAffiMdEN
Sunday Chapel
(Continued from pas* I)

gation is wise as he is the technical
expert who realizes that the problems
are not primarily technical. Of the
seven, five were educated at Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, Marietta, and Amherst; one abroad; and one did not
go to college. Of the European statesmen few have done more for peace
than Ramsay MacDonald and Aristide
Briand.
There have been many consultations
The
in advance of the Conference.
ground has been carefully prepared.
It is a great advantage for the statesmen of the different nations to meet
about a table and discuss problems
As a great Christian
face to face.
leader once put the matter: "Confercontroversy
ence
is
self -abasing;
Conference strives to
exalts self.
understand the point of view of others; controversy to impose its views
on others. Conference is cooperative;
controversy divisive. Conference is a
measure of peace; controversy a
weapon of war." We must not forget
that the meeting at London is a con-

Your Lecture Notes
be

will

More Valuable To You
and
Will Receive Higher

Marks

Neatly Typed

if

WORK DONE PROMPTLY
NEATLY
ACCURATELY

going to look for its leadership in
and
those who want to go further and if
the college fraternity is to serve its
particular purpose, it must serve that
group and it must be attractive to
that group.
"In the long run something must ference.
happen to the American college fraEconomic forces are all tending toternity that will make it more real
ward the limitation of armaments.
Public Service
if it is going to attract young men
More important than these is the infrom twenty to twenty-four. They are creasing power of public opinion. Huby the adolescent term. They are men. man nature may change very slowly,
They want reality. They want to do but political, social, and economic consomething worth while. You must put ditions change quickly and vastly. The
reality into the American college
Tel. 780
great masses of people in every Cor. of Maine and School Sts.
fraternity more than it is there to- country are becoming more and more
day."
opposed to war, and as a result na- Public Stenography
Multigraphing
The fraternities of the future, Dr. tions are becoming more conscious of
Mimeographing
Typewriting
Wilbur said, must acquire "a littre their good will toward other nations.
more appreciation of the value ot The millennium has not arrived. At
human dignity" and throw into the any moment there may be a flare up.
discard "slapstick methods of initia- Each nation must carry reasonable intion." There is nothing better than surance.
But if we can all show less
a good fraternity and nothing worse distrust and suspicion of one another
than a' bad one in the development of —distrust and suspicion which shows
youth, he declared.
itself most clearly in armaments, we
He went on to add that the growth shall do our part in forming that pubFriday • Jan. 24
of fraternities had not been coordi- lic opinion on which and in which
nated, that much in their organiza- alone peace can securely abide.
tion was amateurish, and that their
For such a discussion of world probfinancing was "for the most part al- lems, there is no more appropriate
On the Screen
most childish."
place than a College chapel. The re"But they are established," he con- sults of the Conference will concern
THE CARELESS AGE
cluded, "and to disestablish them you of the younger generation much

McMackin

News and

Bureau

CUMBERLAND
-VAUDEVILLE—

—

would be likely to bring about some- more than they will your elders. It
thing almost approaching a revolution is even more important that you
should be asked to give thought to
in American colleges."
for with you rather than with
DONALD F. PRINCE '31 them;
us depends the growth or decline of
international good will. Will you cooperate or will you obstruct?

with

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.,
LORETTA YOUNG
also

Saturday

Gym Team

THE

(Continued from pas* 1)

defeating the debaters of Porthigh school on both the affirmaHorizontals, Christian, Bradt; horse. land
negative side in the final of
Leavitt, Bowman; parallels. Short, tive and
Interscholastic Debating
Colton, Bradt; rings, Colton, Leavitt, the Bowdoin
in Brunswick on January
held
League,
Eaton; mats, Christian, Short; ropes,
forensic representatives of
Colton, Clark, and Burnham, Chris- 17, the
Cony high school won the championtian, or Thomas.
ship of the league and were presented
"Of the new men Bowman and with the silver trophy emblematic of
Bradt show the most promise. The
the honor.
success or failure of the team depends
In each debate Cony speakers were
upon the scholastic, economic, and
the best, Powers McLean
physical condition of the four key adjudged
of
the affirmative team and Arthur
men that I spoke of before. Coaching
of the negative team being
costs nothing and is worth it. The Stetson
decision of the judges
Gymnasium Team workouts are unique named. The
unanimously for Cony in both
in the fact that they provide no was
contests.
for
competitive practice. Training
The question debated was "Resuch highly specialized performances
is arduous,
and tiresome. solved: That installment buying, exdifficult,
More credit to the men that keep on cept in the purchase of homes is unwise."
plugging."

By

and

PARAMOUNT NEWS
Jan. 25

-

CHAIR

13th

with

—

Leila Hyams
Conrad N'agel
Margaret Wycherly

also

SHORT SUBJECTS

Mom. and Tues:

•

Jan. 27 and 28

STREET GIRL
with
Betty

—

Compson
Jack Oakie
Ned Sparks

Alao^

SHORT SUBJECTS

Wed. and Tours.

•

Jan. 29 and 30

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
in

THE BATTLE OF PARIS
Also SHORT SUBJECTS

k

.

,

*

—

:

—

—

;

1

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

ANTIQVITY SHOP

Elder Brewster chopped out his trees
Wesleyan Meet
and axed himself up a house.
(Continued from Page Ik
One woman *-e know always sings
verses
of
Rocked
in the
the several
Cradle of the Deep to boil eggs by. freshman class dived into the pool
Stamps Bought
boiled eggs she leaves out from the balcony fully clothed.
It has come to the undivided atten- For soft
The summary:
Miss Stetson gives personal attention tion of your jokester (well, that's a the second verse, but as her family
boiled solid she usually has
300 yard medley relay Won by
to orders for antique goods of any kind joke, anyway) that some un judicious Hkes eggs
persons are referring to MUSTARD to render the entire hymn.
Bowdoin (Easton, Locke, and Smith);
She makes a beaten-frosting to the Wesleyan (Wilcox, Hahn, and Joyce).
and CRESS as "The salad column."
tune of In The Garden, repeating an Time 3 minutes,
39.4 seconds.

THE BRICK HOUSE

Bruneau Lecture

Mustard and Cress

10 Spring St
Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,

(Continued from Pas* 1)

takes up the old legend of Hero and
Leander: the young man tries to swim

—

across an arm of the sea guided by the
torch which his beloved has lighted
up, but he disappears among the

—

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

The Sport gtore of
Brunswick

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

STUDENT

PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

It shows a horrible ignorance of
things beautiful to refer to our bit in
any such terms. If you will trot out
your Lewis Carroll tomes, and turn
to the proper page, you will read a
little ditty that starts off as per follows
They roused him with muffins they
roused him with ice
They roused him with mustard and
cress
They roused him with jam and judicious advice
They set him conundrums to guess.

—

|

—

We

will not at this

the

analyze

literary

!

time attempt to
value of this

Tel.

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

STUART & CLEMENT
Quality Printing
Town

...

MAINE

-:--:-

Latest College Styles in
i

Bostonian and Florsheim

Oxfords—$5

to $10

Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

LYMAN

CHIPMAN

B.

PURE FOOD SHOP

—Retail

Wholesale
574 Congress

had \ reason for naming
this Mustard and Cress. Just as there
are simple souls who see no merit in
hunting the snark, there ha%-e been
Children among us who thought Mustard and Cress was useless. Well, it
was
to them.

Portland, Me.

St.,

'Anything y'want Pressed?*
Give

it

to

LAVENDER OR ESTLE

LECLA1R & GERVAIS
do the work

aimed our Royal typewriter

:\t

a certain group of students in this college whose pet * mannerism seemed
foolish to us, and the next week a
member of that group toofc the trouble to communicate- with the Orient io
the effect that he couldn't see anything in us!

Which

man who

played in
a minstrel show, and went to bed forgetting to wine off his lamp-black
make-up. He left word, to be called
Awakened,
at 5.30 to make a train.
he wandered into the bathroom to
wash. He looked into the mirror, saw
his black visage, and fell back aghast.
"My God!" he cried, "they've called
•..he

is

like the

|

i

:

wrong man!"

Holding the mirror up to nature you
said, wasn't it Mr. Hamlet ?
Well, we haven't tried to be nasty,
but we've tried to see things without
any make-up. We wouldn't be cynics,
but we insist that the outward shows
may not be so hot and that the best
motives- of man are not always best,
though they may be sincere.

.

I

we

MEATS

However, rest assured that we've
been very good to some of you little

do.
'

and

GROCERIES

sinners.

Telephone 435-436

Riley Insurance

Agency

INSURANCE
Town

And don't forget that many of the
things we've saddled weren't half so
bad as you made them to be. A guilty
conscience is quite effective, where
we are not.

many

variants.
soldiers,

'lk

>ongs and offers

Clothing which

custom

tailored

well dressed.

—

Brisk Srotlwfl

|

maiden whose father has refused £•
consent to her marriage with the man
she loves, pays three assassins to kill
him.
Sixth.
Vengeance. The song, ihe
title of which is "Venrreance", tells n
frightful and somewhat obscure story.
Whv do the two lovers meet to lalk rf
their dead loves? Why does the lover

|

want

to

drown

his sweetheart?

Germaine's husband has gone away,
•"me three handsome dragoons whom
Germaine drives away. Her sister-in'aw welcomes them and tries to <*orAt that
'unt Germaine, but fails.
very moment. Germaine's husband
come* back and the dissolute sister
will be shut up in a dreary convent.
Eighth. The daughter of King
Louis. The daughter of King Louis
" vps
one of the most beautiful examples of faithfulness. Her father
had shut her up in a prison seven years
before, because she refused to p*ivp un
her lover, and now there she lies, "her
feet broken by iron fetters and her
She refuses
sides eaten by worms."
:ven under such frightful conditions
- renounce her love.
She dies and
"•>hty priests and as many abbots
come to bur\ her. Her lover happens

PHIL BRISK

CAMPUS PATHS COVERED WITH
4.000 FEET OF BOARD WALKS

—

i

j

:

|

|

,

;

;

less

tentative,

and changes

;

Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

to the

LAUNDRY

j

j

]

.

.

I

!

j

'

able.

Four Bowdoin Alumni Clubs
j

1

1

1

I

1

I

I

Club will meet and Philip S. Wilder
and Gerald G. Wilder will be the
speakers. On the same date President
Sills will speak before the meeting of
the Philadelphia Club in that city.

nothing more widely misleading
than sagacity if it happens to get on
a wrong scent; and sagacity, persuaded that men usually act and
speak from distinct motives, with a
consciously proposed end in view, is
certain to waste its energies on imag-

Mustard and Cress, then, is :iuthing
more than a gambol in the dark after

AGENT

maybe a dingwhidget, or peradventure a snark. It's
hardly a salad column, for salads are
often both delicious and useful, albeit
some of them are more disgusting
than good. We have no great lesson
to teach, but we've got to have a little
fun in life, and so we amuse ourselves
with a column while others go to the
movies, dance, learn the phiddle, or do
foolish things for us to laugh at.
a whiffenpoof or two,

Special Rates to Students

on Photographs
Webber's Studio
Morton's

News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

There

is

something

in all ihis

— but

maybe no one will see it. Persons who
try to find too much in a childish
search for a snark are outnumbered
only by those who can't understand t
anyway. But what about the Boo.jum !
Oh, yes what about that?
:

:

—

The New York State Federation

ALLEN'S DRUG

Women's Clubs
STORE^
"ampaign

is

of

about to inauguiate

for singing in the home.

feels that if women
Toilet Articles - Shaving Preparations The federation
will take up singing, their menial
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded
tasks about the kitchen, dining-room
AGENCY FOR
and pantry will be lightened, that our
homes will thereby be made brighter,
that music will be more and more a

Whitman's Chocolates

PRINTING
of

all

cient!:

.

kinds handled

and

the ofTice of
wick Record.

.

.

part of .family life, and will relieve our
nation of the fit of doldrums, phobias,
into
melancholies
and
obsessions
which it has tumbled.
There is of course something in
It is not needed so much here
this.
in New England where mothers have
been singing at their work ever since

effi-

promptly at
The Bruns-

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

SHORT'S MARKET

EII»ttESS .

DEIEATH THE

"Never!" cried Our

Nell,

WIEE YOU

K04KEII llliLESITY
bound to the

rails,

her eyes

blazing with defiance. "Death is preferable to a life with

such as you."

—GROCERS—
who

T00TT00T ITS IHE
YIKMIORBEfittOtlNII

WHEELS?

cater to fraternity trade

•

"How do you make that out?" he purred.

Estimates and samples
cheerfully furnished.

"A rasping

QUALITY
ALWAYS.
Brunswick Publishing:

Hardware

Brunswick

Co.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

hell," she

voice such as yours

would make

OLD golds and maybe 111

Telephone Brunswick No. S

a living
to

listen to reason."

Company
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets

life

answered him. "Unbind me, change

P. Lorillard Co.

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircutting

Near Campus

-

Two

Expert Barbers

FASTEST

GROWING CIGARETTE

IN HISTORY. . .NOT A

will

hold meetings very soon. On January
30, the Boston Club will meet with
President Sills and Alumni Secretary
Philip S. Wilder as speakers. On the
following day President Sills will
speak at the meeting of the New York
Club.
On February 1 the Hartford

inary game."

JACOB SMITH

b*>

if it is seen that some of the
paths are used more than those now
covered. Sloping ends are to be added
to the boardwalks.
Snow can be removed from the
walks in the same fashion as the
paths and with considerably more
ease.
As the walks are expected to
last for some time, and can easily be
apaired, it is expected that covering
for the paths may become as extensive
in years to come as will be reason-

is

PLAY SAFE

will

made

l

meet the funeral procession and
asks leave to see once more the face

—

As this is the first year for
the plan, the arrangement is more or

versities.

i

to

of his beloved.
One may see from these examples
how extremely different these short
Thev leally are tales; the
tales are.
melodies are almost entirely devoid
of interest and some of the songs even
go without a melody. The situations
are iust the same as in plays or
novels. Herein lies a Droof that there
is no "folk literature." i. e. no literature rising spontaneously from the
~eoDle, and that the themes of traditional literature have been derived
from the learned literature.

Using its entire appropriation of
boardwalks, the Grounds
Committee now has 4,000 feet of wood
covering campus paths. This is the
first year such a plan has gone into
effect, and its success is almost a.-sured as the plan has worked out to
perfection in several colleges and uni$1,000 for

i

:

.

CITY

The

—

.

STREET

Watch For Our Representative

that he finally eets hurled Into
*hp lake whilst the eirl calls on the
little fishes to eat his heart.
Seventh. Germaine. The story of
the chaste Germaine reouires no less
than fifteen couplets; this is the outline of the storv: Seven vears after

•

50th

NEW YORK

f;ict rs

'

EAST

16

—

If it hadn't been for Professor Gray
Brunswick we probably would never have known
that George Elliot said, "... there

Building

is

to

your individual measure, h?.s
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

Fifth.
The maiden causes her
father to be assassinated. There :'s
real tragedy in this song where the

|

—

But people don't understand that as

CUMMINGS' MARKET

.

{gRISK

pretends to die at the end of the feast;
she is buried in her father's garden. In
some of the variants, the maiden actual]}- kills herself with a sword.

Game

Now we

Building

BRUNSWICK

p

The maiden kidnapped by

"Noticed

But "Never Noticeable

—

|

wocks more.

We

where her lover :'s
He escapes by changing clothes
with the page who is let out as soon
as her identity is discovered.
Fourth.
The maiden simulates
death to save her virtue. This theme
is one of the favorite subjects of ihe
ting into the prison

kept.

j

—

I

Always

j

—

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

all

—

j

W

piece. We have known men who ^ould
not quote from the poetics of Aristotle, who could not state the laws of
Newton, who could not so much as
date the Revolution or bound NeAgent for Victor Radio
braska, but who could recite The
Baker's Tale and Jabberwocky. And
we have known others who could
pinnacles of
We carry the largest assortment of ascend to the infinite
knowledge,
and had never appreciated
Imported .Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaAnd we loved the Jabberbles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- Alice.

of

waves. Another t-uch song has a different ending; the lover dies in ..he
war.
Third.
The maiden Rescues her
'over from prison.
This song tells
the curious s*ory of a maiden who disguises as a page and succeeds in get-

—

Popular Sheet Music and Records

ported Cheeses and Biscuits
kinds east of Portland.

extra chorus for the desired time; she
50 yard dash—Won by Wilcox, W;
can put bread in the toaster, hum a
verse of Abide With Me, and then second, Peck, W; third, Taylor, B.
know it is time to turn the slices. Time 26.2 seconds.
Hymns lend themselves well to this
440 yard swim Won by Krantz,
work, first because New England peo- W; second, Joyce, W; third, Bowman,
ple have a quantity of hymns in B. Time 6 minutes, 24 seconds.
memory, and secondly because they
300 yard medley—Won by Boden,
know the hymns so well that it re- W; second, Easton, B; third, Sperry,
quires no concentration for the sing- B. Time 4 minutes 42.2 seconds.
ing, but the music comes as second
Dive—Won by Chalmers, B, 94.8
nature, leaving the waking mind free points; second, Davis, W, 93.1 points;
for other thought.-, such as dishing third, Peck, W, 85.8 points.
up cereal, looking in the oven at the
backstroke Won by
yard
150
cake, or basting tht pot roast.
Krantz, W; second, Hibbard, W; third,
Grandmother always rocked back Easton, B. Time 2 minutes, 8.4 secand forth in her old fashioned .hair, onds.
knitting, darning, tatting, or stitch100 yard dash— Won by Wilcox,
ing; humming some of the quaintest
third, Bailey, W.
Her hymns were neve: second, Taylor, B;
old ditties.
Time 1 minute, 14.8 seconds.
clear and continuous. She would start
200 yard breaststroke Won by
out, "I am coming Sister Mary. 1 am
Densmore,
B; third,
second,
Locke,
B;
coming bye-and-bye ..." and before
Boden, W. Time 2 minutes, 48.8 seclong she was merely observing the
rhythm with a series of "hum-m-m de onds.
Relay Won by Wesleyan (Krantz.
hum-m-m diddy hum-hum-m-m." Then
Bowdoin
when her needle slipped, and she Wilcox, Hibbard, Bailey);
and Taylor)
found herself engrossed in catching up (Collins, Howard, Esson,
seconds.
a thread, she, dropped all music, sit- Time one minute, 46.2
ting some moments in awful silence.
She even stopped rocking.
B. U.
And then jubilant at the success
(Continued from case 1)
with which she retrieved the lost
thread, she would burst forth again
harder than ever. At such times her ing the second period. B. U. swarmed
favorite was
over him time and again, but he al"I chased the antelope over the
ways miraculously turned up with the
plain,
puck in his possession and a point
The wild gazzook I bound with
saved.
As the whistle blew for the
a chain, ..."
end of the period Elliot went off the
or something like that.
ice for tripping, and Bowdoin opened
we
feel that if
As a matter of fact
up a fast attack that resulted fatally.
these New York women knew more In their over-eagerness they left deabout the home, and less about club- fensive gaps, and for eight minutes
work, and village improvement, ami
the Terriers played like men possessed
charity bazaars, they would feel less
They finally
four goals.
scoring
inclined to start a movement to introslowed down and Stone drove against
duce singing into the life of the houseGrodberg with four men following
wife.
scrimmage
him.
was
a
wild
There
around the cage and then Stewie
Weary monks in the chapel
pounded the puck in for Bowdoin's
Cast aside all worldly care,
sole tally.
As, their glances on the floor,
The lineups:
Shaven heads were bowed in prayer.
Bowdoin (1)
(5) Boston University
Tired students at chapel.
Ward, lw
lw, Lombard
Cast aside their "books to sleep.
Rose, c
c, Currier
'mores.
But, glancing 'mongst the Soph'ruuir*.
rw, Barron
Shaven heads much mirth did reap. Dwyer, rw
Thayer, rd
rd, Bergholtz
M.P.K.
Stone, Id
Id, Elliot
g, Grodberg
On January first, Dr. and Mrs. Dennison, g
James W. Chalmers of Framingham Souther, spare
spare, French
engagethe
Center, Mass., announced
Rose, spare
spare* Borofsky
ment of their daughter Agnes to
spare, Brown
Henry Ward Stoneman, of the Senior Sloane, spare
.spare, Whitmore
Bowdoin. Miss Chalmers Bilodeau, spare
Class at
studied at Framingham Normal and MacLachlan, spare .... spare, Clem
BosWheaton, later graduating from
spare, Arkin
At present she is
ton University.
spare, Goodale
teaching at Albany Academy under
Goals First period, Barron (BergDr. I slay F. MacCormick, brother of
holtz); second period, none; third pe"Spike" MacCormick.
Stoneman earned his letter this fall riod, Lombard (Currier), Elliot (Unasin football, and during the semester sisted), French (Scrimmage), Berghas been president of the Bowdoin holtz (Unassisted), Stone (Scrimchapter of the Delta.. Upsilon frater- mage).
Penalties— Bowdoin 3, B. U. 2.
No date has, as yet, been annity.
Referees Morrisey and Morris.
nounced for the wedding.

COUGH

IN

A CARLOAD
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Class Officers

Vice

Secretary-Treasurer,

John Creighton
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GOVERNING BOARDS
MEET TO CONSIDER
COLLEGE BUSINESS
FOOTBALL COACH

65

BOWSER CHOSEN

LIST

—Uses Warner System

Saturday, January 25th, the
executive committee of the Governing
Boards of Bowdoin College met in;
Portland for consideration of colle?**
business. This group includes President Kenneth C. M. Sills of the colHon. Clarence Hale, LL.D., of
New Coach Will in All Probability lege,
Portland, Henry Hill Pierce, LL.D., of
Not Visit Campus Until Late
New York, Frank H. Swan of ProviSpring
dence, R, I., Hon. John A. Peters,
LL.D., Clement F. Robinson and John
Bowdoin has definitely chosen her F. Dana all of Portland. The entire
new football mentor. The committee number were present for the session.
headed by William R. Crowley, '08, The committee accepted on behalf of
has selected Charles W. Bowser, as- the Governing Boards the "Christmas
sistant coach at the University of present" given to the college by Mr.
Pittsburgh for the past season under Cyrus H. K. Curtis of Philadelphia
Jock Sutherland. Bowser is a product to provide means for the operation of
of the celebrated "Pop" Warner, and a recently established faculty penwith his advent, the "Warner Sys- sion plan. This plan was received on
tem" will be definitely established December 15, 1929 and consists of
1000 shares of stock in the Curtis
here.
•
Publishing Company, now valued at
Speaking of Bowser, Warner himabout $115,000.
self has said, "I consider him one of
The committee confirmed the apthe most able men to come under my
supervision." Chairman Crowley, says, pointment of Professor Enrico Bom"Bowser knows the Warner System piani of the Royal School of Engineering
at the University of Rome as
thoroughly, and I have no doubt that
he will be able to teach it at Bow- visiting professor of Mathematics on
the Tallman Foundation during the
doin."
Bowser has been backfield coach at first semester of the next college year,
Professor Bompiani is full profesthe University of Pittsburgh for the
(Continued on Page 4)
past three years, coming back to his
alma mater after a brief, but successful, stop at Grove City High School, in

j

PRAISED HIGHLY
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Pre-publication

PAUL A. PALMER W

of

"The

List

Honor

—

|
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Classical Club Presents "Andria" at Cumberland
This Afternoon— Ten Fraternities Held House
Dances Last Night

DONOVAN LANCASTER
MARRIED FEBRUARY 1
Bride

Miss

LaPointe

Florence
of Brunswick

is

Culminating one of the most colorful Sophomore Hops in the history
of the College, the Ipana Troubadours
of radio fame will furnish the music
at the Gym Dance tonight in the
Sargent Gymnasium. Arrangements
were in charge of the following members of the Class of 1932: Marion L.
L. Short, Chairman, F. A. Vaughan,
B. M. Binley, R. A. Studley and R. C.
Mullin.
The decorations in the gym

Saturday afternoon, February first,
Miss Florence LaPointe of Brunswick
and Donovan Dean Lancaster, '27.
Manager of the Moulton Union, instructor in Government and assistant
football coach,
were married. Mr.
Robert C. Pollock, instructor in Philosophy, served as best man. A brief
reception was held at the home of
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Telesphore LaPointe, and the newly-

were done under the personal supervision of Mr. V. S. Cobb. The patronesses at the dance will be Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills, Mrs. Gerald G. Wilder, Mrs. Alfred O. Gross, Mrs. Morti-

mer

P. Mason, Mrs. Stanley P. Chase,
Mrs. Charles Bruneau, Mrs. Stanley
B. Smith, Mrs. Boyd W. Bartlett, Mr?.
Herbert R. Brown, Mrs. Nathaniel C.
Kendrick, Mrs. Fritz Karl Koelln,
Mrs. Peter B. Ferguson, and Mrs.
Donovan D. Lancaster.
This afternoon, at the Cumberland
Theatre, the Classical Club presented
the "Andria" of Terence. The transwas by Professor
lation rendered
Stanley B. Smith, with parts of the sec-

weds left shortly thereafter for their
honeymoon. They will be at home,
1 Green street, Topsham, after February 24th.

,

The bride is a graduate of Brunswick High school and of Simmons
College. She was formerly employed
at the college

office.

ond and third acts combined into one.

BOWDOIN RESERVES
DEFEAT BRIDGTON

Announcement Made Alpha Tau Omega,
Chi Psi and Delta
Year"
Kappa E psi Ion Bring Down

Critical

Professor

Howard

(Continued on Pas* t)

SPRINGFIELD DOWNS

|

Second String Men Win First Victory
with 2 to

The

D«iii**». Xg
DolToTr, lg

.

j..

.

.

.

.

3
vj.i*i
1

from Bowdoin

Visitors

7
4

3

O

7

31
Pts

Outpoint

Easily

White—Colton Nets Only Bowdoin

victory over an invading team last Tuesday afternoon,
when they tore into Bridgton Academy for three periods to finally come
out on the long end of a 2-1 count.
The game was one of the roughest
that has been played this season, and
in the final session there was considerable
good-natured stick-swinging.
The first action came at the opening face-off, when Adams sliot the
puck back to Pascarelli, who came
(Continued on page 5)

%

1

festive reserves

scored their

.

Harrison, c

Score

1

Semi-Pro
first

First Place

The semi-pro team of Springfield
Training School was too much for
Bowdoin's gyro squad, winning the
first meet of the season by a 44-10
count last Friday afternoon. Following the regular events the visitors
gave a short exhibition of club- swinging and wand work.
Bowdoin took its only first place
with Captain Colton's ring work. He
was clearly superior here, and got a
good hand from, the small crowd that
attended. A second place fell to him
when he negotiated the rope climb in
7:2, the winner, Disque, of Springfield, barely nosing this out.
Man"Songs of Marriage" is Subij!c of ager Short took third in the parallels,
t.
Fourth Lecture-Recital on Folk
While Leavitt garnered another point
Songs of Lorraine
on the side horse.
Probably the most spectacular event
Continuing his series of lectures of the afternoon was the tumbling
performance
put on by Jones, of
on the folksongs of Lorraine, ProSpringfield.
Ranked third at the lnfessor Charles Bruneau talked last
Monday evening on the "Marriage tercollegiates last year, he demonSongs." Mme. Bruneau assisted at the strated a series of back flips and
piano. Professor Bruneau said in sub- somersaults that no one short of circus clown could even approach.
stance, as follows:
All in all, Bowdoin seems to have
Marriage has always been a sorious adventure in, life and writer? the nucleus for a strong gym team.
have always found it a favorite sub- A defeat at the first meet is naturally
discouraging,
but it must be rememject.
This is reflected in the provincial life, for here we find even more bered that successful practice during
exam periods is a virtual impossibilmarriage songs than love songs.
Tomorrow
afternoon M. I. T. is
**:
At the early age of fourteen, someto be met at Bowdoin..
--• •
v.«„ fifteen
™* i-*—
later
times
or sixteen, not
Results
than seventeen and a half, the maiden
Horizontal Bar First, Disque K(S);
goes to her mother and demands to
°\\
c ° nd
Gunk,er < S >= th,rd Boune11
be married. The mother is indignant, ?|
(S).
but soon has to give up, defeated by
Side
Horse—First, Adams (S);
arguments, which .are not always
** cond McGregor (S); third, Leavitt
proper ones. If the mother holds to
_..
._.
her point, however, the maiden dies, * 2'
_,,.
Ro Pe Climb-Disque (S); second,
and an epitaph Is engraved on her
(Continued on page 4)
tombstone to the effect that her en
forced single state is the cause of her

PROFESSOR BRUNEAU
CONTINUES LECTURES

Witherell

I

Totals
Delta Upsilon
Hall,

rf

Bucknam,

If

12

G

FG

2

1

1

1

|

j

Smith, c

Tower, rg
Piper, lg, rf
Fuller

1

Totals

3

3

(Continued on page 3)
i

j

PRESIDENT SILLS ANNOUNCES
EIGHT NEW SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
MAINE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

score.

BOWDOIN GYMNASTS

R.

RESERVES DEFEATED
BY BLISS COLLEGE

!

and

Bowdoin

President Sills announced at the
chapel service Wednesday the list of
students who received straight A's
in all subjects during the first semester. The list is as follows:
Seniors Harrison
Davis,
Merrill
Jr., of Salem, Mass.; William Henry
Dean, Jr., of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Jame-:
Parker Pettegrove of Machiasport.
Juniors Robert
Morton McFarland of Portland; Donald Emery
Merriam of Owl's Head; Francis Alof the reconstruction policies of 1866.
( Continued on Pass ()
The following paragraph,
quoted
ffdtn the TTareou'rf, rTrace and" Company catalogue gives a brief summary of the main ideas of the work:
"Why did the American peopl ••,
committed to Lincoln's policy of conHouser's Fledglings Put l*p Game ciliation toward the defeated South at
Fight But Lose to Visitors
the time of his death in April, 1865,
:o 1
completely reverse itself in a littl?
more \han a year, and decide on a
A hard-skating team of French policv of merciless repression at the
This
Canadians from Bliss College of Lew- elections of November, 1866?
iston came down to Brunswick a week book, the first intensive study of MM
or so ago and cleaned up over Ben of the most critical and dramatlc'years
(Continued on Pas* S)
Houser's Hockey Reserves. 4-0 conquerors of Bates in a practice session and winners over the Hebron
Seconds by 2-1, Sid Ayotte's merry
men were held successfully for the
first period, but then cut loose and
skated their way all over the rink to
wind up on the long end of a 5-2

-

Wingate

Poster Take Over Rivals—Cobb
Places in 600

Beale, of the department of History
Alpha Tau Omega • Delta Upsilon
and Government, has lately completed
Decidedly upsetting all advance
his study of Andrew Johnson. Hardope,
the A. T. O.'s dumped the D.
court, Brace and Company of New
York are his publishers, and the book U. apple-cart in pretty fashion on
January 21, 31-9. Hall and Piper,
is listed in their current catalogue of
Spring books. It will appear under who had been heavily counted upon,
failed to make any impression o.i
the title: "The Critical Year, A Study
their
opponents' five-man defense,
of Andrew Johnson and Reconstrucwhile Prouty stepped out for ten
tion."
points and Harrison for seven more.
Professor Beale has spent a great
The summary:
deal of time and effort on this book, Alpha Tau Omega
G FG Pts
and it presents a very fair and un- Willard, rf
2
I
biased analysis of that relatively Royal '..'.
1
1
little known
and somewhat tragic Dunbar
figure, Andrew Johnson, and also of Prouty, If
10
5
the factors leading to the adoption Walker

Includes Three Seniors, Three
Juniors, Two Sophomores and

Ona Freshman
Student to Take Professor
Stanwood's Place for Semester

Thistlewaite,

Binley

Mullin— R. A. Studley

R. C.

Victories

Assistant

NEW INSTRUCTOR

Chairman

Vaughan— B. M.

F. A.

ANNUAL SOPHOMORE PARTY
ENDS TONIGHT WITH FORMAL
DANCE IN THE GYMNASIUM

BOOK BY PROFESSOR
BASKETBALL TEAMS
BE ALE WILL APPEAR
PLAY THREE GAMES
EARLY THIS SPRING
IN LEAGUE SERIES

NINE MEN RECEIVE
A IN ALL COURSES

(Continued on page 4)

Rising,

L. L. Short,

NO. 22

trackmen won their first
mester.
The list is unusually large,
major victory of the year at Boston
particularly in the size of the group
of seniors which is included. These on the evening of the twenty-fifth
men will be permitted to cut classes when the Polar Bear quarter-milers
cantered around the track to take the
at their own discretion throughout the
varsity one-mile relay from Colby
semester.
The 36 seniors receiving
and the Mass. Aggies in the slow time
all B's or better in all courses are as
of 3 minutes 42 4-5 seconds. Openfollows:
ing up a beautiful lead in the first
Donald W. Berry of Hackensacic, thre* laps, Rising, Thistlewaite, ana
N. J.; Roland P. Bridges of West Winyate ran
their opponents into the
Pembroke; Paul W. Butterfield of ground, and Sid Foster romped home
Farmington; Henry P. Chapman, Jr., down the track with a five yard or
of Portland; Prince S. Crowell, Jr., more
distance between him and the
of Franklin, Mass.; Forrest S. Davis Colby anchor
man.
of Portland; Harrison M. Davis, Jr.,
Dick Cobb, of the Kappa Sig House,
of Salem, Mass.; Roy E. Davis of sprang
a surprise when he snatched
Bethel; Howard A. Davison of Attle- away
third in the 600 yard handicap
boro, Mass.; William H. Dean, Jr., of
from Fred Veit, former N. Y. U. star
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Raymond Deston of and scratch man. The race went to
Fall River, Mass. ; George W. Freiday, Bill Van
Geuran, of Watertown, who
Jr., of South
Windham; Manning had a thirty-yard handicap. Ernest
Hawthorne of Scarsdale, N. Y.; Wil- Pearsall, of B. C, handicapped third
liam K. Heath of Bar Harbor; Ralph with fifteen yards, came next, and
B. Hirtle of Maiden, Mass.; Raymond Cobb,
who had twenty yards, fought
E. Jensen of Portland; William F. off Veit's final challenging sprint.
Johnson of Princeton; William N. There were thirty-three starters, a
(Continued on page 6)
record field.
,

On

Paul A. Palmer, Class of 1927, ha«
been appointed to the Bowdoin FacMr. Palmer
ulty for this semester.
will be an instructor in Governmem,
and will give a new course in International Relations, taking Professor
D. C. Stanwood's place, who is now on
Europe. This
leave
in
sabbatical
course will deal with modern tendencies in history, and trace the de
velopment of nationalism, internationalism, and imperialism. Mr. Palmer said, "Most history courses teach

FOR SEMESTER

M.

1930.

14,

RELAY TEAM WINS
IN K. of C. GAMES

MEN ON DEAN'S

Unusually Large Number of Men
Receive Extra Cut Privileges
Appointments of Professor Bompiani
and Coach Bowser ConfirmedDean Nixon announced the Dean's
Formal Acceptance Curtis Gift
List on Tuesday for the second se-

Pittsburgh Backfield Coach
Has Had Promising Career

IS

Hop Committee

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

W. Lawrence Usher
President, John W. Hay

President,

!

"^

I

Johnny Rosenfeld, Freshman center ace, opened the ball when he went
through the entire Bliss team at the
in April in Eight
'
'
us about the past and bring u.s no face-off to fire the puck at Michaud, Competitive
mofurther than the day 'before yester- who made a sprawling save.
Districts Into
State
Divided
day.
We should learn of yesterday ment later Sid Ayotte started with a
and today and be able if possible to sweep behind the Bliss cage, and wigPresident Sills on Monday January ments for Bowdoin College and who
see the indications of developments gled his way down the right wing
,
in the future."
Problems resulting to slap the puck past Drew. Following 27th announced the establishment of shall attain the highest grade in a
a prolonged shinny affair in center eight scholarships of $500 to be special prize scholarship examination.
(Continued on page 5)
ice, and the second line's entrance, he awarded to State of Maine boys on These scholarships will be awarded
repeated the performance, this time the basis of a competitive examina- from existing scholarship funds whose death.
checking in from the left wing.
tion held in each of the eight dis- income must go to students in the
The song "Marions-ci, marions ca''
Kimball, swinging up from defense tricts into which the state has been State of Maine. For purposes of ad- is doubtless the most characteristic
ministration the state is divided into of this kind, in regard to both words
position, let drive from the blue line divided.
with a high shot that Michaud caught
This is the first time in Maine and the following eight districts:
and mu^ic. This song was found near
Two Overtime Periods Finally See
Recital Characterized By Excellent and threw off to the side. Tom was probably the first time in New Eng"1. Cumberland County.
Metz, and tells of the shepherdess,
Mulss Victorious, 5 to 4
Interpretations.
in on it like a flash, and when the land that a college has made an offer
Nanette, and her desire for marriage.
"2. Aroostook County.
caucus had come to a close around of this kind designated especially to
theme, quite close to the
Another
"3. The Counties of Lincoln, Knox,
net, battered it through for Bow- attract boys from the state in which
The
Polar Bear ice sextet took a
the
modern
what
with
preceding,
deals
evening
students
the
Last Tuesday
Waldo and Sagadahoc.
second game on the chin from the
Continued on Page 4)
the college is located.
(Continued on Page 6)
and faculty of Bowdoin College had
"4. The Counties of York and OxWhite Mule two weeks ago in a game
The text of the statement, containthe experience of listening to an orford.
that went to two overtime periods began recital by a_ man recognized
ing the conditions under which the
"5. The Counties of Somerset and
fore Delaware slid up to the net and
everywhere as being outstanding in
scholarships will be awarded, is as Kennebec.
packed in a winning shot that left
music, Charles R. Cronham, the Municfollows:
Bowdoin in the cellar of the State
"6. The Counties of Penobscot anil
Playing
ipal Orga/iist of Portland.
Series"
"Bowdoin College is offering eight Piscataquis. a programme especially chosen for
scholarships, each of $500, on the basis
Colby broke out with a wild rash
college audiences, he held his hearers
"7. The Counties of Androscoggin
from beginning to end of his work. Delegates from 32 Institutions Attend of competitive examinations to the and Franklin.
-j
j of scoring attacks in the first few
o
o-ii
^
rPresident* Sills.
Gerald
Wilder and
G.
high school or preparatory school stuminutes oi
minuies
of ine
the game,
irame cnecxing
checking in the
me.
Opening with a "Concert Piece"
"8. The Counties of Washington
P. S. Wilder, Alumni Secretary,
Philin S.
S. Wilder Represent
Philip
dent in each of eight districts who and
first goal when Lovett drove down
of his own composing, Mr. Cronham
Presides
Hancock.
the College
shall sati.«rfy the entrance requirethe right wing and let drive with a
"At Evenext played McWhood's
(Continued on Page 4)
beautiful
ice-skimmer
went
that
ning", the composer now being ProForty-one delegates, representing
Thursday evening, January 30, the* through Dennison like a bolt of
fessor of Music at Dartmouth. Boellannual
of
Loston Alumni Association met at lightning.
howl went up from the
Dr. Allen
mann's "Rondo Francaise", which fol 32 institutions, attended the
to be
conference of the First District of the
the University Club in that city. Re- Colby rooters, and Bowdoin came up
lowed, illustrated the periodic reeurColleges
American Alumni Council, held at the
Cole Lecturer at
tiring President J. Everett Hicks, '95, the ice with blood in their eye.
Continued on Pane 5)
College, Friday and Saturday, Janpresided, and about 185 were present,
(Continued on pace 2)
uary 24 and 25, with Philip S. Wilder,
During the brief business session,
Bowdoin, Colby and X'niversity of
At chapel service recently Presi\V. N.
(Continued on Page 6)
(contin-d on
Maine would be included in a New dent Kenneth
Sills
of,
M.
C.
England College League, which has Bowdoin College announced that Dr.
been proposed by Frank W. Keaney, Allen Johnson, editor of "The Dieathletic director and coach at Rhode tionai y of American Biography," has
Senior Tells of Experiences Behind
Island State College, who believes that been appointed as Annie Talbot Cole
Chi Psis. Dekes, T. D.'s. Kappa Sir*,
the Scenes at the Cumberland
the position of athletics in the New- lecturer for the year. The lecture will
Betas, Sigma Nus and A. T. O.'s
England colleges can be greatly take place some time in May on a subTake in New Men
strengthened by such a move.
iect connected with American biogLife behind the scenes at the CumThe colleges that Coach Keaney in- raphy.
berland Theatre was described in a Civic League Head Takes Exception
H. C. L> seth '21 Speaks Before Brunscluded in his "Big Fourteen" are:
Dr. Johnson is a graduate of AmDuring
coming two weeks,
Some of President's
the
to
talk before the Brunswick Rotary
wick Women at Codman House
Maine, Vermont. New Hampshire, herst and holds his Ph.D. from Columseven Bowdoin fraternities will initiStatements
Club Monday, January 27th, by WilMass Ageies. Connecticut A«"gtes. bia University. He was for some
ate. Since at the time we went to press
_
,
,
liam N. Locke, '30, who in addition
,
, ,
Speaking
under
auspices
of
th"
the
Bowdoin, Rhode Island State, Tufts, time professor of history at Grinnell
no
were ready
following
to being an honor man in his studies
President Sills, speaking before the
Brunswick Business and Professional lists are but
rov i«ional. subject to
and captain of the swimming team, is, Kiwanis Cliib in Auburn February 5, Colby, Norwich, Middlebury, Wes- College, coming from there to BowWomen s Club at Codman House changes due pto scholsuHic requireaccording to William C. Murch, man- said that the national prohibition law leyan, Williams and the United States doin in 1905. In 1909 he was made
Tuesday,
Jan.
Harrison
Lyseth,
C.
28,
Coast
Guard
Academy
at
New
LonThomas
Brackett
professor
of
Reed
men t s
ager of the theatre, chief electrician, had accomplished "great good" but
historv at Bowdoin but left the college '21, State Agent for secondary schools
stage manager, property man, stage that there were "great evils in its don.
In making the proposal Keaney the following year to take up similar of the Maine D ipartment of Educacarpenter and call boy.
train."
Chi Psi
says he believes some alliance of duties at Yale University, where he tion, emphasized the need of an audiMr.
Murch in introducing the
In discussing the assigned subject the sort is necessary if a solution of has remained until assuming his pres- torium and a
ymnasium in every
Alpha Eta of Chi Psi will hold its
Beaker said that many improvements of Can Anything New Be Said About the athletic programs, of the smaller ent work. Dr. Johnson is well known high school in the state.
formal initiation probably on Febbad been
made at the theatre Prohibition ? he said he Wished to talk institutions in New England is to be in the Meld of American letters and
Mr. Lyseth said that these two fea- ruary 22nd. Weston Rankin, '30, heads
under Mr. Locke's direction.
"neither as a wet nor a dry" but as made. He stipulated that each of the holds honorary degrees from a num- tures of modern education are a won- the committee in charge
of the ar"The theatre is a hobby of mine "a perplexed American citizen who colleges in the proposed alliance ber of institutions including Amherst derful incentive towards keeping the rangements. The following is the
(Continued on pace 3)
(Continued OB Pace I)
and Columbia.
(Continued on
t)
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on Pag* 6)
'

Paul A. Palmer
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CRONHAM PRESENTS
ORGAN PROGRAMME

COLBY VANQUISHES
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AMERICAN ALUMNI
COUNCIL IN RECENT
CONFERENCE HERE
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LOCKE TALKS
BEFORE ROTARIANS
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick, Maine

learned to study by the time we reach college, there isn't much the puck on a face-off at the blue Second period
Ward (Rose) (Bowdoin)
use in prolonging that restrictive method. Can any one ever tell line and went through the entire Colby sextet to pack it away for BowWard (unassisted) (Bowdoin)
a person how to concentrate?
doin's fourth point: The meager BowLovett (unassisted) (Colby)
Dr. Holt speaks of individual advancement. A student is not doin crowd went wild when they saw Third period
a four-one lead looming against the
Howard
(unassisted) (Colby)
held back by the mass system of education. We never found any White Mule.
Lovett (unassisted) (Colby)
It was then that Colby came to
students chafing under the retarding influence of the less rapid or
First

Established 1871

Jr., '30

That the student's relations should be primarily to his professor and not to his fellow students seems all wrong. Does Dr.
see the students united against the professor, who is in a
Holt
Department Editors
'30, Alumni
Weston Rankin '30, Photographic world by himself? Queer professors they must have been at Yale
'31, Athletic
Olcott F.King. Jr., '31, Campus in the '90's, terrifying and forbidding demons.
On the other hand
Associate Editors
how can relations be made primarily with the teachers and not the
*
Lawrence C. Jenks '32
George T. Sewall '32 fellow students? How can any one place a greater value on such
Contributing Editors
an unequal friendship? Faculty and student relations are not as
John T. Gould '30 formal as Dr. Holt believes. By exaggerating one fault in college
Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., '30
life, he introduces a greater one.
William N. Small '31
Managing Editors

John

Paul A. Walker

L. Snider '31

George W. Freiday,
Fred R. Kleibacker,

Jr.,
Jr.,

'32
P. Fobes '32

Melcher

Roy E. Davis '30
Douglas Fosdick

'31

^^

Ahern

Philip C.

'30

Perhaps the supervised study, with

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

its five o'clock whistle and
the essence of the college of the future, but
we feel there is more individuality and opportunity for selfexpression in the college of today, where a man can study when
he wants to without punching the time-clock and work out a problem alone. One can call on a professor, too, if very necessary. It is
done. There are some kinds of individuality and self-expression
which are out of place, and one of these is in doing things only as
rapidly as inclinations dictate.
certain alertness is stimulated
by covering an assignment within a definite and not too lengthy
period of tima Furthermore, the gradual assimilation of facts
reminds us strongly of research work, the tendency toward which
Dr. Holt, in general, deplores.

business-like manner,

Business Manager

Ralph

B. Hirtle '30

.

Assistant Managers

Artine Artinian

Elias

'31

Thomas,

Jr., '31

every Wednesday during the College Year by the Students of Bowdoin College.

I'ul.li-h.ii

All contributions

and communications should be given

to the

Managing Editor by Sunday

night preceding the date of publication. The Ediior-in-Chief is responsible for the editorial
the Managing Editor for news and make-up. All communications regarding subscripManager of the Bowdoin Publishing Co. Subscriptions. $3.50 per yeer (including Alumnus) in advance.

column

:

tions should be addressed to the Business

News

Editor for This Issue

Paul A. Walker
Vol. LIX.

'31
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Friday, February 14, 1930.

In speaking of lectures, Dr. Holt said, "The truth is that lectures can teach nothing, although they may prove inspiring to the
student who already has some familiarity with the subject." He
speaks of students being spoon-fed by the lecturer, whose rela-/

Welcome
the campus

We

all our guests to the Midwish to welcome to
Festivities.
Although this is not the most suitable time
of year for entertaining people here, we hope that you will
have an enjoyable time The committee has worked hard to make
tonight's dance in the Gymnasium a successful affair, and we feel
sure that the Sophomore Class will be in line for compliments
when the party ends tomorrow morning. The Classical Club also
deserves credit for their production of Terence's Andria, which
will be given free of charge this afternoon. The winter months
at Bowdoin are not the brightest of the year, but they aren't anywhere, and with events like Sophomore Hop and Andria they
cannot be wholly dull.

Winter

tions with

of Charles

W. Bowser

them are

of the stiffest sort of formality.

i

Stone, Id
Dwyer,' rd

additional study.

Some

lecturers,

it is

true, contribute nothing to a course other

Id,

rd,

Dennison, g

Tutts

Draper
Dyer

g.

spare, McDonald
an example of good judgment on the part of the selection than providing a sleeping hour, but these men as advisers in a McLachlan, spare
Parker, spare ...... spare; Howard
committee, headed by William Crowley. Mr. Bowser has had a Two-Hour Conference, where the teacher is a "guide, counselor, or Bilodeau, spare
spare, Milton
good record at Pittsburgh but his reputatiqn has not spread very friend," would hardly be more inspiring or gain in teaching value
Scoring: „
far afield. He has therefore experience and not renown on which In a final analysis it depends upon the man, and a good one, we First period
Lovett (Kenney) (Colby)
to build Bowdoin's 1930 team, and his work next fall will be a real feel, can do just as much teaching by a lecture as in one of
Bilodeau (Parker) (Bowdoin)
test of his ability. We look to the future for Polar Bear success these conferences.
Bilodeau (unassisted) (Bowdoin)
on the gridiron, and with regard to our coach, we are not greatly
_»aL.

fall is

.

concerned with his record, we know he will do his best as all Bowdoin coaches have done, and we urge whole-hearted support. WithWe are not expecting any
out this he can accomplish little.
miracles, but we are hoping for the best, and the indications for
this are good. We wish Mr. Bowser all kinds of success.

shortly before mid-years that

Bowdoin Baseball
Schedule

—17

Games

A

baseball schedule of 17 games
plus a tentative meeting with Har-

vard has been drawn up by Manager

—
—
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A GOOD JOLT FOR

A Columbia profesits frankness and
President of a Women's College: "Much of it is good
but much
dangerous."
University
president: "A very vital message to
students." A Catholic professor and
a Presbyterian minister: "Interesting
and stimulatinjt." An Illinois professor: "I think it took some courage to
say these splendid things before a college chapel."
A Massachusetts professor: "I would that all our students
might read it." An author (man): "I
like your last Talk,
on business; it.
is calm and masterful."
An author
(woman): "The great message to me
bas been its searching and lovely social vision."
A student: "I do not
know where to begin to tell you how
very much your little book has meant
to me." For sale at
Some Comments:

"Admirable in

sor:

in its content."

—

Chandler's

Book Store

EXAMS

bothering us for quite some time. The
general subject is examinations. The
particular grievance, if it can be

Mary W.

Boston, left a sum of $5,000 called such, is: "Must we take exams
Gharles C. Springer, of the in Adams, where three hours' conto
tinued writing means a great inClass of 1874 A legacy of $1,000 from the estate of Dr. Philip H. crease in a tendency for scoliosis, or
Moore of Philadelphia has also been left to Bowdoin, and the col- worse?" To come down to earth and

who died early in January at
Bowdoin in memory of her brother,

Springer,

be serious, it is quite a hardship to
write a three-hour mid-year on a
"one-armed" Adams bench. Wouldn't
it be
possible at subsequent exam
periods for the College to procure
extra exam desks and chairs and have
them placed in some of the downstairs
gym rooms, for example, or in one of
the upstairs Union rooms ? Even Memorial Hall, poorly lighted as it is, we
cannot help but feel would be an improvement as a place for the "overflow" exams.

named residuary legatee for one-third of the entire estate.
glad that we have a name which inspires such consideration. Our thanks cannot always be heard by our numerous benefactors, but we feel that the student body is truly grateful. We
lege is

We are

hope that Bowdoin will continue to maintain the high regard she
has enjoyed among institutions of learning for many years, and it
should be remembered that this regard depends on us and on our
reactions to our many opportunities.

The Rollins System

MOVIES

In the continued conflict between various methods of education we* have read that Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of Rollins
College at Winter Park, Florida, has condemned the lecture and
recitation systems and devised one of his own called the Two-Hour
Conference Plan. It bears not even faint relationship to the Bow-

It is the opinion of one member of
the college body at least that the
management of the Cumberland ought
to be congratulated for the movie
programme scheduled during exams.
After a particularly tough exam,
there is much psychological good to be
gained by recreation, and movies of
the type shown these last weeks cer-

doin conference, which is a rather pleasant recitation system. Dr.
Holt has said, "The student most needs the professor when he is tainly afford it. A two hour rest
preparing his lesson and not after he has learned or failed to period from plugging every other
night, provided exams aren't too
Both morning and afternoon are divided into closely bunched, is a doggone gooa
learn it
.
two-hour periods with a thirty-minute chapel between the morn- investment.
ing periods. The forenoon hours, are devoted to those subjects in
ALUMNI
which the student primarily works with his mind. As far as posThe conference of the American
sible, the first period of the afternoon is concerned with laboratory Alumni Council held here the Friday
or field work and the last period with athletics, outdoor work, and and Saturday of the "reading period"
It
gives us much to think about.
During shows us that the alumni, after all,
recreation. The student's evenings are free
these hours the student works under the supervision of a profes- are probably as much, if not more,
interested in college (in the abstract
sor. His work for the day is over when the period ends. In some sense) than we are. It also goes to
subjects assignments are given out for the year in advance. "The prove that the undergraduate body
is by no means the most important
student progresses as rapidly as his inclinations and ability perexistence of any
.

.

..."

factor in the

he cannot pass his examinations after a reasonable period
He is not held back by the 'lockstep'
He can go as far and as fast as his
His relations are primarily to his professor
ability will allow.
mit.

college.

If

Colby

of study, he of course fails.
or mass system of education.

and not

(Continued from Page 1)

Not more than a minute had gone
by when Jim Parker, on the ice with

|

to his fellow students."

Game

the varsity for the first time, flipped
back a pass-out to Bilodeau, who
checked around with a whirl of icecovered during the week.
dust and rattled a heart-breaker
through Dyer's pads. Another minbringing scattered facts into
ute and Bilodeau broke loose to drive
of courses it is a quiz period to test the student's knowledge of the in hard and net the puck on a highassignment. But he is also free to ask the professor questions, angled shot that glanced off the
The rest of the first
goalie's stick.
apparently an unheard of procedure in Dr. Holt's conception of period passed in a flurry of solo atcollege. The average student would rather have weekly check-ups. tacks.
It seemed with the start of the
If he followed his own inclinations, his progress, even under the
second session as though nothing
supervision of the professor, might be several weeks behind the short of an act of God or a declaration
of war could head off the score"reasonable period of study" mentioned by Dr. Holt, and so, of
maddened Polar Bears. Ward flamed
course, he would faiL The Two-Hour Conference Plan reminds down the center to take a pass from
haven't Herb Rose and crash it in for an
us of the supervised study period in high school. If
untouchable tally. Then he grabbed

The conference

at

work
Questions are developed in many,
an organized sequence. In a number

Bowdoin

is

largely a check-up on the

A world-wide
Eighty-five per cent of the world's tele-

phones can be reached from any telephone
of the Bell System. This includes those of
Canada, Cuba, Mexico, and by the new
radio-telephone link spanning the Atlantic
most of the countries of Europe.

—

—

Already many American business men are
using this service to expedite the transac-

market place
tion of foreign business

and are finding

it

quick, convenient and profitable.

The

future possibility of talking directly

with almost anyone in the world

who

has

enough to stimulate

access to a telephone

is

any man's thinking

— not

only from an

engineering standpoint, but because of
significance to

its

American industry.

{

I

|

i

I

I

I

1

BELL SYSTEM
of nation-wide

'

system of inter-connecting telephones

|

|

i

i

!

we

'OUR PIONEERING

50c

"TALKS TO STUDENTS"

Now that Mid- Years have "came
and went," we want to get something off our chest that has been

Bowdoin's Benefactors

was announced

It

score

|

not able to believe all that Dr. Holt has to say against with a .667 rjercentage, and Bates ha»
broken even thus far. Bowdoin's sinthe lecture system. Or rather we do think that he has presented
gle win over the merrymen from Lewa one-sided picture which does not do it justice. Courses at Bow- iston gives her a .333 average. This
witdoin enable the students to have "some familiarity with the sub- last Monday afternoon was to
ness a game at Brunswick with the
ject." We know that some professors can put over an idea in their New Hampshire six.
Weather conmade it impossible, and it has
lectures so that it will stick.
They can and do teach us many ditionspostponed
to an indefinite future
been
things which would take us several semesters of Two-Hour Con- date.
ferences to find out. Imagine plowing through the volumes of a
The lineups:
bibliography as long as your arm. There is also more chance for Bowdoin (4)
(5) Colby
lw, Lovett
spoon-feeding in holding a supervised study hall, where the profes- Rose, Iw,
c, Delaware
Ward, c
sor is an answer man, than in giving supplementary lectures for Souther, rw
rw, Kenney

as football coach next

overtime

No

Second overtime
Delaware (unassisted) (Colby)

H. P. Robinson.
The schedule includes four games with each of the
other three Maine colleges in addition to the customary New England
trip which is opened on April 29 when
Bowdoin meets M. A. C. at Amherst
and closes with the Tufts game at
Medford on March 3. The full schedule is as follows:
April
16 Harvard
at
Cambridge
(tentative)
April 19 Bates at Lewiston
25
April
Maine at Brunswick
April 26—Colby at Waterville
April 29— M. A. C. at Amherst
April 30, Amherst at Amherst
May 1 Wesleyan at Middletown
May 2 Northeastern at Boston
May
Tufts at Medford
May 7 Maine at Orono
May 10—Colby at Waterville
May 12 Bates at Brunswick
May 16 Colby' at Brunswick
A
May 20 Maine at Brunswick
Delaware broke through the defense May 23 Bates at Brunswick (Ivy
Day)
men and pushed the puck cleanly in
27 Maine at Orono
5-4.
May
goal,
winning
for the
The second Bowdoin loss put the May 31 Colby at Brunswick
White at the bottom of the State June 3 Bates at Lewiston
Series, as we have said. Colby leads

We are

Charles W. Boivser

The appointment

is

A

Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick. Maine.

and broke out with a rally thai
carried them through to an almost,
impossible victory over Bowdoin. As
the last few minutes of the second
period dragged away the flashing
teamwork that had characterized Ben
Houser's ice men broke up, and a
series of one-man thrusts came to
nothing.
Lovett sweep-checked and
tore off with the puck at full speed
down the ice, to whirl across the blueline and let loose a vicious drive that
Dennison sprawled for but could not
touch.
The final period saw the beginning
of the end.
Given a, two-minute
break, Bowdoin could probably have
held the lead.
As it was, Howard
and Lovett saw their chance. The
flashy
Colby second-string center
swung loose from the defense men to
check up a point and then Lovett
got away for the tying goal. With
Colby crazy for another tally, Bowdoin braced her back against the wall
and held, the game going into extra
time.
The first over-time period found
both teams shaking off their weariness and tearing down the ice for
one shot after another, while Dennison and Dyer sprawled here and there
in circus stops that looked and came
not far from being impossible. The
second extra period slowed up somelong shot down the ice was
what.
Dennison, when
easily cleared by
life

lying around waiting for the rest to catch up.

Editor-in-Chief

Harrison M. Davis,

WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"

—

!}
',;
'

;
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THREE
Sophomore Hop

IN

now

for the gala event

All

(Continued from pas* I)

ORDER TO BETTER SERVE YOUR LAST MINUTE REQUIREMENTS

The play was under the personal direction of Professor Thomas Means.
The cast follows:
Davos
J. B. Colton, 2nd
Simo
J. A. Ricker, Jr.

we shall open early and close late. Dress accessories sponsored by Walsh
assure you of attaining that well-dressed feeling.

at hand,

good wishes to the Class of 1932 for the

Stye 310110?

Pamphilia

social event of their college career

of Kalaf;

W. M. True

Charinas

.

men

The three
bate against

picked

de-

to

New Hampshire State.
met with Coach Ralph DeS. Childs
last Thursday afternoon in the Moulton Union to discuss the plan of attack for the coming debate. The order will be Paul A. Walker, '31, first
speaker; Donald F. Prince, '31, second; and L. Carter Lee, '32, third.

»

•

•

Monday's hockey game was

cal'ed

The
because of indisposed ice.
proposal to have a swimming meet
I
instead met with little favor, it is
off

reported.

Crito

»

»

»

Bowdoin Junior- Vaiswimmers meet the Hebron na-

Robert Underwood Johnson, the Di- including governors of every New
rector.
The election is held once England state, which has agreed to
every five years.
sponsor the $1,500,000 fund now be•
•
*
ing sought for the establishment of
President Sills, Professor Bruneau the New England Medical Center.
Governor William Tudor Gardiner
and M. Jean Fleury, together with
the Reverend Chauncey W. Goodrich of Maine has written: "This type of
of this town are listed as references work has a particular appeal to us
in
Maine, as it is extremely difficult
by the French Bureau for University
Travel.
This society works in co- .to obtain resident physicians in some
operation with the Union Nationale of the smaller communities."
The center plans call for free treatdes Associations Generates d'Etudiants, and is seeking to promote ment to the sick poor and to train
better feeling between French and family doctors for work in the rural
American students. Bowdoin is one communities of New England. It
of the eight Eastern colleges included would include the merging of the Bosin their reference list.
ton Dispensary, the Boston Floating
M. Fleury is expected to be lecturer Hospital and Tufts College Medical
on one of this summer's educational School.
tours for American students, and will
take charge of the party throughout.
•

Tonight the
sity

opening

tators at the

Hebron

pool.

the Exeter

of

the

ne<v

•

riwell affair that

end of the game a long shot by Dyer
gave them a basket lead. With seven
teen seconds to go, Queen looped one
clean through from the center of the
floor.

here.
•
•

•

A

new edition of the Bowdoin College Address List is practically ready
for publication. This list is revised
and published every two years as a
regular number of the Bowdoin College Bulletin.
This issue" contains
the names and addresses of over 4500
Bowdoin men.
•

•

•

President Sills spoke Monday evening, February 3rd before the American-Hellenic Committee in Boston.
The meeting was held to celebrate
the hundredth anniversary of the independence of Greece.

Continued from Page 1
It has recently been called to the atDelta Kappa Epsilon - Psi Upsilon
tention of the Alumni Secretary that
'55, of Topeka, Kan.,
On the 23rd the Dekes took a dingthe oldest graduate of the College dong affair from the Psi U's, 23-21.
with respect to class, has died. This Headed by Purdy, the Psi U's mad*?
makes the Reverend Ebenezer Bean, a rally in the third period that car'57, of Urbana, 111., the oldest gradu- ried them within a single basket of
ate both with respect to class and age, their opponents.
Two baskets in a
Reverend Bean will be 101 years of row by Boucher put them in the lead,
age next July.
but Hedstrom ran wild in the final
«
«
*
period to give the Dekes their vicThe date for Vocational Day has tory, scoring five times from the floor.
been set as March 12. The Placement Leo was at his heels with two field
Committee of the Alumni Councit, goals and four free tosses, while
Professor
Marshall
P.
Cram, Purdy checked in nine tallies for Psi
'04, Harry L. Parker, '04, of Ne* Upsilon.
York and George P. Hyde, '08, treasThe summary:
urer of Smith College, have an- Delta Kappa Epsilon
G FG Pts
nounced that among the fields repre- Leo, rf
2
4
8
sented will be law, medicine, th-.> Hedstrom, If
5
10
petroleum industry, railroading, mer- Allen, c
1
2
chandizing, advertising,

•

*

•

Totals
Psi Upsilon
Mullin, rf

9

5

G

FG

1

McMenamin,

If

1

Creighton, c

1

Long
Boucher, rg
Purdy, lg
Totals

I

1

1

2

2

4v

1

9

3

I

j

Dromo

L. F. Longfellow

the affair.
j

Servi

C. H. Farley!

Included among the guests were
H. H. Fernald! Miss Anne Bodwell of Augusta; Miss
of Belgium;
Miss
Prologus
L. C. Jenks Peggy Letcher
Puer
Thaddeus Smith Janet Porter of Leominster, Mass.;
Miss Helen Crowley of Lewiston;
Miss Elinor Clark of Southwest Harbor; Miss Louise Steward of GardiFraternity Dances
ner; Miss Anna Macomber of WaterLast evening, ten of the frater- ville; Miss Eflie Knowlton of Westnities held formal dances at the va- brook.
rious chapter houses, several well
Mrs. Herbert Ross Brown, of Bruns.known orchestras being on campus
wick, served as a patroness.
for
!

Kappa Sigma

,

i

;

Thomas, rg

Short
Parmenter, lg

1

Sosia

,

.

On March first, the Bowdoin Club
and ocean
of Portland will be addressed by our transportation.
•
•
•
recently appointed coach, Charles W.
Bowser. This will be Coach Bowser's
Walter K. Gutman "24 is writing
first
appearance at any Bowdoin steadily upon Art subjects and Art
gathering.
It is hoped that he will criticisms in
such papers as The
be able to visit the campus while on Theatre Guild Magazine, The Nation.
this trip.
The Springfield Republican, in which
»
•
»
he has a weekly letter, and in Creative
President Sills is one of the hun- Aits. In the latter periodical he had
dred and seven prominent persons articles in June, September and Nochosen by the Senate of New York vember, 1929, and another :s lo appear
University to the College of Electors shortly.
•
*
*
of the Hall of Fame for the 1930
election. The seventh election of disDr. Harold S. Boardman of the
tinguished Americans to the Hall of University of Maine and President
Fame on the campus of New York Sills are on the advisory committee of
University will be held during the 101 persons, headed by Governor
present year, it is announced by Dr. Frank G. Allen of Massachusetts and

Zeta Psi

M. P. Fobes
Hood's Merrymakers of Portland
A. B. True furnished the music yesterday
eveM. M. Tozier ning at the Zeta Psi house dance.
A. Artinian The following committee: Donald W.
'30,
Berry,
chairman,
Lyman
A.
A. J. Deeks
Cousins, '31, John W. Hay, '32, and W.
S. E. McKown
Holbrook Lowell, '33, had charge of

Stanley scored from the floor, only
have Queen drop in another doubledecker and Flint sink a foul toss.
Eaton saved the bacon with a free
the occasion.
throw on a technical foul, and the
game went into a second overtime
period. Stanley scored at once, and
Alpha Delta Phi
•
Hopkins evened up the count with a
The Bowdoin Chapter of Alpha
one-handed shot from the corner.
Robinson was fouled, took his shot, Delta Phi entertained a small group
and the ball slipped cleanly through of guests at their annual Sophomore
Hog dance last night. After an inas the whistle blew for time.
formal dinner the Red Jackets of
The summary:
Boston furnished music for the party.
Chi Psi
G FG Pts The following girls attended:
Eaton, rf c
4
2
10
The Misses Lydia Riley of BrunsStanley, If
3
15 wick; Louise Stinson of Arlington,
6
Dyer
3
1
7 Mass.; Elizabeth Hickey of ArlingDavis, c
iton, Mass.
Helen Chase of New
Bowman, rg
1
1
Haven, Conn.; Matilda White of
Robinson, lg
1
J
Brunswick; Judith Chase of Boston,
Mass.; Isabel Perry of Buffalo, N.
Totals
34 Y.; Sally Braman of Portland; Hope
13
8
Beta Theta Pi
G FG Pts Sutherland of Haverhill, Mass.; VirQueen, rf
3
It ginia Pennypacker of Philadelphia,
4
Penn.;
Salome Johnston of Nev
Hopkins, If
<r
2
Y.;
Betty Adams of
Flint, c
1
11 Rochelle, N.
5
Niagara Falls, N. Y.; Virginia Cobb
Lippincott, rg
of Baltimore, Md.; Theodora Wells of
Stewart
Scarsdale,
N.
Y.;
Marjorie
Stone of
Vedder, lg
3
G
Lynn Woods, Mass.; Frances Tabor
Totals
4
32 of Cleveland, Ohio.
..14
A formal dinner will precede the
Dance tonight. The chaperones
A game between the N. F.'s and the Gym
are Mrs. Boynton and Mrs. Staples
Zetes, scheduled for the twenty-first,
was forfeited. A mix-up between the of Saco. The committee is composed
of J. Blanchard Donaldson, chairman,
N. F.'s and Psi U's was scheduled for
Tuesday night as we went to press. C. Plummer Emerson, and G. Curtis
Knight.
Last night the
Sigs
to

Tomorrow, they take on Daniel Crosby,

mermen

went

into two extra periods before the Chi's finally
came through 34-32. With the score
twenty to seven against them at the
half, they went out for blood. At th«;

Basketball

•

...

!

j

Lesbia
Byrrhia

Bowdoin Column

i

R. S.'Ecke

Chremes
Mysis

Miss Jean McCormick of Albany, N.
Y.
The chaperones were Mrs. Eugene
Bramhall of Watertown, Mass., and
Mrs. Thomas Means of Brunswick.
The committee in charge of all arrangements consisted of William H.
Perry, Jr., Edward D. Densmore, and
W. Lawrence Usher.

2a
Pts
Kappa
met the
2 Zetes and the D. U's took«on Sigma
2 Nu's first-place outfit.
2
The league standings:

6

League

A

W

L

Delta Kappa Epsilon ..2
Non- Fraternity
2
Psi Upsilon
1

21

Chi Psi • Beta Theta Pi
Kappa Sigma
The same evening found Chi Psf Zeta Psi
and the Betas staging a Frank MerLeague B

Sigma Nu
Alpha Tau Omega
Chi Psi
Delta Upsilon
Beta Theta Pi

1

2
2

W

L

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

2

j

—o

Beta Theta Pi

The

Psi Upsilon

Yesterday evening, the Psi Upsilon
fraternity held a formal house dance
at the
house. Music was furPC nished chapter
by The Lafayette Collegians
1.000 of Boston.
Mrs. Seth S. Mullin of
1.000 Bath, and Mrs. Thomas Martm of
.500 Cambridge, Mass. served as house

[

]

at the Beta
Theta Pi house party includes Miss
Gertrude Quinby, Miss Dorothy Bur
dett, Miss Emma Abbott, Miss Ann*
Lyon, Miss Peg Elms, Miss Mildred
Cobb, Miss Persis White, Miss Gene
Babcock, Miss Gertrude Engroff, Miss
Josephine Smith, Miss Dorothy Martin, and Miss Helen Glazier.
At the formal house dance held yesterday evening, Mrs. W. D. Ireland,
Mrs. J. C. Thalheimer, and Mrs. U.
N. Nash acted as patronesses. The
Troubadours, of Boston, furnished
the music. The committee in charge
of arrangements consisted of Ralph
B. Hirtle, chairman, Atwood H. Bent,
George H. Souther, and Richard M.
Lamport.
list

of

guests

.000
.000

chaperones.

PC

*32.
Creighton,
Among the
guests were Miss Marjorie Brown of
Boston, Mass.; Miss Barbara Ellis of
Wollaston, Mass.; Miss Ruth Kennedy
of Portland; Miss Mary Cronin of
Cambridge, Mass.;
Miss Virginia
Keefe of Milton, Mass.; Miss KathSigma Nu
erine Creighton of Thomaston; Miss
The house dance of Delta Psi of
Priscilla White of Newton Center, Sigma Nu last evening was in charge
Mass.; and Miss Frances Bone of of Norton Pickering, chairman, W.
Topeka, Kansas.
Brooke Fleck, and Edgar A. Chris-

1.000
.500
.500
.500
.000

Professor Beale
(Continued from Pave

\

|

The Reo Flying Clouds of Bangor
furnished the music at the Kappa Sigma house dance, held at the chapter
house last night. The patronesses included Mrs. Boyd Bartlett and Mrs.
Ralph Childs.
Among the guests
were Miss Persis Hathaway of Lexington, Mass.; Miss Florence Norton
of Andover, Mass.; Miss Myrtle Watson of Portland; Miss Priscilla Webster of Auburn; Miss May White of
Denver, Colo.; Miss Muriel Bradbury
of Brunswick; Miss Catherine Jones
of Portland; Miss Elizabeth Fisher
of Lowell, Mass.; Miss Adele Hopkins
of
Boston,
Mass.;
Miss
Harriet
Clowes of Portland; Miss Sylvia
Rehder of Jamaica Plain, Mass.; Miss
Priscilla Kirkpatrick, Newton Center,
Mass.; Miss Caroline Fee of Lexington, Ky.;
Miss Caroline Davis of
North Conway, N. H.; and Miss Dorothy De Neille of South Portland.
The committee in charge of arrangements was composed of Bernard
A. Ford, chairman, Harold P. Robinson and Gordon Kirkpatrick.

I)

American history, furnishes a reasonable and consistent answer to this
question.
It
makes convincingly

in

The party committee
was composed of Harold M. Ridlon,
'30, Edwin M. Fuller, Jr., '31, and

i

John

tian.

The Buccaneers of Boston furnished
the music for the occasion.
As the Orient went to press, the
guest list included: Miss Ruth Davis
of Beverly, Mass.; Miss Rosamond
Foster of Beverly, Mass.; Miss Ann.?
White of Portland; Miss Arleen
Goshen of Lewiston; Miss Martha
Briggs of Lewiston; Miss Virginia
Saunders of Boston, Mass.; Miss Lucille Clark of Gardiner; Miss Ruth
Johnson of Atlantic City, N. J.; Miss
Hazel Jones of Bangor; Miss Harriet Bates of Portland; Miss Joan
Tuttle of Westbrook.

Chi Psi
clear that a great economic as' well
Professor and Mrs. Manton Copeas political struggle was going on, a land
and Mrs. P. B. Ferguson of
struggle in which New England in- Brunswick,
are chaperones at the
dustrialism made use of popular house
party being presented by Alpha
political shibboleths of the time to Eta
of Chi Psi. Miss Marjorie Reed
supplant the dominant forces of of Greenwood,
Mass.; Miss Faith
Southern and Western agrarianism. Packard of Crown
Point, N. Y.; Mis?
But it is no plea for any single inter Elizabeth Riley of
Brunswick; Miss
pretation of history; it is a study of Lucile Cook
of Wollaston, Mass.; Miss
the whole national life at one of its Lena Riley
of Brunswick; Miss
most passionate moments, a seriou- beth Bancroft of Braintree, ElizaMass.;
contribution to our knowledge based Miss Pauline
Russell of Gardiner;
on a mass of hitherto inaccessible and Miss Marion
Haywood of Boston
material."
are among the guests. At the formal
night Ted Mallon's orchestra
Mass.,
furnished
music. Lawrence Gardner and
Bruce Binley arranged the decoralast

President

Sills

(Continued from Pave

I)

believes in observing all laws absolutely."

Favors Greater Latitude
"Doubtless prohibition has produced
a great deal of economic good," he
said, "but we are not so sure of the
moral good.
"It would have been better if the
18th Amendment had left to Congress

Over the Horizon
HERE

they

come

—

the

nucleus

of an

greater latitude."

He

expressed his "lack of patience"
with those who were "all one way or
the other" and deprecated "the state
of mind" in a State where the "sole
requirement of a legislator was
whether he was wet or dry, without
regard to his opinion or leanings on
other subjects.

all-electric

merchant marine. Yesterday, they were a dream.
To-day, they are well over the horizon, linking the ports

of the east and west coasts with fortnightly
goal of the

Panama

Pacific Line is to build three

turbine-electric ships, thus enabling

Even now, the three
THE CENEB-AL
LECTUC HOUR, BROADCAST
VERY SATURDAY AT 9 P.M.,
IJ.T
OH A NATION-WIDE
US

weekly

New

The
more

"A

decided growth in temperance
all over the world" was apparent, he
said, while there
was "less heavy
drinking in college and everywhere
than a few years ago."
Since then the Reverend Frederick
W. Smith, superintendent of th3
Christian Civic League of Maine has
challenged his statement as to the
doubtfulness of prohibition's good

York-

•

Frisco sailings.

JOIM

service.

liners, California,

Virginia,

and

Pennsylvania, constitute the largest fleet of turbine-electric

!H

K.R.C

NETWORK

commercial ships in the world.

mans pumps,

and warps the vessels into

turns rudders, drives winches,
their berths.

It lights

lamps,

spins fans, operates elevators, cools and cooks food. Its

magic touch

is

apparent on every deck.

All electric equipment, above and below deck,

is

a prod-

uct of General Electric

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

The planning, production, and

held its formal house dance
yesterday evening at the chapter
house.
The Arcadians of Bath furnished the music. Arrangements were
in charge of Paul A. Walker, '31,
George P. Carleton, '31, and, Richard
H. Barrett, '32. Professor and Mrs.
Alfred O. Gross, Professor and Mrs.

tions.

Delta Kappa Epsilon
One of the largest house parties
on campus is being given by the Bowdoin chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
The guests include Mrs. Vaughn
Clay of Waterville; Miss Virginia
Palmer of Lewiston; Miss Dorothy
Hunt of Augusta; Miss Alice 'Hellier
of Rockland; Miss Dorothy Kennett of
Kellogg, Idaho; Miss Hope Adams of
Augusta; Miss Grace Mulholland of
Ipswich, Mass.; Miss Harriet HayWard of Portland; Miss Irene Dahlborg of Brockton, Mass. Miss Frances
Fraser of Geneseo, N. Y.; Miss Mary
Leo of Brunswick; Miss Elizabeth
Stratton of Milwaukee, Wis.; Miss
Caroline Little of Portland; Miss
Caroline Vance of Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Miss Rachel
Porter of Kellogg,
Idaho; Miss Bobbie Vanderlyn of St.
Petersburg, Fla.; Miss Mary Chase of
New York City; Miss Elizabeth Mulholland of Ipswich, Mass.; and Miss
Barbara Gannon of Farmington.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller, of
Topsham, with Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
White, will serve as chaperones. The
Radio Ramblers of Boston have been
secured by
the
house committee,
headed by Charles Stanwood and

Edward S. Hammond and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Campbell acted as
chaperones.
The list of guests included Miss Louise Moon of Portland
Miss Eleanor Riley of Brunswick;
Miss Elinor Randall of Portland;
Miss Margaret Walker of Farmington; Miss Jane Rideout of Brunswick;
Miss Helen McLane of Newton,
Mass.; Miss Gwendolyn Roche of
Portland;
Miss
Ruth Tanner of
Brunswick; Miss Dorothy Mason of
Littleton, Mass.; Miss Helen Schom
berg of Stamford, Conn.; Miss Ruth
Hausel of Boston, Mass.; Miss Betty
Summers of Portland; Miss Elizabeth Michel of Brooklyn, N. Y.; and
of
Montgomery
Miss
Katherine
Lambertville, N. J.

;

The perfect coincidence has happened.
President Sills, lecturing
to his class in comparative liter-

furnished the music. Included among
the guests were: Miss Beverly Cox
of Brookline, Mass.; Miss Rosamond
would, under certain conditions, be al- Edgar of Waltham, Mass.; Miss Hope
lowed to compete with schools outside Kelsey of Brookline, Mass.; Miss
of the new conferences.
Louise Holmes of Belmont, Mass.;
Keaney's suggestion :'s made ?n ft Miss Mary Doughty of Yarmouth;
report on the recent coaches' meetings Miss Elinor Thomas of Brookline,
•n New York in answer to variour Mass.; Miss
Frances Chaddock of
charges made in the Carnegie Founda- Rochester, N. Y.; Miss Beatrice Webtion reoort.
In regard to the latter ber of Brookline, Mass.; Miss Frances
Coach Keaney said he believed there Becker of Bayonne, N- J-; Miss Betty
wasn't i cleaner college in America Mitchell of Hingham, Mass.; Miss
than th* Rhode Island State.
Dorothy De Wolfe of Portland; and

the philosophy of St..
Aquinas, spoke of the
lust, anger,
seven cardinal sins,

ature on

Thomas

.

SCHENICTADY.

NEW

9S-733DH

YORK.

;

,

i

.

pride, etc.
The last one he named
"sloth". Just as he spoke the

was
word

the classroom door opened and in
walked a belated student. The
class immediately responded, a>
classes will, and the student was
given a reception that he neither
had anticipated nor understood.
And to make matters worse, or
better, he walked directly to the

(Continued from Page 1)

of such

aided in bringing these ships over the horizon.

COMPANY.

Omega

College League

distribution

equipment has been largely the responsibility of collegetrained men who are working with General Electric and

who have

Alpha Tau Omega "'
Maine Delta Omega of Alpha Tau

the

moral results.
Claiming that the wiping-out of
the saloon was an immediate effecv
of prohibition, he stated that the
economic benefits by President Sills
admitted of necessity would bring James P. Blunt.
about moral betterment, since the two
are inseparably linked. His remark:
Delta Upsilon
closed with a
reiterated request for
Yesterday
evening,
formal
Uie
further substantiation of some of
house dance of the Bowdoin chapter
President Sills' statements.
of Delta Upsilon was held. The Jersey Jicc-Jaccs, of Lawrence, Mass.,

Besides propelling these ships, electricity hoists freight,
raises anchors,

from, Manchester,

president's desk and handed in a
theme which had been due a week
before. Another howl went up, and
the student took his seat as President Sills joined in and explained
the circumstances to' the bewil-

dered student. The president's comment was that it was a "peculiar
coincidence."
i

"
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FOUR
C.

Mustard and Cress
From

Birth the Nurtorer of Men
Wild glee has been demonstrated
among: the high schools of the state
over the announcement that Bowdoin
is going to throw money in their way
in the form of scholarships.
All one
has to do is pass an exam "administered by the faculty", and if one gets
the highest rank in the vicinity, he
gets $500 two years' tuition tc this

RODICK'S

BOOK

Scholarships

AROUSES MUCH IRE
Freeport
People Greatly
Several
Incensed at Author's Characterisations

—

i
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A
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Coach Bowser
Continued from Page

discount on Shoe Skate Combinations

Remington Portable, almost new

1

$40.00

Several good trades in second-hand typewriters

Pennsylvania, as head coach. Coming
out for football at Pittsburgh, after
having played in high school, Bowser
took readily to the Warner System
and became an invaluable player. He
played as quarterback, guard and cen-

F.

CHANDLER & SON

W.

ter.

Having direct charge of the Pitt
backfield last season, he became the
right-hand

man

DONT FORGET TO SEND HER A VALENTINE

of Jock Sutherland,

l»ead coach of the Panthers.
Much
credit has been given Bowser for the
success of the team, and his brilliant
work in helping Parkinson and Uansa,
the two big stars of that flaming
ball-carrying quartet, to roam all

over the gridirons of the East in pursuit of points and victories.
It would now seem that Maine can
just mark time till next fall, and then
four coaches, all with success behind
them, will send four elevens into a
struggle
for championship
honors
that will be worthy of the name.
The new coach will come to Brunswick to inspect the situation here
sometime next May, it was recently
announced. He will then meet those
of the squad available for service
next year, and will map out plans for
the season.

Bliss
I

Game

Continued from T*wre

l>

doin's first score.
The Ayotte brothers pulled two fancy shots after this,

and as the period ended Rosenfeld
go with an ice-skimmer that
Michaud barely stopped.
As the second period opened Poinex
got loose down the right wing, and as
he checked around at the blue line let
let

drive with a long rolling shot that
Whitney missed.
Coming out or
scrimmage a minute later, he tore
down to slam another at the net, Whitney pulling a sliding circus-stop to
save it. Sloan broke loose at once ami
rifled a beautiful drive into the corner of the net from the left end of the
blue line.
It was immediately Spruce's turn to
draw blood. Skimming down the ice
he crossed over and let loose a terrific shot from right in front of the
Whitney made a dazed stab at
net.
For the rest of the
it, but missed.
period Bliss kept up a rain of shots,
Whitney pulling one or two saves
that looked more like gym team work

than anything else.
The Reserves kept up steady pressure during the final canto, but failed
to do anything in the way of scoring.
One foray by Rosenfeld resulted in a
stop by Michaud that looked goalisli.
Referee Perry disallowed it, thougn,
and it remained for Spruce, on a

We

Have Valentine Candy Boxes Ready

!

"I like Bowdoin best," said a blonde
waitress that said she lived in Portland, "because it's different." And *e
thought that girl was Ught-headed!
!

!

!

Where Everybody Meets
be the biggest contribution possible
Harrison C. Lvseth
to Bowdoin's success in the future
(Continued from rag* 1)
on the ice. The present rink is worked
over enough, and having it covered young people in school. They make
would not freeze the ice, but would various lines of endeavor possible
provide decent lighting and freedom where the students have an opporfrom the continual drifts of snow that tunity to develop talents along varifill the present surface.
ous lines that are not possible other
Any attempt to charge admission
under 'present conditions would be
laughable, and control of the crowo.
impossible.
A covered arena would
allow the erection of handball ana
squash courts, and would be an important source of income. If people
could be assured of seats, of a welllighted rink, and a good surface, the
stands
at
the
"Bowdoin Hockey
Arena" would be filled every time the
team went out to play.
Lineups
Bowdoin Reserves (2)
(5) Bliss

Drew, g

g,

Kimball, Id
Baker, rd
Rosenfeld, c

Id,

S.

c,

Cushman, lw
Sloan, rw

Michaud
Marcous

A. Ayotte

rd,

Ayotte

lw, Spruce

rw, Poirier

Perry, spare

spare,

Marchon

Lowe, spare
Bates, spare

Whitney, spare
Lewis, spare
Score First

—

Avotte
period:
S.
(Bliss), S. Ayotte (Bliss), Kimball
(Bowdoin). Second period: Poirier
Spruce
(Bliss),
(Bowdoin),
Sloan
(Bliss).
period:
Spruce
Third

Harrison Lyseth

(Bliss).
!

I

Gym Team
Continued from Pane

!

j

1

dazzling solo flight, to make the final Colton (B); third, Jones (S). Timscore of the evening, flicking in a 7 seconds.
long shot from left wing.
Parallel Bars Disque (S); second.
The ice was rough and sticky, with- Adams (S); third, Short (B).
out doubt the worst that has beet,
Flying Rings— First, Colton (B):
seen in years. Water dripped steadily second, Disque (S); third, Adams (S).
from the ice-covered lighting wires
Tumbling First, Jones (S); secand lamps, and the puck rolled and ond, Adams (S); third, Disque (S).
rolled.
Score Springfield 44, Bowdoin 10.
An indoor hockey rink would

—

—

—

wise; public speaking, dramatics, music
and various forms of athletics being
today as necessary in the curriculum as
the three Rs.

Every graduate
i

'

I

should

!

!

!

!

Two Recommendations Approved

by
Trustees as Result of Conference
at Oxford This Year

The recent report of the Rhodes

Trust in the form of a memorandum
to the Selection Committees of 1929
has been made available for publication in the Orient by Prof. Thomas

Com-

Two

The Trustees decided that in accordSeveral girls have been noticed on ance with their powers under the
campus. On dit (as we say in Rhodes Trust Act, 1929, Rhodes ScholFrench) that they came to look at ars should be allowed to take the third
the funny haircuts.
year of their Scholarship in doing postf
j
!
graduate studies at any university of
The burden of Thursday afternoon Great Britain and in special cases at
examinations was immensely light- any university on the continent of EuDominions, or the
ened by the appearance of an airplane rope, the Overseas
the country
which kept looking in the window, the United States, other than
on conditions approved
frequent slamming of the hammer of their origin,
College
and the Oxford
their own
against the walls of the cage, and by
Secretary to the Rhodes Trustees, no
Jack Magee's holding shooting pracsuch authorization, however, to be eftice.
Except for that it was fairly fective until it has been submitted to
f

quiet.

the Trustees.

In accordance with the recommendaWhere, Oh, where are the new board tion of the Secretaries' conference, the
sidewalks ?
Trustees decided as an experiment that
Where, Oh, where are the new board the system of Scholarships-at-large
sidewalks ?
should be discontinued and that SelecWhere (increase the tempo at this tion Committees which refused to elect
dah-de-de new board side- in any particular year on the ground
point)
walks?
that no adequate candidate was forthcoming should be allowed to elect ar
Way down below!
!

!

!

!

extra Scholar in a subsequent year
provided there were two really adeSeveral of the students have been
bond quate candidates available.
banks,
in
positions
!

!

!

!

offered

offices, and department
some have gone back to Hebron.

stores,

!

!

!

and

—

semester.

!

a

!

!

!

—pull

professor

tip,

!

!

!

Ill]

!

—

!

!

my

tone,

my

haughty

beauty ? " barked Sir Mortimer.

!

"Everything possible," she answered him unflinchingly.

"Your
!

!

—

•

the

Several of the faculty are preparspeeches, it is unAnd if any of the young ladies who ing town meeting beyond
a doubt the
derstood. This is
are in our midst feel that their gentlejoke of this column ask Chief
men friends are slighting them, or best
Edwards.
which
to
style
are not meeting the
they have been accustomed, call
Mr. (purely honorary, you know)
241-W and ask for John.
Ramsay swore that he
Richard
wouldn't take any books with him
Just to show our attitude when when he went home after mid-years.
the villain in the movies told the His roommate packed his suitcase
heroine "Lady! I give you just ten with a French Dictionary, a history
minutes!"—every student whipped out of French literature, two psychology
a watch to time the action. That's books, and a couple of George Eliot's
Imagine his embarrassment
things.
going a little too far.
!

"So? And what's wrong with

CRIED

By the way the picture ten minutes lasted a minute and a quarter.

chapel again, after quite regular atJust
tendance the last few weeks of last blinds!
!

lunHmtiniiTiisfi

!

One or two men have been cutting

!

ENGRAVED BY

JOHN HELD JR

AubreyAuschincloss,

voice is that of

haft Change

No man

to

shall call

.

they protect the throat.

me honey who

honey-smooth cigarette

—

a man gargling in an elevator

OLD GOLDS . .

.

.

.

does not smoke this

not a cough in a carload.

-

P. Lorillard Co.

FASTEST

MOWING

CIGARETTE IN HISTORY. . .NOT A

COUGH

choose

«*

vocation, an avocation and a hobby
The vocation to be
said Mr. Lyseth.
one's life work, while the avocation
should be some line of endeavor that
when need be can be put to profitable
use.
The hobby is necessary to take
one's mind off the serious things of
life for relaxation.

REPORT OF RHODES
TRUST AVAILABLE
FOR PUBLICATION

Means, Chairman of the Faculty
mittee on Rhodes Scholarships.

t

THE COLLEGE SPA

recommendations have been approved
of the Rhodes Trust
You can send a girl to Vassar, but by the Trustees Conference
at Oxford
as a result of the
you can't make her think.
this year. These are as follows:
!

s

to Mail

«

to be built behind the
college is going to raise

is

look funny when the
President's Sunday night meetings
have zwieback and lime-juice for refreshments.
its

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

!

The graduate schools are thinking
of ruling out Bowdoin men. They are
professionals. And imagine the disappointment when a high school boy
finds that he has lost, and can't go to
Bowdoin, but will have to be content
with Harvard, Yale, or Hebron.

gym, and the

William D. Ireland of Portland was
member of the visiting committee of the Governing Boards to
fill the vacancy caused by the death
last fall of Lewis A. Burleigh of Au-

elected a

(Continued from Pag* 1>

"Examinations, which will be held
in each district in April, will be administered by the Faculty, and the
basis of award will be the average
grade attained in the four following
examinations:
"1. A test of the candidate's capacity to use and understand the English language.
"2. A test in one of the following
foreign languages: French, German,
Spanish, Latin and Greek. The difficulty of the examination is to be proportionate to the amount of the study
offered by each candidate for admis-

Residents of Freeport are incensed
over a book which appeared about a
year ago from the pen of Burleigh
Cushing Rodick, of the class of 1912,
formerly a native of that town ana
now living in New York.
Rodick's book, "My Own New EngSunday School Picnic, not counting
land" is obviously a book that deals
Union fees and blanket robbery.
with Freeport. Some proper names in
t
t
1
!
apparently are sion to Bowdoin College.
This is equivalent to 250 tickets it are disguised, others
The town referred to in the
"3. A test in Mathematics (i.e. High
to the Maine game, 1500 consecutive not.
School Algebra or Plane Geometry) or
trips to the Cumbersome, or would let
High School Physics or High
in
the student keep a library book for
School Chemistry.
almost 135 years.
"4. A test, to be called an Informaj
j
j
This is a new idea. None of the
tional Examination, designed to ascerother colleges ever had the $500.
tain, in as wide a field as feasible, the
degree to which the candidates have
1
!
!
!
acquired information in matters outThe statement accompanying the
announcement of the scholarships
side their high school courses, and
said, "It is also intended as a concrete
show intellectual inquisitiveness.
manifestation of the interest of Bow"In offering these scholarships to
doin College in the boys and ^irls of
candidates for admission, the College
Maine." What girls?
hopes to interest Maine boys of high
!
!
!
quality who might otherwise have to
Remember how the U. of M. (down
It is
defer their college education.
.*. ) used to send
to Orono, Cecil
also intended as a concrete manifesaround Psyche, the Maine countertation of the interest of Bowdoin Colpart of Professor Burnett, to interest
lege in the boys and girls of Maine.
High School assemblies in going to
The College will shortly issue a more
Orono ? Psyche resembled the nymph
detailed statement. In the meantime
he was named after somewhat as
the Dean would be very glad to anMarie's underwear resembles an awnswer any questions from interested
ing, and Marie has very delicate uncandidates."
derwear. Ask anyone. Psyche made
an impression about like a week end at
Governing: Boards
Bath, and one year he didn't come
and every boy in the class went to
(Continued from Page 1
Burleigh Cushing Rodick, whose book
Majne.
sor
of
mathematics at the University
»
j
"My New England" is under fire by
of Rome, and is known through vaMaine had the idea, but not the Free porters.
rious publications in the field of differmanner. And if the students have
ential geometryProfessor Bompiani
to pass exams "administered by the story is "Cumberland", but by such
will not arrive here until the second
faculty" before they come her?, tne designations as "South Main Street"
semester, probably
mam|er is Jtill somewhat tactless. and the "Litchfield Deestrict", it is half of the first
about
November
7th,
and will lecture
One thing about it, Bowdoin will get obviously the same town where
of the semester. To
No one before ever paid Rodick went to high school, and until the close
scholars.
save Math majors from a frenzied
much attention to them.
passed the younger days of his life.
search for a knowledge of Italian,
Rodick portrays the citizens of the be it known that Professor Bompiani
!
But then, if a fellow has $500, what town in a light which can not and speaks excellent English.
Prior to
has not been taken favorably. That coming to Bowdoin the professor will
does he want to go to college for?
he has exaggerated is without ques- lecture throughout the summer at the
!
student's
tion. Persons who have lived in town all
The test will determine the
University of Chicago, and from the
ability to use correct English. "Did their lives, whose fathers lived there
first of October till his arrival heri,
you get into Bowdoin?" "No, I before them, and who are some of he will be at Johns Hopkins, in Baltidangled a participle in my exam."
the dearest persons alive, have been more.
Just what course the profes!
!
1
portrayed in this book as objectional sor will conduct while here has not
The principal of the high school characters. Rodick's book, looking at been definitely decided as yet.
will say, "My dear sir, you have been it critically, is fairly good matter, but
The appointment of Charles W. Bownamed valedictorian of your class.' unfortunately he has seen fit to mtro
The student will reply, "Thank you so duce too many names of actual per- ser as coach of football for the next
season was also confirmed.
much, sir, I always wanted to go to sons.
Bowdoin."
Rodick himself denies that he inAn emergency appropriation of
!
tended to do so. He states that he $1500 was made by the committee to
Or he can say,, "Thanks awfully, intended in no way to portray people provide for work on the shade trees
but really I must decline. You see, in life, but that his fictional char- on the Bowdoin campus made necesI have football ability."
acters are impressions made from in- sary by the ice storm of December 19
!
!
!
numerable sources, and that he hopes and 20, 1929. These trees had been
If the student is successful, and gets "I have not been so poor an artist as reconditioned only last fall when more
the $500, immediately a training to make use of a living model in a than $3000 was expended in the worfc.
course in Bowdoin matters will be- work of fiction, nor have I done so.''
A report was received from the
gin.
He will sit on a window-sill
Freeport people are emphatic in
every morning for ten minutes while statements concerning this statement. committee on the Bowdoin War Mea man reads the Bible and seven little going so far as to use forceful lan- morial Flagpole, contract /or which
has now been let. The pole will be
boys sing through their noses.
guage.
erected on the campus this coming
!
!
!
!
Although it is his own signed stateHe will learn thirty-five different ment that he did not draw on life, spring under the direction of the colanswers to the question, "Why did it is significant that 30 people men- lege committee on grounds and buildBowdoin lose to (name of college to tioned in the book either live or have ings.
be supplied) last fall?" He will have lived in Freeport. Twenty of these
a cultivation course in assorted bird- people lived within a half mile of his
blowing for the Cumbersome Friday
boyhood home, and eleven of them
night diseases.
are still alive, mostly in Freeport.
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MOULTON UNION LOUNGE
Clement F. Robinson Is
Man of Abundant Energy
The

following

Associated

R.

Press

story, clipped

from the Portland Evening Express, paying tribute to the
outstanding characteristics of Attorney General Clement F. Robinson,
'03 will be of interest to Bowdoin
"characteristic

of

Clement F. Robinson, attorney general
of Maine, is his abundant energy.
A
tall, dark haired man of 48
years, he

'

appears to be possessed of unlimited

'

vitality.
j

An instance of this was seen in ftis
handling of the Donnell case, in which
har les .£? Donnell of Lewiston
9„
.

i

|

.

and

Estella Edwards, were convicted
of manslaughter in connection with
the death of Mrs. Thelma Smith of
Portland, who the State proved was
the victim of an illegal operation.
Perhaps no case in the recent history of Maine criminal procedure has
had so many ramifications and supplied so much drama as this case ir
which Donnell w*.s sentenced to from
five to ten years and his assistant
from one to two years imprisonment
last June.
The Donnell case had its beginning
with the disappearance of the Smith
vyoman and although there was no
body to prove that a crime had been
committed Robinson, in characteristic
fashion, advised the arrest of Donnell
after investigation had disclosed that
the missing woman had last been seen
L< 1 on of c e I", m
Ti?X e conclusion of
iu
the
t^T*v "
SG r
°V T
»nH £?4
If
r
t
Canada for
the
P
£h» u£if
P6rS ° nS

'18,

W.

Sturgis,

A.

Paul A. Palmer

'20,

A

,

men.

The outstanding

Stearns,

and Gordon Bucknam, '26.
(Continued from Page 1)
President Sills spoke representing
the college. In his talk, he urged the from the Great War, including the
alumni "to rise not to the defense ol Versailles Treaty land Reparations,
the small college, but to its support as will be taken up later on in the seit goes forward." He also spoke of mester.
Mr. Palmer was graduated from
various gifts to the endowment fund
and of the apparent loss of interest Bowdoin summa cum laude and is a
on the students' part, due, he claimed, member of Phi Beta Kappa. He has
to more diversified interests.
On th? been studying at Harvard since 1927.
subject of scholarship, he said, "Stu- and as an undergraduate belonged
dents are taking harder courses at to the Ibis and Phi Delta Psi. He wa
Bowdoin, and during the past semes a speaker in the Class of 1868 Prize
ter there has been a notable decrease Speaking, and was one of those to
in the number of students expelled give a Commencement Address. He
the
Charles Carroll
^ or scholarly deficiency and in the also received
Everett Scholarship.
number placed on probation."
Other speakers were Alfred E.
Burton, '78, former dean of the MasStraight
sachusetts Institute of Technology,
(Continued from Page 1)
who spoke on "College Reminiscences
of Robert E. Peary"; John Clair fred Wingate
of Hallowell.

|

i

;

tailored

comfort.

j

;

7

j

^

.

SSL

;

!

;

™

Minot, '96, literary editor of the Boston Herald, whose subject was "A
Third of a Century Out of College";
and Alumni Secretary, Philip S.
Wilder, '23, who told of the fine work
done by the Reverend Jehiel &.
Richards, '72, of Walnut Hill, as class
agent for the Alumni Fund.
The next evening, January 31st,
the New York Association met at the
Hotel Park Lane, in that city, for its
61st annual dinner.
President John
W. Frost, '04, presided. President
Sills again represented the college,
speaking on the same general sur»ject.
William R. Crowley, '08, secretary of the Association of American
Football Officials and chairman of the
committee
which
recently
picked
Charles W. Bowser as Bowdoin's next
football mentor, spoke on the football
situation here at Bowdoin. Clement
F- R ob inson, '03, Attorney General of

Sophomores

— Melcher

$40.00

Prince Fobes

Freshman

—George

Dfl

Bootn

Russell

of Cincinnati, Ohio.

j

!

'

Pettegrove

i

>

|

'

^

>

-

*

>

*«—

I

co'uld

pJs

who

The 24 juniors included

tions

s

but for the efficient cooperat on o£ the
Androscoggin county attorney and the
sheriffs, deputies, police and detec
tives

*•** *»»•- -

and Hartford Assoeia- many.

Philadelphia

!ll

ted
A

,e C °

'

«

ge

th *

On Tuesday, February 4, the Bowdoin Club of Portland met for lunch
eon at the Falmouth. J. Everett Hicks,
'95, of the Bowdoin Alumni Association of Boston spoke on the benefits
of the small college to the nation,
President Dwight H. Sayward also
made a few remarks about the coland extortion.
More than 100 opinions or law inter- lege, chiefly in connection with the
coming
talk by the recently appointed
pretations have been furnished by
Robinson on request of heads of the football coach, Charles W. Bowser.
State government. Several of the
opinions have been in connection witn
Recital
the excise tax passed by the last legislature.
An important opinion was
(Continued from Page 1)
that which ruled that State Highway rence
of the opening theme perfectly.
Police did not have .deputy sheriff
t
8 " F iryland Suite" was
?£Ug!!deliberately,
puwen,
infers unaer
powers
unuer ine
under
me men
«rv written
?£
f as so much of his
the
then existing law.
The last legislature amended the law music in an attemnt to nroduee color
to incorporate this power.
effect T te foSeld note? of "The
Attorney General Clement F. Robin- Enchanted ForeTt", the daintiness of
son, now a partner in the law firm of "Idyl", and the grotesque mockery of
Robinsop and Richardson. Portland. "The March of the Gnomes" were
was born in Brunswick the eldest of as evident in their creation of atth
8
Pro f:.» nd
"- Franklto -osphere as they were delightful.
. Robinson. During
.
_
C.
his
college Alexander Russell's
Tjawren ce
"St.
/
^
%,
course at Bowdoin, where his father Sketches", which Mr.
Cronham
next
was professor -of chemistry, he received only one course grade lower
than "A" and was a member of Phi
oil'
Beta Kappa, national scholastic fracoulf fairly visualize the g/thering
ternity.
After- his graauation front
of the crowds, the long Latin chant
Bowdoin Robinson attended Harvard
the gowned choir and the procesLaw School, from which he was grad- of
sion sweeping up to the high altar,
uated in 1906. He was admitted to the
the religious ecstasy at a miracle,
Maine bar three years later.
and the final benediction. Through
„..
The attorney general practiced law &u this ran the ever-recurring chime
in Bostonand Portland; held several
theme, the cadence of the bells of Ste.
memberships on State tax and legal Anne
Beaupre, as they have rung
commissions and served twice as so man years ai ongt he St. Lawrence.
Cumberland County attorney, before
„„,.
»*.
Chinoisene „ seemingly rather
a
his appointment as deputy attorney'
general by former Attorney General fantasy, written by Swirmen, and Mr
Cronham
own
"Night
of
Spring
s
K. W. Shaw in 1924. He is now comIt wa,
pleting the first year of his first two- *?« next on the program.
th the famous "Les Preludes" of
year term as attorney general.
L szt though that the guest organist
dence.

'

Another important criminal case
prosecuted by Robinson last year was
that of Ralph L. Perkins of Orono,
former State senator, who was sentenced to from two to four years imprisonment on conviction of bribery

j

!

j

;

Organ
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I

St
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Three
T_
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man

attack.

Summaries:
Bowdoin Reserves (2)
Lewis, lw

^^

Rosenfeld, c

Paul E.
others,
£|!Q_
ir ooa

Howard, rw

.

Small, Id
Kimball, rd

Whitney, g

(1) Bndgton
lw, Pascarelli

in

Id,

rd,

,

i

^

came through

later Spadafora

.

j

'

!

H.

Editors.

Bugle 1931
D. F. Prince, Editor-in-Chief
J. L. Snider, Associate Editor
J. C. Flint, Business Manager

>R.

Swimming

W. N.

Locke, Captain
H. S. Hall, Manager
Fencing
W. M. Altenburg, Captain

Gym Team
J. B. Colton, 2nd,

M.

Orient
H. M. Davis, Jr., Editor-in-Chief
J. L. Snider, P. A. Walker, Man-

Bowdoin Publishing Co.
Business Manager
Thomas, Jr., Assis-

Slunehne
Spadafora
Walsh.

L. L. Short,

CUMBERLAND
Friday and Saturday

Editor

— on the screen —

THE

JOAN CRAWFORD

Handbook
P.

UNTAMED
with

A. Walker,

also

PARAMOUNT NEWS

Editors

Committee on the Moulton Union

From the Faculty: Prof. C. T.
Burnett, Prof. O. C. Hormell, Prof.
T. C. Van Cleve, Mr. D. D. Lancaster;
Students: J. P. Pettegrove, D> F.
Prince, C. E. Gatchell

los to end h ??_P ro ram Ba slT g h,q tried this twice again, each time hiter of Brunswick in l'.»08 and has one ^
?
/ l .
:,
_
?
music on
the idea that life is but a ting the ice like a ton of brick, and
daujjhter, Kmily, now 19 years old.
Debating Council
series of preludes leading up to the then the Polar Bear second line slid
STUDENT DIRECTORY
W. P. Snow, President
opening note of the song of the fu- out on the ice
•
P. A. Walker, Manager
Council
the
famous
composer
given
Student
ture,
has
Alumni Associations
When Spadafora had waltzed down
T). F. Prince, Assistant Manager
lis a symphonic poem that is wellH. B. Thayer, President
to
rub
to whitney's
(Continix-d from pax* 1)
nigh an epitome of philosophy.
Musical Clubs
S. R. Stone, Vice-President
*
Verry ^r^ away up the cen r
William M. Emery '89 was elected
There was feeling in Mr. Cronham's and as he neared the net passed back
J. W. Riley, Jr., Manager
B. B. Whitcomb, Secretary-Treasur|ir<-suient for the coming year. Other interpretations,
and
warmth anl to Gatchell. Gatchell crashed in
E. N. Lippincott, Assistant Maner.
officers chosen included Ellis Spear, depth, but above all there was the shot
1930
ager
that Walsh could only make »
*M, John H. Joy, '12, Felix A. Bur- sure touch and authority of a master, blind stab for. The rest of the first
B. B. Whitcomb, Leader of Glee
F. H. Bird, H. W. Chalmers, H. P.
ton. '07, Kenneth S. Boardman, "21, It is to be hoped that we can again period found Low dumping attack
Chapman, H. M. Davis, Jr., G. O. Club
1 arl W. Cook, '17, Wallace M. Powers, have the pleasure of a recital by him
R. P. Mallett, Leader of Instruafter attack while Small and Perry Garcelon, E. W. Lancaster, H. V.
•04, J. F. Hamburger. '10. Timothy at no distant date.
mental
:
Club
tried three unsucces.iful raids, Walsh St les

Mon. and Tues.

Feb. 17 and 18

-

SWEETIE
with

Nancy

I

!

Feb. 14-15

Revue

Alumnus

Jr.,

-

with a complete change of program

P. S. Wilder, '23, Editor-in-Chief
O. S. Pettingill, Jr., Managing

H. M. Davis,

Captain

Manager

Tennis Team
J. M. Parker, Captain
O. F. King, Manager

Jimmy Evans

Quill

D. Fosdick, Editor-in-Chief
H. M. Davis, Jr., O. S. Pettingill,
spare, McBarron
Jr., Associate Editors
W. P. Snow, Business Manager

Lewis (Scrimmage) Bowdoin
to shoot wide, and then Small tried Third period
two long floaters that were knocked No score
down by the defense. Pascarelli got
Penalties
loose and carried down for a long solo
Bowdoin 3; Bridgton 3
that ended in the side boards. He
Referee, Perry.

ment

,

M.

Hockey

S. R. Stone, Captain
F. B. Neal, Manager

g.

Game

^

J.

Hirtle,
B.
C Adams A. Artinian, E.
rw, Sutcliffbauu. tant Managers

Gatchell, spare
Perry, spare
Low, spare
Cushman, spare
Drew, spare
Bridgton
Scoring:
(Continued from Page 1)
First period
down the ice like a thunderbolt to
Gatchell (Perry) Bowdoin
drive one at Whitney, who stopped it Second period
with an outstretched foot A moShinefine (unassisted) Bndgton

and B's and are allowed six cuts
each course for the semester.

\
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Robinson married Miss Myrta Book-

a string of daisy-cutters, while
forwards staged a desperate fourin

niay cut classes at their dis-

creti on

i

•

Faxon, L. R. Leach,
S. McLellan, Jr.

Walsh spent most of the last twv aging
TT
minutes flat on his stomach, pulling
Wwtiuvp.
his

* «/•

2
well-* Benj
BenTrSn
* nun Zolov of Portland
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a fervid oration against man's inhumanity to man, and the penalty
time went in a wild weird argument
on the ice, with substitutes popping
on and off in companionable fashion.

•

wu*
^LW
a

if""*

I

,

Brunswick

for tripping, and no sooneer had he
Phi Beta Kappa
come onto the ice than Sutcliffbaum
W. H. Dean, Jr., G. S. Willard, J.
and he became entangled in a wordy M. Parker, H. M. Davis, Jr.
brawl, from which they both emerged
While they
witjjx two minutes more.
Ibis
scrouched wistfully on the penalty
O. S. Pettingill, Jr., President
bench, Kimball and Spadafora fen
H.
M.
Davis, Jr., Sec.-Treas.
afoul of each other, and Perry waved
R. P. Mallett, D. Fosdick, W. H.
them towards the jug. Walsh im- Dean, Jr., G. W. Freiday, Jr., D. P.
mediately left his goal and broke into
Parker,

;'

1

^ ^!„ l

*,

Francis M. Appleton of Dublin, N.
H.; Arthur L. Crimmins of Brunswick; John P. Emmons of Brookline,
Mass.; Burton Harrison of Dover,
Mass.; Lawrence CJenks of Newton
Lower Falls, Mass.; Albert E. Jenkins
of Winthrop, Mass.; Fred R. Kleibacker, Jr., of Pittsburgh, Pa.; John
L. Lochhead, Jr., of Winthrop, Mass.;
Robert M. McFarland of Portland;
Robert E. Maynard of Dorchester,
Mass.; Donald E. Merriam of Owl's
Head; Albert F. Richmond of Taun
ton, Mass.; Allen Rogers of Portland; William N. Small of New York
City; £endall A. Smith of Kennebunk;
Hawthorne L. Smyth of Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.; Julian C. Smyth of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; John L. Snider of Portland; Herman R. Sweet of Attleboro,
Mass. . Walk* m7 True of Freep^rt
p aui a Walker of Belmont Mass ''
i

'

M

.

in the list

are:

present at the Hartford dinner.

assisted in procuring evi-

°

1931
Masque and Gown
diving flat on his face twice to nab
the puck. As the whistle blew SutH. S. McLellan, President
A. L. Crimmins, D. F. Prince.
cliffbaum barely missed the corner of
W. N. Locke, Manager
Athletic Council
the cage.
J. K. Ames, Stage Manager
S. R. Stone, Secretary-Treasurer
Shinefine started to make things
Pi Delta Epsilon
H. B. Thayer, B. R. Shute, A. L.
miserable for the Reserves as soon Crimmins, C. F. Stanwood
H. M. Davis, Jr., President
as the second session was underway.
O. S. Pettingill, Jr., Vice-President
CLASS OFFICERS
Twice he dribbled through the enJ. W. Riley, Jr., Secretary-Treasur1930
tire squad to whirl up against Whiter
ney, who blocked him neatly; on the
S. R. Stone, President
D. Fosdick, M. Hawthorne, H. S.
third attempt a low shot from his
H. P. Chapman, Vice-President
McLellan, R. B. Hirtle
stick found the net corner. Then a
J. M. Parker, Secretary-Treasurer
Outing Club
scoring fever came over the Polar
1931
J. Smythe, President
Bears, and they went into conference
A. L. Crimmins, President
P. C. Ahern, Secretary-Treasurer
up the ice. Rosenfeld Whacked a
F.
L.
Vice-President
Morrell,
beautiful low one into Walsh's pads,
Track
R. DeGray, Secretary-Treasurer
and as it fell back Lewis was in like
G. W. Soule, Captain
1932
a flash scoring the winning tally.
J. C. Flint, Manager
L.
W.
Usher,
President
a
E. N. Merrill, R. C. Moyer, AssisThe final period was more of
J. W. Hay, Vice-President
tant Managers
shinny sequence than anything else.
J. Creighton, Secretary-Treasurer
Rosenfeld drew a two-minute cooler

!
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Wear

and more

Dean's List
(Continued from Page 1)
Locke of Newtonville, Mass.; Laurc..
F. Longfellow of Monarda; Oliver C.
Lyon, Jr., of Montclair, N. J.; Arthur K. Orne of Rockland; James M.

I

iuou

A

of Portland; Richard Newhall Sanger
<* Arlington, Mass.
|

*

i

,

Tailored to Measure or Ready to

i

A Men

Parker of Cape Elizabeth; James P.
of Machiasport; Frank
W. Phelps, Jr., of Old Town; Herbert L. Prescott of Rockland; Weston
Rankin of Woodfords; John W. Riley,
Jr., of Brunswick; Howard M. Sapiro
4
1L
of Portland;
Edward Schwartz of
Portland: Samuel H. Schlosberg of
VT
Gardiner; Gilmore W. Soule of AuMaine 8Pok* h* ef[ y
told man *
sta Alvah D Stein Jr 'NewSesses ....
Bowdoin anecdotes. Remarks were al- ton, Mass.; Howard V. Stiles of AuD
Kobmson
alludes to this case as one so made by Phillips H. Lord, '25,better gusta; Norman
S. Waldron of Rockof the most important and certainly known a "Seth Parker of Jonespor:." land;
George S. Willard of Sanford:
s
j

Dinner Coat of unstudied smartness,
with that rare skill which assures genuine

Dignified

also

Helen Kane
and Jack Oakie

Carroll

SHORT SUBJECTS

j
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j
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Wed. and ThurH.

ROMANCE

-

of the

Feb. 19 and 20

RIO

GRANDE

with
Warner Baxter - Mary Duncan
Antonio Moreno
Also SHORT SUBJECTS

Voming— SUNNYSIDE UP

.

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SIX

ANT1QVITY SHOP

EATON HARDWARE

house to house singing a greeting,
which included an invitation. And the
wedding guest would also march to
Avenplaywright's call
a very spirited tune to the bride's
tare". The maiden does not hesitate house. Then the fiddlers would play
to incur scandal so that the parents a very bright melody while the whole
may be driven into approval of the "cortege" went across the village to

Professor Bruneau

Initiations

THE BRICK HOUSE
(Continued from Pas* 1)
10 Spring St. • • Brunswick, Me.
provisional list of pledges:
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
John G. Barbour of Newport
(1931); William C. Berry of GardiStamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention ner (1932); and from the Class of
1933, A. Samuel Davis, Jr., of Bound
to orders for antique roods of any land
Brook, N. J.; Elston R. Eaton and
Lorimer K. Eaton of Belfast; Daniel
J. Bowman of Patterson, N. J.; Robert L. Smith of Newton, Mass.; Willian W. Galbraith of Portland; and
William V. Copeland of Pawtucket,
Sport Store of
R- I-

"La

!

These maidens must certainly seem

Delta Kappa Epsilon
On February 27th will be held the
formal initial of the

Capital, $50,000.

PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music and Records

Agent for Victor Radio

We

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaDomestic and ImEorted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
bles, Olives, Pickles,

inds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

STUART & CLEMENT
Quality Printing
Building

enormous

Adult Education?" The session closed
with an informal gathering at the
Union and a sleigh ride.
Saturday morning Herbert L. Connolly of Wesleyan spoke on "The
Non-Graduates".
Problem of
the

quantities.

And

ing,

iott C. Baker
taken in at this time: Elliott
of Great Neck, N. Y.; Charles M.
Barbour, Jr., of Newport; John 1.
Bates of Montclair, N. J.; H. Schuyler
Bradt, Jr., of New York City; Gordon D. Briggs of Skowbegan; Roland
H. Graves of Pittsfield; David G

Means of Omaha, Neb.; George

E.
Pettengill of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.;
John C. Rosenfeld of Waban, Mass.;
and Louis T. Stearns of Hampden.

ple have the reputation, which they
Theta Delta Chi
actually deserve, of being thrifty, if
Friday evening, February 21st, will not miserly. And I have to own that
be held the formal initiation of Theta girls incline towards the romantic side
Delta ChL The initiates are Davis P. of marriage, while boys tend more
Low, Brockton, Mass.; Albert P. Ma- towards the business side.
Boston, Mass.; C. Stewart
deira,
In reality, there were many very
Mead, Bangor; Richard P. French, curious customs in Lorraine. The secWhitefield, N. H.; Norman L. Hersey, ond Sunday in Lent, after church, the
South Portland; Will M. Kline, Jr., girls were "given away." The whole
New Kensington, Pa.; Arthur E.
would assemble on the

community
market place, around a big fire. Then,
two young men, perched on roofs on

Moyer, Reading, Mass.; J. Merritt
Watson, Quincy, Mass.; Hallett P.
Foster of Waterville. The committee
in charge of arrangements includes
Norman A. Brown, '31, and Francis
A. Vaughan, '32.

Oxfords—

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

LYMAN B. CHIPMAN

of
Bakanowsky,
Witoldo
itiated:
PURE FOOD SHOP
Jewett City, Conn.; Leo C. Christopher of Woodsville, N. H.; Charles
Wholesale Retail
F. Doherty of St. Albans, N. Y.;
Portland, Me. Michael W. Gibadlo of Lawrence,
574 Congress St,
Mass.; Charles L. Kirkpatrick of
Newton Center, Mass.; Harry R. Kel'Anything y'want Pressed?* lett of Lawrence, Mass.; Roger D
Lowell of Lee; Wilson A* Sherburne
Give it to
of Milo; and George P. Taylor of
m
Wollaston, Mass.
LAVENDER OR ESTLE

!

|

& GERVAIS

j

{gRISK

Clothing which

tailored

custom

that distinctive touch which

always marks the wearer as

Saturday noon, a buffet lunch was

well dressed.

|

|

SrtBk Brothers
EAST

16

50th

STREET

NEW YORK

PHIL BRISK
being prepared.

This

which means five minutes. The
lights go out, the screen is moved, a
curtain goes down for the ads and
the stage is ready for the first act.
Mr. Locke then gave an interesting
description of the various kinds of
talkies that are shown at the Cumberland, telling the difference between
j

the phototone
methods.

and

Duke

Alumni Secretary of the College, and
director of this district presiding.
An invitation was received at this
conference to hold the next with
College in Williamstown,
Mass., in 1931.
The session opened with a luncheon
at the Moulton Union, where all meetings were held. President Sills delivered the principal address of the open-

Williams

actions.

ing session,

Good
i

speaking

Alumni

in

on "Making
Undergraduate

Years". The President stressed the
value of his custom of giving short
talks on the history, traditions and

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

I

j

:

j

j

j

j

IsSkill/

Sigma Nu
February 22nd, Delta Psi of Sigma
will hold their formal initiation.

Nu

JACOB SMITH

The probable

AGENT

list

of pledges to

be

initiated:

Bryan, West Springfield,
L.
Mass.; F. O. Coult, Denville, N. J.;
J. W. Gauss, Salem, Mass.; R. Hall,
South Windham; W. L. Hrfskell, Lewiston; M. T. Hickok, Manhasset, N.

W.

Special Rates to Students

on Photographs
Webber's Studio
Morton's News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

Y.; J. D. Kelsey, Portland; H. R.
Lewis, Groton, Mass.; E. P. Loring,
Watertown, Mass.; H. C. MacWhinney, Easton; F. E. Miller, Lynn,
Mass.; W. E. Mullen, Brockton, Mass.;
D. Pelton, Lynnfield, Mass.; W. S.
Prescott, Sharon, Mass.; L. J. Roehr,
Edgewood, R. I.; L. T. Steele, Lynn,
Mass.; J. W. Trott, Glen Ridge, N. J.

Alpha Tau Omega

evening, February
Maine Delta Omega of
Alpha Tau Omega will hold its formal
Delegates from Maine,
initiation.
Colby, New Hampshire, Dartmouth
and Vermont are expected to attend.
Arrangements are in charge of HowShaving Preparation*
ard A. Davison, '30, and Burton Har-

On Wednesday

nineteenth,

KAYWOODIE PIPES

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
Toilet Articles

Prescriptions

-

Carefully

Compounded

AGENCY FOR

rison, '31. The list of pledges to be
initiated at this time follows:

Marshall

Whitman's Chocolates

P RINTING

.

.

Portland;
•

.

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.
• Estimates
and samples

a ciga rette
The

\fs

|ASTE /

endless de-

of ageing tobacco, blending snd cross-blending, the standard Chesterfield method, is not

what interests you.
But its "fruit"— keener,

SHORTS MARKET

spicier aroma, true

mildness with unmistakable tobacco "character"
—is just the one thing that smokers can judge by—

—GROCERS—
who

in

tail

The Bruns-

wick Record.

•

JUDGE A TREE by its fruit."

Mass.;
Lexington,
Moulton,
H.
Charles E. Thurlow, Fryeburg.

effi-

and promptly at

the office of

Jr.,

Gilbert Moore, Ayer, Mass.; Richard
.

of all kinds handled
ciently

Davis,

George P. Desjardins, Brunswick;
Oscar E. Hanscom, Sanford; Clyde
R. Johnson, Fryeburg; Sumner H.
Mclntire, South Essex, Mass.; John
B. Merrill, Cumberland Center; A.

cater to fraternity trade

TASTE above

MILD
and yet
THEY SATISFY
.

evert/thing"

.

.

cheerfully burnished.

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Hardware

Brunswick

Co.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices

hesterfield

Brunswick Publishing

Company
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick Now S

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP

FINE TURKISH snd

For First Class Haircutting
1M9. Ijgcbtt

Near Campus

•

Two Expert

Barbers

ft

vitaphone

!

1

Skowhegan.

LAUNDRY

the

Following his talk he answered a
nation, no matter how poor an act number of questions regarding the
may be, in watching it. The perform- theatre in a most interesting manner.
ers watch each other, night after
night, while the boys enjoy the three
University
shows.
Friday noon is a busy place at the
Cumberland. The six or seven students
who are employed back stage rush
Durham, N. C.
through their lessons in order to
reach the theatre by the time the bus
On October 1, 1930. carefully
Then the
with the troupe arrives.
selected first and third year stustage has to be set up, the draperies
used in connection with the movies
dents will be admitted. Applicabeing removed and the wings put up
tions may be sent at any time and
light
in their place, stage light, spot
will be considered in the order of
and curtain cues studied, and then
receipt.
Catalogues and applicacomes the rehearsal
tion forms may be obtained from
shown
are
being
While the movies
the Dean.
at the performance the first act is

...on

CITIZENS

generally ^

A

MEATS

to the

is

street scene in order to have as little
buzz comes
to do as possible.

CUMMINGS' MARKET

Send Your Washing

CITY

Watch For Our Representative

I

Continued from pajre

We find folksongs again when the
Beta Theta Pi
relatives and friends had to be inThe Bowdoin chapter of Beta Thet.i vited to the wedding. The bride's
do the work
Pi plans to initiate the following father and mother would go from
pledges on Thursday evening, February 20th. The committee in chargo
of arrangements is headed by Atwood H. Brent, '30. Pledges: (from
the class of 1932) Dominic N. Anand GROCERIES
tonucci of Maiden, Mass.. and Robert L. Heller of Cleveland Heights,
Telephone 435-436
1933)
class ^ of
the
Ohio; (from
Richard M. Allen, of Andover, Mass.;
Wilfred G. D'Avignon of Norton,
Agency
Insurance
Riley
Mass.; Hudson B. Hastings, Jr., of
New Haven, Conn.; Frederic H\ InINSURANCE
graham of Wollaston, Mass.; Thomas
H. Kimball of Belmont, Mass.; Henry.
A. Lord, Jr., of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Eliot
Brunswick
Town Building
Smith of Melrose Highlands, Mass.;
Edward D. W. Spingarn of Amenia,
N. Y.; and Frederic N. Woodbury of

PLAY SAFE

is

to

Your individual measure, has

session.

1

Alumni Council

If he was accepted,
consent.
fathers and mothers on both sides
would engage in money squabbles, all
the while emptying bottle after bot
tie of their oldest wine. When all was
family
satisfactorily settled, bot
went to the nearest town to buy all
that was necessary for the wedding;
that important move was called:
There are no
habits."
"aller aus
songs celebrating these prosaic trans-

ents'

—

But Never Noticeable

leges Plea for Financial Recognition,'
which was discussed by Miss Mary
c. J. Higley, alumnae secretary of
Mount Holyoke College, was one of
the most interesting papers of the

j

given at the residence of Philip S.
wilder, on McKeen street.
The closing speaker of the conference was r>an Harold Lobdell of
soul of Lorraine appears steeped in Massachusetts
Institute
of Techpoetry and romance.
nology, who at the afternoon session
During the wedding dinner, a cu- spoke on "The Possibilities of an
rious custom took place. Young girls Alumni Magazine."
or young men, men and women came
by groups under the windows of the
William Locke
room where the feast was going on,
and sang the "Reveillee." Everyone
Continued from Page 1
around the table listened in religious and a most interesting one," said Mr.
silence; then the master of the house Locke in opening his talk.
He said
rose and offered a cake and a bottle there is a certain nervous strain on
of wine to the singers. This song of the stage, everybody from the leading
the Reveillee is one of the oldest and characters to call boy being keyed up
most surely authentic of ancient Lor- to see that everything goes right.
raine songs, and I believe it to be
Continuing, he said it is generally
dearest to the hearts of the Metz peo- supposed
that college boys like to get
ple.
jobs as stage hands so they can talk
As everything has to end, the to the chorus girls and play poker.
guests had to depart, and they did As a matter of fact the stage hands
so cheerfully singing words to the are not supposed to have any coneffect that every possible thing naa versation with the actors and genbeen eaten or drunk.
erally live up to that rule, and the.
And then, according to the folk- have very little time to play cards.
songs, no more laughing. We shall While the acts are on the boys are alsee next time what folksongs tell us ways in the wings watching the performance, for there is a certain fasciabout the joys of married life.

The committee in
ments is headed by Henry G. Small, only the sentimental side of marriage,
but they also dwell upon the practical
•30.
The French country peoside of it.

Always Noticed

Is Done With Alumni Fund
Money", was discussed by Henry W.
Rowe, assistant to the president at
Bates College. "The Women's Col-

"What

'

!

.'

LECLA1R

I

After the wedding ceremony came
the wedding dinner, quite a gigantic
meal; i>ne can hardly believe in those
degenerate times of ours, that people were able to eat and drink such

each side of the market-place, gav;
out the girls to the young fellows.
This would constitute "engagement".
Then the "fiances" had to dance* toin
Style*
Latest College
gether that same night, while on the
Kappa Sigma
following Saturday, the girls invited
Bostonian and Florsheim
Alpha Rho of Kappa Sigma holds their "valentines" to eat the traditional
pois d'epices." These playful
$5 to $10
its formal initiation on" Wednesday dish,
marriages,
evening, February nineteenth. The engagements often led to
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers
ones. It will
Initiation Banquet will be held in the often to most excellent
perceived that lovers founa
easily
be
SaturMoulton Union the following
meet.
day. Edgar W. Lancaster, '30, is in it a sure way to
When things were getting serious,
charge of initiation plans. It is exparpected that the following will be in- the suitor came to ask for the

MAINE

BRUNSWICK

I

;

!

charge of arrange-

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

Town

i

6

1

Surplus and Profits, 9100,000

;

J-Hff "^ Tj-*^ "«—

of Brunswick, Maine

STUDENT

;

then, after all this merrymakcomes a melancholy note; the
song of the bride, in which she bemoans her change of state from
maiden to wife.
In order to give an idea of the
difference which can be seen between
tne y are 1*reTe intended to be sung
the songs of the various French provby men.
inces, I shall let you hear a song
The girls' answer is ever so much from Brittany. When Louis XII, King
more light and more witty. We find of France, married the Duchess Anne
it in the song of "Pretty Poppy", still
of Brittany, in 1499, at the Castle of
very well known all pver France, Nantes, the maidens of the town prewhich sets forth the theory that maid- sented the young queen with the traens are not worth much, but boys ditional cake and bouquet. It is cerare worth nothing at all. Folksongs tainly curious to find in the song they
also give good advice to both boys sang on that occasion, the soul of
and girls about to marry.
Brittany, contrary to popular belief,
Now, folksongs do not emphasize prosaic and moralizing, while the

j

BANK

!

the church.

very strange to you, and should historians of the future take all these
SO ngs as documents to work on, they
wouio! indeed form a queer opinion of
our morals. I am glad to say that
such maidens never existed but as a
lingering memory of the minstrels of
the Middle Ages, a last echo of the
licentious '^bliaux"^which so cheered

CO.

Brunswick

Belle

desired union.

The

FIRST NATIONAL

operation of Bowdoin at his Wednesday chapel services. "Selling the College to the Alumni" was the title of a
talk by Frederick S. Allis, alumni
secretary of Amherst College,
The Friday afternoon session was
followed by a tea served at the home
of President and Mrs. Sills. In the
evening, after dinner at the Moulton
Union, Florence H. Snow, alumnae
secretary of Smith College and pasi
president of the American Alumni
Council spoke on "Do Alumni Want

i

(Continued from pac« 1)

Mini Tobacco Co

DOMESTIC

tobaccos, not only

BLENDED

but

CROSS-BLENDED

«*M

^
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interesting plans

GYM DANCE

Alumni

Professor

RAIN DAMPENS SPIRITS
Work

IS

12

DATE SET

Marshall

Cram

P.

'04,

chairman of the Placement Committee of the Alumni Council has announced that arrangements for Vocational Day are progressing and that
the program promises to be just as

Trouhadors

interesting as last year's if not more
so.
The time set aside for this pro-

Docs Usual Good gram, which

only a part of the
committee in helping

is

work of the
seniors to find desirable positions up-

with Valentine's Day Motif
for Gym Setting

on graduating,

With a final blare of muted
trumpets from the Ipana Trouba-

i

Wednesday, March

s

12.

There will be, as has been previousdours, noted radio broadcasting orly announced, speakers to represent
chestra, the formal dance at the Sarpractically all the chief fields, which
gent Gymnasium, and with itthe Sophoa student would be interested in enmore Hop of 1930, came to a close. tering.
Most of the speakers will orFor two days classes and assignments
ganize conference groups for those inwent by the board while the fraterterested in their fields.
The meetnities entertained at their chapter
ings will probably be divided between
houses.
the assembly room on the second
With Friday night came a flurry
floor of the Moulton Union and the
of sousing rain that buried paths and
debating room in the Library. Each
hockey rink alike deep under slush.
As a result the game scheduled with regular meeting will last one hour,
after which there will in most cases
M. I. T. had to be cancelled while
Bowdoin went to Lewiston to take a be opportunities for individual talks,
Members of the three upper classes
defeat at the hands of the Whiskeied
will be privileged to cut classes at
Bobcat. On Saturday morning, though,
their discretion to attend these meetthe sun rose in a brilliantly clear
sky,

and from then on

ings, and freshmen, too, are
to attend provided they have
engagement at the time.

moon
came up

until a

a great golden balloon
to swing over the black pines around
Whittier Field, the weather was all
that could be asked for.
There were the customary dances
at the fraternity houses, the usual
formal dinners, but the high point of
the house party came on Friday night
with the great dance at the gym. It
was universally agreed that this was
the most successful hop yet to be
like
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$1,500

to the trees on the

tract for care of the trees of the campus, under a recent appronriation bv
the College has had three men working for a month in order to repair the
havoc of the storm.
The maples, oaks and pines were
much less hard hit than the elms, according to the tree surgeons. Due to
their exceeding height and weighty
tops these latter trees bore the brunt
of the damage.
Thorndike Oak. the oldest and most
famous tree on the campus, fared extremely well despite its age, and is as
a matter of fact, the best preserved
of all the old trees. It was necessary*
however, to cement some nine cavities
in the lower trunk, but otherwise little
was necessary.
The furepair
ture life of the tree is practically incalculable; barringjiigh wind it should
have manv more years of life.
During the past summer the college
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Pettegrove received straight A's at
the recent mid-year review of marks,
and, indeed, has a record of all A's and
B's to recommend him for further
study.
Furthermore he has been interested in track, having been a memA much improved Bowdoin Gym ber of his class track team for two
years and also of the varsity crossTeam bowed 34-20 to a more skilled country and
indoor track
M. I. T. outfit last Saturday at Sar- all through his college career. squads
He pregent Gymnasium. Headed by Wells, pared for college at Washington
intercollegiate champion on the high Academy.
The
Charles
Carroll
Everett
bar, the engineers piled up four first
Scholarship was awarded to Willard,
places, scoring eight points in three who is a
graduate of Sanford High
of them.
Wells collected two of the school. Willard, who is majoring in
firsts and also scored a second and mathematics, will continue his studies
third to cop high point honors of the in that field next year.
He, too, inmeet. Captain Colton was the star for tends tp /go to Harvard Graduate
Bowdoin, getting a first on the flying school for his work.
He is one of the four juniors who
rings and thirds in the rope climb ami
were elected to Phi Beta Kappa at
parallel bars.
Wells, while winning the high bar, the end of last year, and is thus one
was handicapped by the low bar, and of the outstanding scholars of his
could not perform to the best of his class. He, too, was on the Freshman
ability. It is in this event that he won track team his first year at Bowdoin
intercollegiate honors last year. His He.was a member of the Instrumental
work on the parallel bars was better, Club, and is at present an officer in
although Short performed excellently the Mathematics Club. Willard is a
and was a close second. The tumbling member of the Alpha Tau Omega
was not up to intercollegiate calibre. Fraternity.
Knapp of the visitors negotiated the
The Everett Scholarship consists of
rope climb in 5.2 seconds. This com- a fund amounting to $13,584, which
pares favorably with the intercolle- was formed by the sale of certain
giate record of 4.7 seconds.
Judges real estate bequeathed by Miss -Milat the meet were Professor Means, dred Everett, to found a scholarship
Lieutenant Foster of M. I. T., ani: in memory of her father, Charles CarRobert Miller, swimming instructor.
roll Everett, D.D.,
of the class of
Next week, the Bowdoin gymnasts 1850. Each year since 1903, when it
journey to Dartmouth to take on the was established, the net income of
Green team. Only four men will make this fund has been awarded, accordthe trip, and for this reason they will ing to the stipulations ot the donor,
be forced to double up in all the as a scholarship to "that member ot
events.
Captain Colton will perform the graduating class
whom the
on the parallel bars, rope climb and President and Trustees shall deem
rings, Leavitt on the horse and rings. best qualified to take a post-graduate
Short on the parallel bars and course in either this or some other
tumbling, and Christian on the high country."
bars and tumbling.
fund of $10,000, given in memory
The summary:
of their father by Miss Alice M.
Horizontal bars Won by Wells, M. Longfellow, Mrs. Edith L. Dana, and
I. T.; third,
I. T.; second, Piatt, M.
Mrs. Anne L. Thorp—the daughters
Christian, Bowdoin.
of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, who
Side Horse— Won by Knapp, M. I. graduated from Bowdoin in the class
T.; second, Wells, M. I. T.; third, of 1825
constitutes the Longfellow
Leavitt, Bowdoin.
Scholarship. The conditions of award,
Parallel Bars— Won by Wells, M. I. as stated in the catalog, are that it
T.; second, Short, Bowdoin; third, be given to "enable a student, after
Colton, Bowdoin.
graduating, to pursue graduate work
by Colton, in some other college, or abroad, it
Flying Rings Won
Bowdoin; second, Lidur, M. I. T.; considered desirable; the work to be
third, Wells, M. I. T.
done in English, or general literature,
Tumbling Won by Christian, Bow- and the field is to be as large as posdoin; second, Short, Bowdoin; third, sible
Belles Lettres in a wide sense."
I.
T.
Abbott, M.
"The student to be selected", conRope Climb Won by Knapp, M. I. tinues the statement, "should be some
T.; second, Erickson, M. 1. T.; third. one not merely proficient in some
Colton, Bowdoin. Time, 5.2 seconds.
specialty, or with high marks, but
with real ability in the subject ana
capable of profiting by the advanced
work, and of developing in the best

IN BRILLIANT

Altenbur? Is White Star

The

Harvard
Fencing
team
triumphed over Bowdoin with a score
of 9-4 at the
last Saturday.

Hemenway Gymnasium
The Bowdoin team

did

j

j

j

fore.

j

Captain
Altenburg
won
two
matches in the foils competition and
one in the epee, thus scoring three
of Bowdoin 's four points.
Brooke

j

Fleck won the fourth point in his
epee match with Moran of Harvard
boards of govern- and deserves credit for his fine work.
TlA-multe of the foils are as foleoHtwirtio©wwAno£) the exaniHttBfp—
the committee on vacancies in the lows: Wesselman (H) defeated Altenburg, 5-4; Altenburg defeated Cassidy
college faculty.
Judge Johnson was outstanding in (H), 5-3; Altenburg defeated Allen
although for five (H), 5-4; Wesselman (H) defeated
political circles,
years after his graduation from Bow- Fleck, 5-0 Cassidy ( H ) defeated Fleck
doin in 1879, he was principal of the 5-2; Allen (H) defeated Fleck, 5-0;
Wesselman (H) defeated MacDonald,
Machias High school.
After holding several political posi- 5-0; Cassidy (H) defeated MacDonald,
tions within the state, he was electen 5-0; Allen (H) defeated MacDonald,
5-2.
to the United States Senajte jn 1911.
With the epee Altenburg defeated
At the expiration of his terra as
Senator, he was made judge in the Makin (H); Makin defeated Fleck;
Boston circuit of the United States Fleck defeated Moran (H); Moran defeated
Altenburg.
court of appeals.
At the New England Junior Tournament for college fencers in Boston reBOWDOIN LOSES LOYAL SON

.

time in about twelve years that

Bowdoin has done so well in a tournaMr. Altenburg also was in the
of the epee bout and missed
third place by one point.
The winner of both foils and epees was Wesselman of Harvard.
Fleck and MacDonald, sophomores,
were also in this tournament and did

.

.
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ment.
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extremely well.

Fairbanks Prize Announced

—

Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell

Names

Award Winners

—

Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell ot
the English Department at Bowdoin
College announces the award of the
Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks Prize for
excellence in declamation to Fred
Ernest Miller, Jr., of Lynn, Mass.,
and Albert Samuel Davis, Jr., ot
Bound Brook, N. J., both members of
the freshman class. The prize for excellence in debating and advanced
public speaking is awarded to Albert
Edward Jenkins of Winthrop, Mass.,
a member of the junior class.
These prizes are awarded from th*s
income of a fund established in 1909
by Capt. Henry N. Fairbanks of BanAt the morning chapel service re- gor in memory of his son, Hilano
cently President Sills announced the Lockwood Fairbanks of the class of
appointment of a committee of five 1895. Three-quarters of the annual instudents to cooperate with the faculty come is devoted to the three prizes as
committee on religious interests in or- mentioned and the remainder is used
der to improve the nature of the daily by the English Department for the
Harry B. Thayer, promotion of interest in public speakchapel service.
Jr., '30 of Marblehead Neck, Mass., ing.
President of the Student Council, is
chairman of the group, which also in- M. C. I.
Abraxas
cludes Samuel H. Slosberg '30 of Gardiner, Arthur L. Crimmins *31 of
Brunswick, Paul E. Everett, Jr., '32 of Froah Representatives Maintain The
Highest Scholarship
Wellesley, Mass., and George T. Sewall '32 of Old Town.
Tne Abraxas cup, which is annually
The work of the committee will be
to make such recommendations for awarded to that school having three
changes in the daily service as will or more representatives in the freshgive to these an added interest. The man class at Bowdoin College who
the highest average of
selection of such a committee is neces- maintain
sary from the many criticisms which scholarship during the first semester,
have been made of the present pro- was presented to Maine Central Ingram, as well as to meet the present stitute of Pittsfield, whose representatendency of abolishment of daily tives in the class are Charles Manson
chapel in many of the colleges of the Barbour, Jr., of Newport, Roland
Hooker Graves of Pittsfield and Raycountry.
The committee of the faculty, with mond Edgar McLaughlin of Skowhewhich the students' committee will gan.
The schools ranking in order after
work, is composed of Professor
Charles T. Burnett, chairman, Profes- Maine Central Institute were Skowsors Orren C. Hormell and Stanley P. hegan High, Lynn Classical High,
Chase, Assistant Professor Wilfrid H. Phillips-Andover, Portland Hign and
Hebron Academy.
Crook, and Mr. Philip S. Wilder.

Wins

J

MEET

j

very well considering the fact that
Captain Altenburg is the only man on
it who has fenced in competition be-

first

B. Colton, 2nd.

at Bowdoin.

—

—

BOWDOIN GLEE CLUB

IN INTERSCHOLASTICS
Inaugurating

NAME COMMITTEE FOR
CHAPEL IMPROVEMENT

With Victory Over Bowdoin

general literature. He is planning to
attend the Harvard Graduate
school
next year, there to study in the fields
of philosophy and literature,
which
have been his chief interest while here

WHITE GYM TEAM
DEFEATED BY M. I. T.

(the

the Coe Infirmary, the Curtis Swimming Pool and the Moulton Union. He
was one of the master builders of the
Bowdoin College was very
college.
dear to his heart, and in his long illness he frequently spoke of the college and maintained the most lively
interest to the very end. As a citizen
and as a man he was of the very
Of strong conviction,
highest type.
of unswerving integrity, he gave
liberally of his time to many objects
Portland nevter
of public serivoe.
had a finer citizen. Bowdoin College
never had a more loyal son.

New Pool

j

James

CRIMSON FENCERS
JUDGE JOHNSON,
BOWDOIN TRUSTEE,
OUTCLASS BOWDOIN
TO WIN MEET 9-4
DIES IN FLORIDA

very severe loss in the death of Mr.
Franklin C. Payson early Monday
morning. He graduated from Bowdoin
College in the class of 1876. In 1897
he was chosen an Overseer, and fn
1910 a Trustee, thus for more than
thirty-two years he has been a member of the governing boards of the
He also served for many
college.
years as president of the General
Alumni Association. As Trustee he
was chairman of the committees in
charge of the erection of Hyde Hall,

practically irreparable damage had the
trees been in their former condition.
As it is now, some of the trees will
never come back to shape, but it is
almost certain that none of them will
be entirely lost.

Dean's List last Wednesday it again
appears that men from Maine atThe Junior Varsity Swimming
somj- team lost to the Hebron natators af
tending the institution are
what superior in scholastic achieve- the opening of the new Hebron pool
ment when compared to those from last Friday evening by a 39-23 score.
other states. The Dean's List is made Durham and Eaton were the only
up of men in the junior and senior Bowdoin men to score firsts, the formclasses who have received grades of er winning the 100 yard breaststroke,
B or better in all of their courses, and the latter taking the backstroke.
and of sophomores who have received In three out of six events, the Big
half A's and half B's.
Green took both first and second and
Of the total enrollment of the three this was a big factor in their win:
upper classes 16.759' is included m
The summary:
the list, whereas 20.7',ii of the Maine
Eynon,
Relay Won by Hebron
men in this group are among thorn Segler, Chapin, Jones)
Bowdoin
favored. This is in comparison with (Dana, Brandt, McCreery, Fuller).
but 13.8 r/J of students from outside
Diving—Won by Eynon, H (72.6);
the State.
In the senior class the second, Jones, H (53.8); third, Moore,
superiority of the Maine men is par- B (37.3).
class
is
alThis
ticularly marked.
by
backstroke Won
100
yard
most equally divided geographically Eaton, B; second, Durham, B; third,
between Maine and other states, but Chapin, H. Time, 1 minute, 32 3-5
40.7' r of the Maine men have "made" seconds.
the List as opposed to but 20% of
100 yard breaststroke Won by
the out of state group.
Durham, B; second, Bradt, B; third,
-- Five of
the nine men receiving Chapin, H. Time. 1 minute, 26 1-5
straight A's for the first semester are second^
from Maine but this figure can scarce200 yard dash—Won by Olds, H;
ly be seen as significant.
second, Moore, B; third, Lord, B.
Time, 2 minutes, 50 seconds.
MAJOR WARNINGS
100 yard dash Won by Jones, H;
9c
second, Olds, H; third, Trott, B. Time,
Major
Warned 1 minute, 6 2-5 seconds.
In College
Warnings
4.9^
50 yard dash— Worf by Eynon, H;
All Students
27
3.6% second,
Segler, H; third. Dana, B.
Maine Men
8
8.19f Time, 25 1-5 seconds.
19
Non-Maine Men

Pettegrove received the Henry W.
Longfellow scholarship, which provides funds for study in English
ana

cently Bowdoin
IN DEATH OF F. C. PAYSON ly well. Williamshowed up particularAltenburg won secBowdoin College sustained another ond place in, the foils. This is the

expended some $3,200 in reconditioning the trees. It was extremely fortunate that this work was undertaken
as the ice storm would have done

I

Willard of Sanford, both seniors, at a

meeting of the faculty Monday afternoon.

;

Bowdoin campus from the ice storm
which occurred during Christmas
House Party has been estimated to
be somewhere in the neighborhood of
$1,500, according to the Lucas Tree
Expert Company of Portland. This
company, which was awarded the con-

MAINE MEN SEEM TO LEAD
IN SCHOLARSHIP STATISTICS Hebron Christens

Next Fall
Graduate
scholarships
were
awarded to James Parker Pettegrove
of Machiasport and George Stuart

are among those philistines who think that the Winthrop Fund is
indeed well used to put before the eyes and ears of the public a rollicking play
which provides ninety minutes of genuine pleasure as well as gives a concrete
illustration of classic drama on the stage, where it was meant to be.

committees of

L

Willard to Study Math, at Harvard
and Pettegrove Phil, and Lit.

i

.

|

Damage done

BOTH ARE~H0N0R MEN
!

!

and merchandising.

DAMAGE

Important Scholarships

We

i

ESTIMATED AT

James P. Pettegrove and
George S. Willard Receive

ing the proportions.

\

ICE STORM

AWARDED

While not mentioned in the program, the designer ,"of the set deserves a
word of praise for a restrained and simple set with interesting detail. The
temple on the distant hill, the cat on the post and the squirrel in the tree, as
well as the drawing on the wall, kept out a severe note which might easily
have spoiled the comic atmosphere. Those who have worked with the stage
realize the problem of condensation which was well worked out without spoil-

j

the

STIPENDS

flavor of our day.

j

A. Studley, of Springfield, Mass.
During Friday afternoon the ClasClub, directed by Professor
sical
Means, presented for our guests Professor Stanley E. Smith's translaA
tion of the "Andria" of Terence.
critical review of this appears elsewhere. It is to be regretted that the
other contemplated entertainment, in
the form of hockey games, had to be
abandoned.
The Ipana Troubadours put on several specialty numbers during the
evening, including some of the betterknown Bowdoin songs. Outstanding
was a waltz -arrangement of Bowdoin Beata.

of

i

I

Acting under Chairman
affair.
Marion L. L. Short, of Lexington,
Kentucky, were Francis A. Vaughaii,
of Belmont, Mass.; Bruce M. Binley,
of Braintree, Mass.; Richard C. Mullin of La Grange, Illinois; and Robert

announcement

I

|

ful

GRADUATE

Generations

With a pleasant sensation of cosmopolitan complacency on Friday last we
settled ourselves in the seats at the Cumberland to watcn a production of an
ultra-modern translation of "The Andria" of Terence, itself an adaptation of
the play of the same name by Menander. This agreeable melange of three
great civilizations was further emphasized by the jazz orchestra and the gentle
In any country and in any century
fall of paper gliders from the balcony.
surely the purpose of comedy bordering on farce is to amuse; and, judging
from that point of view the production was highly successful. The humor was
furnished not only by the clever plot, but also by the apt phrases of the translation and the stage business. Curiously enough, there are few stage directions
in the Latin text; so that an active imagination is to be praised for such
paraphernalia as the hen, dice and horn.
That prototype of Figaro and Scaramouche, Davos, carried the play. J.
B. Colton, 2nd, played the part with an uproarious gusto and vivacity which
pleased the audience and put fire into the performance. It was a glorious
rip-snorting part played with proper "wim and wigor." Many of the other
parts did not offer the opportunities that Davos did; but, nevertheless, they
were well handled, especially Simo and Pamphilus, played by J. A. Ricker and
R. S. Ecke. A nice bit of naturalistic acting was done by S. E. McKown as
Sosia when sprawled out on the stage he talked and ate carrots and radishes,
as on a summer's day.
The translation was unexpectedly flexible and racy. Only occasionally did
a long expository passage remind us of its foreign origin; while such current
phrases as "applesauce", "jail-bird", "jane" and "old man" lent a decided

torney, who will represent law; Col.
Was Nationally Prominent
Arthur N. Payne, manager of the In
dustrial and Agricultural Bureau of
Judge Charles F. Johnson, a memthe Boston and Maine Railroad, who
ber
of the board of trustees of Bowwill talk of the possibilities of a,
doin College since 1911, died in St.
railroading career; H. L. Harris, adearly
Saturday
vertising manager
United Petersburg, Fla.,
of
the
morning. The retired judge had gone
Fruit Company, who will present
recently to enjoy the
shipping and the field of commercial South only
recreation
warmer climate and seek
enterprise in the tropics; and H. W.
winter.
sudden paralytic
this
Boynton, distribution manager of the
stroke, which he suffered the first
Shell Eastern Petroleum Products,
part of last week, was the immediate
Inc., who will talk on the growing
cause of his death, which came the
petroleum industry.
seventy-first birthday.
Other fields which will undoubted- day after his
At the time of his death, Judge
ly be represented at the meetings will
Johnson not only was a trustee of the
be medicine, banking, advertising,
college, but was also serving on two

Under the direct supervision of Mr.
V. S. Cobb the gym had been transformed from its usual utilitarian apLong crepe streamers of
pearance.
red and white curtained off the apparatus swinging above, while from this
ceiling there hung great chains of
hearts and huge Japanese lanterns.
At the sides of the long floor the
fraternity booths had be*n built in,
being furnished with chairs and tables
from the various houses.
As the couples entered the west
door, they were met and escorted to
the receiving line by the ushers. In
the receiving line were Mrs. Kenneth
C. M. Sills, Mrs. Gerald G. Wilder,
Mrs. Alfred O. Gross, Mrs. Mortimer
P. Mason, Mrs. Stanley P. Chase, Mrs.
Charles Bruneau, Mrs. Stanley B.
Smith, Mrs. Boyd W. Bartlett, Mrs.
Herbert R. Brown, Mrs. Nathaniel C.
Kendrick, Mrs. Fritz Karl Koelln,
Mrs. Peter B. Ferguson, and Mrs.
Donovan D. Lancaster.
Acting as ushers were Gorham S.
Robinson, of Bangor; Earl D. Greenlaw, of Ipswich, Mass.; Dominic N.
Antonucci, of Maiden, Mass.; Raymond E. Jensen, of Portland; Joseph
C. Roper, of Brookline, Mass.; and
Ford B. Cleaves, of Wollaston, Mass.
All credit should be given to the
committee that organized the color-

the

welcome
no class

The following four speakers have
been definitely obtained for the day:
Alexander
Harvard
Whiteside,
a
graduate and prominent Boston at-

held.

With

I nree

Placement
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Bowdoin Songs Furnished
As Specialties by Ipana

Melange of

I

Committee Has
Definitely Engaged Speakers

OF SOPH HOP

Mr. V. S. Cobb

Classical Play Styled Agreeable
m* i
r tl
^

ARE ARRANGED FOR
vocational day
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Cup

1930 season, the
Bowdoin College Glee Club will compete with several other schools in the
New England Interscholastic Contest
to be held in Springfield, Mass., on
February 28. Following this engagement it will join the Instrumental
Club in offering a private recital at
the University Club of Boston.
Culminating a period of diligent
practise, the Glee Club travels afield
to meet twelve or thirteen New England colleges in a contest which is of
great importance in the collegiate
musical world. In the municipal auditorium of Springfield will gather
representatives from Amherst, Williams, Wesleyan, Middlebury, Clark,
its

Boston College, and others. Although

way."
These two scholarships are the most
important awards made to seniors to
help further their studies by enabling
them to attend graduate school. Of
course,

Benjamin B. Whitcomb.
Future plans are still obscure. John

W.

Riley,

Jr.,

organization,

is

manager of thi_
now spending some

the

;

days in making further arrangements
The
Boston and New York.
in
schedule will include a trip through
Maine, during the second week of
March, and one through. Eastern Massachusetts and New York during the
Easter vacation, if present plans' are

I

pursued.

;

j

!

j

are

also

awards

the

the Garcelon and Merntt
Fund, but these are limited exclusively
to those who are intending to follow a
medical career, to help them in

medical school.

HIGH SCHOLASTIC RATING
WINS CUP FOR CHI PSI
The student Council Cup, awarded
each semester to the Bowdoin College
fraternity with the highest scholastic
standing for that period, has again
been won by the Chi Psi fraternity.
This is the fourth time in succession
that the Cup has been awarded to this
group, which had a rating of 12.387,
a higher figure than that received by
any fraternity since 1925 and a figure
higher than the average of cup winners since 1911.
The list of fraternity ratings is as

the Bowdoin Club has been greatly
handicapped this year by the lack of
experience of the members, the short
period of practise, and the diverting
influences of outside interests, it is
expected to make as good a snowing
as has been its custom in former
years, according to a statement of its follows
leader,

there

made from

:

1.

Chi Psi

2.
3.

Alpha Tau Omega
Non- Fraternity

4.

Zeta Psi

5.

Kappa Sigma

6.

Delta Upsilon

7.

Alpha Delta Phi
Theta Delta Chi

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Bete Theta Pi

Sigma Nu
Psi Upsilon

.

.

12.387
12.022
11.816
11.190
10.886
10.000
9.977
9.571
9.511
9.171
9.000
8.177

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Furthermore, if a student has made his letter in 'varsity sport,
an accomplishment involving much time and hard work, he should
also be allowed athletic freedom for the rest of the year.

is more logical than a suffrage on
education ?
Who laughs at Plato I
President Sills is lecturing to a roomful of
sudents on De Monarchia
about this time. Then why laugh at
Louis? He was just thinking on the
subject, got an idea, and presented it
much as his countryman Plato did so
many centuries ago. Most of us
weren't even thinking.

Mustard and Cress

'Varsity

coming in September, October, and November gives a
All our stenographers, the pretty
credit in compulsory physical training, required from ones anyway, several Senators, and
December to April. These last mentioned changes were brought a couple of wise men are over in London taking tea with the Labor governup in the Student Report of last year, and when they go into effect ment and trying to bulldoze the other
Editor-in-Chief
Bowdoin will have an internal athletic policy which can merit little countries into thinking that England
Harrison M. Davis, Jr., '30
and the United States want peace.
The Classical Club gives a play.
opposition.
Managing Editors
And all the time there lives right here Good
The President gives a chapel
John L. Snider '31
in Brunswick a man who has an idea
Paul A. Walker '31
talk, Good.
The students put two
for world peace that is absolutely thDepartment Editors
and two together. Not so good.
best
thing
heard
of
in
a
long
time,
Walter P. Bowman '31, Campus
Weston Rankin '30, Photographic
can
prove
so
things
with
many
Communication
figures!
If we assume however that
We felt sorry for the chap who took
Associate Editors
It may not be original with him. It
the Maine students at Bowdoin are ot
his girl to class last Friday. He had
Lawrence C. Jenks '32 To the Editor of the Orient:
Philip C. Ahern '32
much superior quality, then the col- may be as old as the story about also taken his girl to the same class
With your permission may I state lege will not fail to admit that these Pres. Cheney's bust. But it is new to
George T. Sewall '32
Melcher P. Fobes '32
at Christmas party time.
The prothat it is a source of gratification to men are the cream of the state' since this column. "Louis", who runs the fessor asked him if this was the same
Contributing Editors
the standards of this .institution are Brunswick Cafe, was criticising the young lady as had accompanied him
John T. Gould '30 me that Maine secondary school stuRoy E. Davis '30
so much superior to those of other present assembly of doltables and on the former occasion. When he said
Douglas Fosdick '30
Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., '30 dents are at last obtaining some sub- colleges of the state. Perhaps this their fight over peace, and he said
"No," the girl smiled, but nobody
stantial financial remuneration for
William N. Small '31
fact coupled with the fact that there that there was only one way for this supposed that she considered it funny.
their superiority as prospective Bow- is a minority of Maine men here world to have peace.
•
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
doin "men", rather than the mere bare would serve to give the preparatory
Last time we suggested that a cerThis way was merely the establish- tain professor ... of course we
Business Manager
benefit of the doubt which has re- schools of the state a very black eye,
cently been allotted to them by cer- when we 'out of staters' in many ment of a custom which provided that didn't say which one
pull his
Ralph B. Hirtle '30
one
who
wins
a
fight
of
any
kind
cases
are
M
forced
to
admit
on
the
othtain officials of the college? Please
shades. Well, we've heard that several
Assistant Managers
understand that insofar as your cor- er hand that we could not nave met the loser. If two nations, go to war, professors were piqued, but the one
the more rigid entrance requirements each fights until the last man, and we really meant still works in the
Elias Thomas, Jr., '31 respondent's opinion
Artine Artinian '31
is
concerned,
whoever wins the the battle loses the open. We don't make a practice of
of other institutions in the East.
Published every Wednesday during the College Year by the Students of Bowdoin College. their superiority in any department
of education can remain unquestioned
The recent policy of awarding $500 point at issue. If a man soaks you peeking, you know, but we have to
All contributions and communications should be given to the Managing Editor by Sunday
on the tomato, you go to court over
to the end of time.
pass the place, and we might as well
It is not of this scholarships to Maine men is one ot
it, and you win the decision; you lose.
night preceding the date of publication. The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for the editorial
well advised favoritism.
that I would venture to write.
It was a
look.
column the Managing Editor for news and make-up. All communications regarding subscripIt is, rather, concerning the obvious timely move to check the indignation
That's all there is to it. If someof
those
Subscrip- favoritism
people
in
the
state
who
detions should be addressed to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Co.
This last paragraph could be conentailed by the new adminone deflects a sewer into your cellar,
sired
the
that
entrance
standards
be
istration of certain scholarship funas
tions. 13.50 per year (including Alumnus) in advance.
you sue him, and win damages, you strued like the line in "Front Page"
that I am moved to express an lowered to Maine men, who called the lose
the fight. As soon as this cus- where the reporter calls a society wocollege 'high hat', and who were deEntered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick. Maine.
opinion.
man
and begins his interview with,
cidedly perturbed at the paucity oi tom goes into practice there will be a
"Is it true Madam that you were the
As I understand it, by recent vote Maine students and
News Editor for This Issue
the increase in lot of judges and lawyers out shovel- victim of
a Peeping-Tom ?" The reof the faculty and the boards, $4,000
number
of 'out of staters'. There are ling gravel and laying brick. If you porter in such circumstances can print
has been set aside from certain many
Philip C. Ahern '32
'other good reasons which I win, you lose.
a denial or a confirmation, see how
scholarship endowment funds (which
will not mention here. The point is
it
works?
are restricted, in award, to Maine stu- simply
Several years ago a man named
this: If the college by its
No, 23 dents) in order to enable the college awards has been successful in cool- Mr. Plato, democrat, wrote a treatise
February 19, 1930.
Vol. LIX.
to award eight scholarships, of $500
Well, there's nothing common about
ing the wrath of the Maine people on government. The republicans fixed
each, to certain students entering
it
so that his idea never went into us. We didn't make the Dean's list.
by means of propaganda and finan
from Maine preparatory schools under cial lures, it has
done so at the ex- effect, which is perhaps pretty lucky We are awaiting an invitation to
Johnson and Payson
.
certain conditions.
These condition
pense of arousing the ire of that oth- after all. But he had the right idea. speak to the Rotary Club.
it seems, include the following restricThe facto
er group which is conscious that It Ideas are always right.
On Monday the college flag was again flown at half-mast, this tions
that one scholarship be awarded deserves
A story in the Brunswick Record
a
similar
consideration. are wrong.
time in memory of two of her beloved sons. Charles F. Johnson '79 in each of eight specified districts Diplomacy which conciliates one group
tells how the old shadowy and covered
in
Maine,
to
the student of that dis- at the expense of another is an utter
Brother Dante had an idea of wooden bridge to Topsham was
and Franklin C. Payson '76, trustees for many years, are gone
trict who passes (in addition to his
government much the same. But he feared by the young ladies. Well,
from our midst. Judge Johnson died at St. Petersburg, Florida, entrance requirements) with the high- failure.
was defeated when he ran for Con- that's another joke for this week.
Finally, Bowdoin is only traditionon February 15th. For nearly twenty years he was a trustee, hav- est average four special examinations, ally a Maine institution, and as long gress on the issue of abolishing anyprovided this average grade is above
thing with a smile in it, so Italy now
Now to go out and cut a cherry
ing been elected in 1911. Despite his important public duties he a certain minimum grade required by as it remains otherwise in fact, all has a Mussolini.
tree.
within its portals, and all those whu
kept in close touch with Bowdoin, and, as Chairman of the Exam- the college; that in case this last re- propose to enter them, deserve equalquirement is not met, the college be
idea
for
Mark
Twain
had
an
makining Committee, visited the college twice a year. His kindness empowered to award the scholarship ity of treatment. 'The out of stater*
will be more at home here when the ing a country where the vote was
and friendliness, his deep interest and wise counsel will long be of any district to a student from some propaganda policy is thoroughly 'deallotted according to education. If you
chosen
other district who has passed the reremembered. As President Sills said, "Judge Johnson was a man quirements. There are, no doubt, bunked'. He will be only too happy went to kindergarten so long, you
If you went to hign
to see the college stop playing fa- got a vote.
life
who loved men and in return was himself 'a man greatly beloved.' " other requirements, but perhaps they vorite.
gave
you
quite
a
few
school,
they
He will be glad to see the
In the field of health service The Harare not pertinent to the following < oncollege
enter upon a courageous votes. If you went through Harvard
vard I'niversity Dental School— the oldMr. Payson died in Portland early Monday morning. In 1897 clusions
est dental school connected with any
you got a hundred or so. One man
course instead of one of vacillatioi
university in the I'nited- States—oSers
With this change in policy, the stu- He begs the college to banish the went through Bowdoin and got ~
he became a member of the Board of Overseers, and in 1910 he
thorough well-ba'anced courses in all
dent from out of state may be paci- provincialistic and sectionalistic pose monopoly on politics, and elected himbranches of dentistry. All niodern equipwas chosen a trustee, death closing more than thirty-two years of fied with the statement that the schol- for a policy of ever widening
ment for practical work under superrec- se,f to the presidency by a tremenvision of men high in the profession.
devoted service on the governing boards. He was chairman of arships are awarded from funds re- ognition. In conclusion, let it be clear- dou s plurality,
Write for details and admissitn requirestricted by bequest to Maine preparaments to Lrroy il S. Miner, Dean
the committees in charge of the building of Hyde Hall, the Dudley tory school students. But on the oth- ly understood that 'the out of stater'
has no fault to find with the man
The only trouble with these ideas
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Coe Infirmary, the Curtis Swimming Pool, and the Moulton Union. er hand, the out of state student may, from Maine, but he does object to any was that they couldn't work as things
DENTAL SCHOOL
upon consideration, wake up to this policy which tends to "divide a house stood. But no one laughs at them.
Lonfwood Are.
Boston, Mat*.
President Sills called him "one of the master builders of the col- realization:
if four thousand dollars against itself."
Instead we ponder, nod, and say, wei«,
Dept. No. 85
lege," a well-deserved tribute.
During his long illness he often is awarded to Maine students when
P. C. AHERN '32. he's right at that, isn't he.
What
Brunswick, Maine
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leaves al1 U
thought of Bowdoin and deeply regretted his inability to visit her J"*t£E col ! e 5e
*
vk
with
eight Maine students to compete
when travel became impossible. His genial and cheerful spirit the out of state man for scholarship
endeared him to all. He loved young people, and we shall always awards- for which many more than
eight Maine students did not compete
remember his favorite bit of advice, "Don't get depressed," given heretofore, since the funds restricted
when we were very young. We shall try to follow it. Bowdoin to Maine men were not apportioned in
such large amounts before the new
has never lost a more loyal son.
policy.
Thus the out of state man
gets it in the neck just as much as ne
'

|

would

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
has compiled another report of educational value, this time on "The
Literature of American School and College Athletics." Its scope
is broad the work thorough-going. It is more than a bibliography.
Summaries of important writings on the athletic problems of our
many institutions of learning are given in large numbers. The
educational theories of the place of sports in college curricula are
to be found in the Bulletin, and in this respect lies its chief value.
"Desires and hopes rather than demonstrated results," mentioned
,
.,
, ,,
c t, ..
r>
j i.uby n
Dr. 1T
Henry S.
Pritchett, president of the Foundation, in his
foreword to the Bulletin, are its keynote. This might be considered a weakness and not a point of strength, but if these desires
and hopes are realized, and it is safe to assume that many will be,
Bulletin Number Twenty-Four has not been written in vain.
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the aforesaid four thousand
from general
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This much seems obvious: the college administration is afraid of something, the same something that Harvard, for instance, has had for a bugbear long since. Here it is: the State
might tax the college. The reasons
for such an action are many, but the
outstanding one is that the presence
of too few Maine men in the college
may be construed as an indication of a
preference by the college for out oi
state men. This, of course, fe not the
«*«, but a state legislature, always
jealous of its citizens' rights and
privileges, will take advantage of
every opportunity to give its citizens

\

{

i

preferential
recent

scholarships,

— therefore

propaganda (otherwise
unnecessary) concerning the
superior records of Maine students at
Bowdoin. All this is a very clever
method of avoiding a jam.
I believe that a large number of the
faculty and administrators moved
towards this last step of the Bowdoin
For Maine Men Crusade with reluctance, knowing well that it would call
down upon their heads much unfair
But as a choice between
criticism.
the step they took, and lowering the
college standards, which was the only
other alternative possible, one must
admit that the present move is mYet the fact refinitely preferable.
mains, I think, that the pursuance of
the accepted policy will prove antagonizing to men who prepare for college
outside Maine. And, also, if we admit
that men from Maine make better
records at Bowdoin than men from
other states, we must remember that
Bowdoin does not have the pick of the
out of state preparatory schools. Her
entrance requirements are still easily
met by men from states below her on
the map.
the

quite

The policy of "Athletics for All", a question that has aroused
considerable discussion at Bowdoin, is favored in the report. We
feel that too much stress on intramural sports leads to strongly
divided interests which are detrimental to the spirit of the college

]

I

as a whole, and, consequently, endanger the success of 'varsity
teams. The problem then devolves upon the words "too much
stress." Have we such a condition at Bowdoin? We are divided
into many fraternities, a possible indication of fertile ground for
this evil. But it must be acknowledged that fraternities wduld
rather have men on 'varsity teams than win one of the intramural
championships or the Ives Trophy. The size of that award has
been deplored in the past, but we do not think that its size gives
it any undue importance.
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Another example of possible "too much stress" would be the
lnterfraternity Track Meet. No other event within the college
arouses as much spirit and interest as this annual sport gathering.
But this cannot be considered contributary to over-emphasis, because in the

if

dollars had been drawn
scholarship funds.

Number Twenty-Four

Bulletin

not a part of the Ives Trophy competiCOLTON.
it is competition by houses within
the 'varsity squad. Of course there are always a few men who
Communication
make it their athletic goal, and drop off the squad after the meet
is over, but these are the exception rather than the rule, and the To the Editor of the °rient:
afirain! At east
".',." is
track department works to keep the number to a minimum.
l
tion,

and

first place, it is

in the second place,

£

I

!

that is the impression one gets from
recent figures which have appeared in

A

second phase of "Athletics for AH" is compulsory athletics,
a policy evoking much criticism, but, as practiced at Bowdoin,
sound. It is obvious that a student must exercise for his
good. It IS also obvious that many would not if they were not
forced to do so. Three days a week is hardly too much to require,
n
.i
•
,
u
However, lby the
time a man has become a Senior he should be able
to keep himself fit without compulsion. He should see that games
« « - .
....
_ ..
,
which he can play ,later in life, such
as handball, tennis, golf,
squash, swimming, gym work, and the like, are invaluable to his
daily well-being. If he has not found this out, he will before progressing very far in the world outside. Therefore, let him develop
his own line of conduct in athletics.

varioUs ort^ns of the Maine Press.
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A

challenge
to the imagination
To
tional

provide telephone service
scope,

to

manage

and

of na-

develop

properties valued at more than three and
three-quarter billion dollars, to maintain an

organization of
at highest

mbre than 400,000 people
such work spurs

efficiency

—

the creative thought of

men

is

not only in pure science and engineering,

but in organization and management,
salesmanship, financial administration,

:

n

i

nomics and the many other fields vi
the growth of so great an enterprise.
Because of these men the Bell Syst.

of the high-

able to furnish the best all-around telephone

Within the Bell System many have
achieved outstanding success. Their work

progressive policy
puts at their disposal every aid that a great
organization can give.

est calibre.

service in the world.

A

superior

s *ate latherJ^g-ft— _«*
more Maine men are induced to come
to Bowdoin by the lure of eight $500
-

«*

olarshi P s - Meanwhile the out of
state man must sit back supinely and
look pleased. Despite his implied inf«ri°r.inteliectual qualities 'the out of
stater* is going to do nothing of the
kind.
It is a trifle boring to read recurring statistics which have quite obviously a preconceived goal One

BELL SYSTEM
%A nation-wide sjjttm of inter-tonnecting telephone!
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THE BOWDOIN CHIMES AS THEY WERE BEFORE BEING PLACED
IN BELFRY OF KING CHAPEL

Announcing

the First Arrivals

of Clothes for Spring
This week

Carnegie Bulletin
Following: the appearance of Bulle-

Number

Twenty-three, "American
College Athletics," the Carnegie Foundation
Advancement of
the
for

tin

Teaching announces the publication
of "The Literature of
American School and College Athletics," by Professor W. Carson Ryan,
of a study

Jr.,

of Swarthmore College, with a

foreword by Dr. Henry

S.

Pritchett,

president of the Foundation.

A Digest of a Literature
In Bulletin Number Twenty-four,
Professor Ryan digests, excerpts, and
comments upon more than one thousand important books, periodical articles, and discussions concerning American college athletics. These statements,
selected from a much larger mass of
printed material, are presented in
some fifteen divisions, including athletics as education, the athletic controversy, scholarship and athletics,
coaches and coaching, school athletics,
athletics for girls and women, sportsmanship, professionalism, and sepa-

Tendencies Summarized
of intellectual attainment their inherProfessor Ryan summarizes the re- ent ability would make possible."
under ten headings, Athletics, Scholarship, and Longevity

"1. There is general acceptance of
athletics as education. Once opposed,
then tolerated, athletics have come to

be regarded as an important part of
the educational process at practically
all levels, but especially for youth.
"2. Existing opposition to athletics
is directed for the most part not at
athletics per se, but at what are regarded as evils resulting from an ex-

aggerated and commercialized athletic
system, especially in intercollegiate
football.
"3.

ON
SALE
AND

HUMANISM
Edited by

FEB. 21
$3.50

Norman Foerster, with chapters by Stanley
Roy Elliott and Richard L. Brown

THE WOMAN OF ANDROS—Thornton
The

P. Chase, G.

Wilder

$2.50

month

best book buy of the

RISE OF AMERICAN CIVILIZATION
by Charles and Mary Beard
.

*

F.

W.

Managed

by undergradare found under va-

at first

uates, athletics
rious types of control alumni, faculty, student, and combinations of
these; it is now recognized that more
and more the educational institution
school or college must exert itself
to administer athletics educationally,
with adequate student responsibility
but freedom from outside non-educational control.
"4. The claim that athletics seriously interfere with scholarship ap-

—

AMERICA

$3.00

,

the

sults of his study

as follows:

—

"5. As to health, college athletes
are found to have better life-expectancy than the general population, but
no better than the college population,
which is itself a selected group, and
not so good as that of college men of
high scholarship rank.
"6. 'More
rather than
athletics
less athletics' is generally accepted
as one of the remedies for athletic
ills
that is, an opportunity for all
youth to participate in athletics
through intramural and similar activities provided as a regular part of the
educational program.

Coaches and athletic

received our first ship-

new

style, the

new weaves,

and look them over.

ihiaiismcdm

directoi:-

are regarded as highly important
teachers of youth, whose personal and
professional qualifications must be of
the best, and

how

who must understand

to teach, not dominate.

"8. School athletics are held to be
even more specifically educations^
than athletics at the college level,
and school authorities, public and private, are working on programs o*
play activities for all that will in

of children at various ages and stages
of development."
Athletics for

its

Action /

Number

"Games and Sports

Eighteen,

in British Schools and Universities,"'
be had without charge on application by mail or in person to the
office of the Foundation, 522 Fifth

may

[

Avenue, New York City.
The Carnegie Foundation

j

it
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Women

"9. Considerable difference of opinion prevails as to the desirability of
inter-institutional
contents
athletic
for girls and women, with a strong

trend at present against such conparently remains unproved althougn
the tests, notwithstanding the insistence;
there is some recent evidence that elude games and sports suited to
of a small group that girls and woneeds
emotional
and
social,
physical,
levels
fully
the
reach
athletics do not
men are as capable of athletic competition as boys and men and need

CHANDLER & SON

new

the

Topcoats too that are bound to
strike your individual fancy. Come in
ideas.

—

"7.

we

ment of clothes for Spring. Suits from
our New Haven tailors that forecasts

Advancement of Teaching

for the

ENTRANCE EXAMSHARDTODAY?
LOOK AT THESE REQUIREMENTS

more.

"10. The ideal of sportsmanship is
held aloft as one of the genuine values of school and college athletics,
of even world-wide significance; at
the same time there is controversy
over the traditional distinction between professionalism and amateurism."
Foreword by Dr. Pritchett
In the foreword to the Bulletin, Dr.
Henry S. Pritchett, president of the
Foundation, refers to "certain contrasts between the educational theory
of college athletics," as set forth in
Bulletin Number Twenty-four and
"the actual practice of college athletics as reflected in Bulletin Number

"Acute paralysis" would certainly
afflict any considerable company of
American youth confronted with the
college entrance tests of fifty years

So

ago.

President

said

Nicholas

Murray Butler before the entering
class of Columbia University. And it
must also be added that he found it
"safe to say that there is not to-day
in Columbia College, or on its faculty,
one single person who could pass the

entrance
examination which confronted the youth of 1879." Then he
calls the roll of those early require-

ments

:

"Greek grammar and composition,
Twenty-three:"
four books of Xenophon's 'Anabasis,'
"Faculty Control"
Dr. Pritchett notes that while "th« three books of Homer's 'Iliad,' Latin
composition,
seven
governance of athletics by college and grammar and
university faculties has become a fa- books of Cesar's 'Commentaries on
vorite formula
for athletic right- the Gallic War,' six books of Vergil's
'JEneid,' and six orations of Cicero.
eousness and is widely regarded as a
panacea for the ills of college sport,"
nevertheless "the control of college
by older persons has deprived the undergraduates of most
of the responsibilities involved and
has transferred such educational advantages as the process of accepting
responsibility might bring."
After referring to certain conclusions of Bulletin Number Twenty three, Dr. Pritchett remarks, "Some
of the institutions that have most
completely adopted the doctrine of
faculty control have been found to
be doing most to impair the status
of the amateur" in college sport. "On
the one hand, therefore, we meet
with high claims regarding the purifying values of faculty control and are
confronted, on the other hand, with
results of its application that are
helpful neither to sport nor to educa-

Duke University

athletics

'*„>

';;: ''c ^•

tion."

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham, N. C.
On

October

...

in

cf

ciga rettelt's

EASY TO
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SAY, hard

co do." Easy to claim
everything for a cigarette ; not so easy to give
the one thing that really counts : taste.
Hard to
but Chesterfield does it. Spark-

do—

yield must be made realities. Only in
this way can the development of organised athletics in American colleges be justified."

ling flavor, richer fragrance, the satisfying character that makes a cigarette
step,

we aim

at taste

— because, in every

...

For the Student of Education
Number Twenty-four may
be considered as inaugurating a new
form of procedure in its endeavor to
discover, summarize, and publish all
Bulletin

TASTE above

everything

MILD
and yet
THEY SATISFY
.
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hesterfield
FINE TURKISH «nd

1W.

T.worrr
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Mras TotaccoCo.
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of the significant printed opinion concerning a particular field of education.
It is certainly the first published "integration of what has been
written concerning athletics in American colleges:" It is probable that, -»s
"other
out,
points
Pritchett
Dr.
phases of American higher education
might be benefited by a similar review."
Bulletin Distributed Without Charge
Copies of this Bulletin, of Bulletin
•

Number
College

•

"American
and of Bulletin

Twenty-three,
Athletics,"

carefully

dents will be admitted. Applications may be sent at any time and
will be considered in the order of
Catalogues and applicareceipt.
tion forms may he obtained from
the Dean.

CUMBERLAND

Sport and Education
Dr. Pritchett continues: "It is clear
that many of the advantages that are
claimed for present-day sport" as set
forth in Bulletin Number Twentyfour "represent the desires and hopes
of its proponents rather than demonstrated results. To those who .have
at heart the cause of American higher education and of American sport,
only one course is possible. For the
sake of every youth whom school and
desiren
touches, the
college sport
moral and social values that it can

1930.

1,

selected first and third year stu-

Friday

Feb. 21st

-

-VAUDEVILLE— on the screen —
MARIANNE
with

MARION DA VIES
also

PARAMOUNT NEWS

Saturday

Feb. 22nd

-

FAST LIFE
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Loretta Young and Chester Morris
also

SHORT SUBJE CTS

Mon- and Tues.

Feb. 24th-25th

•

CHARLES (BUDDY) ROGERS
-

in

-

HALFWAY TO HEAVEN
Also

SHORT SUBJECTS

Wed. and Thurs.

•

Feb. 26th-27th

SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS
with

Warner Baxter and
Catherine Dale

Also

Owen

SHORT SUBJECTS

Coming— SUNNYSIDE UP
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ANT1QVITY SHOP

POLAR BEAR LOSES
TO BOBCAT SEXTET

THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St.

Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
- •

IN

GAME

DECISIVE

Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique jroods of any kind

EATON HARDWARE

The Bates hockey sextet stepped
out in front in the State Series when

HEBRON DEFEATED
SIGMA NU AND ZETE
Bowdoin Junior Varsity
BY FROSH 67 TO 28
HOOPSTERS WIN IN
Vanquished By Exeter
IN INITIAL MEET
FRATERNITY GAMES The Bowdoin junior varsity took a

CO.

The Sport Store of
Brunswick
|

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

I

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, 150,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

PATRONAGE

STUDENT

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

Sigma Nu and Zeta Psi were the
winners of the two basketball games
last Tuesday night, the .Sigma Nu's
taking over the D. U.'s in a close
match while the Zetes defeated Kappa
Sigma rather easily. Their win assures the Sigma Nu's of the League
B championship, but the League A
title is still in doubt, both the Dekes
and the Non-fraternity still being undefeated.

The Sigma Nu-Delta Upsilon game
was one of the closest of the season,
and there was never more than three
points separating the. two teams
throughout the game. The half ended

Popular 'Sheet Music and Records

Agent for Victor Radio

a tie, but in the third period, the winners went ahead only to see their
carry the largest assortment of slender lead vanish before fine shootImported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- ing of Smith, Hall, and Piper. The D.
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- U.'s lead for the greater part of the
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all last period, but Dillenbeck looped
kinds east of Portland.
some pretty shots which decided the
outcome. Hall missed a foul in the
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
last thirty seconds which would have
tied the score. Dillenbeck was the Individual star for the winners wHile
Hall, Piper and Bucknam performed
well for the D. U.'s.
Quality Printing
The Kappa Sigs started out to give
Town Building
the Zetes considerable opposition and
half ended with the latter ahead
BRUNSWICK -:--:- MAINE the
16-9.
Johnson and Bakanowsky kept
their team in the running in the first
two
periods by making good their few
Latest College Styles in
board shots. The Zetes found themBostonian and Florsheim selves in the last half, however, and
went far out ahead. Degray, Knox,
$5 to $10
and Destin ran wild to demoralize the
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers Kappa Sigs. Both teams were severely handicapped by the slippery floor.
The Zetes showed a far superior
brand of teamwork than their op-
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drowning from the Exeter mermen on
Saturday afternoon by the score of
50-8
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outclassed his
competitors
in
his
event, the 100 yard backstroke, leaving James, second, and Eaton, third.
Ward of Exeter kept up from
start to finish a furious pace, while
Quincy was second and Moore (out
of state) of Bowdoin third. Bowdoin
took a third in the 100 yard breast
stroke, Riser and Lee of Exeter first
and second respectively. The final
event gave Exeter a clean sweep.
Wilson galloped oft* in the 100 yard
dash to win, with Willauer, second,
and Trott, (out of state) third.

The summary:

i

—

—

3-f>s.

Two hundred-yard swim — Won by
Ward (E); second, Quincy (E); thiru,
Moore (B). Time, 2m. 30 3-5s.
One hundred-yard breast stroke
Won by Riser HE); second, Lee (E);

Agency

5
.3
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3

1
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Bowdoin Relay Team Trails
Amherst For Second Place
Bowdoin was represented at the
Boston Athletic Association Games
Saturday night by two relay
teams and individual competitors in
last

the pole vault and hurdles. Although
they did not carry off any honors the
Bowdoin team made a fairly respectable showing. Jenkins and Stanwood
both succeeded in reaching the semifinals in the hurdles, Jenkins winning
his trial heat.
The field included
many of the country's finest hurdlers,
including the great "Monty" Wells,
who won the event. Appleton and
Williams competed in the pole vault,
the former staying until after many
of his rivals had dropped out, but
lw, Rowe, Lowell finally failing at the height of twelve
Johnson, Secor, lw
feet.
The mile team composed of
Anderson, MacCluskey, rw
rw, Parker, Souther Johnson, Hayes, Thistlewaite, and
Foster took second in a three-cornered
Garcelon, Cogan, Murphy, c
.

Last week was a very unhappy one

—

.

affair with Williams and Amherst,
which the latter won by a fairly safe
margin in the fast time of 3 minutes,
34 seconds.
Hayes was taken from
the two mile team to replace Rising,
who was taken ill shortly before the
meet.
The two mile team (Smyth,
Sewall, Usher, Cobb) fared .rather
badly in a fast content in which
Harvard, M. I. T., Boston College,
New Hampshire, Bates, and Holy
Cross took part. That developed into
a struggle between Bates and Harvard, which the former won by a narrow lead after a tremendous battle
between the anchor men, Chapman of
Bates and Pen Hallowell of Harvard.

m
INCMVED BY JOHN HELD JR

LAUNDRY
SPORTSMAN'S PEN

JACOB SMITH
AGENT

Special Rates to Students

on Photographs

Whoop-la! and away goes another
hockey game scheduled for the Delta.
If it could be generally understood
that Bowdoin has one swimming pool
already and doesn't need another,
matters would be clarified somewhat.
But we would like to know what the
average paid admission at the Lewiston

Webber's Studio

Arena

is.

keeps going, there is
quite a chance that Mac MacLachlan,
flashy second-line wing, may appear
again in harness, after spending some
time on the bench with a broken jaw.
He stopped a puck with his face a
month or so ago during practice.
If the season

Morton's

News Stand

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

Harry Lewis is taking exams for
Annapolis entrance, and Jack Pugh
transferred to V. M. I. None of which
But did you stop to figure
is news.
that those are two of the football
Toilet Articles • Shaving Preparations
players that we aren't going to have
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded in 1932?

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
AGENCY FOR

Whitman's Chocolates

PRINTING

Now if Doc Brown could only be
hoisted onto a pair of skates and let
loose as a goalie!
It was just the Olympic champion
that Jim Colton cleaned up on the
rings in last Saturday's gym meet.

.

.

Anyway, the debating team

is

CUtSE ¥© lOI H4VE
the KfsimncE or 41 army
.

un-

defeated.
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ciently

kinds handled

effi-

and promptly at

the office of
wick Record.

"Marvin Murgatroyd, you
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The Bruns-

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

fiend, I

rare pleasure of doing you in with
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promised myself the

my two bare hands, and

yet..."
who

cater to fraternity trade

"Choke away, Horace Gillingwater! Any throat protected

Estimates and samples
cheerfully furnished.

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Hardware

Brunswick

Co.

by the constant use of OLD GOLDS, the smoother and
better queen-leaf cigarette, is beyond the

Prompt Service - Fair Prices
Brunswick Publishing

feeble strength!

There's not

a cough

Company
Cor.

Main* and Dunlap Streets

Telephone Brunswick No. 3
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For First Class Haircutting

Near Campus
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Two Expert

Barbers

power of your

in

a carload!"
P. Lorillard Co.

FASTEST

is

to

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
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Keefe, f

Send Your Washing
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Barstow, lg

PLAY SAFE

Time, lm. 19

Always

But Never Noticeable

j

(20)

1

Bakanowsky, rg

Carpenter (B).

I
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FG

Merrill, f

Riley Insurance
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Two hundred-yard relay Won by
Exeter (Emhert, Fowler, Parker, Wilson). Time, lm. 49 2-5s.
Dive Won by Hossford (E); second. Creed (E); third, Carpenter (E).
Fifty-yard free
style
Won by
Heintz <E); second, McCreery (Bi:
third, Miller (E). Time, 27 2-5s.
One hundred-yard back stroke
Won by Benks (E); second, J amen
(E); third, Eaton (B). Time, lni. 13

at its best, constantly breakThe 600 provided the biggest thrill ing up the offensive attack of the
for the spectators, Hickok nosing out
Garnet. The White succeeded in tallyWadwell of the visitors by a scant ing first when Bilodeau (Maino)
margin. The latter went out ahead
scored on a long shot which rolleJ
at the start and held his lead until the
elusively past goalie Manning. Bates
last lap when the winner challenged.
failed to score in the remaining moWadwell answered by sprinting, ano ments of this period.
Hickok was content to stay behind
The Bobcat broke loose in the secuntil the last corner when he came
ond period with a terrific offensive onabreast and nosed out his rival by
slaught which carried them into the
inches.
The mile also held the in- lead that they held for the remainterest of the crowd until Olds saw
der of the game. Secor whisked the
fit to take the situaion in hand and
puck into the net on a pass from Macleave the field far behind. Davis ran
Cluskey, going directly past Dena pretty race in the 1000 to com*
nison (out of state), Bowdoin goalie.
from fourth position to second at th'^ Bates continued
attack
and
the
finish. McLaughlin broke the record
managed to elude Thayer (out oi
in the 45 yard hurdles, topping the
state)
and Stone (out of state)
timbers
in 6 1-5 seconds. Gerdsen
when
Johnson
again
to
score
performed well, tying for first placi* poked a
shot into the net from diin the high jump and winning the
rectly in front of the cage.
pole vault. Hickok provided a slight
The assault of the Garnet netto.i
surprise when he took second place in
them two more in the final period when
the latter event. The summary:
the Bates forward line worked to40 yard dash. Won by McLaughlin,
gether in great style, passing time
B; second, Hickok, B; third, Connors,
after time to threaten a score. Mac
H. Time, 5 seconds.
Cluskey managed to count a third on
1000 yard run. Won by Wadwell,
a quick pass from centerman, Cogan;
JH; second, Davis, B; third, Barber, and Secor who was all over the ice
B. Time, 2 minutes 31 4-5 seconds.
tallied for the last time on a solo
300 yard run. Won by Hickok, B;
trip which found the forward line off
second, McLaughlin; third, Connors.
their guard and the defense powerless
Time, 35 seconds.
to check Secor from scoring which he
45 yard hurdles. Won by McLaugh- did most brilliantly.
lin, B; second, Briggs, B; third, ManThe summary:
ning, B. Time, 6 1-5 seconds.
Bowdoin
Bates

m%

itself

—
—

6

Sargent, c
Varick, lg
Destin, rg

Pool.

.

3

13
(35)

Degray, If
Knox, rf

Swimming

in Bowdoin's sporting history.
Only
free style Won one athletic group in the college manc, Bilodeau
Pts by Wilson (E); second, Willauer (E); aged to hanp up a win.
Id, Stone
8 third, Trott (B). Time, lm. 2s.
White, Id
rd, Thayer
9
The Frosh track team put it all Kennison, Garcelon, rd
10
g, Dennison
President Sills announced Thursday over the Hebron aggregation.
Manning, g
Bowdoin
comBilodeau,
2 the appointment of a special
First period
mittee of the faculty to have charge
The Varsity track team showed up
Second period Secor, Bates, pass
of all arrangements in connection fairly well with Williams and Am- from MacCluskey; Johnson, Bates,
29 with the newly established scholar- herst.
Stanwood and Jenkins shone pass from Cogan
ships for Maine boys which will be individually.
Third period MacCluskey, Bates,
Pts awarded following examinations held
pass from Cogan; Secor, Bates, un12 in eight districts of the State some
Wells had a tough break on the assisted
10 time in April.
The committee in- rings in the Gym Saturday. OrdinarWhite, Bates, illegal
Penalties:
fi
cludes Professor Stanley B. Smith, ily he puts on an expert performance. check; White, Bates, illegal check;
chairman, Professor Charles T. BurSecor, Bates, pushing; Cogan, Bates,
7 nett, Dean Paul Nixon, Professor EdSome day Bowdoin will surprise the roughing.
Referee, French, Maine. Time, 3ward S. Hammond and Alumni Secre- collegiate snorting wT orld and will ac20's.
tually defeat some of its rivals.
tary Philip S. Wilder.

.1

Zeta Psi
i

Curtis

One hundred-yard

Tower, lg
Totals

the

30 3-5s.

15
Delta Upsilon (29)

to

LAVENDER OR ESTLE

LECLAIR

Totals

in

Exeter took every first from the Polar
Bear and every second except in 50
yard dash when McCreery (out of
state) took a second in this event.
The relay found Bowdoin lacking in
form and endurance when the Exeter
team composed of Emhert, Fowler,
Park and Wilson led Bowdoin all
the way and defeated them by half
a length.
The diving by Exeter was an excellent exhibition. Hossford the winner
had a point rating of 64.2; Creed of
Exeter was second, and ICarpentor
(out of state) of Bowdoin, third. In
the dash Exeter took a first and- a
third.
Benks of Exeter completely

third,

'Anything y'want Pressed?'

handed another defeat to the Polai
Bear pucksters at Lewiston on Thursday last by a score of 4-1. On account
of rain and soft ice, the game whicti
was scheduled for the Bowdoin rink
was played at the Bobcat rink. Froin
The Freshman track crew made its
the start the White showed that midbow last Wednesday when they de- years and lack of skating had slowed
feated Hebron by a 67-28 score. The up their team play and aggressivePolar cubs were vastly superior to ness which was the result of their
In tHe first period the
their opponents, and after taking a downfall.
Garnet pressed the battle and conseven point lead in the first event tinued
to outrush the Bowdoin icemen
they were
never threatened. The throughout the rest of the game. The
Freshmen took seven first places in- stick handling of Secor (out of state)
cluding the relay, while the Big Green and the stalwart defense f of the White
featured the game.
had to be content with two. Hickok
In the opening session, the contest
and McLaughlin were the stars of the started off slowly but in no time each
meet, the former being high point team was mixing it up as much t»
man with a total of -15, McLaughlin possible. It was in this first perioi
that the Polar Bear defense showed
following close behind with 14.
it

GROWING CIGARETTE
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CUBS DEFEAT DEERING IN
CLOSELY CONTESTED MEET

BOWDOIN GRADUATE
GLEE CLUB WILL GO
WINS WIDE FAME
TO INTERCOLLEGIATE
CONTEST THIS WEEK AS RADIO CHARACTER

Keen Competition Results In Fast Times and Good
Marks In Most Events

Concert of Combined Clubs to be Given
in

Parker"

"Seth

Boston Saturday

Known from

Coast

.

the
the

year,
first

Freshman meet of

second

Saturday afternoon,

last

year

men

SPEAKS IN CHAPEL

succeeded in over-

coming the track team from Deering,
which ig undefeated by high schools
by a score of 44-33. This was one
of the most closely fought meets seen
in the Bowdoin cage for some time.
The Deering outfit had several exceptional men and proved to be much
harder to conquer than the Hebron
team of the week before. Out of the
nine events

BISHOP BREWSTER
Uses Washington as an Example
Sunday Talk Here

in

MRS. HOBBS GIVES

not often that a college man
It
On February 28, the Glee Club is
taking a trip to Springfield for the secures for himself a national reputation in the short space of five years
New England Intercollegiate Contest. after graduation.
But in the case of
Professor Wass has been training the Phillips H. .Lord, Bowdoin '25, this
Glee Club very carefully in prepara- seems to be true.
When Lord left Bowdoin in 1925 he Delights Audience with Well-Chosen
tion for the contest at Springfield. The
Examples of Folk Song* and
Glee Club has been working on the went down to New York to take an

LEQTURE RECITAL
ON ENGLISH SONGS

selections for the contest every afterSunday afternoon in Chapel the ad- noon for the past fortnight in Memodress was given by the Right Rev- rial Hall. The rules of the contest reerend Benjamin Brewster, Bishop of quire that there shall be a prize song,
Maine, upon whom the College con- a choice song, and a school song. The
ferred the honorary degree of Doctor Club will sing for the prize song,
of Divinity at the last Commence- "Hark, Jolly Shepherds, Hark!" by Sir
ment.
This is the first time since Thomas Morley; for its choice song it
four first
then that he has appeared in Chapel, will sing, "Some Reckon Time by

Deering took

places
while
Bowdoin took five.
Throughout the entire meet the teams
were running neck and neck, neither
one being able to gain a substantial
lead.
anyone's meet until
It was
the last two events; then Bowdofn

it may be hoped that he will favor
us again.
Bishop Brewster chose, because of
its pertinence at this time, to speak of
George Washington. He related the
pleasing anecdote
of the
English
gathered eight points in the 1000
yard run to take a safe lead and actor, Bernard, who while hunting
from Alexandria, met and helped
clinch the meet.

and

Stars," by James H. Rogers; and for
the college song it will sing, "Rise,
Sons of Bowdoin," by K. C. M. Sills.
Although there is a great deal of
green material to be worked in with
the experienced men, it is expected
that the work of the Glee Club will be

on a par with its performances in past
Washington set right side up a chaise years.
which had been ditched. It illustrated,
Mr. Wass deserves a great deal of
said the Bishop, the great President's praise for
the fine work he has been
sympathy for his fellow men, and dis- doing with the musical clubs this year.
regard for formality and reserve un- We all remember the fine demonstrader circumstances of emergency. Also, tion that the band gave
at the football
it revealed a bluff, hearty side of the
games last fall, and we feel that the
Virginian which did not appear in his other members of the musical clubs
usual cold, austere, public manner. will do fully as well.
Jefferson wrote of Washington that
On March 1, the Glee Club will join
he was prudent, always carefulry with the Instrumental Club in giving a
weighing his actions until he had de- program at the University Club in
cided that his intentions and plans Boston. This event will
be an imporwere well-grounded, then going aheau tant enjrapemeiit in the musical prounswervingly to the achievement of gram for the year. It is hoped that
his purpose. Although a quiet and
many of the undergraduates will
conservative man and statesman, al- travel to Boston
that week and plan
ways in control of his strong temper, to see and hear the performance. It
he was, however, not only prudent,
will be an excellent program, and it
but also, when necessary, adaptable to
will certainly be worth while to be
circumstances and amenable to ad- there.
vice.
Over the spring vacation both the
While not wishing, said the Bishop, Glee Club and Instrumental Club are
to bring up any controversial quesmakine a combined trip to Boston and
tions, he did wish to draw a contrast
New York. They are to give four
between Washington's ability to base programs in and around Boston, then
his decisions on circumstances affecton April 4, they will be in New York
ing them and his attitude towara to give
a performance at the Hotel
Colonial policies. Touching lightly up- Delmonieo on Park
avenue at 59th
Bowdoin man hung on like grim on the First
President's Isolation
(Continued on page 3)
death. In the last final sprint, how- Policy, he
remarked that it was inever, Allen held his slight lead and
fluenced and formed by reason of the
beat Hickok to the tape. In the 1000
conditions of that time, conditions
yard run Davis of Bowdoin triumphed which
because of tremendous merather easily, but the second posichanical and social development have
tion was a fight between Scott ot
now reversed themselves.
Bowdoin and Estes of Deering. Scott
We are too much in the habit of A series of three lectures to be
had held a small lead over the accepting
the policies of the old given on Monday evenings in Marcli
Deering man throughout the entire
Colonial statesmen legalistically as was announced last week by President
race.
In
the final lap Estes chalformulas, viewing them materially as Sills.
The first of these will take
lenged desperately, but he could not such,
rather than considering the
place on March 3 when Miss Conway,
overcome Scott's reserve strength. spirit
behind their counsels. It would
The 300 yard dash proved to be the be better
to adopt an attitude otjpare- df England, a well known archaeolusual thrilling race for the spectaful observation and base our results ogist will talk on "The Lost City of
tors. Hickok seemed to be the fastest
our observations, rather than to Petra in Arabia". Two weeks later
man and stepped out to gain an early on
proceed on conventional assumptions Professor John M. Warbeke of the
lead which he held until the end. But
and prejudices. These formulas which Philosophy department of Mount Holthere was a sharp scrap for second
have come down to us, made for an- yoke College will lecture on "The Replace between Mason of Bowdoin and
other age, are not to be accepted as lation Between Philosophy and Art".
Peterson of Deering. Mason fougTit
basic truths. We should endeavor to Max Eastman will be the speaker on
desperately the entire last lap to
understand the spirit of the founders March 24. Mr. Eastman is a famous
overcome the lead that Peterson had
of the country rather than to inter- poet and lecturer. He is a graduate
gained on him, but he failed in tne
qf Williams College and Columbia
pret their ideas literally.
final dash by a scant few inches. This
Washington today would realize the University and was formerly on the
race provided the most thrilling finchanges that have come about with faculty of the latter. He is a promiish of the afternoon as Mason was
time, the growing conception of our nent Socialist and former editor of
within striking distance of second
World as a brotherhood, a concep- The Masses, a Socialist magazine.
place all the time. In the final runtion which cannot be stopped, but
ning event, the relay, Bowdoin stepped
which is hampered by hidebound prejout in the last two laps and took the
udices.
We should assume the spirit
race rather handily. The first twv
Deering men to run gained a slight of Washington and his policy to mold

Every event was closely fought except the shot-put, in which Haskell of
Bowdoin completely outclassed his
competitors.
In the first event, the
40 yard dash, Hickok of Bowdoin was
barely nosed out by Allen from Deering, while Fay of Bowdoin took third.
In the mile run, Scott of Bowdoin
came through rather easily and
walked away with the race at tne
finish. The 45 yard hurdles showed
some stiff competition. From the
very start it was a fight between
Allen of Deering and McLaughlin of
Bowdoin. Allen managed to get the
better of McLaughlin at the start and
held a slender lead until the finish.
The time was unusually fast for this
event, six seconds flat. Not being s&.isfied with two first places Allen went
out and won the 600 yard run. But
in this event he had no walkaway.
Barbour of Bowdoin stepped out at
and
led
for the
the
start
first three
laps.
Then Allen and
Hickok began to creep up on him and
Allen
atpassed him. On the last lap
tempted to outsprint Hickok, but the

NOTABLE SERIES OF
LECTURES FOR MARCH

office job.

For -some

six

months he

held on to the position, but all the
while he had other matters in the back
of his mind. He had become quite disgusted, as any country people will,
with the portrayal of country life in
magazine articles and radio sketches.
He began mulling over certain stories
his grandfather had told him of country life and sea life along and off the
coast of Maine.

Aided by a phenomenal memory,
Lord worked up a group of sketches
which later became nationally famous
as the "Singing School of Seth
Parker" and more recently as the
"Cottage Prayer Meetings of Seth
Parker." Lord's first move was to turn
the sketches over to magazines for
publication; but they were rejected.
He secured permission to put them on
the air without pay, but met with
mediocre success; and after some
eleven weeks was forced to withdraw
the sketches from the radio.
By working over his material he
managed to secure the permission of
a radio station at Hartford to broadcast.
The response this time was
astounding.
In a short time broadcasting companies in every part of the
country were vying with each other
for the sketches. When Lord received
a contract from th«t National Broadcasting Company he accepted that offer immediately. Despite the fact that
Lord has made repeated attempts to
(Continued on Pas* 3)

TENTATIVE SPEAKERS
FOR COMMENCEMENT

RECENTLY NAMED
The Provisional Commencement Appointments were announced in chapel
last Friday
morning by President
Sills.
Twelve prominent seniors
were named for the honor and from
these *£aur will be chosen for tile
stage.
The
men
selected are Harrison M. Davis, Jr.,
.

Commencement

with a slight lead. McLaughlin then
got his long legs into action and the
Deering man never got within striking
distance again. The high jump proved
rather interesting to watch. Deering
had three good men entered and at
times it looked as if they might clean

up in that event. But Gerdsen of
Bowdoin stayed in and took second
place while Peterson of Deering took
shot-put Haskell of
In the
first.
Bowdoin had an easy time, and two

Deering men took second and third.
Allen was high point man for the
afternoon with 15 points while Hickok
All
the
points.
11
followed with
times were exceptionally fast and
showed fierce competition. Peterson
deserves credit for his fine work in the
high jump, when he got through he
was jumping as high as his head.
Mason ran a corking good race in
the relay and did fine work in the
300. Scott shows more, and more possibility at every meet, and he certainly came through this time with
flying colors.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Mr. Ralph De Someri Childs, coach
of the Bowdoin Debating Team, suffering with a slight touch of the chicken
pox, the White team finds itself without his aid on the eve of the UniverMr.
sity of New Hampshire debate.
Childs' attack is not very serious, however, and he may be able to lend some
In any case the three
assistance.
members of the team have their material and addresses thoroughly prepared, and the routine work is proordinarily.
If
pressing as
there
should be any need, Professor Herbert
Ross Brown may be asked to temporarily fill the position left vacant because of Mr. Childs' illness.
The debate will take place this
Thursday evening at eight o'clock in
the Lounge of the Moulton Union. The
subject is: "Resolved, That the Canadian System of Liquor Control is
Preferable to that of the United
States."
Bowdoin will maintain the
affirmative.

HOUR EXAMS
The schedule of hour exa ms
all courses,
as follows:

BOWDOIN TO DEBATE
NEW HAMPSHIRE TEAM
ON LIQUOR CONTROL

,

t

-

9.30
10.30

March 14
9.30
10.30

minute

rebuttal

speeches,

initiation

its

Thursday, the

Kappa Epsilon House

the

is

.

Although

commonly

considered

John T. Bates of Montclair, N. J.
H. Schuyler Bradt, Jr., of Newj York
City.
Gordon D. Briggs of Skowhegan
Roland H. Graves of Pittsfield
Wales. Such music is important both
David G. Means of Omaha, Neb.
from literary and musical point of
George E. Pettingill of Saratoga
view, since they contain the spiritual Springs,
N. Y.
life-blood of the people and bring to
John C. Rosenfeld of Waban, Mass.
us the colorful events of the past.
Louis T. Stearns of Hampden.
Their re-creation is largely due to
Theta Delta Chi
the Scotch poet, Robert Burns. He
Friday evening the final initiation
was, a very excellent musician and of Theta Delta Chi
was held. Profescollected the words and tunes of hunsor Mitchell was Toastmaster at the
dreds of sOngs of his fatherland. On banquet
Jind" "the ""following Alumni
the other hand, we find many ballads were back: John A. Slocum '13,
James
with tunes missing, and these would Chandler '08, F.
J. Little '86, Henrv
still be incomplete if it wrere not for a
P. Chapman '06,
'96,

separate, the English and Scotch ballads are only variations of the same
general type, except for those songs
peculiar to northwestern Scotland and

R.

Dana

Mar-

shall Swan '29, E. S. Abbott '03, R.
S. Chapman '28, and A. Chapman '96.

The following men were taken

in:

Davis P. Low of Brockton, Mass.
Albert P. Madeira of Boston, Mass.
C. Stuart Mead of Bangor
Richard P. French of Whitefield,

N.

II.

Norman L. Hersey of South Portland
Will M. Kline, Jr., of New Kensington, Pa.
Arthur E. Moyer of Reading, Mass.
Prize, the Noyes Political Economy the foundation for greater musical
J. Merritt Watson of Quincy, Mass.
Fair- activities.
Prize, the Hiland Lockwood
Hallett P. Foster of Waterville.
These ballads are generally veribanks Prize, and is a memb|r of Phi
Kappa Sigma
Beta Kappa. George W. Freiday re- similar, so similar, in fact, that it is
Alpha Rho of Kappa Sigma held
their
determine
impossible
to
usually
Prize
cently won the Class of 1868
its formal initiation, Wednesday evethese
think
that
people
origin.
Many
(Continued on page 4)
ning, February 19. The initiation bansongs are mere nonsense, but it has quet was held in the Moulton Union
been shown that one of them may be the following Saturday. Charles Oxincluded on the same program with nard '11 was Toastmaster and Dr.
as
of
works

In Amounts Totalling over $21,000

The distribution of scholarships totalling over $21,000 to one-fourth of the
students of the college was announced on February 20 by the Committee on

men

such

Liszt,

and

still

They contain all the
be respected.
elements of great music beautiful

—

sical taste.

NEW FOOTBALL HEAD
TO BE HEARD AT

PORTLAND BANQUET

re-

ing tendency to excellence in Literature."
Awards for the past nine years have been as follows:
of men
The three Bowdoin speakers are AlAverage
Scholarships
bert E. Jenkins, A. T. O., Donald
No. men
in college who
of each
Prince. Theta Delta Chi, and Paul
awarded
receive scholarships scholarship
in college
27
Walker, A. T. O. All these men are 1922
458
123
$ 82
29
506
147
members of the class of 1931. Mr. 1923
88
26
503
130
Jenkins and Mr. Walker took part in 1924
108
33
500
166
110
the Tufts debate of Dec. 3 on Jury 1925
35
188
533
105
Systems. Mr. Prince is manager of 1926
39
544
210
the interscholastic and interclass de- 1927
123
23
554
130
175
These same three students 1928
bating.
26
147
559
164
werelnembers of their Freshman De- 1929
25
(Continoed on Pace O
154
549
137
1930

%

Doherty

Saunders

'07 spoke.

and Mr. Neal
the Alumni

'04

Among

—

Mrs. Hobbs' selection of songs was
several groups, with exAlthough this sum is slightly lower than divided into
amples
of each. From the English
that of the last few years, the many conditions imposed upon the committee
ballad she chose an old Devon song,
by donors limit the free administration of the gifts.
Gypsies", and
The committee, composed of President K. C. M. Sills, chairman, Dean Paul "The Wraggle Taggle
(Continued on Pas* I)
Nixon, Professors R. J. Ham and O. C. Hormell, and Assistant Professors M.
E. Morrell and H. K. Beale, had a very difficult task in selection from the list
of candidates. Of the 214 applicants, 31 did not maintain the required average
of C in half their courses, and 46 others did not present evidence of great need.
Of the 549 men now in college, 137 received scholarships varying in value,
but averaging $154 apiece. Although there have been many complaints concerning the granting of scholarships, it must be remembered that the committee does not have unlimited power. The restrictions under which the comStudents Invited to Attend Bowdoin
mittee works are explained thus by Professor Ham:
Club Dinner
"A large number of scholarships are restricted in various ways, some to
applicants from designated schools or localities, some to applicants who exOn Saturday evening at 6.15, March
hibit proficiency in certain studies, some to descendants of certain persons or
of members of certain Bowdoin classes.
Several scholarships cannot be the first, the Bowdoin Club of Portland will hold its annual Bowdoin
divided, or can be divided only in designated ways."
Some scholarships are of particular interest. The Lawrence Scholarship night at the Falmouth Hotel. At that
Fund, established in 1925 by Mrs. Samuel C. Lawrence in memory of her time Mr. Charles W. Bowser, newly
brother, Almarin F. Badger of the class of 1858, supplied scholarships of $500 appointed football coach, making his
each to two Maine students, Roland Hooker Graves of Brunswick, and Richard first appearance in Bowdoin circles,
Allen Mawhinney of Machias, both members of the freshman class.
Mr. will address the club.
Members of the faculty and underGraves, a former resident of Pittsfield, is a graduate of the Maine Central
Institute and a brother of Maurice E. Graves '28 who graduated cum laude, graduates are invited to attend the
with honors in History and with membership in Phi Beta Kappa. Mr. Maw- dinner but it is wished that they notify
the Alumni Secretary, Mr. Philip S,
hinney is a graduate of Machias High School.
Two other Lawrence Scholarships were awarded to William Wesley Gal- Wilder, beforehand, so that the necbraith of Portland and to Gordon Dobson Briggs of Skowhegan. The former essary reservations may be made.
is a graduate of Deering High School and the latter of Skowhegan High Tickets may be obtained at $1.00 per

spectively.

Harry

present were Leon Jones '13, Walter
melody, fine rhythm, and form and Mooer '24, Lewis Stone '29, Gorham
thus establish a foundation for mu- Scott '29, and Prof. C. H. Gray.

Student Aid at Bowdoin College.

The names of the University of New School.
Hampshire speakers are not as yet
The Edward F. Moody Scholarship for proficiency in Chemistry, estabknown. There will be three judees, lished in 1911 by Miss' Inez A. Blum-hard of Portland, was won by Albert
two of whom have been chosen, Dr. Edward Jenkins '31 of Winthrop, Mass. George William Roland Bowie '30
Chauncey Goodrich of Brunswick and of Vanceboro won the Hugh J. Chisholm Scholarship, and John Lincoln Snider
Dr. Roland O. Messenbach of Port- '31 received the Howard R. Ives Scholarship.
land. The third man has not yet been
The Charles F. Libby Scholarship, given each year to "a deserving young
selected.
Professor Mitchell will pre- man who is a resident of Portland," has been won by Robert Morton McFarside and there will be, as usual, three land '31. James Parker Pettegrove '30, who was last week chosen as Longten minute main speeches and three fellow Scholar, was awarded the William Law Symonds Scholarship for "showfive

With
Delta

last fraternity to take in its pledges.
In the last week and a half six of the
remaining seven fraternities have initiated their men.

Chi Psi
Alpha Eta of Chi Psi held it?
formal initiation Saturday, February
22. Edward Burnard "25 was Toastmaster at the banquet. Brother John
A representative group of English Chapham
of Amherst was present to
folk songs and ballads was chosen by speak, being followed by a man from
May Elliott Hobbs of Gloucestershire, each class. C. K. Moses represented
England to illustrate her lecture on the seniors, Howard Davies, the juniors, W. W. Stearns, the sophomores,
the re-discovery of the ballad, in a
and A. S. Davis, Jr., the new brothers.
program presented at the Moulton
Among the Alumni back were
Union on the evening of February Chadbourne '19, Maclntire "25, A. D.
24th.
Scott '17, N. Jordan '17, Lloyd Hatch
Mrs. Hobbs' recital came at a most and Dr. Copeland. The following men
appropriate time, as a sequel to the were taken in:
series of lectures given by Professor
John C. Barbour of Newport (1931)
Bruneau on the subject of folk songs
William C. Berry of Gardiner
of Lorraine.
To those who have at- (1932)
tended any of these lectures, a great
A. Samuel Davis. Jr., of Bound
similarity^in melody, rhythm, and Brook, N. J. (1933)
form of the ballads of the two counElston R. Eaton of Belfast (1933)
tries was immediately apparent.
Lo rimer K. Eaton of Belfast. (1933)
Although maintaining beforehand
Daniel J. Bowman of Patterson, N.
her lack of vocal skill, Mrs. Hobbs J. (1933).
proved quite the contrary to .her deRobert L. Smith of Newton, Mass.
lighted audience. With no accompaniWilliam W. Galbraith of Portland
ment whatever, she showed unquesWilliam V. Copeland of Pawtucket,
tionably the beauty of the
music R. I.
which she praised.
She admirably
Delta Kappa Epsilon
depicted the growth of the importance
On February 27th will be held the
of folk songs in her country by an formal initiation of Delta Kappa Epintroduction which considjered both silon.
This will be the last frate*the literary and musical influences of nity initiation of the year. This
is. the
the music. As she mentioned the probable list of initiates:
various types, she gave examples of
Elliot C. Baker of Great Neck, N.
them from the musical history of old Y.
Devon, Somerset, and Sussex. FolCharles M. Barbour, Jr., of Newlowing is her lecture in substance:
port

William H. Dean, Jr., George W.
Freiday, Jr.,
William F. Johnson,
Lyman Carter Lee, James M. Parker, peculiar coincidence. It w-as founa
James P. Pettegrove, Herbert L. that the mountaineers of Kentucky,
Prescott, Howard V. Stiles, Norman Virginia, and South Carolina have
in EngS. Waldron, and George S. Willard. folk songs identical to those
Most of these men have been prom- land, and from this source we have obinent in the different activities of the tained many of our more beautiful
College. Harrison M. Davis, Jr., is ballads.
Twenty-five years ago the English
Editor-in-chief of the
the present
Orient, was president of Pi Delta Ep- people thought that they had no naOrator last year, a tional songs or dances. But through
silon, a Class
member of the football squad, and the Ministry of Education these very
Phi Beta Kappa. William H. Dean, folk songs have permeated the public
won the Goodwin French school system and have formed there
Jr., has

College Distributes Scholarships

himself to circumstances, in order to
lead and held it for their laps, but the
bring about the most beneficial conthird man, Mason, stepped out and
ditions in the age in which we live.
fairly flew by his Deering opponent
and gave the baton to McLaughlin

Many Alumni Back For Important Fraternity Event

to Coast
is

In the

FRATERNITY INITIATIONS
ARE COMPLETED THIS WEEK

The following men were initiated:
Witoldo Bakanowsky of Jewett
City, Conn.
Leo C. Christopher of Woodsville,

N. H.
Charles F. Doherty of St. Albans,
N. Y.
Michael Gibaldo of Lawrence, Mass.
Charles I. Kirkpatrick of Newton
Center, Mass.
Harry R. Kellett of Lawrence,
Mass.
Roger D. Lowell of Lee
Wilson A. Sherbourne of Milo
George P. Taylor -of Wollaston,
Mass.
Beta Theta Pi
The Bowdoin Chapter of Beta Theta
Pi initiated its pledges Thursday evening, February 20th. At the banquet
J. C. Flint was Toastmaster. Delegates from the Maine, M. I. T., and
Brown chapters were present. Among
the Alumni were William S. Linnell,
Richard T. Steele, Wesleyan, ana
Dean J. A. Glazier of Portland.
The following men were initiated:
1932
Dominic N. Antonucci of Maiden,
Mass.
(Continued on paire 3)

person.

Leonard A. Pierce, Class of
1905, will act as toastmaster and inMr.

troduce the following other speakers:
Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell '90, who
represents the faculty; Hon. Frank G.
Farrington '94, a member of the Board
of Overseers of the collejre; William
R. Crowley *08 of the Athletic Council
which was instrumental in the selection of Mr. Bowser as head coach of
football; Harrison M. Davis, Jr., '30,
Editor of the Orient, representing the
undergraduate body at the meeting.
Total
amount The presence of Mr. Bowse/ ought to
$10,190 give an added stimulus to an event
13,072 which is ever looked forward to by
14.092 the alumni of this part of Maine, as
The
18,342 well as by the undergraduates.
19.746 appearance of the new coach has long
26,110 been awaited by Bowdoin men who
22,633 are eager to hear from the man who it
22,735 is hoped will put Bowdoin on the win21,100 ning side of football once again.

CALENDAR
—

27 Debate, Bowdoin vs.
Hampshire, in the Union.
Feb. 27 Fencing with Dartmouth at Hanover.
Feb. 28 Glee Club at SpringFeb.

New

—
—
Intercollegiates.
Feb. 28— Swimming

field

with Brown

Providence.
1
Musical Clubs concert
at University Club, Boston.

at

—
T.
March — Fencing with M.
at Cambridge.
March — Undergraduate Bridge
at Union, 8.30 p.m.
March 3— Miss Conway lectures.
March 5 — Freshman Bridgton
Track Meet here.
March 7 — Interfraternity Track
Meet
March 8— Interscholastics.
March

1

I.

1

-

!P

—

^^
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THE BOWDOIlM ORIENT

THE. BOWDOIN ORIENT
For the wet months ahead we suggest that you give serious thought to safeguarding your
Brunswick, Maine

feet.

Established 1871

We

are

still

able to offer

ABBOTT WATERPROOF SHOES
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has been avoided for ten years. Slavery was avoided
in war.
Will Prohibition have a similar outcome? It is possible, but not very probable. But bloodshed, disrespect for law, and illicit trade are very present facts. The issue
cannot be suppressed many more years, and the only sane way to
bring about a settlement is through a vote of the people. Hence
they must know a "Wet" from a "Dry", for it is through representatives that their decision will be made known. The other qualifications of an office seeker must necessarily go unobserved until
the major issue is brought to the forefront and decided. Why
can't we have licensed sale of liquor so that the free citizen of this
land of liberty may have a glass of wine without fear of poison
slavery.
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ever, evident that the Rollins method
entailed a good deal more work on tne
part of the instructor, in the fact that

Communication

in advance.

Entered as second class matter at the postofflce at Brunswick. Maine.

News

Your interesting and lively editorial he had to be "on the job" all of the
upon a recent speech by President two hours of each class "hour". To

Editor for This Issue

George T. Sewall

"

Hamilton

'32

Holt

of

Florida, calls for

happens that

Rollins

comment.

College, the instructor who desired to do mucn
so reading in his course or in kindred
It

was one of the au- topics, this necessarily meant much
that address by President work out of hours.
I

dience at
No. 24 Holt, in
February 26, 1930.
Vol. LIX.
the University Club of Boston, and that subsequently I was a
guest of Rollins College for a few
Henry Hill Pierce
days during the mid-year examination
period at Bowdoin.
It does not seem possible for us to go many weeks without
Undoubtedly President Holt was
receiving some gift or bequest from our alumni and friends.
speaking of far larger educational
are constantly reminded of the faith and confidence which these institutions than Bowdoin; of Yale,
or
Columbia for example; and to that
j
i
„ ~.,people have in Bowdoin, and we are always pleased to express our extent his adverse critj c iam s scarceappreciation on behalf of the student body. Mr. Henry Hill Pierce, ly applied to Bowdoin College. That

We

ii

-T.J-

tji.

|

!

|

<

I

i

.

ceived by a large audience of college
and university graduates. It is true
that some of his comments were in

HLSmWJ 2^j£&*£l
most

general funds now employed by the English Department which
can be directed to other fields. This point is frequently overlooked in considering the merits of a restricted donation.
Undergraduates are sometimes given to think that they alone
make up Bowdoin College. We should not forget that there is a
greater Bowdoin, which includes students, faculty, alumni, and
friends. We have our part to plav in keeping the College high in
,;
, „
¥,
,i
j
the esteem of all. It is unquestionably an important part, and one
which caljs for conscientious effort. We should respond whole•

ha! basis " fl r *'
however, from the cordial
his speech was re-

evident,

manner with which

;

.

mtIC,sm

ll

of the Class of 1896, has added a considerable sum to his generous
gift of last summer by which he established the Pierce Professorship in English. The value of this endowment is two-fold first,
in the chair itself, and, secondly, in that it will release part of the

College in the
original light.
Coming from one of the most ideal
of small New England colleges, I was
naturally intrigued to study the system at Rollins as it was actually
working. During my stay at Rollins
President Holt was not in Florida,
?nd my conclusions were in no way
influenced by him.

The

visited had been
dismissed to work in the Library,
while its instructor continued some
heartedly to our opportunities. That is an example of our service work in connection with that course.
The students were asked to report
to Bowdoin, and we are grateful to Mr. Pierce for his.
back in an hour. Some of them were
at work in the Library, others were
studying out doors, or in their rooms.
Scholarship
A second class was receiving a written
The favorable results of the recent mid-year examinations are test, the first in the college year
worthy of comment. The good showing of the student body, which that course had received. A
third group was carrying on ponverwhereby only 27 received major warnings, is indicative of success- sation in the German language. A
ful application to study and of widespread student interest in cur- psychology class was busied, partly
first class

I

As to the literary and dramatic
side of Rollins, from what I read and
Rollins product I should
say that President Holt's claims were
fully justified.
Many a short poem
by a Rollins undergraduate would be
worthy of a place in any self-respecting literary magazine.
I
doubt if
that can be said of many colleges of
saw of the

note regarding these awards, and 1
take this opportunity to expose it to
all who are interested.
In the
Bowdoin College Annual
Catalogue, ten pages or so are devoted to the listing and description
of scholarships. There is quite an imposing array of them. It has been the
boast of a friend of mine, a Bowdoin
alumnus,
that
we possess more
scholarships for her size than any
other small college.
He encouraged
me in coming here and the idea that
I could, through good grades, help
myself through college had quite an
attraction. I entered Bowdoin, and
soon
discovered
that
term
the
"scholarship"
had been metamorphosed (at least in the minds of those
who counted) into "student aid". Why
they are not so designated in the
Catalogue is beyond me. It has been
rumored: "Because the terms of the
various gifts will not allow the College to change the name." Had it occurred to anyone besides myself that
in awarding a "scholarship" to a student whose grades were below an
honor standard, the spirit of the gift
might be pierced even though the
varnish of the title were preserved in-

of several other Eastern colleges the
writer could cite, he could and would
have received recognition in the form
of a scholarship for his good work,
for there to obtain a scholarship
means the recognition of a man s
scholastic
Here,
achievements.

1

marks are but secondary in importance. To be sure, this is not always
the case, as several scholarships are
given on the basis of rank alone. The
writer knows that well but unfortunately for him, he is from Mas-

—

—

sachusetts.
It

Now
rected

financial assistance.

It is

—

created in the Catalogue by listing these awards as scholarships. If
the name under which they are given
is to be kept, then the terms of the
gift, in cases where terms are present,
should also be strictly adhered to,
and this dividing and subdividing of
scholarships into small awards should
cease.
Consider the following cases.
The Moody Scholarship, which is *^to
be given to one or more meritorious
students for proficiency in chemistry" has this year been awarded to a
man who has had not a single hour oi
chemistry since he entered Bowdoin:
Proficiency in chemistry indeed! And
yet a chemistry major, who applied
for a scholarship, received no award.
Again, a fraternity brother, a junior,
received funds from a scholarship to
be awarded to Freshmen. And to the
best of his knowledge and belief, he
has not otherwise lost class standing.
These may be the only two cases
where such awards were made but
the students with whom I am often in
contact do not think so.
Summing up then, let us either
definitely declare these "scholarships
to be "student aids" and thus do away
with present misrepresentation, or
else let us establish a system whereby
a scholarship is a scholarship. A suggestion would be an arrangement
whereby the needy student with an
average would receive primary consideration, then the class with moderately good grades and considerable
need, then the honor men with slighter
needs, and finally, if at all, the group
of men whose grades are merely average but whose need is sufficient to
give them "scholarships" under the
present system.

—

'

A

Communication

—

some arrange-

ment could and should be made which
would remove the false impression

this communication is not diagainst the meritorious student

not directed primarily even against
the C grade man who receives a
"scholarship" here but who would
at
a large number of other colleges
its size.
But I forget. There was something be refused one. Rather, it is a plea
for which no Bowdoin man would ever for the class of students with good
admit Rollins into the roll of the elect. marks and a need ranging from slight
Why are we denied
It is co-educational! And it has just to moderate.
abolished compulsory chapel! Even scholarships? Is it that the term
at that, don't you think there is room scholarship refers only to need? Not
And even here,
in the United States for all coura- in most colleges!
geous and liberal educational experi- grades are taken into account in
ments? Surely Bowdoin men should awarding scholarships. Yes, so mucn
welcome, rather than criticise, wnat is added to a man's need (revamped)
for an A average, so much for a B ana
Rollins is attempting.
so on, which after much careful bookWILFRID H. CROOK.
keeping, slide-rule calculation and
what-not, results in the awarding oi a
mass of "driblets" which do not even
pay tuition.
And of course under
Friday
scholarships
were
an- this system, the man with an A aver
nounced. Let me state here at the be- age benefits more than one with
ginning that I did not receive one
only a P so we see scholarship is
and let all who wish to accuse me of considered.
being a poor loser do so. Perhaps I
But again, how about the fellow
am, judged by certain standards, but with an A average and only a modin my own mind there is a questioning erate need ? If he had gone to any one

logical that

now

tact ?

who needs

seems

i

PAUL

A.

WALKER.

the Library, partly in individual

in

riculum activities. We hope that this is .a sign post to future ^JSmmS^iSk thei^inTtructor.
Three other classes I visited were
achievement and that the excellent work will continue. Bowdoin
has never been considered an easy college. Her scholastic standof
one
meeting
a brief statement had just been
successful
The
decade.
ards have gone up in the past
made on a mathematics problem by
these high standards by such a large number, along with the size the instructor, and the class hat!
of the Dean's List, shows us that we have an alert and hard- scattered into groups around the
table, quietly arguing together as to
working group of undergraduates.
the solution of the .problem. Sucm
I

i

IK^^^^^^^ilto

Elections

The Freshman Class held

The Juniors
Bowdoin com-

its elections last night.

consultation of one student with another was in no way discouraged. Two
students went out for a smoke, returning shortly to tackle their pror>lem. A history class was being carried on much as it would be in a
Bowdoin conference section, the ln-

hold theirs tomorrow. In a fraternity college like
bines occur rather frequently, We hope that none took place last
structor eliciting answers and <Hsnight. Two considerations are necessary in choosing officers for cussion. A class in economics, largeany organization one is of the man, the other of the position for ly seniors, was discussing a report
made by one of its members, and the
which he is competing. How many have put aside fraternity con- debate
was waxing hotter and more
nections in casting their vote, and thought only of the best man? furious than that in any conference
group
I have succeeded in stirring to
is
friend
good
Too few, we believe. Of course, preference for a
debate at Bowdoin! In the science
natural. Every one wants to see his house or a member of his labs, students and student assistants
delegation honored. But why bring this about by bartering votes were busy, and under the trees on the
campus a class on dramatics was
with another fraternity? It is not fair in any sense of the word. holding forth.
Here, then, was no hard and fast
There is no great issue at stake. We hope that the Juniors will not
eight-hour day educational factory,
employ this practice when they cast their ballots tomorrow.
such as your editorial might suggest.
class officer should have the ability his office demands, and it is up Rather a college where the greatest
freedom of method was granted to
to you who vote to make this requirement a fact.
the many instructors, with a result
that showed itself in the eagerness
of the students to study and discuss
A Formula
It is worth adding
their subjects.
For over a century the foreign policy of the United States has that no final examinations, nor regu,

i

:

A

'

Improving transmission

Speeding up service

Reducing rate*

|

Encouraging the long

lar hour examinations are given at
When a student
Rollins College.
feels he has completed the study of
a certain portion of his course he so
informs his instructor. The latter

been largely guided by a formula expressing perhaps too briefly an
idea of George Washington's.
That formula is "No entangling
alliances."
As Bishop Brewster pointed out in his Chapel talk
last Sunday, America has been prone to forget the conditions exist- then takes whatever methods ne
ing at the time this policy was developed. We were a weak nation, chooses to ascertain how well the
student knows his subject. Then, If
struggling for existence, and the chances for success were doubt- tnestudent is still" content to be
ful
affairs could have helped no graded on that test, the instructor
Our.J,participation
in European
"
*
gives him a grade on that portion or
.
..
,
.,
,.
one, much less ourselves. Yet today the formula persists in spite his work.
In the few instances where a stuof American power and influence abroad. Were Washington alive
now, he would undoubtedly see that new conditions warrant a new
policy
It is time to
the value of co-operation and to forward before the semester is ended, that
*'"• j? free j£ *2* more J"!
internationalism
The London Conference is a good move in this and
effort on some other course in
direction, but without co-operation it can accomplish nothing, which he may be weak. In no case
grade be won by a
What kind of naval reduction is America planning which calls for can «J honors
student by simply completing toe
.
,
.
»
increasing warship expenditures?
paradox M minimum required work in any
A most amazing
Rollins
course.
As
has three semesAnd all because of another formula, "paritv." America would do
.....
_..
ters as against our two, a student
...
, »
v- i
i
well to cure herself of formuhtis. Disarmament which involves takes fewer courses in any one semes*«", but takes each topic more intenbuilding another "Rodnev" is hardly disarmament.
]

!

.

,

,

.

distance habit
An

interesting

example of organization

is

of the highest standards. Operating telephone

the development of long distance telephone

companies; working with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, shortened
the time for completing calls and reduced

.

.

;

j

Wm

j

J^HjSi- J1T&EC!

j

business.

System made

,

and

women

this service

the

of

Bell

worthy, and the

public has recognized this by

its

greatly in-

creased usage.

I

!

Men

the

rates.

In

all

The Bell Laboratories improved the quality

gether

sound transmission by modifying existing
apparatus and designing new. Western Electric manufactured the necessary equipment

of the

of

work, bringing

a coordinated

many and
way

to-

varied activities, and typical
which telephone service is

in

constantly being

made

a better tool for the

nation's needs.

j

•

,

sively, for, in most cases, the classes
meet five times a week

Pmhibition Again
Recently President Sills deplored the current practice of allowing the label "Wet" or "Dry" to stand as the only qualification of a
candidate for office. That politics are coming to such a pass is unquestionably a deplorable condition. But we are being faced with
one of the greatest issues in the history of the United States:
Prohibition. Some writers have considered it the most vital since

could see no real hardship entailed in the Rollins method of two
hour sessions, so far as the student
was concerned, and many advantages
over the methods employed in tne
average large class, even at Bowdoin.
Rollins seldom if ever has a class
containing more than thirty students.
At Bowdoin seventy-five to one hundred is not unusual.
It was, howI

BELL SYSTEM
%A nation-wide

system of inter- connect ing telephones

-OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN*
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Mustard and Cress

"Humanism and America" is Going Well
In fact,

we are

sold out, but expect a

new

stock on Thursday, Feb. 27.
Well,

W.

Here's a clipping from the Brunswick Record, a headline on a patent
medicine ad: "MINERAL SALTS

to
talking about, says
that "this idea of talking about the
colleire administration fearing taxation by the legislature is nonsense."
What the administration fears is
the hostility of the alumni. The alumni
have sent hundreds of letters^to Bowdoin protesting against the decline of
Maine students on the roll. The alumni think Bowdoin gives a man a better
college education than the other Maine
colleges would give the same man.
Since the majority of the alumni are
Maine men, they do not desire to see
a decrease in the number of graduates
who settle in this state. It is not exactly that they feel sorry for the state,
that they wish to sprinkle it with the
same old proportion of graduates each
Rather, they are annoyed by
year.
the increasing nold our rival colleges
Dear old
are getting on the state.
Colby, Bates, and Maine send agents
around every year to nearly all high
schools to try to sell Colby, Bates and
Maine to the boys and girls. The v are
good salesmen; our alumni believe
these institutions are making too much
of a good thing of this hand picking.
I remember that I was very favorably impressed by the Dean of one of
the colleges at the state university
each time he troubled to solicit my
home town high school, a small school

he

is

of one hundred and

six.

I

suppose

if he visited such small schools as
this one. the universitv must have can-

that

vassed nearly every high school in the
He talked to us all together,
state.
and then conferred privately with the
students who intended to continue
their education. Naturally, the other
Maine colleges at Lewiston, Waterville, and Orono, want to get the best
students, and steer them away from
their own folds, saysupporters.
Last September there were eight
students from my high school enrolled
Half of these were
at the U. of M.
boys. Besides me, there is one other
here at Bowdoin from my high school.
This has been the approximate number for some years. ( I sent an appliFortunately
cation to the U. of M.
for me and possibly for the U. of M.
I changed my mind later, and withdrew my application).
Because Bowdoin's administration
doesn't engage in this soap order business, and because she has been known
to flunk sons of alumni, many alumni
say that the college has no interest in
the native boys of Maine, and that the
youth of the state consider this a high
hat college.
Rumor led me to think of this as a
"rich man's college" before I came
here. So you see, nerhaps the alumni
are not so absurd in this, or other of
their reports of popular opinion.

Bowdoin

into

many Bowdoin

-

—

—

The administration does not want to
lower the standards to benefit sluggish
sons of alumnL So they compromise.
They refute the argument which says
they have no interest in the natives, by
establishing eight new scholarships
for Maine school boys; disprove the
argument that Bowdoin is high hat, by
providing these scholarships for intelligent, poor students only; and also
take a step against the rumor that

And
this is a "rich man's college."
they do not. at the same time, lower
the standards to ^dmit a lot of "nitwits."
Out-of-staters have no grievance, because the money was originally left for Maine boys.
Maine undergraduates

here

say

a

man

—

prove his worth in college before he
receives a scholarship. The administration hopes that a few first class

One of the faculty who claims

know what

should

Speakers
all

NEW

CHANDLER & SON

Communication

we can make a

Wednesday, March 12th, the annual
Vocational day program will be held.
will be present to represent
the chief fields in which college
students are likely to be interested.
Upperclassmen are privileged to cut
GIVE HER IIRED HUBBY
PEP." That sure is a joke on Hubby! their courses to attend the various
Well, now let's make five little marks. meetings. Freshmen, it is hoped, will
attend those at which their class
schedules will permit them to be presOh, yes. There was that picture at ent.
the Cumberland last Friday, let's
The following is the tentative
write it like this King John can have schedule for the day.
his cannon, Ben Hur a vaccination,
8.30 Law, Debating Room, Huband all the other prize anachronisms, bard Hall, Alexander Whiteside, bosbut when Marianne, in a war film por- ton
Attorney;
Medicine,
Lounge,
traying events in 1918, imitated Moulton Union, Dr. Morrill, SuperinMaurice Chevalier singing "Louise", tendent, Maine General
Hospital,
it isn't too bad.
Pretty good, huh? Portland.
I
Well, I think so, anyway.
9.30 Transportation, Debating

Andros?

NEW BOOKS ARE COMING ALL THE TIME
F.

see if

colyum.

Have You Read Thornton Wilder'*

Woman of

let's

TENTATIVE PLANS
ANNOUNCED FOR
VOCATIONAL DAY

minds, which would never enter Bowdoin because of lack of money, will
now have and use the opportunity to
enter.

—

—

If many undesirable personalities
in next year, or in a few years
to come, on these scholarships, as
cynical undergraduates predict, you
may be sure the policy will be

Room, Hubbard Hall, Colonel Arthur
Oh, yes, we saw a sign in a window N. Payne, manager of the Industrial
of a store today.
It went like this, and Agricultural Bureau of the Bos"Canaries for sale at 84 Spring ton and Maine Railroad; Advertising,
changed. The administration regards Street." That's a chance for the Lounge, Moulton Union, Louis D. H.
French majors to pick up a bird cheap. Weld '05, H. K. McCann Co., N. Y.
it as an experiment and as nothing
10.30
Banking, Debating Room,
permanent. It is trying to quiet our I'll bet there'll be a mad rush to the
catalogs now to see who lives at 84 Hubbard Hall. Harold E. Verrill '15,
graduates.

come

—

The reader begins to think now Spring
that the alumni bring some pressure

Street.

Scholarships are out. Maybe we
can crack on them. How's this, "Several men (out of state} got scholarships." That ^heme's been worked too
much, though, we'd better lay off it.

Yes,
to bear on the administration.
the alumni bring tremendous pressure
Whether or not we agree
to bear.
with them on all matters, we must remember that the alumni have a right
to their views as much as we have to
ours.
Both Maine men and out-of-staters

"A leak in the dyke!" could have
been sounded when the recent wet
spell flooded the rink, and the snowbanks thrown up about the boards
gave way. Imagine headlines in the
papers, "40 drown when Bowdoin
skating rink overflows!" But I guess
there's no joke there.

the undergraduates frown on
such a move, not as unfair to either
group, but as a narrowing gesture.
We have felt that Bowdoin was at last
getting democratic. We thought the
administration Was beginning to forsret that this was until recently a very
Maineish institution, and to forget
that originally it was a blue blood,

among

Hornblower and Weeks, Portland;
The Petroleum Industry, Lounge,
Moulton Union, H. W. Boynton, Distributing
Manager, Shell Eastern
Petroleum Products, Inc., Boston.
11.30 Shipping and Tropical Enterprises, Walker Art Building, H. L.
Harris, Advertising Manager, United

To those of our

—

Fruit Co., Boston. (This talk
trated by lantern slides).
1.30

who are

clientele

wearing for Spring the new
Peaked Lapel Suits, Harmon's presents

desiroiis of

model illustrated, an unusually
smart development by our New Haven

the

illus-

— Merchandising, Lounge, Moul-

'L__

tailors.

ton Union, S. K. Ames, S. K. Ames,
Inc., Chain Grocery Stores in Great-

Prices start at $35.00

er Boston.

Bowdoin Column

We might make a crack about the
lad who got a $250 scholarship and
Massachusetts institution. We hoped took the next train to Portland to buy
the administration was becoming as an automobile.
But when we recall
The Penobscot County Bowdoin
are that one poor devil didn't get any Club met last Thursday, February 20,
students
the
democratic
as
already. But we see, too, that there are scholarship and had to chase off to get at the
Penobscot Valley Country
sides to the question which had not his life insured and borrow ten dollars Club, Bangor.
There were about
before been brought to our attention. for a meal ticket, it takes the joke out thirty-five of the members present.
L.
The speakers were Charles T. Hawes,
of it.
LL.D., of Bangor, President of the
We may be childish, and fantastical, Collegfe Board of Onlerseers, Dean
Musical Clubs
Wilder, the
but when we pound along those board Nixon and Philip S.
Alumni
Secretary.
walks, with each footstep ringing out
(Continued from Paee 11
William P. Newman '10 of Bangor
like a horse stampmg in the stall at a
was elected President for the coming
street.
After Easter vacation there mouse, we half expect a little black
p-nome to come tearing out and shriek, year.
are several other trips which have not
t
t
t
"Who's going across my bridge?"
been definitely decided, but will be deAnnouncement has recently been
made by Shaw, Loomis, & Sayles, Intermined later. There will probably
Credit To R. E. B.
vestment Counsel, of Boston, that
be programs in Portland and Bath at
Speaking of a horse stamping, we Howard M. Mostrom has become asthis time.
recall the man whose horse had the sociated with that firm. Mr. Mostrom
The following are the members of mange on her rear legs. She stood was very prominent on the campus,
the Glee Club who are to make the all night pounding her hoofs on the especially in track. He is a member
trip to Springfield for the Interscho- barn walL thinking it relieved her suf- of Zeta Psi fraternity and graduated
lastics: S. Aldrich '31, W. M. Alten- fering. Across ihe yard, in the house, in 1928.
burg '30, J. K. Ames '30, G. Y. Badger the man and his wife tried to sleep,
t
t
t
'30, J. T. Bates '33, W. L. Bryan *33, but because of the nocturnal thumpProf. Paul H. Douglas of the class
R. W. Card '81, J. Creighton "32, E. D. thump-thump from the barn, they did of 1913, now on the faculty of the
Densmore '32, E. A. Greenlaw '32, O. not sleepy In the morning, with his eyes University of Chicago, has an article
W. Gilman "31, F. W. Harlow '32, T. F. as red as a Russian fla£, and his face in a recent issue of "The New ReJohnston '32, J. G. Kraetzer '31, E. N. drawn and twitching for lack of sleep, public" entitled "Chicago's Muddle".
Lippincott '31, A. P. Lunt '32, R. A. the man confided to the familv that he The article deals in an able fashion
Mawhinney '33, N. W. Packard *32, had thought of a name for the horse. with the causes which have led to tiie
F. W. Phelps, Jr.. '30, H. L. Prescott
"We will call her 'Israel,' " he said. city's present financial straits,
'30, J. W. Rilev, Jr., '30, G. T. Sewall
"Why?"
t
t
t
'32, L. A. Smith '31, E. Smith '33, G.
"Because he who keeps Israel will
Mr. and Mrs. John Reginald ForW. Soule '30, E. B. Spaulding '30, A. neither slumber nor sleep."
sythe of Haverhill, Mass., recently anW. Tarbell '32, B. B. Whitcomb '30, G.
nounced the birth of a son Marshall
Wilmsen '30, W. E. Winslow '31, and
graduated in
Speaking of mange, it is worth re- Perley. Mr. Forsythe
L. Ziesel.
membering, against the days when the class of 1927.
The schedule up until and through
!
!
!
!
hair is a memory and the children
Easter is as follows: (All of the prospeakers
at the first
Among the
crawl up on your knees to rub their
grams after the Interscholastics at
annual reunion of the Delaware Unisoft hands over vour shining dome,
Springfield are both the Glee Club and
versity Foreign Study Group held at
that a certain kind of mange cure, for
Prof.
Instrumental Club combined.)
was
Boston February 22,
sale at all hardware stores and blackFeb. 28 New England Intercollef
exchange professor
smith shops, will positively grow hair Charles Bruneau,
giate Contest.
under the Tallman Foundation, Mme.
on
the
most
devastated
land.
Mar. 1 At the University Club in
Bruneau was guest of honor.
Boston.
The Delaware group consists of
One day last week only the swim- students who have spent their Junior
Mar. 6 At Newcastle.
ming team made chapel and they year in France in accordance with
Mar. 7 At Rockland.
Mar. 17 and 18 At Brunswick in were late.
the plan for study in France origithe Cumberland Theatre.
nated bv Delaware University.
Mar. 31 At Newton, Mass.
!
!
!
Well, we've kinda run out of stuff.
Apr. 1 At Danvers.
The Lecture arranged by the ClasGuess we'll call it enough. It's a dull
Apr. 2 At Ouincy.
time, and we've work to do. Just one sical Club for next Monday, March o,
Apr. 3 At Lexington.
(probably in the Union) should be of
more line;
Apr. 4— At Ne\y York City, Hotel
interest to the whole college. Miss
Delmonico.
Agnes Conway of London, a recent,
Thank you, professor.

IlflAIKMDN

j

I

j

—
—
—
—

i

—

—
—
—

—

!

i

graduate of Cambridge, Eng., and
A. Gilbert Moore of Ayer, Mass.
daughter of Sir Martin Conway, the
Richard H. Moulton of Lexington,
famous explorer of the Himalayas ana Mass.
the Andes, will give an account of
Charles E. Thurlow of Fryeburg.
her own trip to Petra, the ancient
"rock city" on the Arabian frontier of
j

i

Mrs. Hobbs

Palestine. She will show pictures of
her explorations in this little-trodden
Continued from page 1
region of romantic .adventure. The
two from Somerset, "Lady Maisry"
lecture is open to the public.
and "William Taylor". Other Eng!
A Tea Dance will be held at the lish ballads have come down by way
Moulton Union, Saturday, March 15, of the peoples of the Appalachians,
at 4 o'clock immediately following the such as "Edward", included in the re!

!

!

New England

Intercollegiate

swim-

cital.

English lyric songs differ greatly
from ballads. There is always a close
connection between the words and
tune, so marked that sometimes, indeed, it is impossible to sing the tune
without knowing the words. This is
(Continued from page I)
because the music has no definite time,
Robert L. Heller of Cleveland can not be divided into bars, and
Heights, Ohio
carried along only by the rhythm ot
the words. In this group were heard
1933
Richard M. Allen of Andover, Mass. three lvrics from Somerset: "Waly
Hudson B. Hastings, Jr., of New Waly", "I'm Seventeen Come Sunday", and "I Sowed the Seeds of
Haven, Conn.
Frederic H. Ingraham of Wollas- Love". There was also one Sussex
song, "The Cuckoo is a Pretty Bird".
ton, Mass.
Thomas H. Kimball of Belmonv, These songs have also been cultivates
in the Appalachians, as "I Once Did
Mass.
Harry A. Lord, Jr., of Pittsfield, Pa. Love a Pretty Girl".
Children's songs are also numerous.
Eliot Smith of Melrose Highlands,
Mrs. Hobbs sang from this grouo
Mass.
Edward D. W. Spingarn of Amenia, "My Boy Willie" and "Wake Up Darling".
N. Y.
Mrs. Hobbs is a native of rural
Frederic N. Woodbury of SkowheEngland and since her marriage has
gan.
lived in the Thames Valley village of
Sigma Nil
Kelmscott. She has studied in WeiThe Delta Psi Chapter of Sigma Nu
mar and Munich under Bernard
held its initiation Saturday, February
Stavenhagen, the famous pupil of
22 at the Chapter House. Hobart A.
Liszt, and achieved considerable repCole was Toastmaster at the initiation
utation as a pianist in Great Britain
banquet, and Raymond E. Jensen,
and on the continent.
Louis T. Steele, Edward W. Raye and
Earl D. Taft were speakers.
Seth Parker
Among the Alumni present were
David C. Perkins, Fred E. Miller, Neal

ming meet

in the Curtis Pool.

Initiations

(Continued from page 1)
Boyd '28, Ned Raye, Edward Buxton
Peck Harvey '28.
bring the feature to an end, each time
The following men were initiated at public favor has caused him to write
more poems and more sketches.
this time:
Lord's familiarity with country life
William T. Bryan of West Springfield, Mass.
as a reality is due to his living in
John D. Kelsey of Portland
Maine in his youth, and to the fact
Edward P. Loring of Watertown, that for three generations his people
Mass.
are Maine stock. Jonesport is the
Fred E. Miller. Jr.
scene of the Seth Parker sketches and
William E. Mullen of Brockton, is in reality a Maine town which lies
'28,

Mass.
along the coast about seventy miles
Paul F. Murray of Port Chester, N. from Bangor and a short distance
from Bar Harbor.
Douglas Pelton of Lynn, Mass.
Louis T. Steele of Lynn, Mass.

Y.

John W. Trott.
Alpha Tau Omega

On Wednesday
19th,

evening, February

CUMBERLAND

Maine Delta Omega of Alpha

Tau Omega
The

held its formal initiation.
following Alumni were present:

Robert Sweetser '29, Harold Healey
Malcolm Daggett '29. Brother
Davidson '20 was Toastmaster. Brothers were also present from the Maine,
Colby, New Hampshire, Dartmouth,
and Vermont chapters. The following
men were initiated:
Marshall Davis, Jr., of Portland
George P. Desjardins of, Brunswick
Oscar E. Hanscom of Sanford
Clyde R. Johnson of Fryeburg
Sumner H. Mclntire of South Essex, Mass.
'24,

John B.

of

Merrill

Cumberland

Friday

Feb. 28th

-

-VAUDEVILLE— on the screen —

THE WOMAN RACKET
with

Tom Moore

and Blanche Sweet

PARAMOUNT NEWS

also

Saturday

IN

-

Wave you
your
In the

field of

vard University

also

chosen

work?

life

school connected with any
in the United States
oners
well-balanced courses in all
modern equipment for practical work under supervision of men high in the profession.

—

ol dentistry. All

Write for dtltilt tnd tdminiom rrqwrtmentt to Leroy It S. timer, Oram

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
tsws) wss d Ats.
Dept. No.

Bast —, Maw.

K

Alice

Day

Mon.-Tues.

March 3rd and 4th

•

THE MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND

The HarDental School— the old-

univrrsity

thorough
branches

-

SHORT SUBJECTS

health service

est dental

M

1st

with

Jack Mulhall

The Combined Musical dubs

March

THE NEXT ROOM

Center

with

Mary Brian and Frederic March
Alio

SHORT SUBJECTS

Wed.-Thurs.

March 5th and 6th

-

SUNNY SIDE UP
with
Janet Gaynor

-

Charles Farrell

—

.
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ANTIQVTTY SHOP

SIG NU'S

THE BRICK HOUSE

CO.

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

a
Short Interchange of setback at the hands of the Dartmouth
gymnasts at Hanover on Washington's
But Peace Finally Rules
birthday, by a 381 to 141 score. It was
Bowdoin lost a hard fought hockey the first meet for the Green but they
game to Northeastern last Friday took all but one first place. Gordon
evening by a 4-0 score in the second Zey, veteran Dartmouth gymnast, was
half of a double header. Williams and the outstanding man on the floor, scorBoston University were the other two ing two first places, in the parallel
teams playing. Bowdoin's lack of bars and rings. In the parallel bars
Zey, who is crippled in both legs, gave
practise and condition was a severe
a truly remarkable exhibition.
His
handicap to their play, but in spite strength, which is concentrated in the
of this, the Polar Bears fought their upper portion of his body, was best exhibited
in
a
one
arm
handstand.
Likeopponents tooth and nail throughout
the game. On the whole the play of wise his rings series was spectacular
with right side up and upside down
both teams was ragged.
Kerins, the outstanding player on Maltese crosses, performed with skillGould of Dartmouth
the Northeastern outfit, skated tne ful exactness.
Hostilities

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $50,000.

I

i

I

j

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

PATRONAGE

STUDENT

SOLICITED

I

\

I

j

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music and Records

A cent

for Victor Radio

length of the ice in the first period to
score unassisted, from a sharp angle.
We carry the largest assortment of For the remainder of the period and
throughout
the next, the two teams
VegetaFresh
Imported" Goods, Fruit,
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- fought a bitter battle with no score on
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all either side. Bowdoin threatened time
and again in this period to tie the
kinds east of Portland.
score, but the Terrier goalie always
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
managed somehow to get his pads in
front of the puck before it could enter
the cage.

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

did some pretty tumbling, while Christian of Bowdoin did his finest work of
the year in the high bar.
It was a day of upsets within the
Polar Bear gym team. For the first

I

|

'

!

|

time

in competition Colton beat Short
out in the parallel bars, winning a
third with Zey and Gilmore of Dartmouth, first and second, respectively.
Leavitt, who scored three third place
points, succeeded in putting Colton out
of the rope climb. As a finale to these
upsets Short in tumbling displaced
Christian, winner in the M. I. T. meet,
while Gould, intercollegiate tumbling
champion, and Hahn took first and
second in that order. During the meet
the Green had twelve men in competition, while the White sent four men

j

'

seen here this season. Though there
were no tens scored up for the evening, plenty of near-perfect dives were
seen, and the White's representative
finished just 2.3 points behind.
When Jones 'of Worqester negotiated the three hundred yard medley
in 4.40 4-5, he shaved four-fifths of a
second off the old pool record. Osipo
wich clipped another two-fifths from
the record for the hundred, and the
Tech relay team wound up the evening in merry fashion by reducing the
time for the two hundred yard event

The Northeastern crew came out
fighting in the last period, and in
three minutes Sommers, Kerins, and
Town Building
Emery each scored unassisted, to put
match on the ice. Bowdoin threw
BRUNSWICK -:--:- MAINE the
defense to the winds and launched an
attack which several times threatened
to produce scores. The Terrier goalie
Latest College Styles in
again rose to the occasion and manBostonian and Florsheim aged to keep the rubber from getting
by him.
During the final period, a
$5 to $10
freshman member of the Polar Bear
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers squad decided that he was being used
a little too roughly and proceeded feo

Quality Printing

;

CHIPMAN

—

do the work

'

GROCERIES

SPORTSMAN'S PEN

to
repoited
candidates
Coach Ben Hous»r yesterday for preTelephone 435-436
liminary work. Among those out were
and
Morrell
Souther, Dwyer, Cole,
Bucknam. Just now prospects for the
season look fairly bright, when one
Riley Insurance
stops to enumerate the veterans who
Crimmins,
will soon be in uniform.
INSURANCE
Whittier, Shute, Parmenter, Chalmers
and McKown will be back in the inBrunswick field, while Stiles, Urban, Ricker, Rose
Town Building
and Bell will be among those chasing
The team sufflies in the outfield.
fered a great blow in the loss of Captain Thompson. The biggest problem,
build
up a smoothdoubt,
will
be
to
no
to the
Send
working battery. Of course as yet
nothing is known about the merits of

Agency

PLAY SAFE

Your Washing

LAUNDRY

freshman material.
*

«

JACOB SMITH

•

Paper:
Portland
in
Headlines
Crown Hinges on
"State Hockey
Bates-Bowdoin Game on Monday."
Dismal laughter and rattling of

AGENT

chains.
•

Special Rates to Students

on Photographs
Webber's Studio

News Stand

•

*

Now

and then it occurs to the
Sportsman that this Freshman traeK
team loping around the cage has the
goods.
We want to watch "Mac"
McLaughlin this spring in the longer
hurdle events. And Milt Hickok has
a point or two in his favor. In fact,
11 of them in the Deering meet.

ISth Annual Bowdoin Interscholastic Track Meet will b»> held in
the Hyde Athletic Building, Saturday

record).

March

third.

200

Locke

8th.

KAYWOODIE PIPES

<>S.7;

Sprague, Yt
Schwartz, If

breast

yard

stroke

relay — Won

— Won

Dean, c

Continued from Phro

will be on the usual high standard.
*
»
*
names of several schools appear
Last appearance on the ice foi The
for the first time this year.
Bowdoin. Captain Stewie Stone, Wen
The Track Department has left no
Ward, Harry Thayer, and some lesser
stones unturned in its efforts to make

Score by periods:
6
Upsilon ....

.

.

for first practise. Mentor Ben Houser
preserved an inscrutable silence. But
it is a source of joy to the Sportsman
to see that Coach "Shuffling Dave"
Morey of Bates has but one lonely
outfielder left to rejoice his heart. Bridgton has undoubtedly one of the
The infield up the line doesn't ap- best prep school track teams in New
pear to be anything to shout about,

i

j

i.

Wo

K~j

g

effi-

and promptly at
the office of The Brunswick Record.

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

j

SHORT'S MARKET

j

i

—GROCERS
who

;

cater to fraternity trade

Estimates and samples

INTERFRATERNITY TRACK
MEET TO BE RUN MARCH

cheerfully furnished.

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Hardware

Brunswick

Co.

Company
Maine and Dunlap Street*
Telephone Bjpnawick No. S

'

1

Non-Fraternity

1

2
2

League B

L
<;;__,_

7$*

Ml,

"
i

'

1

Alpha Tau Omega

1

1

Delta Upsilon

1

2
2

....:...

hibition write The Christian Civic
Ave League, 301 Savings Bank Building,

Waterville, Maine.
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.666
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YEARLING TRACK CREW
MIXES WITH PORTLAND

The annual track meet between
Ave Portland High school and Bowdoin
Freshmen took place this afternoon

1.000
.500
.500
.333
.000

Portland has a strong and
outstanding team, and she has stars
are especially strong in the sprints,

at 3.45.

who

and pole-vault. Although the
Frosh team is not equal to some of
the teams in the past, it has, howFrosh-Deering
ever, a fine nucleus for future varsity teams.
In the Deering Meet last
Continued from Page 1
Saturday, the Freshmen who comAlthough there are no Freshmen peted for the first time showed surmeets between the Maine Colleges it.i prising power. Had it not been for
is
interesting to contrast them in the fighting spirit shown in the 1000
their meets.
As Deering also ran yard run and the relay race the meet
the Bates Freshmen we can make a might have been easily lost. As we
direct contrast with that College. The go to press it seems that in spite of
Bates Freshmen beat Deering by the fact that the team is not on par
about the same margin as we did but with other Freshman teams, the Bowthe times in the Bowdoin meet were doin Frosh are well prepared to meet
much faster, the high jump was an any strength the Portland team may
inch higher, "and Haskell's shot-put show. The list of events includes the
was way ahead of anything in t?ie regular dual program with the broad
Bates meet. So contrasting Bowdoin jump, pole-vault, and discus.

Beta Theta Pi

discus,

Meet

[

;

:

7

!

—

—

—

1-5.

45 yard hurdles— Won

Entries may be placed with Don Lancaster at his office in the Union between Feb. 26 and March 10. after
which schedules for matches will be
posted.
The matches will be played
at the convenience of the contestants before the Easter vacation. A
25 cent entrance fee will be charged
by Allen, D; to cover expenses.

second, McLaughlin, B; third, Eaton,
D. Time, 6 seconds.

The Student Council takes pleasure

—

(Fay,
Relay Won by Bowdoin
Briggs, Mason, McLaughlin); seconu,
Deering (Eaton, Otis, P. Peterson, J.
Peterson). Time, 2.13 4-5.
High Jump Won by Peterson, D,
second, Gerdsen, B; third, Eaton, D.
Height, 5 feet, 7 inches.
Shot-put Won by Haskell, B; second, Adams, D; third, Taliwashny, D.
•S. Waldron has been an Assistant in Distance, 44 feet, 3 inches.

i

Prompt Service - Fair Prices
Brunswick Publishing:

j

Business Manager of the 1930 Bugle. second, Hickok, B; third, Barbour, B.
William F. Johnson is a member of Time, 1.20 4-5.
1000 yard run Won by Davis, B;
Estes,
D.
third,
second, Scott, B;
Time, 2.32 4-5.
Mile run Won by Scott, B; second,
Estes, D; third, Lowell, B. Time, 4.50

!

|

kinds handled

L
1

Kappa Sigma

]

Scholarship. Herbert L. Prescott has
been Assistant in English and Psychology and French, and took part in
the Class of 1868 Prize Speaking
Contest. Howard V. Stiles is a member of the Student Council, the varsity football and baseball squads, and
was a class officer last year. Norman

announcing the re-opening of ferry
service on South Appleton Pond, connecting hourly with the Maine Central
at Brunswick.
in

—

•

A

For First Class Haireutting

—

|

Near Campus

-

Two Expert

Barbers

•

•

party of Esquimaux in kayaks
The annual Bowdoin Inter-fraterrecently set out to the assistance of
nity Track Meet will take place in
four Freshmen supposedly marooned
the Hyde Athletic Building on Friday
around the pediment of the Art Buildevening, March 7, during the annual
ing at Walker Bay. The expedition is
sub-freshman week end. This event
in charge of Mr. Whitcomb, of Ellshas come to be the most interesting French and Spanish and a member
and the outstanding meet of the year. of the Classical Club. George S. WilDon Lancaster announces an Un- worth, who also headed the exploring
Undergraduates, alumni, and sub- lard was recently announced as the dergraduate Bridge Party to be held party that last year reached the headfreshmen always pack the cage. The winner of the Charles Carroll Everett at the Moulton Union next Saturday waters of the hitherto untravelled
track department has left nothing un- Scholarship. He is president of the evening March 1 at 8.30. Free to all stream flowing north to the Canoe
done to warrant the usual high class Math Club and a member of Phi Beta undergraduates. Prizes and refresh- House, known in antediluvian days as
ments.
Massachusetts Hall.
competition for the spectators.
Kappa.
.

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP

the

reference books and articles on Pro-

A

— Kappa EpsilIon
,.

r.
Delta
p sJ Upsilon

j'^

discuss

accomplishments of

The essay must be limited to
not more than two thousand jvords.
4.
Essays must be in the office ot
the Christian Civic League not later
than June 1, 1!>30.
The contestant's name must
5.
not appear upon the manuscript submitted, but must be placed in a seale-T
envelope and enclosed with the essay.
For further information and lists of
3.

to trip the Dekes in League A, howgfLff since they took on the Kapp..
Sig combine last night, while Chi Psi
was slated for an argument with

Alpha Tau Omega.
League
'

•

The team is composed of a the Outing Club and Math Club. Lynumber of High school stars from man Carter Lee was a member of
greater Boston, and their records are the Government Club last year and
far superior to any of our Freshmen has been active in debating circles.
records. The Bowdoin team will meet James M. Parker has been on the varcompetition
that
the stiffest
any sity hockey squad for three years,
Freshman team has ever had to face. secretary-treasurer of his class last
In order to win this meet the Bowdoin year, and is a member of Phi Beta
men will have to surpass by far their Kappa. James P. Pettegrove recently
Longfellow
earlier performances.
won the Henry W.
j

all

benefits and the
prohibition.

[

England.

either.

ciently

named institutions.
2.
The essay must

'si

and Bates on relative time showings,
we can safely say that the Bowdoin THREE TOURNAMENTS TO BE
Freshmen could defeat the Bates
STAGED AT UNION IN MARCH
Freshmen.
The summary:
Pool, billiard, and ping-pong en40 yard dash Won by Allen, D; thusiasts will be given an opportunity
second, Hickok, B; third, Fay, t>. to show their ability in these pasTime, 4 3-5 seconds.
BRIDGTON TRACK TEAM SOON
times in the tournaments to be staged
Commencement Parts
300 yard dash— Won by Hickok, B; by Don Lancaster in March. There will
second, Peterson, D; third, Mason, be a cup awarded to the winner of
On March 5 the Bridgton Academy
(Continued
from
Page
1)
track team will invade Brunswick to
B. Vime, 34 1-5 seconds.
each of the three tournaments. All
encounter the Bowdoin Freshmen. Speaking Contest and is Assistant
600 yard run— Won by Allen, D; undergraduates are eligible to enter.

|

PRINTING

*

l

Toilet Articles
Sharing Preparations lights.
interscholastic
meet
best
this the
•
*
*
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded
ever held at Bowdoin.
Battery candidates came leaping
AGENCY FOR
ering.
afternoon
Tuesday
cage
into
the
out
FRESHMEN TO MEET STRONG
-

Whitman's Chocolates

I

—

Man Mathematical Chance remained
j

l

o
I
1

.

0—38
13
10
o
3—21
12
4
Referee, Perkins.
As the Orient went to press Tues
day afternoon the Sigma Nu's held aq
impeccable average, with three* of
their four games played, and were
certain of the League B pennant. Old
I

hating team that defeated Portland
High School in that year. Since then
all three have been prominent in debating at college.
L. Carter Lee. a name familiar in
debates, is the Bowdoin aiyear's
this
"
*
..
i
j .
i
ternate., Originally picked to speak,
Mr. Lee found that scholastic work of
pressing importance would prevent his
giving the required time to his preparation and very generously resigned
from his position on the team.
Trvouts will be held in the near future for the debate with Union College
of Schenectady. N. Y.. on the 22nd. of
March. The proposition will concern
Disarmament. It will probably be
held in Portland under the auspices of
the Portland High School. Arrangements are as yet tentative, awaiting
the approval of the principal. The reason for the choice of location is that
March 22 is a Saturday, and that, combined with the temporary lackadaisical
attitude of the student body toward
debating and most other college activities, gives faint hope of any respectable sized audience being present if
the debate were held here.
As to the debate this Thursday it
is expected that there will be a larger
crowd in the Union than is customaryThe present prohibition furore in Congress, the criticisms created by President Sills' statement, expressing his
doubt as to the beneficial moral results of the Eighteenth Amendment,
and the general interest of the student body in this much discussed question shquld bring out a sizable gath-

We offer a shield for the Maine
»
*
»
High school winning the largest numAnother rumor comes skating down ber of points, and a silver cup for
the halls of time to the effect that the Maine High school running the
the Portland Sporting Club has par- fastest relay.
chased the Delta Duck Pond and will
The list of entries already received
use it as a game preserve. No details. makes it certain that this year's meet

The Christian Civic League of
Maine has recently announced an essay contest for students in colleges
o and normal
schools within the state
of Maine.
A first prize of one hundred dollars, and a second of fifty are
•>
offered, for the best essays on "Ten
1
Years of Prohibition".
The rules of the contest are:
1.
The contest is open to all regu21 larly
enrolled students in the above
12

(i

«y

Debating

.

.

Pts

n

by Worcester N.F

—

.

6

Munro, r?
Purand, lg

doin, 25.

'

FG

2

Crystal ....,
Lo-Cicero, If, c
Sapiro

—

PRIZES OFFERED FOR STUDENTESSAYS ON PROHIBITION

i\

-

G

71;
thinr,

—

(Holcoinb, Perry, Osipowich, Tinker).
Time, 1.43 3-5 (new record).
Point score Worcester, 54; Bow-

|

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

<B>,

(B); second, Emerson (VVr,
Dimmer*. (B>. Time. 2.48 4-5.

200 vard

i

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

'

47.7.

(

This meet has been held >ince 1912
and has grown to be one of the best
schoolboy meets in New England.
It is always a tine meet to watch
because of the excellent competition
which includes some of the very best
schoolboy performers.
It is run off
very effectively and competently by
Coach Magee with all the snap anil
formality of a college meet.
It has always been the policy of
the college to keep this an open meet,
accepting all entries from any schoolboys who have not attained the age
of twenty years, provided they are
certified by the Principal and n capable physician.
This policy has from time to time
brought criticism from the smaller
schools which cannot hope to win the
meet in competition with much larger
ones. But on the other hand, many of
our best athletes have had their introduction to Bowdoin at these meets.
Most of our good track men of the
past have come from outside the state
of Maine.
And while we most certainly do want the good men from
Maine, we do not wish to bar the good
men from other states. We want a
chance to entertain the sons of Bowdoin men even if those boys happen
to be
attending school somewhere
We want to enoutside of Maine.
courage the alumni to send their sons
to Bowdoin in the fall.

Battery

f*«-IV..t.rmn

yard

Intercollegiate

swimming meet will be held Friday
evening, March 14 at eight o'clock in
the Curtis Pool.
The trials will he
held Friday evening and the finals
will be held Saturday aftern)>on at
1.30 on March 15. The colleges competing will include Amherst, Wes'1.,
leyan, Williams, Brown, M.
I.
Springfield, Worcester Tech, and Bowdoin. It is still too early to say much
about details, but these will be perfected in the near future and announced as BOOB as possible.

I

,

by
backstroke Won
Kaston (ID:
Driscoll (\V»; second
VV). Time. 1.57 2-5.
third, Jones
Won by Osipowich
100 vard dash
<W>; second. Tinker (W): third.
Smith (ID. Time. 68 seconds (new

The

CUMMINGS' MARKET

of

The New England

I

j

Diving— Won bv Tawter (W),

INTERSCHOLASTIC
TRACK MEET SOON

LECLA1R & GERVAIS

Morton's

I

record).

BOWDOIN TO HOLD

CITIZENS

i

:

ISO

CITY

BOWDOIN TO BE HOST
TO NEW ENGLAND
COLLEGE SWIMMERS

\

i

second. Chalmers

STREET

PHIL BRISK

|

James (B>,

50th

Watch For Our Representative

—

t

EAST

NEW YORK

,

—

and

16

|

(

is

to

Brisk Srnthrra

—

—

tailored

well dressed.
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opponent just what he thought
The Terrier resented being
addressed
such
in
language and
swung on the said freshman. Other
B.
players hastened to join the festivities
PURE FOOD SHOP
and in a few seconds a hot little batThe referee finally
tle had ensued.
Wholesale Retail
separated the belligerents and when
Portland. Me. the game was resumed, Bowdoin had
574 Congress St,
Button (D) and Leavitt (B).
exactly two skaters on the ice, Thayei
Tumbling Won by Gould (D); secand Souther. The latter, figuring
'Anything y'want Pressed?' that a golf exhibition would go well ond, Hahn (D); third, Short (B).
with the hockey, on a face off, drew
Give it to
off and clubbed the puck which sailed
ten feet into the air and down the
LAVENDER OR ESTLE
The referee saw fit to overlook
ice.
the incident and the game continued
with no further scoring on either side.

Clothing which

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

j

tell his

"Noticed

custom

22

11

—

of him.

MEATS

£gRISK

j

—

Oxfords—

LYMAN

Always

But Never Noticeable

Score by periods:
Zeta Psi
14
9 13
7
43
N. F
12—22
4
4
2
Referee, Perkins.
Psi Upsilon - Non-Fraternity
The Non-Fraternity head
was
added to the gory contents of the
basket once again last Thursday,
wnen Psi Upsilon swung the axe with
Creighton and Boucher doing everything with the ball but swallow it.
The N.F.'s led 12-6 at the first period.
but then Boucher's long shots and
to Hanover.
to 1.44 3-5.
Creighton's one-handed tricks began
The summary:
The summary:
work. From that time on the re
^
Horizontal bars Won by Christian
Medley relay— Won by Worcester su t was neV er hazy.
(B); second, Steman (D); "third. HarEmerson, Jones >.
(Driscoll,
Tech
The summary:
per (D).
3-5.
Time,
3.31
Side horse Won bv Herrick (D);
Psi Upsilon
38
*~
50 vard dash— Won bv Collins (B»;i
second. Peck (D): third, Leavitt (B).
G F(-. p..
Rope climb—Won by Norris (D); second, Perry (W); third, Essen (B>. McMenamin, rf
61
3
second. Leavitt (B); third, Hahn (D). Time, 2*5 2-5 seconds.
Mullin. If .!..
3
1
1
440 yard swim-Won by Tinker (rei ht
Time: 6s.
14
i
third.
(W);
Osipowich
(VV);
second,
p un Y r „
Parallel bars— Won by Zey (D);
41
2
1-5.
second, Gilmore (D); third, Colton Bowman (B). Time 6.8
Boucher le
11
4
3
e
330 yard medley swim Won by
<B>.
Flying rings Won by Zey (D); Jones (W); seeoad, Sparry <B>; third.
3s
17
(new;
4-5
Time,
4.40
Durham
<B>.
second. Colton B
v
third, tie between

[
',

STUART & CLEMENT

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

Zeta Psi • Non-Fraternity
It was erroneously announced in a
former issue of the Orient that the
Non-Fraternity-Zeta Psi clash had
been forfeited. It was actually postponed, and the evening of the seventeenth saw a play-off in which the
Gold and White swept over Schwartz
and Company like a tidal wave. HandiLocke and Collins Only White Winners capped by th« drafting of Johnny Barbour from their ranks, the N-F's
The long-suffering Bowdoin mer- never had a look-in. Sargent went
men went down the long long trail a- crazy and dropped in seventeen
winding once again last Saturday points:
The summary:
night when the visiting firemen from
Zeta Psi
43
Worcester Tech cracked three pool
FG Pts
records while rolling up a 54-25 score. De Gray, rf
4
8
From the outset of the meet, when Knox, If
3
6
I
Sargent,
c
8
1
17
the Tech medley team coasted
tn
Deston,
rg
2
1
5
without much trouble, it was evident
3
1
7
that Bob Miller's charges were most Van Varick, lg
decidedly in for a lively evening.
20
43
Spud Collins evened up matters a
Non-Fraternity
bit when he upset what little advance
22
dope there wa.s in beating out Perry
G FG Pts
by an eyelash for honors in the fifty. Sprague, rf
4
8
4
The only other first place taken by Schwartz, If
1
the Maine men went to Captain Lo-Cicero, c
2
Locke, who garnered his usual victory Munro, rg
1
2
Duiand, lg
in the breast stroke two hundred.
The diving brush between Tom Crystal
1
2
Chalmers and Tawter was the closest

POLAR BEAR HOCKEY ZEY OUTSTANDING AS RECORDS FALL AS
TEAM BOWS TO FAST GREEN GYMNASTS WIN
TECH SWIMMERS
NORTHEASTERN CREW
DEFEAT BOWDOIN
The Bowdoin gym team received
Game Marked by

FIRST NATIONAL

U's

THREATEN DEKES

Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention,
to orders for antique goods of any kind

EATON HARDWARE

WINNERS—

ZETES AND PSI

10 Spring St. • • Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,

Cor.

-
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—

-
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a
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Union Tea Dance
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(Continued on Page S)

Exhibit of Native Flora Completed
By Botanists After Year's Work

i
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The Bowdoin Freshman track team

On

before them to a 63-45 score. The
meet was featured by a succession of
fell

upon

President
Hoover's
armistice
day
speech in which he declared "we will
reduce our naval strength in proportion to 'any other, having said that it
only remains for the others to sa>
how low they will go, it cannot be too
low for us." This policy of reduction
has had and continues to have the
overwhelming endorsement and support of the American people. We pro
test against any possibility that this
policy of reduction may be abandoned.
(3) As a fundamental basis for
the reduction of armaments we urge
the importance of taking steps at the
(Continued on Pas* Sr

22

added another meet to its list of victories on Monday afternoon in the
Sargent Gymnasium when Bridgton

cablegram sent

!

I

:

I

|

record breaking events. In all, six
existing records
broken
pr
were
equaled. Bowdoin managed to break
three while Bridgton did the sam-.-.
McLaughlin broke both hurdle records
while equalling the present college
record in the 45 yard low hurdles of
5 2-5 seconds.
In the one thousand yard run Scott
took the lead at the start and held it
till the second when Lowell pushed to
the front and kept increasing his lead
at each step. Davis of Bowdoin passed
a Bridgton man to put the White in
one, two, three order. In the last two
laps Bridgton pressed all three leaders to the limrt and it was then that
Adams passed Scott and Davis to
take second place ten yards behind
Lowell, Scott capturing third.
The COO yard run found Bowdoin
with three men in the lead almost
from the start. Hickok who had the
pole to start kept it the entire distance while McLaughlin and Barbour
shook off all Bridgton threats to capture second and third respectively. In
the thousand yard run Scott took the
event by constant forging ahead in
the last half of the race. Kellett set

Revue

BANQUET

DEKE

A

I

;

j

j

1

i

!

j

|

R

a wicked pace to start and led by a
dozen yards only to have Scott take a completely modern performance.

Bernard Archibald '04, H. L.
Swett '01, Sherman L. Shumway '17,
L. C. Hatch '95. S. P. Chase '05. Wil-

'03,

the premier position on the seventh
PROFESSOR CROOK OFFERED
The plot is very simple, as is usuBridgton men trailed most of the ally the case in such performances.
PLACE AT ROLLINS COLLEGE lap.
mossy bank.
way through never seriously threat An Englishman has heard of the
rotten stump
ening.
j

!

Specimens of the plant life of water surrounded by a
Brunswick have been collected under Springing from an old
the direction of Professor Manton are found the earliest stages of fern
Copeland of the Biology department, and fungus growth. Near by are th>!
and after a year's work they form an more advanced stages, and some exMany
interesting exhibit in the Science amples of the matured fern.
types of mosses are shown growing
Building.
The material was chosen from the on the earth which has been carefully
surrounding countryside through the brought to the laboratory from its
efforts of Ellis Spear and several natural source.
A bit of life is given the scene
other students working under Profesof a dozen
sor Copeland's advice. Care was taken through the presence
to select representative plants s?» frogs, which have been kept aljv->
It is said that some
that together they might present a since October.
cross-section of the lower branch of of our students have been kept very
living organisms, and it is believed busy catching flies with which to feed
that the collection contains one or the frogs.
Dr. Copeland suggested the exnearly every class of the plant kinghibition for the purpose of creating
dom.
All persons botanically interested interest in the Biology department
speciremote functions of college life
These
the
will find particular profit in
mens of liverwort and fungus growth, are often overlooked by the student
which are considered particularly com- body, and it is hoped that the students
plete.
Upon his return from a trip to will grasp this opportunity to inspect
Other New England colleges. Profes- some of the work which the scienco
sor Copeland remarked that he had departments are doing. The collecti. ..

Professor Wilfrid H. Crook, assistant
professor of economics and
sociology, has recently received an
invitation from President Hamilton
Holt to the professorship of sociology
at Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.
This chair was made vacant by tne
sudden death of Dr. Robert J.
Sprague who was at one time prolessor of economies and sociology at
University of Maine.
Professor Crook has held his position here at Bowdoin since 1923.
native of England, educated at Lincoln and Manchester Colleges, Oxford, he came to the United States
on the Hibbert scholarship to stuay
at the Harvard graduate school. Later

PI

Page

4)

to this

:

Epsilon, the honorary
fraternity will hold a
meeting next Thursday night at the
Alpha Delta Phi House. At this time

the society will choose new members
from the undergraduates, outstanding
of the college and the various
publications. There are no fixed rules
for eligibility, but careful consideration is made of the work done by each
prospective candidate. The initiation
of the new men will take place some
time after the Easter recess.
At this meeting, also, a delegate will
be elected to attend the annual Pi
Delta Epsilon Convention which will
be held at Penn State this year .md
which will take place during the first
week end in April. A program of
unusual interest and variety has b-en
arranged by the Host Chapter for tne
visiting delegates.

Professor Crook was engaged in
journalism and forum work. He holds
a Ph.D. from Harvard and has just
completed a five year research into
general strikes. During the summer of 1927 he was a lecturer at a
Men nothing like this collection any- in its large glass case may be s.'.n school of theology at Oxford, am! In
mid-year examination period,
where.
at any time in the sun-room connected the last
The exhibition is in the form of a to the Zoology 1-2 laboratory on the he paid a brief visit to Rollins College.
swamp scene with a small pool of third floor of the Science Building.

to

investigate

Philbrick

'25,

Fletcher

Means

*28.

The following pledges

the

were

ini-

Charles M. Barbour. Jr.. Newport.
Schuyler Bradt. Jr., New York City.
Gordon D. Briggs of Skowhegan.
Roland H. Graves of Pittsfield.
next opposition in a battle of wits
David G. Means of Omaha.. Neb.
scheduled for March 22. The question
George E. Pettingill of Saratoga
under debate will be: "Resolved, that Springs. N. Y.
the nations adopt a plan of complete
John C. Rosenfeld of Waban, Mass.
disarmament, excepting such forces as
Louis C. Stearns of Hampden.
are needed for police purposes."
Last night the tryouts for the deNOTICE
bate were held at 8 o'clock in the Debating Room in the Library. All those
Due to the fact that Vocational Day
desiring to compete were to offer the is scheduled this vear for Wednesday.
negative of the argument. Bowdoin's March 12. the Philosophy department
representatives
were then to be has changed tho time of the Philosochosen from this groun.
By having nhv 2 examination from that day. to
these tryouts before each debate, the Fridav. March 14. The Philosophy 6
team is bettered, since each man must examination is also changed from Fracompete before being allowed to rep- day to Mondav. March 17. Both hour
Nor can a man exams will be held in Memorial Hall
resent the college.
"rest on his laurels."
at the regular class hour.

UNION DEBATE TRIALS HELD
The Debating Team

A men
i

country

truth of the matter. There then foi- tiated :
low several comic acts which repreStephen F. Leo '32 of Brunswick.
sent the typical event which is headElliot C. Baker of Great Neck. N. Y.
(Continued on Page t)
John T. Bates of Montclair. N. J.

DELTA EPSILON MEETS
TO ELECT NEW MEMBERS

Pi Delta
journalistic
J

liam

modern American "tabloid" and comes

!

(Continued on

plant.

Saturday night the new coach was
Under the auspices of the Classical
Club, Miss Agnes Conway, noted Eng- officially greeted by a monster gathlish archaeologist, continued the se- ering of alumni and students at T he
ries of Monday evening lectures with a annual dinner "of the Bowdoin Club of
talk on
Petra, the Lost City of £ort,? nd1 held at the Falmouth Hotel,
hst of s P eakers were Profe*
Arabia", which she illustrated with ° n
stereopticon views photographed >r. sor Wilmot B. Mitchell, William R.
the site of this ancient city of Trans- Crowley '08, prominent member of the
Athletic Council, Harrison M. Davis,
Jordan.
Speaking with
the
knowledge Jr., '30, editor of the Orient and repof
the
undergraduate
gained from actual experiences in tho resentative
unknown sections of the Arabian body, and Mr. Bowser.
A roar of applause greeted the new
desert, she told of the rise and fall of
this old metropolis, of the growth of ? oach when he arose to speak. Pleadits culture, and of its historical and ln Z 0T tne whole hearted cooperation
[
archaeological connection with neigh- °* the members of next year's squad,
boring civilizations.
By means of the student body, the alumni, and the*
photographs she particularly em- administration, Mr. Bowser went on
phasized the architecture of the race. to outline plans for training and anboth in its private dwellings and in nounced that Spring training will
start on April 8.
He also discussed
its religious monuments.
•Miss Conway's party went to that the great changes in the game and
remote spot chiefly for the purpose strongly emphasized that football is
of seeing whether it was possible to a game which requires strict training.
Professor Mitchell outlined the aims
live in Petra long enough to conduct
explorations.
Although forced to of the College in his talk and menbring all their supplies with them tioned the eight scholarships recently
from Jerusalem, the party stayed in offered to the competitive winners in
the city for two months and success- as many Maine districts as significant
fully exposed many of the secrets of Bowdoin's interest in the youth of
this state.
hitherto unknown.
Professor Mitchell said, "Bowdoin
This party has been the most successf ul of several attempts at explor- will surely welcome any well prepared
ation, according to Miss Conway.
In student of good character who wishes
to
come from any State in the Union.
the nineteenth century a few people
visited the city for short periods ot The College holds it an excellent
time.
Swiss traveler, disguised as thing, a broadening influence to have
a Mohammedan, gained admittance to b°y s coming from different parts of
the city, but rode through the town the Country with different views and
too hurriedly to see a great deal rfl different customs. They help to keep
interest.
Other attempts were equal- the College from becoming narrfwly
ly unsuccessful.
Just before and af- egotistical and provincial. At the tame
ter the World War Germany and Eng time it would not forget that it is a
land sent expeditions to the territory, Maine college; that being such it owes
but they, too, were comparative fan. a responsibility to the State; that it
ures.
Therefore the party of which should do its share in educating Main.'
Miss Conway was a member or- boys; and it does not want the boys
of the State to feel that they are no.
ganized to conduct researches there.
After a trip by rail from Amman u> cordially welcome there."
Professor Mitchell went on to tell
Maan, and by car for thirty miles
more, the four in the party an Eng- of the tireless efforts to secure the
lish archaeologist, a Danish scientist, cream of the country for the Bowdoin
faculty. He also described the physan Arab doctor, and Miss Conway
rode on horseback to Petra, reaching ical equipment of Bowdoin as the
(
it by means of a narrow defile in %he
best in any period of its history.
rock through which the "River of
Harrison M. Davis, Jr., speaking
Moses" flows. The city itself is con- for the undergraduates, cited the high
rating of Bowdoin by Oxford Univer( Continued on page 3)
sity in England which considers it as
one of the first three in America. H»»
Decision
Ivy
told of the recent record in the midWithheld Temporarily year exams and said that the Bowdoin
record on the field of education will
always be a source of pride even
Ivy Party guests are to be enter- though there are no cheering spectatained next May by a performance
(Continued on page 2)
radically different from the productions offered during the Christmas
ENDS INITIATION
and Soph Hop parties, if plans of the
OF ELEVEN
PLEDGES
Masque and Gown materialize.
revue, in the form of a musical comedy
Thursday night, February 27, the
"Tabloid", presents possibilities ofi
amusement beyond the scope of the last initiation on the campus took
Theta
ultra-modern play or the classical place at the Deke House.
'Chapter of Delta- Kappa Epsilon inidrama.
As the revue was originally con- tiated eleven new members before^
ceived, the plot being rather unim- number of old alumni back for the ocWilliam P. Snow '30 was
portant, the several comic scenes in casion.
the first act and the musical sequences toastmaster at 'he banquet and there
Vaughan II.
of the second act support the entire were several sneakers.
interest of the play. Frank Phelps '30 Clay spoke to the new members on behas produced some fast-stepping mu half of the old brothers, while Gordon
sical novelties in the modern style. D. Briggs spoke for the '33 delegaOne in particular, "The Potter Street tion. K. C. M. Sills '01 and J. C.
Blues", is considered a gem in its Minot '96 were thi- chief speakers of
field, and other numbers are certain the evening, while Noel C. Little '17
to become popular with the audience. and several other alumni made brief
An extended cabaret scene offers remarks.
great opportunities for dances as well
The alumni back included R.
as jazzy music. A "stupendous chorus Philbrick '23, L. S. Means '12, B. H.
of youth and beauty" of Bowdoin M. White '22. Widgerv Thomas '22,
College will combine with an orches- D. W. Philbrick 17, B. W. Bartlett '17,
tra in giving the finishing touches to L. C. Stearns, Xi Chapter of Colby
I

Succumbs
To Freshmen 63-45

follows:

(Continued on page 2)

first

(Continued on page 3)

(1) Upon the reconvening of the
naval conference we the undersigned
reiterate the hope that the remaining negotiations be conducted in full
in remembrance of the fact that all
of the powers at London have agreed
in the pact of Paris to renounce war
in favor of settling disputes by peace-

,

Wolf, the

j

and athletic

Bridgton

Council.

We

I.

Bowser talked informally with the
members of the football team and
then went on a tour of the campus

!

i.

I

i

secured a host of signatures within 72
hours after the plan was set under
way, consists of Raymond Fosdick,
Professor James T.
Shotwell
of
Columbia (who spoke here last year
at the Institute of Social Sciences),
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, and James
G. MacDonald of the National Safety

ful means.
base our expectations
(2)

V.

police powers."

of liquor brings about temperance."
It was further urged that no government control system can determine
what the individual intoxicant quan-.
tity of alcohol is. Charging that further complications ensue in the Canadian theory, he showed that facile inter-provincial relations are impossible
with so differentiated liquor control
boards. His final statements were to
the .effect that liquor sales in Canada
have increased, and that the government is in the* business for profits,
not for temperance.
Donald F. Prince spoke next for the
affirmative. He devoted a good share
of his time to setting forth the present regime of boot-legging and attendant crime. The saloon, as he
claimed, "has merely been moved up
or down one flight, or into a back

—

the

/~-i

ploy.
"The Canadian system," he
said, "is based upon the rank fallacy
that every controlled government sale

;

I

of

LECTURE SPONSORED
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the negative, conceded
that the aim of prohibition is temperance, and argued further that all the
negative need do was to prove that
the American system is at least as
efficient as that the Canadians eni-

appear

;

text

"mere

states to

'

The

present.

.

•

gifts of the International
Association to Harvard University,
Bowdoin College and the Longfellow
Mr. Herbert R. Brown
University.
was present as a representative of
arrangement that would be a sorry Bowdoin, and in accepting the gift for
and
school
the College he defended Longfellow
apology for many a high
directed
often
criticism
prep school ri.nk. As a result Bowdoin against
falls a consistent victim to opposing against him:
hucksters.
"He was capable of appealing to the
mature mind as well as to the minds
The Past Season
power
Coach Ben Houser issued the call of children, and he caught the
has ever
for hockey candidates soon after of the sea as no other writer
Bowdoin to which Longfellow
done.
December 4 and set the men to playvery
is
Sophomore
ing that rip-roaring eame of his own went in 1822 as a
invention, known as "Houser-Ball." It Had to receive this gift."
Arthur C. Jackson, president of the
has proved to be an excellent preseason conditioner for stamina and International Longfellow Association,
wind. It was not long, however, be- presided and introduced Henry F.
fore snow ruled this off the list and Merrill who read letters and telethen there was tittle more to do but grams voicing approval of the celewait and pray for decent ice in the bration from Herbert Hoover, Governor William Tudor Gardiner, Senarink.
Four days after the Christmas holi- tor Frederick Hale, Representatives
days the Polar Bear icemen opened Wallace H. White and Carroll L.
auspiciously by defeating Bates 2-1. Beedy, Judge William M. Ingraham,
Predictions were then made that with and William B. Jack, superintendent
moderate opportunities for practice of schools.
Ex-Gov. Ralph O. Brewster spoke,
Bowdoin was well in line for a State
The defense work of the two and in paying tribute to this man
title.

Bowdoin opened its arms last Saturday to the man on whom the
student body and alumni depend to lead the White from the football morass of the past few years.
Charles W. Bowser got his
first glimpse of the College Saturday noon when he was tendered an
informal dinner at the Moulton Union with members of the football squad as well as officials of the College and alumni body

victory.

!

SATURDAY

SPEAKS AT BOWDOIN DINNER IN PORTLAND

Albert Jenkins, the first speaker for
the affirmative, following Professor
Wilmot B. Mitchell's word of welcome
to
the New Hampshire speakers,
brought the debate into being by asserting that prohibition is often confused with temperance.
He argued
that the Canadian provinces have all
at one time or another- tried prohibition, and \rith the single exception of
Prince
Edward Island have all
dropped it for their present government liquor control. After a short
explanation of the organization at
present in use in the Dominion, he
went on to show that the eighteenth
amendment is decidedly not in coherence with the body of political
conception that the Constitution rs
founded upon, and hence will never
be obeyed.
In conclusion he stated
a chain of seventeen reasons for the
impossibility of prohibition enforcement, and decried the reduction of the

!

VISIT

Thursday evening when

N*w Hampshire's orators were defeated on the question of the Canadian system of government liquor control in preference to the prohibition
organization of the United States.
Perfectly drilled, in spite of the illness of Coach Ralph de Someri Childs,
and carrying forward a logical brief
to an inevitable conclusion, the Bowdoin speakers clearly deserved therr

'

in

last

pjjjgrp

After Meeting Officials and Next Year's Prospects Newly
Chosen Coach Goes On Inspection Tour of Campus
and Athletic Plant

the Tufts debate last semester as to
the ability of the speakers representing Bowdoin, it was most effectively

t

—

Arena

^

Staters

was Any doubt left in trie
minds of Bowdoin men at the time of

-

Colby practices without appreton.
ciable interruption at the French Club
Rink which is kept in constant good
Bowdoin has a makeshift
condition.

COLLEGE WELCOMES BOWSER
|

If there

NINE RECEIVE LETTERS

CELEBRATE BIRTHDAY
OF W. LONGFELLOW

New Hampshire

Madeira and Hickok Also Get Offices Out-Argue

Crimmins, Ecke, and Prince
Tuesday evening, February 25, the
annual Freshman Class election was
Are First Chosen Under New
held in Memorial Hall. The Student
Arrangement
Council members were present to take
and conducted affairs as effiManager Not to be An- Ibis, the honorary Senior society, charge
held its meeting at the Psi Upsilon ciently and helpfully as usual.
Gordon Briggs was voted President
nounced Until Student House last Thursday. It was decided
contested
that, henceforth, the four new mem- of the class after a hotly
Council Confirms
He attended Hebron last
bers, who have in the past been election.
elected in June, should be chosen year where he \va3 valedictorian. He
and is a
Freshman
Track
in
active
This pro- is
shortly after mid-years.
cedure will enable the succeeding member of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Albert Madeira was elected Viceclasses to have a better knowledge
He attended
of the aims and customs of the So- President of the class.
Andover last year and has made his
Lack of Practice Due to Poor Ice ciety.
The first four men to be chosen un- numerals in Freshman Football, also
Chief Cause of White's
der the new ruling are James'B.. Col- being weight man and shot-putter on
He is a
Failures
ton, 2nd; Arthur L- Crimmins; R.- S. the Freshman Track Team.
Ecke; and Donald F. Prince. These member of Theta Delta Chi.
Milton Hickok was elected Secretary
By Alan Perry
men will be initiated some time this
month, and at the end of May, the re- and Treasurer. He is from Manhasset
The Hockey Team elected Herbert mainder of the 1931 delegation will High, L. I., where he was president of
Rose '31 captain for next year, at .1 be chosen.
the Senior class. He is captain of the
meeting Monday afternoon. Although
It was also decided that a debate Freshman Track Team and a member
all the votes for manager have beei
would be sponsored by Ibis, to be held of Sigma Nu.
cast, the Student Council must conThere were the usual rumors, bebefore the college on the subject or
firm the appointment, so that neither
Prohibition. Arrangements are now fore and after the election of comthe manager nor the assistants fo.
being made to procure speakers of bines, graft, slander, "ward heeling,"
next year can definitely be announced
the
isrolling" (shades of government),
of
"log
sides
two
authority on the
at this time
Announcement of speakers will and ballot stuffing. It seemed at first
sue.
Covered Kink Needed
Because of the that the industrious yearlings, with
be made shortly.
Once again we have striven in vain prominence of this question at this the modern methods of Chicago rackto cope with the elements in order to time and the pronounced opinions of eteers in mind, were taking the newly
whip into condition a band of enthusi- most of the undergraduates on the learned principles of Professor Horastic hockey players who have had to subject, this affair should prove to mell's government course and applyspena most of their practice sessions be of considerable interest to the stu- ing all those he had denounced. A
removing snow from that rectangular dent body.
mathematical Phi Beta Kappa, howarea known in more fortunate localiInformal discussion on topics of ever, has disproved this theory and all
As a natural result general interest followed the business. the false rumors, and, therefore, an
ties as a rink.
snow heaving hasn't been very con- Refreshments were then served.
era of political corruption, reminiscent
ducive to skilful puck-chasing in spite
James B. Colton, 2nd, is Captain of of the best years of Tammany and of
evidenced
spirit
fighting
of the
the Gym Team and has received a Boss Tweed, need not be feared.
throughout the season.
Much research has disclosed that
letter for his activity in that
major
As a matter of fact, this past ice sport. He is a member of the Clas- there are more combines of fraterniseason has been the most discourag- sical Club and recently received high ties authentically reported to be actual
had
ing in years. The varsity team
praise for his work in the play fact by gentlemen "in the know" than
an opportunity to work out as a unit Andria. He is Poetry Editor of th^ could mathematically exist by the
on but four occasions. Five succes- Quill and a member of Alpha Delta weirdest of permutations. The calsive games were played with not a Phi.
culations necessary to prove this took
single chance for practice. The weak
Arthur L. Crimmins has played three days to work out and reams of
link does not rest in lack of material football for the college during his paper, but they have re-established
nor may it be attributed to inadequate three years here and was picked as faith in human nature in this scribe's
The story is told in few All Maine End this season. He has mind, thus proving beyond any doubt
coaching.
words no facilities.
been active in Freshman track and that there is soma good use and some
The undergraduate body has enter- baseball. He was President of his benefits to be derived from knowledge
tained hope that some generous mem- Sophomore Class and is a member of of calculus and algebra.
ber of the alumni would note the neces- the Athletic Council, Junior Member
With the election of the yearling
sity and select this vantage point for of the Student Council, and on the officers the field is now cleared for
relieving his Alma Mater of its most Dean's list.
He is a member of Psi action on the Freshman Banquet. Soon
equipof
pressing need in the field
Upsilon.
the sweet sound of panting Freshmen
ment but benefactions have continued
(Continued on page 2)
and breathless Sophomores will be
to fall into the hands of the college
heard upon the campus, and the hearts
for other purposes.
of the bellicose (from the viewpoint of
pool
swimming
for
a
clamored
We
an audience) Juniors and Seniors will
was
and a union and our clamoring
be delighted.
H.
more than appeased with two of the
Continued on Face I
finest specimens of these institutions
that a college could wish for. We now
On Thursday, February 27, five hun- Sills and Beale Sign
Bowdoin
when
day
the
ahead
to
look
dred people gathered in the Portland
will have a covered hockey rink. Until City Hall to pay tribute to the memProtest Sent To London
that time we must needs go on with ory of Henry W. Longfellow on his
that unending round of shoveling and 123rd birthday anniversary. This civic
President Kenneth C. M. Sills and
flooding and flooding and shoveling.
celebration marks the first annual
Professor Howard K. Beale
We will continue to meet other sex- public observance of the achievements Assistant
are among the large number of those
tets and continue to experience that of America's immortal and worldsigning the cable of protest sent
physical collapse witnessed so often renowned poet.
Monday to the American delegation
this season that takes place along
Adorning the wall at the rear of the at the London Naval Conference.
towards the end of the contest due stage there were three framed picThe committee, which organized this
solely tQ lack of conditioning.
tures of Longfellow, two steel engrav- movement, and is to be congratulated
Bates is fortunate to have at its dis- ings and an enlarged photogravure, on the very efficient way in which it
Longfellow
LewisDominic's
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IS ELECTED
BOWDOIN SPEAKERS
YEARLING PRESIDENT
WIN LIQUOR DEBATE

ELECTION TO IBIS
OF FOUR JUNIORS

PUCKSTERS
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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The

attend.

earlier one

knows what he

is going to do in the world Portland Pastor Pleads
Publish Final Program
thank the committee for their
For More Missionaries
For Vocational
the planning of Vocational Day.

outside, the better off he

work

in

is.

We

A

Established 1871

Brunswick, Maine

plea for consideration of foreign
missionary work by American college
Ivy
graduates was voiced last Sunday in
Chapel by the Rev. Mr. C. D. Plumer,
(Continued from pas* 1)
pastor of the State Street Congreganewsj<a|>»r tiona i church in Portland. Mr. Plumer
ted in any sensational newspaper.
its
are
^e
contributed
to
t<
be
by
j* •
vividly told of the opportunities for
the student body.
young men who have chosen Christ
The second division of the musical as their example and who are comcomedy takes place entirely in a mitted to a life of self-denial,
cabaret at which the Englishman is
Born in India and educated with
present.
A number of acts are in- Hindus, Mr. Plumer has had ample
eluded by means of the regular night opportunity to study these people and
club song and dance program. But analyze their religion.
He told of
during this revue the cabaret is raided his own resolve to become a missionby the Brunswick prohibition forces ary after taking graduate work at
and the English visitor is in a difficult Columbia University, but fate did not
predicament.
However, through the decree that his ambition should be
knowledge which he has gained dur- fulfilled. "
ing the events of the first act, he
In urging his audience to consider
,l the agenik and is freed
this field, Mr. Plumer mentioned the
The various skits necessary for the argument advanced so often at tie
Hindus
and
tabloid scenes of the first act must present
time
that
be contributed by the student body or Orientals have religions of their own
the performance will be abandoned. with which they have got along very
After getting small response from the well, and that there is no need for
first plea for ideas from which acts Christians to interfere with these remight be developed, the Masque and ligions and attempt to promulgate
Gown has extended the time limit for Christianity as a substitute.
such plans, at which time all skits!
He went on to dissect Hinduism and
must be handed in to receive consid- Mohammedism and show that while
eration.
The society reports that both of these contain elements which
on]
tho * e acts completely developed are' worthy of consideration by Chrisand written will be acceptable. Any tians, they also lack certain things
student wishing to present such ma- which only Christianity can supply,
terial
should
communicate
with Mr. Plumer said that our conception
Douglas Fosdick, in whose hands lies of and attitude toward the people of
the organization of the details.
India and the Oriental countries has
undergone a change in the past few
Formerly we regarded them
years.
Now they are nouas "heathens".
(Continued from Paite 1)
Christians.

Next Wednesday

Day according to the announcement of
the committee headed by Marshall P.

Revue

Mustard and Cress
Editor-in-Chief

John

L. Snider '31

Walter

P.

Bowman

'31,

Here Conies Charlie!
Charlie was the funniest looking
Paul A. Walker '31
man vou ever saw. The most of his
Department Editors
Weston Rankin '30, Photographic six-feet-six was legs. He was split
Campus
clear up to his collar button, didn't
Associate Editors
Lawrence C. Jenks '32 weigh more than a straw hat, and the
George T. Sewall '32 most of his heft was in his feet. He
had the kind of feet that would clamp
Contributing Editors
right on over a bicycle pedal and stick.
John T. Gould '30
And that was about the only thing
Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., '30
\

|

Ahern

Philip C.

P.

'32

Fobes

'32

Roy

E. Davis '30
Douglas Fosdick

'30

well.

—

!

•

!

j

j

<

his bicycle

he was at home, and there wasn't a
person in New Hampshire could beat
him in a race. The frame of his bike
Ralph B. Hirtle '30
was
six inches higher than anyone's
Assistant Managers
else and then it didn't seem high
Elias Thomas, Jr., '31 enough.
Artine Artinian '31
When he made his feet go,
Published every Wednenday durinii the College Year by the Students of Bowdoin College. his knees would shoot up by hi.s ears
All contribution* and communications should be ti l— to the ManaRinK Editor by Sunday like the walking beam on the old Kittery.
He
looked just like a grossThe Editor-in-Chief is responsible for the editorial
night precedinK the date of publication.
Business Manager

column

;

the Manattinft Editor for news and make-up.

tions should be addressed to the Business
tions, 13.50 per yesr

»

Manager

communications rettardinK subscrip-

All

of the

Bowdoin Publishing Co.

He

Subscrip-

Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick. Maine.
I
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in the ten mile race at East
Rochester, and ne had to pedal all the
way up to that oluce from Portsmouth.
It was a hot day and it was a long
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Bowdoin Night

The Portland Bowdoin Club held

one time

'32

5.

ride.

annual "Bowdoin Night"
Over 200 Alumni, students,

its

time gives the high school student a glimpse of real College spirit.
Many individualistic collegians, so-called by themselves, are gi sen
to laugh at the idea of college spirit, perhaps from an over dose
of school spirit and a warped sophistication. But the spirit does
exist somewhere, and it must be brought out if we are to win football games in the future or make a favorable response to our mamopportunities. "Bowdoin Night" did much toward fostering that
elusive quality, and those of the undergraduates who were present
must have been favorably impressed.

Coach Bowser paid his first visit to Bowdoin. A chance to meet
Mr. Bowser was provided for and a fine meal served It was a very
people are inclined

by the President for
granted, and not know just who was responsible. We wish to
thank the host and give some more credit where it is due.
to take acts of hospitality such as this one

The

New

Coaeh

Mr. Bowser has impressed us very favorably. He seems to
be a man who knows what he has to do and who will go out and
get it done. If the future of Bowdoin's football depended upon
one man, we would say that Coaeh Bowser looks very much like
the man fdr success. But there is more to it than that. He must
have the co-operation of the whole College. That means, the support of the Administration, the Faculty, the Alumni, the student
body, and the squad. He said last Saturday that he knew he could
count on the backing of the squad. President Sills has vouched
for the Administration. We feel pretty sure that the Faculty will
be behind him. He is a man worthy of support, and the game he
The Alumni have proved
will teach is absolutely worth while.
their interest in the work many of them have done in bringing
Mr. Bowser here, especially Mr. Crowley. We extend him our
The attendance at Bowdoin
heartiest thanks for his service.
Night can be taken as another example of interest. We know
they will give support if Mr. Bowser is successful and hope that
* neither they nor any one else will ask for the impossible.
»
Perhaps the greatest measure of backing does or does not
come from the undergraduates. If it is withheld, the chances of
good results are considerably reduced if given, much can be accomplished. It is up to you. We have enough faith in Mr. Bowser
and you to believe that when the Bowdoin team goes on the field in
the first game of the season you will be back of it to a man. Then
the gold edge shares of "Bowdoin preferred" can be issued without
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1.30
Petroleum Industry, Assembly
Room, Union, H. W. Boynton, Distributmo
Manager, Shell Eastern
Petroleum Products, Inc., Boston, and

i

"

J

.

R.

!

Lewis, Technical Adviser of that

I.

company.

!
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Bowser Welcomed

WILLARD TALKS ON EUCLID
AT MATH CLUB GATHERING

j

I

!

The Math Club held its third regular meeting of the year Friday in the
assembly room of the Moulton Union.
A good number of students as well

!

tors to applaud the victory. Mr. Davis
also paid tribute to- the Alumni for
their never lagging interest in the
College.

Longfellow Celebration

as several members of the faculty
was n attendance,
George Willard '30 presented a

I

j

short exposition of the subject matter and methods of Euclid, which
started the evening's discussion. Considerable interest was brought in this

way through informed

discussion,

For Sale
Raccoon Coat
Beautiful

Dark Skins

!

and Perfectly Marked

j

;

Now

[

$325.00

'

formerly sold at $500
j

Harmon's

i

!

I

back.

Twenty minutes later the rest of the
racers, except for about thirty who
had quit, pumped into town with their
tongues out. They got quite a hand,
but it was nothing compared to the
salute that Charlie had received.
The judges gathered to compare the
results, and everyone prepared to give
a rousing cheer for Charlie as the
head judge stepped forth to announce
the winner. But the trouble was that
he didn't announce Charlie as the winner, but gave the first prize
a suit
of clothes
to a chap from up to
Nashua. And the second and third

—

—

prizes likewise went to someone else.
Charlie's rooters grumbled.
Charlie

went up to the judges and wanted to
know. It looked as if Something was
going to happen. becaus\ Charlie sure
did come in first, and everyone knew
it.

"Well." said the judge, "Ve didn't
give you the prize because wemecided
that you ought to be disqualifievYou
see, you didn't start on time."

the slightest possibility of a crash.

The

Ibis Election
(Continued from Page

Day

Robert

S.

telephone looks ahead

1)

Ecke has a varsity

Even

let-

ter in football and is a member of the
have been giving considerable space in this column to the Classical Club. He has appeared in
by Alumni and friends. We should the dramatic presentations King Lear,
Much Ado About Nothing, and
like to turn to an extension of service given us by Bowdoin herself Andria.
He is a member of Alpha
in the field of vocational guidance. Many are prone to take college Delta Phi.
Donald F. Prince has been promiThe problem
opportunities, among other things, for granted.
which confronts a Senior with the greatest difficulty of solution is nent in Cross Country Track 1 and 2,
Varsity Track Squad 1, Freshman
that of choosing his life work. We feel that Vocational Day is a Banquet
Committee, Freshman Degreat help. Its value has been much discussed, both pro and con, bating, Varsity Debating 2 and
3,
but we are on the side of the "pros". This year the committee has Chairman of the Soph Hop Commitprovided for an unusually varied schedule of speakers. In addi- tee, Ass. Manager of the 1930 Bugle,
Editor-in-Chief 1931, Student Council
tion to Law, Medicine, and Banking, there will be talks on Trans3, Xmas Hop Committee 3, Committee
portation. by a railroad official; Advertising; The Petroleum In-!
on Moulton Union 3, French Club,
dustry; Shipping and Tropical Enterprises; and Merchandising, Delegate to the
Inter-Fraternity
by a chain store expert. Here is a list of occupations which .can- Council, and International Secretaiy
of Theta Delta Chi.
not fail to arouse interest among the undergraduates. We urge
The members of Ibis are Olin S.
you to attend as many as possible. Don't go just to get excused Pettingill, Jr., President; H. M. Davis,
Secretary and Treasurer; R. P.
from a class go for the assistance it can afford you. These speak- Jr.,
Mallett,
Douglas Fosdick, W. H.
ers are men well up in their respective professions and are well Dean, G. W. Freiday, H. S. McLellan,
P. Faxon, L. R. Leach, and J. M
worth listening to. Every one, whatever his class, should try to D.
Parker.

We
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the meeting did not break up until 11,
after refreshments had been served.

lateral
knee thrusts, was Charlie.
"Here comes Charlie!" they yelled,
and into the main street pumped the
demon cyclist from Portsmouth, going
so fast that he coasted two hundred
yards past the judges and had to ride

;

Vocational

|

|

j

The President's Dinner

Many

|

!

President Sills entertained the football squad, the AthleticCouncil, and a number of Alumni last Saturday at noon when

Sills to do.

j

!

He didn't start early enough, or
(Continued from Page 1)
something, because he didn't show up
whom so many have and always will
in time for the race. The judges were
Col. George E. Fogg, commander
honor, he praised the heritage that
all ready to start the race, and the of tho Maine National Guard, was also
children will always have in
fifty-odd fellows were anxious to get a speaker and pleaded for a vigilant. Portland
being able to grow up in and around
going. The crowd too, was impatient. defense against invasion of the Coun
Longfel"No," says the judges, "we'll have try. In his speech, Col. Fogg indi- those enshrined spots where
himself
low
had been when he was a
to wait 'til he gets here, because a lot cated that "moral victories" do not
of the people are here to see him race, meet with his approval in regard to child.
Ralph D. Brooks of the City Counand besides, there's plenty o' time yet." war.
cil, told of the influence the .great poet
Hut when Charlie didn't show up,
William R. Crowley, the man reand the afternoon passed, first the sponsible for Bowser's coming to has on the people of the world. Excrowd commenced to murmur, and Bowdoin, also discussed changes in Mayor Charles A. Strout told of the
then the judges began to give in. They football which have made coaching so enthusiasm that a French Professor
were kind of mud, though, because important. Speaking to the Alumni nad displayed for Longfellow, and he
they thought Charlie had backed out especially, he urged that they adver- went on to explain that even in
on them. So finally they decided that tise the College to prospectives who France .he is considered the greatest
Charlie or no Charlie this race had to have the necessary scholastic require- family poet. George T. Edwards outcome off, and they lined up the racers, ments and advised the graduates to lined Longfellow's interest in music
and went on to sav that:
fired the gun ; and away they went.
provide the new mentor with material,
"Longfellow was an accomplished
The whole bunch, fifty or more, but not to expect the impossible
flutist, a lover of good music, and
went tearing down the street in a
Others present at the head table there are numerous references to it in
cloud, headed for Dover. The crowd
were Toastmaster I^eonard A. Pierce, his poems, many of which have been
watched them as they went down the
'05, William S. Linneli, '07, Luther set to music."
road, and commenced to withdraw to
Dana, '03, C. Edward Files, '08,
To close the service musical selecwait until thev should show up again
Joseph B. Drummnnd, '07, Dr. Ca"rl tions were offered and several of
on the home stretch.
M. Robinson, '08, Charles L. Hildreth, I»ngfellow's poems were read. A
Well, as they s*tood there peering
'25, George
H. Souther, '31, Col. general display of the American flag
down the street, they heard a whoop George
E. Fogg, '02. Clement F. Rob
throughout the oity marked the day's
behind them, the whir of a bicycle,
inson, '03, William If. Ingraham, '95, observance
of Longfellow's native
and turned to see Charlie come around
and Dwight H. Sayward, 'Ifi.
'birthplace.
a corner, fall into the course, and go
pounding down after the van. Hi.s feet
were going so fast that they looked
like pin-wheels, and his knees were
outdoing a 2.10 pacer with the springhalt. Charlie received an ovation, but
he did not delay his impetus to
acknowledge it. Instead, he pumped
harder, and the crowd followed him
with its eyes until he was a rapidly
disappearing blur on the outskirts bf
the town, distinguishable from other
blurs only by his two bobbing knees,
which shot up ami down on either side
with tiresome regularity.
After a while someone announced
that the racers were coming, which
was a fairly accurate observation except for the fact that it wasn't the
racers, but only one of them.
This
one, again distinguishable by his

-r

last Saturday at the Falmouth Hotel.
and sub-freshmen attended. The programme was varied and of
This affair is a
interest and amusement from start to finish.
striking example of Alumni interest in the College. It was not
just a get-together for reminiscence. The tone of the whole evening was of the future, and thought was focused on the Bowdoin
of today and tomorrow, not on the Bowdoin of the "good old days."
The service such a meeting can do the College should not be overlooked. It brings the Alumni into closer contact, and at the same

generous thing for President

sort of

where in the state, people would say,
"Here comes Charlie!" He enteied

Editor for This Issue

Lawrence Jenks

I

i

|

made a business of racing, and had a special frame made of
wood with bron/.e joints. The whole
thing was gilded up like a circus
chariot and wherever you saw it, any-

(including Alumnus) in advance.

-

!

hopper,

as follows:

Walpole, Mass.; Advertising, Debating Room, Library. Louis D. H. Weld
*05, H. K. McCann Co , N. Y.
9.30
Law, Debating Room, Library,
Alexander Whiteside. Boston Attorney; Medicine, Assembly Room, Union, Dr. Morrill, Superintendent of
Maine General Hospital, Portland.
10.30— Banking, Assembly Room,
Union, Harold E. Verrill '15, BoiBblower and Weeks. Portland; Transportation. Debating Room, Library,
Col. Arthur N. Payne, Manager of the
Industrial and Agricultural iiureau of
the B. & M. R. R.
C
n.30 Shipping and Tropical Enterprises, Walker Art Building, H. L.
Harris, Advertising Manager, United
Fruit Co., Boston.
(This talk illus-

|

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

is

—

1

SL^^^oIy^&LiS2llr*
When he got aboard

'31

William N. Small

many

8.30
Merchandising,
Assembly
Room, Union, W. P. Garland '16, Sales
Manager of Lewis Manufacturing Co.,

'

|

The program, which is alrespects from that pub-

'04.

lished last week,

j

|

Melcher

Cram

tered in

— **

Harrison M. Davis, Jr., '30
Managing Editors

Day

will be Vocational

EERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"

*»

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
INFORMAL BRIDGE
AT MOULTON UNION

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

Issue First Schedule

Of Final Exam Dates

On Saturday

During March we are offering better terms
than usual for old Typewriters in exchange
for a new Remington Portable.
i

F.

CHANDLER & SON

W.

evening last an informal bridge was held in the lounge
There wert
of the Moulton Union.
nine tables playing and the interest
appeared exceptionally keen. The
prizes for the winners, were two small
cups on which will be engraved the
Louis "J.
names of the winners.
Roehr '33 won the first prize while E.
Farrington Abbott, Jr., '31, was the
runner up. This bridge which was
the first that has been held was such
a success that possibly another may
be held at a later date.
The Union also wishes to announce
On Saturday
another social event.
afternoon, March 15, following the
Intercollegiate
completion
of
the
Swimming Meet a tea dance will be
held in the lounge of the Moulton
Union.

The Boston Arena was again the
scene of a battle royal for two savage
Continued from Page 1
periods and a breaking down of the
redoubtables, Stone and Thayer, shone Polar Bear's strength. Northeastern
as it did throughout the remainder of tasted revenge 4-0.
the schedule. Drew, in the net, saved
Bates repeated with another win
some seventeen tough drives. There Monday, February 24, and cinched the
was every indication of an abundance State championship.
of (rood raw material.
A resume of the 1930 season is revLectures
Miss
The White sextet rested on its elatory only to the extent that it
(Continued from
1)
laurels for but a short while, for the shows a rather disastrous string of
Colby Mule trod all over them on the losses. The why and wherefore that fined on the east and west by two
following Saturday afternoon to the is inevitably voiced after a varsity ranges of mountains, and was formertune of 3-0. Lack of team play spelled team meets such leverses is obviously ly shut off on the north and south by
the defeat.
A smart passing club easy to answer. We do not alibi. No artificial walls. Although it had a
never was developed without plenty of suitable ice available for practice tells population of thirty thousand at the
height of its power, at the present
practice.
the story.
time it is inhabited by only ten
Bowdoin came back strong and best«
Next Year's Prospects
families, who are defenseless against
ed a fast Northeastern team on the
We look now toward next year. the attacks of their neighbors and
Delta glacier the next Monday afterin the numerous
noon. Stockman was guardian of the Graduation robs us of Capt. Stone and who take refuge
caves of the valley.
strings and turned in a brilliant per- Thayer, one of the best defense comIn telling its history Miss Conway
formance. Dwyer and Rose figured in lunations to wear the Black and White
said that the city was very old, havboth tallies for the Black and White. in many a day. Stone's work at left
has been lion-hearted and ing been a part of the Edomite kingIt was a valiant Bowdoin team that defense
The fact that Thayer dom during the period 2500 to 600
played the B. U. outfit to a standstill formidable.
B.C.
Then it was conquered by the
for two heated periods at the Boston was honorable mention All-American
developed a powerArena January 17, until finally the in 1929 and that he has seen service Nabataeans who
ful center there at the crossroads of
toll of physical exhaustion made itself with the Boston Hockey Club is proof
the
frankincense
trade routes of
evident and the curtain rang down on enough of his ability. Freshmen LowArabia. They reached the height of
a 5-1 defeat. The game was featured ell and Kimball seem to be their logi- their power in 100 B.C. and the kingby Dennison's eoal tending. Forty- cal successors but they will find the dom became a part of the Roman Emthree times during the evening's fes- shoes of the graduating members diffipire in 106 A.D.
The city obtained
tivities he shook the puck free from cult to fill.
some prominence during the crusades
his pads.
The absence of team play
The loss of Ward and Parker when two castles were built on its
was again notable.
through graduation will be felt, too. rocks.
But since that time it has
The Colby defeat January 20 was a The wing material is still plentiful, become unknown to most of the world.
heart-breaker.
It took two overtime however, with Rose, Dwyer, Souther,
Various monuments and altars were
periods
for
the
Watervillains to MacLachlan and Sloan on hand.
found by the exploring party. In the
Freshman Rosenfeld will probably center of the valley was the Megacrash through with a 5-4 win. Early
flashes of coordination vanished and be called upon to bolster the center lithic Circle, a round wall of stone
Thayer soon found himself well on his ice position which has been noticeably surrounding a large red rock, where
way on his characteristic dashes with weak all season. Bilodeau, who has sacrifices had evidently been made.
no wings in sight. Bilodeau and been holding down the middle lane, This peculiar construction seems to
Ward were responsible for Bowdoin's may be worked next year at defense date from the Edomite reign. On the
scores. Most of the time it was any- where he is at his best.
top of a rocky hill is the plateau
body's game.
The cage will be tended by Dennison called the "Highplace" in which
February 13 saw Bates hand Bow- with Stockman and Whitney ready to archaeologists have always been intensely interested.
Two altars were
relief
work.
Whitney
developed
do
doin another defeat. Midyear lay-off
and no practice^ very apparently- rapidly in the freshman ranks this found here, one for sacrifices and the
year and shows great »promise. Drew other for the purpose of holding a
slowed up the White.
black, unhewn stone which the inis graduating.
habitants worshipped at one time.
Second Team Schedule
The private houses were hewn out
The freshman and second varsity of the solid rock and contained one
chosen
units met Bliss Business College, or more rooms each.
Some of them
Bridgton and Hebron and at these were marvels of the art of stonelife
times Rosenfeld, Lowell, Kimball, cutting. Likewise monuments in the
Whitney, Clarke, Perry and Cannon form of facades were carved from the
In the field of hralth srrvice The Harvard l/niversity Dental School— the oldappeared to be likely material for the cliffs
est dental school connected with any
1931 campaign.
Many specimens of fine pottery ant!
university in the United

Hockey Summary

Conway

Already the tentative schedule of
final examinations for the period from
June 2 to June 12 has been given out
by those in charge of such arrange-

By issuing the schedule early,
is hoped that all adjustments may
be satisfactorily made, so that no
student is overburdened with exams
at any one time. Cooperation of the
students is, of course, essential in this
matter.
Any cases of conflict should be reported at the Dean's office not later
than Saturday, March 8. Students who
are scheduled for three or more examinations on two successive days are
requested to leave their schedules at
the Dean's office not later than March
8.
Examinations in courses no:
scheduled here will be held at hours
to be appointed by the instructors.
ments.
it

8.30

1.30

Monday, June 2
History 4*
Literature 2

nw

English 2

Mathematics 4
Mathematics 6
Tuesday, June 3
Chemistry N
French 4
English 26
French I

I

:

I

.

|

;

German

12
History 14

Wednesday, June 4
Economics 2
Chemistry
Sociology 4

|

2
Italian 4
Psychology 6

Thursday, June a
Art 6
Economics 6
Kconomics 4
Latin 4
Economics 10
Music s.

j

I

|

I

English 12
Latin 12
Music 4

I

French 8
Greek 2

j

Botany i
Chemistry 6

Philosophy 6

English 18
Zoology 6

;

'

I

j

|

j

ments

to

Art 2

Lrroy

M

S.

,

i

offers

Miner,.Dean

the Harvard University
Dental School
Longwood Ave., Boston. Mass.
Dept. No. 85

The following men saw varsity

ser- statuettes were unearthed in the rubduring the year: Capt. Stone, bish piles of the Nabataeans, as well
Thayer. Dwyer. Rose, Souther, Bilo- as in the pits into which sacri.iciul
deau, Parker, Dennison, Drew, Mac- blood was drained from the altars.
Miss Conway is at the present time
Lachlan, Sloan, Lowell, Stocknfan,
Ward, Hirtle. The team was managed making a lecture tour of the United
bv Franklin B. Neal '31, assisted by States in an attempt to raise fur'32
'32.
ther
appropriations so that the work
Knight
and Van Varick
A
large number of freshmen were also of exploration in Petra may be continued.
out for managerial work.

vice

2

4
6
8

j

j

1

presents the more attractive

have

style trends that

authentic and correct for the coming

New

season.

Economics 8

Education
Spanish
Spanish
Zoology

men

been sanctioned here and abroad as
daily arrivals assure ex-

Smart accessories

cellent assortments.

English 14
Latin 2
Sociology 2
Monday, June 9

too!

2
2
4
2

IEAIEMKDM

History 12
Psychology 4
Wednesday. June 11
History 6

English 22

work?
—

German
German
German
German

exhibit of Spring Apparel for col-

Tuesday. June 10
French 16
Astronomy 2
Mathematics 2
Greek 6

|

Have you

States

10

Government 4
Greek B

Chemistry 2

1

Our
lege

and desirable

Latin B
Philosophy 2
Saturday. June 7

I

thorough well-balanced courses in all
branches of dentistry. All modem equipfor practical work under supervision of men high in the profession.
Write for details and admission require-

German

History 10

Mathematics 8

i

ment

Physics 2
Physics <»
Psychology 2
Friday, June 6

•

your

4

Government

'

Latin 8

Mineralogy 1
Philosophy 8
Thursday, June 12
Government 8a
English C
Music 6
Zoology 12
Physics 6
Physics 10

Last Thursday, W. A. Murphy
addressed members of Mr.
Hartman's English 8 on his experiences in Metropolitan Journalism. He
was formerly connected with the N. Y.
Evening Journal and the N. Y. Evening Post.
ex-'27

Debaters

^ om

Win

men

contented themselves for the

most part with a summary of the aec ij Re
f drinking in Canada, and the
store." On the other hand, failure of prohibition wherever it has
as Mr. Prince saw it, in Canada the
Mitchell had made
bootlegger s market is automatically an announcement that no ballot count
abolished. Statistics were cited to the would be announced, but that a decision
made
for one side or
would
be
effect that per capita consumption of
he announced the verdict
hard liquor in Canada is falling
s off,'; of the judges, Dr. Chauncey W. Good.......
while light wines and beers show an
rich( Dr Roland
Meisenbach, and
increase. The increase of death from Arthur F. Brown, for the affirmative,
alcoholism in New York, as compared
to drops in mortality from the same
Freshmen Elect
cause at Quebec and Montreal, wa&
(CV>nt'n')ed f*-r»rn Paif II
Many Machiavellian schemes have
mentioned in conclusion.
Munroe Walker, second speak- been suggested with which to thwart
the best of which is a Senthe
Sophs,
er for the negative, started his conior's suggestion to dupe them entirely
structive argument on the theory that j^ "J£ 8 *
aving a banauet. There is
(Continued from p«ce
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the intent of the original constitution has been modified in the interests of modern society just as the

food for thought in this plan, but certainly no other kind, and the hardier
f pints have frowned upon it.

Monroe Doctrine has been changed to
a more recent theory of international
cooperation. "Increased facilities for
drinking," he went on, "invariably
increased dnnking with all its
concomitant evils
No local option
law can be enforced. Booze is booze,
f-nd the Canadian government 'controP has brought about a steady increase in drinking. Liquor control in
Canada is a huge success from the
noint of view of the manufacturers
and the drunkards. Nor has bootlegging stopped. Complaints against
blind pigs in Toronto increased 1000
in one year."

Send Protest

IV
London conference to utilize the
principle of joint conference in the
disputes which otherwise
case
f
i«»ht lead to war.
(4) yf'e pledge to the president and
American delegation our active and
continued support for the conclusion
f suc h agreements as embody the
principles of reduction and conference
an(j at tne same time meet the just\y
aroused expectations of the entire
wo rld. We cannot impress too strongPaul Walker, in concluding the a.- ly upon the American delegation the
rect case for the affirmative, confineu calamitous effect which the failure of
himself mainly to a defense of tjie the London conference to achieve
Canadian system. As he demon- these principles would have upon
st rated from clearing-house figures, American opinion.
government liquor control saved the
balance of the Quebec treasury, and
in every case a change from total
(Continued from page

mean
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"YOU WOULDFT TUEN A DOG OUT
ON A NIGHT LIKE THK!«iled NELL
"But

.

.

"Out ye go!" roared the
that gives

away the

irascible old

yeoman .

. .

"any gal of mine

of my smoother and better OLD GOLDS sufDown to the corner store with ye, and bring

last

fers the consequences.

back a fresh carton or never darken

tem.
Daniel
last for
parallel

with his slick city ways and perfumed hair, he turned
."

father,

my head

provincial prohibition to government
sale saw a corresponding solvent condition of finances for the province.
"Prohibition," said Mr. Walker in
part, "has cost the United States
$900,000,000 a year, and enforcement
which does not enforce costs us $36,000,000 a year more." Going on with
a series of complaints against the
present system of things, Mr. Walker
closed with a plea to the audience to
adopt a rational and reasonable sys-

my doorstep again!**

N. Perkins, who spoke
Hampshire, drew an apt
between the prohibition law

GROWING CIGARETTE

OnyourK*Jio...OU>

GOLD—FAULWHTTEMAN HOUR.

IN HISTORY.

Paul

NOT A COUGH

IN

.•toWPM..

A CARLOAD

March 7th

-

-VAUDEVILLE— on the screen —

RAMON NOVARRO

/

in

MAY CARE
PARAMOUNT NEWS

DEVIL
also

New

Saturday

Edmund Lowe

In his
abolish these regulations.
opinion, prohibition must cut down
drinking, since expense, dread of
poisonous mixtures, and the fact that
all alcohol must now be sold by stealth
would militate against its sale. Can-

All Talking

ada now consumes

FASTEST

Friday

and murder and narcotic statutes. As
he demonstrated from sound authority, the murder law is only 15% enforced in the United States, and the
narcotics law only 50%, and yet we
do not call upon the government to

five

times as

much

liquor as did the United States before

OLD GOLD

CUMBERLAND

the war. "The Canadian system," ne
concluded, "does not slacken the sale
of hard liquor in the least."
After a short intermission the refutations were presented. New Hampshire brought forward the point that
the affirmative had confined itself to
an attack on the American system
rather than a defense of the Canadian
system.
In breaking down the case
of the negative, however, the Bow-

-

March 8th

THIS THING CALLED LOVE

also

with
Constance Bennett

-

SHORT SUBJECTS

Mon. and Tues.

-

March lOth-llth

THE HOLLYWOOD REVUE
Singing - Dancing
Sensation - with
25 STARS and CHORUS of 200

Also

-

PARAMOUNT NEWS

Wednesday

-

March 12th

SKY HAWK
with
John Garrick • Helen Chandler
Also SHORT SUBJECTS
NOTE— Thursday. March 13th, a
Silent Picture will be played at the
Pastime Theatre.

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
ANTIQVTTY SHOP

DEKE QUINTET LOSES

THE BRICK HOUSE

TO NON-FRATERNITY
WHILE A. T. O. WINS

10 Spring St. • - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,

Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
any kind

Non- Fraternity vs. Dekes
On the evening of the 25th the
Dekes went down to their first defeat
of the year at the hands of the NonFraternity outfit. It was a long, hard
struggle and the result was always in
doubt until the final whistle blew announcing the end. The first period
the Non-Fraternity team led by a slim
margin of one point. The second period the Dekes were out in front by
two points and at the end of the third
period they were still ahead but only
by one point. In the final quarter tne

to orders for antique goods of

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

The Sport Store of

INTERSCHOLASTICS
TO HAVE RE€ORD
LIST OF ENTRIES

TWO OF THREE FENCING
VARSITY
LOSSES VERY NARROW

Magee Snares No'

Bowdoin was no match for the fast
Springfield College tank crew and
succumbed last Saturday 61-15. Two
records were broken, both by SpringThe varsity fencing team leceived field men. The 160 yard relay team
a set back from Massachusetts In- broke the New England record when Non-Fraternity men played'their opstitute of Technology at the Walker it swam the distance in 1 minute, 17 ponents even and in t\Ie last minutes
Memorial Gymnasium in Cambridge and 7-10 seconds. The Springfield of play slipped in the basket which
on Saturday by a 7-6 decision. Bow- pool record was cracked by Harden gave them a one point margin of
doin conquered the Engineers by a whose time for the 40 yard dash was victory.
5-4 score in the foils. In the epee, 19.4 seconds.
Alpha Tau Omega vs. Chi Psi
which decided the match, M. I. T. won
Tuesday evening, February 25, the
Bill Locke as usual came home first
three matches to one for the Polar in the breaststroke, while Sperry was A. T. O. team led the Chi Psi outfit
Bear.
Fleck of Bowdoin won his the only other Bowdoin man to cap- merrily along to slaughter to the tune
match with Pentler while Altenburg ture a first, his victory being in the of 34-11. It was clearly all A. T. O.
was defeated by Pentler. Then Shel- 300 yard medley. The White could from start to finish; the Chi Psi did
lard of Tech vanquished both Fleck an
score no second places in any of the not threaten once throughout the
Altenburg to decide the series. Deake events. The medley relay was the fea- game. In the first period the Chi Psi
and Fra Giacomo rolled up the four ture event of the evening with Bow- men didn't gain a single point while
Tech victories in the foils. Captain doin ahead until the last lap when the A. T. O. team stepped out and
Altenburg won from Deake, Shel- Zweidinger overcame a five yard lead took an eight noint lead. Prouty and
lard, and Fra Giacomo displaying his
by virtue of his free stroke and Harrison of the A. T. O. team were
superiority over all in this event.
romped home. Harden of the home dropping them in pretty regularly and
Thursday the regulars had met, team was the star of the meet, captur- soon had their team way out in front.
Dartmouth losing to them by but one ing firsts on the 40 and 100 yard
Thursday, February 27, the Betas
point, the final score standing 5-4. sprints and swimming anchor on the forfeited a game to the Sigma Nu
Norwich cleaned up badly on the sec- 160 yard relay team. The summary: earn, and the Kapca Sigma team foronds, who were, however, at a defeited
to the Psi U's.
300-yard Medley Relay Race— Won
cided disadvantage, two of them hav- by
This week the game between the
Springfield
(Ford, Weckwerth,
ing competed in the Tech meet whicn
Zweidinger); second, Bowdoin. Time, Dekes and the Zeta Psi team, sched-

Brunswick
Success

Capital, 150,000.

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music and Records

Agent for Victor Radio

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

j

We

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaDomestic and Imparted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
bles, Olives, Pickles,

kinds east of Portland.
Tel.

136—87 Maine St.—Tel.

137

STUART & CLEMENT
Quality Printing
Town

Building

BRUNSWICK

MAINE

-:- -:-

Latest College Styles in

Bostonian and Florsheim
I

Oxfords—$5

to $10

Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

LYMAN

CHIPMAN

B.

PURE FOOD SHOP

Insure

In spite of the rumours persistently circulated to the effect that the
four-cornered meet being put on at
the Exposition Building at Portland
next Saturday was going to wreck the
Bowdoin Interscholastics, the track
department is resting easy. On Tuesday afternoon, as the Orient went to
press, the number of Maine schools
entered was as large as that of last
year, and incomplete returns indicated
that the meet would be a record-

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

PATRONAGE

to

Classic

of Brunswick, Maine

STUDENT

Effort

Schoolboy

of

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

I

breaking affair.
It is an open secret that for sonvtime past the powers that be in the
better known newspapers of the stato
have tried to make their hand felt in
Bowdoin athletics, even as in th"
The
Bates Basketball Tournament.
hearty response that coaches throughout the state have come through with
drives a wedge into the heart of any
such gratuitous interference.
High schools that have indicated
intention of competing are
their
Brunswick, Cony, Crosby, Fairhaven,
Mass., Fitchburg, Mass., Lewiston,
Morse, Wilton, Lisbon, Lynn Classical
of Massachusetts, Camden and Skowhegan. Entries from Sanford and
Gardiner were in the mail. On the
roster of prep schools competing are
Abbott, Bridgton, Hebron, Huntington, Mass., M. C. L, Kents Hill, St.
Johns, Wassookeag and New Prep.
Coach Magee spoke at some Wagtfc
today of the policy that Bowdoin has
pursued and will keep on with in interscholastic track. "There are no
grounds," he said in part, "for denying entrance in our meets to duly
qualified schoolboy contestants for the
reason that they come from out of
state.
Any alumnus contemplating
'sending his son to Bowdoin in the

would doubtlessly appreciate being told that the bov was ineligible
Portland, Me. since he had not prepped in Maine.
574 Congress St.,
You cannot apply that policy to athletics any more than you can to en
'Anything y'want Pressed?' trance to the college proper."
fall'

Wholesale— Retail

Give

it

to

LAVENDER OR ESTLE

LECLA1R

& GERVAIS

do the work

CUMMINGS' MARKET
MEATS

and

GROCERIES

Telephone 435-436

Riley Insurance

Agency

hairline defeats of the regulars and one hard loss chalked up to
the second team tell the tale of the
fencing team's trip this past week
end. Altenburg starred as usual, and
was much missed in the Norwich fracas, while Fleck did good work.

PLAY SAFE

QgRISK

Clothing which

tailored

custom

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.

Brisk
16

in the afternoon just before they
3.27.1.
to Norwich.
Of the elevei.
40-yard Dash—Won by Harden (S);
points scored against them, nine were
lost in the foils. The epees were split second, Humphrey (S); third, Essen
(B). Time, 19.4.
(Pool, record).
two and two, Fleck

Time, 6.12.5.
300-yard Medley Swim Won by
Bridgton Defeated
Sperrv (B); second, Restall (S);
Continued from page 1
third, Fisher (S). Time, 4.37.6.
The relay was determined by the
Diving Won by Walker (S); secpole which Bridgton coveted at the ond, Lanoue (S); third, Chalmers
start. Borden had a lead of four feet (B).
as they turned the second bank and it
150-yard Backstroke Won by Hoffwas this lead which varied very lit man (S); second. Ford (S); third,
tie from beginning to end that de
Easton (B). Time, 1.54.2.
feated the Bowdoin team.
100-yard Dash Won by Harden
The summary:
(S); second, Brown (S); third, Smith
40 yard dash Won by Healy, Br; (B). Time, .56.9.
200-yard
Breaststroke Won
by
Hickok, B; McLaughlin, B. Time, 4
Locke (B); second, Rosen (S). Time,
4-r>.
45 yard low hurdles Won by Mc- 2.45.8.
160-yard Relay Won by SpringLaughlin, B; Healv, Br; Borden, Br.
field (Humphrey, Hoffman, ZweidinTime, 5 2-5.
1000 yard run— Won by Lowell, B; ger, Harden); second, Bowdoin. Time,
Adams, Br; Scott, B: Time, 2 min. 1.17.7. (New England record).
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Psi Upsilon

Delta Kappa Epsilon

—

—

35 2-5 sec.

.

'

3
2
2
2

.

Zeta Psi
Non-Fraternity

League

i

Sigma Nu
Alpha Tau Omega

—

Gerdsen, B, and Eldred, Br, tied for
second. Height, 5 feet, 6 in.
45 yard high hurdles Won by McLaughlin, B; Healy, Br; Manning, B.
Time, 6 1-5 seconds.
Broad jump Won by Briggs, B;

—

—

Ave

1

.750
.666
.666
.500
.000

1

2
3

I

|

I

B

W

L

4
2

1

....

Chi Psi
Delta Upsilon

Ave

2
2
4

1
1

—

Beta Theta Pi

1.000
.666
.333
.333
.000

Some would-be facetious freshman
is said to have voted for Hiccough for
secretary-treasurer at the recent class
elections.

Rumor also has it that there was
quite a bloc anxious to cast their
votes for Mason for chaplain.
Unfortunately they were- unable to put
his name on the list of nominations.

B; Kellett, B. Time, 5 min.
Pole vault Won by Gerdsen, B,
19 and Eldred, Br, tied for first; third,
Means, B.
feet. 9 1-4 inches.
Relay Won by Bridgton (Borden,
600 yard run Won by Hickok, B;
McLaughlin, B; Barbour, B. Time, 1 Trainer, Healy and Adams); Bowdoin
(Hickok, Briggs, Mason and Mcmin., 19 4-5 sec.
Davis,
Laughlin). Time, 2 min., 11 2-5 sei.
One mile Won by Scott, B;
i

300 yard run— Won by Healy, Br;
Borden, Br; Trainer. Time, 34 1-5 sec.
Shot put— Won bv Haskell, B;
The Bowdoin Freshman track team Eldred, Br; Ferry, Br. Distance, 43
took the Portland High team off its feet, 9 7-8 inches.
GymSargent
in
the
on
Thursday
feet
High jump Won by Milliken, B;
nasium by a 79 i to 24 i score. From

L
1

Kappa Sigma

—

—

PHIL BRISK

INTERFRATERNITY MEET

j

—

—

Healy,

—

Distance,

Graves, B.

Br;

—

—

—

Bowdoin was in the lead.
The White took ten firsts out of twelve
events. Kelley in the pole vault and
Jordan in the discus throw were the
start to finish

only Portland men to covet first honMcors in their respective events.
Laughli' of Bowdoin set a new record
in the 45 yard high hurdles when he
clipped 1-5 of a second off the previous

on the track
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LAUNDRY

The summary:

JACOB SMITH

—

AGENT

Won by Hickok, B;
40- yard dash
Fay, B, second; McLaughlin, B, third.
Time, 4 4-5 sec.
1,000-yard run Won by Scott,
Carlon, P, second; Lowell, B, thi
Time. 2 min. 30 2-r sec.
300-yard run Won by Hickok, B;
Conroy. P. second; Dzio, P, third.
Time, 34 4-5 sec.
Shot put— Won by Haskell, B; AlDislen, B, second; Jordan, P, third.
tance, 43 feet, 7 1-2 inches.
45-vard high hurdles! Won by McLaughlin, B: Dolan, P, second; Briggs,
B, third. Time, 6 1-5 sec. (new meet

—

Special Rates to Students

on Photographs
Webber's Studio

,

—

News Stand

Morton's

—

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

record).

—

High jump First, tie between Mi'and Gerdsen, B; second, tie
between Miller, B, and Cahill, P. Dis-

liken, B,

tance, 5 feet, 6 inches.

—

Won by Briggs, B;
B, second; McLaughlin, B,
Distance, 20 feet, 3 3-4 inches.

Broad jump

KAYWOODIE PIPES

Hickok,
third.

600-vard run—Won by McLaughlin.
B; Barbour, B, second; Siewertson, P,
Time, 1 min., 23 2-5 seconds.
Mile run—Won by Scott, B; Lowell,
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded
B. second: Carlon, P, third. Time, 4
AGENCY FOR
mins., 57 3-5 sec.
Pole vault Won by Kelley, P;
Gerdsen, B. second; Hickok, B, third.
Chocolates
Height, 10 feet.
Relav Won by Bowdoin (Fay, MaTime, 2
son, McLaughlin, Hickok).

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

Toilet Articles

-

Shaving Preparations

third.

—

• •

Whitman's

a ciga rette

in

Its

—

|

AST E /

mins., 14 3-5 sec.

PRINTING
of

all

ciently

Discus
.

kinds handled

.

.

"A BIRD IN THE HAND is worth two in the
bush."

away

effi-

and

the office

—Won by Jordan, P; Haskell,

B. second; Ivenson, P, third. Distance,
177 feet, 7 inches.

promptly at
of The Bruns-

No

SHORTS MARKET

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

—

its deeply satisfying character
in
taste— has always been the one thing
smokers wanted

—GROCERS—
who

— what smoker would trade it
number of cigarette claims?
smoker would. For its mild

taste

Chesterfield

fragrance,

.

wick Record.

Good

for any

short, its

cater to fraternity trade

.i*"-;

'TASTE above everything

Estimates and samples

n

£*»,

MILD ... and yet
THEY SATISFY

cheerfully furnished.

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Hardware

Brunswick

Co.

Prompt Service Fair Prices
-

hesterfield

Brunswick Publishing

Company
Cor. Maine and

Dnnlap Streets

Telephone Brunswick No. S

SOULE*S BARBER SHOP

FINE TURKISH and

For First Class Haircutting

Near Campus

-

Two Expert

Barbers

© 1929.

Ligcctt A

CITY

Watch For Our Representative

'

and MacDonald
400-yard Swim— Won by Littlefield
both losing one and winning one bout.
(S); second, Nelson (S); third, BowThus the meet score stood 11-2.
(B).

STREET

uled for Tuesday, will be postponed
until Thursday because of the Junior
At the time of the Orient's going
Class Elections. This game will be a
heats in the
very important game because the to press only the trial
quarter-mile had been run off for the
winner of this conflict will plav the
inter-fraternity meet. Wingate took
Psi U's for the championship of the
the event with a 53.3 for his Zeta
League. So far the Dekes and Zetes
Psi brethren.
Following him were
have each lost one game and won two
Foster
Thistlewait-;
Svd
(Beta),
and are tied for second place. In
(Zete), Gatchell
(Zete), and Dan
League B, the Sigma Nus have the Johnson (Deke). Finals will be run
championship clinched and all interest
off
on Friday.
Another feature
will center on League A.
event will be the medley relay on SatThe league standings are:
urday afternoon. Trials are to be run
League A
off tonight.

went

man

50th

NEW YORK

,

came

EAST

Brn%rH

Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

is

to

1

Scott of Bowdoin turned in an exceptionally fine afternoon's work by
Brunswick* winning the 1,000 yard run and then
the mile. In this latter event his running was superb. Carlin of Portland
led for two laps, then Lowell took the
lead but lapsed back and Carlin forged
When the final lap
to the ahead once again.on
a sudden burst of
came Scott put
speed and pulled by both Carlin and
Lowell to finish several yards.

Building

Always Noticed
But "Never Noticeable

•

record.

INSURANCE
Town

Year Track Men
Trounce Portland High

First

MERMEN

DEFEATED 61-15
BY SPRINGFIELD

Two

DOMESTIC

tobaccos, not only
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but
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Urns To»»cco C«

—

—
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HUNTINGTON SCHOOL NOSES
OUT BRIDGTON ACADEMY IN
Record Number of Maine and Massachusetts Schools
Take Part in Colorful Affair— Healey of Bridgton
Is

Miss

High Point Man

by Maxwell
Anderson at the Cumberland
Children"

i

The Brunswick Dramatic Club again
presents one of the better known modplays with its performance of
Maxwell Anderson's "Saturday's Children" at the Cumberland theatre tomorrow night. A play such as this,
written in a simple manner yet with
an immensity of appeal, should attract
many persons to the presentation who
would not otherwise attend.
Although the players were selected
chiefly outside th<> college, two parts
are to be taken by Bowdoin students.
The leading man. Rims O'Neil, is
played by Frank Carpenter, while
James P. Blunt acts as Willy Sands.
All the characters are clearly and intensely drawn from life by the author
and are well portrayed by the actors
under the direction of Mr. E. M. Arm-

2.

(a)
(b)

"Country Garden"
"The Thunderer"

.

.

I

,

I

.

Cornet £olo "Our Maud"

Mias Kendrick opened the program
BENJAMIN B. WHITCOMB
with the selection "Chorale-Jesu, Joy
Breaks Record in Two- Mile
of Man's Desiring".
This beautiful
piece was arranged by Myra Hess
one
Bach's
from the "Chorale" of
hundred forty-seventh Cantata. Miss
Kendrick's interpretation of it immediately won the strictest attention
on the part of her hearers. This piece Humanism and Philosophy of Art to
was followed by Schumann's well
Be His Subjects
known "Carnival", which in turn was
Adding ope more college to the list
succeeded by the "Nocturne in D-flat
Major" in which Chopin conceived an of those where he has lectured for the
interest
in
arousing
of
exquisite tune and carried it into purpose
aesthetics,
Professor John Martyn
dreamy elaborations,
Twoj Etudes from Opus 10 of Chopin Warbeke of Mt. Holyoke College will
were next played. The first contrasted address Bowdoin College at Sunday
a deep and resonant bass with rip- chapel, March 1(5, on the subject of,
pling cascades in the treble. The sec- "Humanism". The next evening he
ond is sometimes called the "Revolu- will lecture on "The Philosophy of
tionary Etude" and is believed to have Art."
Mr. Warbeke is particularly interbeen written in commemoration of the
est ed n aesthetics and hopes to create
Polish revolution of 1830. A fourth
}
composition by Chopin, "Andante a de * ire for that subJ ect at Bowdoin.

PROFESSOR WARBEKE
TO LECTURE HERE

i

E.

WINSLOW

i

j

j

i
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j
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Short

'31
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Speakers on Various Occupations
Address Undergraduates

today

rd

1

excellent plays since it graduates on topics connected with
was organized, with an average of two these occupations. This day is proa year. Last fall it took charge of the vided by the college as an opportunity
play "The Devil's Disciple" and created a complete success. Having pre- for vocational guidance for those who
sented this costume play of George are not decided as to what to do after
Bernard Shaw, the members decided to college.
The program of addressee
offer an entirely different type, the today which was arranged by a comsimple, straightforward, real drama of mittee headed by Professor Cram was
as follows:
"Saturday's Children."
This play deals in a true and homely
8.30
Law, Debating Room, Liway with the struggles of a young brary, Alexander Whiteside, Boston
couple who have been married without Attorney; Medicine, Assembly Room,
a means of obtaining an income. The Union, Dr. Morrill, Superintendent ot
author depicts, in a clear but appeal- Maine General Hospital, Portland.
ing manner, the struggles of the pair
!>.30
Merchandizing,
Assembly
in working for a living.
Room, Union, W. P. Garland, '16,
Maxwell Anderson, one of the co- Sales Manager of Lewis Manufacturauthors of "What Price Glory," has ing Company, Walpole, Mass.; Adveiachieved a distinct success in this play. tising, Debating Room, Library,
Louis
As soon as it was first presented, it D. H. Weld, '05, H. K. McCann Comattracted much comment from all pany, New York.
sides and was mentioned for the Pulit10.30
Banking,
Assembly
Room,'
zer Prize.
Many people complained Union,
Harold E. Verrill, '15, Hornof the decision which refused this
blower and Weeks; Transportation,!
t.rizo to the plav. but the play has conDebating Room, Library, Col. Arthu.
tinued its popularity.
N. Payne, Manager of the Industrial
The cast of characters is as follows:
•ad Agricultural Bureau of the BosFlorrie Sands Mrs. Sevmour Webster
ton and Maine Railroad.
Willy Sands
James P. Blunt
11.30 Shipping and Tropical EnMrs. Halevy
Mrs. Herbert Ingraham
terprises, Walker Art Building, WalMr. Halevy
E. Randolph Comee
Bobby
Miss Elizabeth Graves lace M. Leonard, United Fruit ComRims O'Neil
Frank Carpenter pany, Boston. (This talk will be illustrated by slides).
Mrs. Gorlick

English

j

—

i

—

!

style

and

is

'

New

Classes

To Present Plavs

Good Student Material

Three

plays adapted from well
known authors and dramatized by
members of the English 10 class will
be presented at the Barn Chamber on
March 25, two performances being
given, one in the afternoon and the
other in the evening. The three plays
to be given are "Durga" adapted from
Kipling and dramatized by Fred R.
Kleibacker, "Mrs. Senior Subaltern"
also adapted from Kipling and drama-

The March

\

,

I

I

!

'

issue of the Quill will
its appearance on or about the
.
.
!T _».
•*«, of. \this
u
1 SUe
month Tnl * +
/
from
of the new publication will differ /
its predecessors in that it contains
more undergraduate material and
that of hi h quality _th an the prek
V10 us numbers

make

~

*™

.
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•

-

j

•

;

Hiram
r

Blauvelt,

!

'

who has

written

by Herbert L. Prescott, and "A articles on business, advertising, art,
Love Nest" adanted from Ring Lard- painting, and education, is contributner's "Gilded Cage," dramatized by ing an article entitled: "20, the High
Douglas Fosdick. This will be the first Oxford". He draws the material for
presentation of this kind in several his essay from a year's work at
tized

Brasenose College, Oxford. He has
years. The casts are as follows:
been a frequent contributor to the
Durga
New York newspapers, Outdoor Life,
and the Saturday Evening Post.
By Fred R. Kleibacker, Jr.
Roy A. Foulke '19, writes on "AdScene: India. Time: Present.
vertising and the New Morality". Mr.
Hummil, an assistant engineer,
James. P. Blunt Foulke at the present time is an in
dustnal
specialist with the banking
Spurstow, a doctor,
H. Stanley McLellan house of Paine, Webber Co.
Gunther Wilmsen continues his arMohram, an agent of the India Survey
Eliot Smith ticle in the March number on "First
Downdes, an agent of the Civil Sur- Impressions of America," laying emvey
John Ricker phasis on Bowdoin in particular and
Chuma, a servant
Paul Everett A/"*? c * n undergraduates as typified
at Bowdoin.
Mrs. Senior Subaltern
H. L. Prescott has written an essay,
By Herbert L. Prescott
1.30
Petroleum Industry, Assem- Scene: India. Lounging room of the "Progress vs. Man," for the new issue,
bly Room, Union, H. W. Boynton, Diswhile L. T. Steele offers an article
Second Shikarris Regiment.
tributing
Manager, Shell Eastern
treating the theatre and its relation
Time: Present.
Petroleum Products, Inc., Boston, and Brother Subalterns
to the talking films. W. P. Bowman
R. |. Lewis, Technical Adviser of
Raleigh
Donald P. McCormack and A. S. Davis each have verse apthat company.
pearing.
(Continued on pas* S)
j

I

j

students will be admitted for a special
price and it is honed that manv will
take advantage of this epportunitv.

To Contain

Quill

—

Miss Helen Varney
The play is to be presented tomorrow evening at 8.15 in the Cumberland
Theatre. By arraneement Bowdoin

—

—

i

ago, Doc (Splinter) Brown did succeed in getting the thirty-five pound
weight out for a matter of fortyseven odd feet. Olsen of the Kappa
Sigs was announced to have taken
the afternoon's discus event with a
heave of one hundred twenty-three
(Continued on

i

.

Despite rumors to the contrary, no
evidence of a combine or combines or
other irregularities in the Junior Class
elections was found by the Student
Council after a careful examination
of the ballots last week. According to
President Harry Thayer, there was no
foundation for the numerous charges
that certain fraternities had controlled the election and as far as the
student Council is concerned the resuits will stand unless a second election is demanded by the class,
Arthur L Crimmins was chosen for
tne °" lce of
Popular Man", and
George H. Souther was elected presi
dent of the class.
Other officers
chosen were Herbert S. Rose, vice
president; Albert E. Jenkins, secretary-treasurer; G. S. Robinson, marshal; A. F. Richmond, orator; A. J.
Deeks, poet; •'J. B. Colton, odist; W.
j$.
Fuller, chaplain; Ivy Committee,
A. Rogers, chairman, J. P. Blunt, D.
F. Prince, J. C. Flint, and G. P. Carleton.

men

in

the class

during his

three years at Bowdoin.
He wa^
president of the class last year, as
well a4 a member of the Student Counc il for this year.
He is a member of
the Athletic Council, the Chapel Committee, and was on the Dean's List
the first semester. He has also played
on the varsity football and baseball
squads for two years.
George Souther was elected captain of next year's football team last
Fall and also plays baseball and
hockey. Herbert Rose was recently
chosen captain-elect of the hockey

New England Delegates
Meet to Talk Over Social
Problems

Eastern

Delegates

,

i

i

j

;

'

i

j

•

team. Jenkins has been active in debating circles.

4)

AT POLAND SPRING

'

Crimmins has been one of the most
active

Page

CONFERENCE

N. E.

due to lower timer during

j

.

\

Maine

Meet

JUNIORS CHOOSE
CLASS OFFICIALS

Men from various lines of work toThe Brunswick Dramatic Club has day addressed groups of the under-

.
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Continued on Page S)

VOCATIONAL DAY
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GLEE CLUB
W.

.

I

Grainger
Sousa

4.

j
'

£

Swimming

Time

INSTRUMENTAL CLUB

(a) "Autumn Sea"
Gericke
(b) "Joy of the Hills" .... Kinder

m^.

^

£

New England

'02

3.

£

.

COMBINED CLUBS

em

For the second successive year has
Delta Kappa Epsilon captured the
coveted President's Shield, trophy of
the annual interfraternity track meet.
For the second year Zeta Psi was the
runner-up, but this time in a hairraising finish that left the rival track
squads but two and one-quarter points
apart. In the final medley relay, run
off at the interscholastics on Saturday, Thistlewaite of the Zetes fought
off
Benny
Whitcomb's desperate
sprints in the final two-mile race, but
the four
points
that
the
Dekes
gathered for second place were enough
to clinch the meet in their favor.
Charlie Stanwood and Dan Johnson
tan each other a beautiful race for
the Dr.
Frank N. Whittier Cup,
awarded annually to the high point
man in the meet. After finally splitting up the points for relay, it wa*
found that Stanwood led by three
and one-half points, with a total of
twenty-two and a half. Johnson had
nineteen, and
McLaughlin of the
Zetes, one of the liveliest Frosh track
prospects in the last decade, collected
seventeen points for himself during
the course of the festivities.
The forty yard sprints brought together the usual wild mob of men who
had to run a heat to qualify for the
meet. Fifteen separate heats were
run off, the runners thundering down
the short course shoulder to shoulder
for the most part, only an occasional
sprinter stepping far out in front of
the crowd. Johnson finally won the
ev.ent in four and four fifths seconds,
w,th f oster of the Betas crowding
him all the way. Though Dan and
McLaughlin had apparently broken
the tape side by side, the judges
waved the Zete to fourth place, ranking Stanwood third.
Stanwood got his first blue ribbon
of the evening when he barely lasted
to beat out McLaughlin in the fortyfive yard high hurdles.
In the low
hurdles the freshman immediately reversed the decision, winning by a
scant foot.
Soule was a close third,
a good deal too close for the comfort
of the Dekes.
Meanwhile the weight men were
toiling manfully away in their ropedoff enclosure. Though failing to equal
his unofficial world's record of a year

j

ITNTI
TOI*1? UFPl?
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U
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Sills-Burnett
(b) "We'll Sing to Old Bowdoin",

Fogg

'

INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMERS

Easter vacation trip to New York,
Philadelphia, and Washington. Both
organizations expressed a desire to
make the concert an annual affair. The
Polar Bears furnished the music for
dances following both the program
at Newcastle and that at Rockland.
The specialty numbers on the program were offered by H. L. Prescott
who gave a reading, G. Wilmsen who
sang some German Folk Songs, and
W. E. Winslow who played a cornet
solo.
The program as presented an
both occasions was as follows:
1. Bowdoin Songs.
(a) "Rise Sons of Bowdoin",

Tomorrow

Mile

Spianato and Polonaise", concluded
with the matter superficially, Profesthe second part of the program,
r sor Warbeke is hopeful that a comProbably the most brilliant
plete course may be established. Since
Continued on Page S
mm his lectures at Williams and Prince" ton such courses have been included in
the curriculum of those schools.
The chapel talk will consider the
general topic "Humanism" and the
,ecture will be limited to the "PhilIJEi
OS ophy of Art" dealing particularly
with the writings of the Italian philosopher, Benedetto Croce. Both these
w,.
.
_, .
lectures should be of particular infor
in
First
Colleges
Eight
terest to the audience, since Mr. WarContest in Curtis Pool
For
beke's book, "The Searching Mind of
Greece", treating with the same general topic, has been published very
On Friday and Saturday, March 14 the record. Stitler will feature in the recently. Mr. Warbeke has expressed
been
shaving
has
medley
relay
and
and 15, the first New England Interhis desire to meet as many students
time off the present record all season as possible before his lecture, for the
collegiate Swimming Meet to be held
Brace of Brown is another who will purpose of creating an aesthetic inIt has been be the cause of much attention in the
in Maine will take place.
terest in the individual.
a desired event ever since the Curtis dives. Chalmers of Bowdoin, Dykes of
The lecturer has included many colPool was erected, to have representa- M. I. T., Walker of Springfield, Davis leges and other organizations among
tives from the various New England of Wesleyan, all will help to make the those where he has spoken. Among
colleges here. This year it seems that competition keen.
them are Princeton University, Wilthis desire will be fulfilled when eight
Bowdoin will count on Locke to cap- liams College, University of Michigan,
institutions enter into competition. ture the 220-yard breast-stroke. Thus Detroit Museum
of Art, and the
Besides the Polar Bears there will be far this season Locke has met with the American Federation of Art at WashAmherst, Brown, M.I.T., Springfield, best and has always managed to come ington. After each lecture, Mr. WarWesleyan, Williams and Worcester out the victor. Emerson of Worcester beke is accustomed to holding inTech.
is the only conceivable threat at this formal discussions
Brown University is favored to win time.
Professor Warbeke is an authority
the meet because of her superior showTinker and Osipowich (brother of on philosophy and has written several
ing thus far this season, but Worces- Albina Osipowich, 100-meter Olympic books on the subject. He has received
ter and Springfield will probably be champion) are the predictions in the degrees
from the University of
close behind, forcing the Brown mer- 440-yard, although Krantz of Wes- Chicago, Princeton [University, and
men all the way. What the other teams leyan and Lutz of M. I. T. will cause the University of Leipzig. For some
but
will do is a matter of conjecture,
much trouble.
time he has been professor of philit is certain that in individual evtnts,
The 300-yard medlev relay probably osophy at Mt. Holyoke College
the remaining teams can wreak havoc. will find Springfield, Brown. Williams,
The trials will be held Friday evening and Bowdoin in there at the finals.
at 8, and the finals on Saturday at
Larry Johnson will act as referee
1.30.
during the meet, while Jack Magee
Hall and Stitler of Brown both are will do the starting.
In the diving
expected to seek new pool records and Jack Wallace of the Metropolitan
will undoubtedly do so with the oppo- Swimming Association. Larry Johnson Souther
is
President,
Crimmins
sition pressing them to their utmost. and Robert Allen of Harvard will be
Popular Man, and Rose
Hall will enter both the 50-yard and iudges.
Jack Wallace will be head
Vice-President
free
the meet.
00-ya

two places.
coln Academy Alumni Association at
The first of the team races provided Lincoln Hall, and the Rockland apa thrill when Duff of St. John's Prep, pearance was for the benefit of the
with a two-yard lead against him, dug Rockland High school senior class,
in his toes and ran Lane into the in order to defray expenses for their

.
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"Saturday's

Set in

Clips Seven Seconds
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GLEE CLUB GIVES
SEVERAL CONCERTS

PLAY TO BE GIVEN
BY DRAMATIC CLUB

Run by Whitcomb Who
from Old Mark— Charlie
Stanwood Takes Most Point Honors

New Record

*
compietion of
parf f her recital
B
ht here un<Jer the
ices of
the Brunswick Music
con .
*
junction with th colleKei
she proved
*
herself worth
puta _
tional
f her n
tion duri
presentation in
Hall
r a j Hall.
Miss Kendrick is recognized as one
of the outstanding figures in the
younger
has
musical
set
and
won a place in the hearts of the
American people by the beauty and!
ripphllg n
interpretation,
n<T
of
ner
y
*
Sh is partklflarl y admimf for the
versatil
of her p i ayinjr She turns
*
.„„j,i„
j„„u:„_ i.
;_:„
readily *l
from dashing
runs *to majestic
chords, from the most lyric of all compositions to the most virile and masculine. But she inspires each selection
with a technical skill and spirit garnered from her training under several great masters.

;

;

,
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^
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(Continued on Pi-pe

Program

i

He spoke of the
dependent thinking
many times when it is recorded that
Jesus went away alone to think problems out by himself. He was attempting an unusual task-one which required a great deal of courage to persevere in and not be weakened by
applause or by harsh criticism. His
hours of solitude must have been
hours when he could analyze his position and see clearly what was right.
"'"live
ve
As
«h Emerson
amerMin »»>*.«<says, it is
?*> to
» eeasy
by the opinion of the world; but the
strong man is the one who keeps the
independence of solitude with perfect
of-state entries, it is interesting to
sweetness.
But this solitude should
notice that at this particular renewal
not, however, be allowed to become a
of the schoolboy classic there were
separation from the affairs of men.
seventeen Maine schools represented,
One should not become a recluse like
a new record.
the priest of old who lived apart from
Huntington School of Boston was
men for 37 years on the top of a pilthe winner in the meet, nosing out
lar, trying to be near to God.
Bridgton Academy by five points.
As the college graduate goes out
Failing to place in the distance events,
WILLIAM N. LOCKE
into life to do his part in the world's
Bridgton lost its opportunity to hold
Slated to Win in Breast Stroke
work, it is his expectation to take
the Track Association shield, but did
his part in the affairs of men; for he
carry away the plaque awarded to the
rightly believes that a man alone is
Maine school standing highest, and
no man. But he should be by himthe Portland Evening Express cup for
the
self enough to think through
the fastest relay: while Healey, their
problems that confront him. One of
star sprinter, took another cup as inNew Prep tied Sing at Springfield, Boston, Rockland, the greatest defects of a college is
dividual high point.
that its students tend to think too
for third with Hebron Academy.
and Newcastle
much alike, for truly there is hardly
The forty yard dash was in a way
conservative institution than
a repetition of the sprints at the InOn February 28, the Glee Club athemore
average college.
terfraternity meet the night before, made the trip to Springfield for the
However, this standardization of
with everybody but Jack Magee run- New England Intercollegiate Conning a heat. The semi-finals brought test. Their selections there consisted thinking is not entirely general. A
a dual affair between Bridgton and of a prize song, "Hark, Jolly Shep- paper written recently by a senior
Huntington, each having placed two herds, Hark!", a choice song, "Some contained the thought that the colmen. After considerable tinkering Reckon Time by Stars", and a college lege should serve as a talisman to
those undertaking to find the fullest
about with flashlight photographs by song, "Rise, Sons of Bowdoin."
has
the "press" the gun cracked, and four
On March 1, in combination with appreciation of life. The college
lunner* tore down the track to a finish the Instrumental Club, they gave a failed if a man has not, before graduation,
analyzed himself and acted as
that was decided by hairline distances. concert at the University Club in BosHealey of Bridgton Academy leaped ton. They also presented concerts at an individual: and this analysis can
independent
only
through
to the tape for first place, with his Newcastle and Rockland last Thurs- come
team-mate, McManus,»an eyelash be- day and Friday evenings, March 6 and thought
Thin," too, through solitude one
hind him. Meanwhile the men from 7. These well-balanced programs and
path
of life
face
a
to
gains
courage
Boston picked up five points in the the polished manner in which they
high jump, where Anderson slipped were executed prompted a great deal which is by no means easy. The man
(Continued on Pace 3}
over the bar at five feet nine. Eldred of praise.
of Bridgton went out an inch lower,
The concert at Newcastle was
while Carlyn and Gunning split the given under the auspices of the Lin-

Classical gave Hebron some bad
minutes in the next event when he
very nearly caught Sawyer.
After
some qeck and neck sprinting in the

Renders

Kendrick

Memorial Hall

The speaker in chapel last Sunday
An audience captivated by the
was Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell. charm of her personality as well as
Drawing his text from the sixth chap- the charm ofj her music last night
welcomed Miss Dorothy Kendrick,
ter of Luke, Professor Mitchell talked noted American
pianist,
by enthu
on the value of solitary time for m- siastjc outbursta v
oi ap piause at the

Lancaster threw back his
head and bellowed out the announcement of the start of the trial heats
for the forty yard dash last Saturday
afternoon, the eighteenth Bowdoin
Interscholastic Meet got under way. It
was a colorful affair, with the star
athletes of twenty-two Maine and
Massachusetts schools competing. In
spite of the criticism that has been
raised from time to time by outsiders
on the Bowdoin policy of allowing out-

Lynn

Dorothy
Interesting

Bill

ground. Lawson sprinted desperately
in the last lap but Cowhig fought off
his last bid and surged through with
his lead kept inviolate.
Thomas of

INTERFRATERNITY MEET IS
TAKEN BY DEKES WITH
SMALL MARGIN OVER ZETES

IS

Talk Stresses Value of Clear and
Independent Thought in Order to
Succeed

CLOSE INTERSCHOLASTICS

When
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PIANO RECITAL IS
SPEAKER IN CHAPEL
OF GREAT INTEREST

PROF. MITCHELL

;

from twenty-three

col-

leges and universities in Eastern New
England met at Poland Spring February 28- March 2 for the Eastern
New England Y. M.-Y. W. Conference.
The purpose of this conference, which
is sponsored each year by the New
England Field Council of the Y, was
to consider the balance between the
spiritual and the practical factors in
life, and to bring a realization that
the
Christian
Associations
should
branch out along new lines to see past
the unessential things and bring about
a cooperation between the spiritual
and the practical deeds of every day.
Two delegates were sent from Bowdoin to this conference: Artine Artinian and R. H. Barrett. The leaders of
the conference were the Rev. Sidney
Lovett and Mr. John Kingman. Dr.
Lovett has been for eleven years pastor of the Mt. Vernon Church in Boston.
He is a graduate of Yale and
Union Theological Seminary. Recently he spent a year of study at Oxford.
Mr. Kingman is director of Hall
House and is associated with Lincoln
Settlement House, Boston.
He is a
Harvard graduate. He has been a
business man, a naval officer, and a
co-worker with Judge Cabot in the
Boston Juvenile Court. The talks of
these men were a broadening influence
an d a n inspiring example to the deleRates, and their presence was a grea»
contribution to the success of .the
conference.
The subject matter of the conference was divided into three section.-..
One dealt with the needs of modern
life, another with the answer of experience in solving these problems,
and the third, the effective way an.t
the proper personal attitude required
to deal with such questions.

Mr. Kingman talked of the terrible
conditions which he has met in his
work in the South End of Boston.
He told of cases of poverty, unemployment, sickness, and lack of education that he had found Mr. Lovett
talked more generally ot the problems
which face the world today. He
pointed out, as a challenge to the
delegates, the statement of Dean Inge,
made at Oxford, that "civilization is
a disease from which nations seldom
recover." This he said had happened
to the nations of the past, and we
must exercise care lest it happen to
(Conuno^
Pa*, t)
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Established 1871

Brunswick. Maine

Editor-in-Chief

Harrison M. Davis,

EXCITEMENT REIGNS IVY REVUE PLANS
IN APPLETON HALL
POINT TO SUCCESS

appropriation will allow. At the same time a drain will be installed with leads up the side streets. In this latter undertaking
we wish that the College would co-operate with the town officials
in arranging for the draining of the campus. Much could be done
to relieve Bowdoin of her annual spring lake if a connection with
the College Street lead were built. Of course it will be some time
before the construction has progressed as far as this thoroughfare,
but it is not too early to lay plans for the future.

Jr., '30

Paul A. Walker

L. Snider '31

'31

_

Communication

Department Editors'
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Bowman
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'31,

Weston Rankin

Campus

'30,

Bowdoin Column

Photographic

There has been an uneasy silence in
the ranks of the Maine men during
the recent dispute over scholarships,
honors, and privileges awarded to the
"local boys" over the students from
other states, particularly Massachusetts.
As a resident of Maine, I have
received scholarships and opportunities which might commend the system from a personal point of view.
However, this will not be a defence ot
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Junior Elections

We

have heard much talk about a combine in the Junior elections at their class meeting last week. Certain facts in the case
x. ji
j u
* *.u„
indicated that an agreement had been made between several ol the
houses for the purpose of electing their men to office. However, an
..
j,.,.,,
j
analysis of one of the ballots in question revealed a natural division of votes and no definite proof could be found to back up the
rumor that a combine took place. We feel that the Student Council was justified by the indications to conduct their investigation,
In a fraternity college like Bowdoin, where many of these
institutions are of long Standing on the campus, it is only natural
that certain likes and dislikes should grow among the houses.
These traditional prejudices cannot be called combines, however
Hn not
tint inww
Know
We dO
much they may appear to be on the surface \V

.,.,,.

1

i

.

.

•

l

,

|

pass at otner Maine institutions. It
is impossible for all but three or four
of our preparatory schools to match
their students man for man with the
secondary schools of Massachusetts.
Their second best measures up favorably with us; and in many cases Bowdoin receives students from that state
who have failed at entrance to one of
the larger colleges. It is no particular
honor to win over a state which has
not_ entered her best contestants.
f
u rse
an? w?s h to
Maine men.
We also wish to be
friendly with the state. But why?
There is no organized campaign
against the college—no official dislike; but the opinion of the average
Maine resident, as it is freely expressed by him, is that Bowdoin en° S
n t this o P5nio°n printed in the Bates
newspaper last year? A few, more
rharitahlo «nnl "m^ifir it t~ v,;„k
hat drunks
J™
d n
and leave the matter
there. Such has been my personal expertence to substantiate the well
ft own atti t ude of our Maine "neighbors". The fact that this opinion is not
snared in the other states is not a
particular y good recommendation for
Maine.

Jfr^J^Ccg^*^
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AT WESLEYAN MEETING
Wesleyan University held a conference of prep school seniors last Friday and Saturday, ending in a banquet
Saturday night at which delegates
from Bowdoin, Amherst, and Williams
spoke on the advantages of the small
college.
Bowdoin was represented bv
H. M. Davis, Jr., '30. The purpose of
the gathering was to point out to the
prep school undergraduates, nearly all
of whom are p i anning t o enter large
universities next
some of tfte
characteristics of life in the small Inst itution and to promote a better un.demanding"" between "the" small* and
laree
\t
was not a sY,i,
* co n e^e
fre hman
eek end in 'the ordinary
sense of the word as the school boyk
Were not Weslevan nm«npfts th»
Tdea was originated at Bowdoin by a
idea
former member of the faculty, Pro
fessor Herbert Bell, now teaching at
Wesleyan.
At the banquet, frater-
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n j t ies, social activities, and athletics
were described. T. W. Milispaugh,
President of the Wesleyan College
Body, acted as toastmaster, and the
speakers were Dean Nickerson, Lewis
Thun of Williams, Richard Templeton of Amherst, and H. M. Davis, Jr.,
of Bowdoin.
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of one of its benefactors, extended in nose, and throat diseases.
This week end Bowdoin is entertaining athletes from the lead- open competition to men from all
Following this training he was en- in £ s connected with his position as
arts of the United sta 8
gaged as assistant ophthalmologist and trustee of Wellesley College.
ing colleges of
England at the annual swimming meet for this P
j,
surgeon at the Massachusetts Memo*
1_
section. It is greatly to Bowdoin's credit that she has been selected
rial
Hospital
and
instructor
in
Philip H. Wilder, alumni secretary,
diseases of the eye at the Boston Uni- spent last week end in Boston on busiCommunication
as the host for this event, and we urge every one to welcome the
versity School of Medicine.
ness.
I

j

j

j

|
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Here

an excellent opportunity for
our op- To the 0n ent:
ponents formulated last fall. This organization can be of great p res ident called our attentions a
service in locating friends of the visitors and acting as guides. It collection of essays by college men on
ianot often that we have suchan opportunity to show «rt*tfer,
the college, and we hope that the affair will be run off as success- of the writers put any emphasis on
the work of the students themselves
fully as the New England Track Meet was in 1927.
in the ideal college.
visiting teams to the campus.

the White

Key

|

is

to continue their policy of entertainment of

.

2&J^JpSW&'fi SS
that although he had searched
gently
had been

dili-

he
unable to find the
The Fire in Appleton
word work in the whole collection. I
The fire which damaged two rooms in Appleton Hall last Mon- do not wish to appear pedantic but
such an inaccurate criticism seems to
day should serve as a warning to all. Bowdoin has been very for- be an unjust reflection on the think-

was

sufficient to

make us urge every one

to be

more

careful.

Message on the Naval Parley
last week to send a message to
President Hoover urging that the American Delegation at the
London Naval Conference adhere to his policy of co-operation with
the other powers in reduction of sea armaments issued on Armistice Day last November.
At that time President Hoover stated
that the United States would reduce her naval strength in proportion to any other.
"Having said that, it only remains for the

study.
His work is his own, accomplished by his own initiative and planning.
Emphasis should be placed on
understanding and on creative activity
rather than on details and pedantry. .
"Intensive work on a few related
subjects is. of course, far more effective than the superficial study of diverse and unconnected 'courses' im-

others to say how low they will go. It cannot be too low for us."
Since then the American Delegation has considered neither reduction nor a battleship construction holiday for five years, as suggested by Great Britain, Italy, and Japan, but instead the building
.
j
j
u*
ill *a. «.£ j
.,
t-.
..
of superdreadnought
equal to the "Rodney".
Furthermore the
reduction of airplane carrier and cruiser tonnage has been blocked

Y. M. C. A. Conference

The Student Council voted

,

S. C.

(Continued from p&ga

us also.

As a
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Entries for the pool, billiard, and
ping pong tournaments are to be
closed Wednesday; anybody wishing
to enter any of the contests must

have entered by this date. Thes^
matches will continue until Easter
vacation and the winners will be
declared at that time.

ABROAD

STCA passage
and

live
. . .

costs

travel in

$500

for a

only about

Europe

for

$200 Round Trip and you can
$6 a day
$300
$400

summer Abroad

. . .

...

if

you

. . .

can't believe

it

ask

Freeland Harlow

Beta House

ie
his S»J
life so
r

he

is

"?*"
that

*SSTE?
gested that one model
it should, like the Sea of Galilee, have
in ta ke and an outlet,— an, intake
of spiritual resource and an outlet

our representative in your college and knows

modern miracle of travel

all

about this

beg, borrow or steal money if you
... it will pay you eternal dividends in the best experiences
. . .

you've ever had . . i STCA sailings are weekly to and from
England, France and Holland.

an

of service.

sTUDent

.

-

,,
i
ii
r>
i n
another race rfor naval supremacy. n
Parity with Great Britain is
not too much to ask if brought about by reduction, but parity
which calls for a billion dollars additional expense can hardly be
considered a worthy objective.
,

.

STCA!!

via

must

1)

method of

practical

The conference voted to send a teletangible can be accomplished by the
gram to President Hoover and
London Conference. Yet in the event of failure, we must not give to the American Delegation ina cable
Lonup hope of limitation. We should do all we can at home to oppose don The resolution read thus:
,

.

posed by the present system."

,.,....,£,..
by the I nited States.
We hope that something
,

|

s

ing of college men and women.
The following may be found on
pages 117 and 118 of "The Students
Speak Out": "The student should work
under the supervision of the professor,
for it is guidance, not force or minute
regula<jm, that is needed.
He can
now follow his own interests, spurred
on by the thrill of achievement, and
find his most exciting moments in

tunate in the rarity of serious conflagrations, but this should not
make any one careless in taking precautions to prevent an outbreak in the future. Electric irons, especially, should not be left
unwatched. The fire last Monday may have been small, but the destruction

j

thi

.

'

Sure You Can Go

|

In fact, he said

i

.

1
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VSwimming Meet

the date of the Intercol,
legiate
the members
of the visiting teams will be guests
at the dance. Music will be furnished
by the Polar Bears. Mrs. Morrell, Mrs.
Lancaster, and Mrs. Ferguson are to
be in the receiving line. Tickets will
be seventy-five cents for couples and
fifty cents for staes.
,

,

.

•.

•

"Students representing 20 colleges in
New England assembled in annual
conference at Poland Spring, Maine,

•

unanimously call upon you to make
good American pledge given to the
world in the Kellogg Pact and renewed by Hoover Armistice Day by

TtimD'OABin
AssoaiATion

standing for substantial reduction in

Maine Street
all
classes of ships,
refusing to
countenance any agreement which
the town of Brunswick for the passage of the
would permit increased building in
bill to pave the upper part of Maine Street.
The work will begin any category Also indorse confer
n
at the Church on the Hill and go towards Mere Point as far as the
p^f, ment im P le menting Kelf

We wish to thank

HOLLAND- AMERICA LINE, 24 STATE STREET,
The Haad-mc-Down STCA'i czpoM of Europe's

•wellctt

went* and the

j

j

^

Drivunelf icrvwt in Europe are yours when you

tail

—

from four until
eight
—•— o'clock. Mrs.
and Mrs. Means will pour.

|

j

been in Newton
seven
ir
unless you can offer earned it and will make the invest, years. Since 1923 he has practiced!
no combine, keep your grumblings to yourself
President K. C. M Sills spoke in
some real solution to the difficult problem of elections. We hope! ment of the college a profitable one? there and in Boston. After graduat-!„
Almost anyone would give college a ing from Bowdoin he attended Jeffer- Boston Marcn 10 before the special
.,,..,,,,
-+
o
I*u*
that in the forthcoming Senior elections combinations of any sort. sem ester's try for $500
son Medical College at PhHadelphia * rade teachers, on the subject "The
Above all, Bowdoin has one of the and Boston University School of 5? 8 P* >n8ibiJ *j* s IJW ich . the School
whether pre-arranged or traditional, will not take place.
This
best standards in the country and an Medicine to further his medical edu- ^homd and Should Not Assume
offer which should be, insomuch t.s cation and to receive his M.D He also le cture is under the auspices of the
Jt is not restricted by direct request did post graduate work in eye, ear, Boston City Federation. The rest of
The New En aland Siviniminq Meet
tne day he spent in committee meet-

The Bowdoin Union has announced
that on Saturday, March 15, a tea
dance will be held in the main lounge
Mitchell

-

;

—

Thursday.

DAVIS REPRESENTS COLLEGE

MUSI-TAL CLUBS TO APPEAR
IN BRUNSWICK NEXT WEEK

is

^* this meeting the Masque and Gown
w ^' decide whether or not it will accept the revue for presentation, and
will have on hand two or three other
plavs as alternatives to choose from.
Plans are progressing rapidly and
encouragingly.
Ideas are flowing in
from all quarters. A good show is certain.
But the more skits the merrier!
Plan them to take 15 to 20 minutes
and leave them with Douglas Fosdick
or at the T. D. house on or before the
zero hour
the deadline
6 o'clock

—

1925 and holds a master's degree from
.„
,
,
„,,
,
,
Harvard University. Mr. Howes is
The combined clubs will appear in
now an instructor at Rhode Island the Cumberland Theatre next MonState College.
day and Tuesday evenings between
It

^^

this

i

the first and second regular performinteresting to note that this ances
This will be the only chance
year's election for schoor committee- to hear the clubs this vear in Bruns
an
Hrd
Le wiston
and it .is hoped that they will
,
*
fought out between two former Bow- be well received both by the underdoin graduates, Percy D. Wilkins 21 graduates and the people of the town.
ne P ro.* ram ? n,s y ear » variea ann
"' reiw, K "' "' iT,r
*E"
> ^"Vi'"'
t< e t ,
l"
.i : ! 5
matics at Bates, was elected.
ly fashion
Good News by the h.strumental Club is one of the outMarch 4 in South Berwick, Walter standing attractions. Wilmsen will
A,len .Burleigh, a former Bowdoin sing a couple of German Folk sonp
with an enviable style. Winslow, the
ma n « died a* the a *e of 4
,
,
J
Mr.
Burleigh
attended
Berwick cometist supreme, cannot be denied
whether they influenced the voting in the Junior elections, but
Academy, Phillips Exeter Academy and; by the most critical. The Glee Club
in Office before and probably ,
tacit upderstandings have placed
Bowdoin College. He was a life-long will sing among other numbers the
y promised $4000.00 in
oris
ts enmusias
enthusiast, being a member of Prize song which was the crux of the
hope that the time will come when Bowdoin eight Maine sub-freshmen.
will in the future.
len
A noble s P or
a ttempt to rectify our relations with rowing crews, football and baseball competition in Springfield a few weeks
^ ULt
forget the
fraternitv amuauoiis
affiliations 01
of taiuniiaus
candidates anu
and vote
ine naiLinu\
men will ioigei
ago. Prof. Wass will personally contne
but rather unfortunate for teams in his school days.
In short, the program is a
In later vears he was a prominent duct.
for the men they feel are capable of holding the office. Only in this undergraduate
scholarship
appliathletics
Berwick bang-up one. Don't miss it. Incidenat
s! Even if. the men from outside, supporter of
way can a fair and intelligent choice be made. Until this day ar- cant
tally Richard Barthelmess will assist
-^caaemy
whose presence is just as vital to the
,
.
. .
.
.,
,
,
,
lL
ffi
by
playing in the feature picture,
h
A
a well-known Mason, a
rives, however, it is also only fair to support tho officers selected, college as that of the others, were
'Young Nowheres'
member of St. John's Lodge, No. 51.
and in the Junior Class these men will need whole-hearted co- included in the offer, why should we
not
grant
these
exceptionally
large
.
,.
.
_.
,
, T
TJ
r»
t rne r ,S a member of* Delta
rw n.
Dr
T
operation in order to put over a successful Ivy Day. If you are dis- awards to men who have been in coiDr. Rodney Davenport -Punier '20 K
p ,
satisfied with the decision of the Student Council that there was lege at least a year and have proved has returned to practice in Augusta mpd?rVsncie7l
y
that they deserve the money, have after having
,.
,
«.
,,.
for
;

—

—
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Production

for

An Iv? revue
a musical comedy,
a continuous theme carrying the entertamment on to a splendid, sophisticated slaptagerous, or what you will,
conclusion
this is the committee's
oDJect.
However, to get up a comedy like
this-* (the plan of it was told last
week in the Orient)
something more
than thin air must be drawn on, and
the committee asks that those with
ideas for skits for this production produce them and h?nd them in.
Thursday at TA all those who are in
any wav interested in this production
meet with the personnel of the
committee and the Masque and Gown,
-

j

]

!

Wanted

theatrical jrenre at
I

—

|

Still

Continuity plus! Thus runs the
motto of the creators of a revived

A. Donald Cummings '25, a graduwho had won recognition in the
of chemical research is home on
leave of absence from his work in the
East.
After having graduated from
Deering High school as valedictorian
of his class, Cummings received the
degree of A.B. with honors from Bowdoin in 1925, and that of A.M. in
chemistry from Harvard in 1926.
He was a Goodyear Fellow in Rub-]
ber Chemistry at the University of
Akron in 1926-27, and subsequently
research chemist with the Goodyear Minute Man of Bunker Hill.
A stream of extinjruishers came
forth from the far corners of the camBeta Kappa, Alpha Chi Sigma, Amer- pus and throngs of gawking specta' can Chemical Society, and the Amertors looked upon the scene with
{can Society for the Advancement of
anxious eyes.
*!?!*?:
In the heat of the struggle great
He is the co-author of several pa- clouds
of smoke dimmed the heavenspers relating to rubber chemistry
then there poured forth the remains
which have appeared in "Industrial of
a desk, an ironing board, books,
Engineering
Chemistry".
and
"aoers, and a snowstorm of piaster.
Yet when the clouds of war had rolled
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Boyd an- pwav. out came the valiant fighters,
nounce the engagement of their Appleton still standing, and standing
daughter, Elizabeth, to Samuel Allan intact save for one charred room.
Howes of Portland. Miss Boyd* is a
And when the tumult and the shoutgraduate of Waynflete School and ing died a casual visitor remarked
Wellesley College. At present she is "Not a broken window! What kind
teaching in Whitinsville, Mass.
of a fire was that?"
Mr. Howes is the son of Mr. an 1
ate

field

students on the Dean's List and in
Elias Thomas, Jr., '31 scholastic achievements? Outside of
many awards are
- CoU
rf

* 0— _ * * ***.

Artine Artinian '31

'

For what reason do our statistics
show a larger percentage of Maine

'30

Assistant Managers

Extinguishers Skits

Fire

seemeth, my lords, that Walt
,.„„.,,,,..
Placzankis
_
u _^
„ t lv
and
Ed._ Caliendo
went
gamboling across the 'grera^Monday
noon and left their door unlocked,
Someone in Appleton felt an acute
need of pressing pants, came in, did
some electric ironing^and left the iron
roosting on Walt's desk. The blotter
went up in flames; the desk caught;
and by the time a freshman on the
fourth floor started to investigate, the
smoke was thicker than the gas at
Wipers.
For once the undergraduates threw
off the garb of critics, and became
WO rthy preservers of Appleton
the
sce ne of so many warlike struggles.
Here Brunswick's gallant fire departmen t and the grounds force were
f 0U nd wanting at the first moment of
t ne emergency, and in their "place
boldly stood the undergraduate
fire
extinguisher in his hand, ready to preserve the college in its need, like the
It

Managing Editors
John

Man

Students

STCA.

NEW YORK

beat

J

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

W.

CHANDLER & SON

LIBRARY NOTES

anyone who has secured reasonably
good grades can he almost sure of ac-

Chanel Talk
(Continued from Page

1

ceptance.
Some of the interesting
features are listed:
Students of Literature, History,
Education, Economics, etc. University College, Dublin, Ireland, offers a
holiday course lor next summer in
which almost all subjects of Irish life
are treated by famous lecturers; the
fee amounts to about ten dollars!
French Summer School, McGill UniAll grades of
versity, Montreal, Que.
Five
the French language taught.
weeks, opening last week in June. 200
from
all parts
summer
students each
of the United States and Canada. Accommodations good. Fee for board,
room, and tuition. $140. French language and surroundings exclusively.
Apply before June 15.
Harvard Uryversitv Summer School,
July 7-August 16. Courses in all subjects, fees usually $25 a course. Credit
toward degrees usually in other colleges. Exceptional chance for special

t

"The Incredible Marquis" by Her- who has stepped out and

led the way
has universally been persecuted. Now,
however, after they are gone, their
true worth is appreciated. And one
of the most encouraging things about
humanity is that, despite this lack of
appreciation during life, men still continue to step out and lead the way,
gaining only the satisfaction of a deed
done according to their consciences.
Th* lives of countless men have
proved this. John Greenleaf Whittier
made a decision which it seemed
wrecked his political career and his
reputation when he joined a small
group of fanatics as his conscience directed. Yet in the end this proved best.
And no small part of his decision
was due to his deep and solitary

bert Gorman stands high among readable biographies. Of course, one might
say that it would be hard to write a
dull life of Alexander Dumas pere
anyway, but Mr. Gorman presents
good-natured,
generous
this
vain,
giant with remarkable insight.
Dumas is introduced as the simple
country lad, a rather loutish fellow.
A desire to write is born in him, and
having failed in everything except
hunting, he obtains his mother's permission to go to Paris. Here he obtains the position of a copying clerk
and writes unimportant plays in hi.*
spare time. He becomes a friend of
Victor Hugo, an enemy of Balzac,
and writes his first successful play.
Thus his career is traced until he has
become a popular dramatist and a
leader in the revolution of the Frencn
theater.
Later he writes his great
novels and travels a great deal, returning at last to Paris to spend his
last few years in a struggle with
poverty. He dies quietly a few years
later in the arms of his son and the
curtain falls on the life of a man
who really lived and loved to live.
Into the background of his life are
woven hilarious and interesting facts.
His comic duels, and those that were
not so comic; his many, many affairs
with women; his love for loud clothes
and other effects of his negro blood;
his Falstaffian logic; the truth about
the accusations of plagiarism; and his
This is not only an
collaborations.
a
also
instructive biography, but
book to be read for enjoyment.

Would you

like to

—

—

thought.

Many graduates have gone out from
Bowdoin as men of independent thinking among a crowd. William Pitt study in your major department.
Fessenden and Thomas B. Reed both
Traveling fellowships in Scandiin their careers, amid the most stren- navia from the Norse- American Founuous and bitter opposition, voted as dation.
they thought best for the good of the
Tufts offers six English teaching
country.
In reality, there is no need for
everyone to attack his opponent; no
need to be outspoken about his opinions.
But every man should be abie
in good humor to keep, under any circumstances, the independence of right
thinking that he has acquired by
solitary meditation.

scholarships, each for $1,000.
Brown, Yale, New York University,
Tufts, University of California, M.I.T.,
Northwestern University, Duke University, Stanford, University of Vermont, and the University of Washington offer liberal scholarships and
fellowships, averaging six hundred
dollars each. The University of Oklahoma has particularly interesting opportunities.
This is the time of vear when most
applications* should be made. Seniors
who comjjlain that they cannot find
jobs might well apply for one of these
opportunities to continue their slow
acquisition of knowledge by selecting
the largest scholarship in whatever institution they may be interested in.

Glee Club Trips
(Continued from Page 1)
5.

"Good News" (Selection)
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson

INSTRUMENTAL CLUB

know what are
6.

considered the good books of philosophy, poetry, drama, history, clas-

German Folk Song
G.

7.

Would you like to
sics, and fiction?
have the best dictionaries, bibliograrecomand encyclopaedias
Take
?
a look at "The
mended to you
Bessie
by
Manual"
Bookman's
Graham in the Alumni Reading Room.

(a)

WILMSEN

Selects
'30

"Some Reckon Time by Stars"

(c) "Sylvia"

GLEE CLUB

contains the best writers of all naof all kinds of literature, a
paragraph on their lives, and a list of
their books. Never was there so much
information about literature crammed
into one book.

8.

It

tions,

(a) "Twilight"
(b) "Mercedes"

Beata" ..Pierce

Mitchell '71

CContinued from Paire 1)
Club combined will also present a
Rachmaninoff's preludes, the "Prelude program at the Cumberland Theatre
in B-flat major," displayed the exact- on March 17.
short
ing technic of the pianist. Two
sketches followed: "Fairies at the ML FLEURY SPEAKS AT
Spring" by Paul Juon and "Tabatiere
FRENCH CLUB MEETING!
a Musique" by Ignaz Friedman. Miss
Kendrick finally presented Busoni's
Last Thursday night the French
"La
spirited arrangement of Liszt's
Club, L'Ours Blanc, met at the Alpha
Campanella". This selection required Tau Omega House. Before a fairly
an almost impossible intricacy in the large gathering, M. Fleury gave an
wav of technic.
address on the present Disarmament
Miss Dorothy Kendrick has been Conference. After this, the usual
giving public recitals since the age of business meeting was held.
It was
ten. She has played with many of the decided that there should be only two
finest symphonies, such as the Chicago more meetings held this year and that
and Dallas Symphony Orchestras, and they should take place in the Moulhas been the recipient of numerous ton Union. The question of a Club
musical scholarships. Of late, after Banquet came up for discussion. No

I

Chemistry 8

Math

—

'28

man

11.30
1.30

4

March 18
10.30
9.30
11.30

:

I

definite decision was reached, however, and the subject was laid on the!
table to be taken up at the next meet

French 6
Botany

8.30

&

College;

'28

From

;

|

j

j

8.30
9.30
,

March

GIVEN TO ART»BUILDING

Eight Charcoal Studies by the late
John Singer Sargent have recently
been received as a gift from the
Student Plays
artist's sisters, Miss Emily Sargent
and Mrs. Francis Ormond.
(Continued from Page 1)
The Charcoal Studies for various
Richard Durham
Preston
decorations done by Mr. Sargent, hav*.
George W. Freiday, Jr. been distributed among several muWinston
Francis A. Wingate seums of which Bowdoin has the good
Leighton
Lionel Churchill, senior subaltern,
fortune to be one. They will soon be
David Perkins hung in the lecture room of the WalkH. L. Prescott er Art Building.
His Wedded Wife
George Taylor
A Servant
The next debate in which the BowA I-ove Nest
doin team will participate is to take
By Douglas Fosdick
place Saturday, March 22, with Union
Celia
Mrs. Cy Young University. The tryouts for this deGregg
bate were held on March 4, when the
Bartlett
L. T. Steele following team was chosen to repreForbes
J. B. Colton, 2nd sent the college: F. E. Morrow, A. S
Two Children
Davis, and L. C. Lee.

21

French 8
Zoology 2

9.30

History 10

March 22
Government 8
March 24

I

10.30
!

Spanish 2

j

1.30

March 25

.

|

History 12

Mineralogy
Physics 2
Physics 4
Latin 2

March 26
French 6

11.30

&

8.30

Math 2

of

•

Westbrook,

University

|

Art 2
Art 8
Greek 6

Here, of course, the chorus will respond:
"How quaint the ways of Paradox!
At common sense she gayly mocks."
The opera, I suppose, will begin
with the preliminary conference between the two men on the log. A
chorus of villagers will hang upon
each word of the two men, and listen
with
unbounded approval to
stirring songs about such things as
taking risks for peace, and lifting' the
crushing burden of armament from
the shoulders of humanity. This whole
act will be presented with such evident earnestness and sincerity that
the audience will forget that this is
a comic opera, and will share the en-

them down again.

At short

to

the effecj that absolute

agreement has been reached, in the
most harmonious and unanimous
fashion, upon the matter and the

manner of tomorrow's disagreements.
Just here will occur the song containing the well known stanza:
"When I break the Pact Renouncing

And

enter upon the fray,

promise to manage

I

my submarines

In a quite inoffensive way."
act will close with .a scene in
which a chorus of salesmen attempts
to explain the conference to the vil-

This

lagers.
will

come

is

where your

editorial

in.

of the villagers, being moro
less practical than t*e
rest, will not be able to understand

Some

stupid

why

and

the

disarmament

conference

should ask them to spend a billion
dollars for warships.
It is upon the
bitter disappointment of these people at the withering of their hopes
that the play will rely for its choicest

comic

C. T.

PI

was constructed, the Union has proved its popularity more and more. This cut is presented to
show, particularly to the Alumni, how well the Union is planned to serve the needs of every department of the Colwill

he printed in later issues.

HOLMES.

16.

White Broadcloth

Here are

i

real values in Gentlemen's overcoats of real character !

Early shoppers will

find

complete selections in

all

types of coats.

j

j
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j

j
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CONFERENCE OF COLLEGE
STUDENT COUNCIL SENDS
MESSAGE TO PRESIDENT
JOURNALISTS TO BE HELD

vania.

The following wire was sent to
President Hoover by the Student
Council last Wednesday:
We, the Student Council of Bowdoin College, petition that the policy
stated by President Hoover in his
Armistice Day address be upheld by
the American delegation at the disarmament conference. As representatives of 550 college men we pledge
ourselves to the principles of limitation by reduction and the participation of our government in any international conference devoted to the
prevention of war.

April 26 has been set as the date
for the New England Conference or
College Press Boards at Tufts College, that date being preferable to the
majority of institutions to be represented.
The conference will include
both men and women delegates from
a large number of New England colleges. The main purpose of this gathering is to discuss topics and problems
peculiar to college publications.
The registration will take place on
Saturday morning, April 26, and the
program will run through the day
with a luncheon at one o'clock, and
will end with tea in the late afternoon.

Mrs.
j

*
*
The engagement of Miss Eleanor E.
Coombs of Bath an- Sturgis, daughter of Associate Justice
engagement of her Guy H. Sturgis of the Supreme Court
Fulton of Maine, and Mr. Fred P. Perkins of
Elizabeth
Miss
Frank M. Williams of Hartford, Conn., was announced Feb-

J. Leslie

nounced

i

the

daughter,

I

|

Coombs, to
[

|

CALENDAR

ruary 23. Miss Sturgis is a graduate
of Dee ring High S.chool and Bates College.
Mr. Perkins, also of Deering
High, is a Bowdoin graduate. He is
working in the Actuary Department of
the Aetna Life Insurance Company at
Hartford.
•

•

»

At the recent dinner of the Bowdoin
Club of Portland two prominent characters in the history of Bowdoin's athletics met.
They were William R.
Crowley, the man most responsible
for our new football coach, who was
himself captain of the team which in
1907 cleaned up in the State champions hi p and held Harvar<Lto»a 5 to
sco/e"^no^WrT 8trLifc*Kobirison, who
1 manager ot that memorable
1

even.

March 12 - Vocational Day.
March 13 - Brunswick Dramatic
Club Play, "Saturday's Children".

March 14 -Intercollegiate Swimming Meet, trials.
March 15 - Intercollegiate Swimming Meet, finals.
March 16 - Professor John M.
Warbeke speaks in chapel on "Hu-

CUMBERLAND
Friday

March 14

•

VAUDEVILLE— on the screen —

manism".
March 17 - Professor Warbeke
on "The Philosophy of

WILLIAM BOYD

lectures

in

Art".

March 22

OFFICER O'BRIEN

Debate with Union

-

Marchj 24 - Lecture by Max Eastman, "Modernism and the Future

Saturday

-

Plays by English 10

class in the Barn-chamber, matinee

and evening.

March 15

-

WILLIAM POWELL

of Literature".

March 25

PARAMOUNT NEWS

also

University.

-

in

-

THE STREET OF CHANCE
also SHORT SUBJECTS
Mon.-Tues.

March 17-18

-

BOWDOIN MUSICAL CLUBS
30 Musicians

30 Singers

Have you
your

DELTA EPSILON ELECTS

Delta Epsilon, journalistic society,
elected the following seven
new men as members last Thursday:
A. Artinian, E. Thomas, D. F. Prince.
JVC. Flint, J. L. Snider, P. A. Walker,
and F. R. Kleibacker. These men will
be initiated shortly after the Easter
vacation. Delegates are to be selected
soon to go to the Annual Convention
at the State University in PennsylPi

floor

$1.95

|

effect.

Brunswick, Me., Feb.

Cuts of the basement and the second

-

j

intervals

The

lege.

Shirts
j

heard loud reports from com-

mittees,
1.30

Union

it

3952

Arrow Trump

Winchester, Mass., at a small dinner
party at her home on February 24.
Miss Coombs attended Morse High
School and was graduated from Miss
Pierce's Secretarial School in 1928.
Mr. Williams prepared for college at
Phillips Exeter Academy and was
graduated from Bowdoin in 1925. He
is a member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity, and at present is employed in
Boston office of the Aetna Life
thusiasm of the villagers, some of the
whom go so far as to predict the Ad- Insurance Company.
vent of a New Era and the Dawn of
Try writing a skit for the Ivy Rea Better Day.
Doug Fosdick at
The second act will open upon the vue and turn it in to
T. D. House.
the
drolleries of the present conference.
Experts will trot about marking up
prices, so that statesmen may marK

War

Ever since

now

SPECIAL

29^

I

a Letter to the Boston "Herald"

For some time I have devoutly
wished that some one might appeal"
who could treat in the manner' of
Gilbert and Sullivan the "conference"
hoax now being perpetrated in I.ondon.
Now begin to hope that, if a
Sullivan could be found to set the
words to music, the Gilbert of the
team has arisen in the person who
wrote Sunday's editorial beginning:
"The seeming paradox appears at
the London naval conference that the
powers are going to save money by
spending money, and that the United
States is going to help in the worlrt s
reduction of naval armament by
building more warships of various

will be

March 27
j

formerly
$60 to $75

clearance.

now

classes."

11.30

March 20

SARGENT PICTURES ARE

First Floor Plan of the Moulton

$40 to $60

Hahnemann
Charles B. Wood-

established
at
Bowdoin in memory of Seward Garcelon of the medical
class of 1830 and Samuel Merritt of
the medical class of 1843. About
$10,000 from the income of the fund
is appropriated annually for medical
scholarships, most of the awards being assigned to students already engaged in pursuing studies in medical

History 4

Economics 6
Economics 2

ing.

burly

ulsters, from rugged
softest
tweeds
to
camel hair.
All reduced for immediate

Michigan.
The Garcelon and Merrit Fund was

March 19
I

stock of fine overcoats

—from medium weight

formerly

j

j

English 12
Sociology 4

Economics 4

clude Harmon's entire

50

dress coats to

of Edinburgh; and Don Marshall '27;
of Amherst, Mass., University of

|

1.30
9.30

Greek 6

j

in-

Skowhegan,

of

Medical

I

.

19

1

!

17

|

\

now
These low prices

I

Spanish 2
Philosophy 6
Latin 8

I

Reductions

1

March 15
Economics 10
Psychology 2

;

formerly
$45 to $65

now

i

8.30
10.30
2.30

March

DRASTIC

$35 to $60

—

:

I

.

At
formerly

schools.

Philosophy 2
Chemistry 2

The Glee Club and the Instrumental

winning the Walter W. Naumburg
Musical Foundation prize, she has made
many professional appearances in the
West and in or near New York City.
She has studied extensively under
Scharwenka and Josef Lhevinne. The
Juilliard Musical Foundation is now
sponsoring her as one of their postgraduate artists, through the National
Music League.

OVERCOATS

March 14

COMBINED CLUBS

Piano Recital

MEN'S

"28,

|

9.30
10.30

Sociology 2

'96

Angley

C.

—

j

March 13
Psychology 4

Bowdoin Songs.
(a) "Bowdoin
(b) "Phi Chi"

—John

Harmon's

Final Clearance Sale of

—

HOUR EXAMS

Huerter
Miro

i

INSTRUMENTAL CLUB
9.

At Harvard

IfflAnSMI(D)H
INCORPORATED

formerly of Bangor; Matthew J.
Bachulus '28 of Annapolis, Md.;
Theodore D. Clark *26 of Sanforo;
Weston F. Sewall '27 of Livermore
Falls; Mayo H. Soley '29 of Maiden.
Mass.; and Kenneth W. Sewall '29 of
Livermore Falls.
At Johns Hopkins Norman F.
Crane '27 of Winter Harbor; Paul h.
Hill '27 of Saco; Elf red L. Leech '29
of Kennebunk; and Harold S. Schin.
'29 of Bangor.
At Yale Dana L. Blanchard '27 of
'Newton, Mass.; Hollis E. Clow '25 of
Haverhill, Mass.; Philip A. LaFrance
'27 of Laconia, N. H.; Waldron L.
Morse '29 of Canton; and Clement S.
Wilson '27 of Portland.
At Tufts Justin L. Anderson '22 of
Alfred; Ernest H. Joy *25 of Bar Harbor; Wilbur F. Leighton '28 of Portland; and Richard J.
Neil
N27 of
Methuen.
At Boston University Chester F.
Hogan N28 of Houlton; Roderick L.
Huntress N27 of South Portland;
Thor Miller N24 of Portland; and
Herbert H. Smith '29 of Milton, Mass.
Men studying at other medical
schools are: Burton W. Trask '27 of
Rumford, Cornell; Francis W. Hanlon
'25 of Ridlonville, McGill; Paul C.
Marston '21 of East Brownfield, University of Vermont; Richard P. Laney

Rogers
They can hardly help themselves
Shepherds" (Mad- these offers are almost put into their
Morley
hands.
Speaks

(b) "Hark! Jolly
rigal)

phies,

Professor Manton Copeland, chairman of the committee on medicai
scholarships at Bowdoin College, recently
announced the award of
twenty-nine scholarships, amounting
to $9,000, from
the Garcelon and
Merritt Fund. Owing to the unusually large number of applicants ail
of the awards were made to Bowdoin
men, as it is the policy of the committee to give these men a preference
wherever possible. Individual awards
range from $200 to $800, as has been
the case in earlier years.
The list of men receiving scholarships, with the medical schools at
which their studies will be pursued
and the class numerals at Bowdoin is
as follows:

About five thousand opportunities
for graduate scholarships and fellowships are npw on file in the college office.
Some of these are for those who
wish to pay their way by teaching
while they do graduate work, and others are for study only. Graduates of
Bowdoin are eligible in most cases.
The stipends vary considerably, from
about $200 to as much as $1,000. The
chances of securing one of these opportunities are very favorable, and

During March we are offering better terms
than usual for old Typewriters in exchange
for a new Remington Portable.
F.

Awarded
To Medical Students

Scholarships

Vocational Column

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

THREE

chosen

life

work?

In thf field of health srrvice the Harvard University Dental S hiiol— the olddental school connected with any
university in thr l'n:trtl States oners
thorough well balanced courses in all
branchrs of dentistry. All modern equipment for practical work under supervision of men hieh in the profession.

est

—

Write lor details and admission requirements to Leroy M. S, Miner. Dean

—

Note Musical Clubs will give one
performance at each evening show.
on the screen
-

DENTAL SCHOOL
.

in

-

YOUNG NOWHERES
PARAMOUNT NEWS

Also

Wed-Thurs.

-

March 19-20

SOUTH SEA ROSE

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Dcpt. SS Lontwood Ave., Boston. Mass.

—

—

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

starring

LENORE ULRIC
SHORT SUBJECTS

Also

i

.

,
1

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
ANTIQVITY SHOP

Interscholastics

THE BRICK HOUSE

(Continued from Page 1)

10 Spring St. • • Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,

final

Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
any kind

ord

two laps Norton opened up a
yard lead and held it to the finish.
Fink of New Prep shaved the rec-

by three inches in the twelve
pound shot, with a chuck of forty-nine
feet one and a half inches. The plac-

to orders for antique goods of

EATON HARDWARE

BASKETBALL SEASON
IS NEARLY CLOSED

CO.

BANK

Maine

Capital, 150,000.

PATRONAGE

Game

Will Meet

the score twenty-two to eight against
them, the Dekes made a game rally,
and tallied five field goals to Sargent's two and 4 foul shot. The victory
for Zeta Psi gave it a tie in League A
with Psi Upsilon, which was played off
Hast night when the Orient had gono

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

Hayes' useless sprint. Foster of the
Betas was third.
Larry Usher, Sewall, and Cobb
sprinted into one-two-three order at
the first corner of the mile and held
that lineup until the finish. The twomile run, though, beheld the distance

I

;

j

i

I

Popular Sheet Music and Records
i

'

Agent

1

!

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

8TUDENT

U

Zetes or Psi

Brunswick

of Brunswick,

SCHEDULE IS OUT
FOR BASEBALL TEAM

Meet

Continued from Page

feet nine inches, and that enterprising
Sigma Nu freshman from the Sig Nu house, Bull
Haskell, put the sixteen pound shot
more than thirty-eight feet.
Zeta Psi - D. K. E.
The Zetes gathered in another six
The myrmidons of Deston fell on
points
when Thistlewaite galloped out
the Dekes last Thursday evening and
after leading them by a bare two; of a herd of sixteen starters in the
points in the first period held them 880, after Gatchell had led for five
scoreless until the last quarter. With laps, and swung in easily fighting off

The Sport Store of

FIRST NATIONAL

Interfraternity

for Victor Radio

i

to press. The winner will meet Sigma men in all their glory when Benny
Nu in the championship game. At Whitcomb broke the record by a full
seconds.
Steve
Lavender
present the men from Maine street are seven
slightly favored to win, having held challenged for the lead at the start,
their average at 1.000 all season.
and took it for five laps, with Whit-

comb and Usher juggling second and
Pts third behind him. On the fifteenth lap
4 Whitcomb lengthened his stride a bit,
and went into second place for good.
Knox, rf
Merrill
2 Another two circles of the track, and
1
Sargent, c
4
8| he had passed. Lavender opened up a
gallant attempt to catch him, but ran
Deston, rg
1
4
!)|
Van Varick, lg
41 himself into the ground, and Whit2
comb shot out once more to come in
1
13
27 three yards ahead. Lavender beat out
four yards, with Cobb
Deke
FG Pts Usher by some
G
fourth, and Scott fifth.
Leo, rf
1
2
8
4
Hedstrom, If
Soule had to do twenty-one feet
Allen, v
4 in the broad jump to take care of]
2
Parmenter, rg
1
2 Stanwood and McLaughlin, who tied
Thomas, rg, lg
for second. Stanwood again tied in
1
Baker, lg
2 the high jump, this time for first, with
Dan Johnson, while ten or eleven
lx
9
other men fell off at regular inch
Chi Psi - Delta Upsilon
intervals. It was the pole vault that
Chi Psi staged another one of its concluded the meet. It very nearly conlast-period comebacks on Thursday, cluded the "press"' in the bargain,, for
and after being on the short end of it was half past twelve before Gerdtwenty to six at the half, commenced sen, Arnold, and Morrell had finally
to knock the everlasting daylights out settled
squabble for fourth
their
of Delta Upsilon. Mai Stanley hooked place and put away the poles. Wilin six field goals to
tie
Smith for liams and Appleton tied for first, and
scoring honors, while Joe Eaton was Butler of the A.T.O.'s was third.
second with five baskets. Johnny BarAs we have said, the event that
bour, while only scoring once himself, settled the meet to a great extent was
effectively stopped the Hall-Smith- the final heat of the medley relay,
Piper combination which had been something uniquely Bowdoin's, conchalking up points with abandon sisting of
two-lap
and
three-lap
early in the game.
sprints, the half, and the mile. Delta
The summarv:
Kappa Epsilon, holding last year's
Chi Psi
G
FG Pts record, was slightly favored to win.
Dyer, rf
3
6
Johnson drove out in the opening
Stanley, If
6
12
dash and led McLaughlin to the
L. Eaton, c
5
10
relay by a scant yard. Gatchell sent
Robinson, rg
the Zete rooters into ah uproar when
E. Eaton
1
1
3
he passed Briggs and dashed in with
Barbour, lg
1
1
3
a small lead to hand over the stick
Hayes caught the
to Donworth.
;>•*
16
2
Deke runner on the fourth lap, howDelta Upsilon
G FG Pts ever, and passed him, with Lavender
Hall, rf
4
1
9 of Psi Upsilon swinging through bePiper, If
4
8 hind him. It was with inches of lead
Smith, c
6
12 that Benny Whitcomb took up the
Bucknam, rg
1
2 baton and started out on the long
Tower, lg
On the seventh lap
mile grind.
Sewall of the Psi U's passed and then
1
15
31 Thistlewaite came up a yard or two
League standings:
to lope along within striking distance.
LEAGUE A
On the tenth lap the Zete anchor man
L
P opened his stride and shot out in front.
Zeta Psi
1
.750 Whitcomb made a bid to catch him,
I
Psi Upsilon
.3
1
.750 but Sewall was the only man that he
Non-fraternity
2
2
.500 could pass before reaching the tape.
Delta Kappa Epsilon ... 2
2
.500
The summary

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
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We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh VegetaDomestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

i

kinds east of Portland.

•

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

I

Quality Printing
Town

Building
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-:--:-

Latest College Styles in

Bostonian and Florsheim

Oxfords—$5

to $10
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Wholesale— Retail
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to
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Telephone 435-436

Riley Insurance
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.

INSURANCE

:
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Building
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Town

j

I

STUART & CLEMENT
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FG

2

'

bles, Olives, Pickles,

Tel.

G

Zeta Psi
De Gray, rf

4

.000

The summary:

LEAGUE B

PLAY SAFE

Sigma Nu
Alpha Tau Omega
to the Chi Psi
1

Send Your Washing

CITIZENS

LAUNDRY

Delta Upsilon
Beta Theta Pi

!

JACOB SMITH

W

L

4
3
2

2

1

1

3
4

P

(Zete)
Thistlewaite
1.000 (Zete) fourth;
.750 fifth. Time.. 4 4-5 sec.
Four-forty yard run Won by Fos.500
.250 ter (Beta); Thistlewaite (Zete) sec.000 ond; Johnson (Deke) third; Gatchell
CUte
te) fourth; Wingate (Zete) fifth.
Time, 52 1-5 sec

—

i

FRESHMEN TO MEET
SOPHS IN TRACK

AGENT

—

Mile run Won bv Usher (DU);
Sewall (Psi U) second; Cobb (Kap
Sig) third; Scott (NF) fourth; Donworth (Zete) fifth. Time, 4.35 2-5.
Forty-five yard high hurdles Won

—

Meet is Set for Friday
by Stanwood (Deke); McLaughlin
Friday afternoon Jack Magee will (Zete) second; Jenkins (A.D.) third;
cut loose in another track meet, when Clark (Psi U) fourth; Briggs (Deke)
1933 meets Charley Stanwood, Dan fifth. Time 6 secon Photographs
Johnson, and their little playmates
Forty-five yard low hurdles Wo,n
in the interclass track meet. At pres- by
McLaughlin (Zete); Stanwood
ent the Sophs have an eyelash lead (Deke) second; Soule (Zete) third;
Webber's Studio
in favor to win the event.
fourth;
Gatchell
(Deke)
Briggs
McLaughlin is counted on by the (Zete) fifth. Time 5 2-5 sec. (ties recFrosh to be a certain point winner. ord).
While only taking second in high
Morton's
Eight-eighty yard run Won by
Stand
hurdles last Friday night, he shaded Thistlewaite (Zete); Hayes (Deke)
Stanwood in the low hurdles, and second; Foster (Beta) third; Gatchell
and
there was a good deal of moaning and (Zete)
fourth; Smythe
(Chi Psi)
groaning when he placed only fourth fifth. Time, 2.03 2-5.
in the forty. Stanwood took second
Two mile run Won by Whitcomb
KAYWOODIE PIPES
in the low hurdles, first in the highs, (Deke); Lavender
(Psi U) second;
and enough other points here and Usher (DU) third; Cobb (Kappa Sig)
there to grab the Dr. Frank N. Whit- fourth; Scott (NF) fifth. Time, 10.12
tier cup for high point man. In the 4-5 (new record).
meantime Dan Johnson was putting
Discus throw Won by Olsen (Kap
Toilet Articles • Shaving Preparations
on a decathlon performance.
Sig); Haskell (Sig Nu) second; GalPrescriptions Carefully Compounded
"Bull" Haskell should be able to braith (Chi
Psi)
third;
Chalmers
AGENCY FOR
beat out Galbraith, Johnson, and thi (Zete) fourth; Bell (Deke) fifth. Disrest of the outfit heaving the shot, tance, 123 ft. I in.
while Hickok has a good chance in the
Running
broad
jump
Won
by
Whitman's Chocolates
three hundred. Scott and Davis are Soule (Zete); Johnson (Deke) and
heavily counted on in the mile.
McLaughlin (Zete) tied for second;
Briggs
(Deke) fourth; Kleibacker
Some new records will be set at (D^ke) fifth. Distance, 21 ft.
the swimming meet this Saturday if
ixteen pound shot put— Won by
. . .
the visiting teams live up to their recskell (Sig Nu); Johnson (Deke)
Interclass

Special Rates to Students

—

—

News

BOWDOIN SEAL
FRATERNITY PAPER

ciently

the

kinds handled

and

office

of

effi-

promptly at
The Bruns-

wick Record.

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

—

SHORT'S MARKET
—GROCERS—
who

—

Running
high
jump Stanwood
(Deke) and Johnson (Deke) tied for
Jenkins (A.D.) third; Cushman
(A.D.), Clark (Psi U), Milliken (Psi
U), Soule (Zete) tied for fourth.

cater to fraternity trade

Estimates and samples

first;

cheerfully furnished.

.

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Height, 5 ft. 9 in.
Pole vault— Williams (NF) and Appleton (Zete) tied for first; Butler
(ATO) third; Arnold (Chi Psi), GerdService - Fair Prices sen (D. U.), and Morrell (Deke)
tied
for fourth. Height, 11 ft. 6 in.
Point summary Delta Kappa Epsilon, 62 1-2; Zete Psi, 60 1-4; Psi "Upsilon, 14 1-2; Kappa Sigma, 14; Beta
Theta Pi, 13; Delta Upsilon, 11; Sigma Nu, 10; Theta Delta Chi, 10; Chi
For First Class Haircutting
Psi, 8; Non-Fraternity, 8; Alpha Delta
Near Campus - Two Expert Barbers Phi, 6 3-4; Alpha Tau Omega, 6.

Brunswick

Hardware

Co.

Prompt
Brunswick Publishing

Company
Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. S

Cor.

—

SOULE'S

BARBER SHOP

I.

Always

'Noticed

But Never Noticeable

{gRISK

Clothing which

tailored

custom

is

to

your individual measure, hr.s
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
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AWARDED

committees
nate two

will

men

NEW WAY NOW

in last year's games.
A few
be allowed to nomi- ark Prep
before tne faithful souls waited around for the
pole vault to finally come to an end.

to appear

district committees: district committees will select from the twelve can-

—

ords this season.
all

C.

the record set by Gentle of Brookline
four or five vears ago. Purinton of
YORK CITY
M. C. I. was about a yard behind, with
a beautiful tangle of point-seekers afat Brunswick.
April
Watch For Our Representative
ter him.
April 26—Colby at Waterville.
Kehoe of M. C. I. unset matters conPHIL BRISK
April 29— M.A.C, at Amherst.
siderably in the Kent's Hill-M. C. I.
April 30 Amherst at Amherst.
duel when he gathered,* in a two-vard
lead from his opponents and paid it ham, Crosby, third; Adams, HuntingMay 1 Wesleyan at Middletown.
out over his shoulder. From then on ton, fourth. Time, 5:15 3-5.
May 2 Northeastern at Boston.
the Maroon and White was first all
Interfraternity Relay Championship
May
Tufts at Medford.
the way. In the next event, the MorseWon by Zeta Psi (McLaughlin,
May 10 Colby at Waterville.
Brunswick team race, it was evident Gatchell, Donworth, Thistlewaite);
where the interest of the galleries lay. D.K.E., second; Psi Upsilon, third;
May 12 Bates at Brunswick.
into
three-yard
lead
Raynold
jumped
a
Kappa Sigma, fourth; Delta Upsilon,
May 16 Colby at Brunswick.
at the start, and a dying bid that Mc- fifth.
May 20; Maine at Brunswick.
Manus made in the last stretch was
Team
race
Crosby
(Eckman,
May 23 Bates at Brunswick.
useless.
Then Fryeburg loped in six Black, Johnson, Read) defeated Wasyards ahead of Fairhaven to wind up sookeag; Lisbon tfiird. Time, 2:24 3-5.
May 27 Maine at Orono.
the
matter
of
team
races
for
few
a
May 30 Bates at Lewiston.
Team race Bridgton (McManus,
minutes.
Borden. Healey, Aaams) defeated AllMay 31 Colby at Brunswick.
The thousand yard run looked like New England relay team (Reid, HuntJune 14 Bates at Lewiston.
moving day in a Chinese army, with ington; Norton,
H e bron; Thomas,
the starters milling around six deep. Lynn Classical; Carlyn, St.
John's).
Wardwell of Hebron opened a beauti- Time, 2:08 1-5 (ties interscholastic
TO BE IN
AT
POINT SATURDAY ful lead in the first lap. and from then record).
on the race was jnly a matter of specRunning broad jump
Won by
March 15, the Gym Team will com- tators growing dizzy watching Beas- Flint, Huntington; Larson, M. C. I.,
pete with West Point at the Academy. ley of Huntington try to catch him. second; Floring, Huntington, third;
This West Point trip promises to be They finished less than a yard apart Howard, St. John's, fourth. Distance,
one of the most interesting made by with Fali on from Lynn Classical and 19 ft.. 9 7-8 in.
any team this year. At the present Cowhig of St. John's coming in at fiveRunning high jump Won by Antime only five men have been chosen yard intervals. Cony High of Augusta derson, Huntington: Eldred. Bridgton,
to go. They are J. B. Colton, 2nd, had no trouble in disposing of Skow- second; Gunning, Fairhaven, and CarAmos T. Leavitt, Marion Short, E. hegan after the first lap had seen But- lyn, Lynn, tied for third. Height, 5 ft.,
Christian and D. Bowman. It is very ler .gnd Mendal drive in practically U in.
probable, however, that six men will locked arm in arm. Mason paced in
Twelve pound shot put Won by
make the trip. It is hoped that Profes- slowing down, with an eight-yard lead. Fink, New Prep; Tompkins, New Prep,
We have said that the thousand was second; Johnson, M. C. I., third; Larsor Means will be able to accompany
the team, but at present this is very a populous affair. The mile run pre- son. M. C. I., fourth. Distance, 49 ft.,
sented problems worthy of the militia, 11 in.
doubtful.
March 22, the Eastern Intercol- with Referee McGrath lining the men
Pole vault— Tia for first by Tomplegiate Meet will be held at Massachu- up to count- off by fours, mark time, kins. New Prep, and Whitworth, FairThis and right wheel to a place on the haven; Fink, New Prep, third; Eldred,
setts Institute of Technology-.
Jack Olds of Hebron stuck to Bridgton, fourth. Height, 12 ft., 1?
is the next event on the team's sched- track.
ule.
It planned to enter as many men his usual system of lying back until in. (new meet record).
With two laps
in that meet as will be able to get to the end of the affair.
Point summary (including points
to go he went out like a four-forty awarded for relay on basis of time)—
Boston.
On May 3 will come the end of the man, breezed past Stiles, of Lynn Huntington, 35; Bridgton, 30; Hebron.
season with the New England A.A.U. Classical, who had led for ten laps, 12; New Prep. 12: M. C. I., 9: St.
meet. As many men as possible will and came in with three yards lead and John's. 9; Lynn Classical, 7i; Fairplenty of power left.
Farnham of haven, 6J; Crosby, 2; Fryeburg, i.
be entered in this event also.
Crosby High edged in for third, and
Adams of Huntington was fourth by
SWIMMING HOURS
STUDENT DIRECTORY
a matter of inches.
Borden of Bridgton leaped out to a
The following is the Hour Schedule
Student Council
for the use of the swimming pool as beautiful start in the finals of the
H. B. Thayer, President
three hundred and drove ahead conit has been revised.
S. R. Stone, Vice-President
sistently to tie the record formerly
'
3.30 4.30
Varsitv
B. B. Whitcomb, Secretary-Treasurheld by Newark Prep, 33 2-5 seconds.
Class B
4.30—5.00
Kelley of Huntington was about five er.
Class C
5.00—5.30
1930
yards behind, with Duff and Bergen
5.30 6.00
Correctives
F. H. Bird, H. W. Chalmers, H. P.
This chantje in schedule was. made of St. John's pressing him hard all the
Chapman, H. M. Davis, Jr., G. G.
so that the men oat for the varsity way.
The story of the fraternity relay, Garcelon, E. W. Lancaster, H. V.
squad which formerly used the hours
Stiles
between 5 and 6 would be able to have on whicii hinged the result' of Friday
1931
a rest period between their workouts night's meet, is told elsewhere in the
A. L. Crimmins, D. F. Prince.
Orient. The stands were howling for
and the evening meal.
Athletic Council
blood from beginning to end of it, and
S. R.
Stone,
his
desSecretary-Treasurer
when
Thistlewaite
started
RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS ARE
H. B. Thayer, B. R. Shute, A. L.
perate sprint in the tenth lap of the
IN
mile, a roar went up to the roof that Crimmins, C. F. Stanwood
the cage into a bedlam.
CLASS OFFICERS
There have been several important set
Wassookeag made a game bid
1930
changes in the awarding of tne
S. R. Stone, President
Rhodes
Scholarships.
The latent against Crosby in a three-cornered
H. P. Chapman, Vice-President
method of making the selections is as i ace that took in Lisbon High as well.
J. M. Parker, Secretary-Treasurer
follows:
"Beginning in 1!»30, the The sensation of the interscholastic
events came, though, when Bridgton
1931
forty-eight states of the Union will be
Academ\ dashed in ten yards ahead
G. H. Souther, President
divided into eight districts of six
all-N'ew England relay team to
H. W. Rose, Vice-President
states each: there will be a competi- of an
tie the national record set up by NewA. Jenkins, Secretary-Treasurer
tion, in every state every year: state

didates appearing before them the
best four to represent their states at
Oxford: a state may thus receive
two scholarships or none, in accordance with the merits of its candidates."
"Beginning in 1930, Rhodes Scholars will be allowed the option of
spending their third year at Oxford
or at any other university in the
world (outside their native country)
which may be best for the prosecution of their studies: they will further
be allotted the option of taking their
third year immediately at the end of
their first two or after a period of
sonle years' work in the United States,
as they prefer."
candidate to be eligible must be
second; Butler (ATO) third; Soule a male citizen of the United States
Olsen
(Zete)
fourth;
(Kap Sig) and unmarried, be between the ages
fifth. Distance, 38 ft. 8 1-2 in.
of nineteen and twenty-five, and hawThirty-five pound weight
Won by completed at least his Sophomore
Brown (T.D.); Chapman (T.D.) sec- year in college.
ond; Galbraith (Chi Psi) third; Hay
The qualities which will be consid(Zete) fourth; Barton (Deke) fifth. ered in making the selections are: 1.
Distance, 47 ft. 8 in.
Literary and scholastic ability and at-

'

M.

It was on the books that Huntington should collect a bunch of points in

—
—
25— Maine

—

of

First on List

are as follows:
April 16 Harvard at Cambridge.
April 19 Bates at Lewiston.

—

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

PRINTING

for
is

Along with the advent of. what we the finals of the six hundred, for three
hope is to be spring, thoughts are of theij men had qualified to one each
beginning to turn towards the base- for Bridgton and Fairhaven. There
ball
season.
Battery practice has was a wild howl from the gallery,
been going on for two weeks now and though,
when M. Adams burst
last Monday the infield was called out. through a beautiful jam in the fourth
The men who have been trying out lap and stepped out for a yard lead
for
pitching
are:
Baker,
Cole, which he held to the last turn. With a
Boucher, Flint, Hall, Kimball, Rose, foot or two between him and the next
Shute, Souther, Torrey, Travis, Ris- man, he had stretched up his arms for
ing, Bucknam, and Morrell; for catch- the final plunge across the tape when
ing: Dennison, Dwyer, MacLachlan, Uniacke of Huntington took two drivSmith, Stanley, and Stiles.
ing steps and crossed the line a foot
Those who reported Monday for in- ahead of him. Two more Huntington
field practice were Donworth, Whit- men came galloping in to sew up the
tier, McCreary, Bossidy, French, Chal- event.
mers, Dolloff, Pelton, Copeland, CrimHealey, the flashy Bridgton star
mins, Dennison, Clarke, Parmenter, who was so much of a thorn in the
Kleibacker, McKown, Cannon, Nick- side of the Frosh a week ago, clicked
erson, Rose, Means, and Perry.
through in the iorty-five yard high
The games scheduled for the season hurdles and came within a second of

|

Forty yard dash— Won by Johnson
(Deke); Faster (Beta) second; StanMcLaughlin
third;
wood
(Deke)

Final Standing

with Harvard

ing throws shaded down by regular
one-foot intervals, with Tompkins taking second for New Prep, and Johnson
and Larson bringing in three points

1932

W. L. Usher, President
W. Hay, Vice-President

J.

They were more than rewarded when
Tompkins of New Prep, holder of the
former record, and Whitworth, sole

J. Creighton, Secretary-Treasurer
Phi Beta Kappa
W. H. Dean, Jr., G. S. Willard, J.
Fairhaven entry, soared over the bar M. Parker, H. M. Davis, Jr.
to tie for a new mark at twelve feet,
Ibis
one and three-tiuarters inches.
O. S. Pettingill, Jr., President
Summaries:
H. M. Davis, Jr., Sec.-Treas.
Forty yard dash Won by Healey,
R. P. Mallett, D. Fosdick, W. H.
Bridgton; McManus, Bridgton, sec- Dean, Jr., G. W. Freidav, Jr.. D. P.
ond; Floring, Huntington, third; Flint, Faxon, L. R. Leach, J. M. Parker, H.
Huntington, fourth. Time, 4 3-5 sec. S. McLellan, Jr.
Team race St. John's (Bergen,
Orient
defeated
Howard,
Duff,
Cowhig)
H. M. Davis, Jr., Editor-in-Chief
Huntington. Time 2:11 4-5
J. L. Snider, P. A. Walker, ManHebron
( Mullaney,
Team race
aging Editors.
Conner. Sawver, Norton) defeated
Bugle 1931
Time,

—

—

—

Lynn

2:14 2-5.
Classical.
D. F. Prince, Editor-in-Chief
Forty-five yard high hurdles Won
J. L. Snider, Associate Editor
by Healey, Bridgton; Purinton, M.C.I.,
J. C. Flint, Business Manager
secondj Floring. Huntington, third;
Bowdoin Publishing Co.
Gonsafves, Fairhaven, fourth. Time,
R. B.
Hirtle, Business Manager
6 1-5 sec.
A. Artinian, E. Thomas, Jr., AssisTeam race M.C.I. (Caley, Kehoe,
tant
Managers
Watson, Borden) defeated Kent's Hill.
Quill
Time, 2:19 4-5.
D. Fosdick, Editor-in-Chief
Six hundred yard run Won by UniH. M. Davis, Jr., 0. S. Pettingill,
acke, Huntington; M. Adams, BridgJr.,
Associate
Editors
ton,
second;
Adams. Huntington,
W. P. Snow, Business Manager
tainments. 2. Qualities of manhood, third; Brookes. Huntington, fourth.
Alumnus
truth, courage, devotion to duty, sym- Time. 1:19 4-5.
Team racp Morse (Raynold, NorP. S. Wilder, '23, Editor-in-Chief
pathy, kindliness, unselfishness, and
O. S. Pettingill, Jr., Managing
Exhibition of moral ton, Rowland, Hagan) defeated Bruns3.
fellowship.
Editor
force of character and instincts to wick. Time. 2:20 2-5.
Team race
Fryeburg
(Culian,
Handbook
lead and to take an interest in his
H. M. Davis, Jr., P. A. Walker.
Physical vigor as Burns. Lawrence. Illingworth) defeat4.
schoolmates.
4-5.
outdoor
sport.-'
ed
Fairhaven.
2:16
Editors
Time.
shown by interest in
Committee on the Moulton Union
Thousand yard run Won by Wardor in other ways.
From the Faculty: Prof. C. T.
Anyone wishing application blanks well, Hebron; Eeasley, Huntington,
or further information should see Pro- second: Fallon, Lynn Classical, third: Burnett. Prof. O. C. Hormell. Prof
Cowhig. St. John's, fourth. Time, T. C. Van Cleve, Mr. D. D. Lancaster;
fessor Means.
Students: J. P. Pettegrove, D. F.
2:25 2-5.
Team race Cony (Mendal], Leo, Prince. C. E. Gatchell
On March J 4 and again on the 15th,
Debating Council
the fencing team will be in competi- Therberge, Mason) defeated SkowheW. P. Snow, President
The match on the 14th is to be gan. Time, 2:19 2-5.
tion.
P. A. Walker, Manager
with Boston University and that on
Mile run Won by Olds, Hebron;
D.
F. Prince, Assistant Manager
the 15th with Boston College.
Stiles, Lynn Classical, second; Farn-
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SOPHOMORES EASY VICTORS
IN ANNUAL TRACK CONTEST
WITH FRESHMAN ASPIRANTS
Williams Sets New Mark in Pole Vault and Stanwood
Equals Meet Record for Hurdles— Johnson and
Usher High Point Scorers

LARGE SQUAD OF
BASEBALL MEN IN

One record was broken and another
Sophomores won the annual track meet with the Freshmen
last Friday afternoon by a score of
81 2-3 to 22 1-8. The Freshmen could
take only one first place and provided little opposition for their opponents.
Williams set a new mark
in the pole vault when he soared over
the bar at 11 feet, 3 3-4 inches. Stanwood tied the record in the 45 yard
high hurdles, topping the timbers in
six seconds flat.
Dan Johnson was the high point
scorer of the meet, getting firsts in the
40 yard dash and broad jump, besides
a second in the shot. Larry Usher
followed close on his heels with firsts
in the mile and 880 yard run. Larry
went out ahead in the mile and led
until the last lap with Cobb and Sewall
On the last lap,
close behind him.
Cobb challenged and waged a great
fight with Usher for first. Larry had
just enough left to win, however.
Gatchell and Hickok also provided
tied as ithe

DAILY WORKOUTS
Good Outlook for Season with
Several Veterans Back and Prom-

Fairly

ising

Regular workouts are now being

sity baseball team.
A fair crop of
veterans are left from last year, and
with some promising sub material to
fill in the vacant positions, Bowdoin's
season should have good chances of

success.

The team received a tough blow however, when Captain George Thompson

mile run

—Won by Usher

FENCERS TAKE B. C.
MUSICAL CLUBS ARE
IN SEASON FINALE
HEARD IN CONCERT!

BROWN UNIVERSITY MERMEN
WIN NEW ENGLAND SWIMMING

I

HONORS BEATING WORCESTER

Make

Only Local Appearance of Altenburg Wins All of Bouts in Foils
as Bowdoin Triumphs in Close
Season Monday and Tuesday EveMatch— Lose to B. U. Team
nings at Cumberland Theatre

Three Records Broken as Colleges Compete for Intercollegiate Championship in Curtis Pool— Bowdoin

The Bowdoin Fencing Team comThe combined musical clubs of
Bowdoin College were well received pleted its schedule with a 7-6 victory
in their first performance of the year over Boston College last Saturday afat Brunswick on March 17 and 18. ternoon in a match which was filled
They presented a varied and inter- with action from beginning to endesting

program between the perform- Captain Altenburg won

all his

Team

ances of the feature picture at the in the

foils, Fleck brought in two
points, and MacDonald one. Bowdoin
lost the epee match, Captain Alten-

Cumberland theatre.
Offering the only opportunity for
Brunswick music-lovers to hear the
music which the clubs have been presenting on their trips through Massachusetts and Maine, the Glee Club
and Instrumental Club gave an interesting concert introduced and concluded by the singing of several Bowdoin songs. "Good News", a selection
played by the Instrumental Club, was
of
particular
attraction. Another
specialty was the Glee Club's Prize
song which was presented at the recent competition in Springfield.
The program included several German folk songs sung by Gunther
Wilmsen and a few cornet solos
played by Warren E. Winslow. The
combined clubs of fifty members were
ably conducted by Professor Edward
H. Wass, who has directed the work
of these organizations for many
years. Arrangements for the concert

burg bringing in the one point out of
the available four. Mr. Allen P. Stevens of Portland, last year's fencing
coach, judged the match.
The results of the foils: Altenburg
defeated Langan (BC), 5-1; Altenburg defeated! Steele (BC), 5-3; Alten-

Altenburg;

Steele

defeated

—

President of Association

Cobb

Sewall

'32; third,

i

|

;

'

j

!

—

'32; sec-

'32.

Time,

—

—

wood

McLaughlin

second,

'32;

Briggs

third,

'33;

(Ties record).
880 yard run— Won by Usher '32;
second, Cobb '32; third. Sewall '32.
Time, 2 minutes, 6 3-5 seconds.

Shot «put— Won by Haskell

'33; sec-

ond, Johnson '32; third, Madeira '33.
Distance, 39 feet, 3 inches.
35 pound weight Won by Galbraith
'32; second, Hay '32; third. Barton '32.

—

Distance, 43 feet, 6 inches.

Broad jump

—Won

'32;

—

Discus Won by Morrell '32; second,
Galbraith '32; third, Haskell, '33. Distance, 113 feet, 7 inches.
Pole vault—Won by Williams

'32;

second, Arnold '32; third, tie between
Morrell '32 and Gerdsen '33. Height,
11 feet, 3 3-4 inches.

Relay— Won by

'32 (Gatchell, This-

'33

Interesting Talks Feature
Program of Vocational
Bowdoin's annual

was observed

last

professional

men

|

|

:

in

eight different

The opportunities for

fields.

Day

Vocational

Wednesday with ad-

by prominent business and

dresses

:

college

graduates in merchandising, advertising, law, medicine, banking, transportation, shipping and tropical enterprise, and
the petroleum industry
were outlined, while several of the
speakers held conferences to allow

:

!

I

i

|

more detailed discussions.
Alexander Whiteside, well known

The fifty" yard free style was won
in a flurry of spray by Hall of Brown,
one of the brightest stars of the
meet. Inches behind him was Wilcox,
Wesleyan's sprint man, who beat out
Hardon of Springfield by less than a
foot.
Swayze of Williams almost
24 caught
bun at the wall.
The second new record was in the
Well Known Author and Lecturer to three hundred yard medley, where
Sittler of Brown cut more figures off
Give Talk on "Modernism and the
his Friday's mark than the average
Future of Literature"
man does from his income tax reporu

'MM

than an average interest

j

|

:

in oth-

er people, for the retiring and shy
man is unable to deal with clients,
although in a few cases he may be
valuable from another standpoint. He

must be

industrious,

thorough.

"Unless absolutely determined to
study law, it is necessary to go to a
day law school", said Mr. Whiteside.
He then went on to give a few practical hints for a young man entering

Check one of the following:
Student
Faculty

Check one of the following:
favor
18th
I

favor

ENFORCEMENT

of

Am.

REPEAL

of 18th

and

24

Max Eastman,

author,

lecturer, will speak here at

the College on "Modernism and the
Future of Literature." Mr. Eastman
is considered a spokesman for the
view opposed to the new Humanism.
Mr. Eastman graduated from Williams College in 1905.
From 19071910 he was assistant professor of
Philosophy at Columbia University

where he also did postgraduate work.
In 1911 he was promoted to an Associate

Professorship in

last

j

For a time the swimming gave
Philosophy. place to the divers. Handicapped by

He has been President of the Masses a sprained ankle, Brace, hailing from
Publishing Company and editor of the Brown, and last year's champion,
Masses since 1913. He organized the finished second to Lykes of M. I. T.
1st Men's League for Women Suffrage
in United States 1910-1912. He is
author of: "Child of the Amazons and
Other Poems", "Enjoyment of Poetry"
and has been a frequent contributor
to various technical and popular mag-

There were only two-tenths of a point
between Tawter and Lanoue for the
last two places. The diving as a whole
was disappointing. Tom Chalmers
failed to place, losing heavily on his
required work.
(Continued on

azines.

Warbeke Sees

Page

4)

Similarities

Between Artist and Layman

Day

The presence of art intuitions in
every individual was emphasized by
Professor John M. Warbeke of Mt.
Holyoke College in a lecture entitled
"The Interpretation of Art" given at
the Moulton Union last Monday evening. Particularly did he deny the belief that a wide and impassable canyon
separates the artist from the ordinary

Are

Open To

individual.
»
Professor Warbeke's enthusiasm for
aesthetics was in a great degree imparted to his audience and aroused
considerable interest among them.
Following the lecture a cross-fire of
questions came from many of his
hearers, and he seemed to inspire
the audience with a belief in the
beautiful which is often neglectea.
With his skillful treatment and pleasant personality he made a subject
very interesting which might have
been most boring.
Professor Warbeke combines to an

musician, is intoxicated by some devine influence which moves him to do
great deeds. Therefore how can one
talk of the democratic interpretation
of art.?
But others of these philosophers
who object to the principle that all
people have artistic tendencies support the sub-human interpretation.
They have searched the minds of artists in order to find the source of the
genius and declare that this peculiarity is often the result of the inheritance of minor peculiarities found
in the minds of the artists' ancestors.
Others have investigated and state
that genius depends upon the stature
of the man. A preposterous idea! Still
others maintain that geniuses must he
abnormal or prey to some disease;
thus the ultimate source of artistry
is microbes. Many of the Italian philosophers made genius and insanity
analogous. But all agreed that an ar-

Am.
I

was something

admirable degree the musician, the
and the philosopher, so that a
and decisive viewpoint of the
whole topic was presented in an unIndeed such a
prejudiced manner.
general subject could be treated successfully only through the medium
of a man versed in all the branches

tist

lows

mental effort can we

otfler

than human.

The error in all these beliefs lies
not in the facts but in the assumptions.
All individuals have dreams
at some time in the daytime as well
as at night and at such times they
from the
have something apart
world. Women show these tendencies
of knowledge involved in the discus- particularly and are noted for their
sion.
intuitions.
This is especially clear in
The lecture was in substance as fol- the judging of a work of art. By no
artist,

clear

:

PROHIBITION BALLOT

I

two-fifths seconds went
whistling away somewhere from the
as
Sittler
accepted
record,
plunged in a third of a length ahead
of Jarosh of M. I. T. Jarosh had been
fifth and last for a matter of lengths
in the breaststroke, but when the
gradually
free
style
started
he
crept up past Art Sperry, Appleton,
and Kieene, and was second by three
yards. Third and fourth places were
decided by the breadth of a hand.

Eight and

On March
editor,

;

and

careful,

:

SPEAK HERE MAR

-

j

Continued on page 2)

MAX EASTMAN WILL

:

.

Boston attorney, represented the legal
profession, discussing first the ethics
of the law, and then outlining the
qualifications and training necessary
for a young man planning to take up
the profession. A prospective lawyer
should be interested in law from an
intellectual standpoint. He must have

the

there the scores shaded down gradually to Bowdoin's melancholy five.
It had been on the books that Bill
Locke, Polar Bear captain, was to
win the breaststroke. Down to the
sixth length he held a lead of nearly a yard, but at that point, Stewart,
ironed out. Officers of the Association William's sole entry, opened up a rewere elected, and officials for the lentless drive. Getting the last turn
meet were decided upon.
a fraction of a second earlier than
Athletic Director Malcolm E. Mor- Locke, he surged through to victory
rell of Bowdoin was elected president by a scant yard. Ted Densmore pulled
and treasurer, of the association, a surprise by grabbing fourth place.
Dean L. S. Corbetts of the University
Bowdoin's sole other point was
of Maine, first vice president, Ath- taken in the medley relay. Trailing
letic Director C. Ray Thompson of from the start, the White, through
Bates, second vice president, and Bob Smith, swimming anchor man,
James C. Flint, Bowdoin track man- made a game attempt to pull up to
ager, as secretary.
third, but failed. Worcester was first
After a prolonged discussion of the by a matter of inches, Williams barely
revised constitution and by-laws as nosing out Springfield for second as
reported by the committee composed Smith tried to catch Zweidinger.
of Dean L. S. Thompson of the UniThree records went into the discard
versity of Maine, Coach M. J. Ryan during the meet, two of them having
of Colby, Coach J. J. Magee of Bow- been set barely twenty hours before
doin, and Athletic Director C. Ray in the trials. Osipowich, brother of
Thompson of Bates, the report was the woman Olympic hundred-meter
accepted as presented. The new con- champion, shaved two and two-fifths
stitution brings the Maine Intercolle- seconds off the old mark on Friday
Saturday saw him bury the
giates in conformity with all admin- night.
record from sight, swinging
istrative and competitive matters of new
the A. A. U., Intercollegiates and through with his beautifully smooth
finally the International Federation, crawl to a victory by at least a third
the governing board of the Olympics. of a length. The time was 5:41, two
The most important step taken con- and one-fifth seconds under that which
cerns eligibility. It says: "No student he had set on the previous evening.

(

,

Johnson. Tarbell). Second,
(Hickok,
Mason, McLaughlin,
Briggs). Time, 2 minutes 33 seconds.

tlewaite,

and

Maine Intercollegiate Field Associa-

•

by Johnson

second, Briggs '32; third, McLaughlin
"33. Distance, 20 feet, 9 inches.

to

will be eligible for competition in the

ROBERTS PICKED TO
HELP COACH BOWSER

Time, 6 seconds.

'33.

Tomorrow night at 8 o'clock in the
In this day of controversy, disarmament, and book wars the Orient has Sargent Gymnasium Zeta Psi will
fallen a victim of the straw vote meet Sigma Nu for the championship
mania, and in this isstie is attempting of the
Basketbair
Interfraternity
to find out the opinion of the student Leagues, having lifted the Psi Upsilon
body on Prohibition. We urge every scalps very neatly a week ago in the
one to mark his ballot and hand it to rlay-off in League A. This victory
the collector as early as possible. Only gave the Zetes an .800 rating for the
by cooperation^ of all can the feeling seaqpn.
of the College be registered. The reAt"present Sigma Nu would seem to
sults of the vote will be announced have a slight edge in popular favor to
in the next issue of the Orient.
take the crown for the second conThe ballot drawn up for the Orient secutive season. Overcoming, one afFormer University of Pittsburgh Star
gives every one a chance to show ter another, Alpha
la Replace Stanwood as Assistant
Tau Omega, Chi
whether he favors the repeal of the Psi, and Beta Theta Pi, its worst
Grid Coach
18th Amendment or the enforcement scare came in a mid-season game
of the existing laws.
If any of you when Delta Upsilon came within a
With the approach of spring, the have some pronounced views on Pro- single point of tying the score in tha
gathering of the clans has begun, and hibition, we urge you to put your last minute of play. Its other leaguethoughts on paper and send them to mates went way down, however.
the dull thunder of the next State
the Orient in the form of communicaIn Perkins and Dillenbeck, Sigma
Series for the football crown rumbles tions.
Nu possesses an offensive combinaalong the horizon.
In preparation
The ballot collectors are as follows: tion which would do credit to any
for spring practice, Coach Bowser is Alpha Delta Phi, H. M. Davis, Jr.; Psi team in the state. Their only rivals
Upsilon, O. S. Pettingill, Jr.; Chi Psi. at the start
gathering his staff around him.
of the season were Hail
H. Davies, Jr.; Delta Kappa Epsilon, and Piper of the Delta Upsilon team.
Following the receipt of a telegram
G. G. Garcelon; Theta Delta Chi, D. Alpha Tau Omega caught these two
from the new grid coach last Satur- F. Prince; Delta Upsilon, D. P. Faxon;
on an off-night, however, and smashed
day afternoon. President Sills an- Zeta Psi, H. W. Chalmers; Kappa their combination, 31-9.
nounced that John Roberts, former Sigma, G. W. Freiday, Jr.; Beta Theta
Floyd Miller of the Sigs has the
University of Pittsburgh football star, Pi, F. B. Neal; Sigma Nu, R. E. Jen- spring and the knowledge of basketand assistant to Jock Sutherland in the sen; Alpha Tau Omega, P. A. Walker. ball to keep things moving at center.
The
Faculty
are
asked
to
leave
their
season 1928-1929, has been picked to
Edwards is a good scoring guard,
votes either in the College office or while Donahue will match nearly anyfill
the place left vacant by Carson
Stanwood. Coach Bowser has been in the Orient box in the Union. Non- one in college on the score of sheer
working over the Panthers for two fraternity men should make use of defensive worth.
Opposed to these the Zetes have
years with Roberts, and the two can this box and also the one in the Library.
All ballots must be in the a fairly well seasoned team. Beaten
fully coordinate the new Warner syshands of the Editor by Sunday night by Psi Upsilon in a startling second
tem to be introduced next fall.
at 7 Hyde Hall.
half rally,
they have consistently
bowled over the opposition since then,
Although plans have not been defi- culminating in the final overthrowal
nitely decided, the annual Sub-fresh- of the Psi U's last week. Sargent
man Week-end is expected to be held rolled up a total of 17 points against
on Friday and Saturday, April 25 and the Non-Fraternity five, and should
26At this time the usual methods give Miller a real run for his money
of interesting high and preparatory at center. While neither of the Zete
a law office. First of all one should school students in the college will be forwards stands as a (high-scoring
learn to apply the theoretical knowl- carried out. There will be a baseball man, their whole forward-guard comedge learned in law school.
Only game with the University of Maine bination and their five-man shifting
occasionally will you receive praise, here on Friday, but plans for Sat- defense are perhaps better balanced
but don't be discouraged. Sometime urday have not been laid as yet.
than those of Sigma Nu.
during the first few years in an office,
the young lawyer should get practice in
English Prizes
trying cases. He should know the Dramatic Club Gives
prominent people of the town in which
"Saturday's Children"
Competition
he lives, and also their business. It is
important to learn to know names
and faces, to make friends among all
Last Thursday evening the BrunsAnnouncement has been made by
classes, and to know about local and wick Dramatic Club presented Max
the department of English literature
state politics.
Don't try, however, well Anderson's "Saturday's Chil- of the requirements for the Forbes
to be
successful both in law and dren" at the Cumberland theatre be- Rickard Prize,
the Pray English Prize,
politics.
Make a choice either one way fore a large audience.
and the Bertram Louis Smith, Jr.,
or the other. Lastly, and perhaps of
Two of the parts were taken by Prize Scholarship.
the most importance for success, bring Bowdoin students. The leading man,
The terms under which awards will
business into the office if you want Rims O'Neil, was played by Frank be made are as follows:
to get out of the salaried class.
Carpenter, while James Blunt had the
The Forbes Rickard Prize
role of Willy Sands. The other playMerchandizing
This prize will be awarded by a
W. P. Garland of the class of 1916, ers were from outside the college, but committee of the Faculty for the best
who is now Sales Manager of the many of them are familiar to those poem written during the present acathe cusLewis Manufacturing Company in undergraduates who are in
demic year. The competition is open
the Dramatic Club
Walpole, Mass., spoke before a large torn of attending
all undergraduates, but no concharacters to
group of undergraduates on "Mer- presentations. The cast of
testant may submit more than six
was as follows:
chandising."
poems. Manuscripts must be typeFlorrie Sands, Mrs. Seymour Webster
Mr. Garland divided this broad and Willy Sands
James B. Blunt written, and must reach me at latest
important subject into two parts, Mrs. Halevy, Mrs. Herbert Ingraham on May 19th. Each poem should be
namely, the relative attraction of mer- Mr. Halevy .... E. Randolph Comee signed with the author's name. Poems
in the
chandizing and the best way to get Bobby
Miss Elizabeth Graves by undergraduates published
started in it. In regard to "the first Rims O'Neil
Frank Carpenter Quill need not be otherwise submitted.
point, he proved that merchandizing
Miss Helen Varney The Bertram Louis Smith, Jr., Prize
Mrs. Gorlick
has more attraction than qther lines
The Prunswick Dramatic Club is in
Scholarship
of business. Merchandizing is now in the custom of presenting two plays
This premium is awarded by the
a period of evolution and revolution.
year. Last fall it presented Shaw's Faculty at Commencement, for exInstead of the manufacturing concerns "Devil's Disciple" with great success.
cellence in scholarship, to a member
controlling distribution,
the chain Maxwell Anderson's dram* was an of the Junior
Class who has comstores and such combinations are now entirely different type of play, one of
pleted two years' work in English
controlling it.
Distribution is now the most modern.
literature.
more important than manufacturing.
The play concerns 'the everyday life
The Pray English Prize
In times past, t?|? production of a of a youhg married couple faced with
This competition is open to all uncommodity was stressed and improved financial adversity, and pictures their
upon, but the market for the com- struggles and reactions to the con- dergraduates who have had or are
modity was not increased with the ditions surrounding them. It has been now taking a year's work in English
production increase.
The field of very popular and was mentioned for literature. The award is made by a
{Continued on Pas* I)
(Continued on Page S)
the Pulitzer Prize.

firsts

their rush

At the annual meeting of The
Maine
Intercollegiate
Field
and
Track Association, held at the Augusta House, March 10, all details
and plans for the State Meet to be
held at Bowdoin on May 17 were

er, Urban, and possibly Rose. More
candidates are expected to be out for
4 minutes, 37 seconds.
these jobs.
The battery men have
440 yard dash Won by Thistlewaite been working out for over a week,
'32; second, Gatchell '32; third, Hickok but as yet little can be determined as
to
their
ability.
Ben Shute, George
'33. Time, 53 4-5 seconds.
(Continued on page 2)
45 yard high hurdles Won by Stan-

ond,

in

England Intercollegiate Swimming Championship. Worcester Tech
battled gamely down to the last, but
trailed by seven points. Williams was
third with eleven points, and from

Maine Intercollegiates to be Held at
Bowdoin May 17
Mai Morrell'

ZETA PSI TO MEET
SIGMA NU FIVE FOR
BASKETBALL TITLE
18TH AMENDMENT

'32;

ago and sweep away four
three seconds

Fleck;
in

Advance prophecies ran true to
form last week end when Brown University's mermen invaded the Curtis
Pool to repeat their victory of a year

New

burg defeated Doherty (BC), 5-3;
Fleck defeated Langan (BC), 5-3;
Fleck defeated Doherty (BC), 5-3;
Steele (BC) defeated Fleck, 5-4; MacDonald defeated Doherty (BC), 5-4;
Langan (BC) defeated MacDonald,
5-3; Steele (BC) defeated Anello, 5-2.
With the epee Altenburg defeated
Doherty (BC); Steele (BC) defeated

Langan (BC) defeated MacDonald.
The Fencing Team went down

Scores Five Points

PLANS FOR ANNUAL
STATE MEET DRAWN
UP BY TRACK ASS'N

bouts

ORIENT CONDUCTS
STRAW BALLOT ON

second, McLaughlin '33; third, Hickok
'33. Time, 4 4-5 seconds.
1

NO. 27

1930.

defeat before the Boston University
team Friday by a score of 7-2. Captain Altenburg captured one of the
ond semester. Hopes were consider- were
made
by Manager John W. points and Brooke Fleck the other.
ably bolstered, by the return of Luke
Riley, Jr.
The Bowdoin team was not as inferior
Urban, last year's leader, who was
The clubs are planning an exten- to the B.U. team as the result would
forced to leave college last year on
sive trip during the spring vacation seem to indicate although the fencaccount of sickness. King Crimmins
and shorter week-end concert trips at ing on both sides did not seem to be
is again available for the hot corner.
On March 21 they will
(Continued on Pace 4)
At shortstop Carl Parmenter and other times.
(Continued on pan 4)
Whittier seem to be the leading candidates, although Bossidy, a freshman, should give them plenty of competition.
Tom Chalmers, has the inside track on the keystone sack, but
he will be forced to hustle for the job
with several promising rookies pushing him. Fred Kleibacker and Herb
Zetes Win League A Championship
Rose, formerly an outfielder, are out Entire Student
Body and Faculty
for the first base job and one of them
by Defeating Psi Upsilon in Play-off
Urged to Vote on Prohibition
seems slated to fill the position.
Sigma Nu Favored
Repeal
or
Enforcement
In the outfield, the White has Rickfailed to return to college for the sec-

The summary:

—Won by Johnson

Material

held in the cage by a good sized squad
of candidates for berths on the var-

some thrills in the 440. With Thistlewaite leading, the other two fought all
the way, but the Frosh could not
quite pass the flying Gatchell.
Charlie Stanwcod beat McLaughlin to the tape in the high hurdles although the latter was inches, behind.
McLaughlin, incidently, was the outstanding performer on the yearling
squad, amassing seven points during
the course of the afternoon.
40 yard dash

New

19,

j

'

i

:

tell

why we

like

This lecture might be more specifi- one piece of music and dislike ancally entitled "The Democratic Inter- other, nor can we tell what colors are
pretation of Art", contrary to the necessary to make a picture beautiful.
opinions of many philosophers that Our minds then, as well as those of
art and its co-partner, genius, can artists, are made up of several part-?
not be connected with the ordinary which function in different ways at
Of these philosopher: the same time, and it is through this
individual.
many maintain the super-human in- more or less subconscious mental acterpretation of art, namely, that an tion that we obtain our intuitions to-

impassable gulch lies between the ward art.
These art intuitions must
genius and the common people. The
(Continued on Pag* I)
artist, as well as the poet and the

have

TWO
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MILLENNIUM?

Established 1871

Sooner would the golfing college man expect golf hose to wear forever than expect them not to shrink! Unheard of! Why they've been
educated to buying golf hose too large and permitting them to shrink to fit! But right here in New England we've found some wool golf
hose, every thread from a sheep's back . . . treated by a closely guarded process that prevents them from shrinking, no matter how
they are laundered. In fact, so sure are we that they will remain the same size that we'll replace them or refund your money if water ever
shrinks them,! The millennium! And naturally, these hose are in good plai.i colors.
$3.
And, of course, the goal of every golfer is a registered set of Spalding Clubs. See them at
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The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for the editorial
news and make-up. All communications regarding subscripthree parts: (1) form, which is found
SubscripCo.
tions should be addressed to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing
in the construction of a poem as well
tions. $3.50 per yeer (including Alumnus) in advance.
as in that of a painting; (2) sensuous
quality, that which charms the sense*
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick. Maine.
of the individual, particularly those
of sight and hearing; (3) meaning,
News Editor for This Issue
that which gives to an artistic work
something besides nonsense, although
John L. Snider '31
it need not be expressible in words.
These tests for art instincts seem to
No, 27 apply particularly to the one who
Wednesday, March 19, 1930.
Vol. LIX.
composes the music or paints the picture, but they apply just as truly to
those who appreciate the works of art.
Under the influence of these intuitions
The Neiv Football Policy
Pittsburgh Bow- toward art the ordinary individual
the

Managing Editor

for

With the appointment of Mr. John Roberts of

knows and appreciates masterpieces.
This belief in the intuitions which
foster the arts opens new opportunities
in the criticism of painting, poetry,
and music The difference between a
minor work
*ofk and
an,, a major work
worK 01
of art

Mr. Roberts
is now complete for next year.
has been in athletic contact with Mr. Bowser for a number of
to
the fullest
cooperate
how
to
know
years, and as his assistant will
extent. We wish to extend him a hearty welcome, and feel sure
that he will be an important part in our future on the gridiron.
There is one departure in the new football policy with which
we take issue. That is the matter of spring football. No one as
yet knows how far reaching or intensive this will be. Probably
we shall have a more definite outline of the work to be covered

more numerous.

Coach Bowser said at the Bowdoin NigTit Banquet
that he hoped the practice could be arranged and spoke of the fundamentals that would be taught at that time, in view of this a
few facts should be considered. With all the emphasis being placed
on a revival in football we should not forget the other sports.

These intuitions are
noticeable in a child Children have
a strong tendency to break into songs
which they themselves have conceived
St fled
de
re
U
?
£
J"I£V
by \u
the iLi
belief
that aestheticism is a
weakening influence. But the early

doin's football staff

after vacation.

^

one °« d
andn°.t
q " ah
v^rrvhas included
Victor
actor Herbert
in his
c ompositions many bits of artistry of
which Beethoven himself might have
been proud. But the latter composer
is much more famous because the art
intuitions in his works are so much
is
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who has competed or offimoney in excess of the le-
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Paul,

one of the twelve apostles, believed
that all men are born in sin, and that
there is a Hell where men shall suffer
for their sins, if they do not rise from
the lowness into which they are
placed.

The Bowdoin Interscholastics
We were glad to read in the paper last week that it was not
the intention of the promoters of the Four-Cornered Meet in Portland to buck the Bowdoin Interscholastics. This year both events
came on the same date, and since the meet here is alw ays on the
second Saturday in March, we feel that the Portland officials were
rather short-sighted. The Interscholastics were a great success.
Seventeen Maine schools and five out-of-state* competed, a record
number of entries. We wish to encourage the Bowdoin open-door
policy of allowing out-of-state teams to be represented. A meet
with high order competition is what is wanted by all, including a great number of the Maine schools. They do not always
come to win, but to do the best they can, and to gain experience.
Much of the value of the meet would be lost if it were restricted to
this State alone.
And what do we find when we look at the final
results? Bridgton has come within five points of first place and
has equalled the national record in the relay. Hebron Academy is
in a tie for third place, and M. C. I. ranks ahead of St. John's, Lynn
Classical, and Fairhaven among others.
If the Four-Cornered
teams wish to keep out of the Bowdoin Interscholastics, that is
their own affair. The newspapers in story and cartoon attempted
to damage the Bowdoin affair by means of the Portland.
Their
failure was complete. Our interscholastics are too big to be damaged by such talk. This does not mean that the Four-Cornered
Meet should be thrown out. It was far too successful to deserve
this. The solution lies in having a meet of as many "corners"
as
the officials see fit on some day other than the second Saturday in
March. On the other hand, let us keep the Interscholastics free
from sectional restrictions and maintain the high calibre of its
r

competition.

St.

The views of Socrates and Plato,
Mr. Warbeke held, are in disagreement with those of the early Christians.
Both Plato and Socrates believed that "no man is voluntarily
bad," or that "man is not bad naturally."

The speaker then began to analyze
the two points of view, to see their
weakness and strength. Mr. Warbeke
believes that the Greek view holds
together better because, he said, "It is
thinking that determines the good
or bad in man." To illustrate, he told
of the way men acted during the
Boston police strike; how they lost
sense of reason when control
to curb their actions.
Such quotations as the following illustrate that this thought has come down
to us from the ages. Shakespeare said
"thinking maketh it bad." A quotation
which comes to us from the Greeks
states "intellect makes people good.
their

was not present

Removing mental
In the Bell Telephone System
constantly studying

new ways

customer's dealings
easy and
less"

idea,

with

to

the

men

are*

make the
company

The new "counternow being introduced in the

pleasant.

telephone company's business

offices, is a

case in point

Here the customer is placed at once on
a friendly personal basis with the company

CALENDAR
— Interfraternity Basketball Championship Game— Zeta
Psi
Sitrma Nu.

representative.

barriers
He

vs.

Intercollegiate Association at Yale.

March 24

—

Lecture by Max EastMemorial Hall, on"Modernism and the Future of Literature."

man

is

invited to

sit

down

comfortably and discuss his business. Cermore satisfactory than standing at a

tainly

counter.

This single instance represents a point
view which telephone men think is important. Telephone service calls for engineering skill and more? it needs human

of

—

understanding.

March 20

March 21-22—Swimming:

II

BELL SYSTEM
*A nationalise

system of inttr-cennectimg telephones

in

—

March 25 English 10 plays at
Chamber (by invitation).
March 28-29
Swimming: Na-

the Barn

—

tional Intercollegiates at Harvard.

March 28-April

8, 8.20

A.

*

I
5
LINES
J Wm. A. Mclsaac, Gen'l Agent J
• 75 State St.. Boston, Mass. *
****** * *** WW************

At Sunday chapel John ML Warprofessor of philosophy at
Holyoke, addressed the students and
faculty of the college on "Humanism".
The text, as it were, of his remarks
came from the Greek which reads,
"What man is willingly wretched."
From this Mr. Warbeke showed the
distinct divergence of the views of
the Greek philosophers and the men
who taught the doctrines of Jesus
Christ.
St. Augustine believed that
all men are in a state of depravity and
must attempt to rise as well as poscondition.
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'Humanism" Subject of Mt. Holyoke
Philosopher at Sunday Services
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Consul! your local steamship agent or

PROFESSOR WARBEKE
CHAPEL TALK

whole a very interesting and well informed group. Over 150 attended the talk on the United Fruit Company by Mr. Leonard in
the Walker Art Building.
In the attempt to cooperate with the College in the matter of
vocational guidance we are planning to run a column each week
devoted to offers of various kinds for graduates next year. The
College office is annually flooded with propositions and employment suggestions which may be seen on the desk. From these we
are selecting the most suitable for Bowdoin men. The first column
came out in the last .issue and will continue to appear from time to
time. Undergraduates can never decide too early on a career for
life after college, and with Seniors, little time remains for their

*
*
*

*

»

but the spring necessarily belongs to track and baseball. We know- natures which are infused in every
that this is so at Hazard, University of Pennsylvania, Notre man. For humanity is in art and art
Dame, and other institutions. The spring football squads there is in humanity.
are composed of men who do not take part in track, tennis, crew,
or baseball. The provinces of spring sports must be separately
maintained at Bowdoin as well.
GIVES
Vocational Day
Day this year was one of the most successful ever
The members of the committee should be congratulated upon
excellent work in selecting the speakers, who were on the

•

i

We

Vocational

J

OFFICIAL FLEET OF 103 COLLEGE
ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS FOR
EUROPEAN TRAVEL

view we have attempted to point out one matter which might pro- noted for its artistry.
Though the intuition for art may be
are sure an understanding can be made, and
mote confusion.
very small, it should be remembered
that nothing will occur to hurt the start of Bowdoin's football that it may be the beginning of a
renaissance. Football in the fall will receive everyone's support, greater tendency. Thus we should
learn to

!
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ness exceeding former standards
for this class. Second Class, as a
class, abolished . . . new Tourist
T^ird Cabin rated "Grade A" and
the LEVIATHAN the only liner
to offer this peerless rating! Make
haste in booking this new, luxurious way on the mightiestfiveday
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gitimate expenses in any athletic competition or exhibition." This rule will Souther, and Bill Cole are all vetergo into effect in 1931. As for those ans from last season. New comers
now in competition the rule applies are Boucher, Travis, and Kimball, all
freshmen, who are showing promise
from Anril 1 1930
of developing into capable hurlers.
officials for the State Meet
l were
Howard Stiles, pitcher last year,
named and approved as folIow s
ut for * he catchinj? berth this
j°,
eree
h
McCa be, Bos- wiU
So nn y Dwyer last year's re!ton starter J«^Ph J- McNamara, year
lver
pve
Boston; clerk of course, Benjamin B.\?
? len * y
%}}}
tlon
0tner candidates include Jake
Osthues of Medford Mass
assist
Smith
Dennison Ray McLaughant
j c p, int
f} avid
B lln andFred
Harold Stanlev
S pofford,
Bates, George G. Berry
-Tne following men reported: CrimU. of M., Ernest J. Theberge, Colby;
judjres at finish, Roger V. Snow of mins, McCarthy, Dolloff, McGowan,
Chalmers, Means,
Perry,
Portland, assistant Arthur J. Cratty Cannon,
French,
Rose,
Pelton,
of Waterville, Hoyt H. Mahan of Au- C 'Peland,
Alexander Gordon of Portland Clarke, Nickerson, Donworth, KleiChief timer s, Dean L. S. Corbetts, UJbpeherj Parmenter, Whittier, Bossidy,
McLaughlin,
Stanley,
of
Professor George F ParTne ,.- Dennison,
|ter, Colby; Virgil C. McGorrill, Bow- Stiles, Smith, Dwyer, Cole, Boucher,
doi
Dr William A. Lawrence, Bates. Flint, Hall, Kimball, Rose, Shute,
Souther,
Torrey.
Travis,
Rising,
Cush
Inspectors p rofessor T E. Pomeroy,
\'
Bat
ga
Cook Bowdoi
Pro man, Morrell and Barbour.
fessor Arthur G. Eustis, Colby; Frank
A. French, U. of M. Judge of field
President Sills will go to Boston on
events Frank X. McGrath, Boston; asSaturday, March 22. for the purpose
I

.

This season, brand new Tourist
Third Cabin on the LEVIATHAN,
World's Largest Ship. .. the entire
second cabin assigned to "Tourist

Baseball
tion meets
ciated for

Go Grade A

>,

.

Meet

j

among the various departments. With

Watson

(Continued rrom page I)

Greeks had the opposite idea that
Spring .practice should not take men, therefore, from track and artistic
intuition should be followed
baseball. If it is to be conducted, it should draw men not out for in the most menial task. Whether
they were manufacturing a frying
coaches
both
Bowdoin
men,
that
know
of
other
sports.
We
one
the
pan, a tombstone, or a temple, they sistants, C.
and players, will cooperate with the new regime, and we hope no put into the work all the genius which George
H.
was hidden in each man, and because
difficulties will arise

D.

President Kenneth C. M. Sills of
will be invited to act as honthis Christian era
have gone be- orary
referee at the annual meet this
yond the realm of reason.
year.
In concluding Professor Warbeke
Those present at the Augusta
left the thought that it is how much House meeting were Coach
M. J. Ryand how straight a man thinks that an, Manager Ernest J. Theberge and
sets the standard of right and wrong. Athletic Director
Malcolm E. Morrell
"Of course," he added, "there is truth and Manager James C. Flint of Bowin the statement of Sophocles which doin; Dean L. C. Corbetts, Coach
says 'humans think rarely.'
Chester A. Jenkins and President of
the Student Council, M. F. Kent of
the University of Maine, and Athletic
State
Director Oliver F. Cutts of Bates.

J^^l?™*™^**™^
may

Warbeke Lecture

night preceding the date of publication.
:

H.

be
named by the Bowdoin track management. Assistant marshals, Justin
A. A. D'Amico, Colby; Frederick E.
Bird, Bowdoin and John Vickery, U.

Elias Thomas, Jr., *31

Published every Wednesday during: the College Year by the Students of Bowdoin College.
by Sunday
All contributions and communication* should be given to the Managing Editor

Professor

scorers,
announcers,
custodian
prizes and grand marshal will

publish his picture.

Assistant Managers

Artine Artinian '31

column

Measures,

and E. H. Dunham, U. of M.; J. F.
Goodrich and W. F. Bryer, Colby;
J. H. Johnson and W. W. Pillsbury,
Bowdoin; Carl Bailey and William
Sawyer, Bates. Chief scorer Lyndon
McMackin,
Brunswick.
Assistant

Maine's beautiful Stein Song has now become popular all over
the country due to its own merit and the influence of radio and
We now realize more than ever our own lack in the
Vallee.
R.
field of college music. We do have some stately songs, but we need
a swinging melody with lots of pep and vigor. If any composer
will produce such a piece we shall take great pleasure in making
him known to the world. We cannot croon, but we shall gladly

M.—

Spring vacation.

OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
nity for men in this field
crease as the years go by.

COLLEGE BOOK STORE
During March we are offering better terms
than usual for old Typewriters in exchange
for a

new Remington
F.

Vocational

Portable.

CHANDLER & SON

W.

a one-track mind, and no persafe who nuts the care of his
body into the hands of such a man.

Day

(Continued from Page

cialist is
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is

Advertising
Mr. Louis D. H. Weld, '05, of the
and nationally expanding. The outlook for the next twenty-five years H. K. McCann Co., of New York,
Mr. Weld
looks very promising. Large scale spoke on "Advertising".

merchandizing

is

therefore

growing

|

outlined in

I

an interesting and enlight-

ening manner the various phases of
|

the
I

,

field

of advertising, picturing the

enormous scope of the work and

its

increasingly far-flung interests. He
told of the present general trend in
advertising, away from copy that is
merely "a good line" to sound writing
based on scientific fact and experioffice of a progressive company whose
ment. Copy writing, consists no longchief employees are of high charer of a few men gathering in a back
acter.
room and thinking up a few good
Medicine
gags.
Today it is a scientific and
carefully worked out business, with
The medical profession was reprefacts gathered and presented in an
sented by Dr. Morrill, a graduate of orderly and instructive fashion. Mr.
the University of Michigan and Johns Weld went on to describe the various
Hopkins University, and now Superin- departments of a large advertising
tendent of the Maine General Hos- agency and the different functions
they fulfill. He considered briefly, but
pital in Portland.
Dr. Morrill introduced his subject by in a verjt informing fashion, the duties
saying that "Medicine is the oldest of men in each of these departments.
learned profession. He then gave a The whole talk gave a clear and fasgenera) history from the Stone Age to cinating picture of the business of
the present day. Because of the advertising as it is conducted today.
laborious process of writing, the art of
Investment Banking
medicine did not spread rapidly until
Harold E. Verrill '15, of the Hornprinting came into use. Owing to this
blower and Weeks Company of Portdifficulty, some diseases are described
I

I

clearly and definitely by the
writers of the Greek period than by
present day authorities. Popular superstitions were in order in the day of
the Greeks and Romans, and to them
we owe the derivation of our common
diseases. When a man was "out of his

head," he was considered "moonstruck;" hence, "lunacy." During the
Middle Ages medicine became more a
philosophical- art, and later developed
into a definite science as we now recognize it.
Dr. Morrill gave a few general ideas
of the profession, saying that a doctor
is either made or broken according to
his work as an interne. The medical
school serves as a foundation, but a
knowledge of medicine comes only

from actual

program.

|

:

i

I

practice.

In recent years too much attention
has been paid to the specialist and too
little to the general practitioner. We
must eventually reverse the condition,
because the basic principle of the spe-

|

I

I

;

|

I

1

He emphasized

the opportunities in this business, but at the
same time refuted many of the prevalent ideas regarding the supposedly
fabulous salaries which are paid after
a few months' training.
He stated that the new employe
would first become a "runner," or general errand boy.
Then he would be
promoted to the clerical division where
the mechanical methods of the business would be learned. Only after a
period in the statistical department
would he be advanced to the selling division.
The good stock-salesman, Mr.
Verrill said, should forget the matter
of his wages and should be satisfied
with seeing what he has accomplished.
Although the investment houses are
not now as large as they have been,
the next twenty years will see a very
great increase since the whole countrv
is growing.
Therefore the opportu-

me

...on th

screen

and it is impossible to conceive of any
other system of transportation which
will take care of these large masses.
Vast sums of money are being spent
for improvements to make the railroads more efficient and permanent
and electrification will probably increase rapidly.

j

land, spoke about "Investment Banking" as his part in the Vocational Day

more

in-

it is

—

I

distribution, which is the trend, makes
many worthwhile and excellent positions.
Mr. Garland in proving his second
point said that two or three years of
selling were important assets. After
this
preliminary training a man
should try to get into the managerial

THREE

necessary to be firm. You should
take care of yourself in the tropics.
The climate is hot and damp, but it is
Transportation
healthful. It is a community life. If
Col. Arthur N. Payne, Manager of you think of a connection with the
the Industrial and Agricultural Bu- company, learn Spanish, for without it
reau of the Boston and Maine Rail- you are helpless. The tropical counroad, spoke on "Transportation," dis- tries are coming. The question is, do
cussing the various departments of a you want to come with them ?
legal,
railroad: traffic, accounting,
Petroleum
He pointed out
rate, and operating.
The Petroleum Industry was disthat there are few businesses which
will take care of the needs of a young cussed by Mr. H. W. Boynton, Distributing
Manager
of Shell Eastern
man better than the railroad, for here
there can be found something to suit Petroleum Products, Inc., of Boston,
one's tastes no matter what they are. and Mr. R. I. Lewis, Technical AdA railroader is a specialist. A man in visor of the same firm.
Mr. Boynton spoke first, dealing
one department doesn't know about the
with the business side of the industry.
other departments.
He outlined the organization of the
Turning to the future of railroading,
sales end of a great oil company,
Col. Payne expressed his belief that it
from the main offices down to the servwill te scarcely possible to do away
ice station and the tank wagon. He
with the railroad for the transportadiscussed the possibilities offered by
tion of freight, because it can transthat branch to a man of the right
port heavy goods long distances much
type one who likes business and
cheaper than anv other carrier. For
salesmanship and traced the various
short distances and light shipments,
stages in a man's service with the
the truck can serve more efficiently'.
firm.
The truck and the railroad should not
Mr. Lewis considered the technical
coshould
be
compete, however, but
ordinated and work together. The pas- side of the petroleum industry. He
senger service is on the decline, and it said that the chemist plays the most
is probable that aviation will take important role here, and he particumuch more of the passenger business. larly stressed the importance to a
There will still be a place for the rail- man in this branch of a sound knowlCommuters to big edge of physical chemistry. He told
•road, however.
about the various types of chemical
cities depend largely on the railroad,
will

j

I

;

l
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Shipping and Tropical Enterprise
One of the most interesting of the
Vocational Day talks was given by
Mr. Wallace M. Leonard of the
United Fruit Company, who spoke on
"Shipping and Tropical Enterprise,"
Mr.
illustrating his talk with slides.
Leonard told something of the origin
and growth of the United Fruit Company, and then went on to describe life
in the tropics.
Men interested in going with the
company should think of making their
homes in the tropics. They should not
go there with the idea of spending
two or three vears, and then returning
to the Boston office, but they should
resolve to settle and link their lives

!

,

;

j

I

i

'

!
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with the country to which they go.
Men go to the tropics to live, and those
who stay like it. Usually they start
as timekeepers, and from that position
work up to be managers of districts.
Living conditions in the tropics are
now very good. Sanitary measures
have been taken, and well-equipped
hospitals have been built. Yellow fever
has been eradicated, and cases of small
pox are very rare. Malaria is the big
enemy, although the cases are usually
not very serious.

This Moderate Weather

means if s

TOPCOAT TIME!
And a good

—

topcoat not only

improves the appearance but
is

Here they

a necessity.
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Best

Harris

work and

Tweeds, from Dorward of

work

Scotland, Fleecesfrom

their possibilities and opportunities. To some men, research

the most fascinating kind and
they are best fitted for it, while to
others, work in the plant itself, and
the practical combination of chemistry
and engineering offers the greatest
appeal. These men have a greater
field for advancement, financially and
in an executive capacity, than do the
men in the research laboratory.
is

delberg,

and

Langrock,

Hiclcey

tailored with

Freeman. All

vigilant attention to detail,
at prices to

English Prizes
Continued from page
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est

meet the small-
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Special group of

committee of the Alumni, for the best
essay in literary interpretation and

English Topcoats

criticism.

The subject for this year is The
Poetry of A. E. Housman.
The essay must be at least a thousand words in length, exclusive of
quotations; it must be typewritten,
and signed with a pseudonym; and
it must be accompanied by a sealed

$35

MAtFSPfflM
INCORPORATED

envelope containing the writer's name.
Whenever ideas or phrases are used
which are not the writer's own, the
obligation should be indicated scrupulously.

The essays must reach me at latest
on June 3rd.
The Pray English essay is accepted
as meeting the requirement of a major essay in English literature in
IN
Junior or Senior year. Students intending to use it for this purpose
must submit two copies, one at the Engagement of Miss Caro Bertha
regular time for handing in major
Bailey and William Kelsey Hall
A man needs a well established essays, and the other at any time beAnnounced Last Week
character to go to the tropics. Ties fore the competition closes.
STANLEY P. CHASE
and restraints loosen somewhat, and
An announcement of unusual interest to Maine school and college people is that made last week by Mr. and
Mrs. Manley H. Bailey of Sidney,
Maine, announcing the engagement of
Miss. Caro Bertha Bailey to William
Kelsey Hall '22, of Brunswick, Me.
Mr. Hall graduated from Gould
Academy, Bethel, in 1918 and received
his degree from Bowdoin in 1922
where he was a prominent member of
the Zeta Psi fraternity.
Mr. Hall is a 32nd degree Mason;
present Noble Grand of the Pejepscot
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TO
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GYMNASTS LOSE TO
STRONG ARMY TEAM
Christian and Clarke Only

Bowdoin

|

Men

Against

Score

to

the

West Pointers

The Bowdoin gym team was given
j

j

(

I

worst trouncing of the year at the
hands of the West Point Gymnasts
last Saturday.
The Bowdoin men
were unable to gather a single first
or second place, and only three thirds.
Curico of Army was high point man
with two first places, while Lothrop
of Army had a first and a second.
Christian got two of Bowdoin's three
points in the horizontal bar and in
tumbling while Clarke got the other
point in the rope climb.
its

The summary:

—

Horizontal bar Won by Curico,
567; second. Helms, Army, 494;
Christian, Bowdoin, third, 465.
Rope climb Won by Carisle, Army,
0:05 3-10; Lothrop, Army, second,
Bowdoin, third,
0:05 7-10; Clarke,

Armv,

—

l

0:06 3-10.
Side horse Won by Carter, Army,
Steele,
Army, second, 741;
577;
Swofferd, Army, third, 528.
Parallel bar Won by Curico, Army,
5:65; Wiseman, Army, second, 5:21;

—

—

Motherwell, Army, third, 4:66.
Flying rings Won by Lothrop,
Army, 5:41; Helms, Army, second,
5:17; Ford, Army, third, 5:16.
Tumbling Won by Yates, Army,

—

—

5:31; Blasely, Army, second, 5:26;
Christian, Bowdoin, third, 4:86.
Final score: Army 51; Bowdoin 3.

Dana Merrill, instructor in the
Pennsylvania State College and a
graduate of Bowdoin, was visited recently by his sister Miss Marion Merrill of the Portland Public Library.

•

•

in

a

ci garette

it's

|

AST E /

'MERIT

IS SURE to rise." Make a cigarette of
better quality, of richer aroma and finer fragrance
and ell the world will find it out.
Witness Chesterfield's popularity, growing
every day. No flash in the pan, but enduring
popularity
earned by givin j smokers the
one thing they want:

—

—

TASTE above

Lodge of Brunswick; a member of the
Casco Encampment No. 37 and of
the American Legion; and an active
in the Brunswick Club. Mr. Hall is
now assistant to the Bursar at th's
college.

their

home

MILD ... and yet
THEY SATISFY

hesterfield
FINE TURKISH and

DOMESTIC

tobaccos, not only

Saturday

BLENDED

but

life

work?
—

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL

K

,

Loaf wood Ave., Bestow, Mass.

March 22nd

NAVY BLUES
SHORT SUBJECTS
March 24th-25th

-

,

THE KIBITZER
with

HARRY GREEN - MARY BRIAN
and NEIL HAMILTON
Also

SHORT SUBJECTS

Wett-ThurM.

-

March 26th-27th

CAMEO KIRBY

Write lor drtails and mdmhtion requirement! to Lrroy it. S. Miner. Dean

Dept.

-

in

—

CROSS-BLENDED

DESIRE

WILLIAM HAINES

chosen

field of health service the Harvard University Dental School
the oldest dental school connected with any
university in the t'mtrd States offers
thorough well-balanced courses in all
branches of dentistry. All modern equipment for practical work under supervision of men high in the profession.

OWN
with

Moiu-Tues.

Wave you

21st

NORMA SHEARER
also PARAMOUNT NEWS

also

everything

March

-

— on the screen —

THEIR

in Brunswick.

your

* Mm* Towarco To

Friday

-VAUDEVILLE-

Miss Bailey is a graduate of Oakland High school '23, and Farmington
Normal school '25, and was a student
at the Anne L. Page Memorial Kindergarten school of Wellesley. For
three years she was a public school
teacher at Topsham. In 1928 she became a member of the Washington
State Normal school faculty at Machias, Me., where she is the head
of the Kindergarten department.
The wedding is planned for late
summer and the couple intend to make

In thf

t) \929. 1 rcnr-ir

CUMBERLAND

with
J.

Harold Murray
Also

•

Norma

Terris

SHORT SUBJECTS

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
ANTIQVITY SHOP

(Fisher, Hoffman, Zweidinger, Haidon); Worcester (Holcombe, Perry,
Osipowich, Tinker) second. Time, 1:42

THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. - • Brunswick, Mc.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,

3-5.

Three hundred yard medley relay

Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson

Final

Won by Worcester (Driscoll, Emerson, Perry); Williams (Taylor, StewSpringfield
second;
art,
Swayze)
(Ford, Weckworth, Zweidinger) third;
.

personal attention
to orders for antique (roods of any kind
(fives

EATON HARDWARE

Bowdoin Varsity Swimming Team

CO.

Bowdoin

Won

The Sport Store of

by

Hall

— Final
Wilcox

(Brown);

second;
Hardon
( Spring l
Swayze (Will) fourth. Time,

(Wes)

Brunswick

Smith)

Locke,

(Easton,

fourth. Time, 3:26 4-5.
Fifty yard free-style dash

third;

25 seK

Four hundred forty yard free-style

Won

But Never Noticeable

Bixler

(Wes)

Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, f 100,000

PATRONAGE

Always Noticed

by Osipowich (Worcester);
(Amherst) second; Krantz
Strohmeier (Amherst)
fourth. Time, 5:41 (new record).
Three hundred yard medley swim

of Brunswick, Maine

STUDENT

—Final

swim

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

SOLICITED

third;

jQgRISK Clothing which
custom tailored

Final

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

Won by

Sittler (Brown); Jarosh
T.) second; Kieene (Amherst)
Appleton (M. I. T.) fourth.
Time, 4:19 3-5 (new record).
Fancy diving, low board Final
Won by Lykes (M. I. T.) 66.8;
Brace (Brown) second, 64.2; Tawter
(Wore) third, 61.6; Lanoue (Spring)
fourth, 61.4.

(M.

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP

I.

third;

—

Popular Sheet Music and Records

Agent for Victor Radio

One hundred

CITY

Watch For Our Representative
;

PHIL BRISK

Fencing

Final

Back row,

Building

left to right:

more, Chalmers, Smith, Locke (captain), Easton, Collins,

Bowman.

Peck (Wes) third. Time, 25 3-5 sec.
Extra Heat (third place times
Won by Hoffman (Spring).

Swimming Meet

Latest College Styles in

—

(Continued from Page 1)

tied)

Time, 26 sec.
The last record of the afternoon to Four hundred forty yard free-style
Oxfords—$5 to $10
swim Trials. (Five best times to
go was the mark in the hundred and
qualify)
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers fifty yard backstroke. Arnold of
First Heat— Won by Krantz (Wes);
Brown scooped his way in to victory Bixler (Amherst) second; Osipowich
four yards out in front of Sittler. (Wore) third. Best time of all heats

—

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

Two-fifths of a second were snipped
from the record, with Hoffman of
Springfield beating out Driscoll of
Worcester.
Wholesale— Retail
Hall took his second first of the day
Portland, Me. in the hundred yard free style. Up to
574 Congress St.,
the last turn the five entries swam
as one, but Hall made a perfect faceabout, and quickened his stroke al'Anything y'want Pressed?' most imperceptibly to draw ahead of
Wilcox. Bunched behind the two were
Give it to
Zweidinger, Torchio, and Hardon.

CHIPMAN

PURE FOOD SHOP

j

j

;

I

!

LAVENDER OR ESTLE

|

The time was comparatively

slow.

LECLA1R & GERVAIS

In the freshman relay, Bowdoin's
yearlings trailed all the way, with
Williams and Brown squabbling over
do the
the lead and M. I. T. third. A final
sprint by Beatty clinched the event
for the Brown.
As the last Frosh climbed from the
pool, the real battle of the afternoon,
the two hundred yard varsity relay,
and
got under way. Holcombe of Worcester gained a yard lead at the start,
and his mates never relinquished it.
Telephone 435-436
Hall was second in the first lap, with
Gardner of Williams just behind and
Fisher of Springfield fourth. This orRiley Insurance
der they held down to the last relay,
where Walsh took up the burden for
INSURANCE
Brown and hurtled in to second place.
Williams was third, Springfield being
disqualified
for a fast start.
Brunswick
Town Building
At the trials on Friday night, probably the most notable finishes were
the record-breaking dashes in the
medley swim and four-forty. In the
medley, Sperry opened up a wonderto the ful spurt in the last length, passed
Send
Restall, of Springfield and came within inches of Appleton.
The second heat of the four-forty
was decided by the narrowest of leads.
For sixteen lengths the four entries
AGENT
drove along shoulder to shoulder.
Then Tinker of Worcester grabbed
the lead. Strohmeier was second, no
others qualifying for the final in the
Special Rates to Students second heat.

work

|

j

1

CUMMINGS' MARKET

I

GROCERIES

I

|

Agency

(Continued from Page
Won by Stewart (Will); Locke
(Bowdoin) second; Emerson (Wore)
third; Densmore (Bowdoin) fourth. up to the usual standard. The epee
Time, 2:47 1-5.
bouts were omitted.
freshman freeTrials Two hundred yard
Fancy Diving, low board
The results: Altenburg defeated
style relay
(eight to qualify)
Hartmann (BU), 5-3; Desmond (BU)
Won by Williams (Bien, Bixby, defeated Altenburg, 5-4; Fleck deTawter (Wore) 70.8; Brace (Brown)
(Tower,
Brown
Beatty);
Larom,
64.2; Lykes (M. I. T.) 63.8; Fisher
feated Hartmann (BU), 5-3; Lavine
Myron (Amherst) White, Aldrich, Griffiths) second; CBU) defeated Altenburg, 5-4; De(Spring)
59.4;
55.2; Walker (Spring) 54.8; Linoue Springfield (Williams, May, Milbum, vitts (BU) defeated Fleck, 5-2; Hart(Spring) 54.5; Chalmers (Bowdoin) Lynch) third; Bowdoin (Trott, Lord, mann (BU) defeated MacDonald, 5-3
Copeland, Brandt) fourth. Time, 1:47 Desmond (BU) defeated MacDonald,
53.2.
4-5.
One hundred fifty yard backstroke
5-3; Lavine (BU) defeated Anello,
Trials (First, second, and fastest Two hundred yard varsity free-style 5-4; Lavine defeated MacDonald, 5-2.

Howard, Esson, Hall (manager), R. B. Miller (coach), Durham, Sperry.

MAINE

Bostonian and Florsheim

MEATS

STREET

free style dash

Won by Hall (Brown) Wilcox
(Wes) second; Zweidinger (Spring)
Torchio (M. I. T.) fourth.
Time, 57 1-5 sec.
Two hundred yard breaststroke

Quality Printing

B.

50th

third;

STUART & CLEMENT

-:--:-

EAST

NEW YORK

Final

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

LYMAN

16

1:48 (new record).

One hundred yard

inds east of Portland.

BRUNSWICK

Srtflk Brntbrrfi

yard backstroke

Won by Arnold (Brown); Sittler
(Brown) second; Hoffman (Spring)
third; Driscoll (Wore) fourth. Time,

We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and ImEorted Cheeses and Biscuits of all

Town

well dressed.

Final

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

Tel.

fifty

5:43 1-5 (new record)

Front row: Dens-

relay

—Final

Second Heat Won by Strohmeier
Arnold
by
First
Heat— Won
Won by Worcester (Holcombe,
(Amherst); Tinker (Wore) second.
(Brown); Ford (Springfield) second; Osipowich, Perry, Tinker); Brown
Third Heat No qualifiers
Nickerson (Brown) third. Time, 1:49 (Hall, Arnold, Koebig, Walsh) second;
Three hundred yard Medley Swim
1-5.
Williams (Gardner, Close, McMahon,
Trials (Five best times to qualify)
Heat—Won by S'ttler Swayze) third; Springfield (Fisher,
Second
Sittler
by
Heat— Won
First
(Brown); Hoffman (Spring) second. Hoffman, Zweidinger, Hardon) dis(Brown); Kieene (Amherst) second;
Time, 1:54.
qualified for fast start. Time, 1 :42 3-5.
Jarosh (M. I. T.) third. Best time
Point summary:
One hundred yard free-style swim
of all heats 4:21 1-5 (new record)
Brown, 31; Worcester, 24; Williams,
Trials (First, second, and fastest
Second Heat Won by Appleton
12; M. I. T, 10; Springfield, 10; Westhird to qualify)
(M. I. T.); Sperry (Bowdoin) second;
Amherst, 6; Bowdoin, 5.
Birnie (Will) disqualified for illegal
First Heat— Won by Hall (Brown); ley an, 8;
breaststroke kick.
Zweidinger (Spring) second. Time,
Two hundred yard breaststroke
59 2-5 sec.
Coach Jack Magee spoke on the
Trials
by Hardon "Olympic Games and College AthSecond Heat Won
(First, second, and fastest third in
second; letics" before the Men's Club of the
Wilcox
(Wes)
(Spring);
qualify
Torchio (M. I. T.) third. Time, 58 4-5 Portland Y. M. C. A., March 12. YesFirst Heat Won by Locke (Bow- sec.
terday Coach Magee spoke at the
doin); Rosen (Spring) second. ChamBath Y. M. C. A., and on Saturday he
Two hundred yard free-style relay
berlain (Wes) disqualified for illegal
will speak in Portland at the presenTrials
kick. Hoist (M. I. T.) disqualified for
tation of trophies for winners of the
First Heat— Won by Brown (Hall, Cumberland
illegal turn. Time, 2:48 3-5.
County Interscholastic
Second Heat Won by Stewart Arnold, Koebig, Walsh); Williams Track Meet for the smaller schools.
Emerson (Wore) second; (Gardner, Close, McMahon, Swayze) His subject will be "The Olympic
(Will);
4-5.
1:43
second.
Time,
Games and the Benefit of College
Densmore (Bowdoin) third. Time 2:51
Second Heat Won by Springfield Athletics."
1-5.

—

—

—

—

—

•

—

Musical Clubs
(Continued from Page

Prof. Wilmot B. Mitchell of Bowdoin
was the principal speaker at
a banquet of Lewiston and Auburn
teachers, March 13 at the DeWitt
Hotel, Lewiston.

College

|

PLAY SAFE

Your Washing

LAUNDRY

JACOB SMITH

The summary:
Medley Relay—Trials

Heat— Won by Williams
First
(Taylor, Stewart, Swayze); Spring(Ford, Weckworth, Zweidinger)
Bowdoin (Easton, Locke,
second;

Webber's Studio
Morton's

field

Smith) third. Time, 3:28 2-5.
Second Heat— Won by Worcester
Emerson, Perry). Time,
(Driscoll,

News Stand

3:29 4-5. Brown disqualified for illegal
breast stroke touch.
Fifty yard dash Trials
First Heat Won by Hall (Brown);
Wilcox (Wes) second. Time, 25 sec.
Second Heat— Won by Torchio (M.

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

—

—

KAYWOODIE PIPES

T); Holcombe (Wore)
Time, 25 4-5 sec.
Heat— Won by
Third
I.

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

second.

Hardon
Time,
Toilet Articles - Shaving Preparations (Spring); Peck (Wes) second.
25 3-5 sec.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded
by Swayze
Fourth

AGENCY FOR

"CflU. OFF TOUR DOSS!'
CRIED YVONNE WADDINGHAM -WADDINGHAM

Heat— Won

(Williams); Hoffman (Spring) second. Time, 25 2-5 sec.
Fifty yard dash Semi-finals (First
and second and fastest third to
qualify)
First Heat— Won by Hall (Brown);

—

Whitman's Chocolates

Hoffman
second;
(Wes)
(Spring) third. Time, 25 2-5 sec.

Wilcox

PRINTING
of

all

ciently

.

kinds handled

and

the office of

.

Second

.

(Will);

Heat— Won

Hardon

by

Swayze

(Spring)

second;

SHORT'S MARKET
—GROCERS—

wick Record.

Modern machinery and
competent workmen.

who

flight across

the ice-pack.

effi-

promptly at
The Bruns-

For Yvonne's feeble '.strength was spent after an hour's

"Them

ain't dogs,

friends.

They bark

woman I* laughed
like

GOLD, the honey-smooth

cigarette

better have 'em change to

cater to fraternity trad*

Estimates and samples

essary alarm,

the sheriff. "Them's your boy

bloodhounds because they don't smoke

it

made from

OLD

queen-leaf tobacco

and save yourself a

lot of

unnec-

my gal"

cheerfully furnished.

Hardware

Brunswick

QUALITY
ALWAYS.

Co.

Prompt Service - Fair Prices
Brunswick Publishing

Company

SOULE'S BARBER SHOP

Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. 3

Cor.

For First Class Haircutting
i

Near Campus

-

T -'»

Expert Barbers

OLD GOLD
FASTEST
On your

Radio

GROWING CIGARETTE

. . .

OLD GOLD—PAUL WHITEM AN HOUR.

IN HISTORY.

.NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD

.
Paul Whltemao and complete urchwtra

rwry Tuesday, • to

1)

where a concert similar
to those given in the other Maine
towns, will be presented. Beginning
the long vacation trip the Glee Club
and the Instrumental Club will visit
Newtonville, Mass., on March 31, after which they will go to several other
cities in that state: Danvers on April
1, Quincy on April 2, and Lexington
on April 3. The trip will be brought
to a grand conclusion with the program at the Hotel Delmonico in New
York City on April 4.
travel to Bath

;

on Photographs

I

—

third to qualify)

—
—

)

'

CITIZENS

is

to

IS P.

M

..
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UNION DEBATERS DEFEATED
ON DISARMAMENT QUESTION
Bowdoin Team of Morrow, Davis and Lee Down Visitors'
Proposal for Complete Disarmament
The Bowdoin Debating Team again

MARCH QUILL WILL
APPEAR THIS WEEK

proved their merit last Saturday evening by out-arguing the team from
Union. The Bowdoin representatives
presented a strong, clear-cut argument and successfully convinced the Issue
audience and judges that they were
right This is the third victory for
and New
the Bowdoin men; Tufts

Contains
Many Interesting
Student Contributions

More student material characterizes
representatives the March issue of the new Quill
of Bowdoin.
Coach Childs had his which is expected to appear today or
men well-drilled, and every man had tomorrow. If however the magazines
his part of the argument well in hand. are not received from the publishers
The question at stake was: Resolved by that time, the copies will not be
that the nations adopt a plan of com- distributed until after vacation.
excepting such
plete disarmament
Combining articles and stories by
forces as are needed for police pur- students, alumni, professors, and a
poses.
The Union men upheld the well-known newspaper and magazine
affirmative and Bowdoin upheld the contributor, the latest issue presents
negative. The judges ruled the nega a very well-rounded aggregate of ma
tive victorious by a two to one vote. terial for the reader. Hiram Blauvelt,
The Bowdoin debaters were t. * a noted contributor on subjects perMorrow, A. S. Davis, Jr., and L. C. taining to art, business, advertising,
Lee; and the members of the Union and education, heads the list with his
team were R. G. Smith, R. L. Wil- essay, "Jn 20, the High, Oxford".
Hams, and T. S. Oppenheim The p Tofessor Thomas Means' has con
judges were Charles D. Alexander of tributed a poem, "Ax Paean to ApolSamuel B. Furbish of lo", while other poems have been
Portland,
Brunswick, and Prof. George M. written by A. S. Davis, Walter P.
Stan- Bowman, and
rroi. oianCollege. Prof.
Chase of Bates college
Curtis Stuart Laughlin
-.
.
.
of Bowdoin presided
Chase
ley P. .."
"!_;
peculiar lack of student fiction
during the evening.
was
noted
the editors, although
by
debate
Professor Chase opened the
articles and essays were abundant.
with a short introductory speech. He This appears strange in
consideration
welcomed the Union men on behalf ot of the experiences of other
college
the College, and expressed his pleas- magazines. Whether the undergraduure that Union and Bowdoin were ates are not fiction-minded,
or whethagain meeting in a debate as they
er
there
is some other cause, the fact
have not done for several years. He remains that there
are no good stories
went on to point out that Unioif and contributed by the student body. The
Bowdoin were somewhat connected as
(Continued on Pag* I)
the fourth President of Bowdoin,
Leonard Woods, was a graduate of
Union College.
R. G. Smith was the first man to
speak for the affirmative. Mr. Smith
first pointed out the necessity of a
police force which should be under
the control of the executive arm of
government He asserted that this Challenging
Alpha Tau's Defeated by
force should have no connection with
31-30 Score in Season's Hectic
the army whatsoever, and the size
Finale
of this force should depend upon the
population of the country. He went
on to say that now was the time to
The Zeta Psi basketball team beshown
having
experience
disarm,
ca
-the ™ner-up in the Interfra
armlt» be unsuccessful in securing grmty Basketball championship
on
See.
peaic. The nations of the world are [Friday evening
when it shaded the
fconttnorf «m p««. »
A i pha Tau Omega quintet by a 31-30
Hampshire were the previous victims

who

fell

before the

,

;

.

|

i

I
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A

.
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ZETA PSI RETAINS
SECOND POSITION IN
BASKETBALL SERIES

™

!

UK

I

_^_«- ON
niTril P
1931 BUG Lb
WORK #«., >MM
PROGRESSING WELL
*
Majority
..
*

,„j
c...w,iw<ta and
of Junior Snapshots
Individual Writeups Completed
r

•

i

Last

Week

I

together with the bookplate, the titlepage, and the dedication, have been
completed. The yearbook will contain
five pencil sketches of campus scenes,
and half-a-dozen photographs of the
various buildings.
Almost half of the group pictures
are completed, the remainder being
expected to come in before vacation.
The fraternity write-ups, the house
lists, and the Sophomore and Freshman class records have been finished;
and the athletics copy, with the exception of the baseball season work, which
is in type, is due before Friday. Mimeographed forms for the Junior and
Senior honor lists will be issued by the
editorial staff during the week.
The David Molloy Company, of Chicago, recently submitted cover designs
which were approved.
assistant

editors,

wMe

j

%*

j

!

|

PRESIDENT TALKS

i

ON RELIGION AND
INTELLECTUALISM
Vital

j

Warren

Stearns of the Chi Psi House and Norare to be complimented for the unusual cooperation and readiness which
have characterized the production

j

thus far of the 1931 Bugle. Artine
Artinian of Thfeta Delta Chi, and
Dominic Antonucci, a Beta, are handling the photography.

— Undergraduate-Men

Brunswick Bridge Party
Moulton Union, 8.00 P. M.

at

•

—

March 31-April 4 Musical Clubs
Spring Trip: Newtonville, Danvers,
Quincy, Lexington, New York City.
April 9 Occident appears look
out below!
April 10— Classical Club Virgil-

!

Harvard.

—

April

!

.

i

—

Score Hits in Bam Chamber
Productions

A novel program was presented to
an appreciative audience yesterday
afternoon and evening in the Barn
Chamber, when three original dramatic
interpretations
of
wejl-known
short stories were seen. The playlets
represented the work of English 10,
* preceptorial course in advanced
English Composition.
"Durga", adapted by Fred Kleibacker from Kipling's "At the End of
the Passage", perfectly caught the
spirit of Anglo-India, with its jargon
of things that are fortunately beyond
the acquaintance of most men. The
story, in brief, concerned Hummil,
who "descended into the Dark Places
and was caught there because he was
not able to escape with sufficient
speed." Culminating in the horrible
death of a man so goaded by fear
that he went to bed with a spur-rowel
under him that he might not sleep,
it communicated to the audience a
share of the creeping fear of strange
things that lie at the back of our

minds.
"Mrs. Senior Subaltern", which Herall Sigma Nu. The
quarter ended with the count bert L. Prescott ingeniously adapted
from Kipling's "His Wedded Wife",
The next period was nip and tuck was likewise placed in India, but had
passing no other connection with "Durga".
brisk
until
the hitherto
offense of the Zeta Psi outfit crumbled Based on the challenge of a senior
in the closing minutes and finished subaltern to a newly-arrived brother
with long shots at the hoop. Deston officer, and. the laughable impersonaand Van Varick checked the shifty atioh by the young lieutenant of a
it

was mostly

initial
9-4.

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Pace 4)

Junior class Ivy assessments, w hich are $12 this year, are due immediately after the coming vacation, and may be paid to Don Prince,
committee member, at the Theta Delta Chi house. Any payments offered before vacation will also be cheerfully received.

Results of Orient Poll Show More Than Seventy-Five
Percent of Voters Dissatisfied With Present Status
The results of the Orient Prohibition Poll issued last Wednesday reveal that the undergraduates of Bowdoin are overwhelmingly in favor of
repealing the 18th Amendment. Four

PROF. W. C. GREENE TO
LECTURE ON VIRGIL

Harvard Professor Obtained by the hundred and thirty-two students voted
out of the enrollment of five hundred
Classical Club for Virgilian Talk
and fifty, seventy-six per cent of the
entire body, and of those four hundred
and thirty-two votes, three hunOn Thursday evening, April tenth,
at 8.15 o'clock, the college will have dred and twenty-eight were for repeal
the privilege of hearing Professor and one hundred and four for enforceWilliam Chase Greene of Harvard ment, giving the wets more than
speak on "Self-Revelation in Virgil: seventy-five per cent of the vote.
The questionnaire was issued as folthe Heart of a Poet." This lecture
There were two statements to
will be presented under the auspices of lows.
be checked.

the Classical Club.
Professor Greene comes to Bowdoin
under the recommendation of the
American Classical League, of which
Dr. Henry Bronson Dewing, former
professor of the clas«"" *>«"~» and now
President of Athens College, Athens,
Greece, is a member. He is the author of several well known books of
classical studies and at present is Professor of Latin and Greek at Harvard
University.
He is a recognized authority on Virgil and as such is more
than competent to deliver a most unusual lecture on this poet and his
works. This particular lecture, "SelfRevelation in Virgil: the Heart of a
Poet," he has delivered previously before organizations such as The Classical Club of Greater Boston and the
['Classical Section of the Teachers' Institute of Rhode Island.
(Continued on page 3)

favor enforcement

I

of

the

18th

Amendment.
favor repeal of the 18th Amendment.
The voters were requested to signify whether they were members of the
student body or of the faculty.
Of the eleven fraternities, only one,
Chi Psi, returned a majority for enforcement, thereby identifying itself
for all time as the stronghold of the
drys on the campus. The vote was 14
for the Amendment, 11 for repeal.
Alpha Delta Phi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, and Psi Upsilon were almost unanimously in favor of repeal. Dry minorities, although badly outnumbered in
all cases, were also
strong in the
Theta Delta Chi, Zeta Psi, and Sigma
Nu fraternities. In the remaining
fraternities the wet vote was usually
in the proportion of three to the dry's
I

I

|

one.

MARCH ALUMNUS HAS
MUCH OF INTEREST
TO UNDERGRADUATES

The faculty vote was in favor of
enforcement.
Only six members,
however, deigned to cast their ballots, the vote being five to one for
enforcement.
The non-fraternity poll showed 20
for repeal and 10 for enforcement.
Article by President Sills; William R.
This proportion in favor of repeal
Crowley Writes on the Football
practically corresponded to the proportion maintained among the fraSituation
and
Noted Author and Editor Lectures on
ternities.
It indicated that the nonEvening
the Future of Literature"
The March issue of the Bowdoin fraternity men see eye to eye with the
Alumnus is now on the press and bids Greek letter men on this question,
and should effectively do away with
An amusing criticism of modernism er. The greatest fault of modern fair to be a number of much interest the old bugaboo that the life of a frain poetry together with hearty appro- poetry is the tendency toward uncom- not merely to the alumni but to the
ternity induces its members more to
bation, of certain elements, in, it munkation on the part of the author undergraduates as well.
The cover bears a view* of Mas- alcoholic tendencies.
furnished an interesting evening to which makes the verse unintelligible
Continued on Fas* 8
sachusetts Hall taken during the winthose who attended Max Eastman's to the reader.
predominating ter. This is an excellent picture of the
Emphasizing the
lecture, "Modernism and the Future
Two
halfoldest
buildings.
of
our
literary
evening
of
modern
characteristics
of
of Literature", on the
March 24. Consideration of the faults efforts, he quoted very typical ex- tone plates are also found in this
one of the Mary Frances
in this new type of literary effort amples of the new literature, entire- issue
dealt mainly with the tendency of the ly inexplicable, from the pens of the Searles Science Building a very unmodernist to be uncommunicative to best known modernists E. E. Cum- usual study and the other a view of Walker, Lee, Jenkins and Prince Comthe
Chapel
from the southern side.
Stein,
Gertrude
Sitwell,
mings, Edith
his reader.
pose Team Meeting Union, SyraPresident Kenneth C. M. Sills has
Mr.
Eastman censured modern and James Joyce. Max Eastman, himcuse, Hamilton and Amherst
article: "Making
poetry for its excessive freedom free self a poet as well as critic and phil- written the feature
Undergraduate
in
Alumni
verse, free punctuation, free use of osopher, read several pieces of his Good
The Bowdoin DeAatiag^team will
grammar, free spelling, and even own composition of the same general Years" in which he discusses certain
(Continued
on
Page
S)
take its annual spring trip, beginning
free type-setting and photo-engraving. type and answered several questions
April 21 and concluding on April 24.
He maintained however that modern- at the end of the lecture.
Those who are to make the trip, which
ism was of value because it repreAlthough lacking in the personality
will take them to Union, Syracuse,
sented pure poetry, the attempt to and brilliant humor of the speaker,
Hamilton and Amherst, are L. Carter
grasp a word or phrase which will the following is a brief summary of
Lee '30, Paul A. Walker '31, Albert E.
most accurately evoke an image to the lecture:
Jenkins '31, and Donald F. Prince '31.
the mind of the poet and of the read(Continued on page 4)
The first debate, at Union in
Schenectady, N. Y., will be broadcast
President Sills Puts Forward Three by
on Monday evening, April
'32
R. C.
Reasons for Practicing Economy
21.
The question will be: Resolved,
That the Canadian system of liquor
President Sills spoke in chapel control is preferable to that of the
Wednesday morning on economy United States. Bowdoin will take the
among undergraduates. He conceded affirmative. Paul A. Walker, Albert
Recent Performance of Combined Secretary
of
Sophomore Society the fact that there are inconsistencies E. Jenkins and Donald F. Prince will
This is the team
in all branches of life, but stated that be the speakers.
Clubs at Bath Proves Highly
Attends Annual Convention of
there were certain obvious ones which which recently defeated New HampSuccessful
Key Societies
He gave three shire on this same question.
called for comment.
On the following evening, April 22,
reasons why Bowdoin undergraduates
The musical clubs are planning
Paul A. Walker. L. Carter Lee, and
Saturday, March 15, forty-eight should practice economy.
their annual trip during the spring
In the first place Bowdoin is not a Albert E. Jenkins will debate the afdelegates representing 24 colleges
vacation and it promises to be an
firmative
side of the subject. Resolved,
rich man's college. Two-fifths of the
extensive one. The first concert will from Canada and eastern United
student body applied for scholarships That the generation and transmission
be in Newtonville, Mass., in the Ma- States, convened at Hanover for the
second
so- this year. One-fourth were able to re- of hydro-electric power should be unannual
convention
of
Key
sonic Hall, on March 31; Danvers,
cieties, under the
auspices of the ceive them. But he added that only dertaken by the government, against
Mass., in the Town Hall, April 1;
two students had been forced to leave Syracuse University.
Quincy, Mass., in the High School, Dartmouth Green Key. Richard C.
Wednesday will find the team in
Van Varick '32, secretary of the Bow- college for financial reasons. There
April 2; Lexington, Mass., in the
are certain important changes in the Clinton, N. Y., to face Hamilton with
doin
as
White
attended
Key
society,
Gary Memorial Building, April 3;
awarding of scholarships being con- the same side, same question, and
New York City in the Hotel Del- delegate.
those same team as on the preceding evetime,
but
present
the
sidered
at
The chief objective of the convenmonico, Park Ave., at 59th street,
should ning.
tion was to promote more friendly re- students who were dissatisfied
April 4.
The debaters will close their tour by
many cases
lationships among the various col- remember that in a great
Tickets for the New York concert
swinging back into Massachusetts to
leges through the treatment of the the donation is limited by restrictions
may be purchased from John W.
take on Amherst on the negative side
athletic teams of the schools. It de- of the donor.
Riley, Jr., at the Alpha Delta Phi
present of the liquor question which they dethe
place
second
the
In
House or at the door. All other tickets veloped that the regulation of freshbated with Union University.
Here
(Continued on Page 4)
may be obtained at the various con- men is not a function of Key soPaul A. Walker, Donald F. Prince and
cieties in the majority of colleges;
certs.
It is hoped that the underL. Carter Lee will hold forth for BowCOUNCIL MAKES
this task being assumed by other or- STUDENT
graduates who live near any of these
doin.
From
present
indications
the
RULES ON CLASS
engagements will help to make them ganizations instituted expressly for
White ought to demonstrate to its opContinued on Fas* S
Continued on page I
ponents that Bowdoin has one of the
The Student Council in a meeting foremost debating teams among the
ALPHA DELT FRESHMEN GIVE
PLANS BEING ARRANGED FOR
at the Zeta Psi House Monday night Eastern small colleges.
SMOKER THURSDAY EVENING passed two rules on the conduct of
ANNUAL SPRING TENNIS TRIP

MAX EASTMAN GIVES TALK
ON MODERNISM IN POETRY
"Modernism

Monday

FINAL DEBATE TRIP

—

—

—

PROGRAM ANNOUNCED

—

—

ON ECONOMY AMONG
UNDERGRADUATES

FIVE CONCERTS ON
ANNUAL SPRING TOUR

OF MUSICAL CLUBS

WGY

VAN VARICK
REPRESENTS WHITE
KEY AT CONVENTION

I

I

!

'

|

i

1

;

j

Continued on Pas* S)

WARS

WAY

The new system to elect the editor
of the Orient will be inaugurated this
year.
The choice which has already
been made by the Student Council will

Freshman-Sophomore contests. The
Thursday night at the Alpha Delta first moved the time of the Flag Rush
Plans are now being arranged by
Phi House
house from the fall to a more suitable date
Manager Dick Obear for the annual entertained the freshmen of the
with their annual smoker. in the spring when more members of
be completed tomorrow. The plan was spring tennis trip to be taken the The affair
started at eight o'clock and the classes would be in College. It was
devised by the Senior Committee last week of May 5. It is hoped that five lasted to eleven.
further ruled that if the Freshmen win
year, and is in brief, this: The editor matches may be scheduled. Matches
During the progress of the smoker thfe rush they will be allowed to throw
will be elected by a three-unit vote. with Williams, Wesleyan, and Holy a bridge
tournament was conducted off their Freshman restrictions, such
The Student Council makes up one Cross have already been arranged, and two Delta Upsilon freshmen car- as the cap, but if they lose they must
group; the Orient Board, the second; and negotiations are being made to ried away first
and second prizes. submit to these requirements for the
and the third is cast by the retiring secure two or more opponents for the Newton Chase received a large rest of the year. The annual subeditor, the retiring manager of the White netmen.
cigarette coffer, designed in amber. freshman week end was suggested as
Publishing Company, and the senior
In all probability, no matches are Carl Gerdsen won second prize, a a suitable time for the fracas. This
Faculty member of the Publishing to be scheduled for Brunswick, with slightly smaller
cigarette box. Clyde will take the place of Rising Night.
Company.
the exception of the Maine State Johnson of the Alpha Tau Omega
Relative to the warfare which goes
The candidates this year are the Tournament which will be held here House captured the booby prize, a on at the time of the Freshman Banpresent managing editors, John L. at a date to be determined later. The package of soap. It is only fair to quet, it was decided that there should
Snider and Paul A. Walker. Follow- Bowdoin team is planning to compete Johnson to state that he had phenom- be no fighting at any railroad station,
ing the choice of the editor, the two in the annual tournament of the New enally bad luck all evening.
either here or at the town in which the
new managing editors will be elected England Intercollegiate Lawn Tennis
During the evening Elliot Smith of affair takes place. There shall be no
by the Board from the associate edi- Association to be held at Longwood the Beta Theta Pi House entertained fighting while en route to the banquet
tors who have served since last March. May 19-21.
with piano selections.
After the or in the effort to regain a captured
These men are Philip C. Ahern, MelStruggles
In response to a recent call for as- bridge refreshments were served. All member of either class.
cher Fobes, Lawrence C. Jenks, and sistant managers of tennis three soph- the guests then received favors, in may take place at the destination.
George T. Sewall. The date for choice omores responded. They are D. N. each case consisting of two heavy
The regulation of no fighting in the
of the freshman candidates will be Antonucci, H. V. Durand, and A. P. hammered brass book-ends, fashioned College buildings relative to Rising
set by the new editor.
Continued on Pnse I
Lunt.
in the form of a Scottish Terrier.

ENGLISH
R. L.

:

L. O'Brian, newspaper editor,
come to Bowdoin April 14 and 15
give special instruction in essay
writing to the students in the course
in literary composition. English 10 has
for its purpose the studying of leading forms of literature, such as the
Short Story, Drama, Essay, and
Verse, and it is as part of this instruction that Mr. O'Brian will come

R.

i

j

I

j

'

will

to

to Bowdoin.

Mr. O'Brian
j

;

I

j

I

-

CLASS TO HEAR
ON JOURNALISM

O'BRIAN

j

|

Spring
Hamilton, Amherst.

10

'

,

—

Debating Team
21 - 24
Union,
Syracuse,
Trip:

quintet proved decisively last Thursday evening that
they still were Interfraternity basketball champions by virtue of a 3218 win over the Zeta Psi outfit. The
victory clinched top honors for them
for the fourth consecutive year.
The champions were clearly superior
throughout the game, although the
vanquished Zetes made a valiant bid
for the victory. Perkins and Dillenbeck worked in combination like professional
hoopsters
and led the
smooth, coordinated Sigma Nu offense
to tally after tally. Sigma Nu's defense was also good only now and
then were the Zetes able to crash
through it for scores.
The first quarter was hotly contested, with Van Varick opening the
scoring with a beautiful long, looping
shot from mid-floor. Deston added
two more points to the Zete tally
column when he dribbled through the
Sigma Nu defense and sunk another
basket. Perkins, who was the scoring
ace of the evening, soon cut down
the Zeta Psi lead and from then on

•

,

brow."

Nu

i

Lecture: "Self Revelation in
Virgil: the Heart of a Poet", by
Professor William C. Greene of

ian

April 12— State of Maine Scholarship Examinations.
April 14-15— R. L. O'Brian in
English 10.
April 16 Delta Upsilon Lecture:
Edear Parks of
President
J.
Wheaton on "Philistine or High-

The Sigma

Budding Playwrights of English 10

!

—

—

Defeats Zeta Psi Hoopsters to Win
Fourth Consecutive Championship

BOWDOIN UNDERGRADUATES
RETURN LARGE MAJORITY
FOR PROHIBITION REPEAL

|

I

ORIENT EDITOR TO BE
ELECTED IN NEW

Calendar
of

Chapel Talk Deals With
Phase of the Young Man's
Problem

President Sills in Chapel last Sunday explained how, in his own opinion,
religion and intellectualism were entirely compatible.
There has been
some belief, he said, that these two
factors could not be linked together,
especially in the minds of the younger
generation. The president then defined
the terms "religious" and "intellectual." The former, he said, is applied
to one who believes that there is
someone outside ourselves. The latter refers to one who has a taste for
reading and thinking, but more important than these, one who can reason- Since a man is intellectual, he
has a motive, and more often than not
he is searching for truths. The reKgious person constantly requires his
intellect in search of the truth. It is
thus that we find religion and intellectualism positively connected. Religion, he said, is too deeply imbedded
in the people to be crushed out.

j

NU TAKES
STUDENT
tJDENI DRAMATISTS
BASKETBALL CROWN
^PRESENT PLAYLETS

SIGMA

PRESIDENT SPEAKS

(Continue* on p.«e 3)
I

wood Macdonald, Alpha Tau Omega,

March 26

from

|

The sketches for the front of the book, Sunday

The

led

j

Donald F.
Prince? the 1931 Bowdoin Bugle is entermg upon its busiest week. Most of
the art work and photography is finished. but the editorial matter and
rite " uPS are Stm tricklin * in
L" dribieto
On Sunday night the majority of the
individual Junior photos had been sent
to the Folsom Engraving Company, of
Boston, who are doing most of the
platework for the Bugle this year.
direction of

Under the

The Red and White

score.

the start, but the A. T. O. team rallied
and nearly swept them into oblivion
in the final session when they coralled
ten points.
DeGray was the high
point scorer of the evening, collecting
g^g* led with
fifteen poJntg
nme f or ^ T. O. It was in the first
half that the Zetes shone. The pass}ing and shootinjr accuracy at this
P° int wa * sufficient to give them the
£"**** but not 7****. » J*P«fr
Wlth
con test the Interfraternity
_
Basketball
season was brought to a

NO. 28

26, 1930.

I

|

i

i

is

well-known

in

all

fields,
and especially in
journalism.
He was the personal
secretary of Grover Cleveland during his presidency, and has since been
editor of the Boston Transcript and
the Boston Herald. Last night the
English 10 class gave several plays
in the Barn Chamber as part ot their
instruction in the drama, and now
Mr. O'Brian will help round out the
work in his own particular field.

literary

:

^

.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

.

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

the board deserves credit for their hard work, and the Bowdoin final sobriety which appears rather to last night in the form of a petition
Publishing Company and the Record Press have shown whole- be that of war disillusionment. As pros- from the students in the School of
.pective citizens before war broke out Journalism to Roger Howson, uni...
f
hearted CO-operatlon. We Wish the future
editors all success pos-| they were admittedly undesirable, versity librarian, charging that the
sible, and hope that by seeing our mistakes and failings thev will and men whom anv college could well foisting levies were "unduly exorbihave sacrificed for the sake of her tant, usurious and more appropriate
i
iu ft„,„,
,
m
the ORIENT a ibetter paper. We ask
be able to make
for continued general morale, if better could be had. for a pawnbroker's shop than for a
and greater support, for without it this organization cannot ad- Such men are the very phantoms of fjf* educational institution."
Bearing 104 signatures, the petition
frustration of things in a college, and
vance with it, she will prosper.
represents a heavy majority of the
of the absence
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Established 1871
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Editor-in-Chief

Harrison M. Davis,

of all values, while the
welfare of society, and consequently,
° f colleges, undeniably calls for values.
achieve what o-ood he would and that
When colle
to recognize as
«es cease
a sturdy race may
m£v bl
Ath fho
De nreserved
preserved. Atn». .» **
„•
.. m
~*
their foremost- aim
the ZZSTt
training of

^^^^=^^^^=

Jr., '30

Managing Editors
John

!

Our Letter Box

Paul A. Walker" '31

L. Snider '31

Department Editors

Walter

P.

Bowman

'31,

Weston Rankin

Campus

Photographic

*30,

Associate Editors

Ahern

'32

'32
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SO
John T. Gould

Douglas Fosdick

Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., '30
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William N. Small
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BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
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Business Manager

Ralph B. Hirtle

junior and senior classes, with a
sprinkling
of
graduate
students.
Copies were forwarded to President
Murrav Butler;
Rut Ur; Dr.
Dr John
Nicholas Murray
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Contributing Editors
'30
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Alice M. Hitchcock, librarian
do we U to ca " the
themselves
factor accounting for athletics is the
.
,
charge of the local library branch.
,n * schoo,s
and not 8<>« a ,> sup'
necessity of the most harmless outlet
To the Editor of the Orient:
The present system calls for a fine
s
of
youthful
overflows
of
emotion.
,
..
,.
This
V
Since Dr. Widgery's plea of last
* SJ°\. the d'sappointmente and of 25 cents for the first hour after
year for more marriages we have had second reason for athletics is one of
the time set for a book's return
mV
no such stimulating morning chapel the most basic with respect to all tolerance, they should
t
work to "fu"
° cents for every additional
the and 5
mwwt*™..*
Mmao Emotion in
;„ v^*i,
spectacular games.
both
service as that of Saturday before
According to the students,
'1„2?!V good of both college and man.
It 5 our huineuai
last
The speaker first voiced an
miaoH the"
tha siatuVoT
ctotno ~* *v./»
n«n«™> and fines frequently
freauentlv ~ come to.
to three or
the" collet
ShteSrSntSl
(J™*
standing objection that a certain part
our times the selling prices of the
an that at his present
f
undoubted^ good,
eood for it is^ probably
nrooablv reminds the
£books. The effect, they charge, !s
,
of the college does not belong there undoubtedly
te h
^- . *uIJlJ
...to
make
the
nf
th/lihrarv
at all.
maKe
tn
He then announced his in- true that something more even than f"T
e
use
the
Horary prohad
****
think
things over a while. «?
°J
onaKespearean drama is needed to g
j
.
tention to give a series of chapel ShakesDearean
mce "
it aoes not
t taice
tek"l a war to
<w>he.sober hibitive - and to discourage reading
)?'"_
rM arph hevnnH
talks on "Bowdoin's Undistinguished purge the smothered emotions of down a
^seaun
volume* ah
beyond the
ab, volumes
men ' th's suspension from 3
P
peacetime.
College
athletics,
thus,
Undergraduates." Proceeding, he told
college in general should do more solutely required.
the story of two young fellows in do a real social service when they good than otherwise because conBooks on reserve must be returned
college back in '17.
at
9
morning,
the
following
alThey were gen- furnish the public with spectacular tmuanc*' in
?0
in
college in such cases
It follows that there
are
erally worthless about campus, were events.
ls
a
mere
protraction
of
the though an extension until 10 o'clock
"shades of the Dean's Office", and those in college who do well to de- illusion that in idleness they are doing mav *• granted.
Under this aivote
particularly
themselves
to
athone was "too puny to swing a cigasomething. Emerson's little rhyme rangement, the petitioners say, a
letics,
but shall we say without atfaultv alarm c,ock ' wnich brings
rette". War comes on. These two are
9 works out in all sorts of mortal cirthem to school five or ten minutes
due for another call at the Dean's tending to intellectual development
cum stances:
The
on
is that athparadox
this
point
Office for overcutting
classes
and
'Though thou loved her as thyself, late, forces them to pay a fine of 25
masletes
have
affections
of
the
the
cents.
chapel. Time lapses with no response
As
self of purer clay;
a
Students charge that the system of
until one day through the mail come ses as scholars seldom do, and so the Th <>ugh her parting dims the day
athlete has the special duty to develop
fines is more severe than that of
class* and chapel excuses from the
Stealing grace from all alive;
his intellect in order to employ his
any other college library in the counArgonne Drive Region.
influential advantage for the best Heartily know,
try. The fines, according to the petiPatriotism! If a college can put ends.
When half-gods go
tion, "are from 2,000 to 10,000 per
forth this type of self-sacrificing,
There is thirdly the social factor The gods arrive."
cent higher than the fines charged
patriotic, quick-in-emergency individwhich must concern the college. I
PETTEGROVE by the public libraries of New Yorn.
ual, what need to worry about listplace this third because it takes care
City, and actually they are from two
less,
"undistinguished" undergradu- of itself better than the two other
to three times as severe as those of
ates?
These young men were the,.,,
,,
„
major
aims,
and very naturally lias To the Editor of the Orient:
private circulating libraries which
first to join the army,— puny,
worth- affinities with both study and athThe "straw vote" of last week's are operated for profit."
less, apparent failures
in life, yet letics
Orient on the Prohibition question is
latent all the while have been these
Now
let us return to our "shades" something to be praised and encourIN ART BUILDING
highest qualities of mankind, this paof '17 and consider their place in co!- aged. We should have more of them,
INTEREST OF SCHOLARS
triotism, this self-sacrificing
spirit, lege.
They scorned study and ath- and on not merely subjects such as
and this willingness to do what letics, or
at least were indifferent to this of ireneral interest but also on
Few students realize how many ob"*jjy*»dy has got to do." Is not this them (with the same effect); they subjects of particular interest to us
jects of value an^d interest are con
passed their time in quest of amuse- here at Bowdoin. Of course, I realize
in the Walker Art
uate s
running ment.
that
Dormitories
the results of such a vote are to tu" Fdward Per™
and fraternity
of things?
houses they lingered in, as often as be "taken with a *rain of salt" because
rtXSE!
these men are, we may ask: Are possible persuading others tojointhem! of an ever-present tendency for advo£go2S
our own countrv and
tne*f
y not then more admirable than ,in their idleness (for this is in the cates of a certain side to "stuff the abroad more
than
single
those stuffy-headed men who paused very nature of the idle).
What do ballot boxes"; but notwithstanding
tht
a moment to consider best courses freshmen think at seeing such men this fact, the results would prove
an
ly recenUv a lette? was received
before plunging into that great spree tolerated, or "getting by"? If they interesting commentary on our various
f rorn Vhe HiJrtnr of uL RHtUh
of cut-throats
(which war alone have any weaknesses on the side of problems.
Take the proposed plan Sc hool of Ar^haeolo™
Athens
licenses) ?
indolence they will see the useless- of relieving Seniors from compulsory
Greece
The implications of this speech are
hlS
Ud ° f ° amp
revolutionary, if the shortness of it
fig " fine ub eC
0r a referendum Another the Warren Collection, and permission
^.
,!,
V
i
permits any implications. More is gobeC °
thC
SSUe bT0U *h
U P in to publish it in a book on Corinthian
J* recentl
}.
;
if it may not
Walker's
ing to be said on the subject on en- skeptical of things, even T*l
communication
re- Vases that he is writine
d re
U Pe i ,a men; ana
suing Saturday mornings, fortunately, r S
scholarshiD award s - Why not
A n alabastron is a small cylindrical
t hi v
Tri
/H
ti^
a
if
r
r
fi
ii
,
lt
so that the speaker's views will be^
or Pear-shaped vessel with a rounded
£'
hlfL
Jlfnn
m
r h i <HS"ta U u
thlS t
St, d n t referendum?
a flattened mouth, used for hold\ 5
a
i
.
more fitting atmosphere for study,
or AflJd
it would be of
interest
to know ing oils and perfumes. The shape of
But as this is a matter of very gen- for athletic endeavor? And, finally, of how the student body felt on compul- the bottom is such that it cannot be
what
worth
is
degree
from
a
colsory
a
chapel.
eral interest, some of the objections
set on end, thus a small standard or
With regard to national and inter- base is used to hold it in an upright
which at once arise may be of value lege where men entirely indifferent to
in many ways; and therefore, I shall a U college ideals, not to mention those national problems, why wouldn't a poll position.
These alabastrons may have
frankly express a few with only a de- preached in catalogue and chapel, are on the Naval Conference, or on Soviet been a fashionable toilet article on
This seems to be the very Russia, or on the Tariff bring forth
sire to know more upon this vital let by ?
milady's dressing table in the ancient
mockery
of a college!
interesting results ? I should also like world.
topic.
But these idle figures were the first to see another poll on Prohibition
I take as self-evident and undisThis particular Corinthian vase is
puted as the aim of all colleges this: to run away to war in '17. Well, but this time with modification of the made of terra cotta and stands about
They strive to make better citizens of youths, not yet disillusioned, have present laws to be included as an al- three inches high on an inch and a
since
the
ternative.
beginning
their students, to train men and woI believe modification and
of time run away
half base. The reddish-brown figure
men to further social ideals better to war; and it is to be hoped that enforcement would be a good combina- of a youth on horseback constitutes
than they would ordinarily be able to there is no necessary connection be- tion. I voted for enforcement over the decoration on the container, and
do, lacking college training or its tween such lack of moderation and repeal, but actually I am for modifica- the mouth, of which a small portion
equivalent.
This one point, I think, college training, for not even the tion, and I think the vote would have is broken, has a simple design. This
is pretty universally received, but this track coach
teaches such frenzied heen a better index of student opinion alabastron is in the third Warren
»s nothing but the tavern within which running away, any more than a course •* this possibility had been included in case
in the Boyd Gallery of the Walkall the carousing over college aims in history or philosophy does. Further- the ballot.
er Art Building.
At any rate, I wish to go on record
takes place, for there are so many more, did not most of the country's
shop-wearied youth do about this as beinjr very much in favor of these
wSd. *£ same thing ? Did not many un- n°' ,s . and I hope to see more of them
Thomas Boyd
turn affect college training*
Mad Anthony
This caught criminals run away to the in later issues.
Is not this the worst kind of
Wayne
training depends then on the nature war?
Sincerely,
;
patriotism? always ready for war
Conrad Memorial Library
of a good citizen.
A. W.
Herbert Gorman The incredible
Throughout history moral values and frenzied at the prospect of. it.
In
emergencies such as war prospects To the Editor:
marquis: Alexander Dumas
have prospered and slumped, the
Stephen Graham Peter the Great
worth of human life has fluctuated college men, more than others, should
Someone rang the chapel bell.
like sugar prices; but out of all this be calm and resolute, but not rasn.
Oliver* Wendell Holmes The disPeople must have wondered what
I think it is agreed generally by un- The highest goal of society, its reawas the matter last Saturday night. senting opinions of Mr. Justice
son
for
being, is peace for the sake of -vti u
selfish thinkers that the best society
Holmes
»
The chapeli Ibell
;
ri
"* Sophocles The tragedies of (Trans,
f» rang
depends upon some semblance of a individual self-realization The
The
intra Rj s j ngr Night.
moral
It rang
rang and there was by Sir R. C. Jebb)
consent of the people. At any rate restraints of peacetime are verv
Bessie
Graham The bookman's
6 y
;

Lawrence C. Jenks
George T. Sewall
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Vohime LIX
With this issue the current volume of the Orient comes to a
During our year of office we have tried to make the paper
close.
more interesting, and to maintain a constructive and definite ediNew columns were instituted, and new positions
torial policy.

|

I

of the
made on the board with varying degrees of success.
departures were an improvement, others failed to accomplish the
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one who thinks of what he can do for
one who thinks of what the
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be exhorted to bring about every change. Frequently action
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within tLmi
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Under these conditions, namely, a therefore the part of college men to
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virtue of jus- Weighing carefully all possibilities of
*•, isA supreme Justice is dealt out peace and last of all, if need be, yieldto the necessity of fighting better
by judgments which are, self-evidently, more perfect according as the in- becomes true patriots. If college men
behind them has a fuller are to lose their heads at war prostellect
comprehension of the universe. The pects their training is doing more
power of judgment is capable of m- harm than good, since it is simply
definite perfectibility, that is, it rises making clever cut-throats and not
with the intellect whose capacity is patient peacemakers, such as society
unlimited. The many can act, but the .needs.
The years of a man's
few
i ud & e
where, finally, is the logical conone's

'

I
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doubt this policy is incomplete. It should never be accepted rigidly, but should be enlarged and revised as changes occur in the years to come. However, we feel that it contains much
merit and worth. The real test of any platform or policy lies

mg
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A debating team

tere sting.

in-

—

Joseph Addison Selections
Sele..
from
his papers contributed to the Specta
tor

—

m
™™

Atlantic. The Bowdoin
tract attention.

—

team

will

at-

Perhaps this communication comes
execution and in the success of its principles. We feel that
the principles are deserving of good execution, and have tried
conduct this column accordingly. Future boards mav not have the counsel endures, wherefore the social '17 and desirable college men? Their rang the cha Pel bell.
same ideas as we. but we urge them to consider these before they
*' N S
»
>
«
adopt new ones. At least any definite policy based upon worth ceeds the highest social virtue, jus- with all lack of discipline. These two
And apropos of nothing whatsoever,
became very respectable citizens af- W e find this article, apparently a
while motives is far superior to no policy at all, and this lack, we Uc
f
Secondly,
the necessity of a healthy ter the war, but then they could well clipping from a New York paper, m
believe, was obvious in recent volumes of the ORIENT. The editorphysique cannot be denied. Colleges become so, and the war, not the col- our letter box.
in-chief wishes to thank the Alumni, Faculty, and student body then, "must try to send out men and lege, seems to have been their salva- "~a student campaign to reduce the
bodily habits, both tion. College influence certainly does fines in the various college libraries
for
ioruieir\er>
their verv helDf
ul advice
advirp and man)
manv contributions.
rnrdrihiiHrm* The
Tfeo rest
c f of
«f women of healthy
neipiui
that the individual may not appear to have brought about their of Columbia University was begun
in order
in the
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Aucassin and Nicolete Tr. by Andrew Lan «f
Bedier, Joseph Tristan and Iseult
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—
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Dickinson, Thos. H. Chief contemporary dramatists (2 vol)
Augusta
Seven
short
Gregory Sc

plays
Fletcher

Willis

—George
—The es-

Johnson

Harvey
Michi
Michel
E. de Montaigne
says of (2 vol)

The Nibelungenlied—Tr. by Geo. H.
Needier
Wm. Allan Neilson—Chief Elizabethan dramatists
Palgrave
Golden
Francis
T.
Treasury of
Thomas H. Ward-The English

—

poets (5 vol)

Gameliel Bradford— Daughters of
Eve
Ten Greek Plays—Tr. into Eng by
Gilbert Murray
Arthur Warner- -A land lubber's
log

Stephen

Gwynn — Captain

Scott

— Audacious

Edward A. Muschamp
Audubon

John Pell— Ethan Allen

The Colophon— A Book

Collector's

Quarterly.

not the least
supporter
d
oi
tne
college nor
a
mor factor in the spreading of the
college name.
Where in the world
e the Bates debating teams not
heen heard? Bates has broadcast its
"ame ?ve r the Pacific and over the
is

—Lord Lans—The amaz-

Barton

P.

ing career of Bernadotte
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haVe wonder
"T
oome eager soul evidently consider
^ a uebat mg-team victory an event
of some
" cmapa hc
importance
Perhaps
he
r"_ —
a
tory by any

U
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No
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strive to be among that minority
n
a°good c^?zen be ? which is not a pack of brutes at such
times and to remember mat
*
?
that every rr
::
vlc
^
rash act is a blow struck at society. I.5 UfiL _ .?.
team
>y
" f this
ty
"
"
to howl through the
But these two men became t »p- .was something
selection of political
gjf Jj"wise
,,ou
ab
Well, and did they become ^Cj r *- *Ia y be he was right.
leaders. But there is more even than tains.
this, for no matter how wise the lead- nothing more ? Ulysses Grant, a loaf? Deba tmg team is undefeated.
1S
But the trip next month
ers the wisdom of public opinion must ing drunkard in times of peace, bes a SUEzS*
rise to a consent to the best policies. came
commander-in-chief
H1 " 10 "" one. It does not expect
of
the I
wm
e ervt hing. It fortunately!
.
A selfish, stupid, careless populace northern forces in the Civil War.
y
oes
n
°". have P"»"istic over-connAnd these men were hard fighters !?
prevents wise legislation, it obstructs
nce
e team, however, will work
ways to its own betterment, and be- for their country. Yes, and all pos; f*|
comes the slave of its own stupidity, sible credit is due them for that; but > u ,!f1 t—* P} atltude ) and even if
xt sh '? u ld 1 os
remaining contests,
whether
weapon
it
was
ready
of
being the
the first
for their country or
^ a11
a shinin £ example to
Such a popu- not, haven't all who have run away £""2
ambitious politician.
ne ," ot
other
e r organizations of the colasrainst to an army fought
foueht hard since,
lace has no real complaints against
since. once
on,v the
^ ge
^
lhls exemplificative idea is
corrupt politics, for ignorant, careless there, they have to. But it does not
\
P
be i ngs are never led by reason and matter so much how hard men fight scarcelv an original one of ours, and
rta nl
n<* a v y ex ci ti n «r one.
straight-forward methods, but must as with what intelligence, and these
.
/t fa an ldea th at
at+ least has
always be cozened and tacked about men showed little intelligence. It was
i
ac h,ieve d chapel prominence.
to a part i a i accomplishment of vital hard fighting, eager men who, as
The debating team really needs
ends. Untruth is truth to such a pop- Froissart tells us, pushed the French
Absolute truthfulness is pos- van from the rear on to conflict unpre- som f support. At the best, the audience
ulace.
siWe only where absolute knowlidge pared for, and consequently to shame- J? the Union is sparse. In Memorial
Hal the showing would not even be
exists, but clearly enough the state ful defeat at the hands of the English.
n °t ,c a 9le.
?
of advancement of a society is meas- It was hard fighting but good-for1S 1S of course, a wasted gesture.
ured by its degree of acceptance of nothing-else men who made Napoleon ™.
finally the instrument more than the i he next debate here is next year.
unadulterated facts.
But
interest
could be aroused. It
From these few necessary facts of agent of conquest, and in time
would be very convenient if the group
social welfare the general aims of brought exhaustion of his country's
present from the student body could
resources.
colleges, it follows, are these:
Clearly enough, to fight is no neces- equal or who knows? perhaps outgraduates should first of
things
uim K o iui
for the
tne College,
v,uucK c, the
i"c a u College
nu Der the
tn
group of time-keepers
time-keeper
be as intellectually developed in sary sign of patriotism, and hence is number
f
citizen. It is seeking to pro- a broad sense as possihle, for in so- no more necessarily a sign of "run- aebatere^—judges— and the several in-
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citizen is

In
asking
w. c •wumiuo
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authorities to
tu do
uu
s the
ORIENT is playing the part of a good
mote better conditions. Sometimes the student body should k.
aroused other times, those in charge. The students alone cannot
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We

college can do for him." In this manner Cleveland's definition of
a good citizen was adapted to college life by President Sills. The
Orient tries to be a good citizen. It aims to do things for the
College. But the ways to accomplish this lie in three directions.
Firs.t, to improve itself.
If it succeeds in this it gives one a favorable impression of the College. The student body and the Alumni
will respect its views, which in turn will have more weight, and
will consequently bring about action to the advantage of the College. -Secondly, it attempts to advance Bowdoin by calling to the
attention to the students certain things that they should do, and in
offering solutions to their grievances.
Above all the Orient
stresses the need of the undergraduate to take advantage of his
many opportunities, to co-operate with the leaders of activities,
and to support worth while organizations. In other words, the
ORIENT is acting the part of a good college citizen by urging the
student to be one who thinks of what he can do for the College.
Thirdly, the ORIENT has occasion to ask the authorities in charge
from time to time to remedy certain faults which develop with
contemporary institutions and conditions, and which the student
is powerless to change himself.
It asks for material things that
are needed, the lack of which makes for serious handicaps.
Furthermore, it realizes that the College has barelv sufficient funds
j
-4,
««,„;«*„;„
*
i*
j
ii
*.u
j
j
i'i
to
maintain itself,
and
calls on the undergraduate to endure existing conditions until the necessary funds are obtained. It also urges
...»».»
m
.,
,
~
.,
,
Alum,,; ,,,,+1,
«,~„„c to contribute for the physical wants of the
Alumni
With means
College, at the same time asking the students to keep Bowdoin's
name high among the institutions of learning that she may deserve
their generous support. The undergraduates must remember that
they are a part of a Greater Bowdoin, which includes the Alumni
and Faculty as well as themselves.
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have attempted to give the Orient a sound constructive policy.
The essence of this is contained in an editorial appearing in the
Ivy
last Mav. We reprint
this article, with a few changes,
* issue
r
•
below
his college.
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closely allied,

this column.
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The Orient can never be a newspaper in the strict sense of the
word, but it can and should be a paper of ideas. Communications
have been numerous and, on the whole, well worth while. With a
number of them we have vigorously disagreed, but this sort of
battle should be encouraged. The more ideas on the lire of the
college we can bring before the student body in our pages, the betWe thank all Our many contributors for
ter for all concerned.
their part in promoting interesting discussions and in making
known a variety of ideas.
Apart from these two divisions of the paper, but
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of their pictures.

especially to the last mentioned, is the
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have learned a great deal from our efforts.
the make-up has been better than in former years,
and that the variety of reading matter was of a wider scope than
in the past We have been able to use more cuts than others have,
but in this respect there is a great field for further improvement.
We wish to thank the Bugle for their kind co-operation in allowing

many
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desired results, but
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HOUR EXAMS
March 27
Art 2
Art 8
English 14
Latin 2

Zoology 12
April

16

French 6
April 21

Spanish 4
April 22
English 2
French 4
April 23
Philosophy 2
April 24
Psychology 2
Psychology 4

m

mm
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Avon as Shakespeare himself. It is this has occasioned a great deal of
the Flowers who built the Memorial comment on the campus. Several who
Theatre which was burned and is now voted for enforcement, and many
being rebuilt. Sir Archibald Flower who refused to vote at all, have said
who is doing much to carry on the that they would have voted for modiShakespeare tradition of his family fication if the opportunity to do so
has recently visited Boston where he had been offered in the Orient Poll.
talked to many school and college As it was, however, the students in
audiences concerning Stratford and general realized that a vote for Repeal
would satisfactorily indicate
the Memorial Shakespeare Theatre.
*
•
»
their opinion of the results of the 18th
Will
Edgar Parks of Amendment and that modification
President J.
Wheaton College will speak here un- necessarily follow its repeal.
der the Delta Upsilon Lectureship on
April sixteenth. President Parks will
Chapel
have as his subject "Philistine or

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

Congress Playing Cards
Regularly sold at 85c per pack

— this week at 50c per pack

Will Durant's "History of Philosophy"—now for

F.

W.

$1.

CHANDLER & SON

Sunday

(Continued from pas* 1)
cited examples of men
year's
Commencement Play. Trywhose livea embodied both the reliAnd the chapel bell rang out to gious and
outs were held last Thursday eveintellectual elements. Louis
ning, but owing to the fact that many proclaim a Bowdoin victory in debat- Pasteur, the great scientist, possessed
were unable to come out at this time ing. This is the first time in many a deep devotion to religion. General
no definite assignment of parts was years that the bell has been put to Foch, the great general, he asserted,
Dean Paul Nixon will be the pre- forthcoming as we went to press.
such a usage.
had a most sincere devotion to Cathosiding: officer at an oratorical contest
#
a
a
•
•
•
licism.
The late Arthur Balfour,
to be held in Bath on March 31. He
Senior Elections were held jr*,ter- President Herbert Hoover, and the
then intends to be present at a meetRichard H. Barrett, '32, attended
ing of the College Entrance Exam the initiatory banquet of the Dart- day evening in Memorial Hall. Results Hon. Alfred E. Smith all are distinctly
were
not
known
at
the
time
the
Orient
religious.
He said, "The highest use
JJoanl on April 2. The following day mouth chapter of Alpha Tau Omega
to press.
of the intellect is the truth which
he will go to New Haven, Connecticut, held last Saturday evening at Han- went
™"
•
*
»
transcends" in referring to man's
to attend a meeting of the New Eng- over.
land Classical Association.
Paul E. Everett, Jr., '32, was taken search for truth. In his closing re•
*
•
•
•
*
to the State Street Hospital in Port- marks he stated that "a man must
Assistant Professor Howard
K.
take into account both religious and
The Maine 'Stein Song' is extremely Beale spoke Friday evening before land Monday evening March seven- intellectual aspirations if he is seekpopular at Bowdoin, which only goes the Men's Club of Bath on the Naval teenth and was operated on for ap- ing truth."
pendicitis on Wednesday. He is restto show what a little publicity will Conference.
ing fairly comfortably at present.
do for you.
•
•
•
*
*
•
Zete - A. T. O.
Donald P. Prince, '31, served as
Bowdoin has been called the worst judge Friday evening at the BrunsProhibition
(Continued from Page 1)
singing college in the country, by one wick High-Morse High debate, held
close. The Sigma Nu house now holds
(Continued from page 1)
who ought to know. If practice makes in Bath.
The following is the result of the the championship for the fourth conperfect, then Bowdoin has certainly
secutive year, while Zeta Psi is runnerpoll by fraternities.
merited her position as 'buck private'
up. The summary:
Even
this early in the year, plans
For
For
in the rear rank.
are under way for the golf season.
Zeta Psi (31)
Repeal Enforce»
»
«

Highbrow".
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*

He

•

then

Bowdoin Column
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...Announcing the
season's Smartest

arrival of this

Hat -The Dean

PoU

The schedule is being drawn up now,
The Prohibition Poll as started by and plans are being made for a trip
the 'Orient' puts us in mind of the around the fourteenth of May. On this
same question as it was voted upon trip it is expected to play Worcester
in 1919. Merely a question of: Do you; Polytechnical,
Tufts College, Holy
or don't you?
Cross, M. I. T., and either Boston
»
•
»
University or Boston College.
the
ColProspects
wonder
if
for
We sometimes
a successful season
lege gets more wrought up by Pro- look very bright with Capt. Deston,
hibition or by the lack of Prohibition. Dillenbeck, and Knight of last year's
In the last few years we've seen both team back, and Dick Mullin, who was
conditions at Bowdoin but only one ineligible last year, will be able to
play this year. Also there are several
effect.
•
•
*
men in the Freshman class who are
expected
give
good account of
The Masque and Gown has elected themselvestowhen itacomes time
to pick
to offer "Romeo and Juliet" as this
the team. With this material to choose
from a very respectable team ought
to represent the college this coming
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Alpha Delta Phi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Psi Upsilon

Beta Theta Pi
Theta Delta Chi
Zeta Psi

,

j

Sigma Nu
Delta Upsilon

Kappa Sigma

39
.

3
1

42
27

2

21

23
23
27
24

G

ment

.44

7
14
15
14

FG

7

Sargent, c
Deston, rg
Van Varick, lg

1

1

2
2

1

2

15
2
3
5
6

13

5
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New Neckwear
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A. T. O. (30)

11

4

G

FG

3
2

1

Pts

I

Chi Psi Lodge

11

14

Alpha Tau Omega

27
20

9
10

I

Non-fraternity

Prouty, rf
Royal. If

7
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INCORPORATED

4

Dunbar

1

1
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Wave you
your

spring.

chosen

work?

life

The Union Debating team paid
Bowdoin the compliment of furnishing
the best entertainment on their en-

In the field of health srrvice the Harvard University Dental School the oldest dental school connected with any
oilers
university in the I'nited States
thorough well-balanced courses in all
branches of dentistry. All modern equipment for practical work under super,

—

tire trip.

—

vision

of

men

high

in
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will be of interest to all lovers
drama to know that the EngPlayers of the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre in* Stratford-on-Avon
are to be playing in Boston from
March 24 to April 5, in the Hollis
Theatre. The Flower family are almost as much a part of Stratford-onIt

lish

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dept. gS Lonjwood Ave., Bomton. Maaa.
•

.

at
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of the

the profession.

Write /or details and admission requirements to Leroy Si. S. Miner, Dean
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the plate

& $7

Pts

DeGray, rf
Knox, If
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328
104
The Bowdoin undergraduates have
thus revealed the same disgust with
the workings and failure of the dry
law that similar polls at Dartmouth,
Brown, Princeton, Columbia and Yale
have shown. At the present moment
Harvard and most of the remaining
colleges of the country are conducting
straw ballots whose results should be
ready towards the end of this week.
It is foolish to attempt to belittle the
value of such straw ballots; and college polls, editorial opinion, and the
Literary Digest Prohibition Poll now
attracting great interest, show clearly the significant trend of the opinions
of the people of the United States.
The Bowdoin Questionnaire was
considerably less inclusive than most
others that have been conducted, and
Totals

It's

Harrison, c
Dennis, tk .'.

2
2

1

Dolloff, lg

4

1

5
9

4

30

4

13

Score by periods:
Zeta Psi
10
A. T.
6
Referee: Durand.

6
1

14
13

1—31
10—30

Alumnus

Quill
Continued from Page

(Continued from page It

Classical Club

1

phases of the Administration's atti- editors of the Quill wish to urge
Continued from Page 1
tude toward the undergraduate. He more efforts in this field in the fuProfessor Greene has been chosen speaks of his policy of .presenting ture, while they hope that the conto speak on Virgil at this time by way interesting bits of college affairs tributions in other articles will not deof commemoration of the bimillenium in his weekly Wednesday morning crease in number.
The March issue of the Quill conof the birth of the celebrated Roman chapel talks.
Another article of note is by Olin tains the following articles and
poet— 70 B. C. to 1930 A. D. All the
arrangements necessary for this lec- S. Pettingill, Jr., Undergraduate Edi- poems:
ture have been in charge of Howard tor, entitled "Biology at Bowdoin" fan In 20, the High, Oxford
Hiram Blauvelt
A. Davison '30, Secretary of the which he tells of the work being carried on in this department by various Poems: Ebb Tide
Classical Club.
East of the Hills
students under the direction of ProCopeland.
This
is
a
Curtis
Stuart
Laughlin '21
fessors Gross and
very interesting straight-forward ac- First Impressions of America, Part II
Gunther Wilmsen
count of the activities of the department and should, we feel, be followed Poem: Lalage
S. W. D. M.
by similar articles by majors in the Poem: Ax Paean to Apollo
Thomas Means
various other departments of the colAdvertising and the New Morality
lege.
Roy A. Foulke '19
William R. Crowley, '08, has written an article on the new football The Talkies and the Theater
L. T. Steele '33
outlook and here is presented a
Bowser
Poem:
Chansons de Barberine (Musthorough analysis of Coach
accomplishprevious
set)
his
Walter P. Bowman '31
and
ments, as well as a discussion of the Poem: Captains Three
"Warner System?'. Mr. Crowley is
A. S. Davis '33
more than optimistic about the com- The Progress of a Man
ing season and makes a plea for the
Herbert L. Prescott '30
alumni to lend moral support to next Book Review: Humanism and Ameriyear's team.
ca Reviewed by Eugene M. ArmAn article by Robert P. T. Coffin
field
'15
reprinted
from the Virginia God's Man
Walter P. Bowman '31
Quarterly Review is also included.
"The Three-Ring Farm", which prom-

—

.

much of interest for all
readers, is a bit of autobiography,
naively done, telling of days that have
gone and of an environment that all
men might have cause to envy.
Other contributions include tributes

.

Key Convention

ises to hold

(Continued from Paire

1)

that purpose.
Considerable valuable
discussion took place and a committee was elected to formulate plans for
next year's convention.

prominent Bowdoin men, DanThe convention opened with a
Arthur Robinson, Franklin* Conant luncheon at the Dartmouth Outing
Payson, Charles Fletcher Johnson and Club at noon.
The speakers were
Lewis Albert Burleigh, whp have Prof. R. R. Larson, R. C. Strong, D.
passed on during the year.
Crampton, president of the Red Key
Many other bits of interest are at Cornell, J. A. Hutchins, president
to four
iel

also

included

in

form of short of the Scarlet Key

the

at McGill,

W.

B.

Minehan, vice president of the DartGreen Key, and Alton K.

articles.

mouth

Marsters.

Musical Clubs

During the afternoon the delegates
(Continued from nag* 1)
attended the gym and boxing meets if
Bowdoin parties.
they so desired, after which an inforThe combined clubs repeated their mal dinner was held at the Grill in
entertaining program at Bath last College Hall.
Friday evening, March 21. The program was well received and many
encores were given. The special numbers by Warren Winslow and Gunther
Wilmsen were very well received. The
concert opened and closed with Bowdoin songs.
The remainder of the
Friday - March 28th
program was as follows:
Grainger
"Country Garden"
Sdusa
"The Thunderer"
real
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ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER
what you want to know about a

how it tastes.
And words

is

Selections
tell you
much about
Tobacco quality, mild fra-

—

TA S T E above everything

featuring

MARION DAVIES

Short

from "Good News"

German Folk Songs

also

Selected

„

n
MILD... and yet

THEY SATISFY

Rogers

"Hark! Jolly Shepherds" (Madrigal)
Morley
"Sylvia"
Speaks
Glee Club
"Twilight"
Huerter
"Mercedes"
Miro
Instrumental Club

© 1929. Liccbtt a Urm To»»cco Co.

DOMESTIC tobaccos,

not only

BLENDZD

but

CROSS-BLENDED

also

(Continued from Page 1)

fighting in passage. The object of the
rule is especially directed against the
reckless use of cars in blocking roads
road.

in

crowding other autos

SHORT SUBJECTS

Mon.-Tues.

-

March

31 -April 1

HER UNBORN CHILD
Drama

All-Talking

Also

Night was changed to apply to Proc.
Night.
Dean Nixon attended the
meeting and introduced the matter of

and

March 29th

with
Evelyn Brent - Clive Brook

with

Groat Cast

Student Report

hesterfield

-

SLIGHTLY SCARLET

An

FINE TURKISH and

PARAMOUNT NEWS

Saturday

G. Wilmsen '30
"Some Reckon Time by Stars"

grance, character
these are only words, until
you've tried Chesterfield; after that, three
words say it all:

"

NOT SO DUMB

Kinder

Instrumental Club

can't

Chesterfield's taste.

— on the screen —

Gericke

"Joy of the Hills"
Glee Club
Cornet Solo "Our Maud"
W. E. Winslow '31

than words;
cigarette

-VAUDEVILLE-

.

Instrumental Club

"Autumn Sea"

off the

SHORT SUBJECTS

Wed.-Thurs.

•

April 2nd and 3rd

MAURICE CHEVALIER
in

THE LOVE PARADE
Also SHORT SUBJECTS

a
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

ANTIQVITY SHOP

it is election day again, and a
president comes in, attended by
100 cannon shots, and appoints a new
prime minister. This sort of government is much more entertaining than
the sordid type in vogue in this counStamps Bought
Although it is perfectly clear to us,
try.
The election of a president here
Miss Stetson gives personal attention there are some persons hereabouts
is the whole fun.
Over there it is just
to orders for antique (roods of any kind who do not have a clear idea of the
the beginning.
Naval Conference. We don't like to
There are Royalists, Independents,
boast, but we think we have the san-

EATON HARDWARE

est,

sight

perusal of the account in this morning's Press Herald, and a check-up in (these correspond to the Republican
the Evening News to see if anyone on party of the U. S. A.), Communists,
the faculty signed the petition which and so on.
So the conference has been hung up.
the W.C.T.U. (or isn't it?) is sending
to Hoover. Thus we are fully quali- Just as soon as this petition reaches
fied to teach the subject, and feel no Herbert Hoover, signed by such men
hesitation in presenting the following as President Gray of Bates, President
Sills of Bowdoin, and a presbyterian
few facts.
The conference was called chiefly in minister from Oakland, everything
order that the American stenogra- will begin again, and by the middle of
August
it is hoped that regulations
have
could
work
of
were
out
who
phers
will
something to do until June, when they be adopted demanding that crab-fishmight be married and settle down, and ermen on Casco Bay reduce their tonto give Will Rogers a topic for his nage and install cut-outs.
You can see from this discussion
daily letters. As an excuse, the matter of naval strength was presented. that we are much more versed on this
Several men from every country, most subject than anyone else around.
of whom couldn't tell a punt from a

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, 150,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music and Records

Agent

Republican-Democrats (this isn't a
joke, they really do have them. They
look like a diabetic), Progressists, Republicans of the left, Radicals, Radical
Democrats, Unified Socialists, Disident-Socialists, Christian Democrats

most thorough and clearest ininto the affair of anyone in
Brunswick. We have devoted almost
twenty minutes' study to the matter,
and have included in our research a

CO.

Brunswick

STUDENT

new

Mustard and Cress

The Sport Store of

FIRST NATIONAL

58 out of the 64 recognized powers armament which other wars have
of the world have signed (his pact shown to be impossible for peace, parproves that there is a definite move tial disarmament which would likefor peace and disarmament.
Since wise be impossible, and lastly, comwar is renounced in this pact, it is plete disarmament which is by the
necessary to disarm. Mr. Smith fur- process of elimination, the one and
ther pointed out that complete dis- only way left. He claimed that the
armament is necessary for world se- statesmen of the world were treating
curity. Disarmament is not a theory all maladies which adversely affect
but a practical plan. For more than peace conditions. Disarmament is one
a hundred years Canada and th- way of securing peace, for it proUnited States have had no border forti- vides an impetus and is the most nafications; the result has been peace tural way of preserving it. The only
between the two countries. Complete real enemy that the world fears is
disarmament is the end in view of war. If we are always preparing for
many peace diplomats of the world. war, we welcome war with open arms
Experience has shown that we cannot on the other hand, if we have comdo this by degrees; while we are pre- plete disarmament, we are shunning
paring to disarm we may have an- war and trying to avoid it.
other war and ruin everything. And
The first statement of L. Carter
the World War proved beyond all Lee, the final speaker for the negadoubt that war is not a cure for war. tive, was to the effect that both sides
The first speaker for the negative were seeking peace, differing only in
was E. Frederick Morrow. Mr. Mor- the method of securing it. Mr. Lee
row claimed that the aim of the world then proceeded to attack his oppohas always been peace, but war has nents' argument from every angle. He
always come. Some have agreed that pointed out that although we had
disarmament
would
deprive
the peace on one border with Canada, we
world of arms and would therefore were peaceful on the Mexican border
stop war. Mr. Morrow pointed out though armaments exist there.
He
that the negative disagreed with this also replied to his opponents' stateview; for arms are not the underly- ment that all statesmen agree that
ing cause of war and in order to put this is the time to disarm, by claiman end to war we must get at its real ing that one could go so far as to
causes. Some of the real causes of say that all statesmen would agree
war are over-population, economic that armaments are a mere incident in
and social prosperity. By disarming, war, and that the basic causes of war
we would not remove all possibility would have to be removed first. He
of war, in fact we would gain hardly said that the only way security could
anything. The countries of the world be obtained would be by setting up
are too distrustful of each other to an authority .powerful enough to endisarm.
The quarrel between Italy force it. At present there is none
and France in the London Conference powerful enough to insure safety; for,
is a good example of the distrust that if there were, the United States and
the nations have for one another. And other nations who have stayed out
again we can never have peace as of the League of Nations would be
long as Russia and China are as un- willing to join. Mr. Lee went on to
settled internally as they are now. point out that if the nations were not
Disarming would not cure their prob- willing to trust each other in partial
lems.
The race problem must also disarmament and treaties, they cerbe taken into account; the unexpected tainly would never feel secure with
rise of Japan has driven that point entire disarmament. In this day no
home to the powers of the world. And nation can get along alone, so no nacertainly disarmament would never tion will abandon war unless it is sure
cure the race problem, always a that its rights will be protected by
threat of war. Furthermore, the na- some powerful organization. In clostions of the world are in competition ing, Mr. Lee stated that we may have
for trade; they all must have colonies. to fight for our ideals while preparAnd throughout the history of the ing for peace.
world, wars have been fought over
After a five minute intermission,
Going a step the debate was continued with a five
trade and colonies.
further, Mr. Morrow asserted that minute rebuttal by each man. Mr.
human passions are such that they Morrow of the negative was the first
cause war; human vanity has always ^ man to speak. He stressed the points
been a cause of war. Passions pro- of his previous argument, and again
mote war while arms do not promote pointed out that arms are the instruwar but are merely a weapon in war. ments of war, not the cause. He sugIn closing his argument Mr. Morrow gested that his opponents find some
reasserted that the barriers to peace method of getting rid of the causes
are not arms but economic problems* of war before eliminating armaments
Mr. Williams, the next speaker for which are merely incidental.
the affirmative, stated that the adMr. Smith then defended his prevantages of disarmament far out- vious statements. He said that by disweigh its disadvantages. As long as arming we would remove the cause;
we have arms in the world, we will for, as long as there are armaments,
always spend huge sums of money. the countries of the world are tempted
Six hundred times more money is to use them. The nation which is the
spent in preparing for war than is most poorly armed is the most sespent in preparing for peace. The best cure nation, he claimed and used as
materials possible are put into th» an example of this Germany at the
manufacture of arms, yet they do not present time. He said, in closing, that
last half as long as many non-military complete disarmament
would mean
manufactures which consequently arc the disarmament of all nations; hence
The all would be on a par and need not
made of cheap materials.
amount of money spent in manufac- fear each other.
turing and firing a single shot from
Mr. Davis, the second speaker in
a cannon is tremendous. All this the negative refutation, said that his
money is being put to wrong uses, opponents' arguments contradicted
too
entirely
is
each other: how could armament be
and such a practice
wasteful. Furthermore, many men are the spark to set off a war among the
diverted from productive trades by nations, when, according to the argubeing made soldiers or working in ment of his opponent, the world was
arms factories. An army is trained ready for peace. He emphasized his
to murder other men on a huge com- previous points, and, in closing, h<:
mercial scale; and then is murdered challenged his opponents to show any
upkeep of all these possibility of chemical disarmament.
in turn. The
weapons of war has always been a
The second affirmative rebuttal
check on the progress of the world. speaker, Mr. Williams, asked how tho
Arms endanger the safety of the Coast Guard could be expected to
world. The firms that manufacture fight a war when it could not even
arms are naturally looking for divi- enforce the laws of the country. He
dends and foster war at every op- stated that political disorders in a
portunity. But the firms alone cannot nation's colonies would be settled by
that an international police force in case
To know
war.
cause a
are manufacturing of disarmament. In closing, he stated
their neighbors
arms, is a source of considerable un- that the world did not need to fear a
rest to all nations. A large army and commercial or gold war, for there
navy is always a spark ready to set would be no loss of life in such a
All countries have struggle.
off another war.
Mr. Lee gave the last refutation
a General Staff the chief duty of
which is to watch the other nations for the negative and summed up the
see that they are negative's arguments; and reemphaand
world
of the
for
preparations
sized the statement that there can be
not making undue
war. The leading men of every no disarmament until the causes of
country are always watched, every war are eliminated.
The last speaker of the evening,
statement they make is carefully
scrutinized. In conclusion, Mr. Wil- Mr. Oppenheim, summed up the affirliams pointed out how much better mative's previous arguments, and asserted that his opponents had not
it would be to do away with all this
unrest between nations and the enor- shown that disarmament would not
mous expense by casting armaments help the cause of peace. In his final
statement he advocated Complete discompletely aside.
The second speaker for the nega- armament as the best way to insure
tive, Mr. A. Samuel Davis, said that universal accord.
Following the debate an informal
the world is not ready for disarmaHe referred to the London reception for both teams was given
ment.
Conference, and said that in spite by Professor and Mrs. Stanley P.
of the meeting between the head of Chase in the Barn Chamber. Mrs.
the United States and Great Britain Chase, Mrs. Henry Johnson and Mrs.
beforehand, the Conference had ac- Herbert Brown acted as hostesses.
complished nothing at all. Furthermore, he said it would be impossible

time,

THE BRICK HOUSE

10 Spring St. • • Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,

for Victor Radio

were chosen to proceed to*
London and meet these stenographers,

car-ferry,

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

Sigma

Nu -

Zete

(Con tinned from Page J
We carry the largest assortment of several of whom are quite charming,
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- and discuss at banquets, teas, dances Perkins but his teammate Dillenbeck
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im- (dawnces if you must know), and ale- stepped
forward
and contributed
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all houses the merits of large navies, handsomely to Sigma Nu's total 'Th*
kinds east of Portland.
small navies, no navies at all, and the race was close while the Zete passing
the
attack was functioning but when it
liquor situation. You can see that
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
program of the meeting was to be fell their scoring practically ceased.
There were quite a few At the half the count stood 24-10.
extensive.
Entering the contest in the third
stenographers.
The conference time arrived in due quarter with renewed vigor the Zetes
Quality Printing
season. All the newspapers had ad- again looked formidable. The game
vance stories, most of the stenogra- was fast and furious for a few minTown Building
phers were cared for, and a couple of utes. Sargent tallied prettily for
Zeta Psi on fast combination play but
BRUNSWICK -:--:- MAINE kinjrs had been engaged to speak.
soon the shooting became wild at the
But a delay came. It seemed that
hands of both teams and the game
one of the legates from the Belgae,
looked ragged. Only five points total
Latest College Styles in
thence
bearing
tenproceeded
who had
was accounted for during the entire
of buck-wheat,
Bostonian and Florsheim thousand modiums
stanza.
four thousand bushels of corn, and
Once again the Zetes opened the
ivory-cloth for Caesar, who should an$5 to $10
play furiously and hung up the first
nounce that the ambassadors had arAlso Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers rived and all was well with the excep- basket. DeGray and Sargent were responsible in turn for tallies before
tion that in crossing the river Coniptus,
the defensive work of Edwards and
which river separates the Democri
Orne
from the Repubs and is very swift, Sigmaquelled further assaults in the
Nu territory. Both outfits
6,000 horses which had been prepared
were tired and working rather wildly
B.
against the coming of winter and 700
when
the whistle rang down the curof foot soldiers who had been taken
PURE FOOD SHOP
tain oil a 32-18 win for the Maine
in an exchange of prisoners, were
street aggregation.
Wholesale—Retail
lost.
Perkins turned in the best perPortland, Me.
574 Congress St.,
You can imagine the consternation. formance of the evening contributing
Here was this vast assembly ready to 17 points.
discuss the naval problem, and yet
The summary:
'Anything y'want Pressed?' there was this delay. Of course they Sigma Nu
G FG Pt»
had to adjourn, and they reassembled Dillenbeck, If
5
10
Give it to
just in time to bid bon voyage to the Perkins, rf
6
5
17
French delegates, who had to hurry Miller, c
LAVENDER OR ESTLE
2
4
home to the elections.
Murray, c
Now these French elections are Edwferdsj lg «
tricky things.
The president of Orne, rg
1
1
do the
France is elected by the representa(i
J tives, and outside of getting a large
13
32
salary, having a hundred guns shot Zeta Psi
G
res Pts
off when he steps out in the morning Knox, If
i
1
to take the elevated, and choosing a Bates, If
Oi
have
much
DeGray,
rf
1
1
3
prime minister, he doesnt
and
3
6
to do. It seems that the president had Sargent, c
Deston, lg
G
3
just chosen a prime minister.
1
2
Telephone 435-436
Now in some parts of France a Van Varick, rg
jack-ass is called a ministre. In other
8
18
parts they call the minister a jack-ass.
)
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The head man in the government is
known as the prime minister, which is
a polite way of saying he is a prime

PLAY SAFE

CITIZENS

Plays

Now

you would think that
as soon as a prime ministre is chosen,
Town Building
Brunswick the government could go on as before.
Well that's where you're wrong. You
see, you don't know so much about this
as you think you do.
In France thev don't have two or
Send Your Washing to the three parties. They have dozens of
them. Every time anyone gets defeated for an office, he says Pooh
Pooh for you, I'll start a party of my
own. All you have to do in France to
?
strrt a new party is have a catchy
AGENT
name, and the inclination.
Well, in this country the cabinet is
made up of all Republicans. There
was a time when it was possible to
but that was
Special Rates to Students have Democrats in there,
quite a while ago. Now it's Republicans or nothing. In England it's just
the same. If the prime minister is a
on Photographs
Tory, he pieks out all Tories for his
cabinet.
If he is a Laborite, he has
jack-ass.

LAUNDRY

JACOB SMITH

Continued from page

1

supposed "deserted wife", it was farce
comedy of the purest type. It too was
characterized by the flavor of British
India in the tang of

its

dialogue.

Douglas Fosdick was unusually successful in his adaptation of Ring
|Lardner's "The Gilded Cage." "A
Love Nest", for Fosdick so titled his
work, concerns an actress who marries
a prominent director, and is relegated
to an existence as "a happy mother
and wife." Meeting an old friend, she
decides to go back to the stage, but
is prevented from doing so by her
husband's business power. Her final
decision leaves some ray of hope for
her self-expression through her chilI

|

I

|

I

j

dren.

The acting in all three playlets was
unusually good. Perhaps outstanding
were Mrs. Herbert R. Brown as Celia,
Ted Steele as Bartlett, Herbert Prescott in the role of "His Wedded
all Laborites.
Webber's Studio
Wife", and Jim Blunt as Hummil. All
Now in France they don't do it that roles, however, were most capably
way. The French aren't so high-toned, filled.
and feel that the more parties there
The casts:
Morton's
Stand
are in the pickle, the better the pickle.
So when the Prime Ministre gathers
by Fred R. Kleibacker, Jr.
and
his flock, he tries to get someone from Scene: India
Time: The present
every party. He goes up to a man Hummil, an assistant engineer
and says, "M. Truffles, will you accept
James P. Blunt
M. Spurstow, a doctor
the portfolio of the interior?"
KAYWOODIE PIPES
the
beer off his
Truffles wipes
H. Stanley McLellan
whiskers, says "No, but 111 be minister Mottram, of the India Survey
Now this complicates
of finance."
Elliot Smith
matters, because the prime minister Downdes, of the Civil Survey
Toilet Articles • Shaving Preparations has already asked his cousin to be
John Ricker
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded minister of finance, and he accepted. Chuma, a servant
He tells that to M. Truffles. M. TrufJames B. Colton, 2nd. to determine what an adequate police
AGENCY FOR
force would be. The Coast Guard
fles is mad. M. Truffles communicates
would have to be included in. the
with headquarters, and the whole
MRS. SENIOR SUBALTERN
police force because we use it to enChocolates
party of Social-Philosophers is both
by Herbert L. Prescott
mad. The prime minister throws up Scene: India. Lounging room of the force the Prohibition Law and other
laws of our country. He also asserted
his hands in disgust, and refuses to go
Second Shikarris
that disarmament is unpractical. It is
on.
The president thereupon awakes
Time: The present
certain that the next war will be
and makes another appointment.
Brother Subalterns: Raleigh
And it would
In the end some genius arises, and
Donald P. McCormack waged with chemicals.
He impossible to disarm the chemists
makes a cabinet that satisfies every- Preston
Richard Durham
for
a dye plant can be turned almost
one, even the cabinet, and by that Winston
George W. Freiday, Jr.
overnight
into a firm manufacturing
Francis A. Wingate
Leighton
of all kinds handled effithe most deadly gas ever used in war.
Lionel Churchill, senior subaltern
ciently and promptly at
To disarm chemically would mean
David Perkins
doing away with fertilizer plants and
the office of The BrunsHis Wedded Wife, Herbert L. Prescott
dye works. And if we did this,
wick Record.
Servant
George Taylor all
A
—GROCERS—
it would ruin not only those manufacModern machinery and
tures, but also agriculture and mediA
LOVE
NEST
cine. And again chemical disarmacompetent workmen.
by Douglas Fosdick
who cater to fraternity trade
ment is impossible; for, a man making
Mrs. Herbert R. Brown
Celia
Estimates and samples
most innocent-appearing of dyes
Robert S. Ecke the
Gregg
cheerfully furnished.
might turn his product into poison
Bartlett
L. T. Steele
gas almost overnight. And could one
James B. Colton, 2nd.
Co. Forbes
Brunswick
disarm all the nations, then it would
still be possible to wage a war with
money. In his final statement, Mr.
Union
Debate
Davis summed up his points that
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
(Continued from Pane 1]
police power cannot be determined, it
Brunswick Publishing
tired of war and are ready to ria is impossible to disarm chemically,
themselves of arms forever. He and if disarmament is possible, there
Q 001*1 a prominent New York at- is still a commercial threat of war.
SOITLE*S *»*******"*
torney who claims that the mightiest
The final speaker for the affirmaCor. Maine and Dunlap Streets
issues of the day are issues of peace tive, Mr. Oppenheim, summed- up the
Telephone Brunswick No. S
For First Class Haircutting
and disarmament. The peace pact arguments of his colleagues. He went
e<,
p
5
p
on to point out that there are three
t-„ Eip. rt B.,b,„
n,.,
.
i
*o?
e
complete
us:
facing
alternatives
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PHIL BRISK
in the

middle of words and separat-

ing parts of words by parentheses,
as has been done in several

etc.,

poems by E. E. Cummings.
From this point it was a short step
freedom in grammar, or rather,
lack of grammar. This increased the
tendency toward "private poetry".
Mr. Eastman here read a poem which
he said had been written by Gertrude
Stein and it was accepted as such by
to

the audience.

He

then explained that

reality it had been written by a
psychopathic patient, and on being
compared with a real one of Gertrude
Stein's it seemed identical with it in
extent of form and meaning.
The next change was to etymological freedom. Basing his efforts on
the inherent music in words and letters, James Joyce has made un, a voin

cabulary of his own. Like chewinggum, said Max Eastman, this practise has some flavor at first,, but is
soon reduced to the boredom of continuous and tiring jaw action. Free
spelling and free type-setting are
likewise elements in the change.
Through freedom in photo-engraving,
the
Russian school has produced
strange
results.
A well-known
book of poetry from that nation has
a frontispiece in the figure of a woman apparently in the act of passing

an epileptic fit.
Another tendency of the modern*
to make references to rare books
or phrases from foreign languages, an
effort which
reduces the circle of
into
is

those

whom

a group of

the poet is addressing to
or those who flat-

literati,

ter themselves in thinking of themselves as such. The title of a poem,

which formerly conveyed some meaning, now seems to tell what the content is not, and usually does it in a
foreign language at that.

But the modernist has a belief that
accumulation of effects on the

in the

several senses a more complete impression of the thought may be conveyed to the reader. So modernism is

a tendency toward privacy with an
attempt to increase communication of
meaning by external methods.
Although modern poetry is private,
the kind of value which it keeps in
private is commendable. From %he
time of the Indian witch-doctor, the
originator of pure poetry, the poet
has attempted to find a word, name,
or phrase which will most adequately convey a given impression to his
mind.
This is what is called pure
poetry, and is valuable when it conveys a similar impression to the imagination of the reader.
There are two reasons why modernists do not communicate a meaning
to their readers.
First, this sophisticated world no longer believes in the
artistic ideals of former times and are
therefore forced to find new ideals.
Secondly, this world has become, a
believer in science alone, which is
alien to the poet's art and understanding.
Modernists have gone to

the extreme in poetry and are incomprehensible; Einstein has gone to
the extreme in science and is as poorly understood.
Poetry will not die because of this
new influence, nor will it remain long
on this particular branch of its development. It will rather give way to
a more creative tendency and the
"moderns" will be divided into two
mystical
school
schools:
First, a
which will emphasize hidden meanings in poems, and secondly, a school

Eastman Lecture

Of

"Noticed

But Never Noticeable

(Continued from Pass 11
the numbers of modern poets,

no one seems to be capable of doing
what is most important in any form
of literary endeavor to communicate
something to the reader. In fact the which will know the difference bework is of a distinctly private char- tween poetry and science. This latacter and the author appears incon- ter will know what it is doing (far

—

different from the modernists) and
will profit from the present-day ex-

siderate, if not actually unfriendly, to
According to an authorhis reader.

periences in the

A. Richards, all poetry should
be an expression with some communication of meaning and some
value. Yet, as has been stated, modern poetry violates the first condition
and certainly has no practical value.
Poetry in the last twenty years has
been marked by a decrease in this
communication between the poet and
the reader, since the poet has withdrawn into his own personal sphere
This has been brought
of thought.
The inabout by several changes.
novation of free verse raised a barrier between the author and the readstyle
of
er by means of the new
division which may be changed at
will without the reader's being able
to understand the change.
A change in punctuation theory was
forwarded for the purpose of marking
the acceleration and hesitation of a
poem, which was expected to make it
ity,

I.

new pure

poetry.

Wednesday Chapel

(Continued from Pare 1)
business depression is a vital reason
It is probably due to
for economy.
this that the demand for scholarships
this year has exceeded all former demands, and it is fitting that we should
practice economy in college as it is
being done all over the country.
Lastly, a certain amount of simplicity is better than extravagance.
Those who do practice economy are
usually good sports and seldom complain, but there is a perfect union
between simplicity and extravagance,
and those who have it in their power
should do their best to bring it about.
The heads of fraternities should take
into consideration the whole membership before making assessments.
more intelligible. But it clearly over- They should let reason rule and try to
be fair and square to each member.
commas
placing
shoots its purpose in
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Rudy

Vallee

will

Maine Stein Song tonight at 12 midnight.
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OBSCENE BOOK

BILL

ADDITION MADE
PORTLAND GUARD NEW
TO THE LIBRARY BY
TELLS OF NEXT WAR'S ATTACK
KENNETH POYAR
AT CASCO BAY ARMAMENTS

Also Drops Defensive Tactics and Makes Offensive Remarks about Bowdoin Which is Still Worthy of His
Son in Revised Opinion

POLYANDRA

home.
"I had planned to send

my

WAS GAVE

At last after years of patient waitThe new wing to the Bowdoin College Library, which was built during ing Bowdoin is to have a covered
vacation, was dedicated in an impres- hockey rink. The generous donor of
sive ceremony yesterday afternoon by this latest addition to the physical
President Spills. The added structure plant of our College is J. Bosworker
will be called the Poyar Stacks, in Gottrox, the wealthy New York sport
recognition of the work done by its promoter, with whom Pres. Spills and
Ben Bowser, the varsity hockey coach,
founder, Kenneth J. Poyar.
"It is indeed a pleasure," said Pres. not to be confused with Gentleman
Spills, "to be able to say a few words Charlie Howser, the newly appointed
at the opening of this latest addi- spat-wearing, baritone football mention to the material needs of our Col- tor, are on the best of terms. This
lege. It is more of a pleasure to be winter, while Smiling Ben was conconstantly reminded as we are that valescing from a broken elbow joint
it is through the cooperation and con- sustained in handball (and you should
tributions of all of us that this new hear what Coach J. J. Maggie has to
say about handball!), Mr. Gottrox
venture has been made possible.
"At times, it is true, we have paid Bowser a visit in his office in
somewhat begrudgingly assisted in its the Gymnasium. After an hour of;
creation, but I am. sure that none of swapping stories and jokes in which
us will belittle the work of Mr. Poyar Ben easily led three up at the end of
now that it is done. I myself have the afternoon tea, the subject of the
been prone to disagree with him on hockey conditions was mentioned.
"The question before the College,"'
certain dates in the literary history
of our College, and to wonder .where said Ben, "is whether we should buy
my daily taxes were going. But with a steam shovel for excavating the
give the squad
this monumental creation, for whose rink each year or
This season we lost the
erection he alone is the guiding force, snowshoes.
I have ceased my complaints and urge rink five days every week, and the
you all to join with me in extending remaining time was spent in either
shoveling out the snow or draining off
him our thanks."
Now there's . the skate
Mr. Poyar then rose and said, "I the water.
am deeply appreciative of the assist- sharpener we bought last December.
ance I have had from the entire stu- No, it wasn't a total loss, for it came
in
handy
when
anyone wanted to
Faculty,
the
mention
not
to
dent body,
who have been unreservedly generous. grind a pencil or put an edge on a
In the new stacks I propose to in- dull spade. But things like this can't
can't make a team
stitute miniature time clocks on each go on forever.
must
book, which must be punched on the on five practices a year.
removal of any book. These will also have a covered rink. It is up to men
act as wireless detectors which will like you, Mr. Gottrox, to make this
enable me to know at a moment's possible."
Mr. Gottrox, who attended College
notice just where each book is, and
will do away with a lot of trouble- when there were no Library fines, has
some bookkeeping, not to mention a considerable fortune salted away.
increasing the efficiency of our lit- He agreed perfectly with Mr. Boweracy plant. The card system will still ser, and resolved to see what could
be employed in the rest of the Li- be done.
The announcement of his decision
brary, but I have started plans now
to move all volumes into my new to supply the long felt want to the
stack except those on the outside College came last Saturday, and was
reading list of Lit. 2, Art 2, Music 2, made public Tuesday morning by
Government 8a, and Education. To Pres. Spills in Chapel. The new struceach card will be attached a small ture will be erected on the Delta to
bomb, which, unless returned at once the northeast of the present position
by the addressee in person accom- of the hockey rink. It will be 150 feet
panied by his check book, will explode high, 100 feet wide, and 200 feet long.
on his desk. It is expected that these It is to be brown in color, and will
explosions will da ma go the book be insViled each season in December
wanted by me, so that several shelves and taken down the following March.
of new books will be added each week The finest materials will be employed
and the poles will be of Northern
to the Library.
"I expect by next January to be Ash. The architects for this monuable to draw up plans for another ment to generosity are Bingling and
Brothers, the famous circus
Bungling
wing for this building. The new edi-

—

boy to

Polyandra
burg, who returned to college to execute the role. It may be said that he
not only executed the role but absolutely mangled it, for the Polly we
saw looked as though she had been
suffering from an attack of psitticosis.
Yet as an example of erect, even rigid
morality we have never seen the beat,
not even Jim Barnes*. The juvenile
lead opposite Polly was played to
perfection by J. P. Punt, who fogged
about the stage in a most moonish
manner. But the palm of the affair
unquestionably belongs to
R.
S.
Heckey who portrayed the character
of the old aunt with compressed lips.
From off stage came the moans of
a young mother in the most realistic
manner describable. It was too bad
that the ealf escaped and ran across
the stage, but the effect was not
never forget the
spoiled. We will
(Continued from Page 1 )

(Continued on pajre 4)
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and the Psi Keppa Cau
Houses.
Mr. Ziltch has never don"
anything in college that we are aware
of," and should make a foul president.
The Accident Board hopes that he will
Skelta.

flunk out as soon as possible.

For

Vice-President

the

class

j

i

MEMORABLE HALL IS
BEAUT V PRIZE KING

j

j

Page

that squat, jaillike, grim, grey, granite structure,
that hulks at the northern end of our
limpid quadrangle, has recently been
awarded the annual prize for the most
unique architectural design by House
Beautiful. The editor of this magazine writes vividly of his impressions of the prize winner:
"To recognize beauty, one must be a
stranger to it. The truth of this dic-

we

congratulate 1930 for not making number of the students as to their
He is a thoughts on the beauty of the strucmember of the Oogie-oogie Wah Wah ture. One hundred and fifty had no
Sorority.
thoughts, four hundred were away
R. B. Schuzenpantz, through some for the week end, and the remainder
mistake, received almost a unani- said they were spell-bound on the
mous vote for Secretary-Treasurer. matter. They must have a spirit of
Mr. Schuzenpantz is a member of the true art in their souls, for I have
Gramma Etta Kapsule House, and hi3 never seen such a monument in my
only experience has been in writing life. It is truly beyond the powers
checks for board bills, in which he of description. From cellar to roor
was a month behind when questioned it is a vast monolith of creaking
acoustics,
last night. He
has however made stairways,
bewildering
himself popular as a Chapel monitor stony grimness, and grim stoniness.
where his skill in penmanship en- Its external beauty is almost overables him to give attendance to all powering, but once inside its spacious
the Gramma House and those of the hall, with its emblazoned chandeliers
other fraternities who have paid their and inspiring woodwork, I thought
tax. The mistake which won him the musingly of my victories over inoffice is that he was mixed up with surance agencies and of quarts of
R. B. Schuzenpantz of the Booboo kerosene. To better appreciate my
Boogie Boo House, and so received the surroundings, I stood on the stage and
collective ballot of six houses hooked uttered those famous lines: "You call
up in two combines. This was really me chief. You do well to call me chief,
" Nearly deafened by my sura shame, for the defeated Schuzen- who
pantz has paid his board bill, and prising vocal powers, I was intergives Physical Training attendance rupted by a dozen freshmen, who,
for nothing.
hearing my words from the basement
The position of Orator went to of the Library, came running to see
Roland Raxx, a cheerful individual if they had cut an English 4 class.
who will probably do a good job, if
"The bright windows next caught
given half a glass. Mr. Raxx unques- my gaze, with their marvelous linotionably deserves a higher office but leum like stained panes. In the loft
had to content himself with this on* I found the tops of huge, dry wood
It is rumored he once took English beams. It was like a movie set for
Fore. 1. O. U. House.
great fire. What a place for a fire, I
To save itself from difficulties the thought. No possible chance for
class unanimously chose the Dean as escape for an audience. A true holoChaplain. This is a complete reversal caust in structure and in possibilof the policy in other years which ities. And as I gazed at the picturmore or less considered the office a esque organ hanging from the ceiling 1
joke, and is the only redeeming fea- knew the prize belonged here. The on-

him Secretary-Treasurer.
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head

of

the

College

T. Vilder,

Library.

In

a

fiery appeal for decency, Mr. Vilder
concluded with much spirit as fol-

lows:

"There is no force so destructive to
the morals of our scholastic community as the indecent literature which
has been flooding Bowdoin during the
past two fortnights. I do not refer to
the works in Italian or Spanish, whose
complexity of vocabulary defies the
knowledge of a majority of the students. I mean in no uncertain terms
the English versions of so-called
classics. I move that steps be taken
to prohibit their entrance to the College. None will ever find their way
into the Library, I may assure you.
I have in my home a crate of the
most salacious writing that has ever
been published, and intend to burn the
rubbish tomorrow."

At once Prof. Stanley
arose and demanded the

Schmidt

floor.
"I
object!" he cried, stuffing it in his
pocket. "It is not fair that we should
pass at hearsay on the accused books.
I move that they be brought to this
meeting that we may see for ourselves how depraved they are."
There was a chorus of approval,
marred by a few boos. The President
ordered that the books be sent for,

!
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PEDRO WINNER OF BLUE LABEL
IN CANINE CLASSIC STAGED IN
GALA CHAPEL EXTRAVAGANZA

<)

Proud Hound From the A. D. Fye Kennels Captures
Colorful Event Amid Raucous Tumult— Has Pedigree of 150 Foot Frontage

RESEMBLES ENGLISH NOVELIST

At a recent dance held for the benefit

was brought up by Gerald

'

PROF. BEANS IS TO
AID MOHAMMEDANS

Hall,

A

meeting marked by bitter debating and occasional fighting was
held in Cleaveland Cabinet last Monday night by the Faculty. The subject of much invective, bickering, and
neo-blasphemy, which resulted in
not a few black eyes, was the proposed banning of obscene literature,
the great influx of which has been
noticeable on our fair campus for the
past three weeks. The proposed law

I

,

House Beautiful Gives Bowdoin Pile Announces He Will Dance at Benefit
to be Held for Islams
Top Contest Rating

Memorable

Doubted

I

magnates.
It was decided to have a tent to
cover the rink as it will cost less
than a permanent structure and at the
same time will not mar the President's view of the Power House from
his home on Federal Street. Three
(Continued on

54-1

great favorite.
"Physical training is not compulsory, but every one feels obliged to
make a pretence of going. The forgers
are in a big demand, and clean up a
good salary each year in signing the and Mr. Vilder left the hall amid the
attendance sheets.
For many years greatest tumult. By this time the
Sing-Sing was burdened athletically gallery was filled with eager students,
by an indifferent, devil-may-care at- who now amused themselves in the
She could not lull by picking off members of the
titude, win-or-lose.
the
from
stones
long cater to this policy, as the pres- Faculty with
sure of prominent Alumni, amongthem Geology Collection. Their fire was reS. F. Al Capons, Dr. Cook, Fail, Sin- turned and pandemonium reigned for
clair, and several members of Con- fifteen minutes. At the end of this
gress, made her get winning teams. A time Mr. Vilder appeared in the door-

i

fice will be surmounted by a tower
equipped with a twelve-inch lens. When
not in use by the Astronomy Department at 25 cents ($0.25) an hour, my
staff can use it to discover exploding
bombs. It is all a fine thing."
Amid the wildest scenes of emotion,
Mr. Poyar sat down.

LOST
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U
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selected Billy Bones, who has played
football, baseball, track, tennis, swimming, and pool for the past six years,

We

j

.

probably the most insignificant member of his class, was
elected president on the second ballot.
He received a bloc of 34 votes
from the Delta Handa Poka, Helta

recent letter to the Accident of
peculiar interest to the members of
the student body is that by Mr. Austin Halliburt MacClawmick, former
Alumni Secretary of the College, who
is writing from the jaij at Sing-Sing
on the excellent conditions there.
"Some of the work," states Mr. MacClawmick, "is really quite shocking,
but after awhile one gets the hang of
it, and the mistakes of the past are
swept along in the current.
Much
of the life here in the prison very
closely resembles the life at College.
In the center of the yard is a large
pool that always reminds me of the
old Campus in the spring of the year.
How fondly I flow recollect those
days of yore when we .were met at
the edge of the lake by the College
Tug, the Gerald T. Wilder, and made
the voyage around where the College
was last seen.^
"The food is greatly superior to the
Psi
stakes, or the A. D. beans, and
about even with the Moulton Union
hash.
The big advantage, however,
in the eating question, is that quite
frequently one has his meals served in
his room.
The bread pudding is a

j

Si Ewe Awarded First Place In Swim
ming Meet Held Before Walker

Kim Entered by

of the Church on the Hill Prof.

Thomas Beans (middle name unknown), who had been dancing all

evening with great skill, announced to
the Accident reporter that he would
Last Saturday Pedro, the pride of and this lack of restraint, so noticebe glad to dance for the benefit of the A. D. Fye Kennels, took highest able in the art of the Greeks and in
undoubtedly
hurt
their
the Mohammedans. As we go to press, honors in the big annual dog show Pedro,
Prof. Beans has not let it be known held in the Chapel and walked away chances. Second place in this monster
just what sort of dance he will do at with the blue label. Hundreds of peo- classic went to Kim who was entered
this affair, nor has the date of the ple came from all around to see the by Si Ewe. A first in the dog paddle
Mohammedan Benefit been revealed.
dogs do their stuff, and so packed was held in front of Walker Art, another
Prof. Beans, however, has long been the Chapel, that a collection was taken first in more fleas per hair, and a
famous for his liberal views and is no for the first time in thirteen years, first in catching ball in mouth gave
doubt perfectly capable of dancing the money in which will go to the Kim a high rating.
Third place went to Monarch of
for the Mohammedans or any other erection of a new Mem. Hall and the
denomination or creed. His technique buttons to the Bowdoin Christian Zete A. Sigh. He won second place m

tum was never more fully brought
and with Alumni assistance should be out than it was in the case of Memorable to win the State Championship. able Hall, standing unsuspectingly on
Previous to his athletic career, he wa3 the edge of the Bowdoin College,
Before
ineligible for five seasons, but now Brunswick, Maine, campus.
it is hoped he will not be graduated our decision was made known to the
before 1938. As a class officer he world I had occasion to visit Bow- at the terpsichorean art leaves little
should make a good pump handle, and doin, and while there questioned a be desired, and the Accident wishes

'30

Ziltch,

A

'

Three Fraternities: Delta Handa Polka, Helta Skelta,
and Psi Keppa Cau Reap Rewards of Infamous Manipulation, Dean Nicksem Elected as Class Chaplain

Benny

Alumni Just as Powerful

j

I

SENIOR CLASS AS COMBINES
PUT BLOCKHEADS IN OFFICE

results of the election, which
have been allowed to stand unless the
class wishes another, are as follows:

Favorably Prison Work
with That Found at Bowdoin

Compares

i

BENNY ZILTCH CHOSEN HEAD

The

Beauty

MacCLAWMICK TELLS
OF LIFE IN JAIL

''

We

«
Portland's Defences
adventures in the Great War.
"I was wounded twice in the battle of Paris," he said; "once by the
heel of a chorine from the Follies
Bergere In one eye, and again by a
cork from a champagne bottle in the
other eye." No one doubted his words.
He went on to tell of the Belgians'
plight during the German invasion.
They were unprepared and he broke
bread with them. And yet what a
weapon can be concealed in bread.
If they had only used Zete biscuits!
Portland, we were given to understand, will not be helpless. If the next
attack lies through her, the enemy is
to be met with twelve-inch guns. No
mention was made of what would
happen if the enemy, whoever she
may be, is armed with sixteen-inch
cannon.
Col. Frogg's plan is to envelop
the whole city with a dense fogg.

silk.

If

FORMER ALUM SECY

!

I

the institution across the Stroudwahe soothed, a twisted smile playing havoc with his crimson countenance, "but I found him playing Parchesi the other day, and so I guess
111 send my son to Bowdoin in the
fall after all!" (Ed. note: This is a
wisecrack)
Then, in some mysterious way, Col.
Frogg began to talk about Portland
armaments. What this had to do with
Bowdoin nobody yet knows. The
Colonel's preamble dealt with his

By Roland Raxx,

Go

I

|

Club's presentation
of "Polyandra" was received with
tremendous applause at the Cuberland
Theatre last night, and the coach
and cast are to be congratulated for
their fine work. As we go to press
no one has as yet ventured to do this.
For shame, student body! Your Accident reporter sat spell-bound, gripping his plush lined chair with all
the tenseness of a virgin maid receiving a proposal to dine and dance.
Never has such pathos, such indescribable purity been depicted on any
Bowdoin stage or Brunswick for that
matter or any matter. The part of
Polyandra, called Polly in the play for
short, was played by Henry StoneClassical

the

Gerald T. Vilder Forced to Admit Defeat But Will Keep
Library Pure at All Costs— Art Books Will Have to

j

ter,"

of the
elections
In the annual
Senior Class held in Memorable Hall
last night, one of the most astounding combines in the history of Bowdoin College was discovered by the
Janitor when he was sweeping up the
votes early this morning. As a result of his investigation two houses
are now under the strongest suspicion,
and a third has been implicated by
the disclosure of 18 votes for one
candidate hidden in the bronze cannon. Fifteen votes from still a fourth
fraternity fell out of the bass horn
belonging to the Glee Club, which
rests on the Mem Hall stage, and ten
inscribed pieces of paper were wound
around the strings of the piano. These
last two alignments were due to natural causes, it was thought, as the
two houses in question dined together
and signed each other's pledge, so
that no combine can be imagined. It
was merely a traditional alliance. One
manipulation of
ingenious
rather
political power was seen in the voting on Marshal, when two fraternities
sewed up the office by threading their
pieces of paper together by means
of a sharp needle and some invisible
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The

broadcast

HEATED SESSION
EMBARGO

j

Faculty Censors Censor Sentences
Senselessly
Marked Success

will

COURSES IN VILDER LAW

"It isvalFrfce Thing," Says Assistant Hon. Gottrox Wing Applause of Body
Librarian in Impressive Dedication
Collegiate When Donation is
Ceremonies Held Yesterday
Chapally Made Pnblic

j

BY CLASSICAL CLUB

IN

RINK GIFT ARRIVES

i

Vallee

DEPARTMENTS SEE DOOM OF

covered hockey to
BE PLAYED HERE AS

I

Rudy

Maine Stein Song tomorrow at 8 and
12 p.m.'s.

ROCKS ENTIRE FACULTY

GEO. FROGG

In an address given at "Bowdoin
Night" some time ago, Col. George
Frogg, promising lawyer and oratorical alumnus, spoke in a vibrating
voice upon the platform.
The subject of his discourse filled his hearers
with tears as thty vainly tried to
piece the scattered and confused facts
together. Your Accident reporter was
at times forced to hang his head in
shame so withering were the blasts
from the National Guardian, and frequently he had to cover his ears with
his trembling hands. Col. Frogg had
just been presented with a large lead
medal for some reason or other, and
rising with a flushed face (it was his
own, praise be!) he proceeded to tell
of its origin. The meddle, not the face.
"It was," he fervored, "made out of
the tin left over when they got
through hiring the coach for the pink
tea parties and necking parties last
fall."
This, from a man! As he went
on, his voice rising and falling when
a change was least expected and thus
preventing much desired sleep, he began to reveal the conditions of his

®

acctoen

the

broadcast

—
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to Ass.
to
Pedro, whose full name is Pedro de
urge all who can to attend the dance, Jorje y Elio y todos los otros Santos,
not only to assist in a worthy cause, won easily on fifty-two counts but
but to see the professor, who will, it some of these cannot be held against
is alleged, outdo himself on this oc- him as he never was properly broken
casion. Those of you who (yo-ho!) in the house. (But then; look at the
are majoring in Greek, we ask you house). He was first in skin texture,
both to be there, especially.
Beans,
when approached,
Prof.
stated that he was an ex-Episcopalian. "They are all alike to me", he
said. "I go to any benefit. The town's
people may be shocked, you're peifectly right," he went on removing a
handkerchief from his sleeve, "but
the real truth cannot be denied. I
guess I'll have a Bacchanal at my
house."
These statements have been further substantiated by Prof> Beans'
We are sure that his
latest decision.
endeavors will be appreciated by the
whole College, if not by the Mohammedans, and if you did not go to
see Andrea at Soph Hop, we urge you
to attend the Benefit.

LAST MINUTE FLASK
(By the A and P)
Word has

just this minute been reFlatbush, L. I., that Ben-

ceived from
jie Shoot, local beauty champion, has
won the International Beauty (Male)
He defeated
Contest hands down.
Herr Schlapzenstuck of Minneapolis
in the finals. R. Vallee did not even
place. No details have yet been received, but the folks at home say
Benny was such a pretty child. While
at Bowdoin, Mr. Shoot etc., etc., etc.

Blue-Label Pedro

(crooning), ear waving.
backbiting and second ,in the dog
paddle. Pedro had never been to
Chapel and it was with great difficulty that the Committee on Improved
Chapel Service induced the slacker
Only the thought of the
to attend.
Blue Label, for which the proudhound
had been boning philosophically, made
move.
the mut
The other dogs were there ahead of
There will be an adjourn in English
time, raucous in their impetuosity,
6 tomorrow night.
voice range
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skin texture (after three tons of hair
was removed), second in crooning,

and a first in hugging.
Other special prizes were awarded

fleas,

of particular merit. The
chicken-chasing doubles championship
was won by Stalky and Co., the team
being composed of Stalky, from the

to dogs

Kennel and upper McKeen
and Jack from T. D. Kye.
won the longest tongue
contest and thus stood fourth among

Deek

street,

Stalky also

the other contestants in the general
rating.

Nana, the wooly grey sheep dog, to
an honorable mention in the smelling event (active verb!) as there was
no prize, and won the go-opposijeway-to-master-on-leash championship.
This canine was entered by ^Prof.
Schmidt, and she also was voted the
sexiest pooch.
Bung, venerable and three-times
champion, retained his tea drinking
title which he has held for the la.-t
forty years at least. The little brown
snivel from the College office caught
a bad cold and had to withdraw.

Wodin from B. T. Pye House was
victorious in the horse race. Dr. Johnstown would not enter his fox terrier
as his hair was wired, but Prof. Kentrick's cat walked away.
The Chapel was filled with moving
forms and baited breaths. We would
like to have some of the bait. The
dogs, however, seemed quite at home
in their impressive surroundings and
painted walls. What made the scene
unusual was the presence of. such a
large number of students and members of the College. A few of the
Faculty could be made out among
the dogs.
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THE ACCIDENT

THE ACCIDENT
is

Established

Brunswick, Maine

DEN OF VICE FOUND
IN MOULDY ONION

Any More, You Might Get Hurt

Don't Think

Well, there's no use talking to you guys. Your idea of Bowdoin
some place to spend Wednesday night, a quiet spot for resting

(Successor to the Occident)

Age" he observed further.
true scientist would have observed that the (
mass of
ones, hexagonally shaped formulae
and equally incomprehensible terms)."
They finally throttled him and turning to the blandly .smiling Nooky
and Marplot demanded an explana-

nacian

"Now a

between week ends. Or if you're here for studying, drinking, or Bedwards Makes Big Haul; Many
Adjourns Result
gambling, you soon find something to crab about or break. You
certainly are the damnedest bunch of house wreckers ever seenBowdoin College, famed for its tion.
*
Windows, chairs, tables, bannisters, bottles, bottles, electric light many traditions, has gained another.
"That was the joker in this game"
On every rainy Tuesday, it is now they chorused. And then I had to
bulbs, and bottles. Then again the board walks for which you the custom for all the members
of the step in and exercise my duly aphollered so long are now to be jumped on, it would seem. It won't faculty to give adjourns and to dis- pointed and invested powers to save
appear from the kin of mortal men. the lives of these two men. I surbe long before water will be hurled from every window. As if we Where do
they go, these merry fel- rounded the group, single-handed, and
don't have wet enough springs. How many of you ever went out lows? Ah, Roderick, that is the offered to engage them all, singly or
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Editor-in-Cheese

Cawshon Ary Warnings

'30

question.

Bowdoin besides loafing. We congratulate
The Accident in its tireless search
job you have done in that occupation. Movies are for Truth put Super-Sleuth Bedwards
well attended, but who can blame you for that? Movies are pleas- on the trail. Two short days ago he
Department Idiots
made his report in full.
The Sleuth, noticing Monday eveWalter Johnson '50c, Aims Conference ant to loaf with, much better than books or homework. As for a
One-eyed Connolly '97, Admission
Major Thesis "29, Bologna
Andrew J. Volstead 'J01, Liquidation
club meeting, oh to Hell with that
Well, how about the club? To ning that rain was impending for
the next Tuesday, hied himself to a
Tom Walsh '?, Beauty Chats
Board Walx '30, Transportation
Hell with that too! And this lecture? Ha-ha! I'm letting!
vantage
point along the ridge near
'66,
Weather
Ivy
Day
'30,
Insomnia
Major Exam
Well, so-long, jellyfish. Don't overwork yourselves, you might the Heating Plant (a sunflower?) and
Alum Nigh Council '!!, Sports
Sidney S. Lenz *$$, Photography
awaited developments. At five A. M.,
Dan Putter, Campus
get blisters under the seat of your pants.
whom should he see but Gatling,
Man glin g

some

for

Editors

activity at

you on the

Elbert Hubbard '1.98

Citizens Laundry '30

one by one in a debate on Prohibition
and they surrendered immediately.
They and all others (in other words,
the whole faculty) are now in the
custody
law
of
the
and
will
so remain until they bail themselves
out and promise to be good boys and
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Assassinating Editors
Scarface Al Capone *36

A. Bowdoin Orient

Amos

Andy

'07

Dean

MOST EMBARRISSING MOMENTS

'07

Montana

Bull

Aristotle '384
Sex A. Peel '00

'71

'33

The Accident

Slistt '65

moment

printed in this column.

Watch N. Ward
Freedom O. Speech '??

Carrie Nation
A. Teentha Mendment '19

After Class
I was standing in the doorway of
a room in Adams after class waiting
for a friend of mine to quit talking

Virginia Dare '20%

E. Z. Corsus *01

LOWDOWN LANGUISHING COMPANY
Business Merger

and come along. As

to the instructor

I stood there I made suggestive signs
was trying to
get in good with the prof. Suddenly
Ophelia Pulz, Circulation the instructor turned and saw me apLengths
parently inhaling the air with no
Commission on Commissions
cigarette or for any good reason. You
H. L. Menken
could have bowled me over with a

Wall

St.

"29

Crash

at the friend that he

Vallee,

Wave

Will Rogers

Commission on Commission on Commissions
Khan Aada Drigh '21
Proey Bishum '48
Recording Committee
Gordon Ginn '20
A. Goodlong Goose '15
Aby DeGree '30

In the Theatre

Published every year durink the Kolletch geason by some of the misguided students ( ? ?) of
ye old institution. All contributions should be given careful thought and then torn up violently.
The editors write all the drool anyway. No one is responsible for anything, much less these
The Editor-in-Cheese writes what he feels like usually a shot of Scotch.
colorful columns.
Dier-Kiss controls the make-up. All communications regarding subscriptions should be addressed,
and please sign the check. If you want to take the Quill, go ahead and be crazy. We don't care.
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Entered as second class matter and

still is.

Nosirrah Sivad

Bill 'J J

Benvenuto Cellini

'Lit.

'03

2

I

;

Vul.

GAR.

Wodensday, Aprille

9,

No. Soap

1930.

"Do you
!

\

the wet

damp

sheet that

it is,

who

know

am?"

I

I

murmured, vacant-

no," she

"Thank God!"

I

said,

and

H. M.
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2
Sanskrit 8

Lit.

Federal

•

Z. Barr, '31

Augusta
Washington
Barn Chamber

Govt. 4
Govt. 6

Cage

Eng. 10

man
who

I

5— Thirsty
8.30

Gymnasium

"Now

said,

Dinner
has developed Supper
fast under my training, my system. I
1.30
pick him to take the high hurdles in
Sociology 4
the State Meet this spring. And we
Physical Training
don't proselyte. That boy never had a Shoveling
4, 8, 10, 12
track shoe on before he came to
\
Eng. 25
Bowdoin!"
Scholarships $21,000
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Frat House

Union

—

barefoot!"
You could have knocked

me

Hockey Rink
Hockey Rink

.

.

.

Quill Office

M.

Exam
I

had given up studying for an

j

I

groaned inwardly.
;

|

"Here," said the prof., "that's all
Use mine." He opened his
wrong.
brief case and left me with the answers.
I was so embarrassed
down and wept.

that

I

broke

D: T. '30

rushed out of the door, I hastened
down the street just as a crowd of
people were coming home from the
movies. I noticed as I passed along
that I was attracting a lot of attention, and looking down I discovered
that I had neglected to put on my
pants in my haste to be punctual.
Imagine my embarrassment, when
on further scrutiny, I found that I
had forgotten to change my underwear.
Q. E. D. '33

I

Library Book
was using a book from the

white.

felt

my

—
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grow
-The whole end must know
I

CALENDAR
—

N

Li-

brary before vacation and on returning yesterday I found a card in the
mail box notifying me that the book

was overdue.

—

—

8

—

Down Town
was dressing in a great hurry to
down town to a dance at the
Codman House. Tying my tie as I
I

get

face

by this time that I had held out on
a book. I went around the campus
all day with that cringing feeling of
guilt, and
I
saw in every one's

to

new

I

j

it

advantage and amusement to
the

j

at 9 o'clock the night before,

and had spent the rest of the night

making elaborate cribs. In the exam
the next day I found a use for these
preparations, and was busily transcribing one of them onto my paper
when I became aware of the professor
standing above me. The cold sweat
dampened my whole body and I

Students and others will find
their
visit

advertisement.
Milder were sticking.
"Deal me three cards" he growled
Tondreau's and spat loudly in the general diFederal St. rection of the cuspidor (N. B.
April 10 Spring Football beGymnasium clean miss).
Capering 3 o'clock
gins, Pickard Field. Classical Club
A.D., D.K.E.
Poker 8
Lecture: "Vigil Disected". Rudy
"Two" hiccoughed Hoscoe Sham.
Union
Ping-Pong 4
Vallee on Air, Maine Stein Song,
"One, and make it good" lisped Jay1.30
8 p.m. Weekly exodus to Boston,
quis Lancelot, and he began to titUnited Fruit ter lustily in his sleeve.
Spanish 4
et al., begun.
Carlo
Monte
Govt. 7-8
April 11 Spring Football ends,
Grouse gave the birdie note of
Harvard Whartman's Warbler, signifying he
Govt. 10
Pickard Field. Faculty Meeting on
First Nat. was standing pat.
Tuition 4
Warnings ends, 3.45 p.m. Coach
Augusta Insane Ass.
Psychology 2
Maggie addresses Track Squad,
Stakes mounted higher Jayquis
Magee's Off. and Fairy had to throw in their hairPsychology 4
Rudy Vallee on Air,
3.30 p.m.
Chapel ribbons to stay.
Canine 22
Maine Stein Song, 12 M.
June 7 Saturday
April 12— Chapel, 8.20 a.m., in
"Call you all" spluttered Jayquis
First Semester begins at 8.20 with finally and all proceeded to lay down
the Chapel. Faculty Meeting on
Chapel. Tuition does not have to be their cards.
Warnings begins, 3.30 p.m. Coach
paid until June 10, but every student
Maggie continues address to Track
"Sally, Irene and Mary win the pot
must register before May 30th, and for papa" sang Hoscoe laying down
Squad. 100 high schools fight for
you can't register until you pay your three relics of the age of chivalry and
Bowdoin's $4000.
tuition. Ha-ha!
April 14— Spring Vacation ends,
raking in the spoils.
'" squeaked
8.20 a.m. Art Building opens, 8.30
"Well I'll be
There will be an adjourn in Govern- Jayquis, "Sunk by three queens!"
concert, 8 p.m. Rudy Vallee on
ment 2 on April 19th.
Air, Maine Stein Song, 12 M. EngJust then there was a terrible up
lish 10 begins to work.
t
t
roar in one of the corners where Art
t
Mr. Will Philder, the Alumni Sec- Trillagain, Psyche Burnette, Mort
April 15 English 10 quits work.
retary, was seen in action at the big Basin, Bunker Frown, Art Andrew.}
Hour exams: Psych. 2, French 4,
stable fire on March 25th. It was too and Little Nooky had been enjoying
Chem. 6, Eng. 22, Ec. 10, Zoo. 8,
bad he broke that nozzle off the hose a game of gentlemen hush!-^-crap!
Lit. 2, Math 2R, Phys. 6, Lat 2,
just when Chief Edwards wanted it. pure crap. Nooky had been winning,
Ger. 2. On the Air, Maine Stein
aq o% 1°°l i9X&
uIojj
sajiaJ
ai#
Song, any time. No Movies at
t
t
t
a<
-uoi^Dnpap
At the same fire Alex Mullhowland, -jnj 'sauoq asoqx,,
*u«!ll! l
Pastime, 6.45 or 8.30 p.m.
Henry Smaltz, and Bob Burnum were siq sbm. (1 /tDBatdsuoo b 'qv„ 'dnooS aq*
April 16— D. U. Lecture: "Full
seen playing skip rope with a hose. No pauioC pus 13A0 papsnq aAjasajj
o'Steam or Highball." Hour exam,
•sq)«o treinrji jo v>l b
pink elephants were found in the barn,
French 6. Frat Meetings at Frat.
umay
piBS
3uiq}ou
however.
Houses,
7 p.m. Coach Maggie coninq aiqi8t{i9)ui
•ure«8 popwaid ,isjy jiq
cludes Address to Track Squad.
t
t
t
The Accident is displeased to re- b aziqdosopqd sn %b\ 'bjis '}}bm„
April 17 Weekly exodus report the marriage of Harry M. Zil•A^ootf 1* ^iSuiuevraim
turns, 8.10 a.m. Rudy Vallee on
tch, '30 to Mrs. H. M. Ziltch. Fear of 2up(ooi pus soAaajs Jiaq) dn 3ui[i<>j
Maine Stein Song, 8 p.m.
Air,
displeasing the Alumnus makes us uBJtoq SMejpuy puB aq'puB 'uibSbhux
Fraternity combines in final agreerefrain from saying much more. The pauiBOJSS „jaas i op %fn\M. 'uauiai)ua2
ment. Senior elections in Mem., 7
tragedy occurred on April 2nd in 'sjojjoq uodn 'sjoijoq 'sjojjoh,,
p.m. (Second attempt)
•;i JOJ pd[|BU£lS
Boston, and both mother and child are
April 18 Weekly exodus leaves,
J3A9uaqM uaAds b jqJJnoaq
10.19 a.m. Adjourns announced for
doing well. The boy will not be named ^1 00
8
03lA9p iBoiuiaq3-oav»P
U3iq.¥l
Marshall Perley.
Sat. Rudy Vallee.
D*H
}B»u b £ur}BJddo Xijudptjja 'lojdiBfl
April 26 Freshman Banquet,
t
t
t
Boothbay Hbr.
Mall (Dick) Hallett, piccolodian and pAog SV/& 'p|jo.w aq} jo saXa »m
May 1 May Day.
odist, will blow himself to Europe this 0} poJdAoasip 'ajaqi puB 'jooy aq} u;
pcq
uot^Bjqi.v
paqsBius
else
wants
to
get
pjBoq
b
jo
one
oa)
If
any
summer.
May 23— Maybe.
blown, call 119. We adviBe Dick to (B3IV13A ipniu os jo }[ns-oi aqj, \nuq
Three students, who were reported
borrow the bass horn, however, when siq JofJDMQ puB UMop pus dn auidmnf
papB}« P«M ^4 V"li lost last night, were found this mornhe plays for the Queen of the Nether- uiB2Bi{uT
lands or the King of Spuin. Please }3Bj ui XjiABoq og 'XiiABaq 3uiuui.v\ ing in the Art Huilding. They had
remember us to the pied piper.
Magdaienian, or possibly the Aurig- failed to recognize their surroundings.

Cramming

with a discus!

exam

Cleaveland
B. H. S.

Boning 6

over

J. J.

LOVELY EXHIBITION
OF INSECTS GIVEN

—

Infirmary

"Why, you're wrong there, Jack. 1 Scholarship $500
know that man. He ran four years for
June 6 Fishday
me in high school, and I don't mean
8.30

I

St.

Redmen's Hall
Pastime

I was showing a prominent high
June
holds a vote on Prohi- school coach a number of my squad
who were practicing in the cage. Breakfast

will never tolerate foul barrooms.
This essay contest is really
conducted on Mussolini methods. Over there in voting you either
agree with the selection of candidates by the government or you
don't say anything. This contest was not on Prohibition but on
the advantages or benefits of Prohibition. There was only one side
for you to uphold. Utter childishness.
And yet you all sit back some more and let the government ram
Prohibition down your throat which is no less or no more than a
big handful of red tape and foolish restriction (Foolish? Asinine!)
on the way you get your liquor. Instead of going to a government
store when* the liquor is taxed and regulated, you have to go down
this street and to this guy, or call up so and so and say "This is the
Yacht Club," and then when you get the damn horse liniment you
may be blinded for life or die poisoned. They may try to enforce
law in Mexico with rifles but they at least give you a chance to
shoot back, and don't resort to poison. With all his commissions
Pres. Hoover has overlooked the most important kind of commission. But then, what can he do. poor soul? He is only the president. Perhaps another war would do some good, for in the excitement and with presidential war powers Mr. Hoover might be able
to do away with the measure, and then again he might not. but it's
almost worth risking a war for.
/

Adams

English 18 cbnt

Greek 9

Z. '30

—

Pointing to one
there's a fellow

cation."

exhibition that is to
be found on the mezzanine floor of
the Science
Building between the
elevator exit and the osculator entrance.
Under the directions of Dr.
gambling.
chortled Suess, Mr. Arrow has made a col"Not too big for me"
Pearly, and he seated himself at the lection of various insect pests whicn
he has arranged with his customary
lalge poker table in the center of the
roFn. "Make way for an ambulance consummate skill. Under thick plate
glass one may in complete comfort
dilver, boy?" he cried by way of
Milder, observe the uncouth antics of a pair
Gatling,
to
greeting
Grouse, and Jayquis Romeo Lancelot of the domesticated fleas that were
Beau Geste Hammond who were, al- unwillingly contributed by "Bing"
ready hard at it. "Come on, Hoscoe, Sills. And there is a rare louse from
Factory Alley said to be a descendant
sit in with the gang."
(9.08 X 10 to the 23rd power generaAnd Hoscoe proceeded to sit.
Grouse and Gatling had been win- tion) of one of the gray backs that
ning heavily up till this point, and the immigrated to this country in 1919.
You
will have to look sharp .Jo find
down
former was bouncing up and
him, but he is usually parked on the
in his glee, waving his arms and uttering the melodious call of Nycticorax bit of red flannel in the east end of
nycticorax naevius. Gatling was por- the vivarium between the hours of
ing over his cards, sour as when he 9.00 A. M. and 5.00 P. M., E. S. T.
reads Economic papers or hears a (9.00 and 1.00 on Saturdays and holigood answer in conference (and by days).
The collection contains a fine nest
that all knew he was pleased with
Romeo Lancelot of yellow bellied hornets, eighteen
Jayquis
himself).
varieties of cut-worm, three hooketc had a fighting look in his face
worms,
a flock of full blooded Scarall
show
off
and his jaw was set to
the better the celebrated profile. He borough mosquitoes, one hundred forlooked puzzled as usual. Milder's face ty-two plant lice, a bookworm, a
had a haggard, wan look fines had pair of fire-bugs, three potato bugs, a
come in rather poorly lately, and his hill of red ants and ten swell bedcash was running low. Clearly a game bugs.
Professor Copeland who has just
of big stakes.
The game proceeded, as games returned from a tour of the Cumbersometimes do. Finally, a large pot. land County Colleges says that none
of
these schools have anything on us.
and
Jayquis
Only Grouse, Sham,

Before the Window
Cinema 8
I was undressing one night before
French 14 (1J%)
Nancy
an undraped window and, occupied in
June 4 Wednesday
my many oppressing thoughts as I
8.30
was, I had forgotten to pull down the Ec. 2
Gymnasium
shade. The window in question faces Neck
Town Hall
4
the street, and as I reached my very Govt. 8a
Library
nether garments, a feminine voice English 8
Sez you!
cooed from below, "Oh yo-ho!"
French 8
Cabot Mills
Quickly I descended the stairs,
1.30
rushed to the front door. Imagine my Zoo. 9
M. G. H.
embarrassment when, on opening the Chem. 8
Meserve's Drug Store
door, I found no one there. I could Chem. 4
Louis*
have gargled buttermilk.
Ec. 10
M. C. R. R.

Zan

was partially hidden by a few straggling stalks of ivy. But these obstructions were so slight that I could not
find it anywhere within me to change
the decision of my illustrious publi-

.

1.30

left the

successfully.

(Continued from page 3)
ly possible objection to the merits of
our choice lay in the fact that the
building's beauty and grace of line

—

man.

"Why,

.

more

Memorable Hall

—

countered desperately as LeClair ami
Gervais portrayed the nonchalant

In the

and decisive. The ballot asked for enforcement or repeal, check and double check. And what is heard all
over the campus? Why isn't there any modification? I want
modification
Pretty soon there won't be any malted milk if this
Why, you
is the attitude of the average College student ( inmate)
blue-balloon-cheeked nincompoops, don't you know that you can't
have modification without repeal? How can you modify anything
except the Volstead Farce, and if you raise the percentage of
alcohol you will violate the 18th Amendment, don't you see!!
And then a short time ago an announcement was made up in WaterYou were to send
ville of a prize essay contest on Prohibition.
in for information, and do you KNOW what that information was?
It was in piles upon piles of the greatest drool ever written by
mankind or woman either. It told of the curse of alcohol, the
beauty of temperance (who ever heard of this in Prohibition?),
and then there were pages upon pages of songs to sing about the
value and merits of Prohibition. Responsive readings followed.
It was making a religion out of the greatest legislative blunder the
world has ever seen, and that is sacrilege. It then attacked the
saloon. Now who in the name of the name of the Great Horned
Spoon wants the saloon back of all things? Repeal should not mean
the return of the saloon. It never will. During Prohibition people have learned how to drink in much better surroundings and
It is clear cut

.

theatre.

until

Think Some More

I

vacantly, won-

ly.

!

have opportunities to take a variety of courses and work pleasantly
June is crowded with weeks of cramming, boning, stuffing for
four or five hours of Hell over all the knowledge the world has ever
known. And what have you guys got to say about it? Not a cussed
word! You just sit there and take this educational monstrosity
full in the face without a word against it.

who

excellent training

—

"I am Professor Roe's niece!" she
flashed out between newsreel and advertisements.

!

The Orient,

sitting next to the
young lady when the show began. In
the course of our conversation I had
occasion to say some very uncomplimentary remarks about Professor
Roe.
"Him!" I was saying. "Oh, he's a
flathead. Never gives any adjourns."
"Sir," purred my cinemate, with

"Why, no," I said,
dering what next.

Most of you rarely do, you lazy bunch of morons.
Just think
This column has been patting you on the back all year, but just
for now it is going to stand up and tell you where you get off. How
many of you contribute one little drop to the life of this College?
About five percent, maybe. Anyway it's a dam' small number.
The football team gets licked all fall and what do you do but sit
back and laugh. And what does the team do but sit back and get
trampled in the mud. The winter comes and hockey takes a drubbing. What do you guys do? Does any one come forward to build
a covered rink? No! How many of you come out and shovel off
the damn Delta? About twenty on the big average, and they get
their attendance. Every year Seniors have to suffer and go nutty
on account of their major exams. The last year when they should

bition.

Following the dinner we attended the
Cumbersome Theatre en masse, and I

arched eyebrow, "do you know
am ?"

Just Think

'

I had been asked to dine at a professor's house to meet the young and
attractive niece of a friend of his.

found myself

Nosey Educators for This Issue

Baudy

'30

'000

(Continued from pas* 1)

will be constructed within the
spreading canvas, so that Bowdoin
will be able to play the State Series
all at once and do away with needless
waiting for separated dates for games
with Bates and Colby. The arena thus
planned will provide for 8,000 spectators, which it is hoped will take care
of the audiences. While not in use
by the hockey department visiting
teams will be put up here for the
night, and the Masque and Gown may
hire that place for their annual Commencement Play. The Gym team has
asked that the trapezes and flying
rings be left in the tent and will stage
exhibitions between the periods of
the hockey matches. The rinks will be
made of varnished hardwood, and roller skates are to be adopted by the
team.
This will remove all worry
about the condition of the ice, the
abolition of which substance will enable the team to keep their usual

A

toothpick.

M. A. N. Q.

that

EXAM

Commission

Rudy

Covered Hockey Rink

Tannhauser and Brunette slink along
behind the duck boards on the nether rinks

you-incurred-a-library- side of Winthrop. Two moments
my blood run later, Heel and Sham also appeared,
the incrimi- followed in rapid order by Swills,
nating volume under my arm and Clam, the Milder boys and Copious.
crawled to the Library. With trem- Surely, he thought, something was up.
bling steps I approached the Assistant Silently,
on cat like hoofs, Bedwards
Librarian. He, however, smiled rath- trailed the unsuspecting Manty
to the
er wistfully on seeing me, and said, Moulton
Onion. In the door he
"Here so soon. I didn't think you'd trotted and down the escalator to that
be in for a week. That will be only vacant store in the basement.
two cents."
"I had always suspected that empI was so embarrassed.
ty store of harboring vice", said
W. C. T. U. '32 Sleuth Bedwards, "but what a revelaFINAL
SCHEDULE
tion to my innocent ears when I
reached there and planted myself beJune 2-June 7, 1930
hind a few barrels of English themes
The final exam schedule has just in one of the dark corners. The whole
been announced. This is the final room was dark. I waited.
clock
exam schedule, and in case of con- (the "Science Building one, of course)
flicts the student will be allowed to struck the hour of twelve.
'It is now
leave the Gymnasium for two cigar- five-thirty' said a voice which I imettes. If he has more than Ave exams mediately recognized as Swills's own
in two days he should keep his mouth 'and today
is
a rainy Tuesday!'
shut. What does he think this place Silence. 'All here that are going to
is anyway? Those taking exams in be here' the dulcet tones continued
Adams will please refrain from 'Sentinal Basin will close and bar the
throwing buts on the floor as smok- door'.
ing is prohibited in this valuable
"Then the lights went on—and my
building. Courses not listed here will jaws fell apart at the spectacle. The
have exams at the convenience of the Faculty was present in toto, and the
instructors
or at
the
Cuberland various gaming boards were set. I
Theatre. Who cares about them any- had stumbled into a gambling hell!
way?
I could not believe my eyes.
June 2 Monday
"Immediately, in business-like fash8.30
ion, these depraved men began to play
French 4
Adams (Ha-ha!) at various games of chance. Young
English 4
State House, Augusta Mr. Maggot was running a faro game
Physics 2
??????? (and in exceedingly profitable fashMath 2
Power House ion). In succession I watched him
Latin B
Mill St. 'clean' Copious, Chaste, Swills and
1.30
these
before
not
Twitchell but
German 2
3 Bath St. worthies had had opportunity to risk
History 4
Page St. their kale in other games. In one
Math 2R or 4
Moulton Union brilliant scoop, he pulled in something,
June 3-Tuesday
(completely
cents
nineteen
over
8.30
ruining Copious at this time)."
Handball 4
Gymnasium
party" observed
big
a
"Quite
English 18
Adams Sham to Clam during a lull in the

pay dearly for

will

embarrassing

Here the report ends.

fine look which made
cold. In desperation I hid

*29

"76

a

most

each

Contriving Radiators

glance

girls.

—

—

W

—

THREE

THE ACCIDENT
on Caesar) and finds oneself face to
face with a pair of swinging doors
statuesque
ornately carved
with

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

figures of various types of Vaucheria,
If

you are intending to sometime tarn

NEW REMINGTON PORTABLE

DO

—

IT

in that old

F.

Why

sisting
pool.

NEW REMINGTON than

Not Eat at the College Spa.

It is

Lunch and Dinner Served 40c
in

the floor above, actually the third, are
found the various class rooms and a
huge hayloft where the Gas and
Mound plan to give various plays at
future dates. The top floor is to be
given over to the various committees
of the Faculty for lounging rooms.
This, then, is Litchfield Hall, in all
its glory. Just as the Accident Reporter saw it. This, then, is the result of all this labor which has gone
discontinually ever
on
practically
since President Thrills dug the first
post-hole back last fall. The generous
donor, Mr. Walter Johnson of Bunga-

More

Just Across

NEWEST ADDENDUM
TO COLLEGE FINISHED
Litchfield Hall, Bowdoin's latest addition to the rectangular pond called
by the uninitiated the campus has recently been completed. The last gob
of stucco has been pasted on the last
tile has been slipped into place
the

—

—

thumb tack has been driven
home and a bottle of the finest

—

liquors of the East-side of

been broken over

its

50c

and Give us a Try

The College Spa

last

-

Bath has

majestic facade.

The new building rises caudad from
Maine Hall on a line running parallel
to the mud of Maine street and bisected by the granite pile known as
the chapel. The architects, Messrs.

The Campus

rising above the pink and yellow
spotted Mansard roof which caps the
mass of gilded and silvered columns
and what-not of the main portion of
the hall. On coming nearer, one may
notice the innate beauty and mal
proportion of the towering walls. The
eaves of the roof are decorated with
various posters advertising various
trade articles, as Wilder's Whiskey,
Bartlett's Beans, Cram's Crumbs, and
Nixon's Nightcaps.
Once under the spreading portico,
one enters a huge doorway modelled
after the Roman arches of Caesar's
day (see Prof. Smith for references

and Litchfield of
Brunswick deserve to be warmly complimented on their beautiful structure.
Litchfield, Litchfield,

The building

will

house the large col-

lection of flamingoes of Maine collected by Professor Reserve, who, be
it known, is. a great lover of our
feathered friends, and will also contain all the class-rooms necessary for

the teaching of Veterinary Surgery,
Millinery, Horse-Shoe Pitching and
Psychology.
Although our space does not warrant any detailed description of the
architecture of this noble memorial, it
is but fitting and proper that in order
to be inconsistent and follow current
Orient policy, we must devote a certain amount of wear and tear on the
fountain pen to an "appreciation" of
this truly remarkable edifice.
On entering the class of 1895
gateway across the lake, one is impressed with the gorgeous minarets

of an immature swimming
The decoration is Italian in

theme, and Oriental by nature. The
mezzanine floor, where the flamingo
collection will be found, is done in brilliant vermilion, in the quaint Byzantine style.
Here are pleasant
fountains and chirping songsters in
lovely gilt (Woolworth's) cages. On

Convenient and Economical

Come

by

which, for the sake of novelty,

CHANDLER & SON

W.

DAMMOND

Odontoglossi
Nitrosoamines.
and
Through the swinging doors we
lightly trip and find ourselves in a Large Business Being
"Done"
huge deception hall, the floor of
Spring Street Sharpers
con-

Typewriter for a

NOW

This week we can offer you a better deal on a
we shall ever be able to do again.

CANARIES FOR SALE
BY TRILLAGAIN AND

Litchfield Hall

nuc who it will be remembered has
given much to the College in late
years, will be hung over the friendly
Franklin Stove in the main entry in
a black gilt frame.
It is hoped that more of these impressive monuments will be forthcoming in the future, for surely Bowdoin
has need of them.
Plans were completed at the
meeting
Buildings
the
of
Grounds Committee to fit out
hitherto unused north end of
Science Building. After a heated

last

and
the
the
dis-

was

It was pleasant in that little room.
Your reporter had never been in a
more pleasant room. The little twitterings
of the
birds
seemed to

V

synchronize with the harmonious arrangements of sines, planes, and
cedillas.
A conical section of beech
blazed in the fireplace, and the andirons were clever examples of Flemish art, with Voltaire on one side
thumbing his nose at Montaigne on
the other, who was peering, mouth
open, into the blaze as if to say,

"Well, what do
anyway, huh ?"

Achew

I

know about

it

all,

Trillagain

entered ceremoniously, looking up from a seven
page report on the Romantic elements
in Diderot's article on "Hemstitching", and said, "Gentleman, gentleman, how pleased I am. I understand
you wish to interview me ? Dear, dear,

how

delightful.

Well,

well,

as

We

say in French, quelle surprise!"
"Yes," your reporter stated, "I have
been asked to interview you on the
subject of bird life in Brunswick, on
the matter of industrial propagation.
Will you favor me?"
"Indeed, indeed, as
we say in
French, j'en suis bien aise, but as
Rabelais has told us, as far as the
fire, and no further. But really, you
should hear my partner on it. He is
much more acquainted with our little feathered friends than I am.
You
see, I prefer Voltaire to Rousseau,
and it was Rousseau, you will recall,
who was the nature lover. I am the
silent partner in this business, for as
Musset says, va-t-en, pauvre oiseau
passager, que dieu te mene a ton
adresse, and I feel it is better to leave
the little dears to their destinies, although I do collect the oeufs now and

Spring
Harmon's

.

deftly designed.

it

.

.

set.

Spring Suits from $35.00
Spring Topcoats from $25.00

IHIAnSMIW!
INCORPORATED

isn't doomed, and it gives me
courage to correct my French 8 papers. Otherwise I would scream!" And
lighting up another carton of cigarettes, he put on a second overcoat.
"I am deeply moved also," said
aries."
Jake, "however hardened I have be"But suppose we look at the birds," come to my moments of inertia. How
your reporter suggested.
often I have thought that I had found
"Oh, yes," said Achew, "let's."
a definite integral to be a limit of a
"Oh, yes," said Wheeze, "let's."
sum, only to be prodded into deeper
"This canary here," said Wheeze, applications by some little song of
pausing before a gilded cage in which Kennie's, to find that after all intea yellow bobbet was raising thunder gration was more important, and that
with a cuttlefish, "is named Kenneth. I had not yet discovered my final reKenneth is the wisest bird of the lot. sult." Jake burst into tears. Kennie
You would be surprised the things he sang.
knows.
His favorite trick is tear"Thank you, thank you, gentlemen,"
ing up his cuttlefish and dunking it your reporter twittered, "you have
digests been so kind.
Cuttlefish
in
his
water.
I'm sure my editors
more easily when dunked. Kennie, we wfll appreciate your kindness."
call him Kennie, never takes cuttlefish dry.
But at the same time, he
TT T
IS
never takes any water unless he can
take cuttlefish with it. Kennie doesn't
IT
sing very much, but when he does

thing

|

!

|

|

I

"]lJ~ORE than a quarter century ago,

"

*

Jooo-Jkiiowatt
turbine-generator
installed in 1901 "' the Fish Street

of the Commonwealth
Edison Company, Chiiago

the

Commonwealth Edison Com-

pany, prophetically alive to the
immense possibilities of the future,
ordered from General Electric a 5000-

station

kilowatt steam turbine

— in those

days

a giant of electric power.

To-day,

a General Electric turbine-

generator of 208,000-kilowatt capacity
sends out its vast energy to the Chicago

Metropolitan District.
College-trained

men

played a respon-

sible part in the engineering and
manufacture of both machines
just
as they serve in important capacities

in the engineering, production,

of all General
equipment, large or small.
distribution

and

Electric

lo8,ooo-hilowatt turbinegenerator imtaUed at the

State Line generating
"^^S

station
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QUILL

all our other birds listen to him. He
doesn't always sing pretty, but he
sings pretty loud. Don't oo, Kennie?"
"Yes," said Achew Trillagain, "he
seems to believe in the ballad origin,
whereas I and M. Bedier hold that it
isn't right to sing until you have the
right ideas about music. But this bird
here, we call him Mitsy, is one of the
He
most interesting in our flock.
sings all the time, less musically than
Verlaine perhaps, but with the true
instincts.
He sings in his sleep, unconsciously, but of course responsively. And he never sings the same wheii
he's awake as when asleep, different
stimuli perhaps, but for all that rather queer.
His prettiest notes come
when he sleeps. He has a rather revolutionary note when awake, somewhat as an Alexandrine couplet with
sixteen syllables, horrible I mean. We
never listen to him, but he sings all
the same."
"But haven't you any lady canaries?" your reporter asked.
"Indeed," said Jake "we have. But
they are rather poor things to show
off.
Most of them have poor voices,
poor feathers, rather dismal ideas
about music, but they sing for all
that.
It's like the square root of a
hypothetical parabola, intensely interesting, but not much use.
We
merely keep the lady canaries to impress on our gentlemen birds how
lucky they are."
"Lucky in that they have such
mates?" we asked.
"Horrors, no," said Achew, "lucky
in that they aren't lady canaries."
"This is indeed an interesting
tour," your reporter said, "I never
knew there was so much fascination
in rearing canaries."
"Of course," said Jake, "we are not,
like a simple geometric function, in
the business for any gain. We are, so
to speak, on a higher plane, interpolating our binomial relation into
the canary business more as a cof unction of a theorem on infinitesimals;
for what our minds gain from it, rather than what we gain."
"Yes," said Achew, "our business is
important as a lesson in social philosophy, somewhat as the man of the
Renaissance studied Latin, and not
as the modern poet makes plays as
a mental diversion rather than a
business venture.
All the poetry * of
the romantic revival comes to me in
the twitters of these little birds. I
sit by the fire here and enthuse in
L'Expiation, and having conquered
movethe
intricacies
of
the

sound, practical

.

are so fairly

i

Were Big

of spring
the new
these are

workmanship goes into their tailoring.
High Harmon standards assure their
you'll enjoy owning one,
worth
and you'll be happy that their prices

i

Small Machines

.

appreciation of stylings favored by
of America is involved in their
planning. A wealth of conscientious

i

When

A

in
.

men

definitely decided not
with laboratories in the
fear that another college tradition
might fall in the removal of the present dust-covered relics.
t
t
t
The bill passed by the town of
Brunswick to pave Maine Street south then."
from the Church on the Hill has come
At this moment the other partner
like the sudden clanking of a broken in this little business whose secrets
front spring.
The new construction your reporter was to learn, entered,
will go as far as the present appro- squinting up at the light to estimate
priation will last, and it is hoped by its height above the table, using the
the inmates of the brick house on the three place tables and the Pythagocorner of Potter Street that it will rean theorem.
get by their door way before Ivy.
"Permettez-moi"
said
Achew,
This will enable delivery trucks to "presenter Mr. Dammond, my partner.
unload their contents at the fraternity He knows more about canaries than
without leaving tell-tale tire marks in anyone else in Brunswick, even Phil
the road, which might be followed by Woods. Say Hello to the reporter,
Chief Edwards or Two-Gun Barnes. Jake. Mr. Dammond is known to hiOther houses should leave their or- intimates
Achew
as
'Wheeze',"
ders or call 119.
added.
t
t
t
"How do you do", your reporter
Mr. Thalheimer takes this oppor- saluted, "it's nice weather for cantunity to request that other members aries."
of the faculty refrain from intimate
"Ay," said Wheeze, "the latus reccontact with the board walks until tum of the second quadnomial bisects
the splinters can be removed from the axis of the external angle, conProfessor Formell's face and replaced sidered for the moment as minus 35,
by the college carpenter.
making the weather nice for can-

cussion, it
to provide

interpretations

styles are expressed
models just received

The major

article in this

Spring

is-

sue of the Quill, the essay on "The
Hope and Philosophy of the Unattainable" by E. W. Lancaster will
indeed prove a noteworthy aid in
promoting the resignation of the
Bowdoin undergraduate to the idea
that the manner in which a college
education is administered is not always conducive to the peace of mind
that comes of the knowledge that college instructors are essentially fair
and impartial in administering credit
for courses taken. Mr. Lancaster also points out that by the principles of
statistics, when a definite allotment
of particular grades (designated by
the letters A, B, C, D and E) is
placed in a hat, thoroughly shaken,
and drawn out by the student (by
proxy) at random, the breaks are
bound to even up by the end of four

body the editorial board saw fit to expurgate a portion of Mr. Gray's collection of pleonasms. I say unhappily
for as the article is published it reads
like a hygiene lecture instead of like

honest material that the blase Bowdoin man can assimilate by the sheer
power of his unprecedented intellect.
But even so, the border-line effect
created is sufficient to render the article thoroughly attractive, even if it
were unaccompanied by the signature
at its close. May. one go so far as
to hope that Mr. Gray will not retire in maiden shamefastness to a
remote corner, there to rest upon his
laurels? For indeed the article seems
to call for a sequel.
I should like to commend the visionary prose poem by Professor Bartlett, serving as it does in its capacity
of balance wheel for the rest of the
Quill. The careless note of the dreamer, insinuating itself without apparent
design is a bit of artistry surpassed
only by the present criticism.
Oddly enough the contribution by
Mr. C. T. Burnett appears in a somewhat cryptic light. Manifestly influenced by the bizarre and rather
unnatural contrast between Yahwistic dormitory conversation and Yahwistic theological terminology the article loses much of what otherwise
would be complete fusion of thought
with verbal expression. But there
continues throughout a "red strand",
branding the dissertation as a contribution of masterful worth standing
second only to the great glory of its
author.

Before closing this review of the
Quill I must take advantage of the
opportunity to congratulate the editor
on one extremely delicate coup de
maitre. There is one page half way
through the book entirely blank except for a wee legend in the lower
space reright hand corner this
years.
served for the President's investigatStarting with the above premises
ing committee.
Mr. Lancaster arrives at a final conclusion after the manner of Mr. Lewis
Carrol, which is after all the only
His
indisputable manner available.
conclusion is that that which appears
to be unattainable is not and that it
should not be talked about anyway.
Friday - April 11
And on reading that article nobody
blushed, as far as is ascertainable,
except Mr. Pollock.

—

CUMBERLAND

i

-VAUDEVILLE— on the screen —

The short short story by Mr. Means,
following Mr. Lancaster's article is incomparable, and I
fancy intentionally so for the express
purpose of attracting attention. But
I'll fox him. I'll ignore him.
Next in line comes "A Plea for
Tolerance" by A. Chew Gilligan. The
article, primarily addressed to the
student body, is in essence an apology
for the lack of versatility and capability in many of his colleagues and
the necessary harshness of administrative methods in the classroom that
is corollary to that lack of breadth of
development. Mr. Gilligan's fervent
rhetoric adds materially to the eloquence of his plea and his gracious
expressions of sympathy are most
suitably adapted to the entire tone of
the article.
Then there is the article on "The
Sociabilities" by Mr. Gray. I must
make my tone slightly apologetic in
my appraisal of this valuable contribution, for Mr. Gray can seldom be
accused of committing himself on any
topic with which he is not thoroughly
he has English
conversant. True,
classes now and then, but we are all
of us inconsistent at one time or an-

immediately

ment,
find
myself conquered by
other.
the laughing trills of my canaries.
Unhappily
As Arcos has said, perhaps every-

for

the

undergraduate

WEDDING RINGS
with Lois Wilson, H. B. Warner.
Olive Borden

PARAMOUNT NEWS

also
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•
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—They

Learned About Women
with Van and Schenk, Bessie Love,
Benny Rubin. Mary Doran
also

Monday

-

MEN

SHORT SUBJECTS
Tuesday

-

April 14

-

15

WOMEN

WITHOUT

MacKenna, Farrell
MacDonald, Frank Albertson, Paul
Page. Warren Hyroer, Walter Mcwith Kenneth

Grail
also

—Comedy

News
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-

April 16-17

CHASING RAINBOWS
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THE ACCIDENT

ANHQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St.

Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind

Obscene Book

way, his arms full of books. At once
there was a great rush for the Librarian, and from the scrimmage,
Prof. Beans emerged with a large
volume under his arm. From the gallery a "long Bowdoin"
now burst
forth, with three Aphrodites on the

CO.

The Sport Store of
Brunswick

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $50,000.

Surplus and Profits, $100,000

PATRONAGE

STUDENT

BRUNSWICK CRAFT
SHOP
Popular Sheet Music and Records

Agent

for Victor Radio

—

unexpurgated copy of Shakespeare complete, with all the obscene
passages underlined. If this bill goes
what of my courses, my proWe carry the largest assortment of through,
fession, my
Humanism? I cannot
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetasuch
narrow-mindedDomestic and Im- countenance
,

"an

i

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

j

bles, Olives, Pickles,

\

ported Cheeses and Biscuits
kinds east of Portland.
Tel.

of

all

136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137

STUART & CLEMENT
Quality Printing
Town

MAINE
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"Or

Herbert Hartmoan.
Latest College Styles in

:

i
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j

LYMAN B. CHIPMAN
PURE FOOD SHOP

i

smiling severely, asked, "What about
the birth of Frederick II ? And speakPortland, Me. ing for the Government Department,
I might venture to ask what of the
Municipal Bulletins 23 to 679 incluor Professor Peale's Misunder'Anything y'want Pressed?* sive?
stood Man?"
and asked
arose
Prof. Pushing
Give it to
pointedly, "Yes, what of it?"
OR ESTLE
commanded Pres.
down!"
"Sit
Spills. "You are supposed to be on a
sabbatical."
"But I insist," then stated Prof.
the
Cook, "that this bill be defeated.
What of the Gold Coast and the
Slumps? If the proposed law goes
through I shall leave for Florida toSt.,

MEATS

GROCERIES

Telephone 435-436

Riley Insurance

Agency

tence.

consolingly.

monal Stadium
The football team
At once Mr. Vilder leaped to his won the Jail Championships, defeatand several other people's feet.
ing Colby, Bates, and Maine, -—oh,
"I'd rather be right than presi- pardon me!
Wethersfield, CharlesBrunswick dent!" he managed to shout.
Town Building
town, and Auburn by a great margin
President. of points The squad s new striped
said the
"Sit down,"
jerseys did much to improve the
"You'll never be either!"
spirit of the team.
In track it was
The bill was defeated 54 to 1.
found that almost all the team had
gone bare-foot since birth, but steps
Send Your Washing to the
Senior Elections
have been made to take care of this.

AGENT

Special Rates to Students

|

in defeat.
With five

[

seconds left to play, and
the score 38-10 against him, Smith

j

|

time out and
approached
Kraetzer, the varsity captain.
"How's it going, keed?" he asked.
"Fine. But I'm tired as the devil."
"So am I," answered the wilv
Barnev. "I n fact I think I'll take
forty winks. Mind?"
"Not at all" replied the duped Bow
de*T captain. 'Then, realizing ""the
fatal catch in Smith s pro posal, he
a desperate dive. The faculty
flash swerved, and was gone up the
table like a Rray -hound. As he crossed
the line Ecke> who had been ^unding grimly alon
in pursuit missed
a flyi
tackle b
inches
The game itge , f
to the fina ,
startling break, was a walk-over for
the varsity Faced with the loss for
the season of Tommy Means , who
has a sore thumb Coach u Booboo »
Wass went scouting , ast week
called

I

.

1

^de

;

j

]

Webber's Studio

News Stand

Morton's

of these steps can be seen leading up to the second story windows
almost any night in Chicago. In
hockey, although handicappedbjr the
total lack of ice, we havewon theStete
Series for three years, but lost this
season because none of the team
knew how to use snow-shoes.
"Classes are much the same as at
College. Some of the lecturers were
expert before coming here in the art
large
of putting people to sleep.
number, however, are extremely selfconscious, due to their many years of
constant fear of being taken for a

The machines next bore down on
the office of Marshal, and the victim
was J. Penny Gladhand, a man so
small in stature that the class, has
decided to buy him a pair of stilts.
Due to his selection, the class theme
song, taking the place of the ode this
year, will be composed around the
central idea of "And a little child
He is a member
shall lead them."
of the Phi Nu Better House, and won
by an unquestionable combination.
The names of the other officers
ride.
have not yet been found in the Col"The head of Sing-Sing isamazingly
lege catalogue, but it is thought that
successful, and many of the Alumni
they at some time attended our inare continually dropping in again for
stitution.
long and short visits. His course in

BOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER

(See accompanying illustration). This
completely fool the invading
forces and will make the Forest City
secure on all sides including the
If the next war is to be
above.
waged with Japan, Col. Frogg is
Toilet Articles • Sharing Preparations taking no chances that his city may
Japansies with
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded be confused by the
The twelve-inch
Portland, Oregon.
AGENCY FOR
guns he mentions will be employed to
emit great clouds of hot air and damp
vapor, and the fogg horn will blow
Chocolates
only on our side of the lines.
Following these plans the Colonei
returned to the subject of Bowdoin
by a great feat of oratorical manipulation, and linguistically patting Coach
. .
Charlie Howser on the back, said that
he hoped to see guilt-edged shares

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

any of the Sing-Sing
I wish
Alumni who may be at College to
please pay up their dues. Any of you
will always be welcomed here, and
just remember that the latch-key is
always on the outside of the door."
Ossining-on-Hudson
~
,
"There's pay dirt in them thar
mountings," said the art lover as he
,
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tiddler
tiddler, Whitcomb

first

first
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^n^ier,

(40), Sills (G),

Nixon

When the dving sun sank slowly.,(2), Childs (2), Whitcomb (26),
over the somber pines of the Bowdoin h<* e < 10 >' Kraetzer, Brown,
Goal from field: Brown
campus last Saturday, it was on a
Double faults: Sills (2)
scene of triumphant rejoicing such as
Referee: E. S. Hammond
the college has not witnessed fori
Umpire: J. R. Hammond
professors
years.
Long*
of
lines
Field judge: Hammond Eggs
writhed across the grass in fantastic

Co.

Fair Prices

Brunswick Publishing

Company

Varsity-38

Faculty-50
K. V. M.

Winks; Smith

Estimates and samples
cheerfully furnished.

snake-dances, blowing crazily on tin
horns and beating frying-pans. Down

While waiting for Bowdoin's Swim

am to bring in points' at the
Qiifip « St« vm^TZ^j^lukmMm, min * TexNew
„ * nn F p pHOP
cnr , r,, c BARBER
England Intercollegiate
SOULES
with
W Bill" Mitchell careening'^*
I

I

ild

Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. S

Cor.

For First Class Haircutting

Near Campus

-

„
v
*•* „
Barbers
Expert »

Frown news correspondprecariously on top of their famous Meet Norm
8,ee P. and
° Ver
green Ford, was almost mobbed by a ent J fe,
f
n n * awoke s ° m t,me
enthusiastic mob of alum- * ards
frantically
*
^
f,
He is
later, he asked, "Did we win?
nj
now doing as well as can be expected.
'
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{gRISK

thirty,

your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as

-

|

H

L?
Wh

.

-

Clothing which

tailored

custom

signed,

Facultas Bowdoin Collegii.
K. C.«M. S. lecturing on the seven
cardinal sins; apple pie and cheese.
W. B. M. correcting class-room
papers; weak coffee.
R.
J.
H. sarcastic
remarks;
french-fried potatoes.
G. G.
reading
Boccaccio;
W.
stewed prunes.
giving tests for colorC. T. B.
blindedness; cider (sweet).
M. P. C. shaving; crackers with my

—
—
—
—
—
—
soup.
F. W. B. — reading Daudet; bananas
and cream.
M. C. —dissecting angle worms;
cream
P.
Dumas; sauerN. — reading

is

to

well dressed.

Brisk
16

EAST

Brntljprfi
50th

NEW YORK

STREET
CITY

t

Watch For Our Representative

ice

kraut.

PHIL BRISK

—

W. B. C. studying child-labor
problems; chop suey.
O. C. H.— Maine Public Utilities;
SPILL'S
buttered carrots.
A. O. G. birdies; filet de sole.
Rather Cheap Time Promised for All;
P. W. M. analyzing the swimming
New PhonoRraf Records Ordered
pool; welsh rarebit.

JUNIORS EMBRACE

ECONOMY

—
—

C. —cigars; fried onions.
—slide-tests; pickled pigs'
German; bonN. C. L. —lectures
bons.
M. P. M. — Kant; johnny cake.
T. M. — Horace in toto; butter.
E.
H. — Pythagorean theorem;
cafe noir
P. C. — Shakespeare; tea.
H. L.
— -color jokes; lady-fingers.
E- H. W. — whistling; eggnogs.
A. C. G.—tearing my hair; puree of
peas.
B. W. B. —handball; pistachio nuts.
—canine epithets; seven
B.
o'clock dinners in the Union.
W. H. C. — strike problems; potato
salads.
M. E. M. —drawing deep breaths;
peanuts.
H. K. B. — Andrew Johnson, a Misunderstood Man; ginger tea.
N. C. K. —walking during lectures;
banana cream
H. —evolutionary studies;
T.
C.
fruit salads.
H. R. B.—wearing blue shirts; catsup.
chowder.
E. M. A. — Rousseau;
K.
B. —overdue cards; cheese
omelettes.
P.
W. — parallels; cream
F. K. A. K. — Goethe; apple pie a

T.

C.

V.

lor

Gym Daw nee

H. E. A.

The Junior Class has decided to
down on expenses this Ivy as was
suggested by Pres. Spills in his
Chapel talk three weeks ago today.
On Wednesday when the house parties begin informal dress will be worn

feet.

cut

in

S.

at the various fraternities to save
laundry bills. The meals will be composed of the Saturday night variety,
although the A. D. House will be so
bold as to have jelly beans. Music
for the dance will be by the Polar
Bears who will play at the Power
House and be connected to each house
by a network of loud speakers. The
committee is hard at work procuring
the very best copper wire that tha
reception may be the best ever. On
Thursday the same shirts will be worn
and picknicks will be held on the
Mall to save gasoline and to ensure
every one's presence at Bowdoin.
Why guests should be invited to a Bowdoin House Party and then go to Canada, Poland Spring, or Boothbay Harbor is hardly a favorable criterion of
the successful way in which we should

S.

off

J.

split
S.

S.

«•

pie.

duff in and help amuse these frail
things who may have been scared
away by a small pox plague that prevents us hiring the Town hall for
all

fish

J.

what have you?

puffs.

S.

la

mode.
R.

C.

coffee.

D. D.

Classes will

be

liver.

trials;

gingerale.

W. W. L.— hypothetical P;

milk.
Only 80 page assignP. A. P.
ments daily; chocolate ice cream.
R. D. S. C. debates; biftec.
experiments; tea with
P. B. F.

glace.
tragedie
C. G, E. M. B.
sique; pate de foie gras.

—

the annual Ivy Exercises
with a continuous performance all day. The Brunswick
High school orchestra will be given
oyer for a hand wound victrola, but
will play, it may be announced, at
the Ivy Dance in the evening. The
will be held,

baseball game is to be abolished to
save the Bates team from paying
carfare and the blanket tax will be
good. Dam' good.

clas-

The dance in the evening will be
a gala event and Mr. Cobb will be in
charge of the decorations which of
course will be omitted making his
task difficult. It is planned to have

PARCHESI PRIZE IS
GIVEN POKER STAR
Error in Slide Ruling Causes
Start of Scholarship System

will be conducted in
darkness to economize on elec-

home work.
On Friday

—

——
—
—
parfums de

save

morals. An informal bowling match
at the local alleys will suffice after
the omitted play to. keep all in good
humor. Following this an organ prelude will be rendered in the Chapel
with the current turned off and the
lights out. An excellent opportunity
to make up losses in sleep and other

all

H.—"tosh";

to

tricity, long waits for the curtain to
rise, and general shocking of tender

rolls.

on toast.
H. W.

held

abolished,

total

—work on Hammond's Hypothesis; calves
mathematical signs;
R. H. —
hot
M. N. —escorting another's frau;
shredded wheat.
dropped eggs
R. B. M. — time
A. A.
J.

not be

wear and tear on Mem Hall and
Adams, and the Ivy Play, which will

—sea urchin junior; hot
L. — being an entremetteur;
P.

Beechnut gum.

tous

The crowd was packed with student rooters, and not even the entrance of "Babe" Sills, wearing his
famous number 3 shirt, drew the roar
of
applause that greeted "Red"
Wilder's squad as it trotted up from
the locker-rooms. Odds went from two
to one to five to two against the faculty, the entrance of Doc Brown into
the Bowdoin lineup outweighing even
that of Sills in the minds of the bookmakers.
Benny Whitcomb, after Smith, was
probably the outstanding player of
the day. Time after time his low flat
flip found the cup, and only desperate
tackling by Nixon kept him from
Kraetzer
scoring almost at will.
seemed to have boxed Sills effectively,
but in the last few minutes of the
game the world-famous star broke
away twice to bring nis count up to
s x
'
ft is understood that the Geneva
c ub
of tne
League of Nations,
through a flying representative, tried
t o secure the Babe's contract a week
was
flatly
turned down. When
but
ago,
quest ioned on the matter Billy Edwar d s answered "In my opinion,
there js no crime wave .»

n. a Brown
Smith, third tiddler-third tiddler Ecke
Clever Playing of Smith and Childs Childs, fourth tiddler
fourth tiddler, Kraetzer
Foxes Studes

GROCERS—
who

£

chukkers.

,

FACULTY TIDDLES
ALL OVER VARSITY

^

Ha

m

"Aphrodite^
i

a

from the
Southern New
r

,

effi-

promptly at
The Bruns-

Given to our hands this fifteenth
day of March in the year of our
Lord,
nineteen
hundred
and

promising
« young
ard cl b
th%
England
League,
..
lmoym
Hooligan" Childs. But lemon.
though Childs' low-hop tiddle )was
M. D. D. giving cuts; roast rack of
working perfectly, his team seemed lamb.
conversations;
doomed to defeat in the opening
F. petites
J.
G.

;

guns.

Whitman's

ciently

.

j

Comparative Criminology 1-2 always
draws many men. His favorite doctrine has been to make every one
realize his opportunities and to be
sure to take advantage of them. Every
year a few bold ones take the Chief
too literally in obeying this dictum,
and they leave our midst amid the
tooting of whistles and the firirfj of

CoL Frogg's Speech
will

KAYWOODIE PIPES

of

,

But Never Noticeable

of six weeks.

>

j

A

on Photographs

~"~"~"~""~^~-~~""~~~~"""~—

I

Some

Continued from page 20)

ture of the whole night's balloting.

JACOB SMITH

fall,

;

PLAY SAFE

i

will

j

"tomorrow I shall
he murmured;
A. H. MACCLAWMICK.
bring up the same bill."
(Continued from Page 1)
"If it is passed you had better run start was made last year with the
for the Senate," said Pres. Spills, inauguration of the Snyder-Gray-Me-

LAUNDRY

England

in

if

the Labor

1

stinted praise. It's all we have. The
translation by Prof. Stanley Schmidt
left little to be desired, and we feel
safe in saying that Bowdoin will never
morrow."
By this time Mr. Vilder was grow- see anything like it.
ing purple, and being considerably
winded, sat down. "I am not defeated"
Sincerely yours,

INSURANCE

CITIZENS

point,

]

work

and

my

graduated from Bowdoin with
his
whistle,
Shakespearian epithets ringing in the referee raising
their ears from the annual produc- "Barney" Smith pulled one of the
cleverest plays yet seen on any felt,
tion of, the night before,
Of "Polyandra" we give out un- and sent the Wilder-men reeling back

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
CUMMINGS' MARKET

Ramsay MacDonald, and

For the first time in ten years a
faculty tiddlywinks team, goaded to
a P^h of sheer desperation, had
faced about and snarled defiance at
vile an over-confident varsity. Then, with

LAVENDER

do

tell-

him to return my overcoat,
"The Riviera is an excellent place,
I recommend it to any of you who
are planning to come to France this
summer. But remember what I told
y° u hi class: Do right and fear no
man; don't write and fear no woman."
The Accident wishes to thank Prof.
Stanbeam for his letter and urges all
of you to take it to heart, especially
the message hidden in the last sen-

j

Wholesale—Retail

574 Congress

was

I

"Senator Brookhart visited with me
on his travels here. I wish you'd ask

I

and Shaw?" The French
Department was feverishly working
up a defense of Rabelais, George
Sande, Zola, and Racine.
Prof. Van Clever then arose ana

^

Always Noticed

4-

Stalin has been removed from the
Soviet Council just as I said he would,
"We are progressing at a great rate
on the Codification of International
Law, and expect to get the territorial
waters cleared up as soon as the
Zuider Zee is filled in. We are only
waiting for Ahmed Bey Boom, thei
Sahara Governor, who will discuss
laws to govern the dried up rivers of
Northern Africa.

i

ing, Eliot,

to

*

Government

j

Heming-

.

when

in 1!>16,

he doesn't see

;

Oxfords—

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

&-

'

"This will indeed be the end of the
Classical Club,"
said Prof.
Beans,
looking up from another volume.
$5 to $10
Prof. Childe Harold Bray leaped to
Robbers
Also Tennis Shoes, -Moccasins,
his feet. "And what about the Masque
and Gown or Don Jewon, Field-

.

-

I

way ?"

them

left

•

.

i

Bostonian and Florsheim

.

-

ing Czar Nicholas that they'd be the
death of him yet. They have no more
right to be called civilized than have
our Congressmen, which is saying a
lot
Imagine bootlegging religion!
"The League of Nations is still continuing its successful work, and since
have
been over here, has cleared up
j
|«?veral difficult problems, including
the Russian-Chinese War, the High
Tariff
Conflict,
and the Doubtful
Rook War. It is a new way of doing
International business, and although
tne United States has never lifted a
P on nv to help support its expenses,
wi " undoubtedly survive our absence.
"Briand was talking to me the other
day. an(l he agrees with me perfect-

i

Mr. Vilder, who had been talking
unnoticed all the time, now became
audible in the sudden stillness, and
amid a shower of beetles and old
Bugle cuts from the gallery, went on:
"There is as much difference between
Aphrodite and Shakespeare as there
is between James Joyce and the list
of Library fines
"I am not so sure," muttered Pres.
Spills, glaring at Kenneth Poyar.
"And what about Joyce?" growled

..."

Building

BRUNSWICK

ness."

_,

*-»

i)

beauty of that scene in which the return from the pick-nick was made in
the old hay wagon. We wonder wno
let the rear wheel fall off. That was a
good move and showed real genius in
direction. Too bad the bass drum was
broken.
The staging showed a marked improvement over previous shows.
It
was a brilliant piece of work to show
us a cross-section of the whole farm
house so that we could know what the
rest of the family was doing while
Polly took a bath. Yet a lot of this
scene might be considered waste
space, and a few more keyholes would
have solved the situation.
It is a pleasure to be able to take
a girl to a production by the Classical
Club now and not feel ashamed. Of
course it depends upon the girl, but in
the past one has felt considerable
hesitancy at the thought of attending such an affair accompanied by|
one of the weaker sex.
(Wko said
"weaker"?) We are wonderffg what
will become of this younger generation, with their laxness in the things
hitherto held private, if not sacred.
We wish to congratulate the Club
(there!) for their effort in bringing us
back to our senses, if not for their
execution of the effort. It should stand
as an example to future leaders of the
Classical Club, not to mention the
Masque and Gown, that people do
appreciate purity on the stage if not
elsewhere. As we remember, there
was something obscene about the
"Adding Machine", but probably no
one else noticed that. Furthermore
Shakespeare should "be looked into
pretty thoroughly before presentation,
There are a number of words appearing in the works of this author a
repetition of which would probably
shock the most of the undergraduates
if not the inhabitants of the town.
It is indeed bad if Seniors are to he

.

—We, the

we, as members of the aforemen"The Russians", writes Prof. Stan tioned institution, hereby solemnly rebeam, "are the same bunch of ruffians solve to renounce for the said period

Classical Club Play
(Continued »Tom page

concern:

in t Unl .AlnfT.ii'A/1
« « * »« -~
in
that elevated continent.

_

I

room, the book under his arm, and
did not return for three hours.
Prof. Schmidt had been holding
forth in an attempted filibuster to
prevent the passage of the prohibitory
bill. " .
And if I want to read a
dirty book, I will, and no rule can
stop me!"
Prof. Chaste took up the refrain.
He was a soft blending of coolness
and persuasion. "I have," he crooned,

SOLICITED

,

,

-

!

*

_

may

period and its significance, to renounce for a period of six weeEs af_ "T
T
.
ter the above date, all wordly aspira_ l rof Dan c Stanbeam, who is in tions and affairs. In particular, we,
Kuro Pe on a sabbatical leave for some
reason °r other, has written to the the undersigned, have compiled a list
Accident of some of his experiences of occupations and delicacies that

I

end. The liberal clique in the Faculty
retaliated with a locomotive for BocProf. Beans began to peruse
his prize with
feet on table.
The
spectators made so many unfriendly
remarks, however, that he left the

it

Riviera and in Politics

_

1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK, caccio.

To whom

undersigned, hereby resolve that it
behooves us, as members of a Chris
-. „
. . ..
Te "
8 of L,fe on tian institution, and in view of the

«^-..
C* m,c Law

„,
p mf' of
Prof

!

Up Many Things; (Probably
Takes Up Many More)

Gives

DANIEL C. STANBEAM
SENDS NICE LETTER

of Bowdoin preferred issued in the
fail.
But this was only another attempt of Capital trying to get in!
good with Labor. With this dramatic ending the militarist sat down.
The Accident was grieved that no
account of Col. Frogg's speech ever)
found its way in to the Sunday papers the next morning. But perhaps
it was just as well. During the delivery of the oration the managers of
the Falmouth
to pass
ropes
* Hotel had
__
—
over the dining hall for fear the
building would be lifted oft*
its
foundations.

Bill

(Continued from page 6)

EATON HARDWARE

FACULTY GOES ON
TEAR DURING LENT

In the Basement

Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
- -

New a

brilliant moon, and the fraternity
booths will be done away with to sa»e
moving expenses and mats spread out
for the guests. In case of rain the
affair will be held on Maine Street,
where we are assured by Chief Edwars, the street lights will be lit all
night. And that ain't all. To save trainfare the boys will all walk home in
the morning with their girls. This will
hurt the out-of-state guests, but
what do you think this place is any-

Lengthens was recently
Albert
amazed by winning a scholarship in

Parchesi. Immediately after receiving the announcement of his award
from the College Office he was interviewed by the Accident, and expressed his enthusiasm for the efficiency of the Scholarship Committee
in unmasked invective.
"I have an utter dread for Par- way? Old Orchard?
The Accident has been asked to rechesi" he stated "and avoided including
by taking Psy- mind all Juniors to pay their assessit in my curriculm
chology. I have never touched a douse ment of 79 cents befdre Mjiy 32nd.

my life, but thoroughly enjoy Attractive favors will be given each
Poker. Why I have not been given a fair guest. The others are out of
scholarship in that course is more luck. The favors are being done up in
attractive black and white designs by
than I can see."
The whole trouble, it was discov- Dr. West and the Prophylactic Comered, lay in a faulty slide rule, which pany. Any one speaking above a
was made in Maine and thereby whisper will be liable to probation,
worked to the disadvantage of the and rubbers must be worn to cut down
out-of-State men. Mr. Lengthens was further on noise. Drinking is expressconfused in the College mind by the ly forbidden unless the liquor is past
fact that another Mr. Lengthens, who by the National Board of Review. In
excelled in Parchesi, had not ap- extreme cases a shot of gin will b*»
allowed, if the guest is on the verge
plied for a scholarship at all.
The whole matter of scholarships is of appleplexy. We urge t?very one to
under the supervision of a commis- get a blind date if possible, and stick
sysaround to see the fun. Gate crashers
reorganize
the
sion, which will
tem of award, and give the money tv> need not attend as no admission will
those on the Faculty whose salary be charged, the Christian Association
exceeds $10,000 per annum. The having graciously consented to pay
amount left over will be pledged to the bill, if that can be found. The
the erection of a new Mem. Hall. The committee will get in free, however,
slide rule will be done away with and contrary to the usual custom.
the whole thing made much simpler.
"Some one forgot to let the cat
Needy students will be allowed to lead
cheers at football victories in the fall, out," were the remarks of Captain
and by running errands for the Fac- Anauf Hinternebenin, the eminent
ulty and spotting liquor can work hydro-physicist, as he gazed doubt
fully at the Bowdoin Campus last
their ways through Bowdoin.
week.
Herr Hinternebenin will unEc. Major theses, which were due dertake to solve the College drainage
last year, can be handed in next problem at some date in the future.
week if those owing them are ready We wonder if he can get a date.
in
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